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Date	   Sender	   Place	  

Oct	  15,	  1950	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Chemchemal,	  Iraq	  

Nov	  20,	  1950	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Chemchemal,	  Iraq	  

Jan	  6,	  1951	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Chemchemal,	  Iraq	  

Feb	  18,	  1951	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Chemchemal,	  Iraq	  

Mar	  20,	  1951	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Tell	  Kotchek,	  Syria	  

Mar	  30,	  1951	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

May	  7,	  1951	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Chemchemal,	  Iraq	  

Oct	  26,	  1951	   Herbert	  Paper	   Suse-‐Andimeshk,	  Iran	  

Nov	  6,	  1951	   Donald	  E.	  McCown	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  

Nov	  13,	  1951	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Nov	  22,	  1951	   Donald	  E.	  McCown	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Dec	  23,	  1951	   Donald	  E.	  McCown	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Jan	  26,	  1952	   Donald	  E.	  McCown	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Jan	  26,	  1952	   Herbert	  H.	  Paper	   Susa,	  Iran	  

Feb	  8,	  1952	   William	  F.	  Edgerton	   Cambridge,	  England	  

Feb	  15,	  1952	   Donald	  E.	  McCown	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Feb	  25,	  1952	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Apr	  8,	  1952	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  

Apr	  18,	  1952	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Damascus,	  Syria	  

May	  31,	  1952	   Gustavus	  F.	  Swift,	  Jr.	   Antakya	  (Antioch),	  
Turkey	  

Aug	  22,	  1952	   Hans	  G.	  Güterbock	   Boğazköy,	  Turkey	  

Sep	  15,	  1952	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Cairo,	  Egypt	  

Oct	  6,	  1952	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Cairo,	  Egypt	  

Oct	  27,	  1952	   Hans	  G.	  Güterbock	   Beit-‐Yerah,	  Israel	  

	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Chicago	  

Sep	  28,	  1952	   Hans	  G.	  Güterbock	   Boğazköy,	  Turkey	  

Oct	  26,	  1952	   G.	  E.	  von	  Grünebaum	   Fes,	  Morocco	  

Dec	  1,	  1952	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   	  

Dec	  23,	  1952	   Carl	  Haines	   Beit-‐Yereh,	  Israel	  

	   Christmas	  Limericks	  

Dec	  26,	  1952	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Khartoum,	  Sudan	  

Feb	  3,	  1953	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Cyprus	  

Feb	  16,	  1953	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Jerusalem	  

Apr	  2,	  1953	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  
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Apr	  10,	  1953	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Jul	  28,	  1953	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Chicago	  

Sep	  16,	  1953	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Deer	  Creek	  Camp	  

Nov	  19,	  1953	   Donald	  E.	  McCown	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Dec	  13,	  1953	   Donald	  E.	  McCown	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Dec	  18,	  1953	   Thorkild	  Jacobsen	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Jan	  19	  to	  Jan	  22,	  1954	   Margaret	  Bell	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Jan	  27	  to	  Feb	  4,	  1954	   Margaret	  Bell	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Feb,	  1954	   Donald	  E.	  McCown	   Afak,	  Iraq	  

	   Margaret	  Bell	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  

Mar	  4,	  1954	   Elsie	  D.	  Kraeling	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

N/D	   Treasures	  of	  Tutankhamun	  Exhibit	  information	  

Apr	  13,	  1954	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

May	  28,	  1954	   C.	  F.	  Nims,	  C.	  H.	  Kraeling	   Tolmeta,	  Libya	  

Jun	  2,	  1954	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Chicago	  

Sep,	  1954	   Hans	  G.	  Güterbock	   Boğazköy,	  Turkey	  

Oct	  10,	  1954	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Chicago	  

Oct	  17,	  1954	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Salehedin,	  Iraq	  

Nov	  13,	  1954	   Robert	  Braidwood,	  et	  al.	   Iraq,	  Jarmo	  Expedition	  

Dec	  19,	  1954	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Salahedin,	  Iraq	  

Jan	  4,	  1955	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Feb	  7,	  1955	   M.	  Matson,	  R.	  Wright	   Iraq	  

Apr	  14,	  1955	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Chemchemal,	  Iraq	  

May	  18,	  1955	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Chicago	  

Jun	  19,	  1955	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Jarmo,	  Iraq	  

Oct	  18,	  1955	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Nov	  11,	  1955	   R.	  Carl	  Haines	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Nov	  20,	  1955	   R.	  C.	  Haines,	  D.	  P.	  Hansen	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Jan	  11,	  1956	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Abu	  Simbel,	  Egypt	  

Feb	  10,	  1956	   C.	  H.	  Kraeling,	  C.	  Haines	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Feb	  19,	  1956	   B.	  M.	  Borland,	  E.	  H.	  Seipp	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Mar	  2,	  1956	   C.	  H.	  Kraeling,	  C.	  Haines	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Mar	  21,	  1956	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  (re:	  
Syria/Jordan)	  

Mar	  31,	  1956	   Albrecht	  Goetze	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Apr	  1,	  1956	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Tripoli,	  Libya	  
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Apr	  27,	  1956	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Tolmeta,	  Libya	  

May	  21,	  1956	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Tolmeta,	  Libya	  

Oct	  2,	  1956	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  

Oct	  22,	  1956	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Chicago	  

Nov	  1,	  1956	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Chicago	  

Nov	  3,	  1956	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Iraq	  

Nov	  23,	  1956	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Nov	  26,	  1956	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Chicago	  

Dec	  9,	  1956	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  

Jan	  25,	  1957	   R.	  M.	  Adams,	  R.	  Fernea	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  

Feb	  26,	  1957	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  

Mar	  27,	  1957	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Luxor,	  Eqypt	  

Apr	  30,	  1957	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Tolmeta,	  Libya	  

May	  16,	  1957	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Tolmeta,	  Libya	  

Aug	  16,	  1957	   Robert	  and	  B.	  J.	  Fernea	   Iraq	  

Oct	  10,	  1957	   Thorkild	  Jacobsen	   Khafaje,	  Iraq	  

Nov	  6,	  1957	   Richard	  C.	  Haines	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Dec	  7,	  1957	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Dec	  15,	  1957	   Vaughn	  E.	  Crawford	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Jan	  19,	  1958	   Vaughn	  E.	  Crawford	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Feb	  14,	  1958	   Richard	  C.	  Haines	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Mar	  3,	  1958	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Mar	  15,	  1958	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  

Mar	  27,	  1958	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Jerusalem	  

May	  1,	  1958	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Tolmeita,	  Libya	  

May	  19,	  1958	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Chicago	  

Aug	  14,	  1958	   Hans	  G.	  Güterbock	   Boghazkoy,	  Turkey	  

Oct	  1,	  1958	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Cairo,	  Egypt	  

Oct	  22,	  1958	   Hans	  G.	  Güterbock	   Ankara,	  Turkey	  

Oct	  25,	  1958	   J.	  A.	  Wilson,	  M.	  R.	  Wilson	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Nov	  23,	  1958	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Feb	  27,	  1959	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Chicago	  

Jul	  10,	  1959	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Chicago	  

Jul	  14	  to	  17,	  1959	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  

Sep	  12,	  1959	   Hans	  G.	  Güterbock	   Boghazkoy,	  Turkey	  

Oct	  2,	  1959	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Kermanshah,	  Iran	  
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Nov	  18,	  1959	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Kermanshah,	  Iran	  

Nov	  23,	  1959	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Jan	  18,	  1960	   Gene	  R.	  Garthwaite	   Iran	  

Mar	  6,	  1960	   R.	  J.	  Braidwood,	  B.	  Howe,	  E.	  O.	  
Negahban	  

Iran	  

Mar	  21,	  1960	   Keith	  C.	  Seele	   Chicago	  

May	  5,	  1960	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Chicago	  

Apr	  3,	  1960	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Iran	  

Jun	  28,	  1960	   Keith	  C.	  Seele	   Chicago	  

Jul	  15,	  1960	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Chicago	  

Aug	  1,	  1960	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Chicago	  

Nov	  8,	  1960	   Richard	  C.	  Haines	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Dec	  15,	  1960	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Chicago	  

Jan	  6,	  1961	   Keith	  C.	  Seele	   Beit	  el	  Wali,	  Egypt	  

Jan	  30,	  1961	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Iran	  

Nov	  10,	  1961	   P.	  Delougaz	   Shalgahi	  Sofla,	  Iran	  

Jan	  12,	  1962	   Emery	  T.	  Filbey	   Chicago	  

Dec	  23,	  1961	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Serra	  East,	  Sudan	  

Mar	  5,	  1962	   Emery	  T.	  Filbey	   Chicago	  

Dec	  25,	  1961	   P.	  Delougaz,	  H.	  J.	  Kantor	   Shalgahi	  Sofla,	  Iran	  

1961	   Frank	  A.	  Hole	   Iranian	  Prehistoric	  
Survey	  1961	  

	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Arch.	  Tour:	  
Pakistan/India	  

Mar	  22,	  1962	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Serra	  East,	  Sudan	  

May	  25,	  1962	   Emery	  T.	  Filbey	   Chicago	  

May	  25,	  1962	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Chicago	  

Oct	  15,	  1962	   R.	  C.	  Haines,	  G.	  Buccellati	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Oct	  24,	  1962	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Chicago	  

Oct	  11,	  1962	   E.	  and	  C.	  H.	  Kraeling	   Adana,	  Turkey	  

Nov	  5,	  1962	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Beirut,	  Lebanon	  

Dec	  14,	  1962	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Beyrouth,	  Lebanon	  

Dec	  18,	  1962	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Chicago	  

Dec	  8,	  1962	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Beirut,	  Lebanon	  

Feb	  11,	  1963	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Shalgahi	  Sofla,	  Iran	  

Feb	  26,	  1963	   Keith	  C.	  Seele	   Ballana,	  Nubia	  

Apr	  23,	  1963	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Chicago	  
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Apr	  6,	  1963	   Keith	  C.	  Seele	   Ballana,	  Nubia	  

May	  15,	  1963	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Chicago	  

May	  1,	  1963	   Herbert	  E.	  Wright,	  Jr.	   Kermanshah,	  Iran	  

Jul	  31,	  1963	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Welland	  Canal	  

Sep	  17,	  1963	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Istanbul,	  Turkey	  

Nov	  4,	  1963	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Siirt,	  Turkey	  

Dec	  16,	  1963	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Arnavutköy,	  Istanbul,	  
Turkey	  

Dec	  30,	  1963	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Jan	  1,	  1964	   Keith	  C.	  Seele	   Ballana,	  Shellal-‐Wadi	  
Halfa,	  Nubia	  

Jan	  17,	  1964	   R.	  J.	  Braidwood,	  I.	  Hunter	   Arnavutkoy,	  Istanbul,	  
Turkey	  

Feb	  27,	  1964	   Carl	  H.	  Kraeling	   Beirut,	  Lebanon	  

Mar	  8,	  1964	   R.	  J.	  Braidwood,	  C.	  Benedict	   Istanbul,	  Turkey	  

May	  25,	  1964	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Ergani,	  Turkey	  

Jun	  22,	  1964	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Ergani,	  Turkey	  

Aug	  29,	  1964	   P.	  P.	  Delougaz,	  H.	  J.	  Kantor	   Oholo	  on	  the	  Sea	  of	  
Galilee	  

Sep	  28,	  1964	   P.	  P.	  Delougaz,	  H.	  J.	  Kantor	   Athens,	  Greece	  

Oct	  15,	  1964	   Hans	  G.	  Güterbock	   Boghazköy,	  Turkey	  

Feb	  25,	  1965	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Mar	  5,	  1965	   Janes	  Knudstad	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Apr	  6,	  1965	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Easter,	  1965	   McGuire	  Gibson	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Jun	  28,	  1965	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Chicago	  

Jun	  20,	  1965	   David	  Pingree	   Poona,	  India	  

Jul	  15,	  1965	   David	  Pingree	   India	  

Aug	  18,	  1965	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Chicago	  (Breasted’s	  
100th	  B-‐day)	  

Nov	  5,	  1965	   Maurits	  van	  Loon	   Aleppo,	  Syria	  

Nov	  11,	  1965	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

N/D,	  1965	   P.	  Delougaz,	  H.	  J.	  Kantor	   Dezful,	  Iran	  (Choga	  
Mish)	  

Dec	  13,	  1965	   R.	  M.	  Adams,	  G.	  Scanlon	   Chicago	  and	  Fustat	  
(Cairo),	  Egypt	  

Jan	  19,	  1966	   P.	  Delougaz,	  H.	  J.	  Kantor	   Dezful,	  Iran	  (Choga	  
Mish)	  

Jan	  31,	  1966	   P.	  Delougaz,	  H.	  J.	  Kantor	   Dezful,	  Iran	  (Choga	  
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Mish)	  

Feb	  3,	  1966	   L.	  Greener,	  C.	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Apr	  1,	  1966	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Southwestern	  Asia	  
generally	  

Apr	  5,	  1966	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Chicago	  

Jul	  11,	  1966	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Chicago	  

Dec,	  1966	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Jan,	  1967	   John	  A.	  Wilson	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Feb	  15,	  1967	   James	  Knudstad	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Mar	  1,	  1967	   Roberta	  Ellis	   Chicago	  

Mar	  23,	  1967	   Robert	  M.	  Adams	   Baghdad,	  Iraq	  

May	  4,	  1967	   Maurits	  van	  Loon	   Aleppo,	  Syria	  

May	  15,	  1967	   Robert	  McC.	  Adams	   Iraq	  

Dec	  6,	  1967	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Dec	  10,	  1967	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Istanbul,	  Turkey	  

Feb	  15,	  1968	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Mar	  15,	  1968	   Louis	  V.	  Zabkar	   Semna	  South,	  Sudan	  

Aug	  31,	  1968	   Hans	  Güterbock	   Ankara,	  Turkey	  

Oct	  28,	  1968	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Ergani,	  Turkey	  

Nov	  11,	  1968	   Maurits	  van	  Loon	   Içme,	  Turkey	  

Nov	  28,	  1968	   Robert	  McC.	  Adams	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Jan	  27,	  1969	   Robert	  McC.	  Adams	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Mar	  1,	  1969	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Aug	  30,	  1969	   H.	  Güterbock,	  M.	  van	  Loon,	  Philo	  
Houwink	  ten	  Cate	  

Içme,	  Turkey	  
(Korucutepe)	  

Oct	  11,	  1969	   H.	  Güterbock,	  M.	  van	  Loon,	  Philo	  
Houwink	  ten	  Cate	  

Içme,	  Turkey	  

Oct	  31,	  1969	   Maurits	  van	  Loon	   Içme,	  Turkey	  

Jan	  15,	  1970	   P.	  P.	  Delougaz,	  H.	  J.	  Kantor	   Choga	  Mish,	  Iran	  

Feb	  2,	  1970	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Apr	  15,	  1970	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Aug	  15,	  1970	   H.	  Güterbock,	  M.	  van	  Loon,	  Philo	  
Houwink	  ten	  Cate	  

Içme,	  Turkey	  

Oct	  4,	  1970	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Ergani,	  Turkey	  

Nov	  1,	  1970	   H.	  Güterbock,	  M.	  van	  Loon	   Ankara,	  Turkey	  

Nov	  8,	  1970	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Ergani,	  Turkey	  

Nov	  27,	  1970	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Dec,	  1970	   Program	  Registration	  Form	  
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Jan	  4,	  1971	   George	  R.	  Hughes	   Chicago	  

Apr	  13,	  1971	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Jan	  12,	  1972	   Charles	  F.	  Nims	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Mar	  17,	  1972	   P.	  P.	  Delougaz,	  H.	  J.	  Kantor	   Ghaleh	  Khalil,	  Iran	  

Oct	  18,	  1972	   John	  A.	  Brinkman	   Chicago	  

Sep	  20,	  1972	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Ergani,	  Turkey	  

Oct,	  1972	   Lecture	  Invitation	  

Oct	  31,	  1972	   Robert	  Braidwood	   Ergani,	  Turkey	  

Oct	  27,	  1972	   Helene	  J.	  Kantor	   Ghaleh	  Khalil,	  Iran	  

Dec	  20,	  1972	   John	  A.	  Brinkman	   Chicago	  

Nov	  4,	  1972	   Andrew	  M.	  T.	  Moore	   Aleppo,	  Syria	  

	   Frederick	  C.	  Klein	   Chicago	  

Jan,	  1973	   Lecture	  Invitation	  

Dec	  13,	  1972	   P.	  P.	  Delougaz,	  H.	  J.	  Kantor	   Ghaleh	  Khalil,	  Iran	  

Dec	  7,	  1972	   Robert	  Braidwood	   En	  route,	  Istanbul	  to	  W.	  
Europe	  

Jan,	  1973	   John	  A.	  Brinkman	   Chicago	  

Jan	  15,	  1973	   McGuire	  Gibson	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Jan	  22,	  1973	   Edward	  F.	  Wente	   Luxor,	  Egypt	  

Feb	  10	  to	  Feb	  20,	  1973	   McGuire	  Gibson	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  

Mar	  11,	  1973	   McGuire	  Gibson	   Nippur,	  Iraq	  
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October 15, 1950 

Dear Friends: 

Ns~slettor frc~ nobert Braiduood 
Ju.nno i:x8::;.vation 

Iraq 

Chemchemal 
Kirkuk Liwa 
Iraq 

VJe reached camp o.t Janna on the afternoon of 0eptemoer 15th. 'J:'lw house Has :far 
enough alone so ':1lc::.~ W8 could.move richt in - n.bdullah, the R0ver·end Glessner, 
and Bob .n.cta;as for the ten days he had oesn .nere 1 hed all done a remarkably good 
job. Fsl t do mricht smug about it - uLnost feel 1 could earn a li vlng being an 
arclli teet by overseas correspondence. You remembc;r I dre•:·" the plans in Chicago 
and sent them on out to Glessner for trctnsmission to Abdullah, and then simply 
held my breo.th. Of course a fe':J ninor details went wrong - like windmn:; hung up
side do,m, door-hard·Hare reversed etc. - but on the whole it ".TaS unb~ieveably 

successful. ·:e moved in Lnmediutely, but in sort of chaos too, as we still had 
a t-~reat deal to do, finishing carp en try, laying tne ·.vi ring and plumbing, and un
pa~king all the mess of gear all at once. vie stayed in this chaos for about a 
weel:. \\le ~:ad a rn·eak in a •:;'ly, since the "Bed al-Kebir 11 (a sort of four day 
;•,loha:nmedan CnrL:itHluS) C8l:'.8 ut the tL~le, ::md 1T8 didn't l1UV8 very JlictrlY people about. 
It i~elcl Ul) sone thinf.S, but kept people i'rom betting underfoot as w·ell. imyc;ray, 
thin~s ,·ot tire;:JselvGs into ::oLL'.I'lci'.:-nt order ·;rithin t·.ro eks ::;o Te could begin 
to cti.g, ~ ,'l--D.ch ·re did on c~bf:r jOth. ~~ilc' saip:1ent f1wn the ot<5.tes arrived 
about & '·'I':Jek ago, :_.lso u :Jlur:10cc:r ,_:i th some pipe for the line from the well to the 
tanks. By toni1-)1t .:e will ut le&st ue ;_ul·3 to get a snower. In the me&ntime, we 
have been bathiag ( sor·wr,imt irT8Cularly) in a foldin;; rubber tub, filled with 
blitz cans (plenty ci' hot :,crut,;r oy nic.,ht if yon set tltem out full in the sun in 
the t10rning). The .>:ell, incidently, iaG a creat succe;~s, &'1d it is really a 
luxury to hc:cv-e .:',i..ne and adequate vrat·.:"r. J,,ff Glcs::or1er blu:.:ted do,m only fourteen 
feet, and ;,re get sor:w';hi'1g over 200 callonc an IJ.Qur. 

Let me tell yo'.l about the U. b. shipf.lE;rlt oe:CGre I e:.o on about the dig. It came 
through in fins SI1ape, out tr;rf'G \[E?-jl(c_: l::ite, due to a fuss :lith the papers in 
Beyrouth. Thr,:;e of the twenty-six c,_, '-"s c.rere 0hortlc'nded, 0.ru.l this of course re
duced the total to twer.:.ty-three, :..o11Ci ,:as cbviouuly '.vorth three '"eeks of argument 
(one case per week's argument!). ~;loreov(:T, the Jlci;,;:.:.in6 Ci:L3es ,,,ere those contain
ing the acetone, the ham and the bacon. J~ud•Jllah is not clee:r ·Jhy the acetone 
should have been rni ssing, but told ;ne, in el'r'ect, ·.hat should I expect in trying 
to bring hma and b<-.1con into Allan's countries. 

We took on twelve of the trained 0112.r[';ati '"orkrnen and about forty locals, a few 
from Matarrah villase ( wl-Jere -,;e ·,-vorkced in 1948) , as they're bilinguals and the 
locals here are only t~urdi sh-speakin!c', and Abdullah's Kurdish is weak, and ours 
non-existant. .'Je opr::med a 2G.Om x lJ.OTI cut on the top of the north center of 
the Janna site and have been '.vorking do,·m in it ~.:>lowly ever since then, with spells 
of work in the old 1948 oper;-"tion e.nc in c...Dother nevv 5.0m x 5.0m cut, whenever 
we needed :nore ti:ne cmd less crowdinc for cleaning up delicate stuff in the big 
new cut. llost of the features in it ttre of stone - tllere is no mud •'ralling, but 
this isn't surprisinc sin co rrr;' re ::ot:'.ll only about JOcm. do·.m :..,nd just beloc·c the 
plO'H line. I:Jave for tlre tact tlliit O~..lr tc:n t;s in 1948 ·.;ere ril;ht .:i1ere the new 
cut lies, and that a fe~.v brok·,m tent ::.:t,~l:o.:;, and bits of glass turned up on the 
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iJrO:•.:sletter from I::ooert Braidwood - 2 

surfc:.ce, the nrea is remarkubly u.:.1contc:t.lllinated. iUl of the ::>tuff it has yielded 
has b,.-;sn of the Jarrno assemblage; just as in l9Lt8, in the upperrnDst layer, there 
is also broken pottery here- of a very coarse and prir.litive-looking variety. 
No ver-y remarkable anti qui ties yet, mainly mil line, stone;:;, pestle::.;, stone axes, 
m1d lotG of flint rmd obisdian blades. Also enough grain to fill about half a 
dozen match boxes - much more tl1an 'ie got during the Nhole of the 1948 csmpaign. 
The area looks ext rem ely pror:1i sing, and if' it c evelOjJG as ~·rsll arc{.i.i tecturally 
as seems probable no';T, ·iJ"e'll really gE:t 0.oo<..~ stuff from it. 

As a kind of reservoir to thro':·i ,,;orkmen in to when we wan t"'.d ;nore time and space 
in the ne\'' cut, I had t1:H3 cut-~'aces &'ld old :mlls of the 1948 operation on the 
northwest corner cleaned out. \vhen \If- got the area dovrn into pay ciirt again, 
we bec<-m to encounter !aore of those reed-floored areas. .L::"l the lo.st couple o::f 
days, we'v~? had to work at u very slow and puinstaking rate hPre too (so I had to 
open o. third srae.ll cut to put '?.Xc-:=ss , .. ,orkmen into), and novi it's bet,inning to 
look as if ull the rsed i:npresc.~ions may oe of fallen-in roofing. We SIJ.ied off' 
this idea at first, since vw get the impressions over the '.'Jhole area of a room, 
mithin its '!!alls, and ec.sentially tmbroken, and it didn't seGF: vsry reusonable 
thnt a roof 1.\iould bre<'.L.~ in and ~\rhcosh down on the floor in one piece like that. 
J;s a matter of f2ct, we've had to leave our .minds open on sever'J.l other things, 
as ·;dl ss this. 

The whole thing is being very provocative - I must say it's exciting to be back at 
it again, ond to r ... e.ve :L t i..tCt t~ni s \<Jay from the vr:try start. It sure is a swell 
site. Bob Ad.a;::s and Vivian Brom<::n"l are both jmveis, and ars already in the routine 
lil~e old hands. Nev:;rtheless, tile yield in small stuff .ms so great that I laid 
off about t.renty of the loc1:.ls 1'or a. week, so lrV"e can get ourselves caught up. 
This 1Iill be oiLly a temporary situation, as there has still been ~~uite a bit o:f 
sctLLing do,·m to uo in the bouse. Also, v!e nave sent for i:'lizsJeth West to come 
on a;:, a volunt0er - she' L the lass ,"Jllo finiohed chemistry at v,1ssar and ·:rent back 
to ·rork in the muse1..un in the P.;;-;eri ca:n University at Beyrouth, ·.1here her father is 
a professor. ·~ ··"et her in Beyrou'cl1, unci like her very ,:meh, and we Cbll certainly 
use hc~r. 

Linda ur.d I simply haven't had time J"et to so scouting for caves. 'The children 
and I Icmt to ::;;u.leimaniyah J ':JeGlr :-igo, to Sf"lC>P :f\)r Linda's oirthday, ·.:hich IJaS 

on th'3 9th. ~·ul is re:~~llly a nice tchn - comple~Ply "'-Llrdish, ;c:,nd JJith one of' the 
most unspoiled bazaa:;:-;:; I've E.>.>":n - ;:ot u.b .os .t;lJf')O, out pretty un-':·:esternized 
'l'he Chtldrc:m tL.rive; tJhj Lhain::o.khcm o::· Clle::ci"'";aal, 1:hc Ls a very nice fellow, 
c ... ve trr;- r:: ;,~el ·i.Gll .. :[, L· 0 (;. ~c :1 ,J(,,u~i..cul!.J, :Jllt I'm u.I'r~id the blic;hted 
beast iS goiU[; to eat I'1Y t;t:rden. ,Je !.av-e the .;orlcner. a fa'ltE~sj_c:,, killed tc'TO fat 
sheep, und. [Ot a druJ!1'1er e:nr1 pi.t~0:' from Che:.;chema.l 011 tlw day :.:orlc st&rted. '1.':link 
I L.Ot LO~i'..: ,oou :,ovic): ;h ,-c '·' 'ceG. 'tJ8 all. tJ:1rive. 

GreeUngs to all, 

Bob 
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November 20, 1950 

Dear Friends~ 

Nev;slecter from Robert Braidwood 
Janao Excavation 

Iraq 
Chenchemal 
Kirkuk Liwa 
Iraq 

Now that v1e 1 re well into our stride at Kal' at Jarmo, we 1ve gotten to that frame 
o£ mind ·where we wish -,.;e 1 d have a fevr days of raj_n. The place is yielding so well 
that it is all Linda and the girls can do to keep up even with the gross sorting 
o.:i~ the stone objects and with the general registration. There have been days 
wl1en the yield in flint and obsidian has been as high as fifteen hundred pieces. 
Lf we'd only have a bit of rainy weather, we could catch up on the inside work 
a bit. Of course it 1 s some consolation that the winter rains will eventually 
come, but the •museum' shelves are already crammed v1ith sacks awaiting sorting. 
The only thing the ueather does is to stay fine and get increasingly colder -
wonderful nippy days Vii th scattered high vrhi te clouds and fine clear nights. 
It sure is a good thing we've finished the fireplace! 

I suppose the best thing we've turned up so far has been a curved sickle set 
wi_ th four flint olade s 1 or ti:1e cutting edge - the blades m::re set in to some 
sort of haft (apparently of •wod, alchou.gh we didn't t;ct nmch of its ghost) 
wi_th asphalt. As yuu know, single i'lint sicide bb.de elemPnts areadime a 
dozen, but the tninvs are not ofteL i ound in their or:i.1 :5nri-l alignment, and this 
is the first curved exampL0c from this part of t,ile 1vorlcJ ;mtil much later times .. 
Also, the asphalt for ::a.Jtj_ng shov1s that people v;ere u the Kirkuk fields 
long before the Iraq Fctrolcum Co. here. Thr:::re have be 'Con a few more 
conventionally spec tactllar pL:ces - sE:veral ver; well H;Cdc~lc~d mother-goddess 
fragments - one markedly pree;:lai1h Also some nice anin12l figurines. You 
probably know that Edi tll Forada, the seal exper~, is nmr in Baghdad - well, 
·when vre heard she VIas to come up '<lith t-he Directorate General of Antiquities 
people for their official visit, Linda said it wo~lJ be nice if we 1 s get ~dith 
a stamp seal. •. e did, next ciay - the tiLing is a hi conical affair of clay 
with a very clear spiral Gtamp. The yield in stone omds has been good too, 
also that of mortar:o, p(-;stles and f:TinrlerE, and such otJwr elements of the 
be ginning of ar;ricul tur-::.1 economy as Jarmo shoHs. Grain itself has kept coming 
along too, and each day v:e 1ve been gettir:g sow charco,ql flecks, so that it 
v1on 1 t be too lon;:~ before we r 11 have en011gh fo1· a run for the Carbon 14 dating 
project. I badly-,, ant t,his, since you lmOTJ how uncomfortable Libby is about 
the 4757 B.C.~ 320 run on the Jarmo snail shells of 1948. It's really a very 
svreet ~3i te, all the v;ay around you couldn 1 t dream one up vrhich would be 
an;y better for the bc,sicwss of t.i.ng at tLe beginnings of agriculture and 
of animal domestication. 

Last vreekend, Dr. Naji al-Asil, the Director General of Antiquities of the 
Government and Fuad Safar, their top excavator, came up, bringing Edith 
Porada ·lfith them. Very nice v::.sit. I've nE:ver seen Naji Beg so reJaxed. 
He talked a good bit of the time h: at Lake Success, of' his ccnversa tions 
with General Marsnall, Htc., and f>E:::"cmed to be enjoying himself very much. 
He's full of his plans fer a nev. mus mm in Baghdad - they 1 re hoping to get the 
sarue architect v·;ho did the Jerusalem ~mseJ.m. I certainly hope they do get him, 
for that's a magnificent job. 
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-2-

Newsletter from Robert Braidwood 

"v~e 've been g~"t ting a carload or two of visitors from the International 
PetroJ_eum C'ompRny prac ~ically every Sunday too, but they :ve &~.1. bee'1 pretty 
reasonahle people. and 1il8 haven·t minded having them- also, vrha.t with the 
Comp;:crq heJ.vir1g lend ·leaseJ us so much building material for thF..: hous'-) _, I 
suppose we are duty---bound to be a Sunday spectacle for bored &D.pi~:~ builders., 
A number of them are geologists too, and we wring odd bits of information 
out of t:1em, 

The ch~ldren now have a kitten that is much wilder than the gaze1 the 
K.'1aima.:~ 1lc.tn gave then~ The gazel is now fat, and there is nei the!' lettuce 
nor radishes in my garden - the blighted goatl How does one keep an animal 
fro"n not being domesticated? Pretty beast though, plays tag wj_th Douglas 
every rr.orning. :~o fc-x ~ however~ all a.ttempts to wean the ki t+:.An from anti
soriel".bilj ty ha.ve been futile~ ',ie also had a pet hedgehog fr;;,:· a while-' but 
I don: t, krww "Th'3.t' s happened to i t.j I've been assigned Geogl'enhy and Science 
in G:•·e ::el s fourth Cal vert system course - Linda teaclle s }]er the other 
things - the system s~C;ems to be working pretty well. 

We 1 re all to go in ior Thanksgiving to the Glessners 1 , the American missionary 1 s 
in Kirkuk; the Hotchkisses- he 1 s head geoloe;ist for I.P.C. -and one or two 
other odd Americans will be there~ ~::e 1ve provided the turkeys, via our workmen, 
at the exorbitant price of $L40 per bird - I trust you'll allow this on the 
accounts', 

Can't think of anything more, and its almost 4:00 o'clock, and I've got to go 
out and help Bob close,down the dig! Send us some news of the great outer 
vrorld- we get the B.B.C. news over the radio, in which cricket takes up about 
one-third of the time for the !!world news". 

As ever ... 

s/s Bob 
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January 6, 1951 

Dear Friends: 

Newsletter from Robert Braid-v;ood 
Jarmo Expedition 

Iraq 

Chemchema.l 
Kirkuk Liwa 
Iraq 

By the time this reaches you, the holidays will be long gone and news of 
them uill seem stale, so I 1ll say little more of them than that we had a 
very Merry Christmas. The girls baked all the proper Christmas cookies, Ali 
powdered the sugar on mortars we 1d excavated in the site, and I carved the 
Springerli moulds from old crating. We ended up with three Christmas trees, 
one from the American mission in Kirkuk, and two from the Government Experi
mental Farm. The last two came complete with roots, and have been planted 
down by our well. This year, Christmas was coincident with !1ohannned 1 s 
birthday ( 1-1hich is calculated by the moon!), so the men took a holiday too .. 

Since Christmas, we have only had two and a half days. of digging, as the 
r.ainy season has now set in with a ven&:eance. Fortunately, we got the truck 
back from its overhauline beforehand, so that -vlith the jeeps, we have re
mained reasonably mobile and able to supply ourselves. These four-wheel 
drive vehicles will ;wve through a remarkable amount of mud ~vhen they have 
chains on all four wheels; our greatest dan~er is side-slipping off the hills 
down into the wadis (= gully), some of which are pretty steep-sided and a 
hundred or more feet deep. Henc8, on very soupy days, we simply don't move 
at all. Ths situation '"Till grow increasingly worse as the ground soaks up 
more and more rain. l;.Je 1ve a lot of 1vork to do in the house, however, and 
are pretty well stocked with absolute essentials, so we're not worried, and 
I rather gather the creat outside <vorld is not so overuhelmingly attractive 
at the moment that one minds being cut off from it. 

Professor Herbert WriLht, the University of Hinnesota geologist for the 
American Cchools of Oriental Research project on the Pleistocene survey, 
arrived day before yesterday, and is aLready out on survey on one of the 
coldest:~ bleakest and t;rayest da3rs vle 1ve had yet. Herb ~ good-- we went 
over the mound with him yest<:rday, and all kinds of interesting hints about 
ways the soil profile can be made to yield climatic information came out of 
our talks. It is [Oing to be extremely useful to have him here with us, and 
this sort of information will increase when Fred Barth, the young Norwegian 
paleontolorist arri'J<":s, and vw can ber;in '•vringing information out of the animal 
bones and shell. I have a very positive feeling that all kinds of useful 
and hitherto undreamed of typf.S of information are going to come out as a 
result of having people like vJright, Barth, and Hort~e here - not only for the 
American School 1 s pr'ojoct but for Jarmo as well. Bruce Howe, the Pleistocene 
archeologist from the i~eabody l'iuseum at Harvard, is due to arrive in a week 
or so, and if the weather isn 1t too bad, ove 1ll doubtless soon besin to do 
what digging we planned for the American School 1 s project. ~ve 've located 
several promising sites, which look as if they'd show what the level of cul
ture was at the end of 11 stone age 11 times, just before the great burst came 
with the appearance of agriculture and domestic animals and the appearance 
of such sites as Jarmo itself. Its really tremendously exciting to have the 
•dwle thing coming out of the works at once, especially when one feels there 
is (I believe for the first time on such a job) this group of specialists 
of such varied c cmpetence at hand to makE the job we do <1 complete one. 
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Newsletter from Robert Braidwood -2 

The individual antiquiti.:s we find are relatively unspectacular, and the 
simple flints and a few kernels of charred grain and pieces of animal bones 
HOn 1 t make nuch of a museum Eccxhibi t, but the amount of historical informa
tion >ve 111 be a~)le to >vrin[ out of Jarmo and the School 1 s site together 
"tvill be completely nmv stufi' and will replace pages and pages of pure theory. 

On Jarmo itself, before the rc,ins set in, He had taken the cld Number I 
Operation down into the Cth level, 1vhich seems to be its lovwst, as the vir
gin decor:1poc:in[ rock is no-vJ just l_,elow us. The archi tectL're doesn 1 t amount 
to much, alJl:;aruntly, but some walls are appearinc so that the place evidently 
had buildin[.;s in the area of Operation I ritht back to its bPc;innings. In 
lJumber II, the larger new-er operation, ue havl~ clearEd do1.;rn through the se
cond level and have also bes-un to expand tovmrd the \vest, vJhere Bob Adams 
had plotted the largest concentration of potsherds. v1[e 1ve novJ begun the 
treatment of these broken potte1~ bits in bulk, and have found that a great 
proportion of them is literally half-baked: they pretty Hell disintegrate 
if left in water, and the original intact pots and jars could hardly have 
held liquid. Hence i·Je 1 re expanding in the area of greatest yield to in
crease our lmlk for study purposes. You 111 recall that pottery - as proper 
portable vessels - only appears in the ur:-permost (late2t) levels of Jarmo. 
And since pottery, as a craft product, was one of the very first in Hhich 
men actually learned to alter the properties of a material in nature, TtTe 1 re 
interested in learning as much as we can about hm-r this technical develop
ment came about. I would certainly not be so bold as to say that the pot
ters craft uas discovered on Jarmo itself, but v.re are able to observe, in 
the Jarmo levels, an example of how it evolved from the baked-in-place 
basin in a floor to a proper portable jar. In other vJords, we are getting 
a look at a sin[le case, at its very betcinning, of the 'whole [Teat sequence 
of technolocies vJhich depend on the heat-treatment of materials. 

Along in December, vJe hit the hichest daily yiEld of flint and obsidian -
2119 pieces in one day. Pottery fi~1.rines, stone vessels, beads, and 
other odd utilitarian objects in Lontc and stone l1av0 continued to come out, 
and we 1 re well over the requi:Jite amount of cLarcoal nece::::sary for the 
radioactive carbon datin[ me~hod. 

Various visitors are be[inninc to turn up - we've had a pair of journalistic 
photof:rapherc: for over a week, vJho Crave in just before the rains in a 
small British car, and hav0n 1 t been able to out until today. He put 
them to 1vork labelin1• flints and helpinr: the f irls ~d th photocraphy. One 
did a strip of a day's dig[·jng routine for N.B.C. television. 

Just before Christmas, I lect,,:ced to a mixed British-Iraqi audience of about 
2)0 of the Iraq ?etrolEum Cor0p::my 1 s staJf on the rcneral subject of why 
strange Amsri cans cc,1ne all the way to a CDt;nh'Y so archeologically rich 
as Iraq and are happy on a site which yiflds no rold! The thing must have 
been very successful, as the Company kept us overnicht in the presidential 
suite in its big guest hcuse, with treat:r1ent number l (i.e., seven course 
dinner, liqueurs, Havana cigars, et al). As us~cal, Linda slept through 
the lecture! -- -

Greetings to all, 

Bob 
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February 18, 19.51 

Dear Friends: 

Newsletter from Robert Briadwood 
Jarmo Expedition 

Iraq 

Chemchemal 
Kirkuk Liwa 
Iraq 

When I last wrote, Christmas was just over, and the winter rains had just 
bogUJn to spit at us. Since then, it has been raining almost half of the time. 
It rains in three or four day spells every third or fourth day, so that the dig 
practically never gets dry enough to work, even in the short spells of fine 
weather in between. On the good days the effects of the rain begin to show up 
clearly, as all the hills with soil cover are turning a brilliant green with new 
grass. This, against the contrast of the deep red-brmvns of the exposed shales 
and sandstones makes for an extremely handsome landscape. But for the last three 
days~ it has rained again, and what we see out our windows is grey foggy drizzle. 

We've kept bus,y, rain or no rain, on the processing of the excavated materials, 
and all sorts of people have been arriving. First, a couple of guests turned 
up--completely out of the blue, in a little Hillman station-wagon--and identified 
themselves as lvirs. Helen Joy Lee of Stonington, Connecticut, and Mr. H. de Heiss,.. 
Teuffen of Zurich, Switzerland, and announced that they were the Bourne Brook 
Educational Films Company, and wanted to take our pictures at work. Mrs. Lee, 
who insisted on being called Gran'~ was one of the Detroit Jqys with an undimmed 
wanderlust; she did some photography, but more in the way of journalistic writing. 
Hana:o Meiss-Teuffen, who was the professional photographer of the team, turned 
out to be an incredible and charming guy who had knocked about from Alaska to 
Africa, sailed the Atlantic single-handed, been in the British Commandos, and 
half a dozen other things I have forgotten. He was on a free-lance commission 
from N.B.C. television, and for this reason, as well as for their general educa
tional films business, they had come up to see if they could lido" us. It was 
almost dark when they arrived--how they found their way in through our wild road 
in that little car >vas a feat in itself--and they proposed if we would take 
Gran 1 ma in overnight, Hans would sleep in the car, and they could "do" us the 
next day and be off. Besides, they offered sanE old egg sandwiches and a bottle 
of Cinzano as keep. We took them in. 

That ni£:ht the heavy rains set in. To make a long story short, it was ten days 
before Hans could get the car back out to the main road. As. one has to, with 
guests here, we suggested, and they v1ent uillingly to work--Hans on photography 
with Vivian arrl Liz, and Grantma on labeling objects. Besides, they insisted 
on paying their keep, and when Hans finally could get the car out, it wa~ decided 
that we would keep Gran 1ma on for a month or more Hhile Hans went off to Kuwait 
to do a piece out in the desert on falcon hunting. Gran 1ma actually stayed until 
last Sunday, labeled I would hate to say how rnany thousand microliths, taught the 
cook how turkeys are slaughtered, drawn, cleaned and cooked in Connecticut--and 
acquired all the knmvledge required of a good field hand in archeology, including 
how to sass the director. The night before she left, we gave her a final oral 
examination, and then presented her with a diploma (with cum laude in director 
sassi~). Anyv.ay, so much for our paying, working guests. 
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The next arrival (on January 3) was Herbert Hright, Professor of Geology at 
Ilinncsota, \Jho came on on the Viking Fund grant for the strrvey of the Pleistocene 
phyciocraphy of our area. Translated, this means that Herb is at work trying to 
understand the history of the landscape hereabouts for the last some thousands 
of ~roars. His study will indicate what the landscape may have been like at the 
time -vrhen Jarmo village flourished, the general history of river-valley cutting, 
climatic change, ecology, and so on, of our immediate area, in relationship to 
the broader pictlli'e of such events in Iraq as a whole. Herb is a quiet but ex
tremely merry lad. He misses his children, hence he monopolizes ours (which are 
about the same age as his), when he is in camp, and they love it. A good part 
of the time, he is off in the Jeep, however. He is tracing down as many of the 
main tributaries of the Tigris as he can, to see if the regimes of these rivers 
arc the same as that of the Tauq Chai which runs through our plain. At the end, 
he will do his detailed study and geological mapping here. I must say it is 
extremely interesting to have a live geologist in one's camp, but the more so be
cau~;e Herb is such a winning guy personally1 ~·Jhat tickles me most is to see him 
go about doing whatever he wants to do, and going whereve±- he wants to go, with
out knowing a word of Kurdish or Arabic. I have no idea how he does it, but he 
always comes back gri1ming with 1-vhat he wanted to do all done• 

Early in February, Fred Barth turned up. You will remember him as the Norwegian 
lad who did his M.A. in physical anthropology at Chicago, and who married 
Professor Allee 1 s daughter, Molly. \;vell, Noily stayed on in Oslo, but Fred 
arrived via a NonJe£;ian air line in Abadan, Iran, untanc;led himself from Persian 
and Iraqi customs officialo, and c;ot up here on his own. Like Herb vvright, Fred 
fits into the formal staff of our project for the Amsrican Sehools of Oriental 
Research, more than he does into the Institute 1 s Jarmo dig. But while he was a 
student, he worked on the Jar:n.o animal bones of our first season here, and now-
until vre get things started on tho earlier dig for the Ar.1erican Schools 1 project-
Fred is again at Jarmo animal bones. The same general picture--mainly sheep and 
goat, some cattle, a feVT dogs and 11 cquids" (i.e., he can..'10t tell whether horse or 
donkey or something ,related), and only a very fe1v gazelle or other wild forms. 
It 1vill be interesting to see hoVT this picture difi'ers in the earlier terminal 
cave-stage site He will dig for the American Schools. Fred is that much older 
and quieter than he Has in his student days, and is a very effective and extremely 
pleasant field hand--we wish Molly were here too. 

Last Monday, Linda and Bob Adams drove down to Baghdad to meet Bruce Howe, the 
specialist on cave- stage prehistory from the Peabody Museum at Harvard, who rounds 
out the staff of the American Schools' project. Bruce is an old friend of Linda's 
and mine, one of the very top American prehistorians, and an extremely nice guy. 
vJhen I tote it up, I very much doubt if there has ever been a better rounded, 
more effective, and more pleasantly disposed staff in the history of Near Eastern 
archeology, from a field director's point of view, at least. Bruce and Linda 
spent their time going over the collections of flint tools in the Baghdad Museum, 
and Bob Adams got a suit made to replace the one he lost in the fire in the Zia 
Hotel .Laundry last September. They all reached camp again late Thursday afternoon. 
Since then, we have been going through another (I hope only)·three day rainy 
period with a vengecn ce, so 1.-ve have not been able to take Bruce out to see the 
various early sites which Linda and I picked up on the survey for the American 
Schools' project. Bruce has been spending his time getting settled in, and in 
sorting through the collections we had made on the surface of the survey· .sites. 
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The rain cannot go on forever, althour;h one of the locals told me smugly just 
ycsterdey that there is an old Arabic proverb which says that 1111arch is the father 
of the rainn. Other sages had assured me that late December, January, and 
February were the 1:wnths to imtch out for. Ey own passing experience with these 
pal't,s sugc;ests that no season is ever 11 normall', and that anythinc micht happen--
I 1vc my fingers crossed for fine weather .follm-Jinc the next full moon. 

In the meantime, we all flourish, and there 1 s plenty of work inside to keep us 
out o:f mischeif. Vivian is cataloging and drawing the clay fiLu:rines, but as 
soon as the carpenter in Kirkuk finishes off a glass-topped table for us, I am 
r:oing to work with her on a routine for object photography. Dr. Robert Broman, 
Vivian 1 s father may fly out to see her and the rest of us, in a few weeks time. 
If he does, he will be made to pay his keep by taking over Vivian's own duties with 
all blight9d staff. members, local Kurdish and Arab workmen, and tl:\e lame, halt and 
blind kinsmen of the latter who infest Vivian's clinic. Liz West is at home with 
her parents in the American University of Beyrouth for a month. Bob Adams has 
finished cataloging and drmdng the pottery, is now working on the stone vessels, 
and keeps growling at.the weather like a big bear because he is happiest out on 
the dig. His father, Mr. Robert M. Adams of Chicago, made us a special grant which 
will enable us to clear a very promising house in level 2 at Jarmo, which develops 
outside the area our regular buuget vJill allow us to tap. This is especially 
appreciated since the inflation consequent on the general world situation has 
thrown my budget badly out of balance, and I am very much afraid we will not be 
able to accomplish all we had hoped for. Linda, after the thirteen years of our 
marriage, still amazes me 1Ji th all the different things she can get done at one 
time--the kids are taught, th8 2.ccounts are kept, the great m::>.ss of flint and 
obsidian tools from Jarmo are controlled, a balky husband is kept in some order, 
and she still has some energy l:::ft. She is very taken uith her new camera, and 
is HOr)dng at a series of sequences on activities in the villages near at hand, 
mainly in color film. The ldds t:n'iVe ha.ppily Hithout television, radio, or comic 
books--Gretel genuinely enjoys roading by herself; Douglas bubbles over the edges 
a bit more, as becomes a six year old boy. The stream and water-falls -c~Thich have 
developed behind the house 1Ji th the rain run-off has been a d8light to both of 
them. In one clear spell of weather, •ve started the two of thorn at that simpli
fication of baseball vrhich as a youngster I knew as "one oJd cat11

• Several days 
later., I saw Douglas trying to organize Ali the house boy, and Sherif and Arif, 
the two Kurdish guards, into baseball players. I suppose this is a pretty pure 
case of mat the anthropologists call 11 stimulus diffusion11 at its beginning. 

Well, so much for a not too dullrainy season. Next time I write, we will be 
digging again. 

As ever, 

Bob 
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Greetings to you all from Hrs. I:raeling and myself at the half-way point in our 
journey about the Near East. .\ctually we are seated at this moment in a second-;.. 
class compartment of the Wagon Lit on the Taurus Express at the frontier between 
Iraq and Syria, waiting for something to happen. The Taurus Express is an ele
ment of that grandiose railroad structure that -vms originally supposed to link 
Berlin and Baghdad. Actually it is the train that runs from Baghdad to Constan
tinople. When I say 11 runs 11 , or when the raihmy guides speak of it as an 11 Ex
press", that is to be taken as a compliment, for strictly speaking the words do 
not apply, We have been two and one-half hours at Tell Kotchek, the border 
station, miles from everything but an imaginary line, waiting for the necessary 
formalities to be unfolded or Hhatever it is that happens to formalities. Prior 
to that >ve had puffed along over rolling hills at speeds that varied from a 
slow walk on the up-hill stretches to a rather good thirty miles per hour clip 
on the ·do-vm-hill stretches. ~'le have still to cross and recross the Turkish 
border before we really get into the heart of Syria, :::.nd each crossing involves 
two stops for inspection, f;O you can well imagine that viC shall be spending a 
great deal more time waiting for things to happen. No wonder it takes a full 
twenty-four hours to make the transition from Nosul to Aleppo. But then, time 
is not a lu.xury in the Near East. It is the one conunodi ty of which everyone 
has what he needs and consequently it i.s spent lavishly. 

To us it seems a long time since He left Chicago and our friends of the Oriental 
Institute. Two months ago we were just one day out of New York on the SS. Excam
bion sailing across placid seas under balmy skies bound for the Hediterranean. 
The first part of our sea voyage lived up to expectation, for, being on the 
southerly track, we enjoyed Hhat was for that season of the year a pleasant, 
rela-"<:ing voyage. Reports of a bitterly cold spell back home tended only to add 
to our own sense of ~vell-being. After passing the Azores and upon entering the 
Hediterranean we had a good taste of weather made up in the Labrador laboratory 
of old Boreas and things remained on the chilly side till >ve reached the 
interior of Egypt, where VJe visited Chicago House at Luxor and the men of the 
Institute's Epigraphic and Architectural Strrvey. 

Both J!Irs. Kraeling and I had been in Egypt at several previous occasions, but 
we had never had occasion to journey as far south as Luxor and therefore had a 
sped_al treat in store for ourselves when we were introduced to Chicago House., 
its staff and their work. Chicago House is truly a magnificent establishment, 
not magnificent in its appointments so much as mc::~_nificent in the conception 
that is brought to expression in and through it. 1'-ie hear much in these days 
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about the desirability of creating in the Near East "research centers" through 
wlti.ch Americans can become familiar with all phases of Near Eastern life and 
through which also the people of the Near Eastern countries can become familiar 
wit:.h American ideas, ideals and procedures. Foundations and privately endowed 
institutions are rackinc their brains about how to bring such research centers 
into being. One look at Chicago House would give them the ansHer. We have it. 
You, we, the University of Chicago can pride itself on having here the finest 
American research institution with the greatest potentialities in the entire 
Near East. An excellent library, cood study and living facilities and a really 
charming location. 

During about ten days spent at Chicago House ·He had a real opportunity to become 
acquainted with the work Hhich onr Institute stuff is endeavoring to accomplish 
from this base. The monuments upon 1-.rhich the staff is at work are, of course, 
staggering in their very physicrtl proportions, - the greatest and most elaborate 
of the temples and mortuary tem~1les of ancient Egypt. If thoir size and the 
intricac;sr of their courts, halh~, ~:ncl chambers begc:;ar description, still more 
do the pictorial relief[' and the inscriptions that cover literally every wall, 
every chamber, every column, every pier, pedestal and podium, - inscriptions 
and reliefs that can only be measured in cxtravar:ant ter:ns as regards their 
historical and artistic importance and in square acres of surface as regards 
their extent .:1nd coverage. These pictorial materials, then, the few men of 
your Epigraphic Survey staff are painstakingly and even heroically endeavoring 
to record for publication, pitting their strength, ingenuity and scholarly 
acumen against the indu:::t:cy of large gu.i.lds of ancient craftsmen working for 
many years as the servants of the Pharaohs and against the ravages of time and 
vmather in the millennia sine(~ the inscriptions 1-.rere cut. 

An excellent team our Epigraphic Survey staff, the heir of a proud tradition 
created by the eminent Egyptologists of whom the Oriental Institute has boasted 
in the past and 1-Jhom it still counts among its most distinguished members. 
Professor George Hughes as Director and Epigrapher, Professor Charles Nims 
as Epigrapher and Photor:rapher and .l"Iessieurs Champion and Floroff as Artists, 
are recordinr:, tracin~, checking o.nd rechecking the material for the preparation 
of the f'"l~blishable line-drawings. At present they are endertv0rinc to complete 
the work on the mortuary temple of t·kdinet Habu, so many years in process and 
still so many years to run. A m0re corporal's guard for a gigantic undertaking, 
but an excellent guard for all of that. Hare pouer to them in the years that 
lie ahead, and, hopefully at least, more associo.tes to speed the 1wrk in hand. 

After a quiet bnt instrt.Jctive tHo •,:coles stay at Chicago House it 1-.ras rather 
more fatiruing, but not for t~1d, reason any the ~L-ess pleasant and important, 
to spend a vmek at Cairo, ;aakinc: the acquaintances of His Ex.cellency the 
Hinister of :;:::;ducation, i'al1a Hnssr::in Pasha, of I-1. Drioton, Director of the 
Service of Antiquities, of ?rofrc;c;:Jor Zaky 11. Hassan, Dean of the Arts Faculty 
of Fouad I University, of Dr. F-ahor C. Labib, the ne1v Director of the Coptic 
Huseum, of the TJnited States Arnbassador and Hrs. Caffery, of Judge Brinton and 
of many other J,lcnbcrs of the A1~1erican Er1bassy staff. Here 1..rere made the per
sonal contacts that are so necessary for overseas operations and here were 
discussed also the V'l.rious possibilities for utilizing to the full the potenti
alities of Chicago House. Finally one morning, long before dawn, we betook 
ourselves bag and baggag'e to the airport and boarded the plane for Iraq and the 
land of the two rivers. 
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Dacl~dad, city of the Caliphs, city of Haroun al-Rashid, city of palms and plan
tations provided some contrasts yet many analogies to Cairo. Again we were in 
the capital city of an Arab kingdom, a capital and a kingdom that are struggling 
michtily to administer their life in accordance with the demands and the patterns 
of the modern city. Here too our life was much like that in Cairo, for again 
we used the opportunity to meet the officials of the Iraq Government, the Minis
ter of Education, Dr. Naji al-Asil, the Director of the Department of Antiquities, 
United States Ambassador and ~rrs. Crocker and the members of the Embassy staff 
and many others. With them we discussed American policy with regard to excava-
t.' 'ns and co-operation in the intellectual exchange between East and West. All 
ti _:_s b;pt us busy indeed for almost two weeks. Yet it was wonderful after the 
dny' :;:. ··>rork was done to sit by the side of the ancient Tigris and to see the sun 
sinkj_nJ; behind the palms toward the west across the river. Spring was in the 
air and the breezes were warm and pleasant. 

From Baghdad as a base we were able to visit between days devoted to official 
business certain at least of the antiquities sites of southern Iraq. For making 
these visits possible we are greatly indebted to Dr. Naji al-Asil, who in all 
particulars has assisted members of the Oriental Institute 1 s archeologica.l cx
pcdi tions. Our chief interest in southern Iraq lay naturally in Nippur, most 
sacred among the cities of the Sumerian plain. It took all of one day to make 
the journey southward from Das;hdad to lTippur and back and a long, dusty trip it 
was, lasting from sun:cise till midnight. Official calls and the failure of 
automotive equipment accounted for sor.te of the time spent, but most of it was 
devoted to the procedure of bumping over rough roads and swallowing the dust 
clouds raised by passing cars. 

In spite of or because of its remoteness Nippur was most impressive, an almost 
endless succession of massive hills representing a buried city of huge propor
tions and a great complexity. ~'!hat all lies buried in those towering masses of 
sun-dried brick covered with sand? We studied carefully the two areas which 
our joint Oriental Institute--University of Pennsylvania Museum expedition has 
been excavating, the area of the great Temple of Enlil with its lofty temple
tower and the area of the scribal quarters, where those who inscribed the clay 
tablets were schooled in their profession. Deep are the cuts that have been 
made here by the joint staff under the excellent direction of our Field Director, 
Professor Donald NcCown, and important indeed the results of the >vork. Yet it 
is only a drop in the buckGt compared to what still remains to be done. Is 
therE) any way of under-Hri ting an operation that in the life-time of a generation 
would clear the entire site and give us for the first time a complete picture 
of an entire Mesopotamian city? 

Other sites accessible from Baghdad also attracted our attention, ancient 
Babylon on the Euphrates and Ctesiphon on the Tigris, twin city with Seleucia, 
whose one great hall, still standing, reflects the architectural grandeur of 
Parthian and Sassanian days. But eventually it Ccyme time to leave Baghdad and 
we took the train northward to Kirkuk and its oil fields to visit Oriental In
stitute excavations in progress in that region. At Kirkuk we 1vere met by 
Professor and !·:T!'s~ Robert Braidwood and transported by jeep ever closer to the 

· towering snow-capped mountain rartccs that fringe the border of Persia. Leaving 
the highway after several hours of travel eastward, we entered into the region 
of the deeply eroded foot-hills where travel is possible only for goats, donkeys, 
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and hard-bitten, heroic jeeps and after further hours of torturous travel over 
ho:ne-made so-called roads arrived at the Oriental Institue' s Iraq-Jarmo mud
br.Lck expedition house. Here we met the members of the happy family that form 
rrofessor Braidwood's staff: Dr. Bruce Howe of Harvard University, Professor 
Jlt:rbert vJright of the University of Minnesota, Dr. Fred Barth of Norway, 
Robert NcCormick Adams and Vivian Broman both of Chicago, and Elizabeth West of' 
Beirut. 

Proudly they showed us the results of their work both at Qala 1at Jarmo and at 
Karim Shahir, two prehistoric sites where this admirable company of anthropolo
gists, palaeontologists, geologists, prehistorians and helpers are bringing to 
light the very earliest steps in the development of human civilization in the 
Near East. We saw emerring in the excavations the outlines of primitive house 
units and peculiar raised hearths ( ?) and in the study and recording room of the 
expedition house the flint tools, the remains of the crudest of all types of 
clay vessels,ua stationary ty}.le that rcmA.ins attached to the floor of the house 
or hearth where it has been 1aoulded from a lump of clay, bones of domesticated 
animals and specimens of early grains. Hith the help of these simple materials, 
seen in their relation to the historical geolOQ' of the area, Professor Braidwood 
hopes to clarify the transition from man the cave-dweller to man the creator of 
an ort;anized society, and to l'ollO'Iv the distribution of such beginnings of human 
civilization throuc,hout the uplands of the Near East. 

From Jar;no itself Professor and 1Irs. Braidwood at the end of our visit took us 
in a jeep northward again, through the fertile plains of Adiabene, past the 
ancient city of Arbela, to modern Mosul where we could catch (or better: await) 
the Taurus Express that leaves twice weekly from this busy Iraqi city. The 
ride was long but pleasant and most interesting for it brought me for the first 
time to a region about which I had read a great deal and which played no small 
part in the history of the Near East, both in Assyrian times and in the period 
of Hellenistic and 'Roman domination. We s ·aw the remains of ancient Nineveh and 
the traditional tomb of the Prophet Jonah and used the occasion of our presence 
in the area to visit also the British excavations at ancient Nimrud, 1ivhere we 
were most hospitably received by Professor Max Hallowan, the Director, Staying 
at the Railroad Station itself, which is both station and hotel, we had no 
trouble in 11 making11 the Taurus Express and after bidding good.;..bye to our Jarmo 
hosts, settled back in our compartment waiting for enough things to happen 
through the combined energies of a German locomotive (built in 1912) and a 
Turkish conductor to bring us eventually to Aleppo and from there by car back 
to the Mediterranean and Beirut. 

It has been important for us indeed to have made'this journey. Because of it 
we shall be able to represert ~the Oriental Insti tut'e more effectively and to 
tell you the more fully about its work. Keeping your interest in the. Institute 
in mind we have taken many pictures to show tp you, but 11ve shc:ll not know till 
we get back whether they have turned out uell. \Je have been impressed above 
all by two things~ The first is the hir.h reputation of the Oriental Institute 
in all countries of the fJear :::ast as an orf::anization that represents the 
highest scholarly ideals and has put the most effective expeditions into the 
field. The second is the high level of aspiration at which the work of the 
Oriental Institute is pitched here as at home and tl1e daring with which even the 
most difficult and expensive operations have been undertaken, given the impres
sion that they are intrinsically worth while and significant. There is no 
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sma~l element of 11 empire 1:uilding11 , an empire of scholarly and scientific 
achievement, involved in the overseas operations of the Oriental Institute. 
The question is hmv can we continue this tradition in a period of contracting 
economy. To this question cJe must find the proper answer lest we fall short 
of the measure set for us by those who have gone before, and lest the 
Oriental Institute cease to be truly expressive of the hi[h icleah: that led 
to its foundation ancl of the Spirit of Chicago and of the University of Chicago 
that it has so nobly expressed in the past. 

vJith kindest greetincs to you all from Hrs. I\raeling and myself, 

Cordially your f), 

Carl H. Kraeling 
Director 
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A newsletter from a veteran expedition of some twenty-five years which is 
engaged in the long-term business of recording inscriptions and reliefs in an 
Egyptian temple sounds like prospectively dull reading even to me. By very 
nature it '\Jill lack the undercurrent of excitement that the prospect of un
coverinG somethin[ never seen by l<lOdern man gives life on an excavation. ~Vhen 
I asked some: of the members of the staff 11i1at tl:w neHs from here should include, 
somebody answered, 11 ,Je r re still copyinc ~1edinet Habu. 11 That is a familiar re
frain to those Hho have been members of the Survey and to us 1vho i'ind it neces
sary to repeat it so often to casual visi to1·s ';vho drop in expecting to see an 
excavation, a muscwn or even reconstructed models of the monwnf:nts of Thebes. 

"we 're still copying Heclinet Habu11 needs some explanation itself. 11 ~jett are 
eleven people of the staff and household not counting tHo former colleagues who 
have been with us a good part of the season. Diclc Parker, former director of 
the Survey and now of Brmm University., has lived with us for two months and 
gon3 ;;_bout purc;1ing his astronomical ceilings. Mark Hasselriis, a draftsman for 
the Snrve:r :Ln 19L,6-47, has bt?en up here drawing the Tomb of Ramses VI for a 
BolJ.in~;on Founde1.'-.ion project., 

Let me t~r to give an idea of what we have done this season by telling you what 
ec.ch rr0mber hns "be8n doing.. To begin with, a place the size of Chicago House 
a:1d c:s c:el_i'-;orsr~i!!.?d ?.S it is has a lot of machinery and the 1.vhole concern 
rrcr,uir-::s P. lot o:::' mc:intaining. Our superintendent John (Tim) Healey has been 
kry:cin~ thing~· i"1 o-:dP::: since 1932. This year Tim has Doris and young Val 
a! '~'>; '''it~l hir~ Ree:ardless of what your prejudices against mischievous boys of 
f,,:L':' ycrrs ma.'t- be; I assure you that you would have them removed by busy, win
s'''''8 (J=tl Hto rer;1<.i·1s the delit;ht of everyone right to the end of the season. 

I coulclr"'t bPgin to tell you, for instance, how many light fixtures or how much 
plnibi·1g .?1':1-.:i other like equipment Tim has repaired as usual. Last fall we got 
r: D.'J.':tiill set of netv plates and dividers for our batteries. Tim assembled and 
char rei them. He overhauled the engine of the 1934 Chevrolet completely and 
after or':' arrival 1.Are:1t to Alexandria and drove the nm• car back to Luxor. The 
l&'JJW~J. 1 ::: n::opelle:;:- shaft bearing, acquired new lli th difficulty last spring, gave 
out a~:::ain much too soon, so Tim decided the only thine to do 1vas to make one on 
the lathe himself. We seem to have been jinxed on motors, for the cylinder head 
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of one of the diesel generators cracked and had to be replaced. Then the small 
cle ctric motor that runs the heater for the library building developed armature 
trouble and had to be sent to Cairo three times. It ran perhaps two days all 
Hinter, but we Here fortunate enough to have the mildest winter in years. 

Next on the ladder of seniority are Charley and Myrtle Nims who have earned the 
director's heartfelt appreciation by helping close the gaps in our reduced staff. 
Hyrtle volunteered to try binding some of the many unbound books in the library. 
She vows that she had only a little practice years ago, but to judge from the 
stack of beautifully and sturdily bound volumes that has come from her bindery 
she has developed amazing skill and artistry in a short time. 

Charley took on the job of keeping up our new acquisitions for the library in 
addition to his half of the epigraphy. Since there are only two of us and every 
drawing receives two collations, his share of the epigraphy has had to be half. 
In addition to the usual processing of drawin;;s, he has completed photographing 
the three flat sides of the siXteert Osirid columns on the east and west ends of 
the second Court and the faces of the four pil::tsters on the portico. Since 
each of these fifty-tHo faces had either hro or three scenes each, one above 
another, the job resulted in 128 photos~ The ve.r;;ring h3ights and lighting pro
blems m2de' it something of a fee,.t. Charley has joined and r:lounted the separate 
pho·tos to form the composites, of the fifty-two faces for publication. We already 
see the hventy-two plates they uill make in the next Hedinet Habu volume. We 
are also painfully aware of the job lyinr: ahead of us v;hen ole make the necessary 
epigraphic notes against the photos. 

Charley also found some odd moments to begin an extra-curricular project; taking 
colored photos of the Theban tombs for the Institute 1 s slide collection. It is 
a long-term job and he got 185 transparencies from one royal and four private 
tombs before exhaustinr the supply of film brought from the States. He did the 
developing himself and we have had a preview of the results. He are sure that 
you vJho will see and use them will be as pleased as we are. 

To move along to the drafting division, Douglas Champion, now a veteran of four 
seasons, has developed not only a rapid pen but an instinct for Ramses III's 
reliefs and hieroglyphs. He has done some consistent drawing this season with 
an output of lvhich he may well boast, and that even after I held him up for a 
considerable time by asking that he do an unpleasant job of finishing off some 
11 cold 11 drawint;s of the Bubastite Gate at Karnak. He took the interruption 
philosophically, but then he has been let in for such jobs before. Last season 
he ~aded through a sheaf of crowded collation sheets to make the corrections on 
an earlier artist's drawings of the Opet Feast in the Khonsu Temple at Karnak. 

Recently Dour; said, "I can almost call that wall my own, 11 and he meant the east 
wall of the First Hypostylc Hall at Hedinet Habu. He has drawn the whole thing 
\vith the exception of the se:dcs of small scenes framing the doonmy. He is 
whetting up a deft pencil for the doorway which he hopes to take home to 
England for inking. In addition he went around the corner of the south wall (the 
'~'..ltside wall of the Treasury) to complete a det"Liled coronation scene, I think 
he may lvish by this time that Ramses had fewer sons and daughters, for he has 
finished drmving the nineteen princes one behind another on the west wall of 
the Second Court to the ri:=ht of the doorway and around the corner on the north 
wall to the edge of the Terrace. He is just finishing pencilling his enlargements 
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of twenty-six more princes and princesses extending in similar fashion to the 
left of the doorway$ These too he will bring back from England in October 
inked and ready for collation. 

This year Doug brought Irene along with him again and in addition little 
Geraldine. Geraldine has learned more than any of us this season, for she has 
learned to walk and is now learning to talk, but her problem is to decide 
whether it will be Arabic or English and, if English, whether British or 
American. 

AleJ<ander Floroff is the other half of the drafting department. Alex has lived 
in Cairo for about thirty years and for a number of years did surveying and 
dral:ting for the Harvard-Boston Expedition at.Gizeh~ Neither Egypt nor arche
ology is new to him~ This is his first full se~son with us a+though he came 
up for two months at the end of last season to get a start. Alex has been de
ploJred on mopping-up operations behind the line of farthest advance at Medinet 
Habu! He has done drawings here and there in the Ji'irst and Second Courts: 
Scenes in the thicknesses of door-vwys, column bases and marginal inscriptions. 
He too is now busy pencillinG a hefty bunch of enlar;:;ements for surruner inking. 
This system whereby the men do concentrated pencilling at the end of the field 
seasort and do the iru(ing during the off season helps boost output. It also 
gives the epigraphers several 1-l"eeks of a workout in the fall collating the batch 
then catching up on dictionary and palaeography. 

That about accounts for this outfit and why nobody finds time heavy on his hands. 
Nor have I forgotten the mistress of the house. I confess that I used to 
wonder occasionally how ~1aurine 1vould react to the problems of running a some
times complicated household. I know now that no new development is going to 
rufrle her and that amid any situation calculated to make one resentful and the 
job harder she will evenly steer her course among the endless tasks of seeing 
that provisions are in stock, riding herd on house servants, keeping accounts 
and menus, sewing and mending linens, and trying to see that the meals are not 
too bad. I haven't asked her but it seems that she has adopted the premise 
that no one maliciously wills whatever trials come her way so there is nothing 
to get hopped up about. 

Chicago House would- seem to be something of a wonder to the local people who 
pretty regularly drop in with their out-of-t~;n friends to see and show off 
the strange outfit in their midst, Then, too, the sizeable number of tourists 
who dTop in seem to tell other prospective tourists that they must call at 
Chicago House. Generally they have not told precisely tvhy one must call so 
peopJ..e are continually expecting to see a museurn or almost anything except the 
home, workshops and products of a prosaic copying group. Still we would not 
have it otherwise. We frequently can advise people vvhat to see in Luxor and 
why, as well as shmf them 'vrhat r:<s are doing and hoH we do it. And our Egyptian 
fricY'r~s and their cuests lmow that ev0n though it may seem a bit odd that the 
inmates would -vmnt to do and ·d-otlid be supported in doing this work, there is 
realJ..y nothing mysterious and sinister going on >vi thin these walls. 

He are proud to be a kind of I1ecca for Egyptologists and Orientalists generally .. 
Some twenty-seven persons have stayed at the house this season, most of whom 
Hould qualify as visiting firemen. ~~e did not recard Dr. and Mrs. Kraeling as 
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mere visitors and only wished that they had been able to stay longer. You will 
understand me when I say, in understatement, that Dr. Kraeling was busy all the 
time. He got to know this place and what goes. on, and I know that you will 
}war about it when he gets home. 

We had the pleasure of having the dean of Egyptologists, Sir Alan Gardiner, with 
us .for a few days. It w·as something of an event also for t"\-;o would-be demotists 
like Charley and myself to have Professor S. R. K. GlP.nville of Cambridge Uni
versity with us briefly. A catalogue of names does not do justice to the stimu
lus we all received from such persons of varied scholarly interests as Professor 
V. Gordon Childe of the University of London, Professor and }rrs. A. Rosenvasser 
of Buenos Aires, Professor and Hadame Jean Sainte Fare Garnet of the University 
of Paris, Professor and Hrs. E. R. Goodenough of Yale, Dr. and Hrs. Douglas 
Tushingham of the University of Chicago, Professor R. B. Y. Scott of HcGill 
University, and most recently Dr. willia~ (Bill) St~vens~n Smith of Boston Museum, 
Director of the American Research Center in Cairo, and Hr. P. L. Shinnie, 
Commissioner of Archaeology for the Sudan Government. 

One more item of importance to us here is that we have recently welcomed back to 
Luxor Labib bey Habachi as Chief Inspector of Antiquities for Upper Egypt. We 
were sor~J to see Zakaria bey Ghoneim go off to Sal<:kara after seven years in 
Luxor, but if it had to be so 1-1e are glad that his successor is our genial old 
friend. 

That pretty well sums us up. The weather remains fine, not too hot, although 
the draftsmen have to shift from one drawing to another to keep themselves from 
being baked in the sun. tJe did have a few days earlier when India ink dried 
on the pen before it could be gotten on a drawing. Then we enjoyed a couple of 
fair-to-medium dust storms at night and the -vveather turned cooler. 

The presstrre of season's end finds everyone putting on an extra burst of speed 
to get jobs finished or ready for the summer. Between April 16th 4Dtl 20th the 
crew will be deser'ting' By the night of April 2Jrd Hautine and I hbpe we can 
leave without having forgotten t6 do something in the closing ... up• 

He look forward to seeing all of y011 in ChicAgo shortly after the middie of May. 

Met I a es ... Salama' 

George R. Hughes 
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Chemchemal 
Kirkuk Liwa 
Iraq 
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I last wrote you a long time ago, more or less at the end o£ the winter rains. 
Since then we have been having the spring rains which are more in the £ashion 
of short term showers, so that they may wet us down but don't really interrupt 
the work too much. Also, since my last letter, we have had our hands so £ull -
what with work both inside and outside - that there has not really been time to 
write. 

The normal schedule resumed early in 1-'Iarch at Jarmo, with our old workmen, and 
also with a new crew from the village which owned the land where Karim Shahir 
(the American Schools of Oriental Research site) is located. This was in order 
to give these new people some training before Karim Shahir was begun. Work 
started on Karim Shahir on Narch 14, and on the next day we also opened some 
exploratory trenches on Barda Balka, a site with Acheulean hand-axes (perhaps 
100,000 years old) for the Schools. Bruce Howe and Herb Wright had decided 
that Barda Balka gave good promise of allowing the true geological position of 
the hand-axes to be fixed, and we arranged with Dr. Naji al-Asil, the Director 
General of Antiquities of the Iraq Government, that the site would be done for 
the Directorate of Antiquities, i-Ji th the American Schools 1 staff doing the work, 
and the two organizations sharing the expenses and results. 

I won't say much about the results of Barda Balka and Karim Shahir, as they are 
more the concern of the American Schools than of the Oriental Institute, beyond 
saying that they have both come absolutely up to our expectations. Karim 
Shahir is proving to be an open site of the very end of the "cave-dwelling" 
stage, antecedent to the cultural stage which Jarmo shot-1s, and an extremely 
informative base-line from which the interpretation of the changes achieved at 
Jarmo can be reckoned. Barda Balka gives us a peek back at a much more remote 
past,. in the same area as our other sites, and when its paleontology is studied, 
may prove to be the earliest group of in-place 11 Stone Age" material yet to be 
found in western Asia. 

Jarmo has continued to be a place of surprises - in fact the site is exasperating 
in a nice w~ - since we had anticipated it could be adequately tested during 
this season, but such will not be the case. Our area of exposure in 1948 was 
fa:r- too small to do more than show the very broad outlines of the site's develop
ment.. This year's much larger exposure has only proceeded to about one third of 
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the total depth of the mound in an area of about 250 square meters, against a 
total area for the whole site of somewhere about 10,000 square meters. We will 
need at the very least, to get that area of 250 square meters exposed all the 
way to virgin soil, and also to cut a long narrow trench across the mound to get 
some notion of the general concentration of houses and their arrangement in the 
village plan. Our 250 square meter area would have had to be given up for this 
year, at the base of the fourth level, had it not been for a special grant from 
Colonel Edward N. Wentworth, director of Armour's Livestock Bureau, whose interest 
in the problems of the origins and cultural consequences of animal domestication 
is as keen as our own. Colonel Wentworth's grant will allow us to clear the fifth 
level in the 250 square meter area, which we anticipate will be about the lowest 
level to yield portable pottery, and for which a somewhat simpler type of archi
tectural construction is indicated. Near our large exposure, we have opened a 
narrow and deep step-trench all the way to virgin soil, and this shows there are 
approximately fifteen levels within the total depth of the mound, a depth of 
slightly over seven meters (ca. 23 feet). 

Along with the digging we have had a variety of other things going on too. \:.Jhile 
Herb Wright was still here we made a number of survey trips with him, which com
bined archeology with geology. First, we visited the cave of Zarzi, which Pro
fessor Dorothy Garrod dug in 1926. This took a whole day by jeep up into the 
mountains, and then a three hour walk in (and out) beyond jeepable roads. Very 
nice tree-covered upland country, and the village of Zarzi itself was fascinating, 
being really remote. Since no foreigners had been in since 1926, the head-man 
of the village thought Linda tvas Dorothy Garrod returning, which Linda, reckoning 
the years quickly, took to be mixed flattery. 1.-Je also tried to get up to Miss 
Garrod 1 s caves at Hazer Herd on another day, but the wadis were too full of water. 
We only got as far as the Government 1 s experimental farm, 1vhich at least netted 
us five pounds of grain pop-corn. ~Te have been saving the return trip to Hazer 
Merd until strawberries are ripe, so that ~<re can call on the experimental farm 
again - to further advantage. There have been many other day trips to see places 
where caves, mounds, or surface materials have been reported. Most of these 
trips have seemed to involve wading rivers too deep for the jeep to ford and 
with very cold mountain water. One always finds a village near at hand, however, 
and the Kurds take us in and warm us up again with many cups of strong sweet tea. 
Finally, just over a week ago, we took off three days and >vent up into northern 
Iraq to visit some of the older sites like Niniveh, Khorsabad, Arpachiyah, Gawra, 
and Hassuna, and also to see the present excavations at Nimrud and Hatra before 
the campaigns there were ended. Hatra, which the Directorate of Antiquities is 
doing, is a very large scale site of Parthian times, with still a considerable 
amount of monumental sized buildings more-or-less intact. Fuad Safar and 
Mohammed Ali are doing the Directorate's show there, with about two hundred men, 
and have been getting some pretty strange and wonderful sculpture, very much 
mixed Greco-Oriental in style, and with many details added in paint. The site 
is four hours fast driving out into the desert south1-1est of Hosul; Fuad told us 
it cost him the equivalent of about $300 a month just for 1v-ater transport for his 
staff and workers. Marvelous place though, and remote enough not to have been 
too much disturbed. The next day we l<Jcnt to Nimrud, where the Mallmvans are 
working for the British Huseum on the site of what was once on of the capitals 
of Assyria, and which is scaled accordingly. The site has been grubbed at for 
over a hundred years - Sir Henry Layard, I?.assam, and Loftus 11 1vorked11 there - in 
fair part by tunneling. Hax Mallmvan mana.ged to borrow a bull-dozer from I.P.c. 
(Iraq Petroleum Company) to clear off some hundreds of tons of dumps ivhich 
Loftus had left on the mound. Mall01van 1 s people were finishing off their recor
ding and preparing for the division with the lli_rectorate of Antiquities when we 
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arrived, but were all in fine spirits after a season rich in a yield of excep
tionally good ivories. At;atha Nallowan was all set up over the reviews her new 
book 11 They Came to Baghdad" has been getting. The trip 1vas a good thing for my 
young archeologists, since having worked in the Near East only at Jarmo and 
Kari..'11 Shahir, they had no notion of the size and complexity of the great sites 
o£ later historic times. 

\ve had some visitors, although nothing like ••hat Hax Mallowan told us he has to 
suffer at Nimrud - it is only twenty miles on good road from I1osul - and they 
had totaled over 1200 visitors for the- season. The Kraelings were here for all 
too short a time; also Professor and Mrs. Pallis of Copenhagen, 1vho Here charming 
people. Kees Hillen, who did his dissertation in the Institute a year ago, 
turned up for three weeks of apprenticeship, and has now gone on into S,yria; 
Gus and Eleanore Swift are to appear in a couple of days. We had an extremely 
informative visitation from the Government agricultural people since I had asked 
the Director General of Agriculture for aid in collecting specimens of wild 
grains and seeds from our valley. Four people from the experimental farm near 
Baghdad appeared in a jeep, two of them Ph. D.1 s and two M.A. 1 s, in botany, and 
went to work on the area. They are getting modern specimens ready for Helbaek 
in Copenhagen, who is doing the botanical studies on our ancient specimens. I 
got one small shipment out to Helbaek, and he reports a sort of pea, the pits of 
some cherry-like fruit, and t1v0 kinds of wheat. Finally, as for visitors, we 
arranged an open-house for the employees of I.P.C. They told us afterward that 
there were eight hundred people who applied for the trip, but the company could 
only supply transport for eighty, and restricted its visitors to the people who 
had attended my lecture in Kirkuk last fall. We set up a little exhibit of the 
finds from Jarmo, Karim Shahir, and Barda Balka, and also took them over Jarmo 
while things were in progress. 

About four weeks aco, Allah frmmed on us for forty-eight hours - I strained my 
lee badly (did it cranking the jeep) and had to go into the I.P.c. hospital. 
The next morninG enroute to Kirkuk, liahmoud turned the jeep over, and Sabri 
Shukri (the Directorate's representative tvith us) shot hii·nself in the arm while 
cleaning house. Fortunately, none of the consequences uere serious. I have 
just about stopped hobblin!; around like an eighteenth century character with the 
gout,; Hahmoud and the other workman in the jeep got out of the rolling-over 
with nothing more than a broken collar bone and a skinned shin, and the jeep was 
insured and is now fixed and running again. The police, hmvever, got mixed up, 
and thow:;ht Hahmoud -vms running away with out jeep, and put him in the "clink" 
for two days, and Sabri and I had to go in and 11 spring11 him. Sabri's shooting 
came from the fact that he had forgotten to take a little automatic pistol out 
from under his pillow when he •ms taking his bed out to air it. Sabri believes 
in bandits and dangerous wild animals, but I think now he will stop playing 
cowboy. 

I think this may be m.y last newsletter of the season. -1ve will be finished digging 
soon, but we have a terrific amount of antiquities to control, draw, photobraph, 
and prepare for the division with the Directorate of Antiquities. vJe hope to 
be all packed and ready to break camp some time in June. Linda and the children 
and I hope to drive out over northern Syria with Gus Swift (Eleanor S>vift will 
fly home earlier), going back into the Plain of Antioch to look over some of 
our pre-war work there 1-.rhich Gus is to prepare for publication. Ny staff will 
disperse from Baghdad - Bruce Howe has to fly on home to get things ready for 
further -vrork in Tangiers; Liz 1-iest will go back to her job in the American Uni
versity in the Beyrouth, Lebanon museum; Fred Barth hopes to stay on for a 
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couple of month 1 s ethnological study in one of the Kurdish villages, fort he 
Ethnolocical Huseum of the University of Oslo, Norway; Bob Adams is going to 
tour through Syria, Lebanon, Cyprus, Greece and western Europe; and we are 
ti7ing to get Vivian Broman to join up with us. After we have finished in the 
Plain of Antioch, we may try to drive on through Turkey and Greece, as I want 
to do a bit of survey in Turkey and Thrace. Then we will hit Italy, Austria~ 
southern Germany, Switzerland, France, and England since I have a small travel 
grant from the Illinois State Museum to collect material and arrange exchanges 
for them. I want to call on Professor Amscheler in Vienna who will study our 
animal bones from Jarmo and Karim Shahir, and if possible see Professor Helbaok 
who will do the studies of the grain, as well as stop at a publishing house in 
Munich which is interested in a German edition of my "Prehistoric Men 11 • Mainly 
the trip idll be a sort of busman 1 s holiday seeing museum and archeological 
colleagues. 

It has been a good season - we have gotten all we could have asked for and more. 
Even if the site is not yet adequately tested, it will take us all of the two 
intervening years to digest the bulk of material we have excavated this season. 
I shall almost hate to leave the place, even with the hot weather coming on; the 
staff has been so competent and so pleasant, and tho countryside is so handsomD -
the grain is just beginning to ripen, and now it is time for the wild hollyhocks 
and poppies. It will begin to brown off by June 1, however. 

See you in September~ I guess. 

As ever, 

Robart J. Braidwood 

P.s. Linda says don't forcct about tho hoopoc bird. I vlon 1t - we saw onel 
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r 
~ivfe:obe::-s of the Oriental Institute m;:,y b'? inter,2sted 
in th.: foJloHin~ letter just rc:ce~.ver1. from Jr. Fco:t'
b:rt Pc:-.per, r;mr in Iran. Dr. Paper :1r<s be::m for 
sevcr;:cl years Hesenrc:1 AE;sistqnt on the OriPntn~ 
Institnte staff and is nou at Susa on a Fulbright 
Appointment, stud:;inc~ !T'odcrn Persi<m dialects and 
enjoying the privilege of the hcsritality of the 
Frenci1 a:cchaeologlc.ql mi:::sion to Susa, ancient cap-

1
. .., 

ital of Elcun. Carl H. Krae lng. l 

Suse-Andimeshl~, :;:ra;1 
October 26, 1951 

Your letter of October 17 arri vAcl horc: yesterday and I confess that it was Hon
derful he~ring All the l.;test neus from th; Institute. The speed with h'l1ich your 
letter reached me h,qs been the subject of amazement ;md Honder on the part of all of 
us here <1t Susa. It is simply "incru~Table". 

And no1,r for neHs ;md irr1pressions. The rAin.s beg,qn in Teheran just before ue 
left there on October 1.3 And our first day's journey to HRmad-'in t•TRS A trek through 
a veri table seA of the gooiest, stickiest mud I have ever seem. Our pA.rty consisted 
of five members of the Eission: Dr. Pnd J:;lrs. Ghirshman, >llvi G. Heny and J. Jacquet 
(both architects from Slritzr:::rland), nnd myself. In Clddition, there vJere nine mem
bers of the domestic st,q.ff including some t·Jho hAve, b<~en with Dr. Ghirshman for rtbout 
twenty yer<rs. 1Je Here distributed over three vehicles: rt GHC stc-ttion-wat;on, a 
British Landrover jeer (Hhich I clrove), ;md a truck. In this order our convoy made 
its tvay T·rest 3nd so~T1th, first Dcross the plAteAu to iiam:1dan (the ancient Ecbatana); 
and then across Lurist;:m Rnd the Zagros HountCJins to K:wrrar,1RbCJd. 

Fin;:;.ll~,r, on the third dRy, 11e reached our desti.nPtion, Su;.,a. I c:mnot refrain 
from com!l:cnting thrit this trirJ pfforded n,e the sight of s0r''"' of the most desolate, 
fLcrce, Pnrl difficult l:1nd3C-1"Je it h;:,s even fallen to my lot to sec. The road Ha.s 
in most plnces unbelir,v<1blc "'ll' I hAd plc;1ty of occ;:;si::m to thank 11T·Th:ttcver poHers 
fl:"Y be" +"or ;ny l::odil'r constitution ;cmci for seconc1

, c;c;:Jr. The mo::-;t ovcrpmocrin5 l;:nd
~'cu::J:.: f o.1turc is the rjonotonous effr"ct of the ;:;ll-c:JJCO'dp'ls."in~c, am1 ever-present color 
:;roHn in CJ. V'lrir;ty of sh;:;rLs. J::;rmm evt'r;}T1Jhc:re vJi til onl] occ;osional greens n.nd yel-
lo,,rs of' ;:;tion Tr:d rc·ds ..,_1;J '.>lacks in mountrtinous rock for:.1"tions. T~1e ;;rie,ht 
''eels n.nd ::luc:; o: Fw 1'.1ris 11 ccstum,;s Here cert,qinly m~lcor.: si:_;hts. 1!e h;:,d thr~ good 
::'ortu:K: of' :::;~: ,.-, ni_ ::>t '{::~r,1ad"ln and P ni;;ht ;,t :\horrc>:·Jab.'ld ::.n the guest-houses 
oi thr Corner An>;lo-Irnni >11 O:i.l Comjlany. The ncH 01TrlCl'E' :vnr,] exte~1dcd to Dr. Ghirsh
m::m tl!c hoslit~Jl d'" uhicll t:~<:~ i:'orucr [1 . .-,t]_ oric;inr1tcd, 
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On the second day of our trip we stopped to make a surface inspection of Tepe 
Zogha, about 50 km east of Khorramabad. This was my first experience with arche
ology- in the dust (the expression "in the flesh" just doesn 1 t seem appropriate) and 
I must say that no amount of reading of archeological reports in the Institute li
brarJr can compare with the experience of actually walking around a tell and picking 
up sherds, pot-handles, and baked bricks which are dateable to the early first mil
lennium B.C. SimilArly, my first sight of the tell at Susa was something I shall 
never forget. It is visible 20 km away as one approaches from Andimeshk to the 
north. The chateau which houses the "Mission archeologique11 imposingly dominates the 
entire scene. Although I had seen and studied innumerable photos of Susa and of the 
chateau, it 1-vas quite another experience to stand upon the topmost battlements of tlie 
chateAu and to survey, lying spread out at one's feet, the truly immense area which 
the Ancient d.ty of Susa encompassed. Just to the west, at the foot of the tell on 
vlhich the chateau is si tu.<~ted, lies the modern village of Shush with its conical 
pineapple tower of the tomb of Daniel dominating the mud-walled architecture of the 
village. The tomb of Daniel and the hospital are the only buildings which know the 
blessings of electricity, And on Thursday evening and Friday evening, the entrance to 
the tomb is lit up >lith green and blue fluorescent tubes with a solitary blue bulb 
burning .<lt the very top of the tmver. Thus Edison comes to Shush. To the north, 
through the haze, one sees the first range of the Zagros which the ancient Sumerians 
called" the highlnnds;" .<llld flowin&; right by Shush is the river Shaour, with the river 
Kerkha flowing a bit farther to the north. 

Vfe are now fully installed and settled in our quarters; and though living is 
reduced to a somewhat primitive level in terms of the gAdget-surrounded environment 
one is accustomed to in America, there is much to keep one busy .<llld to make one's 
stay interesting. The cuisine supervised by Mrs. Ghirshman is excellent Md the at
mosphere of a little bit of France in the middle of ancient Elam is charming. With 
no electricity .<~nd no radio, we man,qge quite well. The many years of experience 
which the Ghirshmans have in living out here and their knowledge of the lar1~1age and 
of the people are assets which aid daily livinG in innumerable ways: They are cer
tainly most gracious hosts. 

The excavation plans for the coming season are divided into two parts. In 
about ten days, Dr. Ghirshman and MM Heny and Jacquet will leave for Tchogha-Zambil 
-about 50 jeep-bo1mcing km sontheast of Susa. This is a site discover8d about 
1936 by British geophysicists Harking in the area and it contA.ins the only ziggurat 
remains in all Ir8ll: Dr. Ghirshman has identified the tell with the Elamite city 
Dur-Untashi, mentioned in Assurbanipal 1 s seventh campaign:- He believes that it was 
the site of an Elamite royal residence, something on the order of a Susian Versailles. 
Excavation there will continue until about the middle of Jecember. 

The other day we all drove out to Tchogha-Zambil and almost had to spend the 
night in the desert because our battery suddenly went dead as we were attempting to 
get across a wadi. Luckily, the mechAnical exp0rience of 11. Heny, garnered from 
his tour of duty Hi th the SWiss Air Corps, saved the day for us. At that time we 
also paid a visit to a nearby Arab village from which Dr. Ghirshman will recruit 
workmen for the excavations at T-Z. He were very well received, though our party 
strained the village 1 s total inventory of three tea-glasses. As each glass 111as fin
ished it WAS refilled and served to the members of our party vrho had not yet been 
served -a most efficient arrangement even though the Inspector of Sanitation would 
probRbly not approve. 

In December, Dr. Ghirshman plans to continue working in the Artisans'Village 
at Susa, a part of the tell which he has already partially excavated in previous 
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se~sons: He is especially hoping to uncover the Achaemenid necropolis, the discov
ery of which should go f.:tr tow;":trd settling the problem of vlhether the Achaemenids 
were Zoroastrians or not. 

This will hAve to suffice for the present, but I will keep you posted regularly 
on our activities and discoveries, if any. Please say hello to all my friends at 
the Institute. The Ghirshmans have asked me to send along their very best wishes as 
well. He' re hoping to hear from you soon. 

Hith fondest regards, 

Herbert Paper 
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l<_,u, ,r co;~jidnnicdlr '" lllr'lllh<T' o11r! tii1wf. 

1\~cd )~it puf,iicatiol: 

Baghdad, Iraq, November 6, 1951 

A Nel-rsletter from the field, written before digging actua.lly begins, 

r1:P:i deal lnrgely with plRns .md prepRrations - plAns made before coming 

nut here and preparations just concluded during A. busy ten days spent R.t 

Jlnghdad and Nippur. 

This time I made the trip to the Ne."'r East by plane using the Royal 

l>utch Airlines for R ch.mge. It was R reAl pleasure to feel the plane 

nettling gently on the familiar Baghdad airport on October 26, to see the 

city of BaghdR.d gleaming in the bright, hot noon-day sun and to cross once 

111ore the great, though always muddy, Tigris River, with its fringe of pC!lm 

trees on either side. The air wAs warm, presenting quite a contrc<~.st to 

t.he brisk, tangy fall breezes th!'!.t were blmd:1g when I left Nm..r York two 

dnys before. Amsterdam, too, vJas autumnal when we stopped there for a 

few hours en route. But here it was W'lrm aGR.in and fortunately it was a 

F'ridey on T>lhich I Arrived, the Hoslem day of rest, so I had time to rel.qx 

in the comfort of the Zia Hotel and to accustom myself briefly to a new 

period of summer nnd to the thought of being back in the Orient. 

Since that quiet Friday I have been busy indeed. There wa.s equipment 

to buy And there were l'lrr-1ngements to be mAde in various ouarters. Then, 

in the course of the L"'.st two days, the other members of the staff of our 
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\ ~ r.t. expedition arrived. Francis Steele, who labors over the decipherment 

•·' IIi•· inscribed tablets we find, and Harry Payne Whitney, who will study 

''' objects, pottery and skeletons, flew in from London and will represent 

" i; !1.•· University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, Carl and Irene 

i: Ha l1ws and their children, Alice and Carleton, came in by the Nairn Bus 

Llrw, having crossed the desert in an overnight trip from Beirut in Lebanon, 

v1a Damascus in Syria. They are all flourishing and anxious to get down 

t.<• Nlppur, to settle in our village quarters and to begin work. Carl is 

n1,Y chief assistant and archaeological archi teet, He has been on more 

(ldental Institute excavations than anyone else on the whole Institute 

td,uff. Irene Haines manages the camp and has a busy time indeed, recording 

in preliminary fashion the finds we bring into camp each day from our work 

Nl the mound. Alice and Carleton romp over the mound of Nippur when they 

nre not doing their lessons, and provide a homey touch that is most welcome 

in the middle of a desolate region. 

Having met the staff, so to speak, you should know something about 

our home for the next four months. Over the last week-end, and while the 

other staff members were still on their way out, I went down to Afak, a 

day's journey to the south of Baghdad by car, to open our expedition house 

and to rent the additional quarters we need for the season, Afak is a 

village of a few thousand inhabitants some five miles south of Nippur, 

The houses are crowded together in an area of four or five American city 

blocks, but there is a pleasant canal on which our quarters front and here 

and there there are palm trees to give color and shade, Of course, all 

this is set in a great flat expanse, most of '\'Vhich is dry, hard earth, 

where the toil of the settled tribesmen and irrigation have not yet hewn 

out cultivated fields. 

Wbile at Afak I naturally drove out to Nippur to lo~k over the site 
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•' : llnr now from two previous seasons of work. Nippur itself is surrounded 

! h· north and northeast wi thbarren sandy areas and I was anxious to see 

'' ,., ruuch sand had blown into our excavations during the period of our ab-

n• ,,,·~·. The wind was blowing fresh from the north while I was there and 

te "'' sand was coming in. In the Temple of Enlil, which we finished digging 

1 r. April 1950, at least ten feet of sand have blown in over winter to fill 

111 the rooms of the Temple. At that rate, in another five years, it will 

k completely sand-filled and then the walls, as we dug them out, will be 

f' r·~) served indefinitely from we a the ring and the ravages of time. I am 

rr·ateful that we have finished our work there. By contrast, neither of 

~ur two excavations in the Scribal Quarter are too badly sand-filled. 

1wo or three days' work should see them clean and ready for digging. 

This season our "productive" digging will be done in the Scribal 

Quarter. We will continue down through the various, superimposed cities 

in the two places where we have already worked. In the one place where 

we started from the surface of the mound in 1948, we have already pene-

trated through seven city levels back to about thirteen hundred B.C. Our 

next level should be from the time of the early Kassite Empire. Then be-

lnw that should be two or three city levels from the First Dynasty of 

Babylon, after the time of Hammurabi. This should be our "gold mine" for 

the literary tablets of the Sumerians which are almost unique at Nippur 

and which give so much inf~rmation about the spiritual life of Sumer. If 

we are lucky we may find more original editions of the Epic of Creation, 

new historical records, or other Sumerian epics and legends which are known 

only by title at present. From the more purely archaeolop:ical side, we 

will learn the material culture of this period at Nippur, so far only 

poorly represented in our previous excavations. So there is much of in-

terest to hope for from our Upper Dig. 
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l lw other excavation on the Scribal Quarter was begun in 1949 in the 

~· '! "'r of an area hacked out by the expedition of fifty years ago. Here 

•·· i.av•· already gone down through the first quarter of the second millenium 

t '~~' very end of the last Sumerian empire, the Third Dynasty of Ur. The 

· ,,.,,nt., city exposed dates from just before 2000 B.C. In it there was evi-

"•• ,,t·r· that scribes were already living in this quarter, but there were 

'·t.I.Y scant indications of school tablets, lexical lists and no literary 

't•!·ld;s, the type of documents we value from the cities several hundred 

)'t>Ht·r. later. The big question we will solve when we have exposed the next, 

'I t.l rd Dynasty of Ur, level is, whether the scribes were already writing 

N collecting in their homes these types of tablets before 2000 B.C. If 

tl~t·.Y were, it vdll be an exciting discovery. If not, we should find other 

interesting objects representing this prosperous Dynasty of Ur, and at 

J•·ast will trace back the earlier history of this part of Nippur. 

The other phase of this season 1 s work will be that of exploring the 

religious precincts of Nippur in a large area adjacent to the temple-tower 

of Enlil and his temple. Two problems complicate diPging in this region: 

too many sand dunes and the huge walls of a Parthian fortress that were 

superimposed upon the earlier temple-tower and its environs after 200 B.C. 

All sorts of important buildings await discovery here: temples to Enlil 1 s 

wife, Ninlil, to several of his sons and to a large number of other deities. 

There are two spots I would like to discover even more than these. One 

is the place where Enlil created mankind by driving his pickaxe into the 

ground, the place from which men sprouted forth like grain. The other 

is the chamber in which Enlil kept his Tablets of Destiny on which was 

written the fate of his Sumerian and Babylonian subjects. All of these 

places and buildings are known from ancient inscriptions. What we have 

to do is to make exploratory trenches on the mounds in which are buried 
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1 lt.:ious quarters of Nippur in the hope of finding traces of some of 

lndJdings. It was fun, therefore, to climb around these mounds look-

; · , I nr· likely spots west of the temple-tower where there were no Parthian 

•' · ·• • 11::. I'he three and a half months of actual di~r.ing Yihich will begin 

'· , ' ~;;Jt.urday or Sunday, thus promise to be most interesting and, we hope, 

! • ri tnble. v~e all drive dovm to Afak on Thursday and then will be settled 

f, .. th·.· season. 

One of the pleasures of reaching Ba.~hdad is seeing friends in the 

!"J•n:rtrnent of Antiquities, especially the Director, Dr. Naji al-Asil, and 

•••11dng about their findinrs. The results of the Department's work last 

Ill r-.1 ng are no longer exactly news, but were tru::i.y remarkable. They were 

dJ 1:dng at Batra, a big city of the Parthian period which lies in the 

••nrthern part of Iraq. It was one of the caravan cities which fringe .the 

(l,·ul!!'t in Jordan and S;yria and as such was somewhat of a polyglot town with 

;, mixture of western Hellenistic, Iranian, Parthian, and local elements. 

;;,,nsational are the finds of sculpture, statues of kings of Hatra and re-

J j ef plaques portraying various gods of the reriod, all found in srr1all 

temples. The place is an archaeologist 1 s dream come true. The temple 

pJan is distinctive and now that it is known temples can be located by 

observing surface remains in the city. The Department has excavated three 

temples and has located another dozen, so they have the key for a series 

of interesting finds in the future. 

In this letter, of necessity, I have written of what we hope to find. 

In the next you will know hovv our hopes have materialized. Wish us luck 

and hope with us that each next lov..-er level we are about to dig will be 

even ~ore interesting than the one we have finished. 

Donald E. McCown, 
Director of the Joint University 
of Pennsylvania-Oriental Institute 
Expedition to Iraq 
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De~r Friends, 

THE ORIEN'fAL lNSTI'J'U'I'I: 
T H E U N l V E R S I T Y 0 !' C H l C 1\ c ( 1 

!!55 E. sgTH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • ILL!N( ll\ 

Issued con{idcnrially to 11/CI/lbcrs aud frinuf, 

Not for puhlicario11 

Chicago House, Luxor, Egypt 
November 13, 1951 

I am taking advantage of a couple of days of more or less forced inactivity to 
catch up on correspondence after an initiAl period during which we have been lwrk
ing like beavers and making renl progress in our uork. 

The"more or less forced inactivity" arises from urgent friendly advice to stay 
indoors today and tomorrow during the celebration of Liberation fuy. This advice we 
.we follm,ring studiously. You have no doubt been wondering about conditions here, 
And as late as a week ago I Hould have written you not to give our situation a second 
thought, taking the position that all the ctisturbance was confined to a single area 
~nd that it had settled down to much talk. I am not really worried yet, but the 
events of the past week give pause for reflection. 

A 1..,eek ago tomorrow I received a billet doux posted at Luxor which provided the 
first suggestion of disturbance in our midst. The note read: 

To the Director of the OrientPl Institute 

'The Liberal Batallion of Luxor' orders you to get rid of all the British 
subjects in the house as soon as possible and as a first step the English 
(name) plate on the outside door should be removed just noN·. 1rle are not 
responsible for all the damages that >vill happen to the institute after 
that. 1 

Of course I reported the matter to the Mamour of Luxor. He had already sent 
us a 24-hour guard in addition to our own men Hnd to the regular government guard we 
have always had.. He also offered to send a man Nith us wherever we went, but that 
seemed the most unnecessary of precautions. ~.rell, last nit;ht, despite the tHo armed 
guards and three of our own men, our brass name plate on the front cate was removed. 
This morning I reported the removal and at the very time that the C.I.D. man was 
here investigating we tv-ere favored with R sound truck passint; and repassing the house, 
feverishly blRring for English and Americans to get out. 

As you may imA.gine, our English stA.ff members are a bit edgy. The Healeys have 
moved from their little cottage into the big house. Tim talks of sending his wife 
and son home, but is fearful of the trip to C::!iro, 1..rhere they would hRve to board 
the plane. Our guests, Hiss Hoss and I"Lrs. Burney, h.qve taken the barest notice of 
the 1..rhole business. Personally I do not believe that there is anything to get 
p;:micky ahout at the moment and shall not leave if there is Any possibility at all of 
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going on with our work. Perhaps, if we can get the expected demonstrations of tod;oy 
,qnd tomorrow over with, .<md the opening of Parliament on 'I'tursday, t-ee shc-tJ 1 find t!1e 
tWlU!.l calm prevailing. The peopl.e of Luxor and the offic:tE:.~ s :<.re C1j_Y' fr~ ends. Ot;.:r 
difficulties are, I believe, induced from dmm cou::1try a:1d stem .fl'om a :..:m:3.ll 1o.:::11l 
eli que responding here. N<=ttural:y I reported the receipT, of ti.1e three.~~e.iln:; J ctt';r 
to the American and British Consulates here. 

Champion, our 3ritish draftsman, is half through his wark on the Shishak tri
urnn!1al inscription at Karnak. It would break my heart if we should not he Able to 
b~i :1g the material of that inscription hone ready for printing in the sr11'ing. I 
:mppo.se you s.qw the New York Times release on the importance of this in»cription fo·L' 
llihlical studies. The reporter had the text of a release from the University Pres3 
Helations Department when he cAme to see me at the ship. I 1-vas very conserve1ti ve j ::1 
talking to him about Shisi1ak and the appearance of his nnme in the DiblG, but he 
rcillly we::1t to town after he got back to his desk and the results arB not really 
hAlf bad. 

Our l<eather has cooled off, and He have the most delightful autumn sunshine and 
cool evenings. The annuA.l Nile inundation is receding rapidly, especially from the 
Area across the river near the model villa[.;e, so that in a couple of 1-ver:;ks -..re sho~.11·1 

agA.in be able to get to l1edinet ~Iabu b~,r tl:.e :short route past the Colossi, instead of 
h<wing to go around by the Gourna temple Rnd 'Jeir el-Bahari. Tllat tnkes more ben
zine And lve have been warned of an im~nendin;! shortage of petroleum by Socony-VHcuum. 
The hoycotting of ~!bglish goods also promises to present quite a problem, but vlill 
work most harrlship on the common people. 

Yours, 

George R. Hughes, Field Director 
Oriental Institute Epigraphic Survey 
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THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

1155 E. 58TH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • ILLINO!~ 

news~etter 

Issued confidemially to members and jt·imd; 

Nor }1r publicatioll 

Afak, Iraq 
November 22, 1951 

Report on the Current Joint Nippur Excavation 

~!e will have been in camp at Afak two weeks tomorrow and have been digging at 
Nippur the same length of time, so th~ first report is due. 

The staff assembled in Baghdad by November sixth and we were ready to come on to 
Afak on the eighth but were held in Baghdad by an early rain that briefly closed the 
r.oad south. 

Work started on the tenth. A fair amount of sand had blown into areas TA and TB 
of the Scribal Quarters, which had to be moved before excavation could start, and the 
railroad had to be set up first thing. There is a large amount of sand in the Temple 
of Enlil and we are fortunate indeed to have completed its excavation. Real excava
tion began in area TA on the fourteenth, and Level VII, which was partly exposed last 
season, was dug within a week. In the meantime odd corners of area TB were being 
cleared to a common level (Level IV) and the upper part of the Level IV walls were 
cut ofr, so that we could start digging there whenever the work in area TAwas fin
ished. 

Level VII proved no better than our introduction to it the previous season. 
Certainly there was in this part of Nippur no intensive occupation during the late 
Kassite period such as there had been elsewhere earlier and later. Still, various 
little £inds were made which fill in the gap in our knowledge for this time and show 
that various features of the material culture, Hhich hRve been considered typical of 
the Assyrian period, may have had their origin at this earlier time. But all in all 
the level was very poor. 

In area: TB, having completed our work of clearing and mapping Level IV, we fin
ally began yesterday going down into Level v. There are already indications of 
several floors within this level and of a slightly different building alignment than 
in Level IV. Otherwise it_ is too soon to say what our prospects in the level are. 
There have been several good graves in areas TA and TB. In the latter area one of 
the skeletons had a fairly nice necklace with a number of attractive, fluted beads of 
gold. Some business documents are turning up in area TB, but we must wait a bit to 
see what Level V will yield. 

Two search trenches hRve been started. The first, which we are calling SA, runs 
perpendicular to the south-west face of the temple tower (ziggurat)starting about 
five meters out from its face. A trench had been dug through here at an earlier time 
so we could start down from just a little above the lowest Parthian floor level. 
Until today hRd come out nothing but broken brick filling, but now a wall is coming to 
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light which should be Assyrian at the latest. The purpose of this trench is to es
tablish the line of the south-west wall of the ziggurA.t court, whether there is room 
between it and the ziggurat for a temple, or, i:t' this is not the case, whether there 
may be import11nt buildings just outside the ziggurat court. 

The other trench, SB, is about one-hundred yards farther south-west of the 
ziggurat and outside the main line of Parthian fortifications. Here there was a low 
mound~ close enough to the ziggurat to be of potential interest and yet low enough 
DO that I had hoped there would be no Parthian levels. This last did not prove to be 
true, but today on the lower slope of the mound we 11re getting what should be early 
wAlls with a burned filling and we may be getting into a building of some interest. 
There will be more to tell you about this when I next write, in a week or two. 

December 8, 1951 
There is more to tell of archaeology in this report thM in the last. Ten days 

of the last two weeks were spent in area TB, with not unsatisfactory results. The 
importA.nt question of scribal activity during the Third Dynasty of Ur was answered 
in the negative. Yet from the new Level V we have now a collection of over fifty 
tablets, mainly receipt~ and the like. One point of interest is thAt in this level 
we have tablets of the f.qther of a man from Hhom there were a good many tablets in 
Level IV. The earliest dated t<tblets from the level are dated to Bur-Sin, so we 
should have another Ur III level below, belonging to the time of Shulgi and Ur-nammu. 
vJhile on the subject of tablets one deserves mention for it is ?. copy of a votive 
inscription of Ishbi-irra of Isin and our first nhistorical 11 inscription. This and 
A. few other scraps goes to shmr that we may find unusual tablets in these levels_, 
but they T>Jill be the exceptional find compA.red to their frequence in First Dynasty 
of Babylon and late Isin-Larsa levels. 

A good half of the area was disappointing 11s regards finds. Under a fine house 
of Level IV there WA.s a very complex A.rchitectural situation which had disturbed the 
area and resulted in few objects of interest being found there. Elsewhere we made 
a good series of finds. The best is 11 small seated, headless statue in the Gudea 
pose. The workmanship is good but it is in a rather poor, white stone. There was 
also a very big, fine bronze sword, some gold beads and 11 head band in a couple of 
graves. l-Ie seem to have our own burial tradition at Nippur for the best graves have 
been in matting and there have been none of the brick tombs or inverted tubs typical 
elsewhere. Another find of technical interest was fragments of a large jar on whose 
neck and shoulder was inscribed its capacity, 175 silla. I think we have enough 
pieces to restore the shape and calculate its volume. As a whole the results from 
Level V in area TB have been quite satisfactory. 

We have only worked three d11ys on Level VIII in area TA but it promises better 
than the immediately superior levels. '0Te 11re getting a series of houses and though 
the finds in generAl are not many, it is a relief to have architecture after the 
scrappy wall fragments of Levels VII and VI. He Are getting more tablet fragments 
and have one very fine plaque. It is of the usual nA.ked goddess but her pose is 
exceptional, from the hips down in frontal position and from the WRist up in profile. 
It is a very artistic piece and a veil hanging behind the figure and her crown are 
painted in red. Belonging to the Kassite period, it is of a type already known from 
Akerkuf. This and the statue from Area TB are our two good pieces so far. Area TA, 
Level VIII, 1nll be finished vrhen I next write so I can then give a complete report 
of it. It looks to be a deep enough level, so below it we should be in deposits 
representing the First Dynasty of Babylon. 

The search trench running out from the ziggurat has revealed a temple and makes 
it practicA.lly certain that the inner court extended much farther on the south-west 
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than it did on the north-east. He were lucky in the position of the trench for we 
dcAcended on an Rltar of the same sort found in the Kassi te phase of the Temple of 
;:-;r.li 1. There is a second narrmv room just east of the altar room and then the side 
of the building next to the ziggurat. A baked brick pavement in the second room 
... ,,;r,a:Lned only reused Ur-nammu bricks with their standard reference to the Temple of 
· ·H~ U.. But, in a few days, when we can remove the paving of the altar we may have 
. '1. ;::r:Lptions giving a more precise identification of the building. In the second 
. ,. • · Kre dug down to the earliest building level, the walls here too being directly 

t ·cri.. mposed as in the Temple of Enlil. Below the topmost Kassite level are two 
:( 'e~J probably Isin-Larsa and Ur III, and then below them two probably Akkadian .. 
"··b d.:tting is bA.sed on the brick-work, for Rll the walls below the Kassite temple 

·J e s~b-structures containing nothing but brick fill, except at the lowest level. 
:he f~ oors had all been removed at the time of each rebuilding. Finding a temple 
:1m·e is of real importance and significance but, in view of its lack of contents 
heJ ow the Kassite level, we must reserve judgement as to whether it should be ex-
·avated next season. The encumbrances in this area are not bad compared to those 

.:..tlove the Temple of Enlil, one point in its favor. 

The second search trench just to the west has not panned out. ':le are making a 
,' ;,:"'l sounding in it to see if there is anything toward the center of the low mounci 
', .! '''" the deep Parthian walls. The third, lying in a low area south-west of the 
, ) ,, h line of the ziggurat, has not gone below Hellenistic house levels, from whi Gh 

: cc-·3 come several inscribed Aramaic bowls. We are opening another trench on the 
; ).~nd covering the southern section of the hro areas that appear in the eastern co:::
, "-'' of the ancient map of the religious quarter of 'Nippur, and perhaps here· carL get 
.',d.o_y from the huge Parthian Halls. 

l'1iss Marian r-Jelker joined us about ten d!'tys ago and is busily engaged drawing 
:·dtery and objects. At long last vle will have all the equipment today and can tl-c2n 
.:·:t busy with the tablet oven brought out by FrPncis Steele. From then on we can 
<'''::J Kramer and Jacobsen better acquainted with the type of tA.blets coming to light. 
~.'he winter weather continues good. It is turning colder and we have had two good 
L "Lns, but they have not closed the road to Nippur. Yesterday we lost our first day 
c;f work becA.use of rain. The staff is functioning well and I think our season is 
:n:J.king good progress. 

Donald E. McCown, 
Director of the Joint University 
of Pennsylvania-Oriental Institute 
Expedition to Iraq 
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Newsletter from Nippur December 23, 195l 

Christmas is almost here and six weeks of digging Are finished since I 1~rote of plnns 
and what vre hope to find. The summer heat has gra.dually disappeared before sharp 
winds, cloudy days now and then, and occasional showers or rain storms. There Rre 
magnii'icent sunsets on the cloudy eveningsand we are in 1Jinter for the next two months 
This ·tre cAll it laughingly, when we think of the weather right now at home. The sun 
is warm when the wind drops or we are sheltered from it in our deepening excavations, 
but it is shivery cold when work starts in the ee~.rly morning 11.nd when the shadows fill 
the digs in the l.qter afternoon. 

There has been plenty to keep us busy since we st.qrted digging Novemher tenth. Our 
upper ;:md lower digs e~.t the Scribal ruarter have changed appearance since we first saw 
them Agrtin, pArtly sand-filled, in early November. Fe are nmv a couple of city levels 
lower in both, and where the surfacesof the mounds in the religious quarter were 
smooth and unbroken they are now pierced by trenches at a good many places. 

At the Scribal Quarter in the lmver dig we are still in houses from the time of the 
greAt empire of the Third D,yn.qsty of Ur. But we are now forced to the conclusion that 
the scribes at this time were not writing or keeping in their homes the type of tablet: 
we would like to find, Sumerian literary, leXical and school documents. Here we have 
dug down through one city and into a second level with good finds which when studied 
carefully will tell a story of life in the t1-1enty-first century B. C. Our best find 
here is a small statue of a seated mAn, probably with a tablet lying on his lap. dis 
head had been broken off and lost in Antiquity, but as it is it is a good work of art. 
One of our curiosities was a perfectly preserved fish skeleton lying on a mat in the 
corner of R room. Our t-lorkmen insist that it is R. type not found in the rivers And 
must have come from the Gulf, hut, in any CR.se, some one missed a meAl long ago 1'1Then 
they forgot their fish lying on the floor. 

In the upper dig we have pushed b~ck into the First Dynasty of Babylon, about 1700 B. C. 
sooner than anticipated. The Kassite level I predicted in the last news letter was 
represented by a period of non-occupation a.t this spot. \ve may bewail the "loss" of 
a level but are glad to have left the poor Kassite houses behind and to be in houses 
where the vessels and grinding stones still lie undisturbed on the floors of kitchens, 
reviving for a moment the scene of domestic activity which once was there. At this 
time, too, the better bowls and bottles were painted with simple designs which are a 
pleasant change from the usual drab pottery. Finding such things keeps you busy on 
the dig and makes supervising the work a pleasure. But t.vhat we want most are the lit
erary tablets telling of the lives and exploits of the Sumerian gods and heroes. These 
are beginning to turn up, but not a.s often as we would like. On the other hand, there 
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are a goodly number of other tablets, mostly of economic chAracter, so our tablet 
collection is growing quite satisfactorily. One art piece has turned up here too. 
It is half a plaque with a winged and bird-footed goddess adoring a figure on the 
missing part of the plaque. Instead of the usual rigid frontal or side position 
the nude figure combines the tHo aspects in a graceful way, her red painted crown and 
Hin;::s Adding to the attractiveness of the piece. 

The seArch trenches in the religious quarter of Nippur are quite A. different story. 
There the "finds 11 ••e are after A.re temples, shrines or administrative quarters con
nected with Wil Md the deities connected 1.,rith him. He are not doing badly but it 
is slow goinz for this pA.rt of Nippur, once Enlil HA.S forgotten and no longer rever
enced, became part of the general city and was occupied for further hundreds of years. 
In one trench, on the opposite side of the zig~urat from Enlil' s temple exc;wated last 
se,gson, there is another temple, for our trench wAs luckily placed so 1.re could dig 
dor-1n and expose an rtltar. TTe still don't know who this temple w::1s for, since none of 
the h::1.ked bricks were inscribed1 but it is certAinly an important building. In Anothr 
trench} some twenty feet be~. ow Parthian re:n.:,.:.ns J we have found rooms which are in SGlTlc 

w&y linker! Hi th a temple to ~~~ nnrta., Er:lil 1 s wa.rrior son, as indicated by a tablet 
fo':t'td there. Another trcnr;:1 is a flop, the le-,rels there all being late. Tr.-Io others 
i.r~. j.':rogress are located :..n art=::J.S inci:..catrd on ~n Rnc~_ent, tablet plan as religious. I 
ho~e thcce uill be good news of them 1-rhen I next write. 

Hith what we have been finding you can imagine thRt Francis Steele is busy with tab
lets, and Irene Haines and Harry Hhitney with nurnerous objects. Harry is disgusted 
with most of the burials, At the deep level in our loHer dig on the Scribal Quarter, 
some fifteen city levels down fr-om the last on the mound> the hue;e 1·Jeight of earth 
ha> squashed all the skulls flat. In one good grAve} containing a 1tJj.fe 1.,rith her arms 
AL)ur..d her husband, the gold frontlet on her foreheA.d hCJd been pressed together as if 
be~ween the leaves of a book. The changing walls in t':le trenches A.nd the new city 
l e'lels at the Scribal QuFtrter keep Carl Haines and ~1oh<tmrr.ed Ali busy with architecture 
and surveying. I1ohammed is representative of the Dep<1rtment of Antiquities and A.lso 
on our staff; a very welcome member, too, for he has worker! on all the excav!ltions of 
that Department and knotvs much of ArchAeology that remrtins to be published. 'Je have 
Also been joined by 11iss Marian 1:Jelker who WAS working ~Jith a University Huseum ex
pedition in Turkey before she came on to make most skillful drmnngs of our pots And 
objects. 

"\Je have a good group on the staff which is most pleasant since we are too far from 
Baghdad for many visitors. lve are pleased when school children and local officiAls 
come out and learn about our excavations, for indeed it is the past of their country 
which we Are disinterring. But 1-oe have had only one English visitor, so far, from em 
oil survey party CAmped some distance to the ee>st. l,Je are taking Christmas off, of 
course. The turkeys which have been fr1ttening and strutting around one of the courts 
of our house will then grace our table. Prtlm br,mches vi th Christmas bells will mC~ke 
our dining-living room festive for our celebration. 

So we wish you all joy on Christmas d!=ty and a fine Nmv Year ahead. 

Sincerely, 

DonClld E. HcCoHD 
Field Director 
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NE'::SLETTER FRQ.j NIP?UR 

Jill of you v;ho hished the Exi)edition luck ·-as I hopefully suggested that 
you do in the first ne1..s letter of the season--certainly deserve &nd receive here
·dth our thanks. It is t:L fine ti1e to be i.riting to you, for last \.eek our luck 
arrived, tmd the digging hc.;.s been of the sort I've been drea:ning of ~nd hoping for-
especic.lly this season, but t:..lso since -. e first stc:.rted vork in 191.-8. 

As you knov., ; .. e have been h<lving a good season, learning a lot about the 
culture end personal religion of the inhabitunts of the Scribe:.l (.uarter during the 
First Dyn&sty of Bebylon, about the time of Hammur&bi '-nd his successor, l:cnd during 
the Third Dynasty of Ur. There have been a few outst~nding finds from our upper 
&nd lor:er digs here, but 1nost of our ret~ults v.ere of the sort 1 think of us the 
small building blocks ·.,hich build our understanding of ancient life and history. 
In our se1:irch trenches ·,;e had located one temple and r.ere hoping for more luck else
, here. But 1.e still ht:.d not found a gold .mine of teblets, particulPrly the liter<·ry 
t~blets ~ohich give invhluc:-..ble glimpses of the religion t..nd t>hilosophy of the 
Sumerie:.ns, nor had >:e located enough of the .nuny temples t,nd shrines surrounding 
Enlil. 

Nov; i:e h&ve both: a ret:..l ~ of literary tv.blets, lexical and other ty.:ws 
of school texts, and t .. o 1ore te.nples, one of v•hich '..e have been able to identify! 
The temples ,,-:ere enough to :nake this u fine r.eek, but it has been the procession of 
tablets coming out of one roo;n in the upper dig of the Scribal C,.,ue.rter i,hich has 
been the most exciting~ It stLrted last ionday on little C<:;.rleton Hc:.ines' birthday. 
•.hen I came back from the dig that evening I told him it v.o.sn 1 t just his birthday-
·,·.e ill had SOinething terrific to celebrate~ First the pick:'Jhn found a bench along 
pc.rt of one end of L rectc..ngult r room. He dug into it, e.nd it ,,as filled v:ith frag
ments of tc;.blets o.nd occ~:;.sional larger pieces. Then c.longside &nd t,gainst this \las 
a smaller "box, 11 the T.'alls of · hich \.ere built of literal"J tablets. As I -•. rote 
Professors .lCraeling e.nd Rainey that night, these \.ere the -ao;:;t interesting "walls" 
~ver dug at i.Uppur, even though they \.ere only about ten inches high and the same 
length. In the next three days tablet after tabl€t ca1ne fro:n the )laces r-here they 
hLd been discarded, lying at u.ll angles, against one of the ";:alls of the room. 
Literary tablets are so rare and the information they give so unusual that every 
time I visited this room there 1:.ould be a nen quiver in my stolll£ch as another 
couple of these tablets lay exposed. No\ .. ' all of them from th~;;t floor are out of the 
ground, though there are a couple of floors beloi. till the b&se of the "tEblet 
bench" is re;;;.ched, &.nd there <..re a dozen other rooms near-by to be dug to this level. 
But if 1:e are fortunate enough to find c:nother room lil<:e this it ;.ill be ner.s for 
the next letter I \.rite to you. 
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.At the moment 1;e can't be quite sure just hov; good our good fortune is. 
I ~:.m net <:'testioning it. · It is only that the tablets have come in so rapidly that 
Frt! nc is Steele has not hhd time to c~;. t<-logue them yet. They are still lying in tin 
boxes on cotton or sand. But I made & rough count this morning and there are over 
~ hundred tablets, complete or in very big pieces. And I think about a third of 
these c..re literary, the other common type being big sections of lexical texts. 
Besides this there are •uany smaller fragments of the sort v:e have been more than 
h""-.?PY to find before this. ~.e must v.e.it until Thorkild Jacobsen and Samuel Kra;ner 
st&rt poring over the liter&ry tablets tnd Professor L~ndsberger over the lexical 
texts to knor; just v;hat the nature of the various texts is; but in a find of this 
size there ~;.re bound to be nev; texts of gret.t significance. 

As if the tablet find v.ere not enough good luck for one week, on Tuesday 
~.e identified our second temple. It lies just west of the ziggurat court in the 
second search trench stttrted this set.son. Here o;.re hE..d found a ten-foot thick outer 
v.c.ll ' ith very broad buttresses and niches decor&ting its face. Then •.~e had gone 
dO\.n inside, folloned one v.t:.ll of •:;hat is r>robb.bly a s ac...ll court 1Y1enty by thirty 
feet, discovered a door r;ith rebated j&mbs, found inside it one uninscribed door 
socket (our usual luck), and then bela· .. that in place in its brick box e_nother v.ith 
<:.n inscription of Shulgi, second gret.~.t king of the Third Dync.;.sty of Or, dedicc..ting 
this door socket to Inanna of Durfl.nki. \.ith thc..t '..e .knev. ·,.e had a temple of Im: .. nna, 
the goddess of the sky and fertility goddess. Her true home was to the south at 
Uruk, nnother grec..t Sumerian city, but it is not unusual to find a temple to her ~t 
]ippur. This temple should be a good spot to exct..vc.te another season. \.ith some 
more exploring v.e shall kno\,· just ho". big it is, though the buttresses suggest a 
structure of some size. In addition, in the slllEill &.rea dug out -...e found half of a 
lovely alabaster votive bov;l dedicated to Immna, a fragment of a Sumerian statue, 
an interesting clay plc..que shov.ing a divine couple, and several tablets. So there 
is "- promise of good finds. 

During the \.eek, in our most northerly search trench ( v:hich Carl Haines tells 
ne is three-eighths of a mile in direct line from our dies &t the Scribal c;;uarter) 
a room or court of r.n Eb.rly Dynastic temple · .. ith offering benches t.nd tables has 
been appearing out of the ec;.rth. V.e have more work to do here, but the feet of a 
Su1nerian statue and a lapis and shell eye to fit <... st<..tue suggest v.hat may be found. 
rhis lies inside e.nidhed-euttressed r;all \, i th a bt. ked brick facing,, hich probably 
surrounds an area shovm on the ancient plan of the religious qu<c rter 1 v.here it is 
:l&med the "Orchard of the god Sin, 11 &ccording to Profes~or Lc..ndsberger • 

.. ith these fine discoveries so close to us, I hc.ve neglected to tell of the 
progress in the lo., er dig of the Scribal ( uarter. Here v.e have dug do~·.n another 
tl':o building levels r..nd believe 1.e bLve fim:~lly reached the reign of Or-ns.mmu, 
founder of the Third Dynasty of Or. Finds here have been interesting but not S?ec
tacular, the floor levels being too close together to leave a lot for discovery by 
::>Ur picks. The most interesting discovery is & house chapel i.hich is f>erhc.ps big 
3nough to be called a shrine. Its walls are niched in )&.rt, there is a two-stepped 
.. lter '. ith bitumen "feet" reminding of thrones on r1hich gods are shov:n, and in the 
~enter of the room is a he&rth or offering plhce rebuilt several times. If ·. e can 
sho· this to be c. house chapel, it ·.:ill be the earliest yet discovered. It lies on 
the south side of a big building r ith H larpe sc:uare court end smaller rectrnp.:ulPr 
~curt, both surrounded by ro.nges of rooms--tc fine structure, but not enough in it to 
::;r. tisfy us! 
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i.side from the excitement provided by the digs, our every-day life runs 
&long prosaically enough. i1'e hu.d a nice ChristJnas, outstandinb for the fc..ct th~t 
we h&d a turkey for dinner-, bnd then <.c ne>. one for supper. The v.€c..ther is _perfect 
from our st&ndpoint--no r&in for &l,nost & month nov., &nd very little ·dnd to blo\. 
sc..nd in our f.;;.ces. By v.ay of exception, there ~~as one day v:ith a raging ' .. ind from 
the south v·;hich made the dust so bad in the excavutions that >.ork h&a to stop at 
ten in the morning. I.e have just had & very pleust;.nt visit from Dr. lkji-al-ksil, 
Director General of Antiquities, accompanied by .:ir. Beeley, ·,,ho is counsellor at the 
Br:itish Lmbassy. In r..nother five \;eeks digging vdll stop for this season. by then 
r:e should have found a lot :nore, and 1 will \.rite you again at that ti:ne to tell you 
all about it. 

Lfhe contents of this letter from Dr. 'AcCo\-.n 
c...re trhnsmitted to you r.ithout del&y beceuse 
of their cxcitin~ chur~cter. The tublets of 
'' hich he speLks are inscribed -...i th texts 
· .. ri tten in the cuneiform scri~}t. Their con
tents should v;:; stly increc.: sc our knov.ledr~e 
of the .<'orld' s oldeut literc..ture, giving ne·,, 
ex;:; :nples of ;:;ncient SurneriL n myths, epics, 
proverbs, ~nd leLends. _ 

- C£ rl H. KrLeling/ 

Sincerely yours, 

Dom:..ld L. JcCown 
Field Director 
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NEWSLETTER FROM IRAN 

(We are happy to share with Oriental Institute Members this letter from Dr. Herbert 
Paper, until recently Research Assistant at the Oriental Institute and now attached 
for the season to the Mission Archeologique Fran9aise in southern Iran. The Mission, 
led by Dr. R. Ghirshman, is working under the Auspices of the French government's 
Commission des Fouilles.] 

Susa - January 26, 1952 

Dear Dr. Kraeling, 

With the month of January almost over, the 1951-52 excavation campaign at Susa 
has passed the midway mark. As you may recall from my last newsletter, the Mission 
was engaged in excavating at a site some fifty kilometers from here most of November 
and December. Last December 23, in fact, all the personnel encamped out in the des
ert at Tchogha-Zambil returned to the ch~teau and the following week was spent getting 
people and equipment prepared for the commencement of work at Susa. 

The excavations at Tchogha-Zambil were eminently successful. In addition to 
the large numbers of bricks with Elamite and Akkadian inscriptions which were found, 
a magnificent Elamite temple was unearthed at the base of the ziggurat there and a 
number of the ziggurat stages themselves were identified as well. As luck would 
invariably have it, the very last morning of work uncovered a part of the outer 
encircling staircase which originally mounted to the summit of the ziggurat. Last 
minute discoveries are evidently an old story to all archeologists. Happily though, 
Dr. Ghirshman, the director of the Mission, has already laid careful plans for next 
year's work at this same site, plans which include a broad and incisive strategy of 
excavation which should lay bare any secrets which the ziggurat must still hold. The 
architectural, historical, and linguistic information which should come from this 
Elamite settlement should fill in a very interesting picture of the reign and building 
activities of the Elamite king Untash-Huban (ca. 1300 B.C.) and of the character of 
Elamite civilization at that time. The texts which were found this season proved to 
be "right down my alley11 as the saying goes and the experience I gained from working 
with the hundreds of inscribed bricks should prove to be invaluable for me. 

There is every reason to believe that surrounding the ziggurat was a network 
of tempJ.e s dedicated to various deities. The temple mentioned above was identified 
from the inscribed bricks found still set in their original walls as having been 
dedicated to the Elamite deity Ishnikarap. Another last day discovery was a text 
which indic~tes the existence of a temple dedicated to Nabu the Babylonian deity who ha 
evidently been incorporated into the Elamite pantheon. Future excavations should 
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bring a wealth of verification as to the importance of this site. The publication 
of the many new and hitherto unknown decorative techniques employed by the Elamite 
builders in this period will add a most instructive and clarifying page to the spotty 
record we have had until now. 

The return of the Mission to Susa gave us the opportunity to celebrate the 
Christmas and New Year holidays here at the chateau. The little party with which 
Mme Ghirshman surprised us all Christmas eve with a nylon Xmas tree eight inches high 
and the decorations and candles - all of which she had to purchase and prepare last 
July in Paris - were a reminder that another year had drawn to a close and that we 
had reached the midway mark of our stay in Khuzistan this season. l{v personal wish 
was to be able to send some of our sunshine to Chicago in exchange for some of that 
snow I'd been hearing so much about. The beginning of 1952 also brought us our first 
real invasion of visitors from Tehran - a party of members of the SWiss legation who 
came south on a hunting trip. As a result our table was soon supplied with gazelle, 
wild boar, and rabbit - a welcome change from our usual diet of mutton and chicken. 
I am willing to go on record that young-Khuzistan-gazelle-steak is delicious. The 
local native population must have been grateful for the elimination of several Wild 
boar since these animals contrive to do considerable damage to crops and are a con
stant menace to life and limb. 

Excavation at Susa proper has now been going on for approximately one month in 
two separate areas. At one chantier, Dr. Ghirshman is peeling off another layer in 
an area which he began to excavate a couple of years ago in an effort to establish a 
sound stratification for Susa. This is the "Ville Royale" which you probably remember 
from photographs published in the Illustrated London News last year. Every day the 
evidence keeps coming in that the stratum now being cleared must be close to the 
Seleucid era. The pottery, coins, statuettes, sherds, etc. give indications of the 
early Parthian and Seleucid periods. Even occasional Achaemenid objects, which must 
have been reused in this period, are beginning to come to light with increased fre
quency. By the way, the system of rails installed for the wagons which remove the 
dirt would do credit to a stationmaster in the States. There are half a dozen switcht 
(foot-operated) and the local boys who push and pull the wagons evince an understan
ding of railroading (without benefit of steam) that defies description. These are the 
same rails and wagons which were brought here over fifty years ago by boat from France 
and then on mule-back the last hundred kilometers from Ahwaz to Susa. 

The second chantier is one that was started from scratch this season and is pro
ving to be just about contemporaneous with the stratum described above. Actually, 
the site of Susa is so vast that even after fifty years or so of work it is relatively 
untouched. There remains considerable work to be done here at Susa for a number of 
lifetimes. The rich harvest which has been garnered these many years from the mounds 
of Susa justifies every hope for the future that Susa will continue to fill a good 
many blanks in the history of man in this part of the world. There is no shortcut to 
the patient stroke-by-stroke clearing of square inch after square inch of earth in 
order to satisfy our curiousity as to what lies beneath this ancient soil over which 
herds of water buffalo and sheep daily plod. There is little doubt but that the 
native population considers the farangi (European) who come to dig up the soil of 
Shush a species of madman. But the long tradition of work by the Mission here at Susa 
has established the "legitimacy" of archeology, so to speak. However, my inquiry into 
the local Persian dialect still meets with incredulous wonder. Why anyone should be 
interested in collecting words and expressions in Dizfuli evidently surpasses all 
comprehension. 
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Winter at Susa is a relatively short season, indeed it is almost over. There 
have been some chilly nights though and a couple of mornings we awoke to find the 
mud roofs of Shush's dwellings covered with frost. By the time we'll be preparing 
to leave for Tehran in April, it should be getting quite warm. In fact, I have vision. 
of being chased up north by tongues of searing heat, that is, if any credence can be 
attached to the weather stories I've been hearing from my native friends. 

Last week M. Mostafavi, the director of the Department of Antiquities, arrived 
here to spend the next month and a half as annual inspector of his department. I 
am profiting from his stay by an arrangement with him whereby we exchange Persian 
and English lessons; and he tells me that many years ago when he was inspector .:for 
the Department of Antiquities attached to the Oriental Institute excavations at Per
sepolis he had the same arrangement with Dr. MCCown. This almost assumes the charac
ter o.:f an old Oriental Institute tradition in Iran. 

Some time ago I received the copies of the new brochure on Iranian art at the 
Oriental Institute, and I have now heard the French and Iranian equivalents of "three 
cheers for a job well done!" Everyone has been unanimous in expressing the most 
favorable opinions about this new booklet. Of course it made me just a little bit 
homesick for the Institute and all my friends there. 

I know that any descriptions and accounts of the excavations and daily life at 
Susa that I send you are pale and meager beside the reality of seeing and living the 
excavation of an ancient city. Those who have been eyewitness to pick-and-shovel 
brush-and-knife archeology will agree, I think, that only a pale reflection can be 
transmitted in our letters. And yet I hope that I have succeeded in indicating 
briefly at least something of what's been occupying our time and energy this season at 
Sus a. 

Everyone at Susa sends warm regards and best wishes to everyone at the Institute. 
We're all looking forward to your impending trip to Iran, Dr. Kraeling, and we're 
hoping that you can manage to squeeze in R trip here to "Shushan, the capital." 

Sincerely, 

Herb 
Herbert H. Paper 
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[Members of the Institute will enjoy the following communication from Profess~r 
W. F. Edgerton, our senior Egyptologist, who with Mrs. Edgerton is spending the year 
at Cambridge University and was able during the Christmas vacation to revisit Egypt 
where he had served from 1926 to 1929 and 1931 to 1933 as a member of the staff of 
the Institute's Epigraphic Survey. 1 

CHICAGO HOUSE REVISITED 

Some years ago the editors of the Cambridg~ Ancient History asked me to write 
certain sections of the forthcoming revision of that work, including a chapter on the 
internal history of Egypt from Sety I to the death of Ramses III (about 1300 to about 
1170 B.C.). MY typescript, written in Chicago, was submitted and accepted long since 
but factors which neither the editors nor I can control have delayed the printing. 

·Hence, revision is still possible. An invitation from th~ University of Cambridge, 
with a stipend granted me by the United States Government under the Fulbright Act, 
brought me nearer to Egypt during the present academic year than I had been, in peace 
time, since 1933. vJith additional help from the Oriental Institute and the Division 
of the Humanities of the University of Chicago, I was able to use the winter recess 
of the University of Cambridge to spend four weeks in Egypt in late December and earl: 
January, chiefly to study at first hand some of the evidenco underlying this chapter. 
During three of these four weeks, my wife and I were guests of the Oriental Institute 
Epigraphic Survey at Chicago House, Luxor. 

Both Cairo and Luxor at that time were thoroughly peaceful. We were received 
with the greatest cordiality and courtesy by all Egyptians with whom we came in con
tact, officially or otherwise, as well as by European and American residents. It was 
an unalloyed pleasure to us thus t~ revisit the beautiful valley of the Nile, where 
we spent five happy seasons long ago in the service of the Oriental Institute. 

But my purpose in this brief visit was historical work, and the work which I had 
to do brought home to me afresh the incomparable value of the superb folio volumes 
which the Epigraphic Survey has produced. If all of the ancient monuments had been 
published in that way the historical research which I did in Egypt could have been 
done in Chicago, for the evidence which I was seeking would have been available to me 
in books. 

The records of pagan Egypt in hieroglyphic, hieratic, and demotic cover more thar 
thirty centuries, from near 3000 B.C. to A.D. 452. Throughout this long period, the 
language and the writing were constantly changing, as every living language necessar
ily changes. Egyptian writing records only the consonants, and these only imperfectl~ 
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The vowels are not recorded at all. This is unfortunate for us, since Egyptian in
flections made much use of vocalic changes) as in wom~~' ~~e~, and sing; san~~ sun~, 
song. The bulk of the surviving writings is immensec From tham we are gradually 
Tearning the unique history of the Zgyptian people, Bu.t the w0c~kers are few, the 
funds scc:n'~Y~ and the task of interpretation has bar2:::..~r been beg-m" Char~pollion firs 1 

succeeded in ree"ding a hieroglyph::c inscription in 18?2, The f i:-st Egyptian g.rammar 
based on reasonab:_y acc13ptable prj_ndples appeared in -:_[}80 and dealt "with the lang
uage used in literary t2xts of the thirteenth and twE·lfth centuries B, c. It was not 
superseded until 1933, and a wholly new descr5.ption of that specif~c language is 
badly needed today. The language of the impox·ta;1t historical ar:d religious texts 
written before 2200 B.C. has never received syste1Jr,tj r: grami'l"'"tical treatment in print" 
and several other forms through whi0h Egyptian p'tc:sed in its long life are scarcely 
better off. The state of lexicography is comparBble to that of g~ammc:r. The great 
BerLin dictionary, begun in the 1£)90 1 s and in cou..~se cf publicat:'..cn since 1926 J aims 
to cover the hieroglyphic and hier:1tic texts of all ages and is in fact a priceless 
boon to us, but needs important additions and revisic::1s on almost every page. A 
dictionary of the texts written in demotic, a tlk'l"~cr pc;rt of the lifework of my teache~ 
Wilhelm Spiegelberg, has been my own chief schol<~rl~r task since 1930. My present tou:. 
of dt1ty in Cambridge is for the purpose of incorporating the late Sir Herbert Thomp
son 1 s lexical materials L1to this project. 

Both in language and in history, the foundations have been surely and correctly 
laid. Progress is not uniform. Sometimes mistaken views take root, become sancti
fied by much repetition, and are hard to eradicate. But on the Hhole, the background 
grows clearer and the outlines firmer decade by decade. 

The greatest needs of the Ecyptian philologist and historian no\·J-a-days are more 
and better tools such as gramr:;ars and dictionaries, a11d more and better editions of 
texts. Translations, when thought:::'ully made by comp.:::tent philologists, are also use
ful to the specialist and not merely to the outside u•lblic. (Some scholars have said 
that all Egyptian texts ou.g!'lt to be retranslated eve:..·y ten years in order to keep up 
with the progress of linguistic knovrledge.) But no translation from any ancient 
language can take the place .:1f the original text, for those vJhose duty is the increasE 
and diffusion of knowledge" The unavoidable inadequacy of translations is far more 
serious in the case of Egyptian than, for instance, in Greek or Latin, because Egyp
tian is much less fully understood, and because Egyptian forms of expression, where 
we do understand them, differ more profoundly from those of English and other modern 
European languages. 

~ chapter on the history of Egypt from 1300 to 1170 B.C. will be substantially 
better because I could see with my own eyes- and feel with my own fingers - ancient 
inscriptions in the Egyptian l'luseum in Cairo, in the Temple of Amon at Karnak, and in 
the cemetery of ancient Thebes. Some of these inscriptions have never been published, 
others have been itr.per.+:"ect:y published. This is no discredit to my predecessors. My 
generation builds on the ':'ot·:1dati ons which our predeces::wrs laid" A hundred years 
ago, the copyist's first du'",y was to publish as much and as quickly as possible, and 
many a word noH vm ished from the stone has been saved for us by the imperfect copy 
of some early traveler. Today, the highest degree of accuracy in publishing Egyptian 
texts is more important than speed. 

For lack of publications, and especially for lack of complete and reliable pub
lications, no Egyptological problem of broad scope can be thoroughly treated today 
1orithout actually journeying to a whole series of.places, usually cJidely scattered. 
Perforce, we sit at home and do our 1orork as best we can in our libraries -but a 
little experience teaches us that He must inevitably misunderstand much and overlook 
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mucn, because the existing evidence is either imperfectly available or not available 
at all. Conversely, the field worker in tomb or temple cannot fully understand the 
specific matter on which he works without constant reference to a good library. Un
like some products of excavation, tombs and temples cannot ordinarily be carried to 
Europe or America for study. 

The amount of unpublished or inadequately published material which exists above 
the ground in Egypt is overwhelming. The few Egyptologists of the world could not 
possibly complete the urgently needed work of copying and publication for many de
cades to come, even if they all devoted themselves exclusively to that aspect of the 
subject and completely neglected such tasks as translating texts and writing grammarr 
dictionaries, and histories. Even in the temple of Ramses III at Medinet Habu - the 
first and primary responsibility of our Epigraphic Survey -there is still a great 
deal of important and interesting material which has never been published at all. Ar 
expedition of the present size (two Egyptologists, of whom one is the director and 
the other the photographer; two artists; and on~ engineer) devoting itself exclusive
ly to that one temple, could scarcely finish this material in less than a decade. Ir 
addition, the expedition rightly began work in the temples of Karnak some twenty year 
ago -a task which has no foreseeable limit. Within easy working distance of the ex
pedition house, there is work for many generations to come, and in other parts of 
Egypt are many other tasks of similar kind, some of them wholly untouched. 

Meanwhile, the monuments themselves are constantly perishing, as they have been 
doing continuously throughout all the centuries since they were made. Probably every
one who has done epigraphic work season after season on our expedition has had the 
experience of observing that this or that detail which he himself had formerly noted 
has disappeared after one or two years. Both limestone and sandstone (the most dur
able of the general-purpose building materials widely used by the ancient Egyptians) 
are subject to gradual deterioration from purely natural causes, even when they have 
never been reached by the inundation. Furthermore, many surfaces to be decorated wer 
only roughly smoothed in the stone by Pharaoh's artisans, then covered with plaster 
before being carved and painted. This is a very common phenomenon, familiar to every 
experienced epigrapher in Egypt. An example particularly fresh in my mind because I 
was recently working there, is the tomb of Queen Tausert in the Valley of the Kings, 
where many of the scenes and inscriptions are on plaster, and most of them entirely 
unpublished. Much of the plaster work in this tomb has already fallen, and is gone 
beyond recovery. 

Monuments standing on the alluvium, such as the temples of Karnak and Luxor, are 
additionally subject to an entirely different kind of deterioration which grows worse 
by geometrical progression as the level of ground water rises centur.y by century. The 
area annually dampened and desiccated rises higher and higher, and the water infil
trating through the debris of ancient dwellings carries with it salts which produce 
chemical and physical changes in the composition of the stone, eventually eating away 
the foundations and the lower courses of the walls until they become unable to bear 
the weight above them. In general, we have to assume that Pharaonic monuments stan
ding on the alluvium will disappear within a small fraction of the time they have 
existed hitherto. 

So far as I can recall, not a single building anywhere has survived complete 
from pagan Egypt. Some which were seen in good condition by Europeans a hundred and 
fifty years ago were totally destroyed in the nineteenth century: for instance, the 
unique peripteral temple of Amenhotep III (first quarter of the fourteenth century 
B.C.) on the island of Elephantine. The Egyptian Egyptologists who now staff the 
Department of Antiquities of the Egyptian Government are able, conscientious, and 
hardworking men. I believe they are protecting the monuments fully as well, on the 
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whoJle, as their European predecessors in office. But it needs no very profound know
led§5e of history to know that stable conditions do not last forever in any country. 
And the task of protecting the ancient Egyptian tombs and temples is simply beyond 
the power of human beings. 

It is a matter of cold, grim fact that a great deal of knowledge about ancient 
E~t which could be gathered from the existing monuments, will never be gathered 
because the scenes and inscriptions will perish, unrecorded and unstudied. This is a 
certain as tomorrow's sunrise, and no power on earth can altogether remedy it. But 
funds to build up larger staffs of efficient Egyptologists and to encourage students 
all over the world, could help immeasurably in recording and publishing what still 
exists. 

Professor Breasted, the founder of the Oriental Institute, saw these needs and 
planned carefully and well to meet them. Approaching the task immediately after the 
first World Har, he saw that the greatest concentration of large inscribed surfaces 
requiring publication was in the district of ancient Thebes (modern Luxor). 1r.Jithin 
this district, he saw that the best initial point of attack was the temple of Ramses 
III at Medinet Habu, the best preserved large building of its age (twelfth century 
B.C. ) in Egypt and perhaps in the -vrorld. Beyond this limited objective, he saw that 
the greatest epigraphic task in the district lay vrithin the temple precincts of Kar
nak, north of Luxor on the east bank of the Nile. Accordingly, when Mr. John D. 
Rockefeller, Jr., enabled him to erect a permanent headquarters building, he wisely 
placed it on the Nile between Karnak and Luxor. Three or four Egyptologists and six 
or eight artists could be employed here for generations vrithout exhausting the really 
important work which stares us in the face. The physical plant (land, buildings, and 
equipment) owned by the University of Chicago at this site is adequate for such a 
stc:tff. 

A unique feature of the equipment is the library. Begun in 1926 in a building 
given by 11r. Julius Rosenwald, it was rapidly built up through the generosity of' l'1r. 
Rockefeller and others until at Professor Breasted 1 s death in 1935 there was scarcely 
a better Egyptologic~l library in the world. Rern1cing the outlay for new books and 
periodicals is perhaps the easiest of all economies for a scholarly institution in 
years of penury, though it is also one of the most disastrous in the long run. The 
effects of the sharp drop in income vrhich coincided with Professor Breasted 1 s death 
can be seen on the shelves of the library, just as climatic changes can be read in 
tree rings. The file of the American Journal of Archaeology ends with 1936, 
Antiquity with 1940, Archiv flir Orientforschung-with 1936, Aegyptus with 1935, Journal 
aslatique with 1935, Archiv orient~lni with 1938. Nevertheless, the library is still 
an outstanding one. It is an asset which cannot be valued in money. It is an essen
tial part of the foundation on 1-rhich the uniquely accurate work of the expedition 
rests~ and it is an international institution where scholars of all races and creeds 
increasingly come and work, as they increasingly realize that they are all equally 
welcome. Our Egyptian neighbors and our European colleagues alike speak of it with 
admiration and gratitude. 

I mentioned the uniquely accurate work of the expedition. In my considered op
inion, no one else has ever published ancient Egyptian reliefs and inscriptions with 
quite so high a degree of accuracy as has regularly been achieved here. Even some 
very eminent Egyptologists have not fully grasped this fact. Probably a generation 
or two must still pass before we can expect the recognition which the work really 
deserves. Let us hope that such recognition need not come post mortemJ 

Fortunately for ourselves, my wife and I left Cairo January 9th on our return 
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joLirney to Cambridge. The tragic events of the following weeks (shocking as they 
are) may, we hope, awaken the public conscience both East and West and thus help to 
hasten a solution satisfying Egypt's reasonable and proper desire for complete inde
pertdence without endangering the cause of democracy in the world. 

1.Villiam F. Edgerton 
King's College, Cambridge 
February 8, 1952 
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EXCERPI' S FROM A FIELD REPORT FROM DR. MCCOHN 

Nippur 
15 February 1952 

One o~ the points of interest in the levels we have just dug is the amount of build
ing activity manifested. Levels IX and X probably include three periods of rebuild
ing, and of the type we do not like. In each case deep foundations were dug fre
quently removing all but the foundations of the previous buildings. Room 205 and an 
adjoining small room were about the only ones of their particular time where this did 
not happen. That means that the corresponding floors in most of the rest of the 
southern area had been dug away, and you will recall that it was on these floors in 
205 that we found so very many tablets. There is no knmdng how many tablets we would 
have found if these floors had not been dug away elsewhere. So we were lucky that 

205 was intact. The other fact about the tablets is that they were discarded as we 
found them, in some cases probably forming an intentional fill in raising a floor, 
used in chinking up blocked doors or filling in a hole in a wall, but in 205 on X2 
probably tossed along one side of the room while the floor was in use. 

You have already had the big news of SE, the find of statues. He were lucky to find 
them on the second preserved floor of this Early Dynastic temple Hhich elsewhere has 
been largely cut away. Further cleaning has given us parts of more statues. The fine 
big man is as I have described. But the others are now: a head only partially com
plete which is long and thin like those from Eridu; another preserved from skirt 
bottom to neck; a third from skirt to waist, a fourth with the feet and stand only, 
while the fifth the bust of a man with traces of beard and hair locks. Of the three 
preserved busts hro are inscribed, the big man all over his back in a three column 
text, the other w·ith a couple of signs on one shoulder, perhaps his name. The 
scientifically unusual facts of our find are the number of inscribed statues and the 
mixture of Diyalah and Eridu styles. From a promotional standpoint the important 
thing is that we can expect similar finds in the wore intact lower levels of the temple. 

And we are on the trail of another Early Dynastic temple east of SD. Hhat is happen
ing there is a good example of our prospecting for buildings. I started two 3 x 3 
meter shafts in the plain somewhat east of SD. Both we~t down with identical condi
tions the first meter or two, sand and wash deposits, then a layer of earth full of 
charcoal, and practically no sherds. Then suddenly in the southern of the two, SKl, 
we started finding Early pynastic sherds, soon had a band of them including numerous 
chalices of EDI,II type, and then a very thick, orange surfaced floor. At the same 
level in the other shaft, SK2, we encountered Assyrian and Kassite sherds and still 
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have them at a level lower than the floor in SKl. And with that we can be fairly 
sure of where we are. In SKl we are on a mound or platform, This should be a tem
pl•~ of' ED I or II since chalices are typical of those periods and in temples. ''le are 
in:>ide it, for it is unlikely that such a good floor would have been exposed to the 
sky. So we are tunneling on this floor and, inshallah, will find walls soon. If all 
this works out according to present indications we will have located a temple with a 
minimun1 of effort. 

Tho whole staff is busy processing the many tablets from the big find in TA. If on1y 
this were the 11 good old days" when they would all have been given on loan in one lot, 
they would have caused little extra work except to Francis. As it is we hope to h 1xe 
rubber molds made of all except the fragments. The processing is interesting in its
elf. Francis sorts and gives them a preliminary cleaning. Then they are baked and 
the oven is going nearly every day. We are pretty well through the literary tablets 
and are now doing lexical tablets and literary pieces. After that ~furian mends those 
which require it, a considerable number. Our biggest improvement is in the subsequen.L 
cleaning. Harry had a wild idea that sand-blasting might do it. So he rigged up a 
bottle and using the tire pump on the truck experimented one Friday afternoon on some 
discards. When I came over from a bath at the other house, to my shock he was •<Vork:-· 
ing on a registered tablet. I snatched it out of his hand in consternation for I had 
been sure that sand-blasting would ruin the surface. A short demonstration was con
viLcing on a salt encrusted tablet I had feared to clean Hith soft brushing, and I 
soon gave him his first literary piece to clean. It is a real discovery, the soft 
blast of sand cutting the dirt and yet not touching chips in cracked surfaces \T}-d ::h 
vlo,,J_d inevitably be lost cleaning 1d th needle and brush. It also speeds th8 cl,c:;P.ning 
g~'uJ.tly. \rle now have one of the Shergatis trained to do this, for it is a full time 
job. After cleaning, the tablets are painted with dilute ambroid and then somew·hat 
thicker coA.ts until they are hard. Ambroid films which fill the corner of wedges 
8ird.porate in a fine spray of acetone and the tablets are ready to have the mo:.ds 
r,,rtd'3, which >ve ha"e discovered can be quickly done by stippling on a thick solution 
of Ruberlin. It is a lot of work but the staff has pitched in and the job is going 
Hell. 

Francis has given me an estimate of tablets from levels IX, X in TA. It is conser
vrtti ve since it is limited to tablets with enoush text so they will give a substan
ti~l contribution if they a~e new~ It, therefore, includes only part of what he 
c:asses as "pieces.rr On this base we have 220 literary and 1.50 lexical. I am 
delighted that the balance is so heavily with the literary texts. 

The season is over, the digging finished, the house in Afak locked up and we are in 
Baghdad. The final seven 1Veeks of excavations - '\Je dus t>-w weeks into April not 
originally planned - lacked the excitement of those two at the end of January and the 
beginning of February vlhen we found all the tablets, identified the Inanna Temple 
and found the Sumerian statues. But so much event all at once is the exception in 
digging. 

We have, however, rounded off the work nicely. At the Scribal Quarter we dug two 
levels below· those vlith the quantities of tablets A.nd th 3 ~inke0 the sequence be
tween the Upper and LoHer digs securely. In the lattr-;:::- th:::re was time to dig a 
couple of levels of AkkadiCL.J. houses below all the Ur III lH·c.:ls. As a result <m 
h;:cye a sequence of some twanty superimposed cities bet-veen the Achasmenian and Ak
kadian periods (5th-24th centuries B.C.). This gives the best stratified sequence 
so far excavated during the history of the later Sumerians and the Babylonians. 
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With a series of pits we traced the north-west face of the Inanna Temple. Its size 
was a surprise, over sixty meters long on this face. Nor is it sure that this re
presents the length of the building. It could stretch even farther to the south, 
but this could not be checked in the remaining time. In any case it will be a fine 
structure when excavated. All indications are that it will contain a satisfactory 
number of objects too. And there is every chance when it, and Early Dynastic re
mains below, are excavated that important religious information will be recovered~ 
Dr. Jacobsen writes me that it may be the place where Inanna celebrated her sacred 
marriage in Nippur to Ama-ushumgal-anna, a form of Tammuz, the important and pond:;:::· 
fertility god who has never been "localized" and is still essentially a literary 
figure. The prospects here are certainly exciting. 

And they are no less so at the Early Dynastic temple at SE, which we now call thf 
North Temple. The final two weeks of work were devoted to this area, since for ru:r
po.ses of planning the future work it was desirable to know its size. That is still 
unknown, for it just kept on expanding. We have now traced it over 25 by 50 metbr'3 
a~d mw guess is that its limits will be around 35 by 70 meters. That makes it ctD 

~nusually big temple for the first half of the third millenium B.C. So it is an 
important place full of possibilities for learning about cults of that period and 
discovering other fine examples of Sumerian art. Only one more find of that sort 
-v;.qs made and that on the last day of work. It is a sculpture in stone of a recur:;
t:"lnt bull attacked by a lion. Two small cups on top show that it was used for 
temple offerings. A nice piece with which to close down the dig. 

Tne division was good. io/e have some nice pieces to bring home. Carl Kraeling ar
n ved in time to see the digs before we closed up. And now we are all looking fo::-
ward to getting home and seeing you all there. 

Donald E. McCown, Field Director. 
Joint Expedition to Nippur of the 
Oriental Institute of the univer
sity of Chicago and the University 
Museum of the University of Penn
sylvania. 
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NE!vSLETTER 

Dear Friends: 

Chicago House 
Luxor, Egypt 
February 25, 1952 

This outpost of the Institute has perhaps been in the thoughts of some of you this 
winter owing to your reading of the news. l'le have been a foreign group in a place 
and time in which one might expect us to experience difficulties. Since nearly ha2.f 
of the staff happens to be British we did not know nor did anyone else when we m::.ght 
have to shut up shop, yet scarcely an tmtoward incident occurred. Neither our work 
nor our well-being was affected in the least. Our ahrays gracious and friendly Egyp
tian hosts, official and otherwise, have been even more solicitous for us. And now 
the g<>.thering clouds have been abruptly rent and once more Egypt 1 s A ton gleams upon 
her if not in full splendor at least in hopeful promise. We and our Egyptian neigh
bors are grR.teful for the firm action of H.M. King Farouk. 

As for the work we have done this season, it has perhaps gotten as near the romantic 
as the work of a recording expedition can. Some of you may have read the handsome 
send-o£f which the New York Times gave us last September 14th, the day we sailed~ 
It took this ne-vlSpaper story, for which I had myself supplied some of the bare facts~ 
to make me realize that the particular job we had planned for this season was not just 
-<m()ther incident in the appallingly great task of recording the reliefs and inscrip·· 
tions of ancient Thebes, but the very stuff of which the glamor of archeology is wo
ven and which might make even the casual on-looker a bit starry-eyed. 

First here are the bare facts. vle have been drawing a triumphal relief which Pharaoh 
Sheshonk I inscribed outside the southern (Bubastite) gate to the large court whic.:C he 
built in front of the great Hypostyle HR.ll of the temple of Amon at Karnak. Except. 
for an architrave inscription on the inside of the same gate, this is the only relief 
Sheshonk succeeded in putting on the walls of his court. It is a large, well-carved 
relief but in principle it is like a half dozen older ones within a few yards of it 
and still others elsewhere in Egypt. 

The relief depicts the pharaoh in heroic size about to strike a group of pleading for
eigners over the head with his mace. Ho"rever, since pharaoh 1 s figure seems to have 
been carved entirely on plaster applied to the stone a~d the plaster has fallen away, 
only ghostly traces of him remain and those are visible largely only under the sha::'p
l.y. oblique rays of the early morning sun. Amon-Ra, the great god of Karnak before 
rhom the king performs his feat, holds out to him with one hand the sword of victc 7, 
J:n the other hand Amon grasps ropes leading to rovlS of captured towns and locali +,:_es 
<?ach represented by the cartouche-shaped ring of a fortified city wall containins, "t.-.':e 
name of the place in hieroglyphs. Each ring is surmounted by the head and chest of a 
,·oreigner with his arms bound behind him and Amon 1 s robe about his neck. Beneath lu.,on 
stands the goddess Wast (victorious Thebes personified) holding the ropes of more 
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captured places. Both Amonls temple and his city have become beneficiaries of the 
king•s conquests in prestige and perhaps in wealth4 Amon 1s long speech carved 
each side of the upper part of his body merely praises his dutiful son for his val
iantdaeds, 

The relief is one of the most famous in Egypt and even casual tourists are not al
lowed to miss standing a few moments before it. Egyptologists have partially recor
ded it numerous times beginning with the days of the earliest decipherment of hiero
glyphs some 135 years ago tvhen its nature could first be understood by modern mana 
The list of place-names has been assiduously studied countless times since. The rea
son f' or its .fame is apparent when I say that this Shes honk I was no other than 11 Shi s
hak, king of Egypt 11 who was a contemporary of King Solomon and one of Solomon 1 s 
fathers-in-law. The victorious campaign which the Karnak relief commemorates is the 
one which we learn from I Kings 14:25, 26 and II Chronicles 12:2-4 resulted in the 
capture of Jerusalem and the looting of the temple and palace including 11 all the 
shields of gold which Solomon had made." This happened in the fifth year of King 
Rehoboam of Judah (922 B.C.), five years after the death of Solomon and the division 
of his kingdom into Israel and Judah. Shishak did not record anything whatsoever of 
the incidents which were of prime importance to the Hebrew historian except as one 
would infer from the long list of conquered places the Chronicler 1 s statement th,qt 
"h0 t. ook the fortified cities which pertained to Judah. 11 The list of places once 
co~s~2ted of 175 or 176 names of which 165 or 166 were places in Palestine. Of these 
some 56 or 57 have never been seen by modern Egyptologists, for they had already been 
los•. through defacement or the crumbling of the stone before informed interest could 
re.'icue them for posterity. Since then 10 more and parts of many others have comp::.:ste
ly ~:'. ,'HTpeared from the wall, among them the name of l1eggido deservedly famous in 
0L': en-:.,c.l Institute circles. Four of these ten may still exist in the Berlin Hu:seum 
wbc:J:'e they were taken in 1845 by an early copying expedition if they were not des
troyed in the bombing of the museum during the last war. It is not surprising then 
than no modern scholar has ever seen on this wall the name of Jerusalem, the only one 
of the conqt. ered cities named in the Bible, for it may have been among those 56 or 
5?' lost names. 

T0Ps tve have this winter stood where many of those whose names are bright in the 
S'-0·-~y of Egyp~8logy once stood beginning Hi th Champollion the fathEJr of Egyptology 
'1) melf in 1828. Tde have attempted once again the task lvhich they attempted: To re
cur,i. Pnd presorve for posterity a valuable historical document. But we have done 
~ompletely what our predecessors did only in part. We have done it with a precision 
·C,o achieve as exact a facsimile as humanly possible, and this has never been done 
before. But we have stood on the shoulders of our predecessors and have built upon 
their efforts. By spending days and weeks lvith our fingers not to say our noses on 
every square foot of the relief, we have seen hieroglyphs and parts of hieroglyphs 
which escaped them, and we have corrected errors they made Hhich have been the bases 
in some instances of erroneous topogra~hical identifications. This we have done des
pite the fact that the passage of time has left us less to see than they could have 
,st-Jf,n. vle do not deceive ourselves that scholars 1-fi.ll not still come to search this 
~nscription for themselves even when our facsimile is published, but we are reasonably 
certain that they tv-ill not find much more than we have given them and we artj entirely 
certain that as time takes its toll they will see less than we have seen. 

0~equently visitors, and among them occasionally even Egyptologists, when shown one 
of our correction sheets with instructions by two Egyptologists to the artist to ~ake 
aometimes seemingly imperceptible changes in his preliminary drawing have asked def
erentially whether we need be so meticulous. They mean to ask in short, 11 Aren 1t yo~J. 
;..rasting your time?" Well, we try to be discriminating, but there are tvro reasons r~c:n 
ex,Jeri ence why we cannot relax our standards. Hhen a person resolves in beginr.i:-1£~ 2. 

ill avring or the checking of one that he is not going to be too meticulous but insist 
only on accuracy in 11 essentials, 11 his resolution may work out in as many ways as the 
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human mind is unpredictable but the result will always be the same: inaccuracy. As 
a second reason, one never knows what slight, seemingly trivial detaill will prove 
significant someday to someone. As an illustration let me tell you a minor saga of 
some birds 1 feet in Shishak 1 s list of captured places. 

On two visits in 1901 and 1904 w. Max Muller made the most recent and most accurate 
as well as first complete copy of the list. However, his copy is by no means an ex
act facsimile of the wall. His hieroglyphs are his own carefully made but convention
al stereotypes perfectly understandable to any Egyptologist. Only in cases where a 
sign was unusual in shape or partially broken did he try to reproduce exactly what 
he saw. 

Now, two of the most frequently occurring Egyptian hierC~glyphs are the vulture and the 
owl each representing a very different consonant. lJhen well preserved they are easily 
distinguishable even though carelessly carved, for the owl looks ?t you full-face but 
the ~ture always appears in profile with a fairly long beak. MUller in his copy of 
Shishak's list shows another consistent distinction in that there is a spur on the 
feet of the vulture but none on those of the owl. In a few cases where only a bird 1 s 
feet were preserved and in a few more where a whole mllture was preserved but without 
a spur he inserted "sic" nearby to call attention to the significant detail and to 
certify that it was precisely so on the wall. 

In 1938 a Dutch scholar, Simons, published a very good handbook of all such lists of 
cc.ptured places and for Shishak' s list he wisely followAd in general MUller 1 s superio.::
.::oJ:y.At a n1.llllber of points he referred to M1.1ller 1s criterion of the spur to distinguish 
a vulture from an owl and to determine upon one consonant rather than the other in 
reading a name. He even applied the criterion more widely than MUller had and in a 
few instances disputed older copies and accepted readings on this hasis. \ihen we be
gan our work we expected to be able to use the neat distinction still more effectively 
at first hand and thus rescue some Palestinian place name from ~bli vi on. However, afcc1 
a fGw moments of work at the wall checking the preliminary drawing we discovered that 
1'-le were not finding any vultures with spurs. After checking through the whole list 
.-m could count 40 indisputable vultures and of them just 5 had even the slightest vis
;-~1le spur; no owl had any at all. He have no explan~tion for MUller's "sic" in the 
, r.,,, cases in his copy where the vulture has no spur except that he simply happened to 
·:.c t.ice in those cases that his own personal distinction between owl and vulture was 
'c·t- followed by Shisha.k 1s sculptor but that in the great majority of cases the fact 
:' 3sed unnoticed, As a matter of fact, the distinction was not a pure invention of 

~~ ll.er 's, for there are well cut inscriptions where it is consistently made, but a 
,:(tance in our paleography of Medinet Habu inscriptions shows that Ramses III 1 s scu1p
t.vrs were even more inconsistf:!nt than were Shishak 1s. They sometimes carved spurs en 
owls and vultures and sometimes omitted them from both. At any rate, the sphere of 
application of the nice criterion to Shi~hak's geographical list has shrunk consider
ably. You may be certain that this detail will be precise in every instance on our 
drawing and we believe all other similar details will also be precise no matter who 
thinks we are wasting our time. 

But now we must leave Amon-Ra to receive his captive cities and the ghootly figure of 
his valiant son Shishak to smite the pleading foreigners as they have been doing for 
2800 odd years. Our first love is Ramses III's Medinet Habu temple where scarcely 
any of the reliefs we are drawing have ever beon published before and our work has 
continued there throughout the season. 

Thus far this season we have had just twenty persons stay at the house with us. 1•!e hc.J 
expected quite a few more but this has not been a likely sea9on for touring in Egypt~ 
.i<rom runong the friends and members of the Institute we enjoyed visits from Miss Eliz·~ 
1beth Essington and her aunt Hiss Helen E. Hendricks at the end of Oct,-,ber and Nr. ru:d 
L>~lrs. George B. McKibbin in mid-December. When I say that we enjoyed their visits I am 
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not merely employing a polite cliche. We also had the pleasure of welcoming back to 
Chicago House Professor and Mrs. Edgerton some 18 years after they had last left it. 
I believe they have written you about their visit. Among the outsiders who have used 
Chica.go House as a base of operation for their work have been Hiss Rosalind 11oss and 
Mrs. Ethel Burney of OXford University, Professor Hermann Kees of Gottingen, Dr.Elmar 
Edel of Heidelberg, and Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Ricke and Hr. H. Vollers of the Swiss 
Institute. Dr. Ricke and Hr. Vollers have just completed an excavation at Karnak 
which had been begun before the war. 

It will not be long before hot weather will drive us away from Luxor for the summer, 
and we hope the summer will not be hot in Chicago. 

Yours sincerely, 

George R. Hughes 
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THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

1!55 E. 58TH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • lLI.INOIS 

archeoiogical newsletter 

[We offer you as a 
Ea~t, where he is 
Jri 

Issued corqidentially to members and friends 

Not for publication 

newsletter excerpts from Dr. Carl Kraelings letters from the Near 
exploring new sites for excavation, accompanied by Gustavus Swift, 

Baghdad -- April 8, 1952 

Well, I haven't yet really given you the frame-work of our trip. We drove 
north from Baghdad to Kirkuk and stayed at the 11 rest-house11 • Then we went to 1'-Iosul 
where we were elegantly quartered in the second floor of the R.R. Station and enjoyec 
the confusion of the departure of the daily train for Baghdad (at 9:00P.M.). From 
Mosul we visited the British excavations at Nimrud and the site of the past glories 
of the Oriental Institute, Khorsabad. We spent some time seeing the new sculptures 
from Hatra at the local Museum and then drove to Hatra in the desert, where we 
camped for the night with the people of the Iraq Dept. of Antiquities and were 
greatly impressed by the site. Then we got back to the Tigris again, visited Assur 
and began the long trek home to Baghdad. Hatra is scrumptious, a dream city in a 
vast emptiness. Tried some pictures. 

We made about 6-700 miles I guess, most of it the toughest kind of bone
shattering, crash-bang travel. The only really smooth traveling we did was when 
we got away from all settlements where there was no road at all, where we could 
breeze along without the slightest tremor over the wide-open, rolling countryside. 
This w.e did for parts of two days in the nomad country between Tigris and Euphrates 
where the \vorld just seems endlessly open and all you see is occasional beduin 
encampments, a few flocks of sheep, goats, donkeys and camels, and where the only 
obstacles are shriveled up carcasses and skeletons of donkeys and animals that did 
not survive last summer 1 s heat and drought. With the winter rains over, the rolling 
hills of the desert were still greenish, but there were only a few pools of water 
left maybe every 20 miles or ·so,; and soon everything .;will. be lJurned up again, and' no 
more water 'til next December. How they live--these nomads--you can figure out. 

On the morning of April 11, after many days of hot weather it turned clear and 
windy and a warm sun promised an auspicious beginning for our second trip. Every
thing was lovely as we made the familiar crossing from Baghdad to Fellujah, that is 
fro.m the Tigris to the Euphrates. Having crossed the Euphrates, ~ere the wind 
sweeps down from the uplands of the Arabian plateau, we found a new chill in the air. 
But ~e continued briskly along a well-paved road to Ramadi, the last major town on 
the road west and north along the Euphrates, and stopped to present our credentials 
and a letter of introduction to the Mutessarif there, who, however, was in Baghdad. 
So we continued along a road which had now become a very rough track past the 
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miserable town of Hit, where there are asphalt deposits used in the construction 
of the walls of old Babylon; and up onto the plateau, where the road degenerated 
into a series of tracks each seeking to avoid the next series of smash-bang 
crossings over the fissured limestone and gypsum outcrops; and finally descended 
to the plain again at a tiny village called Baghdadi. Here we bought some 
cigarettes and hubbes (large round, flat cakes of bread, that have the general 
consistency of the cardboard that goes into large cartons and tastes about the same) 
and headed on up the river. It was getting fivish. The river was in high flood 
and sometimes coming perilously close to the track, and the wind was blowing a cold 
gale .from the northwest. So we looked for a place to camp, and soon found it behind 
some mounds of ~;ravel just under the scarp of the uplahd plateau. We set up our 
cots and got out our sleeping bags and arched a tarpaulin as a ~nd break and trjed 
CJur hand at the :IPrimus stove. -with the wind blowing, we could not get it to wo~:-:;,~1::1g 
IJ'.:'Operly, and after getting ourselves black all over with soot, gave up and 0on"l:.rnr:;ci 
cold some of our luncheon, our hubbes and some dates. Then under the covers .:.J: J:,he 
s:.eeping bags we crawled, with our eyes looking UJ:.i at the stars coming out frcrr_ -:no 
deep blue sky above the coal black of the towering cliffs marking the edge of t·-o 
desert plateau. Old Orion was up there to the west, and I confess I have a w~ch 
':1etter picture of him than I ever had before, all the stars of his sword, hangL1g 
corm f'rom his belt, his hilt and the position of his feet and arms being clearly 
visible in the cold desert air. 

~he Euphrates is in flood and where tributary, normally dry, valleys joinod 
the river the water backed up, covering the road to a depth of 2-4 feet. We had 
to stop and investigate in each case--taking a chance when the coverage was below 
hub heig.'Lt. Of course there was no other traffic on th€ road under the circumstances 
which meant that if we got stuck, wo were stuck. Mostly we found ways around these 
wadis (valleys), iihich meant going inland as much as 10 miles, with many a st-op to 
prospect whether the depth permitted crossing or not. Of course we had to clear 
not only the main valley but all the tributary lateral branches of each system. 
Going was mighty &low under tho circumstances and we camped that night west of Anah 
with only 128 miles to our credit. It ms again a camp without benefit of cooking 
but w:e enjoyed our dates, water and hubbes plus some of Hr. Kraft 1 s chec.so that we 
had picked up at Baghdad and that added the extra deluxe touch. We got better 
protection from the wind and cold that night by slinging the tarpaulin over the 
jeep and putting its farther end under the legs of our cots which we::e sec with the 
heads right up against the side of the jeep. This was fortunate, for vn had a 
brief shower· during the night. 

## 

Damascus --;April 18, 1952 

\Ne left Deir ez-zor early on Thursday add had a fine day's trip through the 
desert to Palmyra. No roada. Just tracks. It gets a bit exciting along these 
tracks that are rarely traveled. You go 3-4 hours worth into the blue 'Without 
meeting a car and begin to wonder what would happen if the car broke down or if by 
chance you had been following a track that led where you did not expect to go. We 
came out all right, however, aft~r a run of 7 hours (met one car all told) and found 
there was no room at the Palace Hotel Zenobie (named after the famous queen of 
Palmy-Fa, but whi.ch means dump for short). We did e.Jmange with 1the bellboy-wa:.ter
conci.erge-proprietol' to eat in and to put up our cots in a little shed effeq;it along
side the main en trance i'or the first night, 1til a crowd of 42 Beirut natives 
vacated premises intended for a maximum of 20. The Roman ruins at PalmyTa were 
clean and nice md we put in a full day visiting and photographing them. 
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Tile first leg of our long journey from Baghdad to Damascus is now completed. 
It was a hard long trip and we arrived here looking like real nomads, with our 
faces and hands black with sunburn and dirt, a three-day growth of beard, much sand 
in and about us and our belongings, and even the trusty jeep showing signs of short 
temper and fatigue. Our equipment and we ourselves took quite a beating, but we 
came through and can report. 
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N1'}<!SLETTER FROH ANTIOCH 

Antakya, Hnta~r, Turkey 
Friday, Ha~r 31, 1?52 

.?riends of the Oriental Institute will have learned, from i'Ir. Kracling 1 s 
nerr:3leJcter, uh1.t I have (J(~On doinc from !1arch 1mtil Iray 4, Hhen r;w part8d com~any at 
'~'ripoli, LE'bonon. Up to the t.ir.;e of lfr. Kraelinc;' s departure, He ha·1 tr::en doj ng 
r::c:-;t}y tlrLngc; of ;')rtrticuln.r intereot to him: visitinG the Roman and other "l:,te" 
rcmrdn.s of Syria a!ld Ir2."· For about the last ueel<, hmvever, He uorl:ed on thin~s and 
;"

1 ·weco t~1r1t arc nearer to my vork, a:1d these I have continued to pursue ever since. 

One of the plans tta.s to try to gain an on-the-spot knoHledge of some of' the 
im~ortant arer<s on and near the SyriA.n coast. lrle began by moving over fron Beirut 
for three days at BMlhek, in the beautiful redsoil plnin bebreen the Leballon and 
Antilcbanon mo1mtains. The plain floHs t-rith \.rater, anrl seems to produce every sort 
of field and fruit crop. Ancient mounds are mA.ny; they sit ont in the middle of the 
va:l.l13y as if needing no other protection than the mountains which close them in. It 
v:ould s2er,~ that only the Romans took the trouble to go up into the foothills to build. 
1·ie ended our stay by photographing the Baalbek temple, and then moved along to our 
next area of interest, on the coast. 

Our plan to make Tripoli by the direct mountain route via the Cedars ••as 
prevented by the late TJet season, uhich kept the road closed. Instead, we follm·red 
t';e ':lore usual vL"Y to Beirut and ':.'ripoli. North of Tripoli the coastal plain ~cridens 
out into a river va:lley th<tt forms one c.f the main gateHays to inner Syria, a 
p.1.sc;1.~e that the CrusR.ior "Cr::~.c des Chevaliers" a fortress, Has built to hold. Again, 
many large mounds cover the plain, but one cf the most imposing, both in size and 
::;i.tuation, that I hnve seen anyHhere, i.'; Tell Arka, stuck in the mouth of a deep 
r~tvi::1e c oreing doun from the north flAnk of Lebanon. It is over a hundred feet high, 
and very steep. Terraces jut out from its b'tse, a::1d Roman buildin::;s and rock tombs 
are easily .found for a great distance armmd. 

i<'ror1 there, IIr. [r1.eli:H; set forth on his soparc;te uay, R.nd it tvas time for 
rr.:· next rr,ovc northv:ard. I c'10se Latakiyn., farther north, as a. base from uhich to 
visit the :nany sites, e.xca:n1.ted A.nd tmexcavated, alon:; this part of the coast. Among 
t:1e forrr:cr are Schaeffer's .'1as Sh::tmra, Forrer's Q2.laat er Rus and Tell Sukas, and the 
h10 that BraidHood tested l:eforc tho tvA.r. 'l'he unexcavated sites are as 
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nurte>rcms as the streams that run dmm from the mountains; at the mouth of each one, 
t:wro is 2lmost infallibly a mound, large or small. 

The goal of this northward progress was Antru,~a (Antioch), in Turkey, 
H!H.'r·~: I hav·,:; bnen for the ~ast three W§eks. Hr Adib Ishak ca:r1e up from Beirut, t.o 
mr·c+. v:~o c!ld p:c',)Cecd tv Afit~~kya, and with him came Nr. John Pictri, an Jirr,eric2.n 
-::r.;::i 1•::e:c, h::lili:-:c; :fr'X:l. iJf:V·Lda:, who had much to tell of building an airfj_eld at 
D·,y,L" 1_;c' ir ln l>c:terc:. T~1:ckey, an area where many an archaeologist 11ould envy him hiL 
OlJ~~n·tunit~r ~o look nround, 

J,dib Ishak had spent over ten years >-rith the Comrnittee for the Excavation 
of An tioc[t, a·1d it Has J,o,·r his sad duty to come back and close down the headquartc::rs 
t:-,a~ lH<. rc'Tlc'li_:18:l i:1 a st:?.te of suspense during the war. He timed his trip to coln
.::~cv v.J..:Oh njrn, so that he was able to give me a good start in the city, and to 
e:·t ib:.C.i:sh t.le ~n living q'~arters. 

'::.'he main b•.'.sine,c;c of 11'T'J trip l-ias with and in the ln":akya Archaeol0gical 
H1L33'.:nc., 3. !T'o.st Sfl'tisfactory place to work and to visit, and, I th:lnk, Gn9 of the 
~-.·t.st_,:::-vii. g n'F;e·Jms of its size anywh-,re. It was sv:tcious1y and cc:n.,rcni;m-~'ly 1::u.ilt 
L:; rJ1c 7J'"'rSt Ci'J_~·.norities before tlle ';-~ctr, and most careftll[-,- c.r::c,rg,d cc:16 rc,i:··i e:i_rJed 
b{ L_r· ... -+.·:~·- :~1tni Be:.' Tcke.1: a:1d his staff. The principal c:clle,:;l. .. or,;, j_r;rl,~_-t._ :.};p 

r~:tc~:''-_:·_.--'1'-' --,csTLcs a:1d sculpture of the Antioch Expedition) the i'in·~s ')i. :-,·Lr :P:no;rd 
1lty:'._._2l 1 :: rc:~c'±'T'ltions at 'l'ell Atchana and Al Mina, and the material c,f t.r:e Cri.enc0.l 
Inc,t: t :rc.e 's :")yr lan &.pedition of 1933 to 1938. 

· t Yas with these last that I mainly concerned myself, being int<=;ros:~ed in 
tr.:o p 1b~ 2_c<.uion of part of these finds. Braidwood has in press a volli<'lP <;;-, t'l8 Pc.rly 
: e V" i. s o:' fi've nounds dug by the Syrian Ezpedition, and, indeed, I fou.Er:l f~·.ch: '"'J" 
"<:;·y J"",:c;r·:' wi.'uh long lists of identifications which Braicll-vood had ju;:;t LeG~·' d~'2 s to 
;;21;c' ~1ic', and which Hill enable him, for the first time, to ari:·aYlge this r; <.l'G cf the 
~>~,:··o!~ ::..a~ :;?sLcr"'1atically. I have the later naterial to Hor': with. It i:; J:L>S'. t:r of 
L.''" "3.r:~y :::ror: Age, and with tl10 t1useum staff 1s kind help I W3.s able to n;s.':c a c:!,,-;se 
sv::.c:· c.L ;rll t:1e objects in the collr~ction, and to mdke on-th-spot compar~ ':0:10 ""-:i:h 
the t"'i:n:;gs f::Juni by ''Toolley, Hhich tie in very closely 11ith the Chic<;go exc~,_vations .. 

Three vrscks in Antioch have been very s:i.mple and tranqe1il. I can t::i'1k of 
0nly one enlivening i.ncident, 1vhich WP.S an affair with the hot-w1.ter he<~tex _i_n 'Lll3 

a-o,.,.rtment! s small 'i'ul'kish b:tth. Having gone to supper one evening wit:1 a :tJroject for 
f'.rn~g it up u.:1cter Hay, I r'turnei to find the H'ater little if any w;:;.rmer but ·..:.he 
r1 jc,,·,·s;;1~ere VPstly denser by re'lSO:l of clouds of smoke pouring from the firebox. The 
.::rn;--:e ·Fas trace·l to a surr;lus of 1-:Jirds 1 nests in the ash pit and stovepipe, which had 
teen overlookeri in the entnu.siasm of the moment. 

The 1wrk for T.,vhich I came is finished, and a :'mv jeep trips into the 
co~mtryside have been fi tte i in. A fmv ne1-1 groans have come from the jeep from time 
to tir:1e, hut I trust it Hill s~e me as far as Deirut af!:ain, for which I leave 
tomorrow morning. There it will be retired for much needed rest and repair. 

Sine erely yours, 

Gustavus F. Swift, Jr. 
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Dear Friends: 

Bogazkoy, Turkey 
August 22, 1952 

You may have been wondering what I did since I left Chicago on June 12. 
The reason for my wriUng to you so belatedly is that our work at Bogazkoy, 
the Hittite capital Hattusa, be[;;an only last week, This, in turn, was due 
to the fact that the staff members from Germ.!my had to wni t for the end of 
their summer semester and also for their visas. Finally on August lOth our 
group Has complete: Prof. I~urt Bittel of Istanbul University, Dr. Rudolf 
Na11rnann who had been the excavation archi teet at Bogazkoy till 1939 and is 
no11 te,qching History of Architecture in Hanover, his assistant Mr. Schr.oder 
Hho also does the photographic uork, Dr. Heinrich otLen, Hittitologist 1.n 
Be:..•lin, tHo Turkish students of cr. Bittel's (one p,irl and one boy), and 
myself. In Ankara, the pot mender Hhom the Turkish Historical Society 1;ras 

kind enough to lend us, Hr. AbdullRh, joiner:! the expedition. From yerikli 
we uent on by truck to Sungurlu, the center of the district to which 
Bo·~azkoy belongs. Both yerikli and Sungurlu are now linked to Ankara by a 
neu road, so that there is a lot of motor tr,qffic going through this little 
place and on to Samsun on the 8laok .SeR. Another result of modernization is 
the existence of a truck at Bo~azlcoy. It carries loads and people daily 
bettveen Sungurlu and Dogazkoy. Well, tihen we arrived at Sungurlu on Wednes
day the lJth about 3 p. m. , the truck happened to have just left, so vre 
waited for hours, dri.nking tea with the local authorities and Mr. Osman 
Srimer, the representative at our excavation of the Department of Antiquities, 
who had arrived ahead of time. Mr. Sfunez· studied 11 Si.imeroloji" at Ankara 
with Professor Landsberger and is now keeper of the u'riental Department of 
the Istanbul Nuseum, 1,Je arrived at Bogazkoy late ti1at night, after a 
dinner at Sungurlu and a drive on the open truck under a lovely sky full of 
stars. 

We are housed very comfortahly in the school house. The head teacher, 
Hiss 1Jefise, is extremely nice and helpful, and so are all our old friends 
in the village. The first day here, Thursuay August 14th, was spent getting 
the school house ready and with a tour of the ruins where Bittel, N'aumann 
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and I discussed plans for this season's work~ The main objective is1 of 
course) Buyuk~{ale; the roya.l e.ct'r,polis, where most of the work between the 
tt,ro uars was done bt:t rvhicl'. 2till shows some blark spots on t.he plan. 
Hnre; a trenoh extending 1-rest frcm the archive, vhere the top Pln:y~ian 
lP.f'-~r m1s t'n~ov3:red in 19]9., is now being deep•med~ Apal't f1·om some stray 

tc~11t1ts (including t'vo li•rer :nodcls) and some fine Ph.""fgian pottery, 
nu:n:: ng special has been folL'1d here so far, but wa are not deep enough yet 
t0 s<w anything about the Hittite layers whose uncovering is our main goal 
in this part. 

Besides Buj~kkale, we are planning to try some other spots and have 
already begun to do so in two places. One of these are the store-rooms of 
the largest temple (Temple I) where Hugo 1.Vinckler and hakridi Bey found 
one of the archives in 1907. Since the villagers constantly find some frag
mentary tablets there, "'e v1anted to check this place. This Has done during 
the last three days, bnt to tell the truth ld th meager results. Since 
Jiflakridi thrm-r the dump from one room into the next, some of the archive 
rooms are completely filled 1fith earth. The tablets found by the villagers 
come from Hakridi 1 s dump heaps, but for obvious reasons one cannot sift all 
that earth. 'l'wo of the store-rooms (Numbers 9 and 10 in Puchstein 1 s temple 
plan) \>Jere dug down to the ground which is formed by a layer of huge stones 
upoa which the whole building rests. About 30 small fragments of tablets 
were found here, and about a dozen more ivere brought to us by the villagers 
from the dump heaps outsille. The majority is of gray color, but red ones 
and even fragments completely burned by fire also exist here. The result 
of this short checking 1-;hich took five men less than three flays may be 
su~ned up like this: 

l. TloTo rooms have heen dug down to the ground so that we now know 
their foundations; 

2. From the tabletn found there we get at least some idea about 
the kinds of texts stored here, although their small number 
is not sufficient to give a real cross-section of the whole 
archive; 

.3. The tablets found by the villagers "in the temple" really come 
from Makridi's dump; more fragments tdll be found there, but 
there is no use going through all the dump. ----

Last Sunday, August 17th, the 11hole staff made an afternoon ~-ralk to 
Yazili-Kaya (the beautiful rock temple half an holW east of the village). 
On our way we visited the rock 1\'here l1akridi founri cremation burials about 
which, however, a letter of itfinckler 1 s .i8 the only information available. 
A shallow hole on the top of this rock was com!Jletely emptied hy Makridi. 
But l-ie found, under an o~terhanging wall of another rock just east of it, 
some cremation urns still in situ. You can imagine that we began to work 
here right the next dayl TluStomh excavation at "Osman 1 s Rock" {as we 
call that nameless rock after the owner of the adjoining field) is now 
go~ng on the fifth day and hns already yielded the most reuarding results. 
i!O:i.'e about it later; for th0 moment let, me only mention that both deposits 
of ashes and burned bones in vessGls of the Hew Empire period (1400 to 
1200 B. C.) aud b.:ried bodies are found, ln considerable numbers, in several 
layers all along the o'rerhaneiug rock. The whole region is f1lll of pot
sherds and of rocks e4ually fitted for this kind of burial, so we seem to 
have hit only one part of a large necropulis. It goes without saying that 
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this find is the most exciting we have made so far. Not only does it enable 
us to see and record things which had not been carefully observed at Bogaz
ko;T~ but is also yields a great number of complete Hittite vessels inclu
ding types not used in settlements. 

So much about the dig. An1ong the items concerning life here which may 
interest you I may mention that there are two tractors in the village. 
Significantly enough one is owned by the 11Bey11 , the descendent of the former 
feu~al lord (the truck belongs to another member of the same familt ), and the 
other by the son of a former head teacher who had acquired a large estate; 
Le~ by the two biggest land owners of the place. One point about these 
tr~ctors will surprise you just as much as it did us: the teacher's son 
uses his tractor for pulling the old fashioned threshing-sled round and 
round the threshing floor, thus introducing modern machinery directly and 
ingeniously into an ancient procedural 

For four days during my stay in Istanbul, my host, Mr. von Aulock, 
took me on a trip through ,,vest ern Asia Hi nor in his car. On the third day 
I first looked at the new museum pavilion in the grounds of the Izmir Fair, 
and later in the morning we drove to the Hittite rock monument of Karabel 
near Kemalpa§a (Nif) nhere my uife and I found, in 1940, a hitherto unkown 
hieroglyphic inscription in the think uoods at the bottom of the valley. 
1'his time we took an ax, saw and garden shears lV'ith us and spent some hours 
clearing the stone and copying the inscription, In the late afternoon we 
went to Nanisa (Hagnesia ad Sipylum) where we visited the famous Hittite 
rock sculpture of the Mother Goddess. At the foot of the mountain, straight 
underneath the sculpture, there is a strong spring which has recently been 
cleaned and transformed into a pool ldth concrete walls. A restaurant has 
been opened there. It ua.s strange andn±ce to have "shish kebab" and beer 
there, sitting near the cool water tfith the Hittite goddess in view. The 
municipality is building a pd.:peline to carry the spring water to Manisa so 
that in the near future the goddess will bestow her blessing directly to 
the town people. 

So much for today. I hope to report more, once the excavations here 
at Bogazkoy are more advanced. 

Love and greetings to you allJ .. 
Hans G. Guterbock 
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NETJSLETTER FROM CAIRO 

(John A. Hilson, professor of Egyptology, and Mrs. 1vilson, are in Egypt f'or 
the year on a Fulbright grant. He wanted to share his enthusiastic first letter 
with our members.) 

Dear Friends: 

USEF, Tagher BUilding 
1, Sh. al-Shams 
Garden City 
Cairo 
September 15, 1952 

This is said to be "the hottest summer Cairo has had. 11 Itt s high Nile, and 
the humidity leaves one gasping. If I can make two calls in the morning, I have 
done mY day's work until teatime. On the basis of my 4-hour working day, may I 
never criticize those subtropical peoples who put in only a few licks every day. 
It is now 5:30 in the afternoon, and we shall go out to tea in half an hour; we 
have been lying inert for three hours. Fortunately, the only thing that the 
temperature and humidity can do is eo down, so that happier days are in prospect. 
But Ne do admire the wisdom of Hughes, Nims, & Co., who do not arrive until mid
October. 

Even when one's eyes are glazed with heat, it can be a great experience to 
be here in the midst of a social revolution. The hope and enthusiasm for the new 
regime are great. At last they have a government which is not directed toward 
pmv-er .for enrichment; at last they have a government 1-1hich does not stop tvith 
denouncing corruption but keeps on attacking corruption; at last they have a gov
ernment tvhich does not stop with promising reform but tv-hich demands reform right 
now. The netv air of excitement is a refreshing breeze. I think of those young 
men in a government office who had to tell us of their high hopes and expecta .. 
tions. The words came tumbling out in a mixture of Arabic, French, and English, 
but they simply took joy in spreading their good tidings. The payoff in their 
sincerity was in the eyes: previously we haye heard government officials praise 
a new regime, but they were carefully watching us to see whether we believed 
them and what effect their words had on us; these young men uere not watching us; 
t~ey were singing a psalm; they were opening their innermost joys whatever the 
audience. 1 Ji th such backing :md 1vi th the masses of the Fellahin aware of the 
reforra.q whic'h have been promised them, there is good prospect for General Naguib r s 
success. It should be;, a most exciting year, and it promises to be a year of sectn"
ity • Black Saturday shocked tJm fi:b.Y vt~i :ms t,lJ8;nDe] '"cs; they are very cm·rH ,q] and 
eager to work out CO<lpPratione 
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Fulbright is a state of mind. It is a part of the mid~20th century mis
sionary urge, Some do it other ways. OUr Peggy is vlith the Quakers in India. 
Horace Holmes, an American county agent, is doing a county agent business with 
the farmers of central India. The Point-4 people believe that they are bring
inc 11 the Arneric:m vmy11 to countries which need some of that way. 1-Je Fulbright-
8(~8 are not quite clear of our mission - beyond the stated purpose to teach eco ... 
nomics or study ancient Egypt - but lve feel that >ve do have a mission in terms 
of communication with other peoples. 1·Je may not show that sternly devoted face 
Hhich our missionary great-great-grandfathers uore, but we have a kind of washed 
alertness of expression tvhich says: rn.;e 're nice people, and H'e think you're nice 
people. Fe vmnt to talk vii th you, and we hope that we '11 understand you when 
you t11lk l-Ji th us. 11 It is somewhat YHCAish, some1..rhat do-gooder, possibly some
what superficial, but it is wistfully sincere. Given responsiveness, it can 
strike fire. And the Egyptians are responsive; sometimes respon!'3i ve in a way 
which embarrasses us, when they entertain us more lavishly than they can afford. 
Looking us over, it seems that most of us were astonishingly ignorant about what 
we were going to get into. Barren poverty under our eyes or sanitary facilties 
which are different from those at home shock some of us. The good will, however, 
is there - on our part and on the part of the Egyptains. I think we'll get along 
all right. Excuse the moralizing. 

(From a later letter) October 6, 1952 

Fe sau the great man, General Naguib, the other evening, when we were dining 
on the roof of the Semiramis Hotel and he was entertaining Dr. Schacht, the Ger
man financial wizard. The most significant thing I saw was a little thing, but 
of great importance in this country: Nhen they Tvere grouping chairs for a photo
graph, the General did not say: 11 Hatt Kursi - B ring a chairl" but he walked 
over and picked it up and brought """'f't'""himself. Out of that action I have new 
admiration for hir11 and new cor.fidence in him. 

Our "orientation period" is finally over. 1 Te have moved out to the I1ena 
House at the foot of the Pyramid plateau. Right behind the Great Pyramid, my 
old .friend Ahmed Fakhry has some exciting new finds, fragments of reliefs from 
the early hth «r.nasty and I hope he'll let me ponder over them. 

If you'll just step this Ha.y, ve'd be glad to shovr you vJhy we love Egypt. 

Sincerely yours, 

John A. Wilson 
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Turkey to Israel to Chicago: 
AN L:PILOGUE 

October 271 1952 

After the e.zcavations at Dogazk\!>y, Turkey, I paid a visit to Israel, mainly 
to ;;ce my \.fife's relative:.; but also to meet OUI' colleagues there and to get an 
irnpr·c::Lsion of the site tJhere Professor Delouga.z is going to excavate for the 
OJ'i ·ntal Institute. It so happened that during the ueek of my stay (which was the 
>..Jukkoth or Feast of Tabernacles .veek) the Israel ~..xploration Society held a con
vent:LGn at Beit Y~:rah (better kno~m to archaeologists under its Arabic name Khir
bet l~erak) on the shore of the Sea of Galilee, i.e., on the very spot where the 
Uri ental Institute excavation is going to take place, Frofessor 1'1aisler-11azer 
l·Thom I l:neH from his guf.st year ir" Chicago, very kindly invited me to join the the 
meeting. Since I had little time - being on my way home and having to split my 
time between archaeolog<J and the family - I liaS able to join the convention at 
Deit Yerah for one and a half days only (Oct. 6-7). It Has held in a group of 
beautiful buildin~.::s erected by the Hista•.lruth for all kinds of meetings and situ
ated on the ver;; site of Bei t Yerah. _lttendence was vr~ry good; the Society has a 
great number of lay members, and many of them had come, not to speak of archaeolo -
gists of 11hom practically all H1}re present. Apart from the Israeli colleagues I 
also met .rrofessor belson Glueck of Cincinnati and J:rofessor & Hrs. Delougaz of' 
Chicago. 

On Jlonday afternoon there 1.vas a cuided tour of the excavations of Beit Yerah 
itself: the synagogue built over a la.r[C .uarly Bronze stru(·ture in the center and 
the ~Jell stratified deep dig in the south of the very lont; mound. The liriental 
Institute ezcavation will cot1ccmtr.ste on its northern end, 

Professor 11aisler ldnllly invitE:d me to .speak durinc: the Londay evening ses
sion of the convr-ntion ,;hic1: :i;:tiJ held in the OiJen air. I gave a ten m:L"lutes Sng
lish rc·port on the J,iair results of tlK ~~ot.azl:I!J:r c:C<t'v"ation (the other lectures 
1-Tere, of e:ou-rse, in He'urE::H, inch,dint; OYJC civen by Dr. Deloucaz). 

On Tuesday, several excursion;:; Here orga:c1.1?oed. I participated in one that 
included Jeit ;_,han, Bdt .li)ha, the local musewu at 'Ain Harod, and Beit Shearim. 

In Haifa I visited the -~rchaeologic3.l .iuseuJil uhich has recently been newly 
arranr:..::d in the Ciit:· Hall. It contai"tS mainly objects from the Roman period but 
also some older mc-:tcr:lal, all very beautifully displayed. 

Hans G. GUterbock 
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I1URE DEAD S::A. SCROLlS 

Since thu:;c::, Newsletters are confidential and not for publication I feel free to 
communicate through their medium privately to you in:fvl'Inltlt.ion about new discoveries · 
in the t:ear }~ast that have reached me privately and about which no mention has as yet 
been m:.de in the press. The discoveries are being made in Palestine, in the I\ingdom 
of JorLlan, in the rer:;ion just west of the Dead Sea and have again to do with Biblical 
manuscripts, 

You may recall that a few years ago we had here at thE. Oriental Institute a 
brief' loan exhibit of the "Dead Sea Scrolls" that are in the possession of the .Syrian 
:.1·chbishop of Jerusalem. At that time ,Je shovled four scrolls and a certain number of 
fracments of others. One wc:.s the complete Isaiah ;:>croll, a second >las a commentary 
<m the Bool( of Habakkuk, a third Has a lianual of Discipline and a fourth, unopened, 
~eemed to present an apocry)Jhal Book of Lamech ( Lrunech being the father of 11; oah in 
Dibli cal &tory). These scrolls had been found b. sane she}.herds in a cave near the 
Dead 3ca and Here the first to be reported as havint; been found in that area. Schol
ar.s Here inclined to dat:.e thera in the first century H. c., vlhich 111ade them the old
est Biblical T11anuscr i.t~·ts knolm to exist, and therefore very im}Jortant. 

You ,;wy dso rec~ll tlw.t subsequently the Oriental Institute Huseum acquired for 
its f'er,nanent collection one of the jars froLl the cave in uhich the l:lanuscripts had 
been .:fGu::ld. The jc.r, ul1ich is sliLhtl~r i.torc than 71 centi ;eters high not counting 
i tw lid, uas one of a croup of 40 or . ~ore t, at hacl been brouGht to the remote cave 
to c:toro :rnarmscripts 11hen the scrolls ucre ori[inally deposi tE:d trwre. It is inter-
c cr!Ji.:;.;; not only because of its a:_;c and Hhat it tells u;:; about hOll books v.rcre pre
~Cl'V.:::d in antiC}l'it~·, but alco because uith the r8st it shous that tho cave once 
lwnsec: a larce librar.r and not just a random collection of uorn-out manuxcripts. The 
jar is '10ii on cxhibi tion in our I:useum and '.rorthy of your attention. Act inc upon our 
i•yi_tiatiw· in the r:-.atter, the .. :alters lrt Gallcl:"'J of Balt:L,lOre and the Zion Research 
LiLr'n-:,r anc. Collection of :rookline, hass. haVC' now also acquired specimens of such 
jars. 

During tl1e yea.r 1951-;;2 bedui~ again bf:gan bringin[ fraf111ents of old manuscripts 
to Jerusalem from caves in the sa.,1e vicinity as the expedition was organized by the 
?a:estine "Crchaeolot;ical i"useu:1, the Dominican &ole Biblique of Jerusalem and the 
Arnc;rican. .School of Oriental Research at Jerusalem to clear scme of the caves in ques
tion. Over 40 caVE.'c: lwre examined, much additional manuscript m.:tt:.rial Has salvaged 
and a g,mcral picture obtained of the reason for the presence of such material in the 
caves of this desolate; rcgLn. It appears that the clefted and fissured limestone 
ridu':.S of this reHote rer;ion uere used as places of refuge Hhenever in ancient days 
there ..-ms a 1r1ilitary threat to Jerusalem from the north. So in 66-71 :\.D. and again 
in 132-35 A.D., durir.g the course of the 2 Je1vish revolts against Rome, the area seemE 
to havE. been inhabited ty refucees from northerly cities, especially Jerusalem. It 
',vas to this rcsion that the~ brou;_ht their possesslons and fro:. this area that they 
ort.anized the 11 resista.1ce ;,lOVements11 of the time. 

Letters that have reccntlz,· reached 1.1e from the Lin[dvlil of Jordan indicate that 
once D.t_ain beduin have f<;und caves uith various ty;:Jes of antiqcd.ties in this region, 
includint:. much manuscri1Jt matr rial. This is COJ:l.in(. only· slowly to the 1.-'alestine t'1u
setu1, but alrcacl~" the _,useum i::. S'l-ialilled Hith nc1; texts. It is reported that 75% of 
bool:s of the Bible are nou represented in the finds, H:dch ::leans in efiect the openinc 
of an entircl~" ncv era in our l:nouledce of t:1e Hebrmr 3ible. ~~t the same time it is 
re~;ortcd tha.t ;,1ore entire scroll::: arc ir! tl1e 1)osscssion of the. beduir, 1;ho have natur
ally saved the best of their finds to sell to the hit:hest bidder a:r1d ~25,000 ifOuld be 
nf:'ccssar~' to buy up vhat is in the :Jcduins' hands. It ~;ould appear to :11e much more 
businesslike to send a snall expcdi tion into the re2:ion of these caves, to clear them 
07stematic3.lly before the beduin loot thera, to preserve their precious contents and to 
reduce the no.rket value of tJ:e material alrcad~· in bf'duin hands. This could be done 
at a much smaller figure, perhaps Y.lO ,ooo, and might produce significant results. 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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SECOND IIEU9LET1'ER FROH BOG.A,ZKOY . 

Bot,azk!;y, Turkey 
Scptenber 28, 1952 

'j]1c czc:'.vdion o.t Boc zl:I!(J· is ne::crl~r over, co thi.s ;:;scond nevJsletter vrill 
br: the lc:tct. I :slt'll try to ::1:H up the re.sulk; .c.s far ,::.s thi3 is possible 2,t 
nr(· sent. 

PU.:,·Ul;:kt'.le, t!>e roy"l 2.cropolis: An arecc of about 30 by 30 msters south
uest of the;r=chive uas clenrcd.--Al'2·rt fro:r[ ?hr~rgi?n buildings at the tor), it 
yic lded a L:.rce structure of the tine of the Hittite S:xlrpire. It stands at an 
oblioue :mr·le to the archive to vidch it is liDked by c, wz•.ll, its front runninG 
from r~: to S,J. It <3Peras to havr: lnd a l orticc 1Ji th c;eve:1 openincs a lor> g the 
frcnt, loold>1[ out un a l:Jrf':C open squ::.re of court. Undernee1th this imperial 
builuin~.:: there are throe ulder :thtti te bui.ldinp levels. The second of these is 
rcprcserJteu :na.inl;}' b;y a lcU[_'C mor"umcn Vel structure which consists of ?. hall 14 
by 8 mete-rs ;Jith the door in thl' ccr:.to· of the lon~·, sicle and an anteroor<t of the 
sarrte 1ddth of 14 meters, both paved. BelmT the three Old Hittite building levels 
a layer lJii:h han(1-m."'de Fotte:ry \.Jas rcnchr;d in some Si)Ots. 

Pmc.nc the f.inds a fratntcntary rslieJ.' j.s of S]Jecial interest because it Has 
found re-used in 2' tJall of the youn[t:st 1Jre- Empire level and thus may originally 
belon[ to the seccnd level, pcrh<?•ps to the moml!ltental structure jm=:t mentioned. 
It shoHs a combat bt:t1Jeen f.:ocl;:, b::J s traceu of red p;:dnt and is the oldest Hit-
ti te stone scnljJture lrr;o.m .::1' f;;r. Ar<other lin)ort;,nt find iG a fragment of a 
c1meiform tablet in Hi tti tr, fmu•d in thr.:c fvundation of the t;1ird pre-Empire 
level ar~d containin( .c.11 'li<storic;:' l .. ~·cc<)l.lflt. of seeirlj.nt;l;y VelJ' ancient events: The 
t1aan of IhlDp', the '.'W.l' uf H::Jslu:hi' b.nd the 'chief of the manda-Harriors' fight 
'the (sc. Hittite) king'• Tll:i.~ is the f:Ll>st tine that aL Old I:ittite tablet has 
beet1 found Hell drat.U'ic:c1 :Ln a:r1 OlJ Hit+i te l:•yer. 

Other tarlcts <:en: fcm1'J' too. l'ot to speak of the c.40 fr2rments from the 
Tcnplc I mentionvd in the laot letter, tl:ero .-:u.·e c .100 from Blly\lkkale. So111e 
CUiilC .frCHl the Phr,n:.Lun deLrb, ~~.!:.·J i:.llG~f lrcre ::;cattered frcm the near-by archive 
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after its destruction. Three liver models were among them. Others, inclucnintr 
a bilingual Sumero-Akkadian hymn, uere found in the eastern part of the :harge 
•storehouse D• on the ~.;estern side of Bt\yill<:ka.le the excavation of liilhich had been 
lc£'t unfinished at the outbreak of the last war and whose east end we investigated 
this time. 

The Tomb Rock ( Osmans t s Rock): Under the overhanging rock one layer of 
burials after the other was uncoYered. The excavation uas carried dmm to the 
b0ttom of the rock, about 3.50 m below the surface, almost entirely with small 
tools. All in all there iiere about fifty cremation and twenty inhumation burials. 
Ill the former, the ashes and burned remnants of bones had been deposited in all 
sorts of vessels, ranging in type from the empire back to a pre-Empire period. 
Apart from one stamp seal and a prirnitive little pendant consisting of t1t10 shel1s 
and a snail, they contained no gifts. Between the human burials, cut-off heads 
of horses had been buried, and on the lo1trest level even two complete horses. 
Horse heads are mentioned in the ritual for the cremation of a king. That crema
tion started among the Hittites even before the Empire is entirely new. 

Bt\yt\k Kaya: This is the 'Large Rock' on the east side of the eastern gorge, 
lying outside the city proper but linked to it by ualls in the Empire period. 
It was known that the villagers had occasionally found tablets on its surface. 
Here tre made a trial trench all across the lower and larger terrace, 70 meters 
long and 4 meters wide, Hith an extension, at right angles, of 20 by 2 meters. 
No tablets were found in the trench, although we ourselves picked up t-vw frag
menLts from the surface. So it is true that there are tablets on BUyUk Kaya, 
but our trench did not hit the place v1here they ~v-ere kept. At first, the trench 
looked quite disappointing but in a considerable depth (up to 4m.) 1ve came upon 
a pavement and a laq:;e canal. These structures are Hittite according to the 
potte~J• The trench is, hmvever, too small to say anythinc about their nature. 
The canal lJaS cut into a layer containing very old hand-made pottery. 

Visitors: On September 20, the ;;resident of the Turkish Republic, Hr. 
CeLal Bayar, paid a visit to BogazkljiJ, guided by l1r. Nuri G~kce, director of the 
Hittite ~"useum at Ankara. The f resident shoued great interest in the momnnents 
and the finds and visited the Great Temp]e and Yazilikaya. 

From August 25 to September 2, Dr. Ka;npmann of Leiden stayed ·Hith us. He 
was good company, full of news and the impressicns of his trip through Syria 
and Jordan. During his stay, the Kurban Bayrami1 the highest llohammedan festi
val, occurred ( Sundait, August 31). 1Je slaughtered a sheep and distributed the 
meat @nong our neighbors and friends in the village. When Dr. Kampmann left, 
Hr. Lenli, a student from Istanbul, 1·mnt Hith him because he had to take an exam
ination • 

. On oeptember 16, Dr. Buchholz, felloi·l of the German Archaeological Insti
tute, joined our staff. 

Dr. Tahsin OzgU~ and his t~ife, Dr. l~imet Ozg11~1 both assistant professors 
of archaeology at the University of Ankara, stayed with us from September 18 to 
21, so that they ~iere rresent during the President's visit. It uas agreat plea
sure to discuss our finds Hith thsse t1-Jo old friends, paticularly with regard 
to their mm excavativns at KUltpe. 
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On Sunday, September 21, I left Bogazk6y with the Ozgll9es in order to visit 
h tiltpe. 'Whereas Hrs. Ozgll~ had to return to Ankara (she took a direct bus from 
Su:ngm·lu), Tahsin and I left the bus at 9erikli and went by train to Kayseri 
wh ._;;re v1e arrived the SCU11e evening. Next da~r, Tahsin shov1ed me the excavation 
at Kilitpe. .~e spent several hours there, in splendid fall weather, and saH the 
houses of Karum I\anish, very impressive and vJell excavated indeed, as v1ell as 
the trench on the cit~ mound in detail. In the evening we looked at the pot
tery from K1lltpe in the i."useum of I~a,seri, 

Cince I had to settle my resrrvations for the trip home, I HEnt from Kay
seri to ,,nkara Hith Tahsin. The trip, by bus, took us all day Tuesda~r· W:e 
u~·re delc.;yed by a brcaksoun o:L the bus. The Ozt;11~es kindly FUt me up in their 
horne. 

!text day, .1ednesday September 24, after I had seen the airline people, I 
vent to the J3ritish Institute of \rchaeoloey where lir •• :.eton Uoyd told me 
thct Professor Frankfort l'JaS in term, lrvited me to a cocktail party r,iven in 
his honor the sa:ne evening and vEry k:i xlly offGred me a seat in his car for the 
trip to Bogazkt!Jy tvhere he v.ras going to drive 1vith the Frankforts the next day. 
I also scnJ u.r. Lattimore, cultural att,che at the u. s. Embassy, in his office 
and aeain at the Frankfort party. He had met John •Jilson on the boat; I was 
glad to hear that John had finally got to £gypt. 

On Thursday, ur. & I-lrs. Lloyd, i rof. & l'1rs. Frankfort and I drove from An
kara to Bot:,azkUy in the 'Landrover 1 of the Institute. This is the British form 
of jeep, a little roomier than the original jccp. .,e did the 190 krn from Ankara 
to .':lungurlu in four hours ( 7-11 a.m.) on the nmv direct road, had lun<ili at Sun
gurlu 8:ld drove the remaining 33 kms to Bogazk6y on the unfinished road in one 
hour after lunch. It was e:xtremely nice to have Prof. Frankfort with us here • 
• Je shO'vled him everything, new and old, the city on Thursday afternoon, Osman's 
Rock and Yazilikaya on Friday morning. About 11 a.m. on 'Friday they left us. 

On Saturda~ vle had t•vo group.s of visitors~ Dr. Hamit Ko~ay, fanner Director 
General of Antiquities and an old friend of ours, came at noon uith his architect, 
1ir. bahrnud t.kok, and hls photograJAler, from U11y11k vJhere they intend to stay for 
some while to make additional studies, clithout, hm~ever, excavating this year. 
After lunch, the second croup arrived, consisting of l rof. Laroche of Strasbourg 
( uhom i had met at the Frankfort party), ur. Lellart, fellovl of the Dristish In
stitute, uho is studyinc third and second millenEium J·~natolia and told us a lot 
about his c:z:i:lor<~tions in the .:Jouth a·r"d Jouthvwst of Turkey, and a fev1 French 
people from. the ;.:,mbassy and the Banque Ottomane at Ankara. ,Ji th Hr, Laroche Ne 
had very i...nterestint:· talks about our common problems. 

From last .Jedncsday 'til this morning, 1;r. Lusret Suman, professor of sculp
ture at the Fine Arts i~Cademy in Istanbul, who had been our •commissair' in 1933, 
stayed vd th us. He came to £ogazkt!Jy both to see his old friends and for hunting 
and enriched our tablE by some vEr;l tasty yartridges. 

Return: The outdoor ~Jork is over. The staff is to stay another week or ten 
days to Hork on the finds. I myself chall not stay that long but leave next Tues
day, September JO, directly for Istanbul. From there, I plan to go to Israel for 
a ~Jeek, in order to visit my parents-in-law in Haifa, our colleagues at HebrevT 
University in Jerusalem &'l.d, if posdble, 1 ierre Delougaz in his dig. If I get 
the }Jl.:me reservativns as ordered, I shall arrive in New York on October 13, in 
Chicago one or tHo day<:: later. I hope to see you all soon. Greetings and love, 

Hans G. Gut erb 6ck 
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NEVJSLET'JlER FROM MOROCO 

(Hembers of the Institute will be interested in the following 
letter just come to hand frQn our colleague Prof. Gustav von 
GrUnebaum. Ue are hn.!J!JY to add Horocco and Algiers to the lis11;, 
of regions with uhich tve are able to keep you in touch. Carl 
H. Kraeling.) 

Dear Friends: 

Palais Jamai 
Fes, Horocco 
Oct. 261 1952 

I cannot, of course, cast myself in the role of the explorer; all I have seen 
has been seen by ;,1any before ille; it is only the fact that I am the first of our 
Institute croup to tre.vel straight across the French North African belt Hhich indu
ces me to shnre uith you soue of my observations. 

Almost before you land at ::a Aouina, the airport of Tunis, when the peasants' 
huts become lar[er as yat.' a>proach the cround and you first discern the red caps on 
the heads of the small fic_ures -vmlking Lelo11, you are struck vrl.th the realization 
tha~ you are back to an Oriental count~; --- the flatness of the agricultural land 
he1runed in by bare hills, the trees carefully set out by the narrou canals; the don
keys sauntering along in not quite cenuine cheer, this is Zgypt all over, or so it 
semns at first sight. For uhen you have been around you noticE. that the ;\rab and 
the French populations of 'ru'1isia are at the sa;11e time much closer and much farther 
apart than the J±lLlish and the -~·ptians ever vtere. The ~~rab town and the MEurope
anw town live their seJJaratf. lives. It is striking hovl fell Tunisians have moved 
into the European city --- quite different this fran modern Cairo. On the other 
hand, the French have for tte past seventy years and t~ithout as much as envisaging 
the possibility of another llroccdure, implanted their ovm cultural tradition among 
the people ~vith the re::mlt that those Tunisians 'Jho have been to school are famili
ar to a surprising extent Hith French history and French literature. Nationalism 
not only has not impeded but actually intensified the spreading of French; it is 
conv€nient as a vehicle of modern ideas and, in the "•lords of a Tunisian friend, in
dispensable as a 'windovl to the !,Jest '• l!ith all this, native learning remains, so 
to speak, passively intact. The •iedersa at the Zaituna iiosque is still an intel
lectual center enjoyinE, some a·uthority even outside Tunisia; but its recent modern
izat:ion ( co1apelled by a l_,rolmc ed strike of the str,dcn ts acainst the Tunisian, not 
the French authorities) docs not seem to have revived its productivity uhich has 
been laL_Ling both in our tcnis awl in those of the devolopnent of the Traditional 
liuslim sciences. 
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The t,Tand old man of Tunisian scholarship, Hasan Abdul-.iahhab Pasha, at one time 
governor of Hahdia and Minister of the IntErior, member of the Arab .~cademies of Cai
ro and Damascus, is the only 'hmisian Isla111ist VTho is known beyond the borders of his 
country. Lbdul-"ahhab Pasha represents to perfection a humar. type that uill not sur
vive --- his appearancE? and r.1anners, the artistry of his conversation, the de~icacy 
and occasional u.rbitrariness of his scholarship, the elegance rather than incisive
ness of his statesmanship, the:r derive their unit~r from a primarily aesthetic orient
a.tlon, a taste in shar.inc llimQel! ond his life that oues its certainty to the .firm
ness ''i th uhich it is rooted in a cultUl"al herita(.c ·,,:uch his surrotmdings still pos
sess but uhich only he has been abl(; to articulate both in life and writings. 

Stran::,cly enouch, nationalism has not, in Tunisia, broucht in its >Jake a reviv
nl o.:C interest in the national past. The ablE: Inspr ctor of Luslim '\ntiquities, II. 
':lJis s, c:ho started excavations of [reat lJOto;tial import<mce ir-e l!ahdia and Sabra 
( nc<:l.r ::airuan), has hacl to stop operations for lack of funds. In l'Iahdia (the :first 
ca: i tal of the Fatimids, early lOth cent.), this interruption of research is merely 
rc;:rc-ttable; in Sabra, it is catastrophic; for the baked earth of uhich the 11alls of 
thnt 'chlabid residence ( slirhtly older than Hahdia) consist, are being washed into 
o~-- every rain and thEir disintegration can already be foreseen unless they are soon 
safc[uorded by further work. 

Tunisia is a French Protectorate; Algeria, a part of France. Its colonis~tion 
dates back to 1830 and Algiers will, for the most part, impress you as a French town 
in ,rhicb there haPJ?en to uc a t_reat many people in various dct;rees of non-European 
dress end '~ho are apt to speak Lrabic among themselves. It is an important center 
of ~,'rcnch le.arning1 with a famous La1-1 Faculty and a no le&s famous staff of French 
Ori~~talists. The process of assimilation of and to French civilisation has gone 
very Jar indeed, but has not e:xcluded the grm<th of an Lrab nationalism of strong 
relisious colorin[. In ,16eria .B'rench is ac.lvancin[ rapidly; in the .\rabic speaking 
ar· Ds as a second lansuace; in the Berber ret.ions (as in the so-called Grande Kabylic 
east of .'~lciers) to some t:oxtent as a substitute for the oricinal tont:ue. There .·,rab
ic is in}Jortant as the lanLuau: of rEoli[ion and of thE: political opposition. 

ThE' intellectual lcac.lcr~"hip of :~lu r~an Islar1 ( ;:mu pcrhal!S also of .':.lt;erian na
tiu· ·".liom) bc:lonLS to Tlemcen, a tmm of :txrh~ps 70,000 ir:habitants, some 500 km ;Jest 
of ·l ic:c~s en~ tarcl~r tuo :wurs b:r train fron tlte ,.oroccan border. Its liedersa ref
lects the cor,scrvati VC ~eal o; the sc: U-r:lH~iCVCcl at; IOS)1GrC of the [reat Horoccan 
ccr·tcr:::, nLovc all, of :::-cs (the olJ. rorthern capitu.l of ilorocco), lvhere in the fam
C.'ls acadeJ,~r <:.t the l:armri:ryin ::osque aLout IJOOO otucTE:nts are trained in a conception 
of L1cir relicion th2.t is dclibcr::.tcly J.nd U.'1aDhamcdl~r inuch less in tune uith modern
·.s;1 t.: t&.n that. professed at alAzhar in Cairo. Here the essential seriousness and 
~trrP:"'Css of Islam comes to the fore in ever:: rc..&~cct. To SlJeak of externals only 
t1- 1~i :.it of the mosques is ricorously forbidder. to the non-:Iuslim; Hhere the con
"'GVaLive Homen in ;'.lciers and in Tunisia ;,rear their Hayek, the uhite vJra1J~.er that 

·rvr .s as cloak, 1..n such a fashion a~ to leave the face all but free and 1..1ill cover 
1 .liL.'slvcs onl:c occasionally ;Wrc CO!!lJ.Jle:tely; in Tlcncen (and towns Jest) the vlrapper 

~ :~ ~.1;:.· dot:s cover i..he face in its e>1tirety uith only one eye left free; or else a 
1 c0 ·• _ :.' a is substituted for it .illich conceals hair and forehead under a hood lvhilc 

:-rid l•lOUth are prOtfCted by a SlJCCial veil of thinner !llatcrial cdhose color 
' h s or ccntrasts rather handso;<Iely wit!": that of -the cape • 

.l.f one closes one's eyes to thE. Coca-Cola si[..ns and ti·,c ~uropean clothGs of 
l ·Jf the yo1~.n"ccr ,;c:n (::ml't o.:.' aL>nost all tlK children), the J,.rdina, or Arab tovm, 

(. ~ is the ;aost _lJerfect medieval uusl:Lt toun imat..inablc. Its ancient >valls still 
:1 intact. Its momnnents arc not as t:ficctively placed as Lose of other Muslim 
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towns. They are, in true :··tedieval fashion, lrholly surrount.:cd b: _ :arkets and other 
profane streets so that thsir .structurE: never uill become quite clear to the on
looker. The ci.ctails ~lhich the .:estcrncr is in a .._losition to a~;prcciate arc chal
lenLinc in their hc.rslmcss and ucll orcanised, but less imat;inative than corwarable 
Llctail of TrTkish or • crsion nosqucs, and, in an~· caE.>e, nouhcre near the unique and 
ovcn;helninr; ~rancleur of the Great ~.osque of I:airuan ( l'unisia), uhich, to lne, is 
the ~.1oct perfect sacred ~. dldinc ;::lich Islam has inspired. 

Fes is a c:L t:r of sa.:..n.ts; it boasts of .10re t:,an 2000 marabouts interred within 
it.:::; ualls. And by the tomb of ~~ulay Idris, the createst of them all, a living saint 
1:a~ ~oiP.tcd out to me --- a [.E:ntlc-lookin[ oldish ;:~an in a ul:ite cloak, .Jho held up 
a. s. c ~::r bE:.fore him and ·.wre a rosary of vc ry largT cwoden LE:ads like a threefold 
sash. Look and de:nea"lor :::.ucgcstccl the majdl:ub, the enraptured one vJhose reason has 
l,·ft t:,is :orlc1

. for unbroke!1 contcn~~lativn or thE. divine. 

I could go on and on, Lut lucl~ily for you my train is le0ving at an ungodly 
hour tcmcrrow ;.wrn.inc and it is almost ~llid'!i[ht nov. ,q journey 1-l'ill take me Jest 
once ;r1ore, but thiL time this neans, out of the ,_idC.lc A[cs and into the modern 
to1m s of ltabat 2nd Casablanca. But the~1 one :nore J:;lun~.e into the past: Harrakesh. 
,\nd, incidentally, in ,;hat age shall I find the Institute ~men I come home in a few 
weeks? 

Yours, 

Gustave ~. Von Grunebaum 
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Dear Santa: 

.. - ... 

A LETTER TO SANTA CLAUS 
(Oriental Institute Copyright) 

December 1, 1952 

We know you are having your troubles, deciding what to give the boys and girls the 
world over and especially here at Chicago. We are having our troubles too, - our 
third budget cut of 5% in 3 years. So we thought maybe you would like us to help you 
by dreaming out loud about some of the 11 sugar-plums11 we'd like awfully much to find 
in our stocking, come Christmas morning. We'd be satisfied with the sugar, if you 
can't find the plums. 

Here's a little list I've drawn up. Perhaps Margie Bell has another, if you ask her. 
1. Half a railroad. Not a toy one and not a Nickel Plate one, and not even a whole 
one, but just half a Decauville. We bought this RR joint~ with the University of 
Pennsylvania for moving dirt at our dig at Nippur, and now that Pennsylvania is going 
to leave us to work elsewhere, i.n Afghanistan, we have to buy out their interest if we 
are to continue at Nippur. It will cost ~2.1 500, but that's cheaper than you can buy 
half a railroad anywhere else on this earth, isn't it. And it real~ runs, - by man
power. We'll stencil your name on the dump cars free. ~. A nice shiny new jeep, 
for the Orinst rolling stock out cast. We have one old one that still wheezes along. 
Gus Swift and I used it last spring (and reconditioned it after we were through). But 
it is getting along in years. Jeeps are patient animals, more so than camels, and you 
don't have to feed them over summer, when they are not working. They are what make U£ 
mobile. We have always thought it would be a good idea to mate them and see if we 
cound not get them to produce offspring, but we can't do that without having two, and 
we have to hurry before the one we have gets too oldl It would cost about $2:,!)00. to 
get another and put it in the field. Don't you think it would be worth the price jus~ 
for the experiment, not counting thE: use we would make of the new one? J. Don't 
think all our sugar-plum visions are so expensive. Here's a nice little one. We need 
a portable beaded screen to use with the new projection equipment for colored movies 
that a good friend right here in Chicago made it possible of us to buy recently. It 
has to be a big one, so that we can show our films to large audiences. About 8 x 6 
feet. I hear they can be had for $68.90. We want very much to reach those larger 
audiences. It all helps. 4. We need a couple of acres (more or less, especially 
l~ss) of beaver-board to begin to put on some temporary exhibits in our Museum. aome 
bright shiny letters for labels, and some colored tape and special light bulbs would 
come in handy with it. You know hov1 they make up these modern exhibits bF putting up 
big sheets of this beaver bonrd at all different kinds of funny angles, punching big 
holes in the sheets to put the objects in for you to look at, sticking on large let
tE-rs ~hat tell you what gives inside and running tapes from piece to piece so you foi.-· 
low along the tape and don 1 t get lost. It's all very educational, Santa, and it is 
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c~~pceially fine for tho boys and girls who como to museums. A lot more lively for 
Ll1u:t. ·\Jc hear that the beavers have formed a union, which is why beaver-board, etc. 
11.-,vc cone up in price, but 1-IC think thnt if we get in the market early we can buy 
;;h<1t "tvc need for an exhibit this spring (l-:e hope) for 02.50. (with trimmings). We can 
; r·cvj_cle the sm.; to cut the bolos. .5. Hetal Book Cases. This is strictly a pro-
f< :::;orin.l enE;rgency. You sec, professors are always buying and reading books, even 
>Jh n their bookcases arc ~clrcady jammed full. The result is that the books pile up 
on r.hcir desks 'til there~ is no room for them to write d01m all the wonderful ideas 
il1c·~r hnvc about the Sumcrb.m:: nnd such like. Besides, when you come into their of
:·:i\'1::.:; to introduce a visitor, you can't really tell whether they are there or not, 
l 1 1>~ :_, ooks on their tables hide thorn so. Any way they come and weep on :my shouldr;r 
cvny .so often and ask how they can get more bookcases and I have to say I just don't 
l·.noH. The cases come at ~~.50.00 a piece ond we could use one or two or a dozen dc;
pcmHng on how many you could get into that stocking. If it makes any difference to 
:;ou they come knocked down and we have a screw driver with which to put them together. 
6. 'vvhile we arc talking about books G.nd things, Santa, there are those old scroll 
caves, clovm by the De<'ld Sea, in Jordan. You know we had an exhibit of some of the 
c;croll.s from those caves out at our l~uscum a couple of years r:tgo. A manuscript of 
Isaiah from the first century A. D. ::::.nd all thD.t. The town really went for it in a 
big way. i:Je hnd 11,000 people (counted) at the Huseurn in 6 days for that show. \Jel~ 
a creat big bird hG.s told us th::1t the shepherds have found some more manuscripts and 
frG.(';ments in those c..:.lVt.:s, ~1ncl sinec I am coing to be out that way soon, I 1 d love to 
to.ke some money vli th :nc to buy somt: of them for our Museum or to excavate for some in 
the: caves (if tl:ey v:i11 let me), or both. I 1ve got the jeq.J n.nd u. t(;nt cmd ;:m old 
::::hovel, but a couple of thous~:nd dollars would set me up for ':!hat seems to be a real 
opportunity. You knoLf v-m have a jar from one of those cav(~S right in our huseum. 
'l'h'lt 1 s vJbat the m:muscripts Here kc;pt in all these 2,000 y(~tcrs. Also '.Je have some of 
the cloth in which the rnc:~nuscripts <.;ere vJr.:lpped, but HG don 1t have a11y of the manuscripts-. 

NoH So.nta, I hope you won 1 t think I 1ve been drcnming too hG.rd. To tell the truth I've 
been taking it very, very easy, so r:.s not to ::1c;.ke it too hard for you. But if you 
"'ould ,,Jnnt me to drear11 EEAL HAi~D, you ~-:ould be surprised v.rhat I could do. Did you 
ever :c;top to think, Santa, vJhat :rJc coulu do with G. genuine hom;st-to-goodnE:ss heli
copter out in our t-.rork. HmJi we could snil around and look r:.t things (old things, I 
ncan) from a little 1-;ccys up'? How different it Hould look and how many new things we 
could discover trithout even ciit_;r:int;, for them? It's never been dane yet, but maybe 
Ch:lcaco ought to be the fir;·,t to do it for :•.rchaoolof'Y• Or ao you kn01.; Santa, that 
there is a re:cl treasure, n. [Old trertcure, out in Lebanon that we could get for OU:li' 

Euscm.i'Tl. Lovely brr,,celet s (like those Cleop;:.tra wore) G.nd fin£>:er rings with beautiful 
c2.rved jems in them. Fi vc pieces and thoy vleivh a ton (almost). I 1ve seen it and 
h:wc th<:; pictures of the objects. They're sort of expensive, I'm afraid, like all 
real tre:csures, about $2.5,UOO. But they're scrumptuous, Santa, and ,;e would put them 
in a special case in our museum if we ho.d them. }'IJ.yLe we could become the greatest 
American center for ancient gold trcetsures if we tried he.rd enough. 

Only one more thing Santa, before this letter gets too long. If, to ;nnke transporta
tion easier for you, you >wuld like to cive us even any little part of any of these 
things in the form of one of those lovely little colored slips of paper that 2,re per
fo:r'3.ted at one end and have n;:::.racs D.nd figures written on one side, be sure to see that 
they are madr:~ out to the Oriental Institute. Remember, you can deduct contributions 
on your income tax form (1040B) corrw HJ.rch 1.5 nExt. 

Love, 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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i NEWSLETTER FROM SEIT-YEREH, ISRAEL 

(At this season it seems most appropriate that we can send you 
a newsletter from the Holy ~nd. Richard Carl Haines is the 
Oriental Institute's field arenite~ He has surveyed and 
charted architectural disco~er;i.es all over the Near East, Per
sepolis, Nippur 1 Ciyria, etc. We -are happy to introduce him to 
our members. · .tfart;aret F. Bell) 

64 

December 23, 1952 
Kinnereth, near Tiberias 

t~~ Friends• 

It 1 s a little over a month since I arrived in liaifa and time for a report on 
· , , •1'1<-in-the-field 1 • Since the Tell, Bei t Yereh, has probably been described many 
\ .';'·~;, I'll not go into that. It is big and filled \vith stones. We find stones 
t "t. arc walls, stones that were walls and have: now fallen down, and still more 
,,, • ·ncs that I feel must have been left lying around because the people then knew 

more what to do with them than we do now. I never quite appreciated the con
•. ~J cnce of mud brick architecture before - it is so easy to dispose of J But 
"11.1 r the extraneous stones ar8 rolled away, the buildings are not bad. The Arab 
••' uff on top isn't much but the little church below iti very nice. Not too large, 
'· t too complicated (so far) but with enough inciiviCluali ty to make an interesting 

" 1 • nn • 

I'm afraid I shocked one of our visitors by ~aying that when the dig gets 
•· •r·lng we can always turn around and admire the SC€nery. Working with so few men, 
\',, dig is slow at tim(;s and the view is magnificent. The Sea of Galilee is right 
, ' the bast: of the mound - sometimes blue, sometimes green and, when a strong east 
~~. nd is blowing, covcre:;d with white caps and minaturc wavE::s rolling in on the peb-
1 ly shore. .S'mall compared to thos(; on our Jer~cy beach but high enough to be 
•. :,lly dangerous to a little fisin~~ boat c~ught in the middle of tho lake when the 
~o~tnd changes. The Sen of Galilee doesn't look as largo as it really is. The air 
l !. so clear that distances are deceiving. The hills of Jordan and Syria are just 
, !Toss the watLr from us and., looking northward, it 1 s easy to pick out the groves 
;, t. Capcrnaum. In the morning the windovw in the village of Safad reflect the sun 
;.::llc. WE: arc still in deep shadows. Safnd is something like 17 miles away but 
I .rc than 1000 i'£et hiGh and we are almost 700 fl;et below the level of the sea. 

''· sunrises, sunsets, <.:.nd moon light nights are o.ften on the theatricaJ. side and 
like them that way very much. 
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Wo live in a semi-detached in Kinnereth Moshavah just a ten minute walk from 
lhc dig. A 1moshavah 1 is just an ordinary village where people own their own 
l10use s and fields and go their own way. In addition, there 1 s the 'Moshav', a co
opera ti vc viliage and the Kibbutz which is a communal settlement. Just across the 
Jordan River from us is Degania one of the first Kibbutzim established over 40 
yLars ago. Until we were settled, we ate breakfast and lunch with the children 
1n the Dcgania grade school. Since it 1 s all communal anyway, it seems to be more 
convenicmt to feed the children afb;;r they arrive at school than before. But nov 
that we have our own place we t::at all our meals at home. Mrs. Delougaz, with the 
hdp of a woman who lives ncar by, provides for us. There are the ordinary things 
thnt can bo bought in any stort; - bread, wines, and cauliflower; there are the 
t.hings we can get on our ro.tion cards - fresh eggs and margarine; but we lean 
heaviest of all on the cartons we brought along with us. That means we have cof
fee and tea with sugnr, pcmcakes and jcllo and catsup, and meat as long as the 
:..ip.:un and corned beef hold out. All of which me:ms that we eat very well. 

And on this note of a cup of hot coffee, I'll stop for this time. My best, 
wJ.shes and Christmas Greetings to all my Institute friends. 

Sincerely, 

Carl Haines 

P. s. It 1 s midnight Df.cember 12 with a clear star-filled sky and the ther
mometer at 66 degrees Fo.rcnheit. 

c. 
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LrMPnfG LIMERICKS about LADDIES AND LADIES 

at the ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

by 

Rollicking Ralph 

for the Christmas Party, 19$2 -
There was a Director named Kraeling 
Who saw that his budget was ailing. 
So he sold his antiques 
To some wealthY old freaks. 
And the Institute now has smooth sailing. 

. . " r .. 

. There was a young scholar named Billy 
V(ho thought that most studies we.:re silly. 
He liked the· exotic, 
so he studied demotic. 
And he'll never get bored with it, will he? 

There wtlS a Gelehi'te named Betmo 
Who never found use for a steno 
Because his vocabul 'ry· 
Brought out tli~ constab\11. '17 
.And made every steno say "N - o." . 
There is a young lady .n~ed Bell . 
Who knows lots 'of ·people:·quite welJ, • 
. She invites 'em to le'ctures 
And shows moving pectures. 
So they 'think archaeology's swell. 

There was a young man named McCown 
wbQ thought Chi was a dirty old town. 
So he got him a shovel 
And built a clay hovel 
In N~ppur and there settled down. 

There was a young lady named Schenk 
Who dre.s sed most awfully swenk. 
And she changed her coiffure 
Every week, month and year. 
That was ~ thing on 'VIhich you could benk. 

The Braidwoods, named Robert and Linda 
Look for objects of flint and of cinder 
To unravel the mystery 
Of all of prehistory, 
And yet they take care of their Kinder. 

There is a young linguist named Jay 
Viho searches eight hours a day 
For Assyrian roots 
Like hoots and like qoots 
And t en shuts them up in a tray. 

There was a smart lady named Abbott, 
With whom reading books was a habit. 
If she found an old diary 
Among the papiary 
She'd run through it fast like a rabbit. 

There is a young fellow named Jake 
Hho puts old clay tablets to bake. 
Then he studies Sumerian 
Without ever vtearJin' 
Except when he cant stay awake. 

As an editor old Horace Greelr 
Did not have much over Keith Seele 
Who ea!ts a journal 
Autumnal and vernal, 
In winter and summer too. Really. 
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Old Nature cnce ~ave quite a lift 
To a young man named Gustavus Swift. 
With his head in the clouds 
He looks down on crowds 
And then looks away when he's miffed. 

We have a yoting artist n~ed Richert, 
Who can skilfully paint any pichert. 
As a sign of great talent her 
Orient calendar 
In the showcase downstairs has been fitured. 

A young Hittite scholar named Hans 
. Was ·in Turkey just for the nonce. 

His favorite harby, 
The Hittite Kumarbi, 
He will now in Chicago esconce. 

An Arabist graceful and portly 
Returned to Chicago just shortly .i 
Grunebaum is his name 
And green·is his fame 
Because he is learned -and co'Urtly. · 

An affable fellow named Leo 
Likes Akkadian - Old, Middle and Neo. 
If you show him a tablet 
He'll eagerly grab it 
And~roceed to translate it con brio. 

We know a young scholar named Dick 
Who thinks Elcimi te is just slick. 
He is one of some five 
Poor scholars alive 
To .whom the queer stuff gives- a kick. 

Here's to the absent John Wilson 
And likewise to Harold Nelson, 
The Hugheses and Nimses, 
Both herses and himses, 
We hope they'll all be back here ·real soon. -
There was a y.oung fellow named Pierre 
Who was roundish rather-than square 
Because P. Delougaz 
Liked caviare (belueas) 
As a choice on the bill of fare. 

And here's to the rest of the staff, 
Of whom we have mentioned but half. 
We hope that our rime 
Is not all wasted time 
.And at least has provided a laugh. · 

I 
I 
! 
I 
' l 
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NEHSLETTER FROM KHARTOUM, SUDAN 

December 2.6, 1952 

(The Dramatis rerscnae of this Sudan adventure are Mr. & Mrs. 
John Wilson, and Dr. Harold H. N clson, professor emeritus and 
formerlJr Field Director of the Erigrapbic & Architectural Sur
vey of the Oriental Institute at Luxor.) 

Dear Friends: 

'rle feel that we are at one of the last outposts of Empire. None of the residen:t 
Dritisll ctm be sure that they will be here a year from now. The new Sudanese r:overn· 
mental political parties may make sudden and drastic change::; in the set-up, so that 
this may be the last Christmas at Hhich the Grand Hotel at Khartoum will have a gala 
Christmas Eve, a British childrcn 1 3 Christmas party, and a gala Christmas dinner in 
the garden. Our train arrived at 2 yesterday afternoon, and at 9 in the evening, 
I1ar:l.:t Dr .. 1J elson, and I, with an :\.mcrican couple, Dr. & Hrs. Martin Cooley, were at 
a table undEr an Oriental canopy in the hotel garden, along with n. couple of hundred 
otht:Ts. There were snappers with mottoes and paptr hats, thrre was turkey cmd plum 
pudding, and so on. A SudaDE:se army band served :w orchestra for dance; music. Very 
c0rrcct .3ri tishers Kere in evening dross, straplet1s gowns, ;jm1cls. Others, equally 
British in complexion and m:J.nncl's, were in ordinary drt:ss, Hith a few even in shirt
sleeves and slacks. The British may havt:c m:cde up half of the diners. The rest --
even :.n0re elCf'ant and correct in drt.ss and manners -- were Egyptians, Copts, Greeks, 
ArT,cnL:.r:s, It.ali!'ns, with perL·1p:..; a fm..; Sudanese. As British colonials are more 
British tJ;m the h1g_:lish at hcJme, so those non-British ~<wre more visibly correct in 
th.:; BritisL r:1.::.de th;:m the British thorlSelves~ 'i.~h._~ political Empire may be crumbling. 
hut thf; :n.:umers and modes c'lrricd by Englishmen to such places as Khartoum havs ·.J, 

become c. hard, thin veneer for all those dcjJcndent. upon the f;ax britnnnica for their 
ucoaornic prospcri ty ~ --

Thn.t gives me my ;-,nalob'Y for ancient Ethiopia between the Jrd and 6th cataracts 
of the Nile and bct<Jwr: 750 B.C. and JSO A.D~ It W3.S d:ctermincdly and superficially 
o.ncicnt Er--zyptian, and it rcmu.ined dctcrm:Lnedly :cmd su}x.rficially ancient Egyptian 
~:ftc:r Egy;_Jt CE:.aSLd to Lc .c,nc:Lent EgypU.mt. Yesterday morning at breakfast our train 
from .vn.di Halfn. to rillartoum pcsscri no le~:JC than 50 pyram:ids just 125 miles north of 
here, py-ro.mid~; dating to the f-i.nal rrc-Citristian and u:1rly Christian centuries, but 
Lclonging to the Hcroitic civiliz~d.j.onc In templen in tbc c;am ... a:::·ea, we shall sec 
:.;cc:lc.S of the Heroi tic Lines clnt:Jing thr;ir en(:mli es in the .!,)rescncc of 2. god, just 
~·s th~' Ecrrti,~n lh'1raol ,: d:id, :Jut no urP" would l•~L.Jt'lke the fD.t, negroid Meroites 
:fc;r L.gy]..tic..ns. The wo.c'ds mn.,;; be the S(urk:, but th, tune is very different. They wer 
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usir1g traditional forms, blindly inherited, to express a different culture. 

At the Fourth Cataract, where we shall be in a week, they put up a fairly exact 
imitation of .Egyptian in art and writing,- down to 500 B.C., probably because they 
_; mpurted Egyptian artists and priests -- like the British 11 advisers11 in some coun
t-ries today. But at Heroe -- after 300 B.C. -- the memory of Egyptian was fainter 
and foggier. They cerved weird African gods, represented themselves as Negroes, and 
Hrc)te a strange language uhich we really cannot read. The mighty Egyptian &lf>ire 
!Jad left no more traces than the mi[;hty Roman Empire has left on modern Europe. 

We shall know more about this -- and shall know whether the analogy is correct 
-- a month from now when our little "scientific mission" (so designated by the Sudan
cue covernment) has returned to Luxor. After all it was only four days ago that 
t.~c:orgn Hughes saw us off on a very cold morning at the Luxor station. Seventy eight 
hours later, 930 miles farther south ( 215 by water, the rest by rail), and 40 degrees 
warmer, we were in Khartoum~ ~k could hardly call our safari adventurous, although 
it was always intcrE:sting: the temple of Philae just barely visible in the waters 
backed by the Assuan Dam; thE: desolate stretches of Nubia Hhere the hir)ler waters 
have stopped all agriculture; th0 attempts by the Egyptians to reclaim land by pump
ing stations frcm the Nilu; the tremendous temvle of Abu Simbcl looming up in the 
half moon light, with a hasty ocrarnble ashore to soe it by dim electric light; our 
fellow passengers, including the Coptic archbishop Hi th his strong cigars and genial 
young Egyptian officers who kidded me about my Arabic, the shy and sad young couple 
whom we guessed to be da.ncers at some night club in the stickn, the roundfaced little 
Sudanese official with the loud chcck0d sports jacket, cmd so ono rvladi Halfa customs 
was strange Lecause they cleared nll freight before they tackled passengers, but of 
course the two-day-a-week fr<--if:ht is hit:,her priority than us run-of-the-mill passen
gers. Then came the railro.:-Ld tri;-' cutting across a sheer, howling, 2nd uninhabitable 
desert from Wadi Halfa to Abu Htcmcd. Every 20 milt::s thEre was a 11 stop 1'1, consisting 
of a well, station houst.:, 2 to 5 nc:at brj ck huts, :-md a sicUnc. But really one felt 
trwt thor8 1v-as nothing, nothing, nothing~ Level so.nds ~t:ith dt:so:::..ate rock--pile hills 
of bl-~ck. IJhat a job to run that railroad across, when Kitchener was moving up to 
rolie.ve LhartoumJ 

'.ih<:; train i tsclf pulled 17 c:1rs of all p:::.'icc r[JJ) cos. Our part had heavy ovcr
hanginc enves and heavily tinted t::l::ws, to keep out the glare of the sun. Fine 1'or 
90% o:f tho t:Lmo, but v;e hD.d um,<:mally cool Heather, with constant clouds. It was 
too d<:crk and jerky to read .in the c:1bins, so that most of the Pullman passengers 
gathered in the dining c;:,_r, Ltlh;d (noisily), and played cards. At every stop half 
of us filed out to stretch our legs and to sec tht: desolation. A hot-box developed 
at Stop 10, and after long -:nd loud debo_te, it was decided to repack the axle-box 
end put a man abro;:,d vJith r:ioro greo_se 2nd cotton waste, to stay just above that axle 
CJ.nd smell for danger. ,Jc 1:~ot through only two hours late. 

Hr. Shinnie, the Director-General of Sudanese Antiquities, has been most cordial 
and thoughtful. H€ rws booked us for the onc-da;,r-a-wcc::k train to the Fourth Cataract 
and arranged for our stny in the ru;t house there. (We shall soe the N 81'1 Year in en 
route in a urvrixed Train11 somewhere between the Fifth and Fourth CatarJ.ets. The 
grades of train are Nf:xpre::ss' 1, 11 I:xp:r< ss l'LL::ced 11 , :md 11 M:Lxed 11 .,) This morning J,fr, & Mrs. 
Shinnie took us in a j<-'q. C'VLr to O·tdurman on n ccnlJi:l<--d sigLt-scelrg aml sh,•~ping 
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trlp., In a li ttls hole-in-the-wall leather goods shop I picked up a government book
;.~, L or1 th8 treating of crocodile hide. The first sentence ran: --- 11 Thc first thing 
tv rctcmb(T is to dr:1g your crocodile into the nearest ccnvenicnt shade ...... , •••••• ". 
J t 1 ~: a different couutrJ here. 

(Th,;,t doesn't remind me, out I've got to tell it. Visiting at Chicago House is 
t 11c vicorom; 2 orter-.q,nd-Hoss E[.zyptological Bibliography group. Nrs. Burney of that 
rruup tl)'_u ~bout her gr:::ndfather, a scholar of the old school. One day he stopped 
S1tor·t in hi:.; going .:::.nd s::>.id: 11 Dcetr me, I'm afretid that I've lE>ft my watch ett homcJ 11 

l~t; then reached into his pocket, produced n timepiece, and consulted it: --"And I 
}w.vcn 1 t time: enough to go home for itlu). 

AbJ11t the time you receive this, picture our "scientific mission" at its field 
\vOrk" Dr. l!cLion ;:md I vlill bt: o.rguing about the copying of tho inscription on n 
broken stcln in the stor0housc at the Fourth Cak .. ract. Hary will be 11 taking an 
im:tJrc ssion 11 of a huge: coffin. With Scotch tape she' 11 fix flimsy pap(;r nnd carbon 
pnpcr to the coffin. Then she'll gently po.t the carbon with a rubber sponge, a.nd 
tt-1e fli'nsy will recsivc V1e imrrrcsion of the inscription on thEO coffin. We expect 
t;) be very buJy :nd very he1.ppy., 

Hope YC'U [1re very happy too, for the New Year ;:.nd beyond. 

Sinccrel~r, 
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February 3, 1953 

Dcc:~t.l' Hcmber s ;md Friends: 

Your journeymc.m Dire.ctor h:s oncr; mure taken tu thr: road, and ca.~t now report 
on ·the first lee of :Li.t.> trip E.\'_lstHard. A<: ahld.Y'-'' it hd.:: been a ;-;trcnuous journey, 
but J:.-'lcaS?cnt :::mel tfl'lc L ru;:,rdin;::• 

A;3 Li:e ::;vn 1r1a, tl.tin tenind Uw t~!..r:yscra;,ers of Hanhattan, hn>. Kraeling and 
i left i~ ew iurk on vcmuar;y Tv;A afto· :it'VlTaJ v1 ·1,1 l..m:~y days :in and about the 
city. Via Gander ani Far:i.:.;, past Nt. l3lu.nc in Ute m,;emli tJrJilc naving dinnf.:r 
tlt oard, w:~ fj nally c:;.;r:~E: ucr"'n at RoJ:te clo:::e to Iviidnif.'Jlt. rierc "o,1r >my c., that is 
Mrs. Kraeling 1 s and mine, parted uncereJ~1oniom1ly to say the least. We suddenly 
found ourcelves in two different roomc:, she with the 11Transito11 passenr,ers, since 
she at my request was going on to Cairo cmd Luxor, un<l I with thn deplaning passen
ger:..., si11C8 I was to sta~r for a day at TLcwe and then f:;O on via Athens to visit 
Pterre Dclouga;3 1 s dig on the L0ke of Galilee. I rem,_mbered only too late that she 
must have; my health certificate ( shv'Hin~::: aJl those shots I had had) and have been 
apo)_oL:izing at every frontier ever sh1CE:. 

In Rome I had a delightful time visiting with Hiss Gisella Richter (formerly 
of the l'Ietropolita~"nuseum staff) and hiss Lily Ross Ta:rlor, formerly of :i3ryn Nawr, 
who ·was kind enough to invite me to divner (it being Sunday). Both were old friends. 
hL;s Richter was entertaining an Italian lady archeologist, Hiss Hargareta Guarduct:i, 
the lady who discovered the inscriptions on the tomb newly excavatt:d under St. · 
Peter's Church at Rome, about which you may have read in the nt::wspapcrs some eight 
tr.rccks ago. l"iiss Guarducci had the photos with her and ~ve had a most exciting time 
I ,)uring over them. The text, not yet r<::leased for publication, and transmitted in 
~t.d_ctest confidt::nce reads: 11Petcr, pray to Christ Jesus for the Christian saints 
buried ncar thy body11 • Belonging to the second half or' tbEo Jrd ct;ntury A.D., the 
text is an important new witness to the tradition that lCLcr 1<~as buried on the 
approximate location of the church erected in his honor by the Emperor Constantine 
at. Rome, the church that unclcrlie:s and prc-:cc;dcd the l!l'i.:tocnt St. n::ter 1 s. 

I left Rome aEoain aftE;r a 2h bour sts.y and al'tcr a brief stop at Athens about 
3 a.m., came down at Lydda airport :ct about 7 a.m. ThE Dt.partmE::nt of Antiquities 
wa:..; thc;re in force to grc,ct me, ·both Drs. Ycivin and Ben-Dar having done me the 
honor to come down from Jcruso.lcm : t t}:ds i<lrly hour, and soon we were traveling in 
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tl1c Department's car to the Holy City. Arri vcd there, I visited the Huseum, \-ra s 
then called to the University where Drs. Maisler, Polotsk.y-, Goithain and Borgman 
C'•JJ',t;t.itutud a welcoming committee, was taken about to see the nov-rest excavations 
'1trc: cnt.crtained at tea by Dr. & Mrs. Yeivin at their home, where a large company 
of cucsts including the EinistE.:r of Education were foregathered. All in all it was 
n LUG'J' d:cy ::tftcr a somewhat sleepless night. 

Next day our always faithful 11man of affairs", Harry Parker, came down from 
H ifa to take me first to the Oriental Institute excavation at Khirbet Kerak (Beit 
1 c ~'h) on the old familiar Lake of Galilee. It was lovely indeed in the warmth of 
n. fine spring day to cross the plain of Esdraelon, to see Hegiddo in the distance, 
t' :p::css through Nazareth and Cana (Kefr Kenna), to traverse the gently rolling up-
1 ·:·J of Galilee and then to drop down to JOO meters below sea-level e-nd the ever
l'umantic Lake of Galilee. 

I wrts happy indeed to be reunited with the members of our staff, Pierre Delou
gaz and his wife, and Carl Haines, and to meet both Mrs. Dothan, once c. student at 
tho InstitutG, and JVlrs. Ychiel, whom the Department of Antiquities had assigned to 
the excavo.tion personnel. There was much news to exchange and greetings to trans
mit. Also of course there was much to see -- how this expedition is managing on a 
11 shoe-string 11 budget, how the neighbors arc helping and helpful, and above all what 
the excavation has produced. P8rhaps we havo b€:.en too r€:.ticent with the discovGries 
hut they are rE::al and tan['"ible <:md in due time (next fall) you >-Jill have from Pierre 
n full account of them. The rcnlly important thing is that Pierre and Carl have 
unc ~lrthed a complete, W8ll org<mized Church. It is a basilica vli th a large apse at 
the end of the nave, two sm::tllcr apses nt the ends of the side n.isles, and a bap
tistry off the north side of the building. There is the usual porch (narthex) in 
front nnd (probably) a .brgc courtyard (atrium) in front of that. Extensive pieces 
of the mosaic pavement remain, and mnong them fortunately one that gives most of 
thr·) text of an inscription with the d0.t<:~ (527/528 A.D.). I spent quite some time 
workin[', on the inscription which prob.:c.tly rcc;ds about as follows: 11 Undcr the honor
:~blc Thcodoros tho i'iD.r;istrate :::.nd his tvife Theophila and (bishop?) Basil, there was 
undert<:ken the paving of the nave and the diakonikon under the supervision of Pres
byter Elijah and (bishop) Basil in the 7th In.,liction in the year 591 (of the P om
pcian era = 527 /52G A.D.) 11 • The Church st nds on a high mound, directly upon tho 
lakeshore, properly oriented to the cast and is altogether as fine and important a 
dit;covery as any 11 shoectring1' exc:wation could have hoped to produce ::.nywhcro. 
Here in its lovely loc.cttion it odds a welcome second to tho discovery of the Church 
of the Loc:~Vt;S and Fishes, a few miles up the Lake, and further testimony to the con
tim:a.nce of tho Ch!'istian faith in an area hallowed by tht: ever present mcm:OrY of 
the f oundcr of the>.t f'd th. 

Pierre Dclougaz and C:trl HA.ines were most generous in the amount of time they 
took off from their exo.cting work to take me about. They had arranged for me to 
lodge with a lady who had the good Biblical n.'lmc of Zipporah. Th6y introduced me 
to n charming household of the widow of a p.:liLLcr, a Nrc.;. Nussbaum. They took me 
out in the jeep to visit places f:wtilLcr to me from of old and some quite new. All 
thes8 journeyings, during the, fi vc d''YS I spent vdth them hc_:d photographic purposes 
in vi,:;w, which will, I hope, h:,vE: contributed one import.·mt part to the film I am 
::.Jreparing to bring back and show to you 2.t Chic.:::,go next fall -- if the pictures 
turn outl 1 won't tell you what the film is going to be nll about. You will have 
to be patient and >n:.it 'til next f:•.ll, just D.s I h.'~.vo to b<:: patient to find out 
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v:'.r'sher the labor invested produced results. But if it turns out, I think you will 
f _ :•l it most interesting, and I have only begun. 

Good things never last forever, and finally yesterday I had to leave the hos-
! '~.::. l.e Institute establishinent in Galilee and make for Haifa, so as to be ready to 
t" i l, c the plane from there, bright and early today for Cyprus. So now I am back in 
l n l1umcland of Aphrodite once more - but Aphrodite-less and looking forward to 
:t· ,,·-Lher pcrj_od of wandering that will take me to Beirut (Lebanon), Damascus (Syria), 
!Lnm:m (Jordan) and so bd.ck to the other part of disjointed Jerusalem. In a couple 
oJ' wc~eks time my own Aphrodite should join me there - with the missing health cer
:-~.LLcate, I hope - and I can once more look an immigration officE:r in the face 
without apolor;izing. It 1 s really tough to be unhealthy, -- officially. 

In d.nothcr month 1 s time 1 111 report to you again, acout Jericho ;;md the Dead 
0ea Caves and manuscripts. It all !Jromises to be most exciting and I hope that 
'lvi th the good old jeep of last ytar 1 s tri.~:- remobilized, it will dtcvelop according 
~o sehedulc. Jl'lermwhilc on behalf of your faithful workers in the Near East and on 

IllY own behalf I SE--nd you all the best of greetings. 

Cordially yours, 

Carl H. Kraeling 
flircctor 
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NEWSLETTER FROM JERUSALEM, JORDAN 

February 16, 1953 

Dear Hembers and Friends: 

Wnenever I go to the Near East I take two hats along, the one to use when I 
am representing the Oriental Institute and the other to use when I am represent
ing the American Schools of Oriental Research. At the moment I am sitting in the 
living room of the .A."Tlerican School of Oriental Research at Jerusalem in Jordan, 
uut I 1m wearing both hats, - to keep warm. It io still cold up here on the old 
<hldaean JT!Ountain-tops at this time of year. A few almond trees are in bloom and 
ovc:r at the Museum a few daffodils are out. When the s1m is shining it warms 
LIJ:Lngs up outside, but the winter's cold i.s still in the stone walls of the School 
lm1lding and in the well-polished tiles on its floors. But it is grand to be here 
<.It any time of the year, so let me tell you briefly about my trip and what is 
eoi.ng on, especially at Jericho. 

In Beirut I visited ~dth the Seyrigs at the ever-hospitable Francais d'Arche
ologie. The Institut is :in a very real sense the archeological cross-roads of the 
N r·ar East and one never sto1--s there without benefiting both from the kindness of 
1 rof. & J:vlrs. Seyrig and from the opportunity for an exchange of archeological news 
it.cmr1. At BEirut, too, I mobilized the Oriental Institute jeep that Mr. Gustavus 
S1vift Jr. and I had used during the preceding year, and in it began the longish 
trip over Damascus and Amman to Jerusalem. It was a bit new to be making this 
trip solo, but everything vHmt smoothly, especially the jeep. 

At Damascus I had the pleasure of greeting again Selim Bey Abdul-Hak, Direct
or of the Syrian Department of Antiquities, Dr. Yussuf Sabch, Director of the 
lviuSL.:Uirl and b.:r.yyid Shafik Imam, Director of the Ethnological Museum now taking 
shape under his hands in the r'alais Azem. Of especial interest were the finds a: 
the latc:st season at .Nari, including a group of about ten Sumerian statues with 
inscriptions, one about 24 inches high, others in a descending scale. I visited 
.<.:tlso the Swedish excavations being conductc:d at Tr:ll Salihiyeh in the Damascus 
oasis, some 2.~ kilomE-ters to the east of tb<::; city. Dr. Haldar of Uppsala was 
unf ortunatcl~r laid low with typhus in Dc:CE;rnbcr, leaving the work entirely to the 
competent hands of Dr. &. Mrs. E. von der Ustcn, whom it was pleasant indeed to 
nee. An Alishar-like stop-trench had laid bar8 a succession of levels from Roman 
to Early Bronze, giving the first clear indication of stratification over Millenia 
of time in inland, southern Syria. 
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It was a blustery, cold rainy day when I left Damascus headed for Jerusalem, 
but I could not >vnit for better weather since my transit visa was expiring. 'Hy 
.jocp ho.d no door on the driver 1 s side and the wing and rain and sleet pelted me 
unmercifully, especially on the last and more westerly lcg of the trip, from ..cillunan 
to cs-Salt. But after a short stop for tea at the Jericho dig, I made Jerusalem 
safely by 6:30 p.m. and was most cordially received by Mrs. Tushinghnrn, the guests 
~md visitors ot the School (Director, Fellows and Students were all nt Jericho, 
of course) nnd by the help. It was certainly pleasant to be once more in solid, 
f·trnilit:r qun.rters, in what I have come to know as 11 hcme 11 here at Jerusalem. Of 
course the lights went out that night, right in the middle of dinner, and the 
city vms without electricity til next morning due to some factors connected with 
the storm, but that made it seem all the more like old times and besides it made 
the wann bed all the more logical a place to seek. 

Since my arrival I have paid two further visits b,y jeep to Jericho and to 
the f;Xcavations being conducted there jointly by the British and •~merican Schools 
under the dir~:;ction of 1'1iss Kathleen Kenyon with Douglas 'l'ushingham as SE!cond in 
command. Miss Kenyon was kind enough to give me a personally conducted tour about 
the: mound and I greatly. appreciated not only her kindness but also the clear pic
ture of the expedition's efforts that resulted from her interpntation of the 
~;tructures end levels laid bare. 

On the site of ancient Jericho, a lofty oval mound adjacent to the most 
copious spring in the entir0 lower Jord::m valley, a whole s8rics of probing opcr
::.tions arc going on. The most imporknt of these is <'1 trench five meters widE:: 
running e:cst and west and cutting through the zone of the city's defensive walls 
[~long the western perimeter of the mound. The trench has tt length of about 30 
meters, showing how extensive were the multiple fortification walls, but it is 
not to be supposed that more than onE wall was in use at o..ny one time. Rather 
the multiple walls attest successive phases in the development of the city and 
follow e2.ch other o.s a series moving ever outwc-~rd from the center as the city 
e;rew and expr"nded. The innermost and e-::trlicst of these defensive walls belongs 
to the pre-pottery neolithic period of Jcricho 1 ~1 history, one of the most impor
tL~nt in the entire couse of thf:- sE::ttlement 1 s development. Three succeeding walls 
belong to the Early Bronze "·l.gc, and one to thG interval bE.tween Early and IViiddle 
Bronze. "'-ftcr that there follows the J.Viiddlc Bronze: system of fortifications 
which consisted of steep cmbankm(:;nts laid in tiE:rs and well smoothed on the outer 
suri'acc to provide a minimum of footing for an attacker. Then, in this huge 
trench follows thG cornor of a building on the V(.ry outer periphery of the town, 
a. building that belongs to the Iron l>.ge. In all the various parts of the mound 
under cxamine.tion no significc..nt remains of the Ln.tG Bronze "'-[C have come to 
light, a strange fact indeed because the L:~te:. Brorzc Age is that of the days of 
joshua rmd co.rlicr British excavators had thought to identify at import:mt points 
portions o.f the Late Bronze walls about which the Biblical narrative says that 
they were destroyed in the attack oJ' the .LsraLlitE: invad8rs. It would seem to 
follow from the most recE;nt cxcav.:~tions th-:tt if there was a Late Bronze .~ge city 
on this si tc in thE. days of ,Joshua it was of inconsiderable proportions compared 
to those of the N coli thic and Early Bronze days and thrtt it provided no grE:at 
obstacle to Joshua. nnd the Israeli tc inw:.dcrs. 

On the tnhcs slopes running up to the grt.:.:-.t bastion of the Judcan massif the 
t..XPE:~dition hos been sc:::.rching for :1nd finding the tombs of JE.richo 1 s ancitmt 
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inh-cbitants. Some, of the Later Iron :~ge, are reached by horizontal passages 
wlrLLc others, particularly of the Early .'lnd Middle Bronze periods are reached by 
vcrt.ical shnfts often 10 or more feEt deep. To locate these shafts is itself no 
small accomplishment. .i.t the bottom of the shaft a large stone is normally found 
J~.·ming ngcd.nst the side of the shaft wall and closing the entrance to a circular 
cln•.tbcr some 10 feet in diameter and perhaps 4 or S feet high. This is the tomb 
J!l'l· cr. On the VGry day that I paid my first visit to JE.richo another such tomb 
w~::; opened, a tomb hitherto untouched and probably the most revealing as yet 
found in Palestine. You may have read an annomcement of its discovery in the 
l'ub~ic press. The< tomb was that of a person of no small importrmce. He was laid 
out on a wooden bier still well preserved. Alongside him on a fine wooden tab.1e 
WLre set bowls made of wood containing food, including a large joint of meat des
~ic~ted but still well preserved. The table was of interesting workmanship with 
thr(;c legs o.nd a rail doweled to the rim of its surface. The wooden bowl had 4 
hook-sh;o,ped handles carvE;d from the original block as integral parts of the ves
sel and giving it something of a tortoisc-J.ike appearance. Besides there were 
wicker baskets with wooden combs in them, the remains of a wooden chest with bono 
inlr>.y strips decorated with thc circle ::md dot design. ..11 these things could 
be. SE;en through tht;; narrow entranct: together with a good o.rray of pots stacked 
toward th(.. back of the tomb. vJhJ.t else the gradual removal of the visible objects 
may reveal, rcmJ.ins to bo seen. What is visible now gives a vcry ccmplete pic
ture of burial customs in the Hiddlc Bronz£ period and a fine conception of the 
craftsm~:mship of the day. 

The entire lower Jordan valley this year is humming with archeological acti
vity. In the area immediately south of the Syrian o.nd Israeli border r-m archeo
loric(l1 survey is in progress under Jo.mcs Hclnart <md Ht:nri de Contcnson. This 
is in preparation for the develO:I--1ncnt of an irrigation project that is to bE:.nefit 
by the construction of a dn.m on the Yarmuk. ,\ new V~Lriant upon the proposals of 
the Clnpp Report is involved hcrc. The survey is being conducted with Point 
Four help. 

At Khirbet Hefjer, just north of Jericho, Herr Gauer, who has been associated 
with mosaic work in fJ.lE:stinc for many ycP..rs, is engo.gcd in reparing the damages 
done to the mosaics of the great basin in the court of the Hisham Pnlace by the 
fall of the columnar dE:corations jundreds of years a go. The work here is a part 
of the undertaking of salvage, repair, stucco-assGmbly, drafting and publication 
b dng financed by a gift of Mr. John D. RockcfE:ller, Jr. under the auspices of 
the PD.lcstine .. ~rcheological Nuseum. 

Most important of all are the operations currently in progress along the 
western side of the Dead Sea, where thE; Ec:ole Biblique under the direction of Pore 
R. de Vaux is just beginning work in the arE..<l of the Qumrctn c~wcs and where the 
B(..lgi~ns under Col. Lippens arc tackling the site of Khirbet Mirt. In both cases 
the sLarch is for more manuscript m:::tE..rinl and import::.nt discovE.:ries may be 
expected. In the coursE.. of the nE..xt days I hope to visit the operations and to 
gc;t a clenrEOr picture of tho gc..ogrnphy c:md the possibili tics of the region. 

What has suggested these nov enterprises in th(; arid region along the western 
p:crt of the Dead Sea is of course the discovcrit..s made ther6 since 1947, beginning 
with the f:Jmous Dc"..d Sea Scrolls. Since th::t time the Palestine Nus, urn, the 
Ecole Bibliquc and thE. Lmcrican School here have all P<~rticipated in cave clearance 
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j n the area. The results have been almost unbt.licvably good, providing material 
of an import•mce that can scarcely be over t:stimated. I hcwe just had an oppor
tun:ity to scrutlnizc hurriedly the manuscript of the volume which Nr. Harding, 
Lhl: Dominicn.n Fathers de Vaux, Barthelemy and l:1ilik, Hrs. Gre.cE: Crowfoot a.nd 
';l'. H. J. PlcndE.rlei th of the British Husc'um now have ready for publication on 
t.llc supplementary finds in the first Qumran Cav8, the one that yj_cldcd the origi
rnl Dead Sc2. Scrolls. No more important public::J.tion hc..s been prepared for many 
;vt ::r.;;1 on materials produced by the spade in Palestine. Its comprehensive state
ment on the history of the discovery, on the pottery o.nd the textiles and on the 
fragments of a wide rangG of manuscript material makes it eclipse even the Ameri
c·~n Schouls 1 own work on the Dead Sea Scrolls in overall impork:.nce. Its appear
!lnce: under the imprint of the Clarendon PrE:.ss will be eagerly awccited by nll 
~tu-lcnts not only of the Old TE:stament but of the religious bistory of the first 
century of our era. 

In the steel cabinets of the Palestine .il.rchE::ologic!'l.l Museum r cpose even more 
8Xtcnsive quantities of other manuscript nwtE.rials, a 11 of them highly fragmentary 
but ::Ul of them highly important, currently being investig::J.tcd and analyzed and 
assembled by the scholars of the Ecole Bibliqut:. Some of this comes from excava
tions conducted during the pnst two years. The largest single nddition was made 
by purchc>.sc during the current winter and derives from clandGstine bcdu operations 
in tht: o.ren. There arc Hterally bushels of materiJ.ls, all highly fragmentary, 
but often pcrmi tting of assemblage or nssoci.:-d:,ion by the simple criterion of the 
color of the p~;.rchmcnt and the n:tturo of the script. The ::trca from which this 
mr-.tcrial c,<'.me is now under such close milibry guard th,:::t even the archeologists 
have a time getting c:.dmission to it, so th.1.t hopefully clandestine excnvation 
lvill be nt rm end or minimized. Mc,:tnwhile with the Dcminicr.:.ns and the Belgians 
nctively working in the region it may be that some completely untouched deposits 
of literary materials will bE found. Currently there is no on£ thing more 
important to do in Palestinian archeology thrm to see that the treasures of the 
region in question arc put in safe keeping and there is no field of resenrch of 
f_?rca.tcr immediate promise them the study of the materials the region has produced. 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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W:!:FSLETT::-~ FROH BAGHDAD 

April 2, 19.53 

11e1.r Friends: 

lvell we've made it-... Jerusalem to Bnghdad by a long and circuitous route in 
t.h~ trusty old Institute jeep. Seems nothin[; short of a miracle, looking back on 
tho eighteen d.'lys of hard plu[;ging that lie behind us. Conditions for travel were 
'lOSt unfavor"!.ble this yenr Hith snm,;r !1nd bitterly cold Hinds, r.'lin, seas of mud, 
.<ashed out bridges and ro.'lds thro1-1ln;-; ever ne1c1 obst.<~cles in our path. On the very 
L:tst day of our journey it appeared as though the elements had conspired in a final 
1ttempt to keep us from our immediate goal, vii th a heavy rain and the efforts of 
1verloaded trucks to negotiate difficult dirt roads turning the long, lonesome 
~tretches of the Kirkuk-Bar;hd11d track into an endless strip of butterscotch pud
l;'t.ng. That tras the ultimate test, but the ,jeep stayed by us, and with careful 
1andling brought 11rs. KrAeling -"'.nd m:rse1f, our heavy load of equipment and exten
;i,re quflntities of the slicky soils of .Jordan, S:yri,q and Iraq safely to the city 
>f Harun al-Rashid, for Hhich VTe are unusually grateful. Perhaps you vmuld care to 
tave us r:iYe you a fell highlights on this p.'lrt of our journey. 

l'Te Here laboring under all kinds of strictures and having to cope ui th all 
:tnds of deadlines in this section of our travels. The very beginning of our ad
renture tre had put off sever."ll tir-1es, each time for A couple of days hopinr; that 
.he Heather in the Jerusalem-Jericho area r;Jould improve sufficiently to _r:Jermit the 
:omnletion of some photographic Hork on 1:rhich I T:UlS engn3ed, -- all to no avail. 
,ennr:rhile, t..rith every day 1 s nostponement of our departure from Jerusalem, t..re Here 
tnning greater danger of failing to mA.ke deadlines for the pass-1ge of the Iraq 

'ontier, deadlines set by tho exp.ir!'ltion dAtes of our ent~; visas and of our jeep's 
riptych. The entry visas could conceivably have been replaced (given proximity of 
city ·uith M Iraqi consulAte-- except thAt normAlly 1..re Here leagues aNay from 

,ne), but if ue had not crossed the I:raq frontier by March Jl the poor jeep .vould 
.<~ve been a homeless ref'u:;ce and yonrs truly uould have been out of an amount close 
o ~~500 advanced last :rear as ,q deposit n.gninst the proper return of the CAr to 
ts n.qtive Baghdad. Nou of course 1-ve could h;:~ve crossed directly from Amman, Jordan 
nto Ir2.q by the desert tracl~ thPt runs through RutbRh lJells, hut for Institute 
1rposes I needed to try to vi slt a pl.::J.ce cA.lled I·~ns el-Ain up near the Turkish 
:;rder of eA.stern Syria, 11here Tve had done some excAvations in 1940-41. Besides "toTe 
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had some import~nt, unfinished business at Beirut in Lebanon and at D&mascus in 
Syria so A longer and much more difficult route 1-1as indicated, Under the circum
si"Amces of repeated postponements and multiple deadlines there 1-Tas a certain sense 
of' urgency to progress ~long this longer, more difficult route ~md thus the obsta
cJ.es throun in our uay by concli tions of HeAther and track continued to heighten to 
the ~)oint o.f anxiety. ~'ie hef'•red a great sigh of relief, therefore, Hhen the Ir1:1qi 
fr:m.tier l~=ty safely behind us and ~ second Almost equally great sigh when we final
ly hauled up at the familiar '::ia Hotel of BPghdad on the banks of the Tigris. 

It Has actually on Sundny morning, 11arch 15, th!'lt \ve left the hospitable 
premises of the American School of oriental 1~esearch at Jerusalem to begin our 
journey. It Has still cold and rt:~iny, as it had been during most of the previous 
~-Teek l-rhen Hr. and Mrs. Everett Graff of riinnetka had been in to1,m and l·ie had had 
the pleasure of reneving acquaintances with them .<~nd meetine; the members of the 
"cruise" party to lrhich they belonged. But we just could not dell'l.y any longer. 
T'i th the rear half of the jeep loaded to its canvas roof with cots, sleeping bags, 
l{.qter, gas anri oil tins, tools, food anr:l traveling-bags holding a minimum of pre
sent:.tble clothing (for city use) and of needed toilet articles, we duplicated 
,Joshua's crossing of the Jordan in reverse and ascended to the level of the high 
Jordan plateau to be.:;in the period of our l~ilderne<Js Sojourn. It lfaS cold up there 
and the wind whistled into the open (ririver 1s) side of the jeep from the northNest, 
but the clouds \Jere brealcing up and At tn:wm ue had in the Hotel 2hiladelphiA a 
ri',ht comfortable place of lodging for the ni:~ht. 

Honday :)roved fl'lir, though continued cold, and by starting out at 6 a.m. we 
mam:;ed to ;,et in a visit to old haunt ~Tebo, a couple of ruins south of Amman be
fore beginning at noon the long but not too difficult journey from Anman north to 
D~mascus in S;;,Tin. In our reversal of the BiblicAl nl'lrrati ve about the entry of 
the Israelites into .,.,alestine it Has 11onderful indeed to stand on the advanced spur 
of the Transjordan plateau t,hr~t is most likely to represent the Biblical Mt. Nebo 
and to see the panorama of the grel'lt Jordan vt:tlley snread clearly before us, Hi th 
the upl:mds of the Land of Promise rising abruptly from the floor of the valley in 
the uest. It l"Tas good, too, to pl'lss the frontier between Tr.smsjordan and Syria 
safely Aild uithout more than the usual complications of five separate stops for 
inspection of passports, tr:Lptych, bt:tegage and security risks. Crossing frontiers 
rtith the jeep wts al~vays somothlng of a hazard since the triptych, obtained a year 
ago, was made out in the name of Gustavus F. SV1ift, Jr., my comp:mion last year, 
rather thtm in my own. Since control and passing of the car was normally accom
pli shed at one stop and pAssport control l'l.t another, I lead a double life at each 
cror;sinr;, being Mr. K:cneli.nc At the pa,ssport o1'fice nnd i·ir. Sueeeft or Mr. Gustave 
OI' even Mr. Jr. (they ht:td trouble pronouncing that one) in the triptych office. I 
hF.ve often uondered 1rrhat uould have happened if both control o<.-fices had been in 
the same room, or if someone in the triptych office had asked to see my passport. 
fi'ortunately my dual personality tvas never exposed but I still chuckle to think of 
:irnpersonntin~ the six foot tHo Hr. Gustave. 

In Dnrnnscus, TJhere 'Je .stayed for one day, there w1s much to be done. 1r!e 
: r snected the install"'tion of the nen exhibits of recent discoverif;s from Mari (a 

,,~- ~e croup of excellent Sumorian statues), obtained the o:'"f'icial passes for ad
,,L~:1ion to tlw eastern (milita.ry) provinces of Syria and enjoyed rcne111ed cont.<~cts 
.,:itt:1 former students in America A-nd nov.r staff officials of the local Department of 
·.ntiquities. Then on ·rednesday, March 18, 1-Te crossed to Beirut in Lebanon on the 
c;ea coast. It rms cold ::tnd sno•Tinr.; hard lvhen 1ve passed through the Anti-Lebanons 
0n 011r Heshmrd course, and up in the TJMSes through the LebP.nons themselves the 
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e:ffects of the storms of the past month were in full vietv, in the form of gre:~ t 
snou mr-tsses ~nd land-slides through uhich cars cra'\olrled with great difficulty. 
lr!here they uere cut vertically by the snmv ploughs the drifts uere often higher 
than the top of the fully loaded trucks thP..t sloshed along and delnyed the heavy 
traffic. ' inter -vms certainly real, and really late, here this ye~r and condi tionr, 
much 111orse than on February 7 when I had crossed the passes in the opposite direc
tion. 

Thursday nnd Friday, H:lrch 19-20, spent at the normally sub-tropical Beirut 
on the sea-coast, v.rere disappointing in one respect for '1-Je had hoped to thmv out 
in Nediterranean mildness but har:l instead to cope tJith squally cold storms roaring 
in from the AnatoliAn hibhlAnds across the sea. But there wrts much to do in en
gineering the purchase and projecting the export Arrangements for a magnificent 
collection of rmcient objects Hhich ue hope to be able to show you at Chicago next 
fRll, all of uhich took much time, c.'1re and consultation · ·wiih experts and officialr 
When it came time to return easttvPrd across the mountains to Damascus And 1rre had 
made this lon~ and torturous climb to the summit of the passes at about 5,000 feet, 
uc found the road blocked by the neu sno~rs of the previous day And an overturned 
oil truck. A two-hours Hait in the freezing altitude uas of no avail so far as 
e"ren the rAstorntion of one-nay traffic 1m,s concerned and in the grouing dusk tve 
returned to the sea co~st and headed southward to Ancient Sidon to begin the long 
five-hour trip across a series of lower passes th~t finally brought us back to 
Damascus at 9:30p.m., Rgain in the midst of snow-squalls. lle \·rere cold and 
tired hut hopeful of the completion of 1'1. real "coup" so far ns Chicago And its 
trePsu.refl t1re concerned. 

Time WM mRrching on and lve could tarry but a single day, Sunday, March 22, 
at Damascus, which 1vas spent provisioning the jeep Hith food And other supplies 
for this long solit~.ry desert legs of our journey thAt stood before, and enter
t~ining Dr. and Mrs, George Haddad, a University of Chicago Ph.D. now ~ofessor at 
the J)amascus University. Rain fell most of the day and tmvard niE;ht it turned very 
coli, so th:1t on 11onday morning t.rhen He looked out of the hotel 11indm-1 here it was 
"''"uwing hard lvith lots of snow deposited on the tops of the mountrtins eastwA.rd 
through Hhich '!1-Te uere to pass that same dAy. It looked forbidding, but a breaking 
of the clouds encourA.ged us to venture out on the first day of our desert cruising, 
the all-dny trip Damascus-- Palmyra rthich tfe did complete that day though the winds 
chilled us to the bone. 

A day uas then spent at the greAt oR.sis city of r)a.lmyra itself, mostly in 
p1 1 otogrAphy and in the detailed exafi1ination of some touers of its fortifications, 
:!-:ich I needed to knot<J in connection Hith one of our forthcominG archaeological 
,.>t...blic-'l.tions as comparative mnterial. Fortunately· it HR.S clea.r thAt day, good for 
·)}JOtographic 11ork. : 'e stayed at Palmyra a.t the sreatest ruin of them Rll, the 
terribly run-doun Hotel Zenobia. He 1wre the only guests. The hotel stAff con
sists of tt-ro people. '.le dove into our supplies of canned soup, oranges, bread, 
cheese, butter, tea and coffee r~nd boiled eggs And ,1,rak and these 1vere served to 
u~ in the sitting room uhile ue huddled in front of a little fireplace on 1vhich 
a feN pieces of olive-Hood burned hesitantly. It rras almost like camping out. 

On ~'ednes,iay, ,1arch 29 ue tAckled the second desert leg of our e~tsttvard 
pro,;re~;.s, th.1t trllcing us from ?;:~lm;yra to the tmm of :Jeir ez-Zor on the 'Uphrates 
and He missed tho fork in trPck l-Ihere you turn off f'or Jeir, so lAn~led in T-3, the 
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ne<"~rest of the pumping stations on the pipeline from Iraq and then cut half an hour 
no:rthu~rd till He nicked up the eRStbound track. It lvas about a five hour run from 
T-3 to Deir ez-Zor, and >·m met not a single car the entire time, only occasional 
beduin tents and flocks. 

It \vas a nice clear day, and we l-tere happy to think that maybe we had at last 
moved far enough eastlJe.rd and inland to be out of reach of moisture from weather 
m.·'h.le over the hediterranean and the ~Jorth Atlantic. But the desert l'las full of 
puddles-- large ones-- testifying to the r:tins of the preceding month. 

At Deir ez-Zor 1ve mnna~~ed to obtnin lodr.;ings for tuo nights at the American 
Hission Hos~·1it<'ll -- a grand American outpost on a difficult, distant frontier. 
i1r. Cnrl :relson uho administers the institution and Dr. A. H. Dertsh l·Tho is the 
surt;eon Here most kind to us th~:c'e< Deir ez- Zor 1-1e used as a. base for the one-day 
trip south1mrrl along the Euphrntes. Mrs. Kraeling hnd never visited Dura-Europos 
of uhich she had heard me spe:>k so often, so 'tie drove dmm there on a very hard
bitten, ledcy track, and on the HA-Y back climbed up in our jeep to the top of the 
dc..s '3rt plateau uhere it overhanGs the river and the rolling country bet>Teen Eu-
pr.r "ltes and Ticris, bEhind Meyyadin. Here I HM again scouting for that lost stolen 
01 {trayed cenotaph of the 1tornan Emperor Gordian III, as in the previous year. lVe 
c.:1 u·.~ ed quite a felv miles along the deeply eroded edge of this desert plateau, but 
h>:::.. ~o give up before e.xh:lusting all its poSRibilities "lnd leave next day Hith the 
ri -:ldle of that cenota.ph still .nsolved. 

Fair Heather continued to favor us as next morning, dnrch 27 1 He crossed the 
narrot·r Euphrates bridt;e fl.nd heAded into the vast Jezireh, the region bet1-veen 
Euphrates and Tigris bound as ue thought for Ihs el-Ain and the site of those 
Oriental Insti.tute excavations of 1940-41 that are still unpublished, the site th;::~t 
solicited my inspection if I rras to be of help in presenting the material. The 
0: ·::., nt of the puddles on the rlesert track 1ms definitely increasing on the run in-
1::-rJ:-:•: to ihssetche, but the day Has clenr and balmy and l"Je seemed to be over the 
:.rr-: <t of our trl'l.vel. He cleared vri th the Security Police Pt Hassetche, as required 
b; .::r papers, and at their insistence took along as superc<1rgo a driver lvho Has 
to ~~~-ide us through the intricate trAcks tov1ard R1.s el-Ain in the valley of the 
Clnhur Jiver, the only Mesopotamian tributary of the Euphrates. ·:ell, he guided us 
1'111 right a.s far As he Hent--ahout hal.f l·my,--told us the rest tms e3sy and left us 
to :find out thAt a bridge He needed to cross had been Hashed out some 'tveeks before, 
:.e"lvin;; us co:·1pletely marooned, miles from anY1vhere. This was at About 3:30 p.m., 
<rrd darkness uas not too :f'ar off. 

The boss of a little rep:01ir crmv uorlcing on the rebuilding of some embankments 
ex:)l<'lined thnt there Has a succession of field tracks from farm village to farm 
village thrlt ue coultl follou And that :rould lead us to a place called Arrade (or 
~ome such) on the east-uest roA.d alone the 'l

1 U!'kish frontier. Some maps ue had taken 
.:.1 1ng from ,Jcrusa.lem proved life SAvers in r~iving us a. general sense of direction 
on this back country effort. Te \Jere in excellent fqrm land nm,r ui th lots of 
nr"tur~l Hater plus great qunntities that had been brought in by rnins during the 
pAst, vreeks, s11eeping ea.st1-1ard along the southern face of the mountains of Turkey. 

11e made Arrade irThen the sun r..Jas getting lovr rmi found it just a \Tide place on 
.1 ro;1d, anrl ;rithollt ;asoline supplies. So, for better or 1rorse He headed further 
ePst 11long the 'i'urkish frontier (instoPd o-r 1-lest toliard our goal Has el-Ain) toward 
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Derbasiyeh and more gasoline. 

The mRin east-west road turned out to be a nightmare-- torn up Hhen tvet by 
truck traffic that rne~mrhile had ceased entirely. .3o it 1vas dusk 11hen ue arrived 
at the collection of flea-bitten mud-brick houses that is Derbasiyeh and asked our 
tmy to the gasoline supply <iepot (no pumps, of course). The proprietor kindly 
or:'fered to shmv me the up~r to the police stA.tion, so thAt I might ask lvhether we 
cc 'lld lodge for the night in the g11r1rd room or lock-up or Hh1'1tever they had. The 
· _.~lice said of course it could be done but told us ue t-rould be much more com.for
t.'"'1>le at the gas station, ~fhose :)roprietor had meanuhile offered to take us in 
;,i nee he li ,red directly behind his shop and had only his mother nnd younger broth
ers li 'Vi.ng ~vi th him. 

Fe finally accepted the invitation to sleep in the back room of the gas 
st .!'!tion, providing our mm beddinc ~nd food, and it Has a good choice. The gaso
line mRn had only R mother and a brother living Hi th him, but he had aunts and 
n1 eces and nephet..rs and relatives all over totm uho soon flocked into the living 
r,_,om 1vhere He were to camp out And set up our beds. He hauled candy ~=md toys and 
f'lvors (balloons, harmonicas, toy pistols) such as He carry for real emergencies 
out of our gear and soon had e,rerybody in r:;ood spirits and a. chance to cook some 
sr .. pper for ourselves on the primus stove. ,,fter the relRti ves left, a. couple of 
Latur priests came in. They t·;rere most intelligent--one liaS educated in Italy and 
hAd interesting information about antiquities in the country side. I had to yawn 
visibly to get rid of them, and then ue set up our cots and unrolled our sleeping 
bags and turned in. What a day it had beenJ 

The next morning H'e had a difficult decision to make, Hhethor to retr~ce 
our steps rrestuard in the hope of re~ching Has el-Ain, or to continue eastward 
Rlong the Turkish frontier tmmrd the Iraq border. It N"AS a difficult decision to 
make, because 1-re had come up into this remote region esoecially to see the remains 
of the old Roman colony of Hesaina at 11As a.l-Ain, but it 'vas then nlready March 28, 
our visas exnired thAt very day, and if l·le uere to run into more difficulties and 
perhaps get bogged d.mm somel·Jhere, uho kneH vrhether tve t.-muld get the jeep into 
IrAq by Harch 31. So 1ve struck out eashmrd, abandoning the iU~s el Ain project, 
but soon found thAt eashrard progrePs along the road 1ras also impossible since the 
maze of ruts carved in its bed by trucks and tractors and nm-r h'trdened uere all of 
tHo feet deep and could not be h1."1ndled even by jeep. The shoulders and ditches 
uere still ~>rater-covered and provided no alternAtive. So ue returned to the gas 
stP~tion at Derbasiyeh ."lnd uith the help of a native ~;uide shaked our 1..ray around on 
f'·1rm tracks to Oamishliyeh, and from here on bumped our uay over a cut stone sub-
1:1PRe to the frontier stRtion of Tell I~otchek, Hhere ue arrived about 1 p.m. It 
took till 3 p.m. before tre uere clenred r.1nd then He rolled h1'P1pily into Irao, all 
'l.!=!pers in order, finally making Hosul by 7 p.m. uhere the Railroad StAtion offered 
bood accomodations on its second floor and A chance to 1vntch the excitement of the 
dnily departure of the one train for BPghdad each evening ,'Jt 9 p.m. 

Hosul provided an opportunity to visit both the excavations of the British 
School at ;rimrud ::~nd liD Ancient church at the monAstery of Har Behmm (probably 
fourth century II.J., rebuilt in the tr.relfth century) both of lvhich ue enjoyed 
'',r?~tly. The trip hosul-Kirkuk, m!'lde on barch 31 WM> not remnrkable save that 
..,he roads nnd 11eather 1..rere r;ood. 1.fe stayed that niL,ht at the Kirkuk Ftest House, 
tooK occAsion to say hello to the dev. Je~f Glaessner, <Iho has been so helpful to 
the Br.-~idl.roods in the past, and in a pouring rain left on the morning of April 1 
for B1tshda.d. ThAt day provided the fin-11 test of our ruettle and ecuipment. It v.ras 
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'Lough going for almost 100 miles of the dist<1.nce to be covered, but we came throu~h 
rl~stered ~.rith mud ~nd glory suL~ering only tlvo minor CA.sualties. The step on the 
driver 1 s side of the jeep 1vas ''Trenched off in ploughing through the mud, ;~nd the 
ctriver himself urenched his back on one of his frequent descents from the stepless 
vehicle to explore the best t·ray through the next fifty yards of goo. 

So here we are at Bn3hdAd, bas and ba!:,gage, tending to af'fairs of past .=:md 
fnture digs at JJippur, and sending you the best of greetings. 

Elsie and Carl H. I~aeling 
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NEVlSLETTZR FRO!VI LUXOR 

Denr Friends: 

Chicago House 
Luxor, Egypt 
April 10, 195J 

A bus,y season, seemingly busier than ever, is drawing to a close for the 
Epigraphic Survey. As usual, activity has increased in tempo as ue try to polish 
off certain jobs for the season and get new uork reA.dy to do at home during the 
summer. Our delightfully mild uinter has become a mild spring, One can't complain 
of weather that ranges from 60 at night to 90 by day uhen he is set for something 
about 15 degrees higher. Hovrever, there is no doubt that the end of the sea.son is 
near even though end-of-season tempers have not gotten as short as they could. 
There is a scurry to find out hoN" exit visas, which must be obtained in Cairo by 
anyone departing from Egypt, can be gotten in a day or t1ro of stay in the capital. 
There is also the inevitable matter of getting censor's seal on all one's papers, 
photo~aphs and dratrings to be uorried about as usual, and t-re are worrying as usual. 
It is a slightly jumbled life. For example, the American members of the expedition 
h::~ve l.ong since made reser,rations and <ieposits in Chicago to return next September 
but they hnve not yet received their ship's tickets to go home. 

This season has been one of great contrast to a ye:1r ago. The fear and tension 
of laf;t season have seemed like an unreality so different is the Hhole atmosphere 
~:1d outlook in Egypt nolv. There is great hope and expectation on the part of the 
masses of the people under the nm.r government. The s~irit even pervades us and we 
too feel that Egypt noH has perhaps a better hope of improving the condi tiona of 
: ife than at t:~ny time in her long history. T'robably not the snallest burden which 
the :?remier, General Mohammed Hacuib, hns to bear is the limitless expectation 
on the part of his lovtliest countrymen that he can immediately di. sperse all their 
troubles nnd change almost anything they may wish changed. Of course, hope and 
confidence of this sort, while inspiring, are chArged with the dangers of impatiemce 
and hasty disappointment. 

General Mohmnmed l!11.guib visited Luxor a couple of ueeks ago and some of us 
had the opportunity to meet him. 1 'e t·1ere fortunate, for everyone else wanted to do 
the .c::ame. Like almost everyone else 1ve hoped he lvould vi sit us, but this time he 
K1.~ devoting his brief stay to the schools, hospi t~ls, churches and mosques. He 
rP"l 1

C :1 srJecial point of 11i.si ting the Coptic church and the American Mission .School 
.' Y Girls in Luxor. He does not miss an opportunity to state and act on his belief 
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th . .,t fiAll are Eg;rptians regardless of religious faith or other circumstances." 

A number of small incidents occurred during the General's visit in Luxor 
1Jh.ieh illustr~te what a burden he carries and hmV' unusual a man he is. Perhaps to 
/\mericans uho recently passed through a presidential campaign, they may sound like 
11~> lVl~ bits of business from that shou, but I can assure you they are very unusual 
.<t ~l·i .full of meaning here. They are incidents the people like to hear and tell 
:1h< :Ut • 

There Has the occasion on the evening of his arrival in Luxor uhen the General 
hnJ. .:Linished a brief address from the veranda of the l}inter Palace Hotel for which 
it seemed all of Lmcor had turned out. The crond had been asked to make t-tay for 
:1im to get to his car but no one had moved. t>n officer at his side threatened to 
order the police to disperse the croud forcibly, but the General reprimanded him, 
"No, do not send the police. Let the people do as they uish. 11 A way uas promptly 
and voluntarily made for him. Next day in the course of his tour of the town there 
was a commotion in the crowd that had gathered at one point. The police were re
strnining a woman of lm-7ly status tV'ho ~J~s wildly trying to get to him. Hhen he 
sm...r vThat the trouble 1V'as he asked that she be permitted to come. She came in a 
burst and thretV' her A.rms about him. H e asked uhAt she wanted and she replied, 
11 r'lease loHer the prices of flour and sug::~.r. 11 ':ith his diffident smile the General 
promised to do what he could. The prices of essential commodities had been lowered 
lAst fall and retail markups on all goods limited. 

Another incident related to me by a friend in Luxor points up one of the 
phenomena which always attend revolutions in government. When the General visited 
a boys 1 school my friend 1 s young son tuts chosen to come fortmrd and exhibit his 
abilities by Hriting in the General's presence a letter of appreciation on behalf 
of the school. When he had begun to write the General jocosely interrupted him 
with the query, 111rJait, you little rascAl. .4re you uriting another complaint to me?" 
He receives hundreds of compl~ints a day worthy and unlV'orthy by mail and telegraph, 
and they are turned over to the competent agencies for investigation. Sometimes 
they are a help in rooting out injustices and corrupt practices and officials, but 
very often they represent the attempt on the part of someone to get a knife into a 
personal enemy. Yours truly can testify that although as director he has been the 
target of a few complaints otdng to the infl.<tted ideas of our workmen led by a mal
content about trhat they could demand ?nd get, he hAs been backed ~"ld helped by the 
harassed men of the regional labor of'fice After they had made their investigation. 
The campaign to rid the government of corruption seems to be making a headway and 
has thrmm a salutary fear into many corners, but not a small part of its larger 
effectiveness is due to the mor11l tone lent to government service by the General 
himself t<ho quite obviously, even to his opponents, Ha.nts nothing for himself except 
the betterment of his country And the life of its people. 

In this exciting modernity Chicago House has tried to keep its mind at least 
most of the time on antiquity, principally the antiquity of the e:'lrly 12th century 
B.C~ as represented in the one monument About which ue dream at night by this time: 
HA.mses III's mort11ary temple, Ivledinet Habu, 1le hAve made solid inroads M';ain into 
the job of recording the hrhole temple td th a eood block of drawings of contiguous 
reliefs in the rooms on both sides of the hypostyle halls. He have also spent some 
time g~thering up loose ends in the shape of doorway, marginal and architrave 
inscriptions and the like. Ue are in the position of having more drauings l'lnd photo
;:r-"~phs thl'ln we can put into Medinet Habu, Volume v, to make it one of a size com
).".11:'able to the T.li'eceding four without having succeeded in getting drawn all the 

. -.:.::~ted m!=!terial uhich lV'e planned for a coherent rmd orderly volume. 
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This has been a good tourist year in Egypt. It seemed even late in the sea
son th~t it uould be a poor one owing to fear engendered by the Cairo riots of a 
:y '"r Rgo. Houever, the H'ord got around that conditions uere better than ever and 
pcmJle came from Europe and America. The situation uas reflected and continues to 
be i.n the length of the list of callers tvho sic;ned our guest book. Apart from the 
-c1.su::~l callers, thirty-six persons not of the regular staff have stayed at the 
hr11 ~ c i'm· 1rarying lengths of time betueen November 17th and April lOth. They came 
·' t 'Hll tue u .. s., England, GermAny, Belgium, Canada and Australi8. Most 1-1ere Egypto-
1, -::t.s "'oing about their t-lork or orientalists acquainting themselves Hi th the 
1· l")••limenl.:>. Among them was also a number of friends of the University and the Tr. .-ti-
t. Thus 't'Te had the opportunity to shoN' Thebes l'lnd our 1-1ork to Mr. E. E. Qu:o. ; .. <:~..L.Jt, 
'' ; .. ·ustee of the University, Mrs. Quantrell, and their friends Mr. and Mrs. M~. ·-;· itz 
of Chicago, 't'thom lve of the present staff met and \-Telcomed for the first time ~; .. · 
though Mrs. von cter Mar"t-Titz had visited Chicago House before the '-Tar. Each of :_:'lese 
friends flatterinGlY showed their interest in our lrork and our place by mald.n~ Jheir 
contributions to them. From "within the gates", hence scarcely coming in the , -~te
gory of guests, there were Mrs. Kraeling, Dr, Nelson and Dr. and Mrs. Wilson, ::tch 
of t..rhom nvt onl: helped buck up morale but lent a hand to some aspect of our li.fe 
and work o·.1 much appreciated occasions. Mr. and Mrs. Chester D. Tripp md Mr. and 
Mrs. Everdc.t D. Graff took time out of crovTded schedules to become acquainted v-ith 
us and the Hark although they did not stay at the house. 

A year concludes in uhich most archeological work in Egypt was in abey.mce 
for one reason or another. Only the Egypt Exploration Society and the Griffith 
Institute of Oxford hAve carried on 1.rork besides ourselves. From the Society Mr. 
Walter Emery has excavated at Saqqarah under the auspices of the Egyptian Department 
of /' · j+,iquities. For the Griffith Institute Niss i1ose and Hrs. Burney were in T~'1ebes 
wor ing on the TopographicAl Bibliographl, while ~w, Mekhitarian and Father Ja4asen 
r;J,., ,ographed and collated Norman de G, Davies' copies of thirty-three Theban tombs. 
r~ ~ench Institute continued its enforced inactivity this season again, and the 

·tment of Antiquities did not undertake much beyond the necessary work of caring 
fu .:.he monuments otdng to changes in organization. 

He are about to le11ve our home auay from home after six months. That is our 
cu. J ,ary season but as seasons go for archeolocical expeditions it is a long one, 
an< ·. : aluays it has been a seAson entirely uninterrupted by any contingency. \ve 
1dr more of you could dropped in on us and hope that more of you tdll next year. 

Yours sincerely, 

George R. Hughes 
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DcD.r Friends: 

The Oriental Insti tutc 
Chicaco, Illinois 
July 28, 1953 

You all lmovT that since 1924 the Orientru. Institute has maintained in :::gypt an 
r.picraphic Survey· which is recording as much as it can of the great me>.ss of scenes 
and hieroglyphic inscriptions that cover the walls of the I-haraonic temples. The 
procedure used in this uork, based on the principles evolved by Dr. Breasted, 
result in the most accurate copies of the ancient reliefs ever made. Several steps 
are involved. First the \ralls are photographed scene by scene. Then an enlarge
ment is made for the artist, who outlines each figure and hieroglyph in pencil as 
he stands before the original. In his studio he t,oes r:Ner these outlines with 
1-:aterproof ink. When he is finished the photographic imc'1ge is chemically disolved, 
and a blueprint made of the resultant black and tvhite drawing. The blueprint is 
cut into smaller pieces, 1-:hich are pasted on sheets of blank pa1.·er. I:ach line is 
checked for accuracy against the original relief by the ..:.gyptologists, uhose pro
fession is the reading 2nd interpretation of the ancient inscriptions. Each draw
in&; is checked sepCJ.rately by two Egyptologists to insure the greatest precision. 
The artist corrects his drawing accordingly, which is then ready for publication. 
Since photogratJh;r is one of the basic and ;aost useful tools in our work <md since 
many of you. are yourselves amateur photogTaphers, \le think that a descri:Ption of 
the photogra,~;Jhic aspects of our work uould interest you. 

Our c~nerD.s are larr;e) most of our work is done \Ti th those whose film. size is 
8 X 10 and 5 X 7 inches. \n1ile smaller necatives may be enlt.rt:;ed to tl1ese Sizes, 
usually this is accom;~nmied b~~ a loss in resolutior: wh:iLch obscures the fine detuil. 
~incc 1-1e ;;lay make an elarcenent up to 60 inches for l)UT~Joses of our drawings, the 
use of smaller nq;atives becomes impractical. Ho sincle print for drauing is ever 
lnrc;cr than 20 x 24 inches, houever, and uhen the enlc,rceJ·tcnt must be greater, sec
tionc.l prints arc r.te.de for ea.:;~ in hmdlinc. The draui:1[.S are later joined together 
to make a creater u!1ole. 

For each size of cmnera t:1ere are a vnriety of lense.:;. The normal lens for the 
8 x ~0 hD.s a foce.l length of 12-1/2 inches. One of the component pa.rts of this Pro
tar lens has a focal length of 26-1/2 inches, and is used for distance shots. But 
the space in the temples is usually so cramped, because of pillars and narro1-J rooms, 
that a 6-1/4 inch wide ane;le lens is the one most frequently used. An extreile wide 
&n[l€ lens of 3 inches focal length, covering 140 debrees, is available for use in 
~1arro1.~ passnt-es v.rhere the nrea to be photographed is sometimes tHo or three times 
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longer than the distance between the wall and the camera. This lens has a special 
whirling 11 star wheel11 before it to insure that the edges of the picture receive as 
much lit,ht as the center, and requires careful manipulation. :.Xcept for this last 
lens, ue ht:ve comparable lenses for the smaller camera. 

:t'hotocra1jhs are taken at a height rant.ing from [round l€vel to fifty feet or 
illOre. Occasionally the lone; focal length lens CCJ.n l;;c used to photograi-h a high wall 
from c.n opposite part of the temple, but most of the tim.e a scaffold must be erected . 
.Scaffolding i~ reavy, tal:es considerable tir.1e to erec-11., and r.tust l.Je moved for each 
neu photocra~Jh. 

-· feu years aco the I.picrapi1ic Survey acquired from anotlwr expedition the 
11 ~:ond rc.il~ray11 , an aplXlratus desi[::ned by the late ~ir Robert i.iond for use in photo
crnphinc hichcr lialls. The track is made in sections of three inch pipe, easily 
clclrlountable; the car is about 2 x 3 feet, heavy and solid, and from its center 
rises a colwun of four inch pipe. The section of this can be built up to about 25 
feat, nnd by settinc the 11 raill·my11 on n platform vle have worked with the camera JO 
feet above the ground. The 11 seat" uhich carries the; camera can be :-.1oved up and down 
th£ colunm. However, the photocraphcr must uork on a ladder, and since 20 feet is 
the len[th of our tallest stepladder, the Ca.'Tlera ;nust be close to a wall on whi.ch 
an extension ladder can lean if it is to be used above t'1is height. This apparatus 
can be erected and noved in from one fifth to one tenth the time of conventional 
scaff'oldinc, and hns been a great time saver. 

lJo tripod low enough to photogra1~h at ground level nnd sturdy enough to carry 
a large camera js commercially made, so iU'. Healey, our engineer, constructed one 
for us. He frequently is called on to make special ai.J:t-aratus for our peculiar 
needs. While there are but fe1'1 times l"lhen m1 ordinary tripod standing on the ground 
is used, often mounting it on a low· table tvill give the proper elevation. 

When the sun s:1ines directly on the relief, a person standing before it may 
not be able to make out th~tails. Similarly, in a faint diffused lit;ht little 
shadou may be cast, and the more delicate uork may not be aj)parent, The rays of the 
sun striking obliquel~r best brint: out the relief, thouch the play of light and sha
dmi uill alvmys obscure some element. The photocru:Jher must knou not only the time 
of day but also the time of year ivhen the sun is richt. However, tiue does not 
perr:ri.t uaitint; for the optirrum licht for cacll photocrarl1, nnd usually 1-m must be 
sati..sfied ui th somethinr; less than lJ'e desire. In our volume nm"l in press, Reliefs 
and Inscri;?tions in Karnak, III: The :3ubustite .1 ork.l, the line dra"dngs are sup
>lcmented b:· photocre..phs 1.1ith oblique natural lighting. 

~~an:r tmlls never receive direct sunlieht fully or at all. Then we have to use 
supplemcntar3r lighting to shou the fullest detail. This is usually done by using 
mirrors to direct the sunlight onto a reflector, a large board covered vJ'ith foil 
that has been crwnpled and then spread out. This breaks up the direct beam and 
enables us to 11paint11 with light at an oblique angle the area to be photographed. 

To make full use of this method we keep out most of the extraneous light by 
use of black curtains. In photographing the scenes on the square columns in the 
second court at ~1edinet Habu we used five curtains, 4·1/2 x 9 yards, which we made 
from. 140 yards of 54 inch material. These photograJ?l-"s will be published in Hedinet 
Habu V, w:1ich ue hope to have ready for the press next summer. These scenes are 
tesa ~~~rle:<~ and better preserved than most of the others on the temple walls, but. 
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in u sine photo:-;r~phs only we llUSt sacrifice r.1ost of the detail of the painted decor
ation, c.nd uc uill have to ndd cxplcm.:Ltor:,r notes on the inscriptions uhich are dnm
nced • 

. :e nlm:tys try to hnve the back of the cmnera pcrcllel to the uall, an impos
:::;iblc task uhen, ns frequently, tl1e uall is not a plane surfnce. For photographs 
uhich uill be published or used .:-.s the bc.sis for drn:wing ue 11 square upn the ll11al1 by 
usc of spirit levels· nnd plumb lines, but these time consuming operations are omit...
tod when the photograph is for record only. 

In the past three yenrs we have experimented with color photography. It is our 
opinion th.::.t this medium is not feasible for copying the color on the 11rolls of the 
temples in Hhich we are working, as the paint is covered with grime, and the Cl:'.JrW

ing of the reliefs is deep into the stone. In the pninted tombs, however, caref'ul. 
'1-JOrk idll give an accurate facsimile of the ori{;innl. There are nm·r more than 500 
color transparancies mounted in standard slides in the collection of the Orientnl 
Institute in ChicaGO which \le hr.ve taken in the 'I!heban tombs. 

~nl of our processing is done in our cr.m darkrooms. This enables us to con
trol the developinG nnd printing to :xneet our special needs. Each subject nnd each 
nee;o.tive presents its own problem, and >ve cnn never follow nssembly line methods. 

The "'-'Pigrcphic burvey, through the years, has completely photographed the tem
ples we expect to publish ,;~nd nbout 80;~ of the other temples in rnd about Luxor. 
Dupliccte prints are in Chicn~o. This gives mnterials for study of Theban temple 
reliefs unequaled elsewhere. 

Frequently tve c.re c::.sked uhy tie do not publish by photo{;I'aph only. The fnct is 
thc.t even the best obtD.inable photocr.:l?h cnn be mislending and inc::.dequate, and often 
only the closest personal evidence can recover the evidence of -vrhat Has origin
ally on the lt7!o.lls. This is particul~rly true uhere the original is damat;ed or where 
there <:-re pcinted pntterns. \fe use photogr[l.phs ns the bnses of drm1ings because 
this is a choc.p end nccurc.te ucthod of t:;ettinc the correct shape::; cmd relative posi
tions of the pnrts of the scene. The fine detail th[l.t is seen in our drmrings is 
due to the combined sldll, observation and knouledge of the c::.rtist md the 'Sgyptolo
t;ists, for uhom the photogrnph is a helpful c;uide. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Francis Hims 

Hark your calendar for ~Jednesda.y~ October 7th. Dr. Kraeling Hill 
open the 1953-54 Oriental Institute Lecture Series with a lecture 
and movie, 11vJhere rolls the Jordnn11 , at 8:30 in Breasted Hell. 
There v-rill be n reception for liembers aften;[',rds. 
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lrEiJSLETTER FRO~~ DELR CREEK CAHP 

September 16, 1953 

D.::r~r .. crnbcrs u..11.d Friends~ 

Oricntd Institute r cuslettcrs usuo.lly cone to : ou from out of the "ray places, 
<:ntl Even thout_h the dde-li'le it not Baghdad, Luxor, Jerusalem or Boghazkoi, this 
h •10 rxccption. It vJettld bE. hard to ima[ir.e a place :-:1ore "out of the way 11 than 
this fnnil~r camp i:1 thE:o !\dirondack.s uhere a kL,dl;y .t rovidence saw fit to brine u::; 
L1tc i" 1\u[u~t, before the he2.t--,;..ravc really sc:t in, ;mel whE-re lirs. Krac li '[ <-nd I 
arc s;)endi~~c a brief, restful and cool vc:.cation. I am writing to you from here rot 
onl~/ to Bt-nd -:lou our grcetir'.gs but also to tell ~·ou about the preJ:.-arations that were 
mac~c :.~.t the Oriental In.;.;titute duri~-[ a busy lD.te sprint:: and SU'h1t€r for -the neH ac:n
demic, archae olot_ical a:1d cocial year 1953-54 that nou lies just ahead. 

Tuo cxpeditioPs manned by Oriental Institute staff members will be l€avir•g for 
the Ncr East during the course of this month, to resume their field activities. 
Dr. ""' .i:lrs, Gcorr;e HughetJ and Dr • ._ 1irs. Charle;;., liims are returnirg_ to Lt:::cor, vJhcre 
the: Hill bo joined by the tvw artists that make up the four-man teC'..m of the Epi
[r:~_.hic ;:;·u.rve;;-. Dr. """ ~irs. Donald ~Ic Cown, !·J.r. "· Hrs. Carl Haines and rrofessor 
Tl1orkild Jacob;:,en are rcturnin~ to Irc;q vlhcre the:r uill be joined by Dr. Vaughn CraH
ford of Yale in resumin£. uork at NiiJpur. All our .ten are old ca.1paig1er~ and are 
[<nxiou1:: to be back in the. field. 

The i;:tcrc::.,t cho~m ln th, uork u:uch the Zr;igraphic Survey is doinc at liedinet 
Ilcbu b;y viGitors from Chicago, CSlJecially b~,c iit:mbcrs and Friends of the Institute 
P_n,~ by mcr,1bcrs of the Dourcl of Tru.::tecs of the univcr:.-i t~·, has been :ost gratifying 
to lio.scrs Huches and rims. Durinz the pact t.Ui-:1.rncr their initiative h~:0 made it 
po;:;::.:iblc for uc to go to ... ress uitl1 .:m importnnt volume recording the inscriptions 
of the Dubastite ~-'ortc:.l of the Karnak Temple. The in~:ocriptions, giving list of 
places ca1- turcd b;,r the ,E·l,tian l:in[, arc: of f::r€c.t importance for the knov1ledge of 
the llictorical topo[raJ,hy of the l:ear ... .2st in ancient times. Another, ~:;till larger 
volume, rccordin[ im.criptions from lkdinet Eabu, is in preparation and S1 ould be 
r€[cdy in one or tuo seasons. 

·.t l'iip:,)ur, the olll ~.ww.rian metropolis, HOrk Hill be re~umed by Dr. lie Cmm 's 
group undcr slit_htly moc~ii.'icd auspices. You "Jill recall that for three seasons v.re 
vrorked t~cre jointl;;~ >vith the Univer.sity l-luseum of the University of tennsylvania, 
uhich evcr:tually fd t, ho-,;-Jever, that it t..rould .~:-m::fer to 10Vc its operetions still 
farther east, to '.f[hani.st::-n. lJe vJere saved from a rather embarrassin[ .situation -
not havinf ;noney enou~.:,h to [O it alone -- by aGsi;:;tance from a number of quarters. 
The Lmerican Schools of Oriental Research, more p3.rticularly the Baghdad School of 
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the : •• .::,.o.n directed by Dr •. ',lbrecht Goetze of Yolc Univ r:sit:;·, ,;;<:reed to take the 
"lacL: of the 'Lnivcr;.,it~ :;:u.:..eu:.l i'or one scat>or:. llcmbers nu:l I?ric1da of the Institute 
hcl.~ecl us to buy out ... en:u,;:·lv::. 1ia' s shnrc in jointly o'\imed cquipmont -- c.:;,:2ecially 
the ir'v::..lu~blc Decauvillc J1r,ilro&d -- and provided a neH jCCi.-' to replace the one 
bclonci:r..c to the Penns:,lvania Grou:). So ue are all set up for rip,-ur for the season 
1~~3-54 and big thj.n~;s arc cx1)ectcd from the further excavation:., of the i~orth Temple 
GLd clearances on the site of the TcmJ,Jle of Inana. The ne11r jeep -- a jeep Station 
.aeon ~,i th four-\vheel dri vc -- is alrcrdy on its WJ.y to Basrah and Ba&,hdad by .t'rcigh
tcr. 

.hile helpin[. in sundry >vays during the pa~.>t summer to speed these e:xpedi tions 
on their wuy, we have ::.ot nc[lectf:'d to make preparations to provide also for our 
,i!om:;c rs and Friends at hol!le to whom we CJ',;l€ so l'lUCh in the support r:::.nd encouragement 
of our effort;;,. l~n1 exhibits are tcing prepc.rLd for ~rour ir.s:tJection, new lectures 
::ere bein[ ~.lanned and social occa;;,ions also uill not be lacking. 

'llhe lectures, to mention thE:m first, ~•ill brint; you rq;orts on the net-Jest activ
ities and discovcrie'-' ovcr:;;eas by persons ·who have just returned from the field. It 
will be ~r privile[e to lead off agai.'1, as in previous years. Hy offering, on the 
even ir g of October 7 will be a. new color 110tio:·1 picture on the Jorda'1 Valley uhich 
in the past seJ.sons \vas the scene of much activity, both in Israel and in the Kincdom 
of Jordan. You will thus have a genc.rDl irtrocluction here to c: cavatiOclb on the Lake 
of Galilee, at JEricho and in the area of the Dead Sea Scroll Cave.;,. Pierre Delougaz 
vlho has just returned frol.l Loracl uill in th, ne .. :t succeeding lecture (l!ov. 4) £,ive 
a. full a.cccunt of the import<:mt church Hldch he excavated on theshores of the Lake 
of Galilee. Dr .... Dou~lc.s 'I'usbinbhar.1, i'or~ilCrl;y on the staff of the Universi t:y- of 
Chicc.co, ui.l1 report at a later date on the amazinc no; finds fro::1 Jericho. Dr. John 
D. C ooncy of the Brool:l;;·n 1,uscurn of .rt, >rho Sj!cnt last ~Jinter cmd sp·ing in Egypt 
and to VJhose 1ri.1dn;:;:.:s He oue t:1c re:)rir.tc of the G<;.talocuc of the Gallatin Collection 
rcc-. .. rtl) u:LstriL.m .. ted to _·ou) uill lecture; (Dec. 2) on a ;:;ubjcct in the field of' anci
ent .. :.{;:r.i:.ti.sn c.rt. Other lectures i'ro1:1 ovcr:,cas <:.nC.:. from sister institutj_ons in this 
ccuntr:" are Oli our ::.i~t and t..he date:;, of thdr lectures uill c.vc~tuc.lly be c:nnounccd, 

TLe liu:;m:unJ ".JC llo,,c, uill conti>mc to ~Jlay an incrca~ir.[ rols in our rEolations 
to the cor.unur<ito. It ha.s £_reat potential value not only for art lovers of all aces, 
but norc p;:.rV~c,L1 :,r~. · fo:c our Gre.::.t Chic'1t_O bC~lOol population and vJ€ iriOuld like very 
Buell tu ex. ~'nc .. J.+s 11sc!'\:.lnu:,:; in this },articuLlll'. Unfortt''1<:ttely the means Peec1cd to 
mc:.~(c it an oi'i'cc·(ivc L t:,t_·u.rnc;nt of co--o:>~ra·:~ion uith school accncics are not Ct.1.rrcnt
l;y ·"'.Vailablc to usJ 'cut 1;c aJ.'E c'oinl tJl!a::. \<JC can to i;nplc~,ent its activitiec. A neH 
ilL~::'k _tcci. p}.a"l cf :lk. l<;.y-out [1nd exhibits is oc:ing :f!rc:r,;ared for gr:;:r;e""c:..l diotribu
U,o:::.. Ir: t.-h c.J- cJ.ll.:c , r.:;,L.c,ti.nian I-bll 1 mo[;t ').'f uhose objects a:,·e C11r:~P.r:":.ly on 
lo::LJ. at t:1" ,Ptre>pi1J .. i-~ur. ,i,;.su:rn in FcLr "Y.o:ck Cit?• a sJ,:c:ll tcmpo~a:,'y 8xh::.bi.;:. c.f' anci
C:rt ,..;eucl:~'J rr'3:'a:~cc. L':'.dcr J:c..rc<:::~ct Bcl1:c bU)crY:.:.:::i.ur is o:- uiSJ.JJaJ- On Ocl:,. 7 
'\Jt: h<1X J: .. ~,t. ;yo.n vJi'J. :.::.l.:.l,r.rvE cc.~::tsio;:t -co :;u.; th-:: nnv •}c.J:J. Tru:s·xr·e tr-.:1.·~!r'·, b.".Ck 
f:::c:1 :he ''ca·~ :tc:: :.y ~1,~- ::~ c.:..:i.:"'f. J.:.::::::t ;;princ. ':.'nc.. Gt.~.cc:.go pil.£.!2!'5 sLcJ~::..d Le carry
i:rtg ::::_ :c·: L;;,:.s" >~1 :,he ::;.:'o jc -:·s car:iy i.r; October. It hac im];.:ortant !l.:..;so-.:iatior ... s I.Ji tll 
kt::y i'i~::.t:: r><c. ~~n tiJ.E: .3C·::;'_::: l ['":Li '..- C.'}j 'llii~a::. l:i.fe of the F·· ar '-'ast j,n the fir;;,t century 
:J. C. a.11c: i c' :):':' ouLo-uc::..1c;i_;,_ J..rtL;t.ic imFortancc. 

I:,;riuc 0be so1n..~.:r.:~ L:o-:UL> He c::xr"cct to lay the crmmd '...Jork for a further exten
sj_on by 1 ref. __ J.:r·~" 3.':,)···t :''\. :::i_dvv .. od of their ex:Jloratior:s in the prc:1istoric 
pha'=>f'S :.f ·.he ds-. :··1 J1Yi': .... r>1, o.L' e;i •iJ .. izatj on in the Hear .~ast. Har,y of you ha·:e read 
the ~~2: Jr c.s of ~)l. Lr'l!...·:'"ii'O·l · 0 ,_:;.rli~r ei'forto to trace tr.e tran:.oi tion f:rwm cav0 to 
;:.oHr.-5ltc n.0 the 1-lc..cG of h".];ac:,n re:.,icier,ce, ar.d others may or should have read lirs. 
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nraidHood Is intE're~ting personal story called "Digging beyond the Tigris". The 
nraidv.roods 1 work i~ of outstanding importance in their field and a matter of inter
est i.n Hide circles at home and abroad. he may need your help in see in[ that it is 
continued and developed on an increasingly wade scale as befits its general import. 
Other new activities for the Oriental Institute are still in the blue-print stage 
and will be brought to your attention as soon as we have the necessary guarantees 
thot the undertakings are feasible ~d have the necessary official sanctions. v;e 
1;romise to keep you posted at all times c.nd to transmit to you conununications from 
those now leaving for the field as ~oon as they come to our hands. 

11canwhile, we look fon1ard to s~einc you this fall at the Institute and clse
v-rh~::re about the city as occasion may develop. 

Sincerel" yours, 

Carl II. Kraeling 
Director 

P .s. Durinc the pre;;,ent :.1onth .statement.s about mcmbc.ro:.hip dues pa;yments for 1953-54 
Hill be mailed to you by the Institute office. -,;'e trust ue mrr.~ acain have the pri
vilege of :rour sup.ort of our efforts. i!ember~hi±J income i:.:; a creat help in taking 
care varticularly of lectures, museum purchaset.> and sLndry lesser undertakings of 
the Institute. :ie report on income ref:uhrly to tlle In.stitute 1 s Visiting Committee 
onrl obt-~in it;:, advicP. in mv:ing tlw oN~t ro.s.sihl A u,., of fnndo pr·ovidod by your help. 
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NEWSLETTER FROM NIPPUR 

Iraq 
November 19, 1953 

To our friends in and of the Institute: 

The first week of digging will be over today and a letter to you is past 
due, a letter to introduce the staff and tell you what we hope to find this season. 

Nippur itself I do not need to introduce to most of you since this is our 
fourth season at the site of one of the great cities of the ancient past. still 
every time I return to it I wish more of you could visit us and see the mounds 
of Nippur rise against the sky like miniature mountains in this flat land and 
stand in its 180 acres of weathered hills and valleys. 

1rJe have a good staff this season. Carl ·Haines is back with his wife Irene 
and their two children Alice and Carleton. Carl is my chief assistant and an 
unusually able architectural archeologist. He has been on more of the Institute~s 
expeditions than any other man. Irene does all the preliminary book-keeping or 
recording of our finds. Then I have my wife and two small children along with me 
this time, Garnet back for the first time since our first season in 1948. She is 
managing our house and will photograph objects and do the darkroom work. The 
staff is completed by Thorkild Jacobsen and Vaughn Crawford who are yet to settle 
here since they will be in the south during another few days on an exploring trip 
which is separate from the work of the Expedition. I do not need to introduce 
Thorkild to anyone in the Institute, for he is our very distinguished Sumerologist. 
V.mghn is from Yale University and lvill assist Thorkild with the field epigraphy 
and in the work of the excavations. 

vle are settled in our field-season home at Afak, the nearest town of any 
size from Nippur. Here we have a house where our equipment is stored when we are 
a.· in the field. I wish you could have walked into it with me, a couple of weeks 
~,30 when I first came down, and seen the dust of the year a.nd a half covering 
'~rerything. Bu--t we are comfortably camped in it now and in addition have another 
house w.ith more bedrooms for the staff across and up the canal which runs past the 
r1oor m1d on which white geese idle while the village women scrub their pots and 
}J~ms on its banks busily gossiping while they work away. The town has improved 
ry~eatly since we were last here. Electricity and a water purification system have 
b~en installed and it is a tremendous advantage to have pure running water in our 
.;,,...,rtyard and to have good lighting without the clatter of a portable generator on 
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our roof as in past seasons. These changes are part of the improvements and 
rrogress being made all over Iraq with the increased oil revenues of recent years. 

He ha,re been here since the 11th and digging started on the 14th only, so I 
want to tell you more about tv-hat we are going to dig this seas on than tv-hat has 
happened in the first week of excavations. Our main objective is an early ~nas
tic temple of the Sumerians dating back before 2300 B.C. 'He call it the North 
Temple now since in discovering its location two years ago 1ve did not succeed in 
learning to 1-rhich god it 1vas sacred, so in a sense it is a mystery temple right 
at the moment. It lies in the extreme northerly part of the religious area at 
Nippur at the lmrer edge of a mound Hhich built up at a much later time. At the 
end of last season, after discovering it we dug mv-ay the later levels in the area 
where we thought the temple should lie only to discover that the temple was con
siderably l!'l.rger than l-TO anticipated. So 1ve are now extending tho area of the 
excavations, so that 1vhen -- in a couple more weeks -- <H:J have dug down to the 
level of the temple we will ha,re all of it within the limit of our excavations. 
Digging a1-ray tho later levels superimposed on the temple is being pushed with all 
speed for thoy arc not especially interesting or important. He have to go 
through a Parthian cemetery and then Achaemenian, Assyrian and Kassite levels 
before the topmost and lr1.st of the temples will lie before us. From then on we 
hope for good luck since it was in this temple th<J.t we found a cache of Sumerian 
stntuottos l<J.st season. 

Our other m!'lj or discovery two years ago was A temple to the goddess Inanna 
which lh:s west of the temple-to-vrer of tho god Enlil whose worship at Nippur 
gave tho city itsunique importance. There will not be time this season to dig 
out the Inanna temple, for it is buried under ire debris of ten to twenty feet 
of Parthian and Achaemenian fortifications. Our job this season is to dig away 
these encumbr<~nccs above tho Inanna tc;mplc: so it can be dug in the following 
season. As somas tho North Temple is exposed we will shift part of our workmen 
to what will essentially be a big dirt moving operation above the Inanna temple. 

Our North Temple lies right in a great expanse of sand dunes that extend 
far to the north of Nippur, After seeing how much sand had blown in the excava
tions in the last t>vo dry summers, it was purfGctly cluar thAt we are in for a 
race against time to complete digging out all tho levels of tho temple this sea
son. Two years from nmv- there tv-ill be so much sand in it that wu would hardly 
want to start digging there again. So this year I end my first letter with the 
request that you wish us not only good luck in what we find but Godspeed in our 
digging. 

Sincerely yours, 

Donr1.ld E. McCmm 
Field Director 
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NEH'3LETTER FROM NIPPUR 

DeA.r Friends : 

Afak, Di~mnieh Liwa 
13 December 1953 

It is three or four weeks since I last wrote and much hA.s been 
accomplished in our first four weeks of excavA.tion. \,fe have dug way riown 
in a broad step ~long the western Rnd southern side of the areA- of the 
North Temple previously exposed and ~re close to digging into the temple 
in most places. The Amount of dirt moved in the last four weeks nnd 
the height of the western face of the dig witness the speed \vith which 
the digging hA.s progressed, Still it hA-s seemed too slow since we are 
eager to be down in the temple and to solve the mystery of lvhich god it 
belonged to. 

So far vTe have been piecing together the story of the temple area 
once the sanctuary had been deserted, This event seems to have occurred 
late in the E"lrly Dynastic period, the SumeriAn ph::t.se pnr excellence, 
or in the succeeding Akkrtdi::t.n period when Jvlesopotami<"'. WA.S first ruled 
by Semi tic spe::t.king kincs. From then on the temple lay exposed to the 
elements on n. high platform, grRdu!llly we:1thering away, During the 
Kassi te period, lP.te in the second millenium, some houses were built to 
the west of the temple area which seems to show some knowledge thP.t the 
spot had once been sacred, By the sixth century B. C. even this fact 
hA.d been forgotten and above the north-western part of the temple Neo
Babylonian or er->.rly AchaemeniRn houses vmre built, extending across 
the old line of the temple precincts to the west. 

It is e~. lucky break for us thAt the quarter of modest Achaemenian 
houses spread over p:::trt of the temple r~reP.. True, they have to be dug out 
c.qrefully A-nd thus somewhat slow down our task of getting to the temple 
A.s rA.pidly as possible. But they l'llso .'1.fforded the first proteetion to 
the temple from the winter rn.ins which were grndually 1o1ashing more A.nd 
more of the latest levels of the temple away. In terms of our digging 
we expected to find the lP.test preserved remains of the temple much 
loTrJer thPn they exist under the AchaemeniA.n houses. So it was a most 
plea.sAnt suprise last week when the temple unexpectedly "came up'' to 
meet us, its lvRlls directly below Achr-wmeninn wnlls of some 1900 yeRrs 
later. The result is that we 1vill lenrn something of the lqter stages 
of the history of the temple, preserved under the late houses only. 
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Digging down to the temple hAS not been without its incidentAl rew;:ords. 

:rt h:1s t-"lu,;ht us much thAt He hAd not learned in the contemporr>ry levels 
on the 3cribAl OuArter qbout the r1rcheology of the AchllemeniR.n period. 
The best rEM"~rd CAme from .q much disturbed gr<Jve of the Ach~=temeni.an period. 
It hl'ld r.>pp~trently been dug into at some time After the interment r-tnd .<tll 
Tve found lv~=ts A topsy-turvy skull ~nd the ;:o,rm-bones lying side by side. But 
ne11r the skull were the remnMts of "'· necklr-tce of silver And some charming 
gold beads, while on the Arms 'tvere tivo silver br.<tcelets. They end in calves 1 

he !:ids "~.nd Are splendid examples of tho j mvollers 1 crn.ftmnnship during the 
AchA.Ot1oni~=tn period. How well they would l~ok alongside the Ach;iemenian 
gold displ~=ty in our Institute MusBumJ 

l'!intcr h;:os come very cn.rly in th8so pn.rts. For the lRst tvock it hA.S 
been below freezing every night in B:tghdrl.d, :md though not so cold h0re, it 
h-Rs been friGid enough in the ertrly morning nnd late nfternoon on the dig, 
pA-rticula:rly >Jhen the north wind is blow:i,.ng. After strong winds PJ1d some 
r A.in during the first 'tieuks of excav"ltion, the Hind .<1nd tho s.qnd it 
cA.rrbs with it so bad ,they stopped vlork for ono dr>y, it hns been frdrly still 
recently~ 1Jhenever thr>t h11.ppens you feel the full tmrmth of tho t-.!i ntor sun 
r~nd are gl~=td for the lJintcr nt Nuffnr r~ther thAn in ChicA.go. 

Our smRll comp<1ny hnn been supplemented, since shortly before Thc'1nks
giving, by c'1 visit from Bob ~son, nn ~nthropologist from tho Pcnbody 
Huseum r>.t H!:lrvnrd, vrho Hill bo here until nftcr ChristmAS. He has proved A 
most plo!:i.s!l.nt ll.nd useful nddi tion to our group Pnd viTO A.rc sorry th.~t his 
plnns to p3.rticipAto in the cxc.·wA.tionf'l ~t J ..;;richo And Sus A tJill not lot 
him spond the sull se~"~son with us. 

Evorybody keeps pretty well nnd thu H~incs nnd McCown children flourish 
in the sun And fresh [!ir. He hnd !1. good Thctnksgiving dinner, highlighted 
by mince pirJS which G,,rnct nnd Irene bl'lked, l'lnd noTi wo ""ru plnnning for 
ChristmAs. 

So ± close with best wishes to you 11.11 for the holiday sensonl. 

Sincerely yours, 

Don . .,ld ·~ 1vlcCmm 
Fiold Director 

('To thought you would be ~=tmused by Thorkild Jacobs~.;n's cotnmlOnts on d:•Uy life 
in !\.fnk, t"~kun from n rL:cont letter) 

AfA.k,Dec. 18,1953 

Uo nrc hrtving n very pluasctnt nnd unj oyt'1.blo suason so far. The hous8 is 
on A cnnnl, on thL oth,)r sidli is our ~nnox whort:.; Crtrl, Irc.:nc 11nd Izzet Din 
our Irl'lqi inspector, li vo. 'Jhnt T-vith p::~.1m trees nnd m.n gnificcnt sunsets in 
unspc1k.!J.hlu colours seen only in br>d postcnrds, it is ruP.lly something to 
look r>t. 'Thi tu gcEJSO sllim in the C"1nAl or wnddlo in the strel:t, oblivious 
to tJ-vj 1'A.ct th;-.t you Wtnt to get past them in the cqr, And if it is not geese 
iU 
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it is C"mels. I mot ono ycste!'d'W coming in from tho dig. It jtlst stood 
p1t in tho middle of the ro~.d until ~ ouicklvittcd and helpful p.!1.Sser-by 
t•.ristcd its tRil, Hhich seems to be the ?.ccoptud method of putting ,!1 cAmel 
in first ge~r. Evon so it g:wo ground .<"tt ·"'· m~jostic pqco only. They do 
"1ctur>lly look just As drunk ,.,_nd just ~=ts snooty in re"".li ty !'lS they do in 
zoos. 

My quick sketch of Af,qk would not be complete without mention of the 
children. They Pre brud in myriA.ds here. They surround you or tho.c<J.r 
yelling in rP.pid succession "by .. by!" 11 Good ,qftcrnocn, 11 wh1t's ~:·our n1'1me. 11 

Th1t r'-'pr:~scnts tho A.mount of .Snglish ~=tny self-respecting urchin should know. 
Evon Izzot Din's children born P.nd brud h0ru, nrc grewtud with these phrRses. 
Prob.<1bly their connection with tho •Jxpodi tion rr.r1.ke them n.ccept'1ble t:01rg8ts. 
-Oh yesl I did forgot one bblovod s.:mt•::ncu, contrA.l in tho Af'1.k voc<=mlAry: 
"Give me F> pencil, mister J 11 11t' room h.<:1s two HindoHs to tho street-unlike 
nny othor house in the; nuighbcrhood--"lnd r.Jvery Afternoon tvhen I work at 
t.qblots thoro .<:lTO on 11 rough count tvmlvo urchins fighting C'-1Ch other to 
look in to sue: t.rh"lt I r>m doing ,.,nd to got their ch11nce to say, 11 Gi ve me n 
pencil, mtst,crl" I '1m p!'l.rti'-11 to thc li ttlo 5irls tvho do not on tho vrhole 
do so vvcll in thu scrnmble--though I ·"'.m IY1.st bdioving thqt they bulong to 
tht: 1/0"lkcr sex. So I chnt Hi th them, tvh0rcn.s I l.::cturo the boys on polite 
b"lh..,vior to ·" guest in this country. Not quite fruitlessly; it does 
improv8 my Arr>.bic P bit. \Jhl.m nt l~st tho electric light comes on::1t is 
of.f in th.c dnytimc, for 1vc h:1vo not got '1. lot of it in i\f.qk--:'1nd I cPcn 
drr:nv my curtnin, 1. w:1il risvs outside. Hy !ludi o.:ncc would h ~.vc prcferrod 
doubl\; funturo length. i'JhY it should b-·J such fun to vmtch me look nt 
t<cblcts "'nd 1.rrite in n book I just c1nnot undorst'1nd. If only it workod in 
ChiC"l.go He could chwgc Pcdmission .<1nd I should glndly look r>t t1blcts P.nd writ8 
wrong numburs :ond qucstion"blu trnns1Ptions--r~s I "m doing here--twice ,_ 
d<=~~r. But t'1is is -"n Ppprc;cir:>tivu 1udicnco beyond :mybody 1 s >vildost dreRms. 

Tod"y, Frid"ly, hrts bo;;n .<=> d1y of r~;st. 'Jc PT0 doing "'S the RomAns do-
or r1thor '\S tho Arnbs do, for Hohnrnr:,cd, noting th'Ct S"'turd"'y 1nd Sundr~y h;:~.d 
been prcomptod by the Jmvs ,qnd the; Christi<>ns, mnde Frid"y his own. Cr.<>wford, 
young Dyson ""nd I spent it crr:mling r>round in s "ndduncs in A j uop looking 
fo!" tc;lls. H"Ving tou:red r>nd detoured rmd circlod ~md gorto b'lck 1long our 
trPcks \.Ve m"lnrtg,:,d to covet' h,lf ..,n inch on the m"P no"r 1-Jj ppur~ tVO know now 
a lot <1bout 1;-Jh-"'t "~ jeep cr>n not do ih '1 s·lntiduhe--t'nd .uso quite A few 
uaoful things nbout 11!h<>t, miraculously, it CAn do. -,Jc got stuck only once, 
re<~lly, ..,nd w • .: got unstuck <~g"lin under our o1vn pol-JCr. The tclls--J of them-
prov8d to be s~ss'1ninn mor.:.: or less so th.,t w~s not overly Gxciting, but 
whon you got into the spirit of it, hot n.nd bothurtJd in thu sun, 1vith no 
lunch except ::tn ornngc "~nd rt cube; of d"tos, you develop a mrtrvclous st.-unina 
::tnd spc~k fluently of 11 excull•.mt ncgnti v•:- r:;sults 11 --they 1.vcrL:n 1 t too b,qd 
ei thor, r..::;Rlly. Thor8 h1d to be Snssnni"ln mounds s~t>mGwhcre in that region, 
so why not there? 

Tomorrow I Pm c::xpoct,_"d to gut up P.t six nnJ got in on tho e"rly dig. In 
c~so you do not kno1v: it c . .,n be donc--uvun by me--rtnd has boon done quite 
rogull'rly l'1st 1va0k. It is cold, hoHovor, moru so th'1n "' colcl shmver R.nd 
it l'1sts lo'lgur. Tho sun gets up "round S(.;;vcn, dopcmdint:; upon v~rious 
f.-.ct,nl'-:> r:'1ch "S rr.y tv<1tch--1.vhich m"Y be slm.v or f1.st. But it docs not rc<1lly 
get .<lW,i\.U '1.'1d settle donn to 1vork until tun o'clock. One unplcnsP.nt thing 
nbout cnrly rr.orniug dig is t.hn.t ;p'u c'lnnot r,;,lly get s·c.:t to f,:lol good nnd 
sorry for yo1u·::: ·1 f h<'C;'Illfl>e tho poor 1-Jorkmcn h".VO bcon up oven c:nrlier--somc 
of ·Lll ~n h.~1!(3 nn hour or more to W"'lk to the; mound--n.nd n.rc conspicuously leRs 
H"rmly clnd thnn you nn;. I hr•v<J trir_d to pcrsu;:>d . .;; myself th."'t they fcol 
H"rm .'1nd chc,c;rfu1 bccnuso of this h.;"llthy "nd invigor·>tine; exercise, cn.rrying 
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s1cks of dirt from the dig to the rAilron.d cr~rs in th0 dump. But it docs 
not •Jork. Evon 't-rithout trying the exorcise I knm·r thnt it is but R f;1ir 
illusion. So I shiver vTithout oven the comfort of solf-pity• 

Tho dig is noce! ive Rro A.t the EArly Dyn"stic Temple now. The 1tJ.<1lls 
of it Arc pouping up everywhere And th,qt old tingling fooling thnt nnything 
mA.y bo found novr r~ny moment is just Around tho corner: str>,tues, golden cnbres-
c.nlfs? who is right?--or :.Jh:~t h::!VC you? Anywr:ty we !'ire sottling for no less 
th11n goldr.::n cows--truro is "'· rGnssur'lnce in size. You will love the 
Ach,wmcnid ncckl 1cc: WG found, one of the nicest I h"vo soon, .qnd even our 
turquois _; blue PArthinn 11 slipper-coffins." Th'-'Y nre sh!<ped exnctly like 
a slipper, ,qre mi"l.dc of gl""zed clqy, r->nd n.re decorn.tod with rows of n,qkod 
ladies distinguish!=iblo by thl;ir hRirdos or lRck of hnirdos. The most 
improssivo type looks likc:; "Struvclpetcr. 11 

Tho edge of this pnge is moving up on me ,qnd in rrry description of tlf,qk 
~nd tho house I should have mGntionod the fn.ct th!=it the house is owned--
by squPttcr 1 s right--by R. rod .qnd more or lessH·hite cnt thn.t likes to sit 
on top of the t::.blot-oven. She is "l. very populrtr cnt I gr>thor, R.nd tho 
tnblct ovun is just outside my door. Hh"tt I do not know .nbout thu voc!ll 
11.spccts of fdinu courtship by now· is not worth knowing. J\lso He hnve n 
roostur thr>t rious not knou thnt roosturs shonlri crow in the morning to grc~<.]t 
the rising d"'JT• This onG <.:l'dHS .... t nie;ht. flwl ~'~ll night. So ov0rything 
consi•iui'c:;d I bd.t.r~r r:n'1tch ioJhc~t sleep I CRn. Givo my bnst to cvm-ybody in 
the; office 

I"'orry Christmn.s. 

Yours, 

Thorkild 
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Luxor, Egypt 
Tuesday, January 19, 1954 

Dear People: 

Oh I am happy to be here. It is a perfectly wonderful place, where I at once felt 
at home. Tuesday is market day, so all morning there was a stream of folk on the 
boulevard along the river, making such noise, shouting and presumably joking 
(Arabic like Italian can sound simultaneously cheerful and angry). It was difi'i
cul t to .make out j11st vrhat they v.·ere taking to market - an occasional coi; with 
tiny satellite calf would pass - and a fev'' goats. But no large wagons full of 
easily identifiable cauliflower such as I saw so muc11 of around Cairo. Later when 
the market was over I sat on the river bank and watched them go home. Silent now, 
and tired. The only noises the delicate pat pat of the don:ceys 1 unshod hooves or 
an occasional wooden wheel. At the foot of the embankment, not a hundred yards 
from our landing stage, is where the dal1abiyehs now must tie up and unload (it 1 s 
just outside the city limits it seems). The mayor decreed that it was bad for 
tourism if all the produce boats tied up at tho docks in the center of town (and 
therefore right in front of the hotels). Su nolN the nest of incredible r~Jasts is 
very handily placed for those who v;ant to sketch on the river front, and our gateman 
keeps watch over ladies like r.;e to drive av:ay beggars and bakshish hunters and the 
like. The dahabiyehs at the end of 1:1arl{et day look empty and sad, though one of 
them., I noticed, was being loaded with large rnetal drums - ga,::;oline? The sun was 
so warm on the river side yesterday that I sat and watched the passersby for an hour 
until it got too cold. There was no 1 ind, and the boats v;ere having a rough time 
getting upstream. Today there is a big vL1c: from the nortn so they should be scur
rying .. The sun's v.rarmth is going fast, and the natives are hurrying home to shelter. 
Twir long robes look nice and v:arm, but they don't keep out the ·wind. Last night 
H 11as 4lPF. and the r.iz,ht before Ll. ?ull moon. The sun is the great furnace here 
and I am enjoying it to the full. 

George Hut:;hes took me L~rst thing to call on Labib Sey Habishi, the local Inspector 
of Antiquities of the Luxor district. Ee is a WlY and busy person who is the Hughes r 
best local friend. .Sgyntian c:i.vil service is not planned for delegation of authority 
so that Labib Be:y has to surervise, sisn and arratr:::e everything himself. His life 
is one of constant interruntion by a host of socretarles or assistants, and his only 
relief is to vralk dorm the street to Chj.caLo house to 'JSe t:1e library, and stay for 
a reacei'ul cup of tea. He and Georfe took me on a spe,,:ia~~ sic~htseeing excursion to 
the Luxor temple, vrhich is J'~st about a half 2. wile from Chicat;o House - and a r:ood 
ter ple to begin on because it is a simr;le one. Geor13e anc. I·acib 3ey had a big time 
rAading inscriptions, as if they had never been there oefore, and I roamed about 
hir:h~.y impr.-,sr:cd v;jtlJ the great columns anc pylons. 
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V.ednesday, January 20, 1954 

Luxor temple somehow gives an impression of greater majesty and soaring columns 
than ICarnak - but perhaps only because it stands so free and open - uncluttered 
by- the complicated courts and courts and sub-temples and super temples of Karnak. 
Lucxor has its processional road lined with Sphinxes, its pylon with the four great 
statues of the King sitting in front, and then inside a great basilical hall with 
courts on either end. One can't make a triumphal entry through the pylon because 
l;uilt up against its inner face - and sorae 15 feet above the pavement level of' the 
te1nple - is a little mosque complete with minaret. The vrhole temple had been 
covered with fifteen feet of the debris of 2,000 years of living, but the Dept. of 
Antiquities has been able to buy up and remove all the houses except five, and the 
mosque .. There is a handsome new mosque to replace it nearby, but they still haven't 
moved the old one. Things like that move slowly in these countries, I expect. It 
is believed by the excavator Chevrier, that the avenue of Sphinxes originally ran 
all the way from luxor temple to Karnak - the beginning and end of the avenue are 
evident, but the center mile or so is under 15 or 20 feet of tovm - so no one will 
know for sure. The Sphinxes are thought to be Ptolemaic - much, much later than 
the main building periods of Thebes. Near the Luxor temple just behind the Sphinx 
avenue is a tiny Roman shrine with a rather nice headless statue in it. La bib Bey 
ho:::)es to reconstruct this little place - it 1 s only about 8 feet square so that 
other sculpture that came from there can be safely returned to place. There is no 
museum here, so that treasures have to be removed out of sirht altogether - or left 
in situ to disintegrate. 

It is evident that one can explore these temples without being pestered by dragomen -
but on the other hand they can n:ean little unless there 1 s an Egyptologist handy to 
explain the details. Karnalc is a temple one can visit purely for the aesthetic 
pleasure of li:;hts and shadows, the nrocessions of columns, the unexpected bits of 
color. Its very enormousness, both in square footage of sculpture, and in acreage, 
is a challenge to Araerican eyes. The archl tectural rhythm is interesting - pylons 
are full stops, courts are full breathing spaces ·with noise and air, and the great 
columned halls are hushed and devious. They succeed each other in full solemnity, 
on all sorts of axes, one even leading off nearly a half mile to the side - toward 
a temple of Imt. Since this temple is a mortuary temple, the holy of holies is a 
small chamber wh:Lch held the ceremonial Arc, or barque, on which the soul of the 
Eing ·would pass to the other vrorld. On special occasions the priests tool-:: the Arc 
on excursions through the temple, someti!J1es even to other tenples in the neighborhood. 
If you 1 re f oing to have a paro.de you have to have sorr:1ething to pars.de in, and the 
temple was it. No vvonder it had to be so grand and so complicated. l'~Iore than one 
kix"E is comJr;o::;.or'lted at ::arn'1h. I e~n'L lull~J;Jh.:.r wlw- aml tht'O',V .0111 ad.lcd I'V>mething 
t.o th h cn.r't1 '-._"""- ,_,f 1-Ilt::f t~o;;,t ,J e. 
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Friday, January 22, 1954 

Charles Nims escorted me through Karnak, via what he called the back door. The 
Khonsu temple which is part of the Karnak complex had a relief he needed to rei'er to 
so, with the aid of a ladder and fighting off some highly predatory bats called frui· 
bats - (about the size of hawks), - he investigated. l11eanwhile I roamed about and 
found ~yself in a large stone yard- literally. The great open space (I don't know 
if it's called anything other than that) seems to be full of odd large pieces of 
inscribed building stone. And it has a Decauville RR running through it. On one 
side are stacks of white small stones, about tvrice the size of a loaf of bread .. 
Prickly camel grass underfoot, and all bordered by either temple or a great fat mud 
brick wall. Here and there were little groups of men squatting over their tea I 
suppose- elevenses vve call it in England. And against the famous Bubastite Portal, 
which the Oriental Institute willpublish any minute now, was a wooden ramp leading 
of"i' and up into the shadows and scaffolding of a pylon. The chugging of a little 
gasoline motor could be heard. I couldn't have been more mystified. It seems that 
the Department of Antiquities has gotten concerned about the safety of Karnak's 
second pylon, and is attempting to pull it dovm and rebuild it. Pylons are mighty 
thick structures at the base, maybe 40 to 50 feet thick, and tapering off to maybe 
15 feet at the top. The outside casing is all carved and inscribed, but the inside 
is just miscellaneous stone, properly fitted, and solid except for the stairways 
and occasional guard rooms and galleries. In tearing down this pylon and another, 
l\tJ. Chevrier, the archeologist belonging to the Dept. of Antiquities, found that the 
fill of these pylons was cannibalized from earlier temples or shrines built by 
rulers who were despised by subsequent kings - mostly Akhnaton and Hatshepsut. In 
the third pylon Chevrier found almost all the pieces belonging to a handsome shrine 
of Hatshepsut, who, if you remember, was a lady king so disliked by her brother 
Thutmose III that when he succeeded to the throne he chiseled her name off every 
monument that bore it. Akhnaton was the king who tried to establish a monotheism, 
which failed to ~lease the enormous priestly class, so that his temple structures 
were destroyed almost as soon as he was out of the picture. The second pylon is 
yielding large quantities of stones frc:n an Akhnaton structure, as well as miscel
laneous beautifully carved pieces of black basalt from another shrine of Hatshepsut, 
while the third pylon yielded almost every piece of a shrine built by Sesostris, 
which has been reconstructed within the Karnak precinct and is considered one of 
the great treasures of the Luxor rec~on - largely because it is so well preserved, 
having spent some three thousand years snugly inside of an enormous pylon. I havenrt 
seen it yet, but saw some photographs. 

The stoneyard has all the courses carefully laid out, row by row so that the design 
won't get mixed up. The second pylon hasn't been entirely dismantled, and as we sat 
on top of the first pylon, getting a wonderful view of the whole precinct, we could 
watch the workmen prying out stones and rubble, and trying to move great blocks of 
stone vdth the same methods, no doubt, that their ancestors used. About ten of tJ1em 
pried and hauled on a large block, to move it onto some log t"L">1lel·s. They sang a 
smlp: 1ilco the Vnl_gil: Bu::-t.!.mt.:H Vd1iJ.e the;)" huj.<=>t<V<l a.ud f'Ht!JJod .. 
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The temple of ~~edinet Habu, in wh:\.ch the Oriental Institute has for many years been 
making facsimile copies of the reliefs and inscriptions, is on the opposite side of 
the I~ile from Luxor town, and about a mile back from the river. It is the best 
preserved of the Pharaonic temples in ~gypt, having served first as a mortuary 
temple for Ramses III (around 1175 B.C.). Later it was used as administrative 
headquarters for the vvhole The ban Necropolis, down to Ptolemaic times c. 300 B.C., 
so that it was kept in good repair, presumably. There was a Christian church 
built in one of the courtyards, which meant that some sculpture was defaced, and 
a v1hole row of 30 foot seatr;d statues of Rameses were destroyed, but other reliefs 
along the retaining walls vv-ere merely plastered over, Vlhich preserved them better 
than ever. The thousand years and some odd years between the coming of Islam and 
the present saw some ten feet of rubbish accumulate all over the temple, which had 
to be dur:; out by the Oriental Institute in the thirties. Probably during that time 
the place was inhabited by peasants, as most of the other temples were, but the 
ceilings have not been blackened by snolte, as at Karnak, and the painted reliefs 
that decorate the ceilings and architraves look almost as bright and clear as they 
did three thousand years ago. The paint has, of course, fallen away from the 
lovrer parts of the walls where the rubbish had been, and the damp of the piled-up 
earth has in many places caused the stone to disiLtegrate, but it is remarkable 
how much of the original splendor of color can still be seen up high - beautiful 
colors, made even more brilliant by the V•Ihi te pJ :.10 Ler La0kgl'onud that covered so 
much of the area. The back (or innerwost.) part of the temple has suffered most, 
the stones removed to no one knows vvhere. There is a horrible rumor that they were 
used to lmi.ld t.l1G Llrxu.r· sngar fnct0ry. 

Love from Margie (11argaret Bell) 
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Fgyptian Headquarters 

Dear People: 

·~ 

Luxor, Egypt 
January 27, 1954 

The routine of life here is fairly simple. If we go to the temple -- and this is 
not necessary every day -- we draw in pencil in the morrdng -- or George a.nd Charles 
collate, which means comparing the c1rawing to the sculrture and making corrections 
::md r1oting emissions -- and in the afternoon we work at hemP, draNing with ink 
instEad. The library is the work place and it is used occasimally by outsiders. 
As I write two unknown-to-me people are r(~ading and taking notes there. Cne morn
ing I'ouglas Champion and I went to the temple for a couple of hcure, 2nd ti1cn spent 
the last hcu:r louking at four or five tombs nearby, 1-Jhere there are dclcct.abj_s r,;all 
pc:.intings, many of which the Oriental Institute published in .:l.ncisnt f'g:vpt.icn~ Pe·~nt
ings. I find 'i:.~at I can't absorb very much sightseeing in one day, and these toml:Js, 
thout;h beautiful; are thorouc;hly mixed up in my mind now. They 1re the kind of thing 
that one hr>s to return to of'tcn, because there is so much subject matter to be aware 
of. 1Jhc::t. appeals to me most in. all of fgyptian -v.rall dccor'ltion is the 11 offering 
table" -~ or still life one ::light call ita I think its pleasure derives from the 
fact that it is tho one element where shapes and/or colors are massed -- considerably 
in contrast to the processional lines of human figures and animals. They are fab·ly 
formal piles of foodstulfs, painted in gay colors, presumably to demonstrate that 
the deceased 1-vas not niggardly in his offerings to the gods. The tombs we went into, 
and almost all the others in the neighborhood are tombs of nobles, not kings or 
queens. Some of the nobles have grander tombs than others, but in general there is 
a lightheartedness in the decoration of them -- and this is particularly evident in 
the painted scenes -- that contrasts somewhat with the stiffness of the king's 
temple sculpture. The king generally built himself a tEmple, so that the priests 
could continue to look after his spiritual welfare and do honor to the appropriate 
gods long after the king he.d died. The king' s tomb, on the other hand, was only 
to hold his body, and the mngic inscribed on its walls was especially potent and 
secret. The tomb w~s to be permanently sealed, and only the gods to be aware of 
its messages. 
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January 28, 19.54 

l·!y l:!.ttle dissertation on tombs of the nobles is probably full of mistakes, although 
I did check: a bit. It seems that up to the 19th dynasty they were simple tombs., 
memorials that surmounted a deep-dug burial place. Later they got fancier and .fan
cier, involving temples, and all the magic formulae inscribed on the walls which 
preyiously had been the prerogatives of kings. Sculptured tombs versus painted 
tombs apparently means nothing other than personal preference or the availability 
of s\Xfficient~ gifted sculptors. 

One noble's tomb1 that of Ramose, is remarkable in two ways. One because it is 
large enough to contain, underground, a temple of sorts, which stands at the mouth 
of the deeply sunk chamber where the sarcophagus once was. The other way it is 
remarkab:j.e is that it shows a very clear transition between two artistic styles. 
It was started early in the reign of Akhnaton (approximately 137.5 B.C.) 1 before he 
moved the court to Tell El-Amarna1 and,before Akhnaton really got his monotheistic 
sunworshipping new religion properly established. As the new style, so-called nat. 
ura1istic, which resulted from the King's revolutionary ideas, became popular, or 
if not popular at least de rigeur, Ramose caused his sculptors to change their tune 
and incorporate the new style with the old. So one side of a doorway shows the old 
style and the old God Amon, and the other side was started to show Aton the sun god, 
<1nd the new style. The tomb decorations were not finished becuase the court was 
rrov~d to Amarna. It interested me particularly to study the unfinished reliefs 
because all the stages of composition were visible -- the grid lines whereby the 
design was transferred from paper (?) and enlarged, the rough sketching for place
ment done in red paint, the firm m d true corrections by the master artist done in 
black (guide lines for the sculptors), and the first cutting back of the baekground 
stone to form the shallow relief. The tomb is cut in what is commonly called the 
living rock, but I prefer the expression of my Cairo dragoman who referred to it 
as the "national rock" 1 the word natural being an impossibility for him. This rock 
is a cream colored limestone, appa~ently without flaws, which can be carved with 
the uttermost delicacy. Sometimes it has the gloss ofiv0ry1 when it is not 
painted -- many reliefs are painted, including some in this tomb -- but I think I 
like them best uncolored. Ramose's tomb has a little bit of everything, including 
adequate light to see it by, since the temple part, or pillared hall needed a new 
roof when the tomb was excavated and so it now has a skylight. Often the single 
shaft of light that comes from the door of a tomb provides the best light for see
ing the sculptures in corridors -- even a long way backJ because the edges of the 
shallow relief pick up the light, ~ing the relief even mare effective than it 
would be it ther~ we~ lets •f light. 
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January 31, 1954 

This is the Motion Picture Year in Luxor. Three movie companies have made films 
here. HGM nearly two years ago sent one its directors, a very charming fellow 
nnmcci Robert Pirosh, to the Oriental Institute to see what background material and 
,film strips were available in the States for a projected film on Egypt. Mr. Pirosh 
w~s ~isely wary of a historical picture, but he thought a melodrama with an arche
ological subject filmed in the Valley of the Kings would be a successful starting 
place. He looked at all the unused shots taken for the Oriental Institute film 
c."llled the Human Adventure, and he picked the brains of our beloved Dr. Harold Nels,n, 
f~rmerly field director at Luxor (whose recent death has saddened so many of his 
fri<nds both here and at home), of all the lore and superstition and fantasy and 
fact that it was possible to do. 1ofell, lo and behold, Mr. Pirosh turned up here 
with a complete outlay of stars and cameramen and so on and made his picture this 
fall. I believe it's to be called The Valley of the Kings, and its star is that 
well-known archeologist Robert Tayl~r. 

And T~entieth Century Fox is here right now, filming The Egyptian, a novel by 
'~altari. This is a historical picture, placed I think in the 18th dynasty or 19th, 
anyho~ around the time ~f Akhnaton, the monotheist. I've heard lurid reports of a 
chariot race across the escarpment at the head of the Valley of the Kings, and we 
hnve seen the mock-up of the Barque of Amon tied up outside the Winter Palace H~tel, 
where the cast resides. The Barque of Amon is a holy of holies, a ceremonial b~at, 
used in funerary worship, in which the deceased would travel to the other world, 
and representing the journey of the sun around the sky by day and under the earth 
by night. Anyhow the boat the movie people made has no relationship whatsoever with 
the ~ptures I've seen. George looked a little dumbfounded and considerably 
amused when he saw it, doubtless for the same reason. Too bad they didn't try to 
imitate the sculpture more because those barques are very handsome, with heads of 
beasts at either end. The other day two "Fulbright" ladies, up from Cair"' for the 
week-end, were intercepted on the dance floor of the Winter Palace and asked if 
they would like to be extras, dancing girls, in the scenes planned for the next day. 
I was told that the ladies were flattered but refused. Otherwise the only evidence 
I've seen of this film project is a very classy and chromium trimmed station-w&gon 
which is kept on the west side of the river (there is no bridge across the Nile 
J'eariJ:" th~n ~0 !llilE:s) t.o .fcn·y the C3st and staff back and forth. 
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February 2, 1954 

Today Myrtle Nims and I w~.lked into the Luxor market, mostly just to see what was 
being offered for sale. The sellers~squat on the ground with their little disp1ay 
spread out in front of them on a mat. Mint in moist and sweet smelling bunches 
scrmed to be the produet nearest the main gate. Apparently it is understood that 
prodllcts of a like nature are sold in a eertain spot, because the 15 mint sellers 
were together, and the 125 onion sellers and so on. No one appears to have more 
thA-n a basket-full to sell. Rather pleasant looking mats woven of grass, a faded 
greenish color. Round baskets of grass, with lids, Crude pottery for cooking and 
for using on waterwheels, unglazed and low fired. Knitted and crocheted beanies in 
interesting designs and colors are made from undyed sheep wool and camel hair yarn-
these beanies are worn by the men under their headwrappings or turbans. Various 
litt1e household utensils made from old gasoline tins. Flutes of bamboo. Wooden 
clogs. These are the major products of local crafts. There are the usual trinket 
sellers, and some little booths where machine made yard goods can be bought, The:Pe 
are a great number of shoe repairmen, who are working on the mcst tattered shoes 
you can imagine. The women generally are selling their poultry or squab or vege
tables. I saw no eggs, milk or butter. Perhaps it's just as well. The livestoek 
market is in a: separate compound next door ·- we did not go into it. But there 
were lots of sheep, goats, cows, in evidence, as well as a few camels towering over 
the erowd. Everyone was very much aware of our presence, but no one bothered us at 
all, Two odd bits of information emerged. Carrots sown from homegrown seed are 
radish purple and small after a few seasons. And lentils here are bright orange. 
Br~ sugar is sold in hard cone-shaped cakes the size of an icecream cone. And 
the contents of the mysterious baskets carried on the heads of most of the women is 
poult.ry. I'm so glad to finally know the answer. 

February 3 and 4, 1954 

I feel moved to write about the Library of Ch:i "- ~o House, since I put in a couple 
of hours' labor this mcrn'lng on a library proj.:..ct, Cne of the indirect results of 
the Bpigraphie Survey is the building up of several 'llN:lfcl. "tools" for 'P.gyptol~gists. 
~he most obvious tool to emerge is a dictionary. The ~~~~1 pr&etice in building a 
dictionary of this kind is to copy by hand units of it"'S~,.·~r,!;.i.:_,4i from the completed 
collated drawings, Then by means of blueprints as rn.:~n.r c:or~e:s :Jf the unit as there 
are different words in the unit can be made. Rach word is : ~"\: ~lined, transliter
ated and translated and then the sheet is filed away. Pretty \. oon you have 150 
samples of what you thought was "cow", complete with context, and with study you 
find that 130 of them were rightly 11 cow" but the other 20 were probably "heifer". 
Words like 11 great" and verbs like "to do" have infinite variations which emerge 
from a packet of these eards. There's no end to making them -- it makes one wonder 
how a dictionary ever gets written and published at all. The dictionary here is 
made only from the temples of Karnak and Medinet Habu. Even so it fills something 
like 18 drawers of a file cabinet. 

Another "tool" to emerge in the same way is known as the paleography. This is a 
study of all the forms which a hieroglyph can take. From dynasty to dynasty there 
is c~nsioerablc ~~ri~tion in the etyle of the hieroglyphJ and of course there is 
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variation from sculptor to sculptor, too. By cutting out a little drawing from 
the blueprint, 8.nd pasting it on a card, one can quickly build up a useful file. 
It is especially valuable for restoration of doubtful inscriptions, because all the 
little variants of a particular shape can be easily studied. 

D1 • l'Telson was working on a third 11 tool" before he died, one that was characteris
tjc of his interest in all sorts of things. He called it an Archeological Index) 
:->.nd in it he was collecting all the variants in shapes of drE-ss, armor J.nd -vreo.pons, 
hers egear, ornament, mo.rine equipment, household wares, everything :Jf da1ly lif"e 
th~t can change with f.:tshion or with the introduction of nev.r matcri3ls. Sn~b a 
collection would have endless fascination:- espec:.ally if cne were able to ·t:racc 
the chEmres in, say, a horse's bridle through the centuries of Egypt:Lan civilization. 
This index is also restricted to the evidence offered by tho temples of Karnak and 
Me dinet Habu. It is at present in Chicago, where Dr. 1relson was working, but mec.n
while George Hughes and Charles l'Tims have been collecting material for it, and tncy 
hone to continue building it up until all the collation on the two temples is com
pleted -- which is in the distant future. 

The library proper is a fine collection of ~gyptological works, indispensable here 
where the only comparable library is in the Cairo r1uscums, and hard to get at both 
geographically and curatorially. There ~re some 8000 volumes ranging from the 
reports of 'tltapolcon 's cxpedi 't,j on to 'F'gypt to the lett est 1953 report. on excavations 
at Giza. The Napoleon vol'Ul'llcs are very ilnpressive, cor.sj_de:-:-ing that they were pub
lished in 1820 and were the first of any kind th?..t attzmo+.ed a real survey of the 
monuments visible at that time. \ve compared soue of the old E::ngravings with s erne 
of our Medinet Habu drmJings, and found "':,l:e.t the French ~,rt:!..sts wc:-e very much 
aHarc of the drama of the sculpture, but they clearly hacll! 1t t.1c tjmc to get all 
the detail in. Actually the engravirgs must have been m~de iron sketches, and the 
engrD.V2rs I'm sure did some 11 impro-.ring" too, A map of l:,hc 1820.s showG a much smal
ler Lu:cor town than now exists, and it marks the avmue of sphinxes which ran 
bct-vrcen luxor temple and Karnak. This avenue has been covEred by dwellings since 
then; and only the ends at each temple are visible now. Napoleon's men saw the 
temples when they l-Ter€ still full of the deep d2bris that has since been removed. 
Even so they 111en: impresst;;d by the monuments of Thebes. And who wouldn't be? 

Love 

Margie (Margaret Bell) 
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[The following letters have come in from Baghdad during the 
last few weeks. One is from Dr. Donald~. McCown, Field 
Director of our excavations at Nip pur. The other is from 
the itinerant Hiss Margaret Bell, the scene of whose pere
grinations has now shifted .from Luxor to Baghdad.] 

A.fak 
February, 1954 

Dear Friends: 

Spring is almost here, the air still cool but the sw warm and strong, as we approach 
the end of our season at Nippur. v.Jhen we are finished, it will be warm, windy and 
dusty and by the beginning of April, when we are ready to start homeward, the hot 
breath of summer will already be upon the land. 

The last news you had of us was around Christmas time and much has happened since 
then. 1rJe finally cleared away all the late houses overlying the area of the North 
Temple and were in remains dating from just after the middle of the third millenium. 
The highest of these early levels were fragmentary and puzzling, but by mid-January 
the third level was sufficiently exposed so we could judge its character. 

In one way what we had was disappointing. Instead of a large temple or temple com
plex, the excavation area w·as filled with private houses surrounding the temple. We 
had found no large temple complex, but we had a fine temple in its natural environ
ment .for this time, the houses of the people who lived in this district of Nippur. 

The name of the district very likely was Durtulsa, known .from later texts as one o.f 
the city quarters in the region of the Religious Quarter. It was a narrow strip of 
houses, clustered around the temple of the quarter, with the ~uphrates fairly close 
to it on the north. To its east lay fields. These also extended to the south 
where the,y were interrupted by the Idsalla canal which watered the .farm lands of two 
other quarters of the city as well, Duranki lying just west of the present ziggurat, 
while ~Tippur was probably the name of the quarter east of the ziggurat. For later 
peoples around the beginning of the second millenium this was the locale .for events 
in the lives of their gods recounted in mythical tales. 

We still have not discovered which god was believed to live in and was worshipped 
at our North Temple, the temple of the quarter of Durtulsa. We hope to resolve this 
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~stery as 1-1e dig down to the earliest levels at this spot. So far we lmow three 
successive temples, of the Akkadian, late and Middle EarlY Dynastic periods, and 
there are at least three or four more lower down which we will excavate before the 
end of the season. By the latter part of the third millenium during the Third Dyn
asty of Ur, we know that the whole quarter was eonsidered holy. Not just the North 
Temple but the whole quarter with its houses had been convf!rted into a platform 
faced by a niched, baked brick wall. vlliat lay on top of this platform will remain 
unknOWJ"', for structures of that period have weathered away. All we have are drains 
and a well penetrating far below, where the Third Dynasty of Ur buildings must have 
been. This was not the end of the history of this area, for its character as a 
sacred region was retained down close to the €nd of the second millenium, whE>n in 
the latter part of the Kassite period the platform was refaced. 

So much for the interesting history of this spot. What remains for us to do now is 
to trace the history of the temple back to its founding doubtless around the begin
ning of the third millenium, to see what it contains in these earlier levels, and -
if l.uck is with us -- to learn the identity of the god who was revered here over 
such a long span of time. Of this I hope to write you at the end of our excavations 
nex~ month. 

Cordially yours, 

Donald E. ]\1cCown 
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Dear Friends; 

Baghdad 
February, 1954 

The air trip from Cairo to Baghdad was without incident. It was cloudy most o:f the 
vray. He could see the Hediterranean as we flew up along the coast of Palestine, and 
as we turned inland to fly over the Lebanons we had glimpses of the vine terraces 
on the mountainsides that looked most fascinating. 1,-Je came down at Damascus, where 
we dropped most of our passengers, and then went up into the clouds once more. Two 
and a half hours later we dropped low enough to see the Euphrates, brown and meander
ing. Presently the Tigris came in sight, and there I was, at Baghdad. I like Bagh
dad in spite of the mises of its busy streets. Don HcCown, field director of the 
l\Tippur dig, came to take me to call on Dr. JITaji al-Asil, Director of Antiquities. 
He 1vasn 1t there when we arrived, so we waited in two offices that opened on the 
street and were so noisy th:'l.t we almost had to shout. I presently had a nice inter
view with Naji Beg, who is a small calm man and works in a large quiet office. And 
he gave me what they call sour tea -- served in a small glass, very sweet, with 
lemon juice in it. I spent about an hour and a half in the Museum. The fullest 
exhibits of finds come from Khorsabad, the Diyala sites and from Ur. rwas especi
ally interested in comparing the Ur jewelry with the imitations I had made in brass 
for rrr:r little exhibit in the Oriental Institute. The Sumerian sculpture from the 
Diyala sites is the same as ours at the Oriental Institute, and we have had the 
advantage of better display equipment. The most beautiful items here are the gold 
helnlet of Ur and the bronze ~ead of a helmeted warrior, whose provenance I have 
already forgotten, but it's from about the same period. 

The Department of Antiquities is at present conducting two excavations, one in the 
Islamic site of Kufa, and one at Hatra, one of Dr. Kraeling's cities of the later 
near east which is between B aghdad and I1ossul. The installation of the finds :from 
Hatra has been done with considerable dash -- four small niches lit from within and 
painted rosy red provide a fine background for small Roman statuary -- or rather I 
shoald say provincial Roman, because it is certainly not sophisticated sculpture. 
But j_t is all the more delightful to my mind. Cne large Sumerian statue, found 
last season at lllippur, dominates the neu acquisitions room. 

I asked what other expeditions were at vrork in Iraq and was told it was a very light 
year on the whole. A German group is digging at ~varka, and we at f~Tippur and the 
Department at Kufa -- that's all. Naji Beg said that a Japanese University of Osaka 
expedition was interested in excavating here, and I think it pleased him to think 
that the representatives of so different and so ancient a culture should want to 
explore Iraq. 

~rext Day 

Today was a sightseeing day and very pleasant. Dr. Faisal el-Wailly, who was a 
student at the Oriental Institute for five years until this last summer, is now 
teaching at the University here, and also serving in the Department of Antiquities. 
He and his American wife very kindly consented to take me sightseeing. Faisal 
comes from a strong Muslim family, so his acquaintance with Muslim customs and his
tory is wider than that of our archeologists. We went to a mosque called Kathmiya, 
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which is just exactly the way a mosque ought to look. This mosque is of the Shi.a 
fJ£:ct and whether or not tpis makes any difference to the artistic style I was not 
able to discover. But because it holds the tomb of the leading "saint" of the sect, 
it is particularly revered~ and also particularly elegant. A self-appoi~ted gu~de 
said it was 900 years old~ but I think Faisal doubted that. We were not permitted 
to enter without wearing the black veil of the women~ so we could only look in 
the courtyard that surrounds the mosque~ and which is a meeting place for the whole 
community -- actually this mosque is in a suburb of Baghdad. Anyhow the outside 
gates 1vere just gorgeous, being decorated with colored tiles with ornate flower 
patterns looking more 18th Century French than Islamic. And through the gate we 
could see the exterior wall of the mosque-tomb~ even more gorgeously arrayed. The 
effect is very lively since the tiles have white backgrounds with red, blue and 
green flowers and ornament. The doors of the mosque inside were equally flowered, 
and in addition there was ornament of mirrored glass, framing the actual door like 
a great icy series of stalactites (or mites). The glass was laid out in squinch 
form (q.v.) which is a characteristic feature of near eastern architecture -- one of 
the ways of making the transition from rectangular walls to round dome -- or a way 
to ornament the pointed arch. The domes of this mosque are all gold -- gold leaf 
it is said, but I should guess gold leaf fused into tile would be more like it. 

Alongside this mosque is a souk, covered over with corrugated iron roofing~ so it is 
dark and pleasantly mysterious. All sorts of goods were on sale, and in a way it 
was no different from the ordinary street except that it was a little more concen
trated. There were nice smells of fruit and spices and cooking food, and the tiny 
shops sold shoes and socks and yard goods just like anywhere. We walked through one 
narrow street with wonderful tiny balconies overhanging it. 

We dropped in briefly at the mausoleum for the king's family-- Feisal I, II, and 
their various mothers and relatives -- three domed rooms connected by breezeways 
through small simple gardens, built of the local burned brick, a pleasant yellow. 
No ornament at all, other than the pattern the brick made in the dome. It was a 
very impressive building by its very simplicity. 

The Department of Antiquities is engaged in restoring a very interesting building on 
the edge of the river ~own as the Mustansiriyah (1234 A.D.). It is a mosque cum 
college, the mosque part being very tiny. The building was all brick, ornamented 
with carved plaster, or with tile that is like carved plaster. No visible color. 
There is a large open courtyard with a kind of 2-storied cloistered look on the long 
side. An Ottoman ruler added a little bit to it -- lengthened the handsome inscrip
tion from the Koran which decorates the river front and which is made of the same 
buff colored burned brick -- molded raised letters made before the brick was set in 
place. 

For s orne years, starting no one knows when, the building gradually fell into disuse, 
unti~ it was simply used for storage, and a souk spread into it. The yearly floods 
filled the brick with damp and salts, and weakened the lower courses of the walls 
most dangerously while smoke blackened ceilings of ornamental plaster-work, and roo£ 
leaks made salts come out there, too. The Turks also plastered over some fancy 
ceilings, perhaps in an effort to preserve them from further chipping. Anyhow the 
building was in a perilous state when the Department of Antiquities took it over in 
1945. Almost all the brick in the lower courses has had to be replaced, and all the 
arches and cloisters strengthened. lJhere the ornamental tiles are still whole, they 
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are left in place, and new casts made from molds have restored the lacy surfaces. 
It is a really tasteful job of restoration -- nearing completion -- and it will 
cert.ainly be an attractive place. Some of the classes of the facult~ des arts meet 
in t.he restored rooms -- both Fuad Sofar and El-1rJailly teach archeology there. 

The rain of Saturday has swollen the Tigris so that it has raised about 3 feet over 
night. Its flood peak is in Hay, when the snows in the Turkish mountains add so 
much water to the river already loaded by the earlier melting snows of the Iraqi 
mountains that are drained by a number of tributaries feeding the Tigris. If the 
spring comes too fast there is a general inundation of all the lower half of the 
country -- occasionally even spilling into Baghdad and making streets and gardens a 
mess for a week or two. The normal inundation can be controlled by canals and dykes, 
and its only menace is that the floods can come before the end of the growing season, 
dif~erently from Egypt. Here ivinters are colder, so planting time is January and 
February and harvest is April and :May and even June -- just l-rhen the waters are 
highest. Egypt can have two crops, one planted in October and ripening in January 
and a second planted now and ripening in the early sununer before the high waters 
come in August. There is far more arable land here than in Egypt. 

February 25 

Nhat a day yesterday wasl The expedition car called for me at the hotel at 7;30 
and we started off to drive down to Afak, which is about 150 miles south west of 
Baghdad, and with good conditions about a 6 hour drive. However, good conditions 
did not prevail, since there had been two days of rain on Friday and Saturday. The 
road became bad and bumpy even inside of Baghdad, but one soon gets used to bumps and 
is very brave. The contrast of the countryside to what I was used to in Egypt was 
amazing -- there seems to be no limit to this land, which is flat, flat, flat, and 
arable everywhere where water can be brought. Villages are low, tent settlements 
almost equally invisible, and so only mounds and palm groves are seen to break the 
plain. The soil here is a more agreeable color than Sgypt' s, a light pinky beige, 
while Egypt 1 s is really mud color. The crops are just beginning to show green, so 
I couldn't identify anything except for a grass-like stuff, which will probably 
turn out to be wheat. Inside walled enclosures the palm groves shared their water 
with fruit trees, apricots and peaches, all now in bloom and very beautiful and 
delicate against the coarse palm leaves. The few villages we went through were 
built along major irrigation canals, and had their groves of palms around them. 
The rains had laid the dust temporarily, but I could imagine how dense it could be 
where the main road passed down the main street of the village. The houses are 
usually set back fifty feet or so from the road and the area in front filled with 
children and dogs, or with wooden benches, usually painted light blue, on which the 
men sit, seemingly all day, in the sun outside the coffee shops. The little family 
groups of women and children tending goats, squatting by the roadside or by patches 
of fodder that is so characteristic of :f':gyptian farm living, is completely absent 
here -- probably plenty of food is available so they can graze larger flocks. There 
are many flocks of sheep visible, tended by 2 children, a couple of dogs who are 
apparently more companions than herders, and a couple of donkeys, for rounding up 
strays. Flocks of camels a-plenty -- wonderful silly beasts about twice the size 
of the ~gyptian camels, and a rather unpleasant brown color. 
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The road was incredibly rough but hard for about fifty miles. But then trouble 
came. Because the roads are not built on dykes, they have no drainage from rain
storms, and large puddles -- nay lakes can form, which will only dry out by evapor
ation. The fine mud is very slippery, and with the churning of wheels of cars and 
busaes that can manage to get through them, the bottoms at the puddles get slurpier 
and slurpier. Generally the puddles were not too difficult for the four wheel drive 
jeep to pass -- but oops 1 in one the wheels went into a hole where a previous 
veh:i.cle had gotten jammed, and there we were stuck. The driver waded about trying 
to dig us out and spinning the wheels so we just went deeper. I took off my shoes 
a~1d stockings and waded to dry land with a book to read and an orange to eat, and 
W3 waited. After about three quarters of an hour the road mending crew that we had 
p1ssed a way back caught up to us, and the men tried to push the jeep by hand. No 
go.. But lo, a fine pulsating somd of a heavy vehicle was heard and the road 
scraper hove in sight. l'!!ith just a touch from him, and we were on our way. We 
wouJ..d pass busses (which are really large Chevrolet trucks with wooden station wagon 
type bodies built on them) coming in the opposite direction, so we lmew that we 
won.l.d probably be able to get through -- with luck. After an hour or so, however 1 
another disaster -- this time in a puddle so deep that the water came into the 
engine. This was hopeless, as we couldn't even start the engine -- the battery was 
low anyhow -- so I again waded to shore and settled down. It was 12:.301 so we ate 
some sandwiches and resigned ourselves. The driver speaks a little F.nglish but not 
enough for conversation! Peasants passed by on foot, women drove sheep and donkeys, 
the two children tending a flock of sheep nearby came and stared and stared. It 
was windy, so I tried to find shelter behind a low palm tree, which gave the shelter 
but which was too close to the edge of the puddle for real sitting comfort. Anyhow 
the day was beautiful and the sun warm, and I didn't worry about getting out -- not 
for a while, at least. Two R.R. trains went by, in good sight and I wished I had 
been on the train. 

Occasional groups of laborers would walk by, discuss the affair, leave their spades 
and their cloaks on a palm tree and wade out to try to push the car. !\To luck. A 
police official appeared presently and with much palaver succeeded in assembling a 
third batch of laborers to try to push the car. At that moment another car -- a 
Ford VB, convertible sedan, containing about 10 passengers, splashed by, and one of 
the big rickety busses. rro one could push by car because it was too deep -- actually 
knee deep. I think it took about 12 men, chanting a cheering song, and rocking the 
car up and down, to get it unstuck. lvith cheers and smiles and no backsheesh at 
alll So after 2 hours we were off again. We had only 2 more puddles to negotiate 
before we got to dry road again -- and in one of them the Ford got stuck. We pushed 
him out successfully and with a great wave of relief on my part were on our way again 
I'd had visions of bedding down in the back seat of the station wagon for the night. 
We were still nearly three hours from Afak -- and it was 2:30 in the afternoon. 

Perhaps that part of the road was extra wet because it runs along the main large 
irrigation canal of this region -- a good wide full canal. Once that road left its 
side, all was dry and hard -- but bumpy, oh myl With great enthusiasm I greeted 
the town of Diwanieh, a provincial town, obviously the district center. The same 
attractive balconies -- or rather overhanging second stories, in wood in patterns -
giving rather the same effect as the old English half timbered buildings do. Minas 
bought me a Pepsi Cola, and we got some gas, and struck off across the howling wil
derness to Afak. There is very little cultivation in that 20 mile stretch, but 
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thAr E could be -- it 1 s mostly grazing land for camels and sheep -- but not rea~ des
ert. In the distance presently we could see the mound of f-Tippur, and the palm 
groves of Afak. Soon welcoming servants unloaded the car, and I walked in to the 
Crier1tal Institute headquarters in Iraq. 

The house faces on the canal, part of the usual row of housefront -- one story high 
in front, and two in back. Built of yellow burned brick with beams in the front 
room that are probably railroad rails. There is an attractive little shallow barrel 
vault of brick between each beam. Brick floors, and all the necessary furniture for 
dining and sitting in the front room. Behind it is the "museum" and t"lork room -
facir.lg onto the court which is washup place as well as passage. There is nothing 
~logant or convenient here at all, but it is surprisingly comfortable. 

Irene Haines greeted me, with 2 children, Carleton and Alice, 9 and 11 respectively. 
Later Vaughn Crawford, of Yale University, showed up and Carl Haines, expedition 
archi teet, and Thorkild Jacobson. Don IvicCown stayed in Baghdad with his wife who 
was not feeling well. It was good to settle in for a gossip with old friends over 
~ cup of tea, and to get introduced to my new home for a week. I'm settled in a 
~oom ~n the Haines' house which is on the other side of the canal. There is pure 
water here now, and electric lie.ht, and warmth from kerosene stoves. Grass mats on 
the f~oors, chests of drawers for clothes, and hot water available on one's own 
stove or ready on the primus in the morning. Camp beds with air mattresses and 
sleep:ing bags are very comfortable for me, and my first quiet, quiet night was good. 

February 26 

There was a feeling amongst the powers that be here that I should be broken in gently 
to life at Afak, so Irene Haines and I just had girl talk in the morning, and roamed 
about the village, looking at the souk and "dressmakers row" 1 where sewing machines 
are busy making clothes, each sewer, always a man, in his own little shop. J\Tothing 
but knitted goods, underwear and socks is available readymade. There was a yarn 
lhop where the very coarse yarn was dyed and made ready for home weaving of rugs. 
ihe local rugs are exceedingly gaudy in color, featuring orange and red and blue and 
green. The earth colors are naturally not so much appreciated by the people who live 
~oo close to the earth anyhow. What they want is the brightest possible contrast. 

Vaughan Crawford was taking a photograph of an oven, on the banks of the canal, where 
only a few days ago he had seen some men repairing a boat by applying melted bitumen 
for caulking. This oven is really 1nore like a·built-in melting pot than an oven. 
There is a shallow mud-brick basin, about 2 feet by 31 heated from a firebox beneath. 
It is exactly the same as ftne found at Nippur, built some four thousand years earlier, 
Bitumen was the universal glue -- it was used as mortar, as waterproofing, caulking 
for m~nding broken sculpture, and anything else one can th~nk of. It's fine black 
substance has kept its identity well through the years of burial. 

In the afternoon Carl Hain~s and Thorkild took me the bumpy six miles in the truck 
(the jeep and the station-wagon being temporarily out of commission) out to the 
mound of Nippur.. It is beautiful -- I was surprised at how much grandeur can remain 
in such a pile of rubble. The great mound that was the Ziggurat dominates the scene 
oecause its height, though not great in feet, is so enormous in comparison to the 
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dead-flat countryside. No wonder the Sumerians built mountaj.ns for their !i;,odS to 
livP in. I won 1t attempt to describe the excavations because every one knows what 
they look like in general. A photograph can never show the delicate variations of 
color that can give dimension and life to an excavation. And nothing can describe 
adPquately the sounds -- the busy delicate thudding of the picks, the quiet conver
sations, the whisper of the constantly blowing sand, and the occasional 2oth century 
rwnb1e of the U. of C. and McK railway cars in which the debris is dumped. 

1Jith the usual encouraging statement "you should have seen it yesterday" we proceeded 
t '.J ~'·'<planations. But at first view I couldn't make any sense out of the walls and. 
c.)'). s and floors, so I just settled down to watch one or two pickmen hacking away; 
•··1. :_..-; Carl and Thorkild tried to figure out some odd architect'UJ'al feature of the 
~· u1··~~"1 Temple which seemed to be baffling. The pickmen were all destroying level 8, 
which had been completely mapped and studied, and were feeling their way down to a 
new 1evel -- which in some cases meant they were finding a fioor about 10 inches 
lower than the one they had already cleared. Often the pickman starts in the middle 
of a room to search for the new floor, which he discovers more by feel and by the 
way ~he chunks of mud break away than by any change in color or texture. Once he is 
satisfied with the new level, he works carefully toward a known wall, to see if the 
lower level of wall will be in the same position as the already exposed one. In 
many cases the walls are found easily where they are expected to be, and then the 
pickman moves along the wall to the corner. I imagine the sound that the pick makes 
as it strikes the mud is as important a guide to the experienced man as the look of 
the chunk as it falls away. Carl and Th9rkild held much palaver about the way a 
wall and a door lintel were meeting. There is constant uncertainty about architec
tural features. "If we can make sense out of this, it will be very amusing", says 
'l'horkild. There's no altar yet, and there should be. But one can't know until a 
whole new layer is peeled off. 

They are moving down so fast in the North Temple that Carl is as busy as the well 
known one armed paper hanger keeping the mapping up to the pace of the digging. Nor
mally a whole area is cleared down to a certain level and then every one gets out 
while the architect maps. Carl is so speedy that he can map a room at a time, even 
while the pickmen are starting down to the new level. Any miserable spoiled domes
tic architect at home should see what a field architect has to contend with -- not 
only a multitude of walls to map -- but floors on different levels, and the very 
bricks as they are laid in the floors and walls -- every find of size must be pin
pointed on the plan -- both horizontally and vertically, and drains traced. And 
to make things worse, occasionally there is a burial of a later period that cuts 
down through the evidence of earlier days, and really bolixes things all upJ 

Shop talk at night gets very mystifying to me, but no one seems surprised at that. 

It rained again a bit last night, and the trip home on the slippery mud was not 
much different from walking on ice. Luckily Thorkild had an extra pair of rubbers, 
so that I could take off row shoes and paddle home in Donald Duck flappy feet. The 
wind has shifted to the north, and the air is cold again. The sand blowing at the 
dig has discouraged me from goi~g out there again today so I am improving the happy 
hour by typing the list of tablets found in 1949-50, with tiny descriptions of them, 
to be ready for 11 the Division" (which means the divvying-up) which Thorkild will 
supervise when the dig closes down in two weeks time. There are 700 odd tablets 
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f~d in 49-50 and 900 odd in $1-521 so you can see I have a long way to go yet 
before the list is complete. This kind of hack work is just what an expedition 
always lacks, especially at the tail end of the season. 

Irene has started to pack up pots and sherds to send to Baghdad for the division, 
and Vaughn is numbering the last batch of tablets before it gets too late. There 
is n o time to assess any of the finds while one is on the dig. Finds can only be 
quickly registered and described1 potsherds sorted only enough to find out which 
ones will be valuable for study later, and which are well known for type and so on. 
I have no notion of what you learn from potsherd, but learn you do. Don McCown, 
tr.e £ield director is the potsherd expert here, while Thorkild of course superviaes 
U. e tablets • 

I 1m hoping to get a chance to sketch a bit at the mound. When I look over rrry sketch 
book now, I see that it is very feeble indeed. Fun while it was happening, but 
sureJ.y not to be published. 

T:lme to go to bed now. All well. 

Love, 

Margie (Margaret Bell) 
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[Members may be interested in reading also the following 
letter from Hrs. Kraeling which has just come to hand. 
Mrs. Kraeling1 off on a cruise of the eastern Mediterran
ean, has just been introducing the members of the cruise 
party and other Chicago friends met at Cairo to the work 
and the archeological context of Chicago House at Luxor.] 

March 4, 1954 

Dear Friends: 

Greetings from Chicago House at Luxor, base of Oriental Institute operations in 
F.gypt. To be here is like coming home and seeing old friends again, but this time 
it took me a bit longer to get here than usual. 

I left Chicago on January 26, New York on February 10 and arrived at Rome on Febru
ary 201 traveling across the Atlantic on the SS Constitution. It was cold in Rome 
this spring, but with so many friends from the American Academy there to fall back 
on I did not lack opportunities for getting around. We visited several of the 
interesting hillside towns north and west of Rome, with me never ceasing to wonder 
how the houses manage to stay on their foundations and keep from sliding down into 
the valleys, and also had a delightful trip up the west coast to the ancient Etrus
can and Republican Roman city of Cosa. The Academy has been excavating there for 
some years and the old Roman walls, the forum with its basilica and an old temple 
gave at least some idea of what Rome was like in its earlier days. Here on the 
coast the ground was covered with spring flowers while up in the hills snow was still 
in evidence. 

When the Odyssey Cruise party arrived by plane from J'ITew York I joined up with them 
and we flew to Cairo arriving there in the early hours of February 281 in time to see 
the sun rise over the flat sandy plains east of the airport. Though the city was in 
turmoil when we arrived, there were no unpleasant incidents and surprisingly much cf 
life went on as usual. Old Cairo was much the same, the Muski where one invariably 

makes so many wrong turns, crowded with people, the women with their blue gowns and 
veils, their ornaments of silver on their headdress and their bracelets, earrings and 
anklets and the henna marks on their faces colorful as ever. We did the usual sight
seeing at the Museum and the Pyramids and made a trip to Sakkarah to see Zachariah 
Gonem' s excavations at the new step pyramid base, about which you have been reading 
in the papers, and then took the night train down here to Luxor. 

Again our arrival was a sunrise affair but within a few hours we were ready for our 
first day of sight-seeing, Luxor Temple came first and then in the afternoon, with 
Drs. Hughes and Nims to interpret, the magnificent ruins of the Karnak Temple, with 
its avenue of rams, its pylons, its great hypostyle hall, the Temple of Mut and the 
Sacred Lake. Chicago House had arranged a tea for the cruise party of 26 and refresh· 
ing it was indeed in such hospitable surroundings to rest and relax after the hours 
of dusty walking and sightseeing. 

Our second and third days at Luxor were given over to more ambitious trips. One was 
devoted to a visit to the Valley of the Kings (morning) and to the ~1edinet Habu 
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Temple (afternoon) where again Drs. Hughes and Nims proved incomparable interpreters 
and exhibited the work of the Oriental Institute. The other was taken up by a visit 
to Denderah and its famous Hathor Temple, still so well preserved that one can go 
up to the top and look over the complex and the countryside. Tomorrow we leave at 
7 a.m. for Assuan by train and while I look forward to seeing the up-river sights 
again, it is in a way sad to have to leave the pleasant surroundings of Chicago 
House, wher~ life is so purposeful and so many important things are being accom
plished, and sahibs and servants alike are so kind. 

Before I. close may I add the greetings also of those friends currently staying at 
Chicago House itself, Mrs. John Aiden Qarpenter, Dr. and Mrs. George Cheever Shattuck 
of Brookline, Massachusetts, Mrs. Dillingham from Hawaii, not to forget Mr. and Mrs. 
1tJill Donaldson of Hollywood, who came over from the hotel to join us. 

Sincerely yours, 

Elsie D. Kraeling 
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~ Since many of you will visit the Treasures of Tutankhamun 
GJ) Exhibit this sununer, you may want to know the admission proce

dures in advance. The special entrance procedure for members of 
the Oriental Institute and other general information are outlined 
below. 

When visiting the Tutankhamun exhibit, you should present your 
membership card at the entrance and at the Tutankhamun information 
booth in Stanley Field Hall. (Addieional identification may be 
requested by the attendants.) You will receive members' tickets 

,( for you and your innnediate family and may proceed to the Exhibit 
to be admitted, without delay, with the group then entering the 
exhibition. 

If your friends would like to take advantage of this priority 
admission to the Exhibit, they can do so by applying for membership 
in the Oriental Institute either by sending $15.00 to the Membership 
Secretary or by visiting the Membership Office in person. 

The general public follow another procedure. Visitors entering 
Field Museum proceed to the Stanley Field Tutankhamun booth where 
each receives a prenumbered ticket. Eighteen television monitors 
have been placed around Field Museum to flash the numbers of those 
who will be admitted next to the exhibit. In this way visitors may 
view other exhibits, dine, or do as they wish until their number is 
flashed on the monitors. 

In addition, volunteers are manning special information telephones 
seven days a week from 9:00A.M. until 5:00 P.M. The number is 922-
9510. This number is Tutankhamun Exhibit Information. Since members 
do not wait for entry, it is not necessary to call regarding the 
waiting period. 

Until the Treasures of Tutankhamun closes on August 15, Field 
Museum will be open as follows: 

Monday-Wednesday 9:00A.M. - 6:00 P.M. 
Thursday-Sunday 9:00A.M. - 9:00 P.M. 

The Field Museum cafeteria is open until 3:00P.M. on Mondays through 
Wednesdays and until 8:00 E.M. on Thursdays through Sundays. 

l>JliBC, c: .:: · . :-dk; 
O.RlENTAL INST l; :;T;;, 
lilfiVERSITY OF CHIC.\Gu 
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NJ~~,vSLETTRR FROM LUXOR, EGYPT 

April 13 1 195 4 

Dear Friends: 

This £ield director is the despair of the home cffice, for he manages to put 
together only one newsletter a season.- Probably only the ladies who must type, 
mimeograph and address them appreciate his strong silence. But what if he wrote 
two dull letters a season? Would that be better? 

'The death of Dr. Nelson marked the end ()f a generation, so to speak, in the life 
of Chicago House. He had planned to come out with us again this year, but merci
fully perhaps he had to cancel reservations owing to a temporary illness in August. 
\'Je were as disappointed as he was at the t:ime. Our last sight of him was on the 
platform of Ene;lewood Station where he had come to bid us goodb~re and to send hilS 
love to this place where he liked to be beyond "~ll others. When the ne1<rs of his 
death came there was many a tear-filled eye among the Egyptian workmen who grieved 
for the good man who had been "father" to most of them for more than twenty year~!!. 
'T'he mudir is gone and we miss him -- his hearty lift to the life of the household, 
his stories of the years past, his wide knowledge of the Theban temples and his 
wi11inp counsel on problems of the expedition. As a .former director on the scene 
he hed ofter1 been a help Hhen needed, yet severely aloog from interfering. 

After an all too brief six months, suc~er is upon us again. It was a long cold 
winter as winters go here, but not quite as exceptionally cold as h.st summer was 
hot, we are told. Speaking of the weather reminds me that we commonly wonder why 
travel agencies, cruise compar,ies and individuals seem to leave Egypt off their 
schedules in the delightful months of November, December and January and concen
trate visits in late February and ]viarch. When I see tourists dragging themselves 
into Hedinet Habu in mid-afternoon of a hot, windy Harch day, switching flies and 
c·liping brows, I wonder why they don't go home and sue somebody. Perhaps it is all 
due to the upside-downness of the colmtry in the minds of people who are confused 
by "up south" and 11 down north" and by the fact that summer is the agriculturally 
nearly .fallow period, especially here in Upper Egypt, while the crops come in win
ter. We are just now in the midst of wheat and barley harvest. 'I'he sugar cane 
harvest is drawing to a close. The lovJ level of the river and the impossibility 
of irrigating most of the land, not to say thn burning heat of June, July and 
August will soon bring .farming to a near halt. This F.gyptian reversal of the sea
sons has been known to cro,<:s up European and AmPric3.n scholars when they were 
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learnedly discussing the fertility or the death and rebirth concepts of ancient 
P.astern religions and their association with the cycle of nature. 

'I'he largest sil"'gle source of excitement in these parts this Winter, no matter what 
;rou rnay have read in the papers, has been the descent in force upon us of American 
r'ilrrl companies. 1rJhy four or five of them all in one season suddenly discovered 
:!{rypt we do not know, but Luxor came alive with dashing cars and trucks, many dash
.mg people anq considerable lvork and business for the inhabitants. It has seen, 
·:or example, tombs discovered in the Valley of the Kings, a chariot race near 
Oeir el-Bahari, the barge of Amon dn the Nile and large complexes of walls and 
gateways puilt at Karnak and Nedinet Habu. One was even apt unexpectedly to come 
upon a photogenic pharaoh, Joseph being taken from a well in Karnak, or a segment 
of pharaoh's army at any turn and be asked to get out of the way of Hollywood's 
camera• 

I suppose I orlght to answer the question we are most. frequently asked -- not by the 
tnembership,of the Institute, however-- when we get homes "~Vhat did you discover 
this year?" Of course; the questiort is based on the assumption that anyone who 
comes out here must be digging up things. Even though we are not digging, it is 
a good question, primarily because we have thought up a good answer. We ~ave made 
facsimile copies of quite a number of scenes and inscriptions in the temple proper 
at l'1edinet Habu, that is, in the area of the cult rooms and chapels. When we pub
lish them it will be for the first time ever. The fact that they have been visible 
for many years, some of them since the temple was built, do~s rot alter the fact 
that as far as the scholarly world is concerned they might just as well have been 
buried. Indeed, if they had literally bPen buried, I suPpose somebody would have 
been eager to excavate them, they would have aroused interest and might already 
have b€:en published. I say that they might as well have been buried, for it has 
not been unusual for a scholar to prepare a study of sane facet of ancient life in 
complete ignorance of something of central significance to his work, something 
which is standing in the bright sunlight of F.gypt but which has never been so much 
as referred to in any book. We have then or we shall upon publication have dis
covered for scholars a goodly amount of new material. But the battle of our small 
crew against the thousands upon thousands of square yards of this "buried" material 
is a long, long one. 

On this realistic note we end tho 11 news 11 , a.nd hope to see you soon. 

Sincerely, 

George R. Hughes 
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NEWSLETTER FROM CYRENAICA 

Dear Friends : 

Tolm.eta, Cyrenaica 
Kingdom of Libya 
May 281 1954 

It all came about--as most good thinss do--because of the charms of a lovely 
woman. That goes for the first settlers of Cyrenaica, who came over here from 
Greece, and thus ultimately also for us of the Oriental Institute who are search
ing here for the traces of the Hellenistic civilization imported from Ptolemaic 
Egypt. 

She was a nymph, we are told 1 this lovely lady who brought these southern shores 
of the blue Mediterranean into the cultural pattern of the ancient world. Her 
name was Cyrene and she dwelt originally in Greece but ultimately made her abode 
a cool mossy cave on the edee of the second step in the Libyan plateau, where a 
copious spring bubbled up through the rocks. 'Ihe spring is still there at the 
edge of a sheer drop of almost a thousand feet of cliffs from which you look out 
across the wooded and planted first step of the Libyan plateau and on across the 
Mediterranean in the far distance. But the cave has long since been demolished 
to make room for such prosaic things as pipes, pumps and reservoirs to supply the 
water to the little town above. 

As the ancients knew it, the world was peopled with many friendly spirits, dryads 
and nymphs, and like so many of her sisters the nymph Cyrene might have remained 
quite unknown to us had it not been for the 11far-darting 11 Apollo who discovered 
her charms and brought her to this remote but lovely place, promising to make her 
the queen of a great city. And so it was that the Greeks of the Island of Thera 
were instructed by the Oracle of Delphi to plant a colony in Libya, rich in the 
tawny fleece, and ultimately came to settle near the cave of the nymph, calling 
their city Cyrene in her honor. Eventually the Ptolemies, the Hellenistic rulers 
of Egypt, also established colonies in the land and the cities united in a league 
of five (the Pentapolis) one of which was named Ptolemais 1 the modern Tolmeta. 

What it was that the civilization of Egypt in the Greek period was like -- this 
remains one of the riddles of ancient history, for so much of what Hellenistic 
culture stood for in Egypt lies irretrievably buried under the modern city of 
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Alexandria. The colonies planted by the Greek king of Egypt provide one 
possible key to~e solution of the problem, and Tolmeta is such a colony 
remote but relatively undistrubed during the many centuries since the end 
of Roman domination and the Islamic conquest. Hence it is that Dr. and Mrs. 
Charles Nims of our Epigraphic Survey at Luxor and Elsie and I are here at 
Tol.meta doing a job of prospecting or ''malting a sounding" 1 as archaeologists 
call it, to see what the site has to offer. All told we shall spend about 
a month here and hope on that basis to form an intelligent judgment about the 
prospect.s. 

Tolmeta lies directly on the Mediterranean just south of Greece 1 on that bump 
that projects from the coastline of North Africa between the Gulf of Syrte and 
Egypt. It was in its day a large city, occupying the full depth of the coastal 
plain to the very foot of the first step in the Libyan plateau. The row of hills 1 
about a thousand feet high 1 marking the rise to the next higher plain are covered 
with green bushes and scrubby conifers but the <!oast~l plain is tawny with fields 
of ripening wheat and barley. On the site of the ancient city one can trace the 
pattern of the gridiron of streets between the planted fields. Here and there 
large buildings, now jumbled ruins, rise along the streets among the wheat fields. 

In the more prosperous days of Mus,solil1i' s regime, when Libya was an Italian 
colony, Italian archaeologists began an enterprising program of archaeological 
work here. They uncovered one of the main east-west thoroughfares of the city's 
street system and cleared several large buildings including one especially fine 
private house of ~ellenistic design. At one point in their digging, where the 
mnjor east-west thoroughfare intersects with another running northward directly 
toward the site of the ancient harbor, they uncovered the four well-fashioned 
piers that arc the base of a triumphal arch constructed by the Roman EmperQr 
Diocletian. 

At the northeast corner of this important street intersection -- corresponding 
as it were to State and Madison Streets in Chicago -- stand the ruins of an impor" 
tant building that takes in about two-thirds of a city block. It is to the clear
ance of this building that we are devoting our energies during the time at our 
disposal, and an interesting -- if strenuous -- job it has turned out to be. 
Every morning (save Fridays, the Moslem day of rest) we are at the dig at 8 a.m. 
to call the roll of the twenty workmen who are our crew, and from then 'til 2 p.m. 
we supervise the moving of earth and large building stones and accumulated debris. 
In the ~ftcrnoon while the workmen rest, we return to make measurements of walls 
and architectural members, to photograph and to plan the strategy of the next day's 
efforts. 

So far our efforts have borne good fruit. We have had quite a problem on our 
hands trying to fi.nd our way into the building. It is bad policy, archaeologically 
speaking, to work one's way into a building from up above -- because it is hard 
to distinguish walls from debris when digging downwards. At first we looked for 
an entrance from the back -- this being the more convenient approach from the 
Docauv:Ule Railroad that we have inhcri ted from the Italians and that we must use 
to dump -- at some distance -- what we dig up by way of dirt and debris. But the 
back failed to provide a way in, so we extended our activities to the west face 
of th8 building. Here we uncovered a well•pnved terrace whiqh was instructive in 
more ways than one. Not that it provided the door we were looking for -- a door 
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cor1venient to trackage, but that we found in the paving an inscription telling 
us that it was the "most honorable magistrate Paul'' who had rebuilt the struc
ture and provided the paved terrace. As soon as we get near some books we'll 
probably be able to identify this magistrate and thus to date the rebuilding. 
It will turn out to belong to the fifth century, I guess. 

WeLl, we've put the front, the west side and the back of the building down on 
our scale drawings and are now running a railroad siding up to the cast side, 
so in another week we'll have the place surrounded and under control. 

I would like to tell you a great deal about the kindness of the local authori
ties from the ministers down to the mudir of the village, about our living 
quarters, about the way in which Mrs, Nims and Mrs. Kraeling keep house for usJ 
about sand storms and Giblis (the hot winds that occasionally blow in from the 
Sahara to the south) and about the cool breezes from the Mediterranean and the 
sandy beaches and the translucent waters dissolved into creamy foam in the break
ers that roll in upon our lovely shore. But all this will need to wait 'til 
next fall. Meanwhile we send our greetings to you all at Chicago and wish only 
you could be with us out here where it's so peaceful and where time flows by in 
its tranquil course undisturbed by the course of world events -- leaving us 
free to reconstruct the splendors of the past and even to let our fancy wander 
to the beauteous nymph Cyrene who was the cause of it all. 

Cordially yours, 

Charles and Myrtle Nims 
Elsie and Carl Kraeling 
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THE ~PERFUHFD GHOST SHIP" OF CHEOPS 

Chicago 
June 2, 1954 

On ~~y 26th a young Egyptian architect and archeologist Kamal al-Malakh, made a dis
covery of a new and exciting kind at the Great Pyramid of Gizah. His workmen had 
chiseled a small hole for him into an underground corridor. He thrust his head 
through the hole and saw a great wooden ship, intact down to its oars and ropes since 
the days of Cheops (Khufu), builder of the Great Pyramid, 4500 years ago. 

Jf course the Great Pyramid, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world, has been 
i<nown ever since it was constructed. Therefore it was thoroughly ransacked by plun
lerers many centuries ago. The body of Cheops and the furnishings of his pyramid 
tomb had disappeared before the days of the modern archeologist. We know regrettably 
little about this great king. His pyramid has been minutely measured and tapped in 
the hope of discovering hidden passages. The rock plateau upon which it stands has 
been extensively excavated. Directly in front -- east -- of the pyramid there 
appeared two rock depressions which had once held "funerary boats" for the king, but 
these boats had disappeared long ago. 

~bout thirty years ago the Harvard-Boston expedition made the brilliant discover, of 
the hidden tomb of Hetep-heres, mother of Cheeps, some distance in front of the 
oyramid. The Boston Huseum of Fine Arts is now publishing the skilfully reconstructed 
filrni ture from this tomb. But that was all we knew in the archeology of the reign. 
rhousands of tourists visit the site every year and leave with questions unanswered. 
'lOW we have at last new information -- and probably new questions! 

rhis is the story we get from newspaper and radio despatbhes. About four weeks ago 
the Egyptian Government set Mr. al-Nalakh, the Director of Architectural Works for 
the Gizah Pyramids, to work at clearing out a road on the south side of the Great 
?yramid, so that tourists might drive all the way around that monument. His workmen 
cleared away an ancient brick wall and a lot of fallen debris. Instead of a leveled 
stone surface, they found a constructed pavement, seventy-five feet south of the 
oyramid and parallel to it, with huge limestone slabs carefully laid and sealed 
tight with a pinkish gypsum plaster. This was obviously the ceiling for a corridor 
below ground, a corridor wl'ich proved to be 450 feet long. It had been cut out in 
relation to the pyramid, was of the same precise construction work, and the pink 
Jlaster was characteristic of Cheeps' time. 
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On the basis of a previously known inscription, it was then hoped that this under
ground corridor might lead to a hidden burial-place of the king. (It is not clear 
to me that an Egyptian king would be buried outside of his tomb, instead of in the 
central burial chamber, but it is always legitimate to hope for something new and 
different.) At any rate, the workmen were set to the task of ehiseling a hole 
through the limestone slabs, which proved to be a formidable ~ob, as they were nearly 
six f"eet thick and each about f:J;fteen tons in weight. This corridor was built with 
a care that showed its importance. 

The hole was pierced, and Mr .. al-i'1alakh thrust his head down into the' oorridor. 
While his eyes were adjusting to the dark, his nostrils served as his messengers. 
Th(~re was the fragrance of wood, as pungent as incense. The plaster sealing had 
kept the corridor tight down to the very odors of 4500 years ago. 

When the young architect's eyes had become accustomed to the darkness of the corridor, 
he realized that he was looking down upon the deck of a large ~ oden ship, with a 
hull about 165 feet long. The rock '!rlalls of the corridor had been cut in a curve to 
fit the outline of the ship, which he estimated as about eighteen feet deep from its 
deck to its keel. Lying on the deck were oars and a great spear-bladed rudder sweep, 
coiled ropes, and sheets of linen stretched out for some purpose as yet unknown. He 
could see that the planking was joined with dovetails, rather than nails. He esti
mated that the vessel had at least six decks. (This needs explanation, both as to 
how he could estimate the number of decks from his peep-hole and how six decks can 
squeeze into eighteen feet.) 

The pyramid plateau lies in the desert sands, but it is close to the fields which 
are anually watered by the inundation of the File. ~vood, linen, and ropes do not 
normally survive for four and a half thousand years. Mr. al-I1alakh looked for signs 
of disturbance. The deck looked just as it must have looked when the corridor was 
sealed up. There were no indications in cobwebs or the droppings of bats that aey 
living creature had penetrated the burial. Above all, the fragrance of cedar-wood 
was so strong that it suggested that the air of the corridor must have been sterile 
and preserving to an extraordinary degree. 

At one end of a 450-foot channel the discoverer was able to discern a 165-foot boat. 
He is ccnvinced that there must be a second boat of the same size and kind at the 
other end of the corridor. The first guess is that we have here 11 sun barques" or 
"funerary boats", which always came in pairs at ancient T:;gyptian pyramids and tombs. 

Now we alrea,dy knew about these funerary boats before, both from texts and excava .. 
tions. Beside burials of the First and Second Dynasty at Helouan, I have seen the 
ship outline in the sand, marked w.i th the brown powder of wood which disintegrated 
centuries ago. I have already mentioned the rock-cut depressions to t~east of the 
Great Pyramid, which we confidently call the emplacements of the funerary boats. 
The Chicago Huseum of Fatural History is fortunate enough to have the 32-foot funer
ary boat of a pharaoh '!r1ho reigned about 750 years after Cheeps. And many others 
have been recoenized from the Old and Biddle Kingdoms, even though they had disin
tegrated or were thoroughly stripped of their equipment. 

The ancient ~gyptian idea was this. The sun sweeps through the heavens above by 
day and the heavens beneath the earth by night. The dead Egyptian went off to join 
the sun in the heavens and to share in solar glory. Therefore each pyramid and tomb 
should be provided with two ships, one for day and one for night. And of cou,rse 
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they whould be outfitted with sweeps and yards and lanyards, and with food, drink, 
clothing, and ointment, and with -- for all we know -- musical instruments and 
game-boards. 

~Je also know something about the w od. Egypt 1 s trees, the acacia, the tamarisk, the 
palm, and so on, provide ver.y poor timbers and plankiPg for ship-building. But 
Phoenicia and Cilicia had fir and cypress and cedar. It is on record that the father 
of Cheeps once sent a fleet of forty vessels to Phoenicia to bring back cedar wood 
and the following year had a ship built of cedar, 170 feet long. He called the ship 
"Praise of the Two Lands (of Egypt)". Its length is very close to that of the new 
discover.y. 

At this distance and with the limited information we now have, it would be safe to 
say that this looks very important and exciting and to let it go at that. We do not 
yet know what treasures, literally or archeologically, may be below decks. We do 
not know vh at may be at the other end of that corridor. But I can ask a question: 
Is this really a sun-boat? If there are two, which sounds likely, are they really 
sun-boats? What then was once in those two rock-cut depressions to the east of the 
pyramid? 1~y vrould sun-boats be sealed into a corridor to the south of the pyramid, 
whereas they should properly be to the east or sun side? Perhaps we are dealing 
here with pleasure boats or with boats for pilgrimage to the two sacred cities o~ 
Rgypt, Buto to the north and Hierakonpolis to the south. 

I don't know. I do know that the published evidence suggests strongly that the f'ind 
goPs back to Cheeps' time, from which we have so very little evidence, that the set
up looks unparalleled and therefore important, and that it shows that Tt:gypt 1 s trea
sures are far from exhausted. And I wish that they had started that road for tour
is~s last year when I spent about three weeks tramping around the Pyramid plateaul 
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(Members of the Oriental Institute will remember the two Newsletters from 
U II li 

Bogaskoy written in the summer of 1952 by Hans G. Guterbock. This summer 
Prof. Guterbock again visited Turkey with the project of photographing 
Hittite sculpture. Here he brings us ~p to date on the excavation at 
Bogaskoy, the Hittite capital Hattusa 1 conducted by Prof. Kurt Bittel, 
director of the German Archaeological Institute at Istanbul.) 

I) , 

BOGASKOY REVISITED 

September 1954 

Dear Friends 1 

When I arrived in Ankara I found that the permission for taking pictures of 
Hittite monuments (both in the Ankara Museum and elsewhere) had been kindly 
granted1 everything was ready and all the people there were very nice. While 
the Museum photographer took the pictures I wanted in the Museum halls -- one 
needs artifical light there and I had none of the equipment -- I was able to 
collate some Hittite tablets on which I had worked in my free time while in 
Frankfurt. (Collating means checking one's hand copy against the original, 
difficult for the scholar when the originals are not in one 1 s home museum). 

Luckily, Dr. Kurt Bittel had not yet gone down to Bogaskoy1 so I was able to 
join him for the trip in a taxi, over roads considerably improved over their 
state of two years ago. Work at the excavation had been going on for a week 
everything was, of course, still at the beginning, but the prospects were 
good. Crops in Turkey had been bad this year, so there was a great willingnes; 
to work, and the expedition had taken on about 180 workers, more than in any 
previous campaign. The archeological staff consisted of about ten persons • 
the old team Bittel, Naumann (architect) and Otten (Hittitologist) among them. 

II 11 
Excavation was being done in two spots: Buyukkale 1 the royal acropolis, with 
about two thirds of the workmen, and Buytik Kaya1 the "large rock" on the east 
side of the eastern gorge 1 lying outside the city proper but linked to it by 
walls. The latter is the place where a strange tunnel-like structure was dis
covered in 1952. Traced further in 1953 it proved to run underneath an enor
mous enclosure wall. This wall was gradually removed while I was there, show
ing that the tunnel continues on down the slope where it peters out near the 
bottom of the valley. We judged it to be a drain or possibly a postern. A 
little farther to north another "postern" was just emerging when I left. 

E • • xcavation on Buyukkale, the Acropolis, involved penetrating the Phrygian 
layers (dated ca. first millennium B.c.), co~letion of tee clearing. of an 
imperial Hittite ~uilding (ca. 1400-1200 B.c.), and revealing the Old Hittite 
level (dated ca 1800 -1400 B.c.) with its sublevels. In the vicinity of the 
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archive building tablets were found in considerable number (over 160 while I 
was there) including many joins with fragments found previously. Clearing 
the outside of the citadel showed an enormous paved slope, and fortification 
walls of two Hittite and one Phrygian periods, Among the stones fallen on 
the slope there is a fragment of a limestone head in the round, about twice 
life size 1 of very fine workmanship and resembling the heads of the Yerkapu 
sphinxes. 

u 
I also visited the excavation at K~lt~pe 1 a project of the Turkish Historical 
Society conducted by Prof. Tahsin Ozguc. They had worked both on the city 
mound and the Karum, the settlement of the Assyrian merchants (2oth • 19th 
cent. B.C.) On the mound they had found a large mudbrick building with 
plastered walls of the second Hittite level (dated ca 15th cent, B.c.), and 
after I left they found yet another large building under that, The Karum 
yielded the usual assemblies of dwellings with their inventory of pottery -
very rich and of fancy shapes --, stoves and ovens, and tablets, There wns a 
workshop of a metal worker with many molds 1 some tombs with rich metal objects, 
and a fragment of a colossal basalt lion1 only the jaw1 the oldest large size 
sculpture of this area, 

I visited a number of other monuments in Turkey1 photographing Hittite rock 
reliefs 1 contending with the usual problems of travel, timetables, sunshine 
and cloud. Two short visits to Israel at each end of the Turkish adventure, 
introduced me to excavations at Beit Shearim and Naharia 1 and I just missed 
seeing Dr. Helene Kantor of the Oriental Institute who had been working in 
Israel through the heat of the summer. After such a busy and stimulating 
spring and summer I find it good to be back in Chicago, 

u 
Hans G. Guterbock 
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NK lSLETTSR FRO.i-1 CHICAGO 

Chicago 
October 10, 1954 

Dear Hembers Rnd Friends: 

Greetings to you from Chicago. It is quite unusual for an Oriental Institute 
NewsLetter to comG to you from just across the railroad tracks, so to speak, and 
with our exoedi tions returning to the field it 1-1ill not be long till you hear again 
from interesting and remote noints in the Near :Sast. Heanwhile, the opening of 
the new academic year And my own return to Chicago seemed to make this an approp
rinte opportunity for me to greet you myself and to bring you up to date on my own 
peregrinations. 

When last I reported to you it 1-1a.s from Liby·1 where I 1vRS doing a bit of prospecting, 
not for oil you understr-tnd, but for something the archaeologist tends to prize more 
highly,--the rem.<lins of an ancient buried civilization. Lots of things happened 
there After my initial report Rnd have been happening since I returned, about all 
of which I shR.ll be giving a full account to "!embers and Friends shortly. During 
the summer, after finishing our "sounding" at Tolmeta in Libya, Ilrs. Kraeling and 
I moved on ~ria ~g3rpt to .Syria and Jordan in pursuit of hw other obj ectilres, each 
of which had its own proper Justification and interest. 'l'he first was the prepar
r-ttion, with the help of Jr. Charles lJims, of' a set of ektachrome po,3i ti ves of the 
frescoes of an import~mt tomb at :t>almyra. The second Has the visitation and photo
graphy of a group of Christian monasteries established in the .Jilderness of JudeA. 
in the fourth and fifth cent1lries o'' our era, sor;1e now in ruins Rnd some noN· in 
the lr'lst stPGe~ of' their long historic cRreer. 

In p.qssing through ~gypt on our Vl!'iY to Jordan anct Syria, we learned of the impor
tant di.scoveries made at the Gizoh Pyramids and at SakkArah during the tin1e that 
1,re tvere hidden A.1vf'IY in Libya remote from all cor,-:rmnications, and at the insistence 
of the Sgyptian Director of AntiQllities, Jr. ,:ustRfa !'\.mer, He a.greed to come bAck 
to ·;;;;sypt, after the completi0!1 o:' our t-Tork in Jordan and Syria., to inspect the 
ner,r finds. '3o it w.qs that in the heat of ,Tuly we S')ent ten dA.ys in the Cairo area 
Rnd had "lD unusual orJportuni t:;r to see -'111 the new thint;s thqt Egyptian enterprise 
a.'!d s ...:holarship had recently brought to light. About the r.iiscoveries at the Gizeh 
:;.-'yramirls you have alreA.dy had a report by Prof. ,John A. 1V'Uson ( ·rewsletter of 
June 2, 1954 ) . 'lis report le.qves nothing to be de:>ired, 'ln·:l there is little tha.t 
an eye-wj_ tness can Add s;:ove the impression th~t the techno.~ ogical problems which 
will f'ace the :~gyptian ')eo"'rtr,wnt o.: Antiruities in exnosing the solar o.qrks to 
view are Yery grent, And thAt th•3 length of the ships ( there should be hm, A'1d 
there ww be ttvo more at the other side of the ?yr<=~mid o.f Cheeps ) Rre sometvhat 
smaller thqn '1el,rs reports orit;inally indicr1.ted. Let me therefore tell you some
thing about the new discoveries A.t SakkarAh, 1.v;1ere the ne•v- royA.l tomb was brought 
to light. 
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1:ork in the Sakkarah area, just south of Cairo, has been going on quietly for a 
number of years under the able leadership of Dr. Zakaria Ghoneim of the ~gyptian 
i);)p::lrtment of Antiquities. The great undulating surface of this heA.dland of the 
dt~:.>tn,t pl.<~teau, where it borders upon and overlooks the lJile valley is one vast 
burial field, containing the tombs of some of the earliest Pharaohs of Egypt. 
Outstanding symbol and monument of the region is, of course, the Great step-pyramid 
of Zoser, embodying the work of Zoser 1 s counsellor and arc hi teet Imhote), with 
whom monumental construction in stone virtu::tlly begins in Egypt and whose inventive 
ge~1iu.s laid the groundt,rork for much of Sgypt 1 s archi tectur.<~.l form l'lnd style. To 
the south -"~nd slightly to the ,,rest of Zoser 1 s step-pyr<'l.mid the surface of the 
plateau is marked by ::1 cluster of low hills th"lt to the cttsual observer might have 
hl!en just n!'ltural eminences or at best moun(is of chippings covered r.vi th sand. 
Studying a set of Pir-photos, Jr. Ghoneim believed he could see in the pattern of 
the cluster the outlines of a bnriAl establ;_shment o"' the Zoser-Imhotep type and 
m<tcle three sounding:"! to verify his inference. One yielded the face of the tv all 
mnrki ng the outer e;·lge of a large rectangulAr platform, such as rvere built to set 
off' monumental constructions. The second. producc:l. t!1e corner of an unfinished 
step-pyramid set upon this pl"lt:~orm ani the third revealed the large rect:::tngular 
N'ell cut into the pl..,tform "lt the north o+> the pyramid, to provide access to A. 

subterrAnean burial chamber. The success of the three souniings, which had indeed 
vurificri the inference drawn from the air photo6raphs, constitutes the highest 
oor,sible compliment to the skill of' Dr. Ghoneim and to his knowledge o:' ancient 
.~gyvtian burial structure;,. 

Our inspection of the site under Jr. Ghoneim 1 s supervision 1v!3S most interesting 
and gave us a clear picture of th2 structure. 'I'he plAtform of the tomb complex, 
rectangul:=Jr in form, 1v:1s built up o£' masses of stone excavA.ted from the underground 
tunHol.s and passA.get-Jays, and tvns at one time extended northward to increase its 
siz0 by approxim"ltely one third, RS the diagram shoHs. The plP~tform -vms faced 

eYI\AMID 
c-"""----=,_--

N<--
t\ N C. E. 

0 
\llATFor;,:fV\ 

with a wF~ll of nicely dres~F~d stones, with set-hAcks at reg,llA.r intervP~ls, the 
workmanship being thAt of tho III Jynasty. Of the step-~yr-9.mid only the elements 
of the core of the first tt-ro steps 11ere preserved or constructed. The outer fac
ing w1s ei thor never applied or was looted in later historic times. The rectangular 
well giving entr"lncc3 to the tunnel leading to the subterranean burial chamber had 
splayed sides aloo built of nicely drossod stonc3 Rnrl was sunk a distance of some 
30-hO _f'e8t into the heart of thv plntforrn and the nAtilre rock. It wAs interef.;ting 
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thAt in the strAtification of tho sand that during the ages had filled and covored 
thi.s wall to the very level of the plAtform A dip in the contour of each strAtum 
OVL:r thr~ center of the •rell gRve testimony of the presence of the well e1rcn bsf ore 
thl' :~rchaeologists had located its ualls in the courso of their excavation. 

To locate the elements of the new roy.?.l funernry monuments tvas for Jr. Ghone.im the 
1·wrv of several seasons, and as much as a year a~~o \VO hoard frot:1 our colleagues 
in -~~~;ypt and from roports j_n tho daily Dress thnt he had entersu the tu'1nel load
ing underground from tho entrnnce well to the tomb chnmbor. Tho >Jork Tms slmv and 
vr~ry difficult And At one point so much of the ceiling o:r the tunnel had cavod in 
tht=tt f'urther ,qdvance WRs blocked till the 'iebris could be removed. ?onetrA.tion of 
th•J tunnel t.r:'~s At the SRmn time exceedingly difficult and r:langero,ls bc;cause of tho 
chokin;;: clouds of dust rAise 1 by its clearance and bocause more .of the stone from 
cl:'d.ling WA.s conti11uously bcin~ .jarred loose by the work. Finally there came the 
nt:Ms thAt passage hA-d been cleared Rll the wr:~y to tho burial chamber itself, thrlt 
an alAbaster sarcophagus hAd been found in the chamber, and that the sArcophAgus, 
whc;n opened, proved to be empty. Pictures of the chAmber and sarcophagus have 
sjnce appeared in Life hagazine. (Issue of August 2, 1954) 

Under Dr. Ghoneim 1 s supervision >·m 1-vero permitted to enter tho tunnel, which is 
still only dimly lighted and much too dangerous for the:: casual tourist to visit. 
The tunnel makes R rapid descent, sommvhat like that giving access to the tomb of 
Soti I in the Valley of the Kings at Luxor, and leads the visitor dmvn almost 150 
feet below the level of the plAtform. llhile the floor of the passageway falls 
alvay at a steep anglo, the coiling is cut in ste:p fashion, tho builders having kept 
to the morG solid layers of the stratified rock for ceiling covurage so far as 
possible. At the end of the first step in the ceiling a vertical "air shaft 11 at 
one time led Up1'1Tard and side pASSRgeuays branched off, the latter intended for 
storage of corc;monial objects, but both are now blocked. There being as yet no 
means of air circulation, it became more Rnd more oppressive and damp as w~e pene
trnted into the depth of the tomb and the dust raised by our foot irritated our 
throats and mado us cough. B;: tho dim lig:·1t of a fm1 electric bulbs and lvi th 
torches in hand, 'f.-Je proceeded ever rlmvmvRrd along the sloping tun-'1el, past obstacles 
that had not as yot been removed, to find o~1rselves finally gazing dov-m at ceiling 
height into a rou£.;hly hewn chrtmbur perhaT)s 30 foot sou~'>ro .<tnd high in ti10 midst of 
l>lhich stood a single object of polished stone, the alabaster sarcophaGUS. A re1mp 
hAd been contrived to m.<~ke the finr1l descent into the chamber CJnd clamb()ring down 
it No ent,3rc;d th<J room. -vlith its rough, un£'inir>hod sides it seJmtd a vc3ritable 
Fafnor' s Cave; deop in the bo,rols of tho earth. Dark splotches At three sides 
represented tho beginning of ctobris-chokod, un,:::xplorr~d gallerias and passagc~s run
ning out Rt this daopec;t level in three difforent diructions and forming no doubt, 
a grid 'Hi th the tomb l'lt the cent ;r. The RppeC~.rance of the chamber suggested that 
the Hork of cre"lting here a final resting place for a Pharaoh hr1d never boen fin
isho:i, and tho _c1olished s1rcophagus in the center of the room was thus in some sense 
an /inomaly. The sarcophagus itself T..ras a single large rectangular block of ala
baster hollo1>1ed out from a hole cut into one of the hro sri1aller ends rather than 
from the top. At the end from which the interior was accessible, the sido3 of the 
block adjacc:nt to the opening had been deeply grooiled ·to receive the projecting 
tongues of a slab of alabRster that slid dmm verticR.lly and closed tho oponing 
complGtcly. So neatly had the 1vork b;..;en done that the closed sarcophr-lgus had the 
appearance of a solid block of alabaster. The sliding door had, however, been rais
ed by the excavators, disclosing a void interior, but a light placed in the sarco
phAgus mado tho stone gLoam a pinkish red that added Hnrmth and maje<Jty to the room. 
A wreath or a palmfrond laid on the top of the sarcophagus at one time was tho only 
indiGation that it had ev0r been used. 
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1Jho built the great burial complex is still a matter of guesswork. i·Jhether the 
king who did so died before it wAs finished and was ne,rer interred here, or ~Thethf!r, 
1 f' he \v~s interred here, his mummy was stolen, is not knmvn. 1"1ore will become 
evL dent Hhen the lntterA.l pAssages are cleared and a collection of .gold objects 
f ou..nd in the entrance pAss.nge'l-m.y hRs been examined. 

l'lc~m bers tJill be interested to knou thAt the discoverer and excavator of the buriAl 
cor:1plex, T).r. :~akA.riR Ghoneim, to N'hom we Rre indebted for our visit to the site, 
1.vi.l J. be visiting the United 3tates this month in company 1vith l'lr. Eem~d el-1'1al:'l.kh, 
tho discoirerer of the sol<tr barks at the Gizeh Pyramids. lrve had hopej to arrange 
for both men to lecture to the Institute audience, but the cost of obtAining their 
Sl~r~rices from A. "TAW York lecture bureau seems to be prohibitive for us. Should 
the si.tu!ltion change in this particular you ~Jill hear from us. In any event we 
hope to vvelcome the t1-vo gentlemen Rt the Institute At some time in the course of 
their visit, and to return the kindnnss they have shown us. 

Jnc:Ldentally, I l•rj.sh to remind our rlembers and Friends of the opening lecture by 
Prof. IvicCmm on October 13 on the excavations conriucted during the pAst year at 
I'Jippur in IrA.q. The lecture Hill be i'ollo'!-red by a reception in the halls of the 
lfJuseum Rnd 1ve trust that mA.ny of our '""embers and Friends Hill find it possible to 
nttend. The second lecture of the yc,qr T'llill be on Uovember 10, Hhen I shall give 
a report upon the soundings mA.de in the Hellenistic site of Tolmeta (Ptolemais) in 
ert.st ern Libya. Other lectures Rre in prepn.rntion and T:iiill be" announced soon. '!e 
are hRppy thR_t so mnny of our i'iembers and Friends have reneHed their membership 
with us by the pR.yrnent of their dues. doneys contributed to the oriental Institute 
rc~presont contrib;J.tions to the 1wrk and lJUlfrtro of the University of ChicP'go AS a 
whole and A.re deductible for income-tRx purposes. Our nembership income provides 
a great help in supporting the enterprises ovr?rsr:cAS A.nd rtt home for uhich the 
Oriental Institute has long and justly been famous ,qnd upon 1.-rhich its reputrttion 
is built. He rtppreci""_te your continuing interest in A.nd support of our 1.rork. 

G:1.rl H. KrReling 
Director 
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NEWSLETTER F'ROM IRAQ 

(Members of the Institute will welcome this season's first communication from 
Professor Robert J. Braidwood, Field Director of the Iraq-Jarmo Project. With 
his team of experts Dr. Braidwood hopes to explore the foothills along the Fertile 
Crescent looking for prehistoric sites, pitching camp wherever good sites are 
found.] 

Greetings all: 

Salehedin 1 Erbil Liwa 1 Iraq 
October 171 1954 

Seems like no time at all since I wrote the last of my letters from the field-
actually, it was in May, 1951 1 from Jarmo, but the East doesn't change much. Not 
up in the hill country 1 anyway. 

As you know, I left Chicago August lst 1 cast my shadow on the doorsteps of some 
of the learned foundations in Washington and New York, gave a symposium on early 
agr~culture for Dr. M. L. Wilson, in the Department of Agriculture, and sailed 
on the United Status on Aug. 6th. I got to the boat on time: a week later, Vivian 
Broman and Pat Andersen got themselves caught in a traffic jam, and had to be put 
on the Exochorda by the tug boat1 Had a little time in London and Paris, and was 
very flattered to have Kenneth Oakley of the British Museum of Natural History 
ask roe if Jarmo could be used as their exhibit for the beginnings of agricultural 
village life. 

I flew into Vienna--no high adventure anymore, didn't even see one Russian soldier-p 
to go over our 1950-51 animal bones with Professor Amschler. He and Frau Amschler 
took me immediately into their household, and Amschler was lyrical about the kind 
of light the bones would throw on the whole problem of animal domestication. He 
was especially lyrical about our hogs. Apparently the Jarmo ones were enormous, 
and Amschler felt very possessive about them, and felt I should, too-.. I guess I do! 

From Vienna, I took ten days off at Mittersill in the Pinzgau, a Tyrolian retreat 
of Linda's and mine since 1938, where I had a fine mixture of feelings of both 
peace with the world and of homesickness for Linda and the children, whose ghosts 
haunted the place for me. This year for educational and personal financial reasons 
I have to go it alone, and I don't like itl From Mittersill to Rome, with Mayo 
and Bev Schreiber, who'd come to Aust!'ia to join m0; then by Pan American to 
Beyrouth, where we put up in the French School of Archeology, another old haunt of 
the Braidwoods! 
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At this point 1 I 1 d better introduce the year* s staff 1 since nine of us gathered 
at Beyrouth. Patty Jo Andersen is the Chicago Department of Anthropology :f'ello'\>T 
fo~ the year; she and Vivian Broman were the ones who almost missed the boat. 
Vi~ian is an old 1950-51 hand1 and the single other person on the Institute budget 
bee;ides myself. Mayo Schreiber is my nephew, who came as a volunteer general 
har.ld (at his own expense!) with his new wife1 Beverly--as a matter of fact, they 
got; married too soon before sailing to have passports as man and wife, and haven't 
gotten around to legalizing the situation yet. Fred and Margaret Matson of Penn 
St~te University were also on the Exochorda when she docked in Beyrouth Sept. 1st: 
Fred is on the environmental project, financed for us by the National Science 
FoUtndation for the Department of Anthropology--radioactive carbon samples and raw 
cla:y for pottery-making are his dish, as Fred is a hot laboratory man as well as 
a :f'ine archeologist. Bruce Howe 1 Peabody Museum, Harvard, an old 1950-51 hand 1 
and this year 1 s Baghdad professor of the American Schools of Oriental Research, 
is ~ur cave man--digging for the people who lived in caves being his specialty. 
The last to join us in Beyrouth was my faithful old friend, Abdullah Abdu al~Masri, 
excavation superintendent of every Institute dig I've ever worked on. After we'd 
reached Baghdad, Charlie Reed turned up by air from Vienna, where he'd also visited 
Amschler--charlie teaches comparative anatomy at the University of Illinois, he is 
our animal man on the National Science Foundation grant 1 and he thinks bath tubs 
are to keep amphibia in. Last to reach us 1 at Salehedinl were the Wrights--Herb 1 
Rhea, Dick (9 years),Pete (7 years), and Johnny (4 years)-•Herb is the geologist, 
Uni~ersity of Minnesota, on Guggenheim fellowship, and another old 1950-51 hand. 
The Wrights drove the Land Rover (British equivalent of a jeep) through to Iraq 
fron1 England. This is all of us for now, with Hussain Azzam, our representative 
fron1 the Iraq Directorate General of Antiquities, and Yusof Mansour, representing 
the Iraq Natural History Museum. In the spring, Hans Halbaek 1 botanist of the 
Danish National Museum1 will join us 1 and also perhaps an agronomist. 

While I'm at it, too, I'll give you the rationale for this strange assortment of 
peop~e. We've discovered, in the past two seasons particularly 1 that ,.,e arche
ologists alone can't reconstruct all of the circumstances which brought about the 
great change from the cave-dwelling stage to that of the settled village-farming 
community. Since understanding about this great change is our central problem, 
we've drafted natural scientists (and the aid of the foundations) to help us re~ 
construct the environment of ten to seven thousand years ago. There can be both 
natural and cultural aspects to an environment, and hence this teamwork of natural 
scientists and archeologists. 

Well~ it took us two weeks to clear our gear through customs and get it shipped 
from Beyroutht we left Beyrouth early on Sept. 14th. At 8:15 p.m. on the 15th, 
very_ tired, and very dirty1 we pulled ~ to the Zia Hotel in Baghdad, after a con .. 
tinuous 38 hour desert drive, I 1d not done it directly since 1930--I guess I was 
too young then to have really remembered what a rugged trip it is 1 at about 1200 
in the shade (which ain't 1 on the desertl). Baghdad's pretty much as we left it 
in 19511 the same smell of a sewer at the foot of the steps to the Zia Hotel 1 the 
same openhanded hospitality by Michael Zia himself, the same cordial reception by 
H. E. Dr. Naji al-Asil and his staff at the Directorate of Antiquities. There's 
considerable show of building activity in the city; a new bridge being done by 
German contractors (who also have the Wadi Thartnar dam project), and much new 
German goods in the market. The floods of last spring did a great deal of 
damage, especially to street pavements, which are in awful shape. 
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I s~nt rw people north as seen as I poss1bly could, and finally left in despair. r.rysl.:lf 
on ~ctober 3rd1 with the gear shipment still somewhere on a truck between Damascus 
and Baghdad. One always thinks he knows how to arrange it better this time 1 while 
sti.:ll ;in Chicago: one fancies he's really an "old Near East hand" by now 1 and can 
ant~cipate anything. The more fool, hel Being an old Near East hand involves 
udjLlstment to a tempo of life which I always lose in my two intervening years at 
home--it always takes me a couple of months to adjust myself to being able to get 
onlJ; fifteen minutes work done in a whole morning full of negotiations. Our ship
ment finally arrived in Baghdad on Thursday (Oct. 13th) and may be cleared and up 
to ULS by November 1st--now it doesn't seem to matter so much1 as we've adjusted 
ourselves to being without it1 and we make do. 

One of the compensations of the Near East is the wonderful complete improbability 
of now things do happen. With no tents 1 no gear 1 nothing 1 we had to find a place 
for all of us near the locality of our fall operations. Through our old friend 
Jeff Glessner, the American missionary in Kirkuk1 I'd heard of a summer resort 
with bungalows and a hotel, run under contract for the Iraqi State Railways, by 
a certain Abdullah Effendi 1 the night club king of Baghdad. So the Reverend 
Glessner took me to Abdullah's, whe;re we found himself 1 looking like a George 
Raft gone to secd1 and with interruptions by his floor show (some of the girls 
were Viennese, with not bad legal) we arranged for the rental of three bungalows 
at Salehedin1 in the mountain flanks about 300 miles north of Baghdad. Everything 
included (linen, dishes, kitche~1etc.) save food itself 1 at $270.00 per month for 
sixteen people, and there wasn't anything else we could do 1 anyway. So here we 
are among fine trees and gardens, on a low mountain ridge; now in a single low 
sort of ranch type fifteen room hotel (Abdullah gave up his contract on the bunga
lows) which we have all to ourselves. We're half an hour to two hour's drive 
from our survey locale; we have a magnificent zinnia garden and even a pint-sized 
swimming pool. The plumbing arrangements are erratic, one approaches the flush
ing of a toilet with a sense of adventure, and Bev Schreiber almost drowned when 
the cover over the cesspool caved in with her, but the view to the Dortheast 1 
towards the high ridges of Persia, is magnificent. Salehedin is named for that 
Salad~n who worried the Crusaders--he was a Kurd and supposedly was born on this 
ridge; his descendants are nice people, and we like it here. 

We 1ve been out on survey for a bit over a week now--tramping up and down valleys, 
looking for archeological sites in our range of interest. So far, we've not 
found any really strong probabilities for future excavation, but we're getting a 
good feel for the country, and learning from it. It's about a hundred miles 
north of Jarmo; we 1ll return to Jarmo to finish it off in the spring. My next 
to you will have more of our research progress. 

An old friend of mine, Thorne Deuel} bade me goodbye by wishing 11may your season 
seem too short 11

• Thorne has the true field archeologist's feel for these things. 
So far, our season has seemed short. 

Best of cheer, 
Bob 

(Robert J. Braidwood) 

P.s. Just got wire from Herb Wright 11 leave Sunday nlght (Oct. 17th) inshallah 
perhaps with shipment. 11 Herbls been in Baghdad finishing off his protocol, and 
apparently has been busy otherwisel 
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November 13 1 1954 

Greetings all: 

My last letter, of a bit less than a month ago, brought you up to the 
point where we were at last ready to begin work--although actually we'd al
ready done a week of survey when I wrote. 

In the sense in which I use it here, trsurvey 11 means simply roaming 
around the most likely parts of the country, looking for promising sites to 
excavate. We'd moved over a hundred miles north of our old sites at Jarmo, 
Karim Shahir 1 etc., to put ourselves in a somewhat different environmental 
(and perhaps cultural?) zone. This much distance north plumped us right 
into the middle of the drainage of the Greater Zab River (there are two Zabs; 
the more southerly is the Lesser Zab}. It comes out of the high mountains 
through a gorge at a village called Bekma 1 and meanders some forty or fifty 
miles through foothills, broken up by tributary valleys, to the Assyrian 
plain. The lower ends of the tributary valleys, and the more open portions 
of the Zab Valley itself, is the sort of open grass-land country one would 
expect to find early village sites in. The limestone ridges behind have 
caves, and Bruce Howe had his eye on these. 

We cut our teeth walking the nearer tributary valleys: our feet suffered 
a bit to begin with, until the gear finally arrived, with our good field 
shoes. It took some days to get the "feel" of the thing, too. At first, I'd 
anticipated we'd find the kind of sites we wanted in slightly more rugged 
country than actually proved to be the case. Our best bets are located 
along the broader flatter terraces of the Zab and a major tributary, the 
Khazir. 

Survey is a marvelous way to get the "feel" of the people, as well as of 
the topography. Usually we were in parties of three or four, including 
Abdullah or Hussain: two on one side of a stream, two on the other, with 
rucksacks and canteens. We'd come upon little villages, everyone cut finish
ing the threshing, nice friendly people, some villages so completely isolated 
that we found no Arabic speakers at all, only Kurdish. We'd be given melons, 
grapes, tomatoes: I think we were looked upon as more crazy than suspicious. 
Part of the difficulty was that we kept asking for hill tops with flint 
chips, and natural flint is so common in the gravelly hills that what fool 
would come thousands of miles to look for it? 
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Now that the survey phase is complete, I suppose we visited well over a 
hundred open sites and caves, of which about twent-five were close enough to 
our range of interest to be recorded by us. The reGt, we turned over to 
Hussain for the Directorate of Antiquities' records. My maps shows that our 
routes total to more than 400 miles and there was at least double that amount 
of zigzaging by us. We saw some wonderful country, and Abdullah and I capped 
our pnrt of it by three day boat trip down the Zab, from Bekma gorge to 
the plain. This is a very unavailable stretch of the river, and has not 
been examined before. In anticipation of this sort of thing, I'd asked the 
Kate Maremont Foundation for a small folding boat--it works on the principle 
of a beach umbrella, and is not much bigger. We christened her Adele, and 
she took us through rapids about every mile of the voyage: she never swamped, 
but she was hardly what sailors would call a "dry boat". Actually we didn't 
find much, the country remained pretty rugged, but the trip is now done and 
won't have to be repeated. Also the two nights alone on the riverside, under 
the stars and a full moon, when Abdullah and I made a campfire and reminisced 
about old times and prewar digs, are things I shall never forget. 

Now the survey phase is over, our p~rmission to sound three groups of 
vil1nge Rites nnd three cave groups has come through from the Directorate of 
Antiquities, and we begin moving earth on Monday. Next time, I'll tell you 
about what we've found. In the meantime geologist Herb Wright, Zoologist 
Charlie Reed, and radio-active chronologist and archeologist Fred Matson have 
been about their own affairs. Here are some notes they've given me, along 
with one of Bruce's on his cave survey: 

Geological explorations this fall in the Kurdish Mountains of 
northeastern Iraq have been pointed towards determining the extent 
of pleistocene glaciation, as a record of climatic changes which 
might be pertinent to the archeological studies going on concurrently 
in the foothills. Although either present or past glaciation has not 
heretofore been reported from Iraq, there now exist not far away in 
Turkey small g:Lo.ciers in fo.vored locat1ons, o.nd the Pleistocene 
glaciers there extended down to elevntions of 6000 feet. 

The search for glacial features has been successful in these Iraq 
mountains. Many large valleys with heads above elevations of 7000 
feet seem to have carried glaciers, some of which flowed down to 5000 
feet. Farther downstream coarse grgvel d.eposi ts were left by the 
glacial meltwaters, and in the foothills aqd plains in front of the 
mountrdns, broad gravel sheets were left along the major rivers. 
Dissection of these gravel d~posits in post-glacial time has been 
accompanied by early habitation in these areas, and the relations of 
the gnlYel terraces to aome of the 'lrchaeological sites will be studied 
as the next phase of the project after the mountain work has been com
pleted. 

Herbert E. Wright, Jr. 
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As the zoologist accompanying the Iraq-Jsrmo Archeological expedition 
of the Oriental Institute, University of Chica~o, I got off to a good start-
in London, a month ~ I reached Iraq. The animal bones from Ralph 
Solecki's "Shanidar Cave" had iust arrived to be identified, at the British 
Museum (Natural Hi~tory), and the busy people there were only too happy to 
turn them over to me for preliminary sorting and diagnosis. At the same 
time I had a valua"hle two we.eka, working with anime'lls from a cave dig in 
northern I~ kind of thing I would be expected to do when I 
got into the field. 

From Lon~on I went t~ Lei~en for another two weeks. Here the 
Rijksmuseum van Natnurlijke Historie and a magnificent skeletal collection, 
but unfort,lna+,ely most of the skeletons are mounted, so that they are nice 
to look at, but detailed study is impossible. Since the recent war the 
Leiden museum has not been able to afford to mount their skeletons ( a fat 
silver lining to an otherwise reduced budget), and so put them dis3rticulated 
into boxes, much better for det3iled comparisons. 

In Leiden I studied mostly the skeletons of domestic mammals, and con
centrated particularly on the vexing problem of distinguishing between sheep 
and goat. Such differentiation can be done on the basis of some of the bones, 
but all of the answers will come only after detailed study of the skeletons 
of many wild and domestic sheep and goats, and as yet no museum in the world 
ha·s such material. I hope that by the end of this field seasCln we will have 
begun to acquire such a series of skeletons. 

From Leiden I went to Vienna, where, unlike Bob Braidwood a month before 
me, I did see plenty of Russian soldiers (but had no trouble with them). In 
Vienna I had only three brief days with Prof. J. W. Amschler, who for thirty 
years has been a student of the history of animal domestication, and who at 
present is studying all the bones excavated at Jarmo in 1950-51. It would 
take a year or more for the genial Prof. Amschler to discuss all the infor
mation (much of it unpublished) on domestication that he has packed away over 
his years of research, and three days were only tantalizing. I must go back. 

From Vienna I flew to Basra, then was in Baghdad for a few days before 
coming here to Salahedin in the hills of northern Iraq. Here I have been 
trying to get together a skeletal collection of all the animals that live here 
today, for presumably most of these animals also lived here when man first 
began to sow cereals and settle down in villages. If we know the animals 
today we can know better the biota--the animal environment--of that past 
period in which our archeologists are primarily interested. 

Charles A. Reed 
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Our Arab workmen think I am crazy because I slowly scrape thin layers 
of black dust and charcoal from the near bottom of exposed faces of famous 
excavated sites instead of digging for new finds. We shovel away the clay 
and sand that rain-wash and wind-blown dust have built up against the lower 
parts of deep pit faces so as to expose areas that have not been disturbed 
since the death of the civilizations of which they are the surviving evidence. 
It is a fascinating puzzle to relate the black streaks we want to sample to 
the original levels established by the excavators of the sites. 

The charcoal from ancient fireplaces and burned houses can be used to 
d8te the period or level of the town from which it was collected, thanks 
to the technique for radiocarbon dating that Dr. W. F. Libby developed at 
the Institute for Nuclear Studies of the University of Chicago. We are try
ing to get charcoal from as many of the early sites in the Near East as 
possible this year, and have so far obtained material from several levels at 
Hassuna, Matarrah (Bob Braidwood's dig in 1948), Arpachiyah, and Tepe Gawra. 
These should go far toward establishing dates for the earliest periods in 
which man lived in settled villages in northern Iraq and will give us an idea 
o~ the length of time that the Hassuna, Halaf, and Obeid periods lasted. 

Fragments of pottery are of course strewn on the excavation dumps, and 
they can tell us much about technological progress in the early farming com
munities, so Mayo Schreiber and I have collected as many potsherds as possible 
from the sites where we obtained the carbon samples. These sherds are now 
washed and are taking up a lot of table space in our quarters at Salahedin. 
A field study of them and of the pottery we will shape and fire from clays 
collected at the sites is underway and the work will be concluded with labor
atory analyses when we get home. 

Frederick R. Matson 

I have concentrated my search for caves (where we all hope to get more 
and varied traces of the final stages of cave life and even some evidence 
overlapping with finds at the earliest village mounds, though this may be 
too much to ask) in the Hnrir, Diyana 8nd Aqra districts of the foothills 
area. These are three size3ble plains enclosed by limestone mountains; 
mounds and open-air sites exist on the plain, and rock shelters and caves 
are visible on the ridges. I went o~t the first few days in long excursions 
just to cover as ffiuch territory as possible and get an idea of where the caves 
were. I did this mostly by car with parties bent on other affairs but could 
sometimes entice people to a spot I wanted to aee, too. Then I made up a 
list of localities to visit and search in detail, ·.dLh ar1 eye to a well 
plar.ned dr.y'3 trip or 2-3 :lay itinerary. I s"'t o~t after this en a. succession 
of hiking, driving and searching trips in which I had the help of various mem
bers of the group as the spirit moved them. A total of 22 caves and shelters 
was investigated and' 5 produced interesting surface material which is our cnly 
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clue to what rests down inside the deposits. These finds formed the basis 
for our application to make soundings at some of these points. Most of the 
material is the sort of microlithic final stone age sort of stone industry 
that was found at Palegawra in the 1950-51 season but prorr.ises us some in
teresting variations, being 100 miles northward and possibly of slightly 
different date; one shelter has a different sort of assemblage and may give 
us a quite different stone age collection; and a third cave has such a 
large deposit of earth in front of it that one hopes it contains not only a 
plentiful series of the periods we want but perhaps also of earlier or later 
periods, though no trace of these last was found on the surface. This is 
not unusual, however, with old and successive deposits. Every cave exca
vation holds surprises and disappointments even after close pr2liminary 
scrutiny. A limited and still unproductive hunt hns also been st.arted in 
river terrace gravels up nc.ar Rm.randuz on th~ edge of the Diyana Plain near 
the Iranian border because Herb Wright has found traces of Pleistocene gla
cial activity upstream from there and this might give us a chance to find 
Old Stone Age hand axes and flake tools in deposits linked to glacial 
fluctuations 3nd gain an insight into even earlier human occupations in this 
part of the world. This sort of searching is not as exciting as the caves, 
where everything is nicely concentrated, and I find fewer helpers and need 
much more time than I dare take just now. Thus, it must be postponed a bit. 

Bruce Howe 

Of course Herh, Charlie, F'red and Bruce have all sorts of tales of the 
things they've run into on their own wanderings--if their and our tales all 
got put down here, this would be a book. The main thing that strikes me, to 
dote, is that things are really beginning to open up. As far os I can tell 
(from my giddy heights as coordinating director), the staff is happy, and it 
certainly is yielding the kind of results I've hoped for. The American 
Philosophical Society has made me a grnnt to "bring out H::ms Helbaek, the 
Danish botanist, in January, and I think we will come out of this season with 
the evidence for the reconstruction of an enviror~ent--both natural and cul
tural--of a very important stage of transition in human history. 

Next time I'll tell you about the test digs. 

:Rest of cheer, 

Rebert J. Rraidwocd 
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Third Newsletter from Salahedin 

Greetings all: 

Dec. 19, 1954 
Salahedin 
Erbil Liwa 
Iraq 

A bit over a month ago~ I wrote you about the completion of the survey phase 
of our Fall operations in the basin of the Greater Zab River. I ended by promisimg 
that my next letter would be about digging. This is it. 

We had allowed ourselves a full month for the test digging phase, and decided 
to break this up into three ten-day operations apiece--open sites and caves, Ten 
day's work with a dozen men on an open site, and with half that many men in a cave, 
can expose enough to give a pretty fair indication of content. The three different 
operations would allow us to test the three sites which had looked best on our sur
face survey--Bruce called them our "three wishes". We telegraphed for our four 
favorite pickmen from Shargat--Halifa 1 Jassim, Nijim, and Saleh (whose picture is 
on the dust jacket of Linda's book), and Abdullah and I went up to Jarmo to get eight 
of tbe best pickmen we'd developed up there. By November 14th, we'd readied our 
tentage and gear, received permission for the soundings from the Directorate of 
Antiquities, packed the workmen into the truck, and were off to begin digging. 

The first open site operation was on a pair of adjacent small mounds, called 
Gird Chai and Gird Ali Agha ("gird" is simply the Kurdish for "mound"), on the banks 
of the Zab about twenty miles north of Erbil town. The valley here has high rolling 
gravel hills, grass-covered, with lowerterracea along the river, and the Zab itself 
is clear and swift and makes a pleasant rippling noise. Vivian Broman superintended 
the tests--she began on Ali Agha, and soon had clear indications of a phase of cul
ture just later than Jarmo--heretofore a gap in the sequence. The Ali Agha 7people 
had made simple huts, subterranean in part, and had produced a very coarse pottery, 
used some obsidian for knives but flint they worked wretchedly, and had even pro
duced aome crude figurines. Gird Chai proved to be a much earlier site, in the 
range of our 1950-51 Karmim Shahir, but it had been badly pitted by farmers about 
five hundred years ago. 
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Bruce Howe, meanwhile, was working----and living, most pleasantly, without 
ten~s---in a cave about 1100 feet above the mouth of the Zab from its gorge at 
Bekrneh. Fortunately, Fruce had few visitors. To receive me, he had to scramble 
down that 1100 foot slope, assemble the ADELE, (our folding boat), paddle her over 
to the south bank of the river, get me aboard, and paddle back. We then both 
scrambled up the 1100 feet, saw the cave, scrambled back down, refloated ADELE, and 
delivered me to the south bank. Then Bruce had to paddle and scramble back up again 
to his cave! His tale of getting his workmen and gear over the river in the ADELE 
is a fine one. One of the Kani Sardi workmen, who had never been on the water be
fore in his life, locked Bruce in a bear hug as soon as the Adele began to rock in 
the water. The cave yielded a material like that of our 1950-51 Palegawra cave: 
it is interesting mainly in that the operation established knowledge of a northward 
extension of the flint industry to the Zab. 

The next ten day test period began November 26th in the plain of Diyana, which 
we reached after a three hour drive from Salahedin ending with the winding road up 
through the magnificent Ruwanduz Gorge. This is spectacular country by any com
parison--somewhat smaller in scale than our more famous American mountain canyons and 
gorges, but pretty wonderful--rushing water, high vertical flanks, a shaggy and 
rather typically Kurdish wildness! The open site in the Diyana plain was a little 
mound called Gird Banahilk--Pat Andersen superintended it and will work up her 
Master's thesis on it. We had been attracted to it in the surface survey since it 
yielded the potsherds of the most glittering prehistoric painted pottery style, the 
Halafian. The Halafian phase has badly needed full definition, and the culture it 
represents has often been believed to have had highland origins. The remote upland 
plain of Diyana, surrounded by mountains many already snow-capped, seemed to us an 
ideal testing ground. Pat's operations at Banahilk were so satisfying that I l1ope 
we can obtain from friends of the Oriental Institute modest funds to return there 
in the spring. I'm not primarily a musuem-minded archeologist, but we could contri
bute considerable new knowledge and add the sparkle of the very handsome Halaf pot·~ 
tery to the Institute's collections by a short campaign there in April, if we could 
get the extra $1200 needed for this special job. 

Bruce's caves, for his second test, overlooked the Diyann plain, and he was 
thus able to live in our single large camp, which Bev and Mayo Schreiber managed. 
Of three cave shelters he tested, the most interesting was Babkhal, with a flint 
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industry of a developed "Mousterian" type, above which lay a scatter of later flint 
too~s of the Palegawra type. 

The last of the three ten day village-site tests began December 7th at two 
smaLl mounds, M'lefaat and el-Khan, on either side of the main Mosul·Erbil road, 
just beyond the bridge over the Khazir River. The Khazir is a major tributary of 
the Zab, also swift and clear, and in 1942, the British army had surrounded the 
Khazjr bridge approaches with a fabric of anti-tank trenches and gun emplacements 
against a possible Nazi advance from the northwest. In a way, the anti-tank trenches 
favored us--I've never enjoyed the luxury of such long sectional cuts through an 
area with archeological occupation. Vivian had c'!large of the Khazir tests 1 and be
gan on M'lefaat. Within five days, she was able to show me our next ~for full 
scale excavation, once Jarmo is completed. M'lefaat is a pre-Jarmo village, even 
more elemental, in every sense, than is Jarmo, yet still surely a settled village. 
With Karim Shahir, which had been so shallow, and architecturally negative, we had 
never been sure. M'lefaat 1 even on the basis of our short tests, is the new and 
earlier than Jarmo village of the Iraq-Jarmo Project--! only wish it's name weren't 
such a mouth twister! It has no pottery at all, a fine flint industry, including 
microliths but no obsidian, and a flourishing industry in heavier ground stone; 
architecturally it seems to run to pit houses, although other types of structure 
may appear when larger exposures are made. 

El-Khan yielded material of typical early Hassuna type, a post-Jarmo sort of 
thing and well known. Its interest is primarily geological--Herb Wright thinks the 
heavy silt overburden was probably deposited naturally, ~ the Hassunan occupa
tion. This is an indication of landform change at a later time than one would have 
imagined. 

Bruce's last tests were near the town of Aqra, some fifty miles northeast of 
Mosul. Here, in a cave ahelter called Barak, he found material again of Palegawra 
type, but with certain intel'esting variations. 

The exciting result of the test sounding phase is clearly Mflefaat (since I 
seem to be in the business of discovering ever earlier villages), but Ali Agha is 
an interesting contribution in itself, and Banahilk has considerable interest 
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bccetuse of its position in a remote mountain valley and due to·the aesthetic appeal 
of its painted pottery. Here is a sketch of the now known pre-historic sequence of 
Irag ('before about 4000 B.c.) 1 with our new sites in capital letters, and the other 
sites we've worked underlined; with most recent sites at top .. 

Halaf 1 Arpachiyah1 BANAHILK 

Hassuna (standard), Matarrah (upper) 

HassunA (archaic), Matarrah (lewer) 1 EL KHAN 

ALI AGHA 

Kar.im Shahir, CHAI 

Za.rzi 1 Palegawra 1 Shanidar n J "BARAK 

Shanida.r C 

J'tazer Merd, Shanida.r D 1 ~AAKHAL 

~Balka 

? 

I'm sorry to bother you with all these details and etrange name~ 1 but you 1ll 
at least sense the way in which we've been pushing backwards in time and recl~iming 
understandings. 

As I write, the materials are being classified and packed for storage, Christ• 
mao is being planned for on a full scale, and by the first of the year, we'll have 
left for our archeological tour in the west. 

I'll write again from the Lebanon. 

Jjeat "''f cheer_, 

Robert J. Braidwood 
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Newsletter froc:. I.,uxor 

Dear Friends: 

Chicago Rouse 
Luxor 1 Egypt 
January 4 1 1955 

The year 1954 will go dawn as a signal year in Egyptian archaeology. 
Certainly not since the discovery of Tutankhamon's tomb in 1922 have so many 
people read so much about the ancient monuments of this country as they have 
since last June about the discovery of the so-called solar boat beside the great 
pyramid at Gizeh and the base of a second step-pyramid at Saqqarah, However, I 
am not exaggerating or beinc partial to our own Thebes when I say that scarcely 
anyone has heard ahout the discovery which will occupy EgyptoloGists and historians 
most for years to come. 

Last July while I was in Billings Hospital I received a long, excited and exci
ting letter from our good friend Iabib Habachi, Chief Inspector of Antiquities 
for Upper Egypt. He and Dr. Mohammed Hamma·l, who has now succeeded Henri Chevrier 
as Director of Works at Karnak, had just uncovered in Karnak a large stela, rela
tively undamaged, inscribed with a text concerning the war to break the domination 
of the Hyksos foreigners over northern Egypt. 

Since I have been back in Luxor 'the stela has been undergoing treatment for 
preservation and until very recently 90uld .not be seen. I have not studied it and, 
of course, would not abuse privilege by circulating my findin~prior to publication 
if I had. However, Labib Habachi, although a very busy man, has given me a brief 
account of the content of the inscription with permission to pass it on to you. 
Needless to say, the inscription is not easy to interpret in nnny details and this 
account is based on but a preliminary translation. 

First the story of the discovery. R:~bachi and Hamma.d decided early in the 
summer t0 re -erect a broken statue of the Priest King Pinozem I (abcmt 1000 B.c.) 
which Chevrier had found last winter under the ruins of the n<>rth tower of the 
second pylon of the Arnon temple in Karnak. To determine whether the original 
foundation 1Jn which the statue hac~ stood on the north side of the csateway through 
the second pylon would support it again, they becan investigating the blocks of the 
foun~1a tion. These blocks themselves turnec~ cut to be of ccnsi(1ernble significc.nce 
since they were re-used from buildinss erectec1 by Amenhotep III cmd his son 
Akhenaton (14th century B.c.). Immediately adjc..cent there are the remains of a 
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c 'lssal statue of Ramses II, so its foundation was investigated also and this was 
when pay dirt was hit. It was here that one of the blocks proved to be the 
remarkable slab now known as the Kamose stela. 

This slab is a round-topped limestone stela over 7 feet tc..ll, over 3 l/2 feet 
wide and nec..rly 8 inches thick. It was originally an inscribed part of a column 
in one of the Karnak 'ber.tples of Kine:; Sesostris I (tlid-twentieth century B.c.). It 
was later re-used by a hiGh official of KinG Kan10se (about 1600 B.c.) nar.1ed Neshi 
to record a part of the story of the kin3's strue:,.::slc against the Hyksos. Finally 
it was usee~ once agc.in ovel:' 300 years late!', S'Jmewhat ignominiously face down_, but 
with the hc.ppy result of nec.r perfect preservation, by the GI'ec.t Rc.mses as a 
foundati•'n block under a statue nf himself. 

On the rounded top of the stela appears the conventicnal win{;ed sun-disk 
flanked by pendant cobras, and in the lower left cornel:' is the rather small 
figure of Neshi. It was l:.e who, he tells us in the text, was orc1erec~ by King 
Ko.J:Lose to inscribe the kine;'s explr:Jits in the wal:' of liberation on a stela which 
was to reno.in in Karnnk forever. These exploits, or o.t leo.st one co.mpaign, are 
duly recordec~ then on the remaind.:;r of the surface of the slab in 38 long lines 
neatly but ncJt eleGantly ene.:raved. Howevel:', this text does n')t bcc,in as any goo'~ 
Ec;yptinn stele".., especic..lly one bearinG a l:'oyal record, should with the king's 
regnal year and titulary nnd other proper introductory remc.rks. It begins ia the 
:c:tidst of a narrc.tive. This mic;ht ue a disturbinG fact, GO·~X1 for reams of erudite~ 
discussim'., if it c1id not neatly fall into place like a missinG piece in a puzzle, 
but in this instance o. piece n•.:> one lmew was nissinG. The other parts c.f the 
puz z le are these. 

In 1908 there was found by the Ec..rl of Carnarvon and Howard Carter, late!' the 
C:iscoverers 0f Tutankhamon's t0mb, a "'schoolboy's wooden writinc uoard in a tomb in 
t:r"e necropolis on the west side of the Nile almost directly opposite Karnak temple. 
The boy of lone; ac;o had been set the task of copyinG a text with sone merit as o. 
rJJ.rra ti ve anC. which dP.alt with a stirrine; episr'de, probably not nore than 50 years 
in the past, in the struggle to liberate his country from foreic,n d<Jr,1ination. The 
task was intended to improve his hc..ndwritinc;, his spelling, perhaps his literary 
tastes and his pa triotisn. 

:His text be o:m sobel:'ly with the date "year 3" in the reir.::n of "the powerful 
king in Thebes 1 " Kamose. After the titles and usual lauc1a tory epithets of the kine;, 
the no.rro.tive tells how the king who rule"; only a mic.dle p2"rt of Egypt with his 
capital o. t Thebes became diS(3'J.Stec1 with the situation and c1ecic1ec1 to du sonethin,g 
about it. One day he called his c0uncil of noblemen together and said in effect, 
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"Of what use is this power of mine? I sit here in Thebes ruling only a part of the 
country while an Asiatic chieftain in the Ielta rules Lower Emt up as far as 
Aehmunein and a Negro chieftain rules Nubia down as far as Assuan." His coun
ci1lors advised the conservative course of clinging to the status quo which, they 
so.:id, was not so bad after all. They had no trouble holding their part of Egypt. 
In it were good lands and crops and herds, and no one raided the territory. Of 
course, they sa1d 1 if anybody should try to encroach on their pg.rt they would not 
stand for it, but until that time they advised letting well enough alone. But the 
king was fed up 1 he felt his strength and would have none of their advice, so he 
led his arm;y in a campaign northward to attack the Asiatic intruders. After a 
march of less than 300 miles he came upon what was ap);nrently a Hyksos frontier 
stronghold, captured and looted it. He then moved on to another pla.ce 1 -·but there 
the schoolboy finished his assignment. One side of his board was filled and he 
quit in mid-sentence. On the other side he copied a different and more popular 
exercise text, the beginning of a famous book of proverbs. 

The accidentally preserved schoolboy's tablet posed samcthine of a problem. 
Was it a mere story or was it a copy of a bona fide 1 contemporary record which wae 
true at least in the main? If it was "histor;t'ittold us a number of things about 
a s:parsely documented but important pericd. Sir Alan Gardiner, who definitively 
edited the text in 1916, not only believed that it could be trusted but that it 
bore the marks of being a copy from a royal stela up in one of the '.Iheban temples. 

Now for another piece of the puule. In 1932 and 1935 there turned up in 
the clearinG of the third pylon of the Amon temple at Ka.rna.k two fragments of 
the upper right side of a lnree limestone stela. H-ppily the two pieces fitted 
together and furnished the beginninge of 15 lines of text. This was not much, 
for even the longest pieces of lines consisted cf only 5 or 6 words 1 but the text 
began with the date "year 3." In th~ second line was the name of Kines Kamose. 
There was enough to make certain that Sir Alan had been ri@lt. The schoolboy 
had copied this text verba tim even to some of i te unusual spellincss. Of course, 
he had mde some mistakes of his own and even the small amount of text on the 
frn~nts helps correct a number of them. 

And now in 1954 has came the largest and most unexpected piece of the puzzle 1 
the piece no one could have Buessed was missing. Xing Kamose 's official Neshi 
had been ordered to place upon a stela a text drawn up by the royal scribes 1 and 
he says "upon a stela" not "upon two stelae." But obviously a text long enough to 
cover the surface of two stelae each 7 by 3 1/2 feet in not very large hieroglyphs, 
as we now lmow1 must have seemed to him or his artisans better placed on the two 
ste~ne than on one about twice the size. In any case, we have now not quite three 
quarters of the whole text. 
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The new stele. continues the st'.)ry of the ca.mpaien on the schoolboy's boo.rd 
and carries Kine; Kamose with his C.rliJY and fleet on northward. The narrative is 
l1.rccly tole~ in the first person by the king himself with an aside now and then 
in the third person. He taunts the eneny, "the wretched Asic..tic,n in direct address 
and describes the terror that gripped the Hyksos kiDB and his people chwn in Avaris 
because of the havoc he was wreakinc:, on their terri tory in his puroh down river. 

K.:raose relates how he captured ct one plc.ce 300 ships lc.c.en with valuable 
imports from Palestine such a.s golc1, lc.pis lazuli, silver, turq_uoise, bronze axes, 
olivG oil, incense, fats, honey and various kinds of costly woous. He took every
thine; and tc.unted Apophis, 11the wretche<l Acintic, who hnd eo.icl, 'I o..m. mster 
without ny peer c..s fo.r as Ashnunein. 111 

The most interestinG part of Kamoee 's story tells of his ca.pturinc,, while on 
the co.mpo.ic,n, a nessen,ser11tlUD. Apophis ho.d sent to the king of Nubia. 'I'he meesen
Ger cnrried n letter which Kamose quotes in full beGinninG with hvth A:pophis' 
names and the c;reeting. Apophis tc.unts his Nubic..n counterpart as beinc; not nuch 
of a ruler, c.sks whether he c1oes net see whe.t Knmose is doing, nnd j_ndicntes thnt 
K':tmose hc.s :::ttc.cked both of them cnJ. lc.id their dcll.'tins wctstc. Then he proposes 
that the kine, of Nubie. come clown river behind Ko.:rn.ose while Apophis keeps Ko.nose 
from e;ettinG c.t him. Then, sc.ys Apophie, ''we shall divide the t wns ()f' Rgypt.u 
Kc,mose simpl;y sent the messenc;er back tc· his r,10.ster to tell him who.t K3Jilose ho.d 
done in mic1c~le EGYPt to Apophis 1 terri tcry. 

K3Jilose then tells that he hc..l ted c. t Sa ko. ( nenr raodern Mini c.) in the Nile 
valley directly Clp:posi te Bo.hrie. Oo.sis of the western Jesert o.nd frc;m there sent 
his bowmen to sul)clue the onsis. He thus kept the enemy from getting behind hin 
and kept his nrchers fron beinc; cut off wt"ile ,;n their mission. 

Thereup:::n he began the triumphal n:!L'"'..rch back up-river to 'Thebes anid joyous 
demonstrntions on the po.rt of the people. Re specifically ;;1enti:ms beinc; at 
Assiut ct the tine of inunc1o.tic•n (probo.bly o.lcmg in September), When he and his 
victnricus o.rny finnlly renched Thebes there wc..s the Greatest t)f rejoicin.g. 

The edi tine; rf the stela will be done by Lo..bib Hnbo.chi and r:riority has been 
given by the Depo.rtment of AntiCiui ties ~for i t.s early .appearcnce in print. This 
expedi ticn sto.nds ready, I assure you, t::: remler o.ny assistnnce we c:J.n toward tho. t 
publicnti·:)n should it be required. 

Yours sincerely, 
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NEWSLETTER FROM IRAQ 

[Lest you think that archaeology consists only of digging and that it is 
the exclusive prerogative of the male, we have asked two of the "girls" of Pro
fessor Braidwood's current dig in Iraq to give you an insight into camp life in 
the remote regions of the Near East. Tne "girls" have been extremely modest in 
what they have written ab()ut their part in the undertaking, but we think you will 
enjoy their report. C.H.K.] 

February 71 1955 

Greetings all: 

From Bob Braidwood t s reports you know about the excellent progress made by 
the archeologists and natural scientists who constitute the professional staff of 
the Iraq-Jarmo project. This is a different kind of nprogress report''--an account 
of adventures in housekeeping in Kurdistan. 

The health and morale of an expedition depend in no small part on careful 
planning hefore the group leaves home. Throughout last winter and spring Linda 
Braidwood drew upon her many years' experience in the field to calculate food 
supplies needed for such a large hungry group, and in the early sunnner she and 
Vivian Broman did the actual purchasing. The trick was to fit costs of food plus 
shipping into the budget. Linda knew how the spirit and unity of the group might 
be nurtured by a steaming pot of beans and some corn bread on Saturday night. Her 
excellent planning and selection of food items and kitchen equipment made our task 
much easier. 

In early October we took over a small summer hotel at Salehadin. True to 
its name 1 it turned out to be an icebox once the cold rainy weatter set in--high 
ceilings, tile floors, cold plastered walls, no central heating made the occupants 
feel as if they were living in a deep freeze. 

Through the good offices of the Glessners in Kirkuk1 we hired an Assyrian 
cook, Guergis by name. His English was adequate and he was willing to learn the 
peculiar ways of Americans. He humored us in the matter of hot water and Tide for 
the dishes, ~uri?g the ingredients for date-nut bread, and p~cking stones and 
debris out of the rice and apricots (most of the time) before cooking. Because he 
spoke Kurdish, he took care of all our transactions with the la'm.dry man, wood man, 
and egg man; ue also took him on shoppir~g expeditions as he vas always horrified 
at the :prices we had to pay if we went alone, After listoning to an outburst of 
Kurdish from a prospective seller, he invariably turned to one of us and said, 
11Mcmsahib 1 you know what this man say? 11 -·as if we might have suddenly acquired a 
good working knowledge of Kurdish. 

The houseboy, Achmet, was much more picturesque in his white khafyia and 
black aghal. He had worked as a pickman at Jarmb in 1 51 and obviously preferred 
that type of work instead of dishwashing and room cleaning. In characteristic 
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Near Eastern fashion, he responded to Bob's telegram about his job by bringins 
along his brother when he reported for work, Boh failed to take the hint, and the 
brother was sent back home. Along with the hotel we acquired a man to watch our 
cars, one to water the flowers, one to sweep the por~hes, and one to take away 
trash--all xpecialists. We also acquired a do~ named Charlie--always referred to 
~~s Charlie Dog to distinguish him from Charlie Reed. , 

Electric stoves, mixers, and pressure cookers became dream-like memories 
as we learned to cope with an improvised kitchen on a back porch and with two 
kerosene stoves which had to be mastered. (Kerosene is a temperamental fuel and 
n slow one; for a seven o'clock dinner, preparations began at three,) All our 
operations took place in a semi-open space protected from the elements by a tar
paulin; this provided a refuge· for birds, dogs, cats, and rain and wind. Scnrves 1 
mittens, overcoats, and even boots were in order on the coldest, darkest days-
plus a flashlight for the six a.m. breakfast detail. Vivian and Pat Anderson fre• 
quently made the sandwiches for ten to-be-carried lunches in the pre-breakfast 
darkness. The only time we could be really sure of electric lights was between 
nine and eleven a.m., when we didn't need them anyway. In all honesty we must 
ndmit that our cooking chores were much easier than those Beverly Schreiber under
took in the tent camps in November. Nevertheless, she still managed to amaze us 
with such delicacies as chocolate pies for lunch. 

Frequently we made shopping trips to Erbil (biblical Arbela). It is said 
to be the oldest continuously inhabited city in the world 1 and the "old city" is 
built on top of a high mound which represents the debris of earlier civilizations. 
From the surrounding plain it looks like a giant layer cake. It was to Erbil that 
Darius fled after his defeat by Alexander the Great near the banks of the Greater 
Zab. 

In the Erbil market area - the suks - we bought vegetables 1 bread1 rice 1 
flour, sugar, and other staples. Shopping trips were adventures, and we became 
well acquainted with Near Eastern or non-supermarket buying. Off we went with 
native baskets (zembeles) by the half-dozen, two large tins for the usual 40 flat 
discs of local bread, and a long list. After forty-five minutes of travel over a 
steep, bumpy, and very winding mountain road, we parked the car in Erbil and a 
crowd collected. "our" boy, who attached himself to us on the first trip as basket 
carrier and interference runner, always appeared, and he and the curious local men 
and boys accompanied us from stall to stall in the suks. Occasionally a policeman 
dispersed the crowd, but as soon as he left we would acquire a new follnwing. The 
suks--dnrk1 dirty, and smelly, yet fascinating--consist of small open shops border
ing narrow intersecting crowded alleys roofed with matting. The Kurdish co,stomes 
(baggy pantaloons, bright cotton print cummerbund into which a curved dagger in a 
goatskin sheath is plunged, and fringed turban worn over a skull cap) are wonder
fully colorful, the people are friendly and helpful, and we thoroughly enjoyed being 
in a city of such great antiquity. Mayo Schreiber was our best shopper, usually 
combining the food purchasing with trips to Erbil for car repairs. He bacame ex
pert at bargaining with his hands and in pigdin English; more often than not, he 
used the same gestures and same type of English in talking with all of usl 
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Once the f0nd w.c:s home 1 the co::Jk had th0 jl"')b of scrubbiLg the fruits nn<'l. veg
'jtables with Tide nnd grinding th'~ meat--tt.i3 we finnlly nhondoned becnuse of' the: 
dret:tdful connective tissue wh:.ch set the :::ook' s temper stirring· r:n1 thre2tened to 
break the food grinder. We also were supplied with the animals brought home by 
our zoologist-hunter, Charlie Reed. In this way we acquired an ibex (ever try an 
ibexburger?), two rabbits, a pigeon, squab, and other birds. He gave us first 
choice as to cuts of meat but cautioned us to save and boil the bones for his 
skeleton collection. He expected us to be "reasonable" about giving him space in 
our refrigerator for dormant bats, squirrels (imagine reaching into a dark icebox 
for a piece of cheese and taking hold of a squirrel's furry tail) 1 and mice wrapped 
in wax paper. In spite of his maxim that "Protein is protein 11

1 Charlie didn't in
sist on our serving his donkey meat or cooking up his dead dog, smuggled into the 
house for dissection. 

Christmas and Thanksgiving were memorable feast days. On both occasions we 
went all out to provide the traditional turkeys (five of them for Thanksgiving), 
cranberries 1 mince pies 1 and plum puddings. Beverly struggled with her first :fruit 
cake, with everyone's advice and help, and this masterpiece was iced and decorated 
to resemble a gingerbread house. For this feat the eminent professors awarded her 
a degree in architecture after an oral examination of the product. Christmas 
cookies were made out on the porch in the sunshine, For the Springerele 1 the molds 
were carved by the director and Bruce Howe; the anise seeds had been thoughtfully 
included in the food shipment by Linda. Our Christmas tree was decorated with sugar 
cookies in fancy animal shapes (cookie cutters brought from home) and many fine 
home-made tinfoil stars and paper chains. Then Christmas morning we had a grand 
opening ~f the presents we had bought last July and forgotten all about since then. 

Although the housekeeping was time-consuming and routine we were also able 
to get intimate glimpses into the ways of the Iraqis living around us. Daily the 
Kurdish women and their 'Small children would spend hours in our yard picking up 
acorns. We later learned these were used for making shoe soles or ground into a 
powder to be baked into a flat cake. The little children cracked the acorns with 
their teeth, as our squirrels do at home. Other women would pass by, driving 
donkeys loaded with firewood or goatskins filled with water. Once we witnessed 
the migration of the nomadic tribes from their summer camps in the mountains down 
to the winter pastureland. Far out in front cam~ the straggling herds of sheep 
and goats driven by the small boys; the men followed with the donkeys and horses 
loaded with the household utensils (including the blue enamel teapot and brend bak
ing discs), the black goatst hair tents, cerise colored comforts and quite often a 
few chickens. The women, colorfully dressed, knitted socks as they walked along 
usually bearing the tiny babies on their backs. We admired the gold jewelry many 
of them wore but did not envy the nose rings or the blue tattoing on the arms and 
face. We gave out endless numbers of aspirin for "the head 11

1 visited sick babies 
upon request, and served tea and popcorn to the shieks and mudirs passing by. In 
return we were always greeted warmly and given food and shelter in the smallest 
villages no matter how remote or no matter at what time we arrived. We 1\mericans 
can certainly learn from these simple mountain people how to make a stranger feel 
at home in a country basically ~ifferent from his own. 
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From the beginning we felt inclined to congratulate ourselves on the 
cuisine; we didn't find anyone sneaking out to the local tea house for shish-kabobs. 
We were only slightly jarred when we read a letter our Director wrote inviting a 
friend to stay with us for a few days, in which he said, 1~e can give you fairly 
civilized food." We feel it was a great privclege to have been included in tl1is 
expedition and hope that thru this letter we have shared some of our rewarding 
experi$nces -;.ri th you. 

Best of cheer, 
Margaret Matson, 
Rhea Wright 
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NEWSLETTER FROM Jr\RMO 

Greetings: 

Jarmo 
Chemchemal, Kirkuk 
Iraq 
April 14, 1955 

I know it has been some time since my last letter, but one did come from 
Margaret Matson and Rhea Wright in between, describing the running of an arche
ological field party from the distaff point of view. I still owe you a descrip
tion of our winter tour, and also of the beginning of work at Jarmo. 

If you have an atlas at hand, or one of the National Geographic Society maps 
for example, you will be able to trace our itinerary. We left Salehedin on 
January 2nd1 stored our gear in Kirkuk1 and then drove north again through Erbil 
and Mosul. From Mosul, we turned westward on the road which runs toward Syria, 
going south of the mountain called Jebal Sinjar. We stayed overnight at the town 
of Belad Sinjar, with a very friendly police chief, who fixed our passports for 
exit from Iraq, and spent a portion of the day following in looking over ancient 
sites on the plain south of the mountain. Our friend in the police called ahead 
so that we could stay the next night in the final Iraq frontier post, a completely 
Beau Geste sort of fort called Sikaniyah (which I'm sure won't be on any map you 
have1) 1 and the next day, we drove on into Syria. We finally got all our 
clearances at the town of Hassetsche 1 and began our visits of sites which were 
excavated previous to the War - Chager Bazer 1 Tell Brak 1 Tell Halaf 1 etc. Just 
at dusk on the third day, we reached the Euphrates at Jerablus, were ferried over 
the river in the most ramshackle ferry imaginable, and completed the run into 
Aleppo by about 9:30 P.M. - good food and a hot bath in the Hotel Baron£ After 
two nights in Aleppo, we drove to Latakia on the Mediterranean, and thence down 
the coast to Beyrouth in Lebanon, arriving at the pension late that evening. The 
pension, in a mountain town overlooking Beyrouth, had been chosen as a reasonable 
and convenient base from which to do our winter's work in the west, 

This work was a matter of revisiting as many as possible sites of villages 
and caves, which had been excavated previously or which were known to exist, and 
which pertained to our general problem - the understanding of the transition from 
cave to village life~ My plan was to expose the natural scientists on our team 
to as many of the differing environments as ancient man is known to have lived in 
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in these parts, and to benefit by their observations on the spot. We collected 
surface materials - potsherds and flints - and also took radio-active carbon 
somples wherever these were available. We covered the open sites and caves 
ulor1g the Lebanese coast, also those in inland Lebanon and Syria 1 and even down 
into Jordan {to a point well south of Jericho, in the Dead Sea valley), and we 
saw some very wonderful country and had exceptionally fine weather for it. I 
leave this part of the trip without much desc::-:iption of deta5.1 1 &ince I sat it 
out :myself ... I contracted a small spot of jau.::1dice somehow; and t:1ere 1 s nothing 
for it but to rest quietly, So I was lazy 1 but the rest of the people had the 
fun~ Hans Helbaek, the Danish botanist, joined us, so that aspect of the team 
was rounded out .. 

We finished our work about Beyrouth and in the south late in February, and 
started north again on the 28th. We canped the first night on the beach (of the 
Mediterranean) at Mantar, south of Tartous, where Linda and I had dug in 1938o 
The next night we were in Antiochs in Turkey, and went the next no:o1 ning to revisit 
several of the Amoug sites 1 1vt:.ich were also pre~·war Oriental Institute operations. 
Thence we d.;rove on up into Cilician Turkey,; as far as the LlOund near Nersin1 where 
we got a cli.J. sa:nple 1 and then we returned back by way of the Amouq and re··entered 
Syria on the :road to Aleppo. The high point of the trip into Turkey, personally, 
is that we located many of our old pre-war workmen, and the reunion with the old 
survey boy, Yayah, now a successful grain merchant in Iskanderoun 1 was a great 
success. From Aleppo, we drove on to the Euphrates, thence down its right bank 
through Dier-ez-Zor and Abu Kemal to the I.P.Co (IraqPetrolGuo Company) pipe 
line, and entered Iraq on the line. I had arranged with the general manager in 
Kirkuk that we ~ight be put up in the companyts guest houses in their pumping 
stations, and we thus made a very easy desert passage, staying two nights most 
comfortably on the way. We reached Kirkuk on the morning of March 8th, and slept 
that night in our sleeping bags at Jarno. 

In sum, we covered over 3500 miles, saw innumerable sites and diffe~ent types 
of geographical and environmental situations, collected several dozen c1 samples 
and many samples of sherds and flints, overnighted in a variety of strange places 
(never more happily than in the open in our sleeping bags), and all got back 
safely and speaking to each otherl 

It took us a week to get our tent camp reasonably well set up and all aspects 
functioning - I had to make a trip to Baghdad during this week so Vivian super
intended the setting up - and by the end of it we were ready to dig. The site of 
Jarmo covers almost four acres. In our two previous seasons on the site, we had 
tested it in depth fro~ top to bottom (that is, from latest to earliest levels) 
and had found thousands of flint tools, sherds, and small objects of one kind or 
another, but we had no idea of what the site looked like in breadth. Our previous 
exposures, while deep, had had to be narrow 1 and. we could only guess most vaguely 
at how many houses there may have been in the original village, how different the 
houses may have been one from another, whether there were open areas or market 
places in the village, etc., etc. In fact, these latter are questions which are 
often asked but almost never answered. I do not know of a site in the Near East, 
for example, where an archeologist ho.s set himself to finding the answers. The 
obvious reason is that no one can afford to excavate a mound completely - to do 
so at Jarmo would take more than my lifetime, and far more money than we could 
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ever hope to find. What we are attempting to do, however 1 is the next best th~ng. 
It ~nvolves the setting up of a grid or checkerboard survey over the whole mound 1 
and of digging a square (about six feet by six feet) within each grid unit. We 
d~c:Lded on the size and orientation of th.e grid as best we could from previous 
experience. I'm proud to say we hit tae sUb-surface orientation of houses within 
obout two or three degrees of what we'd anticipated and we now have about one 
hundred little squares opened up 1 covering the northeast half of the mound. There 
ore traces of architecture in almost half of these squares, and the method is 
proving much more workable than I'd anticipated (I'd thought it would be frightfully 
ncssy1 but Vivian and Pat have worked out a tight method of keeping control of it). 
With~n the next month 1 we should be able to get another hundred squares into the 
southwest half, and also to enlarge at the places where the oost promising build• 
ings appear in the little squares. We will obviously not be able to expose every
thing that turns up in part in all of the squares 1 but we can follow the principal 
of extrapolation and make projected reconstructions from one square to another. 

Whether seen from the nearby hills or from an airplane, Jarmo is now a 
remarkable sight • it looks as if n gigantic mole had gotten at the place 1 a mole 
who Liked geometrical exactitude. We shall at least be able to say quite a bit 
about the upper (latest) levels of occupation of the village. Since the con• 
ccntration has been architectural, we have not attempted to control the flint 1 
obsidian, and potsherds in the thousands as we've done previously1 but there 
have been a scatter of good examples of small objects. So far, nothing new in 
type has appeared, but Vivian is pleased by the wealth of figurine fra~ents which 
are appearing - they being her favorite category. 

Bruce got started on the Palegawra cave about a week later than we did -
unfortunately, he ran into a bout of dysentery, and the doctors in the I.P.C. 
hospital kept him in hand for awhile, but he is now in his cave at last 1 and has 
reached pay dirt. Yesterday, he found a chipped celt, a sort of axe, which is 
not considered characteristic of cave materials - if more appear, this may have 
important theoretical implications. 

The natural scientists are all over the countryside, as they have to be. 
At the moment, Charlie Reed and Hans Helbaek are up near Ruwanduz 1 as Charlie had 
word that some hunters whom he had used last Fall had sooe animals for him and 
Hans wanted to check on reports of wild grain in the Ruwanduz district. Herb 
Wright is somewhere between Erbil and Mosul 1 following gravel beds. 

As if I didn't have enough to keep me busy, we've had labor troubles. There 
is a great deal of construction going on in Iraq at the moment, and the main Kirkuk -
Sulimaniyah road is being completely rebuilt so there are plenty of jobs available 
for the locals (where there have never been jobs before). Since we haven't too 
long to work before the hot weather breaks (and our overhead gets us anyway) and 
since I need the trained men, they have me over a barrel, and they know it ... all 
very friendly but firm, and I can't afford to wait out a strike. 
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Other excitements. We had a truly magnificent three hottr flight over all 
of the sites - both ~ere in the Kirkuk area, and up beyond Salehedin where we 
were ~ast Fall - in the I.P.C. photographic plane. The company - the general 
nannger of which has been most friendly to us -put tQe little two motored Dove 
at our disposal1 and also a photographer. Herb 1 Vivian1 and I als-o shot pictures 
and looked at things like mad • I had no idea that things happen quite so fast 
in nn airplane 1 being used1 up to now 1 only to sedate commercial flightsl Day 
after tomorrow1 I'm due to give a lecture to the I.P.C. personnel - little enough 
repayment for all their kindness. Next week-end1 ~magazine is sending a 
couple of people here to do a story on Jarmo for a special series they are to do 
next Fall on human history. This will doubtless be a strenuous visit. Anyway1 
so much is going on that I literally never know whether rrm coming or going. 
This business of a big team is very fine 1 a great deal is being learned1 but itt s 
hardly a time of relaxation for the director, and I would like a minute or two 
now and then to relax with the architecture in my little squares1 

I'll try to get you a final note when we've closed down at the end of the 
season. 

Best of cheer, 

Robert J. Braidwood 
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NEWSLETTER FROM FIFTY~EIGHTH STREET 

Denr Friends: May 18 1 1955 

This is something in the nature of an interin report, to tell you about 
activities current and anticipated before the vacations begin. Let ne start 
with our overseas activities. 

Chicago House at Luxor has now once again been put in noth balls for the 
sutnJer 1 since it is already nuch too hot there for work to continue. Several 
of you, including at least one ner1ber of the Board of Trustees 1 have visited 
Luxor during the past winter and have seen George Hughes and Charles Nins at 
work. There was even an unsolicited report in the Tribune about the under
taking. The Hugheses and f{:::.:nBes are on their way home for the sur.mer and 
are bringing with then r.1ore finished copies of the inscriptions and pictorial 
scenes of the walls of the Medinet Habu Ter~le. These will go into the next 
volurrJe of our reports on that structure. Do you realize that after 150 years 
research by representatives of nany nations no one Egyptian tenple has ever 
been published conpletely, with full scientific accounts of the structure 
and accurate copies of all the inscriptions on its walls? What we of the 
Oriental Institute are trying to do in Egypt at present is to provide just 
such a conplete publication of the great tenple on which we hold the concession. 
Our idea is to show that it can be done and to provide a nodel for others to 
fol~ow. The excavation reports are conplete, with only two batches of ostraca 
sti~l to be written up and within five years or so we hope that copies of all 
inscriptions and pictorial materials on the acres of wall surface will also 
have been prepared. A big undertaking, but greatly worth while. 

The 'prehistoric' expedition of Robert Braidwood, about which you have 
been hearing in Newsletters during the past winter, is now in its final phase 
and Braidwood nay well be nuch too busy at the nouent to keep you posted fror.1 
the ~ield. The expedition is the nost conplete and anbitious we have under
taken since World vlar II, with natural scientists and archaeologists tear.1ing 
up to give a conprehensive picture of man's transition from cave to open 
town habitation. What with the enterprises of so nany different scientists to 
keep noving sinultaneously, Braidwood has been writing to us that he was being 
torn in all directions, 11fragnented 11

1 he called it. We thought it would be to 
his nnd our advantage to have the expedition wind up with a proper co-ordination 
of a11 its elenents and to have Braidwood cone back to us in one piece. So, with 
the help of Institute friends we sent Mrs. Braidwood over for the last nonth of 
the canpaign to help in the adninistration and to pin hin up at the semJs, as 
it were. One of the factors conplicating Braidwood's existence is the fact that 
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LIFE magazine has sent members of its staff over to Jarmo, to make ready a 
14 -page spread on the earliest village life for one of their issues this fall. 
We naturally wanted to co-operate, ~ecause of the publicity value the spread 
will have. Braidwood will give a full report on his explorations next fall 
at the Institute, probably in November. 

At home various things have been happening. With money supplied by the 
Member 1 s dues 1 we have bought several important art objects to exhibit in our 
Museum. One is a small but very rare diorite Babylonian head of the Hammurabi 
period (c. 1800 B.c.). We had previously had no example of the advanced 
workmanship of that particular period in our collection. Another acquisition 
is an excellent medium-sized Roman head from a sarcophagus, perhaps of the 
second century A.D. It could be a Hercules or a Zeus or a philosopher. The 
head was brought over from London and I found the intensity and concentration 
shown in the features so appealing, that I bought it at once. You can see 
these new objects on display in the Museum now. Meanwhile our preparators in 
the basement have completed their work on a large Egyptian relief put together 
out of almost a hundred fragments and now exhibited at the farther end of our 
Egyptian Hall. The relief is a very rare specimen of inlaid work from the 
period of the Old Kingdom and comes from the tomb of Nefer-ma'at. It was 
excavated by Sir Flinders Petrie at Medum and give·n to the University of Chicago 
in exchange for dollar support of his operation. The reconstruction work done 
by our preparator, Hanson, is remarkable. By all means try to see the relief 
when next you are at the Institute. 

Of equal importance with the progress made in the Museum is that being 
made in the workshop of the Assyrian Dictionary, on the third floor. You know 
that dictionaries are not written quickly, especially when they are the first 
in any given language. Actually we have been at work on this great Assyrian 
Dictionary for almost 30 years, compiling material that covers about 31000 
years in the history of the languages of the Semitic Orient. Now we are at 
the point where the work is beginning to show results. Our Dictionary staff 
expects to have the first volume ready for printing by September 1. It will 
contain the 1200 words that have to be listed under one letter of our alphabet. 
Each year we hope to have the words under another letter of the alphabet ready 
for printing. The work will provide a basic new tool for Assyriological studies, 
the greatest contribution any one institution could make to their development. 
We have investigated all different kinds of reproduction media and have finally 
come to the conclusion that we would do best to have the Dictionary printed from 
type in Germany, giving us also a sales-outlet overseas. We have already 
obtained from the printer a sample page of the printed text and an estimate of 
the cost of the first volume (227 pages). We need at this point just one thing, 
namely $4,500 to cover the cost of printing the first volume, the income from 
the sale of which we believe will cover most of the cost of the second etc. 
To get the first volume out quickly would really mean a great deal not only to 
scholarship and the Institute but also to the men who have labored so faithfully 
to get this first volume ready. Unfortunately foundations cannot be approached 
on this type of project and the University Press is already overloaded with our 
products. Does anyone want to contribute to help us get the ball rolling? 
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The coming fall and winter are going to see all kinds of interesting things 
happen in the field and abroad. You will hear more about this as time moves 
along. Our expedition to Nippur will again take the field in October and details 
of the staff and of the strategy are already being worked out. We would like 
next spring to launch a reconnaisance of the old Phoenician settlements along 
the coast of Syria, to see whether there be any one site especially promising for 
excavation, if we can get together about $3,500 to cover the undertaking. The 
point here is that while we all know about the importance of the old Phoenician 
traders, we actually have no satisfactory picture of the mercantile establish
ments from which they launched the colonies and enterprises that once covered 
the entire Mediterranean basin. It is like knowing how important Chicago is 
for the manufacturing and mercantile life of the nation without knowing Chicago 
itself. Is anybody beside ourselves interested in the Phoenicians? 

At home, during the coming year we are planning some new types of exhi• 
bitions that will include modern as well as ancient art, and are looking forward 
to the meeting in Chicago, of the entire corps of American archaeologists at 
Christmas time. The Archaeological Institute of America has designated Chicago 
as its meeting place for Christmas week of 1955 and we hope that the efforts of 
the local Committee on Arrangements to bring the visitors on campus will result 
in having one session at least at the Oriental Institute. On this assumption, 
we want to have the facilities and exhibits of the Institute at a level of 
excellence worthy of Chicago and of the University of Chicago. This provides an 
opportunity to improve the projection facilities of the J. H. Breasted Lecture 
Hall 1 something that will benefit us all. For illustrated lectures, it is 
necessary in these days to be able to show two pictures simultaneously. We are 
installing two new screens to supplement the one old one and want to have the 
latter changed over from a porous beeded type to the newer aluminum coated type 
that reflects more light. We are having the old arc-light projection machines, 
now completely out of date, removed from the projection room and want to install 
a new set for standard size slides, for the new 2 x 2 slides and for moving 
pictures at 16 mm. The University is doing the projection room over for us, but 
we need to provide the new equipment. It will probably set us baek $11000 1 but 
will. be a good. investment. · 

The final lecture of the season is that scheduled for May 25. With this 
we sign off officially for the current academic year. If any further news comes 
in from the field, we shall send it on by Newsletter as quickly as possible. Our 
opening lecture and reception for the season 1955-56 is scheduled for October 121 
and we hope to see you again at least at that occasion. 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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FAREWELL TO JARMO 

June 19 1 1955 

Dear Friends: 

Greetings to you all and a short note, as promised, to tell about the end 
of the Jarmo season. When I last wrote, we were digging two meter test squares 
of this ancient village site like mad. We finished off 150 of them, pretty well 
gridding the whole surface of the mound. It looked from the air and was in fact 
something like a giant punch board - try here 1 and maybe you'll get the box of 
candy! We made our choices in the last week of digging • our digging money was 
due to run out by May 25th - and did pretty well on the candy. Got some large 
scale architecture with very handsome stone foundations, and - in a deep slit 
trench - intercepted a mud wall almost five feet in width. It rather looks as 
if our business at Jarmo isn't quite complete yet. 

On May 28th1 H. E. Dr. Naji al-As111 Director General of Antiquities ~f 
the Iraq Government, and his right hand man1 Fuad Safar (who holds a Chicago 
degree) came for the division. In fact, they came a couple ~f days earlier than 
expected, but the girls entertained them and set the whole thing up. I had1 
previously, accepted an invitation by the Mutaserif (Governor) of Sulimaniyah 
to give a lecture en the evening of the 28th to the elite of Kurdistan. The 
lecture turned out to be great fun 1 but that's another story. Anyway, Bruce1 
Charlie1 Mayo1 Douglas and I got back after midnight, and felt slightly "bushed" 
the next morntng 1 but the girls, Naji Bey, and Fuad had gone over everything in 
such detail that the division itself went like a dream. We got all we could 
possibly have hoped for and more, and Naji Bey hlmself was very pleased. It was 
flattering to have him come to do the diviSion himself. Heretofore, he has sent 
his assistants and saved his own time for the big sites with spectacular material. 
I suspect this reflects the increasing importance he senses in our vork. He 
also went out of his way to compliment me on the general success of the project 
and particularly the efforts of the natural sciences team. This pleased me very 
much, because it means that we all behaved ourselves ~ 11 ~· 

If anyone doesn't know it 1 the high point of the final months for me was 
that through Margaret Bell and two friends of the Institute {and certainly of 
mine1) it became possible for Linda and my son Douglas to fly out to help finish 
off the season. 

After the division, we began the big push to get out - packing, trucking 
into Kirkuk1 making final arrangements for storage of gear, etc. We made it by 
the evening of June 4th. Even then, the station wagon gave up completely in the 
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big wadi, and it took us 24 hours to get all of us and our personal baggage 
into Kirkuk - a normal drive of two hours. The push continued in Baghdad • 
a mad rush to get our shipment home, cleared by the authorities and into a 
box car for shipment to Beyrouth where it will be leaded on board ship for 
home. With a great deal of red-tape cutting (and some palm crossing~), I saw 
the box car sealed at 1:30 P.M. on June 11th and we took the 6;00 otclock 
plane for Beyrouth that evening. 

Linda, Douglas and I have just finished five wonderful days at one of 
our favorite places in the world, Mittersill in the Austrian Tyrol, and feel 
cooled off at last, rested, and actually quite civilized. We're enroute to 
Paris for a little conference of Orientalists 1 shall get a week in England 
to see colleagues, then sail from Southampton on June 30th on the Maasdam. 

All in all 1 a very fine field season. 

Best of cheer, 

' Bob Braidwood 

Note: Under the terms of the excavation concession granted by the Iraq 
Department of Antiquities, the excavator can take home half of the finds, 
with the exception of unique objects. Generally in preparing for a 
11division11 the excavator lays out two columns of objects which pair off 
as closely as possible. The Department of Antiquities chooses one or the 
other of these columns and the excavator takes the remaining one. The 
excavator is obligated by the concession to publish the results of the 
expedition as soon as possible. 
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NEWSLETTER FROM LUXOR 

Dear Friends: 

Chicago House 
Luxor, Egypt 
October 18, 1955 

We have been back in Luxor all of two days now. The entire staff is on hand as of 
this morning. The ladders and scaffolds are at the temple (Medinet Habu, of course). 
The station-wagon and its garage are on the ,.,est bank. Mr. Healey had everything 
in order except the motor launch for which a new reverse gear came along from 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, in my luggage. Work has already begun at the temple. It always 
amazes me how this outfit gets going each year in a matter of hours with no gnashing 
ol gears. 

This year we were expecting to get to Egypt comfortably early, have three days in 
Cairo and arrive in Lt~or well before the rest of the staff. We reckoned without 
the American Export Lines which serenely changed the Mediterranean itinerary without 
notifying us or Charles and Myrtle Nims until we boarded the ship. As a result, 
instead of landing at Alexandria on October 9th we landed on October 15th. It was 
a long voyage from New York, for we left there on September 23rd. 

Owing to this change Maurine and I had our first visit to Beirut, Lebanon, with a 
three and a half day stop there. The first two of those days we used to make the 
drive by car to the mighty ruins of the Roman temples at Baalbck, joining up with 
a group of fifteen "tourists" who had come out with us on the ship. First impress
ions of Baalbek failed to convince me that it was the place of the pictures I had 
often seen. I kept looking for the six soaring columns of the Temple of Jupiter, 
and it was not until I saw them from the lower level from which I presume they are 
always photographed starkly against the sky (and from which point, of course, I 
photographed them too) that I knew I was in Baalbek. 

From Baalbek we drove on to Damascus to spend the night. I had anticipated seeing 
something entirely outside our experience in this very ancient city, but I had 
reckoned without the U.S. and the products of its factories and the headlong rush of 
the Syrians to modernize. A swooping drive at evening along a modern highway and 
street to the ultra-modern Semiramis Hotel on the much confined Barada River was 
counteracted only by next morning's visit to the Long Bazaar ( "The Street called 
Straight") and the Omayad Mosque. But a view of "St. Paul's Window" and the "House 
of Ananias" did not exactly inspire us with authentic antiquity. Frequenters of 
the Near East and archeologists should not take~ conducted tours, but how else could 
one get past two sets of stiff customs and inm1igration officials at the Lebanese
Syrien border in a hurry vli thout previously acquired visas and re-entry permits? 
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Of course, the most memorable occasion of the trip was the couple of hours we spent 
waiting in a Damascus brocade and rug shop while two members of the party, a husband 
and wife, chose in our brief tour· of' the town to look at and apparently to buy ex
pensive rugs. They seemed to be relieved eventually at being extricated from the 
bargaining by the mounting ire of the other fifteen members. I was amazed and 
pleased that no incident occurred involving one of the ornamental daggers in the 
place and one of those fifteen impatient people. 

The drive through the country-side over the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon ranges and 
through the Beqa valley between them with a view of IYit, Hermon in the distance was 
met1orable, and the mere mention no doubt produces nostalgia in a number of you. 
Even more exciting as a drive was the one we made from Beirut the third day over 
the good but tortuous mountain road to the Cedars of Lebanon. Brief stops at the 
mouth of Dog River and Byblos satisfied a sentimental desire to see the famous 
spots~ even though we knew enough to disbelieve 90 percent of what the guide was 
saying. A visit to the small cluster of cedars, remnant of the once copious forests, 
is indeed a sentimental journey which one would not want to miss nor make again 
without a special purpose. 

The long drive to the Cedars (over 6000 feet up) past the much terraced and farmed 
mountain sides and around the upper end of the great mountain amphitheater which 
is the Qadisha Valley is an experience of grandeur. It is an experience of some
th:i.ng else also when one's driver keeps his left arm nonchalantly propped in the 
'\>Iindow of the car ilhile negotiating sharp turns above; precipitous drops and pro
fusely honking with the other. I believe the weakest lmees at each stop belonged 
to those persons of' the party who had driven most themselves in the past. He was 
a "good" driver, I am told, ---at least we are in Luxor no"1. 

Arriving in Alexandria six days late and on the official opening day of the season, 
Mo.urine and I proceeded directly to Luxor with only a four-hour stop in Cairo 
b::::tween trains. Charlc;s and Myrtle Nims stayed in Cairo a couple of days to meet 
the officials '\>Tho arc organizing the recording of the to-be-submerged momunents of 
Nubia. The nev1 Record Center sponsored by UNESCO and tho Egyptian Government is 
undertaking the work and expects now to begin at Abu Simbel about December 1st. 
Charles is to take charge of and initiate the photography during a month's leave 
from the expedition. 

The train ride upriver each fall through the placid sea of the inundation, which 
will before long gi vc way to green fields, still reraains an occasion of marvel for 
us. We still peer avidly for the first glimpse of the great pylon of Karnak from 
the train window and that first glimpse spells heme. 
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Since reaching Luxor we have, so far as we know, accomplished all the preliminaries, 
and life has already assumed an even tenor. Inevitable courtesy calls have been 
made---the equally inevitable return calls are yet to come---and I have even gone 
so far as to do a bit of dragomaning at Karnak and Luxor temples which my ingenuity 
could not get me out of. 

Luxor is even now well populated with tourists. All the hotels have been open for 
some time and we are told that European tourists have come all summer long, 
(The thermometer reached 100 today.) Anyone who contemplates coming to Egypt this 
winter had best be aware that all the hotels here in Luxor claim to be booked 
solidly until February, and I do not think they are exaggerating, 

Already we have received letters from three Americans who want to stay with us 
within the next week or so. We have always in the past regarded the beginning of 
the season until December a quiet and carefree period, but tourists began dropping 
in the day of our arrival this year. 

And so we're off for the season. 

Sincerely, 

George R. Hughes 
Field Director 

~-----~-----~~~~-~~~---"~-~~· -~-------~----~--
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NEWSLETTER FROM NIPPUR 

(Carl Haines, field architect of the Oriental Institute, left Chicago in 
October to assume his duties as Field Director of our excavations at ancient Nippur 
in southern Iraq. The expedition is being financed partly by the Oriental Insti~ 
tute and partly by the Baghdad School of the American Schools of Oriental Research. 
Associated with Carl Haines as members of the staff are Prof. Albrecht Goetze of 
Yale University, Dr. Vaughn Crawford, graduate of Yale, and Mr. Donald Hanson, 
Fellow of Harvard University. The expedition uses the little town of Afak as its 
base of operation.) 

Dear Friends, 

Afak, Iraq 
Nov. 11, 1955 

No letter for such a long time and I'm afraid this is going to be a 
hectic and disjointed one. I haven't had time so far for sunsets behind the palm 
trees or the tidbits connected with setting up housekeeping in an Arab village. 
But I'll get to it. 

I had a very enjoyable but uneventful trip over. (Boat to France, 
train to Venice, boat to Beirut). Everything went according to schedule- good 
weather, good food and easy connections. I went up to Cairo while the ship was in 
port in Alexandria and saw Bob Braidwood's faithful helper Abdullah. It was seven
teen years ago that I had last seen him. In Beirut, I was thankful to learn that 
the trunks had been shipped on to Baghdad and that things had gone through without 
a hitch. During the one day that I spent in Beirut I was able to spend a little 
time with Goetze who was staying at the French Institute there. Seyrig, the 
Director of the Institute, was in Paris and I was sorry I didn't get to see him. 
I arrived in Baghdad on the morning of October 29th, glad that the trip was over. 
Both Goetze and Crawford arrived two days later. It was soon apparent that they 
were not going to attenwt a survey trip before we started work on the mound so I 
hurried through my Baghdad obligations so that we could get down to Afak and cut 
down our hotel bill. The final bill doesn't look very much cut down but it was 
the best I could do. 

Cur trunks arrived in Baghdad about the onme time I did and I was able to 
start custom's clearance right away. Our agent thought that, with a letter from 
Dr. Naji al-Asil, Director of Antiquities, we could get our materials exempted. 
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He very willingly provided the letter and we didn't have to pay any duty at all
that is good news indeed. Hiring the servants didn't present any problems either. 
We have the same cook again, a new chauffeur (the one who did so well on the survey 
with Thorkid Jacobsen and Vaughn Crawford in the '53-54 season), a new houseboy 
who hasn't arrived yet, and of course our 1r.ajor domo and go-between Abdullah Sultan 
with his teen-age son. I have sent for 17 Shergattis (pickmen) who are supposed to 
be here and ready to start work on the 15th. Agoulian, our garage man at Baghdad, 
had the vehicles ready and all of them run as of today. The venerable blue jeep 
can't stand much more and will have to be put out to pasture before too long. 

Our social life was not neglected- we had dinner with Bob Hicks, who 
manages the Fulbright appointees in Iraq, and later tea at his place to meet and 
talk with the current crop. They were a very pleasant group of people and I was 
surprised at the number who had studiei at Chicago. One afternoon we went out to 
visit Father O'Callahan's grave and to meet the Jesuit Fathers. And as a send-off 
Dr. Naji al-Asil gave us a dinner at the Embassy Club which turned out to be a 
very enjoyable affair. 

Yesterday morning we came, in two jeeps and a truck, to Afak. Nothing 
more serious happened on the way down than the breaking of three bottles of catsup, 
and we arrived at Afak at six in the evening. Abdullah Sultan greeted us at the 
door and had warm water ready to combat the dust of the road. The physical aspects 
of Afak have changed somewhat. Across the canal from the house they are construct
ing an elaborate garden and boulevard complex and we now have some fluorescent 
street lights- the first that I've seen in Iraq. Our expedition house presents its 
own problem. It is really two contiguous houses, one of burned brick and one of 
mud brick, The little mud brick one was in such a state that Abdullah didn't even 
try to clean it up. The lower parts of the walls have disintegrated from the salts 
in the mud brick and will have to be rebuilt. I believe it will be cheaper to fix 
it up than to give it up entirely and rent another house in town. Rents seem to be 
rather high and we have already done so much to this little place that is worth more 
than the rent we pay. It will probably take a week to get it into a livable con
dition- in the meantiffie our people are sleeping here and there, Only the three of 
us are down here so far. Our government Cow~issioner, Abdul Kadr, will arrive by 
train the day after tomorrow. He is a la~>t year's graduate from the School of 
Archeology in Baghdad. '1--!e met him there and he seems like a very nice fellow. 1fuen 
Donald Hanson comes, I will probably go to Baghdad to meet him and take him around 
to the Departrr,ent of Antiquities and help him with his residence permit application. 

We visited the mound this afternoon. Part of the roof of the Shergatti's 
house has fallen in and needs repair. We have four men there nov1 who are getting 
our dump railroad ready for work on the 15th. The mound is a sorry looking place. 
A lot of sand has drifted in and it will take extra men at least a couple of weeks 
to cart it all away. At the same time, we will start actual excavation. We are 
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first going to try to establish the width of the Inanna Temple; not until then will 
we have any idea of the work involved in clearing the entire building. A few freshly 
excavated walls and a lot of nice moist dirt at the end of the dump will raise my 
spirits immeasurably. 

The best of greetings to everybody at the I~stitute. 

Sincerely, Carl 
Richard Carl Haines 
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Second Newsletter fron Nippur 

Novenber 20, 1955 

Dear Friends 1 

We have been in Afak now for a little nore than two weeks and that period of 
having to step over or around great piles of boxes and cartons in the courtyards 
and of wondering where the ir~Jediately needed things are stored and why there are 
so :r.mny extra wicks for those defunct kerosene heaters, is gradually turning into a 
seublance of ordered living. We were warnly received by the villagers on our 
return and alnost gleefully inforned that the house which we rent is to be torn 
down so that the street along the canal can be widened. But in the next breath 
we were assured that they would not do this until this year's digging is over. So 
with sone nisgivines, we nade the necessary repairs to buildings which we knew 
were already conderroed. One section of our house is built of abodeand the lower 
part of the walls had disintegrated fron the danpness and the salt in the ground. 
Total collapse was too inninent ttl chance their lasting until they could have a 
dignified destruction so we called in a local nason who is used to dealing with 
such conditions. He blithely assured us that he could replace the lower courses 
without disturbing the upper part of the walls at all and, incredible as it seens, 
he didt But nore incredible still, perhaps, is that he did it within the tioe 
lin~t and for the price that he first ~uoted. Our house is fixed now, those 
things which were needed have been found and those which are not have been stowed 
away. 

Just the nechanics of starting work at Nippur is tine consuning and not very 
exc~ting. The rails of our field railroad have to be carried up on the nound 
aga~n and relaid. The dunp cars have to be hauled by ropes with nany nen pulling 
and tugging and with nuch shouting of encouragement or caution. But soon, with 
a suf'ficiently intricate track layout, newly greased axles, and an abundance of 
enthusiastic horsewpower, work beenn. Great drifts of sand had blown fron the 
north into the excavation during the year and a half we were at hone. A strong 
south wind would help us int1easurably right now but the days are still, sunny, 
and nild. So by shovel and woolen sack which the men carry slung across their 
shoulders, and by the runbling of dunp cars on the trc & McK railroad, we have 
reached the place where we ended our last digging season. Our expectations are 
high and our hopes are great for the weeks that lie ahead. 

To those of use whc have been in Nippur before, who have been in the Near East be
fore~ such things as collapsing houses and drifting sand are not too unexpected 
nuisances, but to neet such things fur the first tine night give a nore positive 
reaction. First inpressions of Near Eastern monunents and living are always in
teresting and Donald P. Hansen, the newest nenber of our expedition, gives us the 
following account of this, his first trip to the Near East. A graduate student 
at Harvard, he is spending this year abroad on a Sheldon Travelling Scholarship 
and has joined our staff for the duration of our excavations. 

Richard C. Haines 
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Dear Friends, 

I was filled with excitenent and cxpcctntiun when I left New York for the Near 
East, for this was to be ny first trip outside the United States. But above all 
I was nore than anxious to begin work as a new neraber of the staff of the Joint 
Expedition to Nippur. I was hoping that all ny ronantic illusions of the people 
and lands of the Near East would not be too quickly shattered, and that I would 
find the nonunents of antiquity which I had been studying as wonderful o.nd oagni
ficent as I had inagined then to be. Besides working with the expedition, ny 
yenr in the Near East was also to entail travelling in Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, and 
Turkey collecting naterial for ny thesis which I an preparing for Harvard Univer
sity. So naturally I had reason to be excited for I knew that soon I was to see 
anu experience so nuch that would be new. 

Since the Nippur Expedition was not to begin until the niddle of Novenber I 
decided to spend the first two weeks of Novenber and the nonth of October studying 
in Egypt and to save Syria, Lebanon, and Turkey for next spring. I booked passage 
on n freighter to Alexandria which left New York in the beginning of Septenber 
and arrived in Egypt three weeks later. This was a long voyage, but since it 
was ny first I enjoyed every day. Four ports before Alexandria - Toulon, 
Marseilles, Genoa, and Beirut -were only stop-overs for a day or so which neant 
a bit of hurried sight seeing at each. And so ny short introduction to the Near 
East was via Beirut. Several of the passengers took a trip to the nountains of 
Lebanon for the day which are certainly very beautiful. I was anazed by the 
variegation of the colors and the contrasts of barrenness and cultivation. How• 
ever, a day is certainly not enough tine to for.c1 very definite opinions, and I 
knew that I would be back to Beirut again later in the year. 

I did not know what to expect of Egypt. After listening to the stories of the 
sea.nen and to those of ny Jordanian cabin-nate I wasn 1 t quite sure trhat was going 
to happen. When I descended down the gangplank into a crowd of shouting people, 
about three of whon grabbed for ny baggage, there was nothing for oe to do but 
begin yelling too, I had not the slightest idea what was goinG on. But I nanaged 
to reach the custons office and soon left for Cairo. 

ThouGh I really had no reas.on to believe that Coiro would not he o.s noclern as it 
was 1 I was still sonewhat runazed. The nonth I spent three passed all too quickly. 
Each norning I worked in the Cairo Museun collecting naterial for ny thesis nn~ 
just wandering fron one rooti to another viewing all"the fanous pieces which I 
had known only fran books. Then there were the wonderful trips to the various 
nonm~ets near Cairo - Gizeh of course was first. The pyranids were even nore 
grandiose than I had inngined. Many hours were spent just watching the tones of 
the stone change as the liGht changed its direction during the course of the day. 
Egypt certainly has its cham, and I hated to see the days fly by. Abu Roash, 
Zawiet, Abusir 1 and Heliopolis were all on the itinerary. But Sakknrnl Of nll 
the nonuncnts that I saw I think that I was most inpressed by those of Sakkaro.. 
Its fanous pyranid conplex of the third dynasty 1• a feast for the inagination 
and no doubt one vf the nost beautiful exanples of architecture of ancient Egypt. 
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Upon finishing ny work in the nuseuo I packed nyself off to Upper Egypt and spent 
a delicshtful two weeks as a guest of the Oriental Institute at Chicago Rouse. 
Probably I was one of those "three Anericans" nentioned in the last Newsletter. 
It aeons, as I write this, that I an using a great quantity of superlatives, but 
that is how Egypt appeared to ne and particularly U,pper Ec;ypt. Who can help but 
be inpressed by the picturesqueness of the cliffs of the Western Desert and the 
Nile sprinkled with the wonderfully curving sails of the fellucas. Practically 
every day I crossed the river to scraoble fron one , tonb to another or to visit 
the nnny tenples. Perhaps I tried to see t0oouch at once, for I took several side 
trips to Abydos, Esna, Assuan, and Edfu. But then there is so ouch to see in 
Ei3YJ?t. 

It had rained the day I arrived in Baghdad, and to be sure this did not add any 
chnro to Rashid Street. But I left the next day for Afak w~ich I found to be ouch 
as I had expected after having seen several pictures in farner excavation reports. 
The canal, the nud-brick houses, and the sukh were all there. Frou the roof of 
our house one can look out over the nud-brick houses of the rest of the village -
n wonderful study of closely knit interlocking forns. I walked through the sukh 
one day and was sure that this was how the Near East should be, but upon hearing 
a tape recorder in a coffee shop blaring out oriental nusic I quickly renenbered 
that this was 1955. But the oost obvious exnnple of Afak 1 s 11Dodernization11 is 
the newly acquired fluo.rescent lic;hts which line the street along the canal. 

I have nore than enjoyed ny trip thus far and have found ny experiences to be 
very rewarding. I am now looking forward to the nany things I shall lenrn during 
this season at Nippur and to the spring when I shall continue travelling in the 
Near East. 

Donald P. Hansen 
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Dear Friends: 

Abu Simbel, Egypt 
11 January 1956 

For two weeks nm'l' we have been living on a boat in front of the Temple of 
Abu Simbel, quarried out of the rock of the mountain by Ramesses II. Here we 
are 250 miles from Luxor in a direct line, and 300 by the route of travel. You 
can think of our position as even with the latitude of Tampico, Nexico. 

The Oriental Institute has given me a six week leave of absence from my 
work at Chicago House so that I may direct the photographic section of the start 
of a recording expedition at this temple. To give you the background of this 
enterprise, I must tell you something about the orcanization which is doing the 
work. It has, in full, the long name of "Centre de Docwnentation et d 1Etudes 
sur l'Histoire de l'art et dele Civilization de l'ancienne Egypte." 

Some years ago the Egyptian government, recognizing the need for the pre
servation and recording of its ancient r1onuments, approached the \.JNESCO for help 
in obtaining expert advice, About eighteen nonths ago UIJESCO, agreed to help in 
such a task, thus setting up the first agency of this sort under its sponsorship. 
For the UNESCO counselor of the project, Egypt nominated Mme. Christiane Desroches
Noblecourt of the Louvre, who has had long excavating and recording experience 
in Egypt, 

At first it was thought that the subject of recording would be the private 
tomb chapels of the ~heban Necropolis. However, the Egyptian government, planning 
its new high dam which will inundate all of the te:.l:t_)les in EgYIJtian Nubia re1:1ain
ing above water, realized the need for immediate attention to these monuments. 
Because of this UNESCO accepted the task of the recording of Abu Simbel, and 
considerably increased its share of the budget for the new organization. 

For this work m~sco provides the working equipment and the scientific 
instruments, and pays the cor.su:_ tants from abroad who are to serve for short 
periods of time, T:i.1c Egy)Ysinn e·~aff and the ex:_)endable supplies are the respon
sibility of the Egyptian go..-er:crr..ent. 

However, the Abu Simbel recording expedition is the only one of this sort 
nm... planned. The real work of the Center will eventually be located in Cairo, 
where a building to serve it will be built shortly. There, there will be collected 
all docmnents ·' drawings, photographs and any other material pertaining to the 
records of antiquity. These will be filed and eventually their archaeological 
and cultural relationships w-::11 be analyzed. All of this material will be avail
able to scholars throughout the world. 
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For a. fee covering the cost of materials one will be able to receive 
prints of photographs and reproductions of drawings. One can a.sk for a.nd re
ceive information concerning the details of scenes in tombs and temples, classi
fied according to subject. There will be a. library, a. photographic la.bratory, 
files a.nd store rooms, conference rooms a.nd a. restaurant for staff and visiting 
scholnrs. 

Of course the Center is only now getting stnrted1 a.nd experience may 
ma.ke changes in plan. After due consideration, one decision ws made which it 
is hoped will aid in making the Center effective. This was to make the Center 
an independent organization so that it might form its own tro.ditions. 

It should be emphasized that while UNESCO is acting as co-sponsor of the 
Center, it is an Egyptian organization, and the permanent sta.ff members a.re to 
be Egyptian. The heo.d is Dr. Musto.t'a Amer 1 who, when he retires from his 
position as Director General of the Service of Antiquities, will devote all of 
his time to the new orga.nizntion. 

As is often the case, the work of orgo.nizntion and of obta.ining equipment 
o.nd supplies took somewhat longer than was anticipated. When we arrived in 
Egypt the middle of October, it was hoped that the work could begin by December 
1st, with all installations in order and all equipment complete, This was not 
realized, but since a. start ho.d to be ma.de1 I was asked to leave Luxor on December 
23rd for Assuan, there to board the Sheikh-el-Beled, our present home. Becnuse 
of ~he slowness of the shipment on the ra.ilroo.d1 we remained anchored at Assunn 
until noon on Christm::\s day. 

This gave us a. chance to see the antiquities of Assuan, or a.t lenst, a. 
number of them. High in the hill on the opposite side of the river o.re the tombs 
of the governors of the ancient frontier province of Egypt during the Old Kingdom. 
There are also some tombs of the next succeeding centuries. These were exca.vo.ted 
about ten years ago by our friend Lo.bib Hnbo.chi1 now Chief Inspector of Antiquities 
for Upper Egypt, who lives just a short ways from Chicago House in Luxor. He 
ha.d also found earlier on the island of Elephantine the shrine for the worship of 
Heka-ib, erected by his descendants. This is one of the few cnses where private 
persons were deified and worshiped in o.ncient Egypt. 

We were accompanied in the visits to these antiquities, a.nd to the little 
ptolemo.ic temple a.t Assuan,with its roof o.bout level with the present surfo.ce of 
the ground, by Professor Dono.doni, of the University of Pisa, and just now cnlled 
to the chair of Egyptology in the University of Milo.n. He is the Egyptologicnl 
expert for the beginning of the work, and will remain nbout two weeks nfter we 
depart. He is a grand person to be with. He ho.s recently published a. book, in 
his own tongue, on Egyptian o.rt, which is refreshing in the ~e of new pictures, 
mostly of objects in Italian museums, instead of repeating the old ones to which 
we are so nccustomed. 

Christmas noon we were joined by Mme. Noblecourt and o.nother party, and we 
started off. We had Christmas dinner passing through the locks of the Assunn dam. 
At Shelal, the rail head above the dam, we discovered that essential scientific 
instruments had missed the train, o.nd we did not receive them until noon the next 
day. These safely on board, we set out. 

The second party was a. group of French experts in photogrammetry and 
Egyptian colleagues who were to learn this work. The French group of three 
scientists was headed by Professor Poiuilliers, Directeure de l'Ecole Central des 
Arts et Manufactures, accompanied by two geographical engineers. They came to 
apply the principles of aerial mapping to the planning of a building, a work 
which had been done previously only with one of the Parisian churches. 
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M. Poiuilliers served as chief of aerial observation for the American 
forces during the first war, and has been close to the Americans in the following 
years. He is one of the pioneers in aerial mapping. The principle is to take 
two photographs from known points 1 and from these work out the complete measure
ments. It is really an extention of what is popularly known as 3-D photography. 

This second group were on board an ancient steamer known as the Indiana., 
which once wae leased by one of the tourist companies to wealthy private parties 
who vished to travel up and down the Nile. It was considerably slower than our 
diesel driven Sheikh-el-Beled, so the two were lashed together for the·trip to 
Abu Simbel. Our boat takes its name from the Old Kingdom wooden statue of Ka-aper, 
which received this nick-name when discovered, because to the workman it resembled 
the 11 Chief of the Village" (the meaning of the Arabic name). 

Along the banks of the N :.le above Assuan there are many villages, but little 
vegetation until one reaches this vicinity. What was there once wa.s covered by 
the -waters backed up by the da.m1 as were many ancient temples. The villages are 
inhabited mostly by women, children and old men, the able bodied men working as 
servants in the great Egyptian cities, and visiting home about once every half 
year. These villages will be 150 to 200 feet under water when the new high dam is 
completed, and I understand that it is planned to resettle the people in the area 
between Edfu and Assuan, on land newly irrigated by the increase in water supply 
which the dam will make possible. 

We went on until about ten at night, and then anchored until just after 
four in the morning. The second day we stopped for half an hour at the temple of 
Sebua, whose avenue of sphinxes is under water. Here are Coptic icons from the 
period when the temple was used as a church. These, on mud plaster, it is hoped 
to remove, and UNESCO Will probably send experts through the Center to do that. 
The recording of the temple will be undertaken by the Department of Antiquities. 

The second night about 5:00P.M. we anchored at Aniba, the markhaz (head of 
a district, with police-post) for Nubia. The town actually stretches many miles 
along the river. In the new part are the government offices and a boys' secondary 
school, with about 500 boarders, from all of Nubia. It seemed quite modern, and 
the headmaster, on whom we called, was proud of his establishment. 

The start on the third day was again at four. By nine we could see Abu 
Simbel as we rounded a bend in the river, its four great colossi catching the 
morning sun. The temple faces almost directly east; at this time of year the sun 
does not quite come to the door. On either side of the entrance are a pair of 
statues, each more than 65 feet high, carved out of the living rock. 

The first hall, 54 x 58 teet, with four columns flanking the central aisle 
on either side, has rather magnificent reliefs. The right side wall is devoted 
to the battle of Ka.desh. This composite picture, beginning ~ feet from the floor 
reaches to the ceiling, almost 22 feet higher. 

The photographing of this area, and of the scenes on the sides of the square 
pillars, which are close together, is my chief task here. I was not asked because 
I have any special knowledge of photography, but because at Chicago House the 
generations of staff members have developed a reputation for accuracy in the whole 
process of recording. As an Egyptologist who has developed same facility in 
photography as one of his tools, it was expected that I would apply the same 
principles at Abu Simbel. It is a great compliment to the work of the E:pig.:raph:tc 
Survey at Luxor that its methods are the ones on which the recording at Abu Simbel 
are modeled. 
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The first nights at Abu Simbel the fulness of the moon illuminated the 
facade of the temple as nothing else can. Those of you who have visited Karnak, 
at Luxor, on a moonlit night have some idea of what this means. 

The first days were spent in organizing the work. A barge with eight 
roams is anchored at the river bank, at the disposal of the expedition. Work is 
going on in making this ready for living quarters. However, until the permanent 
dark room is ready in a new building now being completed just to the south of 
the temple, we have made a temporary one in one of the rooms on the barge. Here, 
with curtains over the doors and windows, and with clean but not running water, 
we are carrying on our developing. 

The photogrammetry team was here for only six days, and so they had 
priority in the use of' the dark roam and the flood lights. Thus until they left 
I could do little work except make test shots. But a week ago I had fairly well 
established my procedures. 

The relief of the Battle of Kadesh is being cleaned and Abd el Karim, one 
of the experts of the Department of Antiquities, hopes to finish tomorrow. On 
the following day,which begins the second half of the period I am to be absent 
from Luxor, I hope I can begin the photography of' the wall. 

So as to preserve every possible bit of evidence against the time when the 
tem;ple is no longer available 1 I will photograph this part only with a half' (JVer
lap for each photograph. Then two adjoining photographs can have half' of' each 
used for 3-D viewing1giving a so.mcvhat exaggerated depth to the relief. This is 
due to the fact that the distance apart of our eyes is1 on the average, 65 mm, 
while the pictures will be taken with an occular separation of' about 200 times 
that. 

Enlargements ~be made of all the photographs so that, as at Chicago 
House, the artist may draw on them thus having a guide for the relative position 
and the shape of the relief's. It will not be poeoible to give the intensive 
collation that we practice in Luxor, but the drawings will be more accurate than 
any other method can achieve. Of' course, much depends on the skill of the artist, 
and I must educate those here in this manner of drawing. 

This morning I finished the photography of the small stde rooms, mare than 
100 photographs. We have as yet no facilities for making prints, so I can only 
judge from the negatives as to the results. It is hoped that a plan can be worked 
out so that I may use the facilities of' our photographic laboratories in Chicago 
House for the first enlargements. 

Mme. Noblecourt left with the party on the Indiana. She expects to return 
sometime early next month, She has worked in the organization of' the Center 
with her usual abundant energy and with great and creative imagination. Dr. 
Mustafa Amer has surmounted many difficulties in Cairo, and through his adminis
trative ability has helped to get the support of the Council of Ministers for 
the whole project. To both of' these must go the greatest part of' the credit for 
the future success of the center. 

Our Egyptian colleagues are giving much of their time and skill. Mohammed 
Mahdi1 Chief Architect of' the Department of' Antiquities, has spent much time in 
assembling supplies and equipment in Cairo and in making plans for the housing 
of' the work at Abu Simbel. Mustafa Sobhy1 the architect in charge, continually 
shows his abilities as an administrator on the spot. We expect Labib Habachi to 
join us in a few days as chief' of the project here. 
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I must not fail to mention that Myrtle, my wife, has taken over the 
hous~keeping, and has proved a great asset to the expedition. It was by special 
dispensation, and with some raised eyebrows, that she was allowed to come. I 
think our colleagues now feel that she is a creditable addition to the group, 

I have two observations to make which are pertinent to the Oriental 
Institute and to its friends. The first is in praise of the foresight of Professor 
Breasted. In the early part of the century he made photographic records in this 
and other temples in Nubia. Many of these are. still today the sole copies of 
what he photographed. More than a quarter of a century ago he realized the need 
of just such a center as has now been organized, and planned for something like 
it in connection with a new museum. If others had had the same foresight and 
had accepted the gift from Mr. Rockefeller for this purpose, the present work 
would have long since been accomplished. 

The second is my appreciation of the equipment at Chicago House. Where 
every possible tool is available, or can be purchased or made, one does not 
realize the thought and planning of the directors at home and on the field, past 
and present, which have gone into the organization. Here, where much needed equip
ment is still lacking, this now seems nothing short of marvelous. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Francis Nims 
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Third Newsletter from Nippur 
(compiled by C. H. K. ) 

Dear Friends and Members of the Institute 

February 10, 1956 

During the past month reports and letters from Nippur in southern Iraq 
have been arriving in increasing numbers. The members of our joint expedition 
team there, - Messrs.Carl Haines (Oriental Institute), Albrecht Goetze (Yale), 
Vaughn Crawford (Yale) and Robert Hansen (Harvard), - seem somewhat excited, 
and they have every right to be so, because important discoveries are being 
made, It may be that Carl Haines will be sending us a Newsletter directly 
from the field on the subject of the discoveries, but we here at the Institute 
thought you might care to have us put together a few salient passages frOm the 
personal correspondence we are having with the men in the field, particularly 
with the Field Director, just to keep you informed. 

The first news about the recent discoveries came in the routine bi-weekly 
report of Carl Haines, dated January 15. It is contained in the somewhat 
matter of fact statement: 

In addition to our regular and rather scanty finds of seals, 
pottery and other objects, we have found the heads of two 
limestone statues. One, 4.5 em. high, is a nicely detailed 
and well-preserved head of a woman. It was found in the fill 
above the temple (the Temple of Inanna, which they are digging), 
and can probably be dated to the Old Babylonian period ( 2000-
1600 BC). The other, 9 em. high, is a finely-modelled head of 
a man. It had been partially burned, but the surface is not 
damaged. It is about three-quarters complete and was found in 
a cut area which extended from the fill of the Achaemenian 
platform to well below the Ur III floor level (Ca. 2100 BC). 
The head can possibly be dated to the Ur III Dynasty. 

The staff is in good health and the weather has been, until today, 
sunny and warm with little or no wind. Today there is a slight 
drizzle and a strong north wind, - the first winter weather we 
have had this year. 
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Next came a letter dated January 17, which had a more sprightly tone. It begins: 

Just a short note to tell you that we had a good day today. We 
found the first foundation deposit that I have ever seen excavated. 
Two courses of the foundation w·ere preserved on the south side of 
the wall (forming the enclosure of one of the courts of the Temple 
complex) and the northern face was broken away about two meters 
west of the doorway (leading) to the corridor. We were following 
the broken bricks eastward and came across a few baked bricks 
under the bottom course of the foundations. We cleared the spot 
right away and found a rectangle of bricks 80 em. x 97 em. These 
baked bricks were laid in bitumen (asphalt) and the first course 
of the foundations (for the wall) was laid on top of them while 
the bitumen was still hot. So off came the foundation courses of 
the wall, and what we had was clearly a box built of baked bricks. 
The box had first been covered with a square of matting, and this 
had in turn been capped by three bricks forming a pyramid. The 
crowd (of workmen) was getting tense by this time and anxious for 
us to remove the covering, but we had first to photograph the 
installation and it seemed that the photography went terribly 
slowly. The box was all in the shadows and Vaughn Crawford had to 
send in to the expedition house for some reflectors. The after
noon wore on and then off came the first brick with an inscription 
of Shulgi,(sccond King of Ur III Pynasty), similar to the ones on 
the doorsockets (of the temple), except that no mention was made 
in the inscription of repairing the temple. The next brick and 
the third were like the first and there was now no doubt. The 
matting covering the box fell away and there, standing in the 
northwest corner of the little brick box, was the little bronze 
foundation figurine we had hoped would be there. The box was well 
made, for he has no more corrosion than could be called patina and 
his eyes, nose and mouth are still as expressive as they were years 
ago. His overall height is about 12 inches. He is carrying a 
basket (of dirt) on his head (the modern equivalent of laying the 
first stone), with his hands up at each side steadying it. He 
comes to a point at the bottom, with no details below the waist 
and no inscription. He even still had the remnants of the cloth 
he was wrapped in wrapped around his shoulders. He's a nice 
little fellow and a welcome addition to the family. With him 
in the bottom of the box was a stone plano-convex brick in 
miniature. Nothing on it, though, as far as we can see. 

Next came a letter from Professor Goetze of Yale University, the epigrapher of 
the expedition, dated January 20. From it I quote the following paragraph: 

Carl Haines has told you of our good luck and the gratifying find 
of two heads and of a foundation box of Shulgi. The very next 
day we found two more, with other sets of canephoric statuettes 
and stone bricks. The second and third boxes are underneath the 
two towers in the middle, nea.r the southern limit of the excavated 
area. The spirits of both the staff and ·the workmen are 
perceptibly lifted. The credit goes mainly to Carl Haines, who 
cleaned the walls with meticulous care for mapping. How could we 
otherwise have found these boxes which are underneath the founda
tions of the Ur III walls. In this instance we benefited by the 
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destruction wrought by the builders of the big terrace which we 
had otherwise to deplore so vividly. He begin to dig down into 
Early Dynastic layers tomorrow. 

The last letter in the series to date is another from Carl Haines, dated 
January 25. It reads in part: 

Goetze tells me that he has told you about foundation boxes nos. 
2 and 3, so I'll not comment, except to say that the three little 
Shulgis look very nice nestled do\m in their cotton beds in the 
expedition house. As you can imagine, the finding of these 
foundation boxes set our minds wandering around the mound (thinking 
of where we might have missed others), and deed immediately 
followed thought. He tried again north of the main entrance of 
the Temple of Enlil. We had stopped there before we got to the 
bottom of the foundations, but our new digging was to no avail, 
and that was our first disappointment. Another try was made at 
the southeast corner of the Temple of Enlil and that yielded 
nothing as well. But our shaft down through the enclosure wall of 
the Ekur (the large court south of the Ziggurat), just east of the 
gateway, between the inner and the outer courts, produced. We 
found there another box, in the usual place below the very bottom 
of the foundations, and it was of the same dimensions as those 
found in the Inanna Temple. It's construction was the same and 
the only difference is that this had two cover bricks. Both 
bricks were stamped with the usual Ekur stamp inscription of 
Urnammu (first King of Ur III Dynasty). And he was inside with 
his stone libn brick. Both the stone and the skirt of the 
statue are inscribed with the same inscription as the baked bricks. 

The bronze statue of Urnammu is an exceptionally fine one. It 
is not a "nail man" as the others aro, but a full statue with feet 
and oval base. From the base to the top of the basket on his head 
he measures about 14 inches. He is in an excellent state of 
preservation. With a slight dusting off, he would be ready for 
anybody's museum. The stone brick is in a poorer condition. The 
salts coming out have raised the surface in several laminations, 
and it will be difficult to keep the inscription from going in 
places. Along with the statue and brick there are several blue 
frit beads and many pieces or chips of unworked stone in 
variegated colors. 

This fourth foundation deposit is the best one yet and needless 
to say we arc already looking for the fifth on the western side 
of the same doorway, between the inner and outer courts of the 
Ekur. 

I 1m sorry this letter is just dig and more dig - there's little 
else on my mind and that is scarcely worth mentioning. We talked 
at dinner tonight of having menus printed and Goetze thought they 
should be in French - so we arrived at this: Potage du jour, Plat 
du jour, Specialite de la Maison for dessert, and ending up with 
fruit and cafe. Sometimes we don't think of things like that and 
just sit and cat. 
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It looks as if our winter is behind us, - the weather is warm 
and the days arc sunny and the winds arc still no more than a 
breeze. I hope; our weather will keep its best foot for1-1ard 
until after the first of March. Greetings end best wishes to 
all at home. 

Sincerely yours, 

Co.rl Haines 
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NEWSLE'ITER FROM EGYPT 

(Mrs, Carl Kraeling is showing Mrs. Edwin Seipp and Mrs, Chauncey Borland 
some of her favorite places in the Ncar East, The two ladies have written re
ports on the first part of their travels, and we arc proud to be able to send 
them on in the form of a newsletter to our members ) • 

Luxor 
February 1911956 

Our ten day stay in Egypt is coming to an end and we are leaving with many 
happy memories of people we have met and things we have seen. 

The TWA brought us safely from New York via Gander, buried in snow and as 
dreary as I remembered it when last seen three years ago, and Orly, (Paris Airport) 
where we were served a delicious luncheon and felt the cold from which all Europe 
has been suffering, then on to Rome, Athens and finally Cairo, 

Our week in the capitol city has been busy and full of interest. We have 
visited the churches of all denominations--Muslim, Jewish and Coptic, and Royal 
Palaces and museums were not forgotten. The Aga Khan was staying at our hotel 
(the Semiramis) and his entourage lent color to the tea and dinner hour, He had 
come for an educational conference with his people, we were told, who gathered to 
meet him from all parts of the Moslem world. His Highness was also in Egypt to 
give some thought to his tomb which he is planning for himself in Assuan, a spot 
very dear to his heart. 

On the social side we had coffee with Dr, Mustafa Amer, the Director General 
of Antiquities in his museum office,and luncheon with a cha~ming Egyptian couple, 
Mr. and Mrs. El Aroussy. He is head of the Franklin Press in Egypt, engaged in 
translating and publishing English books in Arabic, a project in which Dr, Kraeling 
is interested, I was surprised at the list of books on which they are working-
"Peter Rabbit" for the children, "Little Women" and "Gone with the Wind" among 
others. We lunched with them at the Gezira Sporting Club, 300 acres situated al
most in the heart of Cairo and offering every sport except those of ice and snow. 
Organized by the English who excluded the Egyptians, it is now a native club where 
the English arc not welcome, 

Another evening was spent with an Egyptian family of humble origin, and we 
were touched by their friendliness and generosity and interested in their way of 
life. 
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After six days in Cairo we arc here in Chicago House in Luxor for a short 
visit, where Mr. and Mrs. Hughes gave us a royal welcome and where we are so 
comfortable and happy. After a few days in Luxor and Assuan we shall be back in 
Co.iro for a short stay and then on to the other countries of the Ncar East we 
plan to visit. 

Of the many interesting things we have seen in Egypt, to my way of thinking, 
none can compare with the Tutankhamon find. His belongings as displayed in the 
Cairo Museum and his tomb in the Valley of the Kings never disappoint and can 
never be forgotten, 

Mrs. Kraeling is untiring in her efforts to have us see and know and do the 
best in the most comfortable manner. Under such auspices and with charming 
travelling companions our journey should continue to be a modern Arabian Nights 
adventure. 

Belle M, Borland 

It docs not take long for the traveller to succumb to the spell of Egypt. 
Flying down from the bitter cold and icy ·tvind in Paris, over the towering peaks 
of the Alps, we were enchanted with the blue1 cloudless sky1 the cool nights and 
the delightfully warm days that always begin with the exquisitely delicate coloring
of pink and blue and end with a glorious, rich golden sunset over the desert. As 
it is never quite the same as on the previous day, one always looks forward· to this 
gorgeous spectacle with great interest, 

As one becomes more familiar with the life and activities of the "man of 
the street 11 whether it is in the city or country, one feels the kindliness and 
great friendliness of his personality although his theme song might well be the 
song from "Porgy and Bess 11

, -- "I've got plenty of nothing and nothing is plenty 
for me". He seems to be patiently contented and happy. We arc glad to see that 
the new government has accomplished a great deal to improve general conditions, 
education and cleanliness even in this short time. 

Mrs, Kraeling gave us a week of sightseeing in Cairo, which was most 
interesting--a remarkable city, where the modern not only tolerates but blends 
in gracefully with the customs of most ancient times. Motor cars and caravans 
of camels) and donkeys make their way through the principal streets. The natives 
in their costumes of biblical times mingle with the business men in European 
dress and modern architecture harmonizes easily with that of ancient times. 

From Cairo, she brought us to Chicago House in Luxor, where Dr. Hughes and 
Ibrahim met us at the railroad station and whisked us by motor car to Chicago 
House here on the outskirts of Luxor where we have enjoyed the warm and charming 
hospitality accorded us by Dr. and Mrs. Hughes. To assure us of their cordial 
welcome, we found a bouquet of fresh garden flowers in our rooms--a sweet 
attention which has our deep appreciation. A prominent visitor to Luxor always 
calls to pay his respects at Chicago House, and every afternoon, someone well 
known in the field of letters or science comes and adds interest to the day's 
activities, 
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A visit t~ the temples end tombs with nr. Hughes is a privilege given to 
so few, and we are so pleased to be among the fortunate ones. The accounts 
recorded upon the walls became remark~bly clear when read so fluently by Dr. 
HuGhes and the ancient kings and queens suddenly become alive and vivid per
sonalities. 

Always ready to show us as much as possible in a shcrt time, Mrs. Kraeling 
brought us to Assuan to the Cataract Rotel. From there one gets a splendid view 
of the lile with its Elephantine rocks and oee marvels at the dramatic picture 
presented by these purplish r~cks against the golden sand beyond, 

A visit to the granite quarry was most 1nteresting1 where the work of 
cutting the granite for another huge obelisk had been ·suddenly interrupted and 
the half completed task revealed the ingenio~s technique that was employed, 

Modern times have also contributed a marvelous feat of engineering in the 
construction of the Great Dam, 3 kilometers long--with locks at the west end 
to permit navigation between the areas n!'lrth and south of Assuan, This has also 
provided pcwer for an important hydroelectric rlant, The dam has been of such 
great economic benefit to Egypt that the great project for building another dam 
farther south, is about to become a reality. This will raise the water leTel 
again and flood an enormous territory. Some temples will then be entirely sub
merged and the descript~on of their beauty will become a legend to future 
generations. 

One wonders whether Egypt, in ita newly found independence is entering a 
new cycle which will again bring it greatness and prosperity, 

Sincerely yours, 

Ellen H. Seipp 
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FOURTH NEHSLETTER FROM NIPPUR 

Narch 2, 1956 

Greetings all from Afak. Today is Friday, the Muslim day of rest, so 
it is the day off for the archeological staff of the expedition as v:cll for the 
pickmen and laborers on the mound. Actually, the work at the expedition house 
goes on as usuo.l; only breakfast is later. So I, as visitor and early riser, am 
sitting alone i!1 the high brick-i'lalled living- dining- and business room, waiting 
for the others to show up. 

I've been here now a day and a half, and an exciting and busy thirty 
six hours it has been. Only a few days back I was making preparations for departure 
from New York. Then came the quick and easy flight across the ocean and snow-bound 
Europe to Beirut in Lebanon. There I met Mrs. Kraeling and the two Chicago ladies 
with whom she is traveling. Shortly after they left for Jerusalem, I took off for 
Baghdad, where our lJlane landed in a terrific thunderstorm. The day-long trip from 
Baghdad to Afak was marked by difficult, bumpy roads, two punctures and a discon
nected exhaust pipe. The second puncture came when the car was about four kilometers 
from Afak, so I struck out on foot to complete the trip, but was finally picked up 
by a local bus and joined the four people who were already crowded into the front 
seat, and was delivered in style at the front door of the expedition house. 

It was pleasant to greet our old associates and friends, who were in 
good health and spirits when I arrived. What an exciting time they have had -
especially when those bronze foundation deposits were coming out of the ground. The 
exci tcment has died down now, but not until a proper feast was held by the workmen, 
complete with a fatted calf. And the seven statues, the pride of the expedition, 
will be exhibited in Baghdad at the occasion of the laying of the cornerstone of 
the new National Museum, scheduled for April. 

More important to me by far was the revelation of the work that had 
been done in uncovering one of the largest and most monumental temples ever exca
vated in Iraq of the Early Dynastic Period, (about 3000-2400 B.C.). The temple was 
constructed by Urnammu and his successor Shulgi, who were kings of Ur and it is 
they who i:mmortalized themselves by the bronze statuettes that were buried as 
foundation deposits under the towers flanking the entrance g~tcw~ys and under the 
corners of the massive structure. To date about one third of the building has been 
l~id bare, buried as it w~s under ~n overburden of fill and of' structural deposit 
that is no less th~n thirty feet deep. I \vas amazed at the amount of earth that h~s 
been removed and at the scope of the historical monument that wns emerging. There 
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is currently in the Near East, to my knowledge, no more extensive and ambitious 
undertaking anywhere in the field of archeology than the clearance of the Inanna 
Temple by the Nippur Expedition. It made me intensely proud of the skill and com
petence of Carl Haines, the field director, and at the same time I admired the 
smooth working of the expedition staff and the handling of the large labor force. 
Everything was moving with clocklike precision and with less noise and shouting 
than I have ever seen on an excavation. 

Excavations have not only their triumphs but also their prcb1ems. 
Fortunately our problems are not those of relations to the Iraq government, which 
are most cordial, nor the problems of staffing, or supply or health, but rather 
they are run of the mill problems, small but distressing. Progress has come to 
the little town of Afak. The government is bent on improving the streets as they 
have already improved health and education. This means that the house we have 
hitherto used as expedition house must be vacated because it is to be torn down 
to permit construction of a street along the canal that brings water from the 
Euphrates here for irrigation. So our simple and rustic equipment will need to be 
placed somewhere until 1957, and safe storage is not so easy to find. 

A more serious problem is that of compensating for the wear and tear 
on the transport equipment that we need at such distances from sources of supplies 
and communications. Today it is raining again and outside the door the ground is 
lJeing transformed into the slipperiest ldnd of nud- as slippery as icc- through 
which the cars can move only with the greatest difficulty for the next few days. 
The cars take terrific punishment here in good days and bad, going out across the 
desert and around the fields to the mound six miles away, and trekking to Diwaniyeh 
and Baghdad on occasion. To say nothing of the miles of rough country they covered 
lust season with Braidwood and company. The struggle to keep them in shape is un
ending and increasingly expensive. Every now and then we have to replace a vehicle. 
This we cannot do with regular budgetary expedition funds, because it would promptly 
break the bank, and here is where contributions and dues from Members help us over 
the hurdle. To all of you who by your help have made such replacements possible we 
arc most grateful. You should sec how well our Decauville dump railroad (the U.C. 
McK.R.R.)- also purchased with membership help- stands up and how hard it works. 

The present expedition will wind up its work for this season in 
another month, but already we arc planning for 1956-57 and are making represent
ations for surveys to be conducted here and in Syria. These negotiations must be 
carefully prepared to insure success. You will hear more about the results at a 
later date, for several now and exciting prospects arc opening up that will provide 
opportunities especially for some of the younger members of the Oriental Institute 
staff. 

By the time you read this I shall probably be in Libya, getting 
ready to excavate another three months at Tolmota. 

Cordially yours, 

Carl H. Kracling 
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(Excerpt from a letter from Carl Haines, February 22nd.) 

Thorkild Jacobsen arrived here the 19th and we arc all thankful that 
he is here. It Gives me a nice 1 as usual' feeling to have him in camp again. The 
whole village has been expecting him for several days and last evening the Kaimakan 
(the Mayor) co~c to welcome him to the village. (Of course, on each call he brings 
friends with him and, with local pride, points out the statuettes that Nuffar ho.s 
produced,) Our social life has entered its spring season. If it doesn't rain, we 
arc going down to visit Warka this Friday - going to Ur too and make it a two do.y 
trip. 

(Time out to read the mail) 
We arc not going to Warka on Friday and it isn't going to be a two day trip. 
Mallowan and his architect arc arriving on Thursday, and the Director General of 
Antiquities on Saturday, so that takes care of that. 
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NEWSLETTER FROM SYRIA AND JORDAN 

Luxor, Egypt 

March 21, 1956 

Greetings to you all from Luxor. It is a lovely spring morning as I 
sit here in Dr. Hughes' office at Chicago House, The air still has a bit of 
that freshness you associate with a beautiful June morning in Chicago, and the 
birds are chirping gaily in the shubbery, but the sun is bright and the sky 
is clear and the picture at my left as I look out the windmv is charming in
deed. In the foreground the avenue of banyan trees, beyond that the Nile 
flowing quietly to the sea and dotted with the triangular sails of the 
fellukahs that move sedately along the river, In the background the tall 
grayish-brown cliffs of the desert plateau and their foothills, riddled with 
the toffibs of ancient Egypt's kings, queens and viziers. What could be more 
enchanting? 

It >vas from Iraq that I last sent greetings to you. Quite a few days 
and many miles separate me now from the intrepid band of the Oriental Institute 
American School expedition that is working hard in the land of the ancient 
Sumerians. Since leaving Nippur I have passed through Syria and Jordan and in 
each instance found not only many things to do that represent official business, 
but also many things to report to you that represent archaeological news. 

In Syria my main job was to discuss with the Director of Antiquities, 
rr. Selim Abdul-Hak, the proposal we had made to him for a survey of the 
coastal sites of Syria by Mr. Gustavus F. Swift Jr., a survey that is to take 
the field this summer. Selim Bey viaS graciousness itself and Mr. Swift will 
be able to proceed in accordance with the plans already developed at home. 
At Tamascus I joined forces for a short time with Mrs. Kraeling, Mrs. Seipp 
and Mrs. Borland, and together we made the always exciting trip to the desert 
and caravan city of Palmyra. Many new discoveries in the last two years made 
a return to the site particularly important and thrilling to me. Out beyond 
the city with its massive temples and colonnaded streets, where the last foot
hills of the Anti-I.ebanons give way to the inner-Arabian plateau, several new 
tombs with excellent func~rary sculptv.res had recently been cleared. Some of 
these sculptures I have long since want:::d for our lecture hall at the Institute 
to go with the Zenobia ta1)cstries. Tho suggestion was made to me that the 
best way to get them was to undertal;:e the excavation of such a tomb. I was 
told that the cost of labor involved 11as not more than $2,080 dollars, which 
would indeed be the cl1eapest way of cetting the sculptures, even though publi
cation and travel might add to the overall cost of the enterprise. 
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At Palmyra the Swiss during the last fall excavated in the neighbor
hood of the Baal-Shamin Temple, and here surprising new ~esults were achievea. 
It appears that the temple has been set secondarily into a succession of 
colonnaded peristyle courts and smack on top of a religious banqueting hall 
of earlier vintage. The earlier temple that went with these installations 
must be farther to the north, perhaps under the defunct and bedraggled Hotel 
Zenobia. 

After leaving Syria I went to Amman and Jerusalem in Jordan. Here 
there was much for me to do in connection with the affairs of the Palestine 
Museum and of the Dead Sea Scrolls, and the few days I was able to spend in 
Jordan were crowded with new impressions on these important subjects. 

I shall not tarry long on the magnificent Palestine Museum, where now 
the marvelous stucco-work of the Hisham Palace is beautifully displayed. Here 
the beginnings of Islamic art and its dependence upon Sassanian and Byzantine 
art traditions is now splendidly revealed. I told Mr. Yussuf Sa'ad, the 
secretary of the Museum, that I would be proud to have such an exhibit in the 
halls of the Oriental Institute Museum at Chicago, and I meant it. The work 
of the preparators in preparing and mounting the material is of the highest 
quality. 

Contrary to my expectations, the Dead Sea Scroll pot was again in a 
state of boil and the information available was exciting indeed. If I communi
cate any of this information to you, it is ~ntirely confidential and must not 
be reported to the press or other media of public communication. There are 
two important facts. The first is that a new cave with manuscripts has just 
been iiscovered. The cave has been given the number Eleven, and is currently 
being excavated by Pere de Vaux of the I'ominican fathers. It was found by the 
beduin who appropriated its most precious belongings. They are now negotiating 
for the sal~ of the material to the Falestine Museum, I saw the first lot they 
offered, the first time it was shown. The material is exciting and includes 
a fine Leviticus Scroll about five inches high (many of the scrolls have this 
handy small format) written in archaic s2ript. There were also many fragments 
of snme other manuscripts of larger format, but apparently the number of scrolls 
which the cave contained was not large, The beduin are reliably reported to 
be holding out from the finds in this cave one complete scroll, said to be like 
the Isaiah Scroll of the original 1947 discovery. If this is true, the cave is 
likely to receive more attention than any of the finds of the intervening years, 
even though its material may not be intrinsically as important as that coming 
from the more productive Cave 4. 

The second item of strictly confidential information concerns the bronze 
Gcrolls, which have now been cut op-en-and their contents studied. I am tali 
that there will shortly be a BBC broadcast by Mr. Harding, the Director of 
Antiquities of the Kingdom of Jordan, on the subject of the new cave and the 
bronze scrolls, which may well make the headlines all over the world. This will 
help prevent misinterpretation of what I am told is part of the contents of 
the bronze scrolls, for the contents misinterpreted by avid amateurs might land 
us all in a sea of trouble, It appears that the bronze scrolls refer in part to 
the hidden treasures, the hidden national treasures, of the Hebrew people, and 
amateur archaeologists might well lle iElpelled by allusions or statements about 
them to unde:rta~ce immediate measures to dig them up. Actually, of course, the 
traditions about buried treas'.1res, whether national and persoi1al, are common 
in all times and places. Burried pirate gold and chests vli th pieces of eight 
are familiar parts of the romantic tJ:'a.di tion of our o'm environment. We must 
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assess any statements in the bronze scrolls from the Dead Sea in the same way 
in which we deal with the traditions about Captain Kidd's treasures, and hope
fully Mr. Harding will get the release on the contents of the bronze scrolls 
off on the right foot in that respect. 

In the Museum the work on assenillling the manuscripts from the Dead Sea 
is proceeding very well tndeed. I was surprised to find how much had been done 
and how few are the tiny fragments which still cannot be assigned to a parti
cular text. The body of the material available grows more comprehensive each 
year and we now have also good-sized fragments of the Greek Bible (Old Testament, 
naturally) and of a Greek author who dealt with Biblical material. Wonders will 
never cease. 

From Jerusalem I flew down to Cairo and it was a relief to come into 
warmer climes, for the days in Syria and Jordan had been very cold indeed. 
Here I was happy to fall in with Mr. and Mrs. Leon Pomerance, Institute members 
from Great Neck, Long Island, and here I expect also to see ~~. Donald Abel, a 
member from Chicago. The visit of Mr. Carrol Guddler is expected but will 
occur after I have left. There is always much by way of official business to 
transact in Cairo and here at Luxor, paying calls on the government officials 
and permitting oneself the luxury of being entertained by them. Last night the 
servants of Chicago House joined in in the official entertairudent by providing 
on the porch a fantasia that lasted from 7:45 to 10:30 P.M. It was highlighted 
with dancing to the tune of a four-piece orchestra. The orchestra consisted 
of a drum and three clarinet-like instruments. Tea and cigarettes were served 
during the entertair~ent. The music, the dancing and the singing were all of 
the native style and most entrancing, 

The greatest pleasure at Luxor, however, is to see the work being done 
by the staff of our Epigraphic Survey, Messrs. Hughes, Nims, Champion, Floroff' 
and Healy. They and Hrs. Hughes and .rvrrs. Nims deserve the greatest praise for 
the way the institution here is being rm1 and for the fine results that are 
being achieved. I was delighted indeed to see how far back toward the inner 
rooms of the great Medinet Habu complex the artists are now working. It means 
that we are getting ever closer to the goal of our current operations, the 
complete recording of the tremendous body of its inscriptions. We have set 1961 
as the tentative date for the comp.letion of this enterprise and look forward 
to writing a "well done" finis to this monumental effort before launching out 
on new and different enterprises from this base of operations. 

As for myself, I have been "on the road" now for a month, and leave on 
Friday from Cairo for Libya. From there I expect to report to you again on 
the excavations which we propose to make at Tolmeta, the ancient Hellenistic 
and Roman site on the coast of Cyrenaica. We have been fortunate in choosing 
to work currently in the late spring in Libya, for there things are more quiet 
than in any other sector of the Near East. What news we shall be able to 
transmit to you from there, remains to be seen. We hope it will be something 
interesting and worthy of your attention. 

With the best of greetings to you all from everyone here in the Near 
East who represents the Oriental Institute and its growing circle of friends 
and members, I am 

Cordially yours, 

Carl H. Kraelir.g 
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March 31, 1956 
Nippur 

The season of excavations which the Baghdad School conducted in 1955-?6 at 
Nippur jointly with the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago has now 
come to a close. Four and a half months of intensive work lie behind us, but all 
the members of the expedition are happy with the success that crO"t-Tned our efforts. 

May I introduce again those who took part in this year's work. There is first 
the field director and architect of the expedition Carl Haines (University of 
Chicago). Experienced by many campaigns in Turkey, Syria,-rr8n, and Iraq, he 
steered the expedition through all adversities. His magnificient equanimity must 
have been contagious; for at the end of the season, we discovered to our own sur
prise that we had not quarrelled a single time during the long period of close 
association. Considering th.z monastery-like atmosphere in which we had lived, this 
is quite an achievement. Vaughn Crawford (Yale University), a member also of the 
expedition of 1953-54, brought to this year's campaign not only proven stability, 
but also groat resourcefulness in all things mechanical. Out in the desert this 
is an asset which comes in handy. He served as photographer. Donald Hanson, our 
baby or "chiko" proved his worth on this his first visit to the Ncar East. He 
kept the catalogs in good order and upheld the honor of the expedition when the 
occasion called for the manly same of drinking Arak with the local police chief 
(who detests all other beverages). For only a short period we had with us Thorkild 
Jacobs~n (University of Chicago) when he was director of the Oriental Institute 
who had initiated the series of campaigns at Nippur, Let us not forget ,~;:ither 
Abd-ul-qadir, th~ comoissioner of the Department of Antiquities who, shy at the 
beginning, learned toward the ~nd to take part even in our little jokes; he may 
still find these Americans a somevrhat que..;r bunch. Finally there is the lTriter 
of these lines who served as epigraphcr; he must leave it to the other me~bers to 
say a good word for him. The expedition lived in the village of Afak, and drove 
out daily to the mound six miles distant. 

The main object was the temple of Inanna, the goddess of love and >va:rfare, 
the site of which had been previously tested and delimited. When we began digging 
the co1mnon belief was that the assigned area, about 50 x 30 meters, was sufficient 
to yield a complete plan of the building. We ended up with the insight that even 
after enlargements had increased the excavated area to 60 x 45 meters this covered 
little more than one third of the original temple area. In our operations we 
distinguished seven levels, of which, however, only three yielded ~ore or less 
comproh~nsive plans: the Seleucid level (II), the Ur level (IV) (ca. 2000 B.C.) 
and the Early Dynastic level (VII) (ca. 2600 B.C.). Each of these levels has its 
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fascination. The spectacular finds vrere made in the temple of the third dynasty 
o:r Ur which 'tvas built on a grandiose scale. They consisted of the foundation 
boxes of King Shulgi, of which no less than five were discovered and each of 
,.,rhich contained a copper statuette of the king showing him carrying on his head 
a basket with mortar for the building of the temple. Once we had learned the 
secret as to '\-There to look for these boxes we went back to the temple of Enlil at 
the foot of the Ziggurat, the most important sanctuary of Sumer, where the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania had worked more than fifty years ago. And there we duly 
found two boxes with remarkable statuettes of Ur-Nammu of Ur, the father of Shulgi. 

These foundation boxes are hidden not in, but below the foundations of the 
mud brick walls ( 2.50 to 3 meters thick) in prominent places like corners, gate 
towers, etc. They are built from baked bricks laid in bitumen (asphalt) , 1-ri th 
dimensions about 60 x 80 x 100 co, in such a way that in the center a small chamber 
is left. In this chamber the statuette, and the small replica of a brick, often 
inscribe~ arc deposited. All of it rests on a bed of pieces of semi-precious 
stones. The small hole is then covered with reed mats and, after a liberal coating 
with bitumen, with baked bricks bearing the inscription of the respective king. 
These boxes are virtually watertight, if not airtight, a fact which accounts for 
the excellent preservation of the statuettes. The lowest course of mud brick of 
the 1.,rall rests immediately upon the top of the boxes. Wherever the well is still 
standing up high it requires a considerable effort to penetrate belm.,r its founda
tions. The boxes in the Inanna temple were discovered only because the super• 
imposed walls were completely, or almost completely, destroyed. In other places, 
and particularly in the Enlil temple at the foot of the Ziggurat, we had to make 
a laborious search and the discovery was actually dramatic. It may be worth while 
to tell here the story in some detail. 

At the spot in question we had to set to work Mohammed Halaf Muzleh (\-Tho serves 
as foreman at the British excavations at Nimrud, but finds it possible to vTOrk under 
another foreman with us),; those who have met Mohammed know that he is somewhat on 
the stout side, with a round face and large black eyes. His task 1ms to pierce 
through quite a few meters of mud brick wall above, and we had not expected him to 
make quick progress. But the prospect of a good find must have inspired him to 
work twice as hard as usual. For, when Carl and I came out to the ~ound after 
lunch on the afternoon of January 23, we found the youngest of the Shergattis sit
ting beside the road on an old dump waiting for us with the exciting message: 
"Mohammed has just struck the box." And true enough one o:r its corners had been 
exposed. While Carl went back to the house to get the other members of the staff 
as is customary on such occasions -- and some needed implements, Mohammed called 
in some of his friends and, seized by a veritable frenzy, throwing off coats and 
headdresses, they carefully widened the hole and cleared the entire surface of the 
box in less than an hour, so that it was ready for opening. Our foreman, Halaf, 
was summoned for the occasion, and with everybody -· ourselves, Mohamn1ed 1 and his 
friends -- squatting around in the narrow hole the covering bricks were removed. 
They showed the inscription of Ur-Nammu, king of Ur. All the workmen by that time 
knew Shulgi 1 whose boxes had previously been discovered. So I explained to them 
that we were now dealing with Shulgi's father: rrabu Shulgi. 11 In the meantime the 
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mn. t still covering the hole was broken and there appeared in the box 1 standing 
on. its base1 a magnificient copper statuette (ca. 35 em high) of the king1 re
splendent in its 4000 year-old bluish green patina, and by its side the traditional 
re~lica of a plano-convex brick, also with the king's inscription. Halaf gingerly 
li~ted the heavy statuette from its hiding :place and placed it on the rim of the 
bo:x. At this z:1oment Mohammed, who had tensely watched the :proceedings, could no 
longer restrain his emotion. With blazing eyes he jumped up, raised his arms 
se"eral tioes quickl7 toward the sky, touched forehead and chest with his hand, 
and shouted: "Rallo 1 abu Shulgil Hallo 1 abu Shulgiln I am sure that in years to 
come he will show his children and children's children "his" Ur•Nrumnu in the 
Baghdad museum, the statue he once dug up from the hallowed soil of Nippur. In 
such monents the workmen show how deeply they identify themselves with their work 
ana the pride they feel in digging up the great past of their country. The other 
siac of this bond is revealed by the pickman who was close to tears because in 
his hole there was no box and no statue -- as though it were his failure and not 
our mistake that denied him success. The news of a good find spreads in no tine 
through the excavation. When the first statue was found, some of the Shergattis 
danced joyously around and the statue had to be exhibited for all workmen tosees 
At hone the season just :past will probably become known to them as the season of 
the foundation boxes. 

Every child in the village of Afak knows today the name of Shulgi. Little 
boys bring you cuneiform fragments and maintain that they were written by Shulgi. 
The name has captured the imagination of the people. When I return to Afak, as 
I hope I shall, I would not be astonished to meet among the little rascals and 
witches, who stand by the road shouting "goodbye, goodbyel" whenever we pass, a 
whole crop of little Shulgis. 

March 31st, 1956 Albrecht Goetze 
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Lots and lots of things have been happening • or, if you look at it another 
way, nothing at all has been happening since last I reported to you from Luxor. 
What zruakes the two contradictory statements both true at the same time is the fact 
that once more I have been caught up in one of those amazing episodes that are part 
and parcel of the life in the Near East and that, if proper;y handled1 would provide 
excellent background material for a new Arabian Nights. The only question as yet 
unsettled is who is to come out on top. By tomorrow, perhaps, or perhaps not, the 
Libyan Prime Minister himself may have decided the issue. But today - only Allah 
knows •• 

I left Luxor after a delightful visit with the Hu~heses and Nimeses and after 
a fantasia put on for my special benefit by our Rais Ibrahim, on March 21. The 
next day was spent at Cairo in conference with Dr. Mustafa Amer, Director of An~ 
tiquities and in the company of Mr, and Mrs, Pomerance and Mr. Donald Abel, all 
Members of the Oriental Institute. On March 23 1 I left by plane for Libya 1 to begin 
the Libyan adventure, and was welcomed at the Benghazi airport by Mr. Wright, the 
architect of our Tolmeta expedition, and Mr. Mills of the American Legation. That 
was a Friday and so a Moslem holiday, On Saturday bright and early I visited the 
offices of the firm of Mitchell Cotts 1 the forwarding agents for our expedition equip• 
mcnt, to see what the status of our shipments to Libya might be and discovered that 
all ot the things sent from New York, including the jeep we need for transport, were 
still reposing at Tripoli, a good 600 miles to the west for want of a little word in 
the bills of lading and in the absence of a bill of lading for the materials pur
chased from Scars Roebuck. So it was necessary for me to voyage on to Tripoli and 
clear the effects there, only there was no communication with Tripoli till Monday, 
March 26, 

W~th the help of Mr. Wright and his small English car I put the intervening 
days to good use and visited Mr. Goodchild, Director of Antiquities for Cyrenaica at 
Cyrene to discuss plans for the Tolmeta Expedition. From Cyrene we came back via 
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Tolmeta itself where we saw the nexpedition house" prepared for us by the Libyan 
Public Development and Stabilization Agency and the new clearances made in the area 
where we had expected to find a villa to dig. The expedition house was all painted 
and ~hitewashed nicely and the toilet facilities might even be said to be luxurious 
by local standards if the water needed to make them operate was carried up each day 
by hand to the gasoline drums on the roof. But it was obvious that structural 
changes, including breaking a door through one thick stone wall, would need to be 
mad~ before its transformation from an abandoned school to a dwelling could be 
thought to be complete. As to the villa (if it was such) this was shown by a test 
dig to be buried under a deposit of about 13 feet of debris (1) accumulated there in 
the course of events which had transformed the area into a stone•mason 1s chip yard 
when a Byzantine fortress was erected slightly to the west. I queried at once the 
possibility of excavating at this particular part of the site without the use of 
mechanical dirt-moving equipment. 

On Monday1 March 261 I flew on to Tripoli1 and here began to play my little 
part in the saga of the unimportable imports~ I had sheafs of inventories 1 invoicelj 
bills of lading and letters to the officials on the federal level as well as to the 
Tripoli representatives of the shipping agents Mitchell Cotts. Also I had files of 
correspondence with our American Ambassador, the Honorable John L. Tappin1 with 
officers of the u.s. Engineers and u.s. Air Force stationed here and with repre
sentatives of u.s. Government Agencies and Oil Companies working to develop Libya's 
economy. As it turned out they were all highly valuable and useful and a bushel 
or so more would have done no harm. 

In consultation with the energetic representatives of the u.s. Ambassador's 
staff and with the local Mitchell Cotts agents we worked up the proper procedure 
for the c:learo.nce of my equipment reposing on the Tripoli docks. This involved 
three s~ages. The federal representative of the Department of Antiquities had 
first to receive and approve with a covering letter a petition compiled by me re
questing entrance of my equipment. This took a day. The documents (with complete 
inventories of all items) had then to be submitted by the Ministry of Education to 
the Ministry of Finance, which had to add its covering letters so that the growing 
dossier could be submitted to the Director of CUstoms. This also took a day. Of 
course it made no difference that eight weeks earlier I had sent on a request for 
clearance to the Libyan Embassy in Washington (with complete inventories of all 
items) and that at my request the Libyan Embassy had forwarded the papers to the 
local Foreign Office in early February with request for clearance. After. all 1 

the local Foreign Office was not the proper agency (so it seemed) and how could the 
Libyan Ambassador and the local Foreign Office be expected to know or know what to do? 

At this point it was already becoming apparent that I was going to have to 
dig in for a prolonged stay, and that I would long be dashing around town in these 
one~horse open carriages that one still uses to get from place to place - carriages 
that were the dernier cri in Rome when Victor Emmanuel I unified Italy. The horses 
seem to be of the same vintage. Meanwhile the hotel situation was in a bad way 
because the Libyan National Bank had just been inaugurated and the rooms were all 
taken up by representatives of the national banks of all the countries of western 
Europe who had been invited to come and help celebrate. So I landed actually in a 
glorified (?) Motel, and each norning the procedure was to appeal tearfully to the 
Concierge for another night's lodging, with the concierge in his old Prince Albert 
tearing his hair and pouring out a flood of Italian to tell all the world how terrible 
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wus his lot 1 what with a big German or Tunisian delegation slated to arrive and so 
many Americans from Point Four just camping in the hotel. Mrs. Kraeling and Miss 
Mowry of Wellesley were due to arrive from Rome at just about this time and I 
managed to cable over to thaQ to explain the situation, but it was Holy Week in 
Rome and accomodations there were still tighter, so on they came willy•nilly. I 
managed to scrounge a double from the hotel and the airline got a single for Miss 
Mowry for overnight, and she (Miss Mowry) had perforce to go on to Benghazi next 
morn~ng by plane where hopefully she is surviving while we continue our efforts here. 

Everything blew up on Thursday, Mnrch 29. By that time all the papers had 
got to the Director of Customs, who summoned me for a personal interview and re
vealed that he would gladly provide provisional entry for all my equipment - save 
for one small item, namely the nice new jeep station wagon that was on the dock. 
This would have to go back to America because as of March l an ordinance advocated 
by him personally had come into effect banning the import of all jeeps. I sugges
ted politely that the jeep had left New York on Feb. 17 by boat and that I was here 
by invitation of tho Gavernment to help develop Libya's resources, but it nude no 
difference. March 1 was already past and there it was - no more jeeps could enter, 

Well, this was something. Obviously the matter had now to be tackled at the 
diplomatic level, so on to the American Embassy for new consultations and the 
deployment of new strategic forces. As you know the situation in the Near East 
has become increasingly tense during the past months since the dismissal of Gl..,bb 
Pasha in Jordan, and the Arab countries have been consolidating their forces in 
the effort to present a united front in the Arab-Israel JOntroversy. The black
listing of jeep products is a part of this consolidation, and the problem at the 
diplomatic level was how far diplomatic representatives could or should go to make 
un issue over one marooned jeep station wagon that had got itself caught in the 
chain of events? So 1 the only recourse was to appeal to the Prime Minister. But 
the next day was Friday again, hence a holiday for the Moslems, and after that came 
Saturday, Easter Day and Easter Monday, all high holidays for Europeans. But the 
Ambassador and I each used Friday to write communications on the floating jeep to 
the Prime Minister, and if he saw the papers yesterday (Saturday) we may know by 
Tuesday what his verdict in the matter may be. 

Naturally, during all this time 1 I have not been slow to fill in the blank 
spots of waiting. I've refused to go ahead with the import of any of the equipment 
unless all gets admitted. I've cabled to Mr. Goodchild in Cyrene that we I!l.ight 
have to abandon the whole expedition and go elsewhere. These actions have been 
communicated to the Libyan authorities. Meanwhile Sir Arthur Dean of the Libyan 
Public Development Agency is trying to mobilize a landrover for my use if the jeep 
gambit fails. Meanwhile, also, I've been in contact with u.s. agencies here about 
the possibility of being flown over the site of Tolmeta to take aerial photographs 
for the benefit of a projected plan of the ancient city. Also I've been in touch 
with the u.s. Engineers about buying surplus equipment for earth moving, surveying 
etc. Finally I've fallen in1 through diplomatic channels, with the members of the 
local Underwater Explorer's Club (where I had lunch on Friday), and have told them 
about the need of exploring the harbor of Tolmeta with their skin-diving equipment. 
They seem to think this would be a grand thing for th~m to do. 
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So lots of things are going on behind th~ scenes, and all is a mass of plans 
·1nd possibilities, but nothing is as yet tied down at nny one point. Whatever 
h~pp0ns, thLre will be ~xciting days ahead. Not the least exciting will be the 
600 mile trip around the des~rt Gulf of Sirte famous even from the poems of the 
Latin poet Horace as one of the hottest driest places in God's creation. This 
trip Mrs. Krcoling and I and nll our equipment will need to take if we arc going 
to get '"nst to Benghazi and on to Tolmcto. We'll be driving our own ('?) cnr alone 
through this unknown region, n two-day journey with what water and petrol we can 
carry along. Perhaps there will be adventures along the road. Who con tell? But 
<~lso who cnn t..::ll what will hnppen h..::re before we can leave. Hold your thumbs till 
you hear from us again. 

Cordially yours, 

Carl H. Kraeling 

Nc:ws Bulldin April ninth; Our hero has apparently overcome obstncles b~..Cccuse a 
cnblu this dote from Benghazi onnour.ccs that he hns free use of a car and will 
proc<.:'"d with his cxcavntion nt 'Iolr.1etc. The poor jeep stntion w::1gon still 
languishes in its crate on the dock nt Tripoli. 
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It is Friday today, the Moslem day of rest which we observe here instead of 
Sunday. Since there is no work going on up on the dig and since things have by 
this time fallen into their more normal patterns once again, there is a bit of 
time to catch up with correspondence and to report to you from the field. 

Goodness knows what or when I last reported to you. My typewriter had not at 
that time been passed by the customs officials, so I was writing long-hand and have 
no copy. All I remember is that the Chicago Archaeological Expedition to Libya was 
having rough going getting under way and that we were battling away with all the 
officials from the Prime Minister down to the simplest dock-clerk to get our per
sonal and expedition effects admitted, so that we could get to work. The battle 
began in Tripoli and then the scene shifted across the Gulf of Sirte to Benghazi, 
where it continued for a second period of two weeks. 

I won't bore you with all the details and will comment only on one 1 which is 
perhaps not typical. The customs laws impose a 50% import duty on exposed films. 
This is to take care of the products of Hollywood and of the Italian studios shown 
in the movie houses. You may recall that when I was here two years ago I made a 
movie of the antiquities sites of Libya and afthe work done by us at Tolmeta. You 
saw the film last fall at our first Institute lecture. While still at Chicago I 
thought it would be a fine idea to bring the film along and to borrm-r a projector 
from the local u.s. Information Agency and show it to the workmen at Tolmeta 1 who 
could thus see themselves in action. Naturally we listed the film among the objects 
contained in our shipment of expedition equipment. It became a stumbling block for 
the customs people who insisted I must pay duty on it. I tried to explain what was 
involved, but no one dared to make an exception or see this as an amateur product. 
So finally I decided to send the film home again without bringing it in. 

Now finally we are all set up in our "expedition house" at Tolmeta. We have 
here as our staff besides Mrs. Kraeling and myself, Dr. and Mrs. Charles Nims of 
our Luxor staff1 Mr and Mrs G.R.H. Wright, he being the architect of the British 
School at Athens on loan to me here, and Miss Lucetta Mowry of the Wellesley College 
fa.cul ty. The Wrights inhabit a part of the house used by the Department of Anti
quities as its headquarters. The rest of us have an old schoolhouse to live in. 
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The schoolhouse was recently repainted and repaired by the Public Works Department 
and is roomy and showy on the outside1 even if ita few installations don't really 
function very effectively. With the help of some mail-order equipment ~~a. 
Kraeling and Mrs. Nims have made it quite livable and we have a good working 
mechanism and get three really square meals a day, so what more could we desire. 

Our day begins at 5 A.M., for by 6:15 we are up at the site of our excavation 
and work is ready to begin. The working force consists of about 50 locals recruited 
from the tiny village near which we live and from some caves and tombs up and down 
the coast. There is a good scattering of old men and young boys, but the bulk of 
the force consists of tough middle-age characters who can swing a pick and wield 
a shovel with surprising regularity for hours on end, so that we are moving a good 
bit of dirt each week and have the sense of getting ever closer down to the floor 
levels that will tell us what we are digging our way into. 

As you know we have inherited from the Italians of Mussolini's days a little 
Decauville railroad with large dump cars, and this year the government has even 
added a little diesel-engine that moves the cars through the city precincts for 
more than a mile to the dump on the seashore. The trick is to keep the railroad 
'mrking on schedule so that the full cars get emptied and returned by the time the 
train of empty cars is filled at the dig. This is a special problem and is cur
rently in charge of Charles Nims 1 who as traffic control manager of the Tolmeta RR 
is doing a marvelous job. AppaBently it takes the good training as an Egyptologist 
and epigrapher that Dr. Nims has had at the Institute and during his long years of 
service at Chicago House in Luxor, to make a good traffic manager. Perhaps we ought 
to have more P..merican ._~ailroads send theil"' men to us f•.)r tra:tning in Egyptology befor~ 
they tackle the problem of juggling freight cars, Of couroe we have our tie-~ps, 
when a car gets derailed or the engineer of our put-put decides to take a five
minute nap on the way to the dump, and then there is much dismay on the part of us 
supervisors and much glee on the part of the workmen, but all in all our system 
works, 

Tolmeta, as you may know is a beautiful site right on the southern coast of 
the Mediterranean. We have miles of good beach, translucent water in which to swim 
and wash off the dust from the dig, a coastal plain about a mile deep and a row 
of hills beyond that to the south, the hills being all of 11000 ~eet high. The 
old city of Tolmeta occupies a stretch of the coastal plain about a mile square 
and was originally laid out in a fine gridiron of streets, with public buildings of 
various sorts and elaborate villas. 

The city block we are digging is about two thirds of the distance inland be
twaan the coast and the hills. We spotted the stumps of a row of columns in a 
wheat field there a couple of years ago and decided to see what they represented. 
He are learning fast. The first thir.g we learned was that what we had taken to be 
the st.umps were closer to being the tops, for by some set of circumstances the area 
acqui:::'ed an overlay of about tvrelvc feet of debris and soil. This means moving a 
lot of dirt but it may be that the heavy overlay will have provided a protection for 
something good underneath, and if so, the earth moving effort will have had its 
reward. If not, we will be spending more money than we ought 1 considering the result 
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In order to find out what kind of a building we have before or rather under 
~ we are tackling it along one half of its northern frontage, and pushing our 
excavation southward. We choose to do half of the frontage because buildings of 
this type are fairly symmetrical and balanced in their appointments and we can 
penetrate twice as far over half the frontage as we could using the entire front
age, and so learn more about its character and promise for less money. 

At the present time we are still in the early stages, getting the railroad 
track approaches laid down in most advantageous fashion and sheering off the top
soil. which is dry as dust and hard to boot. Already in one area (H,l) an archi
tectural feature bas come to light, the walls of which are standing at a height of 
about 8 feet and -vrhich is accurate in form. The masonry is good and by sinking a 
test pit along the face of the wall we assured ourselves that there was a nice 
mosaic at the bottom. The room with its semicircular form, if room it be 1 could 
be a part of a private bath, such as was attached to the better villas, or it 
could be entirely ornamental but on a grand scale. In a couple of weeks more we 
shal.l be at closer grips vTi th the building to which this feature belongs and will 
be able to tell you more about it. Meanwhile, hold your thumbs for us and perhaps 
we shall come up with something good. 

Our climate here is a. marvelous thing. Until about a week ago it ~-ras very 
cold. The Mediterranean is still cold. Since that time we have had six days in 
which the Ghibli blew great guns. The Ghibli, let me explain is a south wind that 
comes straight up out of the hot Sahara, carrying with it loads of sand. It blows 
with tremendous fury, so much so that on Ghibli days it is possible to load dump 
cars only by digging southwards from them. At night it roars around the house and 
the palm trees dO'tm by the town throw their fronds about wildly in the air. Then 
again we have quiet days when the air is still and the sun is hot, or we have cool 
winds from off the sea which call for a jacket even at mid-day. This is North 
Africa, strange and mysterious, near yet remote, just the place to seek and perhaps 
f'i.nd. 

Cordially yours, 

Carl H. Kraeling 

P.s. (The following extracts from Dr. Kraeling's letters to me are too good to be 
stored only in the files. MFB) 

Mrs. Kraeling and Mrs. Nims are doing a major operating job at the house and 
feed us our three squares a day w~th many flourishes, including things they dream 
up with local produce (stew, roasts, salads) and things they maneuver out of pack• 
ages (puddings, cake, Angel pies and what have you) and cans. Occasionally there 
is a bottle of the vin du pays (Beda Red) which sells at about 30 cents a quart. 
Currently there is a major bug-hunt going on, things the girls call ea~vigs or 
something like that. They seem to come out of the wood around the house and have 
gotten in all the Sears packing cases and cartons that we are carefully saving for 
repacking. Extermination is proceeding at a rate matched only by the Nagasaki bomb, 
but on they come ••••• 
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He come home vTi th our clothes shedding dust and our faces pmfdered as though 
we had on the make-up of the Old Han of the Sands. Only where the sweatband of 
our hats grabs hold is there a streak of the basic epidermis still clearly in 
view. It takes quite a bit of sloshing to get the powdery stuff off1 and in my 
case it is the towel that takes the beating usually. But it's all in the day's 
'mrk1 and the dirt is clean. It ought to be 1 it has been lying there lo these 
thousands of years baking in the sun. 

l>Te make occasional runs to Barce (an hour away) to see whether anyone bas 
written us. The little hamlet here has been quick to catch on to the idea that 
there is now available transportation to what is for it the great metropolis, 
and the number of people who suggest that they ought to go with us is enormous. 
vle ought to run a jitney service. To date we have been limiting excess passengers 
to hamlet officials, the police sarge who claims he needs to buy some victuals, an 
old man whose wife is in the hospital at Barce, a man with a broken down truck 
here (it has been broken down since we came and has not stirred yet), and so forth. 
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NEHSLE'ITER FROM TOUlETA 

What does an archaeologist do on his free days? Last \-leek l-Ie had three in a row. 
The MoS-Lem month of fasting, Rauadan, ended on May lOth, and the following three 
days (including the regular free day on Friday) the tol-m celebrated the ending 
of the month with the Biram feast, and so there was no lTOrk on the dig. 

So we took a busman 1s holiday. The idea started early in tJ.1e season, before we 
arrived, uhen Carl Kraeling crone along the coast from Benghazi in a plane, to 
get a view of Tolmeta from the air. Betlreen Tocra and here he sighted a couple 
of ruins along the coast and decided that he should find out more about them. 

\~e made a survey trip on the afternoon of Greek Easter Honday (the Orthodox 
Easter was five weeks later than ours this year) at the beginning of that week. 
With Elsie Kraeling doing the driving, lle went along the coastal road from Tolmeta 
to Tocra. Before the new road cominG down from Barce was built, a little over 
two years ago, this was the only approach to Tolmeta possible by auto. But in 
the intervening period it has not been kept in repair, and the winter rains 
pouring water down the lladies have played havoc with the track, and the thorn 
bushes are starting to take over the right of llay. 

In the party llere the Kraelings, I·Iick Uright, our surveyor and architect, who is 
connected llith the British School of Archaeology in Ankara, Turkey, and his wi:fe 
Pauline, Myrtle and I. We jounced along in the Land-rover (the British version 
of the Jeep 1 l-Thich is now politically suspect in the countries of the Arab League). 
At times l·Iick, who rode most of the time at the rear, standing on the trailer 
coupling, ran ahead like an Indian scout to discover if the road continued around 
the next bush, and where one was to drive when a ravine cut across. 

By keeping on the alert, we found four of the type of ruins Carl had seen from the 
air, but only one corresponded to those he had noted. On Friday we made a more 
detailed exploration. In the afternoon the Hrights started at the well of Sidi 
Abdullcl11 our fresh llater point three kilometers to the west of here, while the 
Nimses were driven ten kilometers beyond, and abandoned, to 'tTOrk their way to the 
beach and then walk east until they met the Hrights, and then together to strike 
back to the road, where the car ltould be waiting. All in all there were dis
covered one sn~ll and one large ruin. 
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Car~ and Hick knel-11 of course, t-that these ruins were. Toward the end of the fourth 
century of our era the roving Bedouin tribes became quite determined in their 
opposition to the Roman colonists, and frequently raided their lands. There were 
not enough troops to defend the area properly, and with the uide desert to the 
south into which the raiders could retreat campaigning was useless. Yet the wheat 
fie~ds along the coast, and in the Barce plain on the plateau above, were neces
sary for the provisioning of Rome1 and could not be abandoned. 

The problem was met by building forts along the southern frontier, and by having 
fortified farms along the coastal plain. Into these the farmers could retire when 
the signal came that raiders were approaching, taking with them their animals, to 
be safe until the raiders had gone away again, 

On Saturday Carl, Mick1 and I took off in the Land-rover at 7:451 (not early for 
us, for our usual rising hour is 4:301 with work on the excavation commencing at 
6:00). lrlith us went Mick's surveying instruments and the camera in my charge. 
Throughout the day we stopped at the forts we were able to find, Carl acted as 
rod man for Iviick1 while I took the photographs • Often all three of us had to 
handle the tape1 for the wind l1as blowing strongly, as it of'ten does here. 

In all we located seven forts, and made plans of five as far as their present state 
allows. Most are merely hills of stones on first appearance, with few if any walla 
showing. The shape is generally about square, ranging in size from about 65 feet 
to 85 feet on the side. The walls uere from 50 to 70 inches thick. On one side 
was an arched entrance1 leading to the ground floor. As far a.s could be determined, 
this doorway led into a. court1 usually having roortlS on three sides. Each building 
bad an upper floor, with parts of the walls remaining in some instances. A fea
ture of each was a tower in one corner, in which a watcher l-tas stationed ready to 
give alarm when danger threatened. 

Around three sides of one fort close by the sea there had been quarried a dry moat1 
with a deeper quarry by the sea, There was a slightly smaller fort near the beacb1 
which may be earlier; thus advantage \-ras taken of an already existing quarry for 
defense in building the second. Another, probably the latest lre surveyed, was 
surrounded by a moat, with a counter scarp between this and the surrounding revet
ment~ somewhat bowed out from the square. 

We reached Tocra a little before five in the evening, with just time to return 
on the military road via Barce, and the new black-top road down the wadi to 
Tolmeta, now finished to within about five miles of our door. From Tolmeta to 
Tocra via the coast road is 22 miles, and via Barce it is 4o. Nevertheless, after 
two trips over the old road '1-7e are all agreed that it is no short cut. 

The early part of May was cool, but n0'\-7 summer has really come, and the aweat 
is really pouring from our brows, and the dust of the excavation caking our faces. 
But foranaccount of our progress there you must wait for a letter from Carl. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Francis Nims 
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Du.J.r Friends: 

Baghd1.d, Iraq 
October 2, 1956 

This is the cJ.lm bcforEJ the storm, the inevitable delay while the field p:u-ty 
assembles, ·while gear is purch;:tsr.:.d and unpacked and shepherded through Customs, while 
plans are laid and formalitius attended to. It is thus a good time to take a de·::p 
breath and make; my first Report; presently we should have some more concrete re
sults to describe for you, but thoro will be far less time to set them down in a 
lutter. 

The purposes for which vrc arc here, :tt lea~ t, can b8 described before the 
season gets underway. Tho concern of the Iraq Surface Survey is not primarily with 
th~ excavation of ancient sites, but rather with overall patterns of settlement 
'Hhich may be derived from systematic mapping and surface examination. Of course, 
the positions of many ancient mounds are already known, and a not inconsiderable 
number have been dug into on some previous occasion. But brief samplings indicate 
that a vastly greater number remain to be brought to notice, including most of the 
smaller tells that perhaps were villages; not surprisingly, then, WE:: remain largely 
ignorant of the relation of simple peasant vill~gors to the great cities of the 
ancient Orient. In '3. word, it is the dev<::lopmont of urban lifo that we wish to 
study in its broadest geographical context. Historians have been concerned for a 
long time with the interplay of changing political and social variables in the Near 
East. Now it seems worthwhile to re-examine more intensiv-ely the effects of this 
int8rplay on the utilization of land and water, '3.nd on community distribution, 
size, and plan. 

The scene of our Survey is the fertile alluvial plain that begins in Central 
Iraq and extends southward between the Tigris and Eurphrates Rivers to the Persian 
Gulf. Irrigation is a prerequisi tf.' of agricul turc here, and thus there is a 
further '3.Spect to our study. Still today, this land is crisscrossed with canals; 
some are part of a lnodern system that the Iraqi government is working energetically 
to extend, but many others go back to the remote past and hA.ve long since been 
abandoned. Canals are a part of the settlement pattern here, if you wish, a con
dition of life in what would otherwise be a dusort. So vve hope to trace the 
A.ncient canal systems as they developed in different periods. 

Even for a neophyte at the directing business, for whom all things seem 
possible in the absence of hard experience, this is clearly a progr~ that is 
fraught ~nth uncertainties. You shall hear more during the months to come of the 
obstacles we; encounter and the delays we cannot '3.Void. How much of the job can be 
done this year I will not ev-en guess at this time, but we shall begin near the town 
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of rJUsayib early next week and go on from there. A big resettlement project for 
land1css farm;;;rs has been completed in that district, seventy-odd kilometers south 
of Baghdad, and it will be interesting to juxtapose one of the ncvmst vmys of life 
in !'tcsopotamia with some of the most ancient, 

11. word as to personnel. I've hinted at rrry own inexperience. hy only previous 
fiuldvrork in Iraq was with Robert Braidwood at Jarmo in 1950-51. Fortunately, this 
is 't joint enterprise, also involving the Baghdad School of the American Schools of 
uriontal 'Iesearch. And Vaughn Crmvford, who will arrive in a few days' time to rcp
resunt the Baghdad School, h1s participated with Thorkild Jacobsen (and Albrecht 
Goetze?) in short surveys with the same general objectives during earlier seasons. 
Fim.lly, there is Hobert Fernea, who joins the staff as Anthropological Assistant 
vrith the aid of a National 0cience Foundation Fellowship. He and I and 11 BJ11 

U:lizabeth) Fcrnea, his bride of last Juno, joined in Beirut to drive the balky 
Uri~ntal Institute station wagon across the desert to Baghdad, a trip complete with 
an exciting look A.t the International Tr3.de Fair in Damascus and an exasperating 
major breakdovm west of Ramadi. 

Vaughn and I will be working together on the program I have outlined, and you 
will be hearing from us most frequently. The Ferne as ·will spend most of their time 
off on their own, according to present plans, so that a brief summary is 3.lso in 
or·:lcr of ·what they vd.ll be up to. Bob has done archeological fieldwork in the 
J.\.rr. )rican bouthwest, but his prirrnry interest is in urbanization as a contemporary 
so~:ial phenomenon. In a w3.y, he giv..;s our historical study contempor.'3.ry relevance, 
.Just as vm hope to dr!Wv from him somo better understanding of the relation of 
community life to a regime of irrigation than could ever come from the fragmentary 
texts and broken pottery of tho romotc pa.st. Bob will vrork closely 1Jiri th us at 
~. :.::st, but later would like to sclc:ct one or a fevr rcpresenta.tivc social units for 
r 'Dorc intensive study than the: p.'3.co of our survcJ permits.. He ;md BJ devoted the 
r1.st summer to an intensive course in spoken Iraqi :\rn.bic, md are anxious to settle 
r~Ym and try their hand :1t da.y-to-d3.y conversations v.i th tov:nsmon and vilb.gc
c'.;Hllcrs outside tho increasingly cosr;1opolitan capitaL Probably they can bc pre
Vd~lcd upon to describe how tht,ir own v:ork progresses in later Reports. 

To return from the promised future to tho present, 1He are making haste slowly. 
The Survey's baggage: is still <'.t sea, perhaps in part as a result of the Suez Canal 
crisis, and is not expectc;d to arrive in Baghdad for another three weeks or so at 
l.;ast. Car repairs continue. There arc maps and routes to be chocked, sherd bags 
to be made, museum collections to be gone over. Perhaps our most concrete accom
plishment has been coming dovm "tJdth a virus infection, all of us, that oven the 
cool nights and not unpler1sant daytime temper"l.tures of rtn Iraqi Fall seem to do 
little to clear up. Uur Baghdad headquarters is firmly established, at least, in 
thu newly acquired center of the Dcutsches Arch.!!olop,isches Institut. Dr. Heinrich 
Lenzen, the rlosident Director of the Institut, has graciously provided us with 
sleeping, storage and ·workrooms in his very charming and comfortable establishment 
for the intervals between sections of the survey when we will return to Baghdad to 
work up notes and collections,, Our colleagues in the Iraq li1useum have also been 
most helpful in the assistance and advice they have provided in the making of 
arr·angements and plans. 

In three weeks or so, with luck, we should be far enough along to report not 
plans but progress. I'll try my hand at a second Report then. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert H. Adams 
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·:here is no denying it--the Near East is demanding more and more of our at.ten~.6n 
c·.s time goes on. Not so lr..mg ago we "t-rere all taken up t-Jith the Gods and Grav8f~ 
.; ipplied by the Scholars and the rash of historical novels and movies about tf,e 
:-ncient Egyptians. Now it is the far more serious problems of Suez and the 
L<H.mn Dam, the Dead Sea Sectaries and Palestine that concern us. The moJ."e 8r.d 
rr..ore varied our involvemen::., the more we need some means of direct contact 't-Ii th 
the area and with the many facets of its ancient and modern life. 

To fill this need you have an old-established Chicago institution at your dis
:Y.J:'3al--the Oriental Institute. trJhen you really come dot-m to it, felrt people 
'· ''1c~erstand the Near East better than the archaeologists. Partly this is be
C::J•.iSe their historical interest gives them the perspective that sound judge
n1ent always requires, and partly it is because they have such intimate contact 
with the plain folk who work vrith them on their digs and vrith the government 
officials and agencies under \-Those supervision they conduct their enterprises. 
Besides, in helping to recreate from the buried remains of the past in the Near 
East the birth of all higher civilization and the foundations of our own cul
tural heritage, they have a choice opportunity to interpret and emphasize at 
home and abroad the community of inheritance that ties East and Hest together. 

Under the circumstances, lfe wonder whether you would care to become a Hember of 
the Oriental Institute and to participate in what we learn and have to communi
cate? Our Members have various opportunities and privileges. We arrange lec
tures for them each month of the academic year, providing illustrated accounts 
of the nevrest operations and discoveries in the field. We have our field workers 
send in for distribution to Members informal and confidential reports on their 
activities--reports that everybody seems to read with great delight. We issue 
occasional publications of a more popular sort in archaeology and art. vJe have 
a reception or two a year at the Institute, where you can meet the members of 
our staff. ~Je enjoy having you visit our Huseum, and we are happy to help 
I-iembers plan trips to the Near East and to have them visit our headquarters and 
field operations. 

Our Member group is important ~ us because it provides an opportunity of out
reach to the larger Chicago community to which we feel we ot-re a debt. At the 
same time the dues and gifts that come in from I1embers help support activities 
in the field and at home not provided for in our regular budget. With this 
letter we are sending you a copy of our Annual Report for 1955-56. It tells 
you what we have been doing in the field and at home, who among your friends 
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are currently Members and hovl we have applied income from Hember dues and gifts. 
~Je would be happy indeed to have you join the Hember group, One membership covers 
both husband and wife. Therets a card enclosed to use in sending in your appli
cation. 

Our next lecture of the 1956-57 season is scheduled for November 7. It vrill 
deal "t-rith our excavations in the old Sumerian city of Nippur. 

Cordially yours, 

e_)_..__Q._ \ \ . \~~e :__,~~ 

Carl H. Rraeling 
Director 
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(P.S. "Bob" Adams has stated clearly the purposes of his expedition, v;hich will be 
of great help to you in understanding the relevance of later Newsletters from 
him. I am temptod to expand his passing reference to his trip from Beirut 
11nd Damascus across the desert in th0 11balky vriental Institute station 
wagon", and to the "major breakdown" that occurred just before he reached 
Ramadi, the first settlement along the Euphrates. In a letter to me dated 
Septenber 25 he writes in part as follows: 

"Our arrival in Baghdad vvas considerably delayed by difficulties with 
the rolling stock, and I feel sorely tempted at the moment to depend 
henceforth on buses and taxis alone. After shelling out an additional 
$50 for storage and repairs in Beirut, we had trouble almost all the 
way over and finally broke down completely in the desert west of Ramadi 
with a broken rear spring and frozen brake-drum. By the time the thing 
is repaired "sometime Friday sometime Tuesday" we will be out another 
$60, mainly for the expense of sending out a mechanic by taxi from 
Baghdad (Agoulian was in Mosul) while I stayed behind for a day and a 
night with the vehicle--fortunately not far from the only tea-house 
(or any other house, for that matter) within 50 miles. Then there is a 
cracked cylinder, bum starter, leaking radiator, and erratic voltage
regulator, all for another 10 dinars plus parts. As you can sec, it 
was a great trip; hereafter, I think it might be cheaper to put the car 
on an airplane and fly it across. Finally, it seems that the blue jeep 
is not yet ready to go either, so that, with two cars, we are still 
walking and taxiing around Baghdad. At the moment, all of this is 
still moderately amusing ••• but the humor will evaporate quickly if 
the same si tuntion is repeated when v;e are ready to begin work. 11 

I am sure you will appreciate the grim humor of those words. V~e are 
agonizing with 11Bob" ovt:r the situation and are grateful to him that he 
has not once complained, It is a terrific problem to maintain automotive 
equipment in the Ne.'J.r East. Due to field conditions it wears out faster 
than we can afford to replace it, and with the kind of service available 
in the vrient we sometimes get caught badly when we try to stretch the 
life of a car that was last reported as being still in good running order. 

Carl H. Kraeling) 
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The entire country has been watching with growing anxiety the course of develop
ments in the Hiddle East. He know you are concerned, and you know that we are 
concerned. Our immediate concern has been for the Oriental Institute staff 
1nembers whose first reports you have already had in our earlier Newsletters 
and "rho are currently in Egypt and Iraq. Our long-range concern has been with 
the future of the archaeological enterprise of American institutions in the 
Middle East countries. It seems only proper to drop you a line telling you 
how we analyze the developments, what 11~e have done and 't-rhat our hopes and 
fears are at the moment. The risk we run in this connection is that anything 
we say may be completely out-dated by the impetuous course of events, before 
the ink is dry on the paper. But you will mal..:e the necessary discounts, we 
trust, in case our words are antiquated before they reach you. 

The dangerous brevr nou boiling so violently in the lliddle East caldron has 
many noxious ingredients. The first is, of course, the ten-year old dispute 
over the status of Palestine. The second is the Suez controversy, in which lrJe 
seem to have thwarted the plans of the British and French for an immediate 
military intervention, vrhich has left some elements in America disappointed 
with President Nasserls handling of himself and has left England and France 
frustrated in their efforts to maintain control over what they regard as their 
life-line. The third is the Algerian conflict, which the French have been 
unable to resolve and vlhich they feel has been aggravated by Egyptian inter
ference. The fourth is the developing rapprochement bebreen Egypt, Syria and 
Saudi Arabia. 

hfhat precipitated the recent course of events was the impending election in 
Jordan, the election actually held on October 21. According to reports received 
by us this surmner, there was a grovring tide of feeling in Jordan that it must 
ally itself more closely with the Cairo-Damascus axis, which meant also that 
it must align itself against the British and follmv up the dismissal of Glubb 
Pasha with a revision of all its British involvements. A token of this was the 
dismissal of }~. Gerald Harding, as Director of the Jordan Department of Anti
quities, which occurred in July, and uhich shot-red us the hand-t-rriting on the 
wall. Incidentally I had reported this as a probable development writing from 
Luxor on Harch 23. The information 'Has, hmvever, not put into a Net-Jsletter, 
since it concerned especially my relations to the Palestine Archaeological 
Huseum established by I'~• John D. Rockefeller Jr., Hr. Harding being at the 
time also Acting Curator of the Tiuseum. In the post-Suez period the suggestion 
vras openly discussed in the Jordan newspapers that the Palestine Archaeological 
Huseum should be nationalized and its control taken avJay from the international 
board of trustees currently a&ninistering it. 
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As the time of the election dretr nearer, there was fear that it might bring with 
it an attempt to overthrow the Jordanian monarch. Apparently on this account 
Iraqi troops 1rrere dispatched to the Jordan frontier by Ring Fe isal of Iraq, 
the cousin of Ring Husein of Jordan. You will recall the stir created by 
these developments as a threat to the tender balance in Israel-Jordan relations. 
That some plet may actually have existed, though it was never consummated, is 
suggested by the erroneous report of Ring Huseints assassination that came from 
Paris after the elections in Jordan. 

The election in Jordan brought victory to the socialist and communist-related 
elements and parties and served notice that the will of the people tras for a 
close alliance with the Damascus-Cairo axis. King Husein recognized this fact 
and approved of the development of a joint military command with Egypt, Syria 
and Saudi Arabia, tvhile at the same time indicating that he proposed to ask 
for a reinterpretation of his agreement with the British, the agreement that 
gave the British the right to maintain air bases in Jordan, This meant capi
tulation on the Kingls part to the socialist and communist-related elements 
and parties in his country and a complete reorientation of Jordanian political 
life. King Husein had given up his efforts to determine policy by the ties of 
kinship that bound him as a Hashemite to his cousin King Feisal of Iraq, who 
as 1rre know was partner to the Ankara-Baghdad pact with the British. He went 
over officially to the Damascus-Cairo axis, which opposed relations to Great 
Britain. This he could do because Syria, Saudi Arabia and Egypt had guaranteed 
to provide for a ten-year period a subsidy to Jordan equal in amount to tvhat 
the British had hitherto invested in return for the right of maintaining bases 
there. 

It was obvious that given sufficient time the new alignment of Jordan would 
serve to contain and repel Israel in a Hay it had not been done previously. 
Hence the developments of October 21 were undoubtedly viewed with alarm in 
Israel. lJe foresa1r1 the possibility of serious consequences in a discussion 
bet1r1een the members of our Policy Committee and myself held here on the morn
ing ,f October 29, before any untoward actions had been taken. Ue did not 
at the time foresee the speed 1rri th which the course of events 1rrould move, nor 
did we fix properly the sphere within Hhich they would transpire. lHth only 
this limited perspective upon the impending developments 1r1e agreed to the 
desirability of cabling our staff members overseas at once. Ue felt we t.,ranted 
them to know that we tvere thinking about them, but did not t-rant to alarm. them 
unduly. So we cabled, "See no cause for immediate alarm, but know you will 
use your best judgment should conditions change11 • They probably laughed, if 
they got the cables the next day, for the course of developments we had fore
seen moved so fast that our best thinking had not been good enough. Only the 
fact that 1r1e had provided for unknown possibilities in the reference to chang
ing conditions salvaged our self-respect the next morning and the thought 
that by cabling we had shoued that 1r1e uere alert to threatening circumstances. 

t'J(1at has happened since that time, you will have as clearly etched in your 
minds as tve have. Ue have been left breathless and speechless by the rashness 
of British, French and Israeli action. On October 30, when the pattern began 
to emerge we cabled again to Dr. Hughes in Sgypt suggesting that if Libya 
were open he might care to concentrate his staff members there, otherwise he 
might care to have them gather in Italy, where tve could get in touch with them 
and plan for their needs. He felt then, as 1rre continue to feel now, that Dr. 
Adams and his group in Iraq, being more remote from the scene of conflict, will 
be in a less exposed position. State Department officials assure us that care 
of United States citizens is not passive but an active pursuit of the consular 
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officials in the countries affected, but that they have no details as to the 
provisions made for the evacuation of individual persons. Ue have had no answer 
from i~gypt or Iraq to our cables and in fact do not know whether they ever 
arrived, However, we knot-r that our staff members are competent to handle them
selves vrell in emergencies, and expect to hear from them soon, perhaps from 
Capetown and Karachi, or wherever they may have been directed. If vrord arrives 
before this leaves the office, -vre l.J"ill add a postscript. It tms not clear from 
Dr~ Hughesz latest letters whether those members of our Luxor staff who are 
Dritish subjects had actually put in their appearance in Egypt. If so, it was 
only the men themselves, for earlier this summer we had issued instructions that 
families were to be left at heme in viet-r of the uncertainties prevailing. 

The future is not promising. The renet-red emergence of colonialistic and imper
ialistic power-poli Hcs in the Hiddle Eastern scene, as represented by the 

· aggressive acts of Br i tc:.b a11.cl Fr.ance, acts undertalren in concert l..ri th Is rae 1, 
is an anachronism of the first order and by reason of its violence will leave 
marks that will not be erased for many years to come. The Arab nations have 
not yet sholm their hands, so that vre do not knovr hovr bitter and prolonged 
the struggle will be, but we may he sure that at best archaeology will be 
under a cloud in the Hiddle East for years to come and that the type of cultural 
co-operation our uork represents and :requires will be impossible in many 
of' the areas vrhe:re 1rre have worked. Hovr vre shall determine our course of action 
for the future, we shall discuss here in proportion as the picture becomes 
clearer. 

lie walk today in the midst of :ruins, ruins not only of American policy as it 
applies to the 1-Tiddle East, but also of institutions that were created out of 
the hopes, t-re believed, of a t-restern world. tHll the United Nations be more 
than a ruin in days to come? tJill NATO survive? Is an idealistic devotion to 
peace sufficient to determine our ovm course of action? Is there any a1 te:rna
tive to povmr-politics other than passivism? 

Carl H. Krael ing 
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ORIENTAL INSTITUTE NEWSLETTER 

[This Newsletter from Robert M. Adams Jr., dated Nov. 31 1956, was held up or lost 
when communications were interrupted by the hostilities that broke out in the Near 
East on Oct. 29. A second copy of it bas just come to hand from Bob himself. The 
letter reflects the initial phases of an undertaking that has gathered momentum 
and importance as you know from the Newsletter of Dec. 9· We thought you would like 
to have it just the same. We at the Institute believe that Bob's work will prove 
to be of outstanding value for the knowledge of urban life and history in the land 
of the two rivers and the full story of the survey will rank as an epic of determi
nation, clarity of purpose and understanding and sheer grit and sticking power 
wherever it is heard. C.H.K.J 

November 31 1956 
Dear Friends 1 

At this writing, I am sure most of you are in closer touch with the state of 
affairs---even within Iraq---than we are. He returned only a few hours ago from a 
second eight-day period of survey in the Jezira of Central Iraq, and are only now 
learning of the rapid tempo of events during the past week in the Middle East and 
elsewhere. Here, everything is quiet at present, and I rather expect we shall be 
pushing off again within a few days to continue our work in the desert. 

This letter is begun quickly---before the accumulated dust of the journey is 
out of one's ears, so to speak---as an alternative to the grim pile of potsherds 
that waits washing and analysis. There are some 60 or 70 bags of them from the last 
period of reconnaissance alone, and in many ways they constitute the real meat of our 
survey. This it will be our task to digest in the next few do.ys 1 but it is easier 
for me to outline what we have been doing now---before the results of detailed study 
undermine my ability to generalize grandly. 

To take up the thread of my letter of a month ago, Vaughn Crawford arrived on 
October 6th and we left for our first period of survey four days later. Since our 
baggage had not yet arrived it was not possible to work away from a fixed base as we 
had hoped, and we set ourselves up in the town of Hilla, 60 km. or so southeast of 
Baghdad. Quarters were kindly made available by the Rev. and Mrs. Harold Davenport 
in their home, formerly the Hilla YMCA, and meals could be obtained at the excellent 
Matam Isa, under the genial proprietorship of a former cook of the German Expedition 
to Warka. In retrospect, these were probably the finest living arrangements we shall 
encounter for the ren~inder of the field season. The weather, on the other hand, was 
still uncomfortably hot if one was in the sun all day, and I'm afraid Vaughn and I 
and Abdul Mun'im (the representative of the Department of Antiquities who has joined 
our staff) returned to Hilla late each afternoon at first feeling as soggy and be
draggled as we must have looked. With his fair skin, Vaughn suffered particularly. 
From ~ distance, he may have resembled a local farmer, clad in ld1akis and wearing the 
inevitable kaffia for a headdress. But closer up he was an unlil~ely-looking Arab, 
with only a blistered nose protruding from a kaffia worn virtually as a mask. 

The party returned to Baghdad on the 19th of October, at about the same time opr 
gear finally arrived from the States, havinG collected sherd material and recorded 
other data for thirty-seven of the forty-one sites visited. There followed a week 
of equally intensive work at our headquarters in the German Archeological Institute 
and at the Iraq Museum, for we had much to learn of the pottery of later periods 
before our own interest in early urban development could go forilard. In addition, 
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there was customs clearance, a memorable three-day experience as a result of which 
it gradually dawned on me that these matters are best turned over by the shipper to 
a broker. Fully equipped at last, we set out from Baghdad again on October 26th. 
This time the objective was the ancient site of Uqair, and we set up our first tent
camp ~n the lee of a dump left after excavations of the Iraq c;overnment some years 
ago. Two unpleasant surprises followed: red ants in profusion, and a shift in the 
wind during the night. The former, to some extent, could be controlled by liberal 
applications of DDT. The latter, accompanied by the severe drop in temperature 
charaeteristic of the desert, left us darn near frozen by morninG• Two blankets 
had seemed like ample provision in Bac;hdad, but we had recknned 'Hithout the coming 
of winter; promptly the next morning Vauc;hn and I sewed up our blankets into sleep
ing bags, while I wondered how I could ~ver have been so stupid as to leave the 
heavy sleeping baGs in the Nippur storehouse. Slowly, slowly we learn, you see. 
The routine of campinG is as much a part of this business as the interpretation of 
the Survey's results, but is only learned at the cost of considerably more discomfort 

Our next base was the spare back-room of a tea-house near Imam Ibrahim, the 
large and impressive mound that covers ancient Cutha. With three cots, cooking gear, 
survey instruments, table, chairs, typewriter, suitcases, it was often .a problem to 
find a place to put one's feet, but the place was neat, the tea cood, and the sub
stitution of a roof for a tent welcome. A recently bricked-up hole in one corner, 
inquired into ne.ar the end of our stay, turned out to be the route chosen some months 
ago by the murderer of a sheikh for his entry into the latter's sleeping-chamber. 
Our only disturbance, however, was the rumble of heavy trucks and craders all 
through the night as they continued the race with the shiftinc desert sands to finish 
the great Musaiyib canal network that honeycombs the area. Eventually we were able 
to shift our base again to more spacious quarters in the compound of one of the 
construction companies carrying on this work. Since most of our days were spent in 
trying to find detours around the great bridceless ditches they are opening, it was 
probably fittinG to bed down with them at nicht. 

So much for the business of livinc;. Now what of the results we have obtained 
to date? Let me becin with an idle computation made the other eveninG in our con
struction company camp. Most of our work had been concentrated in an area covered 
by a fine recent 1:501 000 contour map that has Imam Ibrahim as its most prominent 
feature. The sheet includes 645 sq. ron., and I counted in all 284 tells that were 
shown---by no means a complete listinG i~ licht of our own findinc;s. This is an 
average of 0.44 tells/sq. km.---or more than 24,000 tells in the alluvial plain of 
central and southern Iraq if our little area is roughly representative. [N.B. De
cember 24th: within the much larger area :1ov1 covered by the Survey a much higher 
density still, about 0166 sites per square kilometer, has been found]. Assuming 
that a survey party like our O\VD might devote fully two thirds of its effective six
month season every year to active field reconnaissance that avcraccd ten tells a 
day (a bit optimistic in the light of our own recent experience), a 11 complete" survey 
would thus require a full t,.;enty years t Parenthetically, a further point may be 
noted1 relevant to the occasional question of whether anythinG rc11ains to be dug. 
Of the 284 sites on our familiar map, only one has been partially excavated and 
published. I don 1 t doubt at all that this is fairly representative of other areas 
as well. 
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The idea of a complete survey, then, was beyond our means from the beginning. 
A more limited plan ·Has accordingly preJ_Jarcd before we left Bac;~1dad for the first 
field trip. We would attempt an intensive examination of an east--vrest band across 
the alluvium, out of which promising canal seQments might be discntac;led and later 
follo~ed up. This notion died quickly, on one of the first morninc;s of survey as 
we toiled up and down the banks of some of the great abandoned Islamic canals out
side Mahawil. There v1ere simply too many tells in any band that "ivas wide enough to 
be meaningful, too many hazards in tryinG to recognize danglinc sections of canals 
that could not be identified as parts of a whole system. 

Next, since we were limited to the area of Hilla by the absence of our equip
ment, it seemed profitable to survey the environs of two nearby cities of great 
ancient importance: Babylon and Kish. A complete survey was not envisaged, but 
several areas thought to be promising and representative around each were selected. 
This time the idea "ivas practical but tl1e results discouraginG ( 11 the operation was 
successful but the patient died" type of thiag); aside from Kish, Babylon, and Bor
sippa1 all long knovm, early sites simply vJere not found to exist. VIe returned to 
Baghdad from that first field tour with sor:lC forty tells visited, "i'lith the routine 
and limitations of a survey like ours well-established, with considerably increased 
respect for the achievements of Seleucid1 Parthian, Sassanian1 and Islamic peoples 
in this area---but without coming to c;rips with the early stac;es of urban growth 
that were our primary aim. 

I am happy to report that prospects have been brightened considerably by the 
second field tour from which we have just returned. Plunkinc; dmm our camp on Uqair, 
we surveyed out in all directions, finally locating first one and then another site 
not too far away that fell in line with Uqair, presumably indicatinc; a line of 
settlement along an ancient river or canal. As its direction becru.1e clear it was 
possible to narrow the scope of our operations and move more rapidly, but we have 
kept our zone of examination wide enouc;h to detect side-branches if these occur. 
In al~ at this time, vie have nine sites located in the Ubaid-Early Dynastic range 
(roughly 3500 BC or a little before to 2500 BC), including Uqair and Jemdet Nasr. 
They extend over a. distance of some tllenty r,1iles and fall in a suspiciously straight 
line for an ancient course of the Euphrates; on the other hand, there are very real 
difficulties in imac;ining that so extensive a canal system was already in operation 
as early as Ubaid times. In two cases there are adjacent sites, separated by only 
a short distance, which suggest rudimentary branch-canals; on the llhole, however, 
the pattern of settlemnt is linear. It is too early to give their chronological 
relationships with confidence, but the ·upstream material (northeast of Uqair) 
shows some signs of lasting well into the Early Dynastic period, vlhile Jemdet Nasr, 
in the opposite direction, seems to have been abandoned before the end of Early 
Dynastic I. If this impression is confirmed when we go over t:w s:1erds [N.B. Dec
ember 24th: it 'tvas not1 ], it may be another example of the successive abandonment 
of sites beginning at the downstream tern1inus as a result of canal-silting---a 
process which Thorkild Jacobsen already identified some years aco in the Diyala regioz 

I should add here that this is a decidely unspectular little canal-•or river
system. The largest sites on it, Uqair and Jemdet Nasr, are only on the order of 
twenty acres or so in extent, and the rest are apparently much smaller. Some are 
little more than salt-patches in contemporary fields on first inspection, and it is 
the despair of our local t;uides that lle turn increasingly from the creat named tells 
all around to the nameless little hununocll:s that are usually only approached on foot 
across irrigation ditches and throuch cultivation. Believe me, t:lis survey rests 
on two main props: shoes and a prismatic compass. And the greatest of these is shoes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert 1.1. Ada.L1S 
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NEWSLETTER FROM LUXOR 

CMembers will be happy to have this letter from Dr. George Hughes, the first 
to reach us from him since communications were interrupted over a month ago. 
The letter gives a vivid impression of the reactions of an American in Egypt, 
observing directly and with many years of experience in the Near East, the 
events of the recent conflict. You can sense that his feelings are aroused, 
but with bombs falling on the Luxor airport (a fact of which I had no previous 
intimation), this is quite understandable. 

CHK) 

Dear Friends : 

I had promised Dr. Kraeling that I would write you a letter by mid-November 
about our warm and courteous reception in Egypt this fall, about the beginning 
of our season which we were surprised to have begin at all, and about how Suez 
Canal traffic was flowing since the nationalization of the Suez Canal Company 
by Egypt. I knew that the Canal was operating well, thus discrediting the dire 
predictions made eiuce July 26th,. and I had contemplated writing to a friend 
in the Egyptian government asking whether he could supply recent statistics 
which might be of interest. 

That promise was made obsolete abruptly on October 29th when Sir Anthony Eden's 
offended sense of prestige and his pique at the Egyptian President got the 
better of his judgment. We could scarcely credit our senses--and the same was 
true of the Egyptians--when we heard of Britain's ultimatum, and when the bombs 
began to fall, not on Israel but on Egypt. Bri.tain bears the greater onus for 
the whole affair in Egyptian minds. Almost anything is expected of France and 
one scarcely bothers to rationalize the irrational. From Israel Egypt has long 
expected just what happened. Our shock as Americans was that Britain should 
have abetted Israel's aggression. I don't think anyone will ever convince the 
Egyptians that the whole thing was not a put-up job, well planned by the three 
countries. 

My letter to you was never written. As you .know the airports were closed on 
the night of October 29th and we could not send or receive foreign mail there
after. Today, however, all of us received letters from our families dated in 
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the first week or so of November. We all had sent cablegrams to them on the 
evening of Nov. 3rd and I sent a longer one to Dr. Kraeling at the same time. 

2 

We did not know whether they would go or not. We had heard the BBC and US Armed 
Forces Radio Service (the latter has been very good) announce that Luxor had 
been bombed, so it seemed advisable to send a reassuring word. It was a relief 
to us all to get Dr. Kraeling's reply on the following Thursday morning. The 
letters we got today reveal that all the cables sent arrived in the U.S. on 
Nov. 7th. 

We had been in touch at the end of October with the American Vice Consul in 
Cairo who gave us President Eisenhower's advice to Americans to leave the Middle 
East. We had many moments of uncertainty and much discussion with the people 
of the American Mission here about what to do. We heard of the elaborate 
evacuation plans for Americans, but we all decided that there was no need to 
leave immediately where no children were concerned. After all we had just ar
rived and were peacefully at work so we didn't want to leave hastily for no 
good reason and look foolish. Then Ed Wente, an Institute student of Egypt
ology and Fulbright grantee in Egypt, talked to the Vice Consul and phoned us 
on Oct. 30th to see whether we were staying and whether he could stay with us 
in Luxor. He left Cairo to escape the bombing and, of course, on the night he 
arrived, Nov. 1st, there was staged for us the first of a series of brilliant 
and noisy displays at our local airport. We have often idly talked of wanting 
to be safely in Luxor when "another war" broke out, but little did we imagine 
that we should one day stand on the roof of Chicago House or peer from the 
Osiris suite of Ramses IIIrd's mortuary temple to watch bombs drop and anti
aircraft shells burst over Luxor. Nor did we ever think that we should find 
that war to be such an exasperatingly irrational and trumped up affair, but 
I suppose that nearly all wars look that way when one is close enough to them. 

Through all that has happened we gentlemen--Nims, Floroff, Wente and I--have 
trekked daily to Medinet Habu to work. There was no reason not to and not much 
use sitting around worrying whether a bomb was going to miss its intended mark. 
Some did look as though they were headed for us. Everyone in Luxor has been 
friendly and solicitous of us. We and they have talked and commiserated much. 
We have all looked avidly to President Eisenhol7er and have listened to every 
possible news broadcast to see what the U. s. was going to do next. We have 
been proud of our country's stand. Of course, we have yearned now and then for 
a harsher stand against what we regarded as criminal irresponsibility, but all 
in all the stand has been firm and wise as viewed from here. And now the 
United Nations is making good sense. We were pleased to hear last night that 
the u.s. may use oil as a lever with which to induce some tractability, 
too. 

As I began to say, through the troublous times we have been able to continue 
working in Medinet Habu. Fortunately for them and us our British draftsmen 
and superintendent did not arrive. Mr. Floroff, our draftsman who lives in 
Egypt, has gone on drawing and we have collated his drawings. However, our 
plan to finish Medinet Habu in 5 years appears likely to suffer. In the meantime, 
Nims and I have plunged into the tedious, time-consuming and much postponed 
but unavoidable task of tracing the remaining curved surfaces and other spots 
in the temple which cannot be photographed. We had to pause after using up 
our tracing paper on the vaulted ceiling of the room in the Osiris suite. Our 
necks needed time to get over the twisting we gave them there, but now we have 
gotten more paper and can continue. I guess that certain dealers in Cairo 
thought somebody was playing an elaborate joke on them when in the midst of 
a war they received urgent orders from some "crazy Americans" in Luxor for 
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tracing paper, shutter tape, piston rings and such other items. It took three 
weeks and a second letter to get them and some have still not arrived. After 
tracing the frightening ceiling we are earnestly looking for a barn with a side 
big enough so that we can assemble and tack up the traced strips in order to 
photograph the whole. There isn't such a barn in the grouunds of Chicago House 
we have discovered. 

Myrtle Nims has gone on steadily binding books and Maurine has begun a long 
needed shelf list of the library. They both spent a good deal of time perfecting 
blackout precautions especially after we were warned that as novices we were 
not doing so well. The rest of Luxor was blacked out from the light plant, but 
we as foreigners and with our own plant wanted to be particularly careful. We 
still sit after dinuer in the evening in the lobby between the dining and living 
rooms. It is easiest to black out in this house of many windows. The ladies 
are now threatening in the dearth of draftsmen (when we expected to have more 
than ever) to get boards, pencils and pens and set about drawing. Of that I 
take an indulgent but not optimistic view. 

The Season started out, I thought, auspiciously. Egypt was never more peaceful 
and friendly than in early October. We knew that our three draftsmen and 
superintendent would be delayed but expected them about November 1st. We had 
already planned to run until at least the end of April in compensation. To be 
sure, we had had the experience for the first time of having to get the water 
and light plants, launch and station wagon, scaffolds and ladders back in opera
tion without the supervision of Mr. Healey who had always been here when we left 
and when we arrived to take care of everything of the sort. It speaks well for 
his orderliness that we were able with only a minumum of fumbling and searching 
to find the parts of every mechanical gadget without which Chicago House is 
an uninhabitable shell, it seems. Nims and I have replaced a spate of broken 
shutter tapes all over the place. They began going to pieces under the heavier 
use of blackout. I have learned to make washers and stop leaking faucets galore 
and today unstopped a water main. How the latter was effected I am still not 
quite clear. Wednesday evening I went so far as to tackle the electric blower 
in the kitchen oil range which began to make an infernal racket and threatened 
to sabotage the Thanksgiving turkey next day as well as all subsequent meals. 
Rarely has there been accorded me in life a more salubrious moment, a finer hour, 
than when having applied a little oil, having wielded sundry wrenches and having 
assembled many unnecessarily removed parts of the mechanism, I flipped the switch 
to hear a delightfully smooth purr and a chorus of "kwaiyis, ya rnudir" from the 
hitherto ominously silent ring of goggle-eyed servants who certainly expected no 
good to occur when the mudir got grease on his hands. 

Be assured, all of you, that we are all well, in the best of spirits, well 
occupied and in the midst of a kindly people who look upon us and our country 
as friends in their troubles. We had a good Thanksgiving dinner, but did not 
take a holiday yesterday. The weather is and has been ideal. Maurine and I 
have not experienced so cool an October in our ten years here. However, the 
autumn was made memorable among other things by Maurine's open-toed slipper 
coming in contact with a business-like scorpion one evening as she toured the 
kitchen checking on locked doors. She had a painful night, to say the least, but 
the effects were gone next day. It was the occasion for numerous telephone and 
personal calls from friends in Luxor, however. That reminds me that we as 
aliens had our phone service cut off for a couple of weeks in November as a 
security measure, 
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We wonder whether we shall be recetving the New York Times again soon. We 
expect not to receive Time, the international edition of which is printed in 
Paris. In the meantime, I at least have caught up on a little neglected detec
tive fiction. There was one aspect of being somewhat marooned which pleased 
me greatly: I could neither receive nor send mail and for once in my life--
a dissolute one as far as keeping up with correspondence has been concerned--
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my conscience was entirely clear on that score for three weeks. Others in the 
house being less perverse were not so blissfully happy in the same circumstances. 

Xay this discursive letter assure you that you need not be concerned about us. 
He are doing all right so far; we are only indignant and volubly so at the 
monumental stupidity of the three aggressors--and we know something about 
monuments. 

Yours sincerely, 

George R. Hughes 
Field Director 
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To the Members of the Oriental Institute 

Dear Friends: 

THE 0 R IE N TAL INS TIT U rJ_J} 1 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

1155 E. 58TH STREET • CIIICAGO J7 • ii.Ll':OlS 

Issued con.fidcntially to 1/ICIIlbcrs and friends 

Not for publication 

November 26, 1956 

Hhen last you heard from us (November 1), we stood at the beginning of 
the current Near Eastern imbroglio and were trying hard to get in touch with 
our overseas teams in Egypt and Iraq. Since then (on November 7th) we had 
a cable from Egypt reporting that the Hugheses and Nimses had made arrange
ments to stay on at Luxor and were proceeding with their work, as reported 
in the daily papers. There has also been a letter (to Mrs. Adams) saying 
that Robert M. Adams, Jr. had had news of the disturbing events quite by 
accident in listening to a radio broadcast heard in a small village far down 
in southern Iraq, and had scarcely believed his ears or those of the inter
preter. He is presumably camped out in the wide open spaces near Tell Ibrahim, 
and normally far removed from post offices and radio programs. Since this 
information reached us all means of communication have apparently been sus
pended for the time being and we are completely out of touch. If more word 
comes in, we will transmit it to you promptly. 

l-1e have confidence in the good judgment of our staff members in the field. 
They are remote from the scenes of conflict. They know how to handle them
selves and will go about their business so long as the present status quo 
continues. If worst comes to worst, they can get out via Khartoum and Cape
town and via Karachi and Singapore respectively. We are worried about three 
other matters. The first is that due to the failure of communications we 
are unable to supply you with the usual Newsletters from the field. The 
second is the further course of events in the Near East, for the more recent 
developments are by no means as reassuring as they might seem to be. The 
third is how long we may be deprived of the aervices of our helpers in Egypt 
who are British subjects, and what to do about our Institute program if con
ditions in the Near East continue to be disturbed. 

Anyone trying to forecast the future course of developments in the Near 
East would certainly need more than the proverbial crystal ball, but certain 
guide lines can be laid down with a fair degree of probability, or so it 
seems at the moment. The first is that the current phase of the developments 
is a lull in the storm and that when it comes to actually carrying out the 
proposed withdrawal of the British-French-Israeli forces from Egypt and to 
installing the U.N. contingent in its position as a cordon sanitaire around 
the Palestinian sore-spot, there will be complications. The various powers 
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concerned are already making reservations of all kinds, and the tangle that 
will result from trying to cope with them and still making progress toward the 
desired goal, will undoubtedly increase the ill-feeling and feed the flames 
of hostility, Fundamentally, of course, the situation that exists and will 
exist for some time--with the Suez canal blocked and with the pipe-lines 
producing but a dribble of oil at Mediterranean termini for European consump
tion--is ready-made for non-western powera to strike a blow at the West. 
Once the shortage of oil has really become acute in Europe, it will mean the 
utter paralysis of all types of motorized military equipment in England and 
on the continent, save what can be supplied with U.S. oil and gasoline, The 
question whether the non-western powers can or will take advantage of this 
situation depends upon a number of things. The first is the internal strength 
or weakness of Russia itself. The second is the extent to which the Arab 
states can or will be impelled by future developments to coordinate their plans, 
to sharpen their animosity to the West and to open their doors much farther 
to Russia. The third is the strength or lack of strength of the U,N, in 
carrying out its plans for the removal of the armed forces from Egypt and for 
the re-opening of the Suez canal. The fourth is the ability of the United 
States to steer a course that will not identify its policies with those of 
Britain, France and Israel in the present conflict. There is sufficient doubt 
on all of these points to make the situation extremely dangerous but also not 
quite hopeless, In all likelihood there will be efforts from European, 
Russian, Arabic and Israeli angles to capitalize upon the situation for imme
diate local advantage, The conflict may therefore well become more acute in 
the course of the next six months, no matter if Eden and Nasser both fall, 
and no matter how the intrinsic probabilities for the ultimate outcome may 
shift from time to time. If Russia is even partially adroit, it cannot fail 
to have added at least another group of sympathizers to its retinue of favoring 
states, 

All this being so, what should the Oriental Institute do by way of planning 
for the immediate and the long-term future? Clearly it is not yet time to 
declare a moratorium upon operations in the field, to recall our field workers, 
put our overseas establishments in mothballs or write them off as liabilities. 
We still have some months of grace at the worst, and more to lose than to 
gain by overhasty action, Besides, in the delicate poise of t~e balances our 
continued presence in the Near East, and our failure to lose our nerve and to 
give up the ghost may play an infinitesimally small but none the less an 
important part in keeping the scales from tipping against the interests of 
the western world. We must stay with our program, even though it involves ua 
in expenses from which we get less return than we would normally expect. This 
means carrying on in Egypt and Iraq and working in Libya this spring as here
tofore. It means that the Director must do all he can to join his staff 
members in the Near East before too long and to supplement the information 
they can give with listening and observing as close to the centers of conflict 
and policy decision as he can get under the circumstances. 

However, it also means one other thing, fortunately already within the range 
and pattern of the Institute's activities. This is a further emphasis upon 
aew home enterprises that we have already adopted in principle and are taking 
through the blue-print and the experimental stages. Currently in the blue
print stage is the proposal to mobilize the vast amount of first hand archae
ological information already available here around the question concerning 
the role of the cities in the development of high civilization, What Robert 
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Adams Jr. is currently doing in the field is intended to fill a known gap in 
this information. Our Institute Research Council has since early fall been 
laying the ground work for a symposium on urbanization that is to be held here 
in about a year's time and that is to give us an opportunity to exchange ideas 
with scholars from other institut~ons about the importance of the subject. the 
angles from which it can be approached and the part that the several sciences 
can each properly play in tackling it in its broadest outlines. . . · 

3 

Currently in the experimental stage is the effort to link the Institute's 
program with the earlier stages of the educational effort, through the use of 
the Museum. Here we are having the help of Mr. Millet, as Docent in our 
Museum. One of these days I propose to have him write to you about his efforts 
and experiences, It seems there have been more school and high-school groups 
about in the Museum than I can remember for any of the past years. We enjoy 
having them and we wish we might be in a position to provide more extensive 
facilities for their use when they come. The galleries of the Museum are only 
one of the things the younger people should find here when they come. We 
wish we had some well arranged place where they could do things and have 
experiences with objects and processes and historical periods otherwise re
mote to them. Perhaps I'll write more about this another time, if you will 
be satisfied (as I fear you must), with non-archaeological Archaeological 
Newsletters. 

Cordially yours, 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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NEWSLETTER FROM BAGHDAD 

(Members will be happy to have this letter from Robert M. Adams Jr. Through 
no fault of his we have been cut off from "Bob" for some time. One intermediate 
Newsletter and several personal letters have failed to reach us. They are 
probably in the sacks at the bottom of the pile that must have developed when 
communications with the West were suspended early in November. Our attempts to 
reach him have not been particularly successful either, but he is carrying on 
magnificently. 

You will recall from Bob's letter of October 2 that he is making a Surface Sur
vey. That is, he is mapping the location of the mounds that represent ancient 
villages and cities in a section of ancient Mesopotamia, and is using surface 
finds of pottery and bricks to determine the dates when these settlements flourish
ed. This information he uses to determine the course of the ancient canals and 
the beginnings of irrigation. Incidentally he is discovering much about the 
periods of cultural growth and stagnation in the areas in question. CHK) 

Baghdad 
December 9, 1956 

Dear Friends, 

At my last writing, the line of ancient settlements we were seeking to follow 
seemed a comparatively simple affair. I supposed that we would reach its 
beginning and ending in a few succeeding periods of survey, and then shift to 
some other equally well-defined problem and area to carry our reconnaissance 
further. But in the past five weeks of work the original little line has grown 
like Topsy, in internal complexity as well as length and breadth. It hardly 
seems possible any longer to shift away from what we have begun, either concept
ually or geographically. We can only tack on around the edges, like the original 
neatly rolled map which now has as many layers of additions as some of the mounds 
we are seeing. 

The area covered by the Survey now extends from the Yusifiyah Canal, twenty miles 
or so below Baghdad, southeastward for sixty miles "out into nothing," as the 
barren and uninhabited country on its other end was once described for us by 
an engineer in the new Musaiyib irrigation project that is coming into use in 
the intervening region. The width of our coverage averages ten to twelve miles. 
Some 700 square miles, in aggregate, which we have jeeped over, hiked over, 
gotten stuck in, and fallen into, until there is probably no region anywhere 
we know better--and would less rather see again. That, of course, is exactly 
where we will be going on the day after tomorrow. Ten days to two weeks out, 
followed by four or five days of office work in Baghdad, is the rut I'm afraid 
we are in for the rest of the season. 
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All in all, we have visited and mapped 567 ancient sites within this area, so 
you can see that "out into nothing" was hardly as applicable at all times in 
the past as it is today. Instead of the nine sites which were pertinent to our 
major concern with the early growth of urban centers at the time of my last 
letter, there are now twenty-four. Most of them were already occupied during 
the Ubaid period, the earliest major horizon of occupation by agriculturalists 
that is known on the alluvial plain. Thirteen of them, all of small to moderate 
size, were still occupied during the early phases of the Early Dynastic period, 
not long after 3000 B.C. Only two survived the Early Dynastic period with 
settlement on any scale at all, and only one, Cutha, where Muslim tradition has 
Abraham being thrown into the fire by the tyrant Nimrod, continued for a signi
ficant period thereafter. 

The next evidence of an extensive occupation within this region is of Old Baby
lonian and Cassite date, roughly a millennium later that that in Early Dynastic I. 
With the exception of Cutha alone (which must have been an important urban center 
by this time) , all of the 23 sites we have located for this time range were 
again of village-size only. Confirming the hiatus between the earlier occupation 
and this one, perhaps, are the quite distinct overall patterns of the two. The 
later occupants made use of a mound that was previously an Early Dynastic settle
ment only at Cutha itself, and their tells suggest two separate watercourses that 
paralleled--but did not coincide with--the older one. Thus there seems to have 
been a period of about a thousand years during which the region was given over 
largely to migratory herdsmen while town life continued along canals and water
courses that had shifted toward its margins. I hope we may understand the 
dynamics of these shifts more fully as we ourselves continue to nibble away at 
the margins. 

There follows a second hiatus which is an least partly artificial (the pottery 
types are simply too poorly known to assist us very much in dating within the 
interval), ending with the middle of the first millennium B.C. Only at that 
time did the real florescence of the region begin, for the remaining 520 of our 
567 sites are all of Nee-Babylonian or later date. Perhaps the density of 
settlement that ensued is suggested by the fact that there are many places where 
we have had to walk or drive for miles on broken Parthian, Sassanian, and Islamic 
pottery. Above all, the remains of the former canal now called Habl Ibrahim 
(Rope of Abraham) which coil through the country like a great snake for virtually 
the entire distance we have surveyed, testify to the prosperity of the region 
during the first half of the Christian Era. 

Turning again to the early periods in which we are primarily interested, I am 
confronted with the impossibility of presenting a coherent account when there 
are still so many loose ends. This much is clear: The bulk of our sites fall 
roughly into a northwest-southeast line, although by no means so straight a line 
as seemed the case at first. From their size and imputed population, and from 
comparative data that Bob Fernea has been able to provide on modern requirements 
for canal-building and -maintenance, it is almost impossible that we are dealing 
with a canal dug in the usual way. Instead, this must have been a population 
that lived along a natural watercourse, relying on smaller ditches at opportune 
places to carry off water into the adjoining fields. With such a regime, most 
subsistence problems probably could be dealt with adequately on a local basis, 
and relations between villages need not have required a formal political structure 
that embraced a number of them and their environs. 

At this point the loose ends take over, helped out only by further speculation. 
On its northern end we have lost track of the watercourse, having surveyed six 
miles north and west of our last Early Dynastic sites without encountering another. 
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Perhaps the inclusion of a wider area will remedy this difficulty, but if not, 
how do we explain it? In the modern contours, at least,there is no evidence 
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of a natural obstacle that would have hindered settlement. Again, we have assumed 
all along that this was a branch of the Euphrates, for it parallels so neatly 
the later Euphrates canals. But is this justified when the sites we have found 
furthest upstream (at the moment, at least) are only six or seven miles from 
the Tigris? 

Most perplexing of all are the circumstances surrounding the abandonment of the 
system. Cutha and the neighboring site which continued into the later phases 
of the Early Dynastic period and beyond do not lie near the presumed inlet of 
the watercourse. Why-were they not abandoned, as the others were, when the river 
shifted? Our work to date makes it rather unlikely that the new course of the 
river simply happened to lie in Cutha 1s proximity (a point to be nailed down 
next time out) • 

One way out of this difficulty--and I stress that it is not the only way--returns 
our seemingly narrow little problem to an area of larger debate. Cutha went 
on to become a substantial city; today it is an'impressive half-mile square of 
ruins rising to a heighth of seventy feet above the surrounding plain. Suppose 
that it was already different, in size, in composition, in level of internal 
organization, from the contemporary settlements around it when the watercourse 
shifted westward in Early Dynastic times. It would be easy for the small villages 
to shift along with the water; the Musaiyib region is dotted with recently 
abandoned villages that reflect just such a practice. But in Cutha, moving 
toward cityhood, one can imagine a different answer. Here was greater wealth 
and population, here was a temple sanctified by long tradition and staffed with 
a priestly hierarchy that resisted uprooting, here, perhaps, was a city-wall, 
built at the enormous human cost that the Gilgamesh Epic relfects. Here were 
the resources, and the need, to change the natural river regime, to bring the 
water to the settlement by a canal. On this view--and I cannot overstress its 
present speculativeness--one might see large-scale irrigation not as prerequisite 
for urban civilization in Mesopotamia but as its consequence. Archeological 
reconnaissance of Aztec irrigation systems in pre-Spanish Mexico recently has 
led some of my Americanist colleagues to a similar conclusion. 

This account of the directions in which the Survey is taking us has been overlong; 
"Stress the human element in those Newsletters," I was told before I left. 
Fact is, however, that there is nothing very human in what we are doing or the 
way we are living except for this kind of academic probing that comes out of it. 
"A picnic-type of operation," Thorkild Jacobsen once called it. The term has 
a misleadingly carefree ring to it. We generally are out on survey by eight 
in the morning, after a breakfast of oranges, stale bread, maybe a hardboiled 
egg. Lunch is oranges, dates, canned cheese, and cookies while they last. 
Sometimes an invitation to lunch with some local sheikh in his mudhif is couched 
in terms we cannot refuse; since it is hard to get loose on these occasions 
before mid-afternoon, we generally leave the jeep as far from villages as 
possible when the noon hour approaches. By dark we try to be back at our base, 
barring complications with flooded fields and the like. If we are based in a 
town, the supper problem is easily solved. One or several chai-khanas offer 
much hospitality, strong tea, and dubious food at extremely modest prices, to 
the accompaniment of cheap receivers tuned up full volume to Radio Damascus or 
Baghdad. Away from towns, faced with an ubiquitous shortage of water for dishes, 
we usually fall back on beans or canned meat heated over the primus and the 
familiar oranges. After supper, in either case, there are notes and maps to 
prepare, pottery to wash and classify. Bed comes early. Both Vaughn Crawford 
and I have invested in great sheepskin coats which double as bedcovers; by this 
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time of the year we need them badly before morning. Two weeks or so of this 
kind of thing and we all need an overhaul. The poor old jeep limps into Hillah 
with our mechanic, Yasin 1bas Ahmet, for attention to chronic weak spots like 
springs and carburation in his family's garage during the time we are in Baghdad. 
Vaughn and I turn up at the German Institute looking like a couple of mangy 
coyotes, expecting to "live to eat" for a few days, as Vaughn observes, instead 
of "eating to live." 

So far, we have been extremely lucky in finding headquarters. Perhaps the 
nicest we have occupied was a spare house of the Murdock & Brooks Construction Co. 
in the Musaiyib project that even boasted an electric light, flush toilet, and 
hot water heater that worked. For this we owe thanks to the American resident 
manager, Mr. Kenneth Rogers. He has been promised a copy of whatever publication 
comes out of our work in return for his kindness, but was warned not to hold his 
breath waiting for it. After Murdock f.:, Brooks came a base in the town of Hasswa, 
where a group of bachelor primary school teachers turned over to us a room in 
the house maintained for them by the government. Then we did a stint in the Rest 
House maintained by the civil government in Mahmudiyah, a much larger town an 
hour or so away to the north. Most recently, we were back in the spare house 
uu&iness, this time an extra officials' house in the Musaiyib belonging to the 
Miri Sirf Land Development Committee. Since these arrangements are always 
ad hoc and impromtu, we regularly carry a tent in the station wagon. But with 
the beginning of sporadic rains, and with present nighttime temperatures in the 
desert, I hope we never need to unroll it again. 

There is nothing further to add at present of our own activities. Another month 
or so of survey should see at least a few of our present crop of loose ends tied 
up and disposed of, but I'll bet anything that a whole batch of new ones will 
have arisen to plague us. As news trickles in slowly of the protean world 
outside our present desert stamping-ground, it is both frightening and reassuring 
to realize that essentially all we are here to determine is the 5,000 year-old 
course of a distinctly second-class river. Further reports will follow in time 
of our successes and failures in doing just that. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert M. Adams 
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January 25, 1957 

Dear Friends 1 

Almost at sundown yesterday afternoon the last piece fell into place in our 
reconnaissance of the ancient course of the Euphrates in the wide area between 
Baghdad and the Shatt an-Nil. The piece, like all the others, "''ras a tell; in this 
case an unnamed small, high mound off in an irrigated field of barley whose surface 
pottery tells us that it was occupied from the Ubaid period into Ald•adian times 
(roughly, 4000-2300 B.C.). Vaughn Cral-Tford and I have about six weeks of work left 
this season, in which to push one or several of our watercourses further south, 
and to explore a promising loose end farther east which may reveal a connection 
between our system and the Tigris. But these are different problems than the one 
to which the bulk of the past six weeks has been devoted. The:r can vrait for 
another letter. 

I suppose it is fitting that so nice a site should have turned up at the very 
end of our work in the northern part of the !Iesopotamian alluvial IJlain. Frankly, 
I would have appreciated an earlier knOivledGe of the insights it makes possible. 
Had we failed to find remains of this age anywhere in the vicinit:r, a major obstacle 
would have been raised to the in'terpretation of our river systerJ. as a whole. Had 
we failed to reach this particular tell before sunset, a major delay was in prospect 
due to mechanical failures. (The station vrac;on is in the garac;e :for a major over
haul. The jeep finished the day with a cracked battery and a pronounced list to 
port due to a broken spring; it would start fine in the heat of t~1e day on the down
hill roll from a tell, but frosty morninc;s were another matter altogether). As 
Vaughn knows well by now, my acerb disposition is not improved by either uncertain
ty or delay. Had we been forced to hole up for a spell at our temporary base in 
the little town of Hasswa, there would have been little to do but drink tea by day 
in the local chai-khana and shuck our excess supply of Early D~"IJ.astic goblet frag
ments at the yappy, mangy, and vicious breed of local dogs by night. 

The six weeks of journeying since L~' last letter need a brief' separate account
ing from the results they have produced. \:lark from a particular "'oase frequently 
takes us across the paths of several ancien·(. lines of settlement in which we are 
interested; even our ovm paths of survey cross and re-cross t:1e saLle ground occasion
ally as we become aware of previously unforseen gaps and problems. The period began, 
in fact, with a third stint near Imam rorahim, using the extra house of the Miri 
Sirf Land Development Committee which we had just occupied when I last wrote. From 
there, we moved to a vacant room in an officials' club in Mahawil, returning to 
Baghdad just before Christmas. Then followed a period of several weeks in which 
we were near enough to Baghdad to retUl~n at niGht to our main base in the German 
Archeological Institute. This happy arranc;ement finally expired on January 16th. 
It was follmred by several days in an officials' club in Yusifiyah, and subsequently 
by a second stay with school-teacher friends in Hasswa. All in all, this has been 
a time of traditional Iraqi winter lleat~wr, and rain, mud, ancl f:cost combined to 
_slovr us down a little. About 640 nmr tells have been added, hm1cver, to the pre
vious bag of 567 sites visited and map::.)eo., a....'1d the span of oc::u:._)ation of 40 of the 
new ones has been determined by surface collections. 

Always subject to the qualification that a surface collection just ain't no 
substitute for a properly dug hole, the picture that emerges from these peregri• 
nations is somethinG like this: 
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The main course of the Euphrates seems to have remained relatively fixed from 
Ubaid times until at least the end of the Old Babylonian period between the great 
ancient cities of Sippar and Kish. We have, at any rate, fifteen new sites falling 
along the roughly NMl-SSE connecting line between these centers that extends for 
65 ki.lometers. Particularly in the lovrer part of the watercourse, near Kish, 
several minor fluctuations are apparent, tending cumulatively to deflect the river 
farther westward. They presage subsequent larc;er shifts, for the contempor;..ry 
channels of the Euphrates are all far to tl1e west---and would have shifted even 
further but for installations like the Hindiyah Barrage. At only one site, in
cidentally, does the possibility of a continuous occupation need seriously to be 
reckoned with. Elsellhere, the span of ocCUlJation varies, but in ::;eneral seems to 
change most abruptly at the beginning of the Old Babylonian period. lrlith a couple 
of exceptions, the sites conform to the pattern of small size that we had observed 
earlier; certainly none even approach the dimensions of Sippar or Kish. 

Iman Ibrahim (ancient Cutha), interestingly enough, was never on this channel 
directly. Prior to mid-Early Dynastic times it received its irri::;ation water from 
the watercourse with which my previous letter dealt. When that one dried up or 
shifted, the inhabitants of Cutha must have connected their city idth the Euphrates 
by a canal. If my dating is richt, this is the first serious canalization we can 
identify---apart from the short feeders and systems of minor ditches which must 
always have been necessary to spread the water over the agricultural land. For 
this area as a whole, large-scale, widespread canalization is traceable only in Old 
Babylonian times, hardly before 1800 B.C. or so. One wonders, and then puts the 
thought aside for a possible future season of survey, whether the same process may 
not have begun farther south some hundreds of years earlier---sa~r in Ur III times. 

Aside from Cutha' s canal, we have another interesting exception to this general;;.. 
ization. The site of Deir has long been known, lying somewhat north and east of 
Sippar and almost equaling Sippar in size. In a hard half-day of collecting we 
found nothing here indicative of an occupation before the Akkasian period (ca. 2400 
B.C.), although there is evidence of a settlement at Sippar already in Ubaid times, 
a millenium and a half earlier. Deir, then, was on a canal that must have been dug 
about the time of Sarcon of Agade, and you can bet that we probed for other settle• .:; 
ments along this line with more than the ordinary enthusiasm. 

In working westward to the present course of the Euphrates, and then north a 
bit toward the modern town of Fallu;ia 1-1e succeeded in locatinc.; only one---but I'm 
hoping it may be enouc.;h. Tell Abu· Ghu~ur lies ten kiolmeters north-northwest of 
Sippar and a shorter distance west of Deir. Today it appears as a straggling and 
unimpressive group of unrelated mounds, ~u .. c closer inspection sho·Vls that the plain 
now covers what was once a continuous cit~·, submerging all but a few major summits 
where monumental architecture beneath t:1e surface leaves its oovious traces in 
surface salt. Lil~e Deir, our collection from this site ranges from the Akkadian 
period to Achaemenid times, supportinc; the inference from topocraphy that both were 
once connected by a canal. 

It would be nice, of course, if this ends the long search for Sargon's capital, 
Agade. Certainly our survey has produced no likelier candidate. But whatever the 
name of this site, its importance is undeniable as an illustration of the historical 
forces behind the development of' this most ancient irrigation sys·cem. In the case 
of Cutha, a little earlier in time, I have sucsested that a major canal was dug to 
bring water only after the local watercourse i.1ad been deflected away from the city. 
~ ·-· 
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In the case of Deir and Abu Ghubur, a canal needed to be dUG before the cities 
became habitable. Not suprisincly, this event coincides with the Dynasty of Agade 7 

the first relatively durable and centralized imperial formation to emerge from the 
earlier welter of contending city-states. 

I have purposely left out of this discussion all reference to ~.,he river•channel 
running through Uqair and Jemdet Nasr, with which we were concerned exculsively last 
Fall. If it were merely a subsidiary channel of the Euphrates that dried up not 
long after 3000 B.C., this would not have been necessary. At tl1e moment (i.e., before 
we have done the necessary reconnaissance to be sure---the inevitable time for un
founded speculation!) the bets are that it represents instead a Tigris connection, 
or perhaps the early course of the Ticris itself. This whole problem obviously rates 
a good hard look, which I am hoping we shall be able to give it before our time runs 
out. 

This letter returns, finally, to the particular tell of yesterday afternoon with 
which it began. That mound illustrates well the necessarily empirical character of 
all reconnaissance; theory and speculation like the preceding paraGraphs may be the 
goad and fruit of our daily work, hut in the end nothing beats looking. Yesterday's 
tell violated the usual rules for early sites in its sharp, hiGh contours and in its 
location adjoining a relatively recent canal-line; it could only be found by hiking 
in to every mound in the neighborhood. Only in retrospect does its position take 
on an inevitable quality, Only when we have t>hown it is there, does speculation be
come useful and reconctruction seem natural. 

In a similar vein is our experience "lith guides (not employed after the initial 
weeks) and volunteered directions. Frequently we are told there are no sites in a 
certain section, or there is no road. From long experience now, we thank our inf'or• 
mant for the advice and add 11Nshuuf1 " we will look. Perhaps that is as good a 
description as any for this whole enterprise. 

Sincerel~r 1 

Bob AdarJS 

P.S. This narretive of the activities of the Survey has now continued for 
several letters since Bob and BJ Fernea were briefly introduced to you with the 
promise that they would have more to say for themselves at a later time, During the 
intervening months Boo has had perhaps a closer look than anyone before him at the 
interplay of social factors affecting the qperation of an irrication system at a 
local level. The full relevance of the study he is undertaking to the broader con• 
cern of the Survey '\nth beginnings of urban life in Mesopotamia '\-till only become 
apparent after further months of difficult field-work and a subsequent period for 
analysis of his results at home. In the meantime, however, a fe~-1 valuable points of 
contact between the student of contemporary social organization and our own primarily 
historica~ viewpoint are already beginnin.._; to emerge. I'd bes·t; let Bob describe some 
of them in his own words: 

"As I begin this letter I am at the sam.e time enjoying a performance of the 
Beethoven Seventh Symphony that is broadcasted from Munich, Even on a little table 
radio it sounds ver~r sood, This radio i.1as amounted to more than a luxury: Eden's 
resignation and Eisenhower's State of the Union message both came up for comment in 
the Sheikh's mudhiif (Guest-house) today as we were having dinnert Nostly, however, 
I simply enjoy being able to listen to Enclish broadcasts---to remind myself that 
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someone still speaks that language, if nothinc; else. I should 0acl:-up a bit, and 
tell you what I am doing in this rather isolated situation, and v1hy. 

11As you are by now a \?ere, Bob Ada.us and Vaughn Crawford are concerned with 
settl.ement and irri::;ation patterns of the rather remote past. As an anthropologist, 
my interests are largely directed tow·ard con·cemporary irrigation systems. Iraq has 
a large and currently expanding irric;ation system directed by "che Irrigation Depart ... 
ment, under the Ministry of Agriculture. 'l'he importance of irrication is still 
about as great as it was in Babylonian times. Oil production is its only serious 
rival, and the permanent place of irric;ation asriculture in even the future economy 
of Iraq is fully accepted in all of the ar.foi·cious development plans. 

"My primary concerns are not with the problems of irrigation on a national 
scale; these are better studied by enc.;ineers or agronomists than anthropologists. 
Instead, I am attemptinG to understand hmr a.n ~irrigation system operates on a very 
local level. In fact, I am most interested in "t~hat happens to "tvater after it passes 
from the responsibility of the local c;overnrJ.ent engineers and is received by groups 
of farmers whose job it is further to divide it among themselves and to maintain 
the small canals which run between and over their lands. These are some of the 
questions to uhich I hope to f.ind anS\'lers: Hm·T do the informal arrancements arise 
by uhich farmers divide water among thenselv:es·? How do they share the responsibili
ties of digging and maintaining canal syster.1s on their land? \Jhat can we say are 
the genera~ effects of irrigation on the social lives of these people? (For instance 
men occasionally fiGl1t bitterly over proolems arising from a scarcity of uater; I 
think they also occasionally marry their neic.;hbor 1 s daughter for t~1e same reasons. ) 
I call my aspec-'c of our study here "the social organization of an irrigation system. 11 

This title is probably a c;ood one, for the ans·VTers to questions lib~ the ones stated 
above seem to lie in a fairly complex anal~rsis of the corpora·~e lives of a group of 
agriculturalists. 

"As friends of the Oriental Institute, you may ric;htly wonder about the connection 
between a contemporary study like mine and the traditional concerns of the Institute. 
There are at least tv10 answers to this question: One is that Bo"o Adams hopes I '11 
be able to provide answers to specific questions arising from his work. Questions 
such as how larGe a working force does it take to maintain a canal of this or that 
size and length? Ho11 extensive a canal system does one associate \lith a givennumber 
gf families? Since the Survey's work in tracinG ancient river-and canal-systems is 
being done primarily through inference frac:i patterns observable in the distribution of 
of ancient villace sites, you can see t:1e relevance of these questions for the full 
understanding of their material. The second ceneral reason wh~- r,1;:." study is associa
ted with a historical-archeological one is a bit less concrete, a bit more rooted 
in the realm of tl1eory. He suppose that t:1ere are seneral parallels between the 
social life surrmmclinc ancient irric;ation systems and lives of :1eople presently 
dependent on irri~ation, It is difficult, to comprehend these parallels on a large 
scale today; the development of highly centralized national c;overnments, the intro
duction of heavy-dut~· machinery all interpose variables between Then and Now which 
are very difficul·~ to take into account. He are in a much better position to assume 
parallels on a crass-roots level. The effect of central coverma.ents on the day-to
day equation between the farmer, the soil, and the water must of necessity be limited 
and can be accounted for with greater assurance. Thus, with care ancl qualification, 
we may suppose that sane of the social processes which I may isolate as associated 
with contemporary crass-roots irrigation r:1a~" tell us somethinG a'oout the rural life 
we now !'".now primarily through clay tablets and the excavations of urban centers. 
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"The progress of' my study is less easy to measure than the areas and sites 
that Bob and Vaughn have surveyed. My study is above all depenc1ent on the good
will and cooperation of a c;roup of' people. Uhile hospitality and a welcoming 
attitude are never lacl:ing here, sincere, confiding friendship takes time and care 
to develop. This is as it should be, of course. However, it is not c;reatly en
hanced by my cultural oricins nor my brief familiarity with the Arabic language. 
I have no interpreter and, even with sane formal training, fluent colloquial Arabic 
is slowly come by. But it is come by---especially when you have no one at hand 
with whom to speak English. 

"I have selected a place for study after a general survey which took me to 
nearly every village in two Liwas, or states, of Iraq. The local sheikh here in 
Dagharah has loaned me a two-room brick and mud-plaster house, and the Arab community 
and I are in the preliminary stages of' becoming not so strange to each other. One 
tribe here will be of' particular concern, the El Shebaana. Many members of' this 
group own property privately, though some ;wrk exculsively on the sheikh 1 s land 
and some supplement their incomes by workinc; for him on a part-time basis. It 
will be the relations bet,~een the private land-holders which will most concern me. 

11At the end of' January my wife, B. J ., iJill come from BaGhdad, where she has 
been living, to live with me here in Dac~harah. I think you are all pretty familiar 
with the traditional position of women in l\.rab society, and tl1is village is as 
traditional in that respect as any. Since we'are not here to reform, but rather, 
insofar as possible, to conform, my vlife 1 s tasks will not be eas:.r ones. Above all, 
she and I will have to adjust to completely separate social lives ilhile we are here, 
hoping I can withstand the criticism which will stem from wantinc; to spend a few 
evenings a week alone vli th her instead of vli th the men. To the diZficul ties of 
adjustment to custom vrill be added those of adjustment to climate as the warm 
weather approaches. But not under estimating these obstacles ahead of us, there is 
on the other hand a growing acquaintance with people who could have originated 
hospitality, who seem ready to become our friends and who make allowances for dif
ferences of habit and belief' in a way vJe would do well to emulate at home. As you 
may have noticed, I like the people and my work here very much. 11 
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(N .B. The following has just come to hand from Robert M. Adams, Jr., as a further 
report upon his "Survey", which is being conducted _jointly by the Oriental Institute 
and the Baghdad School of the American Schools of Oriental Research, and has brought 
together the team of Bob Adams and Vaughn Crawford. Bob has added also a note by 
Robert Fernea, graduate student and Fellow in the Department of Anthropology at the 
University of Chicago, who is also in Iraq and will do a supplementary research 
enterprise of his own this spring. To make the references in Bob Adams' report 
clearer to the geographically uninitiate, we are adding a sketch•map to help you 
orient yourselves. C,H.K.) 
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\The accompanying letter from Boo Adams, his last of the season, goes out to you 
w.Lthout the familiar ··c .H.K. 11 under its introductory paragraph since Dr. Kraeling 
is himself now ~n the Near East. Instead a few words from an Assyriologist, who 
LS oecoming increasingly intxigued with what Bob Adams is finding out. The 
exhausting nature of survey work, the tremendous energy Bob has shown, and the 
very real difficulties he has overcome in getting his results are impressive and 
clear as one reads his letters. But the extraordinary value of these results now 
also stands out clearly as the picture becomes more complete. He has entirely 
changed our ideas of the ancient courses of the major rivers, the Tigris and the 
Euphrates, and so of the lines of human occupation oetween them. This means that 
the ancient historian will now have to reconsider his materials oasically and the 
meaning of the events of which they tell: for the theater in which he used to 
imagine them has oecome a very different one as a result of Bob Adams' work. As 
this present letter shows, Bob Adams is already turnin~ his thoughts to applying 
his new results to what we know from other sources, inscriptions, texts, etc., in 
fact, to pointing up the ultimate historical meaning of what he has discovered. 
When he is finally ready to report to us on all that his survey implies in new 
knowledge, it will certainly give us a ~reat many basic, new, and unexpected 
insights. Thorkild Jacobsen) 

Baghdad 
Feoruary 26, 1957 

Dear Friends , 

This final account of the activities of the Iraq Surface Survey is necessarily brief. 
There is still a large slug of work to be compressed somehow into the remaining two 
weeks of the field season. And in the meantime, that happy state of certitude which 
makes letter-writing easy continues to lie oeyond my reach. 

In point of fact, however, the fieldwork that lies ahead will serve mainly a corro
borative function. The outlines of our results are already clear, even if they need 
to ue stewed over a oit longer before being confidently put forward. On the one 
hand, we have gone further - at least in geographical coverage - than seemed pos
sible last Fall. But we have left behind a long trail of loose ends which demand 
further attention oefore the work of survey can be considered finished. Surface 
reconnaissance, moreover, is not a self-contained mode of enquiry. With luck, it 
can test certain kinds of historical insights derived from textual analysis. In 
turn it may provide leads to be checked in ancient records and modern excavations. 
For all that I think we have learned something worthwhile, we have also learned that 
survey is only a suoordinate part of the oroad, continuing effort to apprehend the 
ancient Mesopotamian social organism. 

Within these limitations, the season's work has accomplished the following: Two 
maJor channels of the Euphrates have been traced from their point of bifurcation 
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nort:hwest of the ancient ,_·ity of Sippar, As I wrote previously, one ran down 
through Sippar and into Kish; from thence we have JUSt completed tracinE; its 
apparent continuation still further southward to the site of Marad. In all, we 

-2 

have dated collections of potsherds from seventeen towns and cities that were 
or.cupied along this watercourse during the first two and a half millennia of 
Mesopotamian urban development. The second channel is both more complex and more 
surprising. Taking off, remember, near the northwestern limits of the ancient 
territory of Akkad, we have followed its course for 150 km. southeastwards into 
Nippur, the Sumerian religious capital where Oriental Institute excavatieRHtwill 
be resumed next Fall. Something on the order of fifty towns and citieA/were sus
tained oy this watercourse have been mapped and dated during the course of survey, 
the exact number depends on what is interpreted as the shifting channel of the 
stream vis a vis subsidiary, artificial, canals. The latter, too, we have plenti
ful evidence for from the Old Babylonian period onwards (after ca. 1800 B.C.) -
strings of small contemporary settlements extending out into the interstices between 
the relatively better-populated river-courses. At what seems to have been the p~int 
of bifurcation of the two major channels is the site of Tell Abu Ghubur, "Mound of 
the Father of Graves", of which I have wr:l.:tten you earlier. Its location now seems 
so central that a orief sounding there is in the cards for a few of our remaining 
days. 

As oefits its length and the successive changes in its course, the greater part of 
the survey has oeen devoted to the river-course running down into Nippur. He oegan 
there, in Octouer, without knowing it, along a part of the course that flowed 
through Uqair and Jemdet Nasr and went JUt of use not long after 3000 B.C. Seeking 
some kind of self-contained system - a ridiculous notion, in retrospect - I began 
with a neatly rectangular map and expected to find ''upstream and downstream ter
mini" close at hand. Well, withscissors and scotch-tape the map grew steadily, 
but the termini failed to appear. This was disconcerting enough, but a still more 
Lmportant flaw appeared already early last December. Taking advantage of a rare 
day of perfect weather, we made a long loop out past the fringe of cultivation and 
into the desert, locating several sites that clearly belonged on the line we were 
following but which lasted on until a much later date. What I had previously re• 
garded as an ephemeral watercourse, possiuly only a canal, suddenly oecame a river 
instead. 

Two turther chapters remained in the effort to nail this conclusion down; together 
they have occupied most of the month since my last letter. The first saw the 
Survey based in the bustling uut quite isolated Tigris River town of Suweira, trying 
to locate the channel to which the river shifted after abandoning its earlier line 
through Uqair and Jemdet Nasr. We were successful in this, for night after night 
there were sherds from many sites to wash and classify - needless to say, not the 
most pleasant criterion of success. Success was bittersweet in other respects also. 
There was considerable mushing-auout in irrigated fields at night as a result of 
broken-down vehicles (why always in the late afternoon?), and what seemed at the 
time like more than a just share of short landings in our favorite sport of canal• 
jumping. But to counteract the discomfort there was much hospitality, of a kind 
that brings a lump into your throat and makes you proud to oe able to work in this 
country. A poor family of farmers, for example, unable to afford even a lantern 
but insistent on cooking up a chicken in the dark for three strangers stranded near 
their village by a balky jeep distributor. Or the civil paymaster in Suweira, va
cating his office for Jur use as a headquarters and conducting his business for 
eight days on the outer steps. 
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The second chapter carried the line on down into Nippur. In some respects, this 
promised easier running, since much of this section lay in what is now open desert. 
But with the jeep in its present state we had to depend on a large measure of luck, 
the prospect of breaking down forty miles out is something I still shudder to think 
about. Luck, as it turned out, consisted of that oeing the week for the generator 
and voltage regulator to give out, bad enough, but neither prevented the thing from 
being cranked up uy hand and run out to safety. Although towns were far beyond 
reach, we were fortunate also in finding suitable bases. First in the ~alat of 
Sheikh Hamdan on the very fringes of cultivation east of Kish, suosequently in the 
house of Salman Hadi, a renowned hunting guide and antiquities guard who is sta
tioned close to Aou Salabikh. In the former, obtaining food was something of a 
proolem in spite of a stock of sugar and tea kept for uarter, out there was no pro
blem in the latter other than choosing between pheasant and gazelle for the entree 
to any given meal. Abu Salabikh bein5 not far from Daghara, it was possible while 
there to spend two eveniags with the Ferneas, and to meet Sheikh Mujid of the El 
Shebanna, the group that Bob is studying. 

A final corrective is needed to this account which has traced progress exclusively 
along river-courses. We have surveyed along courses, and it cannot oe denied that 
the ancient settlements were strung out along courses. but the~ of settlement 
was the town or city. Our lines, then, to some degree are abstractions only- and 
certainly our chief satisfaction has come not from surveying areas but from locat
ing sites. As much as to desert barriers and lines of communication along streams, 
one must look to purely cultural, historical factors in order to understand the 
patterning of ancient occupation. Looking oack now, with all but a fragment of the 
season oehind, it is the long-abandoned but still-impressive cities that form the 
significant regional foci. I think of the great mound of Cutha, about which the 
Survey spun in widening circles for many months; there are no natural boundaries, 
but the surrounding plain seems somehow naturally to fall within its orooding orbit. 
Or of Abu Salabikh, low, sprawling, already very large in Early Dynastic times -
perhaps linked, one may speculate, in some unfathomed political-religious duality 
with the site of Nippur a short distance further downstream. Or above all of Kish, 
with its vast size and hints of some extraordinary politico-military importance 
already at the dawn of history. These are the strategic units of study, and at 
best all the Survey has sought to do is to place them in a more adequate geograph
ical focus. 

We finished off yesterday oelow Kish, caught an hour and a half away from the car 
in a driving rainstorm that utterly soaked us and virtually sank the jeep. This, 
moreover, was the third such wetting in a total of four days spent near Kish during 
the season. Occasionally one caught glimpses of the Kish ziggurat through the 
scudding rain and sand, and it was easy under the circumstances to ascribe the 
place a personality: a vindictive old girl, if ever there was one. There was some 
small and chilly pleasure in thinking that she was just getting back at us a bit 
for cinching her down tight both upstream and downstream. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Adams 
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NE~-JSLETT:.ZR FRON LUXOR 

Dear Members and Friends: 

It is summer here now on the verdant "'uanks of the Nile, judc;ed by our own 
climate and temperature range. The sun streams in through the open windows. The 
fronds of the great palms sway lazily in the soft breeze, Insects hum around the 
bougainvilleas that are gradually losing their blazing glory and all seems calm 
and .Peaceful here at Luxor where so many of the Pharaohs rest (or hoped to rest) 
from their mighty labors. 

Dr. Hughes reported to you last fall upon the period durinG 11hich the bombs 
fel~ on the local airport, and upon the black-out period that followed. It was 
not an easy time to live through, but for the casual visitor lil:e myself who was 
not here then, it seems as though life here had never been thus rudely jarred out 
of its normal course. Naturally the visitors have been fewer and the men who wait 
across the river with their ancient carriac;es and rheuruatic ta::is for the tourist 
are both less numerous and less hopeful. But the burdened crouds still stream acros:-
to town on market days as of yore, the fellucas go serenely about their business, 
their vast sails spread to the wind, and even archaeology still 1)roceeds methodical
ly among the ruins of the ancient past. 

Our group at Chicago House has been sr1lall this year, comprisinG only the Direc
tor, Dr. George Huches and his wife, Dr. Cl1arles Rims and his 1life, r.Ir. Alexander 
Floroff, artist of the expedition, and I-Ir. :Sd Wente, a graduate s·cudent in Egyptol.
ogy from the University of Chicago. Four other members of the e.X}.)edition, three 
artists and an engineer, all of them British subjects, were unable to come out. 
So work har proceeded on a reduced schedule, but with more for each to do, and 
achievement has by no means lagged in proportion to the size of the staff. Much 
has been done particularly on the troublesoue columns of the second courtyard in 
the great Nedinet Habu Temple. Their round surfaces make i·!:; inpossi'ole to use 
photography as a basis of recordinG the inscript::.ons uith wllic~1 t.~ley are covered 
from top to bottom. By dint of much lauor Drs. Hughes and Nins have been able, in 
spite of the tricky ·Hind-currents that uove through these courts, to apply to the 
colums large squares of tracing paper and. to record upon ther.1 the basic outlines 
of the inscriptions. These ehcets could then iJe photographr,d in ·che laboratories of 
Chicago House and made the basis for tlle collation sheets and drmrings that can be
come parts of the next Medinet Habu volunes. 
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The Department of Anti qui ties, meam1hile, has also been very a.cti ve here, under 
the local direction of Mr. Labib Ha"'uashi, and those of you who l1ave visited Luxor 
wi~~ find many areas in which your enjo~'lilent of and insight into the ruins is en
hanced, next time you come this way. 'i'he great area of the Lu::::or Temple has been 
dis encumbered of i·i;s ruinous mediaeval and Turkish brick buildings and now stands 
out clearly in its entirety. At Karnal: the Department is disencurabering the :face 
of the Third Pylon and clearing the couxt~ra.rd between the HY.J?ostyle Hall and the 
Seventh Pylon, where at one time all the statues from the great Temple were buried 
and where perhaps important discoveries are still to be made. A~ross the river 
beh:l.nd the massive colossi of Memnon, the large courtyards of tl-.e Temple of Ameno
phis III are being laid bare and the reuains of more colossi and of many other 
statues and stelae are being brought to lic;ht. So the colossi themselves take on 
meaning for the visitor as part of the monumental approaches to a vast structure 
most of which has been removed for re-use elsewhere, but which the imagination 
can readily reconstruct from the outlines that remain. All these are important 
undertakings and the Department of Antiquities deserves full credit for its initia
tive in the work, but its means are limited and in one area in particular it is 
faced with conditions and developments currently beyond its powers. This is in the 
area of the great tombs that burrow underground along the whole vast front of the 
Theban necropolis. 

Two matters are troublesome here. Tlle first is the disintec;ration of the ex
quisite murals and bas-reliefs of the tOLl~) chambers, due to a chemical process that 
brings the natural salinity of the rocl: out to the exposed surfaces. This produces 
excressences on the painted and carved faces of the walls and leads to the camp~ete 
loss of the de cora tiona. ~le saw a particularly pitiful exalllJ?le of this in the 
lower chambers of the Tomb of Nefertari, Queen of Ramses II. The second difficulty 
is that in all the Theban necropolis excavators during the pas·i; hundred years, in 
discovering and clearing more and more tombs, have merely moved from one place to 
another the vast masses of chipped roct overlaying the necropolis, thus making it a 
vast incohate dumpyard and preventing even the best of tombs from being know and 
seen in the organization of their outward settings. A particularly bad example of 
this is the Tomb of Kheruef, whose inner chambers are still quite unknown., but whose 
outer face bears some of the most delicate carvings of Egyptian art in the transition 
to the new kingdom. lllieruef was an official of Queen Tiyi, the wife of Amenophis 
III, who lived about 1 1 400 B.c. A narrow passageway was dug down to the face of the 
tomb in 1947, and small portions of the sides of a large open courtyard set in front 
of the tomb were also exposed, but the courtyard is filled with a vast 
peaked mound of stone chips piled up as t:1e result of these clearances and the whole 
makes no impression at all, though it is one of the finest of ".:;he Theban tombs. 
Dr. Hughes and I have discussed with t~1e local inspector of alYi::.ig_ui ties for Upper 
Egypt, Mr. Labib Habashi, and with the Director of Antiquities at Cairo the possi
bility of a joint ~eration between the D.partment of Antiquities and the Oriental 
Institute for the clearance of this one tomiJ and the publication of its amazing bas
reliefs beginninc in ·cl1e fall of 1957. It llould be a most iLwortant enterprise from 
every point of view but one for which lie vle will not be able to provide entirely 
from our regular budget. If we could enlist your interest and have your help, we 
could really do something important here, not only in making a really magnificent 
tomb accessible to visitors but also in sl10llinG how tomb clearance should really 
be done, namely by removing permanentl~' and not to the next adjacent spot the chipped 
stone masses that novr surround and cover the site. 
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Before coming to Egypt I had occasion to visit Lebanon, Syria and Jordan. Here 
archaeological activities were almost at a stand-still, so far as I could ascertain. 
The Lebanese officials were busy keepinG up with the growth of cities in their 
thrLving country, for many of these are built over ancient sites and every excavation 
that precedes the laying of foundations for a new structure reQuires that its yield 
of older remains be examined and registered. In Syria the great French excavations 
at Ras-Shamra on the coast and at Mari on the Euphrates have not "ueen resumed and 
it is not all clear 1-1hen they may resUlne. In Jordan Miss Kenyon of London University 
had been invited at a late date to resume her work at ancient Jericho, but the 
peri ad of her stay was also o:1e of heavy rains that undoubtedly inferfered greatly 
with her work. On the Dea6. Sea Scroll front many new developments were in progress, 
qut .none of them had to do with the discovery of new materials or the development 
of new insights into the material already at hand, so that archaeologically speaking 
there is nothinc; to add to what you already lmow on this point. Perhaps if Mr. 
John Strugnell returns from Chicago to Jordan this sprint;, he raay be able to provide 
further information on this subject for you. 

Day after to-morrow Mrs. Kraeling and I are scheduled to leave for Libya, to 
resume our excavations at TcJmei ta. Vle c:-:LJect to be joined at Benchazi after a 
short time by Dr. and Mrs. Nims from our Luxor staff1 Mr. and Hrs. G.R.H. Wright, 
he the architect of the British School at ~'inkara, and Miss Joan Farwell of Chicago. 
More news about our adventures and findin:;s there at a later time and from another 
address. 

Even in the context of an Archaeolo~ical Newsletter, you may, especially in 
this year, expect from me some word about conditions in the Hear East as I have 
found them. This is not an easy subject upon which to embark, partly because my 
contacts have been brief and partly because things change with such rapidity. More
over there are many subjects upon which I would be ill-advised to speak and write, 
even under the condition that what 1-ras said was "confidential and not for publication' 
But a few things at least I feel I can say, if you are interested. 

The changes that are going on and have gone on since I visite4 all the several 
Arab countries of the Near East adjacent to the Mediterranean a ~rear ago, are notable 
indeed. Lebanon seemed poised but a bit nervous, Syria grim, Jordan extremely jitter: . 
and Egypt morose. Of course the American tourists were missinG abnost everywhere, 
but this did not mean that the hotels (save in Arab Jerusalem) were empty. The 
hotels had not a few guests, but they vere part of a new hotel :population and one 
I had not seen about in previous years, --~roung men of central Euro:pean or east 
European types, not a few Chinese and so:t:J.e thickset people whose origins I could 
only guess. Some "'calked among themselves, in groups 1 others with members of the 
local Arab population, but normally the conversations were in 1011 tones and people 
held their heads close together while talldng. 

In Jordan, especially in Amman, the air was full of expectancy - apparently an 
expectancy of crisis. The week I spent there was punctuated by holidays celebrating 
various events tha-t were symbols of' nations.l independence, There was dancing in the 
streets. There was shooting in the air. There were fireworl~s , I 1-1as stopped more 
than once by inquiries from children asldnc; me 11 Ingles i? 11

, lvhile taking walks in the 
less-frequented areas. Driving in the American School's car froo Jerusalem to Amman 
and being halted f'or a few minutes to 11ait till a group of dancinG men had completed 
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a particular round on the third day of the celebration of the break With England, 
I was told to tell Eisenhower: "We are poor" 1 

1'We will defend our own country11
• 

Almost anythinG can happen in Jordan at any time, for the economic pressures there 
are the most intense, and this not really because of the Israel-Palestine situation. 

It seems clear to me that the lines of relation between East and lvest are being 
Brawn much more sharply in the Near East than ever before. S;yria and Egypt are the 
new axis that is standing out against the Hest actively, resolutely and making no 
effective distinction between America and the west European powers. Lebanon, Iraq 
and Saudi Arabia are Willing to be frienc:.J.~r with the West at least in part, and 
Jordan is being squeezed and is under pressure to determine its stand. In the 
cabinet the radical anti-Western elenen·i:. appears to be in the 1~ajority and the kine; 
has bowed to the 'Hill of this majorit~,, but there are still some who wish that 
Jordan might ally itself with the West even in the higher circles. Each side seems 
to be watching the other for some mistal:e it might make and 1vai tine for the oppor·-
tuni ty to capitalize upon the error to cain complete mastery of the situation. The 
stage for the dra.Lla in Jordan is set east of the Jordan River, and meanwhile poor 
Jerusalem, Arab Jerusalem which has al11ays had most in common 1vith western civili
zation and traditions, is left stranded, economically paralyzed, e11pty, its voice 
unheard in the turr10il that pervades the land of Ammon. 

What the outcome of these developuents may be, --who can tell. But vre as 
archaeologists must c;o on with our work in the Near East under all circumstances, as 
long as doors remain at all open, for we COLle closest to representing the basic 
American attitude ·coward the peoples of t~1e Near East, the attitude of interest and 
participation in their cultural heritac;e. Hay we be worthy of the special position 
that we hold in this particular and not fail our calling and our country in these 
important days. 

Cordially yours, 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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Merry Christmas to you all! This may seem a peculiar greeting under the 
date line of April 30th, but our workmen here are telling us it's Christmas and 
t~e whole town is celebrating the occasion with gusto. What they mean is that 
t~e month of Ramadan during which they neither eat, drink, nor smoke from sun~ 
rise to sunset is at an end and that today is the Feast of Bairarn. When they 
speak of it in Arabic they call it "the Feastn, using a word that sounds about 
like the combination of letters: l'aydh, but when they try to explain to us 
what it is they always say "Christmas", so Christmas it is for us here today 
in Libya. For some days, now, certain among the men have been bringing us 
presents, a quart of milk, a dozen eggs, some local honey. Today we can re
ciprocate by giving candy to the children and offering a cigarette (the local 
hay•burning type) to our friends. They themselves are all dressed up in 
their best clothes, drinking multiple cups of tea,~-a syrupy tea with mint 
and peanuts mixed in,-~and are enjoying besides what is to them the greatest of 
all pleasures, namely having their pay go on but not having to work for it. 

We've been here a month now and the full staff for the season is assembled 
and has been working hard. In addition to Mrs. Kraeling and myself there are 
Dr. and Mrs. Nims of our Luxor group as second in command, Mr. G.R.H.Wright, 
architect, and Miss Joan Farwell of Chicago as field assistant. To date, 
during the month of Ramadan, we have been on winter schedule, beginning the 
day's work at 7 A.M. and stopping at 1 P.M. After the feast we shall pre
sumably get back to summer schedule and begin work at 6 A.M., stopping at 
1:30 P.M. 

Results have been showing earlier this year than last because during 
the months December to March we had a group of 37 men engaged stripping the 
heavy overlay over a lnrge part of the building we are excavating down to 
about a meter from floor level. This last meter we have been removing 
during the past four weeks with an enlarged crew and h~ve thereby added 
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tnaterially to our knowledge of the structure we are investigating. 

You may recall that we are dealing with a spacious building, in many 
respects like a luxurious country villa of the sarly Roman days, the rooms 
of which are distributed around a large central garden enclosed by a portico 
set out with tall columns, We now have cleared the entire portico and find that 
its southern side is swung on an arc, itself an interesting variation on the 
normal rectangular organization of such porticos, South of the two large din
ing rooms that we cleared last year, on the west side of the portico, we now 
have a group of four rooms that show how well these early Romans in Libya lived 
and knew how to live. There is a fine bedroom opening on a parlor that was 
open to the south and from which one looked out through an arcade presumably 
Lnto a little private garden, The parlor is entered from the south portico 
via a square room in the center of which was a large pool, open to the sky, 
Four columns set at the corners of the pooJ carried the roof around it, The 
pool was surrounded by geometric mosaics with a pictorial panel on each of 
its four sides, One of the panels is complete, It shows a lion attacking 
a wild onager, One of the panels is completely destroyed, Two are fragment
ary, but enough remains to show that one of them represents a cow with a gar
land around its middle and a fillet between its horns. Flower garlands are 
draped above it, Probably the animal does not represent the prize-winner at ~ 
the local stock exhibit, but rather a sacrificial animal. Still we could not 
help thinking of the annual live-stock show at Chicago when we first saw it, 
Incidentally, all these living rooms had their walls tastefully decorated with 
colored paneling, some of which we were able to reconstruct in plan and organ
ization. The style is probably immediately post-Pompeian, 

To the south of the south portico, behind the curve in the colonnade, the 
first meter or so of a symmetrical group of three further rooms has come to 
light, The middle room has a formal doorframe to which two steps lead upward. 
This may be the most important feature of the entire establishment and the one 
that will reveal the purpose and meaning of the whole structure. We are all 
anxious to know more about these rooms and the men are now at work stripping 
the heavy overlay from above them, We shall let them do this preliminary work 
for another month and then supervise carefully the investigation of the last 
meter of the fill before work stops for the season, 

On the east side of the establishment we have now its main entrance from 
the street, There is a large vestibule with doors leading to various parts 
of the interior, Outside the outer doorway in the street there are two large 
round bases (cippi, we call them) one of which has an inscription "To the 
August Gods", We wonder whether this shows the general religious interest of 
those who inhabited the premises or whether, perchance, it has something to do 
with the function and purpose of the establishment itself, In this street we 
are following southward the outer wall of the building, to make sure that the 
excavation of the overlay over the rest of the structure does not extend hi
yond the southern limits of the premises. 

While the major part of our crew of 60 workmen has been clearing the 
rooms described above, a smaller group has been making preliminary clearances 
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at another site. This is a double-block in the very center of one of the 
most important east-west thoroughfares through the city. One of the problems 
is how to get at the place, for floor level here is a couple of meters above 
street level. He have been clearing the adjacent street so as to be able to 
get our railroad track and our dump-cars alongside the building. In addition 
ue have been tracing internally the course of the \valls outlining certain parts 
of the building, to detern1ine in advance, so far as possible, 1-1here we should 
tackle it first. To date we have isolated an area about 100 feet square and 
have delineated inside of this a northern section of about 50 by 100 feet as 
the most readily available, for excavation. In another fevT days lie can transfer 
more of the men to this site and get our first idea about \~hat it contains. 
It should be interesting and indeed most of the pleasure of archaeological work 
comes from the \>Thole procedure of staking out a job of work and then discovering 
uhat it is that one has staked out. It's always a gamble, but a bit of luck 
can turn a gamble into an important strike. Naturally vle are hoping for such 
a strike. 

Vle expect to be hereabouts until near the end of June and will report to 
you again on how things are progressing. Meamvhile \ve thought you would like 
to knov1 that \ve are all uell and -v;orking hard and thinking of you back at 
Chicago. With kindest greetings to each and every one of you from us all, 

Cordially yours, 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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It's only two weeks since I wrote wishing you a Merry Christmas and here 
it is the middle of May. The weather is getting appreciably warmer. The 
Greek fishermen from Crete, who haunt these waters each spring, have put in 
their appearance off the coast. The Mediterranean is reported getting warm 
enough fot comfortable swimming. The grain is ripening in the field and we 
have about one more month of digging to look forward to. So let me give you 
another ad interim report before we get on to the last busy weeks of clearance, 
of division of finds, of packing up the equipment and of moving ourselves and 
our baggage out to where we can board the planes that fly westward toward 
home. 

When last I wrote I could report good progress in the excavation of the 
villa that we started uncovering last year and was able to say that we were 
making a slow start on another building closer to the center of the ancient 
city. Since that time several (for us) im?ortant things have happened that 
promise to give definition to our enterpri.se and that hold out promise of real 
achievement. Of course, I may be a bit ever-optimistic at the moment and am 
holding my thumbs lest my augury prove un~elieble, but hitherto my diagnoses 
have not been too wide of the mark, so I'm willing to make another for what
ever it may be worth in the end. 

At the site of the villa the important development has been the appearance 
of what seems to be the southern boundary line and terminal wall of the estab
lishment. We have been following this wall with great care through and under 
a deep overburden of earth (as much as 12 feet in depth), expecting at any mo
ment to find a doorway that would indicate the existence of more rooms of the 
same building farther to the south. But to d&te it has continued solid and 
unbroken save where we seem to have the remains of a staircase mounting up to 
a second story of our building. This means that our villa occupied one half 
of a city block, rather than a full block as we had supposed, and that before 
work winds up this spring we shall be able to establish its plan and wrap up 
the discussion and ane.lysis of the building, This may sound as though we had 
become impatient about the buildin3 anci were glad to be through with it. That 
f.n. not the case. We are gla.d that the period during which we have had to wait 
before tying the loose euJe t1Jga-::.her is now.-comi::.J8 ·::o dtl sr:,d. We ean uow look 
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forward to drawing the conclusions from our work. That is for us a real satis
faction and we hope to be able to report to you on this next fall. 

At the new site which we tackled this spring and which lies in the very 
heart of the ancient city of Tolmeita, we have again been very fortunate, We 
had quite a time getting at the structure for it lies about eight feet above 
the level of the important east-west thoroughfare which the Italians cleared 
back in the nineteen-thirties, The problem was to run our railway lines into 
the structure. This our local foreman accomplished by building out of stones 
a veritable Poughkeepsie Bridge about which I was at the outset very sceptical. 
But it has held up and has done the business. 

We are dealing here with the ancient counterpart of the modern men's club,·
the city bath. The part of the bath that we have penetrated at this writing 
is what corresponds to the lounge in our modern clubs. It is a large room 
some 90 feet long and 60 feet wide, with a colonnaded portico running around 
the interior and a fairly big octagonal water basin out in the middle. We 
had no sooner penetrated the room from the north via our railroad trestle than 
we came upon two statues fallen to the floor from pedestals set against a couple 
of column bases along the east side of the room. The discovery of these I re
ported by cable to Chicago in the hope that word about the discovery could be 
added as a postscript to my earlier Newsletter, It was a day of showers when 
the statues came to light and whether we succeeded in recording the event pro
perly in photograph under the circumstances, remains to be seen. The details 
about the statues I reserve for communication at a later date, probably next 
fall, but the basic facts I need not withhold. One statue is that of a Libyan 
citizen presumably of the second century A. D., the other that of a lady of 
an earlier period, The lady is charming indeed and well preserved, save that 
her head is still missing. She and her citizen partner each stand a good six 
feet, but he got rather badly shivvered in falling and currently looks the worse 
for wear. 

Since that time excavation has been proceeding farther along the east side 
of the room, where a series of large niches has gradually come to light. Their 
purpose is not as yet entirely clear, for we have cleared away the overlay of 
debris but have not brushed and swept away the re~aining coverage of dust to 
reveal their architectural structure and function. In a week's time that will 
have been attended to. 

In clearing away the debris from in front of the niches any number of scraps 
of marble representing fragments of statues has been forthcoming. All are being 
properly labeled as to their provenience, so that if necessary they can be pro
perly associated with major sculptured pieces, should they turn up. 

During the last two days such larger pieces have actually turned up. One 
was a section of the chest of a large, over-life-size male figure wearing a 
toga or at least a cloak. The piece showed sockets for arms and head, indicat
ing that the figure was composite rather than carved from a single block. The 
part we found showed a heavy, curly beard carved as part of the section form
ing the torso. This means, I take it, that we are dealing with a part of a 
Father Zeus statue, but that is only a guess~ More important still was a 
large statue base that turned up in one of the niches, but not in its original 
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position. It was the base of another over-life-size statue, this time of 
Hercules. We can tell this even though on the base itself little more is pre
served than the feet of the figure and the butt end of a tree trunk used to 
help support the heavy body. The reason is that at one end of the base we have 
the representation of the paws of the lion's pelt which Hercules usually has 
draped over his left arm and which in this instance falls from the crook of 
his arm to the ground alongside his left foot. Out in front of this base 
there subsequently came to light the thigh and part of the buttock of one 
of Hercules' legs, and what a thigh it is,--heavily muscled and powerful. 
With such a physique it is quite understandable how he could have overcome 
the Nemean Lion in the first place. 

Perhaps the most interesting fact about the remains of this Hereules, 
so far as we know th~m to date, is that the pedestal has two inscriptions 
on it. One tells us that a certain Marcus Philippus Rominius had it made 
at his own expense and gave it to his native city. The second, still more 
important, telte us that the statue was the work of an artist the last part 
of whose name is " •• epiades' or t:,.ex:!.ades". The writing is faint and will 
need to be studied f:·:om titne to time with the sun in various positions in 
the sky so that we can get a variety of shadows to outline the remains of 
the letters, but no doubt we shall eventually succeed. Meanwhile, the salient 
fact is that we have here a work important enough to be signed by the artist 
and that by the discovery of even parts of it we will have added a significant 
item to the repertoire of ancient art. 

Of course it is fascinating to ha;re these things come out of the debris 
while you are watching what the pick and shoval are doing. All of us here 
participate equally in this pleasure and share in the excitement. Whether 
we shall get still other pieces of Hercules and Father Zeus as the clearance 
of this room progresses, remains to be seen. By all means keep your fingers 
crossed and wish us luck. And, if you want to help, you know what to do,-
invite your friends to become Members of the Oriental Institute. The encourage
ment and support of our Members means a great deal to us and to Chicago. We 
are acting only as your and its right arm. 

Greetings to all of you from all of us here, fl·om Joan Farwell, nMick" 
Wright, Mrs. Kraeling and myself. 

Cordially, 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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[The normal season for Oriental Institute Newsletters opens in 
the fall and reaches an end vlith the departure of field parties for 
home in April or May. It coincides with the long span of months that 
are relatively cool and favorable for digging, and eA~licitly avoids 
the searing heat of summer. Of course, life goes on in the Near East 
during this period, even in villages on the low-lying plains of Central 
Iraq which seems to bear the brunt of the burden of summer weather. 
The following letter from Robert and B. J. Fernea gives a brief account 
of this life and introduces a welcome continuity throughout the year 
into our Newsletter series. 

Robert Fernea, you may remember, is an anthropologist who accom
panied the Institute's survey of ancient settlement and irrigation 
patterns when it went out to Iraq last fall. With the aid of a pre
doctoral fellowship grant from the National Science Foundation, he 
was able to branch off independently almost at once into studies of 
contemporary communities, which are his major interest. His ct~rent 
work on "The Social Organization of an Irrigation System" promises to 
be of much interest not only to specialists dealing vli th the contempor
ary scene but also to students of ancient Oriental society. We salute 
the fortitude with which Bob and his wife are carrying on their study. 

R. M. Adams, Jr.) 

Dear Friends: 

I said to B. J ., "Shall this letter be formal and informative or 
chatty and informal?" In all seriousness she replied, "It might as 
well be chatty and informal because it's so hot." The notorious sum
mer heat of Central Iraq is upon us and effects everything we do --
even governing our letter style. Certainly, in 120° heat, only an 
event or opportunity of the greatest importance is sufficient to 

tem.pt us away from our house, and most of our visiting and information
gathering is done after sundown or in the very early morning. 

Recent events, however, have called us out in the daytime. We 
are in the middle of the religious ceremonies of Ashur, the ten-day 
period of annual mourning for Hussain. Hussain, one of the twelve 
important Imams of the Shi'a sect, was a son of Fatima, the Prophet's 
daughter. He was murdered not too far from where '"e 11 ve 1 in the 
city of_Kerbela. Each year, during Ashur, ritual an~:!ing se~\'!ioes 
(Quira'at, or Qur'anic readings) are held several times daily for the 
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women in various village homes and are held in the tribal guest• 
houses and the suq (market place) for the men as well as in private 
houses. On each of the ten days ot Ashur e. portion of tbe history 
ot tbe killing of Hussain is recited and chanted. While the initi
ate of these ceremonies is startled by the aobbina and self-beating 
which acccupanies the recitation, one q,uickly learns that these are 
highly socialized responses; pleasant social excha.nses and an immedi• 
ate clearing ot faces follow the formal ceremony. In canparing notes, 
B.J. and I decided tbat we never bave seen anyone "carried away" 
during this ritual., though the women are considerably more demon• 
strative than the men and follow a more com,plicated ritual procedure. 
The women also have more Quira•at during the day than the men, though 
no woman bas time to attend them all. Since the women normally are 
not encouraged to visit outside their circle of relatives or close 
neighbors, this provides one of the very rare occasions for general 
gatherings of village and tribal women. Thus, the Quira'at are 
probably' somewhat more important to the women than to the men,. for 
the men constantly visit in the suq, the guesthouses 1 and the coffee 
shops. 

The Quira 'at are led by men or women qualifying as mullahs or 1 

in the case of the men., by persons from the Sayyids (decendents of 
Mohammed) who have had some religious training. The expenses for 
the Quira•at••hot or cold drinks and a donation to the leaders--are 
paid for by contributions from the congregation in the case of public 
Quira'at or borne by the man in whose house a ceremony may be held. 
By sitting for two hours each day in the b~oiltlJg sun with her heavy 
silk abbaya. over her head, my wife earns special credit for attending 
these gatherings--in my book1 a.rryway. 

The heat also profoundly affects other aspects of the local life. 
The canal is five days on high and five days on low water supply. 
During low supply there is barely enough water in the canal for the 
women to wash dishes in, which precludes any irrigation. For this 
reason, and also because the land is generall;y not good enough, 
little rice cultivation or growing of vegetables is practiced in 
this area.. Thus 1 during the summer months, only the old men are 
generally to be found in the clan settlements of our tribe • The 
able-bOdied men have gone in large numbers to Baghdad where labor 
is in demand. This is relatively easy for them to do during hot 
weather as they can sleep in the city wherever they find themselves. 
As Abdul Amir, the Sheikh's brother, pointed out, 11When they return 
here it is because the weather is cold and they need shelter." If 
they had to provide shelter for themselves in Baghdad, there would 
be little or no profit in going. Even those who remain behind do 
not ordinarily venture the trip to the local suq in the heat., so 
Daghara appears very de-populated at this time. This de-population 
is not all appearance, nor is it seasonal. I recently discovered 
that this liwa (state) has overtaken all others in decrease of popu
lation. At this time, there are almost twice as many women here in 
the Diwaniyah Liwa. as there are men, a further indication that this 
population movement is fairly recent and that the men have not yet 
been able to make homes for their families in the urban centers. 
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Sheikh Mujid, the head of our tribe, has been in Lebanon since 
the first part of July; we sometimes wish we were with him at his 
mountain hotel. He goes there alone, both to escape the heat and 
to put familial, tribal and governmental responsibilities aside for 
a couple of months. 

The village is now suffering from an epidemic of what is apparently 
Asiatic influenza. If an epidemic occurs in America and is no more 
severe than the type we have had, you will have little to worry about. 
Unless a person is very old or has been weakened by other sicknesses, 
he rarely spends more than a couple of days in bed. B.J. and I have 
not yet taken the disease but we expect to catch it in good time. 
The flu may have been carried to Iraq by the large numbers of pilgrims 
from Iran and Pakistan coming to the religious centers of Najif, 
Kerbela, and Kadhamain during the past few months. 

Barley, the largest of the winter crops here, is now being taken 
to market. It is sacked in the fields, brought to the tribal guest
house in late afternoon, and carried on by camel to more distant mar
kets in the early hours of the following morning. This tribe has a 
traditional arrangement with a nomadic Bedu group called the Harakhsi, 
whereby the camel-owning nomads carry the crops to market for our 
agricultural, camel-less tribe. The Bedu get a percentage of the 
produce they carry, depending on the distance. This economic relation
ship between the settled and a nomadic tribe is paralled, incidently, 
by marriage and hospitality reciprocities. The barley is currently 
bringing about $2.80 a sack (100 kilos), but after taxes and transporta
tion the farmers average about $2.38 per sack. Shiekh MUjid's yield 
was about 1200 sacks this year. A sack and a half of barley per acre 
is considered good. 

We are now contemplating a two-week vacation to the mountainous 
north of Iraq toward the end of August. We have waited till the end 
of the summer so that when we return we won't have to readjust our
selves to blazing heat here in the village. Bob Adams and his f~ 
will be coming to Iraq in September. It will be nice to see them. 
Our best wishes ••• 

Bob and B .J. Fernea 
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This letter to you is not about archaeological results, not even about 
archaeology. It is about an unsung and -- I fear -- unsingable part of field· 
work: buying supplies and setting up camp. 

The camp to be set up in this case -- functioning at last as I write this 
ir. it -- houses the Diyala Basin Archaeological Project, a venture into a new 
ldnd of archaeology with new methods and goals which the Oriental Institute 
pioneers. Our task is to find out about ancient irrigation and agricultural 
te.::hniques and our Diyala Project is financed by the Iraq Development Board, 
more precisely by its First Technical Section, which is in charge of building 
dams, planning irrigation and drainage canals, and generally reclaiming lands 
which were once fertile but have become desert through centuries of neglect or 
through other causes less easily remedied. The purpose of our work out here is 
to locate and clarify the ancient systems of irrigation in the Diyala Basin, 
specifically the famous Naharwan system; when they were constructed and how they 
functioned; and while we are busy in the field a large staff of our associates 
on the 11Ancient Records Program' of the Project is combing all written sources 
from as early as 2500 BoC. down to after the time of Haroun al Rashid to find 
out exactly how the ancient farmers operated, how they ploughed, sowed, irri• 
gated, and what success their methods had in terms of yearly yield. We hope thus 
not only to enlarge our knowledge about the history of the earliest irrigation 
farming in the world but also to bring into focus points on which the accumulated 
experience of millennia of practical everyday concern with the problems raised 
by Iraq conditions for farming may be of interest and help to the modern scient
ists and engineers who are charged with reviving the famed fertility and prosper• 
ity which all sources tell us made Iraq outstanding in antiquity. 

The scholarly responsibility for the project rests jointly with The Oriental 
Institute and the Iraq Directorate General of Antiquities, and from these two 
institutions all of the field-staff and most of the ancient records staff is 
drawn. The field-staff consists of Professor Robert M. Adams, whom you know well 
from last year's letters about tracing ancient canals in this country, and Mr. 
Fuad Safar, Director of Excavations, a high-ranking member of the staff of the 
Iraq Directorate General of Antiquities and an excavator of unparalleled experi
ence. He is, too, an old friend of the Institute where he took his M. A. in 
archaeology in the late thirties. Both Mr. Adams and Mr. Safar are associate 
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directors of the Diyala Basin Archaeological Project. Chief architect on the 
Project is Mr. Mohammed Ali, also of the Directorate General of Antiquities, 
well known for his successful excavations at ancient Kufa, and a close friend 
of ours who has been with us in several seasons of work in the Institute's ex
cavations at Nippur, As recorders of the findings of our survey serve Mrs. 
Thorkild (Joanne) Jacobsen and Mrs. Robert (Ruth) Adams. Secretary of the Pro
ject is Miss Shirley Lyon, secretary of the Department of Oriental Languages 
and Literatures and -- we expect -- fervently missed by all members of the 
Department at home. Lastly, to see that our camp is a lively one, there are 
Pince, Beth, and Megan, the three Adams children, and their two white kittens, 
as yet unnamed, They take to life in the desert with great elan and it seems 
almost a pity that school in Baghdad is beginning to loom close. For the rest 
of us the work we came to do is also soon within reach, with our camp set up 
we should be able to start exploration and digging in earnest in a few days 
from now, As we get going we shall tell you more about the work and what it is 
about, but that belongs in a future letter, 

This present one begins back on September 5th when Joanne and I arrived in 
Baghdad from a freezing Munich where we had attended the Orientalist Congress, 
to a Baghdad with temperatures around 130 Fahrenheit. Bob Adams flew in the 
next morning from Rome where he had discussed Project matters with people in 
Food Agricultural Organization, and we could settle down to a week of official 
visits, permits, signing of papers, more permits, and more signing of more papers, 
all so that we could get our budget made available to draw upon, and so we could 
get our various cars and trucks, which had been ordered in advance, checked, off
icially okayed, and delivered to us. As a particular blessing we counted number
plates written in blue and red pencil on cardboard which kept tearing and falling 
off the cars, but which saved weeks of waiting for the regular plates to be made 
and issued. And eventually we got those also, 

That settled and with money in the bank our building and buying days began. 
Camp is the old expedition house at Khafaje on the left bank of the Diyala which 
the Oriental Institute built in 1930 and used for seven years when it was exca
vating in this area. Driving out from Baghdad on the road toward Kut one turns 
sharply left immediately after passing the Diyala Bridge and continues for some 
forty-five minutes along an incredibly pitted and dusty road which winds between 
farm houses and villages -- one deserted estate, almost a castle, through which 
the road now runs is truly an enchanted spot -- always with the river itself 
deep down in its clay canyon to the left opening up ever new fascinating vistas 
as one rides along. The country is unusually green and fresh for this time of 
year so the trip out is a very pleasant one indeed were it not for the bumps and 
for the dust which sometimes beats like waves against the windows of the car and 
for the knowledge that the road will become a deathtrap as soon as the rains set 
in to make it muddy and slippery, for it is perched on a hish steep bund with a 
deep drop to either side. We have therefore already marked out a slightly longer, 
more drab, but safer desert road running along the edge of the cultivation on re
latively flat ground, In addition we have plans for getting a boat to ferry us 
across the river from Khafaje. From there ten minutes' drive will get us to 
New Baghdad and hardtopped roads to the center of town. 

We found the old house in fair shape after all the long intervening years. 
It needed a new roof, replastering, and some structural alterations, notably a 
large garage to house our four cars, but more than anything else it needed fur
nishing. Work on the house had already been started by our collaborators in the 
Directorate General of Antiquitias and work on the spot was under the competent 
supervision of Carl Haines' foreman at Nippur, Khalaf al Beduwi. So all was 
moving briskly and well at Khafaje that we needed only occasional visits to note 
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progress and could sp~nd most of our time on all the things we needed to buy. 
This was just as well, for buying proved a long and formidable task not easily 
hurr:led. 

Economy dictated that we look for bargains and that good condition rather 
than newness or good looks be our guiding principle. Often it was less expen
sive to have a carpenter make rough unvarnished cupboards and tables which would 
serve our purpose tbfin to buy even second-hand, ready-made furniture in the mar
ket. In other cases we hunted out chipped or slightly damaged items and soon 
developed an eagle eye for scratches and similar blemishes, Thus we got unsightly 
but very functional and good bathtubs, toilets and a sink &t notably reduced 
prices. A used steel filing cabinet was had for five Dinars, a new one would 
have cost between thirty and forty, and when we had oiled our relic, it worked 
smoothly. The most spectacular coup was made by Bob who discovered a generator 
in eKcellent condition which could be had cheaply because the firm which used it 
now represented another make and did not consider it good advertising to use a 
competing model themselves. A further reduction was obtained because the rail
road in shipping it down to Baghdad managed to drop it without doing too serious 
damage to it, and finally, to top it all, Bob took over the task of wiring the 
camp for electricity himself so that his buying record cannot be touched. Gen
erator and lights work beautifully, too. We were not always so successful, es
pecially when our Arabic proved insufficient and we had to illustrate what we 
meant. Our very intelligent driver was sent to buy mousetraps, and having -
since the Arabic word escaped us -- had the action of the trap demonstrated, 
returned proudly with six egg slicers! 

The hunt for bargains took us to the Bazaar or, as it is called in Baghdad, 
the Souk. Here you are back in Haroun al Rashid's time. The half-light under 
the arch~s of the roofed, narrow lanes of the Souk is pierced by shafts of dusty 
sunlight, on either side are the old booths in which the merchants sit placidly 
amoung their wares or jump up at your approach to praise their quality and select
ion. · Drivers of loaded donkeys and Kurdish porters carrying enormous burdens on 
their backs warn you continuously with their cry of "Balak'; to get out of the way 
and when you settle down to bargain and perhaps buy in one of the small booths, 
little boys with glasses of fragrant sweet tea or -- alas -- cold coca colas (for 
all that most welcome in the summer heat) appear from nowhere to show that busi
ness in the East is still not merely business but a friendly social occasion as 
well. Impatient as we sometimes were, and frustrated in our search for str,;nge 
items, the charm of going buying in the Souk -· with Fuad's experienced hand to 
guide us and his quiet voice which made of bargaining a play of wit artd a ceremony 
of great beauty -- is something never to forget, 

It is difficult to pick out any one buying adventure at the expense of all 
the others as particularly characteristic, so let me mention two at random: driv
ing out to Khafaje one morning we noticed at the roadside on top of a low stone 
wall a pile of new beautiful white mattresses. We stopped and investigated. Be
hind the wall was a mattress maker who showed us his store of cotton which a boy 
was beating out with a stick, and adjoining rooms where the mattresses were stuffed 
and sewn. The ones we had noticed were not for sale but represented an order from 
a near-by hospital. We liked them so well that we ordered our own supply to the 
same specifications. A mattress was rolled up and placed in enormous scales which 
the mattress maker lifted from the ground to weigh with. The weight of the cotton 
for our mattresses was then calculated, the price of sewing them added, and the 
next day in the evening we could have soft hospital mattrasses for our camp at a 
very reasona.bl~ price. 11 But pick them up soon, for they get dusty on the wall at 
the roads ide~'' We did. 
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The other thing that sticks in memory is coming late in the day from the 
Souk, behind us a file of little boys with baskets carrying rolls and rolls of 
1 inen and curtain materials· just bought, and stopping at the tailor's shop.. A 
deep niche in the wall in the street near the bridge over the Tigris, just large 
enough to hold the kaftaned venerable whitehaired old tailor and -- not quitt:: 
Art:=~bian Nights -- his big Singer sewing machine. Scissors were produced, meas
-.~ri.ng tape, and pencil. All instructions bad to be given slowly, one at a ~ime, 
:i:or ocr tailor held that haste made him nervous and anyway served no purpose., 
we complied and were rewarded by having a very fast and very accurate job done 
read~, to be picked up the next day. It was his kindliness and his dignity ns 
1-le stood there measuring length after length of cloth in his white ksftan th~.-.: 
mude the transaction memorable. Such must have been the tailors and merchants 
~ith wh~m Haroun had such pleasant, friendly, and delightful encounters when h~ 
roamed these same streetsq 

That is all for now, I am afraid. I cannot close the letter, however, 
without mentioning the gracious hospitality which we received from the German 
A~chaeological Institute in Ba3hdad and its leader Professor Lenzeno For all 
the latter half of September our little group were his guests in the Institute 
and not only hospitality b·".t numerous occasions, advice, and active assistance 
in our work place us heavily in his debt. 

Thorkild Jacobsen 
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Joint Expedition To Nippur 

November 6, 1957 

Dear Friends, 

We are settled once again in Afak in the Diwaniyah Liwa of Iraq and 
have started our sixth season of digging at Nuffar, the site of the once
important religious center of Nippur in ancient Sumer. Once again, the 
expedition is jointly sponsored by the Baghdad School of the American 
Schools of Oriental Research and the Oriental Institute of the University 
of Chicago. We have been digging for less than a week - and stopped twice 
by dust storms in that time - so that there is little to report about the 
actual work that we came out here to do. 

Our first aim is to complete the excavation of a large Parthian build~ 
ing which was constructed over an older temple to Inanna. About a third of 
these buildings were uncovered during the fifth season in 1955 - 56 and we 
hope to complete the job this winter. The character of the Parthian build~ 
ing is unknown. We now have only a hazy idea of the plan with a corner of 
a room or courtyard here and a possible doorway there emerging from the 
earth. From the size of the building and the width of its walls, we know 
it is one of some importance - perhaps a palace or a temple although there 
is no semblance of a temple plan at the present time. A few more weeks 
of digging should clarify the plan and give a few clues of the purpose of 
the building. 

The expedition staff assembled in Baghdad on October 25th. Donald 
Hansen, our archaeologist, came by the way of London, Paris, Rome, and 
Athens. George Dales, our assistant archaeologist and photographer, came 
by the way of Italy and the Bahrein Island. James Knudstad, our architect, 
came by the way of Spain and Italy. I came by ship to Beirut and from there 
through Damascus to Baghdad by bus without interruption or incident. (Vaughn 
Crawford, our epigrapher, expects to arrive in camp about the first of December.) 

We left Baghdad for Afak on October 27th. The intense road-building pro
gram that is being carried out all over Iraq made our trip an easy one and 
our 1948 jeep and 1953 jeep station wagon were equal to the task. We stopped 
at Babylon on the way down and saw the famous Ishtar gate and the enigmatic 
Babylon lion. We were fortunate in visiting the site before Professor Lenzen 
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of the Deutches Archaeologisches Institut at Baghdad had finished a short 
campaign there this fall. He received us most cordially and showed us over 
the excavations he had made. After a lunch beside the Hilla canal, we went 
on to Diwaniyah and from there over the now familiar road to Afak. We were 
expected and enthusiastically welcomed by the villagers as well as our own 
servants. 

I had arrived in Baghdad two weeks before we came to Afak, in order to 
rent an expedition house, buy the supplies which could be obtained locally, 
hire the household help, and send notice to the central Iraqi village of 
Shurgat for those pickmen whom we wanted for this season's work. (Since 
the time that the Germans excavated Assur, the nearby village of Shurgat 
has supplied the pickman for almost all of the archaeological work done 
in Iraq. Fathers teach their sons and we are now at least two generations 
removed from the original pickman trained at Assur.) This year we have 
several older expert pickman - some had worked at the Institute's dig at 
Tell Asmar with Dr. Frankfort in the 30's - but more younger men with 
various levels of experience. The shovelmen and the boys who carry the 
dirt out of the excavation are hired from the local villages. This week 
we are digging with less than 100 men but expect to increase as we grad
ually open up more of the area. 

Our house help is headed by Abdullah Sultan who had worked in the ex
pedition houses at Tell Asmar and Khorsabad as a young man and with us at 
Nippur since 1949. This year, we had difficulty in finding a cook - due, 
I imagine, to the great number of Americans in Baghdad and consequently the 
great demand for men who know western cooking. After my failure to find 
one, Abdullah suggested that he try. Not more than an hour later, as I 
was walking down Rashid Street, I saw Abdullah sitting in an open-air cafe 
and earnestly talking to a clean-looking young man who was later presented 
to me as Mahmoud, a cook from Basra who had come to Baghdad to find a job. 
He is so much better than the cook we had last season that we can only hope 
he will be willing to spend the winter in a small Iraqi village and forego 
the glamour and excitement of the capital city. In addition to Abdullah 
and Mahmoud, we have two houseboys for them to order around. 

We have rented a large well-built house in the middle of the village. 
The neighborhood is noisy but that is to be expected. The roosters start 
to crow at eleven in the evening and the radios in the bazaar nearby are 
turned on full volume by six in the morning. The dogs sleep all day so 
that they can bark all night at the baying jackals who close in on the 
village after dark. A story goes that in olden times the jackals inhabited 
the villages and the dogs were outside. After much persuading, the jackals 
agreed to change places with the dogs for just one night but the dogs, once 
in the villages, decided to stay. And ever since, the jackals have been 
trying to regain their rightful place and the dogs have been vociferously 
repelling them. Except for a few petty annoyances - like giant cockroaches 
which must have been here before either the jackals or dogs, and the all
permeating dust - we are very comfortable indeed. 

This is our beginning. As we settle down to life in Afak and the work 
on the mound of Nippur progresses, we shall become more and more occupied 
with archaeological matters and less and less, we hope, with household man
agement. 

Richard c. Haines 
Field Director 
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Chicago House 

December 7, 1957 

Dear Friends: 

This is a different kind of season for us than the last one was. A little 
over a year ago we witnessed nearby bombing and there were only five staff members 
in the house. 

As you know, through the efforts of Dr. Kraeling and the Egyptian Ministry of 
Education, Egypt granted visas for our four British members to come this fall. That 
means we have Mr. Healey, superintendent, and Mr. Champion, draftsman, back with us 
after a season's absence. It was a great thing for me to arrive at Chicago House on 
October 8th to find Mr. Healey well in command of the situation. In addition we have 
Reginald H. Coleman of London and Richard s. Boberg of Capetown, South Africa, as 
new draftsmen. They were scheduled to begin drafting for us last winter but did not 
su.cceed in getting here. This household gets more international all the time: Four 
h::.~r icans, three British, one Russian and one South African of Swedish-English par
e;:~ta.ge. Everything went well with visas and transportation this year, so we were 
all assembled by October 13th. 

Maurine and I spent 5 days in Cairo before coming to Luxor largely mending 
fences among people related in one way or another to archaeology. My chief worry 
was an unexpected one, for when I got to the Department of Antiquities, assuming 
that it was little more than a matter of form to ask for and receive a written agree
ment to proceed to the excavation of the tomb of Kheruef, no one seemed to know what 
I was talking about. Although the proposal for a joint operation with the Department 
of PJltiquities had long since been made and accepted, a new Director GeneEal had a3-
sumed office, and, as I learned much later, new regulations had been made governing 
excavation in Egypt. However, on November 6th a letter setting forth conditions of 
ops~ation arrived and required formal acceptance by us. Now we are awaiting permis
si.on based on that acceptance. ~Je had colatemplated beginning on December lst but 
had to abandon that date. 

This permission, if finally granted the Institute, comes close to being an 
exception to a recently promulgated regulation that no one can excavate anywhere in 
Egypt except in Nubia, the area south of Assuan. The regulation derives from the 
de.sire to excavate and record as soon as possible all antiquities which would be 
suh-nerged by the building of the High Dam at Assuan. It was the United State's sum
lr:: • .:::y rejection of contemplated aid in financing this high dam which is usually 
credited with setting off a chain of international crises in the Middle East. The 
regulation is not an unreasonable one, but it will probably mean that scarcely any 
of the foreign expeditions which have been excavating in recent years will return to 
Egypt this winter. To excavate in Nubia is an expensive proposition, too expensive 
for groups who have operated on limited budgets in the vicinity of Cairo. It is 
not only expensive but difficult to mount and maintain an expedition far from any 
source of supplies and labor and where communications and transport are not easy. 
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Dr. Hanns Stock, Director of the German Institute in Cairo, recently toLJ .. 
&h.at ha hoped to be able to cake a small expedition to Nubia this ... t'lll:er. The 
English cannot yet arrange- financial li!RR:'ters ror an expedition to Egypt since ne
gotiations between the governments following last year's action have not been com• 
pleted. As a result Professor Emery is excavating in the Sudan for the Egypt Ex
ploration Society. The French cannot yet return to\·Egypt, and they had not been 
allowed to excavate in Egypt for about 8 years prior to las~ fall's attack on 
Egypt, so Clement Robichon, long a neighbor of ours at Karnak, is also excavating 
in the Sudan. Father Janssen is with him as Egyptologist. 

To return to our own clearing of Kheruef's tomb, - - and let me make it clear 
that we are as of this date awaiting the signal to start - - it is regarded as the 
clearing of a known monument of its debris and not an excavation. 

[ FLASH: A cablegram from Luxor just come to 
hand advises us that clearance of the Tomb 
actually began on December 12th. C H K ] 

Most of you have probably heard of the tomb of Kheruef and that this record
ing expedition planned to clear it and prepare a publication of it. Our "involve• 
ment" derives, I believe, from this series of events. Some years ago Dr. Nims of 
the expedition made some excellent photographs of the accessible portion of the 
tomb for Zakaria Ghoneim, then Chief Inspector in Luxor, who intended to publish 
the tomb but was soon transferred to Saqqarah and assumed other duties. Labib 
Habachi replaced him and brought an enthusiasm for the fine sculpture in the tomb. 
Margaret Bell (now Cameron) on a visit to Luxor saw the photographs and then the 
tomb and heard much talk to the effect that•it ought to be published. She returned 
to Chicago with a desire to do something about making the artistic excellence of 
the tomb available to the public through the photographs. From her interest and 
that of Dr. Kraeling has resulted the plan to clear the whole tomb, which is a 
large one, that a publication of it may be definitive. 

The preceding paragraph is probably confusing in saying that the tomb has 
been photographed and yet must be excavated or - - to be legally correct - - cleared. 
Behind this situation lies a strange little tale of the fortunes of antiquities and 
antiquarians. 

In 1885 the great German Egyptologist Adolf Erman on a visit to Luxor was 
taken to see an inscribed wall of a tomb apparently discovered by robbers that year. 
The wall bore a scene of the King Amenhotep III officiating in one of the great re
ligious festivals and a text relating to the jubilee in the 36th year of his reign. 
Frman roughly sketched the seene, an unusual one, and copied the text. Thus the 
tomb of Kheruef became known to modern man, but it was a~parently covered up and 
lost again within a year of Erman's seeing it. 

In 1891 Heinrich Brugsch published Erman's rough sketch and copy of the text, 
and for over SO years that was all the world knew of Kheruef's tomb. Despite much 
excavating in the area, just south and east of Hatshepsut's Deir el-Bahari temple, 
it was not found again. The late N. de Garis Davies lived in a house close to it 
for years and made efforts to locate it without success. The Metropolitan Museum 
expedition was housed for years also within yards of it and excavated in the re
gion but did not find the wall Erman had seen although they did discover a widely 
separated entrance to the first court which had not previously been seen. It re
mained for the inhabitants of the surrounding village to find it clandestinely 
again in 1941 and apparently to begin cutting pieces out of the reliefs to sell. 
As a result the Department of Antiquities investigated and succeeded in finding the 
famous wall in 1943, but the big job of freeing the tomb of debris was not under
taken. 
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Kheruef himself was a high official and courtier in the XVIIIth Dynasty in 
the reign Amenhotep III (1410 - 1372 B. C.). He was the steward of Queen Tiy and 
he records his participation in the jubilees in the 30th and 36th years of the 
king's reign. In the entrance, which was decorated later than the famous wall, he 
pictures Amenhotep IV and Queen Tiy, thus showing that he outlived Amenhotep III. 
However, the cartouches of Amenhotep IV there indicate that he had not yet made 
himself Akhenaton and begun his revolution in religion and art. Hence, the tomb, 
unlike that of the Vizier Ramose who was a contemporary, shows no trace of Amarna 
influence - - at least in the known reliefs. Kheruef probably did not live long 
enough to be faced with the desire or necessity of conforming to Amarna style. 

The royal steward lived at a memorable time in Egypt's history and his tomb 
was planned on a scale befitting a notable of a golden age. Its conception and 
decoration are worthy of its proximity to the Great Queen's temple at Deir el
llahari whose benign feminine majesty has looked down upon it for some 3300 years, 
and they are equal to anything in the stone city, the Theban city of the dead. 
However, it had to be left unfinished at Kheruef's death and, so far as we know, 
only a relatively small portion of its large expanse was decorated. It must now 
be viewed - - and it is rarely seen by visitors - - in disconnected pieces widely 
separated by mounds of limestone chips. On November 11th we spent a morning pro
specting at the tomb a~d crawled into various holes in the region behind the pre
viously known colonnad~d court. In one hole, with a space of about three feet in 
lteight in which to crawl, we found the top of a column with 32 flat sides similar 
to those of the colonnades in the court. This then seems to have been in a roofed 
and columned hall which is almost completely filled with debris owing to partial 
collapse of the ceiling. 

We have the problem of removing the tons of loose stone to a proper distance 
from the tomb so that nothing else around it in the necropolis may be covered 
deeper than it already is. There are already high mounds close around the tomb 
from earlier excavations. This problem we hope to solve, if the permission is 
given for us to use them, by the use of two trucks belonging to the Department of 
Antiquities which will be more practical and faster than a Decauville railway. 

While awaiting permission to proceed with the clearance we are not sitting 
with folded hands and pining, for the chief task of the expedition goes on at a 
greater pace than in any year since the early thirties. With four draftsmen at 
work in Medinet Habu we are once more making encouraging progress, but I am be
ginning to think I was a wild optimist when I told Dr. Kraeling a couple of years 
ago that if we had four draftsmen·we would finish Medinet Habu including the High 
Gate in five years. I do not mean that I now think it will take longer, but that 
i was an optimist to say that Nims and I would alone manage the collating of the 
~rawings ot twice as many draftsmen. This I thought we could nicely manage al
though in our spare time we have also between us to be photographer, librarian, 
business manager, public relations officer and - - not least - - government regu
lations expert as well. We shall probably do it all right, but we are beginning 
to get knotched feet from standing on a ladder 8 hours a day. Of course, we have 
spent considerable time with the two new draftsmen and added care in checking 
their first drawings. I think rivalry must help the drafting department because 
the two experienced men, Champion and Floro££, seem to be turning in drawings at 
a faster clip than ever before. Nims tells me that he has blue-printed 35 draw
ings in these first two months of the season. This is a war of attrition, and if 
it goes on the Egyptologists are going to lose it. But this is what we have dream
ed of and screamed for, so we are not complaining. 

As a notable event in our cloistered lives we put down the visit for about 
10 days at the beginning of November of Mr. William R. Boyd of Lake Wales, Florida, 
a member of the Institute. He made himself so completely a member of the family 
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that we did not want to see him leave. He was even a participant in the pre
liminary crawling investigation of Kheruef's tomb. 

On November 17th there occurred in Cairo the re-opening for the third time 
as the result of two world wars of the German Archaeological Institute. The event 
took place at a time when I could not leave Luxor, so we sent a telegram convey
ing the congratulations and good wishes of the Oriental Institute. Later we were 
privileged to receive a visit from Dr. Stock, the director, and a party of direct
ors of other German Institutes in the Mediterranean area when they made a quick 
trip to Upper Egypt. 

Somebody recently remarked that it seemed a bit pointless to say in Luxor, 
' It is a nice day today'', but as a matter of fact the weather this fall has been 
a fit subject of conversation. It was altogether too hot too long in October and 
now for the last three days we have had clouds, wind and temperatures down in the 
40's which we would not expect until in January. Popularly the setting off of 
too many H-bombs is blamed for it in all seriousness. Nevertheless, nobody has 
been seriously ill although everyone in the house has had a bout or two with ''gyppy 
tummy", and the two new men wished they had never left London and Capetown as a re
sult. I should say that everyone except yours truly has had these bouts, and he is 
grateful for his apparent immunity, his only qualification for the job he holds. 

Life even in one's own country in this increasingly complicated world becomes 
increasingly troublesome, and the problems of a foreigner in an emerging nation 
which feels intself economically and politically embattled from without are bound 
to increase. We shall probably make out if we can keep up with the regulations. 

George R. Hughes 
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[ The excavations at the ancient Sumerian city of Nippur in 
modern Iraq are again being conducted jointly by the Oriental 
Institute and the Baghdad School of the American Schools of 
Oriental Research, of which last Dr. Vaughn Crawford is dir
ector. By previous arrangement with Mr. Richard C. (Carl) 
Haines of the Oriental Institute, field director of the joint 
expedition, Dr. Crawford joined the staff late in the season. 
This was feasible because his special competence as cuneiform 
expert was not likely to be put to use until the work had pene
trated to the lower levels of the area under excavation. Dr. 
Crawford's letter provides an interesting side-light on the 
circumstances with which field archaeologists have to cope, and 
learn to cope with some measure of equanimity C H K ] 

Nippur, December 15, 1957 

Dear Friends: 

Although it took me a week, including stopovers and travel time, to reach 
Baghdad via Oslo, Copenhagen, and Geneva, even more time was required before I 
could complete the final 120 miles from Baghdad to Afak. Arriving in Iraq on 
December 1st, it was not until the afternoon of December 9th that I actually set 
foot in the expedition house. Any day I could have made the journey from Baghdad 
to Diwaniyeh, Afak's nearest rail point, but the final 20 miles of unimproved clay 
road from Diwaniyeh was either a long walk or a tiresome donkey ride until it had 
~17~ied. The fact that the winter rains have been both early and heavy was, of cou::-;;.;f 
i:l;e deciding factor. Prior to my arrival no motor vehicle had made the trip f:-orr. 
Diwaniyeh to Afak for more than a week. For some days there was no mail delivery 
:,t.:,d then it finally came by foot. Exhausted kerosene supplies had to be replen
~.~hed from Diwaniyeh via donkey train and doled out by the local government to 
insure equitable distribution at fair prices. 

My waiting time in Baghdad, however, was not entirely idle. My first duty as 
well as pleasure was to pay my respects to the various officials in the Department 
of Antiquities headed by H. E. Dr. Naji al-Asil. Then there was the matter of se
curing my residence permit from the police. A third and more acute problem con
cerned expedition supplies stemming from Chicago which had been tied up in customs 
in Baghdad for six weeks. Some of the items in the two big boxes were needed badly 
in Afak and it was most important to get the inspection finished and the duty paid. 
Actually I think the agent to whom Carl Haines had entrusted the matter worked first 
for the man at his elbow who was pressing to get an immediate job done. I went 
first to the office of the clearing agents and then to their desk in the customs 
house. Mr. Ayas did not understand what certain items on the list of contents were. 
We went through them together and in two hours the duty had been figured and the 
next morning payment was accepted! Any other member of our staff could have 
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achieved the smne result, but all were busy at Nuffar. Once the boxes were freed 
from customs, they had to be placed on the train to Diwaniyeh. I had asked that 
they be sent on the passenger train express, but because of their size they were 
refused and had to go on the ''goods" train. I was somewhat chagrined to learn 
that this was the case, because I had visions of the boxes not being put on the 
freight train for days. Mr. Ayas assured me, however, that he had insured their 
beLng loaded that very day. I had the paper with which to claim the shipment in 
my pocket. I could only hope that I would find the goods in Diwaniyeh when I 
arrived. 

The delay also enabled me to make a very brief visit to the Oriental Institute 
team based in the rehabilitated former Khafajeh expedition house on the Diyala. 
There I found the Jacobsens, the Adamses, and Shirley Lyon comfortably situated 
and busily engaged. The survey maps which should eventually tie in with the work 
which Bob and I did last winter were of particular interest to me. Unfortunately 
lack of time did not permit me to observe the excavation program being carried out 
at a Sassanian-Islamic dam and sluice gates on the old Nahrawan Canal or at the 
large site of the same age some 3 - 4 kilometers south of the dam, because these 
locations lie quite some distance from Khafajeh itself. Nevertheless it was good 
to see friends and colleagues once more and to be informed concerning their activ
ities. 

Time also permitted me to pay a call on Professor Lenzen at the Deutsches 
Archaeologisches Institut. Not only did I have the privilege to meet the staff of 
the present Warka Expedition but to hear a detailed explanation of last season's 
work at Uruk and of the short season at Babylon this autumn where the Greek theatre 
was the object of investigation. The heavy rains were holding the Germans in Bag
hdad also. Their transport problem from Samawah to Warka is considerably more 
difficult than ours from Diwaniyeh to Afak. 

Furthermore, I was happy to make the acquaintance of Dr. T. D. Stewart, a 
physical anthropologist from the Smithsonian in Washington. He is here for a period 
of three months making a detailed study of the remains of Neanderthal man found by 
the Soleckis at Shanidar cave near the Turkish border in northern Iraq. The skull 
which Dr. Stewart has been able to reconstruct almost puts ridges in one's brow 
just to observe it! While we here at Nippur think we have something quite old at 
5,000 years, the Shanidar skull is approximately ten times that age! This fact 
only serves to emphasize how long is the span of human habitation in the Near East. 

After one full day of drying sun with the promise of another to follow, Carl 
Raines finally reached me by telephone on the evening of December 7th saying that 
Jabbar, our driver, thought he could make it to Diwaniyeh the next evening at 11:15 
to meet me. The following morning I was quick to secure a reservation for the ~ight 
train. At 6:00 P.M. I climbed aboard with my personal luggage, groceries, books, 
and various other items for the expedition. This, my first trip by train from 
Baghdad to Diwaniyeh, was by far the smoothest ride I have ever had between those 
two points. Quite a reception committee awaited me. Yes, Jabbar was there accom
panied by Said Wa'il, our commissioner, Mahmoud, our cook, and significantly by a 
local Afak bus driver. During the afternoon the first three had attempted to come 
to Diwaniyeh from Afak. About five miles short of their goal, while trying to skirt 
a long deep mudhole, the Jeep mired all the way down to the frame. All they could 
do was to abandon it and walk. The bus driver, however, with his old battered high
wheeled English Ford had successfully negotiated the whole distance. It was with 
him that we were to make the return trip the next morning. At the moment, there
fore, we hired a horse drawn carriage, loaded the five of us plus my luggage, and 
headed for the nearest "hotel". Said Wa' il and Mahmoud shared a room with me. 
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The cots were comfortable and the sheets had only been slightly used• l3'Ung quite 
tired I removed my shoes and coat. pulled up the blanket, and was soon sound a· 
sleep. 

Our first duty the next morning was to go to the freight depot to inquire 
about the two previously mentioned boxes. Although the car was still unopened, 
much to my surprise they had arrived. Inside half an hour the whole 000 pounds, 
the weight of the lot, had been pushed by manpower to the top of the old Ford bus. 
This was the only means of rapid transport to Afak. We drove to the other side of 
the river and parked in front of the Euphrates Cinema and the new, although uncom
pleted, primary teachers college. While waiting for additional passengers and 
freight to collect, we had an opportunity to visit the college and to admire the 
painting, both in water colors and oil, and the sculpture which was being done in 
one of its departments. Eventually at 11:00 A.M. or thereabouts, more than 20 
passengers had gathered. The usual price per person when the road is good is 
about 100 fils (28¢), but the driver was asking and getting 500 fils that morning. 
The front seat was only partially filled. Two passengers, Said Wa'il and I, sat 
on the driver's left (the vehicle was right hand drive) and only one on his right. 
There was room for &least one more! Out of Diwaniyeh we went, ploughing steadily 
ahead. We encountered no serious obstacles until we reached the long mudhole where 
the Jeep had stuck while trying to go around it. Our driv«plunged straight in. 
At various points the bus stalled, and had to be recranked, backed up and pushed 
by several men who were now outside in the mud. Perhaps their fare had been re
duced in return for their assistance. The shouts of the driver did not bring the 
desLred result, so off he jerked his shoes and socks and leaped out. Two minutes 
later he was back manning the clutch and brake pedals with his muddy bare feet. 
This time with the aid of loud cries to Mohammed, Ali, and Hussein we made it 
through and came to a halt on relatively dry and solid ground. 

With sufficient manpower at our command it was now rather easy to rescue the 
Jeep. Bricks brought from Diwaniyeh for the purpose were now carried out to the 
mired vehicle. First the little car was pushed up on two wheels and the holes 
vacated filled with bricks and then the process was repeated on the other side. 
Now, at least, the Jeep was resting on its wheels rather than upon its frame. The 
only problem that remained was to get it started. Naturally the engine was damp, 
so it was first dried. The method was simple and direct. Around the straight end 
of the long crank for the car was wrapped a piece of cloth. This end was then 
stuck into the gas tank and the cloth was saturated. When it was pulled out, not 
before, a match was lighted to this home made torch. The lively flames were applied 
to the spark plugs, the distributor, coil, carburetor, and wires. Do not ask me 
why they do not burn more often! The crank was then employed for its legitimate 
function and after five minutes with ample choke being afforded by a hand clamped 
over the top of the open carburetor, the engine coughed and sprang to life. Now 
it was a simple matter to push the Jeep out of the mud and back to the road. We 
transferred our crew plus two others and luggage to the Jeep and made the remain
der of the trip without incident. 

We were given a hearty welcome at our house by Carl, Don, Jim, Abdullah Sultan, 
Salih, and Anoun. A couple of hours later the two boxes were delivered to our court
ya~d. In the evening we could listen to Beethoven's Emperor Concerto and other 
favorites, because our records had arrived along with the other supplies. 

The next morning I made my first trip to the mound to see the remains of the 
large Parthian temple. That this was the function of the bulding now seems rea
sonably assured. After greeting old friends among the Sharqatis and local work· 
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men, I had hoped to take some photographs. By that time, however, the sand was 
blowing so badly that to try to take a good Kodachrome was impossible. They had 
to wait until another day. Where else in the world can one be stuck in a mud 
hole While a sand storm rages! 

Perhaps a brief review of the work of the 1955 - 56 season (c£. Illustrated 
London News, August 10, 1956) will serve as an aid toward understanding what is 
actually going on now, because what we are doing is only a continuation of that 
year's work. You may recall that the main object of our investigation two years 
ago was the temple of Inanna built by Shulgi (ca. 2,000 B. C.) named Eduranki~ 
''house of the bond of heaven and earth''• This identification was established not 
only by inscribed stone door sockets but by inscribed bricks capping a series of 
five foundation deposits recovered there. We unearthed a temple a little more 
than ~0 meters in width and were able to fix its length as about 103 meters from 
north to south. The northern wall had been rebuilt in many periods and only it 
had escaped the general razing in Parthian times which had left only stubs of the 
Ur III walls. These stubs~ however, were sufficient to enable us to recover al
most the complete plan of the northern 2/5 of Eduranki. The Parthians laid down 
a large platform whose libn facing reached almost to the inside face of the north
ern wall of the earlier series of temples. Inside the ~ edging of the platform 
they packed a fill of debris from surrounding areas some 2 - 3 meters thick. Upon 
this platform they erected their own building only slightly smaller in dimensions 
than the Ur III temple. The northern portion of the Parthian structure was some
what denuded and it was only near the close of our campaign that we began to get 
a plan (not at all intelligible then) of the building, whose walls were preserved 
as much as four meters in heighth. 

This season, in order to reach the continuation of Shulgi's temple, our 
first task was to excavate and now to remove the remains of the Parthian structure 
before tackling the fill beneath it and ultimately once more the Ur III temple it• 
self. The Parthian temple, as we now believe we are justified in calling it, is 
quite rewarding in itself. I~ dimension, as I have already broadly indicated, it 
is about 60 meters east to west and a little less than 100 meters north to south. 
The outside walls are nicely niched and the walls throughout range from 2 - 3 
meters in thickness. They are made of the characteristic big Parthian ~ (sun 
dried brick) with generous amounts of mud mortar between them. The walls must 
have been a continual problem, because due to salt action the bottoms of the walls 
were constantly disintegrating. This shows very clearly when the walls were ex
posed. In one of the main rooms, for example, there are six floors in roughly 
two meters of space. Just above each floor the breaking up of the walls is plain
ly visible. Examination of the walls shows that the temple was rebuilt twice and 
repaired often. 

While the northern facade with the main doorway was destroyed long ago, our 
excavation clearly indicates the presence of such an entrance. The only other ex
terior door is preserved on the east. Originally the eastern facade was niched in 
the manner of ancient temple construction here, but in one of its rebuildings much· 
of the exterior face is made with semi-engaged ~ columns. In a reconstructed 
plan when entering through either door, one is introduced to an elaborate system 
of not less than six courtyards and approximately fifty rooms. The core of the 
temple consisting of two cellae and two antecellae can be reached only by a very 
bent axis approach. One very interesting feature is a long L-shaped corridor 
which permits a back entrance to the heart of the temple from one of the, or 
rather the, northwestern most courtyard. Next to the outside walls is a great 
series of small rooms perhaps devoted to storage or other purposes. In the main 
cella there is considerable ash for which, due to its peculiar character, we do 
not have a satisfactory explanation. Beneath the ash two low plastered podia 
have begun to appear and in opposite corners of the room, although not at the 
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same levels, two slabs of stone (which may have moved upward as the floor levels 
rose) in each served some unknown function. At one phase in its use a small 
animal, possibly a lamb, was buried beneath the door sill of the main antecella 
with three inverted bowls one upon the other beside it. Almost in the same spot, 
although at another floor level, the skeleton of a bird or fowl was found beneath 
a bowl. On the floor in this antecella just before the door to the cella were 
three bricks stamped with what resembles the Greek letter psi. While it must be 
admitted at once that the floor in this room is made of an assortment of reused 
bricks from all periods, we do not recall bricks with the psi-like stamp in our 
previous experience here. 

Our objects are few consisting for the most part of pottery plus terra cotta 
human and animal figurines. The handle of a nice bronze ladle, approximately 
10-1/2 inches in length, terminates in the head of an ibex or gazelle. A rattle 
in the form of a female bust made of terra cotta is so exaggerated in facial 
features, at least, that it suggests a caricature. A complete bone figurine of 
a nude Parthian goddess about 5-1/2 inches high and an incised Early Dynastic 
figure showing a dancing man came from fill. The small dancing figure perhaps 
served as a knife or dagger inlay. 

The tablets recovered so far are also the product of fill. Of the approxi
mately 50 pieces, few complete, all except three or four are of the Ur III period. 
The ones with dates belong almost without exception to the reign of Shulgi. At 
the moment we are in the process of negotiating for a location in which to build 
an oven for baking these, and we hope other tablets, before cleaning, repair,and 
study. 

Nor should I neglect to mention the fact that while the remains of the 
Parthian temple are being torn down with big picks, our best pickmen are more 
profitably employed trying to clear up some of the problems which have long sur
rounded the wall of the Ekur around the ziggurat. It is still too early, however, 
to indicate any results from these labors. 

The season is off to a good start in spite of the rains. Our spirits are 
high and we look forward to the coming weeks with anticipation. 

Oh yes, just one sour note! The old blue Jeep must be sent to Nejef not 
for a quiet burial as it may rightly deserve but rather for considerable repairs. 
It seems that it always takes two cars to keep one running most of the time! 

A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year from Afak! 

Cordially yours, 

Vaughn E. Crawford 
Director of the Baghdad 
School 
The American Schools of 
Oriental Research 
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The New Year has begun in a most auspicious manner, namely, with the discovery 
of a third Ur•Nammu foundation box like the two uncovered during the 1955 - 56 sea
son. Search for the box began on the day before Christmas. The work was entrusted 
to Salih Hussein, one of our best pickmen from Sharqat. Salih is experienced in 
making tunnels and the effort to find the box required considerable exercise of this 
knowledge. Previously he had helped to locate the north corner of the wall of the 
Ekur, the big enclosure around the ziggurat• This had produced a big hole more than 
15 feet deep from which dirt had to be carried by a number of hizza boys up rather 
narrow stairs. Before tunneling in from the southern side of this excavation, his 
first task was to cut new and better steps going down to the point of his departure. 
According to Carl's estimate Salih would have to go in from 10- 12 feet while go
ing down another 6 • 0 feet. The whole tunnel had to be cut from solid ~ (sun 
dried brick). While this variety of brick is not nearly as hard as baked brick, it, 
nevertheless, makes digging slow and difficult. Since it is quite strong, however, 
it means that a tunnel will be very safe with no danger of a cave•in. Salih began 
and continued throughout the days ahead with a tunnel having a very trim pointed 
arch. He went down as he went in. After three days, or so, he was joined by Nejim 
Ishak, because the going was tough. When they had gone what we believed was the 
prescribed distance, they enlarged the tunnel making a small room like the apse of 
a church. Because they did not hit the box where we anticipated, from the apse they 
probed in every conceivable direction making a series of small chapels, shall we 
say, from the apse. Two of these side rooms had produced nothing. By the morning 
of January 1, the spirits of both Salih and Nejim were quite low. Salih told me 
that his heart ached and Nejim was no happier. Dy noon of that day we were ready 
to call a halt and to accept failure. Although quite discouraged, Salih and Nejim, 
however, wished to continue until the close of the work day - 4:30. They were work
ing on the third room going off the apse. At 4:00 nothing had been found. Another 
fifteen minutes passed. Nejim's pick hit a baked brick. Was it the box? Hurriedly 
they enlarged the contact with the brick. Yes, this was ito Their perseverance 
had paid off! George, who was on the mound that afternoon, gave a vivid account of 
the excitement that filled the air. I may add that George was not entirely calm 
himself. That night Noor, one of the permanent guards at Nuffar, slept in the "eave' 
with his rifle. Salih himself said that he did not sleep at all. 

Since the standard size of an Ur-Nammu box is about 3 x 2$5 feet, it took all 
of the next morning to dig out sufficient space above it for opening and photograph
ing. By 2:00 P.M. on January 2 everything was in readiness. Photographs were taken, 
Khalaf, our foreman, removed the three capping bricks each measuring about 12 x 12 
x 3 inches, a standard Ur III size. The first two were blank, but the third bore 
the usual stamp of Ur-Nammu. The bitumen saturated reed mat beneath the capping 
bricks was intact. When it was broken, up went a sigh of relief. One of the now 
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flDDiliar cast copper statuettes, about 13 inches in height, stood in the small 
opening inside the box! Presumably the figure represents Ur-Nammu himself carrying 
the first basket of mortar fo~ the new Ekur construction upon his head. The statu
ette is fully modelled having both feet and a base of its own upon which to stand. 
Doth the skirt of the figure a~ well as the stone replica of a plano-convex brick 
enclosed in the box have the same inscription as that on the stamped capping brick. 
The other contents of the box were much as before - - numerous beads in stone and 
frit with three in the latter material being covered with gold foil, many chips of 
stones like carnelian and lapis~lazuli, badly disintegrated fragments of both wood 
and cloth, and one new item, n~ely, date pits. While the more ritualistic minded 
wLll say that the dates from which the pits came represent a food offering, one 
could with as much certainty argue that the workmen who made the box simply wished 
to dispose of the less edible portion of the date. After George made photographs 
of the statuette in situ, Don made careful notes of the position of all objects in 
the box before anYthing was removed. Khalaf then took out the heavy copper figurine 
but not without difficulty, because its base was firmly embedded in bitumen, the 
mortar used in the construction in the bottom of the boxo With this and the removal 
of the other objacts, the ceremonies were completede When we came back to Afak, we 
stopped at the houses near the edge of the mound where our skilled workmen, the 
Sharqatis, liveo All of them quite naturally wished to see the small replica of 
Ur-Nammu resplendent in its green patina. This, therefore, is the account of the 
excavation of the first major object of the season at the beginning of the New Year 

The eastern (really NE) wall of the Ekur with its N (whence the box described 
came) and the E (where a box was destroyed years ago) corners is now well definedc 
A series of rooms is developing at the point on the S where the Ekur joins the 
Ekiur, the outer courtyard. Because of huge dumps of earlier excavations, however, 
it may not be possible to pursue work at this spot to its logical conclusion. On 
the W (really NW) side of the Ekur we have moved mountains of dirt. We are finding 
rooms, perhaps next to the Ekur wall, on this side, but as yet neither a western 
gate nor the W corner have been attained. We hope to find both, if the time re
quired is not beyond our limits. From such a gateway a street should go directly 
to the temple of Inanna which is the location of the major effort of this campaignc 

The Parthian temple which I described last time has now disappeared and we are 
remvoing the fill (averaging more than 6 feet in thickness) of the platform upon 
which the Parthians built their structure. At a point on the NW we are now down 
to the level of the Ur III temple of Shulgi called Eduranki. The area where we 
have reached this level is at the moment both so small and so broken that we cannot 
yet say anything about how it enlarges the plan of the portion of the Ur III temple 
already dug. Objects in the fill itself are telling us what we can expect. The 
fill of the northern portion of the Parthian platform dug two years ago was brought 
in from the outside. Inscribed materials indicated the temple of Ninurta as a 
source of fill dirt. Tablet fragments being found in the fill now, however, show 
that the present portion of the platform fill comes from the Ur III and Akkadian 
levels of the temple of Inanna itselfo Numerous Ur III tablet fragments mention 
either the temple of Inanna or officials of that temple. A macehead of Nar~-Sin 
plus fragments of tablets which appear to be Akkadian suggest that the platform fil\ 
came from at least one earlier level as well. It would veem, therefore, that when 
the Parthians decided to build, they found earlier remains much higher on the S than 
on the N. They pushed these remains from the S as far N as their volume would penm~ 
and still maintain the height of platform that they desired. After that, the level 
of the N still being too low, they had to bring in dirt from the outside. Our 
tests at the S end of the Inanna temple two years ago lend further credence to this 
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hypothesis, because at the S limits the retaining wall of the Parthian platform 
goes down below the Ur III foundations. The Ur III temple belongs to Level IV. 
Although Levels V and VI in the portion already excavated are quite fragmentary, 
one or both of them must be Akkadian, because Level VII is definitely Early Dy
nastic. 

While the Parthian fill has yielded only a few complete Ur III tablets, it 
has produced a multitude (several hundred) fragment's both large and small. These 
came in great numbers beginning on January 11. On :January 9 all the tablets and 
fragments acquired previously during this campaign were baked in a single firing 
of the oven. Tablets of that and succeeding days,· however, have already required 
three additional bakings, and it will take two mor~ firings before those now on 
the shelves can be completed. The new furnace is working quite well and is cer
tainly an indispensable tool for processing tablets in the field. In between 
firings the business of cleaning tablets with our small sandblasting outfit goes 
steadily ahead. All tablets except those baked yesterday have been cleaned. 
After cleaning comes repair, some preliminary study, the making of latex rubber 
molds and cataloging. Lower down we hope to find tablets ~ ~· If we do, the 
chances for getting unbroken tablets are greatly increased. All that we can say, 
however, is inshallah! 

In addition to the Naram-Sin macehead and the tablet fragments the fill has 
also produced the right shoulder of an Early Dynastic statue, originally perhaps 
20 inches in height , made of a soft while stone. It is quite clear that the 
head of this piece was dowelled into place. We hope that the soft stone will 
harden a bit upon exposure to the air~ If so, subsequent cleaning will be both 
easier and safer. Only after cleaning can the inscription which covers the piece 
be read. The nese of a stone lion a little less than natural size, a trickle of 
cylinder seals, and two or three pieces of very nicely incised Early Dynastic bone 
plaques complete the better finds so far obtained from the fill. From the surface 
has come a nice minature ram's head in terra cotta. 

The Department of Antiquities is undertaking a short season at Tell al
Willayeh w~ich is located about half way on a line between Nuffar and Kut. Al
though terminal occupation at the site is said to be Old Babylonian, its extent, 
although not its height , is reportedly greater than Nuffar. A building of Shulgi 
has been found on the surface. No inscribed evidence which indicates the ancient 
name of the site, however, has yet been found. This excavation is really at the 
command of King Feisal II who is interested both in archaeology and in the region 
where Willayeh is located. Since Willayeh is less than two hours to the east of 
us, numerous members of the Department have come to us from there. First came 
Sayids Taha Baqir and nashir Francis. They appraised the situation at Willayeh 
before the work began there. Some days later the excavators themselves, Sayids 
Tariq Madhlum, Khalid Ahmed, and Hassam Azam, came on a Friday to see our work. 
Within a couple of weeks we hope to repay the call. 

Last Thursday H. E. Dr. Naji al-Asil, the Director General, and Sayid Fuad 
Safar appeared. They viewed the dig, saw our finds, spent the night, and returned 
to Baghdad the next day. We are very appreciative of the keen interest of the 
Directorate General& 

Visitors include Miss Helen Keiser, a Swiss reporter, who is doing a series 
of archaeological articles for a Zurich weekly magazine. Dr. neatrice Goff from 
Yale University remained with us for a fortnight. Yesterday she went on to Warka 
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for a visit with the German Expedition. Since we were to take Dr. Goff to Samawah, 
Don, George, Jim, and Wa 1il took advantage of the occasion to pay a visit to Ur 
and Eridu~ At Eridu they report that almost nothing can now be seen of the exca
vations there due to sand. 

Sincerely yours, 

Vaughn E. Crawford 
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The Nippur Expedition is now in the seeond half of its digging season and I 
think this might be a good time to look back over the last two and a half months 
and reminisce. The season so far has not been what you might call a normal one -
if a norm for an archaeological excavation can be established. I remember visit
ing with friends in Beirut several years ago and the conversation turned to the 
snow-capped mountains of Lebanon rising from the blue Mediterranean. The lady of 
the house regretted the misty weather for, she said, the view from the terrace was 
a delightful one in full sunlight • but then, the weather has been so abnormal for 
this time of year. To this her husband replied that, although they had lived in 
Beirut for the last sixteen years, they had not experienced a normal season yet. 
And so it probably is with an archaeological excavation. 

Normal or not, our season has been one of contrasts. In November, we were 
digging a Parthian temple built about one hundred and fifty years before Christ 
and, in January we were digging a Third Dynasty of Ur temple which antedated the 
Parthian one by a couple of millennia. In November, we had a succession of six 
to eight floors in a building whose walls stood up to fifteen feet high and, in 
January, we were lucky to find a little patch of floor or wall fragment that re
mained above the temple's foundation courses. The foundation itself tended to 
range from a couple of courses of mud brick to non-existence. This temple we are 
still excavating and shall continue to do so as long as any fragment of it is pre
served. 

The temple of Inanna, built by Shulgi during the Third Dynasty of Ur, is a 
large one and an important one and was repaired and rebuilt and revered for hun• 
dreds of years. A most satisfactory site for the temple the Parthians wished to 
build. Unfortunately, they decided their temple should stand on a platform with 
its retaining walls founded deep in the earlier temple and, for some parthian 
reason, they gutted the interior of the building and used that debris to fill up 
the void they had created. Fortunately, they dug in rectangular plots separated 
by narrow 'partition walls' and from them we learn a great deal about the floors, 
the location of doors, and other odd bits that help to give a picture of this 
temple which ended so ignominiously. We are thankful, too, for the occasional 
unambitious man who scanted his job and did not dig as deeply as his fellow work
ers -- his shallower plot has left more of the temple for us. At the bottom of 
some plots we found a rabbit-like hole dug under the 'partition wall' with a 
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single baked brick placed therein. It was evidently made by a Parthian workman -
but why? I asked our Iraqi foreman and his answer should be a great consolation 
to any archaeological digger. "Why? I don't know. But we have a hundred men 
working for us on the di.g and one of them is crazy. The Parthians must have used 
twice as many men to build the platform and at least ~ of them must have been 
crazy, too." 

Since so little of Inanna's temple was preserved as high as the floor level, 
it LS only natural that we find no artifacts in the rooms - they were all dug up 
a couple of thousand years ago and then dumped back again with the platform fill. 
However, I have a feeling that some things were not thrown back for the fill con
tains only a few good objects and it might be that the Parthians kept the nice 
pieces and discarded the bronze nails, the small beads, and the broken cylinder 
seals. Clay tablets they must have thought valueless for we find many fragments 
of them scattered about. Actually we are digging a two-layered area: in the 
top layer we find artifacts but no architecture, in the bottom layer we find 
architecture but little else. However, the building has given us one thing - a. 
foundation box under one side of a towered doorway between an interior courtyard 
and the innermost part of the temple. We have net reached the other side of the 
doorway and a second box is still possibleo The one we did find contained a solid 
bronze statuette of Shulgi - very like the five we uncovered last season and two 
of which are now owned by the Ameri~an Schools of Oriental Research. We were 
lucky because less than a single course of mud brick foundation was left to hide 
the box's existence. Quite different was the discovery of an Urnammu foundation 
box which was under the northern corner of the Ziggurat court enclosure wall and 
was topped by twenty feet of adobe wall. We had to sink a pit that deep along 
the face of the wall and then tunnel some fifteen feet under the foundation to 
find it. We found two similar Urnammu statuettes last season and one of them is 
now Ln the museum of the Oriental Institute. 

This year, since the old expedition house and the furnace in which we bake 
the clay cuneiform tablets had been torn down to make way for a boulevard along 
the canal, we had to build a new furnace as well as to find a new place to live. 
Renting a house was easier but building the furnace was more fun. There is no 
place in the courtyard of our present house for one so we rented a small shop 
across the street (from the man who owns the house we live in, who rents us space 
in his garage, and who sells the gas we use in our cars and the kerosene we burn 
in our stoves • Abdul Amir). We had already drawn up the plans of a new furnace 
when the heavy rains came in the first part of December and melted all the sun
dried bricks available in the village. So we went to Nippur and gathered up pav
ing bricks that had been taken out of the excavations - three or four thousand 
years old and of much better quality than we could buy today. The mason was Afak 1 s 
expert in laying different size bricks in mud mortar without a measuring stick or 
a plumb line. The firebox was laid out by eye and the mason started work. He was 
well supervised by two architects, an epigrapher, Abdullah our major-domo who has 
been on Oriental Institute expeditions since the early '30's - and by any of the 
idle male population of the village who happened to pass by. 

The construction went well up to the oven floor. Abdullah remembered that 
the floor of the oven in the old furnace was about this high from the ground 
whereas the floor in the new one would be some inche~wer. The fact that the 
old furnace had been built on a raised base and the new one directly on the ground 
made no difference, we were stymied. The mason stopped work and rolled himself a 
cigarette, his two helpers put down their mud pans and leaned against the wall in 
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the sun, and we looked wise and studied the situation. We decided the firebox 
was high enough and that it was time to put in the oven floor, Abdullah shook 
his head and said the oven floor was thie high before, the mason resignedly 
puffed his cigarette and waited. Finally, I said 0 If the furnace doesn't work, 
it's all on my head - I 1 11 take the blame - put in the oven floor now." The mason, 
knowing I was wrong, got slowly to his feet; Abdullah, knowing I was wrong, slow
ly shook his head at such an unwise decision - but the building of the furnace got 
started again. Another hitch developed at the roofing of the oven. We wanted to 
corbel and Abdullah wanted to span the space with leaves of an old jeep spring, 
but since we had already erred on the height of the oven floDr, what difference 
did one more mistake m~ke? We corbelled after only a little hesitation. And 
finally tha chimney - it had a slight lean to the north but this was counteracted 
by a slight twisting to the west, and the sight of crude jagged points and unex
plainable overhanging ledges were all lost in a well-squared thick coating of mud. 
A trial run with tablet fragments was made, the furnace worked, and the differences 
of opinion faded away. 

The household is running as smoothly as can be expected. Our cook had a set
back the other day when I received a court order to granishee part of his wages 
to pay for the support of hh first wife whom he had left but neglected to divorce. 
He is divorcing her now and hopes that the monthly payments will be reduced there
by. On tha other hand, our 'houseboy' (very much a man with a black mustache) has 
become a father for the first time and, out of respect for his changed status, he 
is 'Anoon' no longer but 'Abu Kadthim' - the father of Kadthim- and is as proud 
as only the father of a male child can be. 

So we stand at mid-season: birth and divorce, a new furnace in place of the 
old, architecture but no objects and vice versa, one temple well preserved and an
other almost destroyed. On second thought, meybe that's normalcy on an archaeolog
ical expedition and maybe the snow-capped mountains of Lebanon should be seen only 
on red-letter days. 

Sincerely, 

Richard c. Haines 
Field Director 
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NEWSLETTER FROM EGYPT 

Luxor, March 3, 1958 

The best of greetings to you from the banks of the Nile on behalf of 
Mrs. Kraeling and myself. It seems hard to believe that we have been gone from 
the western hemisphere only about ten days, • so many are the impressions that 
have crowded in upon us during the interval and so different is the world in which 
we find ourselves. 

Our trip coming out was as uneventful as we hoped it would be, made in three 
hops by airplane. The first took us from New York over night to London, where 
we rested for a day from the exertions preceding our departure and caught up with 
the sleep that a night of sitting up in the plane did not provide. The second 
took us from London to Benghazi in Libya, where we spent one night, left a lot 
of equipment to be used later when we return there for our excavations and where 
we had preliminary conversations with the Director of Antiquities of Cyrenaica 
concerning our plans for the work of the coming season. The third hop took us 
to Cairo in Egypt, where again we spent only one night before coming down to 
Luxor. 

Cairo was more impressive than ever, more tall buildings including the new 
Shepheard's Hotel, where we stayed, more people and more bustle of activity. 
Certainly Cairo is the greatest of the cities of the Arab world and of the Near 
East, and the Egyptian Government is proud of the fact and proposes to make it 
in all respects the heart or nerve center of as much of the globe as it can. In 
fact what happens in Cairo today is beginning to be more important than much of 
what happens in London or at Paris. The city was ablaze with lights the night 
we arrived. From public buildings to filling stations everything was festooned 
with many-colored electric lights, and ornamented with medallions and pictures 
and flags. What was being celebrated was, of course, the union with what was 
Syria and with Yemen and the creation of the United Arab Republic, from and 
about which we shall certainly hear much more as time moves on. At Cairo we 
made the appropriate call upon the new Director of Antiquities of Egypt, Sayyid 
Abd el-Fatach Hilmy, dropped in at Groppi 1 s to buy a few cookies and confirmed 
our reservations for the next part of our trip, but otherwise kept close to the 
hotel. The new Shepheard's is really well done. It has a distinct character, 
shows good planning and a fine sense of taste in the appointments. We met there 
Miss Josephine Setze of the Yale Art Gallery and Mr. and Mrs. Davidson of the 
Board of Trustees of the Brooklyn Museum. 
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When the night train, complete with its traditional Wagon-tits, dropped us 
at 7:30 A. M. on Thursday morning February 27th at Luxor, Dr. Hughes our Direct
or at Chicago House, Sayyid Labib Habachi, Antiquities Inspector of Middle Egypt, 
and the rais of Chicago House, Rais Ibrahim, were there to meet us and soon we 
were installed in our pleasant rooms here and sitting at breakfast with Dr. and 
Mrs. Hughes, looking out across the Nile. Most of the staff were already at 
work in the drafting rooms or across the river at Medinet Habu, but we saw them 
all at~ncheon or at dinner, Dr. and Mrs. Nims, the four draftsmen, Champion, 
Floro££, Coleman and Boberg, Mr. Healey, our engineer, with Mr. Haeny of the 
Swiss Institute at Cairo as guest. That evening, after dinner as we sat around 
the living room, I took occasion to report to the group about the work at the 
home base in Chicago and about the other expeditions in the field, so that we 
might all feel a part of the far-flung organism that this Oriental Institute 
really is. 

Since then impressions have been crowding in upon us fast and furious. If 
I am to keep up with all my business correspondence, keep my diary going and do 
the expense accounting on my trip that is necessary to satisfy the Comptroller 
of the University and the tax officials, I shall have time to convey to you 
only a few of these impressions. 

The first concerns our work in the Theban necropolis across the Nile, which 
we inspected yesterday. You will have a full report on this next fall from 
Dr. Hughes, but by way of a preliminary statement I can say that we are really 
going "great guns". The copying of the inscriptions on the mighty walls of the 
immense mortuary temple of Ramses III at Medinet Habu is proceeding at an in
creased tempo, thanks to the fact that we now have four draftsmen at work and 
thanks to the untiring efforts of Drs. Hughes and Nims, who as Egyptologists 
have to check every detail of what the artists draw, first in pencil and then 
after double correction in ink. It takes countless hours of effort on tall 
ladders, on scaffolds, under canopies and even behind curtains (when the direct 
light has to be excluded) to photograph, draw, check and recheck the acres of 
inscribed texts that cover every inch of the walls of this majestic ruin, but 
to do the work right, once and for all, is the aim of the expedition and the 
policy of the Institute, and it is getting done. Dr. Hughes estimates that the 
work of one more year will provide the material for the last in the long series 
of folio volumes we have been producing on the temple proper and that we can 
probably cope with the massive propylaea by the target date that we have set 
for the completion of the enterprise, namely 1961. 

To the north on a line between the river and the mortuary temple of 
Hatshepsut our newest enterprise, the clearance of the Tomb of Kheruef, is 
making good progress. Here we are working jointly with the Egyptian Department 
of Antiquities, supplementing the recording of inscriptions already laid bare 
elsewhere with the production of new information about the Theban necropolis. 
Kheruef was the steward of the well-known and famous Queen Tiyi. As befitted 
a man of his importance. he built himself, before his death, an elaborate tomb, 
of which only one wall and an outer door has been known hitherto. Just how 
elaborate the tomb was we are only beginning to realize, for the clearance has 
already revealed the existence of not one but two large courtyards, each set off 
with colonnaded porticoes, following each other in succession westward from the 
outer door. Great mountains of chipped and fallen stone encumbered these court-
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yards and these are gradually melting away under the attack of SO workmen. We 
have insisted that all the debris shall be trucked away to the edge of the ne
cropolis, rather than moved to the nearest accessible site. This is because 
the entire area is a maze of tombs and because moving mountains of chipped stone 
from one part of it to the other has been the greatest curse of successive ex
cavations and has continued to leave the area looking like a great ant-hill. 
Already the work accomplished shows not only the general outlines of Kheruef's 
establishment, but the existenee of a number Of intrusive later tomb chambers 
and galleries and bas brought to light a number of interesting movable objects. 
It will be at least another year before we have completed the clearance of the 
two courts and until we can tell whether Kheruef was actually buried here and 
what the chambers provided for his burial may contain. The work is under the 
immediate direction of Sayyid Labib Habachi, Inspector of the Department of 
Antiquities for Middle Egypt, and is proceeding in exemplary fashion. 

The second impression concerns th~ "fantasia" put on here the other night 
by Rats Ibrahim• the head of our local staff, in honor of the visit of Mrs. 
Kraeling and myself. It was quite out of this world and surpassed even those 
that had preceded it in previous years. Imagine, if you will, the large inner 
courtyard of our residential wing, with its tiled central fountain and its vine
clad arcades dimly lit under the arcades by hanging lamps of many-colored glass 
in the Arab manner and flooded with the pale light of the moon and the stars 
from the clear warm skies overhead. Along the north side of this court some 
twenty Egyptians in their long native costume and white turbans. some being 
musicians, some dancers, some singers, with the Rats presiding over them and 
the armed guard of the premises lingering with his rifle over his shoulder be· 
tween rounds. At the opposite side is the entire Western staff of Chicago House, 
watching the perforcance and participating with~thmic clapping of hands and 
with applause as required. Before us the performance unfolded, with four groups 
vying with each other for our attention. One group consisted of two players of 
stringed (single•stringed) instruments and a drummer. The second was that of a 
singer who was accompanied by a man with a high-pitched pipe and who accompanied 
himself with a drum. The third was an ensemble of five musicians - three reeded 
wind instruments of local character and two drums, not to forget two dancers 
who alternated in the performance of stately and intricate measures. The fourth 
was that of a service corps that distributed glasses of tea, sweets and cigar• 
ettes at frequent intervals. 

The dancing, done by men, was restrained with much motion of the shoulders 
and hips and with graceful gestures of the hands that held a sash or a long 
stick. The siuging was high pitched with the instruments providing interludes 
between stanzas that were invented on the spot and celebrated the arrival of 
the Mudir (headman) from Amerikiya and his Sitt (lady). The music was loud but 
altogether glorious, much of it melismatic, much of it endlessly repetitive but 
equally endlessly varied in its details, ever changing in tempo and rhythmn, as 
Oriental music does and must. It engulfed us and carried us away out of the 
present into a timeless past, ebbing and flowing, stopping without benefit of 
dominants and subdominants, as if to emphasize that greater than beginning and 
end of anything is the continuity of which we are a part and in which we are 
caught up with nature and with the circling stars overhead. Here we were back 
in the halls of the MBc[ouks, in the days of the Abbassids and of Haroun al• 
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Rashid, in the gardens of Shiraz and, in a glorified way, round the campfires of 
beduin tribes since the days when nomadism and the song of the bard began. In
evitably, we asked ourselves how long this could survive in a rapidly changing 
and depersonalized world, counting ourselves the happier to have been transport• 
ed once again into a realm so unconsciously and so naturally human. 

It has been summery here at Luxor wtth the temperature ranging in mid
afternoon between 90 and 95 degrees in the shade. New guests are arriving fram 
abroad, Professor and Mrs. Cerny of Oxford and Mrs. Homer Thompson from the Amer
ican School at Athens. It is good to see the visitors here and the library in 
constant use. Tomorrow we must leave again for Cairo to board the plane for 
the next leg of our tour. You will hear from us again, inshallah, from Baghdad. 
Our sincere greetings and all good wishes. 

Cordially yours, 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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NEWSLETTER FROM IRAQ 

Baghdad, March 15, 1958 

Again greetings to you from the Near East, this time from the banks of the 
~'igris and from the city of Harun al-Rashid. If the great Caliph of the Arabian 
~-'ights were to be brought back from the delights of his Moslem paradise, I think 
!.e would be impressed by what is happening to Baghdad today and would approve. 
!':'or years Baghdad seemed destined to abide in the degeneracy of the old Abbassid 
capital that the period of Turkish rule superimposed or Mongol violence had pro
duced. The glories of the old days were gone - and what had replaced them was 
sordid in the extreme. Now a new city is building. Not a rejuvenation of the 
Abbassid capital, but a new modern Europeanized city. I think that Harun al
Rashid would imagine the Genie of the Lamp was at work again, so fast are the 
changes making themselves felt. Perhaps one could write a new Arabian Nights 
about the wonder world now being created here. If so, there would probably 
have to be at least one story in which the Oriental Institute would play a part, 
for we too are helping ring in the new, strange as that may seem. 

The Oriental Institute has two teams working in Iraq this year, and to 
familiarize myself further with their achievements seemed absolutely necessary. 
So Mrs. Kraeling and I left Cairo just 8 days ago, and a busy week we have put 
in here. We made the necessary formal calls on the various officials of the 
Iraq Government with whom and under whom we work, as well as on the represent
atives of our own United States Government here, and before we can leave will 
need to accept and will enjoy being entertained in return by those whom we have 
visited. 

Most of our time, of course, we have put in renewing acquaintances with 
our own staff members in the field and seeing and hearing about their work. We 
went down first to see the excavations that are being conducted by Carl Haines 
at Nippur under the joint auspices of ourselves and the American Schools of 
Oriental Research. It takes most of a day each way to get anywheres near the 
great Sumerian cities and the land where Abraham grew up, but we had two days 
at Afak in addition, and pleasant days they were. The staff is a fine group and 
includes three young men of good promise - Donald Hansen, a Fellow at Harvard, 
Jim Knudstad, junior field architect now on the Institute staff and George Dales 
of the University of Pennsylvannia. Yale is providing the epigrapher - Professor 
Albrecht Goetze, and our own Carl Haines is the field general and head of the 
works. The expedition has moved a tremendous quantity of dirt and what they 
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bave been uncovering Carl Haines has himself been bringing to your attention, so 
~ won't repeat. The objects that the digging has brought to light so far are 
good and will provide fine additions to the Museum here and, we hope, to what 
can be exhibited in the United States. What pleased us most of all at Afak was 
that the members of the staff were living together in such obviously cordial 
relations to each other, a hard-working but always jolly company, and the fact 
that among the laborers and guards and domestic servants we found so many who 
had been in our service off and on for 30 years and to whom ~:chicago" meant the 
Oriental Institute, meant fair play with employees and worthwhile enterprise 
and cordial relations between staff and workmen. Naturally Mrs. Kraeling and I 
oade a special point of greeting these old retainers upon our arrival and of 
saying good-bye to them when leaving. 

Returned from Nippur we next made an offical inspection trip of the Diyala 
~iver undertaking, the plans for which were drawn by and the direction of which 
~€poses in the hands of Professor Jacobsen. During Dr. Jacobsen's temporary 
~tbsence, Dr. Robert M. Adam&, Jr., second in cot:!mand, showed us about. Our tr.i~· 
;: may say, was made in the company of Dr. Naji al-Asil, Director General of th:: 
:..iepartment of Antiquities of Iraq, and therefore in a very real sense official., 

We were hospitably entertained for lunch at the field headquarters of the 
project - the old Oriental Institute Khafaje expedition house resurrected and 
rebuilt to serve our latest needs. Ruth Adacs and children and Shirley Lyon 
supplied the pleasant homey touch and the assurance that all was working smooth
ly at the home base. After luncheon Bob Adams explained the part of the enter
prise involved in recreating from surface surveys the lines of old canal systems 
and of settlement patterns in the various historical periods up to the Mongol 
invasion. Then we proceeded by station-wagon and Landrover to inspect the var
ious excavations in charge of Mohamoed Ali that are laying bare sections of canal 
beds, dams and spillways and evidence of shrinking population groupings in the 
area. It was a great variety of things that we were shown and it was good plan
ning that was able to visualize in advance what evidence could be mobilized to 
bear upon the essential problem of the project. The most impressive single clear
ance of the project is what the newsletters have spoken of as a "weir". Undoubt
edly the term is correctly applied, but it conjured up in my mind some modest 
water control gate such as one might find in punting up the upper Thames. In
stead this weir, seen in proper perspective, is the Gatun Locks of Antiquity -
a large construction about which you will hear more later. 

We are due to leave friendly and hospitable Iraq day after tomorrow and 
expect to spend the next two weeks largely in Lebanon and Jordan where there are 
other matters that require my attention and concern. The one thing clear to me 
at the moment is that the lectures at the Institute beginning in October are 
going to present a rich fare of interesting reports and that an usually large 
number of reports will be by members of the Institute staff. We are really busy 
everywhere out here and itw only proper that we should be. 

Mrs. Kraeling and I send our best greetings to you all. I hope to write 
again from old Jerusalem before we move on to Libya and dig in for a spell our
selves over there. 

Cordially, 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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NEWSLETTER FROM JORDAN 

''CONFIDENTIAL'' 

Jerusalem, Jordan 
March 27, 1958 

To the Members of the Oriental Institute 

f':~ar Friends, 

From Luxor, Egypt, from Baghdad, Iraq, and now from Jerusalem, Jordan comes 
the news, presented by the world's foremost research institute, the Oriental In
s:_itute of the University of Chicago. So I might paraphrase the standard intro
.. h!~tion of the Lowell Thomas broadcasts, but I won't spell out the "commercial;' 
E-i~ce I am confident that you already understand clearly the importance and value 
:J:i: our products. 

Once again Jerusalem is filled with excitement, this time the excitement 
attending the coming of the pilgrim groups and the tourists who will arrive 
shortly to participate in the rites and observances of Holy Week. The city is 
cleaner than we have seen it for some time, there is a better supply of hotel 
accommodations and the taxi-drivers and shop-keepers who expect to thrive on 
the tourist dollars have everything spruced up and are ready to do business, -
and to do the tourists - for them a happy prospect. 

Our concern is not with sight-seeing or with observance and yet we have 
found ourselves caught up in a measure of excitement, the excitement of hear
ing about the newest archaeological discoveries, among the most important of 
which are those having to do with the Sectaries of the Dead Sea and with their 
writings, the famous Dead Sea Scrolls. 

As you probably already know, the Oriental Institute has been involved in 
the affairs of the Dead Sea Scrolls unobtrusively butnone the lees immediately 
for the past five years. Thanks to the personal interest and the generosity 
especially of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., we have been helping to advance the 
technical work of processing and assembling the myirad fragments large and small 
of the eight ht,ndred odd manuscripts that have been found in the Dead Sea caves 
since the origi.nal discovery in 1947. At the same time we have been ir..si.:rumen
tal in sending to Jerusalem, American scholars to participate in the still ~ore 
difficult and carefully organized work of reading, interpreting and publishing 

' the documents. Progress is inevitably slow, but within a year or two the long-
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awaited publications will begin to appear and scholars,at least, will have in 
hand the material that will open new insights into the history of the Biblical 
text and into the religious literature and ideology of Palestine in the immed
iately pre-Christian period. 

Since I was here last year all kinds of things have happened or have begun 
to develop that bear upon the Dead Sea matter. These new developments are still 
in the confidential state and if I tell you about them it is only on condition 
that they be kept confidential. If anything of what I report were to get into 
the newspapers or be repeated over the radio networks, I should be in a most 
embarrassing position vis-a-vis my friends in Jordan. 

The first thing I can report is that further new excavations have been 
conducted at the edge of the Dead Sea by P~re R. de Vaux of the Dominican 
Fathers at Jerusaleo. The immediate location of the dig was slightly south 
of the Qumran promontory, that is slightly south of the site of the Sectaries' 
headquarters building~ In this vicinity there exists the spring,rAin Feshka, 
upon which the Sectaries depended for fresh water for themselves and for small 
vegetable gardens once located there. The excavations near the spring yielded 
the remains of the installations developed by the Sectaries to process the 
skins from which they made their writing materials. This is an interesting 
supplement to what we already know about the special rooms they had at head
quarters for copying manuscripts, complete with benches, desks, inkstands, etc. 

The second thing I can report is that there is reliable news of another 
new cave or -what is the same thing - that the Ta'amireh beduin of the area 
east of Bethlehem are reliably reported to have another batch of manuscripts 
in their possession as the result of their continuing exploration of the nooks 
and crannies of the ''Wilderness of Judea' 1

• The fact that the members of the 
tribe have the traditional pasturage rights over the area, know it much more 
intimately than any European ever could and could make it most unhealthy for 
anyone 11poaching" on their preserve, makes them the natural and necessary agents 
of scroll discovery. But since they are afraid to have their finds taken away 
from them by the Government and want to squeeze from the buyers the maxi~m 
payment for the materials, they are very s~cretive about their discoveries. 
But it is now established that a new strike has been made and once more things 
are ready to happen. 

The third thing I can report, confidentially, is that in December - January 
we can probably look forward to the visit to America of the one man who more 
than any other has been in the very midst of the whole scroll affair - as ex
cavator of the Qumran headquarters of the Sect and as prime-mover in the pur
chase and the study of the manuscript material, P~re Rene de Vaux. A magnetic, 
captivating person, he combines Old World charm with brilliant scholarly abil
ities. We shall do our best to see that he has a place on the Oriental In
stitute lecture program for 1958 - 59. His purpose will be to raise money for 
the purchase and study of the new material, about which he, and probably he 
alone, will be fully informed. 

There are other things I could tell about antiquities and archaeology in 
Jordan but I fancy that since we have now visited both parts of the United Arab 
Republic (Egypt and Syria) and of the Arab Union (Iraq - Jordan), you may want 
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or expect me to say something about these new political organisms that are 
appearing on the horizon of the Near East. 

There was a time, not so long ago at that, when people spoke of the 'iun
changing face" of the Orient. Those days are gone as surely as the arabiyeh -
the antediluvian horse-drawn carriage, properly a fiacre, whose last surviving 
examples, probably exported from Italy and France as unfit for local use about 
a century ago, are finally being outlawed in the larger cities east of the Nile. 
For over a decade now, we have been watching and witnessing the emergence in 
the Arab world of nationalism, industrialism, state supervised agriculture, 
plan,led social welfare, popular education and the development of both a mer
cantile middle class and a career officialdom. But hard-pressed as the Arab 
states were by the necessity of accomplishing a transition from medieval feud
alism and a still older patriarchal pattern of operation to the modern indus
trialism almost over-night, economic stability and a proportional relationship 
between national aspiration and local economic potential have been slow to 
develop. Indeed so strong has been the desire for national self-expression 
that "vaulting ambition" has "o'erlept itself" regardless of the possible con
sequences of "falling back upon tb'inventor". 

The first to feel the effects of this assertive nationalism in the Near 
East were the "mandatory powers" ... who had been given trusteeship assignments 
at the end of World War I. They have disappeared from the scene completely 
in the decade since World War II, and the example of their ejection is now 
being made the basis for the attempt to terminate also the colonial status of 
western North Africa. 

But liberation from the control of mandatory powers was not enough, es
pecially in those countries where national ambition outran the ability to 
afford its costs. Hence there followed a period in which more and more pres
sure was exerted by the Arab states upon western, particularly European, busi
ness enterprises, large and small, operating in the area. The nationalization 
of the Abadan oil refineries in Iran was the first demonstration of how success
ft•lly this could be done, and the nationalization of the Suez Canal was the 
log~cal consequence. At the same time hundreds and hundreds of lesser concerns, 
banks, insurance companies, shipping and merchandizing agencies, chartered over
sees, were similarly "nativized" - their local assets being put in charge of 
native directors and managers. 

Meanwhile three new factors appeared on the horizon - first the emergence 
of a popular leader Gamal abd el Nasser in Egypt, second the creation of the 
Bag~dad Pact, a defensive pact against communism in the Near East, and third the 
military adventure of the British and French and Israelis against Egypt. These 
have set the stage for the development of an intensive "push" in the political 
sphere and the first manifestation of this was the proclamation of the United 
Arab Republic - uniting Egypt and Syria. The mystery in the development is how 
and why the Syrians let themselves be inveigled into this move. Probably we 
shall never really know, but here are a few suggestions. Syria has had diffi
culties internally in the past ten years in achieving any kind of unified 
national policy. It has moved in one direction and another but has been 
plagued with internal dissession and factionalism, and some elements have 
favored and others have opposed the developement of relations to the communist 
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powers. From all this uncertainty the one-party system of Egypt and the leader
ship of Gamal abd el Nasser promised escape. Perhaps when union with Egypt was 
first proposed it may have been suggested that this union was bound to grow and 
that for the Syrians to be the first to climb on the band-wagon (to use an 
Axnerican expression) would be of the highest possible benefit ultimately to 
themselves. The Syrians, on their part, being shrewd businessmen and noted for 
their ability to make the eagle scream, may have figured that they could pene
trate the merchandizing procedures in Egypt and do "big business" instead of 
local small business. From Egypt's point of view the creation of the Republic 
is clearly a matter of political advantage - another coup to the credit of its 
adroit political leader Gamal abd el Nasser, and the opportunity to control the 
flow of oil through the pipelines that cross Syria, and to use this control to 
his advantage when and as circumstances may suggest. 

The creation of f·.he Ar-ab Union, associating Iraq and Jordan and following 
so quickly up011 the J)roclarr.,s.tion of the United Arab Republic:, was a dip.~omatic 
counter*cr:-ve o~: th~ i~.ighest order. Somewheres there must have been a '':..eak" as 
to Gamal abd cl N~sser's pl~ns, perhaps through Yemen to Saudi Arabia - as the 
vehemence of Ncl~~er's declarations about the Saudi Arabian plot against Egypt 
suggestso As to who may ha·~·e suggested the idea of the federation of Iraq and 
Jordan th1.s wi 11 remain anci:her mystery for some time at least, but it neems 
less likely thBt the two Hafhemite Kings Feisal and Husseir1 conceived it or 
that King Sal!d had the inspiration than that ultimately British diplomacy has 
here one~ more been brought into play. 

As compared with the United Arab Republic the Arab Union is much more of 
a ••natural". The two kings are cousins; their territories are contiguous and 
Jordan desparately needs such a backhold as Iraq can give her in political and 
economic affairs. The Arab Union began, it is clear, as a federative movement, 
and only in this form could it have been made enticing by those who first suggest
ed it to the Hashemite cousins. 

But the context of the public announcement of its immanence, namely the 
organic union of Egypt and Syria, has increased the pressure for unification 
inside the Arab Union. At present the effect of these pressures is not entirely 
clear, and the draft of the proposed constitution for the Union is definitely 
on the conservative side.. But King Hussein of Jordan, who a year ago had only 
a 50 - 50 chance of escaping assassination, has been quite willing to exchange 
his kingship for the position of commander • in - chief of the army plus un• 
troubled slumbers {nothing would be gained by anybody assassinating him now), and 
as time goes on the economic dependence of Jordan upon Iraq may enhance the need 
for more and more unification of administrative procedure in government for the 
Union. 

As to how these moves toward unification will work out and what their effect 
may be over the years - this is decidedly a crystal ball matter at the present 
time, but a few suggestions are worth making. Leaving aside Saudi Arabia, Iraq 
is currently the most solid of the Arab countries economically, and if with out• 
side help she can carry Jordan and still keep her own Development Program going, 
she can make the Arab Union stick, providing her people are sympathetic to it. 
Jordan cannot lose by the deal, such is her state of dependence, but again the 
question is whether Jordan's people will continue to see the value to them of 
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the support that Iraq can give. This question of popular support is so im
portant for the Arab Union on one account, because in the entire Near East 
today there is one and only one great popular leader,namely Gamal abd el Nasser 
of the United Arab Republic. This holds true in Iraq - Jordan as well as in 
Egypt - Syria. 

That Gamal abd el Nasser is bitter about the block thrown in his way by the 
creation of the Arab Union should be obvious from his attacks upon the Hashemites 
as stooges of imperialism (meaning of course Great Britain first and foremost). 
Like the Hashemites, he has his hands full momentarily working out the details 
and implications of the new state he has called into being. But it is obvious 
alno that he knows the advantage of keeping the initiative in his hands, and 
that organizationally speaking he has an easier job than the Hashemites and 
can and is getting results faster. He may therefore be expected to assume the 
initiative again as soon as he has put his house in order internally, andabout 
this initiative one thing seems certain. He can best weaken the rival Arab 
Union by advancing his own popularity in Iraq - Jordan, and anything he does 
that effectively reduces the influence of the West on the Near East now lns 
a double value - it raises the banner of the United Arab Republic and t~r.~atens 
the popular support of the Arab Union. It is hard to believe that whatev-ar 
Gamel abd el Na'-·:·r:r's next important move vis-h-vis the West, it will nCit some 
how involve the £1ow of oil, now that the United Arab Republic sits astrije both 
t~1·~ Suez Ccl•.1al and the pipelines. It is hard to believe also that it wi.H not 
b-o1 politicl3'i.. l!".tieed if Nasser could bring back guarantees of economic s~cur
i::y from :r-:;,.:;.acow, there is no telling how bold and ambitious his political moves 
might become. 

The unknown factor in the Near Eastern equation at this time is King Saud 
of Saudi Arabia. That he has no love for the Hashemites Feisal and Hussein, the 
d~e:cendants of the Sherif of Mecca, is well known, and if the "leak'' that caused 
the formation of the Arab Union came through some members of his far-flung family, 
the recent decision to put external affairs in the hands exclusively of his 
brother the Crown-Prince Feisal, may be a step to guard against further develop
me~~r.s of this order. What Saud's purpose may be ,to throw his weight to the most 
s~ccessful of the two Unions, to sit it out and have no truck with either, or to 
w~~t and hope that eventually Mecca or Riyadh may be the capital of the Arab 
w~rld, this it would be difficult to tell. What the chances are that Saud's 
i~tentions ~ whatever they may be - will vitally affect the outcome of develop
ments, this may be easier to say. As of this moment it would seem that he may 
turn out to be just such a cipher as the Haj Qmin, the Grand Mufti, turned out 
to be a decade ago. 

It is thrilling to be here in the Near East while history is thus in the 
making. Indeed it is only because we have been here year after year watching 
the picture change, that the nature and meaning of the changes is so clear to us. 
For that reason we could not forego the opportunity of giving you a quick general 
survey, even at the risk of emphasizing politics over archaeology. 

From Jordan we go on now to Libya, and there we shall be so far from the 
centers of all political activity that we shall lose all contact again and when 
you hear from us it will be shop•talk of the purest water. 

Cordially, 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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NEWSLETTER FROM LIBYA 

Dear Members and Friends: 

Tolmeita 

May 1, 1958 

Greetings to you from North Africa. It's hard to realize that a whole 
month has passed since last I wrote to you. That month was spent making a 
rapid transition from Jerusalem via Cairo to Benghazi and getting the work 
under way here at Tolmeita. I won•t say we haven't been busy, but things are 
beginning to fall into the regular expedition pattern, and this being Friday, 
hence rest-day for the men, I have a chance to catch up with such pleasant 
matters as repo~ting to you. 

Our group here this year consists of Dr. and Mrs. Nims of our Luxor staff, 
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. H. Wright, he being our architect, Mr. James Knudstad, who 
has come to us from ocr Nippur dig as apprentice architect, Mrs. Kraeling and 
myself. We are a happy busy family. Everybody,including the ladies, has his 
or her own job to do and by all working together we keep the pot boiling and 
the goose hanging high. 

On our arrival here we found that North Africa had shared with most of 
the rest of the Near East in the rain shortage of the past spring. The flowers 
were by no means as plentiful or as beautiful as last spring. But while Dr. Nims 
reported about temperatures of over 100° in the shade in Luxor before he left 
there, we have been having mostly cold weather and wind since our arrival. The 
only exceptions were the days when we had the still stronger Ghibli winds direct 
from the Sahara that were oppressively hot. We are still hoping that the north 
and south winds will strike a balance soon and that there will be a taste of 
suauner and a chance of swimming before we have to leave. 

Up the hill on the site we have 40 men working this year. They began 
digging in late February and had a lot of dirt moved before we came. We are 
cleaning up a very complicated structure that we struck in on two years ago, 
but let lie fallow last year while we were finishing up the Roman villa. The 
cleaning up has involved moving a great deal of dirt and fallen masonry, and 
now that we have the standing walls pretty well disencumbered, it is up to us 
to make something out of them. So far what we have been doing is largely 
scratching our heads and asking ourselves how all the several walls and parts 
of walls fit together? Remember we are dealing with half a city block and 
often have little more than foundations to go by. The place was built upon, 
~hen abandoned and used as a quarry for architectural materials and lime, then 
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rebuilt and then revised and turned around. No doubt we'll get the hang of it 
soon, it's just a matter of looking a~d looking again and thinking and looking 
some more. 

We have another dig in the proees• of development; it is right alongside 
tbe one that yielded all the nice stat~es last year. Here we have been driv• 
ing a trench into the heart of another'ctty block to get into a room we want 
to explore. The trench has to be big enough to accommodate our railroad and 
the grade has to be such that we can push the cars in and out without too much 
trouble. We've had four good men on that for a month now and by this time the 
trench has reached the place waere, by breaking through a wall at right angles 
to the trench, we can enter the room we are after. It is the steam room of a 
bath and may have some interesting features and furnishings. All we know about 
it is that it is about thirty feet square and chock full of rocks and dirt. 
We'll probably have to go 10 feet down to get to floor level, but that's the 
price of admission, so there you are. 

Of course lots of things are going on that have nothing to do with the 
immediate job of digging. Dr. Nims has been busy photographing both the walls 
and levels we break through and those we leave standing for further study. He 
has been completing our record of mosaic designs and our record of inscriptions, 
not to speak of sculptures. 1Mick" Wright has been drawing plans of excavated 
areas and standing monuments and I have been writing up sections of material 
for the book we are preparing. We expect to make this the last season here 
and the book begins to loom pretty large at this point. Lots of things need 
to get tied up in bundles and lots of little facts have to be checked, so that 
we don't have to make a special trip back just to find out whether the letters 
of a given inscription were 6 or 8 centimeters high. 

If Tolmeita had a newspaper, which happily it does not, you would have 
heard something also about the ladies of the staff, all of whom have and do 
their chores magnificently. The local paper would have had headlines (copied 
in Chicago I am sure) saying: 

AMERICAN LADIES IN AUTO ACCIDENT 
RETURN TO TOWN IN AMBULANCE 

As a matter of fact they did return to town in an ambulance last week after 
leaving town earlier in the afternoon in our Landrover. The next day on the 
dig some of the men said, ''Praise Allah, the ladies came back; as for the car, 
the loss is not irreparable". The men had put one and one together to make 
two. They had reasoned that since the ladies had left town in the Landrover 
and come back in the ambulance, there must have been an accident. If there 
was an accident the car must have been smashed up or turned over, but no 
matter so long as the ladies were safe. What actually happened, of course, 
was not half as drastic. The Landrover developed fuel-pump trouble en route 
to the post-office at el Marj, some 35 kilometers away; the ladies had had to 
walk several miles for help and had received it from a government doctor tra
veling in an ambulance to visit a patient in the hills. Hehad helped get their 
car pulled into the post-office town (where there is no garage either), had 
arranged to have it left there, and had brought the ladies home in his ambulance. 
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So they arrived without bandages and splints, Praise be to Allah the Merciful 
and Compassionate, and all was well thanks to the Arab Red Cross, or rather 
Red Crescent. 

Archaeologically speaking the most important news we have had has to do 
wLth the work being done in Egypt under the directorship of Dr. George Hughes. 
Dr. Nims gave us a full report about it and brought along the pictures to 
verify the story. You will recall that this year in Egypt we have not merely 
continued our work on the great Temple of Ramses III, but have also begun the 
cLearance of an important XVIIIth Dynasty Tomb, the Tomb of Kheruef. The dig• 
gLng has been in charge of Dr. Labib Habachi, Chief Inspector of Antiquities 
for Upper Egypt. We saw some of the results of the work during our stay at 
Luxor, but the exciting developments carne after we left. On that point I'd 
like to have Dr. Hughes report to you directly himself and since he is now 
back in Chicago, I'm leaving room at the end of this newsletter for him to 
tell you about it himself. For a full report of the discoveries, complete 
with pictures in color, you will have to wait until the fall lecture season 
opens. Meanwhile, the best of greetings from us here in Libya. 

Dear Friends: 

Carl H. Kraeling 

[ The following is the report of Dr. George Hughes 
mentioned by Dr. Carl Kraelingo] 

Chicago, Illinois 

May 19, 1958 

In a newsletter dated December 7, 1957, I described Kheruef's tomb and 
summarized its ancient and modern history. At that time we were awaiting the 
authorization of the Department of Antiquities to begin clearing it of debris 
in a joint operation with the Department. Permission came and we began work 
on December 12th, with about 20 pick and basket men under the able supervision 
of Labib Habachi for the Department. By the time we discontinued work on 
April 16th, there were 80 men digging and two Department trucks hauling away 
the debris to the edge of t!&e necropolis, which is also the edge of the culti
vation. We are thus certain that we have not dumped on some other tomb in 
the vicinity. 

We began by clearing the true entrance to the tomb, which faces east. 
This turned out to be a long, wide ramp dug from ground level in the limestone 
down to a huge doorway with decorated fayade and a decorated passage behind it. 
One had been able for a generation to enter this passage from behind, through 
the door to a much later tomb, and to see the decoration with difficulty by 
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lantern light. Now one can enter properly and see the fine relief by day-light, 
and next season Dr. Nims will be able to photograph it under optimum conditions 
for publication. 

The debris which filled the ramp entrance yielded only the usual fragments 
and small objects thrown away in antiquity and more mo~ern times in the disturb
ing of nearby burials: fragments of painted tomb walls, pieces of inscribed 
wooden coffins, a jar containing what is apparently embalming materials and the 
recains of plants, several pots and numerous small funerary statuettes, some 
bearing the name of the owner of a neighboring tomb. Of considerable signifi• 
cance, however, were frag;eots of Kheruef's relief which had fallen from the 
walls of the passage and which were lying in the passage among fragments from 
other tombs. 

The largest piece bore the lower part of opposing cartouches containing 
the names of Amenophis III and his son Amenophis IV, who was later to rename 
himself and become famous as Akhenaton of Tell El·Amarna. This find makes 
certain that a badly damaged scene on the passage wall represents Amenophis IV 
making a ritual offering to his father Amenophis III and his mother Queen Tiy. 
(Kheruef, in whose tomb it appears, was the steward of Queen Tiy.) Other frag
ments which we were able to fit together show also that the father w~re a 
crown with two tall feathers, which was the crown of Osiris, the god of the 
dead. The simple explanation of the scene would seem to be that the royal 
son was offering to his already dead father, who was identified with Osiris. 
Consonant with this explanation would also seem to be the fact that the fafade 
of the doorway bears reliefs showing, not Amenophis III,but Amenophis IV and 
his mother Queen Tiy making offerings to other deities. However, our finds 
have already captured the interest of Egyptologists who are concerned with 
the possibility or impossibility of a co-regency between father and son, and 
they are not content with this perhaps too simple explanation. The fragments 
and the scene may well be the subject of greater debate than any other data 
that the tomb may provide. 

Behind this entrance passage lies a very large court about 30 yards square 
open to the sky, with colonnaded porticoes at front and back, that is, on the 
east and west sides. It has not yet been cleared and it is nearly full of 
debris. We decided to skip temporarily this forecourt, whose outline and 
nature were clear, to remove a huge mound of limestone chips above and immed
iately behind its west colonnade. The decision was a wise one1 dictated in
itially by practical considerations, for now we know the extent and complete 
plan of the tomb, one of the largest in the Theban Necropolis. 

Beneath the huge mound, the product of ancient and modern dumping, we 
found a large hall, cut in the livine rock, in which 30 columns had been left 
to support the natural ceiling. The ceiling had collapsed from the weight 
above, and all the eolumns but one were broken. This remaining one is a well
cut fluted column of 32 sides. As the debris in the hall was lowered there 
appeared an unsuspected doorway in the west wall leading to still another sub
terranean hall, whose ceiling is supported by 22 smaller columns. This last 
hall is intact but is yet only about a third cleared of debris. 
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It was in the thirty-columned hall that we came upon the objects of 
sreatest interest. There was a modest grave cut in the floor and under the 
north wall of the hall, and in it were six perfectly preserved wooden coffins 
of various sizes, neatly laid side by side. They probably date from the 
XXXInd Dynasty, in the region of 950 B.c., sooe 400 years after Kheruef him
se1f. Four of the coffins bore the names of the deceased; the remaining 
two were uninscribed. One of the four is that of a lesser priest of Amon and 
another that of his daughter. We cannot determine the relationships of the 
other persons, but they were no doubt all of the same family. In the case of 
the larger coffins, there was a second wooden coffin inside and within that a 
gesso case closely fitting the much wrapped body. The gesso cases are bright
ly painted with the usual funerary motifs. However, these people of a relative
ly modest status bore no jewels or amulets of any sort to the grave with them. 
In addition to these burials there were two other graves cut in the floor of 
the hall. One contained two less well preserved coffins and the other a mat 
burial. In the midst of the debris of the collapsed ceiling of the hall, 
there was still another coffin of even later date badly preserved. 

Of vastly greater significance than these late burials was the discovery 
of the lower part of a seated granite statue of Kheruef hioself. We had wished 
but hardly dared to hope for just this. It lay beside the east doorway into 
the thirty-coll\mned hall, almost in the place where it had originally been 
p!aced. It is broken off at the waist, and the upper part is gone. It is well 
made, and the pedesta! and chair are covered with hieroglyphic inscriptions 
giving the titles and name of Kheruef as well as funerary texts. It was our 
hope that the debris would yield the remainder of this statue and a companion 
statue, which should have stood on the other side of the sa~e doorway. That 
hope has dimmed but not entirely vanished, for the southeast corner of the 
hall has not yet been cleared. The debris in this corner was left to provide 
a ramp up which the basket men might carry the debris from the hall and the 
one west of it. 

Besides a maze of later Ramesside and Saite tombs dug off of Kheruef's 
tomb, most of which had been seen and listed in times past, although some had 
been blocked off and been inaccessible for decades, we found two late tombs 
hitherto entirely unknown and unlisted. 

Another season a little longer than this year's four•month one will see 
Kneruef's tomb completely cleared and accessible to visitors. In the meantime 
t~.e rnain task of the Epigraphic Survey, copying in the Theban temples, went on 
a~d will continue at an accelerated pace; we brought home this season some 
sixty facsimile drawings of the Medinet Habu reliefs ready for publication. 

Sincerely, 

George R. Hughes 
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NEWSLETTER FROM TURKEY 

Boghazkoy 

August 14, 1958 

Dear Members and Friends: 

This first letter from Boghazkoy is meant to give you a general idea of 
our life here and of the aims of this year's campaign. 

The excavations of Hattusa, the capital of the Hittites, were carried 
out under the joint auspices of the German Archaeological Institute and the 
Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft from 1931 to 1939 and again since 1952. From 
the beginning, Dr. Kurt Bittel, for many years now Director of the Istanbul 
branch of the German Institute, has conducted these excavations as field 
director. I worked here as epigraphist in 1933, 34, and 35 and visited the 
dig each year through 1939 while teaching in Ankara. Upon Dr. Bittel's invi
tation I joined the group again in 1952, and in 1954 and 57 was able to pay 
longer or shorter visits to the excavation. This year the Oriental Institute 
is, as you know, participating in the excavation at least to a limited extent, 
so my presence here has gained a more official character. Furthermore, the 
Director of the Oriental Institute has made it possible for me to take Mrs. 
Guterbock along. 

Frances and I arrived in Istanbul on July 14th. In the plane we heard 
about the happenings in Iraq, and our first days in Turkey were overshadowed 
by the political crisis that followed. Fortunately the clouds soon disappeared, 
so that the expedition could start after only a short delay. While the exca
vation was getting under way, Frances and I took a few days off to visit the 
Turkish excavation at Kultepe and the museum of Ankara. 

We left Istanbul on the evening of July 28th by train; after 24 hours 
we arrived at Kayseri, where we were met at the station by the director of 
the local museum, Mr. Halit Doran, and taken by car to Karahuylik, the village 
at the foot of Kultepe. Here my old friend and former student, Prof. Tahsin 
Ozgu9 (pronounced Oesgootch) of the University of Ankara, who conducts the 
excavation for the Turkish Historical Society, put us up very comfortably in 
his expedition house. He kindly showed us his dig, both in the quarters of 
the Assyrian merchants, where he had just found three more houses containing 
archives, and on the city mound, where he was uncovering five successive Early 
Bronze Age levels. As Mrs. Ozgu9, who is also a professor at Ankara and works 
with her husband on the dig, was expected a few days later, we decided to wait 
for her and spent one of the days thus gained on a trip to the rock churches 
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of Goreme, a place well known and much frequented by tourists. We took many 
indoor color slides of the frescoes, but whether they will come out remains 
to be seen. One day was spent in Kayseri, where modernization is done with 
cruch taste and care for the Seljuk monuments many of which have been cleared 
and are better visible than ever. The museum, which is housed in a Seljuk 
rnedrese (i.e,, school), is still the same quiet and beautiful spot it used 
to be. 

Mrs. Ozgu~ arrived on Saturday, August 2nd, and after a very nice re
union with this old friend we left Kayser! Sunday at 8 A.M. by bus for 
Ankara (reserved seats on a train were not available), The bus ride was 
interesting and relatively comfortable, though dusty; with 1 and 1/2 hour 
delay caused by a blowout--which luckily happened in a small town--we 
arrived in Ankara at 5:30P.M. and spent three cays there, Monday thrqugh 
Wednesday. 

In the national museum of Ankara, which is still under construction, we 
noted a great progress since my visit of last year. Not only has the con
struction work advanced, but also the inner organization has been greatly im
proved. Most of the finds accumulated in Ankara since 1923 and stored in 
various temporary housings are being sorted and arranged in the basement. 
Although the work is still in progress, so much of it has been accooplished 
within the past year that virtually every piece from any site can now be 
found easily. The director of the museum, Mr. Raci Temizer (pronounce c like 
j), has really done a marvellous job! I also visited the new Director of 
Antiquities, Mr. K&mil Su, whom I found very congenial and who was pleased to 
learn of the Oriental Institute's participation in the excavation of Boghazkoy, 

The Cultural Attach~ at the German Embassy, Mr. Fr. von Rummel, invited 
us for lunch one day and asked whether his 16-year-old son, Eberhard, who was 
to work at Boghazkoy as volunteer, could ride with us. On Thursday morning, 
August 7th, Frances, young RumQel, and I left Ankara by taxi and, after an 
easy ride of 3 and 1/2 hours, arrived in Sungurlu, the district town nearest 
Boghazkoy, Following the example of the Pennsylvania expedition to Gordion, 
the Germans at Boghazkoy are making Thursday their free day, so that the many 
week-end visitors would come on a working day rather than spoil the expedi
t~on•s well-earned holiday. Thus, on that Thursday, they had come to 
Sungurlu on a little outing, where we met them by chance and had lunch with 
them. As they were going to HuyUK near Alaca after lunch and had space in 
their Landrover, Frances went with them and saw that famous site, too, while 
I proceeded with our taxi directly to Boghazkoy. 

Here we found the work well under way. The field director, Prof. Bittel, 
was delayed by illness and is only expected tomorrow, but the dig has started 
without him. The two architects, Messrs. Peter Newe and Rainald Neumann, had 
already come on July 12th to install the new decauville railway (until last 
year the expedition had been using the ancient one inherited from the Oriental 
Institute's Alishar expedition!). With them ~ame the representative of the 
Turkish Departnent of ~~tiquities, Mr. Halil Ustun, a former student of min~ 
The next group consisted of D:.;. Thooas Beran of the German Institute, who is 
dirEcting th~ dig in Bittel's absence, Miss Jeanny E. Vorys, our former student 
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at Chicago (now at Bryn Mawr), who was brought out by Dr. Bittel for this 
season's work, and another young boy, Albrecht von Graevenitz, the son of the 
German Consul General in Istanbul. They had taken the heavy luggage with them 
on a truck from Ankara while they themselves rode in the expedition's Land
rover, and arrived on Saturday, August 2nd. 

Now for the program. Within the vast area of the Hittite city, which 
covers a mountain slope rising 1000 feet above the plain and 1-1/2 miles long, 
there are two spots presently under excavation. One is the residential area 
Ln the lower city, where tablets of Assyrian merchants of toe Colony Age were 
found; work here is awaiting Dr. Bittel's arrival. The other is BuyUKkale, 
the royal acropolis, where work has gone on ever since 1931 and where last 
year's campaign brought a new archive (in addition to those found in 1906 by 
Hugo Winckler and in 1931-33 by Bittel), overlaid by a Phrygian gate that was 
adorned with the most surprising statue of a Mother Goddess. Work on 
BuyUkkale is in full swing, at present mainly in the Phrygian levels. It is 
hoped that the last section of this large acropolis may be cleared this year. 
Tablets are already appearing every day. 

Prof. Heinrich Otten of Berlin, who has been the expedition's epigraph
ist ever since 1936 and with whom I shared the work on the texts in 1952, is 
expected to join us this year, too, but has been delayed by soce red tape. 
We are still hoping that he will finally arrive. In the cean time the tablets 
are my job. Tablet work here is different from that in Mesopotamia, since all 
tablets are very well baked but mostly covered with a heavy lime incrustation. 
This is removed with a solution of hydrochloric acid, the ill effects of which 
are then neutralized by prolonged watering. After this process each tablet 
is catalogued and copied in transliteration. In addition it is photographed, 
but this work will only begin when the photographer, Mr. Peter Steyer, has 
arrived; he is expected tomorrow with Prof. Bittel. 

The expedition is comfortably housed in the mansion of the former ':Bey'; 
of the village~ which has been rented by the Gercans since 1953. The climate 
is agreeable, water is plentiful and good, and food is provided from the 
village and £roo Sungurlu, with a few special treats in cans brought by the 
expedition. Workmen number 80 now, but the number will be increased when the 
dig in the lower city is started. Many of the older men know me froo the 
past, so there was a lot of handshaking when we arrived. Professor Jens Holt 
of Aarhus, Denmark, is here as guest for the first three we•ks. So we are a 
large and lively crowd at table, and are talking the most awful mixture of 
German, English, and Turkish, the latter being used whenever communications 
between the first two fails. 

I hope soon to be able to report on finds. In the mean time, greetings 
to all of you from Frances and myself. 

Cordially, 

Hans G. Guterbock 
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Dear Friends: 

Mrs. Wilson and I have just arrived in Egypt, and are making the round 
of offices in this capital city, before departing to start the season of the 
Chicago House at Luxor. For several years the Luxor expedition has been copy
ing the monuments at ancient Thebes; and last year we, jointly with the 
Antiquities Service of the Egyptian Government, also took part in the exca~ 
vation of the 18th dynasty noble Kheruef at Thebes. The Luxor expedition is 
regularly under the direction of Dr. George Hughes. This year Dr. Hughes will 
have a kind of sabbatical at home in Chicago, and I have a kind of sabbatical 
from Chicago by taking his place out here, Since change from stated duties is 
always a kind of recreation, perhaps we both will profit by the swap. As for 
me, I am blissfully happy in the thought of an academic year without committees, 
sub-committees, boards, sub-boards, panel discussions, or appeals to join in 
noble civic causes! 

My first travel into Egypt was in 1921, which is a long time ago. The 
world has changed very decidedly in those years, and you cannot honestly feel 
that the total change is to the good. But here in Egypt, as I remember the 
1920's and now look at the 1950's, I do feel that Egypt is better than it was -
essentially in matters of the mind and spirit. Let me try to give you some
thing of the contrast. 

In 1921 Egypt was a British Protectorate. In every government office 
there was a moustached British civil servant, wearing a red tarboush. At every 
main square there was a British or Maltese or Indian policeman. That fantasti
cally quaint meeting place, Shepheard's Hotel, with its 18th century decor of 
lotus and papyrus blossoms, its overstuffed chairs, and its ancient plumbing 
and elevators, was a symbolic place: - a place where Europeans sat at their 
ease on a veranda, with cool drinks, overlooking a passing scene of camels, 
donkey carts, horse-drawn carriages, funerals, would-be guides, and sellers of 
fly-whisks and fake antiquities. Legally, the Egyptians in 1921 were being 
11 protected11

; effectively they were a servant people, whether at the lower desks 
in the government, or as looked down upon from the superior level of 
Shepheard's veranda. 

It may be significant that the newly constructed Shepheard's has no 
veranda. It is an austerely white building, with outside punctuation of high 
and sharply pointed arches. Inside, there is no such gay profusion of color 
as in old Shepheard's; simple lines of white are the essential. But the chief 
point is that the new Shepheard's big lounge is filled with well-dressed and 
cultivated Egyptians. The gentlemen know the proper effect of mismatched 
jacket and trousers; the ladies are elegantly coiffed and sleekly gowned -even 
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though my masculine eye is offended by the persistence of sack dresses. Until 
the Nile Hilton is finished, until the Semiramis finishes its redecorating, 
the new Shepheard's is £h! meeting place in Cairo, and it is Egyptian, sophisti
cated, self-confident, and alert, 

But let me go back to my landing in Egypt in 1921. The ship had come 
from Europe at the end of the summer, and it carried a number of Egyptian 
families, dressed European style, On the day of landing the men put on the 
red tarboush, and the women disappeared behind the veil and shapeless black 
dress. Today a few old-fashioned gentlemen wear the tarboush, but nearly 
everybody else is as hatless as in America. And the veiled woman is a rare 
anachronism, Indeed, as a grandparent, antiquarian, and New England Puritan, 
I am just a little shocked to see two unescorted Egyptian girls come into a 
restaurant for sodas, 

Well, then, here I am still trying to land at Alexandria back in 1921. 
The boat is full of quarantine officials, customs officials, passport officials, 
hotel runners, porters, and salesmen of frivolous trifles. The dock adds 
carriage-drivers, would-be guides, and swarms of beggers. It is possible to 
get through customs in three or four hours, but it is a madhouse of misplaced 
goods and persons, and it is obvious that only financial lubrication of the 
wheels will bring prompt results. I forgot to mention flies and dust, because 
we came to take them for granted back in those days. 

Contrast with that the ease and dignity of our landing in 1958. Only 
one person approached us, and that was a Corporal of the Tourist Police, who 
came aboard to help us out and who stayed with us until our train left for 
Cairo, He helped us fill out our forms, he got porters for us, he took us 
ashore to the office of the Colonel of Tourist Police. There we sat comfort
ably, with the inevitable and very good cups of Turkish coffee, while our state
room and hold luggage was being assembled in customs. Customs itself was 
efficient and courteous. Yes, of course, there were flies and there was dust, 
but compared to 1921 you could honestly say that it was clean. 

Then we took the Diesel train to Cairo. Nobody tried to force his 
services on us, nobody tried to sell us anything, nobody made speeches at us, 
They gave us 9 passing stare as obvious foreigners, and then let us go our own 
way. At the Cairo station there was a minor outbreak of protest by porters: 
12 heavy pieces of luggage deserved more pay. I appealed to a nearby police
Qan, and the outbreak stilled. I say that this is a better Egypt, more 
dignified, more self-confident, and self-controlled. Mrs. Wilson and I can 
walk in the streets with confidence, even on the eve of a big religious feast, 
the Birthday of the Prophet, when everybody is out milling around. I feel 
safer than in some corresponding sections of New York or Chicago. There are 
so few Americans here that we are stared at, and the inevitable schoolboy will 
practice his English on us, with a grin and a flippant "Hello, Joe. What do 
you know?". But it is good-humored, and, when one considers the strains of 
international politics, it is rennrkably restrained. 

As I oake my round of governmental offices, for business and courtesy 
calls, the pace is of course as leisurely as in any warm country. The offer 
of coffee or tea or lemon-squash is certain, One great inprovenent I 
experience over five years ago is that they no longer feel it necessary to 
include Coca Cola or Pepsi Cola in the offer; these are no longer novelties, 
and they no longer believe that all Americans swim in a Cola Sea. Yes, the 
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pace is still slow, but it is pleasant to discuss ancient Egyptian law with 
an educated modern Egyptian; it is pleasant to exchange reprints of publica
tions with hi~ (including the experience of receiving his piece in English~ 
and he receiving mine in Arabic). What I'm getting at is that I like human 
dignity and a sense of mutual respect. That is the biggest difference I feel 
in the interval of thirty-odd years, and I think it a vast i~provement. 

Our good Egyptian friends fro~ past years entertain us, and we are on 
a first-name basis and we can kid each other. As soon as the pressure of my 
government calls lets up, these friends will be picking us up for a picnic at 
~he Sakkarah pyramids. That oay be hot - Cairo is running about 860 by day, 
and Sakkarah is still a bit war~er. But it hasn't been bad; l recall how we 
suffered fro~ the heat and humidity here in SepteQber 1952. This year the 
cool north wind has been a blessing. But don't think that we go at the 
American pace; everything is closed up here from 1 to 4:30 every day until 
November 1st, so we also take a long siesta. Sitting in a series of govern
cent offices all morning is hard on the spinal column, which then has to be 
laid out flat for a couple of hours every afternoon. 

When we shall leave for luxor is still dependent on these preparatory 
business calls. We had expected to go upstream about October 5th. It now 
seems clear that we cannot leave much before the 12th. Don't let that worry 
you, however: - if you're passing Chicago House in Luxor any tioe we expect 
you to drop in and give us a visit. 

Sincerely yours, 

John A. Wilson 
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I am writing this on my way back from the Hittite capital. This 
year's excavation at Boghazkoy closed on October 21st, after a duration of 
a little over three months. It was a good season, very much favored by the 
Hittite Weather-god; it had good and rewarding results, even though they 
were not as spectacular as those of last year. As I wrote in my first re
port, the staff was a large and well-integrated groupo With some comings 
and goings it averaged twelve to fourteen persons. Workmen numbered 130 at 
the maximum. 

Boghazkoy is now easily accessible by car from Ankara, so we had many 
visitors. Tourists came in great numbers but most of them only took a quick 
tour without much disturbing our work. Of friends and colleagues let me 
only mention, beside Prof. Holt of Aarhus, Denmark, who went out with us as 
already reported, and beside several members of the German Embassy at Ankara 
and the German Consul General at Istanbul, the following: Congressman and 
Mrs. John M. Vorys; Professors Julius Lewy of Hebrew Union College; Marshall 
Stone of the University of Chicago; B. Rosenkranz of Cologne; E. Laroche of 
Strasbourg; Krader of the American University, Washington, D.C., and Walser 
of Berne, Switzerland; Dr. Machteld Mellink of Bryn Mawr; and Mr. Kamil Su, 
Director General of Antiquities, Ankara. 

Of the two main areas in the old city mentioned in my first letter, 
work on the first, Buyiiklfale, the acropolis or citadel, vrent on all the 
time, whereas in the second, the Lower City, it only started on September 1st. 

In the Lower City an area of s~me 20 by 30 meters joining the excava
tion of last year was cleared. It yielded building remains of levels 1 
(late Hittite Empire, 13th century B.c.), 3 (Old Hittite Kingdom), 4 (period 
of the Assyrian merchants) and s. Level 4 was badly destroyed by the founda
tions of level 3, and no Assyrian tablets were discovered this year in 
contrast to 1956-57. A strange structure in level 5 with traces of intense 
heat seems to have been a kiln. The pottery of level 5 contains, beside 
wheelmade types, mainly handmade pottery of the Early Bronze Age known as 
Alishar I b. 

On Bii~·iik~ale three areas were investigated. Miss '-Jorys dug a section 
adjacent to the archive building of ~. 9.33. It had several Phrygian building 
levels on top, was an open area in Hi::tite imperial times) and contained 
several building levels of the Old Hittite period, with fine pottery and 
other finds well stratified. 
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In the south-east corner of the acropolis the excavation of the 
Phrygian gate of last year was completed. In the eastern part of its door 
chamber we found a good Phrygian trefoil-mouth pitcher, which will be useful 
for dating, and a crude stone idol, about one foot high, which forms a very 
strange counterpart to the elaborate statue of a goddess found last year out
side the west part of the same gate. 

Further west on the south side of the citadel the Phrygian fortifica
tion was cleared, mapped, and removed in an extension of some 40 meters. 
Under it appeared the Hittite citadel wall, upon whose d~bris the Phrygian 
wall was founded. When the Hittite citadel perished, the superstructure of 
the wall, made of mudbrick in wooden frames, burned and fell on the pavement 
of a street that ran along the inner face of the wall. This burnt d~bris was 
left in some places for future checking, removed in others, so that the street 
was uncovered in most of its length. It slopes down from east to west, and 
its incline leads exactly to the Hittite citadel gate excavated a few years 
ogo. Thus the entrance way of the Hittite acropolis has become clear now at 
least in its southern part. Inside the fortification line there were again 
several Phrygian occupation levels, the foundations of houses in part cutting 
deep down into older strata. Aoong these, a well-built rectangular building 
of the Old Hittite period (IV b) is noteworthy by its own quality as well as 
by the finds that were made on its floor, 

Cuneiform tablets were found as each year. This season's yield totals 
some 300 fragments. Most of them were found on Buyukkale near the archive 
building of 1933, from which they oust have been scattered. Some others be
long to the other archive discovered in 1957. In the Lower City some Hittite 
tablets came to light, too. In contents the tablets found this year represent 
the usual cross-section through the various kinds of Hittite literature, in
cluding, also as usual, some fragments joining texts found previously. Prof. 
Heinrich Otten, whose arrival was still pending when I wrote last, arrived on 
September 11th, very much to our delight. He and I shared the tablet work, 
and this division of labor enabled both of us to prepare handcopies in cunei
foro of all fragments that are worth publishing. 

Hoping to be able soon to report orally and with illustrations, 

Cordially, 

Hans G, Guterbock 
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This is a comment on "serv&nts," a word which i.s becoming obsolete in 
the United States, but which is still valid in the Orient. Chicago House will 
have a western staff of eight or nine persons and about twice that number of 
Egyptian servants. The sacred dogma which states the relationship solemnly 
asserts that the masters govern the servants. This dogma is absolutely false. 
In the daily routine it is the servanto who direct and redirect the masters. 
The higher one ascends in the organization chart, the more true this paradox 
becomes. Mary Wilson '·runs the household, 11 that is, orders the daily supplies 
and the meals, oversees the stocks and the household cleaning. She herself is 
governed by a long standing tarteeb (the word means "routine," but we might as 
•11ell call it "ritual, 11 because it is so holy), a tarteeb which is so accepted 
that deviation from it leads to neuroses. The room-men always draw cakes of a 
certain kind of soap on a certain day, no matter what might be left over. You 
can't do that today, it's Hassan's day off. Lunch is late today; Ahmed had to 
go to the law-court. And so on. 

Wherever I go there is bowing and scraping, and I am addressed as "Your 
Honor, the Director. 11 Yet I am preeminently more directed than directing. lf 
I think up the notion of calling upon the civic-administrator, the Chief of 
Police, I am held in place until my~' or Head Man, has arranged a suitable 
time and appointment. The Police Office is six blocks away, but I may not walk, 
or, on such an occasion, even drive the car. The~ and the Chauffeur escort 
me. After a suitably dignified interval of calli I eQerge from the office of 
the Chief of Police. The ~, acting like a puppet master with some new and 
stiff puppet, seizes upon oe and works me up a back stairs to call upon two 
other officials. I never quite learn their functions - they have to do with 
"bassborts, 11 that is, presumably the arrival and departure of foreigners in 
town - and when I ask their names, the names fall into that common pattern of 
Ahmed Mohammed or Ali Ibrahim, which is impossible to reoember'because it is so 
customary. With then, I drink a glass of tea, because I had Turkish coffee 
with the Chief of Police. I return hone in the stately loneliness of the back 
seat of the car. The puppet has Qade his dance. 

Lest I be misunderstood, I want to say that I am very fond of these 
servants. In their flattering terms, I have become their father and their 
mother. Even though I reject this statement as mere eyewash, it has its effect 
oa me, and I do assume a paternal and patronizing pose. But I am honestly fond 
of them, even because of their faults. A r:ladder-man" whom I knew thirty years 
ago had to be retired as blind. I know that he was lazy and tricky, but I have 
a sympathy for his weaknesses, and I am impelled to take on his son on a trial 
basis, as a gesture to the old man. 
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They are all so different. Some of them strain so hard to understand our 
defective Arabic or make themselves understood; some make no effort. One of 
the gate-men has a broad, expressionless, dull face, Youssef, the darkroom man, 
has dark, live, intelligent eyes, in a face wrinkled with deep sadness and 
underlying humor, The gardener, Abd er-Rahoan is a bright little squirrel of a 
man, who spouts a stream of Arabic at you. Because of the speed with which he 
talks and because of his false teeth, you catch one word in thirty, and you say 
to hie: "What about onions? 11 and he goes over it again, with the same speed and 
unintelligibility. His assistant is quite the opposite in every way: tall, 
gangling, tongue-tied. He gallumphs about, slightly hucped over and with shoes 
flopping, like a camel. 

Ahmed Mohammed, a gate r:tan, is known as Abu Shenab, •·Father of Moustaches," 
for obvious reasons when you see him. He is rather a sweet old character, but 
not particularly bright. He always seems to be at the front gate in the late 
afternoon when visitors arrive. He has a geniua for ushering in those non
descript gawkers who haYe no particular interest in our work but are simply 
inquisitive, and keeping waiting out at the gate the visitors you really want 
to see. Years of experience have not sharpened his judgment, but he still is 
a nice old boy. 

For Selim Abul-Haggag, the ladder man, I have a special fondness, dating 
back to the 1920's, when he used to call ce down froc cy work on a ladder, for 
A tea break in the middle of the morning. He is engagingly modest. He once 
said to Mr. Healey, our Superintendent: 11 I am not the same as Ibrahim Ali. I 
nave no brains, and I know it. He has no brains, but he doesn't know it. 11 

Our wages are not high by American standards, but they are good in Luxor, 
and they are steady, We have had some servants core than thirty years. They 
rarely leave us of their own volition, and they try hard to get sons and 
nephews onto the payroll of 11 the Company." 

My Arabic is a travesty. I keep calling the r.1otor launch a Llicence, '- and 
v~ce versa, Trying to follow instructions, I wrote down cy birth date as the 
date I entered Egypt and the date I entered Egypt as cy birth date, thus effect
ing the miracle of being born 59 years after I came to this country, Let's 
hope I'm learning a little every day. 

I lean very heavily on my ~~ Ibrahim Mohaomed, a tall man with a loping
ly awkward grace, an intelligent face, with a slight cast in one eye. He is 
sleeplessly vigilant for 11 the Company.': He is eternally patient with my 
inexperience and inability to understand. We had a dreadful fifteen cinutes 
when I figured him about thirty-five dollars short on his summer accounts, 
The perspiration broke out on his forehead, and he writhed in an agony of try
ing to make me get my accounts straight. It was my mistake, and all I could 
say in apology was ~ l~sh, 11Never mind" - a fuller apology would have 
eobarrassed him terribly. 

The ~ brought his attractive wife and daughter to call upon us the 
second evening we were here. They were reluctant to come into our roocs and 
giggled in an agony of shyness. Yet it was a very pleasant call, and it shows 
that customs are changing, however slowly. 
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Payday is an ordeal. The pay is fixed, but the men are inprovident and 
keep running into debt, or trying to run into debt. They always want advances 
on their pay, or, failing that, personal loans. They will cite precedents from 
the past, that the Field Director twenty years ago or two years ago did thus 
and so. They have not yet raised with me the question of salary raises, but 
they will do so, after the season is well under way. Some of them painfully 
ink their signatures on the payroll; others trustingly hand me their personal 
seals to stamp against their payment. It is not all an ordeal; I have gleaned 
something out of it. The chauffeur has a sonorous name, Sady Hassan Ahmed, 
but is commonly called by his nickname, al·Wa'ar (I haven't yet figured out 
what that means!). After he had signed the payroll, I puzzled and puzzled over 
what he had written. It didn't fit name or nickname; it seemed to be a meaning
less Arabic scrawl. Then suddenly it came to be: with simple dignity, he had 
signed al-Arabagy, ''the Chauffeur. 11 

We couldn't get on without them. 

Sincerely yours, 

John A. Wilson 
Field Director, 1958-59 

[The following observations about running the Expedition House at 
Luxor were written by Mrs. Wilson] 

The first requirement is to be able to know where your keys are at all 
times, for all stores are kept under lock and key and are doled out with care, 
daily or as needed. The lady of Chicago House is the ~ with the keys. 

The second requireoent is to keep in mind the eating likes and dislikes 
of the international household. At present we are four Americans, two British, 
and one Russian; later we shall be joined by an Australian. The British want 
white potatoes with both lunch and dinner; one of them will never touch cooked 
cheese, so that rules out souffl~s, or sweet potatoes. Sooe one else doesn't 
like onions, and the Russian finds it against his religion to eat pigeons. The 
sweets or desserts are often skipped by the English. 

Vegetables are scarce just at present, for some lands are flooded and the 
plantings are just comoencing. We have a nice vegetable garden, and many seeds 
which Mrs. Hughes thoughtfully provided have just been planted, such as carrots, 
beets, kohl rabi, radishes, kale, lettuce, and waxed beans. The celery is up, 
and the tomatoes and eggplant are beginning to fruit, and the sweet corn is high. 

Locally our fruits at present are sweet melons, dates, bananas, with 
oranges just beginning to come in froo Esneh, up the River a ways. The local 
lamb, young gacousah (water buffalo), the Nile fish, chicken, pigeon, and 
rabbit do for the main dishes. Sweet potatoes are very plentiful and cheap. 

At present rice and tea are scarce in Egypt, and we were unable to get 
either in Cairo. We get our staples, the dry groceries, from a house in Cairo, 
Maison Thomas, Service ~ domicile: macaroni, crackers (biscuits to them), 
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chocolate, canned fruits, oatmeal, table salt, brown sugar, and canned meats -
the last for the men's lunches when they work across the River. Paper of all 
kLnds is very scarce, Mrs. Hughes warned me, so we brought waxed paper out from 
~erica for the lunches. 

The corps of servants, each coming to the storeroom wanting this or that, 
spouts a flow of Arabic to the bewildered !!!!• Gradually the pattern is 
established as the days go by, and it all becomes a little less of a maze of 
incomprehension. Taya, the cook, is the best of the lot. He is calm, pleasant, 
understanding, loves to make cookies, puddings, or cakes. His three-layer 
chocolate cake, with chocolate frosting beautifully decorated with Happy 
Birthday in Arabic for a staff member, made our first Sunday tea here a memor
able one. Taya's scullion, who served as expedition cook when Taya was in the 
army, is superb on soup and a willing assistant, though his dark piercing eyes 
and flaring black moustache are a bit frightening at first. 

The headwaiter and buyer is my bete noir. He is far past his prime, but 
still just as skilful, we fear, at getting-his squeeze. His eyesight is poor, 
and his memory failing. The dates he brought today from the sug were alive with 
insects. I have also to check the weight of everything he brings in. The 
struggle to get the sugar and tea I dole out into our bowl or our pot instead 
of his is an ever-losing battle. 

The room-men or farash's are faithful cleaners. I am trying to learn the 
Arabic for dusters, broons, beds, sheets, mosquito nets, towels, pillow slips, 
soap, napkins, clean • dirty, fresh - old, whole - mixed, and so on, The 
"washlady" is the only female servant. She hid her ta&*ooed, one-eyed face be
hind her black head covering when she was brought to the storeroom for her soap 
by Hassan {my faithful room-boy when Peggy was a baby here twenty-nine years 
ago). 

Abd er-Rahman, the little wizened-up gardener, who looks himself like a 
little dried-up pea, tells me all about the flowers and vegetables, most of 
which I don't understand, but when he points to his head, looking very sad, and 
asks for an aspereen, I get his point. I was forewarned to have a supply of 
aspirin on hand. 

We've had our first formal local callers - in the house, that is, because 
I don't know how nany John has received over at his office, though I occasionally 
hear a quick call from one servant to another for~ Turgue. The town's 
Evangelical Church pastor, Fareed Mangarius, and his wife, and two of his elders, 
paid their respects, in order to invite our household formally to a reception 
for Pastor Fareed, who has just returned from America. 

And now the Counsellor of our American Embassy at Cairo and his family are 
cooing to tea (just as I hope you will cone when you visit Luxor), and we can 
say Chicago House is officially open for the 1958-59 season. 

Cordially yours, 

Mary R. Wilson 
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Dear Friends: 

This is about the painstaking - or painful - process of epigraphy, 
carried on by our Luxor Expedition at Ramses III's temple of Medinet Habu. 

Six days a week our motor launch sets forth at 7:30 in the morning to 
cross the Nile to the west bank. There we are met by Hajjaj, the small boy 
who has adopted the members of our expedition. He carries our papers or draw
ing boards and gives us t~e early morning gossip: today there will be sight
seeing by a wazir allemani, "a German Cabinet Minister.., (that is a favorite of 
his); or in a few days the causeway will be completed to the river bank, so 
that motor cars may meet the tourists immediately (this is a perennial hope). 

Our ancient station wagon noses out of its makeshift garage. (The 
other day a passing American tourist remarked idly: "It's years since I saw 
a wooden station wagon9 1

' This mRde our hackles rise because we are proud that 
Tim Healey has kept o'.lr motive equipment in such mcbile condition, and we 
resent any slur upon our dignity. But it is undeniably ancient, and we dre6m 
that some day we may travel in something sleeker.) We load ourselves and our 
technical luggage into the station wagon and travel the two and three-quarters 
miles west to Medinet Habu, at the foot of the desert cliff. 

There each of us goes off to his individual task. Perhaps 
will set up his camera to photograph another scene or inscription. 
temple has been pretty well covered by photography, and it is more 
the party will divide into the draughtsmen who make the copies and 
graphers who collate the copies. 

Dr. Nims 
But the 

likely that 
the epi-

The draughtsmen carry enlarged photographs of scenes or texts, and on 
these they will pencil in the original carvings - and, in some cases, the 
original paint, Back at Chicago House in the afternoon they ink in their 
pencil lines~ Later this inked-in drawing is reproduced in an inexpensive 
print, and the print is cut up and pasted on "collation sheets,'' foolscap
sized pieces of paper adequate for all the remarks which a persnickety epi
grapher might be inclined to make. 

The epigraphers are armed with these collation sheets, so that they 
may check each individual line drawn by the draughtsman against the carved wall 
surface. Since the epigraphers have had Egyptological training, they are 
Pqui.pped to read the hieroglyphic texts and to understand the composition of 
the scenes. Thus they often see evidence on broken wall surface because they 
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know what they are looking for. No entry of a line or a sign is accepted for 
the final drawing unless the draughtsmen and two epigraphers have agreed upon 
it. Accuracy in fine detail is bought by the agreement of independent witnesses: 
the camera, the draughtsoan, and the two epigraphers. 

Ultimately the photographic base of the inked-in drawing is bleached 
out chemically, leaving only the drawing as it will appear in the final publica
tion. As you can see, it is a meticulously checked process, which aims at a 
permanent record. Of course, we do make mistakes. But we are faithful servants 
of a process which tries to guard against mistakes. Volume V of Medinet Habu 
has been published. ~~en Volume VII finally appears, this temple can serve as 
a ~odel of accurate copying, as well as an example of the organization of an 
ancient Egyptian temple. 

Well, on this particular morning, we will say that the draughtsman 
Alexander Floro££ goes to one of the rear rooms, where he will copy the decora
tive scenes and texts around a series of niches which once held statues of gods. 
He will need only 10 and 12-foot ladders. But his room has lost its ceiling, 
so that an improvised cloth awning is rigged up by our Egyptian 11 ladder-men, '' 
to shield him from the blazing sun. The draughtsman Reg Coleman is working on 
vertical texts which frame the Osirid columns in the Second Court. He has to 
have the 30-foot extension ladder for the upper reaches and a 12-footer for 
the bottoms of the columns. That keeps the ladder-men jumping. 

The epigrapher Charles Nims is collating the inscription on an archi
trave, with a horizontal text just under the roof of the Second Court terrace. 
The 30-foot extension is the only ladder for this job, which is one of the 
meanest. Your face is Jaorned up against the ceiling, only seven inches away 
from the carved hieroglyphs, and your collation sheet is hooked to the top 
rung of the ladder and is only three inches away. Bifocal glasses are not 
exactly the answer, b;.;cause both zones of vision are likely to be higher than 
your eye level. Charles has long legs, and he is able to hook one leg in and 
out of the ladder rungs and then push himself away for better vision. I am 
shorter and cannot accomplish this, so I spend a lot of time scrambling up and 
down three or four rungs, first to scan the wall above and then to drop down 
to a point where I can pencil what I see onto a collation sheet held behind 
the ladder at arms' length. It's hard on the eyes and legs of one who is in 
his sixtieth year. 

Let us say that on this particular morning I am collating the 'astron
omical ceiling': in a rear room. Here a scaffolding has been quickly thrown up, 
and I lie on my back on a wooden table, which is precariously perched on the 
top platform of the scaffolding. so that I must move cautiously. The carved 
depictions of heavenly bodies, with their labels in hieroglyphic, are about 
eighteen inches above my face. 

What are some of the problems we are working on? 

Well, for the astronomical ceiliug, we have something of a rarety, 
which, insofar as we can understand it, will give us a better notion of the 
au<-ient 1 e icl~as 0£ the stars and constellations. Here we do know a close 
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parallel from a nearby temple, the Ramesseum, so that the broken and patched 
ceiling must be carefully checked with what is visible elsewhere. 

On his architrave Charles has a rare and beautifully detailed hiero
glyph showing an angry bull. Pharaoh of Egypt has been likened in this text to 
a fighting bull in an arena, The key sign shows the infuriated beast with 
lowered head, snorting nostrils, and hoofs pawing up a shower of dust. Every 
detail is lovingly checked by the two epigraphers. A little further along on 
the architrave there is a broken stretch. Some highfaluting flattery of the 
king is here, but what? The signs at the beginning and end are clear, but in 
the middle there is uncertainty about the letter s, about a "strong arm" 
hieroglyph, and about a gap large enough for one ;r two signs. Charles and I 
discuss it at the temple, taking turns up the tall ladder. We agree that the 
"strong arm" is unlikely. In the afternoon we go through our "dictionary 
cards 11 back at Chicago House. Aha! Here is a parallel from another part of 
the temple: swesekh khepesh, ''wide reaching of arm." Those traces that we 
thought to be the "strong armi actually belong to the ''walking legs 11 

- and 
when you recognize it, you see it clearly! 

In a room near the astronomical ceiling there is a scene which has 
lost its upper courses of stones, We can see the Pharaoh standing between a 
god and a goddess. The goddess is shown behind the Pharaoh, is preserved up 
to the breast line, but seems to have no arms. We read the remains of a text 
just in front of her: "I have set the crown upon thy head." We go back to 
the broken wall surface across her upper body, Aha! Here and here and here 
are faint but unmistakable traces of her shoulder, her upper arm, and her 
elbow, Her arms had been raised high, as she set the crown upon the king's 
head, Another scrap of text names the god, whose head is now lost in break
age, as Horus. Horus is normally falcon-headed, We check back and scan the 
fi.gure of th9 god and see that the hair lappets falling down on his breast are 
those custoc3~Y for Horus, No god's beard cuts across the line of his 
shoulder: a falcon head cannot have a beard, We cannot see the head of a 
falcon, but we now know that it was once there, Frequently the scene enables 
us to complete the descriptive text; here the text helps us fill out the scene. 

In a neighboring scene the Pharaoh is making offering to a god. A 
table is piled high with jOints of meat, dressed fowl, bread, vegetables, and 
£1:·•.1 i.ts, and crowned with flowers. This lavish offering was carved on rather 
poor stone, so that it was originally given a surface of plaster, upon which 
the final carving was made, Now most of this plaster has fallen away, leaving 
the rather obscure traces on rough stone, What would the king offer the god? 
Fe do library work and consult ar.'Jlogous scenes. UJ.timatf.ly it works out into 
cuc,lmbct's, squash, figs, and grapc:s, and the floral cove>.::iD.g shows trumpet-like 
flG .. .N2rs and tiny buds, We add ou"l more corroboration to the known flowers 
and garden plants of the ancient £gyptians. 

Now it is nearly noon, time to pack up and return to Chicago House on 
the other side, Alex Floro££ has one final complicated figure to pencil in, 
c. -vr::.:.:t~sd sun-disc, While we are waiting for him, Charles and I pause - perhaps 
f-::.-r. th3 hundredth time in the hi E.i:ory of this Expedition - on the terrace of 
t::o Second Court, to examine the row of ?.amses III's princes. Some of them 
la~er became kings of Egypt, and then ~dded to their depictions symbols of 
·\;oytotl ty aud r"'rat:ved t:heir names to correspond to their new majesty, But the 
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record is a tangled web, and no two scholars agree on the cadence and specific 
nature of the royal succession. Much of the evidence on a troubled dynasty is 
here before our eyes, but it must be treated consistently with evidence else
where, and it then becomes highly complicated. We still hope that the 
rationale of this carved and recarved surface may some day burst into our 
minds with a flash of light, so that we may know compellingly what happened 
after the Geath of Ramses III. 

Well, now Alex Floroff is finished. Hot, dusty, and bone-weary, we 
climb into the station wagon and start for home. Only in times of urgency do 
we spend both mornings and afternoons at the temple. Everybody has afternoon 
work at hone: the draughtsmen inking in the drawings which they pencilled at 
the temple, and the epigraphers doing the library work which will lead to greater 
accuracy and a closer understanding of drawings still in process. 

Is it worth the effort? Well, the haughty pedant might say: if you 
have to ask that question, you wouldn't unJerstand even if we argued with you! 
But let me try to answer anyQow. This is the highest form of archeology, 
because its sole purpose is rescue and preservation. Excavation is of course 
the very life blood of archeology, but excavation is a paradox: it rescues and 
preserves; yet it destroys. A monument lies buried for three thousand years; 
under its mound of sand and debris it holds its evidence safe and secure. 
Excavation rips that evidence apart: the record of the earliest monument may be 
overlaid with later usage by later people; this later material is quickly 
recorded and discarded - or preserved only in part. In the original monument 
itself the materials lie check by jowl in a significant association. This 
association is quickly recorded, and then the materials are scattered in a 
distribution: these good pieces to cases in a museum, these mediocre pieces 
to a locked storehouse, and these insignificant pieces to the dump heap. Never 
again can the assemblage be seen in its original state. 

Further, excavation exposes monuments to destruction. When freed of 
the protecting mound of debris, they are at the mercy of wind, weather, and 
sand-storms, of predatory human hands, and of slow destruction from surface 
moisture. The water table of the Nile River is now so much higher than it was 
when ancient temples were built that the lower courses of stones are often 
soaked every year. Visibly the monuments of ancient Egypt are deteriorating, 
and at an accelerated pace because of excavation. 

Our epigraphic work is an effectively organized attack against this 
erosion. We are trying to preserve lifor all time" the record of a temple 3150 
years old, and trying to suggest what it looked like in its day of ancient 
glory. James Henry Breastec!' s dream fifty years ago was I! inscription salvage, •! 
and we are still devoted to that work of rescuo and preservation. If we seec 
holier-than-thou in defense of our type of work, there is a reason. Some 
visitors go away from Chicago House feeling that we are missing a main chance; 
there must be important treasures still buried in ancient Thebes. So why not 
excavate? Why not dig out new material evidence on ancient Egypt, and thus 
enrich museums with fine pieces and offer new illustrations for the text books? 

Our answer is that we are digging out important new evidence and that 
we are offering new illustrati~ for the text books - and are doing that from 
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the very materials which have been visible and ignoreu for generations. In so 
doing 1 we are offering in archeology an example of dedication to non-material 
goals and an example of the most exacting faithfulness to high standards of 
research. That alone is well worth the effort. 

Forgive me if I beat our Oriental Institute drum. I am freer to beat 
this particular drum than are the regular members of the expedition, because I 
am here for this year only. And very proud to be in this work! 

Sincerely yours, 

John A. Wilson 
Acting Field Director 

NOTE: The Institute has on hand a supply of paper-bound reports on the 
first season of excavation at the Tomb of Kheruef at Luxor. The 
report is written in English ~nd was prepared by Mr. Labib Habachi, 
until recently Chief Inspector of Antiquities in Middle Egypt, who was 
in charge of the excavation. The booklet, ~'Clearance of the Tomb 
of Kherue£ at Thebes, 1957-5811 contains 26 pages of te~ct, 22 plates 
and a plan of the tomb so far as it was cleared last season. 

We shall be happy to send to Members of the Institute who apply 
(by postcard if you will) complimentary copies of this report. 

Carl H. Kraeling 
Director 
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(Members and Friends of the oriental Institute who hear so much 
in these Newsletters about the past may welcome, for a change, 
some information about the future. The plans of Dr. Robert J. 
Braidwood, oriental Institute Professor of Old World Prehistory, 
for the field work of the 1959-60 season are now off the drawing
boards and every effort is being made to assure for them the 
necessary financial support. \~hat follows below is an abstract, 
prepared by Dr. Braidwood, of his proposals for the next 
expedition. C.H.K.) 

PREHISTORIC INVESTIGATIONS IN SOUTIDVEST ASIA 

A Program for 1959-60 

For the fourth time since World War II, the Oriental Institute proposes to 
put into the field an expedition devoted to research in neareastern prehistory. 
Its purpose will be to extend and to develop further the investigation of the 
important transition from the cultural level of food-collecting to that of food
production, and of the appearance of the effective village-farming c anmunity way 
of' life. 

The locale of the investigation will lie within the zone of lower inter
montane valle.ys and piedmont that make up the hilly-flanks of the Fertile Crescent. 
This zone is, in effect, defined by the south-central provinces of Turkey, the 
upper waters of' the Tigris and Euphrates rivers and their tributaries, Iraqi 
Kurdistan and Iranian Khuzistan. The exact scene of our investigations, formerly 
centered in northern Iraq, will depend on prevailing political circumstances and 
the extent to which the antiquities laws of the several countries provide the 
circumstances essential to modern cultural historical and natural historical 
research. 

As previously, the project will be under the general direction of Dr. 
Robert J. Braidwood, Oriental Institute Professor of Old World Prehistory and 
Professor in the Department of Anthropology, the University of Chicago; also as 
previously, an associated project of the Baghdad School of the American Schools 
of Oriental Research will be under Dr. Bruce Howe, Peabody Museum, Harvard Univer
sity, who will act as associate director of the general project. The junior staff 
personnel includes at least six archaeologists with previous field experience, 
two at the post Ph.D. level and four at the post M.A. level, drawn from Harvard 
University and the Universities of Arizona and Chicago. 
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The basic financing of the archaeological aspects of the project is 
aLready assured. But the character of the investigation projected demands the 
development also of an understanding of the ancient environment within which the 
great cultural transition was made. As previously, we hope to have with us a 
field team of natural scientists. A proposal is now with the National Science 
Foundation for the support of Professor Jack R. Harlan (agronomr and food-plants), 
Oklahoma State University and the u. s. Department of Agriculture; Professor 
Charles A. Reed (zoology and animal domestication), University of Illinois,; 
Professor Herbert E. wright, Jr. (Pleistocene geology and climatology), Univer
sity of Minnesota; and for a graduate assistant for each of these workers. Dr. 
Albert Dahlberg, research associate of the Department of Anthropology, Chicago, 
al.ready holds a U.S.P.H.S. grant for the field study of both ccntemporary and 
prehistoric dental condi tiona as these reflect the dietary situation. The 
natural sciences team will be oriented to the general prehistoric investigation, 
but will necessarily operate With respect to the contemporary scene. There is 
increasing evidence that the general environmental-climatic picture of ca. 
8,000-10,000 years ago (the time of the great transition to food-production) was 
approximately similar to that of today, with allowable exceptions for some defor
estation, erosion, and the extinction of certain animal species. 

Thus the concern of the natural sciences team will extend to the increase 
of knowledge of contemporary Southwestern Asia. It is further anticipated that 
Dr. Patty Jo Watson (ethnologist) and Dr. Marvin w. Mikesell (geographer) will 
concern themselves with the contemporary cultural adaptations to the environ
mental scene. That even the archaeological aspects of the project may have con
temporary pertinence is indicated by a recent study of two of our colleagues, 
Jacobsen and Adams (cf. "SoU and Silt in Ancient Mesopotamia Agriculture," 
Science, 128, 1958, pp. 1251-1258). 

The overall concern of the project reflects the growth of interest, within 
the field of general anthropology, with the narchaeology of ideas" as contrasted 
to the conventional archaeological concern with artifacts. The questions asked 
are such as: How did mankind achieve, through the effective domestication of 
plants and animals, that level of culture without which the subsequent appearance 
of urban civilization would have been impossible? What was the environmental 
situation within which the effective village-farming community came into being? 
What is to be learned of hwnan culture in general as it adapts itself to a revolu
tionary change in subsistence and settlement types? What changes in the social 
and moral orders (as well as in the technical order) attended the nfood-producing 
revolution"? It has been maintained that within the whole half-million years of 
human history, there have been only two great technological-economic revolutions, 
the food-producing and the industrial revolutions. It is appropriate that 
research interest within a society making its social and moral adjustments to the 
industrial revolution should turn to the investigation of the same types of 
cultural change as these attended the comparable earlier revolution. 

A summary of current understanding of the earliest appearance of food
production, which took place in Southwestern Asia approximately at 8,000 B.C. is 
to be found in the "Current Problens in Research" series in the journal Science 
(1958; vol. 127, PP• 1419-1430; Robert J. Braidwood; "Near Eastern Prehistory: 
The swing from food-collecting cultures to village-farming communities is still 
imperfectly understood."). 

Robert J. Braidwood 
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[Members and Friends of the Oriental Institute who received 
and read our Newsletter of February 27 may be interested to 
receive further word abcu t the expedition which P4·ofessor 
Robert J. Braidwood is taking into the field. It was tndi· 
cated in the earlier letter that whether the expedition could 
take the field and precisely where it might locate itself 
depended upon prevailing political circumstances and upon 
the extent to which the antiquities laws of the several 
near eastern countries might provide propitious circum· 
stances for its work. As things have turned out a com
bination of factors made it desirable to send the expedition 
to Iran. Prof. Braidwood is currently in the process of 
packing his expedition effects and by mid-July he and 
Mrs. &raidwood will be headed for Kbuzlstan via continental 
Europe and Turkey. We wish him and the members of his 
party much success and look forward to following htm in 
these Newsletters during the fall and winter. CHK) 

ARCHEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN IRAN; THB IRANIAN PREHISTORIC EXPEDITION 

September 15, 1959 ·- June lS, 1960 

1D all of human history, the first experiment in urban and literate 
civilized life came about in the alluvial basin of the Tigris and Euphrates 
rivers about five thousand years ago. It was here, in ancient Sumerian 
Mesopotamia, that the Western Cultural Tradition had its birth. But in 
order that an urban civilized society might be possible, it bad first been 
necessary that the domestication of plants •• especially the cereals -· 
and of animals be achieved. There is growing evidence that village-farming 
settlements, based upon the cultivation of domesticated wheat and barley 
and with at least the goat and dog as domesticated animals, were already 
flourishing at 6750 B.C. These ~rliest known agricultural settlements, · 
howe.er, lay not in alluvial southern Mesopotamia but rather in its sur· 
rounding arc of hills which runs from Palestine thr~ugh Lebanon and Syria, 
Southern Turkey, Iraqi•Kurdistan to southwestern Iran. Through these hills 
the Tigris and Euphrates and their tributaries, and the lesser streams of 
the Iranian flanks break out onto the alluvial plain. 
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In the previous field season since World War II, the prehistoric 
research of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago bas been 
focused upon evidence for the beginnings of agricultural-village life in 
Iraqi·Kurdistan, in the hill country above the modern oil center of Kirkuk. 
Here, at Jarmo, the earliest now known trace• of domesticated wheats and 
barleys were found. The associated excavatioDS of the Baghdad School of 
the American Schools of Oriental Research uncovered an even earlier open
air establishment at Karim Sbahir. French, British, and Israeli arch• 
eologists have excavated somewhat comparable early settlements on the 
Palestinian end of the arc of the bill-flanks. 

The Orieatel Institute and the Baahdad School of the American 
Schools of Oriental Research are now sending a prehistoric expedition 
to Iran to examine the south-eastern end of ·the arc of the hill-flanks. 
The western slopea of the Zagros Mountains, between the modern cities 
of Kermanshah and Khiraz, do in fact overlook the classic alluvial plain 
of southern Mesopotamia where literate urban civilization began. So 
far, this important section of the Zagros flanks is terra incognita 
from the point of view of the appearance of the earliest village-farming 
communities. This area •• the effective drainage basin of Iranian 
~uzistan •• must also have contained the environmental prerequisites 
for beginning experiments in agriculture and early village life. The 
expedition staff is therefore convinced that exploration ardexcava•too 
along the Za~ flanks will yield much new knowledge of how, where, 
and when food production was first achieved, so that a new stage in 
~ history became possible. 

Because the problem is in lacge part one of understanding the 
aacient natural environment, as well as the human cultures which this 
environment sustained, the expedition staff will include both senior and 
junior investigators in botany, geology, and zoology. ThiS is possible 
because of a sub1tantial grant to the Oriental Institute from the National 
Science Foundation. The senior natural scientists are: 

Peery Bialor, archeological assistant; 
Linda Braidwood, archeologist; 
Richard Ellis, archeologist; 
Kent Flannery, physical anthropologist and zoologist; 
Frank Hole, archeological assistant; 
James Knudstad, architect; 
Anne McKnight, botanist; 
Elizabeth Morris, archeologist; 
Patty Jo Watson, anthropologist; and 
Richard Watson, geologist. 

Iranian Kbuzistan is, at the moment, the scene of significant 
developmental and reclamation projects as well as of oil production. On 
behalf of the Iranian Government the Resources abd Development Corporation 
of New York aud the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations 
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are proceeding with plans for restoring and increasing the agricultural 
effectiveness of Khuzistan. Although the Iranian Prehistoric Expedition 
is primarily concerned with making a general contribution to understanding 
a very important phase of human history, the expedition staff also intends 
to make its own specific oontribution -· in cooperation with the develop
ment agencies -- to a comprehension of the historical-geographical growth 
of an area of considerable contemporary interest. Modern problem - oriented 
archeology need not always live in an ivory tower. The two pronged attack 
of the Iranian Prehistoric Expedition upon the general culture history 
and the natural history of a region of great mid-twentieth cent~ry 
significance suggests an archeological interest of quite a different 
order from that of Carter at Tutankhamen's tomb. 

Robert J. Braidwood 
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Newsletter from Baghdad 

Baghdad, July 14-17, 1959 

Dear Members and Friends: 

I imagine you will hardly be expecting to receive an Oriental 
Institute Newsletter from Baghdad with a July date line, and you may 
be sure that I never expected to be writing one, especially not this 
summer. Mrs. Kraeling and I had scarcely settled down at our camp in 
the Adirondacks, both of us looking forward to the first real vacation 
in ten years and I to the opportunity of putting a lot of scholarly 
words on paper, when I was suddenly invited by our State Department 
to serve as one member of a four•man delegation to represent the 
United States at the celebration of the first anniversary of the 
Republic of Iraq, beginning July 14. Our u.s. Ambassador at Baghdad, 
the Honorable John Jernegan, was to head the delegation and Mr. Saxton 
Bradford of Cultural Affairs and Mr. William Handley of u.s.I.S. and 
myself were to serve under and with him. 

An invitation of this kind it is difficult to refuse under any 
circumstances. I thought it was an excellent idea of the State Depart
ment to include in such a group someone who knew Iraq but who was not 
in regular government service, and 1 regarded it as an honor to be 
thought of in that connection. Moreover, the Oriental Institute, 
which had been unable to put a mobile archaeological expedition into 
the field in Iraq this year due to the unsettled conditions prevailing 
this spring when the venue of the expedition had to be decided, could 
only benefit by my being on the delegation and by having an oppor
tunity on the side to discuss with Iraq Government officials the 
prospects for the future. Above all, so much can be said to hinge 
for our western nations upon the outcome of the current developments 
in Iraq, that anyone conscious of his responsibility to his country 
could scarcely decline its call for his services, even though as in 
my case the heat of the Iraq summer and the nature of the program 
might place something of a strain upon him. So after clearing with 
Dr. Robert Page of Billings Hospital, who has taken such good care 
of me since the coronary attack I had last summer after my return 
from work in Libya, 1 accepted the invitation, making only this l'f4•· 
quest that 1 be permitted to return to Chicago by July 20 for my 
regular prothrombin-time test. There followed hurried visits to 
Chicago and Washington and leaving New York on July 9 in the pleasant 
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company of Messrs. Bradford and Handley I arrived at Baghdad on July 11 
in the middle of a tppical sand-storm. The storm abated but the heat 
stayed with us during the entire period of our sojourn, ranging each 
day between a maximum of 110·117 degrees in the shade and a minimum of 
80·85 degrees in the hours before dawn. 

In spite of the merciless glare of the sun Baghdad was definitely 
in a carnival mood. We could feel the anticipation of the festivities 
mounting during the first days of our stay there. In the Dddst of the 
typically confused traffic on Rashid S~reet, - now doubly tangled be• 
cause it was compacted into the cooler hours of the day, - workmen with 
trucks, ladders, hammers, paint brushes and pliers were struggling to 
mount the decorative arches, bowers, banners, pictures, strings of col
ored lights and paper festoons that ultimately adorned every square, 
street, house and shop. Where public works were in progress, • new 
streets, new monuments, new buildings, - Herculean efforts were being 
made to finish the last details or to 'pretty up' the exterior and the 
site. Streets were closed to civilian traffic to permit the. military 
to rehearse the opening parade of its mechanized units. Buses were 
bringing in loads of visitors from neighboring towns or loads of 
sheep for the festive boards, and trucks with melons piled six feet 
high rolled in in seemingly endless stream from the fields. There 
was tension in the air aliright, but the tension over the edict sus• 
pending the activity of political parties and that caused by rivalry 
between "fronts" and 11federations 11 and "associations" was overlaid 
with that of preparing for a three-day 'whammy' of a celebration that 
was to combine Army Day and May Day, the Fourth and Labor Day into 
one, and that was to exhibit to the world and more particularly to the 
delegations from some 60 countries the meaning of the revolution of 
July 14, 1958. As it turned out the celebration became one continuous 
ovation and personal trimDph for one man, the ''Savior of Iraq," the 
''Father of Liberals," the "Pious Son of the People" and "Sole Leader," 
the Prime Minister and Bri&adier General Abdul Kerim Kassim. For he 
it was who, according to his own words, bad put an end to the ex
ploitation of Iraq and its people by a monarchy that had served selfish 
and imperialistic interests, who had created the new freedom of the 
"liberated democracy" and who by abolishing the last vestiges of 
feudalism and by focusing the Development Program on the needs of--the 
common man proposed to bring well-being, ~piness and a more prosperous 
future to his people. 

There were parades, military and civilian; there were openings 
of this and corner stone layings of that; there were dedications and 
graduations, banquets, speeches, water sports, roadside theaters and 
'fish-fries' (masgouf, a Baghdad specialty of filleted fish roasted 
over an open fire), but every occasion was turned by the shouting, 
dancing, rhythmically clapping ecstatic surging masses of humanity 
into one continuous, tumultuous riot of acclaim for the one man 
Abdul K.erim lassim, "tavvish, tayyish, tayyish" (may he live, may he 
live, may he live). The celebrations were hard enough on the dele
gations, for our normal schedule was to arise at 4:00A.M. so as to 
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be on hand at the exercises that began each morning at 6:00 A.M., that 
often lasted till noon and that, resuming at 8:00 P.M., went on till 
2:00 or even 3:30 A.M. the next morning. How General Kassim lasted 
through it all is a wonder. But he was always the same, responding 
endlessly and vigo~ously to the accla~ smiling but firm, his pro~ 
nathous lower jaw giving strength of visage to a body of no heroic 
proportions, his words uttered with the clipped sharpness of a drill
sergeant, his eyes full of purpose• his sentiments bespeaking a high 
idealism, patient but not yielding, a man with a sense of mission but 
not either a neurotic or a demagogue. 

It was interesting to observe the various delegations. Those 
from the western European countries were largely aabassadorial - con
sisting of the chief diplomatic representatives of the country already 
resident in Iraq and one or two members of his staff. Our own was also 
of this general type, • but with variations on the theme - myself in 
particular. Communist China and Mongolia had groups of five or more 
chunky solid men all wearing suits of the same cut and color, moving 
in a body with their eyes always fixed on one 'boss-man' in the group. 
Soviet Russia had the largest group to my knowledge, more free in 
their actions, taller of stature, different as to individual types 
but all business-like and quick in their behavior. Fraternization 
between delegations was typically only within the existing grouping 
of communist and western powers. Fraternization with Iraqi officials 
and by Iraqi officials was across the board though some ministers 
and Directors General were more often seen with the representatives 
of one set of powers than with those of the opposite camp. The 
Chinese and Mongolian delegations were in my judgment the most active 
and ubiquitous of all. You never really lost sight of th~ it seemed. 

It was interesting to follow the official schedule of events 
and to see what was receiving attention. Of course a great deal, the 
completion and inauguration of which was celebrated in triumph, was 
what the old regime had planned and begun • the Tabrir Plaza at the 
east end of the new bridge, the new Jumhuriyah Street (Independence 
Street) that runs parallel to Rashid Street currently through a maze 
of ruins, the Jumhuriyah Mosque begun by King Feisal, the Palace of 
the Republic begun as King Feisal's palace, and (I believe) the 
Safaraniyah housing development. But there were also new enterprises 
of the new reg~ - new housing developments, undertaken for army 
officers and civilians, a new fair-grounds with industrial and 
cultural exhibits in theHaneour district, a distinctly beautiful 
memorial arch over the tomb of an unknown soldier in one of the 
circular plazas on Sa'adun Street - an arch inspired by and copied 
from that of the Sasaanian palace at Ctesiphon, - and so on. 
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One episode connected with the official program may be of par
ticular interest to you becauee it illustrates bow other nations are 
wooing (and winaing?) the Iraq people. On Wednesday evening we were 
invited to the al'Mansour Club gardens to attend an 'entertainment'. 
About 1500 people were there. On • stage constructed in the garden 
we were to hear Hungarian music and see Iraqi and Chinese dances. 
At 10:00 P.M., when the scheduled program was supposed to begin a 
chunky man unexpectedly appeared on the stage and read in Russian 
a message from the artists of Soviet states, extending their greet
ings to the artists and the artistically-minded people of Iraq at 
the anniversary of their liberation. This was followed by more 
than an hour's entertainment by a troup of Soviet 'artistes,' whom 
the officials responsible for the evening's program had apparently 
permitted to take the stage. There was a good basso, a better bara
tone, there was a '~gician,• there were 'muscle-men,' there were 
ballet and cossack dancers, - a full-scale variety show. The oc
casion ended with the baritone singing songs in Arabic, one espe
cially made up in honor of the Prime Minister General Kassim. It 
was excellent entertainment and it 'got across• at the level of the 
Iraqi officials and their families who were in attendance along with 
the invited delegations. Only one sour note may have disturbed the 
Russian delegation in its enjoyment of our 51tuation. At one point 
the audience was so captivated by the rhythm of a musical number 
that it began to clap rhythmatically in tice with the music. The 
moment was climactic, and could have mecked the point at which the 
Russian troup took over and ran away with ~he events· But at this 
crucial WIOUJellt sqme Irati. wbp •t blve 'b¥• f lo mpl'e .. ic;k• · 
witted than moat of the ~t of ••• daTte4 ebanti . the ~ "Abdul 
lerim Kassim" to the rhythm of the clapping and soon the whole audience 
had fallen in with his chant. The tide had been turned back from the 
Russians to the national hero of Iraq. It was really an interesting 
thing to have seen happen and symbolic perhaps of how continuously 
the stcuggle of forces in modern Iraq goes on and how in aay given 
instance the outcome can be made to vary. 

It was interesting to observe and hear the mtlling crowds that 
attended every event save those scheduled at places far outside the 
city limits. At the beginning they were always held behind solid files 
of soldiers at least near the viewing and reviewing stands, while we the 
delegates and above all the Pr~ Minister, General Kassi~ took our 
places. But as the events moved on the crowds becaae ever deeper and 
the pressure from behind and the desire of those in front to see caused 
the front ranks to move irresistibly forward till finally they engulfed 
everything - shouting, howling, stamping, clapping "Abdul Kerim lassim, 
Abdul Kerim lCassim," in endless repetition. On the first day at the 
end of the military parade the foreign delegations' stand was the scene 
of a special demonstration. We were rushed by a tightly packed mass of 
humanity that danced, clapped and shouted before us - completely im
prisoning all of us for almost an hour. The next day, at the parade of 
the civilian groups of all sorts, our stand was infiltrated and ultimately 
jus~ about taken over - especi.lly by women and children, and the parade 
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itself was tmmobilized. But demonstrators and infiltrators were curious 
and friendly, not hostile and the military ~uards handled them firmly 
but in good humor. Going through the crowds in the official cars assigned 
to delegations was perhaps the most illuminating of all. The cars crawled 
through seemingly endless lines of people all clapping, shouting or chant
ing slogans endlessly repeated, reaching their arms in through the win
dows. to shake hands. But all were either curious or just having a 
wonderful time. There was no "Yankee go homtl~"no CIUd•throwing. In the 
parades themselves national front groups had occasion to voice partisan 
sentiments. There were groups with the hammem and sickle emblem prom
inently displayed. There were groups who chanted "death to the traitors" 
- referring to the political prisoners from the Mossul "putsch" whose 

trial is currently in progress. There were banners against "mperialism" 
and a very effective float showing Uncle Sam, John Bull, and Mr. France 
playing dice, while the Palestine refugees were shown starving in their 
tents. But all passed in review before the Prtme Minister, who remained 
the all-important factor in the equation. 

It was important above all to hear the major address of the 
Prime Minister, General Kassim on the night of July 14th. It was a 
long speech for the General had much to say about a myriad of internal 
issues including the restoration of the political parties on January 6 
next, the election of a Constitutional Assembly and welfare and land· 
division programs. The important thing for the outside world was the 
moderation and friendliness shown to the natiqns (including other Arab 
nations) with which he has had open disagreement in the past. The 
speech was definitely on the kindly side, though by no means renunci· 
atory of anything. It did single out the Soviets for special mention 
as states with which the Prtme Minister expected to develop better 
relations, but he did not mince words when he said in that connection 
that while the Iraq wheel turns in concert with that of other.liberated 
people, the Iraq wheel is a separate entity and will never be linked 
with another. Nor did he merely promise free 'pie in the sky by and 
by' to his own people. Rather he insisted that hard work and sacrifice 
were a most important ingredient in the achievement by the 'lilliilortal 
republic" of its destiny. 

What then is the upshot of all this? It is clear that Prime 
Minister Kasstm is under tremendous pressures from inside his country 
and from outside, the pressure of actually improving the economic status 
of his people, the pressure of organizing a program of public works and 
of land-reform that will help at this point, the pressure of financing 
the country's military, administrative and welfare budgets, the pressure 
to revise the oil agreements, the pressure of political groups wishing 
to pull the country into the orbit of radical socialism and communism. 
It is clear that he has specific points beyond which he will not let 
himself be pushed, for instance when he recently told the crowds at a 
Labor Rally that he reserved for himself and the law the right to say 
what "traitors" would be punished, and when, as we said above, he told 
the Soviets that the Iraq 11wheel 11 was a separate operating unit and 
could not be geared to any other wheel. B•t it is also clear that he 
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was pleading for a period of relaxation of pressure, for a chance to catch 
his breath and get things organized. He certainly needs it and, in my 
judgment, deserves it. Whether he will actually get it, is another 
question. The crowds who were giving their Prime Minister such acclaim 
at this occasion were made up largely of young men - tw•uty-five years 
or younger. They represent the generation that has grown up since the 
Second World War. that has through education, radio, and cinema heard 
of a fuller life, but lacks the opportunity and the means to experience 
it. They are at an impetuous age level and of a deeply sensitive 
disposition. This means that they can be played upon, and from the 
rumors we heard at Baghdad during our stay it seemed probable that 
they were continuously being played upon by various persons or cliques 
each with a separate formula for helping General Kassim remould Iraq. 
That they will continue to press him seems quite probable. Of the 
various groups who are trying each toaaser.t their preeminence and to 
capture or impress General Kassim that representing the communist 
ideal is certainly pushing the hardest. It may well be that they 
are overplaying their hand. We should, 1 am sure, try to avoid tbls 
mistake, being ready nonetheless to help in Iraq's economic and 
social development when we are asked by it. 

Carl H. Kraeling 
Director 
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NEWSLEttER FROM TURKEY 

Boghazkoy, September 12, 1959 

Dear Members and Friends: 

It was good that I waited so long with this letter, because 
now I can report that the Braidwood expedition has been here! They 
arrived about 4:00 P.M. on Frid~ the 11th in three German DKW jeeps, 
having left their two trailers at Sungurlu, our nearest district town, 
which is on the road from Ankara to the Iranian border and about half 
an hour's drive from here. It was nice to see them all in good health 
and spirits and be with friends from Chicago, if only for an all too 
short time. I took them on a quick tour of the rock sanctuary of 
Yazilikaya, of the most impressive monuments in the Hittite city, and 
of the citadel where the excavation is in progress, though the time 
was too short to go into details there. Teshub provided the most spec
tacular setting for this tour, with a little sun, heavy clouds, brief 
showers and even a rainbow, so I had the feeling that our guests were 
duly impressed by the scenery as well as by the size of the site. 
There was just t~ enough for tea at the excavation house before they 
left, after dark, for dinner and a night in the hotel at Sungurlu, 
whence they planned to proceed eastward today. 

The rain that the Hittite Storm god provided for our friends 
was typical of this year's weather in Turkey: the summer this year has 
been exceptionally short, with spring rains lasting into July and fall 
rains starting by the beginning of this month. We have had a number of 
rainy and chilly days already and are enjoying our kerosene stoves! 

For me this is the last full day of my first stay out here 
in the excavation, where I have spent exactly two weeks now. As planned 
before, this year's campaign is on a somewhat limited scale. While the 
actual digging is restricted to BUyUKkale, the royal acropolis, some 
staff members are working in the house on last year's pottery, and we 
philologists, that is, Professor Heinrich Otten of the University of 
Marburg and I, are mainly working on the tablets found here in previous 
years and now kept in the Museum at Ankara. 

I arrived in Ankara on July 14th, after ten days in Germany, 
where I attended the Rencontre Assyriologique at Heidelberg and visited 
Professor Kurt Bittel in his home town in WUrttemberg, and ten days in 
Istanbul, where I collated some Hittite texts in the museum. I found 
living and working conditions in Ankara very agreeable indeed. The 
German Archaeological Institute at Istanbul has opened a branch in 
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Ankara: a nice, modern, well furnished apartment, where I really felt 
at home. In the museum, the construction work has again made great pro
gress. The section which houses the offices and storerooms is completed 
now, some offices including the tablet rooms have been moved to the 
second floor, and here I got a large room with two desks for Dr. Otten 
and myself and as many tablets as I asked for. You may remember from 
previous reports that in 1957 a scall separate tablet room had been 
found on BuyUKkale; Otten and I decided to concentrate on the texts 
from that archive and prepare their publication. This collection con
tains many large and interesting texts, some in fragments that we were 
able to join, so the reading and copying of these tablets has been very 
rewarding indeed. Prof. Otten arrived in Ankara on August 6, and we 
decided to go to Boghazkoy alternately for short periods. So Otten was 
here from August 9 to 18, and I cace here on the 30th. This year's 
excavation yielded some 200 fragments of tablets so far, which the 
two of us have copied during these stays. 

In Ankara I frequently saw the Northrops of Chicago. You may 
know that PLofessor Northrop of the U. of c. has been in Turkey this 
summer on behalf of the Ford Foundation. It was a special pleasure to 
meet these friends and to exchange impressions with them here in Turkey. 

From Ankara I made a few weekend excursions. I went to Gordion 
twice, once alone by train and enjoying the hospitality of the Pennsylvania 
expedition for two nights, and once by car with QY German colleagues. As 
usual, Professor Rodney Young and his staff were extremely kind to us and 
let us see and discussed with us their finds and the impressive Phrygian 
buildings they were clearing. --- Another time Mr. James Mellaart of the 
British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara let me JOin a group that he 
was taking to a mountain fortress some distance south of Ankara, a very 
impressive site where the surface pottery ranged from the Bronze to the 
Iron Age. --- Another British friend took me to a dao on the Kizil Irmak 
now under construction by a British firm. There a Hittite stone basin, 
found lying near the river tn an area now flooded, was set up on a 
pedestal in the dam area. The monument may be identical with one re
ported from the same region in the 1920s or early '30s (I'll have to 
check when I can get at the publication), but it is good to know that 
it is well kept now. Professor Ekrem Akurgal of Ankara University plans 
to publish the piece, which may be taken to the Ankara museum in the 
near future; in the meantime I am glad to have seen it. It is an excel
lent piece, a large monoliuh trough with two spouts shaped as bulls' heads. 

Here at Boghazkoy the staff includes Dr. Thomas Beran of the 
German Institute, who is directing the excavation in the absence of 
Prof. Bittel (who is expected here soon); two architects, Messrs. 
Peter Neve and Wulf Schirmer; Dr. Franz Fisher of the University of 
Tubingen, Dr. Jeanny Vorys, and Miss Andy Seuffert, the last three 
working on the pottery; the photographer, Mr. Peter Steyer; a Turkish 
technician who was trained at Gordion; and Mrs. Hatice Kizilyay of 
the Oriental Museum at Istnnbul as representative of the Department 
of Antiquities. We had many guests, among whom I only mention 
Professor Machteld Mellink of Bryn Mawr and Gordion, who stayed for 
three days, and Dr. Anneliee Kammenhuber of Munich, a Hittitologist 
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who joined our work on the tablets in Ankara and is with us at Boghazkoy 
now. 

The excavation on the royal acropolis, BuyUKkale, has made good 
progress. In the NW corner one building in which Winckler found his first 
tablets in 1906 and which was further dug in the 1930s is completely 
cleared now. Work on the Hittite building next to it is still going on. 
On the south side of the acropolis, the Hittite fortification system and 
the entrance structures have been further cleared, and deep soundings 
revealed various Old Hittite levels, in places disturbed deep down by 
Phrygian intrusi.one. The tangle of superimposed wnlls, especially in the 
SW corner, looks both impressive and bewildering, but our architects are 
doing an excellent job of disentangling it. One burnt building with mud 
plaster has come out very neatly; according to the pottery found in it 
it must be very old. Pottery is abundant everywhere, it is carefully 
sorted and labled and will be of great help in dating the various phases. 
So the prospects of finishing the acropolis excavation in this season 
seem good. 

I am returning to Ankara now for more museum work. I hope 
to meet there Professor Bittel when he is on his way to the excavation, 
and I intend to come back here toward the end of the month while he is 
here, so as to be able to see the last stage of the dig before I have 
to leave Turkey and to discuss this year's work and future plans with 
Professor Bittel. 

With best wishes and greetings to the Oriental Institute Family, 

Sincerely yours, 

Hans G. Guterbock 
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Kermanshah, October 2, 1959 

To the Members and Friends of the Oriental Institute: 

Greetings. This first letter on the activities of the Iranian Prehistoric 
Project will contain little of archeology--or of the evidence from natural history 
for the beginnings of agriculture which we seek to recover. We only arrived in 
Kermanshah the evening before last, and are still heavily involved in the business 
of getting ourselves settled. However, since today is Friday (the Moslem Sunday), 
and little can be done other1dse, some of the younger staff have actually gone off 
in a jeep to look for village sites along the stream east of the town. Thus, f'ield 
work began as of today, the date of the solar eclipse. I don't know whether this 
is a special augury or not. 

Linda, our son Douglas, Liz Harris and I sailed from New York on the new 
Brerren on July 21. After several days in London visiting colleagues, we want on 
to Ingolstad, near Munich, to take delivery on our three German D.K.\'1!, jeeps. 
By August 3, we were driving northward on the "Romantische Strasse11 through the 
medieval towns of Rothenburg and DinkelsbUhl, on the way to collect our two 
trailers at Wiedenbruck. Thence we headed south again, to run along the Rhine and 
skirt the Black Forest, enroute to Strasbourg where we were to stay overnight with 
aJJ. old French friend and colleague, and pick up Frm k and Barbara Hole and their Bin 

Stephen. The Holes had spent the earlier part of the summer digging with Professor 
Movius of Harvard in the classic region of French IT ehistory at Les Eyzies. From 
Strasbourg, we drove on through Munich to Mittersill near Salzburg in Austria. ·wa 
used Mittersill as a final staging point in western Europe. 

I made a quick trip down to Rome to meet Bruce Howe, and to consult with 
peopl-e in F.A.O. (The United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization) who had 
worked in Iran. In the meantime, at Mittersill, Liz and Frank added some bright 
paint to the jeeps and had jerry-can brackets, etc. attached to them. The point 
of the painting was that after several letters to the D.K.1AJ, people insisting that 
we did~ want a military color, and trusting their word that 11yellow sand would 
be most appropriate," we found on arrival at Ingolstad that the jeeps were of a 
fine bold khaki color. The effect--even as we began our drive in Germany--was 
obvious. Linda drove the first vehicle with Douglas holding the map, Liz the 
second, arrl. I brought up the rear--thereby being able to enjoy the full range of 
facial expressions as our small but very military-looking convoy went through 
villages and towns, 1'1lith civilian females in the lead vehiclesJ The form of our 
German customs plates is ovoid; as this is the standard form of the Swiss license 
nlate, we were most often asked if we were delivering the jeeps to the Swiss army. 
,~•.!yway, this inclined us to stripe each jeep in a bright primary color--they're 
!~ow referred to as 11 the red," "the yellow," or 11 the blue, 11 although they are still 
mostly all khaki. 
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By the time we left Mittersill on August 25, Gene and Marjorie Garthwaite 
had joined us-.. Barbara Hole ani Stephen were staying on at Mittersill until we 
c cu1d establish ourselves in Iran. It took us six days to cross Yugoslavia. Off' 
the main highway, the roads were as bad as any we hit on the whole journey, but 
tne' countryside was most interesting and the people were curious but friendly, 
evidently seldom having the opportunity of' seeing foreigners. Best of all, we 
liked the district about Sarajavo, with its heavy substratum of' Moslem architecture 
and folk ways. There are apparently still in common use--since these were not 
feast days--some of' the most brilliant folk costumes I have ever seen anywhere. 

We crossed into Greece on September 2, picked up Perry Bialor in Larissa 
and saw the interesting pre-ceramic village materials in the museum there, and then 
bore northeast again through Thrace towards Turkey, passing first up the magni..f'icent 
coast road under Mt. Olympus. We stayed two nights in Istanboul, and then--by a 
simple ferry ride--crossed over into Asia and arrived in :Ankara in the early after
noon of the next day. We took four nights in Ankara, since there were colleagues 
to see and officials to call on so that I might assess the future possibilities 
for an interpretation of the Turkish antiquities law which would allow us to do 
our kind of' research in Turkey. I was not greatly enco'IJ:'aged. 

Patty Jo end Red Watson were waiting for us in .Ankara, also Jean Perrot 
(a young French colleague, who had been in Chicago for a seminar with us), who had 
asked to join us for the ride through to Tehran. This made twelve people to spread 
among the three jeeps, and the two trailers were now both crammed with baggage and 
field gear. H'e followed the best road east of Ankara, which actually goes north
east to Samsun on the Black Sea, and along its green and rugged coastline to 
Trabizon, one of the most handsome littorals I believe I've ever seen. The fi.ne 
pro£iles and bright colors of the fishing boats would keep a water colorist happ,y 
for years. The run back up onto the plateau from Trabizon to Ezerum was also 
through fine country. The eastern end of the plateau is quite treeless, and the 
road runs just south of the great cone of Mt. Ararat, which is still in sight at 
the Persian frontier. The roads through Turkey were all relatively very good. 

The run from the frontier to Tehran took three days, and tvas incredibly 
dusty and bumpy. The roads are graveled, but never scraped; the country shows vast 
and continuous treeless ridges and plains, w:i. th clusters of poplar trees only along 
stream beds. By the time we reached Tehran, our speedometers showed 8400 kilometers 
(5000 miles), and we had a direct impression--in reverse order--of one of the main 
routes by which agriculture spread from the Near East into western Europe. 

We had been prepared for the growth and modernization of' the city of' Ankara, 
but Tehran was a surprise for us. It now has about two million people, and a great 
deal of building activity. It is an expensive city; the Iranian wealth in oil 
makes itself especially felt in Tehran, and in the availability of all kinds of 
western merchandise--at a price. 

It took us ten days to complete the "protocol run" in Tehran. This included 
calls on the officials of the University of' Tehran 'Wl ich participates in our 
project, on the F.A.o. people, on various ministers, on the chairman of the Iranian 
National Oil Company, as well as on the Antiquities Service. All this took time, 
but the contacts are already beginning to pay off handsomely. The Antiquities 
Service, under Dr. Sadeq Samimi, has been most cooperative and friendly, and one 
of' our greatest pleasures has been the reunion with the now professor of' archeology 
in the University, Ezat Negahban, who was once a student and friend of ours in the 
Oriental Institute. Ezat will be with us for one or two fortnights of surve.y this 
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Fal.~.; and again for several months when we excavate next Spring. From Tehrm we 
moved southward to Kermanshah. 

Kermanshah is a most pleasant town on the lower slopes of the mountains; it 
has many trees and sufficient water to encourage handsome gao dens. OUr temporary 
base is in the Point Four rest house.; we very much hope that we will be able t.o 
arrange rental for a vacant house in the Presbyterian Mission compound. The 
weather is excellent, blankets at night, and we are told we must prepare for snow 
in the winter. OUr plan of survey will be to move our parties southwards as the 
weather closes in, and by January, we should have located a variety of open sites 
and caves along the western flanks of the Zagros for our Spring digging. 

I feel my fifty-two years this morning. We were all bidden to two parties 
last night. The first was in the Oil Club of the big refinery. This is an 
entirely Iranian affair, with the upper personnel heavily westernized in outlook 
and definitely inclined to be friendly and helpful to us. Nevertheless, after 
Linda and I had been requested to begin the dancing (we're out of practice to put 
it mildlyl) and western style dancing presently gave way to Iranian, Armenian, 
Assyrian, and Azerbaijani folk dances. I think we "won friends and influenced 
people".; anyway I 1m rather pleased at the way we tvere able to join in the fun, 
but it ~ strenuous. After that, square dancing at the Point Four rest house was 
even relaxing, but I feel the loss of energy todayJ I'm assured that the social 
whirl in Kermanshah is not normally so active, and I certainly hope not, as we have 
work to do. Nevertheless, it takes more kinds of activity to get an eXPedition 
floated properly than people generally recognize, and Azerbaijani folk dancing 
appears to be part of it here. 

Next time, I shall be able to tell you how the survey has progressed and of 
the housing we find. 

Best of cheer, 

Bob Braidtvood 
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NEWSLETTER FROM IRAN 

Kermanshah, Nov~mber 18, 1959 

To the Members and Friends of the Oriental Institute: 

Greetings. I ended~ last letter (of October 2) on a note of h~w we were 
establishing ourselves in Kermanshah, complete with active participation in 
Azerbaijani folk dancing at the Oil Refinery Club house. This turns out t~ have 
been a politic thing to do. The oil people subsequently gave us the use of .fpur 
very pleasant bungalows at their pumping station near Shahabad, the CClunty seat 
o£ a valley where we had surface surveying to do. The timing was perfeet. We 
finished off the Shahabad end its adjoining valleys just at the moment the 
missionary people decided to rent us a large house in their Kermanshah com:p,..und. 
We moved back to Kermanshah on November 9, used a couple of days getting our
selves settled, and are now at work surveying the much larger Kermansha.h valley 
system. 

For us surface survey means visiting all of the mounds (especially the 
little inconspicuous ones, so when our choices are made, we can aff~rd to dig ~ne 
or two next spring) and the caves in valleys which we take to be geographically 
strategic. 

Our thinking is keyed to topographic, rainfall and vegetation maps, 
rather than to the accidents of modern political boundaries, since our concern 
must be with environment--as it is and was. The world's earliest farmers, whom 
we're seeking, were not worried by modern customs barriers and border police. 
Day before yesterday, we drove up into one of the tributary valleys of the K~r
manshah drainage, crossed an easy divide, and were within 96 miles of Bruce Howe's 
1955 cave at Palegawra and about 110 miles from Jarmo. We are in the same 
country, environmentally speaking, although Palegawra and Jarmoare-i"lli'raq and 
we are in Iran. It would be, our maps show, an easy enough journey on f~ot, from 
where we drove, to Jarmo via Sulimaniyah, or even on up to the Turkish obsidian 
beds. The strike of the Zagros ridges is from northwest to southeast, and the 
vall~s lie between the ridges. The whole country is well watered, there are 
some oak trees, and plenty of wild sheep and goat. Jack Harlan Will check the 
wild grains next spring. 

Even the little Shahabad valley--a sort of backwater from the Kermanshah 
system,--proved very rich f~r our purposes. Of approximately a hundred sites-
covering all of the later prehistoric and historic periods--we found at least 
half a dozen which we shall have to consider' very seriously when 'tV"e c~m~ t~ 
making our choices for excavation. 1rlith allowances for some regional differences, 
Bruce and I feel there must be approximate counterparts here for C~ur Palaga.wra, 
Karim Shahir and Jarmo phases of Iraqi Kurdistan. Bruce is taken with the 
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relative excellence of the flint tools, and I'm especially intrigued by two 
occurrences of surface potsherds which strongly hint at the origins of a rare 
painted ware we found in the lowest pottery-bearing strata at Jarmo. You will note 
my susceptibility to that old illusion of the field archaeologist, the illusion 
that wherever he happens to be working at the moment is the center of the · 
universe. Actually, of course, we do not know whether this area or that about 
Jarmo was a focus of greater cultural intensity some eight or ten thousand years 
ago. It is at least clear, from the presence of obsidian, that both areas had 
contact with Turkey. 

From our beginning so far in the Kermanshah valley, I would guess it will 
prove even richer than the smaller Shahabad valley. I would expect that the 
whOle range of time during which the valley has been inhabited runs continuously, 
from that of a fine Acheulean hand-axe (ca. 100,000 years old--the oldest artifact 
we 1ve yet located, and probably the oldest yet found in Iran) down to the present. 
~ only worry is how we'll possibly be able to choose sites for excavation next 
spring--! expect such an embarrassment of riches. 

Incidentally, we are not the first Oriental Institute staff to do survey · 
in this area. If you have access to Erich Schmidt's Flights Over Ancient Cities 
of !!!!!!, look at his maps and especially at Plate 97, showing the mountain of 
il'aq-i-Bustan overlooking the Kermanshah plain. While Dr. Schmidt's aerial survey 
was not particularly concerned with our range of perhistoric time, we find his 
magnificent photographs most useful, and recommend them for your own enjoyment. 

1 111 have one of the others on the staff send you a letter a bit later, 
on our household establishment, and will close with a story of how the mysterious 
East still goes on in its own mysterious wqy. After two inconclusive visits, 
much tea drinking, and the securing of a required letter of introduction from the 
American Consul in Tehran, the manager of the local bank finally got himself set 
to arrange a checking account for us. Bruce and Linda went with me, and I had 
had the American Consul request that they--and Carl Kraeling at home--all have 
access to the account, in case of accident to one or more of us. The manager 
first liquidated Carl Kraeling. If he was not here to sign, how could he· 
possibly be a signatory? I again made my point--suppose an earthquake swallowed 
up Linda, Bruce and me, how could the University reclaim its money? The manager 
waved this aside easily. Wasn't the American Consul's letter already in the 
file? Hasn't the American Consul all of America, the University of Chicago, 
everything? Obviously, Carl Kraeling and even that far away University weren't 
go.ing to get in on this thing. 

Next, endless forms were brought in, and more tea, and the bank manager's 
ni.ece. Since there is almost always a counter theme in these affairs to blur the 
main issue, I have to bring the niece in, however parenthetically. The niece, 
a bouncing Kurdish girl of about twenty, had married an American engineer of one 
of the construction companies here. But when he took her back to Seattle, she 
discovered he had alreaqy been married before, had a fifteen year old son, a 
roving eye, and wasn't really an engineer at all. So she'd left him, and had 
only been back in Kermanshah two months. She'd loved America, but ~ manl 

Now you111 get a picture of Bruce, Linda and me in the manager 1s office, 
stacks of forms and a litter of tea glasses, the manager and two clerks hovering 
to help us, and the niece chattering about her love life. It took us half an 
hour to get everything signed. I seemed to be giving Bruce and Linda all kinds 
of powers of attorney, and--as director--was clearly being inscribed as owner of 
the account, but I sensed something was wrong--! couldn't see just what. I kept 
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repeating that any one of the three of us must be able to sign a check, alone, 
and have it negotiable. The bank manager kept nodding and saying, "Is good, I 
fix all." Finally the check book was produced and we seemed to be finished. 

11Now," I said, again, "we can each of us draft a check, any one of us 
signing it?" 

"No," said the bank manager, "not you. 
Dr. Howe or Mrs. Braidwood sign, but not you. 

You own account for that University. 
You own, they sign." 

Linda says she would pay a great deal for a photograph of the expression 
on my face. But I simply couldn't face another attempt to untangle it. So Linda 
and Bruce sign, I own, and I guess the American Consul in Tehran is the effective 
director of the Oriental Institute and probably chancellor of the University, too. 

tve all thrive mightilyl 

Best of cheer, 

Bob Braidwood 
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GREEI'INGS FROM CHICAGO HOUSE 
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November 23, 1959 

It seems like a much longer time than about two months since Mrs. Hughes and 
I left Chicago and were treated to a red-carpet reception on our arrival at Cairo 
airport after a year and a half's absence. The weather too added to the welcome by 
being as cool as any October we could recall. 

We arrived ~n October 1 just in time for me to attend, as a representative 
of the Institute, a meeting of Egyptologists and other specialists called by UNESCO 
and the Egyptian government to discuss the problem of saving for posterity in one 
way or another the ancient remains in Nubia which will be submerged when the new 
high dam is built at Assuan. I understand that work on the dam will begin in 
December. The government is seeking the assistance of institutions abroad which 
could carry on excavations and otherwise contribute to the rescue task. I see that 
Time magazine of November 23 now reports on the meeting and the task. 

The other members of the staff of the Epigraphic Survey arrived in Egypt from 
various parts of the earth and by various routes in the second week of October and 
all were in Luxor by zero day, October 15. It is a large staff this season and we 
come closer to filling the house than in many a season. You are accustomed to 
seeing the names of the regulars, some of them of long-standing, in the newsletters 
issuing from Luxor: Nims, Heal~, Floroff and Goleman. This year we have some 
new faces among us. 

Last season Leslie Greener of Tasmania, who had been a draftsman for the Survey 
in the 'thirties, returned to us again. This season we have in addition a brand new 
draftsman, making a full complement of four. He is John F. Foster who is already, 
in just a month's time a solidly integrated and congenial member of the family. 
Besides,--an~ this also has its points--he can draw well and rapidly, and he seems 
even in the b'eginning to be able to divine remarkably lvell lvhat the ancients put on 
the walls. Draftsmen frequently come to believe that what they must divine is not 
what they can plainly see but what some Egyptologist thinks they should see. 

Another new-comer to the staff this season is Dr. Edward F. Wente who received 
his doctorate at the University in August. Ed is scarcely a stranger to Chicago 
House, for as a Fulbright grantee and a fellow of the American Research Center in 
Egypt he has in recent years spent considerable time lvith us. Thanks to the good 
offices of Dr. Kraeling Ed forms a triumvirate with Charles Nims and myself on the 
Egyptological side. 
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Still another though temporary member is James Knudstad whose presence wi. th us 
we also owe to Dr. Kraeling. Jim has been lent to us until about March when Bob 
Braidwood and his Iran-Jarmo expedition will presumably require him. He is hard at 
work surveying the Tomb of Kheruef which the Institute and the Egyptian Department 
of Antiquities jointly excavated in the two preceding seasons and about which you 
have heard a good deal. Jim's expert work will provide the plans and elevations as 
we1l as architectural observations for the publication of the tomb and its reliefs. 

We have indicated to the Department of Antiquities our readiness to provide for 
a ~imited amount of additional clearing in the Tomb of Kheruef. A small amount of 
debris, particularly that upon t.fhich a wooden structure had been built some years 
ago to protect one of the decorated walls, ought still to be removed, There are 
also remains of late mud-brick walls which the Department indicates its desire to 
remove, especially those standing upon considerable debris. A few others resting 
on the floor of Kheruef' s open court are fairly well preserved and form small 
courts before the doors of later tombs. Those we expect to leave as the.y are. 
The Department promises shortly to decide upon and provide for another proper 
protection over the decorated wall so that the present one can be removed. We are 
still discussing how much we ought to do by tvay of removing the debris from the 
numerous later tombs which used the walls of Kheruef 1s spacious court as their 
facades. These largely Ramesside tombs, though not our immediate concern, are 
interesting in their own right and contain inscriptions of importance. 

In the enumeration of the inmates of the house as a means of describing what 
is going on we may be permitted to claim Dr. Donald P. Hansen, a new member o£ the 
Institute staff, who was with us for about two weeks. Don was on his way from his 
summer's work on the excavations at Sardis to the Institute in Chicago. He and 
Jim Knudstad arrived in Luxor together and shortly thereafter made a trip up river 
by train and boat to the Sudanese frontier town of Wadi Halfa. They could not 
obtain visas to go beyond that point into the Sudan as they had planned, but they 
were able to visit near Halfa the remarkable remains of the Middle Kingdom fortress 
at Buhen which is being excavated by Professor tv. B. Emery for the Egypt Exploration 
Society of England. 

As a guest in the house for the season Miss Elizabeth Thomas of Princeton, 
New Jersey, is pursuing her explorations of the royal tombs at Thebes under the 
sponsorship of the American Research Center in Egypt. Miss Thomas is scarcely an 
outsider either, f~r she has spent at least two previous seasons with us since 1946o 
She is engaged in investigating all the royal tombs she can find whether inscribed 
or not in the expectation of tracing the changes in plan and type of the tombs. 

The majority of the staff, four draftsmen and three Egyptologists, are in hot 
pursuit as usual of what Ramesses III's sculptors put upon the walls of his mortuary 
temple at Medinet Habu. After having been away from the expedition enjoying last 
winter's weather in Chicago I tv-as impressed on my return this autumn to see with 
some initial detachment how near we are to completing the record of all the inscrip
tions in this huge structure. That is not to imply that there are not still a good 
many square yards yet to get down on some kind of paper. As soon as we have caught 
up on the draftsmen a little we Egyptologists plan to begin organizing the material 
for Volume VI of the Medinet Habu series so that it may be turned over to 
Dr. Kraeling and the editorial staff next summer--with our blessing, of course. 
This volume will not conclude the record of the temple itself, but another one will. 

I have asked the staff to provide me with startling or at least newsworthy bits 
that may have escaped me. Thus far no one has spoken up except Mrs. Hughes who 
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rem:i.nds me that a couple of turkeys who made a racket in the backyard for a week are 
now reposing in the refrigerator. This only reminds me that Thanksgiving is at hand 
and that the season is as usual going much too rapidly. 

The tourists whose coming means so much to the livelihood of so many in Luxor 
have been coming constantly and in large numbers since our arrival. It is reported 
that they came all summer long. This is a most unusual situation so early and the 
hotels report themselves booked for months in advance. The largest of the hotels, 
the Winter Palace, is going to construct an additional wing and it will be air
conditioned for the hot weather trade. 

Chicago House has been honored by calls from numerous visitors to Luxor but 
perhaps the best known who cane to tea were Mr. and IVJrs. Walter Lippmann, who need 
no .further identification, and Mr. and Mrs. Hilger van Scherpenberg, Secretary of 
State in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Bonn government. 

As yet we have heard of no other archaeological groups arriving to begin work, 
but Dr. Mohammed Abd-el-Qader,Chief Inspector of Antiquities for Upper Egypt, has 
just begun recruiting workmen to continue clearing away the high mound in front of 
Luxor Temple. (I learned of his recruiting quickly because I was besieged by our 
own workmen who wanted me to write letters of recommendation to Dr. Abd-el-Qader for 
their sons, brothers and nephews who needed work.) Until recently a central and 
ve~ old portion of modern Luxor was built on this mound, the accumulation of 
centuries of occupation, which covers many yards deep the Pharaonic avenue of 
sphinxes that led from the Karnak to the Luxor Temple. The government is leveling 
the area to create a public garden around Luxor Temple and along the corniche. 

The local news is no more exciting than the silence of staff members on the 
subject of newsworthy items would indicate. We do read in the Cairo paper that a 
bridge is to be built across the Nile here at Luxor. This would greatly change life 
in Luxor by doing away with the motor boats and sail boats which now ferry natives 
v.nd tourists across. It would also render unnecessary our daily journey in our 
launch and the garaging of our station w·agon on the west bank. Some of the romance 
would be gong out of seeing the Theban necropolis as a tourist and out of Chicago 
House archaeology, but we bear this announcement in the press with some scepticism 
not to say much equanimity because we have heard several times since 1946 that a 
bridge would soon be built at Luxor. 

When more exciting news is made Chicago House will report it. Since I write 
shortly before Thanksgiving it is fitting that I wish you ~ appetit. In view of 
the inevitable time-lag between ~ writing and your receipt of this letter it 
would perhaps be still more fitting if I add also our best wishes for the Christmas 
season that looms ahead. 

Sincerely, 

George R. Hughes 

Field Director 
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[Members and Friends of the Institute may be interested in the 
following which has just come in as part of one of those heavily 
stuffed letters that come in every now and then from Prof. Braidwood 
in distant Kermanshah. The writer is Gene R. Garthwaite, a graduate 
student at the University, who joined the expedition at the last 
moment as general factotum and handyman.] 

Salam aleycurn • • • 

Since Bob's last letter to you the expedition has survived the holiday 
season, finished its initial survey, and has begun to plan excavations for the 
spring. Christmas began quietly Christmas Eve with a family celebration around 
our tree, but the pace began to quicken with our open house on Christmas afternoon 
and with numerous parties throughout the week in the western colony. Our open 
house gave us an opportunity to thank all of the Iranians and Americans who have 
helped us, and it also gave us further opportunity to show them some of the flints 
and shards that we have collected on survey. I am not sure, but I believe that 
many of our guests looked at us with skeptical eyes. They could understand why 
somebody would excavate Persepolis or some site which yields gold or bronze 
articles, but bits of pots and chips of stone--that is something else again. 

Joining the expedition and prehistoric archaeology at the last minute I, 
too, was at first skeptical. On our first survey, during the memorable trip througr 
southern Yugoslavia, I was initiated into the game, found it stimulating and 
decided that prehistorians had free-running minds which could fabricate a tale out 
of an,y bit of storie that they picked up. But since then, and after the survey of 
197 mounds and caves, I am a little wiser,--they do know what they are doing. It 
does not take too many survey trips before a novice begins to feel and to under
stand the excitement of finding a site which contains fine blades, sickle blades, 
blade cores, burins, stone bowls, and obsidian. 

Survey begins in the evening over a map and a discussion of specific things 
to watch for. And in the morning, breakfast over, the survey team loads up a jeep 
with empty specimen bags, maps, field glasses, shovels (just in case there are 
muddy fields), and lunch. The survey group then drives to the pre-selected area 
to begin the actual 1;-tork. Slowly they drive through the area, over irrigation 
ditches, streams, bogs, and rocks, scanning the ground for the telltale mounds. 
Mounds are usually ashy in color and vary from a few feet in height to a hundred. 
A mound is spotted, and everybody jumps out bag-in-hand and begins to examine the 
ground closely. If the cries of' "flint, 11 "cores," or "painted pottery" are heard, 
the site will probably be called 11 interesting. 11 Frequently a mound and its 
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artifacts will provoke the derisive remark of "modern," I always thought that 
modern was modern, but I now know that for the prehistorian modern means the entire 
period of time since prehistory. 

Invariably a mound is close to a village, and as soon as the village men,-
who have been sunning themselves on the roof tops,--spot the jeep, they investigate 
along with swarms of gaily dressed children. Frequently they all help gather 
flints and sherds, and their old and wizened leaders are willing to reveal the 
location of other mounds, to give the names of the mound and village, and to com
plain of village problems. One mound was near a recently decayed village. There 
the problem had been the ghosts living in the adjacent cemetery. 

I probably have the expedition 1 s most pleasant job; not only do I join in 
the excitement of exploration on surv~, but I also have the fun of going to the 
bazaar to bargain for and to buy all of the i terns that the expedition needs--.from 
eggs to hair pieces. The new queen t s coiffure, the 11 Diba-do, 11 created a stir not 
orU.y among the Iranian women in Kermanshah but also among the women of the Iranian 
Prehistoric Project. Before making the final selection, the little, old, and bald 
wigmaker gleefully modeled some of his rattier-looking wigs for us. Usually I make 
more vital purchases. 

Shopping is a game of wits; the customer tries to outwit the shopkeeper and 
viee versa. The shopkeeper has the advantage, because not one article in all of 
Kermanshah has a price written on it. These salesmen have fabulous memories, 
because they must remember the prices of the hundreds of items which they sell. 
Bargaining has a set ritual and I learned the ropes and correct prices from a 
me.:.!:: tar, Richard Corley, who manages the Christian orphanage next door, .and who 
bri:--gains for the price an Iranian would pay. You are shown the article, and you 
C?·< ... unine it minutely and then ask the price. It is given, and if you speak Farsi 
(Pdrsian) you immediately criticize the object and tell the shopkeeper that he ;.s 
a J.iar, that there is water in the vinegar, that the price is this at another 
s~•~:p, and that the price should be this. And your protagonist immediately puts 
rue right hand over his heart and looks piously to the heavens as if to say, 11 How 
could a righteous man like myself lie to you?" Having an extremely limited Farsi 
vocabulary I can only exclaim, "Neistl 11 , after hearing the price. This handy 
little words means approximately, "It couldn't bel" And then I offer what I think 
to be a fair price. This is seldom accepted the first time unless my price 
guarantees them a ridiculously high profit. If .1Jt1 price is too low, they will 
usually repeat the wholesale price and their margin of profit, and if I still look 
skeptical th~ pull out a stack of invoices to show me that they are telling the 
truth, Of course I cannot read Arabic script. If I don't get my price I leave, 
and if the man really wants my money I soon feel his little apprentice tugging on 
my sleeve indicating that I should return. (At the end of the bargaining the 
apprentice always expects a toman (ten centq for luck.) As you pay the shopkeeper, 
he whispers, "For you, my friend, only this price.rr 

Bargaining is a time consuming practice, because it must be done in every 
shop for every item and for every time that you buy, and it is particularly so when 
one shop sells vegetables, another fruit, another dry fruit and nuts, another dry 
groceries, ad infinitum. Gradually I am learning that the man who sells nails does 
not sell screws. And at regular stops the shopkeepers are beginning to save eho~ce 
items for me, or they give me good prices with less bargaining, or they give me a 
little baksheesh in the form of a pear, an apple, or a glass of tea. At certain 
stops I can always expect tea; when I walk by the cotton man's shop (the cotton man 
is an enormous man, renowned for his healing abilities), when I buy anything from 
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the haji who is perhaps the most, if not the only, honest man with whom I deal, 
and when I go to the Post Office. 

The Post Office is like a nightmare; you have to pinch yourself to make 
sure that you are not dreaming. t>J'e seldM receive mail in our box; therefore, I 
check a corner of the noor behind the green steel chest in the sorting room, I 
check several piles of letters on the sorting desk itself and an empty apple box 
at its end, and I check the translator's desk downstairs, where I usually help 
decipher a number or an address written with Roman characters. The sorting room 
itself is something of a social meeting place with much tea drinking and smoking. 
Time is unimportant, because the letters themselves do not complain. Actually our 
"place" on the sorting room noor is a select one; I don't know what one box holder 
did to merit the space under the broom. 

The expedition has also been a unique experience for the Post Officg. The 
stamp tellers simply could not cope with a request for one hundred air letter 
forms. Didn't everybody know that the limit was eight to a customer? Even the 
Post Office manager was overwhelmed when I asked for "sahd" (one hundrgd) air 
letters. Incredulously he repeated the number over between sips of tea, and he 
finally said that the limit 1-1as eight. But I explained that more than one pers(")n 
was going to use them, and that Americans wrote many letters. After listing all 
of the members of the expedition who W(")uld be using all' letters, he rang f(")r the 
11 sahdtt air letters. The Post Office manager is actually extremely helpful and 
solicitous; he alw~s sends his greeting to our director, Professor BrainW(")od. 

As camp manager I have one other area of major activity, and that is the 
kitchen with its kerosene stoves and Mohammed. The stmes require ~ d~ft touch and 
a steady temper. To complicate the unpredictable stoves and ovens is the 4, 700 
foot altitude of Kermanshah. Since our month at Shahabad last fall Mohammed, our 
cook, too, has learned how to control the stoves and thus to prevent small but 
dramatic fires and worried cries of, Mister Gene, Mister Genel MMammed, Wh(") 

speaks Farsi, Kurdish, Turkish, Hindi, and English, but wh(") OM neither write n(")r 
read any of them, never ceases to amuse us with his own English idiom; npepsi 
doors, 11 "dead pudding, 11 and "too terrible;" i.e., bottle caps, date pudding, and 
anything bad, evil, or difficult. 

And so to all of you with gas or electric stoves, regular mail, and super 
markets the best of cheer from the mysterious Middle East. 

Gene R. Garthwaite 
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NEWSLETTER FROlvJ IRAN 

(The following report on a 11 seminar" held in Tehran as a joint effort 
of Iranian and American scholars has been prepared by Prof~ Robert 
Braidwood for publication in the periodical Science and is distributed 
confidentially to Members of the Oriental Institute with the permission 
of the editors of Science. It should be of interest to Members because 
it reflects the scope and objectives of the Institute's prehistoric 
expedition to the Kermanshah region of Iran and because it exemplifies 
the close co-operation in which our scholars work with those of the 
countries where we work~ CvHaKa) 

A seminar on "The Early .Appearance and Development of Agricultural Communi
ties in Iran and Southwestern Asia11 was held at the Institute of Archeology o:f the 
University of Tehran, February 15~25, 1960, u.nder the chairmanship of Dean A. A. 
Siassi, with Robert J. B~aidwood and Ezat Oo Negahban as co-chairmen. The session 
was organized to take advantage of the presence, in or near Tehran, of a number of 
prehistoric archeolcgists and natural historians, both !oreign and Iranian, and to 
consider new evidence bearing on Near Eastern prehistorye Background papers were 
submitted by Pierre Bessaignet (UNESCO), Linda and Robert J. Braidwood (Chicago), 
M. L. Dewan (F.A.o.), M. H. Ganji (Tehran), R. Ghirshman (Delegation Archeologique 
Francais en Perse), Bruce Howe (Harvard), Indu Shekhar (Tehran), Ezat 0. Negahban 
(Te~an), H. Pabot (F.A.o.), Charles A. Reed (Illinois), E. H. Rieben (F.A.O.), 
D. Sheikhnia (Tehran), M. L. Smj_th and L. Aksoy (CENTO Inst. of Nuclear Science), 
L. VandenBerghe (Ghent), P. J. Watson (Chicago), R. A. vlatson (Minnesota). 

In the general sessions, beginning with the appearance of Acheulean type 
hand-axes (in Iran as well as in southwestern Asia generally) about 100,000 years 
ag.,, Howe described a trend towards increasing cultural complexity and variety as 
time went on. Following Acheulean types of tools of wide distribution and uniform 
type, there came the Nousterian industry which begins to vary regionally. A date 
might center around 60,000 years ago. Next came the even greater variance in 
industri~s of the Upper Palaeolithic blade tool tradition, ending in a flourish of 
micr olithic tools. This stage covered the remainder of the l&st glacial period, 
from about hO,OOO to 15,000 or even 12,000 years &goo For the next two thousand 
years, Howe considered the archeological traces of the ~;ery interesting transitional 
range, for which little open sites yd.e::.d traces of intensified food collection. In 
a theoretical sense this tra.nsitionaJ. period must C:)ntaj_n the incipient phases o:f 
plant and animal domestication. Jim~Tever, the E,rcheoJ.ogi.::al evidence for this 
period is so slight that its elements of food prvd:u.ction cannot yet be defined. 
Indeed, the artifactual material appears still to be a p e· t of the previous tradi
tion associated with food collectors. It is rather by hind-sight from the next 
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stage that we postulate this incipient stage. 

In his account of the first bona fide traces of the village farming communi .. 
ties Braidwood wondered if a reversar-of-rhe trend towards regional intensification 
mi.ght not now be observed. In considering archeological evidence for the earliest 
village farming communities these factors must be borne in mind: 

1) Increased size and depth of accumulation, including house structures,-
indicating permanence,--stabilit,y and at least eventual population increase. 
Ethnological data suggest there may be a few exceptions to a general rule 
that these features imply food production. 

2) The so-called 11Neolithic 11 traits,--ground stone, e.g. celts and milling 
stones, pots, weaving, etc.,--probably suggest new species and genera of 
tools which attend the established village farming community. Various of 
these traits now appear to have entered the record at different times, 
either before or after the achievement of food production; but Braidwood 
asked, "Would a constellation of these traits have been possible without 
a) an assured and surplus food supply, b) circumstances which allowed the 
rise of specialist craftsmen, c) a blurring of Howe's regional specialization 
as trade and even idea exchange now begin to be evidenced?" 

3) Obvious proof of the village farming community stage depends on the con
textually certain traces of the plant and animal domesticates. 

4) Slightly weaker evidence of the village farming community stage would be 
artifacts for which the simplest explanation suggests techniques of food 
production. 

Along with the immediate consequences which the above four points suggest, 
there must have come vast changes in other realms of human culture. Matters of art, 
religion, politics, law, the moral order are at issue, but we have much more to 
learn before significant reconstructions of these can be made. 

Next Negahban approached the question of whether the formative and earliest 
stages of the village farming community way of life may be identified on the 
Anatolian and Iranim plateaus. Strong typological suggestions of this early stage 
have been gathered from the Iranian plateau, but their serious study is impeded by 
lack of excavation into deposits of this stage. He next ~lained the archeological 
evidence of the well-formed village farming communities known from some eight sites 
in two subdivisions of cultural development, a northern and a southern one. He 
then posed certain questions regarding factors in the transition from food collect• 
ing to food prcduction. He asked: 

1) What was the effect of climatic change, if it occurred, on the activities 
of man in developing this new way of life? 

2) What was tl:e effect of a deterioration of plant and animal resources, if 
it occurred, and did it impel man towards a new type of food quest? 

Considering these points, one asks, to what degree had man as an increasingly 
successful food collector become a destroyer of the natural environment. 

Indo Shedhar then painted a picture of the brilliant achievement of a later, 
and urban, civilization in the Indus Valley. Again, lack of information prevents 
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our knowing what were the antecedents of this civilization. The question of the 
!"ormation ot the Indus Valley civilization is one of the great challenges facing 
archeology today, and work in India, Pald.stan a..nd Iranian Baluchistan will be 
required before it is met. The available materials from both northern and southern 
Baluchistan suggest directions for further research. 

Next, as the seminar turned its attention to the palaeo-environment, 
p. J. Watson took up the artifactual and non-artifactual traces of food production 
in southwestern Asia. This discussion was based upon her ethnological investiga
tions into present·d~ non-mechanized agricultural procedures as well as on her 
kno~<~ledge of the archeological record. Such artifacts as digging stick weights, 
stone sickle blades, grindstones, and wheat and barley were singled out. The point 
was made that these last two items as domesticates were, in fact, artifacts and no 
1 onger non-artifactual material. Combining her impressions of present-day non
mechanized procedures with the implications to be drawn £rem the artifacts, she 
ar-riv-ed at a reconstruction of early food production that shares many elements with 
t c.. day's practices of planting, reaping, threshing and winnowing. Such i terns as the 
a;:·.~~nal-drawn plow, the rotary quern, the metal sickle, etc. are, of course, not 
prasent in the earliest stages. 

Further exploration of the palaeo-environment followed in Reed's considera
t.ion of the animals of the pertinent area and time range. Provocatively describing 
n~~'s place in nature from the zoologist's point of view, Reed emphasized the 
importance of the natural habit of social behavior among those animals which became 
domesticated. The cat appears to be a single exception. Reed defined domestic 
animals as those whose reproduction man controls. It follows that they also are 
artifacts, Since the social behavior of the potential domesticates must be assumed 
to be some millions of years old, it is striking that, with this pre-adaptation, 
dam~stication was so long delayed. Reed favored the uplands about the Fertile 
Crescent as the locale for early domestication and, on the archeological record to 
date, showed that the dog and the goat were present in domesticated form at both 
Jarmo in Iraq and Jericho in Palestine at a date which he took to be about 8500 
yearo ago. On present evidence, Reed rej acted both the notion of climatic change 
and changes in human physical type as determinative factors in animal domestication. 
He saw the achievement of a necessary but unspecified level of cultural evolution 
as the requisite for domestication, thereby throwing the problem back upon the 
archeologists. He also concluded that animals were domesticated after permanent 
human settlements were achieved and that plant domestication may well have preceded 
animal domestication. 

Next followed a joint consideration of the physical factors in the palaeo
environment by R. A. Watson, Dewan and Ganji. Watson supposed that archeologists 
expect aid of geologists in geochronological dating and in the reconstruction of 
past climate and physical environments. Before adequate geological aid can be given, 
he averred, two things would be needed. Much further study and description of the 
general geomorphological features of southwestern Asia will be necessar.y. This 
will also involve re-assessment of the older simplistic generalizations on such 
features as end-Pleistocene lakes, sand dunes, fluvial and marine terraces, glacial 
and periglacial phenomena. 

Dewan emphasized that of the whole range of soils to be found in southwestern 
Asia, those most pertinent to early agriculture would be the alluvial soils and the 
crown soils. He descri. bed their characteristics, properties and distribution. 
These data he covered in much more detail in his very useful baCkground paper. 
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In elaborating on his own useful background paper, Ganji also emphasized the 

l:imitations of present climatic data in arriving at a detailed picture of present 
c~imate for southwestern Asia. Thus, the projecting of climate into the past is 
that much more diffficult. However, it is clear that gross climatic change is not 
evidenced within ~he last 10,000-1.5,000 years, although frequent minor cyclic varia
tions can be traced. Ganji urged attention to the palaeobotany of grains as a clue 
to understanding of past climates. He summarized his observations on Iran in the 
form of two detailed maps, one of rainfail and one of his adaptation of the Koeppen 
SYBtem for delineating the climate as applied to Iran. 

Although diffident about discussing pataeobotanical matters, Pabot made 
stimulating contributions to the central question of the seminar. He suggested that 
the wild wheats may have a distribution slightly further to the southeast o£ the 
Kermanshah area than those shown on Helbaek' s map of 19.59. He also stated that he 
had never observed Wild wheat throughout the country of the Syrian saddle except 
below the latitude of the Beirut-Damascus road. Soutl::ern Turkey is not under con
sideration here. He further stated that he would not expect the plant communities 
of' the lush East Mediterranean strip or those of the Caspian or Black Sea littorals 
to have' included the wild wheats, although he added that, in his opinion, the 
presently suggested prototypes of wheat are not yet proved to have been the 
ancestors of the domesticates. Pabot was firmly convinced that the present natural 
habitat of the wild wheats lies above approximately 1000 m. He also had stimulating 
c ct'llments about how the wild grains may have been taken into danestication and first 
utilized. He remarked that the wheats under primitive conditions may have been 
rather rare grains and are adapted to areas of disturbed soil conditions. Further
more, the reaping process could have involved plucking plants out by the roots. 
Interestingly, Pabot concurred vlith the notions of Reed and of the archa.eologists 
that the transition to cereal domestication may have taken about 2000 years. 

Sheikhnia then emphasized the importance of the forest trees and of fruit 
trees and viticulture in the development of the village farming community way of 
Ji.:L'e. 

Rieben knowingly posed a very interesting problem not immediately relevant 
to the purpose of the seminar but, neverthsless, one of potentially great importance. 
H3 described nearly horizontal l~ers of mud and gravel just east of Tehran. These 
fG2.t~1res might represent either an extinct lake beach or the trace of a more recent 
lcr~"'ge artificial canal. 

Smith discussed in general terms the potentialities far aid to archaeology 
from the physical sciences, considering matters of id<?ntification, utilization of 
mcte:'::'ials and physical chronologies. He clearly described the radioactive carbon 
m:::-l:·nod of age determination, noting the degree of physical and statistical error 
w~ '-~.ch is necessary in expressing the age ddtermination, Even more important is the 
poRsibility of contamination of sam~les ~ ~ which might result in larger degrees 
of error than those expressed by the statistical formula. The still remote possi
bilities for dating baked in place pottery features by means of the earth's magne
tism were discussed. The possibilities for identification of materials by neutron 
activation and Beta r~ back scatter were also considered. 

Bessaignet introduced the subject of the pertinence of social-anthropological 
studies to archaeological interpretation, noting the cautions necessary in extrapo
lating backwards from present day tribal behavior to a reconstruction of past 
social organization. 
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In originally proposing the seminar the co-chairmen had hoped that it mi.ght 
clarify understandings of how and under what circumstances man--for the first time 
in all of hwnan history--achieved .food-production and settled community life in 
southwestern Asia. One of the most important challenges in any scientific research 
being a sense of how to pose the questions properly for any further research, it 
was the firm conviction of the organizers of this seminar that the questions had 
become more clear. The proceedings of the seminar will be published by the Insti
tute of Archeology of the University of Tehran. 

Robert J. Braidwood 

Bruce Howe 

Ezat o. Negahban 
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All of you have probably been reading about the imminent submersion of the 
ancient temples and other monuments in Egyptian ~nd Sudanese Nubia Which will be 
caused by the completion of the new Assuan High Dam. 

I am certain that especially the friends of the Oriental Institute will have 
noticed the world-wide appeal by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
CUltural Organization (UNESCO) on behalf of the governments of the United Arab 
Republic (Egypt) and the Sudan Republic to save the monuments from destruction. 

1rJe at the Oriental Institute are appalled at the enormity of the cultural 
~oss which the world will suffer from the submersion of Nilotic Nubia. But we 
are also very much excited at the UNESCO appeal and the challenge it offers to 
our University and our Institute. Why, even before the formal organization of 
the Oriental Institute, our great founder, James Henry Breasted, sailed in a 
d.ahabiyeh through the Nile cataracts in order to explore this very land, and his 
reports of the monuments was an impassioned appeal to record them and to save 
them from the slow destruction which threatened from the blowing desert sand and 
and hands of vandals. He never dreamed that by 1965 they would be totally and 
forever submerged in the bottom of a man-made lake. 

This lake will be the largest ever achieved by man. It will cover the entire 
Nile Valley for three hundred miles above the Dam, spilling back over some of the 
highest cliffs into the desert, and it will even change the climate of Nubia. It 
will hoard the water for more effective irrigation of arable land in the Sudan 
and Egypt, and the dam itself will produce twice as much electric power as our 
great Hoover Dam in the west. We Americans believe in engineering achievements 
of such dimensions and imagination and we rejoice at the increased prosperity 
which the new Assuan High Dam will bring to the dwellers on the Nile. 

No one could possibly doubt that the Oriental Institute would respond to the 
UNESCO appeal to save the monuments. Our founder 1'\Tas a student of these monuments 
and others like them and upon them based the best history of Egypt ever published. 
We have devoted nearly forty years to the recording of Egyptian temples at Medinet 
Habu and Karnak through the activities of our Epigraphic Survey in Luxor, which 
many of you have visited. And, of the thirty Oriental Institute books published 
in the last ten years, under the directorship of Carl H. Kraeling, seventeen are 
concerned with ancient Egypt. The very destiny of the Oriental Institute is 
linked with the fate of the monuments of Nubia and the study and interpretation 
of the ciVilization which produced them. 
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Thus without a dissenting voice the oriental Institute has organized its 
Egyptian Assuan High Dam Program, and I have the honor of writing this letter to 
you as its Program Director. The program is in the hands of a canmittee of .five; 
in addition to myself they are Pierre Delougaz, Curator of the oriental Institute 
Museum; Richard c. Haines, Field Director of the Nippur Expedition; Thorkil.d 
Jacobsen, Oriental Institute Professor; and John A. Wilson, Andrew MacLeish 
Ddstinguished Service Professor. 

The Institute Program is distinctly an emergency operation, for the High Dam 
will be completed in five years, and the water behind it will rise higher and 
higher each year, submerging a new level of antiquities from season to season. 
hfe shall be limited in what we can do by the financial assistance which we can 
obtain. We wish to put several teams into the field, including archaeologists 
to specialize in the excavation of new sites, photographers and draftsmen to 
record inscriptions and written or painted records of all sorts, of which 
thousands exist, and anthropologists with every type of specialized training to 
c<>pe with the manifold problems, no matter how unexpected they may be, with which 
we shall be confronted. 

II 

I am taking a plane for Cairo at the end of this week, in order to diseuss 
the preliminary steps of our Program with the Minister of Culture and Nat.ional 
Guidance of the United Arab Republic (Egypt) and to make an extensive exploratory 
vi.sit in the elongated area to be submerged. I hope on this trip to locate a 
few sites which will become the objects of our efforts in the coming excavation 
season. Nubia is excessively hot and forbidding in the six or seven months after 
the first of March, and archaeologists usually depart for cooler climes when 
"spring" begins. lve may find, however, that some of our recording operations 
will have to be carried out under unfavorable summer conditions, owing to the 
fact that certain imperfectly recorded monuments, especially temples and rock 
inscriptions, are only "high and dry" at that season, when the reservoir of the 
present Assuan basin has been lowered owing to the annual in\Uldation. Under 
present circumstances, because of this phenomenon, "high Nilen is "low Nile." 
When the new High Dam is completed there will never again be a "low Nile" on that 
three-hundred-u~le stretch of Nubia. 

It is too soon for us to know the extent to which the world will respond to 
the universal appeal of UNESCO. Of one fact, however, we can be perfectly cer
tain: the success of the Oriental Institute Egyptian Assuan High Dam Program 
will ultimately depend upon a relatively small group of selfless and devoted 
scholars, technicians, and assistants. We wish to avoid undue involvement in a 
complex, scattered effort burdened by bureaucracy and fettered by red tape. We 
are going to need an enormous amount of encouragement and moral support, and we 
do not anticipate that there can possibly be too much financial assistance for 
the tremendous salvage program which must be achieved in the next five years. I 
will upon ~ return from Egypt report to you again and hope in that connection 
to be able to suggest how you can help us. 

No one knows what the civilized world lost in the burning of the famous 
library at Alexandria. Now, far up the Nile, at the other end of the ancient 
Egyptian Empire, cultural treasures of inestimable value and extent face destruc
tion by water. This time it is the link between Africa and the Mediterranean 
world which must forever be broken off •.. There the races first met and mingled. 
We hope that we can trace some of these contacts, at least, before the water 
comes to drown them forever. The harvest is great, the workers few, and time is 
running out. l'Ve have a lot of work ahead. 

Sincerely yours, 
Keith c. Seele, Professor of Egyptology 

Oriental Institute Egyptian Assuan 
High Dam Program Director 
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To the IV!embers and Friends of the Oriental Institute: 

Never a dull moment! Things happening all over the map. This brief note is 
corning to you with a Newsletter from Iran that you will find on the following pages 
and that will keep you posted as far as Prof. Braidwood's expedition is concerned. 
The particular purpose of a separate introductor,y statement on my part is to bring 
two other matters to your attention. 

On March 21 you had a Newsletter from Prof. Keith Seale telling about the 
Nubian salvage enterprise and about the proposals of the Oriental Institute to take 
a hand in it. Since then Prof. Seele has left for Egypt and the Sudan, to stuqy 
the possibilities far Institute action at first hand and to have the necessary con
ferences with Egyptian and Sudanese officials. He was joined there by :Mr. William 
Boyd of Lake Wales, Florida, an interested lay Member of the Institute, and has 
al.ready made his visit to Nubia in company of Dr. Hughes and Mr. Boyd. This week 
we received a telegram from Dr. Seele saying: 

Nubia trip successful. Detailed report on return. Probably visit 
Khartoum with Boyd. 

Keith Seele 

We expect Drs. Seele, Hughes and Nims to return to Chicago in another ten days time 
and to have a full report on Nubia at that occasion. 

The second matter about which you should be informed is that on July 1, 1960 
Prof, John A. Wilson Will assume administrative responsibility for the Oriental 
Institute as its Director. I have submitted my resignation effective June 30, so 
that I may devote myself during the remaining two years of my academic tenure to my 
own research, and am happy tha.t the administration has agreed to release me from 
all other responsibilities, which were in fact placing a severe strain upon my 
physical reserves. Prof. vJilson has agreed to take over for one year. His previous 
experience in the directorship gives us all a sense of security in the knowledge 
that an 11 old hand" will be at the helm and the importance of the new enterprises in 
the Sudan make it particularly appropriate that a professional Egyptologist should 
take command at this time. There will be a notice about this in the daily press 
soon. 

I take this opportunity to thank you all for the interest you have shown in 
the Institute during the years immediately past and for your many personal kind
nesses. I know your interest in the Institute will continue and that, under 
Prof. 111filson 1s administration, the Institute will 1'11ith your interest and help con
tinue to prosper. Mrs. Kraeling and I will be leaving in August for the Near East 
to be gone until a year from now, if all goes well. While we shall therefore not 
be directly in touch with you here, we hope to be able to report to you occasionally 
from the field through these Newsletters. With kindest personal greetings, 

Cordially yours, 
Carl H. Kraeling 
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April 31 1960 

NEWSLETTER FROM IRAN 

To the Mem~:>ers and Friends of the Oriental Institute: 

Greetings. ~ last letter on our field operations was sent off WPile we were 
still doing surface sur·.rey; in the meantime, you will have had GBne Garthwaite's 
description of the complexities of archeological base··camp management. Here is a 
b:!. t more 0.:1 our activities since the survey phase was temporarily ended abo•lt 
January 1.5'" 

The primary purpose of archeological su::!'face sur\·ey in a.."l unknown area is 
usually the identification of promising site3 for excavat,io.:lo By January 15, we 
had ato'lt two hundred candidates on our log and maps of lihe valley plains of the 
Kermanshah environs. This put us in a pos:.tion t.o do three things: 

1. We made our formal proposals to the Irar..ian Antiquities Service for per
mission to dig the most promi3ing sites whose surface yields fell within 
the range of our central problem ... -how di.d rnan a-Jhieve the domestication 
of plants and animals and est,abliE"h the village-farming community way of 
lifec Since we had been told it would "t,ake about t1vo months for the 
Council of Ministers to complete action on our proposals, January 15 was 
a deadline if we were to get full advantage of the fine spring digging 
weather. 

2. As soon as our proposals were in, we be~an a ee~ies of five-d~ test digs 
on open sites and caves of general prom:!.se. Tl!e Iranian Antiquities Law 
generously permits such short ''sondagesn without formal action of the 
Council of Ministers. '\.~Te expanded our knowledge of the prehistory of the 
region substantially during these five day test digs. 

3. OUr time and staff for surface survey had not been sufficient to allow us 
to cover all of the lobes of the valley plains. Thus, while we had prom
ising sites in profusion, we had not yet a basis for the seconda~ purpose 
to which a surface survey can be put--the over-all mapping of the geograph
ical distribu·liion of sites, period by period, in one natural environmental 
unit. I thus made a proposal to the A~erican Philosophical Society for a 
grant-in-aid to alloii us to complete this distributional aspect of our 
survey this spring. Happily, the grant has been given~ and the survey is 
to be resumed. 

On February 15, we took up a pleasant responsibility in connection with our 
Iranian partner in this whole effort, the running of a fortnig.'lt 's seminar at the 
Archeological Ir.stitute of the Uaivers::.ty of Teh,:-an. Professor Ezat 0. Negahban, 
director of the Institute (and an old Oriental Institute student of ours) and I 
were co-chairmen of the affair, and Bruce Howe (prehisto~), Charlie Reed (zoolo~J), 
t!1e ~·Tat sons (ethnology and geology) of our staff, as well as Linda and myself took 
part. ~'he idea Wt:'.S to capitalize on the presence of the interested natural 
historians in FoA,O •. , K~D.s., the University of Tehran,, etc~, as well as the 
avuil~ble archeOlog~sts (foreign and domestic), and to attempt to pool our inform~
tion en ho•v the a5ricultural w~.y of life first appeared in Iran and in Southwestern 
A3ia generally. I was very pleasantly surprised at the flow of ideas which did 
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come forth. The affair was really well worth the effort, and the University of 
'I'ehran a most gracious host. 

We came back from Tehran with two necessary elements for good spring digging, 
(1) the formal permission of the Council of Ministers and (2) rrry old Egyptian field 
superintendent, Abdullah Said Osman al-Sudani. Carl .K:raeling once said the 
Oriental Institute could save itself money by leaving Braidwood at horne and simply 
Letting Abdullah go dig--I resist this idea, but there's an element of truth in 
:lt. Abdullah has been on every Institute dig I've had part in since 19.3.3; he knows 
rrry routine perfectly and I'd be lost without him. 

Bruce started off on the most likely of his caves, Warwasid ("war-wah-seed"), 
which he had already tested and found to have a final "upper paleolithic" blade tool 
industry quite close in type to that which he found at Palegawra in 19.51 and 1955. 
But 1varwasid is a much more commodious rock shelter than was Palegawra, and has 
since proved to have a much deeper and more complete sequence. Bruce is now down 
over five meters (ca. sixteen feet), has a yield of Mousterian flints of ca • .fifty 
thousand years ago, and is still going strong. I 1rn getting worried as to when he'll 
move to his next site, Tepe Asiab, a little open-air encampment ruin that should 
have material of the range of Karim Shahir, Bruce's incipient agricultural phase o.f 
195.1 in Iraqi-Kurdistan. 

I had also already tested the most promising nearby site with clear surface 
indications of early Jarmo-llke village type, a low mound called Tepe Sarab. We 
started our formal digging there early in March, and now have about four hundred 
square meters exposed to depths variously approaching one to two meters. Sarab 
has many connections with Jarrno, especially in its flint, obsidian and ground 
stone industries and in its figurines of "mother-goddesses 11 and animals. Its 
pottery, on the other hand, is rnuc h more varied, and c olorful than was J arrno' s, and 
the site is giving us something new architecturally--although, as yet, I'm not 
quite sure what. 

One remarkable thing about this area is the relative softness of the earth 
fill (making for easy digging and less breakage) and the relatively high degree to 
which bone, vegetable remains, etc. are preserved. Our great excitement of the 
season, so far, first appeared in Bruce's test digging on Tepe Asiab (which he 
moves to for formal digging as soon as I can get him out of that cave), but the 
same materials have since appeared both in the cave and on Sarab. These materials 
are coprolites (you can save me both embarrassment or a relapse to .four-letter 
unmentionables if you'll try 11coproliten or "scatology" in your dictionaries), and 
we think they are human. If so, they 1re a gold mine for the study of the diets of 
the people who were shifting from a food-collecting to a food-producing way o.f life 
during the time range which our sites bracket. He have sent samples to Hans Helbaek 
at Copenhagen (who includes scatology among his many cornpetences, and was an old 
Jarmo hand), and Hans will fly out for a fortnight in May if the things prove to be 
what we think they are. 

So it goesl In the old dqys, when archeology was a reasonably clean and cer
tainly romantic sounding affair--complete with sun helmets-- we spent our time 
digging for palaces and sculpture and royal tombs full of treasure (sometimes we 
even found someJ ). Now rrry camp crawls With natural scientists. Herb Wright and 
his assistants, Ann Bent and Red Watson are off making pollen cores on the beds of 
little lakes in the mountains, hopping for clues to past climates. Charlie Reed 
was just here croWing over a bag full of live Helix salamonica--the species of snail 
the people of Jarmo and Sarab ate--which he collected after last night's rain. 
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Dr. Al Dahlberg, his wife Thelma and his Iranian assistant Dr. Khamesi of the 
University of Tehran Dental School, are well into their study of the dental 
anthropology (living and dead) of the area, with its bearing on human diet ani 
genetics. Jack Harlan, the botanist, gets into Tehran by air today and will soon 
be with us. The wild wheat and barley plants are beginning to appear, and-
incidentally--the wild tulips are in bloom on the hills and make a fine show. All 
o-r these people are here to help us understand the natural environment within which 
man first achieved food-production and a completely new way of life. I'm sure few 
people would think of the things we do and find as having anything to do with that 
popular Hollywoodian image of the sun-helmeted archeologist, but we're learning 
important things about a period of history without which civilization could never 
have been achieved. I think I have never been so pleased With a field season as I 
am with this one. 

Best of cheer, 

Bob Braidwood 
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In my Archeological Newsletter of March 21st, written just befure my departure for 
Egypt, Nubia, and the Sudan on behalf of the Oriental Institute Assuan High Dam 
Program, I promised to report to you on my trip and on developments of the Program 
which might interest you, 

As soon as I arrived in Cairo I called at the Ministry of Culture and National 
Orientation for Egypt to discuss Oriental Institute participation in the vast proj
ect to save the monuments of Nubia. These conversations resulted in the assignment 
by the Minister of a steamboat -- without charge to the Institute -- in order that 
I might make a ten-day cruise on the Nubian Nile for a survey of the threatened 
area and the selection of one or more sites at which the Institute might establish 
a field expedition, 

Immediately upon arrival in Cairo I had joined forces with Dr, William K. Simpson 
of Yale, and we were agreed that a cooperative effort for the tour of inspection 
made more sense than rival and independent requests for boats in Nubia, which are 
very scarce articles just now. 

By April 15th, from my base at Chicago House in Luxor and with the untiring assist
ance of Dr. George R. Hughe~ Director of our Epigraphic Survey there, we were 
ready to set off for Shellal above the present Assuan Dam, to board our little 
steamer. We had to carry all food and supplies for the ten-day voyage for our 
party of six, plus three servants from Chicago House whom we needed to serve as 
cook and as pick-and-basket men on our shore operations. Dr, Hughes accompanied 
us, and we had a third representative of the Institute in the person of Mr. 
William R. Boyd, whose generous friendship, indeed, had made the trip a possibility; 
Dr, Simpson represented Yale and the University of Pennsylvania, as did his guest, 
Nicholas Millet, former student at the Oriental Institute and now Fellow of the 
American Research Center in Cairo; the party was completed by Dr. Zaki Youssef Saad, 
Director of Inspectorates and Excavations of the Egyptian Department of Antiquities, 
whose official status provided us with the authority to visit whatever sites we 
wished and to examine them by test-digs whenever desirable, 

We proceeded upstream with some deliberation, making frequent stops to go ashore in 
order to seek out remains of ancient settlement, usually betrayed by cemeteries and 
tombs, less often by temples of stone or rock-hewn sanctuaries -- of which Abu 
Simbel is the outstanding example -- and occasionally by intricate mazes of mudbrick 
walls. We enjoyed collecting the broken pottery of every style and every type of 
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painted or incised decoration -- sure index of all the peoples who once inhabited 
these desolate spots -- but numerous tracks of horned vipers pleased us less and 
made us wary Wbere to set our feet and place our hands. 

For 185 miles we cruised along, with strenuous shore excursions under the blazing 
sun and cooler breathing spells aboard the steamer. We saw here a few courses of 
mas~nry -- the topmost stones of a great temple already submerged; there rows of 
sphinxes in the water -- soon the temple behind them would join them on the bottom 
of the lake; here a rock-cut temple at the river's edge -- its forecourt and en
trance causeway were already beneath the water; there again palm trees and noble 
sycamores with their heads still above the Nile -- they marked the site of some 
Nubian village thrice drowned out by the building and raising of the present dam; 
soon its inhabitants will have to abandon their fourth successive village and leave 
Nubia forever. We reflected on these things as we rested on deck for the next ad
venture ashore. If the bank was low-lying we knew that the future lake would flood 
the land as far as the eye could reach. Whatever traces of ancient man still lay 
there would soon be out of our reach forever. We looked up at the lofty heights of 
Kasr !brim and Gebel Adda -- two of the mightiest ruins in Nubia -- and marveled to 
rea1ize that even they would soon disappear beneath the flood and their mudbrick 
wal1s melt away. Who will be able to remove them or to record them adequately 
before they are gone? 

There was once a Nile cataract below Kalabsha. The cliffs are close to the river, 
and the narrow passage is called Bab Kalabsha ("Gate of Kalabsha' 1

). This gate may 
have been a barrier easy of defense against encroaching peoples from the south; at 
least there was an important settlement there which continued to flourish even under 
Roman rule. It is the only site in Nubia marked by two major temples from two 
widely separated periods of Egyptian history. The earlier one is the exquisite 
rock-hewn temple of Beit el-Wali, the work of Ramesses II (1304-1238 B.C.); the 
later is the largest free-standing temple south of Philae and dates from the reign 
of Augustus Caesar (63 B.C. - A.D. 14). The big temple is already under water most 
of the year; Beit el-Wali stands just above the present high-water mark. Both are 
threatened with early destruction, unless quick measures are taken. 

Thus I came to the decision that our Oriental Institute Egyptian Assuan High Dam 
Program should send an expedition to Beit el-Wali. We made an offer to the Egyptian 
Government -- and our offer has been accepted -- to excavate an area from Beit el
Wali ten miles to the north on both sides of the Nile, in order to investigate every 
locatable vestige of ancient man in the region and also to make and publish a com
plete copy of the colored reliefs and inscriptions of the Beit el-Wali temple. The 
latter is a task which will demand a supreme urgency of effort, for the Antiquities 
Department intends to saw the complete temple free from the cliffs in which it is 
cut and to remove the resulting blocks for erection elsewhere. This work must be 
done in the season of 1962-63, after which the site will be permanently submerged. 
We are fearful that extensive damage may be done to the monument in the attempt to 
cut it free from the surrounding rock, and we are convinced therefore that our sal
vage work at Beit el-Wali may indeed ;.save" the temple more truly than removal. 
The Oriental Institute's long experience in the copying and publication of temples 
at Karnak and Medinet Habu will be put to good use here and gives assurance that our 
publication of Beit el-Wali, like those of the other temples where we have worked, 
will be a model of its kind. But the task must be completed in two short seasons 
of work! 
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Our excavations will begin at cemeteries above Beit el-Wali which appear to be 
both extensive and promising. If we are disappointed, or when they have been ex
haustively investigated, we have twenty miles of territory in which to extend our 
operations. Furthermore, in view of the Oriental Institute's outstanding leader
ship in Near Eastern archeology and the expectation of its broad participation in 
the Nubian emergency, we offered to excavate an even larger area north of Abu Simbel. 
Th~s could turn out to be exceedingly important, but our expansion in this region 
will depend entirely upon the resources which we can muster. 

Since the lake behind the new dam will engulf more than eighty miles of shoreland 
in the Sudan, I flew to Khartoum at the conclusion of the Nubian trip in order to 
take the measure of the crisis in Sudanese Nubia, which has been almost completely 
neglected in the publicity given to Philae, Abu Simbel, and the territory we had 
just covered. What I learned there left me with the most desperate feeling of my 
Egyptological career. For, in the doomed area of the Sudan, there are over a hun
dred important sites most of which have never been touched by the archeologist's 
spade, and preliminary surveys show that they promise far richer results to the 
excavator than Egyptian Nubia, which was repeatedly excavated -- before each rais
ing of the present dam. Those sites positively must be investigated; they are 
certain to be rewarding in information about the meeting of the races, the transi
tion from the Old to the New Stone Age, and the extension of Egyptian power toward 
the heart of Africa, The Oriental Institute can confidently be expected to do some 
of the most important work of t s entire history, if its friends will come to the 
rescue with financial assistance. I tentatively selected several promising sites 
in the Sudan in which to begin operations as soon as the means can be obtained. 

And how much will all this ambitious program cost? We contemplate the bill to be 
not less than $2,000,000 for the five-year program. If you have read the Reader's 
Digest article, "SOS from the Temples of Nubia" (July, 1960), you will have observed 
that $30,000,000 to $60,000,000 will be required to save Abu Simbel alon~. Probably 
millions of dollars will be contributed for that purpose, and we at the Oriental 
Institute earnestly hope that they will, for Abu Simbel and Philae are two of the 
grandest monuments on earth and they must be saved. In contrast, our Oriental 
Institute Egyptian Assuan High Dam Program is a relatively modest one, yet we be
lieve that its objectives are to some extent even more important than the saving of 
Abu Simbel and Philae. We are not engineers but specialists in the quest for the 
evidence of the expanding spirit and unfolding aspirations of man. We know that 
much of this evidence still lies buried under the earth in the Nile Valley between 
the First and Third Cataracts. Some of it has already been discovered; more of it 
is waiting for us in Egyptian and Sudanese Nubia. We have five years in which to 
find it before the final advance of the destroying flood. 

By the middle of October we must be ready at Beit el-Wali to begin our first sea
son's work. We wish to have a houseboat for living and working headquarters (per
haps two, if we have a staff adequate for the immensity of the task). We need a 
fast cabin cruiser to maintain contact with Assuan, nearest source of supplies, for 
in Nubia itself there is absolutely nothing -- not a board, a nail, a pin; neither 
bread nor any other food; not even drinking water except that mixed with sewage 
which can be pumped from the Nile, if we have the pump! (A water purifier might be 
a good idea, also.) We need an engine and a generator (plus a spare for emergency 
use) to make our electricity for photography and household use. We need cameras 
and photographic supplies; surveyor's equipment; tents to house the native laborers 
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(all of whom will have to be imported from Egypt); refrigerators to store the food 
brought from Egypt; a jeep with tractor attachment for use in excavations. lh short. 
we need every conceivable object to set up camp in a desert land as bare as the 
South Pole. We shall have to buy most of this equipment in America and ship it to 
Nubia (the Egyptian Minister of Culture and National Orientation has promised us 
release from customs duties). And we believe that we can make a good beginning of 
the five-year program if we can start the first one with $200,000. 

I wish that an archeological expedition might consist of two or three eggheads 
armed with a spade apiece and a sandwich in a paper sack. (Flinders Petrie almost 
did it that way, too, seventy-five years ago.) This may still do for digging an 
Indian mound ten miles from Chicago, but it isn't adequate for Nubia. The bill for 
the first season will be close to $200,000, and the Oriental Institute believes that 
its many friends will help to pay it as we start off to do our share in saving the 
monuments of Nubia. 

Sincerely yours, 

Keith c. Seele 
Director 

Oriental Institute Egyptian 
Assuan High Dam Program 
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Carl and Elsie Kraeling have packed up, climbed into their DeSoto, and started 
east. Ahead of him Carl has a year of doing just what he wants: pursuing his 
personal lines of research in the east and the Near East. No matter how much we may 
t:J].ss him, we must agree that no one ever so clearly earned his right to his own 
program. 

It is difficult to write about Carl Kraeling without some emotion. He gave 
himself devotedly to the Oriental Institute. He was able to do the two different 
things of bringing the Institute budget into stability and developing the 
Institute's work, and this was a great achievement. He greatly advanced our public 
relations, with his membership program, his lecture series, the system of guidance 
through the museum, newsletters--and, above all, his own outgoing personality. 
His devotion and his unflagging purpose invigorated our publication program, our 
AssJr.rian Dictionary, our field expeditions, and ourselves. 

This is the second time that I have been able to stand on the shoulders o£ a 
predecessor& in 1936, when I succeeded Dr. Breasted, and now when I succeed 
Dr. Kraeling. As before, I cannot prorrd.se to do everything as my predecessor did, 
but I do feel deeply bound to carry on the good things I have inherited. 

Thank you, Carl Kraelingl The best of luck in your new adventures! 

• • • • 

Many things will be the same under the new Directorship. We shall have our 
newsletters and lecture series through the year 1960-61. The Assyrian Dictionary 
will continue to grind out volumes at a steady pace. The Epigraphic Expedition 
will return to Chicago House in the autumn. About the same time, the Nippur 
Expedition and Dr. Adams' survey expect to return to Iraq. Messrs. Swift and 
Hansen have joined the work at Sardis in Turkey. These are familiar activities. 
Further, some of us will have the interesting experience this August of attending 
the Twenty-Fifth International Congress of Orientalists in Moscow. 1rle hope to 
maintain a dignified manner at this academic jamboree. Dr. Braidwood will be back 
in a few weeks from his highly successful expedition to Iran. 

So you see that the year is busy. There would be no time for us to sit in the 
shade of our ivory tower and sing Sumerian hymns. We have enough to do. But if 
you have followed the newsletters from Dr. Keith Seele, you know that we have 
undertaken to pile a last big bundle of straws on the old camel's back. This spring 
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Unesco issued an international appeal to save the monuments along the Nile from 
be:ing flooded, and the Oriental Institute sprang forward to respond to that appeal. 

What a spring it wasJ Last winter Dr. Seele saw the looming challenge even 
before Unesco issued its appeal to the world to rescue the monuments which might 
be flooded in five years by the new High Dam at Assuan. The rest of us may not 
have been so quick1 but we all saw that this was a great testing in our field of 
archaeology. Could our consciences let those twenty-one temples go under the 
water, let those three hundred miles disappear without closer study? Because this 
country now has the internationally famous scholars, the e,yes of the scholarly 
world swung around to America, and those eyes seemed to be asking: Who will take 
the initiative except the Oriental Institute? It was the kind of brilliant chal
lenge which would have delighted Dr. Breasted. Indeed he personally insisted upon 
sal. vage of these monuments nearly sixty years ago. 

It also is an adventure that excites Americans of every age and grade. The 
Jul.y Reader's Digest had an article on saving these monuments, ending with an 
appeal to send money to me. In fifteen d~s' mailing 262 responses came in, With 
checks of various denominations. For example, seven school-children wrote in 
their own individual spellinga "We, of are street, are sending what money we can 
to help save the temples. It is not very munh but it all counts. We raised the 
money at a hobby show we had. P.S. I that almost all the people that but in 
money collect stamp and a U.A.R. stamp or cover would be liked." They enclosed 
$.65. The.y got their U,A,R. stamps. That is the spirit we like, and the wonderful 
letters of the other 261 persons. 

As Dr. Seale has written you, he went out and surveyed those miles of Nile 
bank, deserted save for the ghostly monuments of the ancients. Shortly after his 
return in May, I set out for Cairo, to sit with the International Committee of 
Er.Perts. That was a rare experience: twelve persons from eight countries in a 
Cairo room for ten days, working out principles for the whole international program 
in Nubia, considering thirty offers of action from seventeen different nations, and 
making our recommendations to the Government of the United Arab Republic. I am 
reminded of the legem about the seventy-two different scholars who went into 
seventy-two rooms to translate holy writings. When they came out they all had 
identical translations, because, of course, holy writings cannot deviate from the 
true. our results in Cairo were not exactly a miracle, but you could call them a 
marvel of pleasant unity. 

I found the standing of the Oriental Institute awesomely high in such an 
international setting. In the world judgment we have an exceptional regard because 
of our continuous series of publications and field work over nearly forty years. 
Aga:in Breasted and Kraeling deserve the greatest credit, but ultimately such regard 
could only be gained by a group of good scholars known as a team. 

The Cairo Committee will meet again in Januar,y, but there is a distinct possi
bility that I may go back again in the autumn, after the engineers have made their 
estimates on the costs of protecting the temples. I feel like a yo-yo, bobbing 
back and forth across the ocean. 

Of the thirty offers made to the Advisory Committee, the most carefully drawn 
proposal was that of Dr. Seale on behalf of the Oriental Institute. Since this was 
accepted, we hope to put an expedition into Nubia in October--only three months 
awayJ Actually we were granted both our first and second choices, but we may want 
to concentrate in the first field season on the first choice alone. We want to do 
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three things: examine twelve miles on each side of the Nile for any evidence of 
valuable material; copy the 3300•year-old tenple of Bet el-Wali1 and excavate a 
cemetery near that temple. For the copying, we shall benefit from the experience 
of our Luxor Expedition. For the survey and excavation we are as inexperienced as 
everybody else: for thirty ;rears there has been no field work in Nubia. Everybody 
starts this race against time from scratch. 

So Dr. Seele will lead a party into Nubia this autumn, and we are rather 
astonished to find ourselves all dressed up and somewhere to go, but with no carfare 
in our pockets. Archaeologists, who deal with thousands o£ years, suddenl)" have 
to deal with an emergency of months. 

But there is no denying the brilliance of the chance. The institutions of 
America and of the wcrld were looking to us far leadership. The generous new .field 
terms offered by Egypt point into the future, so that here is the biggest oppor
tunity for archaeology since the discovery of the Tomb of Tut-ankh-Amon in 1922. 
If we did not embrace this challenge, we should be untvorthy of further research in 
the Near East. Further, we are in a position to benefit .American scholarship out
side the Institute. In rq two other capacities (it is not always easy to know 
which hat I am wearing) as a member of the International Advisory Committee and as 
the Executive Secretary of the National Committee for the Nubian Monuments, I must 
work for American scholarship in general. American museums already have excellent 
Egyptian antiquities, but these are located in six metropolitan centers only. If 
we can put our plans over, other museums and universities should be able to receive 
Egyptian materials, to the great benefit of American education. 

In spite of our high sense of adventure, we are not going off on a seven-month 
picnic. Nubia has the weird beauty and emptiness of a nightmare. The broad 
surface of the Nile may be empty of boats for miles. Russet sands run up to power
ful cliffs with a great range of colors, including purple shadows. The sun m~ 
blaze so intensely by day that one cannot see, yet at night the cold may climb into 
bed and clamp its arms about you. Raging sandstorms can drive through every crack 1 
of door or Window. Not a donkey, camel, or chicken in sight--only, way off there, 
two old women and a girl. And day after day rigorously the same plodding jobs. 
Nubia is grimJ 

What will this cost, and where is the money coming from? There is nothing in 
Nubi.a. t-Je have to remember generators and out-board motors and cooling machines 
for kitchen and dark-room. l.ve have to remanber that practically all of the food 
must be brought in. For the five ;rears a capital outlay in field equipment might 
exceed $2.5'0,000, and field expenses would average about $90,000 a year. Before 
we are through, we shall need something like $700,000. 

For the money I am working on a formula with a bit of legerdemain. You have 
seen a magician with an empty hand--and beholdl there is an egg. He whirls his 
hand, and there are two eggs. He whirls again, and there are four. An American 
institution--and let's call it the Oriental Institute--raises $.5'.5',000 from its 
clientele. Then, through foundation grants, this sum may be matched, and thus 
double. Then the American Government funds which are already in the United Arab 
Republic are invoked, to match the money which comes from home, so that the original 
$.5'.5',000 becomes $2201 000. There may be many a slip •twixt the outstretched cup 
and the lip. In particular the Government funds may not become available before 
next spring. But it is a working plan for the financing. 

We do have assets to start with. Out of existing personnel and services, the 
Oriental Institute will be putting in at least $20,000, which will not appear on 
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the books. Several other institutions have expressed their interest in joining with 
us, and we shall be happy to have their aid in funds, persOMel, and enco'l.n"agement. 
Above all, we put in a vigorous and unified spirit. 

Yet we need money, and we need it nolf. We should like that $55,000, or any 
approximation of it. We can run you up budgets in different sizes, because the task 
ahead is a great one, and we shall do as much as we can. But a sensible and 
relatively modest approach would divide the $55, 000 into 30\ salaries, 12% travel, 
40%. expense and maintenance, and 18% local labor. And that does not count the 
capital equipment like boats, motor car, jeep, generators, refrigerators, cameras, 
and so on. 

In the depth of the Depression it was my task to put the Oriental Institute 
budget on a firm basis. In the post-war inflation it was Carl Kraeling's task to 
find a new firm basis for that budget, and he succeeded admirably in that task. 
He 1ett a set of vtell balanced books. It is then ironic that my first formal 
responsibility as Director is to ask for added funds. I can only plead that the 
emergena,y was not of our making, whereas the opportunity ahead is brilliant. 

Won 1t you give and give generously, so that Dr. Seele may start off conf:Ldentq 
this ()::tober on this big rescue work? 

FaithfUlly yours, 

John A. Wilson 
Director 
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The new High Dam in Egypt will flood three hundred miles of archeological 
territory in five years' time. We want to protect the monuments in Nubia, and we 
want to excavate and copy inscriptions there. 

People have been very much interested in this crisis on the NUe. They ask 
a l.ot of questions. What is Nubia like? Are the temples really as wonderful. as 
they say? How do ;you get to Nubia? May I go along and help you dig? 

It would take a book to answer all the questions. Instead we offer you 
here a patclwork of separate odds and ends of information and anecdote. Dontt try 
to read it through as connected text; browse here and there as you find something 
which strikes your interest. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

WHAT IS NUBIA? 

Nubia is southern Egypt and northern Sudan, the area south from the F:l.rst 
Cataract on toward the Third Cataract of the Nile. It is inhabited by people who 
are not quite Egyptians and not quite Africans, and who have spoken a language 
calJ.ed Nubian. 

Here is a mileage scale for some of the names we use here and others. 
Start at the Mediterranean with Alexandria as 0 miles. 

0 - Alexandria 
130 • Cairo 
550 ... Luxor 
680 - Assuan 
684 - old Assuan Dam 
685 - Philae 
693 - new High Dam 

715 - Bet el-Wali 
716 - Kalabshah 
785 - 111Tadi es-Sebua 
805 - Amada 
825 - Aniba 
840- Toshke 
86o - Abu Simbel 

862 ... Ballana, Qustul 
877 - E~ian-Sudanese frontier 
900 - Wa Hilla 
902 - Buhen 
912 - Second Cataract forts 
990 - Limit of new flooding 

THE DRCUNING Qi' THE TEMPLES 

w.i.th the present Assuan Dam, the high water level is 121 meters above sea 
level, and low water in the sumner goes down to about 100 meters. The new High Dam 
wil~ ultimately raise the water to a constant level of 182 meters. Here is the time 
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tab~e for the dr01ning of the Nubian temples, if they are left in their present 
locations, unprat.eoted. 

1960 - Philae, Taf.teh 
1961 - Debod, Kalabshah, Mabarraqah, Dakkah, Ellesiyah, Ibrim 
1963 - Qertassi, Dendur 
1964 .. Bet el-Wal.i, Gerf Hussein, Wadi es-Sebua, Derr, Aniba 
1965 - Amada, Abu Sinbel 
1968 - Gebel Ada, Abu Oda, Ballana 

After that, the deluge. 

THE DESl!RTED LAND 

The new High Dam at Assuan is not the first barrier there. A first dam was 
bui~t between 1898 and 1902, then heightened between 1907 and 19121 and heightened 
a second time between 1929 and 1934. Thus successively it formed a lake 70, 90, 
and J.OS feet deep. The progressive result of these heightenings was to take away 
the agricultural land of Nubia and to move the water level up to the desert hill.
sida. So the able-bodied man of Nubia lett and went oft to Cairo and AlexaMr.l.a to 
be household and hotel servants. They left their wives, children, and old folks 
back in Nubia, and regularly they send money back to maintain their famt.lies. This 
strange land shows very fw mature man. At a fair-sized village an excavation 
wan'ted to hire farty men. They were able to find only five. 

LAND rR' GOLD 

Nubia was importmt to Egwt; as a source or gold. Back in the hills rang
ing the NUe the gold dust could be mined and washed out. So richly did the mines 
provi.de Egypt with value that 3400 ,ears ago an Asiatic prince wrote enviously to 
Pbaraoh ot Emtc 11In IllY' brother's land gold is as common as dust,tt The Egyptian 
High Commissioner fer Nubia was also called "governor of the gold-countrr ot the 
god Amon," as one ot his chief responsibilities. 

There is a superficial similarity between the ancient Egyptian word for 
gold, nub, and the name Nubia. But, alas, no connection can be established between 
these twO words. 

THE NUBIAN COIFFURE 

Some years ago the Metropolitan Museum found at Thebes some 11paddl.e dolls 0 

4000 years old. "In these wooden figures the female form is reduced to the shape 
ot a flat paddle, with rudimentary arms and a tiny neck and head, topped by a great 
mop ot hair made of strings ot little beads ot black mud ending in elongated 
blobs •••• The method of dressing the hair is still prevalent along the Upper Nile, 
above the First cataract, and may be seen not only on the present-day women ot 
Nubia, but also on the rather similar wooden dolls which are made and sold in the 
Nubian bazaars. tt 

IVORY, APES, AND PEACOCKS 

Out or Africa, through jungle and desert, there nowed a stream of luxu.ry 
products dear to the heart of the ancient Egyptian. This was the "ivory, apes, and 
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peacocks" trade, although "peacocks" do not appear in the ancient scenes or texts. 
There were ivory, apes, greyhounds, giraffe's tails, ostrich eggs, leopard sld.ns, 
eboll)", gum, incense, aromatic woods, cattle, ani PYgJI\VS• Occasionally' this trickle 
ot exotic stuffs assumed larger proportions, as in a NUbian inscription telling 
about 21667 men in a commercial expedition more than three thousand years ago. This 
flow out of Africa into the Mediterranean world reaches down to our day, since our 
words for "ebony, ivory, gum," and perhaps "baboon" are derived from the ancient 
Egyptian. Even the Egyptian word for "the Nubian1

11 Pa-nehSl.t is still in use today 
as the name Phinehas. 

THE DANCING PYGMI 

More than tour thousand 7ears ago an Egyptian commercial agent made trips 
into Nubia ard. the Sudan ard. brought back incense, ebony, leopard skins, and ivor7. 
From one of his trips he brought back a special present for the king of Egypt, who 
was onl7 a small boy at the time. This was an African pygmy, who would be used at 
the Egyptian court tor serio-comic dances. The letter of delight which the boy 
king wrote to his agent still survives. One extract from it runs: "If he goes 
into the boat with 7ou, appoint careful people, who will be around him on the two 
sides ot the boat, guarding lest he fall into the water. If he sleeps at night, 
appoint more care:f'ul people, sleeping around him in his tent, and inspect ten times 
a ni.ght. My majesty wants to see this pygJIG" more than the products ot the mine 
region or the incense land." The fact that the agent had this letter carved on his 
tomb at the Frist Cataract shows that the pygJey" must have reached the palace. 

JEWS AND BALKANS 

In 1893 an American businessman by the name of Charles E. WUbour was at 
the First Cataract looking for antiquities, as was his annual pleasure. He recorded 
in his notebook: ttlll these pap. from kem shown me by 3 separate wanen." Thus 
casually' he noted the acquisition of seventeen papyri from the mound of Elephantine. 
Fitty-otour years later his daughter presented the still rolled and unexamined docu
ments to the Brooklyn Museum. When opened a.rx:t examined, the7 proved to belong to 
a celebrated group of documents, the records of a garriscn ot Jewish soldiers 
stationed at the First Cataract as frontier guards, under the Persian Empire s0111e 
2500 years ago. Such foreign mercenaries thrc:nghout the Near East are constantly 
coming to our notice. In Nubia proper there was a lonely fortress on a craggy rock 
called Qasr Ibrim. Here, four hundred years ago there was a garrison of Bosnians, 
that is, soldiers trom Yugoslavia. We tend to think of the Near East as broken 
into closed cultures, Egyptians or Mesopotamians and so on. The ancient presence 
of a community ot Jews at Elephantine or the recent presence of Bosnians at Qasr 
Ibrim shows how complicated the picture was. 

writing eighty years ago, Miss Amelia B. Edwards tells about the mixture ot 
peop~es at Ibrima "There are 'fair' families, whose hideous light hair and blue 
eyes (grafted on brown-black skins) date back to Bosnian forefathers )6o years ago. 
These people give themselves airs, and are the haute noblesse of the place. The 
men are lazy and quarrelsome. The women trail longer robes, wear more beads ani 
rings, and are altogether more unattractive and castor-oily than arty we have seen 
elsewhere." 
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"KIIBOI WAS HEREtt 

The epigrapher is the scholar who pursues the ancient inscriptions. They
include the original carvings in tombs and temples and the graffiti scratched by 
passers-by over ten thousand years--prehistoric draWings on eli££ sides, records 
of ancient Egyptian commercial agents, Christian monks, Muslim travellers, and 
modern tourists. On the doc:rway of the temple of Isis at Philae, a French inscrip
tion of tihe year 7 of the republic records that one of Napoleon's generals pursued 
the fleeing Mameluke troops thus far in 1799. Beside the temple of Abu Simbel a 
marble tablet written in English and Arabic tells about the Bl'itish battle against 
the Dervishes in 1889, and nearby is the grave of a Major Tidswell, resting forever 
in the pagan precincts of Ramses II. 

Even that impulse of the travelling soldier to record his "Kilroy was here" 
appears in the graffiti of ancient times. Twe.-,ty-five hWldred years ago a brigade 
of Egyptians and Greek mercenaries came to Abu Simbel, and two of the Greeks 
climbed up to the leg at a colossus of Ramses II and scratched in Greek: "When , 
King Psammetichos came to Elephant,ine, they wrote this who came •••• as tar as the 
river allowed. Potasimto led the foreigners, and Amasis the Egyptians. Archon, 
son of !moibichos, and Pelekos., son of Udamos, wrote this." 

PHILAE, u PEARL CF THE NILE" 

A traveller to Egypt about 1830 wrote about Philaea "The beauty ot the 
scenery around this enchanted isle canpensated us for all our toil tran Alexandria 
to the cataractJ it was indeed the only spot in all our travels whose scenery 
deserves to be called sublime. The granite rocks, in a thousand majestic forms, 
rise from the isle at its western extremity and are beautifully contrasted with the 
picturesque effects ot the stately palm-trees and magnificent structures ot Philae; 
indeed, the whole island seems to be a delightful garden, studded with obelisks and 
temples." 

On the island of Philae about 1818 the Italian adventurer Giovanni Belzoni 
picked up for sale two small obelisks, each only six tons in weight. In those daya 
the problems ot shipping were serious, but Belzoni's workmen gave it a try, and 
built a wooden loading pier out into the Nile. Under the weight of an obelisk, the 
pier promptly collapsed and dropped the monument into the river mud. Belzoni was 
tenacious ot purpose, there were palm-tiber ropes and levers to pry the obelisk 
out, and the two monuments finally reached an estate in England, Kingston Lacy, 
Wimborne, Dorset. One of the obelisks had the name o£ Cleopatra i.n Greek and 
hieroglyphic, and that enabled Mr. w. J. Bankes to read this nane in the picture 
writing six years before Champollion made his general decipherment o£ the language. 

The island ot Philae may have been the last stronghold o£ the ancient 
Egyptian religl.on. The Roman &lperor Theodosius in 379 A.D. decreed that 
Christianity should be compulsory throughout the Empire. But the pr.l. ests ot Philae, 
secure on their remote island, went on worshipping the goddess Isis. It was a 
hundred and fifty years later that Justinian cracked down and suppressed the ancient 
paganism. Thereafter, with no swarms of pilgrims, with no revenues, the island 
shrank in importance and soon became nearly deserted. 
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"SEVEN LEAN YEARS" 

The Greek writers stated that the stretch of twelve leagues south ot the 
First Cataract was the Dodekaschoenos, or "Twelve-League. 11 We wish that we knew 
just how long an ancient "league" was. The area was consecrated to the god o£ the 
First Cataract, Khnum, a.nd an ancient text tells us why. The legend is that, under 
a king named Djoser, Egypt experienced seven lean years, in which the Nile failed 
to flood satisfactorily. In a dream, the god appeared to the king and stated that 
he controlled the flow of the Nile. When the king awoke, he dedicated the income 
of the twelve-league stretch to the tenple ot the god Khnum. 0£ course, thereafter 

' the years of good Niles came. The tradition of the seven lean years has a very 
interesting parallel in the Joseph story in the Bible. 

TRIBUTE OF THE NEGROES 

On the walls of Ramses II's temple of Bet el-Wali is depicted the tribute 
of the Negroes about 1280 B.C. Prominent among the ebony, fans, leopards and 
leopard sld.ns, and decorated shields are elephants' tusks. About 3150 years later, 
Amelia B. Edwards saw a. camel train reaching the Nile only a little north of 
Bet. el-Wali. 

"I shall not soon forget the Abyssinian caravan which we met one day just 
coming out from Mahatta. It consisted of seventy camels laden with elephant tusks. 
The tusks, which were about fourteen feet in length, were packed in half-dozens and 
sewn up in buffalo hides. Each camel was slung with two loads, one at either side 
of the hump. There must have been about eight hundred and forty tusks i.n all. 
Beside each shambling beast strode a bare-footed Nubian. Following these, on the 
back of a gigantic camel, came a hunting leopard in a wooden cage, and a wild cat 
in a basket." 

Negro Africa raised and still raises cattle. Cattle are among the tribute 
brought to Ramses II in the temple of Bet el-liali. One of the oxen is shown in a 
peculiar way, with a little Negro head set between the horns a.rd wi. th the horns 
depicted as arms stretched out in a plea to the king for mercy. We never know how 
seriously to take such pictures. Is this a symbolic sort of picture writing, 
stating that all Nubia, human and animal, surrendered fully to the pharaoh? Ot- did 
they actually decorate the head of an ox with this little arrangement, to try to 
soften the heart of pharaoh with a visible symbol of surrender? 

BUT NO PIGS -

The tanples of Nubia today lie deserted and melancholy in their loneliness. 
It was not always so. About 248 A.D. the temples became crowded in so unfitting a 
way that a formal decree in Greek was carved in the temple of Kalabshah:,. will 
the owners of pigs please keep their animals out of this holy placeJ 

ROBBING RAMSES TO PAY PF:rl!R 

The Temple of Wadi es-Sebua was built by Ramses II some time after 1300 B.C. 
In Christian times it was partly made CJ!Ter into a Coptic church. The most striking 
result is in the sanctuary at the rear of the temple. There a wall in the central 
niche was plastered over, and a figure of the Apostle Peter, armed with a huge key, 
was painted on the plaster. Flanking him on each side are two figures of the 
pharaoh Ramses II offering bouquets--so they are now offered to St. Peterl 
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SO PERISH THE ENEMIES CF THE KINGI 

In the delightful little terrple of Amada there is a grisly reminder that 
the Egyptians were not simply gentle lovers of art. In an inscription Amen-hotep II 
(abrut 1.440 B.C.) tells how he captured seven princes in the region of Damascus in 
Syria. He ceremonially killed them before the god in the capital city of Thebes, 
and hanged six of them on the wall of Thebes. The seventh was taken upstream 
through Nubia and on to the Fourth cataract, where he was hanged on the wall of 
Napslia. The grim pharaoh was giving notice to the world that his enemies had better 
beware, but. his advertising methods were forbidding rather than captivating. 

THE KING'S STATUES 

About 1150 B.C. Ramses VI had a commissioner in Nubia by the name o£ 
Pen-No. This official built his tomb at Aniba, where he served a statue of the 
Pharaoh and administered the lands which provided the income for the service of the 
statue. This we know from the scenes in Pen-No's tomb. 

In 1934 the Oriental Institute found at Megiddo in Palestine the base of 
another statue of Ramses VI. Dr. Breasted then wrote: "It is interesting to 
observe that, besides our statue at Megiddo1 in the northern region of his Asiatic 
empire, Ramses VI likewise erected another statue of himself in Nubia, the southern 
extremity of his African empire." 

We do not possess either statue, only the base of the northern one and the 
depiction on a tomb wall of the southern one. 

II FUZZ! -WUZZIES" 

Archeology in Nubia may come darn to the past century, if one so desires. 
Seven miles into the desert behind 'l'oshke, in August, 18891 there was a battle 
under the blazing summer sun. The "Fuzzy-wzzies, 11 those fanatical dervishes who 
gave the British so much trouble for more than a dozen years in the Sudan, were met 
and defeated here in a great battle. Only two generations ago the field was white 
with bones, strewn with water jars, cartridges, and various camp rubbish. It was 
already an ancient ruin. 

ABU SIMBEL 

John Lewis Burckhardt was a Swiss explorer, who rejoiced in the traveling 
name of Sheikh Ibrahim. On March 2, 1813, he discovered the temple of Abu Sinbel. 
It is almost incredible that a facade of 100 feet should not be clearly visible, 
but here are Burckhardt's words: 

ttHaVing1 as I supposed, seen all the antiquities of Ebsambal (Abu Sin:i:>el), 
I was about to ascend the sandy side of the mountain by the same way I had descended 
when •••• I fell in with what is yet visible of four immense colossal statues cut out 
of the rock; •••• the,y stand in a deep recess, excavated in the mountain, but it is 
greatly to be regretted that they are now almost entirely buried beneath the sands, 
which are blown down here in torrents. The entire head and part of the breast and 
arms of one of the statues are yet above the surface; of the one next to it 
scarcely any part is visible. 11 
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In JUly and August., 18171 the Italian adventurer and former circus strong 
man, Gicwanni Belzoni, with his men working in an average daily temperature of 
11.20 in the shade., cleared away the sand slide which concealed the facade and 
entrance to the tenple oi' Abu Simbel. A slender little fellow, a Levantine mar
centary soldier called Hajji Muhammad., squeezed through the first hole. He must 
have been the first to enter the temple in more than a thousand years. 

"A CATHEIRAL IN A SINGLE BLOOK OF STONE" 

The facade oi' the great rock-clii'i' temple at Abu Simbel is nearly 110 feet 
high, and the tour colossi who sit, impassive through the ages, in front of the 
temple are 67 feet high. If they were to stand up, it has been calculated that 
they would be 83 feet high and might comfortably look into the winde~~ of a seven
story building. But it Will do them no good to stand up, when the waters of the 
new High Dam flood the valley--they wUl still be 100 teet below the surface. 

The temple of Abu Simbel outs one hundred and eighty feet back into the 
hillside. It was skillfully laid out with a dramatic plan. Eighty years ago the 
famous traveler, Amelia B. Edwards, described ita 

"It is fine to see the sunrise on the front of the Great Temple; but some
thing still finer takes place on certain mornings ot the year, in the very heart ot 
the mountain. As the sun comes up over the eastern hill-tops 1 one long, level beam 
strikes through the doorway, pierces the inner darkness like an arrow, penetrates 
to the sanctuary, and falls like tire from heaven upon the altar at the feet of the 
Gods. 

0 No one who has watched for the coming of that shaft of sunlight can doubt 
that it was a calculated effect, and that the excavation was directed at one 
especial angle in order to produce it. In this way Ra, to whom the temple was 
dedicated, l111Y be said to have entered in daily, and by a direct manifestation of 
his presence to have approved the sacrifices oi' his worshippers." 

"OZIMANDIAS, KING OF KINGS" 

Inside the temple of Abu Simbel, Ramses II carved scenes am inscriptions 
ot his great battle against the Hittites in north Syria shortly a.t'lier 1200 B.c. No 
record of ancient Egypt occupies so much wall space at Abu Simbel, at Thebes, and 
at Abydos. The young king made it his greatest boast. Yet the "victory" vas a 
colossal fraud. Ramses II brashly walked into a Hittite ambush at Kadesh on the 
Orontes. The Egyptian arrrry was sent helter-skelter into a disorderly rout. Only 
the personal bravery of Ramses and his bodyguard held off the Hittites from a over
whelming victory. 'VJhen the Egyptians were able to regroup am retire in good order, 
Ramses was much relieved. By the time he returned to Egypt some weeks later, the 
engagement had developed in his divine imagination into a glorious success. 

Ramses II 1 s throne name was User-maat-Re, which descended into Greek as 
Ozymandias. He earned the title to colossal arrogance which we ascribe to the name 
Ozymandias. In the temple of Abu Simbel he appears as one of the tour gods ot the 
Egyptian empire. There are even reliefs showing him as king making sacrifices to 
himself as god. In the scene on the stela recounting Ramses' marriage to a Hittite 
princess, the pharaoh is shown solemnly consulting himself as a god, to discover 
whether he had the divine consent to marry the girl. A very useful bit of 
schizophreniaJ 
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THE BREASTED FLAG 

In January 1906, while the dahabi~ (house boat) of Breasted's expedi't#ion 
was anchored off Abu Simbel, the mail arr~ved, and he learned that President Harper 
o£ the University of Chicago had died ten days earlier. That night he wrote in his 
journal: tti have put the flag at half-mast with 11\V' own hands, and it will remain 
so during the rest of the voyage.n 

That flag, with its thirty-seven stars, is still one of the treasured 
mementos ot the Oriental Institute. The number ot stars shows that the flag was 
made between 1867 (Nebraska) and 1876 (Colorado). When Breasted was provisioning 
hi.s expedition, it would seem that the shops in Cairo had nothing very new in 
American nags. 

"SNOW" IN NUBIA 

In January 1906, Breasted was working on a hieroglyphic inscription at Abu 
Simbel, telling about the marriage of RaREes II to a Hittite princess. The text 
said that the queen-to-be would come marching across the mountains in winter time 
and on the way might be held up by 11rain and seleq. 11 The latter was an unknown 
word. Suddenly he realized that it must be Hebrew sheleg, Arabic thalg, "snow." 
I't# is a paradox that the earliest occurrence of a word for "snow" WiS'istablished 
nearly half a century ago in rainless, snowless Nubia. 

THE LOOT TEMPLE 

Since archeologists came to Egypt they have been tantalized by native 
rumors of unlmown temples out in the desert. After the first few generations ot 
discovery, most of these rumors have proved to be false. In 1906, when Breasted 
was copying at Abu Simbel, he decided to follow up one such report. With camels, 
the Breasted party struck into the desert for two hours. Then there loomed up a 
large shape, with an apparent doorway cutting through it. As they came near, the 
shape became only an isolated rock cliff, pierced with holes, which had given the 
illusion ar doors. Yet all was not lost effort. One of the openings had pre
historic drawings, with two boats, two giraffes, two ostriches, and smaller animals. 
This had been something ot a holy spot to prehistoric man. 

DESERT \ITARRICBS 

The nomads who warxier around the dreary deserts which flank the Nile are 
very skilled in finding their way through the uncharted wilderness. In modern 
times they have been engaged to serve as desert trackers in Egypt. Their skill in 
following the faint traces of runaway camels or ot smugglers has become fabulous. 

Ancient Egypt used them in the same way. About 2000 B.c. a frontier clerk 
at the Second Cataract wrote a series of reports. He constantly refers to the 
desert peoples, the Me@idf' who came in to the frontier fortress and wanted to be 
enrolled as Egyptian so ers. Many of them were enlisted and served so effectively 
that in the course o£ time their tribal name, Medjai, was used as the ancient 
Egyptian ward for npolice." 
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The settled people in the Near East have always been in terror of the 
desert warriors. In Roman times one group of these desert people, the BlelllllYes~ 
became aggressive, both against the Candaces o£ Ethiopia to the south and against 
the Romans to the ncrth. The Romans established fortresses against them in Nubia, 
but finally had to withdraw north or the First Cataract attar two centuries of 
fighting. It was not until 451 A. D. that the Romans won a real victo:ey over them. 

North of the Second Cataract at the si tea of Ballana ani Qustul, great 
mound graves have been found or a strange people, who gave respectable burial. to 
their horses. It is possible that these intrusive strangers were the warlike 
BlemJD1eS. 

THE '-lOMAN WHO WAS KING 

The beautiful little temple or Buhen near the Second Cataract has records 
or the most famous family quarrel in ancient Egyptian history. About 1500 B.c., a 
strong-minded queen, Hat-shepsut, forced he;" way into masculine ranks. Discarding 
her queenly titles, she proclaimed that she had been born a king and thus had a 
div.l.ne right to sit upon the throne as a man. She thrust her male relatives into 
the background, appeared at ceremonies in male dress, with a beard tied at her 
chin, and had inscriptions carved about the "she-king,n "she-god," and "she-Horus." 
Eventually young Thut-mose III overcame her, and his agents painfully went through 
Egyptian temples, such as the one at Buhen, hacking out her name, the feminine 
endings and pronouns, and inserting the name of Thut-mose in their place. She may 
not have been the first feminist in history, but she was one of the most determined. 

FRONTIER FORT 

When the Egyptian Empire moved into Nubia shortly atter 2000 B.C., a series 
of' fortresses were built along the NUe to hold the newly conquered land. One of 
these, Buhen at the Second Cataract, has recently been excavated. It was a massive 
structure, with walls more than sixteen feet thick, perhaps more than twenty feet 
high, strengthened by round bastions sticking out into a dry moat. Double rows of' 
loopholes in the fortress wall could be used to shoot arrows or sling stones at 
various angles. It looks too strong for capture. Yet the evidence shows that it 
was captured in between the Middle and New Kingdoms, when Egypt was weak. Even 
the strongest fort cannot support a weak government. 

THE LIBERATION CF EGYP.r 

In one of Egypt ts weaker ages, about 15'75 B.C., the Pharaoh at Thebes was 
the unwilling vassal of the Hyksos, Asiatic rulers in the north of the land. And 
he was the unwilling ally of a Nubian to the south. In frustration, he cried out: 
"Here I sit, associated with an Asiatic and a NubianJ Each man has his slice of 
this Egypt, dividing up the land with me." The Hyksos king sent a secret messenger 
to Nubia, inviting the southerners to make common cause with him against the 
Egyptians. The Pharaoh happened to capture this messenger in the western oases 
and thus thwarted the plans for putting Egypt into an Asian-African vise. There 
was no united action between the Hyksos and the Nubians, Egypt started a successful 
war of liberation, and went on to set up her own errpire in Asia and Africa. 
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11THE BELLY OF STONES" 

The Arabs call the forbidding stretch of' water at the Second Cataract the 
"Belly ot Stones," and they avoid it because navigation is dangerous. There are 
scarcely any boats in the region at all. In 1907, Breasted heard a report that 
there was an inscription on an island in the Cataract. Yet he could find no boat 
anywhere in the district. Then a native appeared with two long bundles of' dried 
reeds, each tied in cigar shape, and the two lashed together into a raft. Breasted 
sat upon this ancient contraption, while the native swam behind and kicked the noat 
across to the island. Just so, we read in the Pyramid Texts of forty-three hundred 
years ago, the dead kings would be brought across celestial waters to their homes 
in paradise--on a float of' two reed-bundles. 

THE MISPLACED STELA 

So desolate are the stretches of shore in Nubia that even so precious a 
commodity as wood may not be noticed for years. At the Second Cataract a German 
expedition in 1844 found a large inscription broken in two pieces. They were boxed 
for shipment, but when the boxes reached Berlin, only the lower part of' the stela 
could be found. It was more than forty years later, in 1886, that a second expedi
tion found the wooden box still lying intact upon the shore at the Cataract region. 
No one had broken up the boxes tor fire-wood or building wood; perhaps no one had 
really seen them. The wheels of' bureaucracy began to grind, and by 1899 the two 
pieces were reunited in Berlin. 

THE NILE WATCHERS 

Four thousand years ago Egyptian conmissioners were posted in the rocky 
stretches of' the Second Cataract to watch and record the height of' the annual 
inundation. That was vitally important to Egypt• s prosperity, so that fran thi.s 
lonely outpost two hundred and fifty miles away from Egypt proper, word could be 
sent ahead of' the inundation that a good or a poor Nile flood was expected, so that 
the state would know how to use the coming waters. More than a centuey ago an 
expedition noticed that the records of Nile heights were carved about twenty-f'ive 
fAet higher than modern maximum heights. It was objected that we could not k:nelil 
that these levels were carved exactly at the water mark. Since these outposts 
wouJ.d be blisteringly hot in the summer when the Nile was high, perhaps the NUe 
watchers made their records at some breezy spot higher up. In 1907 Breasted 
noticed a series of pot-holes consistently running about two feet below the 
recorded levels, thus showing that the Nile about 2000 B.C. had been higher than 
today. Probably the rock barrier at the Second Cataract has been cut down over 
four thousand years. 

A PROPHECY 

In 1906 Professor Breasted wrote: "Probably there are few Egyptologists 
who do not realize that the monuments of Egypt still in situ are rapidly falling to 
ruin •••• While the structural decay and barbarous demoiTtiOn of the monuments are 
suff'iciently well known, the invisible but steady disintegration of the surfaces of' 
intact walls ••• is not generally understood •••• one need only e~amine a series of 
photographs ••• and if' the negatives have been made at intervals during the last 
twenty years, the surface of the wall from photograph to photograph may be seen 
slowly dissolving and the record upon it fading into blank masonry before one's 
eyes •••• It is eVident that the work of making pet"manent records of' our fast-perish
ing inheri-tance in Egypt cannot begin too soon." How right he wasJ 
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MAY I GO ALONG AND HELP? 

The call of field work andzhe fascination of archeology are strong magnets. 
Geol.ogists, housewives, photographers, retired draftsmen, and school children saya 
"I haven't much money to give, but I can give myself. I'd do anything in the field 
Rnd without pay. May I go along and help?" 

We have to say three things to these people who offer something more 
precious than dollars. First, nobody should go to Nubia and spend a season unless 
he realizes that the place is complete~ cut off. No books, no magazines, no 
movies, no music. In one week you will have seen the local scenery, and there 
will be no new place to go. After awhile the loneliness and the lack of relief 
get on everybody's nerves. A person really has to have a professional devotion to 
the work in order to stand the seven months of monotonous isolation. 

Second, Nubia offers almost no living and working quarters, so that expedi
tions usually operate from a dahabiyah or house boat. These can accommodate six to 
eight persons. The professional staff' of experienced people must be at least six 
persons. This leaves little space for the eager volunteer. 

Finally, even if we took a volunteer without any salary, it would cost 
about $1100 for round-trip travel between Chicago and Cairo and another $700 to 
maintain the volunteer on a seven-month season. Under field conditions, even the 
most willing volunteer is a gamble. When you need every cent for the work, you 
cannot afford to gamble. 

So--to all those whose hearts went out to the archeological adventure and 
who wanted to give us their services--won't you give us what money you can, and 
won 1t you organize interest in your own communities to spread the word of what we 
are trying to do? 

Thank youl 

John A. Wilson 
Director 
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Nippur, November 8, 1960 

After an absence of two and a half years, the expedition to Nippur, sponsored 
jointly by the American Schools of Oriental Research and the Oriental Institute, 
is back in the field. There are only three of us here at the moment: Don Hansen 
wno came directly from a summer's digging at Sardis in Turkey, Jim Knudstad who 
was in Egypt and Iran last winter and is back again after less than a three-month 
stay in the States, and myself. On the first of December we will be joined by 
George Dales, who is now in Pakistan, and, in the spring, we are expecting 
Vaughn Crawford, the Field Director of the Baghdad fchool of the American ~chools 
of Oriental Research. 1•Tith the exception of Professor Goetze of Yale, who could 
not come out this year, it is the same staff that was here during 1957-58. Our 
objective is also the same--the excavation of the temple of the goddess Inanna. 

Luckily, we were able to rent the same house {at a higher rent) in Afaj, a 
smal~ village not too far from the mound. Like most tenants, 1rre wanted some 
redecorating done but, unlike most tenants, knew we 1rrould have to do it ourselves. 
A quick trip to town and we came back with boxes and boxes of distemper in old 
rose, powder blue, opaline green, and old gold. This painting activity so 
enthused the interested owner that he contributed a light tan for the courtyard 
walls and a bright green for the shmJer room. Much to our dismay, a new coating 
of distemper was no deterrent to the termites. Within t1orenty-four hours a little 
mud tunnel was being hurriedly built do-vm the living room wall. Termites are 
determined beings and the one little lizard who came in the evenings to feast at 
the mouth of the rivulet of mud was not equal to the task. Although the tunnel 
is completed now from ceiling to floor, the little lizard still comes--so we break 
the run each evening and he picks off the confused ants running around trying to 
repair the damage. What the termites hope to gain, I'm not sure. The walls are 
solid brick, the floors are tile, and the present runs miss the doors and windows, 
the only wood in the building. 

Despite the mud traceries on the walls, we are comfortably installed. Some 
of our furniture dates back a quarter of a century to the University of Pennsyl
vania's expedition at Tepe Gawra, and the dishes and linens {augmented) to the 
Institute's expedition at Megiddo in Palestine. OUr latest acquisitions include 
meta~ tables and chairs and a fine refrigerator from Profesf<Or Kraeling 1 s dig in 
Libya. Everything has been washed and scrubbed and we now await a class A sand 
storm to put down its unifying layer of dust r::nd the first good rain to create a 
mud so adhesive that any amateur Sherlock could read the comings and goings of our 
household staff with no trouble at all. 
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Meanwhile at the mound •••• 

Inanna and her abode at Nippur are old friends of ours. In 1951-52 a deep 
trench located the building, and explora-tory tunnels provided a door-socket wit,h 
a dedicatory inscription. In 1953-54 we were busy working on another part of 
~Jippur but found time to dig out a couple of rooms--just as a foretaste of things 
to cane. In 1955-56 we started excavating the temple in earnest but miscalculat2d. 
vJhat we had thought to be the length of the building 1-1as actually its width and wu 
were faced with a huge mound that we had hoped would not need to be touched. In 
1957-58 we started from the top again and excavated temples from the Parthian 
per~od (ca. 200 B.C.) through the Third Dynasty of Ur (ca. 2000 B.C.) that coverea 
more area than a football field. Below we found a smaller temple (about 80 by 
275 feet) dating to the end of the Early Dynastic II period (ca. 2700 B.C.). By 
this time we were more than 25 feet below the top of the hillock which covered the 
temple. 

This season we are back to pick up the threads again and excavate the temple 
down to its prehistoric beginning. From a test pit dug last season we know we are 
sti11 more than 35 feet above the water table. 

To pick up the threads again wasn't easy. While we were away Enlil' s winds 
had covered the entire temple with sand dunes--some of them eight to ten feet 
h~h. More than once I've felt that the god Enlil is peculiarly successful in 
Drotecting his home tOtm from the prying eyes of later-day inquirers. We wanted 
to bulldoze the sand out of the area but no available bulldozer was to be found. 
So we fell back on a method we knew well--an unending procession of men who carry 
the sand up to the dump cars on our field railroad and return to do the same thing 
aga~ and again throughout an eight-hour day. It works. Now, three weeks after 
the beginning of work, the area is free of sand. As soon as we had part of the 
temple cleared, we fastened manila locus tags to the walls, in order to establish 
the precise place of everything, and were ready to start the excavation. But 
Enlil had allies who, it seemed, also resented the intrusion of men and noise. 
Many of the tags were torn from the walls during the night by foxes who have 
taken over the tunnels below the ziggurat as their very ovm. I think we have won, 
however, for fewer and fewer of the tags show teeth marks now. Maybe it was a 
game the foxes played in the moonlight, I don't know. 

In the excavations we have been clearing the temple level ecpcs ed last season 
to its lowest floors. In most rooms nearly a meter of thin clay floor coverings 
had been laid during the life of the building. Ea.ch floor layer had an accompany
ing thin mud plaster on the walls so that, as the floors rose, the walls became 
wider and wider. Some minor changes were made, but essentially the plan remained 
the same. In another week the level shculd be completed, mapped, photographed, 
and then destroyed. i:Je will dig dovm to the next level of the temple and it will 
be cleared, mapped, photographed, and destroyed. The same process will be 
repeated over and over until we reach the first temple built on the site. With 
luck, we hope to do this before we run out of either of those two ever-present 
constants: time and money. 

Usually the first weeks of digging provide little excitement in objects 
found. He have been fortunate this year. Just over a week ago, we were digging 
through the lowest floor of a small room when we uncovered a whole collection of 
temple objects that had been discarded lJhen the temple t..;as rebuilt. Most of the 
objects are made of marble or alabaster. There are small box-like bases or 
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stands, some undecorated but others with bands of mother of pearl and bitumen 
inlay and bas-reliefs of humans and animals; there are insets in the form of the 
forepart of a ram ani a bull; there are fragments of limestone plaques and small 
statuettes; there are beads, shells, and flints. This collection must have pro
vided us with the necessary impetus, for, since then, each day we have found a few 
0bjects that we are proud to have on our workroom shelves. 

The season has started very nicely and, without undue optimism, we are looking 
forvvard to digging out the successive temple constructions and the objects they 
contain. It will take time. There will be rains and the roads will be muddy, 
there will be winds and the sand will blow, there will be spring sunshine and the 
flowers will bloom before we have reached the original Inanna temple at Nippur. 

Very sincerely, 

Richard c. Haines 
Field Director 
Joint Expedition to Nippur 

P. s. The termites have failed to repair the last break we made in their tunnel. 
It's too bad, in a way, for the lizard has gone somewhere else to look for food. 
However, the animal participation in our camp life has been kept at an even 
balance by a gazelle bought from a local policeman. 
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As the year 196o makes its final bows, the Oriental Institute makes its 
seasonal bow to you who have taken such a cordial interest in our work. Shortly 
after Christmas I shall leave for Cairo, to attend an international meeting there 
and to inspect our expeditions in that country. Three round trips by jet 'plane 
across the Atlantic make me feel something like a human yo-yo1 but that is the 
measure of the excitement of this year. By the time I return in the latter half of 
January, we should be reading Newsletters from the field. 

Carl and Elsie Kraeling left the States about a month ago for a season of 
study in Rome and the Near East. It is good that Carl's doctors have encouraged 
this quiet return to his own work in the Near East, and I know that you will all 
join in wishing them well. 

Our other field activities are starting with excellent auspices. It is a 
tribute to the standing of the Oriental Institute and to Dr. Kraeling's patient 
efforts for the Institute that we have four expeditions in the field and that they 
were cordially received by local authorities. 

After an absence of two seasons, the Nippur Expedition, under the director
ehi~ of Carl Haines, returns to its excavations in that ancient city a hundred milee 
south of Baghdad in Iraq. The objective of this .ea:L,.;u~sUH~J!--iS the temple of the 
G01idess of Love and 1~Tarfare, Inanna, upon which · e expedition had been concentratin 
three years ago. Of course, the first work of the expedition was to clear away 
eight to ten feet of sand which had blown into the previous excavation. Then under 
the floor of a small room Mr. Haines found a rich collection of sacred temple 
objects, which had been given pious burial 4500 years ago, an "incredible flood of 
sculpture." There are rectangular stone bases for some kind of temple activity, 
some inlaid with bitumen or mother-of-pearl, some sculptured with humans and 
animals; fragments of small statues; limestone inlays depicting ram and bull; beads, 
shells~ flints, and a cuneiform tablet. "We already have a finer collection than 
we had at the end of last year's digging." It is always a wonderful feeling to 
start out a season with such rich and interesting finds. 

You will remember that three years ago Robert M. Adams was carrying out a 
surface survey of ancient settlements in the Diyala region of Iraq northeast of 
Baghdad. Thus he located, identified, and dated ancient mounds, providing a pattern 
of settlement based on irrigation over many centuries. Such a study of the use of 
irrigation far human location has of course been of great interest to modern 
governments facing similar problems. Dr. Adams is again in the field, has just 
completed a surface survey in Iraq, and by this time will be extending his observa
tions into neighboring Iran. The charting of old settlements in Iraq this autumn 
has been in two areas: former branches of the Euphrates lying north and ncrthwest 
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of Nippur 1 and a second area lying generally between Nippur and Kish. As in 
previous surveys, dozensof sites were visited and examined on the basis of surface 
evi.dence; twenty-six could be~~ dated and mapped in terms of relative l.ocatiot 
in space and time. The government officials and citizens of Iraq have been cordial 
and cooperative. 

Na-1, at the invitation of the Government of Iran, Dr. Adams moves over into 
that southwest part of Iran which continues the alluvial plain of Mesopotamia, and 
which therefore will provide canparable evidence to that found in Iraq. This kind 
of surface survey was devised by Dr. Jacobsen several years ago. Its results are 
highly interesting for economics, human geography, and politics. Ancient govern
ments provided canals, so that outlying districts might have irrigation waters, and 
vil.lages sprang into being where agricultural life had formerly been impossibl.e. 
This can now be seen as a slowly changing process over thousands of years. You will 
understand why we feel great pride in these results. 

Things are also happening in Egypt. The Epigraphic Expedition returned as 
usual to Luxor, to start work on the final volume of copying the temple of Medinet 
Habu, The season started with operational difficulties. You can nurture along a 
physical plant for many years by constant care. But when an automobile is twenty
siX years old, or when an electric plant and refrigerators are thirty years old, 
vou may have to tinker with them every day to keep them going. Dr. George Hughes 
and our good engineer, John Healey, are loyally putting up with obsolete mechanical 
equipment, at the pain of having to run out to the engine room at midnight and 
doctor a dying motor. Since spare parts are not easy to acquire far ancient motors, 
particularly in that economy, this skill in keeping things going seems almost 
miraculous. We do need a lot of new mechanical, refrigerative, and automotive 
equipment. Yet the staff does go ahead with the scientific work day by day, and 
the final copying of the temple of Medinet Habu, begun in 1924, is now only a couplE 
of years away. 

Then there is the Nubian Expedition, a formal enterprise of the Oriental 
Institute, new and therefore financed outside of the regular budget. That is our 
response to the emergency created by the new High Dam at Assua.n and the threat that 
the archeology of Nubia would be flooded over. Our work in Nubia has three parts: 
exploration of a stretch of twelve miles on each side of the Nile River, excavation 
of the most promising indications from that exploration, and copying the temple of 
Beit el-Wali. The last named operation has already begun. By this time Dr. Hughes 
and Dr. Charles Nims have probably finished their preliminary photographing and 
studying :in the temple, as the basis for the formal and definitive copying of this 
monument of Ramses II, before it is moved away to higher ground. These two scholar~ 
have visited Beit el-Wali under living conditions of primitivity and privation. We 
acknowledge their devotion with deep gratitude. 

The exploration and excavation side of the Nubian Expedition should begin 
before Christmas. That has of course involved more detailed planning and organiza
tion, under the spirited direction of Dr. Keith Seele. We have had the very good 
fortune to gain a partner, the Swiss Institute in Cairo. Its Director, 
Dr. Herbert Ricke, is an experienced excavator, so that we feel that we have about 
the best field man available. Nubia is such a desert bac~qater that practically 
everv element of the expedition, including the spade and shovel men, has to be 
gathered in the north and transported to the site. This has been effected, and the 
steamer houseboat, with the motor launch, are now on their way south toward 
Beit el-Wali in Nubia. Dr. Hughes writes that no houses are available in the 
village of Beit el-Wali. The houseboat will have to be both living and working 
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quarters. Certainly the staff' will be cramped, but they have the professional 
att::i.tude that a job has to be done and they will do it no matter what the conditions 
may be. The motor launch provides both the necessary communications for food and 
supplies and the vehicle for the field survey of' these twelve miles. This participa
tiotl in an international effort is an important activity on the Institu~ part. 
Ver,r clearly both the American scholars and those abroad were looking to the 
Institute for leadership. And, despite delays to assemble equipment and personnel, 
we seem to be the first new expedition in the field. A world reputation has its 
responsibilities, but it will also have rewards. Let us wish this newest enterprise 
great good fortune in its new task. 

So much for the pain and glory of' work in the field. Work at home may be 
less glamorous, but it is of' course the very heart of' the affair. Dr .. Robert 
Braidwood is back from his season in the hills of' Iran, full of' new questions about 
the origins of settled life. His staff' is very busy in the basement, assembling 
and studying the field results. Books continue to grind out of' the oriental 
Institute, including successive volumes of the Assyrian Dictionary. I was startled 
the other day to be told about Oriental Institute Publications No. 90, and the 
Publications are only one of' our series. A new volume is just out, "City Invincible,'" 
edited by Carl H. Kraeling and Robert M. Adams, giving the proceedings of' the 
December 1958, symposium on urbanization and cultural development, which 
Dr. Kraeling organized and ran so admirably. 

Classes continue to meet, and professors "too numerous to mention by name" 
continue to build up their scholarly contributions. It is a good place to work. 

This year I am the Director. Next year we should have a younger man, with 
a vigorous idea on new attacks on the old problems. It will still be the Oriental 
Institute. 

You have been generous in your support of' the Institute in the past. We are 
worthy of' your continued support. Will you look again into your purses and see to 
what extent you can send us a special gift for the Institute work? Thank you, and 
from all of us warm wishes for the Christmas season and the new year. 

Cordially yours, 
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After trying difficulties and disappointing delays, the Oriental Institute's 
newest expedition is at last at work in the field. We have even entertained our 
first guest, the Director of the Oriental Institute, who was with us from 
New Year• s Day until January 4. 

The difficulties and delays were connected with obtaining boats, both for 
our living quarters at Beit el Wali and for a communication and supply line to 
Assuan, 31 miles to the north. The expected availability of boats proved a false 
hope, and we were obliged to spend time and effort in seeking them. Since they 
are indispensable for work in Nubia, this was a challenge of considerable propor
tions. Thus, soon after arrival in Cairo on October 28, I was looking at just 
about every boat in sight on the Nile at Zamalek. Zamalek, incidentally, is the 
home of the Swiss Institute for Architecture and Archeology, which is collaborating 
with us in a joint expedition. Partnership with the Swiss Institute's Scientific 
Director, Dr. Herbert Ricke, has rendered us the assistance which alone has 
brought us where we are. 

The list of boats handed to us by the Nubian Bureau contained only one 
that was available--the other on the "list" had been purchased for another expedi
tion. Thus we immediately started off to see what we could find on our own. 
Valuable footwork was done for us by Nicholas Millet, Oriental Institute M. A. in 
Egyptology, who actually located the boat which we eventually rented. This is 
the 11 Memnon, 11 a fonner Cook tourist steamer, later the property of a former Prime 
Minister. We examined it and thought that what was fit for a Prime Minister 
ought to be suitable even for an Oriental Institute expedition. We rented it for 
$30CK) a year, an expense which was increased by another thousand for insurance of 
b()at and personnel and still more later for fuel oil to keep the "Memnon" moving. 

After we had obtained the big boat, our troubles began. She had not been 
in operation for more than a decade, so that machinery had to be overhauled. 
Inspections had to be made for the owner, government, insurance company, and our
selves. Permits had to be secured for her navigation. Supplies and equipment had 
to be obtained and brought aboard for the kitchen and for the archeological and 
epigrarhic work. A crew had to be assembled, including a pilot capable ot 
directing the steamer up hundreds of miles of ever-changing Nile shoals and 
shallows, through narrow locks, and among the rocks of the cataract at Assuan. 
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The climax of all was the passage through the great Assuan Dam, whose locks we 
kne-w to be only a few inches wider than the 11Memnon11 herself, and then into the 
stormy waters of the Nubian Nile. The chief of the locks told us that it was 
impossible for the steamer to pass through the locks at all, but we didl The 
11 Menmon11 burns crude oil (mazout), and we found virtually none of this precious 
stu..ff south of Cairo, thus our supply or· it had to be sent at great expense by 
trubk to meet us at prearranged stations along the Nile. Once the steamer ran out 
of it between stations and had to wait two days for a special load. Delay con
fronted us at each loading because the V"iscous mass refused to flow through the 
supply hose into the tanks. Once we bui1 t a fire under the tank truck to warm up 
its contents and speed the flow. Meantline we waited, just as Dr. Ricke and I had 
waited in offices in Cairo. 

Our superb motor launch, built for the U. S. Navy in 1942, I found and 
purchased in Alexandria. Our ambassador in Cairo had recommended it to me, for 
he had gone sea fishing in it. She is a gift to the expedition of our good friend, 
Mr. William R. Boyd, of Lake Wales, Florida, who accompanied me on my survey trip 
to Nubia last April. She is equipped with two 87 horse power General Motors 
engines (diesel) and with her power and speed is the ideal craft for our communica
tions with As~an. I named her the 11Barbara" in honor of Miss Barbara Switalski, 
a student of Egyptology at the Oriental Institute, who had been one of the first 
to stir up interest in saving the Nubian monuments, even before the Institute was 
formally committed to the project. With a boatman from Abukir, near Alexandria, 
whom I took over from the previous owner of the launch, and several pilots, I had 
the delightful experience of accompanying the 11Barbara11 as captain and sole 
passenger for 625 miles from Cairo to Beit el Wali, a truly memorable though some
times almost terrifying adventure. 

The 11Memnon11 left Cairo on the morning of December 9. The "Barbara" and 
I followed on the afternoon of the 13th, for she had not yet reached Cairo on the 
9th and was delayed by formalities now becoming almost routine. But I overtook the 
"~1emnon11 at Assiut, half-way to Luxor, where I found her slowly imbibing mazout 
through an all-too-thin drinking tube. I proceeded ahead of her to Luxor and beat 
her by two days. She deserted me on Christmas day at Luxor, where I had to wait 
for the replacement of a broken generator belt, but I overtook her again at Assuan 
on December 27. 

Finally, on Wednesday, December 281 our little fleet steamed off from 
Assuan. The beautiful motor cruiser "Barbara" led the way, resplendent in her red 
and white paint, manned by my engineer, pilot, and myself. The dignified old 
Cook's steamer followed, flying the Stars and Stripes (only 42 starsll), the Swiss 
cross in its red field, and the flag of the U, A. R., and bearing the remainder 
of the staff of the Oriental Institute-Swiss Institute Expedition to Nubia. We 
proudly "steamed" through the tortuous First Cataract of the Nile, amidst gigan
tic boulders of granite, some polished glassy smooth by a thousand centuries of 
rushing waters, others bearing fascinating and exquisitely carved hieroglyphic 
inscriptions. It was a grand sight--and I was proud to realize that, in spite of 
our frustration and despair in Cairo, we were actually the first expedition of the 
season to bring our boats to Nubia. But excruciating hours were still ahead that 
day--it required the whole day to pass through the seven locks of the cataract 
and the great dam--for the 11Memnon" was as snug in the locks as a finger in a 
glove. ~lliat pushing and breathless shoving were required to keep the steamer 
parallel to the granite sides of those mighty "steps" of water! High winds pre
vailed that day, it was difficult to keep the 11Memnon11 moving, but the climax was 
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reached when we were inching along through the last of the locks, seemingly the 
narrowest of all, with a hand's breadth between the "Menmon" and the rough 
masonry, with storm winds blowing and wild waves dashing against the granite of 
the dam and the rocky shores beyond. But the passage was completed! We had been 
lifted nearly 200 feet above the channel below the daml How gallantly then the 
"Barbara" and the "Memnon" sped through the stormy "seas" to their first mooring 
place in Nubia, beside Heisa Island and close to the submerged pylons and colon
nades of beautiful Philae. The storm had subsided with the passing of that night. 
The next day, after the 11 Barbara" had replenished her oil tanks at Shellal, our 
little fleet moved off among the granite boulders rising grotesquely above the 
flood. We passed the site where the new High Dam is being built, moved between 
rocky shores, virtually without sand, vegetation, or inhabitants, through the 
11 extinct11 cataract of Bab Kalabshah, and on for 31 miles. At length, at four 
o'clock we moored at the goal of all our efforts, immediately in front of the rock 
temple of Beit el Wali. At sunset we shifted to a safer place in the submerged 
quarry of Kalabsha, where we still are, and spent our first night at our head
quarters. 

Early next morning, December 30, Dr. George R. Hughes and three of his 
Chicago House artists marched off to Beit el Wali temple to begin the recording of 
thi. a exquisite little sanctuary, hewn in the rock in the first months of the 
re:i.gn of Ramesses II. Dr. Hugbes had been here twice before our arrival, once in 
October, and again in November-December. The second time he was accompanied by 
Dr. Char1l.es F. Nims, who flevr specially out from his teaching duties in Chicago 
to photograph Beit el Wali and make the enlargements on which the artists do their 
"rork. That preliminary activity now paid off. Today, one week after our arrival, 
these faithful veterans of our copying work at Luxor have completed the pencilling 
"~~<Tork on more than three-fourths of the scenes on the walls of the open court of 
the temple. Next week they will move inside to finish in pencil the interior 
rooms of the sanctuary. Thereafter they will return to Luxor to complete the ink 
work on their drawings, and we expect that it will be possible before the end of 
the season to collate and complete the major portion of the entire temple. We are 
optimistic enough to believe that, despite the lateness of our start, we shall 
have finished the recording of Beit el Wali before the time next season when it 
is scheduled to be cut free from the surrounding rock, to be removed to higher 
ground in a nearby "oasis" beside the lake-to-be. Similar progress has been made 
on the definitive plan of Beit el Wali by Dr. Ricke of the Swiss Institute and 
his assistant. 

During the visit of Dr. Wilson, he accompanied Dr. Ricke and our 
archeological consultant, Mr. Labib Habachi, on a survey of the country to the 
north of Beit el Wali, in order to prospect for excavation sites. Another ex
cursion for the same purpose was conducted today, when we discovered several 
cemeteries which show some promise. lATe expect within a few days to determine the 
character of these burials and the nature of a strange settlement of stone 
houses surprisingly distant from the original channel of the Nile. There is 
mystery here; we wonder whether we may be able to unearth any clues to its solu
tion. We have time enough in the months ahead to search for the clues and to fit 
them together. But there is always the air of urgency about us: we know that the 
waters behind the new High Dam are coming. We wish that we had more resources so 
that we could throw more local laborers into the work and be certain of complete 
exploitation of this vast but forbidding area between Beit el Wali and Dehmit 
which we have chosen to explore. 
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As we anticipated, our supply-line to Assuan is absolutely vital. All 
our food nas to be brought fran there. The selection is not wide. The obtaining 
of meat is most critical; by the time we reach Assuan with the "Barbara" the 
meager supply in the butcher shops has been sold to Assuan customers. But our 
able hostess, Mrs. Ricke, only lady on the expedition, has had long experience 
on archeological expeditions and she works prodigiously to meet our needs with 
the limited supplies brought from Cairo and obtainable in Assuan. 

One of our greatest needs is a generator which we could connect up with 
the 110 volt lighting circuit of the "Memnon." OUr ship's lights went out l-Ihen 
we moored at Beit el Wali and dismissed our crew. For we cannot obtain or 
afford to keep a full crew when we are not moving or a supply of the scarce mazout 
to run the big engine. We have a supply of dim oil lamps, of course, also 
several of the brighter pressure affairs so familiar in the east. But lack of 
light shortens our working hours, and the early sunset and sudden darkness of 
the desert hampers our efforts and wastes our time. And how we would all enjoy 
the luxury of a hot bath in one of our numerous bathrooms which looked so inviting 
in far-away Cairo, when we still thought that mazout was as abundant as the waters 
of the Nilel 

While our season this year will necessarily be a short one--the heat and 
other circumstances will force us to close about the middle of March--we anticipate 
a successful one, and we already know that our season will probably be the longest 
of any of the expeditions at work in Nubia this year. I shall write again when I 
can report in greater detail on the results of our excavations. If we can equal 
the progress of Dr. Hughes and his artists in the little temple, we shall really 
have something to boast about. 

Sincerely yours, 

Keith c. Seele 
Director 

Oriental Institute Egyptian Assuan 
High Dam Program 

Oriental Institute-swiss Institute 
Expedition to Nubia 

P. s. It seems a pity to be flying a 42-star flag; that's all we were able to 
find in Cairol 
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Dear Members and Friends of the Oriental Institute: 

With the inauguration of the New Frontier, America's relations with the less 
developed countries of the world are due for renewed public scrutiny. Rates of 
g~owth, capital investment, and technological change are all very much in the news-
as much in a country of the underdeveloped category like Iran as in the United 
States itself. 

In few places are the needs and potentialities of a better life more apparent 
than on the fertile plains of Khuzestan in southvestern Iran. 11Tith the truck 
driver, the school teacher, the foreign engineer as its advance agents, what has 
been called a revolution of rising eA~ectations is truly under way here in villaee 
after village of impoverished peasant agriculturalists. Assuming that this is a 
representative example, the rapidity and extent of the changes that are due leave 
little doubt that on a world-wide scale they will become increasingly the central 
fact of our era. 

Yet this is also an old country, which is why I am working here on behalf of 
the Oriental Institute. The new high dam that is rising in the gorge of the Dez 
River at the upper end of the Khuzestan plain is not far above the remains of an 
ear~ier one constructed by the Sassanian king Shapur I shortly after 26o A.D •• 
using captured Roman legionnaires. Below the dam an elaborate pilot program aimed 
at increased agricultural output is under way, in fields over which dozens of 
ancient village mounds stand as mute witnesses. Elsewhere in the region, a gleam
ing modern sugar refinery is nearing completion in an area where the first dis
covery of refining techniques may well have taken place more than twelve hundred 
years ago. Thus the evidences of the great periods of Iran's past are as omni
present as those of the need for--and beginnings of--efforts of even 
greater magnitude in the crucial period ahead. 

The contemporary problems of development, at least in the agrarian sector, a~e 
i:n many respects also problems which have been faced repeatedly in the past. Farm·· 
:ng procedures involving year-round intensive cultivation and cash-crop emphasis 
are largely new, but the essential features of constructing and maintaining an 
irrigation system have a high antiquity. The remains of ancient canals crisscross 
che Khuzestan plain, sometimes even coinciding with those now under construction~ 
W~ter control, silt removal, the prevention of erosion, field salinization all have 
l1ad to be dealt with--with varyi~g success--by farmers here over a period of per
haps seven thousand years. Thus it is not altogether inappropriate that an 
itinerant archeologists should be found breaking bread in construction company 
resthouses with engineers and agronomists--learning of the concrete, perennial 
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problems of land and water management that they have to grapple with, and perhaps 
contributing a bit of historical perspective in return. · 

Distant as this may seem from humanistic studies generally 1 it is not a new 
approach for the Oriental Institute. Thorkild Jacobsen pioneered in the discovery 
of early Mesopotamian canal and river networks by means of archeological surveys 
during the 'thirties, and resumed the reconnaissance of ancient river courses during 
a season of excavation at Nippur after the war. With Dr. Vaughn Crawford of the 
Metropolitan Musemn, I mapped settlement and irrigation patterns dur:ing 19S6-57 in 
that. territory further north which was anciently known as Akkad. The following 
year a much more comprehensive study of ancient Mesopotamian agriculture was under
taken for the Iraq Government's development program under Professor Jacobsen's 
direction. The field aspect of this study--in the basin of the Diyala River, where 
the Oriental Institute had earlier carried out extensive excavations--for the first 
time threw us into direct contact with the work of modern irrigation planners and 
soil scientists. I~arned there the immense value for our own discipline of such 
research aids as aerial photographs and soil classification studies, aids which are 
beyond the usuall,r modest scope of an archeological field budget. Therefore, it is 
a distinct pleasure for me to find them available once again for the ancient land 
of El.am around its great ruined capital at Susa. 

The Institute's work here is being carried on with the assistance and continu
ing cooperation of the Khuzestan Development Service (K.n.s.). This concern, an 
Iran~n arm of the Development and Resources Corporation of New York, has been 
given charge of the long-term program of regional development for the entire 
Khuzestan plain. Already last year, several members of its staff collaborated with 
members of Professor Robert Braidwood's expedition. The latter, you may recall, 
probed the earliest horizons of agricultural life in the Kermanshah region, about 
4SO miles into the mountains to the north. This year, dealing with a later time 
range, I am working in the heart of the K.D.S. area. As an incidental advantage, 
many basic environmental and economic studies of the region that have been prepared 
by D.K.s. personnel are directly available in neat files and reports. Moreover, 
authoritative technical advice is easily came by. Among many others, thanks are 
due i.n particular to Mr. Lee L. Anderson, Director of Agricultural Development, 
for his continuing interest, encouragement and counsel. 

The procedure of this study is relatively simple. Periods in the K.D.S. head
quarters in Ahwaz alternate with longer periods of field survey. Traces of 
ancient canals and settlements on the aerial photographs are carefully noted and 
mapped during the former, later to be visited, confirmed, and assigned a date where 
possible. The actual survey advances slowly, by foot and jeep, seemingly always 
in recent weeks through mud left by heavy rains or irrigation. Lately I have been 
joined on this part of the enterprise by Mr. M. M. Moshirpour of the Iran Antiqui
ties Service, who concedes that he now favors excavations to surveys as a less 
amphibious type of activity. But gradually through reconnaissance, whole patterns 
of irrigation and settlement emerge, seeming to have changed decisively from time 
to time under the impact of both historical events and changing natural conditions. 
Then, with the K.D.S. staff of specialists to draw upon, one can tentatively put 
forward hypotheses on how and why some of the observed changes occurred--to have 
them deflated or encouraged in subsequent discussions as the case may be. Frankly, 
it is often an exciting business as well as an educational one. 

It is too early to describe any general findings without risk of having to 
eat my words upon returning home two months or so hence. Admitting that risk, the 
dense settlement and prosperity of the region during prehistoric times (particu
larly from perhaps 4000 to 3500 B.C.) is strikingly evident. But a subsequent 
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sharp decline seems to have been arrested only after 2000 B.c., and then to have 
been precipitated once more on a very wide scale b,y the Assyrian campaigns in the 
first third of the First Millennium B.c. ~till later came the great irrigation 
programs of the Sassanians, bringing entirely new levels of urbanization, prosperity, 
and population density throughout the region--levels, however, which did not long 
outlive that dynasty. 

Brief and tentative as it is, perhaps this sort of synoptic sketch of regional 
history will suggest ways in which archeological surveys can supplement the find
ings of excavations in strategic urban localities, The latter, of course, continue 
apace, French excavations at Susa have been going on intermittently since 1884. 
Many members of the Institute may recall a lecture by Professor Ghirshman in 1959 
on his work at the Elamite religious center of Chogha Zanbtl; he is conducting 
excavations there again at this writing. 

In the dramatic setting that Khuzestan offers, both past and future seem 
tantalizingly near at hand. Snow-fringed mountains ring the plain on three sides, 
and in the foreshortened light of early morning the ancient mounds and primitive 
villages fuse with modern derricks and high tension lines into a single image 
against this rugged backdrop. Perhaps the excessively sharp present contrast can 
be traced to an accelerated tempo that began only with Industrial Revolution, but 
it would appear that winds of change that were almost as strong must have been 
blowing here before the rise of urban life and again in king Shapur's time. The 
disinterested study of only those past winds is the Oriental Institute's province, 
of course. But it is a privilege to be simultaneously so close at hand to an 
~ple of their modern counterparts which both threaten and encourage us all, 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert M, Adams 
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:l~K3!.ET'l'ER FROM T.RAN 

Shalgahi Sofla near Dizful 
:{huzestan, Iran 

November 10, 1961 

Wh~11 ou:r form~r ~H.r~c~?r, ._;._,,\ ~lo '~t·ge3.1.n.g, io:l.tiattc·.d the newsletters from 
L~0 fieV., I thought the £ .:.; •. <.i:nc~l:' m"l~v~l.ondc It gave me, as I am sure it gave 
e.L:. of you, great plsasm:·t;! to r~~d t:hc..3e l~tters and share through them in the work 
and excitement of our ccHcrgues :i.n the field. Little did I think at that time of 
tne great difference betl-leen being en the receiving end of such communications and 
~f writing them and trying to convey the crowded first-hand impressions and excite
mant of new sights and nc.w discover~.es, especially when time for doing this has to 
be found somehow during a wcrking schedule in which the day's work begins around 
5:30 in the morning and lasts well into the night. 

While I have tried to keep our director informed ebout our progress, this 
will be the first field report to you from the Institute's Arc~ological Recon
~~issance Expedition. Since the AEchaeological Reconn~isaance Expedition is not 
on~ of the long•establiahed, recurring projects of the Institute, some of you may 
evan not be aware of its exi6tence, so let me first introduce it to you briefly. 
Its prupose in the broadest terms is to obtain at first hand, an up•to•date picture 
of archaeological activity and potentialities in certain parts of the Near East, 
e3~ecially in those where the Institute has had no permanent or long-range projects 
in the recent past.. We pref~rred the term 11Reconnaissance" to "Survey" becauoe 
s•1rveys in archaeological parlance have come to menn the exploration of definite 
~reas in terms of locating ancient sites, sampling those sites by means of surfece 
finds, esp~cially pottery, and plotting the results on maps as preliminary to fu~; 
r3search.• Our aims were ~otto duplicate such surveys, though we intended to take 
some of them 'nto considerati~n together with the restlts from early as well as the 
most recent excavations and with archaeological materials in museums and collec~ 
In addition, we intended to take notice of the background and specific conditions 
of archaeological work in the various areas, considering all factors that mi~t af
f~ct such work. Actual collecting of sample materials from a few sites and even 
~mall-scale excavations ere not the aims in themselves, but rather parts of the 
~eneral purpose of the Expedition. 

Secondly, let me introduce our staff, which is both very small indeed and 
n~t permanent for the whole duration of the Expedition. It has included so far, i~ 
~::ddi.tion to myself, Professor Helene J. Kantor, our expert on comparative archaeol .. 
0gy, who arrived in Ankara directly from Chicago on September 14; Professor H.G. 
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0Uted10ck, the Oriental InsU.tute Hittitologf.lt, who came out to Turkey in Jui·y to 
join the Gel'IUn expedition in Boghukoy and who promieed me earlier in the spring 
to join the Archaeological Re~naissaace lxpedition from the middle of Septeaber to 
October 20th; Mr. James 1. Knudstad, Field Architect with the Nippur Expedition, who 
earlier, together with Dr. Donald Hansen~ brought out the Institute's Landrover from 
Nippur to Ankara and came out again to Ankara in August. I arrived in Istanbul in 
the~ middle of August for the study of early Mesopotamian materials in the museum 
there in connection with a forthcoming publication and went on to Ankara a few days 
lat:er. 

The broad task of this Expedition requires a multi-phase program, but each 
phase could not be planned very rigidly in··advanca and enough alternatives had to be 
provided to fit the circumstances as they might develop. Unknown variables that 
might seriouly interfere with our plans could be those of climate and the pe~its 
frOID the local sovernments to travel and carry out archaeological work in certain 
areas. To reduce the risk of the first to a min~, we planned to start our ex
ped~tion late in the summer in the milder climate of western end northern Turkey 
and to move gradually south and eastward so as to reach lhuzestan at a ttme when 
the excessive beat in that region is over and before the heavy rains begin. In 
this I am happy to report we were entirely successful, and, except for having to 
omit from our itinerary the region bordering the Caspian Sea in Iran, where rains 
of fJ1ood proportions were falling by the time we reached Iran, we suffered no real 
ha~d~hip because of climate. As to the permits, the permission to travel freely 
and visit archaeological sites in the "Protected J.one" of Turkey (that is the region 
bet~7een the Euphrates and the Iranian border) was granted to us in time to allow 
nearly a full month of archaeological exploration in that region, and the permit fo~ 
archaeolo&ical reconnaissance tn Iran and, more specifically, to undertake excava+. 
tiona at the sites of Cbogha Mish and Gundi Shapur in Khuzeatan, were approved by 
the Council of Ministers just a few days before we reached Tehran on the lixteenth 
of October. 

Now that we have started digging one of those sites (Chogha Mish), the time 
has come to report on the first phases of our work. 

The preliminary phase included visits and thorough studies of materials in 
museums and trips to sites in central Anatolia while awaiting our permit in Ankara. 
In Istanbul I was able to examine all the material of interset to me within s brief 
period of a few days owing to the kindness and efficiency of the museum's staff. 
All of us had a similar experience in Ankara, where, in the absence of Dr. Raci 
Temtzer, Director of the Museum, his assistant, Mr. Burhan Tejcan, moat kindly 
showed us not only even those parts of the museum generally closed to the public, 
but also all the basement storerooms, which, by the way, are spotlessly clean and 
have the materials arra~d in such an orderly fashion as to compare favorah~y with 
actual exhibition rooms in some other museums. Apart from its superb collections, 
the Ankara Museum itself is an interesting architectural monument, being a restored 
ancient caravanserai. To us of the Institute it was yet of special interest since 
its conception and the first arraQ8ement of the sculptures in it were for the most 
part the work of our colleague, Hans GUterbock1 while he was professor at the Uni
versity of Ankara before and during the war. Visiting the Ankara Museum under his 
guidance is an experience never to be forgotten. 

While awaiting our permit to travel in the "Protected Zone," we visited 
Museums in Istanbul and Ankara and undertook a number of archaeological trips,from 
Ankara. First we visited the excavations at Gordion directed by Professor Rodney 
Young under the auspices of the University Museum, University of Pennsylvania, but 
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unfortunately missed the excavators by only a few days. Next we paid our firat ~ 
tt to BoghazkHy, including the famous rock-cut temple at Yazilikaya, and a few 
days later, in the company of the British 9rientalist, Professor Gurney, made a 
tr:f..p to see excavations at Kara Huyiik near Konya conducted in a very competent way 
h~- Professor Alp. This was indeed the first of a number of excavations directed by 
turkish archaeologists which we saw. 

' In the meantime the permit, for whlch I had applied early in the summer -
through both the Turkish Ambassador in Washington and the Turkish Director of 
Antiquities, was being processed by the various authorities concerned. Archaeolo
gists with many years of experience in Turkey had warned us that recently it was 
very difficult to obtain such a permit; subsequently when it was granted without 
much delay, we received many congratulations and 1avorable comments on our success. 
hccually, all credit for our success in the matter is due to the various officials 
in the Turkish Government (in the Department of Antiquities, the Ministry of Educa• 
tion, the Military, the Ministry of Information) for the enlightened and efficient 
~ay in which our application was handled. Also our thanks are due to our numerous 
friends, both American and Turkish, who showed a great interest in our plans And a 
most constant willingness to be helpful in every possible way. Special thankc, 
however, are due to personal friends of Hans GUterbock, some of them now in v~ry 
prominent positions, who undoubtedly greatly furthered our cause. With the receipt 
cf our permit, we could finally on September· .1!-th be on our way East, beginning the. 
nor.1,3dic phase of our work which could well be called, ''Four in a Landrover." 

On our way from Ankara to the .Euphrates we passed through the most varied 
terrains, from the great mountain-rimmed upland plateaus where once the Hittite em
pire had its center, through the steep wooded slopes and the narrow "Cilician gat~<t;' 
of the Taurus mountains, to the steaming, flat banana and palm-tree growing cc.i!~tl'.:. 
plain of Cilicia, and on through the rolling plains and valleys of southern Turkey~ 
One could cover page after page just in describing the great variety of landscape 
so characteristic of Anatolia, but we are an archaeological expedition and should 
limit ourselves to archaeological experiences, Yet even this is not simple, for 
how could one adequately convey the experience of seeing for the first time in 
moonlight and later in the sharp shadows of a kerosene pressure lamp the weird, fan
tastic reliefs of Karatepe even without paying homage to the human aide - the devo
tion of Mme. Halet Cambel and her husband to thQir work and the charming, easy
going hospitality with which they received us when we appeared unannounced late one 
evening on their lonely mountain-top. How is one to single out a ubigh point" in 
our journey1 Was it the overwhelming sadness among the ruins of Harren, a once 
great city now harboring a small cluster of mud huts (where, by the way, we were 
served by Arabs with the best "Turkish" coffee we had in Turkey), or the majesty of 
Mount Ararat at sunset, or was it the majesty of the rock-carved citadels of the 
Urartaean kings at Van Kale and Toprak Kale on the shores of Lake Van1 At present 
I can attempt no more than a summary of our route, "time-table': fashion as it went, 
in the hope that some of the places' names alone will evoke significant associations 
and images with most of you. Our main 11stopovers 11 between Ankara and the Euphrates 
were as follows. 

Boghazkox: a second visit to the capital of the Hittites; 

Alsea HU¥2K: an important early Anatolian and Hittite city, the finds 
from which form an important part of the treasures of the Ankara Museum; 

' ... ~ .. ~j: . . • •• 

· .... ·.~ ~~> ~· ... 
. .. ;\. .• 

J ., ..• {: ..... •. 
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KUlteee: capital of an early Anatolian kinsdom and site of the Assyrian 
merchant colony whose aumerous tablets are the earlieftt ~itten records 
known from Anatolia; we were lucky to find Professor Ozgu~ in town just 
before he closed the excavations and had the privilege of visiting the 
excavations under his guidance; 

Tarsus: there we stopped briefly at the mound in homage to Miss Goldman' • 
work, although we knew that there was little to be seen there now; 

Keratepe: in addition to the reliefs, the gates have bilingual Phoeni
cian and Hieroglyphic Hittite ins·criptions, which make the decipherment 
of the latter script certain; 

Tilmen HuyYk: a new excavation directed by Professor Alktm of Istanbul 
University, who has discovered an tmportant palace of about 1700 B.C.; 

Zenlirli: excavated for many years by the Germans, but now sadly nei· 
lected so that its s~ones are being broken up by villagers; 

Gaziantep: a fine, modern town in a fertile plain with mspy unexcavated 
sites, which were being studied by a large and lively group of young 
archaeologists directed by a good friend of ours, Jean Perrot, so that we 
had a very enjoyable archaeological reunion. 

At Birecik we reached the Euphrates, which already is a great river, broad 
and glistening bright blue in the sun. It separates the large fertile plain of Gaz
iantap, which we were leaving behind, from the forbidding, desolate, rocky country 
to tbe east, through which we had to pass to reach our first Town in the "protected 
area." Urfa. This town is dominated by a high citadel which the crusaders made by~ 
really astounding feat of moat-cutting in living rock when under the name of Edessa, 
it was the easternmoa:t;· of thef.r principalities. Urfa contains important monuments 
in its antiquities dep:)t and els.o has building remains of medieval times, but in ad• 
dition its present-day life much iBp:;:oessed us--the throngs of people crowding the 
aarrow streets a::td draased in msr.y different gay costumes, the great spring-fed 
pools which provide much of the water for irrigating the nearby countryside and which 
ha::-~10- fJ'lch hcrde:J of z.:1cred ~:.ar:> that when one feeds them the fish on top are push
ed ou .. .: o:':' the tlA!:.ilT. by 7:hc t!:.~: :f.c "'nas c:f ~:A7rithing bodies belc-:~. But our t'l'l8in e.::.m in 
UrfE: "Aee to epGnd n d:'ly i.n tt..~~ a.:ijue~t plain of Harren, which is unbelievably crowfl.
ed tlith ancient t'itOunds \one$ ~ultsrrt~pe, has been tested by !:lembers of the British 
Institute at Ank!'l:ra) ar.d ala~ contt3t.::.s the ancient and medieval city of Harran, t·7hosE 
ci~y -:·1d!s, some 5 kilo::netere in c1.rc1-mference, still stand. 

Our next stop was anot~~r £~rt~f1ed city, but this ttme cne which still ccn• 
taine a living ~ommunity, the fam~us,black-walled city of~~·~~ ancient Amicl~o 
The to~n has still preserved many im~ortant Islamic monuments, some of which we had 
the pleasure to see in the company of a group of young archaeologists from the Uni• 
versity of Istanbul who were on a field trip headed by Professor Aslanapa. They had 
just triumphantly uncovered in the citadel of~kir the earliest-known Turkish 
mosaic, dating as early as the 12th century. (We were acatally unaware of the pres
~0&. of our Turkish colleagues inDi,.rbakir till we made our official call on the 
Governor and it was his happy thought to bring our two groups together.) 

The eastern and southern aides ofDi~ are built on high bluffs over the 
Ti&rie river, but this second of the two great Mesopotamian rivers is here much 
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clo••r to its eourcea than is the Euphrates at Bt'recik, and 1a proportionally less 
~pressive. We croeaed it on our way eastward in the morning and by the end of the 
day we reached the aho~es of take Van, and thus the center of the ancient kingdon of 
Urartu, which revaled the Aasyrian-empire in power and high civili .. tton. 

Until recently, Urartu baa been little known, but now it is a center of ar• 
chaeological investigations, both in Turkey and in Soviet Armenia, for modern polit• 
teal boundaries now divide the ancient kingdom. Our original plans callecl for a 
drive along the western and northern shores of the lake, for a brief atay at the 
modern town of Van, and visits to current excavation in~the area. we had already 
reached the northern shore, exhilarated by the glQrioua views of the blue lake in 
its eetting mons the 1Jare brown•red mountains and by the thought of being in Urartu, 
when. on a stretch of level road, beside an abandoned Christian cemetery, the hither
to faithful Landrover suddenly would not move., Thus began an unexpected five-day 
delay, which constderalby changed our plans, as it eventually turned out, for the 
better! By the end of the day, by dint of towing and then a truck-ride, we 118Daged 
to reach the small town of Patnos, where our good friends, Profess.~~ Kamal Balkan, 
who spent several years at the Cfriental Institute, and laci Te~JtUer, Director of the 
Ankara Museum, were conducting very illlportant excavationa. !he1 pve ua the warmest 
of welcomes, put us up in their own cr81Dp8d quarters and together with the local not
ables, thoroughly considered our problem and came to the conelucion that it would be 
beat for us to stay with them for a day or so while the Landrover was brought from 
where it was left, and then to proceed to Brsurum, which would be the nearest place 
where it ~ald be repaired. Consequently, we had opportunity to visit their .,st in 
tereatins excavations: an Urartsean temple atop a mountain, with wall paintings and 
inscriptions, and, in the plain on the other aide of the town, a great audience hall 
with two large kitchens, their equipment preserved intact, adjoining it. Then, with 
the Landrover being carried piggy-back fashion on top of a truck and some of us in' 
side it, we proceeded to lrzurum, where again we ware most cordially and hospitably 
received by the Rector of the University. While the 8ar was being repaired in the 
University garage attached to its Agriculture Depaxtment, we were busy viait~ng 
local collections and the excavation of Dr. Hamid lto,ay (former Director of Anti
quities and the excavator of Alaca Hiiyiik) at the nearby site of GUzelova. 

The materials of the Brzarum plain so far discovered belong to the Chalco• 
lithic and Early Bronze periods and were very interesting and, indeed, moat exciting, 
eGpectally for Helene Kantor to see, since during her trip to Soviet Armenia in the 
previous year, she was able to exaadne materials from the northern part of the same 
cultural province, that expends from Soviet Armenia into the Brzurum valley and ex
erted influence in Syria and Palestine. 

On the way from lrzurum back to Van,wberewe were to resume our interrupted 
trip in Urartu, we took roads that we did not plan originally to travel, in partieu• 
lar that around the southern and eastern sides of Lake Van. Hera we enjoyed aome of 
the most beautiful scenery of the entire trip through Turkey. Here the aountains 
ware pertly wooded, and while some trees were still green others were ln bright pel~ 
low fall foliage; the fresh green winter wheat patches alternated with straw stubble 
and brown earth, and at ttmes the bright blue and purple hues of the lake appeared. 
So we reached the town of •an, our center for visiting Urartaean sites, including 
the spectacular twin citad:f~·of the Urartaean capital, Van Kale and Toprak Kale; 
~awate~ excavated this year by · a Turkish !b.ped:ltion ·• and several unexcavated 
sites surveyed and described by Professor Charles Burney of the University of Man• 
chester. From Van we retraced our w,q back to the JDain highway running from Brsurum 
east, passed within siaht of the great snow•clad peaks of the greater and lesser 

,;·. 
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The firtt t•w day1 iD Iran vera actually • coatlnuation 04 the .ode of llfa 
t 1 vM . ..:h ve bee- accuttoud tt Turkey, tbe cU.ffer~. bowevar, beina tbat 1Aatead 
u de~ndin& on Han• GUterbock'• nu.aroua acquaiDt&DCal end frleodl we be&an to pro
(Lt from the connection• aatablithed laet yaar,bf Helaa. laDtor and ~J·tba exper1encL 
~~aioed by bar and by J ... , lnudetad duriDI their ataye 1D the CO\IIlti'J ln 1960. Tbue 
tn·Tabriz we ware 1101t cordially .,.lcOMCI by OUr eND COGI\Il tbera, Mr. lqletca, who 

... va•. oklnd ~~b to tencl one of bil Ir .. laa ltaff .-ber1 at 1Dterpreter vttb u Oft 

eur cstp to llaHAlu aDd Buka. Nra. .,ppelatone1 .._ Bel-. cbaoced to -t I.D our 
hotel in &rsun., 1DV1tecl va to bar botle at tba lritiab Couacll t.a tabl'ia, -.ra we 
had the plaaeura of •atiq Mr. ad Mra.; Poppalatcme, •• wll •• Profauor ancl Mra. 
Burn•y, wboae excavation• at Yanik Ta,P, a few allaa fr~ tabrla, prov .. to be .oat 
tntereatiq, Aller •-~few &laya vitltf.Da aitu ia tlae vlclDitJ of Leka Ural&, w 
finally reactwad tba tuaaltuoua, traffic•fUlad .atropolh of 'relaraa ia the avalna of 
Octo"'-r 16, exactly a •ntb .od over flft tbouaD41 k1l011etar• efta& 1HY1q I.Dir.ara • 

. 
Apla autded by lelaoe'• uparl•ca lut ,.ar, w did DOt put up ta oae of 

the 'lebru botala, but want directly to tbe ~of tbe .'-rlcaa Pra•bftarlan 
Mi1atoa iD Tebren, vhara •ba 8D4I her fatber ata)'M lut year. We vera l•cky eDOUI!;~ 
to ~ind acca.dationa thara, wblcb wra fti'J plau•tly ~·Ulr.e •d only a aton(: '' 
th't'ov froa tb4a IIUI.-, vbara our intarett aad work vera focuaad vbUe we wra tG 
Tehr•n. 

In addition to our work la tba aat._ _. ia ita library ad Auaeroul con• 
feraacea vltb the ataff of tbe Dapal't .. at of ADtf. .. f.tiaa, 1 bact tba pleuure of. · 
... tina the Cbacellor of the Untveralty of Tatar• &G4l tba ~ of .._ttl• wt.oaa 
div1•t.oa 1Dclu4aa t~a nevly•eetabliebad laltltuta.of. Archaaolo&J•-our partner for 
vork to Iraa. 

Ia !abran vat ... ra alto aatertat.Ded ~Y ouc Genllll aod lrit1ab colleapat 1D 
their raepactiva lnltt.tutaa, wbara w bed tbe oppol'tUDltJ to ~tcb up em tbe ••t 
t'ecant clavalo.,.mte tn Irani• arcbMolog but alto had tM occ:aaioa to r .. ret tbe 
lack of a •~tlar ~rica IDitltuttoa vbara we could b8wa ractprocate4 tbeir ~lpl• 
tality. 

Toaetber vttb Car.8n colle.,uea .. vlatted the praht1toric ~ of ~baab 
.U f. aDCI tbe lll•tc ct.ty of ·"~.n- oo tile out•klrtt of tellrao, wblch wan .... atel by 
Profea80r Irick lcbaldt of. our ~ tDitltvta. theee are but ,..,111 of lrlCb'• ~ 
portDt role in Ireol• ercbMolOI1• The reallltt of hb tvneye (lllgtt .1111 61• 
,Utnt CtUtt t( . .1l:e) beva proridad the laacle for tbe aaJOI'ltJ of tbe UCCYattoU 
aotna oa hera nov: the Canea• ott !akllt·t SulaS.., tlua rraocll at 'fur-a r.,. (a 
•4t• vbich 8chai~t ptcbd out •• a appropriate ooa for tba Orlatal Ialtttute to 
dia lD llortbeattarn Ir•), tba lrtaliab ac Puara.Ue, ..a evao to 10M axt•t for 

• the Ualvarlity of PeDMylvaaia't dta at Bal&lu, for 1t vu lcllaf.clt •a 1101'k tbat 
•bowed clearly the 1-,ortaaoe of the lolctu. vall•J• ~ valklaa tbrouab tbe Tehran 
Mua~ ¥1th lt1 aanJ exhib1tl derived froa lrich'a excavatt.o .. &Ad CODt~actaa r•• 
cent develo~tl tn archaaoloiJ tn Iraa, we felt that tb• .toatltuta caa .. ,_,tlJ 
proud of lrich'e sr•at coatrlbutlona. 

While ln Tah~an I paicl a courteey ••11 on our a.baatedor t~,Mr. Juliut C. 
Hot.e1, at the initiative of our cultural attaeb4, Mr, 1'boaa1 A. W.rtt.e. Be felt 
that the -~•11ador liiOUld viab to talk to • abo•Jt certai.D arcbaaoloaical pro~l .. 
1A ll'an. After a full 4iaQl..ltf.on of thaae probl- 1 t .. l araatly eDCOUraaa41 tty tba 
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fact that our pre1ent .. baaaador in Iran baa the thorough knovledse ot our probl ... 
and a moat sympathetic attitude toward our vork here. I feel confi4ent that in bla 
person American •rchaeoloSY baa a graat friend ready to extend ua all the po1aible 
help in case of need, 

The main task of the~"connaiaaance Expedition in Tehran vas, however, to 
make the neeeaeary preparation• for amall•acale excavation& at two ~portent aitea 
in ¥buseatan: Chopa Miah and Cundi Sbapur, aa a joint undertaking vith the Univer
sity of Tehran. At this point a few words oupt to be said about the .two sitae and 
the background of our interest in them. The laraer of the two ie adjacent to and 
partly covered by the modern village of Shahabad. It is an enormous site coverina 
more than five equare kilometers and contatning very many mounds of differlaa ehape• 
aizee. It has been known for centuries, haviaa been visited by many travelers, and 
there ia every reaaon to believe the traditional identification of it aa the great 
city of Gundi Shapur founded by the Sasanian emperor ShapurTI as a c•p for Roaan 
priaonera, which developed into one of the principal urban center• of the· Hear Baat 
in I1lamic times. It was famoua as a seat of learains, especially for its sreat 
•edical academy, aa well as for practical scientific discoveries such aa, it is be• 
lieved,, the discovery of the refinins of sugar. 

The second site, Cbogha Mish, is of a very differeat character. It consist~ 
of a aeries of high, much eroded mounds and lower terraces, and it is covered with 
innumerable potsherds of prehistoric and protohistoric periods. Both sites, among 
others, were mapped by the Mission arch4ologique Prancaise, which for many years h~r 
been digging at Suaa and other sites across (that is the western side) the Ab•i•Dir.. 
In 1946 I cbtainad a concession from the Iranian Government for excavations in Kh~
e,tan vith the purpose 04i trying to clarify the various phases of transition from 
preliterate to literate societies. Several excavations in the Diyala reston and 
other excavations in Mesopotamia, but much remains to ba learned about crucial as•:.'.: 
pacta of thil development in the eastern part of the alluvial plain north of the 
Persian sulf. Although unable in 1946 to proceed with the work in lhuzestan m,salf, 
I remained convinced that excavations there at a properly selected site would be one 
of the most productive linea of investigation for the Oriental Institute to undertak 
Laet year durins Dr, Robert Adela' survey in Kbuaestan in connection with the irri• 
sation canal systems be noticed and was much impressed ~ the two sites of Gundi 
Shapur, llOta\)le fol' its t~:naend6ue·extent··in.tal.Uc times. and Q,opa·lff.eh.·.ae tlie 
htgh&st and 110st distinctive.mouncl,:with· early pottery east of. the ·Ab•i-.Diz. In vieto: 
Of Dr. Adama 1 enthusiasm and havi~g full confidence in his scholarly judsment, we 
applied for a permit ot dig at the&e two sites in partnership with the University of 
Tehran. It ie that permit that awaited us in Tehran. 

From Tehran Habt Guter~ck had to return to Turkey, so that t~ere were only 
three of us that set out in the Landrover to drive to lhuzestan. We spent se~eral 
days on this trip, viaitins archaeological site• whereever possible. We went first 
across the northwestern plains of Iran, then turned south across the mountains until 
we reached the high plateau in the center of which lies Ramadan, once the city of 
Bcbatana, the capital of the Medea and, incidentally, the source of the sold orne• 
menta in the Oriental Institute Museum. The mound of Ecbatana by modern thorough• 
fares, which lay bare some of the ancient ruins, but nothing monumental is to be r 
seen. The site is largely covered by the mud houses and narrow lanes of the ao~ern 

town. After two abort days in the Ramadan area, during which we visited Bebistun, 
Taq-i-Bustan, and Professor Braidwood's dig, Sarab, near Kermanshah, we continued our 
.way to Ehuseatan. The trip, which took two more daya,provtded some vivid illuetra• 
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t ions of the contrasting terrains and ways o~ life to be observed in Iran. Bread . 
and, When irrigated, fertile valleyS.~·rimmed wfth hills brought US to the range of 
ttle Luristan mountains, some completely barren and rocky, some with low scrub. The 
road follows along the edge of a rocky gorge of a mountain stream. At times the gOII!' 
irlg was slow, indeed, for it was the time of the fall migration of the Luristan 
tribesmen from the mountain summer pastures where now the chill of winter was set
ti.ng in, into the lowland wintering spots, and the narrow, winding road was jamm~d 
wi.th flocks of sheep, goats, cattle, donkeys and mules, loaded with t;ents, hous~hold 
equipment and occasionally with large wickerwork baskets containing.:ne.w·.born la!'Jta 
and kids too young to walk, The women wore bright multi-colored robes, and mar.y of 
th.em, and the men too, were extremely handsoqae. Seeing them brought to mind !X'f3r.y 
other nomads who have gone through Iran before, particularly of the Iranian tr~.be<>;
t''l.e Medes, the 'ersians, the Parthians--who remained to settle and to found gre~t 
eu.pires. 

After many hours on the tortuous mountain roads, it was a great contrast to 
cone down into the flat and still hot plain of Khuzestan, I suddenly had the f£elin 
of being ''bome again'' in the 1 imitless alluvial plains sf southern Mesopotamie ~ Not 
without difficulties we found accommodation for the first few nights in the Railroad 
Rest House in Andimeshk. Soon, however, we established contact with Mr. Leo L. 
Anderson, Chief Representative of the Khuzestan Development Service in Ahwazeo He i.'" 
s~Lll greatly interested in archaeological wc~k to which he was so effectively in
t.&oduced last year by Professor Robert M, Adams, He kindly put at our disposal mar.:• 
of his organization's facilities and introduced us to several members of his staff, 
who have been most helpful to us in many ways, Our present headquarters when we 
"l.!ome to town" (that is Ankimeshk) and our mailing address are indeed the KDS Guest 
house there. However, in one of our first trips to have a look at "our sites" we 
were fortunate enough to meet one of the leaders of the Bakhtiari tribe, Mr. Amir 
Ba.nra_gJ Samsam, who is mentioned in Supreme Court Justice Douglas • book, "Strai."t,e 
Lands and Friendly People," I believe. In characteristic fashion, he at once offer 
ed us hospitality in his country house which is located about midway between Gundi 
Shapur and Chogha Mish, and so we are now ensconced in Shalgahi Sofia, from where we 
commute to work at Chogha Mish every sunrise. 

We have paid several visits to Gundi Shapur, which is on.the way from here , 
to Dizful and Andimeshk, but have decided that it would be impossible to disperse 
~ur minimum forces in working on both sites simultaneously, until at least, our co!
le~gues and partaers from the University of Tehran come here. Professor Negahban 
promised to join us with some of his students within a few days after we left Tehra~ 
out in the meantime, as you may have seen in the press, a spectacular treasure was 
found at Marlik Tepe intthe province of Mazanderan, which apparently at the moment 
demands Professor Negahban's full attention. At to the results of our own small-. 
~cale dig at Chogha Mish, I hope to report to you in another ~efsletter shortly. 

All best wishes, 

P. Delougaz 
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Dear Friends: 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITU'J'r. 
THE UN IVERS IT Y 0 F CHI C A(; o 
1155 E. 58TH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS 

e sletter 

January 12, 1962 

Issued confidentially to members and jric11ds 

Not for publicatio11 

The letter below received from Dr.; Hughes impressed us with its new letter
head and official stamp. Both were acquired very recently in Cairo by Dr. Zabkar 
and, according to Dr. Hughes, expressly for the purpose of impressing-..aven 
dazzJLing--officials of every magnitude in two sovereign and independent countries. 
George Hughes said: "It seems that we had to have someone 1 s very deliberate per
mis~:ion for every move we contemplated making, and even so we found that, innocents 
abroetd on the Nile as we were, we had failed miserably to equip ourselves with 
certain lists and papers or had failed to supply them in advance for still more 
deliberate approval." 

Emery T. Filbey 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE NUBIAN EXPEDITION 
The University of Chicago 

Aboard the "Memnon" 
Serra East, Sudan 
23 December 1961 

23 December. Many an event has occurred in our small world since the above 
paragraph was written, and I hasten to add in comment upon the paragraph that the 
officials of Egypt in Assuan and those of the Sudan in Wadi Halfa were most con
siderate and were lenient in the matter of the many regulations which could easily 
at se~eral points have immobilized this fleet and entourage of ours for days instead 
of hours. 

To begin our progress up the Nile from Luxor, we got a truck loaded and off 
to Assuan on the evening of the 8th. We saw Dr. Zabkar as his train passed through 
Luxor and asrured him that we would be on the train the next night to join him and 
Labib Habachi in Assuan. And so we did--Charles and Myrtle Nims, Jim Knudstad and 
myself, attended by Hassan Ibrahim of Chicago House, who was to be our interim cook, 
and Taya Dowie, who had been Jim's helper in surveying the Tomb of Kheruef two years 
ago. 

l~e spent the night in Assuan, to be able to set off as early as possible next 
day, Sunday the lOth, for the Sudan. That was not to be before noon, because we had 
to visit the Egyptian immigration officials to regularize the departure of twenty
seven of us, all told. By about 11 a.m. we commandeered three taxes for nine of us 
and much luggage and made the rough trip of perhaps six or seven miles from the 
hotel to a new "port" just above the site of the new High Dam, which is now blocked 
ty a huge pipe floating on pontoons across the river. The workmen had preceded us 
and were waiting to depart for Wadi Halfa on the regular passenger steamer at 3 
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tha-t afternoon. The launch and hired tug were awaiting us loaded with the stu££ we 
had sent by truck from Luxor. 

With proper fanfare and tooting we set off on launch and tug for Kalabsha, 
whe::re the "Memnon" was moored. The Nimses, Hassan, and I had not expected to see 
the "Memnon" again this winter, when we and others of the Epigraphic Survey had 
fin:ished our task of recording the Beit el-Wali Temple and left for Luxor on 
November 14th. Nevertheless, we were back aboard on the late afternoon of Decem
ber lOth, too late for the tug to set off pushing us the 200 miles up river. We 
cou:td not travel by night, and the eight-hour day came to Egypt last summer in any 
case. The English word "overtime" is on everyone's lips now in varying degrees of 
understandable pronunciation, but the idea and the extra pay are unmistakably clear. 

There was another reason why our slow moving train of boats did not reach 
Wadi Halfa until December lSth. We could not in good conscience pass by the templea 
of Gerf Hussein, Wadi Sebua, Amada, and Abu Simbel and thus deprive some of our num
ber of perhaps their only chance to see them. Besides, we had unexceptionable 
raasons for stopping briefly at each place. Gerf Hussein had been my choice of a 
temple for the Epigraphic Survey to record in Nubia because it had never been 
recorded in any farm. That was before I had ever seen it; then in April 1960 Dr. 
Se21e and I saw it. I ceased abruptly to advocate it, for it was one of the 
c.:.: ·r.iest, most incomprehensible messes of ce.rved wall in existence. Since then it 
w.J.,:; carefully cleaned by the Center of Documentation in Cairo. Reports were that 
the result~ were remarkable and the reports were not exaggerated. It is clean,. 
deoi.pherable and shows considerable expanses of painted detail still preserved. 
Ramses II's atrociously bad reliefs--probably the worst of his 67-year reign--are 
now almost bearable. 

We could scarcely pass by Wadi Sebua and not call upon our good friends of the 
French Institute, who were excavating there. We saw their excavation and admired a 
few of their finds. But I for one felt as near like the ugly American as I ever 
have. Here we came steaming into their port with a spacious houseboat, a twin
motored power launch behind it, and behind that a small, sleek aluminum craft with 
outboard motor. They had been unable to get their one modest motor launch above the 
ciam and the obstructing pipe. They had hitchhiked with their equipment on the deck 
of a tug-boat, were living and working for weeks in native houses, with no means of 
COJitn.unication or supply. They l<Tere hoping that their boat would arrive in time to 
take them with their equipment and finds back to Assuan by Christmas. We must have 
looked to them, as they stood on the shore bidding us goodbye, like the Pacific 
fleet on a courtesy cruise. 

At Amada Dr. Nims and I had the opportunity to check and make a tracing of a 
bit of text which Dr. Wente had discovered to be a possible parallel to a broken 
and puzzling bit at Beit el-Wali. We can now read for the first time both broken 
texts at these points, 

Our last stop in Egypt was pranpted neither by pleasure or the pursuit of 
knowledge, but so that Egyptian customs officials could check m our possessions 
and currency and so that we could fill out sane more declarations. This was at 
Ballana. Our improbable outfit may have non-plussed the official, far he generously 
passed us through in short order. 

It was not far then to the frontier, where the tug-boat captain assured us we 
had to stop or get shot at. The Sudanese border post was at mid-afternoon lunch, 
it seems, and were in no hurry to come out and see us or what we wanted. By the 
time Labib Habaohi had chivvied them into activity and they had telephoned Wadi 
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Hal..fa to find out what to do wit-h us, wen over an hour had passed. The reply :from 
Hal..fa was, 11 send them on to us put don't let them stop anywhere until they get 
her-e." Our captain said it was much too late to hope to get to Halfa before dark, 
so there was nothing to do but Spend the night on the frontier. Next morning we 
macle the non-stop 11 dash11 to Halfa and the immigration, customs, and health of:ficials. 
We could not get off our 11Memnon11 until it, we, and all our goods had been checked 
in, inspected, and declared. This is where we learned that we should have submitted 
a List in triplicate of our rr scientific equipment" long in advance to assure its 
free clearance. Nevertheless, all the officials were eminently kind and bent on 
he~ping us meet all the requirements with as little trouble as possible. We had 
sen-t telegrams to the antiquities offices in Khartoum and Halfa and phoned from 
BalJ.ana so we were expected and welcomed by all. Chief Antiquities officer 
Nign-el-Din Mohammed and Mr. William Y. Adams of the u.s., UNESCO's representative, 
wer~ down to meet and help us. Both have made trips doW'l to Serra the past week to 
see how we were getting on and to offer their help. They are an efficient team and 
are closely concerned with each of the seven or eight national groups now working in 
the:ir area--British, f'candinavian, Spanish, French-Argentinian, Polish, Ghanaian-
and we were the last to arrive. 

After borrowing some Sudanese money to pay port dues, baksheesh our tug-boat 
crew, and buy a few necessities, we were ready on Saturday morning to back-track the 
20 miles northward from Halfa to Serra, where we were to work. Nigro-el-Din, Adams, 
and their general factotum and trouble-shooter, Gama.l Ahmed Hassan, were very help-
1'ul in getting us needed supplies and facilities. 

December 27. Well, we have now been at Serra East 10 days at work. We have 
had the telegram -from our Alma Mater 11 0rinst11 informing us of the successful opera
tion Dr. Seele had undergone a.nd wishing us a Merry Christmas. We spent it working, 
although it and New Year's are national holidays in the Sudan and the workmen in
formed us of it. Tomorrow we expect Dr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Williams of the Uni ver
sity of Toronto, who supposedly arrived in Egypt December 20th and spent Christmas 
at Chicago House in Luxor. No word from them at all, for it has taken two letters 
fran Mrs. Hughes 6 and 8 days respectively to reach me, and we do not get telegrams 
until we go in, unless one of the Antiquities people happens to bring them when 
they- come this way. We looked for newspapers or anything available to let us know 
what was going on in the world since we left Assuan on December lOth. We looked on 
the 19th and the only thing available were two much used Cairo papers in Arabic 
dated the 5th; I think they were 1961. So on the next trip to Halfa we blew our
selves to a small transistor radio, and we are once more au courant, but there is 
a difference. We are unbelievably detached and objective-up here at Serra; a lo~ 
of the breathlessly transmitted items seem rather unimportant, not to say silly. 

We began work with our ll4 expert diggers from Egypt on Sunday morning the 
17th, as I telegraphed. The news probably seemed less than momentous in Chicago. 
Each day local men have come seeking work and so far we have taken them all on and 
today had 63 of them carrying dirt. 

Our concession at Serra is a rather large area, triangular in shape, with the 
river forming the west of the three sides. We haven't combed it yet, but we knew 
before our arrival what the major spots requiring investigation were. We are moored 
precisely below the compound enclosed in massive mud-brick walls sloping down to the 
river. The enclosure wall is supposed to be that of a pharaonic fortress dating 
back to the Middle Kingdom according to our predecessors and what they found. 
Apparently practically nothing except the enclosure wall remains of the fortress, 
for inside it are now the remains of a Christian Church and other edifices of the 
same vintage. The church at least is built on bedrock, so there is nothing 
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pharaonic beneath it. There are two more small churches outside the walls, one on 
the north and the other on the south. The frescoes in the churches are extremely 
fra~entary and damaged, painted on mud-plaster over the mud-brick walls. We do not 
expect to find much of anything here except the hordes of broken pottery that we 
find on the surface and in the rubble--so far late Christian. But we find, as we 
cl~~ the girdle wall1 that our predecessors at the site misunderstood it and nobody 
cleared and properly surveyed it. The same appears to be true of the churches, for 
t!to ~reatment given them by Moneret de Villard in his monum.ental study of the 
r· ~ ·. ·. :c ches of Nubia is remarkably sketchy and his plans poor. This at least we can 
LL•l·r Ect. 

Simultaneously with the clearance of the wall of the fortress we have been 
shoveling the rubble, left by F. Ll. Griffith and the OXford excavations 50 years 
o.i' .. •, from around the deep rock-cut shafts of sane ta11bs behind the fortress. We 
L·. · e cleared two entirely and found interesting mud -brick superstructures. A third 
h·.~, a. different sort of loose stone superstructure, and it is partially cleared. 
D;~,;~:.r Griffith's dump beside one of the superstructures, we found the undisturbed 
ht~J ial of a small child and recovered 33 small hand-made clay pots in one batch. 
Tht;y seem to be mavericks, and we cantt fit them into the corpus of Nubian pottery 
yet, but our library at the spot is sketchy. 

It is not inspiring to dig over somebody else's dump of long ago, but that can 
vteld at least definitive plans. 1.Ve will start in a day or two to excavate a ceme
tery of about two dozen graves on the extreme southern boundary of our concession. 
Tha circles of loose ~tones surmounting them signify a well-known type of grave, 
that of a people or culture still known only as C-Group, dating somewhere around 
2200 B.C. "lt~Te keep hoping, of course, even though we know that apparently not one 
grave of this type has ever been found unplundered. 

Habachi, Zabkar1 and I expect to carr.y on this cemetery project and incor
porate Dr. Williams into the works. Dr. Nims is here, there, and everywhere, with a 
cam~~a at the optimum moment if possible. Jim Knudstad has these walls and the sur
vej"'i.ng of them to himself, since we can't help him much at it. Dr. Zabkar runs a 
pottery laundry aboard ship, and everybody takes a hand at sorting and pitching the 
ussJ.ess bits out. We reorganized the ship so that we have some honest-to-goodness 
w.-:;r:~:'ng space, and we feel orderly. If anybody had told me six weeks ago that I 
"-r"rd.d ever be associated with an excavating outfit, not to say pinch-hitting at 
hf:ac!.ing it, it would have either amused me as the impossible often does or given me 
n:i..:·:h:,mares. But I'm only supposedly directing it; these people know what to do and 
get it done. The only useless person in the group is myself, and they can go on 
wj ·t-,llout me in a couple of weeks, I'm sure. The people in Chicago House are no doubt 
doing perfectly well without me, too, as they did fer a month or more at a time last 
year, but this almost complete dispensability is terribly hard on the ego. 

All is well on this front, at least at the moment, but then it is 12:30 a.m. 
Der.ember 28th. And we set off tomorrow in the launch for Halfa at 6 a.m. It takes 
2~ hours to go up and all shops and offices close at 2 p.m. The list of wants is 
long and re-entry visas are involved. Honey to meet this long payroll is urgently 
needed, and we hope we find the Williamses arriving frcm Luxor by air at 9:45 a.m. 
A couple of sasrs preceded them to Luxor to have them bring various items we need 
on the job and cannot find in Halfa. 

Best wishes to you and all our friends for 1962. 

Yours sincerely, 

George R. Hughes 
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archeological newsletter 
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Issued confidentially to members and ftiends 

Not for publication 

To the Members and Friends of the Oriental Institute: 

On Dccl311~ber 20, 1961, we were able to send you the first newsletter 
which we h.?.d !'<3c~ived fro:n Professor Pierre Delougaz, who> with Profe:3sors 
11~.ns G. Gu.terbc·ck, HE=:lene K~:ttor and Mr" Jim Y.nudsted, had begn.t"l excavating 
a·i; Chof!,o. H~-~~h in Iran. His second newE":::..ette:t".t writt~n on Christ.mas Day and 
m.:dled on ~ran·,mi"'J 2, actua)ly ar.:-oived in Chicago about the same time that the 
staff rGtu.rned to home base. Late though it is, we think you wiJ..l find 
Nr, Delougazt second newsletter interesting and include it herewith. 

At the same time that this work was going on at Choga Mish, Dr. Frank A. 
Bole, formerly on the sta~f of thA oriental Institute and now Asslstant 
l'rofess0r at Rioe Un~.versi~y, and his assistar:t> Mr. Kent Flannery, under ... 
took farther survey 1-rork in Iran under the j.::dat sponsorship of Rice university 
and the Oriental Inst'ltute. Dr. Hole receiveci his H1.D, C.egree from the 
Urliversity of Chicaeo' s Department of Anthropology r.nd Mr. Flannery is a 
s"~udent in that department. They surveyed prehistoric settlement. patterns 
:in the Karkheh river headwaters between the area originally examined by 
Professur Braidwood and the area examined by Professor Adams in 1961 out on 
the flood plain, and then did some work at Azerbaijan. Mr. Hole's report 
also follows. 

Professor Robert J. Braidwood was invited this fall by the Indian 
Government to participate in a conference on Asian archeology and a celebration 
of the centennary of the Ar::,!laeol;;.~~-Survez of Indi .. a. We enjoyed his 
account of the tour and thought you might too. 

Emery T. Filbey, Acting Director 
Oriental Institute 

* * * * * * * * * * 

Dear Friends and Colleagues: 

Shalgahi Sofla 
December 25, 1961 

Under the blue skies and the warm sun of Khuzestan, w:i. th tangerines 
ripening in the garden below our terrace ann larks singing loudly in the 
fil'llds, the approach of Christmas has seamed far off and unreal. Now it if 
Uhristmas and yet unbelie~able. But we are thinking of you at home and ~ 
our thoughts wish ycu all a very Merry Christmas and regret that it was 
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im~oss~leto send you our greetings earlier so that they could reach you before this 
da)1• Actually, for us here it is a working day not different from any other, for, 
although we stopped excavations a few days ago, it is still necessary to do a great 
mar-ty things before we can leave here and head homeward. Before leaving we will try 1 

.:ct~.:l a report to you from here. 

rn our previous newsletter our settling in this village was mentioned. the hos
pitality which was extended to us by Emir BtdUi&r~amaam Khan, one of the leaders c£ 
the Bakhtiari tribes, made it possible for us to begin excavations without the dele~ 
that would have been necessary for finding, renting, and cleaning a house in a vill~ 
Our "headquarters'' are now in the castle-like country house of the Khan - a rambling 
~w?-story structure with a big walled orchard adjoining it; quite different from th~ 
ordinary mud houses which form the actual village. Th~ough huge iron-studded oak 
dooTs> which are secarely bolted every night and through a high vaulted corridor le~ 
in,?, into a fortress type arched stairway with small barred windows, one reaches tk~ 
liv it>~:; quarters of the house located on the second floor. These consist of a la::ge 
cet•·--;ral reception room with smaller eating and sleeping rooms on either side. A l-"ii• 
terrace on the northeast and a balcony running across the front offer views into th8 
or~hard on the one hand and on the village with the irrigation canal (jube) and the 
vegr:l!table garden on the other. In the orchard the tangerines and the oranges ar·~ 
turning gold among the dark green leaves; at the jube, which is the source of our o~1: 
wet~~ supply, the village women come to scrub their pots and pans and to take their 
water home ro~hile the men ride their animals into the stream to drink. Beyond the }..;1 

i~ th~ not-always dry river bed which we have to cross on our way to the ~epe and 
wr:H-""" pebbly edge serves as the communal meeting ground where village men squat: tor 
hour;, and the scantily dressed children build their rock castles (apparently the lll..om• 
are a~ways ousy with their household tasks) • 

.As we are the Khan's guests for a relatively short time, it was not appropriate 
set up a household of our own, with our own servants, in his house, and so all the 
household chores, including preparation of meals, dish waahin&keresene lamp main
tenance, etco, is part of our daily routine in addition to the normal tasks of e.n 
E'rchaaologist i.n the field. So we literally never have any spare moments for anythi1 
<~lse, including letter writing. More·ovcr. we suffered a severe reduction of our 
forces here, when Mr • Knudstad, our architect was called away to Egypt to join the . 
r.ubien Expedition earlier than expected. With the departure of Jim we lost also cur 
fa:!.tt.ful Landrover and now have to depend on a rented jeep from Dizful for our trans· 
po:tation. 

Our "castle" in Shalgahi is about ten minutes drive from Chogha Mish••first aero• 
the ~:l.de, pebbly river bed, which can become deep with water after rains (not so mucl 
because of the rain water, but because the no-longer needed water from the irrigatiol 
ca~al9 is emptied into it), then by small bumpy track through the fields, across 
ir~igdtion ditehes, towards our site, which looms up high even from a distance, and , 
~·e. ar-p::oach it, usually at sunrise, it would be silhouetted against the glowing clo'l'
~f esr.ly morning. 

~1en we had first driven down into the alluvial plain of Khuzestan from the moun· 
ta:.na, the contrast seemed very great and in favor of the mountains. Now, the eatly 
dri~res to Chogha Mish have taught us otherwise, for the vide fields, dotted here and 
th~~re with villages and green ~rchards or punctuated by usually uncultivated ancient 
~ounds, and the surrounding mcuntain ranges display countless variations of shapes ar 
color in the constant shifting of shadows and lights. Now we gradually learn to ap
preci3te the subtle beauty of our i~ediate surroundings. To the north and east bchi 
{:h)gha Mish rise up foar series of mountains, some jagged and eome long flat ridges, 
t~w highest of which one day gleamed with freshly fallen snow. All around us the 
£~~th that was dry and filled with stubble and thorn bushes when we arrived has now 
been transformed by the first rains (one was an all aay downpour that chased us away 

. ' 
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fro-m the site to the refuge or our house), wh!ch have brought a epring•like atmospher 
Pl~wing began far and near, each family plowing a long, narrow allotment reminiscent 
of medieval field systems. Plowing and sowing are simultaneous operations, the seed 
be:Lng scattered fir.st and immediately plowed .under. The work went at a surprisingly 
f n·; ~- race, the soi?. turning first rich brown and after a while a tinge of green began 
tc ~.t:·:!ep ovl3r the brown c.2JCth • 

• _:.,1 i:ce many mounds in the Neat East, Ch~gha Mish lies a considerable distance ns 
f·" . .,... ..-1. '"<:.,..;<lern village. The r"•:u:est village, 8fter which the mound is named, is some 
t·~···- -_ ,.'J ;nl.nutes walk away. It ·:r. fret:~ it ~a from Shalgahi Sofla that our works..-.:s ar 
<' r ~,.:.: ·u, Through the seeson th·""Y vari~d in number from a minimum of six to a maximum ' 
:. 1 I,!\ ..five. Some men would turn up sporadically for we arrived at a time when the 
;; :· .:- .. '>arvest was still in progress and soon afterward the plowing began, and the ag1· 
{I . :: :u::al work has the priority in each family. There was a mixture of languages on 
r. , . :-:-, Though all of the men speak Farsi and were eager both to teach us some phr.s.' f. 
'·· r ~Ht language and then to mock our attempts to repeat them, a few of them kne't; 
J ... r- ·~ Lc as well. By dint of both languages communications progressed. None of the r;:c 

i.~. • •r•~r, had ever worked in excavations, nor, indeed, handled, the digging tools o·f 
~.~r .. es used in archaeology, 11or could they imagine until we arrived that one could ea1 
r:., ,!. money simply by carefully digging up mere potsherds that are to be found in g:cN 
x· ·.:::. :;J:s in the fields. Consequently, tha;e had to be much education, mostly by actuE: 
r.: .!s1 •. - .1stration, and some 11eeding out of the completely hopeless workers at the beginn:i.t' 
y:,:,:: aq things stand now, we have made quite Bizable flents in Chogha Mish, in pax-ti~d 
t·." c:utting two deep trenches in the mAin mound. From these most of our material d~
r~ .-~s.. Though it is still too early even for a preliminary interpretation of this me 
t~: .. i al, it is obvious that we have acquired substantial amounts of data for the proto 
rbtot·ic and immediately preceding prehistoric periods of this region. While bhe 
n."Pr. lfi.cent gold finds from Marlik Tepe near Rudbar now justly dominate the •rchaen!.o 
h .,1 scene in Iran, our humble stone implements and pottery will contribute their rJl:.c 

·~ t.:. t ba understanding and reconstrl.mtion of crucial periods in man's ;development, wh~n 
f·:r.lowing the late preliterate societies with their sophisticated artistic developme.r 
r..sc~resented by very imaginative painted pottery, came the protoliterate periods ·~,h~h 
t~P. earliest cities, the invention of writing, the construction of monumental build·· 
L~":s.., end the creation of monumental art. Among the sites which dot the countryside 
n~arby, Chogha Mish etands out as a large center. For a prehistoric site ita size iE 
eno~ous and there is reason to believe that it played an important role in the signi 
ficant changes which brought the first fully-fledged civilization into existence. Or 
m11y e•:pect also that it will throw some light on the interactions and the varying rol 
oi lower Mesopotamia and of Iran in this process. But in our brief trial season, whi 
&:.nounted to no more than a few weeks of small-scale digging, we could only begin to 
p~netrate into the mound. Though in places our trenches are quite deep, going down 
to mo~e than twenty-five feet below surface, we did not reach virgin soil anywhere, 
Because of our minimum staff and because our Iranian partners, representing the Uni
ve!.:sity of Tehran, were unable to join us at this particular time, it was not fes.sibl 
to make the tests that we had planned in the lower, promising terraces of the site. 
Thnr.~ although we begin to understand the history of the site, it still retains many 
problems and many mysteries to be solved. 

The opportunity to discuss some of our own problems, as well aa·general problems 
of archaeology in Iran with the famous French archaeologist, Professor Roman Ghirshma· 
was one of the greatest pleasures of our stay in Khuzestan. Ever since our arrival 
there we had been inquiring unsucessfully whether ha had yet arrived from Paris, but 
after settling in Shalgahi we became so isolated from the rest of the world, that new 
of his arrival was late to reach us. Visitors were very rare here and our main link 
with the outside has been Dr, F.G,L. Gremliza, whose magnificent work in Khuzestan 
has been the subject of a recent article in the New York Times (Nov. 24, 1961) by 
Harrison E. Salisbury. When Mr. Leo Andersen, Chief Representative of the Khuzestan 
Development service (BDS) received us so cordially upon our arrival, he introduced us 

~~~ t .. 
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~ng other members of his staff also• to Dr. Gremliza as the person moat thoroughly 
accauainted with the area. Dr.: Gremliza took an i~ediate and most friendly interest 
in us, i~ our work~ and in our pr•ctical problems~ He was with uo on the explorator} 
trLp during which we found and met our host, the Kha~, and ever since was immensely 
heLpful to us in a variety of ways. in a recent reception for his Majesty, the Shah 
of Iran, on the occasion of the official opening of a sugar mill and refinery· con
str.-..:c~ed by KDS not far from here, Dr. Gremliza met J,'rofessor Ghirshman and waa the 
on~ t~ inform hiM of our presence and us of his arrival. The result was first a 
vi· H~ together with Dr. Gremlir.a, to Professor Ghirshman's famous lite, Chogha ZambJ 
,.-],.~ · ~. we were recsi.ved most cordially by Professor Ghirshman and his wife. After an 
~~~tllent meal (which, t~sether with the well-appointed though modest expedition houE 
~ n-! at.aff c.::mtrast~d str<J:o:,gly ·•n.th our own more s!,)artan mode of lif<e), we spent seve: 
v: ~-,c·.,rs in:'lpf!ctin!?= the sHe .;nder the guidence of Prof.::•r.sor Chirshman. It is 1nde~c 
'' :,-::,:;::. extr.•::.·r.iin.lry pl.:~r.:~. N•J publication and nn illu:-,i:ratic£~1 on paper, good as 

• ~ :: ~· 1:~e, c.OJn cc•m·"'y it.:? f;rand·~t .. r. It was a great Ele"J<H.~ re1.'..giou~ center domi~t:.t':l:!< 

J.y •"': :.:~'we:-ing zi.r:i;-:trat ;;.nd included varict=.s enci,·cline •.valls~ 'Jlany temples, and 
po.t ._.-c·~~.. At pre!i'·'N.t wor:~~ is c::ncentrated on the third r•alace, which the dsy before 
,,_:::- vt&it hl!d yie1··led e ~.osrd of. lar3c, gracefull~! caiV'!d stone ves-aels. lJo one can 
vb:i.t this site wl.r.hout bdns l.f,•)St strongly imprq;::;sed w::th th.; immense aa:Dunt of car.r; 
fu!. r.;'Yrk wb.:tch Proiessor Ghirshman has achie·\l'ed in a reJ.~.:ttively short tima of only 
el.:;'!::·.t campa:tcn;s .. 

Wn:f.le at Choghn Zaml,i.l we invited, of course, the G):\irshm~ns to visit us at Cl~Jr) 
'' lli.,h. Bece•1ce of a tem?o:rary inrlisp.:>f.lition;. unfot't.u"'a( :ly Me~l::tllle Ghi.rshm.;m was tm .. 

LJt' ~e to coo·o~ but Profe3r:or G(;.irshmau spent a da•1 ;dth 1:s • He was !:1aturaL .. y greatly 
f.n. C'Hl!:' worko When he e£·!ted wbv we pi~ked a ct=lrt::l.:.n ~pc1: at CLcgha it.:Lsh fo!' testing, 

• th..:. &1.<PWer was clr_;.r.e at ':·lind, !:or on the ta'Ul.a W-'i~< ste-1 :':l.ng one of the bevnled-rim 
hi."J~~i.' .. s typical for the Pr.: tolit'-<r.c~te period, whic.'.l) .aC~ \ilt:•rtticnc.~ in tr:e prt!"Jious !H.''"O· 

l.2r.t ?.~·, ic the foc:~.l per:l .. od o~ our iut·aret~l: in th:~ sit3, Thu•~i~h ha;':t'ni.ne at the 
ar.~;Y'K nt:" to be serv:l.ng ae 1.:. con·l·~nient :-ecep·::acle f:'r egw;, the i .. owl, une of the m:.my 
th. ·tL£·~nds once used at tbe s!t~, was s. good openi:1g wi!:i~~ w!:i.ch to b·:::;~in to answ2:.·· ~;i~ 
qu ·r t ·.on. Lt\ter w~ spent con<J:i.uersb"i.e time wa~ir.g OV.t:'!l" Chc~Sha Mioh with Progea ?.r; : 

Gh ~~· t>'1man, discus<;~ i.ng t~1c prcb!.o::ms of the site,; and .. ..t~.e3:: li:i:cd 1114 !:he i.<}·,::k .,C).£ bette:-: e(J;.r, 
n·:J •• ~ :--.,~tions lle.twe~:~ the ·.:wo:; .·::rx'i;:;.;::,=:or Oh::.rshmi:d1 e.xpr0~,sa.d hL::: ::r.egl~ets:that·'()Ur tigh 
e~h:;'.Jh!.e le£t us no tim~· ;f,,r·.;a ! .. fmgth;: vi&it.·tttL Sus:a 'a!.;J~,, • .'1vh" . ..;:;,~ ho \v.:)Ul:d -have. ·l:lkB'd. 
to e:.h~w us in :d~te.:i.l.t l:ovlC)Ve~;; he tf:. r?:'-essed hope t·hat' ww.wov~.d .be• ::l:.ltt t·o do :lt in t 
nen. :~uturei Amcng · oth,:n~ !:'bing:~ ·~rmJ{;ht up by ·l!,;dfessot. ~:i.r .. ~·l"l'llan.< --was; ·the idea of ·a 
cl. E-oe. atehe.e.:Sl!Ogical to,.op.~t''&~~on .bai.:ueen us. and himseH in Ki:.u:sestan. 

With virgin soil not yet r'~ached, with the first anem"ne leaves appear1.ng, with 
wild geese hc>nking in the sky and the. fields, it seems rc.ther premature and somer;!:at 
ead to be closinf! a seag;m of fteld work here, but Christmas f .. n Khu:.;;E.stan ruaans also 
the end of the Autumn Quarter and the apprnaching New Year in Chicago. So we hope 
soon to see you all again and in the meantime send you our beat wishes for a happy 
New Year. 

Pinhas P. Delougaz, !ield Director 
Reconnaissance Ex?edition 

Helene J. Kantor, Associate l'rofessvr 
of Ax'cha~logy 

************ 
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Summary Report on the Activities 
Of the Joint !(.ice University • Oriental Institute 

Iracian Pr~historic Survey 1961 

7'<:!"! fi.,"J.".! ac;::!-:r:_ti.'?o!'i! ~~£ the joint lUce University .. Oriental Institute Iranian 
" 'PJ r- '·.;. ''·1 .. _., · . "\,"!"vc.y .:,:· • ._ n.:,·:~ . .::n n <s:.t,.·v·ey in western Iran durin~ the months September 

:.1'·'"' ·.: · ,~, .. _,_,_·~~;:;-:: ; ;-,:~, ·:;-.·JJii'~': .. :'.J r.~mr.eived to be a survey of prehistoric settletr.~n 
;_,:. :i.:1 L1t'' .. C;,·~··;.:'t r·~:c7 l ;~ -~·'--;ie-r:a, the aim was to try to clarify two related 
·;·: . .. ,: Llt~ F:i.r.s:::~ .:,;· :F(:,;l''O !)~"' <i~:·~ that a survey of valleyr. clt di-fferent altiturle.' 
· ·· : !t ;;hed so!ile ligi•t ~.n uhet:he1· ~:.ere was a climatic change of iHportance at the e. 

nnd fcllow:.ng the P:eistoce'f'lE .. , The reasoning was that if settlements of the ear. 
· F..gr.i.n,:tt1:t~~l villagers w~:rf'\ h'o~d at elevations which wen~ !:t~7vide the present 
- ;zal h.~bitat of th 1 plant c·,r; .< • ."..."lal dcmesticates, thc-:e must h. :ve been some sort 

· ·· · .ogica:;. chang{!, prob«i.~ly cl :i.u·;:~. ' . .-:.·based. A second aim was to t~.at the hypothec~· 
· .. •· , .·~ follo~<>:!.ng tl·e estc.blishr·l£:•tt o.l the early village farming cc""'.ilt::::lity in the mcv.n·· 
1. · .- .~, the farmers moved downslop~ and out onto the alluvial pl:::.::.~, where civilizat:l.o 
'._ , ~.dly enaaed. Again, by plotti~G distribution of sites we hopt~d to learn waere th 
, .:.,:· '1.iest villagers settled and whe·cher, in fact, they moved dowl'>,'l~.ope or whether thll 
1 J 't ~t have moved upslope as well. Had there been no climatic clH-!.r·ge, agricultur~ 1!111. 

:.·.-?£moved downslope, but had there been climatic change, mcvemen-:: could have be~•· i' 
•. : ~;:1er direction.. The reason is that the area most affected by S'IJr.h change woulci h.: 
"'~ !i::.. t.he mergins of the natural habitat, that is, the upper alluvial plain. In co:.:1 · 
_,.,_ K-tion with· the survey we planned to test-dig key sites to supplement what we cou: 
~ ~d;:-n from surface survey only. 

Survey work, especially for prehistoric sites, is greatly facilitated by good ma~ 
H ~ rs:l.iable studies of rainfall, soil, ecology and contemporary agricultural p\1act~· 
:i.t ,.,;;s our good fortune to have such studies available to us through the good offict=:. 
0:: ''·iro Leo Anflerson, Chief Representative of Khuzistan Development Service, an Ame::c·: 
C'! .. t firm charged with planning the sgricultural developme.nt of Khuzistan. In add.L;.·; 
t ,.-.,:·:s with agricultural experts in the company greatly added to our understandinJS c 
~.!-':! problems of farming in the Karkheh headwaters. 

~he survey began in the valley of Sar-i-Pol, on the road to Baghdad between 
p·~rn~,f!nshah and the Iraqi border.. Mr. Abdulgafar Viziritabar. Director of the Kerman· 
r-Ju>-. refinery of the National Iranian Oil Compan)'t kindly allowed us to stay at two o~ 
t:ha .company guest houses while •11e worked near Shahabad and Sar-i-Pol. The Sar-i·l'·:.·.~

\' ~ ~- ~.ii!y, first mentioned prominently in Assyrian accounts dating from the 7th and 8th 
c,;;.,..:uries B.c., yielded us no p!:ehistoric sites except for a cave, Kal-i-Daoud. In 
tH;.::· 'brief sounding we found a go~d Mousterian deposit at Kal•i•Daoud. Our nest survt: 
d~ort was in the Deh Luran area on the fringes of the upper Khuzistan plain, about 

\4 fO rt!:i.les by road west of Dizful. The hot, dry and often barren plain surrounding Del' 
l,t; ;:-.:::n is spotted with sites, the most prominent of which is Muss tan, sounded by the 
tr:>nch archeological mission to Iran some 60 years ago. In addition to eleven sites 
'Vi t:·1 prehistoric pottery we located the preceramic site called Ali Kosh, about one ar 
or.'~ .. half miles west of Mussian. Owing to jeep trouble, lack of fresh water and the :; 
st:::.ring heat, we abandoned further work in Khuzistan and returned to the mountains tc 
do the Karkheh survey. 

In contrast totthe great abundance of prehistoric sites located in the KenDansha~ 
/ and adjacent val~'" on 1959·60, few early sites were found as we worked our way soutt 

w£:J!~ into valleys at Sl;.cr.ess::.vely lower elevations. It soon became apparent that 
hc·;,r~ver good a vdl~y m~.ght look at first glance, concentrations of early prehistoric 
rE.<·.::<:i:·~rr.ents were limited to the Keunanshah and upper Khuzistan valley plains. Closer 
examination of such valleys as Rumishgan (where Dr. Schmidt tested Chagga Sabz) and 
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Taz=han showed that at present, because there is no surface water, settlement is im
pos:sible without digging wells. We soon discovered that even though soil conditions 
~n·~ rainfall are suitable for dry fan1ing over most of the mountain region, in the 
1:J:<~c. we surveyed, Kermanshah and Shahabad are unique in having numerous springs and 
r -;., ... 1-'!J:i.zed permanent river.s. We thu3 found that the Kermanshah and 'Khuzistan regionr 
·,., - '·' ~H~paret·~d by vast are.ss of mountnin valley pasture, e·apecially suitable for nom. 
, · ;i ~·r.,asol;a-:.. bae ts, but that these ureas were apparently not well-suited to the earl 
~ ., . ~·:t.:tleC. peopl~s. By tllF.: ·-.rnJ:y nat:ure of our surface· survey we were unable to dis· 
c·· .·..o·.r; .. traces that might h&v~~ ooE:n le:Ct by any prehistoric aomads whose refuse would 1 

r ··tt-e UlOunded up. 

Bo.cause we found few sit.c'3, the survey of the Karkheh headwaters did not give us 
· ~ kind of information we had eought regarding climatic change and population movenu 

:laving some extra ti.'Jl-4;:, t'!e de.c :teed to push north through Kurdistan and into A:.r.~r· 
· _ ... ~n which is today thr:! •;L~:st d~.Lii' ·i!!.y populated region in Iran. Aside from loce~ir.~ 

• . ·_ i.fJtod.c settl~cents wa: 'i\':"•:t':~'i t:o learn more about the different ecological zones 
·,.,,, · t..in weste1·n Iran and the pote:.E.:ial of each zone for early agriculturalists. 

North of Kermanshah the mo,,ntains are extremely rugge9, leaving little room for 
·r~ ._.,. '~ys. None of the motm!r; •.:Le.t wa located in thie~ the heartland of Iranian Kur
; ~ -~ a:n, had prehistoric p·:t;:r":·c:-y. Intensive survey in such country must be done on 
f.-'';,. c•r hortteback, a time_.c,,nnuming task that we did not atteapt. Pushing farther 
•.. :. ~~ l-Je fo11nd the valleys ~t:idening as the rivers headed toward the Lake Rezaiyeh cte· 
p-. r, s.:.on. For the first time in the mountains we found extensive irrigation syctet,13: 
f '· ·~ of which rival in size th"l'i.e found on the Khuzistan alluvial plain. Though we ; 
J :.-.:• ··~~d no prehistoric sites l!!:J we drove through Bukan and Miandoab, we are told by 
~: ·. ·;>'F.On of. the Pennsylvania University Museum that his group, which has done the d, 

:· i ... ~.:tva wo>::k in the region, did locate some prehistoric sites in these valleya. Our. 
~i: .:. ~.. cury£y around Lake Rezaiye.h was ~entered in the valley which includes Hasanlu ar1 
t ·· 0· her s:i.tes excavated and tested by Pennsylvania. Considering the size of are!.l 
f.T 1: ;, ,ed, t(.e concentraion of t.;:.t:es in Solduz rivals that in the Kermanshah vallr:•y 
r: .' ' .::t;;. It was interesting to note, however, that the Solduz sequence begins with 
1r: '·' ~ ~de·1eloped pottery and villsge.s, but apparently does not include preceramic villa 
f.J·.; ... ;.,.a,, 

·:o::'T,:ree seasons of survey, incJurling that done by Dr. Adams in Khuzistan, have demo 
, ... ~ :?'7' !(,c that three valley plain ~;:,·!":ems in western Iran, Khuziftan, Kermanshab and 
s ·,· :· .::.:., were important centers oi .c-r·:;ional prehistoric developmantsp Survey around 
F."l·~ .. ;.;'~oHs in so~:t:hern Iran, by L .. \Tanden Berghe, has defined a fourth ce~.ter. We 
f,., .. t.~nr lea::-r,ed that much of Iran in more suitable for seasonal aspt.\cts of migaratory 
l ~.:'e than for permanent settlements,. This was especially true for earliest villagers 
w::1":J bad neither. the population or political pressure to force it, nor techniques to 
e:.;ploit a:r.~-:ls ~1~:cse resources "to?e;:::e nnt optimum for year around settlement. The rela• 
t ~··P of tbo h,~:r.G.:Jr to farmer, ~.~~~#!::'!'~ important in historical tv;:.::ounts, is not known f 
t:·,;-· r.f'n~P. ~f. t.~.ue consi<iered hr"r'"'~ £'ie.ither is the precise natut'e of the factors d~ ... 
t<!~·c.·.:t.ui:·f!. ·;,vlt~'.·~ the esrliest s~':·t:len:: ~-1ere likely to live. Suc~1 things as availabil:i. 
ot: ~.~rta.:::e ·i::.\c~·.r, tempe:::ature~ ~.uinfrd 1 and soil conditions are obvious limiting fac
tf"J: .. a. Other fa<'t~rs tbc=Jt must 'ie c ·>m:idered are such things as size of game reserve, 
f·"l·:: peo,~e-'3 whose agriculture ,,,;;cs rudimentary, location of summer and winter pasturag 
f,,r kee?ers of flocks, ;~and ac~csa to other groups of settled people and trade reute.s, 

Tho~Gh ~_.,e are able to dis'.:ingui<;h fout' centers surrounded and separat~d by rugr;£:d 
va7.L"'':;'1'L':; ''i:":lnnts.:i.n blod~s, w~;; are not yet able to demonstrate r...he chronological p:.··.k 
it: ""•-~ r:i,E': ;_:.;,~quP.n~es in ~-:.he v.:.::iou:s t·egions. At the moment it seems that KermanshL:~l 
an;.. K~~l.-"l::ist.:.n, haV'itlg p1:~ceraudc villages, are earlier than either the Solduz or Per-
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a&apolis areas. To help understand and date these preceramic development• we decide< 
tC) test•dig the site of Ali Kosh near Deh Luran.in lhuzistan. Once again the good 
w£11 of Khuzistan Development Service is acknowledged. For our sounding they gen
•~ously provided us with a Dodge Power Wagon and water frailer, both of which were 
e11sential to our success. 

Because of rain and shortage of time, we were forced to leave the site without 
ha~ing plumbed its total depth, but we now know that it contains at least four suc
cessive occupations,. Beginning with the uppermost we have a Susiana b•c occupation, 
a ty~e well-known from Khuziatan since the work of ~. Adams. Lying below is an oc
c·.•r,f.'!tion which has pott:~ry, of types as yet undescribed, figurines, flint and stone 
be'~~;; much li.ke tho;Je fou:td at Jarm~ and Sarab, both excavated in recent yeari!J by 
D-o: "'· :Sraid\Jood, L:ri.ng st:" .. ll ltmer was the uppermost of two preceramic occupations. 
Su~!ll:!!ntial un!)~~t·:>d mud idla'b >;.~lls faced with pl.aoter, and floors from five succenoj 
bu;.1.1~.ng l·~·,.els w;re e.Jq;:J&ed in the small excavation. Lying alongside a t.•all, i.n a~ 
S(•;,.i "ltJ.on wHh t~~ bone:,;-, of t11~.ld ani::;;als, ";·as an 1mpre:sive array of kit~hen utc~: Jil 
i:-.c~!·:cling large stene !H:::at cl.;;:~wers, slici.::1g sla'hs, gd.nding stoaes, mort.st's, p~r:d-: 
a:-16 i.:nives.. In..,the .. fi<1:'d an,1':,•sis showed that t·.1e goat may have b.;en doUlesticated 
but t~at the bulk of th~ meat diet came frt.-.o wil'.l ani111sls. A large brick-lined h<'~e:r 
sur't :1.nto one of the floors was certeinly !tct an oven t·lJt it may ha\•e been for ro.::~st 
i1'G ~d.mal:'.l Q St~.:;.l lOWt';t' we Lit thta edge cf wh,3t is pr•:>oabl~ a pit house. Work. was 
fro~:. c:,\i to a halt beforP. this hsd been compietely clearr.ci but we do know that the 
fU.n·:s are very differ~nt frotrt the levels above and th<:~t non'S of th.a anirNll bones re 
cov<!:-ed was from a clea=ly domesticated ani1l!al. From '-his lev~l we extrarted a larg 
fr~~w~nt of an asphalt-coated mat of a typ2 also f~und in the levels above. Typo• 
loz i.~clly the pit house occupation is sin;ilar to Karim Shahir, excs-uated in northeas 
Ir.: --~ by Dr. Howe as part of the general Jarmo area operEAtions. 

Ar:ide f=om the tntrinsic interest in such a long sequence at an early site, we we 
most ·inter::.sted in the e·~Tidence we finally got for an ncological chAnge. The voriet 
o:l: l'.l!.i.mals ~?hose remains occur in the lower two horizons at Ali Kosh could not exist 
in ~he Deh Luran erea today. W.bether the implied ecological change can eventually b 
ccnatrued to be climate-induced or whether it depends on other natural or man-made 
factors remains to be seen. 

It will be necessary to return to Khuzistan for more extensive excavations becaus• 
Ali Kooh or a stmilar site may hold a key to some of tne factors lyi~g behind the , · 
spQctacular rise to civilizat!~n whi~h occurred in the area e few th~usand years 
lf'.tcrr. At Ali K!lsh we eo not claim to have an unbroken sequE.:'l.:e f:tom a hunter's cam. 
to c1n agriculture.! ville.~e. We can say, ho•Aever, that +.:be fo•1r successh'e ·,occupa
tions exposed in our sm~:~ll sounding 't'apresP.nt, in one site, a development unprecedent 
outside of Tell-es-Sultan, the Jordanian site said to be the Biblical Jericho. 

Frank A. Hole, Assistant Professor at 
Rice University 

t************* 

Archeological ~ !n Pakistan !B2 India 

I set down what follnws on the chance th~:~t my field colleagues - and perhaps a 
fe.~., others .. may be interested in my arch~?ological tour of Pu~·;istan and India. The 
oc•~'='G ion for going was t:.n invitation by the India.>t Government to be the A•ll~rican rep
r~a~ntative at a conference on Asian arche~losy and a celebration attending the cen-
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teJmnary of the Archatolosical SurvtY 2£ India - their official antiquities service 
un~er the ministry of Science and Culture. Supporting grants from the American Coun 
ci~ of Learned Societies (on the nomination of the Archaeological Institute of Ameri 
ca) and by the University's South Asia committee not only made the trip poss~ble, bu 
g~ve me adequate time for site-seeing (sic!) in both Pakistan and western India be
foEe the conference began. 

1 left home on November 19th, had professionally oriented stop-overs in London, 
Fre:tkfurt, Istanbul, Be;roath and Teheran before reachl.og Karachi .. a stop-over in 
Baghdad was also intended, but there was Iraqi visa trouble. In Karachi, Dr. F .A .. 
Kh.sn and Mr. s.A& Naqvi of the Pakistan Antiquities Service had already made arrangl 
mentfl for my stay and itinerary in visiting major sites in the lower Indus basin. · 
co[!"'oarison with lower Mesopotamia, I was ;surprised to find how relatively much ve3~-
ta1.-ton cover the Indus alluvium supports·- for all that it certainly has a semi-ar:. 
c:i. :t.:nete. Further, I was abeolutely bowled over by the size, architectural monume.~t _ 
ity ~nd complexity of Mohenjo•daro, the larger of the two great city mounds of th~ 
"Harn..ppan complex~,~" of - say .. ca. 2250 B.c., plus or minus a few hundred years. I 
did not see the other of the two, Harappa itself (a somewhat smaller and more pit ct::. 
rno'-•11d), which is far up-country. Before visiting Mohenjo-daro, I visited the new 
l:.'rench excavations at Amri, a smaller site with pre•Harappan as well as Harappar. a.t•d 
lnt ~r leveis. M. amd Mme. Casal kept me over night in their wonderful little be.st::· 
camp in a village house in Amri - boy, did the old nostolgia for camp life ever ::,_,_t 
me iLard! At Mohenjo•daro itself, the Sir John Marshall (the original excavator, it. 
the ~.920s) house is now a guest house ... I rather think I slept in Sir John's bed :::n..: 
u~e~ his tin bath tub - gave me the odd sort of feeling one would have if he we~a 
act~ally put up in Mt. Vernon. As well as guiding me over the great complexity of 
the site, the bright young custodian, Mr. Taswir Hussain Hamidi, also took me on 
walke to the Indus itself (about three miles away) and to a village nearby where a 
Hcravpan-like pottery is still being made, 

When I returned to Karachi, the Antiquities people had next laid on a day's 
visit to two Isl811lic sttes, and their Islamics expert, Dr. Abdul Ghafur, went w:ith r.
in ::heir jeep. The two sites, Tatta (a fine architectural complex of ca. 15th cen
t:,r.y tombs) and Bampur (an .. 8th century post) were both impressive to see, but the 
high point of the trip for me was our early jeep breakdown and the fact that within 
hal£ an hour we'd been taken up again by a passing enginaer, Mr. M~G. Bart, who - it 
dEveioped - had worked in the Kirkuk and Abadan oil fields, and who presently decide 
to scuttle his own day and do our trip with us! These things simply happen in that 
pert of the world - Allah takes care of his favorites, I guess! Also, when you go t 
l<Rrachi, please patronize the "Popular Auto Service Burmah-Shell Stations" - Mr. Bat 
owt.a them. 

My afterthoughts about Mohenjo·daro and the Harappan complex generally - there 
io ~ great deal more of both of the big. ·sites to dig - is that they have never been 
ft·ankiy faced, problem-~ise, for what they are: cities. They have simply been <:;:.1.·,r .. 
xj,ed for their antiquities plus their architectural monumentality. Were it ever de
ci~~d to continue work on them, I would hope first for a working conference by a 
variety of people who think about what it takes to make a city a city, with subse· 
quent campaigns of excavations planned in this framework of problem. 

I left Karachi by air on Dec •• Sth and Professor Sankalia of Deccan College, 
Poon~, met me at Bombay; we w~nt up to Poona that night and spent all of the next da· 
there, going ove= the collec~ions in his museum - soon to be replaced by a fine n~w 
mu~P-~m and train·:n.g institut:l whic':1 is now being built,. I was most pleased to learn 
t:.at Sankalia•s anthropologi~al colleagues, Professor and Mrs. Karve, will also be 
ho1:sed and intellectually part of this new in~titute. Sankalia and I returned to 
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B~bay by an early morning train, did a bit of shopping (I needed a bed-roll. neces
sa.ry for Indian twavel, kept a firm hand on myself otherwise in spite of temptations 
sa"'lli1e that I splurged on a fine Kashmir shawl in J;ieu of an ordinary blanket), visited 
Dr .. Chandra and his fine collections inl~the Prince of Wales Museum, and also the Uni 
VP~Jity of Bombay. Later that afternoon, we settled in - until the time of the late 
n;:_ght train for Baroda - with Sankalia's nephww's family, and I presently found my
ae:l.f with his seven year old grand niece, Geeta, on my lap, hearing her read her 
fir<Jt grade English. Am sure it was the same book Gretel and Douglas had; "Here is 
Rag'h Rags is a dog," etc. Bob Hope was right, in many ways, you never leave home! 

Early next morning, we were met at the atation in Baroda by Professor Subbarao~ 
the other Indian colleague (beside Sankalia) with whom I had iJeen in closest touch 
beforehand, if only through correspondence. The more time I spent with these two 

1 
coL leagues;: the more my fondness and respect for them grew and again - intellectud. 
- l: fcund I hadn't really left home. T·he tour we made together will always be a m.:-u. 
able one for me. The M.s. (after the Maharaja Sayajirao, a princely philanthropi~'-. 
whose descendant is ex-officio chancelor) University of Baroda reminded me of Sta!·t
ford, Subbareo has a very well set-up new institute and museum, a bright young staf 
and a number of students. I gave a lecture there, and was entertained by the vice 
chaDcelor and dean of the faculties, and kept most comfortably in the Universi~y res 
house. From Baroda, we first made a two day run in the institute jeep to the site : 
a very impressive town, Lothal, north of the gulf of Cambay, and also to a site o1·c 
dug by Sankalia and Subbarao called Langhnaj, which yielded microliths. Lothal ·wc.s 
in 1Work when we arrived. and its director, Mr. s.R. Rao, took us over it and subse
que~ttly gave us a fine lunch. Although not on the scale of either Mohenjo•daro or 
Harappa, it has the same suggestions of cere in planning, of sophisticated architec
tural details in baked brick, a large ship basin, and the same general artifactual 
assemblage (even to the characteristic Harappan seals and script) as do the Indus 
sites. When India and Pakistan were partitioned, it appeared there were no Harap!'~.m 
sites within the Indian borders; now the Harappan assemblage :rs known to have reac':·.~:d 
wel1 down into the Ganges basin, and well south of the gulf of Cambay. So far, as !. 
understand it, Lothal is the largest town yet exposed in a more "pure''' Harappar1 sene 

After a final night in Baroda on Dec. lOth, we left again by the jeep for a run 
down to a site on the Narbada river, Navdatoli, and to link up with the train for th 
final trip into New Delhi on the 13th. A good part of the run was through a portion 
of pagan tribal India inhabited by the Bhil people, who absolutely fascinated me, as 
did ~leo the hill country in which they live. Many of the men still carry bows•and
arrows, and I have two further sets of color slides of local potters for Fred Matson 
too.. The road we used went from Baroda to Dohad, Dhar and Maheswar (on the NarbadE." 
i.~ith. N.avdatoli site across the river), thence via Mhow, but missing Indore, to Ratle 
Maheswar absolutely knocked my eyes out - Hollywood couldn't have dreamed up so per
fect an image of temples and fortress and grand staircases down to the river, with 
e3.1 the color of the people bathing, washing clothes, the boats and all of it. San
~:.,l:ta and Subbarao had worked Navdatoli several years back; its yield was a derived 
,T<~ later aspect of the older Harappan assemblage, and the job had clearly been done 
··r t'l competently. 

The conference in New Delhi began on the morning of the 14th, with Mr. Nehru 
0p('·1ing the sessions; it was a far larger and grander affair than I had anticipated. 
":t ''"lemorative postage stamps Here issued, we all were given medals, a very fine out.; 
:1c.·.::: exhibit had been net up with the best pieces from each of the provincial and 
u~ .: \rersity museums, and there was a registered attendance of over 250 people. Most 
o· r.he countries of western Europe, also Greece and Turkey were represented. The 
'1~3 ,s.R. had sent Professor Tolstov of the Soviet Academy; perhapsoae of the high 
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points of the affair for me was this first opportunity to come to know one of the 
respected Russian colleagues and his wife perosnally. Asia was of course very well 
represented, save for China; there were ~hree Pakistani representatives who seemed 
~th relaxed and well received by the Indian colleagues. Strangely, there were no 
ATab colleagues save for an Egyptian to felicitate the new Indian participation in 
tile Nubian salvage operation, and no one from Iran (but this was explainable in ter 
o1 thg necessity of Dr. Negahban 1 s remaining at his rEmarkable new cemetery site, 
wllaL·e gold objects are ft.owing out like water, but the local security is not good)-. 

My reactions to the conference were very positive. The Director General, Shr .. 
Ghosh, ar.d his first assistant, Mre ;:&.B. Lal .. certainly with enthusiastic aid frr:·, 
the:r Minister, Professor Humayun Y.abir, laid on a very fine affair in all details 
.AP :.s pro::f··bly quite understandable in a 1-:.ew c"untry, there s<aemed to me to be r-:·:• .. • 
c:n.rJ.n7eighting of attention 0::1 the details of the Harappan complex and its conn~c~·.i.c 
t.o'=' lack of it) with the Arya.ns and the \'edic writings. On the otherhand, I a~ ;::o 
f.•:;::&r1ed very heartening signs of curiosity - especially among some of th'.:! tndiar:. ,~r.ll 
le.a3ues, often the younger ones.- in what is going on outside of India, and of C":-t•· 

ce.r~ with general scholarly trends in culture-historical interpretation, There "'~s 
t~.nd attempt, although it unfortunatdy partially miscarried, to break away from the 
ol ~Hr term:!.nolo~!cal a::!d conceptual framev1ork which wail trans9lanted directly fl:or. 
sc.-JthwestP.rn Asi.a, and Europ€.1 and which does not - to my mind, at least • fit the: 
Jr:o•l".an sc~.ne too well. The signs of int~Uectun.l restlessne:ss and curiority arP. 
t:h.c"e, however, and I also feel that the conference will have a strong effect in 
::n ·::::easing this tendency. 

Hence I felt it all a most worthwhile excursion for an old Near East handc ! 
did .. as Linda had ordered, just manage to fly into South Bend airport at 4:30 on th 
nf >:?c-rnoon of Dec. 24th, in time to help finish decorating the tree! I am left with 
en.::! small feeling of outrage, however. Jet air travel is an absolutely cruel an1 
:i.r.'~';man thing. I left Tokyo at 3:00 p.m. on Dec. 23rd, arrived in San Francisco at 
9~~3.1 a.m. on Dec. 23rd (not a misprint- figure it out!), and never even saw the 
Pecific, the biggest ocean in the world! 

Robert J. Braidwood, Professor of 
Anthropology 
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Aboard the "Memnon" 
Serra East, Sudan 
March 22, 1962 

It has been a little over three months since December 16th when we moored 
the "Memnon" at the foot of the rocky slope on which rise the lon!; abandoned ruins 
of early Christian churches and the massive weather-worn walls of a Pharaonic 
fort. Serra East seemed a forbidding and depressing sight on that December day 
and on succeeding days, but last night as we sat on the deck of the same '~mnon" 
on what would pass for a hot summer's night in Chicago and spent our last evening 
with Professor and Mrs. Ronald J .• Williams of the University of Toronto the same 
Serra East looked very different. To be sure, last night's full moon limned the 
j~gged wind-worn walls of the old fort into majestic contours towering over us a~c 
tr:'-~ blank little windows, the multiple domes and monotonous arches of the Christie. 
l->,_; . .i .. 1_dings into a harmonious profile intricately oriental, but it was more than the 
t-:r. .i\.f)':: Nul:-Lt~. moon erasing 2,000 years of time between Pharaonic and Christian tha 
::rao:.~ ;~ .... rr-c,.;>\i :le.rra East in just three months into something almost fondly ours in
stead of ~:;om';;1thing \<Tith TJl1ich we were stuck. It still looked vastly different in 
the hot light of this mo:;:ning 1S sun. 

Goodness knows, it was not the magnificence or multipl:l.city or historical 
sigr:ificanct"~ of our find:1 that !":ad made the difference, for ti:lP:y are meager com
f1l:'C:'.d ·....:rith the riches of beaut~Jully preserved Christian frescoes found by our 
:..(~!:~.sh n2i!('<oors at Fara.:; on thn north or the great variet~,r and embarras%ing 
~~~,.,-~utity .... ~; che fortuner:; of our Scandinavian neighbors at De,beirah East or the 
At n:-tling a:-:ray of Old K:i;pgdo-:n ~A.;yal jar-sealings of the British at Buhen. But we 
h . .re fout1r1 ct lot of things:, t~J:> .vmy it seems as we try to find sufficient boxes 
.:' .~d packi!".f, 'T,aterial to whtsh : L~' U. S. Departm:z:1t. of Agriculture will not oi>ject 
: n order to :hip them to Ch.i.c"<~;·" Some of !:L3 red and black incised bowls from the 
<..--G:t·oup ca,;''tery and the pain'.,~t:' bowls of the Christian period look good in any 
:;.c·:-<':ing and they will look a lot better in Chicago where, insofar as we know, ther, 
~-r nothing of the sort. Our ki~-..d friends of the Sudanese Department of Antiquitie: 
f:·:·.·e us everything we found ex~.;;:pt a half-dozen small pieces: One of three ivory 
1: -~·£t('.el~ts found together, one of three alabaster bracelets, one each of two pairs 
c:: i·ho1..1 ear· pendents, part of c.. string of gold beads, one of several stone 
I .. -?.h r. ~~ :f:, one red-ware Christiar. pitcher with painted vine motif and our page of 
U• "';.;,. ·.: .... >n p:1:cchment. Only the laat two are unusual, and we have been given many a 
ptized r-l.ece that we thought the Khartoum Museum would be justified in keeping. 
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When we began work we began on the fort, and I think Jim Knudstad, Field 
A:r:-chi.tect and Su?ervisor of the dig, wished he hadn't come. Said he, "It is one 
t~ing to dig a nice, rGlativ~ly level, well stratified mound in Iraq but how do 
y·.-u lay 01.1t and procE-ed en a roc~y • benched hillside where every level goes down 
tu 1)(,,;-rcck an~ a~ 1 the ~JH'::ert.e.l {,.Js slid down the hill in a jumble?" And Prof('sa
o·~ !,d .. ~:. ·;. Zat>ka:'"' I.J~ Lcfn>'ll in fhicago, our jealcw.ly p~tH1cssive pottery custodian 
Jt<.:f.j <.::.'lP 1c'.t thn san.? ,::hiLl: ...:.nd f":.~~ the expedition 1t:s p::~an<.ord in "Ew~rything is 
.!_:~I)Yl!·~Y:t:.t'~·" But .Fm de:.1•-::lopecl U.s sct·t•puloudy c;•:reful methods or ad;.;.pted them to 
S ·rra 1 ·.:r,d the clea:·;~d an•.1 dustc''s deta:Us of the gn~at wall and fosse, the large 
a:..·ea of cleared interior, the h-:J'~e dumps of sand and debris attest to a big task 
well advanced. And Profes'Jor Za"kar's long rows of closely sorted and pondered 
oherde are evidence that a 1.l is ::ot ult-imately bouleverse. It seeme clear to us 
and tC' others that ~e.rra ar.,d Dr. ?.abk:t:·' s work on i.t have produced evc'!n in this 
f1 rst .a~ason a corp·~s par'':'~.cula·~~- i. of lSt:bian Christian pottery never he fore assem
bled, r,rf! hava been tell~ ·1g him ~hat hB is about to sink the "Msmnon" • ..,ith broken 
pots all over- the d?.ck en·J on t:t" roof. The only problem seems to be enough boxes 
to take them back to Chicago for his further enjoyment. 

The C-Group cemetery, out of sight from the ''Memnon" along the southern 
bounr'ar:' of O'-"r concession, appea.r~:!d on January 9th to cor.sist At most of 30 to 40 
gravro : denti:f:iaf)le hy the loose)::. i:: J.d slab-stor:.e circles su:r~:~:::·Jnt:i;.,.,g them. By 
F •. br1·.rn:·y 15th the cemetery was OI'l.i :l C'umplex of 142 shallo•1 ::'l·t<.tl hol~.;s in the 
p;(m~:.d. The 30 or 40 circles had 00come 63 as the sand was ~·emoved and there came 
to light 79 more graves with no stone circles over them. The burial equipment and 
offering bowls were not rich as compared with those of the Scandinavians in their 
numerous cemeteries but better than those of others of our colleagues. We have a 
good collection of attractive unbroken offering bowls as well as a small collection 
of bracelets, rings, ear-pendants, palettes, !2h! rods, a scarab and a wide variety 
of beads of many types and mated~ls including gold. We hope: that detailed study 
oi tbe me.terial may reveal sor;:.etr .2.(13 new about this face!ens indigenous culture 
t<Hch has as yet to be designated by a letter of the Alp:1Ebet. 

This cemeter.y repr'.:>~ented a big job the execution end painstaking records of 
which were the altr0Jt sj I&;~le·ha~1ded work of Professor Williams with the assistance 
of volunteer Davie! Weston~ Dave is a young Mormon from eeattle who stopped in 
Cairo on his t-7"~Y hor.r£ from two years' missionary work fo:: his church in Australia. 
He heard abo·.;;+- the n:1::cheological emergency in Nubia and conceived a desire to help 
out end add t,:. his var~.ed experiences. He met Nick Millet in Cairo and Nick tele• 
graphed mr~ 3t f>e::ra about him. I don't know what we would have done without hi.m, 
dc~?erately sho~t-handed as we have been all season. Dave was versatile with a 
CF.mera and at plotting and sketching. Besides, his cow-boy hat, dress, guitar and 
$Ongs made a great hit with the local youngsters who were sure that they had seen 
him in the movies in Hal fa. 

By another---for us---lucky chance Mr. and Mrs. w. Herman Bell became im
promptu members of the expedition on February 16th just after Dave Weston left. 
Mr. Bell is an American from Virginia and Mrs. Bell is English. They had been 
scheduled to join Prof. P. L. Shinnie 1s University of Ghana expedition at Debeirah 
llest across the river from us, but they were delayed by Herman's D. Phil. thesis 
in Egyptology at Oxford. Then the Shinnies found their work concluding and decided 
tc leave earlier than expected. I do not know how we would have fared without the 
P.·.-llc either 1 for both have dra;m pottery with a will and have completed the taskp 
~:c)w t.:h2t Vivien Williams, the best possible of mistresses of the boat menage, has 
left, Ann Bell has taken on the job with amazing enthusiasm and efficiency. 
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Besides the major operations on the fortress and the C-Group cemetery the 
e~pedition haB scouted its concess~on and found smaller spots for investigation. 
Ron WilU13ms sur,-crvis~d cle.'\r.ance C;f a C··G:roup house---and they are not a common 
occurrenc~---ar:~ W•:!ll aa an 'K-G:!."Ot'? houee, both south cf thf! fort. North of the 
fort Labib Haba:::hi fo'J:1d and c!es~ed a cluster of four X-Go;:oup houses or shelters 
ar.ad has a simil~r spot in raserve f.or naxt seacon. 

Contrary to what we had been led to expect, the expedition has enjoyed good 
labor rel<'ltions with 110 to 120 local SudFtnese bas!<:et carders from near-by vil
lages anJ has fr-und a helpfd friend in d:~ Cndah of Dabei:t·ah just south of us. H1 
tb:r.ew a tea par".:y fo~: all o.Z us f.:r'aif;nf)n:; ccm:.;l.3te 11•i.th b;u~d at his house at: the 
end of Rt:<L~ddn, the ·~'1t.l"1im mc·;1th o~: dfo""time i.csting, and ~?e gave a "fee;.st" for th< 
wo:~~kmen em the 1<.>-:t dr;y of ·,K•rk~ 11erch J :·::h. ':':he w·y-~~~rs vrere good 9nd orderly, 
bu:: much of o1.l:: succi!P.S we.13 du~ tr; r.e.t':i.~ H.'lbac:h.i, olo fr:i.end and neighbor of ours 
as Chief Inspector at Luxor j ·i~ho, w2l.atevf.:r elsa he may have contributed as Archeo
logical Ccneultant, hi<'.s met: ~nd sr.l\red -:ountlese prohlams of ever.y sort for the 
eKpedition. Thea, ou;:o Egypt:l a=-1. f,jreroAn Abdullah El-~J:adani, who has wo:J:ked for the 
In~titute in I~c.q anrl Iran and for tr.any enothe:-::- a!:che:ologir:al group over 30-somc 
ya!lrs, as well b.~ Ol'::.· 13 profess:Lcni'\1 5:~y-ptian diggP.r:s from the towns of Quft and 
Ill.ahun have been not only eood sp£:.3!"h3:.H1s in the wo::k but good r.rabassadors. 

The staf:f: hs.s P.njoye<! day-r: f.i (F::.iday) excurs:i.cns to Abu Simbel and our oth( 
concession in F.gypt a~ Qasr el-Wi~z and to Sucanese sites from the Egyptian herder 
to the fortresz of Semnah at the r.econcl Cataract. It has especially looked forwarc 
to visits to anci from othe~ ~xpeditionn at work here~ The Polish at Faras, the 
Argentinian-French at Aksha ~ the ScandinE>.vian at Debeirah East, the Ghanaian at 
D~beirah West, the Sp~nish at Argin, the British at Buhen and the Sudanese at Mer· 
gissa. These visits and return vieits were ostensibly social diversions but I soon 
discovered that every member went and received with an ulterior motive and a head 
full of questionl3. Notes anO. problP.l!lS and materials were m~tuall.y compared, and I 
found Dr. Zabkar pacldng along a sm3J.l bag of prized aherd8 on one occasion. It 
wao a pretty green crew as fE~r as Nubian archeology T•:91J cor.cerned---but so was al
moct everyone else up here--~on D"!~err.be..: 16th, and :;: t.hou8ltt it still looked a bit 
vardant when I flew b-?~k tc Luxot· on January 24th bl:.t on m}' return to Serra on 
M..l:\:'Ch 6th the Fu.vvy ll<.q,Jired in the meantime was impn~seivP:. 

Inacces~ible ~s the Sudan and especially Serra East would seem to be, the 
expedition has enjcyec v:i.s:;_u; from a n~<?.cer. o!: perso<'!.S from the "outside" world. 
Mr. William R. Doyd o~ L3k~ ~ales: Flo:rida, long-time f.drmd and benefar.tor of the 
Luxor anc Nubian a:cp8.-;;i tionG, o tayfJd wi i:h it ::or a f~"''~ de~~~~. Mr. and l-1rs. Knudsta( 
Jim's parents, got t"l see tr.~i.r son in action in his unnatural h~bitat for a few 
da~~s also. Mr. and ~1r.s. Wii liam 'l. Adams, U~llSCO Arcl:t~ologist with the Sudan De
partment of Antiquities, spEr.t a day and night on the "Memr:on." Prof. and Mrs. 
Richard A. Parker and Beatrice, alumni of Chicago Hocse in Luxor where they have 
been spending some weeks, dropped in for a da:f while they were in Wadi Halfa. Mr. 
and Mrs. Robert C. Martinda!.e stayed for a few days at Serra also. Bob Martindale 
was once an ar~ist on the Luxor expedition and later Cultural Attach~ of the Embase 
in Cairo, and is now U. s. information Officer for Africa and Spain. Ties with the 
g~andmother expedition in Luxor hns been maintained by these friends, for all have 
also stayed at rh"icago House befo:r:e or after their ste,ys at Serra and have carried 
films, suppli0.s and news back anr~ forth. (Co::1!f,unication with Luxor by mail from 
here takes ab:>Ht three times as long as with the States.) 

We were also honored at Sl3:.:~a to have the Conw:-tissio::>.er of Archeology of the 
Sudan, Mr. Thabit HasE:an Thabit down from Khartoum, have Christmas dinner with us 
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~n January 7th·-·Labib Habachi's Coptic Christmas. (We celebrate all possible 
~ccasions at Serra. For example, Vivien Williams and I celebrated our mutual 
l>irthday on January 12th with a wing-di~ to which the Ar&entine expedition came--
by accident. The one piece of the band or perhaps orchestra was made of an enamel~ 
e d wash basin. And we really rejoiced when our beloved colleague. Louis, Father 
Z.abkar, received notice that he had become Associate Professor of Ancient History 
at Loyola.) 

Detached sort of references at various points above to Chicago House remind 
me of the Luxor expedition which has been feeling something like a step•chil d ~vi th 
it:s director absent more than half the time. It is mercifully a well-established 
and smooth running organization, and Mrs. Hughes and Tim Healey had preparatory 
expeti.ence last season in keeping things on an even keel while I was away, also in 
Nubia lut at Kalabsheh, for a month at a time. 

Chicago House has been privileged to see a number of you in these last two 
seasons. It counted as a high spot of this one the two-day visit to Luxor of the 
tour. o:-ganized by Mrs. Ward of the Women's Board. That every one of the group 
f:'cvwld 1nve come to Chicago House for tea and a look after a long day in the Theba 
r· .• :. --:,;;y;r.l'.s was a comr>liment great:iy appreciated. No less pleased were we that Mr. 
u•> ' Hrs. Glen Lloyd went to conei<krable trouble to stop off for a few hours at 
L!:::·:::-Jr on their r.ei:ul~n from Abu Simbel to give Mr. Lloyd his first glimpse of that 
r;, 1::t of the University campus. 

The House v1as also happy to be host for a few days in January to the amiabl, 
gentleman who is U. s. Ambassador to Egypt, Mr. JohnS. Badeau, '~ith his brothe::: 
and sister-in-law. 

The Epigr~phic Survey at Luxor has accompli~hed an astonishing amount of 
recording tb:.".s ~:eason and last. When I le:Ct I..uxcr on March 6th the Beit el-Wali 
t3mple of R·"'.l:oJAS II in Nubi.a l>~Thich we had pl~otographC\d and drawn on the spot last 
fl:;!n 1:'0U .O'.""d ~.i. 7'i0W~::nb~?.r of th$ .. '1 S38.80n was ahno~t C':.1:Tl;Jleted tO the last jot and in 
t~:. · ';:>E!~ r.<:-,'dy t:o go to ch:_,:.c::;o f,,r publication. T:v~ seventh volume of photograph: 
<FL:· d:·a~.r'.ng·..: ~ompleting the ::·.,~·cnJ of the Med:tnet HA1Ju temple of Ramses III at 
1'::-;,_c::- '"""1':1 finiab.~d except icr. r1 o::m?le of master pJ.ens which Mr. Floroff was makint 
t :l J,-,:.::.t(: all the plates in !,:£,,; :;even volume ser~.e6. Dr. Nims, since his return 
L:o11 a. ::10nth at Serra on Jaran,::;• 15th, and Dr. Wente were well up on checking the 
dr.-~vulT.'.gs which Hr. Floroff <::.t,~rJ O\!.t' new artist, Nichd•:ll J. Barnwell, have made on 
the High Gate at the entram~e to the Medi.net Habu compound. Mr. Coleman had begun 
to draw the difficult salt-damaged reliefs in the Tomb of Kheruef about the excava
tion of which you may remember hearing in the 1957-58 seasons. Mr. Greener was 
expected to join him on that job shortly. 

Some of you have probably read Leslie Greener's High Dam Over Nubia (Viking_ 
1962) which is a good account of Nubia and the monuments t~xreatened by the dam as 
well as Mr. Greener's experiences as a member of the Luxor expedition recording the 
B"!.it el-Wali temple last season. 

This has been a somewhat trying season but I believe it has been an eminent· 
ly successful one both at Serra and at Luxor. We hope that it has been rewar~ing 
to all the good people of both staffs who have made it a success. Those at Ser7a 
hP.ve been wonderful and have maintained their sense of humor through a monetary 
C'".'isis that threatened to tiad<rupt us individually, a wind-storm that threatened to 
b~.ow the ''Memnon'1 ashore on top of the two smaller craft, sand-storms, clouds of 
gnats, cold and heat (it is 111 degrees in the shade as I write this), and they ar< 
b~tter friends now than when they began. Most of us, temporarily on leave from 
elsewhere, will not be back for next season's concluding campaign here but we shall 
never forget Serra East. Yours sincerely, 

George R. Hughes 
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To Members and Friends of the Oriental Institute: 

The long period of uncertainty over the directorship has 
ended. On May 4, 1962, Pr.ofessor Ed·..,ard H. Levi, Provost of the 
University, announced that President George \L Beadle had appointed 
Robert M. Adams Director of the Oriental Institute as of May 1, 1962, 
for a period of three years. Presicent Beadle stated at that time 
that he was "confident that the new Director, who has demonstrated 
his understanding of thio uni~ue tradition of scholarship and re
search, will continue to carry forward the Institute's expanding 
exploration of the nature and course of human civilization." I 
would certainly agree with this statement and add that I believe 
Mr. Adams will provide the Institute with the strong, vigorous and 
foresighted leaderehip it needs. As you know, he actually succeeds 
Carl H. Kraeling who resigned as of June, 1960, after having given 
the Institute ten years of extremely successful administration. As 
you also know, John Wilson and I provided the administration for the 
Institute during the time a new Director was being sought. 

I am sure that Bob Adams is no stranger to most of you, 
for he has held an appointment in the Institute and the Department 
of Anthropology since July of 1953, and is currently Associate 
Professor. He received his Ph.B. in 1947, MAin 1952, and Ph.D. 
in 1956, all from The University of Chicago. His field investiga
tions in Iraq and Iran have shown new techniques and valuable new 
results in the analysis of where man lived and why. It is now a 
pleasure indeed to hand the torch to Bob. 

Of course, I want also to take this occasion to thank you 
for your interest in and support of the Instituteh activities during 
these trying interim years. l.Je ~ould have found it difficult to 
function without your generous spirit. 

Sincerely yours, 

May 25, 1962 
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One cannot assume the directorship of the Oriental Institute without 
a mingled sense of opportunity and trepidation. We embody a rich on-going 
tradition of scholarly research, whose momentum and continuity must at all 
costs be maintained. Yet we also face changing circumstances, both in the 
academic world we occupy at home and in the Near Eastern centers of our in
terests. New directions, where they must be struck, will emerge only with 
much thought and diacussion, and not only among members of the Institute 
staff but in the many interlocking intellectual and social communities that 
as scholars and laymen we all share. The work of this Institute over the 
years has always been a common enterprise, and I can only promlse at the 
outset to wo~k toward that further growth of communication and sense of 
relevance which might continue to merit your interest and support. 

On behalf of the entire Institute staff, I would like to tender our 
thanks and regards to Mr. Filbey for having stepped in as Acting Director 
during a critical juncture. His deep understanding of the University's ad~ 
ministrative needs and processes, developed during a lifetime of service to 
it, has been :!.nvalun.'ble to us again. We join in wishing him and Mrs. Filbey 
well on the resumption of their often-interrupted retirement. 

Presently we have some exciting news for you. The Oriental Institute 
and the Chicago Nat•1ral History Museum are participating jointly in bringing 
to Chicago for yocr appreciation a collection of treasures from the Tomb of 
Tutankhamun. These tree~mres have never been seen outside of Egypt previously 
and the Government of Egypt is allowing them to be shown in this country in 
order to draw attention to the neces~ity for safeguarding the treasures of 
Nubia for future g~nerations. Originally we had planned to show the treasures 
here in our own Egyptian Hall but the problem of providing parking space for 
large numbers of people was insoluble and we therefore decided to accept the 
Natural History Museum's offer to participate jointly with us. 

The Tutankhamun Treasures exhibit opens at the Chicago Natural History 
Museum on June 15th, 1962, and continues until July 15th. There will be a 
preview, to which you will be invited, on Thursday, June 14th, probably from 
6:00 until 10:00 p.m. The handsome catalog of the exhibition enclosed is 
sent to you with our compliments. You will find it a useful guide to the 
collection. 

Professor Ahmed Fakhry, an old friend and currently Professor of History 
of Ancient Egypt and the East at the University of Cairo, is accompanying the 
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exhibit. Be and Mrs. Fakhry plan to arrive in Chicago about June 3rd and 
we hope Professor Fakhry will be able to accept our invitation to lecture 
at the Oriental Institute on Wednesday, June 20, at 8:30p.m. The title 
of the lecture is "Abu Simbel, the Pearl of Nubian Temples," and it will 
be illustrated. As you know, this is the great temple which must be moved 
if it is to be saved from the rising waters behind the Assuan Dam which is 
now under construction. 

Early in the fall you will receive a copy of our Annual Report, to
gether with a letter apprising you of our plans for 1962-63. In Nubia and 
elsewhere, w~ think some highly promising fieldwork is in prospect. 

May 25, 1962 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert M. Adams 
Director 
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Afak, Diwaniyah Liwa, Iraq 
October 15, 1962 

To those of us who are returning to Nippur and the neighboring village 
of Afak in central Iraq, the event holds a mixture of nostalgia and expecta
tion. The mound of Nippur looks much like it did twelve years ago -- one has 
to wander far over its hilly surface and often look under the drifted sand to 
find the places where the past winters' excavations were. Even last season's 
lazge area of the "Inanna Temple in Depth" has abandoned its crispness to the 
invading dunes. The village of Afak, however, progresses yearly -- it has 
lomg had electricity and now a Coca Cola stand. The fifteen hundred volumes 
in the public library even include a translation of ''Gone With the Wind. 11 

But the stars have receded deep into the sky with the passing of the kerosene 
street lamps in their little wall niches and, during an eclipse, the children 
are now too wise to beat pans and blow horns and so scare away the whale who 
is trying to eat the moon. 

This is the nostalgia part of coming back. The new season at Nippur 
and the expectations are expressed very well in the following letter by a 
new member of the expedition, Giorgio Buccellati. He holds a degree from the 
UnLversity of Milan, is now a graduate student at the University of Chicago 
and a Fellow of the American Schools of Oriental Research. This is his first 
visit to Iraq and his first exposure to archaeological digging. 

Dear Friends: 

Cordially, 

Richard C. Haines 
Field Director 

Joint Nippur Expedition 

* * * * * * 

The beginning of the 8th season of the Joint Expedition to Nippur had 
been set at an earlier date than usual, for the end of September. The several 
members of the Expedition had to meet in Baghdad. I had the good fortune to 
arrive with Donald P. Hansen and to spend with him the fi=st days of my stay 
in Iraq. He had served as staff archselogist during the last three seasons 
and had been requested to do some preliQinary work for the new season; in his 
company I had the beRt possible intro~1ction to Iraq and its way of life. We 
1~.uded at the airport of Wast B<ighdad ~he night of Sunday, Sept~mber 16. Mon• 
day morning we were already at tae Department of Antiquities, where we contact~d 
the Iraqi aut~orities and arranged with them, among other things, the appointW.~nt 
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~f several expert workmen {known as Shirgati) who would be needed on the dig •. 
and who work during the year for the Department of Antiquities. There were 
then tasks of a somewha~ more menial character, for instance, we had to find a 
c~ok and buy food and other provisions. But we also had a chance to take a 
vEry interesting trip t~ Basrah, at the extreme South of the country, where we 
h~d to get the Land-Rover of the Expedition, that had been garaged there by 
other members of the Oriental Institute at the end of a trip in Iran in the 
SFring 1962. On our way to the South we stopped at Afak (the town near the 
~und of Nippur where the headquarters of the Expedition are) and we had to 
bargain over the price of the house we wanted to rent. I could but admire how 
s.uccessfully Don conducted the bargaining; he did everything in perfect Oriental 
style, and certainly lived up to the title of Sheikh Sami by which he is best 
known among our Arab workmen. While in Afak we drove to the mound. It was sun
sEat, undoubtedly the best time to see Nippur for the first time. Both the 
s~ght of the dig and the great quiet of the landscape - the desert, which I 
saw then for the first time - made a profound impression on me, such as could 
ne>t have been anticipated, nor spoiled, by anything I had previously read or 
seen about Nippur. 

By Thursday, September 27, everything was ready, the members of the Ex
pedition were all in Baghdad, and so we could leave for Diwaniyah and Afak; 
t~e Commissioner of the Department of Antiquities, Behnam Abu al-Soof, was 
accompanying us. The period of preparation had taken ten days, which is very 
little, especially according to Oriental standards. In Afak, the house was 
resdy to receive us; Abdullah, the major-domo of the various Iraq expeditions 
of the Institute over the past thirty years, was at the door to greet us. The 
house is a beautiful country house, large enough to give each member of the 
Expedition a single room, besides a dining room and a workroom or "museum" 
where the finds are stored and studied. Mr. Haines had talked about the house 
and about our type of life in a modest and unpretentious way when engaging the 
new members of the Expedition, and it was a beautiful surprise for us to find 
more than we expected. But the old members too found more than they expected: 
in Afak, they found that most of the streets had been paved giving the town 
quite a modern look, and at the mound they found a huge layer of sa~deposited 
by the wind over the remains of the Inanna temple that had been cleared in the 
preceding seasons. 

Work began on Saturday, September 29 {Friday being the MUslim day of rest, 
our week begins on Saturday). The dig is concentrated around the Inanna temple. 
At the end of the second week, we have just about finished removing the sand 
brought in by the wind, Here and there the true dig has already started, and we 
begin to see the first results. Our main project is to clear the front part of 
the temple as it was in the Barly Sumerian period, around the middle of the 
third millenium B.C.; the inner part of this temple had been dug in the last 
season. Other soundings will be tried in areas immediately adjacent to the 
temple. The dig will last until the middle of January. So far the weather 
has been very beautiful, and not as hot as we expected, 

One last bit of information. On the road to Nippur, just outside of Afak, 
the Department of Antiquities had a sign set up which indicates the way to 
"Nufar, '' as the Arabs call the mound, Who knows? Maybe this will draw some 
tourists to the dig, and we will have to set up a stand with drinks and postcards. 

Giorgio Buccellati 
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Dear Friends: 

Appropriately enough, our first newsletter of the 1962-63 field 
season comes from Carl Kraeling, for many years Director of the Oriental 
Institute and well known to many of you in that capacity. When ill health 
forced him to resign his administrative post in 1960, he continued his 
scholarly research from his home in the hills north of New Haven, Connecti
cut, at the same energetic pace we have all come to expect from him. This 
led him, as the letter below mentions. back to geographic problems whose 
answers lay in the field rather than in the library, and with his conva
lescence visitors have reported him champing at the bit to be off once more. 

Carl is scheduled to retire in January, and probably regards his 
current trip as one that he has successfully sneaked in under the wire. 
Those of us who know him will be more prone to regard approaching retire
ment as merely an excuse for advancing his schedule. In fact, he plans to 
take up a research appointment at Dumbarton Oaks immediately thereafter. 
We hope and expect to be hearing from him, and to be bumping into him and 
Elsie in odd corners of the world, for many years more. 

* * * * * 

Dear Members and Friends: 

Cordially, 

Robert M. Adams 
Director 

* * 
Adana, Southeastern Turke: 

October 11, 1962 

What do you think, - the hard-traveling Kraelings are at it again. 
It must be something in the blood, something derived from those Norsemen in 
whose old records the name Skraeling appears for the first time to my know
ledge. Or else it's just something we picked up from the example of our 
Chicago friends and associates. In any event after a quiet year at Bethany, 
Conn., that did wonders for my physical condition and posed some interesting 
problems in my research, here we are completing today a month of intense 
and fruitful, if difficult, travel in Turkey and are ready to move over 
into northeastern Syria for some more of the same before the rains set in. 
That provides an opportunity to send our greetings and to report to you, as 
we have always done with pleasure in the years gone by. 

My work during the past year at my desk in Bethany made it important 
for me to know something at firsthand about the several Roman roads running 
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into the Tigris-Euphrates basin from Syria and down to the Persian Gulf. 
Therefore, we left New York on s,ptember 4th and after stopping at London 
so that I could talk with a Prof• J. B. Segal there, who has done some ex
ploring himself out in this remote corner of Turkey, we reached Istanbul 
on September 11th. We've been moving diagonally southeastward in Turkey 
ever since. There was a longish interlude at Ankara while we did what is 
called ''making the formalities," which means seeing the officials who are 
su9posed to give the word to anyone's efforts supposedly remotely under 
their jurisdiction, The ones I had to see did not feel at all like nodding. 
All they did was to shake their heads negatively to my requests for per
mission to visit the areas of Turkey east of the Euphrates River. The 
reason is that the Ku=dish people over in Iraq, who are at odds with the 
Kassim regime, have b~en the occasion for several serious border incidents 
in the area where the Tigris River comes down from the Turkish mountains, 
and going was not safe thereabouts. Only the fact that, through Ambassador 
Hare's kindness, the u.s. Embassy got into the act, produced a sotto ~ 
"perhaps," but no document, nothing in writing to show to anybody in author
ity back in the remote provinces. 

In any event, we moved on from Ankara diagonally southeastward and 
have spent a good part of the past month traveling by hired car up and down 
and between the several natural water drainage systems of the Anatolian 
upland, in which the old Roman roads ran, fanning out from northern Syria, 
particularly from Antioch, the capital of the Roman province of Syria, which 
lies today in Turkey. 

In trying to give you an idea of what its been like I could do any 
one of several things: -- provide a learned discussion of the development 
of Roman road-building, tell you about interesting and important incidental 
discoveries, or relate anecdotes of incidents that turned out to have a 
humorous note in them. I'll try to do a little of all three, if I don't 
bore you, for life is like that in the aggregate, a serious effort with a 
measure of the unexpectedly novel appearing occasionally and some ludicrous 
elements thrown in. 

Now as to those Roman roads running over into and down the Tigris
Euphrates basin, there are basically four of them fanning out arcwise from 
northern Syria. The most southerly goes via Homs and the caravan city of 
Palmyra right down the Euphrates to the Persian Gulf. The next goes east 
from Antioch (in Turkey) through Aleppo, crosses the Euphrates at Thapsacus 
(that's where Alexander the Great crossed) and cuts diagonally across the 
big Mesopotamian plain to Seleucia-Ctesiphon, just below Baghdad on the 
Tigris. The third went northeast from Antioch up the creek called the Afrin 
River (now partly in Turkey and partly in Syria) to the Euphrates crossing 
at Zeugma, where they had a pontoon bridge in Roman times. The fourth which 
makes the biggest arc, runs north from Antioch way up into the foothills of 
the Taurus Mountains to modern Marash (Roman Germaniceia) and then turns 
eastward and southward through the Taurus, across the Euphrates near Malatya 
(old Melitene) and over to the upper Tigris at Diyarbakir (old Amida) from 
where you could go right down the Tigris to the Persian Gulf if your shoe 
leather lasted or you were willing to risk a trip in a reed or goatskin boat. 

Well, I knew the first and southernmost quite well, so far as the lay 
of the land went, and had cruised along the southern end of the last, but I 
needed to get the right perspective on the other two and particularly on the 
big arc of the upper end of the fourth, where it crosses the Euphrates at 
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Malatya and makes the transition to the upper Tigris at Diyarbakir. This, 
of course, lay in the forbidden zone and Diyarbakir was for us a "forbidden 
city," but we did manage to get there by good fortune using the Ankara 
"perhaps" as an excuse. To get there we had first to go to far-off Malatya, 
where life is very simple and living and hotel conditions just about as 
terrible as anyone could imagine. It was a thrilling ride through the wilds 
of the Taurus that finally deposited us there and dumped us on the doorstep 
of a collection of rooms that have neither light nor running water nor Euro
pean toilets, called the Sheker Palas Hotel (every hostel is a "palace" by 
definition.) We got a room finally for one night. Next morning we scouted 
the town for some breakfast and landed in a lunchroom that the locals seemed 
to be patroni~ing. The breakfast was the strangest I've ever had. bread in 
huge hunks and barley soup. But it tasted good. Next we scouted the R.R. 
station and the airport from which last, as I had previously ascertained, 
the once-a-week plane was due to leave that day to fly to Diyarbakir and 
back. We took all our luggage along so that if we landed in the "jug" at 
the forbidden city we could use the sleeping bags and blankets and plastic 
jerry-can with water that had served us so well in the hotel. The Turkish 
Air Lines were happy to sell us tickets and so off we went. It was a gorgeou 
and most informative flight from way up the Euphrates in the heart of the 
Taurus Mountains to Diyarbakir on the Upper Tigris. Arriving at the airport 
(really a U.S. military airfield, I suppose) we expected to be picked up by 
the Security Police, but we managed to escape meeting them by getting on the 
Air Line bus and riding into town to check in for the return flight. It was 
great to see the old walled city with its powerful fortifications, originally 
built by the Roman Emperor Constantine, and to ride in through the old triple 
gateway at the north (the Harput Gate) and to buzz around the town for an 
hour or so. Upon returning to the airport on the Airlines bus we finally 
were checked by the Security Police, who were quite at a loss about our being 
there without a residence permit. But since we were on the way out, instead 
of in, we were obviously no longer a threat to local security, and so finall)· 
they shrugged us off and we climbed back aboard. Having meanwhile made the 
camera accessible to ourselves we had a field day photographing the territory 
save for the great Nimrud Dagh panorama, where we were caught in a sudden 
thunderstorm that was gorgeous to have been in. 

As to comical experiences, the one that we laughed most over was the 
one that happened the evening of the night we spent in the "Sugar Palace" 
Hotel at Malatya. When it was already late there was a sharp knock on our 
cubby hole door and a voice that said, "Are you Americans in there?" I 
opened and there stood a U.S. Air Force Major and a buck private, who wanted 
to know whether we knew of any Air Force base or personnel in this blankety
blank place? It seems the major had received orders at Washington to report 
here at Malatya, had spent all the previous day flying from Washington to 
Adana, all that day coming by car from Adana to Malatya, had found no one to 
report to, no one who could speak English or understand him, had no Turkish 
money and now had found there was no room in the hotel and what the blank, 
blank was he to do? 1 tried to get him to see the funny side of the pre· 
dicament and suggested that people did sleep in cars sometimes and that 1 
could lend him some Turkish money and show him where they served good barley 
soup for breakfast, but he was too mad. I guess that he won't be in the 
service much longer, because he started growling about what he was going to 
write to his Congressman, which, I venture to say, is not the best way to get 
ahead in the armed services, He finally stalked away and for all I know he 
took the next plane back to Washington and is now there, if he has someone 
there to report to. 
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As for discoveries that were quite unrelated to my basic purpose but 
important in themselves, I can report two. One is a new inscription from 
Antioch that I saw in private hands at Iskenderun which mentions the Seleucid 
king Antiochus III (the Great) of the early second century B.C. The other, 
potentially more thrilling, but needing a further check on references in 
Beirut before I can describe it in detail, may be the site of an important 
Roman sanctuary whose cult, already old in southeastern Anatolia, was carried 
by legionaries all over the Ancient World. 

Well, I could go on like this for pages, but it's time to close. We 
leave tomorrow for Beirut to wash and clean and rest up after a really strenu
ous enterprise. We are planning a similar exploration journey in northern 
Syria from Aleppo as a base and perhaps there will be something interesting 
to report from there. If so, I'll write again. Meanwhile, Mrs. Kraeling and 
I send our cordial greetings to all members and friends of the Oriental Insti
tute. Your personal kindness to us is among our most cherished memories and 
~e know that the interest which you have shown in the work of the Institute 
~ill continue. 

Cordially yours, 

Elsie and Carl H. Kraeling 
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Beirut, Lebanon 
November 5, 1962 

To Members and Friends of The Oriental Institute 

Dear Friends: 

Greetings again from the cruising Kraelings. You never can tell 
where and when they'll turn up. We have another phase of our current ex· 
ploring expedition behind us and are doing a bit of resting up and getting 
patched up after the exertions of the past three weeks, so this provides an 
opportunity to report to you again. 

I wrote to you last about our travels in southeastern Turkey which, 
together with northern Syria, covers the old Roman provinces of Syria, Cappa• 
docia and Mesopotamia. Interested as I am currently in avenues of communica
tion and of cultural exchange between ancient Syria and the upper section of 
the Tigris-Euphrates basin, I naturally cannot let the boundaries of modern 
Turkey and Syria stop me. But since crossing and recrossing them is feasible 
readily only if you have your own car, which I don't, the thing to do is to 
do what you can on the one side of the frontier and then go around and con
nect up on the other side of the frontier. That's what we did, flying out 
from Turkey to Lebanon and then going from Lebanon into Syria. 

In Syria our first job was to get the necessary documents from the 
Security Police to show to any curious guards along the Euphrates and on the 
Turkish border, to prove that we were not subversive or bent on smuggling. 
The Syrians don't have the Kurds to worry about, but they have problems of 
their own in the area of the Euphrates and in the general field of economy. 
So the situation is for an outsider who wants to go into remote areas 
very much like the situation we confronted at Ankara. The application for 
the travel permits had to be made at Damascus, with the help of the Ameri
can Embassy, and in this case the response was favorable, only of course, 
there was the necessary waiting period for the £~aps in the office of the 
Police to check the files. \Je used the waiting period to catch up with 
developments in the life of Damascus itself and to renew our acquaintances 
with old friends. Damascus is being steadily beautified and is today largely 
a modern city. But its old monuments are not being neglected and the Depart
ment of Antiquities is doing one job of no mean proportions and size that 
will make its older remains more impressive. 

Those of you who know your Bible will remember that in St. Paul's 
day the city had a ••street called Straight.•• It is still there, though it 
runs at a level of from 3 - 5 meters below the level of the present one. 
Those of you who have been at Damascus and have traveled down the Street 
called Straight know that at its eastern end it passes through the old Roman 
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city wall by way of a low single arch. This is the passageway known as the 
Bab esh-Sharki (East Gate) to the mediaeval and modern inhabitant of the city. 
Coming toward it along the Street called Straight you could, if you looked 
carefully and around corners, always see the voussoirs of two other arches 
in the city wall at the right of the one open for traffic. These archways 
were walled up in late antiquity, but represent the central and side passage 
of what was originally in Roman times a triple gateway such as the Romans 
loved. Well, the Department of Antiquities is tearing down the houses that 
once partly obscured the two closed arches and is opening them up and re
building the entire structure. It will be a nice thing to see when it is 
all doae. 

Once we had our "permissions," complete with passport photos stapled 
on, we rented a car and drove up to Aleppo, which was to be our base of opera
tions. Aleppo has grown prodigiously over the past years and is far and away 
the largest city in Syria, being Syria's commercial and industrial center. 
Much of this stems from the time, not so long ago, perhaps 7 or 8 years, when 
Syria began planting cotton in the plains of the lower Orontes and upper 
Euphrates rivers. The harvesting season was on and the place alive with huge 
trucks bringing the elephant-sized bags full of cotton and taking them on to 
the port of Lattaquieh. The noise and bustle on the streets was positively 
deafening, day and night, Where we were bedded down, namely at the old familiar 
Hotel Baron. The Baron was built in 1911 to fit in with the scheme of the 
Berlin-Baghdad railroad, has housed •:greats" from the King and Queen of Sweden 
to that other persistent traveler, now retired, Gene Tunney. The hotel hasn't. 
changed much since I first stopped there in 1934 and I doubt it ever has. 
Some of the waiters and chambermaids look as though they've been there since 
opening day, but for all of that it's still the best place to stay because the 
staff knows how to run a hotel, which is not true of the tall new rivals that 
have been built close by. 

From Aleppo we made a series of excursions into the hinterland, west, 
north, northeast and east, by rented car, by Landrover where there were only 
tracks and by Dodge "peek-up11 truck where they were poor but passable. Land• 
rover and ''peek-up" were supplied by the local branch of the Department of 
Antiquities. 

The first excursion was toward the west, to connect up with what we 
had seen in Turkey in going inland from Antioch to Rehanli. This was the line 
of the old Roman road heading east to Aleppo, then called Beroea, and on to 
the Euphrates. There is a nice section of the old road left, complete with 
paving, which we photographed. At the frontier itself the lieutenant in 
charge was very amiable and when I explained that we'd like also to photograph 
an old Roman gate, the Bab el•Hawa, now in ''no•man' s land,'; he took over from 
our driver and drove us there and back. Mrs. Kraeling, as always, had along 
a bag of hard candies and a box of sweet crackers, to make a party of the 
event. The result was that he lent us one of his uniformed underlings to go 
with us on two side trips, one to the south, where from a high ridge we could 
overlook the great Amonq plain that we had made a circuit of in Turkey, the 
other to the north to the Wgh spiney ridge of limestone that became a sacred 
place through old St. Simeon Stylites. The structural remains on that spiney 
ridge are enormous and well preserved. What made it important for me was the 
opportunity the place afforded to look down into the lower end of a river 
valley up which a Roman road ran northward, the valley of the Afrin River. 
We'd seen the river in our swing around the plain of Antioch in Turkey, where 
it circles the road at Chatal HuyUk, and were to follow its upper course in 
our next expedition northward. 
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The second excursion took us some 65 km. northward up the plain of 
Aleppo, and then westward across a low pass into the Afrin river valley just 
mentioned. We first worked south in it over worsening roads as far as a 
gorgeous spring called Ain Dara. Nearby was a S!!! and here Dr. Feisal Serafi, 
director of the Aleppo Museum and head of the local Department of Antiquities 
section, was digging. Dr. Se~afi was one of the students under my charge while 
I was chairman of Neareastern Languages at Yale. we had a happy reunion, one 
of many, and he proudly showed us the important sculptures of the 7-9th century 
B.C. palace that he has coming up. Moreover he agreed to lend us his Landrover 
for the balance of the day so that, reversing our direction, we could go up the 
Afrin valley to the Turkish border on the north, thus again linking up with 
our earlier travels and giving us an opportunity to see the remains of the old 
city of Cyrrhus that was an important place on the Roman road that followed 
the river. 

The trip to Cyrrhus was really something. No roads, only tracks that 
jounced their way over bumps and into sloughs. It took about three hours each 
way, and so it was pitch dark before we hit the paved road again (still some 
50 km. from Aleppo), but it was most worthwhile to have seen the remains of 
this once magnificent and today completely isolated city whose ruins do not 
even have a name. 

Our next trip was in a northeasterly direction from Aleppo. This was 
by Dodge 11peek up, •: and took us over to the Euphrates at the next crossing be
low Zeugma (Birejik) which last we had seen in Turkey, The journey took us to 
the second of the great holy sites of pagan Syria in Roman times, the site of 
the city of Hierapolis ("holy city"), where stood the famous temple of the 
Syrian Goddess. The Temple and cult were described in antiquity by the Greek 
writer Lucian, who tells among other things of the large basin near the temple 
in which swam the sacred fish whom the priests kept decked out in gold leaf. 
The region is utterly barren, the modern town of Membij on the site of the old 
Hierapolis a confused collection of decrepit houses and no structural remains 
of the famous temple visible above ground. Coming in from the west we saw 
elements of an ancient underground water tunnel of the type known as a foggara. 
This led toward the city and must have supplied the water also for the sacred 
fish pond. We looked for any traces of the latter in the appropriate location 
and believe we found such in a large circular and quite regular depression 
currently serving as a small soccer field. In the town pieces of columns, 
molded stones and sarcophagi used now as water troughs were lying about here 
and there,and outside the town to the east there was the great ancient cemetary 
in the deep tombs of which illicit digging has been going on for years. 

The last excursion was directly eastward from Aleppo to the Euphrates 
at the site of old Meskene, where there was still another crossing in antiquity. 
We visited the site of the old town, which had the most important period of its 
structural history in Islamic times, and watched the operation of the ferry 
that today carries loads of cotton across the river nearby. A combination of 
cable, flat-bottom barge and small motor boat does the job adequately while the 
water is low. 

This wound up our cruising in northernSyria, so we said good-bye to 
our friends in Aleppo, thank-you to the officials at Damascus and came over to 
Lebanon again for some repair work and a lot of rest. It looks as though my 
next appointment will be at Baghdad and you may hear from me again after I've 
kept it, but meanwhile we propose to go to the American School at Jerusalem, 
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where I can eettle dol!'!l with Hb~l'lry faciliti~s near at hand and write down 
the implicati::>:r1S of <;qh<Jt I 1ve seen. 'I·h::1t 1 s the right thing to do now, for 
the re.iny season is at hsnd. 

With kindest greetings to all from Mrs. Kraeling and myself, 

Cordially yours, 

Carl H. KraeLing 
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Dear Friends: 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
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Issued col"ifzdentially to members and friends 

Not for publicatio11 

Beyrouth, Lebanon 
December 14, 1962 

This fast trip of mine through the Near East is an example of how an 
archeologist arranges to dig if he thinks he knows where to dig. For a num
ber of years, the senior arch;;logical staff of the Oriental Institute's 
Prehistoric Project has had its eyes on southern Turkey -- on the southward 
£acing flanks of the Taurus Mountains between the upper courses of the 
Euphrates and Tigris. These foothills have the same general environment, 
rainfall, vegetation, etc., as do the Zagros slopes further to the south· 
east where we worked the early sites of Karim Shahir and Jarmo (in Iraqi 
Kurdistan, in 1948, 1950·51, 1954-55) and of Asiab and Sarah (in Iranian 
Kurdistan, in 1959·60). The indications are very good that the Taurus 
slopes also contain traces of the great transition from a level of food
collecting to that of food-producing and of the earliest appearances of 
stable village-farming community life. The rub has been that this very 
region, in Turkey, is a restricted military zone, and especially now -
with the Kurdish revolution in Iraq spilling over the border a bit -- the 
Turks are sensitive about having foreigners go there. 

Early this year, I made a proposal to the National Science Foundation 
for a grant-in-aid to continue our field work during the 1963-64 year, but 
I could not be very specific about where we might use the grant if we re• 
ceived it. The Foundation countered by giving me a modest travel grant to 
make this trip and to see if we could be more specific. I left the States 
on November 20th, had a day in Copenhagen to go over field affairs with Hans 
Helbaek, our ethno-botanical colleague, thence for two days to Jerusalem on 
affairs of joint interest to the Department of Anthropology and our French 
prehistoric colleague, Jean Perrot, thence to Istanbul. 

For many years, we have known our Turkish counterpart in prehistory 
in the University of Istanbul, Professor Halet Cambel, a woman of about for~ 
years of age, who (with her husband, Nail) has done distinguished field work. 
We had, in fact, last visited with Halet and Nail during our latest summer's 
trip to the prehistoric congress in Rome. On arrival they put me up in their 
charming old yali (villa) on the Bosphorus. I gave lectures to two of Halet's 
classes and met a variety of Turkish officialdom. Then, for two days, we 
were in Ankara ·- much more officialdom, including a Minister of State and 
certain mysterious gentlemen of power -- in fact, the whole affair had a 
curious cloak-and-daggerish character. I do not understand all of the reasons 
for this, but felt that if we're to carry it off, I simply had to trust Halet 
and Nail. In sum, I believe we have carried it off. The plan will involve 
full cooperation with Halet and her department in the University of Istanbul, 
and if all the details work out as we plan, will have many very positive ad
vantages .. for ua as well as for Halet. She, incidentally, has some very 
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promising students ln hand and I look forward to the degree we can aid in pro
viding for their field training. I feel very satisfied with the whole prospect; 
especially with the ministers blessing of it, and of Halet's firm commitment 
to a full-bodied participation. We did not, however, get a trip down to the 
Taurus slopes themselves but only saw maps from locked cupboards in the minis
try. I'm not worried about what we want being there, however--the big problem 
of how to get there now appears to be solved. 

I had some other business of anthropological interest in Turkey as well, 
and this involved pleasant visits with Eugene Northrup (an old Chicago col~ 
league, now regional head of the Ford Foundation in the Near East), with our 
new Department of Anthropology colleague, Professor Nur Yalman, himself a Turk 
and with a new and most charming American wife, and finally with Lewis Thomas 
and Bob Hardy, Turkey hands who are both old Oriental Institute personnel. 
Istanbul is a really wonderful city, the area where we will work is completely 
virgin territory from the point of view of our problem, and I certainly look 
forward to 1963-64 in Turkey. 

Nevertheless, since one must always have more than one string to his bow 
in the face of the realities of Near Eastern politics, I continued on to Iran 
and had a wonderful nine days there. This involved talks with Embassy and 
University of Tehran people, a lecture for the U.S.I.S., and a perfectly mag" 
nificent four day motor trip with our old student and friend, Professor Ezat 
Negahban, down through Kermanshah, Sanandaj and the Marivan lake country. This 
is Persian Kurdistan at its very best, there was quite a bit of snow and the 
scenery was breath-taking. A specific point in this trip was to make the con
tacts and smooth the way for our geological colleague, Herb Wright, and his 
team, to return to the Marivan Lake this next spring for further pollen-ana
lytical study. Herb already (in the spring of 1960) began to recover evidence 
for the climatic and vegetational history of the Zagros flanksregion, and this 
study is now ready to be developed in detail. 

One of the great pleasures of the Persian visit was my last two days as 
house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Abbas Parkhedeh. Mr. Parkhedeh is one of the 
directors of the Naft Melli (the national oil company); his wife is of a famous 
Persian family and is herself both a hadjiyah (she having made the pilgrimage 
to Mecca) and a marvelous cook. I also had the opportunity of seeing Ezat 
Negahban's magnificent yield of gold objects from the site of Marlik (see the 
November issue of Horizon magazine); it even broke down a bit of my prehistor
ians impatience with "modern spectacular stuf£ 11--it does date to sometime in 
the earlier first millennium B.C., after all, and it is pretty wonderful to 
look at. 

Now I'm in Beyrouth, in the good hands of old French friends and col• 
leagues. Tomorrow, one of the younger ones (Henri de Contenson) and I will 
make a three day run; up the coast and to Aleppo, down to Damascus, thence back 
to Beyrouth via Baalbek. I'll of course see Syrian and Lebonese antiquities 
officialdom also--just in case! 

Leave here next Tuesday (December 18th~ have a stop-over in Holland to 
see our Dutch pollen analytical colleague Willem Van Zeist (of Herb Wright's 
team) and thence home for Christmas. 

A very merry one to all of you. 

Bob Braidwood 
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The enclosed newsletter from Carl Kraeling records his representation 
of the University of Chicago early this month at the millenary celebration of 
the city of Baghdad and of the great 9th century Arab philosopher, al·Kindi. 
As he notes, it is perhaps the last general communication from him that we 
will receive prior to his retirement in January. I can only regard it as 
entirely fitting that he should conclude his services to the University by 
speaking in its name before a world gathering which, for all of its contempo
rary political overtones, stands as an affirmation of our humility before the 
enduring intellectual values of the past. 

Carl assumed the directorship of the Oriental Institute during the lean 
years after the end of World War II, having at first to maintain a sense of 
administrative direction and integrity in the face of rising costs and an annu· 
ally declining budget. Gradually the corner was turned during the mid•'Fifties, 
a process consummated by two generous grants from John D. Rockefeller, Jr., 
which have enabled us not merely to proceed with the remaining backlog of publi
cation from earlier excavations but to embark on major new directions of re
search as well. His resolute defense of the Institute during those difficult 
days as a priceless research instrument---a staff, a library, a field program, 
a museum, a scholarly tradition---in time created the conditions for its em
ployment under his leadership with a renewed sense of purpose. Directly and 
heavily in his debt, we are faced today no longer with the elemental problem 
of regaining the initiative but instead with little more than the need to choose 
from among the many alternative courses of growth which seem capable of our 
attainment. I am sure his many friends among you will join with the entire 
Institute staff in wishing him and Elsie Kraeling well as this phase of their 
career draws to an end. Other chapters of a distinguished scholarly career re
main to be written in the research post at Dumbarton Oaks which he will present!; 
take up. 

Some evidence of the enlarged range of alternatives which looms before us 
may be provided by the number and variety of field activities which are underway 
this season. In addition to Carl Kraeling's reconnaissance of the towns and 
trade-routes of Upper Mesopotamia through which early Christianity spread, Bob 
Braidwood is in Turkey at this writing concluding the arrangements for another 
broadly based attack on the beginnings of agriculture seven to nine millennia 
earlier. Carl Haines and his staff are back again at work in the early Sumerian 
city of Nippur, not only rounding out their study of the temple to the city 
goddess Inanna but excavating a series of exploratory trenches which may point 
the way to a whole series of future projects at that extraordinarily vital and 
creative religious center. George Hughes and the staff of the Epigraphic Survey 
are back in residence in Chicago House at Luxor Egypt, completing the recording 
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of the priceless historical inscriptions in the mortuary temple of Rameses III at 
Medinet Habu. After unavoidable delays in outfitting and arranging for pilotage, 
the Nubian Expedition under Keith Seele is moving southward up the Nile toward 
that part of the antiquities to be inundated by rising waters behind the new High 
Dam at Assuan which the Oriental Institute has accepted as its responsibility to 
record and salvage. 

To these activites, already numerous, still others will be added present
ly. Pinhas Delougaz, Helene Kantor and I will journey to Iran shortly after 
Christmas, both to resume excavations at the prehistoric town-site of Chogha Mish 
and to do a preliminary reconnaissance of the nearby Sassanian capital of Gunde 
Shapur--a noted intellectual center of the early middle ages. Then in the spring 
Professor Delougaz will go on to Israel, both to conduct soundings in the Early 
Bronze Age town of Khirbat al-Kerak and to examine other prospects for an en
larged future scale of operations. At least in terms of areas covered and chron
ological periods represented, it is difficult to imagine a more widely ranging 
field program than that in which we find ourselves engaged at present. 

Lest this picture be regarded as one of unrestricted opportunity, however, 
it is important to note some deficiencies which remain as the taxable year draws 
to a close. Our basic field budget, to begin with, has remained practically 
static for many years. And while we have been able with increasing frequency to 
patch it out with grants from foundations or foreign governments for special 
projects, these generally have the defect that they do not permit long-range 
planning of an integrated research program. One feature which tends to be ex
cluded, for example, is the regular provision of student travelling fellowships. 
To conserve funds for field operations we generally must restrict our field 
staffs to fully qualified professionals, thus all too often depriving graduate 
students of actual excavation experience as a part of their training. 

A second major deficiency arises from the rapidly expanding volume of 
excavated materials which is being returned to our basement laboratories for 
processing and publication. Of the eight field projects scheduled this season, 
five will return with shipments of antiquities requiring not only work-table 
space and storage facilities but a whole time• and space-consuming battery of 
procedures directed toward restoration, drawing and recording of the objects pre
paratory to exhibition. Until very recently this intensified demand for process
ing simply could not have been physically housed in the available space. Now 
that problem has been solved with the departure of the Far Eastern Library from 
extensive quarters it formerly occupied in our basement, but we are left with two 
large, potentially attractive work-rooms which at present are entirely without 
facilities or furniture. We will make a start, of course, with tables of the 
door-on-sawhorse variety, but we would welcome any gift that would help to permit 
a more comprehensive and planned approach to the whole processing problem--a 
problem that is certain to get worse and not better. 

Whether to meet these specific needs or others of a similar order, it is 
our hope and belief that the Oriental Institute's program merits your continuing 
interest and support. With every good wish for the holiday season, 

Sincerely yours, 
/ J i / · // ) 111 1· ,~~·i (,p/) ... /1· ( ·t. •• \ l, .. 

Robert M. Adams 
Director 
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P.S. The following lectures have been scheduled during the winter and spring. 
t-lhile this listing is possibly still subject to change, and almost certainl) 
will be added to, some of you may wish to reserve the dates indicated: 

January 16 • George Hanfmann, Harvard University, on excavationc 
at Sardis, Turkey. 

February 27 • Robert H. Dyson, Jr., of the University of Pennsylvania, 
on excavations at Hasanlu, Iran. 

March 27 

May 29 

* 

Dear Friends: 

- Thorkild Jacobsen, Harvard University, on Sumerian 
myths and epics. 

- Carl H. Kraeling, on the eastward spread of early 
Christianity from the Mediterranean basin. 

* * * * * * * * 

Beirut, Lebanon 
December 8, 1962 

Mrs. Kraeling and I have just returned to Beirut after a strenuous week 
spent at Baghdad. The occasion of the journey was an invitation extended to the 
University of Chicago to send a representative who would be a guest of the Iraq 
Government at the occasion of the Millen~ry Celebration of the City of Baghdad 
and of al•Kindi. Naturally, I was happy to serve and so was Richard Haines, our 
Field Director at Nippur, who came up for several days and Don Hansen of our 
Nippur staff who replaced Haines later in the course of the proceedings. 

It was a real occasion. The great circular city Medinet er-Salam (the 
City of Peace), of which no trace remains but which is the ultimate ancester of 
Baghdad, was founded by the Caliph al-Mansur in 762 A.D. It lives in story 
throughout the world as the city of the Caliph Harun al-Rashid and as the settinp 
for so many tales of the Thousand and One Nights. Actually, it became during th• 
early centuries of its history a hearth of culture, of the arts, the letters and 
the sciences, and at the middle of the ninth century, about a thousand years ago~ 
boasted the philosopher-scientist al·Kindi as one of its "greats." The celebra• 
tions were planned on a national and international scale and were ably directed 
by_an old friend, Dr. Naji al-Asil, now President of the Iraq Academy and for
merly Director of Antiquities of Iraq, who was assisted by Sayid Naji Ma'roof, 
Dean of the College of Arts. Invitations were sent to both states and individual 
institutions, and delegations attending represented either countries (e.g. USSR, 
Communist China, the Arab states) or cities (Athens, Bokhara, Pekin, Moscow, 
Samarkand), or uaiversities (Oxford and Cambridge, the French Acad~mie, Un 
Deutsches Archlologisches Iastitut, University of Chicago). The United.States 
did not have a national delegation, but besides ourselves from the University of 
Chicago, there were on hand representatives from Princeton (Prof. Hitti) and 
USC (Prof. Newman). 

This was actually my third"celebration" in Iraq, so I knew in general 
-~- ··-what to expect~--a very full and rich schedule of events. The events were of 

seveTal kinds. One type was plenary sessions of the delegates at al-Shaab Hall, 
wher~ greetings we~ presented, speeches were made and learned communications 
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delivered. Another type was excursions to localities in the general neighborhood, 
to Suwaira, the birthplace of the Leader and Prime Minister, General Abdul FU&rim, 
to Babylon, to Samarra which had been the seat of the Caliphate at one time for 
a period of fifty years, and to the Military College at Rustamiya. Interspersed 
between these were official acts such as "signing the register" at the Sovereign
tty Council (the audience hall of king, formerly), visiting the tomb of the Un
known Soldier, and partaking of state "banquets," Nor were divertissements 
lacking -- to wit, concerts and performances by a troup of entertainers. We spent 
a good deal of our time dashing about from one occasion to the next, in cars 
placed at our disposal and with a guide and mentor who took care of our needs. 
The American group had two cars and as its helper a very kind young gentleman of 
the Foreign Office, Mr. Abdul-Wahab al•Ahmadi. 

I attended all the plenary sessions at al•Shaab Hall, but made only one 
of the excursion trips, the one to the Leader's birthplace, since I knew the other 
sites from of old, and found it advisable to go easy on the "banquets." Stand-up 
affairs at which one loads a plate with delicacies spread temptingly on long 
tables, these "banquets" are an invitation to over-eating and indigestion, partly 
because of the enormous variety of dishes (stuffed lamb baked whole,~illed fish, 
mountains of rice with saffron flavoring, sausages, stuffed gourds and eggplant, 
chopped and grilled meats, salads innumerable, fruits, nuts, dates) and partly 
because of the hours at which they are partaken of (luncheon 3·4 P.M., dinner 
11 P.M.). 

The addresses at the several plenary sessions, usually two a day, were to 
us the most interesting and stimulating part of the occasion. Here was an amazing 
display of persons of note, of learning and erudition and of the inevitable inter
play of national and international politics. The political angle came to the 
fore·especially at the outset in the greetings of the mayors of cities with which 
Bagh4ad had been in antiquity or is at the present time closely connected, and in 
the addresses of the representatives of the national delegations. The most 
brilliant of these, without doubt, was the impassioned address of the Minister of 
Information of Algeria, Sayid Ahmad Taufig al•Madani, who brought a message of 
"solidarity" from the "blood-drenched" fields of North Africa to Iraq where, as 
he said the harvest is already springing rich from the land cleansed by the de
liverance of the Revolution of 1958. The more scholarly angle predominated in 
the papers and utterances of the delegates from the west, Professors Mallowan and 
Creswell (England), Parrot and Bereq (France), Nyberg (Sweden), Pallis (Denmark), 
Bittel, Lenzen, Falkenstein (Germany), Gabrieli (Italy). But there was also a 
lady representing the Russian Academy, a Madame Petrovskaya, if I have her name 
right, who read an excellent paper on the Kindt tribe, and there were also Arab 
scholars who followed the scholarly line (Dr. Selim Abdul-Hsk, Director of 
Antiquities of Syria, and Prof. Mohammed al-Fasi, President of the University of 
Morocco.) Addresses and greetings were in a wide variety of languages, but ear 
phones that could be plugged into any one of three sockets at each seat always 
made it possible to listen to an Arabie or French or English translation in the 
most approved modern style. All the sessions were recorded by tape and many of 
them were transmitted by television. 

You will be interested not only in this general account of the proceedings 
but also in some of the little asides and coincidences that always help to make 
tH•casions like this memorable to the participants. P$rhaps the most interesting 
and important thing was the way the Leader, General Abdul Karim Kassim, warmed to 
the assembly as time went on. He opened the celebrations with a formal address 
in which he contrasted and compared the Mongol capture of Baghdad (the event that 
put an end to Baghdad's ancient glory) with the events of the Revolution of 1958 
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which he had led. He came down by .. heli~opter to his birthplace Suwaira, which 
he is transforming into something of a model town, to meet with us and fo~lly 
open a large school and a rest house. ~ut he also showed up at a surprisingly 
large number of the plenary sessions~ for a man of such multiple commitments, 
and soon abandoned his "box'' in the balcony and sat with the rank and file of 
delegates in the orchestra. We all liked this, and so did the television 
johnnies. 

The University of Chicago had occasion to profit from the Leader's ten~
ency to "drop in" on the proceedings. The Secretary of the University had placed 
in my hands a document inscribed, sealed and signed by President Beadle, which it 
was my privilege to read and tender to the assembly. When my turn came, I 
stepped to the microphone on the stage in the glare of the flood-lamps that serv
ed the television camera and prefaced the reading of the document with twomtnutes 
worth of the "well-chosen" variety, leading over from this into the preamble of 
the document: "On the occasion of the celebration of the Millenary of the City of 
Baghdad, etc., the University of Chicago extends' 1 

--. At this point there was an 
interruption. Hand-clapping began in the foyer and continued in the hall as the 
Leader came down the aisle and took his seat. I naturally paused and joined in 
the applause, and after the television cameras had got themselves readju.sted I 
was able to continue reading with a slight repetitton, most auspiciously: --
"the University of Chicago extends its espression of esteem to His Excellency 
the Leader of the Country, General Abdul Karim Kassim, Pr~e Minister and Com
mander in Chief of the Armed Forces, the Patron of the Millenary Celebration. 11 

and so on. There was a round of applause at the propriety of the wording of the 
text prepared at Chicago and at the circumstances that gave their reading so 
opportune a context. The Leader returned my bow with a salute and smile. Carl 
Haines reported later via Don Hansen that the episode had been followed in the 
caf's at Afej (base of the Nippur Expedition), where television has succeeded the 
blaring of the radio, and that one or another of the local devotees had claimed 
they recognized the former "mudir" of Chicago. 

Pleasant asides from the routine of the celebrations were courtesy visits 
we paid to the headquarters of the German Institute, where Prof. Lenzen received 
us most hospitably and to the British School of Archaeology where the Mallowans 
and the members of the British group were also most cordial. The American 
charg' d'affaires (we have no ambassador in Iraq at present) Mr. Melbourne, had 
us all for lunch at the new Embassy building on the west side of the river. 
Naturally we did not let the occasion of our presence in Baghdad pass without say
ing hello to our host of earlier days, Michael Zia of the Zia Hotel and his bar
keeper Jesus, nor did we miss paying a call on the little old Persian rug dealer 
Kashi, who once also dabbled in antiquities and has now moved his shop out on 
Skdoun Street. All three were gracious and hospitable as ever, though the chang
ing course of events has left them stranded, high--if not necessarily dry. 

Mrs. Mallowan, Agatha Christie to all the world, came with her husband, 
Prof. Mallowan, but did not go to the sessions since she has quite a bit of 
trouble with arthritis, But news of her presence did get around so that people 
were looking for her. This was the occasion of Mrs. Kraeling's being repeatedly 
asked whether she was not Agatha Christie. Some of the inquirers refused to take 
her denials seriously and asked our guide and mentor Mr. al-Ahmadi whether Mrs. 
Kraeling was preserving an incognito. He said he could have made a good thing 
out of providing introductions and opportunities to take photographs, using the 
incognito angle. 
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It was already cold at Baghdad when we arrived, and during the course of 
our stay there were at least two days when the wind whipped up a sizable amount 
of sand into the air. It would have been nice to take a trip down to Nippur and 
see Carl Haines• work going on. But I felt tha't my place was at Baghdad, where 
the University had sent me, and Mrs. Kraeling, who had hoped to go down, desisted 
because a cold in the head made it inadvisable to risk the additional aggravation 
that exposure to flying dust and sand would have represented, So we came back 
here at the end of the Millenary festivities, rather more tired than we had real
ized and have taken an extra day to rest up and for me to write this report be
fore returning to Jerusalem. Here too winter, that is the rainy season, has co~ 
It is cold and blowy and dark and showery. The hotels are empty. The oldfriends 
o£ course, are still here. 

Christmas time is not far off, neither is the New Year that will see us 
moving westward through Europe to the u.s.A. With this letter Mrs. Kraeling and 
I therefore send the seasons' greetings to all the Members and Friends of the 
Oriental Institute as in previous years. The end of January will also mark my 
retirement from the academic ranks at the University of Chicago, so that this 
wLll also be presumably the last Newsletter that it will be my privilege to write 
in the series that I began some twelve years ago, For the new year and for the 
years ahead all our best wishes to the Director, Prof. Robert M. Adams, to the 
members of his academic and his administrative staff and to all of the growing 
circle of friends of the Institute, whom one and all it has been such a pleasure 
to know. 

Cordially as always, 

Carl H. Kraeling 
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Dear Members and Friends of the Oriental Institute: 

Returning to Khuzestan a fortnight or so ago after an absence of nearly 
two years, my first impression was one of little change. To be sure. the am
bitious development program being carried on in the province by the Plan 
Organization of the Iranian Government had continued to go forward, but it was 
proceeding essentially in accordance with outlines established long ago. The 
high tension lines radiating southward from the new high dam in the canyon of 
the Dez River above the Khuzestan plain, the new roads and public works, the 
public health, fertilizer and crop improvement programs, the new sugar factory 
belching smoke on the south horizon--all these are dramatic physical features 
introduced within a hearteningly short span of time, but taken in isolation 
their consequences have been smoothly predictable. Particularly as archaeolo
gists, largely confined in our reconstructions to the material conditions of 
life, it might have seemed possible at first for us to look out from the brood
ing ancient mounds which dot the plain and see only another cycle of economic 
prosperity grafted onto a core of technological improvements. There is nothing 
new about such cycles here; in fact, it is our business again this season to 
deal with the buried remains they have left. 

But on closer inspection it turns out that the change is immensely more 
swift, profound, complex and unexpected than the physical improvements would 
suggest. It is nothing less than an ongoing revolution in human aspirations. a 
revolution which has taken command of the processes of economic and social ad
vance on which we usually tend to think it passively depends. The central issue 
is land reform, ah1ays the pivot of basic reform in the Iranian social fabric, 
but a pivot from which until recently there has emerged more noise than genuine 
movement. Under Dr. Arsanjani, an energetic new Minister of Agriculture, it is 
now proceeding with seven-league ~oots. Overwhelmingly supported in a national 
referendum two weeks or so ago, the demand for the breaking up of large holdings 
has now raced ahead of the available governrr.ental controls and credit facilities. 
A thoughtful Western diplomat recently likened the situation to that in France 
after the convoking of the Estates General in 1789. He could only hc•pe that on 
this occasion the logic of events would not outrun the institutions which initi
ated them. 

Our perspective, of course, is that of a particular slice of rural coun
tryside rather than that of the capital. We have taken up residence in the house 
of a Khan of the Bakhtiari tribe, not misleadingly described locally as a castle, 
with a rough private airstrip along the canal in front and a lovely, decaying 
garden out behind toward the mo:mtains. Profe.asors. l?ierr~ Delougaz and Helene 
Kantor were recipients of the Khan's hospitality here once before, during their 
previous season of w:->rk at Chogha Mish in 1961. Then, as now, local villagers 

• 
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bowed to him from the waist even when he passed at a considerable distance. He 
flew in from Isfahan just as we were arriving and they assembled en masse to 
greet him, just as has alw-ys been the case for the great landlords of tradition
al Persia. But these same villagers voted to a man in support of the land reform 
program, and also are withhclding the landlord's share of this year's harvest to 
cover the costs of their admission to the promised but still unformulated program 
of agricultural cooperatives. While no steps have yet been taken to survey his 
lands and arrange for their reallocation, his de facto control has shrunk to 
little more than this house and garden. The old forms may remain, but their con
tent changes. 

Many of the Khan's followers are numbered among our working force, and the 
imprint of their current concern with agrarian reform does not end even when we 
descend five thousand years and more in time into the Chogha Mish excavations. 
The mound rises northward into a high lonely promontory, permitting an excavated 
sequence of nearly eighty feet of superimposed house-ruins and living debris-
virtually all of it laid down earlier than 3000 B.C. When work began early last 
week Pierre and Helene resumed cutting an awesome step-trench into the side of 
this promontory, a project begun in their first season here and now nearing com
pletion. But the promontory serves other purposes as well: it has become a main 
survey point in the land redistribution program, and workmen carrying earth up 
from our deep pit can look up at the solitary figure of a civil engineer with his 
theodolite high upon its summit. Even the mound itself is sprouting wooden stake[ 
which mark the newly divided plots, a potential embarrassment to our own work 
since land containing antiquities is supposed to be exempted from the program. 
Regrettably, wooden stakes are about all that is growing this year on the dry
farming lands around Chogha Mish. It has been a cruelly rainless season, and the 
parched fields and starving flocks belie the promised plenty of any program de
voted only to reforms in tenure. In the fall of 1961, a good season, Pierre and 
Helene had difficulty finding workmen. Last week we were besieged with them; 
this year there is nothing to cultivate, and soon will be nothing to eat. 

In addition to the work at Chogha Mish, we will make a beginning this year 
at the nearby ruins of the Sassanian and Islamic city of Gunde Shapur. A noted 
intellectual and commercial center of the early Middle Ages, Gunde Shapur is 
apparent to the visitor today as more than a square mile of tangled low mounds 
interspersed with cultivation. Only in air photographs, that new andincreasingly 
important technical adjunct of the archaeologist, does the rectangular plan of 
the city become intelligible. This year we lack the resources--staff, time and 
funds--to undertake any sort of comprehensive program with regard to the city as 
a whole. But with the aid of the same aerial photographs we have been able to 
select certain critical points (major public buildings and the like) for prelim!· 
nary soundings. Dr. Donald Hansen and I will begin these tomorrow, somewhat de• 
layed by the unexpected problem of having to decide whom to compensate for damager 
in the midst of the impending transfers under the land reform program. 

Don arrived from Iraq a week ago, bringing with him Dr. Robert Biggs who is 
currently the Baghdad Fellow of the American Schools of Oriental Research and who 
joins the staff of our Assyrian Dictionary next September. Last night we received 
our first news of the recent coup d'etat in Iraq, reflecting with relief on their 
unknowing, narrow avoidance of the attendant disorders. How substantial the 
changes will be which will accompany the new government are not clear at this 
writing, although there is no reason to believe that they will adversely affect 
our cordial relations with members of the Department of Antiquities and our long-
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term interest in excavations at Nippur and elsewhere. It is, of course, incon
gruous to think that Carl Kraeling's televised speech on the occasion of the 
A1-Kindi millennary was followed within two months over the same station by what 
I assume is the first televised execution of a Head of State; like the first. 
the second must have been watched by some of our Nippur workmen sitting in the 
tea-houses of 'Afak. Well, such are the ways of politics when the stakes are 
hLgh and the means of establishing consensus ill-developed. It is important to 
understand, however, that the occasional spate of news on a coup does not ex
haust the processes of change which are at work in these lands. On the final 
day of excavations at Nippur we held a "fantasia" for the workmen, a feast 
followed by dancing and singing in which they combined the old bedouin tunes-
in all good humor and apparent friendship for us as individuals--with new words 
dLrected against the feudal lords and their putative imperialist supporters. 
For better or worse, the rural countryside of Iraq is awake and moving too. And 
in both Iran and Iraq it is a gigantic process to watch even by archaeological 
standards. 

Our scholarly concern here is with the origin and later development of 
cities. Chogha Mish was an unusually large town for its time, which inexplicabl~ 
came to an end just as the first Mesopotamian city-states were making their 
appearance. Hence it provides an opportunity for us to study this process unen
cumbered by the usual massive overburden of later periods. Gunde Shapur was a 
national capital during the Sassanian period, a planned urban entity in whose 
cosmopolitan environment influences from Classical civilizations of the Orient 
and Occident were freely exchanged and carefully cherished. This was a differ
ent kind of city from the early city-state, one closer to our own in some resp~ 
and yet in others far more dependent upon the autocratic will of its sovereign. 
But cities of any kind may seem to stand in curious contrast to the preoccupation 
of this letter with contemporary rural problems. To that I can only reply that 
crops and water and land are not really so far removed from either the origin of 
cities or their survival. Moreover, it would surely be premature to deal with 
the substantive themes of this field season before even the first week of exca• 
vations has been completed. Hopefully, Pierre and Helene will supplement this 
highly subjective and impressionistic account with something more solid in the 
way of a report as their work here draws to a close in late March or April. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert M. Adams 
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In this, the third season of the Oriental Institute Nubian Expedition's 
field work, the pace has been so fast and the finds so numerous that we have 
hitherto been unable to find the time even to report to our best friends the 
magnificent success which has attended our efforts. 

It was necessary this year to find a new boat to house our expedition, 
owing to the expiration of our lea3e of the "Memnon" for the past two years. 
Thus the writer purchased for use during the remainder of the program another 
former steamer of Thomas Cook & Son, the "Fostat .'' This had to be remodeled 
to serve our needs. I came to Cairo to supervise this task, and we put 160 tonE 
of steel plate and 25,000 rivets into the new hull. In addition we bought a 
fine new tug with which to take the ''Fostatfll up the Nile and to move us when
ever we had to shift our field of operations. 

After four months of preparation in Cairo, where various problems had 
to be solved and difficultias surmounted, the expedition departed up the Nile 
on December 14, spent Christmas at Luxor with the Oriental Institute Epigraphic 
Survey, and arrived at Qustul on the morning of January 6. The expedition 
"fleet" (four boats in all) is equipped and supplied for nearly independent ex
istence here in the desert, almost in sight of ren~1ned Abu Simbel, but far fron 
"civilization," supplies, or even communication with the outside world. 

Last summer in Chicago, when contemplating the prospects for the new 
season in Nubia, I was convinced that the Qustul area, opposite Ballana and in 
the center of our vast concession, offered the best promise of a fruitful cam
paign. It was a happy choice. In a cemetery considered exhausted after the 
excavations of two previous el~peditions, we entered into our catalogue of finds 
in the first ten days a total number of objects equal to the total of last year': 
entire season at Serra East in the Sudan. At the present writing, this number 
has increased to more than 950, and the season is only half gone. We have built 
fifty wooden boxes for packing and shipping our finds and have no idea how many 
more will be needed to take care of future results. 

Our excavations have been conducted around and among the great tumuli 
erected some 1500 y~ars ago by kings and nobles or chiefs of the Nobatai. Thes€ 
tumuli had been considered natural mounds by most travelers in the region, but 
many of them were discovered to contain the rich burial equipment of royal 
personages when investigated by Emery and Kirwan thirty years ago. While our 
graves belonged to humbler persons, they have yielded objects which in general 
are quite comparable with the rich finds of our predecessors. 
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We began operations at the south end of the half-mile long cemetery. 
near one of the giant tumuli. The graves were of two distinct types: (1) 
shafts containing leaning mudbrick vaults over the burial, and (2) vertical 
shafts with burial in a side niche at the bottom. Both types belong to the 
"X-group" people who were probably contemporary with the builders of the great 
tumult. Their owners were hunters or warriors, for we have found their leathet 
quivers, iron arrowheads, ''finger looses, 11 etc. In one grave we found a war
rior with bow and arrow beside him--the hasty character of the burial pointed 
to the possibility that he had been killed in action. There are many women in 
our cemeteries, and we are convinced that there was a large settlement in the 
vicinity. Many of the bodies were wrapped in "winding sheets 11 of various 
colors and patterns. We have even recovered several pieces of carpet of Orien
tal style, woven in geometrical designs in bright colors. So numerous are the 
fabrics coming from our excavations that I believe we can make a significant 
contribution to the history of textiles, when the material is studied by 
experts. 

At one time in the course of our work we were puzzled by the discovery 
of two long rows of mudbrick enclosures, each of but one to three courses in 
height. So far as we know, nothing similar to them had been reported in the 
past. Now we have progressed by subsequent finds to the belief that they are 
cult places where offerings were made, similar in theory to mortuary temples of 
the ancient Egyptian kings, which are separated from the actual tombs (at 
Thebes) in the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings. The cult places are not in 
any direct geographical relationship to the graves to which they belong. That 
they belonged to the X-Group people was eventually proved by the presence in 
them of X-Group pottery and offering tablets and then again, to our greatgrati
fication, by the fact that they directly overlay and even cut into some entire
ly different graves of the earlier Meroitic period. Thus we have stratigraphic 
proof of the relative place in history of these two human strata in Nubia. We 
hope to bring back to the Oriental Institute a fine collection of extensive anc 
perfectly preserved material for the reconstruction of the history of Nubia. 
It will fill a significant gap in our collections. 

One of the most gratifying features of our work is the excellent state 
of our finds. We have discovered literally hundreds of complete X-Group cups, 
bowls, jars, and other vessels of clay. The Meroitic graves are all badly 
plundered, but they have rewarded us with a few complete pots of characteristic 
decoration, including several interesting sieves used in brewing beer. We have 
also a growing collection of toilet implements, including a beautifully deco
rated and fashioned gold tweezers of ingenious design and a splendid cosmetic 
jar of ivory. 

Even accidents have been propitious for us. When excavating in a new 
cemetery which we had discovered several miles farther south. our jeep one day 
fell into a completely unsuspected grave. It turned out to belong to the 
Egyptian New Kingdom, two thousand years older than the X·Group graves with 
which we had been dealing. Thus we located a New Kingdom cemetery, and we have 
already found a number of fine clay vessels and several beautiful scarabs. So 
we have made soundings in the past few days into two millennia of Nubian 
history. 

The Oriental Institute Nubian Expedition is facing a tremendous chal· 
lenge in this drowning land. Even for us at Qustul it is almost impossible to 
realize that practically everything that we see will soon be covered with the 
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~aters of the new lake. This year we have the advantage of a large force of 
£aithful and hardworking Nubian basket carriers. They are all to be moved away 
to Kom Ombo, north of the Assuan Dam, next October. Where shall we find work
ers to replace them? Of course, we have our veteran Guftis and Illahunis, who 
do the actual "digging" for us, some carefully with their bare hands. (Some 
of these devoted men worked with Flinders Petrie, Brunton, Grenfell, and Hunt, 
and other great excavators of the past.) We shall have to depend on them to 
recruit workers in Egypt, to be brought for the last desperate campaign in 
Nubia, in 1963-64, before the monuments now lying under the ground are forever 
1ost. 

Thus our small staff is working hard and long hours, each wishing, 
doubtless, that we had twice the staff to accomplish all that lies before us. 
One member of the group alone, Mr. Labib Habachi, leading Egyptian Egyptologist~ 
bas served the expedition for all of the three years of its existence. (The 
writer was obliged to remain in Chicago last year for reasons of illness.) Dr. 
Louis V. Zabkar has recently joined us for a second season, having been gener
ously loaned to us on leave from Loyola University in Chicago. Mr. James E. 
Knudstad is with us again as Field Architect and Draftsman. Mr. Mourad Abd El• 
RazekJ on leave from the Ministry of Agriculture of the U.A.R., is serving as 
Assistant to the Director and has been indispensable in making arrangements for 
the organization and maintenance of the expedition. Our valuable Field Archae
ologist is Mr. Alfred J. Hoerth, who is sacrificing much of his field skill and 
experience in supervising all our vital records. Mr. Otto J. Schaden, graduate 
student at the Oriental Institute, is taking care of much of the photography of 
the expedition, a responsibility which he shares with Mr. Hoerth. Our hostess, 
who works hard at recording and preserving fragile and delicate objects from 
the field, is Miss Sylvia Ericson. The roster of our expedition is completed 
by our very genial, modest, friendly, and scholarly Egyptian Inspector, Mr. 
Fouad Yakoub, who represents the Department of Antiquities and whose presence 
on the expedition we consider a very rare and coveted privilege. 

We have other important sites yet to investigate this season and hope 
to report again when the results are known. 

Sincerely yours, 

Keith c. Seele 
Director 
Oriental Institute Nubian Expedition 
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Many of you were present at Thorkild Jacobsen's lecture on April 3rd, 
when the following brief but exciting telegram from Keith Seele was made 
public shortly after its arrival in Chicago: 

"HAVE RICH NEW KINGDOM TOMB MORE THAN SIXTY FINDS INCLUDING ALABASTER 
AND COPPER OBJECTS OF EXQUISITE QUALITY." 

Since mail to and from Nubia travels in a very leisurely fashion, the 
sequel to that message has been slow in arriving. Dated April 6th, the 
further information contained in this letter only came into our hands on the 
22nd, Although not written as a formal communication to friends of the 
Oriental Institute, I have taken the liberty of abstracting the following 
account from it in response to the many inquiries we have received. 

Our heartiest congratulations are due to Professor Seele and his staff 
for an unexpected and highly important discovery which serves as a suitable 
culmination for this season's long and arduous Nubian campaign. 

Robert M. Adams 
Director 

On board the "Fostat" 
Ball ana 
Shellal - Wadi Halfa 

April 6, 1963 

"Do you (R.M.A.) recall how we attempted to obtain for you a passage (in 
mid-March) on the s.s. ''Delta" when the s.s. "Nefertari'' failed to turn up in 
Abu Simbel? Well, a later arrival of the "Delta11 coincided with the most ex
citing day of our clearance of the ''rich" New Kingdom tomb which was the 
subject of my cable to you. The skipper of the '•Delta" had invited Mourad, 
Louis Zabkar and me to dinner that evening, and he carried my cable off to 
Aswan in order that it might be sent in English--an impossibility at Ballana, 

"Actually, the discovery was made several days earlier. We had finished 
work in the New Kingdom cemetery which you visited and moved farther north, 
where we hit upon several others of the same period, rather modest and un
promising. Then we struck upon one with a precisely cut rectangular-.shaft, 
which, like some in the other cemetery, was filled with seven or eight layers 
of burials. We obtained several nice objects from this shaft, including two 
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or three scarabs, one especially significant because of its probable date, 
andt most important of all, the inscribed coffin of a lady who was called 
merely the "House Mistress'' Wer. Happily, even before we cleared out all the 
bodies in this shaft we detected that the west burial chamber leading off from 
it was blocked with an intact wall of mudbrick. (At the east end there was a 
second burial chamber, but the disturbed state of its entrance betrayed less 
luck when we should start to clear it.) 

''When we had cleared the shaft and removed the mudbrick blocking of the 
west chamber we realized that we might well have hit the jackpot. It ~ in
tact. There was a wondrous array of pottery. There were several burials in 
wooden coffins. There were the usual heaps of unidentifiable debris, besides 
the sand and traces of fallen gebel from the roof of the chamber. The pottery 
was much the same type that had become familiar in recent weeks because of its 
abundance in other New Kingdom tombs, but it was distinguished from earlier 
finds by bands of white painted decoration which in the darkness of the tomb 
lent to it a certain indefinable grandeur. It required considerable time to 
remove the pottery and all the layers of debris which had been deposited around 
it during the three thousand years it had lain there. But at last, once Dr. 
Zabkar had recorded and sketched each object in place, we began the search for 
the remoter "treasures" of the tomb. There was a graceful jar stand of copper 
or bronze, several small bowls of the same material, one with U-shaped handle 
and hooks attached to brackets shaped like a human hand. The bowls appeared to 
have been plated with a yellow metal which showed up brightly between the patch
es of greenish copper. We found a knife of copper, perfect in preservation, 
and a fine copper pitcher, well made for pouring. Then there was the shining 
whiteness of alabaster, first a beautiful jar once with a handle now broken off, 
then a wide-mouthed jar of the best Eighteenth Dynasty pattern. Next was a 
charming alabaster situla,. so rare in this material that we had visions of 
losing it in the final division of finds with the Department of Antiquities. 
Then, while we were pausing for breakfast, our faithful Ali greeted us with the 
happy announcement that another of the same type had appeared, smaller but more 
elegant than the first. But the climax of the morning came with the finding of 
an exquisite bronze (or copper) mirror 29 em. long, with handle in the form of 
a slender, graceful nude girl, hair, facial features, necklace, fingers, toes, 
all delicately engraved, with outstretched arms, her hands touching the down
curved tips of a papyrus umbel in the center of which the flattened disk of the 
mirror was attached. (A much inferior one, of rather poor workmanship, is 
illustrated in Steindorff, Aniba, II, Plate Volume, Pl. 62, 3, a copy of which 
you will find in my office.) 

11When, on the following day, we came to the clearing of the east burial 
chamber of the same tomb V-48, we were rewarded with three more copper bowls of 
precisely the same style as the others, an admirable ointment jar of black 
granite, perfect in form but lacking a small piece of the rim, another fine 
alabaster jar, as well as more pottery decorated with white painted bands, which 
we had recovered in the west chamber. And in this room we found something whicr 
is perhaps most important of all, from the historical point of view. This was 
another inscribed coffin, belonging also to a '"House Mistress." Her name was 
Sensenbu, but there were additional words which said that she was also called 
(in one column of hieroglyphs) Tibu or (in another column) Tabi. We feel 
certain that this is a Nubian name, that the variant spellings indicate that 
the Egyptian scribe had difficulty in rendering it in hieroglyphic, and that we 
thus have in this burial of a Nubian woman evidence of the Egyptianization of 
Nubia. Perhaps this Sensenbu was the Nubian wife, originally named Tibu, of an 
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Egyptian official, who had provided her in her lifetime with beautiful "·treasures" 
dear to a woman's heart from the homeland, some of which she desired to take with 
her to the eternal world of Osiris. 

"I have reluctantly decided that we must bring the actual work of excava
tion to an end this week or next. We have excavated some 800-900 graves and now 
have recovered more than 2200 objects. I am really hoping to bring home the 
bacon. 

11The dreadful last days lie ahead. Tempers must inevitably fray a 1 ittle, 
the heat is awful, the duties of packing will be trying. In a couple of weeks 
we shall transfer to Aswan, and I to Cairo, probably to Khartoum, and, some day, 
home." 

.. 
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The major field effort of the Prehistoric Project for the coming year is 
being planned for Turkey. We hope to provide you with a letter describing these 
field plans in about one month. In the meantime, here is a newly arrived letter 
from Herbert E. Wright, Jr., Professor of Geology at the University of Minnesota 
and a member of the Projects' natural sciences team on three previous expeditions. 
Dr. Wright and his associates are already at work in Iranian Kurdistan, thanks to 
a new grant to the Project from the National Science Foundation. It is often 
suggested that things must have been better, or worse, or at least different in 
ancient times because the climate or environment was better or worse or differ
ent. In fact, it takes field work of exactly the sort Dr. Wright's letter 
describes to discover what the climate or environment really was like. 

* * * 

Dear Friends: 

R. J. Braidwood 

* 
Kermanshah, Iran 

1 May 1963 

The Iranian branch of the 1963-64 Turko-Iranian Prehistoric Project of 
the Oriental Institute has now been in the field for several weeks, and the time 
has come for some kind of a report to indicate objectives, accomplishments, and 
plans. No archeologists are involved in this field party, but two of the princi
pal objectives remains archeological: the delineation of the climatic and eco
logic environment at the time of the development of food production in south
western Iran, along with the determination of the effects of early man on the 
vegetation through forest clearance and similar disturbances. For me this 
approach to environmental archeology goes back to 1951, when I first joined the 
Braidwood project at Jarmo in Iraq and surveyed the mountain region of Kurdistan 
for geologic signs of past climate. This was continued in Iraq in 1954-55 and 
enlarged to include some botanical and zoological surveys. In 1959-60 the scene 
was shifted across the border to southwestern Iran, again with the same general 
plan. But here the geological features were not so susceptible to paleoclimatic 
analysis -- most of the country was too low to have borne glaciers during the 
last ice age, the soils were poorly developed, the river terraces provided 
little pertinent information about past conditions. So instead I started a pro
gram of studying the only materials that can give a continuous paleontologic 
record through the time range of our interest: lake sediments. Lake sediments 
are a medium for the preservation of pollen grains that are blown from the vege
tation of the surrounding terrain. This vegetation reflects the two main factors 
in which we are interested, the climate and the human interference. In 1960 we 
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were able to visit most of the dozen or so accessible lakes or groups of lakes 
in the Zagros Mountains of southwestern Iran from the Sandandaj area southeast 
to Ahwaz on the Khuzestan Plain. From most of these we were able to obtain 
sediment cores ranging in length from a few meters to 18 meters, usually using 
a raft made out of truck-tire inner tubes. In conjunction with the coring oper
ations we collected flowering plants rather widely in order to obtain their 
rcllea for the preparation of pollen-reference slides with which the fossil 
pollen of the sediments could be compared and identified. 

The preliminary pollen analysis of the lake sediments during the follow
ing two years proved to be sufficiently promising at a few of the sites so that 
it seemed worthwhile to return for more material and additional vegetational 
surveys. Thus the present effort. Besides the botanical work we decided also 
to investigate other aspects of the lakes, which themselves are somewhat sensi
tLve to climatic and terrain conditions. They record these conditions through 
the nature of their contained invertebrate fossils and the chemistry of their 
sediments. Certain invertebrates are well preserved in sediments, whereas most 
of the organic detritus is rapidly decomposed. The most informative group of 
animals are the Cladocera (water fleas), which are micro-crustacea about the 
size of a small sand grain. Again in order to make sense out of the fossil re
mains we must determine the modern distribution of the animals in the lake and 
the modern chemical and physical conditions in the lake. This requires the 
field work of a limnologist (a specialist in the study of lakes) who lowers 
theristors into the lake and collects bottles of water and makes determination 
of the content of oxygen, carbon dioxide, calcium, chlorides, and other chemical 
materials to delineate the present environment in which the creatures live. He 
must also collect the animals from a wide range of lakes at different latitudes 
and altitudes to determine the distribution with respect to the principal climat
ic provinces. 

So we have a party of six, operating generally as three pairs, but fre
quently changing combinations in order to equalize the work and keep an efficient 
schedule. Dr. Willem van Zeist of the University of Groningen, who did the pre
pollen analyses (during the last two years), is making vegetational surveys to 
determine the distribution of major plant types with respect to different cli
matic regions in southwestern Iran and with respect to different types of vege
tational disturbance by the present-day and recent human population (and their 
domestic animals). He is being assisted by Marius Jacobs of the Rijsherbarium 
at Leiden, who is concentrating on making a careful plant collection so that van 
Zeist will eventually know (after the plants are fully identified by various 
specialists) precisely what plants he is dealing with. The limnologist and 
Cladocera specialist is Dr. Robert o. Megard of the University of Minnesota, who 
has assistance from his wife on occasion (when the raft isn't losing air too 
fast to prevent the flotation of two persons). I myself am concentrating on the 
careful coring of the lake sediments, using rafts, platforms on pilings, floating 
sedge mats, or any other convenient method of establishing a stable base from 
whLch two 1-ton chain hoists can be operated to push down and pull up a long 
string of connecting rods with a meter-long sampling tube at the end. On this 
job I have the assistance of my son Dick, who managed to get away from Dartmouth 
for the spring quarter to come along as drilling assistant and general manager 
of logistics. The latter job takes a lot of his time, for there are many little 
modifications to the coring apparatus and other equipment that have to be made 
by the metal workers and other artisans of Kermansh?.h. In the process of nego
tiation and price-bargaining there ends up an appreciable interchange of Farsi 
and English: Dick is striving for at least the language proficiency accomplished 
by Gene Garthwaite on the 1959-60 project -- a sort of pidgin Farsi that all of 
the merchants in the bazaar could understand and respect. 
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So after the preliminaries in Tehran, where Dr. Ezat Negahban of the 
Antiquities Service was helpful in providingt1aison with our official sponsor-
Dr. M. H. Ganji of the Iranian Meteorological Service and of the Geography Depart
ment of the University of Tehran--we made our way to Kermanshah, where we have 
the use of the Point Four guest house while we are in town. Kermanshah is rather 
central to our area of interest, and is a nice town with enough of the facilities 
available for most of our needs. So far we have managed excursions of some 
length southward across the mountains to Ilam and beyond to the Mesopotamian 
piedmont, southeast along the mountains to the area of Korramabad and Andimishk 
on the Khuzestan Plain, and then to some spring lakes in the Kermanshah valley 
itself. Now we are about to set out for a stay of a few weeks at Lake Zeribar 
near Marivan, about 150 miles northwest of Kermanshah, which is the most promis
ing site of all those investigated in 1960. Then the plan is to ~ry our luck at 
the great Lake Urmia in Azerbaijan, or in a few smaller lakes nearby. With these 
several sites we'll have a distribution from relatively low elevation near the 
lower tree line, to the heart of the oak forest, to the margin of the Iranian 
Plateau, to the heart of the plateau. Our preliminary results with Lake Zeribar 
showed that distinct vegetational changes occurred about 15,000 years ago and 
then about 5,000 years ago (the time scale being determined by radiocarbon datinw. 
The Lake Zeribar area was probably not intensively inhabited in prehistoric times 
--nor is it now. The sites in the Kermanshah valley, however, are in rich agri
cultural land, and here especially we hope to pick up the traces of human inter
ference with the vegetation. 

We have been lucky with the weather so far--there has been lots of rain 
(after the driest and mildest winter in years), but fortunately most of it has 
been during uncritical times as far as field work is concerned. Today as I 
write, on the first of May, Kermanshah is being treated to a driving rainstorm, 
the jubes (gutters) are being flushed clean, people are dashing about with big 
black umbrellas, taxis are racing through the sheets of water to spray everybody 
within sight--and fresh snow comes down to 8000 feet on Kuh-i-parau. But tomor
row we start out on a fresh journey, the roof racks loaded to the sky with plant 
pressesJ coring equipment, and boxes of burettes, and shall hope that the floods 
of today will have subsided to fordable dimensions. South West Persia is spec
tacular country in the fresh spring, when the grain is green and is sprinkled 
with poppies, thistles, and a tremendous variety of other colorful weeds. The 
winter sheep pens have been cleared, and cakes of next winter's cow manure fuel 
are being s~acked high or plastered on the sides of houses to face the sun. The 
nomads are on the move up from Qasr Shirin to ShahabadJ and we should see them 
here in a very short time. Occasional days of cloudless skies and hot sun and 
dust-filled air give warning of the season ahead. As with almost every other 
place, spring is always too short. 

Herbert E. Wright, Jr. 
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I begin the first of tl•is field see,s0n 's series of letters to you from the 
deck ()f the ~· §.. !2.,?_1~l!!.Lo.ct, bet\'leen ~.ocks Four and Five in the Welland Canal. 
Perhaps it is properiy syml":olic of the irt·:r:aational character of this year 1 s 
field effort of the Pr~historic Project that both we and our gear have been 
shipped out of the international Port of Chicago. 

~he Prehistoric Project's field problem remains the reclamation of under
stand'i.ng of the beginnings of plant and animal domestication and the establish
ment ~f a village-farming community way of life in southwestern Asia some ten 
n.ousand years ago. This goal took us to Iraqi Kurdistan and the sites of 
J~rmo and Karim Shahir in 1947-48, 1950-51 and 1954-55, and to Sarab and Asiab 
in Iranian Kurdistan in 1959-60. Since our start at Jarmo, other colleagues -
wcrking in Palestine and Syria and in west-central Turkey and Iranian Khuzestan 
-- have added to the sum of knowledge on how the food-producing revolution began. 
This new way of life, which terminated the Old Stone Age and laid the founda
tions for civilization, appear.s to have made its beginnings in the foothills of 
the great mountain arc surrounding the drainage basin of the Tigris and Euphrates 
rivers, and in the more fertile parts of the Iranian and Anatolian plateaux 
adjacent to the "hilly flanks of the Crescent." We do not yet know, in fact, 
the exact boundaries of the optimum environmental zone in which food-production 
first appeared. What has been clear for some years, however, is that the stretch 
of country in southeastern Turkey which forms the keystone region of the arc is 
badly in need of investigation. 

For one reason or another, this region -- the headwaters of the Euphrates 
and Tigris ·- has been under tight Turkish military security, and all efforts 
of archeologists to obtain p~rmission to work there have been discouraged. That 
we now have this peri:Jission depend!! primarily on the enthuf'liasm and very hard 
work with which an old Turkiah fr~nnd and colleague of ours, Prof. Dr. Halet ~ambel 
of the University of Istanbcl, met our invitation to participate jointly and 
equally in the project. At this writing, I still do not know quite how Halet, 
and her husband, Nail, carried the matter off so successfully, especially in the 
face of the serious political unrest south of the border in Iraqi Kurdistan. 
Halet sent me an addition for our joint press-release in which she wrote: 

"The r~alization of this research project, which necessitated 
the solution of a series of delicate problems, could only have 
been rendered possible through this [joint] form of scholarly 
cooperation and [is due directly to] the keen and warm interest 
in scientific research and the helpfulness shown personally by 
Turkey~s Prime Minister, H.E. Ismet Inonu, [and by] the military 
and civil authorities involved." 
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We have had earlier field expedi. tions which were nominally "joint' in an inter
natiCJnal sense, or in which the various national antiquities departments have 
"cooperated," but there is nothing nominal about either Halet • s or our intent in 
this one. The Prehistory Section of the Faculty of Letters of the University of 
Istambul, wherein Halet holds her professorial chair, has joined us in committing 
funds, equipment, staff and graduate students to the project. In fact, Halet•s 
stud~nts and ours will be more or less paired off; Halet and I act as co-directors 
of t~e project. Turkish law forbids the exportation of antiquities, but our finds 
will be processed in the laboratories of the Prehistory Section at Istanbul, and 
Halet has added one of our senior graduate students, Peter Benedict, to her staff 
for the academic year following our field season, sa that Peter (and his wife 
Cordelia, also with an M.A. in anthropology) may aid in the training of Istanbul 
students while the processing of the excavated materials proceeds. I have myself 
been elected to a visiting professorship at Istanbul during the winter months of 
this coming field year, when the rains would prevent field work in any case. 

Thus there are two highly exciting aspects of the coming field year. We shall 
be part of a full-fledged effort in international scholarly cooperation, and we 
shall be able to work within the region of the keystone of the arc •• the head• 
waters country of the Tigris and Euphrates basin. We shall begin with surface 
survey, and I cannot tell you yet exactly where we shall be because I do not yet 
know myself -- somewhere within the provinces of Urfa, Diyarbabir and Surt. 

X cannot close without a word about the Topdalsfjord, the sweetest ocean• 
going vessel it has ever been our pleasure to sail on. We found her through the 
Norwegian America Line•s Chicago office, which manages her passenger business. 
fhe carries twelve passengers most commodiously and happily, her food is excellent, 
her crew most agreeable, her captain a story-book character, Of course freighters 
~:~re not for passengers who go to sea for movies, dancing and "horse races," nor 
fer those who have a tight schedule. We were twelve hours later than our announced 
~&iling in leaving Chicago, we then went up through the Soo Locks to load grain at 
Port Arthur and Duluth, took on trucks at Detroit and heavy machinery at Cleveland. 
The passengers have the run of the ship and are allowed to function as "sidewalk 
superintendents" in all her activities -- I had a very exhausting day yesterday 
seeing that two twenty-five ton cases of machinery got safely aboard! Most of our 
passengers will leave the ship at Montreal, but Linda and I -· with two of the 
Project's International Harvester "Scouts" -- are listed for "First Port of Call 
in Norway." Prom there, we 111 drive through to Turkey, with a final gathering 
of fureher staff and vehicles at Mittersill in Austria. We should reach Istanbul 
during the last days of August. More when we get there. 

Cordially, 

Bob Braidwood 

P.S. As well as to the Oriental Institute membership list, copies of this letter 
are being sent to many people -- both within and outside the University -- who 
aided us in a great variety of ways in getting the expedition mounted. Tbe 
logistics of an expedition of this character and size are extremely complicated 
we could not have mounted the expedition without the advice, generosity, interest, 
patience and often time-consuming aid of many people. Our very sincere thanks. 
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Since my last letter the Prehistoric Project staff has crossed both the 
At~antic and all of Europe--in the Braidwood~'own case from Bergen, Norway to 
Istanbul, Turkey, with Asia now in plain view out my window beyond the narrow 
Bosphorus. Our Norwegian freighter, the Topdalsfjord, remained wonderful every 
minute of the time. We even had the head of the Sagunay River, Greenland's icy 
mountains, icebergs, whales and a runaway floating mine for good measure. The 
drive through Europe was a highly pleasant one, but not very different--! sup
pose--from what thousands of bther tourists were doing at the same time, 
Almost all of the freeway through Yugoslavia is now completed, so that there 
are very few tough roads left to complain about, We crossed the Turkish fron
tier and reached Istanbul on August 30th. 

Our colleague and my opposi~number as co-director, Professor Halet 
yarnbel, was still hard at work in Ankara on the formal papers for our clearance, 
permissions and so on, but her assistant, Mark Glazer, met us at the frontier. 
Mr. Mehmet Isvan, the head International Harvester agent in Turkey also sent 
his service truck to receive us at the border. Since both Mark and the Harves
ter people had arrived a couple of hours before we drove into the frontier post, 
the customs people were already alerted and we were finished in minutes. This 
was the first tangible trace we had--in Turkey itself--of the prestige we enjoy 
through our association with the University of Istanbul. The ease of the cross
ing fooled me, however. I began to think that our hopes offinishing all formali
ties, customs clearances, etc., within a week or ten days would really eventuate. 
I should have known better! As things stand it does look as if everything 
might clear up for us by about the 25th. of this month, but even that date may 
be too optimistic. I will, however, guarantee that without the University of 
Istanbul's interest and involvement in the matter, and the really great amount 
of time which Halet and her assistants, Mark Glazer and Ufuk Esin, have put into 
the affair, we'd still be here until Christmas. 

The happy thing about getting a show like this on the road in Turkey is 
that everyone is very good-willed about the whole matter, there are few holidays 
to interrupt the progress of things, and our affairs do move forward--little 
step by little step--in spite of the almost inextricable web of rules and regu
lations we have to fight through. I of course doubt that the Turkish bureau
cratic mind is anymore complicated or devious than any bureaucratic mind. I 
quake at the thought of having--as a foreigner--to accomplish all the unusual 
and exceptional things we seek, against the American bureaucracy. The normal 
citizen seldom has occasion to face such things at home. 
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Here is only one example of the kind of thing we do face. Our "expend
able11 camping equipment is being treated--for purposes of customs exemption and 
to give Halet a future supply of field gear, which we may also use when we 
return--as a gift to the University of Istanbul. We found last June that our 
best buy in small cot-sized pillows was at Sears Roebuck's. Sears called them 
••baby pillows." In the flurry of our final packing and box-Ust'making, we 
simply listed them as baby pillows. The Turkish customs officials now ask (and 
not without a certain logic), "t>lhat goes on here? Why is the University of 
Chicago giving baby pillows to the University of Istanbul? The University of 
I:stanbul has no babies!" 

For the first three days here, we used a good second class hotel, but as 
it was nicking our budget too keenly, we moved to a considerably less expensive 
lower second class hotel. We took about a week of it, but the dirt, smells and 
animal life finally got us down. Since now is the time of year when people are 
moving back into town from out along the Bosphorus, and since we need a base in 
which to store gear and to live in during our winter term in the University of 
Istanbul, we have now rented and are already in an old furnished house in a 
suburb. Setting up housekeeping (even temporarily) in Arnavutk6y is an experi
ence I'll leave to the description of ladies in a later letter. I want only to 
give you our procedure for going out of the house--firmly impressed upon me by 
our landlord, a nervous, hypocondriacal, old windbag who speaks what he thinks 
is French. First, we shut all shutters and lock all windows. Next we lock and 
bar (with a six foot steel bar) the main front door. We exit through an inner 
side door and hide its key--eight inches long--in a laundry cupboard. We pull 
the nightlatch on the outer side door and get into the garden. We lock and bar 
the garden gate. We unlock the side door of the garage, lock it again, and hide 
its key under a pile of bricks in the end of the garage. We finally exit through 
the folding car door of the garage, making sure its night lock is well set. In 
order to get back in again, we"have of course to reverse the whole procedure. 
Bruce remarks that while he's never had a 11key hole complex" before, he sure has 
one now. 

Nevertheless, the Bosphorus is lovely, so is our terrace and garden over
looking it. We do seem to be making headway and hope really to be off to the 
southeast within ten days. I sense that the staff is happy--at least, the way 
it eats, it's certainly healthy. 

More later, 

Bob Braidwood 
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I believe I last wrote just before we had left Istanbul and Ankara for 
the southeast, somewhat over a month ago. We had it underlined to us in Ankara 
that for the authorities to allow foreigners to enter the restricted southeas
tern region really is exceptional. The Minister-Councilor of the u.s. Embassy 
(the Ambassador was on leave) told us we'd caused him considerable agony and 
distress. It seems that as soon as newspaper accounts of our plans appeared, 
six different American archeologists immediately put pressure on him to secure 
permission for them as well. The Turkish authorities turned him down politely 
but firmly; he was subsequently roundly chewed out by a Senator acting for one 
of these archeologists. Of course, the whole thing wouldn't have worked for 
us either, had it not been for Halet Cambel•s monumental efforts and very good 
connections, and the fact that it is a fully joint affair of the two universitie~ 
Istanbul and Chicago. 

We crossed the restricted frontier at the Euphrates with no trouble what
soever, since the security police had been alerted all along the line. At each 
provincial capital (Vilayet), we called on the governor (Vali), were inspected 
and noted by each security office, all with the utmost friendliness. Our first 
night in the southeast was at the walled town of Diyarbakir. The next night we 
reached the new oil town of Batman; on the afternoon of the third day we reached 
Siirt. Siirt sits in a niche in the lower folds of the Tauros at ca. 3,000 ft. 
elevation; it has 26,000 people, eleven mosques and innumerable loud speakers. 
Since all the tea houses blare, the newer mosques also "pipe" the call to prayer 
from their minarets. Add truck horns and barking dogs, and the decibal count is 
something out of this world. Nevertheless, its a nice town. The older houses 
are tall and have slightly battered walls (said to be safer during earthquakes!), 
and the place is famous for its shaggy goat-hair rugs--which even reach the mar
kets of Baghdad and Beirut. 

After several vain attempts to solve our problem of lodgings otherwise, 
we finally settled into the top floor (i.e., the second) of the premier hotel in 
Siirt. Double rooms cost from ten to twelve 'Nirk Lira (there are nine Lira to 
the dollar). We also have possession of the broad flat roof of the hotel for 
washing and sorting our collections; we've converted one room into a kitchen, 
and there is a long hall in which we eat and sit, The building is of stone and 
there is no heat--we're in winter underwear already! 

Siirt is just at the oak tree line, and--this far north--seems to be a bit 
high for the environment we're looking for. The sites we've found, so far, have 
come in valleys a dozen or so miles to the west and south, which are about 750 
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feet lower in elevation. So far, our largest and most interesting yield has 
come from the valley of Kurtalan, a town at the head of the southeastern rail
way line (which doesn't quite reach Siirt). The road to and beyond Kurtalan 
happens to be a good one, this being an issue because the rains have already 
hit us twice in 2·3 day stretches, and mud hampers off-the-road work for several 
days thereafter. As far as I can assess it, the Kurtalan and adjoining valleys 
have been fairly densely occupied at least as far back as the beginning of the 
sixth millennium B.C.; there is a dark-faced burnished or polished pottery 
along with earlier aspects of a brilliant painted pottery style called the 
Halafian. We also have several varieties of even cruder pottery which I can 
only place earlier, however, and the amount of chipped stone work in obsidian 
(a natural volcanic glass) is much greater than I've ever experienced before. 
No caves, so far, unfortunately. We've had reports of many and have visited 
them--they turn out to be rock-cut tombs and chambers (probably of some early 
Christian phase in the region) and are not what we want at all. 

The Turco-American acculturation process has gone ahead very successfully, 
there are eleven of us and Halet and her group also make eleven. The students 
were a bit stand-offish on either side, at first, but this seemed to be due 
ma~nly to the language barrier. Halet is rotating her students so as to give 
experience to a greater number; four went home yesterday and five new ones 
arrive tonight. Some are really very good, indeed. 

In about a week, we should shift back west about a hundred miles, to 
Diyarbakir again. This will give us direct stretches of the upper Tigris valley 
itself to survey -- as of now, we 1re working in the upper basins of tributaries 
ca1led the Botan, Garzan and Batman. 

Halet tells me that the last archeology done in these parts was late in 
the last century, when a German, Lehmann-Haupt, interested in Urartian inscrip• 
tions, was able--through the interests of the then Sultan--to pass through here 
with a company of cavalry as escort. Certainly, at least, we haven't been 
bothered with tourists or guests. We would even be happy to put up a few, if 
they'd arrange to cut down the decibel count! 

Best of cheer, 

BOB BRAIDWOOD 
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Greetings: 

I've been postponing a letter myself because of the pressure in winding 
up the fall survey phase of our activities, and had hoped that Irma Hunter 
(who runs the household and accounts) would get off this next letter from the 
field. But Irma had first Thanksgiving preparations, then the demounting and 
packing of the fall camp and now (with our arrival back in Istanbul two days 
ago} Christmas preparations to cope with. She'll write later. I'm sure this 
letter will not reach all our friends until well after Christmas - our tardy 
best wishes, in any case, and thanks for many cards and personal greetings. 
We only wish we had time to respond individually. 

We left the Siirt viliyat (province) on November 16th with the surface 
materials from 51 surveyed sites logged into our records. At least a half 
dozen of these certainly reached back to the early time range and relative sim
plicity of our particular problem focus - the beginnings of cultivation, animal 
domestication and village life and its immediate antecedants. But since the 
region has had, in effect, no up-to-date archeological attention at all, every
thing we collected (of each successive period), and now have here for further 
processing and identification at the Istanbul University laboratories, is a 
contribution to knowledge. 

Our base in the next westward viliyat, that with the great black-walled 
town of Diyarbakir on the Tigris as its capital, was at a boys' school near 
Ergani on the lower slopes of the Tauros. We fitted • with bulging at the seams
into three small houses. The plain which stretches north from below Diyarbakir 
to Ergani is generally flat and covered with a pattern of small water courses 
which feed eastward into the Tigris. This far north, even the Tigris itself is 
a quick-running stream of modest size~ coming little above the knee if one wades 
it. Our surface yields were best on mounds along and at the heads of the tribu
tary water courses. In all, we logged in 63 sites in the Diyarbakir vilayat. 
Bruce Howe and three of the students made a quick four day run still further 
west into the Urfa viliyat, and logged in 20 more sites. This means that we've 
surface materials for study from a total of 134 sites in the southeastern region 
of Turkey, where literally nothing had been recorded before. Our reckoning is 
that to do a detailed survey of all of the three viliyats would take 25 years, 
but at least a beginning is made. 

In fact, two of the most promising Urfa sites were places we 1 d 
about several years ago through an interesting correspondence with a 
Higgins, a field geologist of Mobil Exploration Mediterranean, Inc. 
too long to tell here in detail, is a classic instance of how useful 
interest may be in leading professional archeologists to pay dirt. 

learned 
Mr. Walter 
The story, 
an amateur's 
Furthermore, 
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the personnel of Mobil have continued their interest in the expeditions affa1rs 
and have helped us in innumerable ways. We have heartfelt reasons for pluggi.ng 
Mobil!. 

Our in•the-field and off-the-cuff impression of the results of the fa1l 
survey hints at a curious situation. For SHrt, the easternmost viliyat, we had 
expected the apparent linkages and similarities to be most strong with Iraq and the 
Zagros flanks. To the contrary, however, they seem to have been more strong with 
northwestern Syria and even with the Syro-Cilician littoral. For our central vili• 
yat. Diyarbakir, however, the strong linkages - if they are in fact strong - appear 
to have been with the Anatolian plateau (my uncertainty is in part an aspect of how 
poorly the plateau itself is known, this far east). For the westernmost viliyat, 
Urfa- the one instance in which our pre-field guesses were obvious and right - the 
linkages wete of course most strongly with northwestern Syria and the littoral. I 
believe we comprehend the environmental reasons for the situation, but will of 
course know better after we have done some excavation. 

We think now - before the laboratory processing begins in earnest - that 
the best sites for Bruce Howe 1 s American Schools of Oriental Research examination 
of the threshold upon which agriculture was to appear (the "final paleolithic11 

phase. and the Karim.Shahi~ian.or Natufian-like phase) lie in the Siirt viliyat and 
in the Urfa viliyat. Primary village-farming community sites, on the other hand 
are certainly available among the places we visited in both Siirt and Diyarbakir, 
and probably in Urfa as well. Now our problem is to make proper choices for our 
spring excavations. 

We left irgani just in time. The weather news tells us that four feet of 
snow fell two days after we left. 

I should remark on the really profound impact President Kennedy's assassin
ation had on the Turks. We were still in the unbelieving stage when nearby public 
officials and the faculty of the Ergani boys' school began to arrive with their 
condolences. All Turkish flags stood at half-mast until after the funeral. I 
sensed a warmth of feeling, as well as a realization that a valued and friendly 
nation was in trouble, in a way I'd never had anywhere before in the Near East. 

On the way north, Ralet (Prof. Cambel, our Turkish co-director) and I were 
driving in the lead car of the convoy. About an hour after nightfall, blinded by 
the bright lights of an oncoming truck, we almost smashed into an unlighted over
turned truck on our side of the highway, I both braked hard and tried to steer 
myself out of it, but the Scout overturned. International's sturdy top and my 
seatbelt left me completely unscratched. Halet, who has steadfastly refused to 
wear a seatbelt (she insists it would impede her freedom to jump!) received a 
slight scratch on her left hand. Although our argument about the value of seat• 
belts is unresolved, we feel Allah laid his helping hand on us both - actually the 
affair was tougher on the rest of the people in the convoy as they drove up and 
helped us untangle. 

In Ankara, Halet arranged that she could take Bruce, Linda, and me to call 
upon and thank the Prime Minister for his interest in the expedition's affairs. 
Mr. Inonu struck us all as a most alert old gentleman. I believe he's 83; he does 
wear a hearing aid, but one got the impression that very little indeed gets by him 
unn_oticed. Hamit Bey Batu, the chief of the cultural affairs section of the 
Foreign Office was also at the meeting and we spent half an hour in his office 
afterwards - a most impressive man who, I'm convinced, comprehended the whole 
spirit of the kind of archeology we're trying to do. 
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A final note of real satisfaction. Halet assured me that none of her 
students wanted to come back home! There were, to be sure, petty annoyances on 
both sides, but the experiment in making the thing work internationally really 
seems to have gone remarkably well. Halet had a sequence of more than twenty 
students with us (not all at one time), I sometimes had to remind my kids to 
adjust themselves to behaving like a minority, but the success of the this part 
o£ the effort will - I'm sure - pay dividends for future work in Turkey, 

Our teaching at Istanbul University begins on Friday and I look forward 
to it. Today is sunny, our view of the Bosphorus and its ship traffic is 
lovely, and Christmas is astir in the kitchen. 

Very best of cheer to you all, 

BOB BRAIDWOOD 
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As of January 1, 1964 the Luxor expedition, properly and weightily known 
as The Oriental Institute Epigraphic & Architectural Survey, will have a new 
field director and Chicago House a new mistress, Dr. and Mrs. Charles F. Nims. 
Charles and Myrtle Nims need no introduction to members of the Institute, for 
Dr. Nims came to the new Oriental Institute building in 1931 as a student in 
the Department of Oriental Languages and took his doctorate in 1937. He and 
Mrs. Nims first came to Chicago House in Luxor in the winter of 1934-35 for a 
briefing period before becoming members of the staff of the Saqqarah expedition 
which was recording the Old Kingdom Tomb of Mereruka. After the close of that 
expedition they were back again as regular members of the Luxor staff from 1937 
to 1939. Following the war, during which the Luxor expedition was also closed, 
they returned in 1946 to be members continuously to the present except for the 
winter of 1960-61 which they spent at home base in Chicago. They have also been 
members of Oriental Institute expeditions in Syria, Libya, Egyptian Nubia and 
the Sudan as well as of a UNESCO expedition to the great Abu Simbel temple. 

In the reorganization of the Luxor staff following the war years 1940•46 
Dr. Nims was asked to take on himself the job of being expedition photographer. 
With a background of amateur photography he applied himself to the task of ac
quiring the necessary knowledge and skills. The professional quality of the 
photographs published in the expedition 1s volumes as well as the many more which 
were the basis of the enlargements for the line drawings in those volumes attest 
to his success in adapting himself to the dual role of full-time Egyptologist
epigrapher and photographer. 

Since 1950 Mrs. Nims has also filled a need of the expedition by learning 
to bind books. She has exercised her native ingenuity in the use of rather 
primitive tools on the many books and periodicals that come to the library in 
paper covers so proficiently that the shelves at Luxor, part of the U. of C. 
Libraries, sport some of the most handsome and durable bindings to be found any
where. 

Such are the new field director at Luxor and the new mistress of Chicago 
House. The Oriental Institute is fortunate to have them. 

It will be 40 years next autumn since the Epigraphic Survey came to Luxor 
in 1924, established itself, and began recording the reliefs on the walls of the 
Theban Temples. The expedition was the implementation of a long held and still 
valid conviction of Breasted's that the most important obligation facing his 
generation was to "make a comprehensive effort to save for posterity the enormous 
body of ancient records still surviving in Egypt." His was not altogether a 
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voice crying in the wilderness even then, but the proportions of the task were so 
formidable and the resources so inadequate that any hope of a "comprehensive" 
effort that would also do the job definitively in a manner commensurate with the 
demands of the XXth century had been overwhelmed. If one who departs the fray may 
seem to boast for those who began the effort, that effort at Luxor has been more 
nearly comprehensive than any other ever made if for no other reason than that it 
has been continuous and single-minded, and it has been more nearly adequate to the 
XXthe century in its unsparing care and unremitting insistence on the utmost fi
delLty to the old inscriptions that human agency can muster. Nor has the Epigrap~ 
ic Survey's continuity and the caliber of its work been without influence. There 
now exists an internationally launched repository in Cairo with a program for 
both making and collecting records of the surviving monuments, and, I believe, the 
Oriental Institute in Luxor has served as goad or inspiration and, in some degree, 
as model for the enterprise. 

The Epigraphic Survey itself in these nearly 40 years has not been unaf
fected by depressions and international crises, but I think one can safely say 
that even when the effort was drastically reduced in the number of workers it has 
never slackened the standard of uncompromising accuracy, the techniques and pro
cedures for achieving it, and---perhaps most importantly---the tradition of 
achieving it as they were developed and established in the first years by William 
F. Edgerton, Caroline Ransom Williams and John A. Wilson under the direction of 
Harold H. Nelson. To my mind those were the crucial years. There were years of 
testing to come in the late 30's, 40's, and early sots when it was doubtful that 
the Epigraphic Survey could be continued financially or, if it could, there was 
the question whether it ought not adapt itself to the cold economic winds and, 
with its reduced staff, find a way to do its job, not so well perhaps, but less 
expensively in time and money. But the standard and tradition were there and those 
who then had or had ever hed anything to do with the Survey could not conceive of 
lowering the standard by cutting corners and producing volumes more rapidly. 

It is a temptation for me at this juncture to name all those who in these 
nearly 40 years have had a part in making the Epigraphic Survey what it is, but 
even a list of names would be long and would have to begin witb the Directors of 
the Oriental Institute in Chicago from Breasted to Adams, with a special bow by 
this departing field director to Carl H. Kraeling. It would include a goodly 
number of Egyptologists, several photographers, many artist-draftsmen with a 
sprinkling of names from the twenties and early thirties under such hea~ings as 
librarian, business manager and housekeeper. It could not omit an accolade to 
Harold H. Nelson, the first and for 23 years field director. Near the top of the 
list would have to come the wives of field directors, mistresses of Chicago House, 
by reason of their resourceful saintliness and a superintendent-engineer (1932--) 
by reason of his saintly resourcefulness. Nor could the list omit a long series 
of names of faithful native employees, a number of whom have stoically served the 
bewildering succession of foreigners for 30 years or more and who now regulate the 
lives of us latter-day upstarts, not we theirs. And at least one !!!! (foreman) 
would deserve an asterisk in lieu of a halo for these last 20 years. 

The chronicle would be long but, after all, even the present Chicago House 
was completed in 1931, the year in which the Oriental Institute building in Chicago 
was first occupied, and ano::h.ar house with the romantic address of "The Colossi 
of Memnon" had already existed for 7 years before that. This is probably the 
longest continuously operating archaeological expedition, as distinct from nation
al archaeological institutes and schools of research, that now exists or, for that 
matter, has ever existed. 

The chronicle ought to survey the completion of the record of two temples 
of Ramses III and of the Bubastite Portal a~ Karnak in three volumes, the 
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completion of the record of the great temple at Medinet Habu in seven, and the 
complete one-volume record of the Beit el•Wali temple in Nubia, not to take 
credit for associated efforts: The excavation of Medinet Habu and the architectur
al study of the temple, the recording of the graffiti at Medinet Habu, and the 
clearance of the Tomb of Kheruef. And the recording still goes on apace at the 
High Gate of Medinet Habu and in the Tomb of Kheruef, both of which should be 
nearly finished and ready for incorporation in two more volumes by the summer of 
1965. 

For the Hugheses, who came along in the midst of the years, these eighteen 
years (seventeen of them in Luxor) have been good years and these fifteen since 
we unexpectedly took up responsibility for the Epigraphic Survey on January 1, 1949 
have been rewarding beyond measure despite the discouragement of the limited 
operations in the first years and the frustrations of almost every week of all the 
years. It is not without nostalgia that we shall leave in April for the last time 
nor without misgivings that we face a sedentary life in Chicago and learn to ac~ 
custom ourselves to unrelievedly efficient western civilization. We shall m~ss 
the Nile flowing past the front gate, stately Chicago House and its inhabitants of 
varying backgrounds, the out-door life in winter, the limestone cliffs and Deir 
el-Bahari always on view across the river, the roses and poinsettias and green 
garden in January, the casual visitors and house guests from almost every country, 
the Arabic of Upper Egypt, the kindly retainers who speak it and who have learned 
to understand .it as spoken almost any way, the Egyptian friends who have been 
generous beyond belief. We shall miss the ride across the river in the launch in 
early morning and the tea-time visitors at the close of day. We shall even m~ss 
trying to feed a household amidst unpredictable shortages and collating drawings 
against hacked and eroded reliefs in nearly inaccessible places or by fitful re
flected light. We shall miss the impending disaster to our splendid isolation 
occasioned by the building of a Luxor Hilton Hotel right next door. We shall miss 
Egypt, Luxor, and the Epigraphic Survey. 

t• 

. . 

Yours sincerely, 

GEORGE R. HUGHES 
Field Director 

(for one more day) 
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From the "Mountains of the Moon'' in desert Nubia, greetings and best wishes 
for a Happy New Year. 

A year ago today, in the third season of its existence, the "fleet" of this 
expedition passed through the locks of the Aswan Dam to begin a campaign of exca
vaticn in Nubia which was destined to be almost sensationally successful. Many of 
you have seen the results of our efforts in the exhibit which opened in the 
Oriental Institute Museum on October 2. Now, on this New Year's Day we have al
ready completed nearly two months of our fourth season. 

It has been a gratifying two months, too. Last year we excavated areas 
reported to be "unworthy of further investigation." The results encouraged me to 
persLst another year in the stubborn policy of digging plundered sites despised by 
our predecessors. We chose a Meroitic cemetery in the desert behind Ballana, on 
the west side of the Nile, which was not only "completely plundered" but which had 
been intersected also by an incompleted irrigation project later abandoned. In 
three and a half weeks we unearthed 650 objects, including some of the most inter
esting painted Meroitic pottery ever to be recovered in Nubia, much of it superior 
to the finds of last year. Some of this pottery is decorated with exquisite pat• 
terns of the highest order, others with amusing and fantastic designs: crocodiles, 
frogs, fish, birds, humans full-faced and in profile. All exhibit the profusion 
and versatility of the Meroitic mind and enhance our admiration for this extra
ordinary negroid~caucasoid race who inhabited the banks of the Nubian Nile two 
thousand years ago. 

If the Department of Antiquities in Cairo extends to us the same generosity 
which we were privileged to enjoy last year, we expect to show our friends some of 
these treasures (and others not less beautiful and interesting) at our next exhibi~ 
During the past few days, for example, we have been excavating more "plundered11 

cemeteries, one of the so-called "C-Group (2000-1500 B.C.), and an adjoining New 
Kingdom cemetery, hitherto unsuspected. From these we already have some fine 
black incised pottery and a number of remarkably interesting scarabs. 

There is a certain romance in archaeology, of course, as everybody knows. 
Much of this lies not only in the finding of our "treasures" but in the effort of 
seeking them out. Thi.s effort involves the labor of many people and most of all 
of the Egyptian and Nubian workmen who do the actual digging and without whom we 
could accomplish nothing. These men are the unsung h~roes of archaeology. But 
they not only do most of the work of digging; they also do a great deal of singing 
as they work. And, since archaeology is song it seems to me appropriate in my 
first news letter of the season to con~ct all our friends through the stage door, 
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behLnd the scenes, to enjoy a glimpse of our faithful workers who can sing (and 
eve11 dance) the whole day long as they re·cover the treasures of Nubia. 

The following lines are not the work of the director of the Nubian Exped~
tion. He is very happy indeed to give the floor to Mr. Boleslaw Marczu~, Oriental 
Institute graduate student serving the Expedition this year, who, with the able 
aesiEtance of the director's assistant, Mr. Mourad Abd El Razek, and the Inspector 
assigned to the Expedition by the Department of Antiquities, Mr. Fouad Yakoub~ has 
com~sed the inspiring account which he has entitled: 

"THE SONGS OF THE DESERT" 

"When the sun in red glare was rising over the Nubian desert, an old Arab 
stood motionless on the stern of his boat, his face to the east, toward 
~ecca, saying his morning prayer: 

"'Hay ala salat, hay ala falah. 
Es-salat hair min el-noum. 

Allah akbar, la illah illa Allah.' 

"'Come to prayer, come to worship. 
Praying is more important than sleep. 

God is great. There is no god bpt Allah.t 

"In the meantime, at the edge of the desert at Ballana a group of Egyptian 
wcrkers, from Quft, El-Lahun, and Gurna, started their daily task excavat
ing an ancient village site. The oldest and most experienced experts traced 
the mudbrick walls and filled their baskets with sand. Younger workers, re
cruited from nearby Nubian villages, lifted the baskets to their shoulders 
and carried the sand away from the excavation site for dumping. 

"One of the oldest workers began to chant the daily song of morning: 

"'Balli al•nabi, salli • • • 

" 1Glory to the Prophet, glory • • • 

and the whole choir repeated the pious invocation. Then the singer began 
the long story of the pilgrimage to Mecca, the dream of every Muslim1 and 
af~er every sentence the entire choir praised the Prophet: 

" 1Salli al-nabi, mlli • • • 

"'Glory to the Prophet, glory 

"'En-nas tu zurRk marra, 
wa ar.a azurai<-~~T. 1 

"'People visit you only once, 
but I visit you every year,' 

• • • 

boasted the old singer, at which the whole gang sounded again: 

"
1Balli al-nabia salli ••• 

"The sun grew hotter. The wind raised clouds of sand. The sand penetrated the 
eyes and throat and clung to the skin. The heat seemed unbearable. Then a 
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~crker began to sing of an Alexandrian bath. Actually the song related all 
t:he pleasures of normal living: the cool breath of the Mediterranean, the 
palms and gardens and villages, the sweet Egyptian country girls. One worker 
~ept improvising new words to the old song, while the whole gang repeated 
~ith delight: 1Hammam, :ya Skandarani' (which means simply), 'Bath• ye 
~lexandrian.' And thus the ~oys carried the heavy loads of dirt on their 
shoulders through the sandy dunes beyond the excavation area. 

"As the hours passed a little more of the mudbrick wall showed through the 
sand, but little else appeared. The heat grew more terrible; boredom and 
drowsiness threatened to overcome the workmen, Then Abdul Fadil leading · 
ringer of the gang, began: 

"'Ummya naim, sah-el-noum ••• 

"'Wake up. I hope you slept well • • • t 

and the whole choir responded: 

ntummya naim. sah•al-noum. • 

"Then Abdul Fadil proceeded alone with a favorite little ditty of his in the 
form of a jocular monologue of a young mother to her baby: 

" 1Aklik manein. :ya batta ••• 

"'I would eat you, my little duck • 

Your lips are like two cherries, 
Your lips are so tasty, 

• • 

Give them to your little mother • • • 
Your mother would eat you, little duck • • • 

at which words Abdul Fadil quacked like a real duck, and the gang laughed out 
with joy, Then other workers edded their own short verses to the song about a 
little duck, singing and improvising, joking and teasing one another, as the 
time passed on toward noon, 

"Working hours are six to two••no one could stand to work longer in the noon
time heat, Ten mi~utes to two Abdul Fadil sounded off the polite reminder: 

"'Ulli, ya effendi, ea•sa'a kam? 1 

"'Tell me, sir, what time is it? 

And the song proceeded about the setting of the sun, about meal time and pretty 
eyes waiting at home, while, after every sentence the choir repeated the query: 

"'Ullia ya effgndi, es•sa 1a kam? 

''Then there was another rebellious little song with its refrain: 

"' • • • wa na mali, ya habibi. wa na mali ••• 

"'I don't care any more, brother, I don't care.' 
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"'7his song usually started at three minutes to two, just in case effendi should 
£orget to blow his whistle. But effendi is always very prompt; the workmen 
know this and do their best, working to the last minute to the rhythm of the 
rebellious tune. Then, after two o'clock, only the very best aud the most 
erustworthy workers proudly carry the finds of the day to the tent of the 
director of the expedition." 

Yes, even the most arduous labor of archaeology is filled with poetry and 
song and drama. We wish that we could convey to you the whole of it, the sights 
we see, the sounds we hear, the pleasure of the finds, everything but the dust and 
the flies and the heat (and the cold of winter nights). I am deeply indebted to 
Mr. Marzcuk for his record and to those who assisted him to make it. It is a much 
better record than any description of the objects we are finding. You will see 
some of the best of them before another New Year's Day. 

Sincerely yours, 

KEITH C. SEELE 
Director 

Oriental Institute 
Nubian Expedition 
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When I last wrote, we had just reached Istanbul from our field base at 
Exzani in the southeast. I promised that the next letter would come from I~_ 
H~~~~r who manages our expedition household affairs and our accounting. Irma and 
hEr husband, Don••a retired architect and ex•Navy Commander--have lived in vari
o~s parts of the world before, but this is their first archeological expedition. 
Ixma is keeping a journal and I have prevailed upon her to set down more or less 
what amounts to ''My Day" for her. 

As ever, 

BOB BRAIDWOOD 

On Tuesday morning of this week, our French colleagues Jean and Eva Perrot 
left us after a very short visit. Their arrival had been eagerly awaited and we 
wE!re all sorry they had to hurry on. The weather was delightful, We picked 
roses from the garden for their room and Gretel was able to show Eva some of 
Istanbul's sights in dazzling sunshine. 

Today we wake to find heavy snow covering everything and still falling. 
We hurriedly light the kerosene stoves we bought over the landlord's protests, as 
he assured us his furnace heated this big house adequately. Our house boy gets 
up at five to stoke the furnace, but in order to have a comfortable breakfast at 
6:45 the extra heat is necessary. Today all the warmest clothing appears and 
after each person has made his lunch sandwich from materials laid out on the side
board, the crowd troops off to the boat landing at the foot of our hill, carrying 
a big coffee pot of soup to be reheated at lunchtime. Small flurry follows as a 
good big lunch is discovered left behind and while Don is getting on his over
shoes to carry it down to the ferry the bells on our front door jingle and the 
forgotten lunch is called for. Our group1s destination is the University of 
Is~anbul, where the materials gathered in the fall survey are being washed, sort
ed. classified and analyzed. The walk up to the University from the boat landing 
in the old part of the city leads them through the Spice Bazaar~ Linda takes 
pleasure in ferreting out spices we may want, using her sense of smell and taste 
to locate them. 

Our day begins. House boy, Receb, is already on the phone calling his 
friend, Halet Cambel's houseboy. Receb is fresh from village life, the telephone 
is a wonderful new toy, and he loves to use it. As Dr. ~ambel lives in a beaut!• 
ful old yali on the Bosporus just below us we think our boy's bellows could easily 
be heard there if he would just open the window. RJB is not happy when this goes 
on while he is working in the study, where the telephone lives. Receb is an in• 
dustrious boy and when he cleans a room he means it to stay cleaned. The furni
ture is all stacked in rows with no eye for its possible use; waste baskets are 
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al-ways put just inside the door where he can easily reach them• He is very ~ch 
aOLnoyed when he finds the morning after he has cleaned that ashtrays are filled 
a~d bits of paper, cookie crumbs and knitting yarn are left around. He can't 
understand why I insist on his tidying up two days in succession. My adding 
ma-chine holds him spellbound and I must be careful to clear it before using i.t, 
as he is likely to idly punch a few figures in passing. 

The laundress hasn*t come at ten o"clock, presumably because of the weather 
so Don goes for her in a Scout. He b~ings her and her two children part way up the 
stE!ep hill when another car slows him down, he gets stuck, an4 even the four-wheel 
dr~ve can't get him any further. So passengers are unloaded and the Scout eases 
its way down to the wate~front road and is parked on the hospitable American Girls' 
Col.lege grounds nearby. 

A consultation is held with the ~ook. He has been with us for only a week, 
ha~ing come from Adana. Dr. ~ambel had him on her dig at Kara Tepe and he is 
fr~gal and trustworthy, and can adapt himself to large numbers of people who have 
to be fed. He was in a panic the first day or two at having to work for someone 
he thought he couldn't talk to. Reeeb, who has been with us for three weeks, in• 
terpreted for me, as he and I understand each other fairly well around the house. 
Now Cook has relaxed and we make little jokes over the food preparation, At pres• 
ent. while we find out what he can cook, we alternate days; he cooks what he wants 
on c:>ne day and I get his help in turning out a dish more familiar to us on the 
next. His frugality caused us trouble the first few days, as he bluntly told me I 
had bought too much meat and then cooked only half of it after I was out of sight. 
I was not very popular with our big boys tbose evenings. 

Fish is wanted for this evening by the cook. The weather is too bad for 
him to go out with his varicose veins. and select the fish, so we bundle up well 
and presently trudge up the hill through the heavy snow carrying a big basket 
(made and bought in Ergani), two full net bags, and a flat crate of fish right out 
of the Bosporus. Cook shakes his head over them--there are too many, he thinks, 
altnough by now he should be aware of the fact that we throw nothing away, but 
make some of our best dishes from left-overs. We use them for lunches or to make 
soup. Cordelia calls it our "Soup Toujours•" as we put in it everything left over, 
including the breakfast oatmeal. 

Cook is working in the kitchen, cigarette drooping from lip, peaked cap 
which must be glued at that jaunty angle, on his head. He is never seen without 
it. At that we prefer it to the small knit cap worn by the cook we had on the 
survey, which I once found boiling merrily away in the pot of dishtowels I was 
bleaching. 

Footsteps sound overhead so I go up to see if Receb is in the Whallon's 
room again. (The floors are thin and when I want to speak to Nadia I can call her 
by throwing a slipper against the ceiling of my room.) Receb was in there yest~r~ 
day for an hour and a half, cleaning. The room fascinates him ae there are so 
many books and interesting things around and Nadia's big purple quilt which rode 
with her from the Netherlands in the Landrover looks so gay with the orange rugs. 
However, Receb is helping the laundress hang the washing in the attic and the 
footsteps are heard through two floors. Bruce will have to duck under the laundry 
lines as he goes to his attic room. Once in it he has the most attractive room in 
the house, small but with a big balcony from which he can watch the ships go up 
and down the Bosporus for miles. 
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It is Friday and some of us will take off after dinner for an evening at 
the Dutch Chapel manse. This English•speaking Prostestant group which holds Sun
d .ay services at the Netherlands' Chapel, ~!comes a great; mixture of people every 
F~iday evening--Russian, Bulgarian, and Yugoslav refuge~,. as well as many ~rkish 
a10d Jewish friends. We can't talk to many of them but i& is a heartwarming even
bng. 

Now to check off whether the week's assorted jobs have been attended to: 
tlhe locksmith was found and brought to work on the front doors; the furnace man 
w~s finally corraled, shanghied, and persuaded to clean the furnace, and a good 
jC)b be did of it; the gas man was prodded into coming to find out what made our 
k:l.tchen stove explode a few days ago, scattering soot everywhere; the "geezers" 
ir.a our two bathrooms were inspected, but their peculiar functioning is declared 
icacurable. We are lucky to have hot running water, even if we can•t always count 
on it, and once back in the field we will remember only the times the "geezers" 
worked. The copper pots which needed re-tinning have been finished in three days• 
tLme; three pairs of trousers whose seams need to be expanded are picked up 
fLnished in two days; the hopelessly worn flatties taken to the cobbler have been 
made to look like new; the leather handbag beautifully copied from a favorite worn
o~t bag is called for; the old jacket has been relined with material found in a 
little Bazaar shop, the thread to match having been painstakingly selected by a 
sn~pkeeper and his two assistants. What a joy it is for us to experience this kind 
of service. 

Each day has its surprises, each day its small crises, every day is wonder
fuily exciting, To top it all, we have the daily contacts with the Turkish peopl~ 
un£ailingly courteous, kind, and helpful in every way. No one here ever seems too 
busy to lead you to a shop you are trying to find, or to see that you are put in 
touch with the one person who can help you solve any problem you may have. We 
hope some of this courtesy from the heart rubs off on us, 

Best wishes for the new year from all of us. 

IRMA HUNTER 
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Robert Adams has kindly provided the occasion and the opportunity for me 
to send greetings to you by this Newsletter. My greetings come once again from 
the Near East, where I have spent so many and such delightful days in years past. 
Only, this time I've gone efarther out' than previously--down to the Persian 
Gulf in fact--and so perhaps you'd like to have me tell you how we fared down in 
that remote part of the world. The "we11 in this instance includes two traveling 
companions, Mrs. Kraeling and Mrs. Theodore Tieken, both seasoned campaigners, 

Familiar ground to oil men, the Persian Gulf is one of the under-explored 
areas of the ancient world so far as prospecting for the remains of ancient 
civilization is concerned. It matches in that particular the Red Sea and the 
adjacent parts of the east coast of Africa. Nobody thought much about either 
region until ancient history began to be studied in social and economic terms 
some thirty years ago. When that began it became evident that the Persian Gulf 
formed the trade route for the importation of tropical fruits, spices, wood and 
animals into the Mediterranean as the Red Sea and the east African coast provided 
the route for the importation of ivory, jungle animals and black slaves. Just 
how early these routes were developed commercially has long been a mystery. It 
is not~wn whether Hatshepsut 1s famous trip to Punt had commercial sequels and 
if so how long. But by the third century B~C. the Greek kings of Egypt (the 
Ptolemys) were establishing colonies along the Red Sea and down into Eritrea 
and that by the second half of the first century A.D. merchants from Palmyra 
left their camel caravans at the mouth of the Euphrates or Tigris and traveled 
by ship to what they called "Scythia" (i.e. India). The discovery of the 
periodicity of the monsoons in Roman times did a great deal to encourage trade 
in the Indian Ocean and throughout the middle ages. Arab sailors in their dhows 
carried on extensive traffic here, until the Portugese made their appearance. 

A few years ago a Danish scholar. Professor Gl~b of the University of 
Aarhus, obtained permission from the sheikhs of Kuwait, Bahrein and Qatar to ex
plore the west coast of the Persian Gulf for ancient remains. Denmark not being 
suspect of imperialist or other ambitions, he was the more readily able to do 
this and brief preliminary reports of his finds have been appearing in a hard-to
get Danish annual called KUML. These were so important for my field of interest 
that a 'look-see' at the sites and finds was indicated, limited in this instance 
to the area of Kuwait. 

Our stay at Kuwait was delightful. Kuwait is a welfare state created with 
i~come from the sale of crude oi.l and administered with a high degree of intelli
gence and long-term planning. What such a state can do in handling matters 
large and small with a minimum of fuss and feathers is truly remarkable~ espe
cially when seen against the background of the complications we encounter 
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co~tinually in other parts of the Near East, Having made myself known to the 
Director of Antiquities, Sayyid Tariq Rajab, whose second assistant Imran Abdb 
was an old acquaintance of mine from Jordan, and having told him what I had read 
and what I wanted to see, I was shown every courtesy and so showered with kind
ness as to be almost embarrassed. 

Of course the local museum, its laboratories and its storage bins were ex
hibited in full detail and proved most interesting, Not the least impressive 
were large-scale models of the various kinds of ~· At the museum Sx7 and 
8xl0 prints of objects exhibited were forthcoming in quantity without my having 
to ask for them. As I had inquired of the Director of Antiquities about explor
ing the northeast coast of Kuwait, he took me to the Assistant Minister of 
Education where the matter was settled in ten minutes. The next morning a land 
cruiser with driver, short-wave radio and box lunches for all was on hand punc
tually to take me where I wanted to go. We lost our way in the desert and came 
close to a tragic accident on the way back, but everything else worked to per
fection, The next day we were taken by motor launch for a two-hour cruise to the 
island of Failaka, where overnight lodgings and excellent meals were provided and 
where we had a chance to inspect the Danish excavations of the preceding seasons. 
These were very interesting and reflected two different periods. Two mounds had 
revealed extensive rewains of settlements of wl:at the Danes called the "bronze 
age." but which probably deserve some more familiar designation in terms of 
Mesopotamian stratigraphy, perhaps Early Dynastic. One other mound revealed a 
carefully laid-out Greek fortress inside which was found a Greek temple to 
Artemis, with an inscription on a stele recording a deed of gift by the Seleucid 
(?) king consisting of funds for priests, sacrifices, athletic contests and prizes 
as well as of privileges of tax-er.emption and long-term leasehold for those farm
ing the temple property. The inscription is dated 73 Seleucid Era that is 239 
B.C. 

The stamp seals from the ea=ly sites, the coins, figurines, and architectur
al fragments from the Greek site are very important and se~ms to me to show in 
both cases a strong Iranian influence, In addition they show the existence of 
shipping and trade across and probably also along the Gulf at much earlier times 
than previously documented. 

More details would be burdensome. Suffice it to say by way of summary that 
the importance of the Greek element in Mesopotamia is becoming much clearer at 
tbc present time, from discoveries along the Persian Gulf, in the Elami.te area, 
at Babylon and very recently also at Hatra. It is shortly going to make an im
portant picture and add significantly to our understanding of history. To me it 
l:<:>d been most valuable to obtain on the spot a vivid impression of the evidence 
cpon which the new insights of the future will rest. 

With kindest greetings, 

Cordially yours, 

CARL H. KRAELING 
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February being a month of examinations and vacation in Istanbul Univer
sity, we turned our junior staff loose for three weeks. What follows below is 
an account of the trip Cordelia and Peter Benedict took during their time off. 
Now our final month of teaching has commenced, and we have the paper work for 
official permission on the places we would like to excavate well under way. 
The University of Michigan and the natural sciences members of the team will 
begin to turn up in a week or so, so we'll soon be pulling up stakes again. 
Heavy snow in the southeast will have delayed our start. However, friends who 
write us letters for arrival here after ca. April 15th (air mail takes about a 
week) should presently shift from the Mumhane Sok., Arnavutkoy address back to 
c/o Bay Mark Glazer, Galipdede cad. 37/2, Beyoglu, Istanbul. 

Best of cheer, 

BOB BRAIDWOOD 

"Ho~ Geldiniz" (You are welcome here). Peter and I were to hear this 
many times during our recent trip along Turkey's west and south coasts and over
land to Konya. And each time we were able to reply with sincerity, "Ho~ bulduk" 
(We find welcome here). During the three weeks we spent travelling in Turkey 
by boat, train, bus, and truck, we gained a deep appreciation for the beauty of 
this country and the hospitality of its people. 

Our ship, the Turkish liner Giresun, left Istanbul on a snowy February 7 
and spent the next week travelling along Turkey's Aegean and Mediterranean shore
line, stopping at some fourteen ports before reaching Iskanderun. Unfortunately 
we passed through the Dardanelles in the dark of our first night out, but the 
next morning dawned sunny and warm and we were soon in Izmir. In Izmir, a group 
of us from the boat hired a microbus to drive out to Ephesus during the afternoo~ 
After stopping at the Basilica of St. John, we drove on to the old Hellenistic 
and Roman town of Ephesus. Excavations continue to be undertaken there and with
in the past year the marsh which covered the old Arcadian Way has been drained 
and the street is now very much a part of the visible site. Before returning to 
Izmir and the ship, we also visited briefly the Panaya Kapulu, where Mary, mother 
of Jesus, is believed by some to have lived her last years. 

The following days were filled with good food, fresh air, sunny skies, and 
interesting excursions off the boat at various ports. For a boat trip we cer
tainly received enough exercise. At Bodrum, the ancient Halicarnassus, we 
climbed around the Crusader castle of St. Peter and looked through the small but 
excellent archeological museum on the castle grounds. The next morning we tested 
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our mountain legs by climbing up to see the interesting rock-cut tombs at Fethiye, 
the former Telmessus. And the following day we walked around the site of Perga, 
near Antalya. 

One week after leaving Istanbul we arrived in Iskenderun, where we had 
three free days until the boat was to return to Istanbul. It was also Valentine's 
Day and the end of Ramazan, the month of fasting--a heady combination! Packing 
our toothbrushes in Peter's camera case and leaving the rest of our luggage 
abo~rd the ship, we took a bus to Antakya (Antioch) for a two day visit. The 
museum in Antakya is well worth a visit for anyone travelling in the area. The 
mosaics for which the museum is famous are beautiful and their presentation excel
len~. We also saw archeological materials f~om Orinst's Syrian Expedition in the 
museum, although I must confess we looked in vain for materials from Tel Judaidah 
until we realized that quite logically it is written Tel Cudeyde in Turkish spell
ing. We spent the night in a hotel in Antakya and the next morning climbed the 
hills overlooking the city. At noontime we bought bread, cheese, and oranges and 
took them to the park to eat our lunch. Because this was the first day of the 
Bayram holiday, the park was filled with happy children, and we attracted a group 
of six little girls while we ate our lunch. When we finally got up to leave, our 
young friends followed. Then an amazing thing happened. We began to collect 
children. Peter, who by this time refused to be recognized with me and was walk
ing ahead, estimated the crowd of children following me to be close to 100. Only 
the fact that we were approaching the front gate where the children would have to 
pay another fee to reenter the park kept us from draining the Antakya park of 
children that sunny afternoon. We said goodbye to our six little girls and re
turned to Iskenderun to see more of the Bayram festivities. 

In Iskenderun, stores and shops were closed for Bayram, but in their stead 
villagers had come to the city for the holiday. Therefore Peter and I had a very 
enjoyable time sitting by the water's edge and watching the brightly dressed 
villagers who also were sitting by the water's edge and most likely watching us. 

Our boat trip back to Alanya was enjoyable and we were sad to leave the 
comfort and good food we had experienced on the ship. At times it pays to be a 
student. Thanks to our Foreign Student Reduction cards, giving us a 50 percent 
discount, the entire boat trip with first class accommodations cost us the grand 
total of $43.00 for the ten days we were aboard the Giresun. However, at this 
point we did not know of the delightful experiences still in store for us. Our 
debarkation in Alanya began the overland part of our journey, which was to bring 
us into even closer contact with the Turkish people than had our shipboard days. 

We had not been in Alanya for over an hour when we had made a fast friend 
of a young high school student, Mehmet, with whom we spent a lovely afternoon 
climbing around the ruins of the Seljuk fortress perched high above Alanya on a 
rocky promontory. We had planned to spend several days in Alanya before going on 
to Antalya, but the weather turned cold and wet enough the next morning to make us 
decide to leave that afternoon instead. Upon arriving at the bus station, we were 
obviously the only foreigners there, and as such subject to great attention. 
Wouldn't we please come inside to wait, and wouldn't we care for a glass of tea. 
Two hours, two glasses of tea, and much conversation later, our bus was ready to 
leave. Then the horrible mistake was realized ~ the seats which had been sold to 
us on the bus had been sold twice over. The other occupants had prior claim to 
the seats, but the bus driver insisted they give up the seats to us and sit on 
chairs in the aisle. No amount of pleading that we did not mind the aisle took 
effect. So, feeling somewhat like thieves, we settled uncomfortably into the 
coveted seats and began the lovely ride along the coast to Antalya. But not for 
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long. About six kilometers out of town the bus broke down. Turkish bus drivers 
are amazingly good at fixing buses, so we had faith that in good time we would be 
on ~ur way again, and in the meantime we talked with the other passengers. At 
first, only Peter was successful at conversation, the men being more apt to speak 
to bim. The women were more reticent, although no less curious about me, and 
after a while we women began to speak also. We had a deli,ght:ful .cmpvetsat:ion~ _full 
of pantomime and pauses while I looked up words in my dictionary, but after a 
couple of hours it was obvious that the bus would be going no farther toward 
Antalya that night. The shaft and universal joint had broken - a predicament to 
tax even the most resourceful of bus drivers. 

It was at this point that ~ukru came along in his truck. Earlier in the 
afternoon at the bus station we had met ~uKru and joined him in a glass of tea. 
Of ~egroid ancestry, he lives not far from the town of Manavgat in the village of 
Sarilar, where there is an isolate of people of Sudanese descent. He saw the pre
dicament of the bus and stopped his truck. Wouldn 1 t Peter and I please accept a 
ride with him? The two of us climbed unceremoniously into the rear of the truck, 
which we shared with nine men, a crate of oranges, and a goat and her kid. After 
bouncing along for about ten minutes, Peter leaned over and confessed to me "I 
have no idea where we 1 re going." But the evening was lovely, the baby kid asleep 
in my lap, and we would end up somewhere. At Manavgat the last of the other 
riders left the truck and Peter and I began watching out for hotels for the night. 
But t:his was soon dispelled when ~ukru announced "Tonight you will sleep in my 
village." 

And a rare treat it was. Never before had we had the opportunity to sleep 
in a villager's home. At dinner we took our cues from ~ukru, who sat with us on 
the floor before a tray containing the various foods. When he folded up a piece 
of thin ~ bread and used it to scoop up beans or fried eggs from the communal 
dishes, we did the same. Soon we were on our own and eating with great relish. 
When dinner was finished, village men who were in the room began to adjust the 
radio. Within a few minutes we were listening to the 8 p.m. BBC news broadcast, 
found on the band solely for us as none of the others in the room understood 
English. After having tea, greeting two of ~uKru 1 s five children, and viewing 
~uKr«'s album of photographs and calling cards, arrangements were made for sleep
ing. More wood was added to the stove, the kerosene lamp placed on the floor for 
us, the household's best satin quilts put on the bed, and ~uKru and the other 
village men bade us goodnight. 

The next morning, after a walk around the village, ~uKru drove us in to 
Manavgat to get transportation on toward Antalya. We spent part of the day visit
ing Side, on the way to Antalya, where some of our colleagues from Istanbul Uni
versity have participated in the excavations of the Greek and Roman site. 

We found Antalya to be a delightful town and we were only sorry that cold 
February rains hampered us from visiting the many archeological sites nearby. 
While waiting at a local bus stop that first day, we met Ordu, a high school 
student, who became a good friend and devoted the next two days to showing us 
around the town, rain or no rain. Sunday morning Ordu was at the bus depot to see 
us off to Konya, and we were on the next lap of our trip. 

The bus trip from Antalya to Konya took us through the lovely Taurus moun
tains and up onto the great Anatolian plateau. Throughout most of the twelve hour 
bus ride a boy, hired specifically for the job, played phonograph records of 
Turkish music over a loud speaker for everyone's listening pleasure. The bus 
arrived in Konya around 9 that evening - and we discovered another friend. A 
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captain in the Turkish army who had ridden on the bus with us took it upon himself 
to find us proper hotel accommodations. The following morning the captain called 
up<>n us at the hotel. His bus for Ankara, where he lives, did not leave until 
noon and he thought perhaps he could show us the Mevlana museum. We spent a 
co~ple of hours at the Mevlana Museum, home of the Whirling Dervish order and one 
of the outstanding points of interest in Konya and would like to return to Konya 
in December when the dances of the Dervish Order are presented for a ten-day 
period. 

Besides the usual sightseeing which all visitors to Konya must do, we spent 
many delightful hours poking around in rug shops for kilims (woven rugs) and 
fuvals (embroidered storage bags). We were interested in a particular fuval and 
revisited that shop. The portable ember fire was drawn closer to our chairs and 
tea ordered for us. One of the men in the store had been reading a Turkish news
paper and now pointed out an article to us about the new U.S. 50¢ piece to be 
minted with the late President Kennedy's likeness. And, as is usual in all Ameri
can currency, the words "In God we trust" appeared on the coin. The Turkish news
paper article emphasized this last feature, mentioning that Allah 1 a guveniyoruz 
(In God we trust) was to appear on the coin also. These words appear on all 
American currency, I said, and pulled out an American dollar bill I had with me. 
There it was, written boldly across the bill: In God we trust. The men shook 
their heads slowly. America certainly is a fine country. A pencil and paper were 
found and the English words laboriously copied down. Some men came into the shop 
at that point, and the entire tale of how in America the name of Allah appears on 
all money had to be retold. By this time the buying of the cuval had become 
secondary, but while the newcomers discussed this remarkable thing, we quietly 
completed the transaction with one of the men. 

Our trip was now drawing to a close. Regretfully we made our return train 
reservations, and on Thursday, February 27 we boarded a diesel train for Istanbul. 
Twelve hours later the train pulled into Istanbul and two weary, but happy, 
travellers made the final lap of their trip: the ferry across the Bosphorus and a 
bus out to our home in Arnavutkoy. 

Ho~ geldiniz. Ho~ bulduk. 

Cordelia Benedict 
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(Lost letter) 

My own last letter came to you at the end of the Joint Prehistoric 
Project's last autumn's survey phase--Irma Hunter and Cordelia Benedict have 
filled in on some of our activities since then. My lectures at Istanbul Univer
sity were finished by the end of March, following which I made a short trip to 
Holland for a conference on the spread of agriculture into Atlantic Europe, and 
returned to help wind up our affairs in Istanbul and get us packed for the field. 
We arrived here May 1st, began to dig on May 11th. The two digs now go very well, 
indeed. 

These are the bare facts. The details, delays and exasperations make a 
longer story than I can possibly write now, but here are a few highlights. 

Teaching at Istanbul was a very worthwhile experience. The students ran 
through the ususal spectrum--good, indfiMerent, a few who were actually dull--but 
on the whole I think they appreciated me as I did them. Mark Glazer, one of 
Prof. Halet Cambel 1 s assistants, interpreted remarkably well for me, too. A final 
observation would be that faculty meetings in Istanbul are just as tiresome as 
they are in any American university. As an earlier American visitor said, Turk
ish professors are just as long winded as American professors, only they are more 
eloquent. 

Before I'd completed my lectures, Prof. Art Jelinek of the University of 
Michigan--our field superintendent--and his three graduate students arrived. As 
soon as they were settled, they began some surface survey runs on the Asiatic 
side of the Bosphorus--found several paleolithic and early village sites, too. 
Bruce Howe, the associate director, flew down to Baghdad to restudy some of our 
old Iraqi materials and to represent the Baghdad School of the American Schools of 
Oriental Research, whose annual professorship he holds. The first of the natural 
sciences team began to arrive, and to make contact with their own Turkish col
leagues and get their work underway. 

By early February, we had reached our decisions on the most prom1s1ng sites 
for excavation, and permits were applied for. Here the first delay began. It was 
evidently decided at some high official level that all our security clearances 
for travel into these restricted provinces should be reviewed. This reviewing 
took an interminable time, and Halet Hanam (co-director Prof. Halet Cambel) had 
to make several new determined assaults on Ankara. In part, government officials 
were preoccupied with a new land reform law, in part there was doubtless some 
bureaucratic procrastination, but I'm also inclined to believe that some of the 
heel dragging was linked to the whole Cyprus affair, and the general feeling here 
that the U.S. policy in the matter is a spineless one. But Halet Hanam bulldozed 
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the thing through, finally (we'd never have gotten to first base, from the begin
ning, without her, bless hed) and by the end of the third week in April we knew 
we vere cleared. Some of us remained packing, a few of us left earlier for offi
cial calls in Ankara and to proceed here to Ergani. 

To save time over box-car shipment of our gear by railroad, we hired a 
truck to make the journey in three days--to arrive here on the morning of Friday, 
May 1st. That truck took ten days, and all our camping and working gear was 
aboard it. Halet Hanam organized the search on this one too, a country wide 
police radio call went out, etc., but we did not really lose valuable time. I did 
not really understand the words of the dressing down the trucker got from Halet 
when he finally did turn up, but I sure understood and applauded the spirit of it. 
The delay lost us more valuable digging time, however, and this is critical since 
most of the staff have other commitments by mid-July so we'll have to close the 
dig~ing and pack off from Ergani the last week of June. 

That we were not more seriously inconvenienced is due to the hospitality 
of the Dicle Ugretmen Okulu, a provincial normal college at one end of whose small 
campus we have been given a large four room house. We spill out into a green pas
ture beyond it in fifteen magnificent u.s. surplus tents which Halet was able to 
borrow from the Red Crescent (i.e. Red Cross!) society. The site lies in view~ 
about two miles away, across the fields to the west, in one of the most pleasant 
green mountain-rimmed valleys I've ever known. The site is a low mound called 
Kote-ber-~am "the mound on the other side of the river." 

Once things finally got under way here, Bruce and his smaller crew left 
for cur second site, some 120 miles west of here, at Bozova near Urfa. Linda and 
I spent overnight with them last Wednesday. They are also well set up in a small 
unused tea house and with three more of the Red Crescent tents, beside a small 
pond in handsome green rolling hill country. 

In both Kote-ber-~am and Bruce's Bozova mound, we're not yet at the point 
of knowing quite what we have. So few early village sites have yet been dug in 
southwestern Asia that what may have been ''standard" for any major environmental 
provLnce is not yet known--moreover, we're in a still unknown province. I can't 
speak for Bruce's site since much can have happened since we last saw it, but for 
Kote-ber-~am, we already know enough to guaratee it will be just as exciting as 
Jarmo was, but also different. In fact, I write now at that titilating phase in 
any new excavation when one does not yet know exactly what he's got, but has enough 
clues to assure him that he did not make a bad guess for surface indications. 

Barbara Lawrence (Harvard, zoology), Jack Harlan, (Oklahoma State, agronomy) 
and Marvin Mikesell (Chicago, geography) are all here at work; Herb Wright (Minne
sota, geology) and Willem van Zeist (Groningen, palynology) are expected momentar
ily. The region certainly has the wild grains, animals and climate we anticipated 
and the collections grow daily. 

I shall have more to tell you in a month from now, as the digging phase of 
the season is drawing to a close. We all thrive, our spirits are high and also 
beyed up for the moment when the pieces of the Kote-ber-~am puazle begin to fall 
into comprehensible places. The black week of the lost truck is now almost for
gotten. During that week, incidentally, I had word of my election to an American 
and a German honorary society and of a nice grant to the expedition by the Wenner
Gren Foundation. None of this news lifted my low spirits in the least until that 
damned truck turned up, but thanks to people who wrote me in the matter. 

More in late June. Best of cheer, 

BOB BRAIDT.VOOD 
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Three days ago we ended digging for this season on the Ergani site (we'd 
first called it Kote-b~·~em but have now decided on ~ayonu Tepesi). Bruce fin
ished his two sites near Bozova (Biris Mezarli~i and Sogut Tarlasi) two days 
earlier. Now we 1re at the final sorting and packing stage, a rented road grader 
is refilling Cayonu, and we should leave here on Thursday, the 25th. Hence this , . 
will be my last letter from the field, and-·if all goes well••we 111 reach Ch1cago 
in mid-August on our much loved TOPDALSFJORD. 

Bruce will be reporting directly to the American Schools of Oriental Re
search, which supported his work, on the Biris and Sogut sites. In brief, he 
evidentally has some new variety of blade•tool industry, including microblades, of 
a very late phase of the intensified food-collecting era. A guess-date for this, 
untiL we can have radiocarbon age determinations done, would be about 12,000 years 
ago. At Sogut, this late blade-tool horizon was overlaid by terminal materials of 
the Uruk phase of ca. 3000 B.C. 

In my last letter to you*, I said that Cayonu (Kote-ber-~em) had us puzzled. 
We are still somewhat puzzled, but very pleased. In the first place, it has-
basically--an early village-farming community type of inventory. There was some 
crude pottery in our side-cut through the talus of the river slope, but our main 
opera~ion on the crest of the mound yielded no pottery below the superficial zone 
of modern plowing. The flint and obsidian industry, the coarser and finer ground 
stone objects, and a few clay figurines are of the same general type as those of 
Jarmo (or other comparably early village materials), although the Cayonu inventory 
has a definite complexion of its own. 

Excavations of the last decade or two have shown us that early village
farming community sites may exhibit an exuberance in one or another category of 
their inventories. At Cayonu, this exuberance is expressed by the site 1 s archi
tecture. Several of the buildings we exposed are surprisingly imposing affairs. 
One building has a broad paving of smoothed flagstones above which thick stone l-lall 
bases rise to a yard or more above the paving. At one corner these walls are 
provided with a low kind of base-board of upright stones. Spaced on the long 
central axis of the paved room are the butts of two large once upright stone slabs 
or "megaliths," and at least one (still more-or-less intact) "megalith" stood 
against: a corner facing out along the long uis of the room. The "megaliths" 
spaced on the long axis have buttresses facing them in the stone wall which flanks 
them. Since t~ building lay on the river slope below the talus in our side-cut, 

*Editor's note: Bob's''last letter" flfWer arrived in Chicago, which is not surpris
in view of the very remote area from which it had to be mailed. We have asked 
him for a copy and will send it out to you when it arrives. 
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it: has suffered somewhat due to erosion and we may never be able to re·cover its 
fwll plan. 

Our larger upper exposure (a ca. 35 by 50 foot rectangle, taken down to 
moTe than three yards depth in some places) yielded the partial plans of several 
otber large buildings on several of the six (plus) floor levels we encountered-
no~ have we yet reached virgin soil. One building, at the 4th level, was also 
prC)Vided with two upright "megaliths." It is clear that we shall have to expose 
much broader areas in this part of the mound to get the whole plans of these 
bu:ildings. 

We shall not take the conventional easy way out and call these buildings 
"temples" or "shrtnes." t-Ie still know far too little of the site to do this. 
What impresses us is that all of the portions of buildings we exposed appear to 
ha"e been very substantial affairs, but we cannot conceive of villages made up 
entirely oi "shrines." 

There is a second remarkable thing about the CayBnu yield. From the sur
face downward--in the main and pottery-less exposure on the mound crest--we 
encountered bits of the bright green mineral, malachite. Once we had dug past the 
4tn level, we began to encounter proper artifacts of malachite; beads and an un
bored but carefully worked ellipsoid. Next came one end of a small rounded-square 
sectioned drill or reamer of native copper, obviously dressed into shape by 
abrasion. Finally came three bits of "wire pins" abraided on at least one end to 
a point, and in one case double-ended but sharply bent. Opinion differe as to 
whet:her these "pins" are of completely oxidized copper or of oxidized natural rods 
of malachite--obviously the delicate analyses which this material calls for cannot 
be undertaken by us or in the field. 

For the moment, exact analysis does not matter. Malachite is a copper 
mineral which occurs along with copper ores and native free copper. All of these 
occur in the great Maden lode which lies only 12 miles upslope in the Tauros to 
the north of us. To the best of our knowledge, this Cayonfi material is the earli
est available evidence of a persisting fascination--on the part of ancient man-
with the complex of minerals which appear in a copper lode. 

The Cay8n« people were at least fashioning tools by abrasion from two of 
these minerals--malachite and free copper. If metallurgy is properly taken to 
imply the pyrotechnics! skills involved in smelting and casting, this Cayonu 
material is not evidence of metallurgy. What we would insist, however, is that 
Cayon« shows us--on the doorstep of a magnificent source of raw materials--a 
moment where man might first have begun to "feel" the properties of metal §.! mete], 
rather than as stone. Reflecting on this from the full daylight of our metal age, 
those first faint streaks of dawn are an exciting thing to think about. 

I may also tell you that we did not expect to find these hints in quite so 
early an archeological context. Cayonu has yielded us generous amounts of char
coal for radiocarbon age determination; our tentative guess date for the site is 
that it flourished about 9000 years ago. 

I also need a few words about the work of the natural sciences team. Jack 
Harlan, the agronomist (Oklahoma State) was highly pleased with the variety and 
the flourishing condition of the wild cereals hereabouts. He made large collec
tions and also experimented at reaping with flint blades as sickles, with roasting 
wild wheat to "pop" the glumes or shucks, and with various other means of thresh
ing. Barbara Lawrence, the zoologist (Harvard) managed to get skeletons of most 
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of the still extant wild animals of the region, also the skeletons of a pair each 
of domesticated sheep and goats--nicely "mature" as Barbara wanted, but hence 
to~gh eating. Cayenu itself yielded bones in considerable quantity. Marvin 
Mi~esell, the geographer (Chicago) made a number of journeys back and forth over 
thE slopes of the "hilly flanks" country, with an eye open especially for what has 
ha~pened to the natural vegetation cover. Unfortunately illness prevented Fraser 
DaYling, general ecologist (The Conservation Foundation) from joining us. Never
theless, our National Science Foundation grant allowed us to bring out here both 
Herb Wright, geologist (Minnesota) and Willem Van Zeist, palynologist (Groningen) 
to continue their pollen boring work of last spring in Iran. Hence a pollen dia
gram--climatic change sequence is in process for the first time for this region 
of southwestern Asia. Both Jack Harlan and Barbara Lawrence had assistants 
assigned to them on the N.S.F. grant, Bob Stewart, general biology (Parsons Col
le~e) and Jesse Robertson, zoologist (Florida} respectively, but--through some 
imponderable boggle in getting their security permissions through--Jesse got down 
to join us only in the last two days of digging and poor Bob had to return for 
suumer teaching before the permission reached us. They kept themselves very busy 
up in the next province to the north of us (where security permissions are not 
needed), and we shipped up materials for them to work on, but it was in no way as 
good as if they had been at hand. On the whole, however, the naturalists made a 
very considerable step forward in understanding the details of the present en
vironment and in setting a basis for understanding the past environment. 

Well, so much for a very fruitful ~ield year. It will be wonderful to get 
home again, but leaving the many good friends we've made in Turkey has already be
gun and this is a melancholy business. If we'd done nothing more than prove that
with good will on both sides, and an absolutely marvelous co-director, colleague 
and good friend like Halet Hanim--a full-blooded venture in international scholar
ly cooperation £!a work, I'd have been satisfied. As matters stand, 1 1m doubly 
satisfied and anxious for the next time. 

Best of cheer, 

BOB BRAIDWOOD 
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Oholo on the Sea of Galilee 
August 29, 1964 

When we set out on our way to Israel to resume excavations at Khirbat 
al-Eerak (Beth Yerah) on behalf of the Oriental Institute, we were firmly resolved 
to contribute our full share of newsletters in the best tradition of Oriental 
Institute field expeditions, but here we are with the season drawing to a close 
and. our first report to you yet to be written. The reasons are that we have 
been very busy and also somewhat affected by the knowledge that Chicago is rather 
quiet at this time of the year and that many of you are probably away on holiday. 
The nearest we have come to a holiday were the first four days of July v.rhen we 
stopped over in Paris in order to participate in the XIIIth "Recontre assyriolo
giq'Ue internationale." But even those days were rather hectic. The Recontre~ 
as its name indicates, was originally planned as an Assyriological, that is 
chi.efly philological, meeting. However, this year archaeology took over the 
sta~e to a great extent with many first-hand, exciting reports on recent ex~a
vations in va~ious parts of the Near East. Our own report on the 1963 excavations 
at Chogha Mish was received with great interest and was followed by animated 
questions and discussion. The meetings were so interesting that we hardly wissed 
any~ but we did manage to revisit several museums, where thanks to our friendly 
colLeagues, we had access not only to the public exhibits, but also to the stor
age magazines that were of special interest to us. 

After Paris we spent a few days in Jerusalem making the necessary ar
rangements before settling down here at Oholo for the season. Oholo could be an 
ideal place for a holiday. The landscape here is one of the most beautiful 
imaginable and inspired with many historical and religious associations. We are 
livLng in relatively civilized surroundings, among the trees, grass, and flowers 
of this cultural center built on the tell. There are, however, a few things 
which distinguish our stay here from ~liday. First is the time of the year-
at the height of the summer the Jordan Valley, some 700 feet below sea level, is 
not a place one would normally choose for a rest. Secondly, our working schedule 
does not allow much rela~ation. The two of us are getting up somewhere around 
four o'clock in the morning to meet the workmen, who arrive punctually at 4:30 
to begin their day's work, which lasts until 12:30 with half an hour's break for 
breakfast. After the workmen 1 s departure we have lunch, followed in principle 
by a rest period; in practice this is often prevented for both of us, since the 
early afternoon has turned out to be the time most convenient for local neighbors 
to cell on us and also the time when archaeologists from the cities in the south 
(Jerusalem, Tel Aviv) frequently reach Galilee. Around 4:30 work (mostly indoor 
classifying and recording) resumes and lasts as late into the evening as individ
uals can manage, with about an hour's interruption for supper at 6:30. So not 
much leisure is left to write le~ters or to admire the extraordinarily beautiful 
surroundings. In fact, while we arranged for several weekend archaeological and 
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sight-seeing excursions for our two University of Chicago student staff members 
(Miss J. Bartels and Mr. R. Dornemann) and while most Israeli staff members go 
home for the weekends, we feel that a seven-day work week is far too short. Our 
local staff this year consists of a varying number of students and the two part
time archaeologists, members of Jordan Valley kibbutzim, who already worked with 
us lest year. 

Our general aim in digging at Khirbat al-Karak, as mentioned in the 
"Oriental Institute Report 1963/64," is to establish the detailed stratification 
of the early periods and the varying character and extent of the settlement. 
Khirbat al-Kerak, one of the largest sites in the Near East and located in a stre• 
tegic spot, is of great importance for understanding the rise of urban centers. 
The great area of the site and the fact that it is now largely covered with modern 
buildings and vineyards preclude the possibility of contiguous large scale excava
tions over the entire site. We are continuing the more economical method of past 
seasons, that is placing sounding trenches at strategic topographic points on the 
site. To our previous trenches we have now added seven more. In addition, we are 
excavating a number of smaller "stations" along the western edge of the highway 
which. b.tsects the E.ill and which is to be widened soon by the Department of Public 
Works. We are obtaining many complete stratigraphic sections of the~ and the 
material to answer many of the questions which we posed some years ago. 

American Schools of Classical Studies 
Athens September 28, 1964 

As you see, we never had a chance to finish this newsletter at Khirbat 
al-Kerak since as work developed, the pressure grew progressively. When digging 
there are no particular difficulties if one has either a set goal of work without 
a str~ct time-limit or a time-limit without any specific goal to be reached by the 
end of the season. The trouble arises when one has to meet a deadline and at the 
same time tries to bring the excavations to a point where certain decisive infor
mation has been obtained. This was the case with us, since we have been planning 
to reach Chicago for the beginning of the Autumn Quarter and, on the other hand, 
felt it necessary to reach virgin soil in as many of the areas under investigation 
as possible. By continuing digging until almost the very last moment and working 
not only seven days a week but also through the nights, on the sorting, recording, 
and packing of the finds, we were able to bring the excavations to an appropriate 
conclusion, having reached virgin soil in all but one area. 

Our 1963 results already hinted at the existence of a large settlement 
in Early Bronze I, a time contemporary with the later predynastic periods of Egypt 
and the earliest civilization of Mesopotamia. This summer's results strikingly 
support our previous impression. Again, wherever we have dug on the tell we 
found Early Bronze I remains. This season we are wealthy in wares that were very 
sparse last year and we expect to be able to reconstruct the detailed development 
of the ceramics, our most useful cultural yardstick. Early Bronze II deposits, 
which show clear links with Egypt and Syria, are widespread and often represented 
by a number of building levels. On the other hand, the scarcity of Early Bronze 
III remains, from a period characterized by the famous black-red Khirbat Kerak 
pottery derived from Transcaucasia and eastern Turkey, is even more striking then 
last year. In other words, we have at the beginning a settlement of amazing size, 
so that we may consider it one of the earliest "urban conglomerations" of the 
ancient Near East. Apparently this settlement continued in undiminished import
ance in the following period. In contrast, the occupation of Early Bronze III was 
confined to much smaller areas and one may speculate that the decay of the city 
was related to the arrival of invaders from the northeast. 
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Luck was with us in the placement of our trenches. Frequently features 
of 8reat interest occurred right in the middle of them. In Trench G, for instance, 
we located a pit dug through the coarse lake sand and virgin clay--a pit contain
ing some types of pottery which antedate Early Bronze I, and such as have never yet 
bee~ reported from Kirbat al-Kerak. This pottery is earlier than the grey-burnish
ed or Esdraelon ware, which used to be called Late Chalcolithicv The relatively 
sma11 square trench L at the edge of the lake neatly enclosed at the bottom a com
plete round structure built of stone, which had inside very interesting and recon
structible vessels of Early Bronze Ie In another trench near the lake we found a 
long series of superimposed Early Bronze buildings, the lowest of which had con
tai~ed plastered floors painted bright red and dotted with small plastered holes, 
whose purpose is as yet inexplicableo Large flat stones in rather regular align
ment and a stone door socket of huge proportions seem to bear witness to monumental 
architecture of the Early Bronze period in this area. In the middle of yet another 
trench, J, we came upon the limits of a large pit dug in Hellenistic times down 
thro~gh the far more ancient Early Bronze accumulations into virgin soil. Inci
dentally, the large amount of Persian-Hellenistic pottery recovered in this and 
three other trenches aroused great enthusiasm among some of our Israeli colleagues, 
for ~t may elucidate important problems concerning those periods. 

The vintage season prevented us from digging in that section of Khirbat 
al•Kerak covered with vineyards, so that there still remain some areas to ba in
vestigated before our program is completed and we can fit the final segments into 
our reconstruction of the development of the successive settlements at this pivotal 
site. The huge amount of material produced by Khirbat al-Kerak kept us so busy 
with classification and recording that we thought it unwise to split our forces and 
undertake the trial treaches at Kadesh Naphtali on the northern frontier of Israel 
as originally planned. However, we were able to continue the work begun last 
summer in the Nakhl Tavor (Wadi Bira) about 15 km. southwest of Khirbat al-Kerak. 
This hill site is an outcropping of soft white rock honeycombed with shallow tombs, 
which are being damaged both by the elements and local enthusiasts. To the tomb 
dug in 1963 we added five more this summer. As at Khirbat al-Kerak, our choices 
were lucky; except for one tomb of the Late Bronze period which we felt duty-bound 
to clear since it had been disturbed recently, the others were Early Bronze I, 
excactly that phase of major importance to us at Khirbat al-Kerak, Hence the Nakhl 
!avor material contributes to our reconstruction of the cultural evidence from 
Rhirbat al-Kerak and its excellent series om smaller vessels complements the pre
dominantly sherd material from our main site. 

That we were not detained in Israel for the formalities which usually 
follow the conclusion of excavations is due in the first place to the sympathetic 
understanding and the courtesy of the Director of Antiquities of Israel, Dr. A. 
Biran, and his staff, who allowed us to export our pertinent finds on loan for 
study and publication, postponing the actual division until a later date, and also 
to the unremitting devotion of some of our Israel colleagues, especially Messrs. 
~Iagen Broshi and Jacov Luzi, who after our departure completed the packing and 
took care of the shipment of the materials. Without such cooperation from the 
Department of Antiquities and such aid from our working associates, our two-month 
season at Khirbat al•Kerak and at Nakhl Tavor could not have been as successful as 
it was. 

Our stopover here in Athens is a very brief one. We are consulting our 
colleagues at the American School of Classical Studies on various aspects of our 
Hellenistic finds. It is very valuable to have this opportunity to exchange 
information and views with them. With this stop, we are well on our way home and 
anticipate returning to Chicago in a few days. 
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P.s. in Chicago 
October 14, 1964 

After completing this report to you, we received news from Mr. Broshi 
that twenty-one cases containing our selection of the summer's finds were loaded 
on the SoS. Yehuda, which was to sail from Haifa directly to Chicago on October 
9th. Thus, we hope to be able to show you fairly soon some of the tangible 
res\Jllts of our work. 

P. P. Delougaz 
Helene J. Kantor 
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Boghazkoy 
October 15, 1964 

The 1964 excavation at Boghazkoy, the capital of the Hittites, is nearing 
its end. As you will recall this is an old project with which I have been con
nected, in one way or another, for many years. The original plan for this 
seDson was that Professor Kurt Bittel, the President of the German Archa.eolc,gical 
InstLtute and for many years director of the Boghazkoy Expedition, wanted tc 
conduct his own campaign and invited me to join him. Unfortunately Professor 
Bittel was prevented by sickness from carrying this plan out; but since my trip 
had been planned, and since the Oriental Institute had set aside a sum as its 
shA:::-e in the excavation, I came out to Turkey despite the change. ThP. expeditf.c 
wl:ich started about August 1st, is headed by the architect, Mr. Peter Neve, as 
field Di·rector; as archaeologists there are Dr. Winfried Orthmann of the German 
Institute at Istanbul and Dr. Ruth Opificius of the University of Munst~r, aided 
by a technician, a photographer, and two draftsmen. As in former years my col
lecgue, Profebsor Heinrich Otten of Marburg, and I share the philological work~ 
splitting our time between the Ankara museum and the excavation" for the f~xst 
month Proi. Otten worked at Boghazkoy while I stayed in Ankara; on September 2 
w::- exchanged places, so that I have been in charge of the newly excavated tablets 
since then. 

Activities this year are concentrated on BuyuK Kale (The Great Fortrecs}, 
the royal acropolis. The goal is to "finish" this outstanding part of the city, 
on which work went on ever since 1931! To "finish" it means mainly three things: 

l. to complete the plan of the Empire Period (13th century B.C.) acropolis, 
especially in its south-western part including the access way; 

2. to probe beneath the Empire buildings in order to complete the strc-.ti
graphy of the earlier periods; 

3. to restore the acropolis to a state in which the Empire buildings a~~ 
preserved and clearly visible. 

Although time is running short now it seems as if these goals would be 
reached--the first two at least. The plan of the imperial acropolis is r.eally 
co~plete now. The deep soundings yielded well preserved houses of the Assyri~a 
Colony Age and several building levels beneath them. And the restoration cf 
Empire buildings together with the filling in of the deep pits and the leveling 
of dump heaps is in rapid progress. It will require some a~ditional weeks cf 
sim:;:-le ea,~th work after the official close of the excavation ors ~.£ tl:.:Ls is not 
fe'l.sible, some tidying.,up next year. The present (mid-October) pi.et\J.r.e of Bi:ly1'i'!. 
Kale, with dee? pits next to high reconstructied rooms filied w!~1' the clump fron 
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these pits, is perhaps somewhat perplexing for the uninitiated, but in reality 
bears witness to excellent planning by our field director, 

Tablets were mainly found this year in the upper part of BuyuK Kale (east 
of Building D) and contained a high percentage (about 70 out of 300) of fragment
ary letters. All are broken, so that it looks like letters destroyed and dumped 
at one time. But even in their deplorable state these letter fragments are 
valuable, because it is the first time that they have been found in such numbers 
and they give us some glimpses of the routine of Hittite administration. 

During this time the following excursions were made: 

In early September the entire staff visited Professor Tahsin Ozgu1 at 
Kultepe. 

I visited 'Hiss Theresa Goell at Samsati the ancient 
where she was conducting a test excavation on the mound. 
tality I got a good impression of this tremendously large 
on the Euphrates and its surroundings. 

Samosata in Commagene, 
Thanks to her hospi
and very important site 

Together with Dr. Orthmann I visited the region on the lower Kizilirmak 
that I had only seen across the river in 1961 with Pierre Delougaz and Jim 
Knudstad. This was a beautiful trip, but the result was that the site I was 
hoping for is not at the place where I looked for it--a negative result, that is. 

I am returning to Ankara today for more work on the tablets in the musem11< 
but I hope to return here once more before the close of the field work. Hope to 
see you back home some time in November. 

Greetings to all, 

HANS G • Gt1TERBOCK 
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Chicago House, Luxor, U.A.R. 
25 February 1965 

The 1964-65 season of the Epigraphic Survey opened on October 15th, marking 
the 40th anniversary of its founding. Almost simultaneously there was published 
Mediaet Habu VII, completing the recording of the scenes and inscriptions from 
the ~rtuary Temple of Ramses III. This volume, as the previous ones, is the 
product of the cooperative effort of Egyptologists and artists, a team led for 15 
years by George R. Hughes. He and Maurine Hughes, who bore the burden of running 
the nousehold, gave inspiration and direction to the members of the staff. Their 
absence leaves us deeply appreciative of the thought and care which both gave to 
the scholastic work and to the comfort and well being of the members of the 
expedition. 

The Director of the Oriental Institute recently has pointed out that the 
efforts of many of our scholars are being turned to the unpublished cuneiform tab
lets filed away in museums throughout the world. Papyri from ancient Egypt, be
cause of their fragility, have not been preserved in such great numbers, though 
many are still unknown and unpublished. However, the great repositories of docu
ments revealing ancient Egyptian culture and history are the temples and tombs in 
Egypt itself. Because most of these stand open it is generally assumed that they 
are well known. The contrary is true, and it is for this reason that the Epi
graphic Survey continues its program in Luxor. 

We are now copying two unique ancient monuments in Thebes which have been 
mentioned often in previous newsletters and in the Oriental Institute Reports, the 
High Gate at Medinet Habu and the tomb chapel of the Steward of Queen Tiy, Kheruef. 

The eastern High Gate is the only remaintng one of the two which gave ~ccess 
to the compound, surrounded by a 60 foot high adobe temenos wall, in which stood 
the Mortuary Temple and other buildings. Patterned after the m~gdols of Syria, it 
served both as a fortification and as a pleasure pavilion for the king. On the 
outer walls Ramses appears in all his majesty, a monarch victorious over all his 
foes and a priest-god serving the ancient gods of Egypt. On the fronts of the two 
towers the king, a figure 25 feet high executed in the boldest bas~relief in phara
onic Egypt, performs the traditional ceremony of smiting his enemies in the pres
ence of Amon. Below each scene are the bound chiefs of the peoples who warred on 
Egypt, on the south the Libyans and negroes, and on ·i:he north bedouin and sea 
peoples of the eastern Mediterranean whom Ramses defeated in the first pictured 
naval battle. 

On the walls of the passageway leading to the doorway Ramses offers to the 
chief gods of Egypt and makes fuz·ther presentation oi the enemies he has captured. 
In one great ikon there is "Ptah who hears pr.ayers ~ 11 a fi gm:·e worshiped by the com
mon people, who could come this far into the sacred precinct, Once the hair of tht. 
head and beard were inlaid with blue glazed tiles and the posts of the shrine were 
covered with gold sheets. 

Such scenes can be paralleled elsewhere, but there are no duplicates for the 
pictures on the walls of th~ rooms high up in the towers and over the doorways. 
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Here Ramses appears very human as he is attended by the scantily clad girls of the 
harem. Some play draughts with him; others feed him sweetmeats while he chucks 
the1m under the chin or puts his arm around their shoulders. 

The central parts of this structure have long had great cracks and there is 
danger of its complete collapse. Whatever repair may be possible will cover or 
damage some of the reliefs, and the published record of the scenes will make 
avaLlable documents mostly unknown and perhaps soon to be lost. 

One of the exquisite reliefs in the tomb chapel of Kheruef is known to the 
members of the Oriental Institute from the cover of a recent Report. The artistic 
merLt of this chapel justifies its careful publication. The chief subjects of the 
relLefs and inscriptions are incidents in the celebrations of the first and third 
jubLlees of Amenhotep III in his 30th and 37th years. In the early years of this 
century Professor James Henry Breasted, the lOOth anniversary of whose birth is 
this year, studied the reliefs in the temple at Soleb, in Nubia, showing the open
ing ceremonies of the first jubilee. Events of the last days of the festival, in 
whicb Kheruef took a leading part, are shown on the south side of the portico. 

Following the panel with the graceful figures of the daughters of grandees 
bringing libations to Amenhotep III there is a long series of dancers, musicians, 
and other performers in the ceremony, the movement of the actors an outstanding 
achievement of Egyptian art. The section of the wall above these scenes has been 
badly damaged by ancient defacement and by the exudation of salt from the stone. 
The recovery of the content of these scenes is one of the most difficult epigraph
ic problems the expedition has faced and is also one of the most important. 

In the celebration of the king's jubilee the Egyptian people recalled a time 
in the dim past, it is believed, the length of reign was limited to 30 years. In 
the damaged scenes in Kheruef 1 s tomb chapel the king rides in the bark of the 
night sun as it passes through the underworld, a symbolic dying in the evening and 
rebirth with the dawn. Through this regeneration the king's reign was extended 
and his authority renewed. 

Kheruef became involved in the Amarna controversy and it would seem that 
the patronage of Queen Tiy did not allow him to escape disgrace. He was never 
buried in his unfinished tomb and his enemies removed his figure in all but one 
place in the tomb chapel. The Amarna zealots erased the name of Amon and other in
scriptions in several places, and for reasons not yet understood several hymns to 
the sun were destroyed. In the reaction against the Amarna revolution the figures 
of Amenhotep IV (not yet called Akhenaton when this chapel was decorated) in the 
entryto the court were hacked out. Much of the erased text can be recovered, but 
only through careful study. 

The tomb chapel suffered from later vandalism, both ancient and modern. The 
first excavators found many fragments of the walls in the debris. The original 
location of the greater number of these has been determined, and our drawings 
will show them in position. 

The work of the epigrapher and the artist is, like that of the excavator, 
one of extreme care as to detail. We do not have the moments of excitement at 
some new fine, but we do take satisfaction in the definative publication of 
ancient monuments. There are many gaps in our knowledge of ancient Egypt which 
may never be filled, but some can be by such publications. The Epigraphic Survey 
is devoting its efforts to such an end. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Francis Nims 
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Afak, Diwaniyah Liwa, Iraq 
March 5, 1965 

News of the Oriental Institute's ninth expedition to Nippur will be of inter
est to its members and friends perhaps as a tale of renewed intentions rather than 
as another one of still more excavations. Such renewed intentions, born in Chi
cago, mean of course frank beginnings in the dust and clamor of the field. The 
sixth, seventh and eighth seasons of Nippur excavations each in turn had been 
attempts to complete and close a program begun in 1948. The fact that we of the 
ninth are here and building and digging with fresh intent at Nippur should be 
ind~cative of its central importance in things Mesopotamian, of the lure of the 
place. It may also speak for a sense of possession not easily relinquished to 
the sands and other hands. 

Excepting the visit of Layard who spent two discouraging weeks here in 1851, 
Nippur has been American ground since first excavated systematically by the 
Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania in 1889. The Pennsylvania 
excavations, extensive and respectable in their day, still provide us with what 
little image we have of the tell as a city in working in it today. As a result, 
Institute excavations have thus far focused on the mounds in that half of the 
tell to the east of the ancient bed of the Euphrates which are considered to have 
been essentially the religious and scribal quarters of the city. The Institute 
excavations of Tablet Hill, the North Temple, and the succession of temples to 
Inanna and the Ekur wall enclosing the ziggurat are found in this area, and have 
been made familiar to you in the newsletters and reports of previous seasons. 
Across the Euphrates, however, lies the vast west mound of Nippur, rising out of 
the dunes nearly to the height of the ziggurat and still awaiting Institute 
exploration. 

Among those things prerequisite to a new attack on such a site were two field 
considerations: a house, and some program of excavation. Both have materialized 
to some extent out here this winter. The house, a revival and adaptation of a 
proposal made early in Institute work at Nippur, now stands on the tell as an in
vestment something more than transient. The program of excavations, a priority 
list of knowns and unknowns buried in the hills and gullies and old holes, was 
produced in conversations and speculations between Prof. Thorkild Jacobsen, who 
as Institute Director picked Nippur in the first place, and Carl Haines, who has 
directed so many of the subsequent excavations here. Number one on such a list 
can hardly be other than the fuller and final examination of the ziggurat and 
surrounding Ekur ground. Even after all of the attention it has abosorbed it re
mains only sketchily excavated. 

I suppose we began with my arrival in Baghdad in early November to join Mac 
Gibson, Tarik Al-Janabi and Jabbar Al-Nasr for our first sally out on the plain 
to Nippur. Mac, an Institute student of archeology and assyriology, had been 
studying, exploring and acclimating to Baghdad ways since September. Tarik, a 
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Baghdadi and our Iraqi representative-designate, had been showing him how. Jabbar 
had been virtually sleeping under the stored Landrover for the past month to make 
cle~r to the new boss who should again be its driver this year. As far as I know 
no ~esterners have more than camped out overnight on Nippur since the BabylonLan 
ExpEdition abandoned its mud house in 1903. .Ruins of the house still stand tall 
and an earlier compound can be traced in the sands east of it. The Institute ex
peditions had worn out a succession of crumbling houses rented in the overgrown 
vil~age of Afak, six hard miles away. We came determined to make a return to the 
te11 at the outset, armed with two borrowed tents, d'Jsty suitcases and an inven
tory of ekpedition tools and hand-me-down furnishings dating from as far back as 
Tel1 Asmar which we knew to be stored in sheds on the tell. We procee1ed to move 
in with the stuff for the next two months, acquired a "cook" and boy, and revived 
the Tolmeita (Libya, 1957) =efrigerator. 

The highest of a chain of low peripheral mounds lying detached to the south
west of Nippur was chosen the fol:i.owing a.ay fo:c the si.te of the new house. It lay 
midt.7ay between canal water and the Nippllr workst nic~.ly high and dry and enjoying 
a vi.ew over the Pennsylvania ruin and the Afe.! .f. pla:!..n. Whi:l e vain negotiations 
went on with a local contractor, a municipally lent road grader gave us access 
roads and carved the top of: of onr hill expcs:i.ng a nearly solid and presumably 
Pari: hi an mudbt: ick fo•.J!ldat ion for the ho•.:~.se. It was a beautiful machine. Mac 
would follow behind it tracing walls and doorways and coun·i:ing the she How graves. 
With the coll.r.boration of Tarik and Abdl;lla (ancient money-wise houseboy Abdulla-
corne down to us from Khorsabad times) we beca!lle our own contractor, and engaged 
the local firm of Messrs. Shehide 1 Shehab and Hekmet to begin foundations. In a 
mattEr of days they became uncomf;;:o:table, outspoken. There had been no killing 
of an animal. The whole effort was in je.oparey. For such a house as this it 
must be a calf--soon--on the fast rising foundations. The matter became suffici
ently embarrassing; we strangers we~e obviously ill bred, inept. In the lee of 
the western slopes of the city, suffering the contemptuous stare of countless god~ 
we lay a hog-tied indignant young bull at the front gateway; Abdulla officiated 
and our guard Naj i flourished the knife. The animaJ. died ~:1erd for those gods; he 
also proved tough on the plate. Shortly afterward rm:dpudd::..ers working to the side 
of the house stirred up a good omen: a very har.dsomc Middle Babylonian stone duck 
weight, number ten, i.e., the size of a cantaloupe. 

In going after the Ekur--or nearly anything of an early period at Nippur-
one must first stop and consider the massive mcdbrick remains of the Parthians, 
which in some places, particularly around the ziggu=at, cc~tributed a final 
twenty feet or more to the height of the tell. Add to th:'s the great grand hand
made dumps of the Babylonian Expedition and the ziggL•.rat ba::·ely dominates the 
scene. Just such a dump overlay the area guessed to contd:.n the south Quarter of 
the Ekur courty~rd. '!'he quar.ter beneath is of interest as it, the Enlil Temple 
and perhaps the ziggurat were major elements left t0 us by the Pennsylvanians. 
With the house building seeningly assured, the dump oentioned above was attacked 
in late November with forty men and seven dump cars on rails. Seeing the last of 
it redeposited somewhere else took the following two montl::.s. November also saw 
our first scare with premature showers (building a mudbrick house), the collapse 
of tents and the switch from summ~r to winter. 

With the arrival of Bob Biggs, on leave from the Assyrian dictionary, prepar
ations began in Dece~ber f?r a short expedition (in the true sense of the word) to 
Tell Abu Salab:i.kh, the nearby ea!.ly site being tested by Don Hansen for the second 
time. Preparations meant calling on the local village authority, a well dressed 
(well armed) tribesman named Bedr, being fed and entertained, and finally contrac~ 
ing with him for the construction of two sarifas or native reed huts of antique 
design on the site. This was followed by a real rain and the onset of weeks of 
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muc3 versus construction logistics tor both camps, of mired truckloads of brick 
and squashed irrigation canal bridges, of overflowing canals and cold. 

Two expedition staffs and one expedition eventually materialized in January 
wi~h the arrival of Prof. Jacobsen, Diane Taylor--a student of his in Sumerian-
Ca~l Haines and Don Hansen. Ramadan, the month of fasting, also arrived. Work 
beg;an in a morass of Early Dynastic mud at Tell Abu Salabikh with Hansen, Biggs, 
Ta)rlor and Selma Al-Radi (the Inst\tute 1 s first lady representative from the De
partment of Antiquities) crouched amidst the wet bedding of what they soon re
ferTed to as the "Wind Tunnel." l'he expedition lasted twenty-three days and 
thre>ugh another rain. In that ti:r:rJe the plan of a provocative formal building was 
completed and the fragments and whole examples of over one hundred Farah Text tab
lets were found. Their discovery and cautious recovery is a success easily over
shadowing anything to be anticipated at Uippur this season. Their keeper and 
protector, Bob Biggs, is lost to us for the balance of the season in his effort 
to l::lake, clean and record them. For a while h-:>rse aud cart supplying of either 
camp became a daily necessity as Jabbar~ very much the hero, chewed up the mud 
track between us from dawn to dusk ferrying tablets, glue and aspirin. 

The end of camp at Tell Abu Salabikh was followed by the end of Ramadan, the 
holidays, February and a regrouping of most of us at Nippur. A move was made 
frotO the old huts into one end of the still noisily progressing new house and the 
begLnning of actual digging was made here in a stratified test hole intended for 
the septic tank as well as up at the ziggurat. Prof. Jacobsen and Don Hansen had 
left with the ending of Tell Abu Salabikh; Carl Haines returned to Chicago more 
recently after having given most generously of his time--and his very practiced 
hand. 

At present spring is hotding at the windows. The flies are back. The house 
is being terraced and plastered; the plumbing went in last week. It is a long 
utilitarian affair in mud and baked brick, enclosing a succession of three court
yards, the final court surrounded by eight bedrooms. Farther forward are work 
rooms, living and dining rooms, kitchen, servant quarters and entry court. Much 
fuss went into choosing a roof; the cheapest and most indigenous won out. Mahog
any beams and poplar cross poles support a sa~dwich of reed matting and straight 
reeds which in turn s~pport four inches of earth and mud p).aster. In fact the 
whole exterior has been mud plastered by hand. Visitors will be surprised to 
find behind this flush toilets and, someday, a generator. 

Fifty laborers, eight skilled Shergati diggers and two eager students or 
archeology hav~ made grand holes now in the Parthian complex. Given the scale of 
Parthian architecture, they are having to. What we have uuder excavation is a 
part of what the Babylonian Expedition rather summarily trdced of what they 
called the "Parthian Fortress" around the "Temple of Bel" (the ziggurat). We have 
to deal with their holes as well as natural erosion before and since. The for
tr~ss do~s appear to be a fo~tress, containing an orgunization of apartments and 
courts, but it is turning mri.: to be not one but seveu:!l, each an enlargement of 
its predecessor. Fincis are mostly pottery alt':l{.lugh \'J,i! have found some i.nterest
ing things misEed and dumped by the Pennsylvani.ans. Typi:::a.l of our luck recently 
W3S the encou::1.t2ring cf a very Dauish looking bit of cera·ni.c whimsy in t::te form 
oi a glazed ''~0t" portraying an overblown and pr.ickly hedgc·i>~og--found ;.n situ in 
an arched niche in the side of an intact mudb:o:i.:::k dou"ble•<n c~ed doorway seven 
feet high. The Department of An:-t.quities peop~e will never believe it. 

Sincerely, 

JIM KNUDSTAD 
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The first summer heat came early to Luxor this year.; for five days, centered 
on the first Sunday in March, the temper.atu:o:e reached 100° or more; the sun beat 
down; all work was difficult. Effects unexpected by one who has not experienced 
this dry heat plague us. During the winter the epigraphers find a 4H pencil almost 
too hard; in the heat a 6H pencil becomes too soft. For the artist the ink dries 
rapidly on the nibs and thickens in the bottles, ~dding to the difficulty of the 
skillful rendition of the reliefs. 

The greatest sufierer from the heat this season was John Healey, cur senior 
staff member. Though his name does not appear as a contributor to any of the pub
lications of the Epigraphic Survey, no volume in the past thirty years was publish
ed without his help. Since 1932 "Tim," as he is affectionately known to the staff, 
has been superintendent and engineer in charge of the plant and all of the physical 
operations of Chicago House. It is he who has kept the motor cars and launch in 
repair, the p~umbing in working order, and the electrical system running. 

The present "Chicago House" was built and equipped in 1931. Some of the 
equipment came from the old Chicago House across the river, behind the Colossi of 
Memnon, an adobe structure built and enlarged between 1924 and 1928. Among such 
mater~als was a tank re-installed on top of an outbuilding here for the storage 
of water from our deep well, serving the water system for the out-buildings and 
for the irrigation of the garden. After forty years of use and repair, this tank 
was beyond patching. Last ~ason another steel tahk, of 1500 gallons capacity, was 
slid down a great timber ramp from the roof of the residence building, where it had 
not been used for many years. It was then repaired, but it was not possible to in
stall it as a replacement for the old tank last spring. 

However, it had to be put in place this season, as the old tank would not 
have lasted the summer, when a tremendous amount of water is needed for the garden. 
Tim had worked out a schedule so that men would be available for the work and he 
would have no other pressing tasks barring emergencies. The time coincided with 
the heat wave, and in temperatures of up to 1040 the tank was pulled twenty feet up 
timber inclines by the use of a chain hoist which the late Professor Holscher used 
to lift great stone blocks in the excavation of Medinet Habu. With Tim carefully 
timing this operation so that the garden would be without water for the shortest 
possible period, the old tank was dismounted and the replacement installed. But 
this tank, too, has had considerable use, and within not many more years it must be 
replaced by a new one. 

Another steel tank has been used as our landing raft. Often patched, it was 
swamped and sunk during the great wind storm of the night of Nov. 16th. It took 
more than a week to raise it, patch the new holes with more concrete, and put it 
back in use. A replacement for this is in prospect. 

Other problems of aging equipment faced us this season. Our electrical plant, 
a 110 volt D.C. system, was put in during 1932 when the city current was undepend
able. The diesel engines which drove the generators were becoming difficult to 
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repair; the acid batteries, which had to be replaced about every three years, are 
no longer regularly manufactured and required a special order, and much of the 110 
volt D.C. equipment is no longer made. 

Last season we planned a change over to the municipal 220 volt A.C. system, 
requ1ring replacement of all light bulbs, most of the motors, and the use of trans
formers for some of our electrical equipment. We ordered a generating set for use 
as a standby in emergencies. Until we were assured that the motors and generating 
set ~ould clear customs the shift could not be made. With his usual careful plan
ning, Tim installed new fixtures where available and needed, laid out new light 
bulbs, and during the daylight hours of November 30th changed more than 320 of 
these, Since often high ladders were required, it was no mean feat, but by night
fall everyone had light. Since we could not get in Cairo some of the fixtures nor 
any of the motors, except fans, on which we had planned, there is still work to be 
done next season before we are again in full operation electrically. 

At the beginning of the week after this had been accomplished, late Sunday 
afternoon, the underground cable between the generator room and the main building 
shorted, throwing the place into darkness. Reis Hagg Ibrahim found two reels of 
heavy insulated wire in town and, after several hours of hard work, Tim cut out the 
old line and strung a temporary one so that, though dinner was prepared by candle 
light, it was eaten by electric light. Fortunately, the break was near one end of 
the cable and after several days work the main line underground was working again. 

We must search for more equipment, and as everything is in short supply in 
Egypt, we are not certain just when we can get all of the replacements we need. 
Within the next two or three years there are many things which must be attended to 
simply because after more than thirty years use things are wearing out. 

As we approach the end of the season, we can report that the major portion 
of the work of copying the reliefs on the High Gate at Medinet Habu and in the 
Tomb Chapel of Kheruef is behind us. Still, there are many odd bits which will 
take some time. We believe that by the end of another season both projects will be 
practically finished. 

Leonard Lesko, a graduate student in Egyptology at the Oriental Institute, 
who served us as an Epigrapher this season, returned to Chicago at the end of March 
to continue his studies. He has been a valuable addition to our staff and we were 
sorry his term could not be longer. Next season Carl DeVries, a recent graduate in 
Egyptology, will join us. John Hacker, who joined us at the beginning of the sea
son as an artist, has decided that our sort of life is not to his liking, so we are 
looking for a replacement. He often was most astute in discerning the Egyptian 
style, and we had hoped he would stay longer. 

By the beginning of the week after next, the house will be closed and the 
members of the staff will have departed for another summer. All will take work 
with them. Everyone will be glad to get away and everyone will be equally glad to 
return in October. 

The heat wave mentioned in the beginning of the letter had not been repeated, 
and as of this date we are suffering from the coolest weather since the early part 
of February. Since most of us had stored our heavier clothing, this unexpected 
chill is not entirely pleasant, especially in the wind or in the shadow. But a 
year ago it was 1070, and the low 70's is preferable to that. 

Sincerely yours, 

CHARLES F , NIMS 
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It is Easter Sunday, and we sit here in a raging sandstorm. It's been going 
on all day. Occasionally, we could glimpse the old Pennsylvania expedition house 
across the road. Luckily, we no longer have work to do outside. All day long we 
have sat inside drawing pots, piecing together tablets from Abu Salabikh, etc. 
Having had a houseful of guests from Baghdad last Sunday, we anticipated a quiet 
day of work. At about 1 P.M., however, the wind blew us two carloads of visitors, 
members of the German community in Baghdad. After picnicking in our grand but 
empty living room, they went out to the excavation with Jim Knudstad. An hour or 
so later, covered with sand, they returned to the house, looked over our finds, 
and faded into the haze a hundred yards distant. 

Dusk was just falling when Abdullah, the houseboy, came in to announce more 
guests, this time two priests studying in Jerusalem. They came on motorscooters. 
They've been on motorscooters all the way from Jerusalem and are going as far as 
Shiraz before they return to Jerusalem in a week or two. We welcomed them and 
shared dinner with them (complete with Easter eggs colored by Diane Taylor). They 
retired early because they're going to Warka tomorrow. Since we got delightfully 
lost on our way to Warka last month, and since motorscooters are fairly useless in 
sand, their trip tomorrow should be material for a saga. 

I mentioned our guests of last weekend. Well, yes, we had them--14 in all, 
including Jeffery Orchard and three lovely girls from the British School of Arche
ology. The British School came on Saturday night after having missed the turnoff 
in Diwaniyah and going south about 50 miles. I've forgotten to mention the other 
person at the British School, named Richard, who 1 s a photographer and had a thing 
about Lawrence of Arabia. Richard came out of the Schoolts 1androver with three 
d:.fferent sets of Arab dress including a gold agal. We had a fashion show that 
night. 

Sunday, the rest of the guests arrived under a cloud. Drizzle threatened 
all morning, but the afternoon was clear, so we began a round of camel riding. 
We'd promised Richard we'd get him a camel. In fact, we got 6. Off our guests 
went bobbing around the mound through the belt of dunes that gives Nippur its 
special charm. This camel ride was, of course, not as ambitious as the twelve 
mile one Tarik al-JanJoi (the former government representative) and I took to Abu 
Salabikh in January. That trip was supposed to take three hours, but took six ju~ 
to get us there. Nor was it as eventful as the one we took to Drehem, a mere five 
miles away, in company with Mrs. Tieken and her daughter. This one was in mating 
season, my camel was a bit upset, and I was thrown three times before I finally 
gave up and led the beast and the party to Drehem. Mrs. Tieken undoubtedly tells 
the story better than I could. She had a better vantage point, swaying majestic
ally on the back of the king of the herd and saying, "This is just great." We 
went into Afak from Drehem, right into the market itself. Along the wa:-h the camcl 
d.civer had to answer various questions, such as Who are they, Why don't they use 
t~~ir car, or, more usually, Where did you find them1 I don't know whether or not 
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to commiserate with Mr. and Mrs. Livingood who arrived just a few days too late to 
go on the ride. 

But, back to last weekend. After the camel ride, we relaxed a bit, and 
waLted for the coming of the night and the Kawaliyah. These are gypsies who make 
their living by entertaining. They arrived at about 7, we gathered around the 
li~ing room on mats, and they began to play. There were three drummers and a 
rababa player. A rababa is a cello-like instrument made of horsehair and an oil 
can. It is amazing what a variety and quality of sound can be made to come out of 
one of these things. The star of the night, however, was the man who played the 
du~buk, a long cylindrical drum made of pottery or wood, one end covered with skin. 
ThLs drum produces a stacatto, sharp sound that is startling and beautiful. The 
drummer had great virtuosity, changing rhythms with split-second ease, The dancers 
were two women and a small, beautiful little girl dressed in a gold-fringed dress. 
They danced and the two women sang, one with a rich, throaty voice, the other with 
a cold. 

The spectators sat and clapped in time to the music. Jabbar the driver 
stood on the side and directed the whole thing. At about 9, we called a halt, with 
Jabbar shaken by the song about the seller of roses, and had supper. Afterwards, 
we bad about an. hour more while the little girl slept behind the musicians on top 
the hidden tape recorder microphone. End of concert. 

The next day, between showers, the British School and I went to Isin, one of 
the last unexcavated important capitals. It is a beautiful site composed of a main 
mound with five smaller mounds near it. On four of these mounds, strung along an 
ancient canal, we found dozens of beautiful Medieval Islamic sherds. 

We said goodbye to the last of the guests at about three and settled back to 
work. The weekend was not a typical one. We have had about one hundred guests 
during the season, including the German expedition at Warka, and many American 
friends from Baghdad, but never in such numbers, nor with such fanfare. I almost 
forgot, one workday, we were descended upon by well over a hundred black-clad, 
screeching high school girls from Diwaniyah. They poured into the dig, leaped over 
wal1s, and came to a screaming halt at the very top of the ziggurat. The sky was 
black with them. Finally, they went away. 

Besides the splurge this last weekend, and occasional trips to tells nearby 
on Fridays, our season has been one of work in a winter of unusually frequent sand
storms, so we're told. However, we lost few days, moved a lot of dirt, and found 
some interesting architecture and small finds. Our finds are not spectacular (no 
statues, only one gold leaf, one gold button and about a dozen tablets £round in 
fill). However, our results are not without importance. We were digging a wing of 
a large Parthian fortress which Pennsylvania dug out in 1889 and then used as a 
dump area. We were faced with a large mound of debris about 40 feet high. Start
ing in November with our Shergati foreman and local workmen, we chewed away at it, 
fairly quickly at first because there were no walls under the outer edge. After 
two or three weeks, we were about half way into the dump and were hitting walls on 
both wings, but not in the center. The center had been a street in Parthian times 
and a ~ when Pennsylvania dug here. We began to go slower, being careful to 
preserve walls, taking out what was dump and leaving what was ancient fill. It be
came apparent very quickly that Pennsylvania had not completely excavated the 
building. Many rooms were only partially dug and a few were untouched. The block 
northwest of the central street (which we found later to be a succession of well
laid baked brick pavings) was virtually untouched. It also became clear that the 
plan of the building as published by the earlier excavators was inaccurate. The 
inaccuracy is to be accounted for by the fact that the building was not mapped un
til 14 years after it was excavated. By the time the fQll complement of Shergatis 
and the dismantled Abu Salabikh expedition arrived in early February, we had clear
ed out most of the Pennsylvania debris. We immediately put the Shergatis to work 
in the rooms which had never been dug, and were preserved to the greatest height. 
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At first, we found only puzzles. For instance, a small square tower with a small 
square room with no sign of a door or stairs. Then the room was found to have an 
overlarge arch taking up about three quarters of the space on one wall. This arch 
then began to seem an absurdly large niche in an entrance-less room because it was 
blocked by a solid wall. However, lower down, we found a small arched door within 
the blocking wall. Within the large arch were two niches, one containing our best 
find, a green-gray gla~ed pottery hedgehog. The hedgehog is about a foot long and 
about eight inches in diameter. He is well made and extremely photogenic. 

Digging continued through February and March. We began to find that the 
building is far more complex than had been thought. Instead of its being of two 
periods, the older one having small !f2n and the later one having large ~' we 
find that the fortress was originally of small ~' rebuilt with big li~, then r& 
built again with small libn. In some places it seems that both sizes were used to
gether. Besides this, there is an even earlier large building under the lowest 
floors we have found. The complexities will not be made clear until we dismantle 
the building and go deeper. 

We also have an odd situation where one room will have been used for a time, 
then will have been filled to a depth of three meters to reflect a period of mas
sive rebuilding. However, an adjacent room will show as many as 15 floors, mean
ing oontinuous occupat~on and no period of rebuilding. In the rooms with many 
floor levels, we four~ri. mostly in the last week of digging, a dozen or so whole 
pots which are very g~~ceful, well-made, and, in a few cases, glazed. We also 
found masses of potsher.ds, mainly from three rooms, which Miss Selma al·Radi, the 
government representat::.ve, and I have worked on for the last three weeks, piecing 
together about 30 vessds. He have large, ugly, bullet-shaped storage jars; large, 
stipple-decorated round-bottomed water jars; many graceful pitchers; a dozen small 
{)OWls glazed various g:-:eens, blues, and grays; and extremely delicate eggshell ware. 
The latter we found almost whole, in the shape of a high necked jug; fragmentary in 
the same shape but with a green glaze, and in hundreds of small fragments which 
form large, flattish bowls. Miss al•Radi is unique as a representative, spending 
countless hours making minute joins both in the pottery and in the Abu Salabikh 
tablets. Without her completely voluntary help, there would not now be anything 
like an end in sight to the work on Dr. Biggs' tablets. 

We have a fine selection of glazed vessels; one large jar with a deer-headed 
decorated spout near the base. We have another, as far as I know, completely 
unique specimen in the form of a bowl with a greenish-blue glaze and in the bottom 
a cameo•like bust of a lady in high relief. It is hard to believe it is Parthiano 
It's the kind of thing you'd expect from Victorian England. Then, of course, there 
is the hedgehog which is basically a vessel meant to pour from the mouth. We also 
have one interesting unglazed pot cover with a fish incised on the top and a swirl 
cut into the under side. 

Among small objects, we have a delicately carved bone pin head with a small, 
nude lady on it. We have several baked clay female figurine fragments. These show 
surprising artistry and individuality. One looks like everyone's idea of the 
mother-in-law. We also have a baked clay bulla with eight different oval stamp 
seal impressions on it. One has a woman in pleated dress, perhaps seated on a 
throne. 

A bonus for this expedition is the collection of over 100 Seleudd, Parthim 
and Islamic coins picked up by us or the men on the mound. One prime s~urce for 
these has been old Abdullah, our link with the Institute digs of the 1 3G's. Al
though these coins have no direct bearing on the fortress itself, they are useful 
for dating the Parthian domination of Nippur. The Parthians conquered Mesopotamia 
in 141 B.C. The earliest coins we have found (of the Parthians) date from about 
1 A.D., but the majority are from after 100 A.D. 
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Besides the Parthian coins, we have many Seleucid coins dating as far back 
as 300 B.C., and several Islamic coins of the Ummayad Period. We also have one 
curious little copper coin which seems to be Spanish and from the galleon on it, 
it seems to be late Medieval or Renaissance. 

I have hit upon a few of the highlights of the season. It is over except 
for the work on the Abu Salabikh tablets, which have taken more than three months 
just to bake and clean. They must now be given one final sand-blast cleaning, 
then the hunt for joins will begin. (We speak of tablets. Actually, up to this 
point, we should speak of fragments.) Then, the assembled tablets must be glued 
together, hardened, and photographed. Finally, a latex mold will be made of each 
tablet. It is a long, slow, painstaking prQcess, and as the mosquitos swarm, and 
the dust seeps in and piles ever higher, we begin to wonder. 

Sincerely, 

McGuire Gibson 
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Oriental Institute "field" work is not all confined to excavations in the 
Near East, nor is the building up of "tells" out of fallen ruins an exclusively 
Near Eastern process. The following letter from Dr. David Pingree strikes many 
other reminiscent chords as well in describing some of the vicissitudes of his 
archival research in East Germany, and hence may be of interest to many of our 
Members. 

Dr. Pingree, whose special field of interest is the development and trans
mission of astronomical and astrological science from the Babylonian world to 
the Arabs by way of the Greeks and the Persians, has just completed a year of 
specialized research at the American University of Beirut. Following brief 
studies at a number of European museums and libraries, he is now continuing 
his work in India. We hope to pass along further word from him there later in 
the summer. 

Robert M. Adams 

Greetings: 
Poona 

20 June 1965 

The station at Friedrichstrasse, which is the first subway stop within East 
Berlin, is a vast maze of subterranean passages, exceptionally crowded at the 
tUne of our arrival on June 1st because the Whitsunday holidays are one of the few 
occasions during the year when the aurthorities of the DDR allow West Berliners 
to visit their relatives across the Wall. But, after much meandering, we finally 
found the Passport Control Office for foreigners, and were soon told (politely) 
to sit down and wait. This, as all other official delays we encountered in East 
Germany, was not motivated by any hostility towards us as Americans, but rather 
by uncertainty as to which regulation or combination of regulations might be 
applicable in our case. For it seems to be rather through a fantastic prolifera
tion of rulea and counterrules than through direct police control that the govern
ment: maintains its position.; no one dares attempt anything different or out of the 
ordinary because he can never be sure that he is not violating some fiat or other. 
Of course, the authorities also are frequently uncertain, so that the application 
of the rules is rather arbitrary and haphazard; but this situation only adds to 
the cautious citizen's fear and confusion. Eventually we were rescued by our 
friend from the German Academy of Sciences, and safely conveyed to our hotel. 

At the hotel we learned one of the other basic laws of a Peoples' Democracy. 
This is that the class-system is as far as ever from being abolished, even in 
pretense. Only those on top now are a different group from those who were on top 
before. We also learned that the natural antagonism of the dispossessed towards 
the new elite has not in the least softened after 20 years. We heard plenty of 
criticism of the regime in East Germany, and there seemed to be much justification 
for it. 
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Outside of the hotels crowded with foreign delegations, the center of East 
Serlin still gives the strange impression of being that of an almost deserted 
city--something approaching what the Roman Forum must have been like in the 8th 
century. Pedestrians (except when the West Berliners arrive) and cars (mostly 
ancient pre-war models) are scarce, and taxis even rarer. Large areas, the re
mains of bombed-out buildings cleared away, are new plots of grass; other, more 
monumental structures stand as shattered ruins, trees and shrubs sprouting from 
their crumbling roofs. In 20 years they have reached the stage of decay where 
they will require an archaeologist rather than a building contractor to restore 
something of their past splendor. 

But the scholarly purpose of our visit was not to investigate the tells of 
20th century Germany, but to explore the manuscript collections of Berlin, Dres
den, Leipzig, and Erfurt for material in Sanskrit, Arabic, Greek, and Latin re
lating to the history of astronomy and astrology. The manuscripts of the State 
Library in Berlin were largely dispersed for safe-keeping during the war, and 
only a small percentage has found its way back home. Therefore, the spacious 
former manuscript reading room has been converted into a Library for Party 
Ideology, and the impoverished Department of Manuscripts assigned a tiny room in 
back of it. None of the Arabic or Sanskrit manuscripts I wished to see had re
turned; they are now in West Germany, divided between Tubingen and Marburg. But 
at least one valuable Greek manuscript was still in place, the product of the 
school of astrology which flourished on the island of Lesbos at the end of the 
14th century and was instrumental in copying and preserving many Byzantine trans
lations of Arabic works. 

Dresden, the former capital of independent Saxony, was, of course, also 
terribly damaged during the war; but much reconstruction has taken place, and the 
royal palace will be allowed to stand, unlike its imperial counterpart in Berlin. 
The famous art collection has come back from Russia, though it is suspected that 
several of the more important pieces have been returned only in copies. But no 
one dares question the benefactors from the East. 

The Saxon State Library was buried in an abandoned mine during the war. 
This was a sensible precaution, as its building was totally destroyed during the 
bombing. However, the mine developed a leak and many valuable codices--including 
a beautifully illustrated Carolingian Aratus--were turned to pulp. I spent a 
morning examining these sad remains in the building which now houses the library 
--a part of the quarters provided for the billeting of Russian soldiers and their 
families. But there still survive, in fairly legible condition, two Greek and 
a number of Latin astrological manuscripts. 

We made a short side-trip from Dresden to the marvellously medieval town of 
Meissen, whose bishopric is a lOth century granddaughter of the great monastery 
of Fulda. Meissen is also still the place where the famo•Js china is hand-moulded 
and hand-painted. About 1,000 artisans are involved in this intricate work, and 
there are at present some 60 young people being trained to carry on the tradition 
at the factory's school. But one cannot buy a new piece of china at Meissen or 
at Dresden, and only a few of the simpler designs are sold at Berlin; the pro
duction is all intended for export--and for the influential. 

The Fair has made Leipzig a relatively modern and cosmopolitan city, though 
it also continues to have many charming old public buildings and churches. But 
I was especially interested in its second~hand book stores, for which the city 
was once justly famous. Now most of the best items are snapped up by a govern
ment agency which exports them to the West. A visit to their obscure offices, 
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made possible only by a friend from the publishing house of Teubner, produced some 
results; but the best buys, and the most interesting character, were found at 
Kohler's. The proprietor, now 81 years old, learned his English at Blackwell's 
and his French at Guethner's before the First World War. He lost over 200,000 
books in bombing raids during the last war, but still, chomping on his unlit ciga~ 
he was able to lead me through various back-alleys to a series of store-rooms 
filled with tens of thousands more which he has slowly accumulated, in the worst 
possible circumstances, since 1945. 

The University Library at Leipzig, which has a splendid collection of Arahlc 
and Sanskrit manuscripts, is still intact. But unfortunately there are no Orient
alists to use these treasures. In fact, when I asked for some of the Sanskrit 
manuscripts, the librarians were unable to locate the collection. Finally, they 
let me go into the stacks, and we eventually discovered the manuscripts neatly 
stored in boxes, of which only one had a label--in Sanskrit. But the effort was 
well worthwhile as I found several important texts both in Arabic and in Sanskrit 
which the cataloguers had not been able to identify. 

From Leipzig we made a one-day excursion to Erfurt. For there, in the 
early 15th century, had lived a doctor named Amplonius who built up a large manu
script library in Latin on medicine, astronomy, astrology, and theology, and left 
it on his death to a local college. It now is the most impressive possession of 
the Erfurt Municipal Library. And it indeed contains, as we had anticipated, an 
extremely rich collection of those 12th and 13th century Latin translations of 
Arabic scientific works which formed the essential background of Renaissance 
science. But I was particularly pleased to discover an unrecorded manuscript of 
the amusing anecdotes related by Abu SaFtd Shadhan about his charlatan teacher, 
the greatest astrologer of the 9th century Baghdad, Abu MaCshar al-Balkhi. 

The government of the German Democratic Republic has officially banned 
astrology as a dangerous superstition. It is fortunate for scholarship that the 
officials know no Greek or Latin or any other ancient language, to be able to dis
cover how many of these subversive texts are still honorably granted the protection 
of state-supported libraries. 

Sincerely, 

DAVID PINGREE 
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The first storm of the monsoon season struck the island of Bombay on a Mon
day evening; the plane from London landed at Santa Cruz airport very early Wednes
c!ay morning. But already large areas on either side of the road leading into the 
ci-::y were flooded, and hundreds of mud and mat dwellings were rendered uninhabi.t
ahle. The pavementpdwellers, however, were in ~ wor~e plight, as they had to try 
to survive the torrential re.ins without any pretense of shelter at all. The 
flooded streets and the tremendous downpour provide both relief and discomfort 
after the unbearable heat of May and early June. 

But the generally abominable weather is the least of the experiences to be 
endured by a visitor to India. Far more disturbing are the recognition of the gap 
between the living standard that the majority of Indians have attained and that 
which an Americen might regard as the minimum tolerable, and the subsequent reali
zation that it is still a problem as to whether or not this vast sub-continent will 
succeed in achieving the economic breakthrough that it so c!esperately needs. In 
conversing with a very enlightened school-master from Rajkot during the train-ride 
across the desert-like plain of Kathiawad, or with a disgruntled Anglo-Indian steel 
executive in a Calcutta hotel, or with a young, non-political Air India employee 
from Kerala at the Macrae airport, I found a common sense of pessimism, a feeling 
that the tempo of development is not fast enough. But I also saw the new office 
buildings and apartment houses and factories that did not exist when I was last in 
India, some seven years ago; and I met optimists, like the two recent graduates in 
veterinary science on the crowded train from Jabalpur to Allahabad who told me en
thusiastically of the program gradually to replace the diseased and underfed cattle 
who roam the streets of every city, town, and village with a new breed of superior 
cows. 

My three weeks in India, however, were to be spent in learning of collections 
of Sanskrit ma~uscripts on astronomy and astrology, and in obtaining copies of some 
of the mere important texts, not in investigating the problems of this, the last, 
or the next Five-year Plan. So, after a day in Bombay at the University Library 
and the Asiatic Society of Bombay, I took the next morning's train for Poona, which 
was once the capital of the Mahratta Empire, then became renowned as the place to 
which British colonels of the Indian Army retired, and now advertises itself as the 
"Oxford of India." Here is located one of the best Indological research centers 
in the world, the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, oepository for the more 
than 25,000 manuscripts collected by the Government of the Bombay Presidencey be
tween 1866 and 1915; the Institute's greatest work has been the nearly completed 
preparation of a critical edition of the world's long~st epic, the Mahibharata, of 
which one volume was edited by the American Sanskritist, Franklin Edgerton, brother 
of Chicago's Egyptologist, William Edgerton. Also in Poona is the Ananda~rama, a 
traditional Indian institution where Brahmins learn to chant the hymns of the 
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'gveda in the correct fashion; it has a collection of some 8,000 manuscripts, on 
the basis of which its pandits have published over 150 volumes of Sanskrit texts. 
The final place I visited in Poona was the Deccan College, which was the custodian 
of the Government of Bombay's collection of manuscripts till it was transferred to 
the Bhandarkar Institute in 1919, and has since built up a library of over 10,000 
manuscripts on its own. The Deccan College also houses the American Institute, 
wh~ch is supported by rupees accumulated by our government under the provisions of 
P.L. 480. 

But, after four days in this rather pleasant city meeting old friends and ex
ploring the rich libraries and bookstores, I returned to Bombay to catch a flight 
across a small arm of the Arabian Sea to the pentnsula of Saura!~ra; we landed at 
its southwestern tip, in the city of Porbandar. It was here, in a community now 
bursting out of its barren torpidity to become a center of India's new chemical and 
cement industries, that Mohandas Gandhi-·the Mahatma--had been born. But the whole 
Saura~~ran peninsula, inhospitable as it appears from plane and train, possesses 
one of the richest historical heritages in India. Outposts of the Indus Valley 
Civilization, whose contacts with Sumeria are well known to members of the Oriental 
Institute, once dotted its coastline; under the Mauryans, who were strongly influ
enced by the Achemenids, its governor was a Persian by birth; and it formed the 
core of the Empire of the Ksatrapas, a Scythian group which ruled Western India for 
the first four centuries of.the Christian Era and introduced many elements of Gre~ 
Roman civilization (including Greek astronomy and astrology) into India. 

From Porbandar, the overnight train took me past the ancient strongholds of 
the K'atrapas to the relatively modern city of Ahmadabad. Here, after several 
hours of searching through the souks (which reminded me of those of Sidon or Aleppo} 
I finally located my destination: the manuscript library of the Gujarat Vernacular 
Research Society, housed temporarily in the building of a century-old historical 
society called the B. J. Institute of Learning and Research~ Here the director, 
who was very eager to be helpful, insisted on showing me th7ough t.he cluttered 
library, in introducing me to all the graduate students he could flnd, and in drag
ging out the small archaeological and numismatic collection for my inspection; he 
would also have led me off to the leading astrologer of Guj~~at had I not protested 
(as politely as I could) that I must get back to work on the manuscripts before my 
time ran out. 

From Ahmadabad I took the morning train to Baroda, former capital of the 
Gackwads and now the home of a justly famous Oriental Institute. The Deputy Direc
tor. an old friend, made this an extremely pleasant day, spent in looking at rare 
manuscripts of the works of the seventh century astronomer Brahmagupta (which, in
cidentally, form the foundation of early CAbbAsid astronomy; in discussing the im
pact of the Ksatrapas on what is usually termed India's "Golden Age"-·the Gupta 
Period (from the fourth to the sixth century}; and in talking of the problems of 
editing several medieval Sanskrit scientific texts. 

That evening I left my friend to travel to Ujjain, the city which was once 
the K~atrapas' capital and whose meridian therefore defines 0° of terrestial longi
tude in Indian astronomy. Ujjain is now neglected, and impoverished; but the 
tradition of astronomical studies was kept alive there down to the end of the eigh
teenth century, and fully a tenth of the Scindia Institute's 14,000 manuscripts co~ 
tain astronomical or~trological texts. It was in Ujjain that I made my most ex
citing discovery: two manuscripts (the only ones known) of Bhattotpala's invaluable 
tenth century commentary on Brahmagupta 1s Kha~~akhadyaka. •• 

From Ujjain to Benares the trip by train takes a day and a half, and is not 
pleasant; I shall describe it no further. The city of Benares is also unpleasant; 
aside from the dirt and the oppressive poverty, the monsoon vas late and the sun 
incredibly hot. But within the city is the largest library of Sanskrit manuscripts 
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Ln existence, whose foundation goes back to 1790; the Benares Sanskrit University 
owns about 100,000 manuscripts. About half of this collection is still uncata
logued, but of the other 50,000 some 3,600 are related to my field of study. This 
was indeed a rich haul. 

After Benares the airlines quickly bore me across the parched plains of Bihar 
to Calcutta, where I again was greeted by the monsoon. In this partly modernized 
city with crumbling sidewalks I first visited the new building of the Asiatic Soci
ety of Bengal, founded by the great poet, jurist, historian, botanist, and linguis~ 
Sir William Jones, in the 1780's and the oldest of all societies in the world de
voted to the study of the Orient. Thence I went to another venerable institution, 
the Calcutta Sanskrit College. And, having finished my business at these two pla~ 
I sought out the house of one of my favorite book-sellers, the descendant of a long 
line of distinguished Sanskrit scholars of Bengal. For the next day and a half, 
while it incessantly poured outside, I sat beneath the portrait of his great-great
grandfather, happily combing through his vast collection of rare and curious tomes. 

From the rains of Calcutta it was just a three hour flight to the scorching 
sun of Madras-·in many ways a very comfortable city, but also the home of more beg
gars than I had met anywhere else in India. In Madras, for one week, I had the 
great privilege of working with one of India's best Sanskritists, who, over a per
iod of more than thirty years, has been laboring on a project to catalogue as many 
as possible of the more than two million Sanskrit manuscripts which exist in the 
world today. Through his generosity I was able to obtain information on dozens of 
inaccessible libraries of Maharajas and former princely states available nowhere 
else. 

At the beginning of the three weeks I had known of 18,000 Sanskrit manusr.ripte 
on astronomy and astrology; at its end, of almost 30,000. And I had acquiro.d ~r 
•l::. llld soon acquire microfilms or transcripts of some 200 manuscripts which proL:1ise 
·· u throw much needed light on the obscure history of the development of the e"~act 
.~c iences in India and their relation to those of Babylon, Greece, Iran, and Islam. 
~~·1.:tt these three weeks had also reinforced my admiration for those hardy schol are 
tr!:-.o, in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, had toiled in the Ind:f.a~1 
rucfussil in the most difficult circumstances, preparing the grou~d for increaa!ng
ly easier harvests. 

DAVID PIN,3!mE 
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To mark the lOOth anniversary of the birth of the founder of the Oriental 
Institute I set myself the task of looking back over our work in the light of 
his ambitions. This was a great man, and we owe the character of our work to 
him. We thought that you might be interested in the statement which has emerged. 
It is of course sketchy and much more might be said, but I think that we would 
reach the same conclusions. 

John A. TtJilson 
Professor of Egyptology 

JAMES HENRY BREASTED (1865·1935) 

On August 27, 1865, James Henry Breasted was born in Rockford, Illinois. 
As we salute the hundredth anniversary of his birth, we might take a new look 
at that lengthening shadow of his vision and his planning, the Oriental Institute. 
That "laboratory for the investigation of the career of early man in the Near East" 
is itself nearly half a century old. Perhaps it has set into the middle-age 
doldrums and has either become dully repetitive or lost the vitality of its 
high purpose. Perhaps that question might be better answered by younger men, 
but I do find myself one of the bridges between the earliest years of the 
Institute and the present day. If I remember those exciting days, do I feel 
that we have changed direction after forty-six years? If Breasted was our 
prophet, our Moses, have we now become a rigid priestly class, who delight in 
delicate refinements of the law and in the numbering of the people, but who 
have forgotten that the first tablets of the law were written by the finger 
of God? 

Anyone who remembers the high optimism of 1919 and of the 1920's will agree 
that the 1960's are very different times. We live little lives of doubt and 
desperation. It is difficult for us to talk or write about "the rise of man," 
"the dawn of conscience," and "the earliest transcendental vision of social 
idealism." In presenting the history of the ancient Near East we tend to empha
size "process," rather than "progress." Even though we are creatures of our age, 
we are the poorer thereby. We ~ priests without a prophet. 

Are we good priests? That is difficult for persons to know about themselves. 
Perhaps the answer should be sought in what the Oriental Institute is doing, to 
see whether that seems to be fulfilling the purposes of its founder. 
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The record is quite impressive. The death of Breasted, the Depression, and 
the Second World War made up a low period, during which we were groping for 
expression. Now there is a renewed vigor. 

Let us take some home activities first. One of the first enterprises of the 
Oriental Institute was the Assyrian Dictionary, started in 1921. For more than a 
generation the work of collecting material went on, but the mass of more than two 
million cards seemed to be more than could be properly digested. There were in
creasing materials for a dictionary, but there was no dictionary. Then, under 
Carl Kraeling's directorship of the Institute, new commitments of purpose were 
made, and soon the dictiobary began to grind out about one volume a year. Now 
there are eight volumes out. Like any new organism, the dictionary is somewhat 
tentative and uncertain, but scholarship at last has a strong and flexible tool, 
to use and to improve. Breasted would have handled tl~se volumes with joy. 

He also saw the dictionary cards as ''organized materials ••• of the greateet 
value in the study of the history of civilization." And indeed they are being put 
to such use by our scholars on the third floor. As only one example of such usage 
we might cite Professor Gelb 1 s studies in the society and economy of early Mesopo
te~ia and his conclusion that private economy played a very important role in the 
third millennium B.C. That is the type of conclusion that Breasted would have 
delighted to weave into his talks and writings. 

Breasted would have been unhappy in an ivory tower, and he gave himself over 
to an active program of writing and lecturing. It is good to note that the 
Institute's publication series adds triplets or quadruplets every year, that 
there is now a regular annual lecture program, and that the museum has more 
change and liveliness than it has had since the installation in the early 1930's. 

Dr. Breasted told his secretary that he was never too busy to see a student. 
That was chars.cteristic, but it has to be admitted that st,1dents of Egyptology 
we-:e not numerous. A new aspirant appeared in 1923 and fc1.md himself the entire 
beginning class in hieroglyphic. After three months of translating Egyptian into 
English with the aid of a g:r.ammar written in Gsrman, this student was added to 
the second year class, which boasted two students. Dr. Br?.~sted's genuinely 
i.nspiring teaching and his personal attention were great ex·~eriences. One ~11ishes 
that the classes of 1964-65 might have enjoyed them, when ~he be~inning class 
numbered sever. and the second year class six. In other fields there were 
similar increases, as young people said to themselves: "I am going to study 
at the Oriental Institute, 11 

On his first field trip to Egypt, Breasted formed definite ideas about the 
primary respor.sirili.ty in that country. For him, further excavation to bring 
new monuments to light was far less important than the recording of the monu
ments already e~posed, on which scenes and inscriptions were visibly d~terio• 
rating. '£hus was born inscription salvage. 11 It is a pleasure to state that 
the Oriental Institute has now completed the recording of a massive and typical 
Egyptian temple, Medinet Habu, in seven great volumes of a quality never sur
passed. These tomes are big enough to constitute a monument in themselves. 

Following up his concern for inscription salvage, Breasted headed two 
expeditions into Nubia from 1905 to 1907, pioneering the technique of photo
graphy, draughtsmanship, and collation as it was later applied to Medinet Habu. 
The Institute followed that trail-blazing in the 1960 1s, when we took such an 
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active role in the Nubian salvage program, copying the beautiful little temple 
of Beit el-Wali and excavating five different sites in advance of the flooding 
by the new lake. This was a great success; it would have been even more so if 
fanned by his enthusiasm. 

He was intensely interested in the origins, and he held high hopes that 
the prehistoric survey of Egypt which he organized would provide clear evidence 
on man's first settled life in the Nile Valley. He hoped for an ultimate chain 
of evidence from the first primitive villages down into historic times. It 
would be a disappointment to him that the Institute has done much more toward 
supplying links in that chain in the Mesopotamian area ·- Braidwood's "hilly 
flanks of the Fertile Crescent" -- than has been possible in Egypt. He still 
would have relished the story as it developed and taken a great pride that the 
Institute had played a major role in finding some of the primitive spots which 
will fit into a long successive story from the hilly flanks down into the 
Mesopotamian plain. 

Breasted was consulted by foreign ministers and prime ministers. It was 
a logical heritage of that trust when Jacobsen and Adams of the Oriental 
Institute were consulted by the Government of Iraq about the ancient use of 
irrigation, so that modern programs might be improved. Breasted believed in 
his ancients; it would have seemed perfectly normal to him that they would have 
something to say to the present. 

One might go on, but this is probably enough to establish the point. Our 
writing is flatter and less luminous; few historians commanded Breasted's easy 
pen. But the work is still essentially the same, and it still has enthusiasm. 
Breasted invented the term 11Fertile Crescent." We trust that we work in a kind 
of fertile crescent, with fertility of thought and increase in knowledge. 
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Aleppo, Syria Nov. 5, 1965 

On Thursday, September 30, at 6:30a.m., I drove off in the Land Rover, all 
by myself for once, to pick up my wife in Damascus. I don't know if it was the 
fine weather, or the prospect of seeing Ghislaine again after three months, but 
something opened my eyes to the countryside in which I had already been working 
for two weeks. 

It was market day at Deir Hafer, a cluster of country stores along the road 
from Aleppo to the Euphrates, and the early morning sun lit up the colors with al
most painful intensity: the spotless white and black of the hooded, robed men riding 
donkeys or horses, and the brilliant blue or yellow gowns of the women, as they 
regally strode along with babies and other loads on their backs. From all over the 
treeless, trackless steppe this stream of humanity converged upon the tiny hamlet. 
There~ traveling merchants had rigged acres of cotton cloth on frames to tempt the 
women and the men with even bolder gold-tasseled fantasies of color. Among the 
milling crowds huddled countless sheep, goats, and chickens in various stages be
tween freedom and slaughter. 

For once I saw this part of Syria not just as an endless source of flint and 
animal bones, but as a blend of carefully balanced, perfectly adapted elements, human, 
animal, vegetal and mineral. Wherever there is too little of one, nature provides an 
abundance of the other. This blaze of colors seemed to burst forth from the dreariness 
of the dun-colored plains according to the same miraculous law which makes the dusty 
desert nourish sheep and goats or parched fields bear water-melons and grapes. On the 
margin of the arable land, where life is hardest, prematurely aging its inhabitants, 
they still go clothed in trailing draperies of an ideal life of leisure, and savour 
the dignified formulae of a highly literate past. 

Already the last two generations here have undergone a profound transformation 
from a nomadic life of tribal self-defense, based on animal husbandry, to a settled 
life policed by the government and based on agriculture. The introduction of motor 
pumps enabled the sheykhs, and now the government, to irrigate the flood plain of the 
Euphrates throughout the rainless summer and to grow several crops of cotton, one of 
which is still being harvested at the moment. 

Now this newly found balance between man and nature is about to be swept away 
by a total upheaval, ultimately calculated to improve the lot of these people and to 
benefit the Syrian economy as a whole. The government plans to build a $400,000,000 dam 
in the Euphrates, which will satisfy Syrian needs in electric power for years to come 
and add 1,400,000 acres of irrigated land. 
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The plans for the dam are ready, and if it should be completed within seven 
years in spite of present difficulties, then this village and over a hundred others 
wil1 be engulfed by a lake 60 miles long and 6 miles wide. In a few years the in
habLtants will desert their one- or two-room houses, taking the valuable wood of 
roof, doors and windows along. Soon the mud bricks of the walls will melt and spread 
over the mud floors as earlier walls have spread over earlier floors for eight thousand 
years now. 

Only this last layer of debris, and with it all the layers underneath, will be 
seaLed off by the waters of the Euphrates. Before it is buried for good, we are search
ing this debris for its tell-tale inventory of broken or discarded implements. The 
villagers pity us because we haven't found any gold, but actually our glamorous finds-
bits of stone, animal bones, bags of charcoal and charred seeds--are what we were after 
in our quest for clues to long-lost phases of human development. 

As it straddles the 200 mm rainfall line (the bare minimum for dry farming), our 
area has been particularly sensitive to changes in climate. Even a slight decrease or 
increase in rainfall would shift the frontier between cultivation and desert, between 
law and lawlessness, from the Middle Euphrates to Aleppo or vice versa. This is 
probably why the record of human occupation we have so far is interrupted by several 
blanks. 

For six weeks last summer I made a survey of this area, criss-crossing the ter
rain by Land Rover and picking up the pot sherds and flints which betray not only the 
presence, but also the approximate date of ancient sites. The area was apparently 
thinly inhabited between now and the Middle Ages, again between Roman times and the 
Late Bronze Age, and once again between the Early Bronze Age and the Pre-Pottery 
Neol i. thic. 

The very existence of a stage of village culture preceding even the invention 
of pottery was unsuspected until the middle of this century, when the term "Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic"--hitherto considered a contradiction in terms--was coined for a level reached 
deep down in the excavations at Jericho, and dated to the seventh millennium B.C. approxi
mately. Subsequently a dozen or so comparable sites have been discovered over an area 
stretching from Greece to Iran, some of them unexpectedly sophisticated and all of them 
holding valuable answers to questions uppermost in many scholars' minds: when, where 
and how did man turn from hunting and food gathering to animal husbandry and cereal 
growing, a step which revolutionized human existence like none other before the onset 
of the industrial era? I don't need to elaborate this theme, which must be familiar 
to anyone who has heard of the Braidwoods and their work for the Oriental Institute. 

When we suspected that the prominent mound of Mureyba~ was to a large extent 
built up out of pre-pottery material, we made a sounding then and there in the form 
of a stepped trench. As we finished last year digging the fifth step, two thirds of 
the way up the mound, we were still in pre-pottery levels, and just beginning to hit 
stone architecture. 

The preliminary results we brought back--mostly information on the chipped and 
ground stone implements--seemed significant enough to colleagues and to the board of 
the National Science Foundation to warrant two months of excavation at Mureybat this 
fall. Flints are not my specialty, and we expected them by the thousands, but to my 
relief I was joined by Jim Skinner, a fellow Ph.D. from Columbia University, who wrote 
his thesis on the Middle Palaeolithic flint industries of Southwest Asia. 

Our research proposal, as accepted by the National Science Foundation, included 
soundings at some sites less ancient, but still of respectable age. This aspect in 
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part~cular persuaded Rudi Dornemann, a graduate student at the Oriental Institute, 
to join our dig. 

Finally Ghislaine (my wife), though still somewhat diffident about her abilities 
as a photographer, allowed herself to be torn away from our ten-month old Philippa long 
enough to take and develop most of the object and other photographs which are our only 
exportable record. In addition, she has manned the Land Rover and provided us with a 
life-line to Aleppo, through which we get everything from paper, wood and string through 
milk~ lamps and blankets to our mail! 

The various representatives of the Syrian Antiquities Service, in particular 
Ali ~bu Assaf and Dr. Toufic Solyman, have proved invaluable as dedicated, full-time 
exca~ators as well as labor trouble-shooters. Even so, we have been desperately under
staffed. As a result, we had to give up any ideals of presenting a complete picture 
of an early village on the Euphrates. All we could do was to use the available time 
and manpower to provide reasonably reliable answers to some of the questions most likely 
to be asked. 

The seventh and last week of digging came to an end yesterday, leaving all of us 
moderately pleased with the results achieved. The earlier and greater part of the cul
tural sequence at Mureyba~ is now clear from Jim's four 5 x 5 m squares on the west slope 
alongside last year's stepped trench. From the bottom up, he had: 

1. "virgin" river gravel. 
2. an average 1 m of human occupation remains (flints, animal bones, etc.) with

out architecture. 
3. remains of a burned clay structure, overlaid by 1 m. of occupation remains. 

--So far, the finds include only one quern, no obsidian, at first sight no 
sickle elements and no truly tanged arrowheads. 

4. within a total depth of 1-1/2 m, three superimposed levels of oval stone-paved 
structures, up to 4 m long (no burials underneath, in case you thought so!). 
One of them had a wall foundation of querns turned upside down (querns and 
mortars are frequent from here up). All had traces of floors and walls in 
red clay, but there is no evidence of mud bricks being used. Finds included 
plates carved out of limestone and bone needles. 

5. partly sunk into the trash of the previous and the following layer, Jim found 
13 perfectly round and vertical pits within a total depth of 2 m. Lined with 
baked clay and filled with ash and split pebbles, they were immediately identi
fied as bread ovens by the workers. They may be right--about a hundred charred 
grains were found in the vicinity. A stone bowl fragment decorated with a 
hatched zigzag and a number of poker-shaped stone objects also come from this 
level. 

6. finally, Jim had three superimposed levels of rectilinear structures, built of 
loaf-shaped pieces of limestone set in red clay. 

At this point the sequence is carried on (correlated through the stepped trench 
which I continued uphill this year) in the square which Toufic was lately digging. What 
looked at first like a hopeless tangle of melted red clay and disintegrated limestone 
developed during last week into our most spectacular building--a palace compared to the 
other structures we've had, even though in size it seems suited only for midgets. It is 
square, measuring 3.50 by 3.50 m and divided into four square rooms each measuring 1.50 
by 1.50 m. The walls are standing up to a height of 1 m (eleven courses) and have peep 
holes, too small to crawl through, from one room to another and to the outside. The 
floors are paved with limestone flags, sunk in some corners as if to form hearths. Near 
one such corner were a small pierced mill-stone (diameter 16 em), a large carnivore jaw 
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stuc::k into the wall, a long sharp flint blade and some stone "pokers." The area out
side is paved with large flagstones and near a wall butt which could be one side of 
a d~orway lies a flagstone pierced with a conical hole. 

All this still belonged to item no. 6 in the sequence described above. In 
Touf ic's square (supervised before him by Ali Abu Assaf) and in my trench we had as 

7. 1-1/2 m of ash, animal bones and other trash, from which came one of our 
most significant finds: a bowl rim of soft dark brown stone decorated with 
a wavy band, comparable to one found by Braidwood in seventh-millennium B.C. 
context. 

8. within the top l/2 m of the pre-pottery deposit were two more superimposed 
levels of limestone and red clay structures as described in item 6. A one
room structure, completely excavated, measured 2 x 3 m and contained two 
partial burials close to the walls. One consisted of a skull by itself, 
covered with stones. Both of these levels had been destroyed by fire, which 
had baked the clay parts into hard, brick-like chunks, preserving the impres
sions of poles, slats and reeds. 

During the last week Rudi and I dug adjoining squares which were badly chewed 
up by early Islamic pits, so we removed the intervening balk and got another complex 
of small rooms on a grid plan. The top pre-pottery level included a clay wall with a 
horizontal cylindrical hollow, presumably left by a burned beam, and the level immedi
ately underneath yielded a similar wall with a vertical hollow, apparently left by a 
post. 

Another bit of news since last week is that Jim's pickman, Sha'ban, has developed 
into a seed specialist. He turns out to be even more short-si.ghted than I am, and goes 
around all the balks of the excavation with a spoon and a magnifying glass, discovering 
charred seeds which have defied even the sharpest eyes among us. Altogether we now 
have eight samples, in addition to the samples of miscellaneous vegetal matter (mostly 
wood charcoal to the naked eye), floated from two baskets of soil out of every level 
in every square. 

I already wrote before that all our animals are wild, or at least look like wild 
ones, according to Dexter Perkins. The Mureyba~ians of about eight thousand years ago 
relied almost exclusively on wild cattle, onager and gazelle for meat. Van Liere, who 
likes to throw out challenging ideas, asked: "How do you know the cattle wasn't tame 
already? It must have taken many generations of malnutrition to change the bone struc
ture of cattle to its present size.'' He has a similar problem at his site lower down 
on the Euphrates. 

The remaining ten days will be devoted to drawing plans and sections, and to a 
preliminary sorting of flints from tho~ loci which seem most significant (the total is 
well over a 100,000). I will draw some of the most outstanding objects and flint types, 
while Ghislaine will take photographs and Rudi will reduce the material from our sound
ing at Selenke~iye to manageable proportions. He hopes to return from Jerusalem to 
Damascus later to study this material more fully. 

Two professional cartographers have spent two Fridays mapping the mound and have 
come up with a very adequate contour map, showing both natural features and the location 
of our dig. Toufic has made arrangements for the pickup and storage of our equipment 
and finds in the Aleppo Museum, of which he is the new curator. One problem that remains 
is preservation of the sites. Already since last night children have kicked stones off 
Toufic's "palace" and ripped tags out of the balks, in spite of the watchman's presence. 
We now plan to appoint our faithful factotum MamduQ as a permanent watchman, and to equip 
him with a big black dog. 

Maurits van Loon 
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The Egyptologists of the Epigraphic Survey, Edward Wente, Carl DeVries, anc I, 
with my wife, reached Cairo at the end of September, on the eve of the reorganiza
tion of the Egyptian cabinet, In order to ease the great burdens on Dr. Abd-el
Ks.der Hatem, Deputy Prime Minister for Culture, National Guidance, and Tourism, 
three ministers were appointed to work under him. ~he two who will be most c~u
ce~ned with our work are Dr. Soliman Huzayyin, Minister of Culture, and Dr. Aziz 
Ya8sin, Minister of Tourism and Antiquities. 

Early last week I had the opportunity to meet both ministe!'s. Dr. Huzayyi:.J., 
who was Rector of the University of Assiut before his present appointment, recall
ed that when he was concentrating on his studies in pre-history before the war hA 
was a frequent visitor at Chicago House. He was deeply appreciative of the Orien
tal Institute's program for the documentation and publication of the ancient monu
me:ltS in the Luxor area. 

Dr. Yassin came to his present post from a very successful managerial career. 
Trained as an engineer, he headed the cement industry until his new appointrne~t. 
ee is anxious to increase the effj.ciency of the serivi.ces offered to tourists. He 
Las heard of the famous lihra!."y of Egyptology at Chicago House, ar.d hopes he may 
visit us later in the season. 

We were :tn Catro at the opening of the new John F. Kennedy Library en October 
3rd. Dr. Hatem gave the address for the United Arab Republic and the American Am
bassador Lucius Battle that for the United Etates. Charlton Heston, in Cairo for 
a film on Gen. Charles George ("Chinese") Gordon, read parts of the inaugural ad
dress of the late President Kennedy. The new building is one lent by the U.A.R. 
pe~ding the construction of a new American Information Center, and President Nasser 
presented a ~arge number of books to the new collection. There are still consider
ably fewer volumes in the new library than there were in the one destroyed by the 
action of African students a year ago, but it is expected that it will grow rapidl~ 
Mr. James Hals•3ma, in charge of the United States Information Service activities in 
the American Embassy, hopes to have a soecial exhibit showing a cross section of 
the woYk of American schol&~s and writers in Egypt, and we hope that our publica
tions will be represented. 

The American Ambassador la:nents that while the destruction of the library was 
headlined in almost every newspaper in the United States there was, as far as he 
kn~ws, no news item abcut the Kennedy Library reopening, no~ about the improvement 
iu t~e relations between the two nations which made th:s possible and which.it is 
promoting. 

The season began as ususal on October 15th, with the return of our artists and 
wives, Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Colenan, Mr. and Mrs. Michael BarnwP-11, and Mr. Leslie 
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Greener. John Healey, who is in charge of our operations, is the veteran member 
of our staff, having begun his work at Chicago House in the spring of 1932. Our 
new members are Carl DeVries and Eric Morby. The latter has just finished his 
course at the Royal College of Art in London. He is making an excellent beginning 
in learning our methods and is showing a keen power of observance. We look forwatd 
tc having him on the staff for some years to come. 

While the Epigraphic Survey ordinarily does not excavate, we are alert to 
such work in this area. At the end of last season two excavations were substanti
ally completed. Technically, they were "clearances," such as we conducted at the 
Tomb Chapel of Kheruef a few years ago. A "clearance11 is the removal of debris 
from a known monument, while an "excavation" is on a virgin site. From the per
sonal observations of the staff at Chicago House we can report something of the 
results of these two projects and draw some tentative conclusions. 

The German Archaeological Institute, with Jurgen Settgast as Field Director 
and Dieter Arnold as his assistant, has, in the past three years, cleared a tomb 
chapel not far from that of Kheruef. It is that of the General Intef, who lived 
under Montuhotep II, ruler in the second half of the twenty-first century B.C. On 
the square pillars of the portico at the west end of a sunken court are well pre
served paintings showing agricultural and fishing scenes of a type well known, and 
others which are unique, one of warriors in boats attacking shore troops and an
other with a siege tower, with wheels, against the wall of a besieged town. If 
those latter are not actual events in Montuhotep 1s conquest of Middle and Lower 
Egypt (which led to the reunification of the country), they are at least typical 
of the military action which ended the chaotic disunion which followed the Old 
Kingdom. 

Perhaps the court of this chapel had already begun to fill up with debris fol
lowing the Middle Kingdom. Whatever depression remained was built up to the level 
of the floor of the valley when Thutmosis III built across this area his causeway, 
which went more than two-thirds of a mile from the desert edge to Deir el-Bahri. 
Tombs built into the floor of this causeway in the Saite Period, about the middle 
of the seventh century B.C., penetrated into the portico of Antef 1 s tomb, and 
apparently some of its chambers were then reused for burials. Much of the court 
has not yet been excavated. 

The causeway of Thutmosis III, and several ancient remains associated with it, 
should remind all Egyptologists that their prescience has not always been equal to 
the later discovered actuality. In the early part of this century Naville found, 
tucked behind the northwest corner of the platform of the mortuary temple of 
Montuhotep II, a small chapel for Hathor, built by Thutmosis III, and now in the 
Cairo Museum. It was tothis chapel that the causeway was believed to have led. 
The shrine was identified with the temple of Amon which was named "The Holy Hori
zon." In 1922 Winlock found near the chapel several ostraka which recounted build
ing operations on this temple by the Vizier Rekhmire in the forty-fifth year of 
Thutmosis III. The amount of stone delivered was rather great for the small chape~ 
but the discrepency passed unquestioned. Nor did anyone seek an explanation for 
the beginning of a ramp midway between Montuhotep's and Hatshepsut's mortuary 
temples. 

Early in this decade the Polish Government sent the architect Leszek Dabrowsk~ 
and later the Egyptologist Mme. Yagoda Lipinski, to cooperate with the Department 
of Antiquities in the reconstruction of Hatshepsut's mortuary temple. It soon 
became evident that in order to discern the architectural details at the southern 
end of the structure some clearance would be necessary. In the process of this 
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investigation it was discovered that there had been, to the west and south of the 
queen 1s temple, andabove it, a temple of Thutmosis III. Though badly destroyed. 
blocks fallen from the walls proved that this was the temple of Amon of "The Holy 
Horizon." The restoration, in the Nineteenth Dynasty, of the figure of Amon 
erased by the Amarna fanatics is the finest in the Theban area. The full excava
of the temple proves that the causeway and the ramp led to it, and that the Hathor 
chapel was only an adjunct. 

Several statues of Thutmosis III, in poor to good condition, were found. More 
interesting than these was one of Senmut, Hatshepsut's confidant and architect, 
whose memory was believed to have been persecuted soon after his death and while 
his patroness was still alive. This statue, showing the official holding a shrine 
of Hathor, once had a cartouche on either shoulder. One subsequently was erased; 
the remaining is that of Thutmosis III. The erased cartouche must have been that 
of Hatshepsut, and it seems that this statue still stood, probably in the Hathor 
shrine, after the memory of the queen was dishonored. 

The wall blocks and pillars have on them graffiti from the reign of Ramesses 
IX indicating that by this time the visitors honored Hathor therein, though none of 
the remaining wall decoration shows any such change. 

There is enough data to make a plausible hypothesis about this temple. The 
writer has the belief that the destruction of the monuments of Hatshepsut at Karnak 
and the erasure of her name and figure from her reliefs did not take place until 
after Thutmosis had completed his last military campaign in Syria in his forty• 
second year. Following this conclusion, it seems possible that the mortuary temple 
of Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahri ~as destroyed about this time. This destruction left 
no shrine for the yearly celebration of the Feast of The Valley when the bark of 
Amon came from Karnak. On this interpretation the feast still took place in the 
Valley where it was founded in the time of Montuhotep II. 

Thus it was necessary for Thutmosis III to build a new temple for this cele
bration, and it was under construction in his forty-fifth year. In the Nineteenth 
Dynasty the procession of Amon, who was by then joined by Mut and Knonsu, his 
associated deities, went from Karnak to the mortuary temple of the reigning king. 
Thutmosis' temple was no longer needed for this purpose, and it became identified 
with the nearby Hathor Shrine. 

A number of friends and members of the Oriental Institute already have called 
at Chicago House this season. A few days ago we were visited by the Edward de 
Loaches who had spent their honeymoon in old Chicago House more than thirty-five 
years ago when Mr. de Losch, now an oil geologist in Libya, was on the staff of 
the Architectural Survey. Not every one will have such romantic association with 
Chicago House, but we are certain that our friends will find a visit here most 
pleasant, and the staff will be delighted to see them. 

Sincerely yours, 

CHARLES FRANCIS NIMS 
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Dezful, Khuzestan 

Before leaving Chicago we resolved to share with you as much as possible of 
our work in the field by writing frequent newsletters. Once away, with so many 
things to do, it is always harder to write than anticipated, but the heavens have come 
to our aid by starting the rainy season in Khuzestan a month before it is normally due. 
In fact, torrents of rain and hail poured down the very first night that we arrived, at 
four o 1 clock in the morning, by train from Tehran. That was the first rain of the 
season and when later that day we drove out to Chogha Mish, the landscape and the 
fields were still parched and yellow--the color of the end of the summer. Now we 
are rained in for the second day after making a good start on the tepe, so we can try 
to carry out our good resolves. 

To begin at the beginning. We made two brief stops on the way out to Iran. The 
first one was in London, where we had matters to discuss with our colleagues at the 
British Museum, Barnett of the Department of Western Asiatic Antiquities and James 
and Shore of the Department of Egyptian Antiquities. It is always most helpful to talk 
over subjects of mutual concern, such as the latest news and problems of the museum 
world and of archaeological work in the Near East. London is a focal point where 
scholars come and go, and always full of news. One of us (HJK) stayed on in order 
to represent the Institute at the opening ceremony of the exhibition "Land of the Bible" 
in celebration of the completion of the first centenary of the Palestine Exploration 
Fund and of the progress of Palestinian archaeology, It was most successful. Groups 
of full- sized figures in native dress and an alcove devoted to the geology and ecology 
of Palestine (complete with samples of thistles, different grains, and a cage teeming 
with live locusts) provided a colorful introduction. Photographs, newspapers, and 
many other documents were devoted to the founders and early history of the Palestine 
Exploration Fund, Large contour maps of Palestine studded with colored pins repre
senting excavated sites provided a striking and extremely valuable survey of settle
ment patterns, a knowledge of which is basic for the reconstruction and understanding 
of the archaeology and history of Palestine. These introductory materials were fol
lowed by alcoves arranged chronologically, from the Palaeolithic to the Islamic period, 
filled with objects from Palestine Exploration Fund excavations and supplemented with 
significant pieces from other sources. Altogether, the exhibition was both attractive 
and highly instructive. Already from the beginning it was a great public success. 

In Israel the two main tasks were to attend to various matters in connection with 
the Institute's expedition to Israel (Khirbet Kerak) and to obtain supplies, especially 
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printed pottery recording forms, for the Chogha Mish excavations. As usual, there 
were all sorts of archaeological news to catch up with, and, in particular, the pleasant 
task of visiting the great new museum complex for the first time. Last April the com
bined Art, Archaeological, and Dead Sea Scrolls Museums were opened, so that for 
the first time the Israeli collections could be adequately displayed. Despite all the 
world-wide publicity and praise published at the time of the inauguration, we were 
still surprised to see how much outstanding material has been collected and were 
greatly interested to learn how the complex problems of arranging such an ambitious 
museum are being met. 

On October 12 we flew to Tehran and, though it was midnight, were met by 
Professor and Mrs. Negahban. Tehran was then very full of people 1temporarily 
evacuated from their stations farther east, so that we were disappointed in not "being 
able to stay at the Presbyterian Mission, where we have always been so kindly re
ceived. But instead we enjoyed very much the generous hospitality of the Negahbans, 
and later of the German Archaeological Institute, where we moved after all members 
of our group (in addition to ourselves: two students, Miss Elizabeth Carter and 
Father Stanislao Loffreda) had gathered and where we received much assistance in 
our last-minute packing for the field. 

In Tehran our activities were two-sided. On one hand there was the official 
business to be arranged. All this was greatly facilitated by Mr. Fourman, Director 
of Antiquities, and by Mr. Khorramabodi, who is in charge of excavation arrange
ments. Our permit to excavate was ready for us on our arrival, and very shortly 
Mr. Imani was appointed commissioner to accompany us. There was, of course, 
also much to be done in connection with visas and, since we shipped no provisions 
or camp equipment from the States, shopping for various expedition supplies not 
obtainable in Khuzestan without great difficulty or at all. One of the most important 
of such items that had to be ordered was our camp "furniture", namely nests of 
wooden boxes which first served to ship our tools from Tehran, which now serve us 
as closets, bedside stands, and kitchen and working tables and eventually will 
be crates for shipping antiquities. 

The other aspect of our stay in Tehran was centered around archaeological and 
social activities. The American cultural attache, Mr. Reinhardt, was very friendly 
and helpful; he and his wife asked us to dinner to meet various members of the Ameri
can community. Our Ambassador, Mr. A. Meyer, invited us to a cocktail party and 
urged us to remain for a quiet talk after most of the guests had left. We were happy 
to make his acquaintance. In addition our arrival in Tehran coincided with the return 
of the Ghirshmans and the arrival of Professor and Mrs. Mallowan, so that there was 
an impromptu miniature archaeological congress, with two lectures by Professor 
Mallowan, a showing of a film based on Professor Negahban's work at Marlik Tepe, 
and various meetings. Altogether, a great deal of activity was crowded into our short 
time in Tehran. 

The two of us came down to Khuzestan a few days ahead of the students in order 
to solve the transportation and housing problems while they were still studying in 
the German Institute's library and visiting the Archaeological Museum. In Khuzestan 
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we found many of our old friends missing--the whole Dutch group of engineers and 
~urveyors (some of whom made the contour map of our site in the second season) 
ure gone, as well as many Americans. But several of our good friends remain, 
particularly Mr. Rashidian and Dr. Gremliza, and they have been of tremendous 
help in innumerable ways. 

Even before leaving Chicago, we had known that the house which was put at 
our disposal during the first two seasons would not be available and that new hous
ing arrangements would have to be made. The very first afternoon in Khuzestan we 
went out to Dowleti, the village closest to the site, to examine the possibilities of 
living there. Villagers always gather when they see a car approach, so we were 
soon recognized and the news of our return speedily spread in the village. Many of 
our former workmen came running to meet us. Soon we were ushered into the court
yard l of the village headman's house to talk and to drink tea surrounded by a large 
audience. After a while we broached the subject of renting a house. We were im
mediately offered that very house, one of the best in the village, plus, if we wished, 
part of an adjoining house. Thus we could begin to estimate what alterations would 
be necessary in order to make it possible to live and work there. The rooms have 
no windows, only small doors through which one must go stooping, and low ceilings 
of sticks and brushwood covered with mud outside. In addition there were the prob
lems of good water and light to be considered. Altogether, even the most indispen
sable changes would have taken several weeks to carry out and we were eager to 
settle down and begin digging as soon as possible. So, after much deliberation of 
the pros and cons of time needed for remodeling versus the time spent on commuting, 
we decided, very regretfully, to take a house in Dezful. Once that decision was made, 
we were lucky in that friends found for us a brand-new, well-planned house, almost 
ready for occupation. We had to wait only a few days in the Andimeshk guest house. 
In fact, we moved in and began digging before our Tehran shipment arrived and be
fore we could set up proper "housekeeping. 11 Ever since then we have been very busy. 
Despite our commuting we reach the tepe before or at sunrise, which means getting 
up no later than 5:00a.m. and leaving the house around 5:50. We stop for about a 
half-hour lunch at 10 and begin signing off the workmen around 3:00p.m. The return 
trip, washing up, and a little tea make a break in the day, a break which is very full 
usually of practical arrangements to be made with the driver, the cook, or others. 
After dinner around 6:30, we try to catch up with some of the recording work before 
bed. Somehow, there never seems to be enough time. 

On our first visit to Chagha Mish after our arrival, we were most happy to see 
that the villagers had kept their promises to us and that everything on the site was in
tact, though we had left no guards. Not only was there no man -made damage, but 
even the rain had not greatly eroded our previous work, nor was there much blown-in 
dirt or sand in the former excavations. Practically every sherd-yard was intact, 
with the painted notations of proveniences still visible on some of the stone markers. 
Even some sherds which we had mended in the second season, but had decided we 
could not carry away, were still there, with the glue still holding after two and a 
half years of Khuzestan winters and summers. Could there be a better testimony 
to the quality of a product? 

Just as we were to begin work on the tepe, the news of the sudden death of 
Miss Carter's father, Mr. John Stewart Carter, the noted poet and novelist, came 
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as a great shock to us and greatly marred the happy beginning of the season. For a 
while we were even afraid that we might lose Miss Carter, but she learned that it 
was one of her father's last wishes that she remain to take advantage of her oppor
tunities for field,vork, and she had been carryinG on most bravely and efficiently 
ever since work began, and has proved to be a very dependable and valuable member 
of our small staff. 

You probably remember that since the fall of 1961 we have had one short and one 
long season of work at Chogha Mish, the most prominent mound in this corner of 
Khuzestan. In the two previous seasons we established that the entire mound of over 
sixty acres was occupied during both the prehistoric and Protoliterate periods, and 
we located some very interesting traces of architecture. However, we had not been 
able to follow these on any large scale, in great part because our workmen were com
pletely new to archaeological digging and were unable to cope with the extremely dif
ficult work of tracing badly destroyed unbaked brick walls, many of which are in 
addition much decayed because of being directly below the modern surface of the 
mound. But this year some workmen have two seasons behind them, and we have 
begun at once to concentrate on the best architectural traces located last season, 
with the aim of openbg up relatively large areas. We have started to trace com
pletely the thick round wall of Trench V and to dig down in the adjoining areas. The 
wall is too thick to be that of an ordinary private house, but it is still to early to 
identify the structure. Undoubtedly i.t was rebuilt more than once and in part it con
tained a truly monumental accumulation of animal bones. We have materials to keep 
a zoologist busy for a long, long time. 

We have also begun to work in the Trench IX area, where we are getting into 
a maze of architectural complication, with a large number of pottery end brick drains 
and the lowest courses of wall. Eventually the complicated stratification will become 
unraveled, but it will take time and patience. 

We have already some small finds, such as seal impressions, a few stamp seals, 
and, above all, incredible masses of pottery. This year's sherd yards already dwarf 
those of the previous season, which at the time seemed so large to us. Chogha Mish 
is really remarkable for its pottery yield, and we tell our students that they should 
not consider this a normal situation. 

P. S. The rainy spell ended before this letter was finished--in fact the weather has 
been too dry for agriculture, so we are all praying for rain, our workmen because of 
their wheat and we because of our backlog of "home work. 11 It is high time for this 
first newsletter to be on its way to you, and we hope soon to send another with a fur
ther report. All the best wishes of the season to you all. 

Cordially, 

PIERRE DELOUGAZ 

HELENE KANTOR 
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With this newsletter, our field responsibilities under the UNESCO
sponsored program of emergency excavations on the lands being flooded 
by the new High Dam at Aswan draw to an end. Its author is Dr. George 
Scanlon, Director of the Cairo Center of the American Research Center 
in Egypt and an Oriental Institute Research Associate. Our first campaign 
at the site he describes, Kasr al-Wizz, was carried on by Professor 
Keith C. Seele just as the navigation channel up the Nile was being blocked 
by the High Dam's construction, and was forced to close prematurely in 
order for our boats to escape down-river without being permanently trapped. 
Dr. Scanlon, who is currently directing excavations for the A. R. C. E. at 
the medieval Arabic city of Fustat (ancient Cairo), undertook to finish them 
for us this fall, using an A. R. C. E. houseboat that was kept above the dam 
for continuing excavations at Gabal Adda. As his letter indicates, it is 
heartening to report that our long and exciting chapter on Nubian fieldwork 
closes with several important discoveries. 

The closing of the fieldwork chapter, however, finds us only at an early 
and still highly uncertain phase in the long task of preparing our Nubian find
ings for publication. Without publication they will remain meaningless, and 
yet neither the blocked currency (Public Law 480) program under which 
excavations were conducted nor the fanfare of publicity about the salvaging 
of Nubian treasures made any allowance for this essential activity. 
Archeological field excavations, as I am reminded again every time I see 
Professor Seele 1 s massive collection of Nubian pottery awaiting study in our 
basement laboratories, is only that part of the archeological iceberg which 
is visible above the water. 

To conclude on a note more in keeping with the spirit of the holidays, it is 
a pleasure to annouce the opening of a new exhibit in our Museum on December 
21st. Prepared under the joint guidance of archeologist Carl Haines and 
sumerologist Miguel Civil, it presents the story of our excavations at the 
Sumerian city of Nippur in southern Iraq. Beginning at 4~30 that afternoon we 
will be serving punch before a fire in the Director's Study (Room 235 on the 
second floor). Some of you may wish to take in the new exhibit and then join 
the Oriental Institute staff for an exchange of holiday greetings on this festive 
occasion. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert M. Adams 
Director 
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The wind rose this evening; the recurrent edge of the Nile lapping the shore like 
breakers through the night. There had been three days of penetrating heat, a 
sort of Nubian "Indian Summer 11

, when there wasn't a ripple on the river, and 
the shores has become littorals of scum. Perfect weather for cleaning and 
photographing an excavated site, for bodies to imbibe this last taste of Nubian 
warmth, and for our cook and one of the camel patrol to take a felucca across 
to Adindan and find themselves stranded. Perhaps it was the decline of the 
fierce sun which presaged the onset of honest Nubian winter. 

The Nile is forming Lake Nasser, against her will, mayhaps, but relentlessly, 
and she has had to rob this land of those elements which haunt the heart: clean 
villages with an unstudied geometricity to placate a Cezanne, groves of palms 
where sands and shore mingled fruitfully, a people of seperate temper living 
lives of a stately tempo and at one with the landscape. Now these are gone, 
but there yet remain the daily solar accidents, the confluence of sands and lunar 
rocks, and the thousand regrets of those who worked to rescue and record the 
monuments and modes of her existence. 

One of these monuments is the small Coptic monastery (dair) of Kasr al- Wizz, 
the Palace of the Wild Goose, or more poetically, of the Heron. The six weeks' 
campaign ends today, but one would wish for more time to explore further, 
towards the west where there must be a continuation of those A- and C- Group 
cemeteries revealed immediately to the south in the Faras area. Wizz stands 
on a promonotory now fifteen to eighteen meters above the Nile, on the west 
bank, eighteen kilometers south of Abu Simbel. The Sudanese border is less 
than a kilometer to the south. The monastery is built on an undulant platform 
of the hill, it measures approximate! y sixty meters N -S, and thirty-five E.- W. 
There was a church (12. 5 x 22. Sm) attached to the monastery, once filled with 
frescoes only pieces of which we were able to rescue. There were obviously 
two periods of church construction, one we believe to be 8-9th century, from 
some pages of Coptic parchment found beneath the pavement of the room just 
beyond the baptistery; and the rebuilding dates probably to late lOth through 
early 12th centuries. These two eras collate with the two great building epochs 
of Faras, the bishopric to which Wizz was subject, whose buildings were plainly 
visible up river from her height, which today is totally engulfed. Though 
Griffiths and Mileham hinted at a church, Monneret didn't look too carefully, 
and from the vaulted remains of the monastery refectory (which in his time 
were not totally filled) and from the name of the place in local parlance, he 
assumed Wizz to be a 11 Palais 11

• Towards the end of his 1964 season, Keith 
Seele visited Wizz and did some sounding and clearing. He proved definite! y 
that there was a church, uncovering parts of the nave, apse and podium. 

We know it was a typical three-aisled church, priginally with three pillars on 
each side of the nave. The entrance was originally from the West, and there 
was a simple arched divide between the baptistery and tribunal. Later, the 
piers were bricked up and a baikal of five steps installed in the nave against 
it's new north wall. The original western entrance was filled in, and an 
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entrance formed coming from a new southern courtyard, directly into the old 
narthex. Additional rooms were added to the east, in two of which we found 
crypts, hewn into the gabal platform. The baptistery now had a sunken tank, 
on two faces of which we found inscriptions in Nubian. All the aisles were 
vaulted, and probably frescoed. Additional ornament was provided by carved 
mauve sandstone lintels, tympana, capitals, capstones, etc. all painted with 
w-hite plaster, and all carrying motifs related to other Nubian Christian 
buildings. One lintel, however, was exceptional, since it contained five 
different motifs, any combination of which had appeared before but not the 
carved composition of all five. In rooms immediate! y adjacent to the church 
on the south side we found two magazines of mud- brick and the place where 
they were made, with enormous remains of the grey mud and chopped straw., 
Within the courtyard was a porter's "apartment'' and one room filled to the 
brim with sherds. We extracted ninety baskets of these, and confirmed 
through our typology the later rebuilding from the incidence of what William 
Adams has termed "Classic Christian", ''Late Christian Fine-Line'', and 
"Late Slapdash". We now have the complete ground-plan of the church, and 
enough evidence for an attempted section through the nave. 

Keith Seele had found four graves hewn side- by- side into the escarpment 
below the church, one on the same axis. It was decided to clean the escarp
ment, both to investigate the possibility of more tombs, and to make clean
ing the monastery proper that much easier, since the fill could be tipped 
over the escarpment. Along a front of seventy meters, the rock was cleaned 
eighteen meters down towards the river. One more tomb did show up, but it 
had been plundered, and the outlines of another never hewn. But two very 
interesting rooms, hewn into the gabal but with bricked walls, came through 
below the monastery. One of these contained a cache of very early Christian 
lamps and sherds of the same fabric and decoration denominated "Early 
Christian" by Adams. It is impossible to ascertain the function of these 
rooms; the remnants of a terra-cotta pipe were in the path coming from a 
point directly under the platform and leading to the southern of the two rooms. 
A cistern? Possibly, but was there need for one with all the flowing Nile 
fronting one, and was there ever so much rain water? I doubt if they could 
form a cesspool. If they were tombs and the lamps seem to point that way, 
then they were a shape unlike any in the vicinity and were plundered beyond 

recognition. 

Excavating the monastery proved much more difficult. (It measures roughly 
33 x 35 m.) First it was packed with sand; and in some cases removing this 
sand meant sacrificing weakening vaulting. Then there was obviously a 
second floor, but when it was constructed, why, and the plan of it were 
impossible to adduce. Lastly, this whole area had been occupied after the 
dissolution of the monastery, for- in many sections we found the occluding sand 
packed down, and hearths erected. Many of the cells were blocked; other 
rooms were very clearly used for the stabling of animals, particularly camels 
and goats, whose droppings and forage were found throughout, and at depths of 

a meter and a half into the fill. It is a problem yet to deduce the number of 
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monks accommodated by the buildings. However, we can give the complete 
ground plan, complete with refectory (though this has lost most of the vaulting 
noted in Monneret' s plate), latrines, kitchens, and a small courtyard jOpening 
to the east, on three sides of which there may have been open arcading, giving 
a charming aspect to the monastery from the river and eastern bank. Below 
the flooring of the courtyard and directly adjacent to the kitchen, we found 
a vault hewn into the platform, about a meter and a quarter high, and a meter 
and a half in round width, with an opening to the courtyard. This was a cold 
cellar, undoubtably for storing wine, and the opening an air shaft. 

'Opening from a corridor whose egree was the refectory we cleaned what can 
only be considered seven monk-cells. Originally these were plastered and 
had elements of frescoe, some fragments of which we found in the fill. In 
one of the rooms towards the floor we discovered our finest and most important 
object: - a complete (17 leaves) Coptic prayer-book, with illustrations and 
decorations in red, green, and black on whitish parchment. Among the 
illustrations was a most amusing crocodile, his mouth agape, entoning a psalm 
methinks, rather than in anticipation of jolly mastication. Also some ostriches 
eating grapes and a very strangely, almost abstractly, drawn human face. 
This proves a tradition of book illustration to parallel that of fresco painting. 
It is my belief that this dates from the rebuilding, sometime in the 11th century, 
since this cell also contained a letter in Nubian and on paper, addressed 
"Marianas to Marianas": one of whom must be the Bishop of Faras who died in 
10 39 (cf. Kush, XIII, in the report of Prof. Micaelowski on his third season at 
Faras). 

A latrine next to the kitchen was filled with pottery sherds, again most of them 
pointing to a "Classic Christian' 1

, "Late Christian Fine- Line '1 context. We 
were able to reconstruct an almost complete vase, with splendid paintings of 
birds and an antelope in panels; it is the most beautiful piece of slip-painted 
Christian ware from Nubia that I've seen. Companion pieces, alas not so 
complete, attest the artistic quality of the potters in the Faras area. 

Thus, because of the parchment fragments beneath the pavement in the church, 
the prayer-book and the vase from the monastery, what we had thought to be 
merely an interesting building in the litany of Christian Nubia proved to be 
rather important. True, the monastery as a whole is roughly built and its 
decor may be thought 11provincial", but it does relate directly to the history 
of Faras, paralling its history almost exactly, and when one thinks of the 
two churches formerly at Adindan right across the river, one can think that 
this triangle (Wizz-Adindan- Faras) formed a cluster of continuing importance 
.in Nubian history; one that can be much better comprehended now that Wizz is 
available for comparative study. That it is so has been due to the efforts of 
a most conscientious staff, with whom it has been a pleasure to work: Mr. 
Voyiech Kollontay, Architect and Assistant Director; Mr. Marek Marciniak, 
Epigraphist (both on loan to the Wizz Expedition by the Polish Center of 
Mediterranean Archaeology with permission of its distinguished Director 
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Prof. K. Michaelowski); Mrs. Elinor Pawula, Artist; Mr. Neil MacKenzie, 
Field Archaeologist; Mr. Gordon Holler, Photographer; and Mr. John Semple, 
Pottery Supervisor. Our work force of eighty Quftis accomplished the 
cleaning of site and escarpment in twenty-eight work days under the vigilant 
supervision of Ra'is Hamid Mahmud. The Antiquities Inspector for the U. A. R. 
Government was Mr. Fahmy Abdal-Alim, who was most cooperative. All 
conspired to make my direction minimal, if not most unnecessary. 

George Scanlon 
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Dezful, Khuzestan 
January 19, 1966 

It is time to begin another letter to tell you of progress. Since we wrote 
last there has been a whole cluster of holidays and local official memorial days 
to which our workmen paid little heed and we have proceeded uninterruptedly. 
On our, western, side there was Christmas and New Year's which would not 
have seemed very real i~ Professor J. R. Kantor (Miss Kantor's father) had 
not come all the way out from Chicago, bearing a sack full of presents like a 
proverbial St. Nicolas. He stayed with us for three weeks, during which he 
became quite acclimatized to the expedition atmosphere, to the point of mend
ing pottery. We were sad to see him return to his work in Chicago. At 
leaving he gave us a handsome contribution to the Expedition's expenses. Now 
he writes about the rigorous winter weather in Chicago and we hope that you 
are not all suffering from it a great deal. 

News of the outside world hardly percolates through to us and we learned 
about the feats of our astronauts in a roundabout fashion through a letter from 
England. However, local problems and situations take on great importance. 
Together with our workmen, we have been watching daily for rain and have 
been sorry to see the green fields of sprouted wheat all around Chogha Mish 
turn yellow-brown. Also on the tepe itself, the vegetation shriveled; the wild 
calendulas have stayed green and bloomed only in some of the depressions 
left over from last season's work, where a little moisture was still retained. 
Because of the appartmt failure of this year's crop, which is especially 
serious for the farmers around Chogha Mish, who still rely only on rain since 
they have no irrigation, the villagers have been very anxious to work for us; 
fending off eager, would-be workers, many of them not very promising, has 
been quite a chore. It is obviously impossible for us to emply the several 
thousand men and boys in the neighboring villages, but each individual always 
pleads: "just me, just one more!" In this connection we have had only serious 
problem so far; disgruntled young men who were not employed or who were 
dismissed have three times come to the tepe after working hours to damage 
drains and pottery and to try to disarrange our sherd yards. Twice we warned 
the workers and the responsible men of the nearest village, but when it hap
pened for the third time, we actually stopped work for a few days, explairting 
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to our workers that it was impossible to continue in this fashion. They understood, 
were very disturbed, and told us the names of the two culprits. When our corn
missioner put in a complaint, the two young men were brought by gendarmes before 
a judge in Dezful and some of our workmen undertook in writing to guard the tepe 
after work without pay. While we were waiting for some satisfactory action to be 
taken in the matter of the damage (which fortunately had caused no serious losses 
of objects or information), we were able to stay home a few days to work on the 
backlog of recording which has accumulated in the absence of rainy days. 

Since our first letter we have made great strides on the tepe itself. Accord
ing to plan we have conc::entrated our efforts in three major spots. 

1) On the east side of the lower mound, along Trench V of last season, we have 
opened up a wide expanse, which is enabling us to trace the entirely of the 
round room whose walls in both its stages are monumentally thick, but built 
of unbaked mud brick so bad and so disintegrated that they are of the utmost 
difficulty to trace. We know that there are baked bricks, presumably form
ing a pavement, running underneath the round room, but we have not yet been 
able to get down to this depth in a wide area. First we must deal with the 
tremendous deposit of beveled rim bowls and other pottery which was laid 
down against the round wall on one side, and also with the many pits and 
kiln-like structures whic}J. stretch away toward the southeastern edge of the 
tepe. These have greatly damaged the architecture of the upper layers of 
the Protoliterate period, but on the other hand they are crammed full of 
Protoliterate pottery and sometimes contain good seal impressions. So we 
are happy to have this material and anticipate that the architecture of the 
earliest Protoliterate occupation below may have remained more coherent. 

2) On the opposite, western side of the lower mound we have connected 
Trenches VI, IX, and Sounding C of last season into one coherent area. 
This is the area where we have the largest array of drains, both of baked 
pottery and of baked bricks, running in various directions at various levels. 
The disentangling of these and their attribution to proper strata (some of 
which have disappeared, having been above the present ground level) is a 
long and complicated job. Though it is still too early to say that we have 
solved all the problems, we are making good progress. For one thing, it 
is clear that even those very well-built brick drains which at the beginning 
we thought must be "late" are actually also Protoloterate. For another, 
the instrusive nature and the date of the late occupation is now clear. There 
was never an extensive settlement or real "layer, " but a certain amount of 
outlying structures dug down into the early levels some two millennia after 
the Protoliterate period. We have a pottery kiln, a very nice one with the 
plastered floor of the firing chamber full of holes to bring in the heat from 
the furnace room below. The kiln was crammed with pottery and there are 
many very similar large storage jars all around. Those of you who know 
us well will realize that we were not exactly overwhelmed with joy at this 
sudden access of PARTHIAN pottery, but the group is going to provide such 
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a good corpus of types, that our hearts have softened and we are treating all 
this material with the same care as if it were Protoliterate. 

3) We have now also tackled the high, main mound. We approached it by a series 
of deep soundings; in none of these have we yet reached virgin soil, but we are 
getting a fine sequence of prehistoric Susiana pottery, exciting not only for all 
the archaeological questions which we hope will be answered, but also because 
the sherds themselves, even as fragments, are so attractive. On the main 
mound itself we began on the southwest corner, and first hit at the base what 
we believe to be solid mud brickwork of the Protoliterate period. We have 
been gradually working our way up by tracing individual bricks and now have 
cleared the top layers of brickwork over a large part of the southwestern spur 
of the main mound. Outwardly this part of the site now looks very much like 
the core of one solid ziggurat. However, we know that this is probably not 
the case for the bricks vary in dimension and are somewhat differently 
oriented at different heights. Possibly we have a monumental Elamite 
structure which capped a Protoliterate one and was in turn cut in to by some 
Parthian brickwork and even later stone and plaster structures. However, 
only at the top do we find some Elamite and Parthian potsherds; otherwise 
all the pottery associated with the brickwork is Protoloterate, and we even 
have at the base two well-built brick cesspools or pits which were brimming 
over with beveled rim bowls and other Protoliterate pottery. So there are 
many indications that substantial Protoliterate constructions existed on the 
"acropolis'' of Chogha Mish and we are very eager to do our duty in c1earing 
and recording the later brickwork as quickly as possible so as to be able to 
penetrate underneath and ascertain what is left to us from the Protoliterate 
period. 

January 31, 1966 

There are many other things to write about, such as the way in which com
fortably empty new sherd yards fill up in a few days or the growing skill and pride 
of some of our pottery boys in ferreting out joins and building up vessels (we have 
professional looking sand boxes of baked bricks in several of the biggest sherd 
yards), but all this must wait for another letter. Two events cannot be passed over, 
however. One is the dinner which we gave on January 21st for our colleague and 
old friend, Professor Roman Ghirshman (now one of the "Immortals," having 
recently been elected to the French Academy), Mme. Ghirshman, and their party 
(Pere M. J. Steve; H. Gasche; Professor L. de Meyer of Liege, and Mme. Holmes
Frederic of Brussels) Mme. Ghirshman said that it was only the second time in all 
the years of their work at Susa that they had gone out to dinner. But even more 
pleasant and encouraging was to have Professor Ghirshman, after all his long 
experience in Iran, say that a number of our pottery types were quite new and 
exciting to him. The other event is the arrival, almost one and a half months 
late, of real s.oaking rain, which has kept us home and given us the chance to 
catch up with some of our home work '(registration, mapping, and pottery drawing) 
and also to finish this letter. Now the fields around Chogha Mish will turn green 
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a gain and we hope some of the wheat crop will still be saved. One of our pick
men who brought a sick child into town stopped at the house to report that all 
the tepe is soaking wet and the trenches are full of water. It is raining steadily 
outside at the moment, so that it looks as if we may be able to catch up a little 
more with our work in the house and will not have to get up before 5:00A.M. 
tomorrow morning. 

Our best greetings to you all, 

P. Delougaz 

Helene J. Kantor 
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The latter part of last month,two members of the Epigraphic 
Survey went south to the edge of Nubia,or beyond. The first account 
of these trips is from Leslie Greener, an artist on our staff whom 
many of you know. 

Asswan, the last town in Egypt, four hours by rail to the south 
of us, holds memories for expedition members passing through on sev
eral visits to Nubia during our participation in the Saving the Monu
ments campaign there. In late January I went there on a visit. 

It is no longer the little town of charm that we remember, with 
its quiet river front and quaint bazaars. It is rapidly becoming the 
second city of Egypt and the largest industrial center of the country, 
on account of the electric power that will be generated at the High 
Dam now nearing completion. The riverside road has been torn up, 
trees uprooted, buildings demolished to make placE:! for a wide boule
vard along the Nile. Mud-brick houses of old Asswan, seldom more 
than three iloors high, are being replaced by multi-storied sheer 
white buildings containing government departments, offices, and weal
thy apartments. At the ba:ck of the town rows of tall blocks are going 
up to house workers and technicians. 

The old Cataract Hotel is still there, with its low mass of 
comfortable, disorganized architecture, but a New Cataract, gleaming 
white, soars above it. And on the northern tip of Elephantine Island 
an immense hotel that looks like the Tower of Babel is being built. 
It completely blocks the famous view of the tombs in the desert hill 
across the river. 

The streets of Asswan today are dusty, noisy, and perilous, 
with buses tearing along bearing designation-plates in Russian. For 
there are three thousand Russians living in Asswan at present. It 
was to Russia that Nasser turned for finance and technical help to 
build his High Dam when it was refused by Western powers. There is 
little sign, however, that the Russians are turning the opportunity 
of their presence to any propaganda purpose beyond the prestige that 
naturally accrues to thGm for doing a big job well. They keep very 
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much to themselves, and do not fraternize to any extent with the lo
cal population outside of working hours on the job. There is a 
Russian town on the opposite bank of the river, and there they have 
their own substantial houses, shops, clubs, and movies. 

My visit to Asswan was in company with Polish archaeologists 
who are neighbors of ours at Luxor, and therefore I had the unusual 
experience of having a Russian car with a Russian driver call for me 
dt the hotel and take us on a conducted tour of the High Dam works. 
The Russian Consul himself was our host, and it was amusing that the 
conversation had to be entirely in English--not because of me, but 
because it was the only common language between the Consul and the 
Poles. He spoke it well, and was charming andmformative. He also 
spoke Arabic fluently, something our western diplomats seldom do. 

The High Dam was vast and almost frightening by its immensity, 
and the huge volume of water already beginning to stack up behind it 
in a lake that will be three hundred miles long and two hundred feet 
or more deep. The Consul said that if it were to be broken a wave 
forty feet high would sweep Cairo and Egypt out to sea. There is no 
chance of its breaking through weakness: it is half a mile thick, of 
piled granite and sand, with a waterproof core. But we agreed that 
the High Dam rendered Egypt totally vulnerable to an enemy with nu
clear bombs. It should be completed by 1969, one year before schedule. 

After inspecting every part of the works, taking any photo
graphs we liked, we were driven right across the Nile on the dam, to 
a hilltop where Kalabsha temple stands, re-erected after being moved 
from its original site some 30 miles upstream. The work has been so 
beautifully done by the West German engineers--the move was a gift of 
their government--that the very air of antiquity seems to have moved 
with the stones. Nearby I was delighted to see "our•• little rock-cut 
temple of Beit el Wali, saved from the flood and brought up here by 
the Egyptian Service of Antiquities. In 1961 a Chicago House team 
spent weeks in this temple in Nubia, copying its reliefs and inscrip
tions. They await publication with impatience. 

Asswan is changing rapidly, yet the charm of a sailboat trip 
among the rocky islands of the cataract has not been spoiled by 
changes. It is to be hoped that it never will be. 

Sincerely yours, 

Leslie Greener 

Just before New Year's day, 1956, a group of Egyptian and 
guest scholars arrived at Abu Simbel. The High Dam at Asswan was 
still in the planning stage, and no one knew what would be the ul
timate fate of the great temples of Rameses III. However, the De
partment of Antiquities, joining the newly formed and UNESCO supported 
Center of Documentation, then began the complete documentation of 
these monuments so that the records would be preserved no matter what 
might be their eventual disposition. 

This writer was a member of that first team ten years ago. 
With very simple equipment he began the photographic recording. The 
French "Institut geographique national 11 made a photogrammetric 
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survey. Others began copying te~ts and making line drawings of the 
reliefs. The great enthusiasm and energy of Mme. Christiane Desroches
Noblecourt, the UNESCO Consultant for the Center of Documentation, was 
the driving force behind this and the subsequent work of recording in 
Egyptian Nubia. 

Since that day the name of Abu Simbel has become a household 
word. The world became aware of the need to preserve these monuments, 
and responded to the appeal. In fact, the publicity from Egypt has 
so much dwelt on Nubia that a great number of people, including po
tential tourists, are unaware that in the Nile Valley there are still 
great, important, and spectacular monuments not endangered by the 
gathering flood. 

In the spring of 1963, the United States sent Mr. Wendell John
son, a civilian engineer :in the Army Corps of Engineers, to inspect the 
temples of Abu Simbel. In his report he recommended the adoption of 
the present, Swedish, plan of moving the temple to a new site. With 
the American contribution of one third the preliminary costs the work 
of removal was begun at the end of that year. 

Many of us wondered whether the start had not been made too late. 
However, with great efficiency the Joint Venture of a number of com
panies went on with the work, first building a coffer dam to keep out 
the water up to the 1966 inundation. After that the process of cut
ting out the reliefs and statues began. 

On January 26th, as Field Director of the Epigraphic Survey, 
the principal and oldest American archaeological enterprise in Egypt, 
I was one of the delegates to the ceremony of placing the first blocks 
of the reconstructed temple in their new site. The other American 
delegates were Mr. David Nes, the American Minister, Mr. James Halsema, 
USIS Director, Mr. Robert Bauer, Cultural Attache, and Mr. Donald 
Edgar, representing the present American Nubian Committee, which is 
seeking to raise part of the still needed seven million dollars. 

The three tourist hydrofoils (large speed boats) bearing the 
names of the ancient queens Hatshepsut, Cleopatra, and Nefertiti, 
were used in the trip, the first going on Tuesday morning with the 
correspondents. Among them was Mr. Richard Driscoll, Director of the 
Voice of America for the Middle East. The other two left from Asswan 
about five in the morning, one with the diplomatic corps and the 
other with members of Egyptian and foreign archaeological institutions. 

The five hour trip each was was in some ways exhilarating as 
one realized the continuing progress of the High Dam, behind which the 
great lake already is forming. The needs for food and power will be 
assuaged by this great reserve of water, and the Egyptians can justly 
be proud of the project. 

Yet when the delightful Nubian villages are recalled there is 
also a feeling of depression. In this 175 mile stretch there is little 
sign of life. Occasionally there was one of the boats supplying the 
work at Abu Simbel, and toward evening we passed a flock of pelicans 
sitting on the water. At Beit el Wali the temple site is under water, 
and only a few of the well remembered houses remain on the hill above. 
Some villages are completely covered. Here and there a minaret above 
the water is the only sign of a vanished settlement. It would seem 
appropriate to hear, as one passes, the doleful strains of Debussy•s 
uLa Cathedral engloutie. 11 
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At Abu Simbel the rising waters are now about 43 feet above 
the highest point of the flood with the old dam. From the path along 
the coffer dam we looked down into the hollows before each temple. 
From the small temple the ceiling and some of the walls have been 
removed. At the left, before a great gouge in the mountain, the feet 
of the colossi are all that are seen of the great temple. 

As the buses were waiting to take the delegates to the plateau 
above, we had no time for closer inspection. Once on top of the cliff 
we stopped at the area where the greatblocks cut from the temples are 
stored. The faces are placed close together to protect the color 
from the direct rays of the sun. Small cracks have been filled and 
splinters fixed in place. Each piece is numbered for identification. 
The work has been done with great skill and care. 

A village has been built on the plateau for housing the workers 
and their families. Such facilities as a swimming pool and a cafete
ria, built on the brow of the cliff to the south, have helped to make 
pleasant the several years stay of the personnel. Perhaps when the 
work is completed and the waters of Lake Nasser have reached their 
height this village will become a vacation center for those seeking 
the sun, bathing, fishing, and a visit to the reconstructed monuments. 

At the site for the re-erection of the great temple of Abu 
Simbel, approximately above its original place, and with the same 
orientation, the delegates and also the workers, both Egyptian and 
foreign, and their families gathered for the ceremony. There were 
appropriate speeches by the Governor of Asswan, the Deputy Director
General of UNESCO, and the Under Secretary of State for culture. Af
ter boxes with papers were deposited in the base by the Minister of 
Tourism and Antiquities, the upper part of the sitting statues of 
Ramesses II and the three national gods of Egypt, from the sanctuary, 
were lowered into position. During one of the speeches two tow
headed children played in the sand in front of the delegates stand. 

It is now expected that the deadline for the removal of the 
temples, August 15th, soon after which the waters will flood over the 
coffer dam, will be beaten in four months. The reconstruction of the 
temple, which will now continue without halt, is expected to be com
pleted by the end of 1969, a year before the target date. 

There still will be work of minor restoration of the reliefs 
under the direction of Dr. Anwar Shukry, the recently retired Direc
tor General of Antiquities, and the landscaping under a committee 
headed by Professor Kazimierz Michalowski, of Warsaw. 

The saving of Abu Simbel is well on the way to becoming an 
accomplished fact. The Oriental Institute can take great satisfac
tion in the help it has given this project and in the major work 
which its scholars, supported by its members, have accomplished in 
the archeological exploration of Nubia. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Francis Nims 
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P.S. In Chicago, Dr. John A. Wilson asks permission to add a cau
tionary note. Abu Simbel will be rescued from the waters; its 
blocks will be stored on higher ground, for ultimate rebuilding. 
However, there is not yet enough money for that rebuilding. 
That is why Dr. Nims mentions an American committee which is 
seeking to raise a part of the needed millions for the final 
rebuilding of the temple. 

* * * * * 
(The enclosed bookmark with bibliography on Ancient Egypt is the be
ginning of a series we are preparing for our Members on each country 
in the Ancient Near East. We hope that they will provide a useful 
guide for your own reading.) 
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Since this is neither an expedition nor a full-bodied field survey, what I 
set down here is mainly for your amusement. Linda, Bruce Howe, our Turkish col~ 
league Halet Cambel and I have been together out here for a month. The occasion 
is the opportunity which the University's reading period affords us to be away 
from lectures for over four weeks. As we did last March, this opportunity has 
been used to work on the materials of the Joint Prehistoric Project in Halet 1 s 
laboratory in Istanbul University. But different from last year, we have been 
able--with the aid of a grant from the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological 
Research--to spend part of our time here in an archeological tour. It is now ten 
years .since Bruce, Linda and I have seen Iraq and parts of Lebanon, Syria and Iran. 
Some places we've now visited for the first time. New prehistoric materials have 
been recovered, new personalities have arisen on the various local scenes, and we 
felt we needed bringing up-to-date. Furthermore, Halet--although she is most cos
mopolitan and widely traveled as to Europe and the United States--had never before 
been out her own backdoor to the south and east. 

What I set down, then, is snatches of impressions, as I say mainly for your 
amusement. We'll probably be back in Chicago about the time this reaches you. 

March 3rd - Disappointment in Istanbul. One of the things we love most about 
Istanbul is that for a city of its size (approaching two million, counting environs) 
one still commutes in and out of town in a most civilized way. Being strung along 
the Bosphorus as it is, up and down stream ferries take people to and from downtown 
Istanbul. The high hills to the east are Asia, those on the west Europe and the 
channel is full of international shipping. Always something to see in any weather. 

Two days before we arrived, a Russian freighter collided with a Russian tanker. 
The oil from the latter spread out over the main port and up into the Golden Horn, 
in places to a depth of almost a foot. Naturally, someone was impelled to discover 
whether this oil on the waters would burn. It did, and so did most of the ferry 
dockage. No ferry rides. 

March 13th. On seeing the Crac des Chevaliers and the Aleppo Citadel on suc
cessive days. The most glorious and best preserved Crusaders' castle is certainly 
the Crac, and the Aleppo Citadel began as Saladin's answer to it. Both are magnifi~ 
cent buildings. The Crac sits high on a mountain guarding the pass from inland Syria 
to the sea, the Aleppo Citadel crowns an ancient tell of enormous size and secures 
the hinterland. Both show, in their own different ways, how architecture may reflect 
in a perfectly self-evident way, the purpose for which a building was constructed--
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in this case, of course, defense. Perhaps because I have known it for longer, I 
still prefer the Citadel. But Halet, for all her Moslem upbringing, seems to have 
been £ainted with Scott's Ivanhoe. She preferred the Crac. 

March 20th. Ur Junction at 4:30A.M. Since the early 1920's, the train from 
Baghdad to Basra made the run overnight. Ur is about two-thirds of the way down and 
one is dumped off a warm and comfortable sleeper at 4:00 in the morning. The train 
on the branch to Nasriyah does not start until 7:00A.M. One could get a hotel for 
the rest of the night there if the branch train started earlier, but no one ever 
thought to fix the schedule that way. Hence this dusty grubby little station is 
full of archeological ghosts, waiting for the dawn to walk the two miles to the 
great site of Ur of the Chaldees when day breaks. 

The station-master puts us in his small cramped office and disappears. Linda 
sleeps with her head on the station-master's desk, Halet usurps his bed-roll and 
occupLes the floor under our feet, Bruce and I nod in hard chairs with nails pro
truding from their seats. It's cold and the air is full of dust as the wind rattles 
ill-fLtting old casements. 

At 5:30, the station-master comes in with small glasses full ofsweet hot tea, 
some roosters begin to crow somewhere, and Bruce and I will soon start off for the 
mound to find Henry Wright (a graduate student in Anthropology who is conducting a 
survey on the Institute's behalf in the desert south of Ur) and get him to come 
collect the girls and luggage in the Land Rover. 

March 29th. On not being prepared for what one is to see. None of us had ever 
seen Isfahan until today. Nor had we ever seen Persepolis (now spelled 11 Perse Police 11 

on some Iranian maps and road signs!) for that matter. But Linda and I, at least had 
heard much of it from Carl Haines, the Institute is full of pictures and objects from 
it. What we got out of our visit to it was a true sense of its setting, scale and 
monumentality. Most impressive, but I thought those reliefs got a bit monotonous. 
As for Isfahan, however, none of us were in the least prepared for what we saw. 

Most specialists have a degree of snobishness about things outside their 
specialty, and prehistorians can't be expected to know much about Islamic fine arts 
and architecture. I'd heard that someone said "Half the world is Isfahan 11 and knew 
vaguely that the place had nice tiled buildings--Bruce, Linda and Halet were no more 
informed. Hence we hit it cold and with a wonderful guide, Jabareh Parkhideh, the 
wife of one of the Iranian Oil Company officials. Hadjiyah Jabareh (she herself has 
made the pilgrimage to Mecca, hence the "Hadjiyah") says that Shah Abbas, who planned 
the whole complex, had an American mind--that is, he planned on a large scale and had 
the drive to carry through in detail. I know of no American planning concept which 
can touch it, however. 

But our lesson, really, was not to know about Isfahan--just hit it cold--so I 
won't write anymore about it. 

Try it yourself sometime. 

March 31st. Tehran airport. Believe it or not, we did see a fine variety of 
new prehistoric materials, and also discover some promising young colleagues on each 
local scene. But that's business, and I'll not bother you with it, either. 

Best of cheer, 

BOB BRAIDHUOD 
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April 5, 1966 

Dear Member: 

Over the years there have been numerous requests that we broaden 
the focus of the Oriental Institute lecture program. Some have proposed 
that we include archaeological and historical themes related to our work 
but stemming from areas outside the Near East, others that we treat not 
merely the ancient but also the contemporary Near East from a greater 
variety of viewpoints. Without abandoning our traditional approach, 
both suggestions are decidedly worth pursuing. 

As an auspicious first step in this newly broadened series, it is 
a pleasure to announce that. Professor John S. Badeau has agreed to speak 
to us on Friday evening, April 29th. Dr. Badeau is a leading authority 
on the modern Near East, and currently is Director of Columbia University's 
Middle East Institute. As many of you may know, he was formerly U. s. 
Ambassador to the United Arab Republic, and earlier had served as Presi
dent of the American University in Cairo and of the Near East Foundation. 
His topic on this occasion will be "American Foreign Policy toward the 
Arab World." 

As a further innova~ion suggested by the interest in the speaker 
and his topic, arrangements have been made for this lecture to be given 
in a location that perhaps is more accessible to the greater number of 
our Members than the Oriental Institute itself. Space has been set aside 
for this purpose by the University Club, 76 East Monroe Street, beginning 
with cocktails and a cash bar at six p.m. in the College Hall and continu
ing in Cathedral Hall with dinner at seven p.m. followed by the lecture. 

Reservations may be made for dinner by returning the enclosed card 
to the Membership Secretary of the Oriental Institute. The lecture is 
open without charge to all Members and their guests, including those who 
may not have attended the dinner. We request that you return the enclosed 
card even if you plan to attend only the lecture, however, in order to 
assist us in preparing a door list and arranging for adequate seating. 

Robert M. Adams 
Director 

SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY YEAR 
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Chicago, Illinois July 11, 1966 

The season at Chicago House ended, as usual, on April 15th, and the staff 
members departed in the next few days. When many of the staff were gathered in 
Cairo prior to their departure from Egypt, a trip to Sakkara was arranged by 
John Keane, a member of the Oriental Institute who has spent much of the past 
several winters in Luxor. 

At Sakkara a natural wadi, going generally eastward from the site later 
chosen for the pyramid of Unis, led down to the valley. The causeway of Unis 
followed this. The south side of the wadi was honeycombed by the tombs of offi
cials of the Fifth Dynasty prior to the reign of Unis. The stone was so poor that 
the walls of the chapel chambers were lined with limestone blocks or, in some 
cases, covered with mud plaster on the surfaces of which the scenes were painted. 
Several new tombs have been discovered in the past two years. These are being 
carefully studied, the surfaces preserved, and the fallen lining stones put back 
into place. 

One of the most interesting was that of Nefer, chief of the embalming esta
blishment,of funerary ceremonies. In a pit about nine feet below the floor of 
the tomb, in" a niche at the east side, the excavator Ahmed Mousa found a wooden 
coffin containing the mummy of the owner. The body was lying half on its side, 
facing east, the back against the near lower corner of the coffin. It is the 
best preserved of the few Fifth Dynasty mummies found. 

Nefer was about five feet five inches tallo The outer bandages of his mummy 
had been impregnated with a gypsum wash~ stiffening the whole surface. Limbs, 
fingers, and toes were wrapped separately. The only visible hand, the right, 
was clenched. The wrappings had been moulded to the features of the head, the 
hair, eyebrows, and moustache painted, and a short, thin truncated triangular 
painted wooden beard affixed to the chin. On the chest the nipples were painted. 
The sexual organs were simulated by unpainted wooden pegs. The body was adorned 
gy a beaded collar and wristlet. The muscles of the limbs were rather heavily 
moulded, giving an excessive size to these members. Whether the padding was of 
linen or of plaster, as was found in another mummy of the period, it is as yet 
impossible to say. 

It is planned to make a glass cover for the coffin and leave the mummy of 
Nefer lying as it was found. We were greatly privileged to see it, as this was 
only the second time since discovery that the lid of the coffin had been lifted. 

In the latter part of May I returned again to Egypt to serve on a committee 
sponsored by the Smithsonian Institution. This group made an inspection of the 
cultural monuments of the country and drafted a recommendation for the use of 
United States P.L. 480 funds in Egypt for the preservation and rehabilitation of 
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certain monuments of the Pharaonic, Roman-Christian, and Islamic periods. We 
found great interest among the government officials of the United Arab Republic 
in this project. It is hoped that the report will result in further cooperation 
betwoon the two governments in the preservation of the rich cultural heritage of 
the Western world which these monuments display. Because the report cannot now 
be given public circulation, I can only write about matters which were incidental 
to our tour of inspection. 

In the delta the major sites are now made more accessible by black topped 
roads in excellent condition. Our visits were made at the time of the grain 
harvest and we could observe the material progress of the peasant. Since his 
~lots are small and his income meager, it is not yet possible to use much modern 
machinery in reaping and threshing the wheat. The former is still by hand and 
the sledge is still used on the threshing floor. While this is usually pulled 
by draft animals, in a few instances the farmer was pulling the sledge by tractor! 
A considerable number of mechanically driven winnowing machines were in use. 

We noticed a number of patches of straw spread out across the road. At first 
~ thought that this was used instead of sand to keep the passing traffic from 
picking up fresh asphalt used in repair. But as more and more of these patches 
were passed closer observation was demanded. I discovered that each patch be
longed to a gleaner, whose total pickings were too small for the usual threshing 
methods. vJhat she had recovered in following the reapers was s:?read on the road 
to be threshed by passing vehicles. Beside each patch was a girl or woman with 
$ brush whisk, sweeping back onto the road an unthreshed grain blown away by 
the breeze the vehicles created. 

At Bubastis there are still lying on the ground many of the blocks of the 
Jubilee Hall of Osorkon excavated by Naville about ?5 years ago. It was inter
~sting to note that some of the scenes were the same shown in the reliefs in the 
Tomb Chapel of Kheruef depicting the first jubilee of Amenhotep III. As Naville's 
publication leaves something to be desired, it may be that the Epigraphic Survey 
will find it advisable to make a collatioaof the parallel material at Bubastis 
during the coming season to properly comment on the scenes shown by Kheruef. As 
the researches of Edward Wente have shown, some of these scenes are as early as 
the Fifth Dynasty. 

While at Giza the committee was honored by admission to the temporary struc
ture housing the boat of Khufu (Cheops). This had been completely reassembled, 
a model made, and then disassembled so that those timbers which had in part decayed 
might be strengthened and restored. Hagg Ahmed Yousef, whose skill and devotion 
to this task is of the highest order, allowed us to hold in our hands some of the 
smaller pieces, such as oars and poles. The dessication of the wood through more 
than four millennia has made it unbelievably light •. To those who have complained 
of the rather obtrusive red brick structure at the south end of the west side 
of the great pyramid we can give assurance that this is temporary. A new sturcture 
of stone more in keeping with the surroundings is in the process of erection at 
the west end of the south side. It will be several years before the restoration 
of this remarkable boat is complete and available for public viewing. 

At Giza also we descended into the burial chamber of the pyramid of Khafre 
(Chephren) which had been reopened only a few months before. On the wall was the 
name of Belzoni writ large; in 1818 he was the first to enter the pyramid. Also 
there are the names of other early visitors. 3uch graffiti have become part of 
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the historic record, to be distinguished because of their dates from the vandalic 
scribblings of the many who write their names on the ancient monuments today. 
While in the tomb chamber the power failed, giving us the awesome experience of 
being in the great room below the center of the pyramid in stygian darkness. 
We were guided to the exit by the help of one small flashlight another member of 
the conrunittee always had ready. 

At Sakkarah two of us descended into the passageways below the Step Pyramid. 
These are low, narrow, ~d steep, and the quality of the rock is poor. In some 
cases there are fissures which may be warning of future collapse. The best of 
the blue tiles from the ancient architectural elements have been removed for 
restoration elsewhere. The galleries with the broken alabaster sarcophagi are 
in poor condition; it is questionable whether these can be brought out or completely 
protected from the fallin~ rock. 

A two day trip to Middle Egypt included visits to Beni Hassan, ~,and 
tunah el-Gebel. At Minyeh, a bit to the north, there is an excellen~ new hotel 
built with the hopes of attracting tourists. These hopes have up to now been 
only poorly realized. The tourist department will arrange from Minyeh trips to 
Beni Hassan, Amarna, and Ashmunein-Tunah el-Gebel, for which two or three days 
are needed. This area may not be able to compete \.,ri th the more accessible JVIemphis, 
Luxor, and Assuan districts, but for those who have a special interest in the 
Pharaonic monuments the time and effort spent would be well worth the while. 

At Beni Hassan there are about 40 Middle Kingdom rock cut tombs rather high 
up on the cliff, of which three or four are well worth the visit. Unfortunately, 
the smoke from the fires of the squatters who made their dwellings within in 
later times has made the paintings difficult to see. However, it is planned to 
make a start this autumn on cleaning the walls of the chapel of Khnum-hotep II, 
the most interesting and the most begrimed. When this has been accomplished, by 
the end of the year if all goes well, the colors will again ba bright. 

The area of the ancient town of Hermopolis Magna, now Ashmunein, vies in 
size with that of Memphis and of Tanis. During excavations by a German expedi
tion in the thirties were found a large number of reused limestone blocks, aver
aging one by two feet on the surface, having reliefs certainly coming from the 
buildings of Akhnaton at Amarna. More than two hundred were taken out of Egypt 
at the beginning of the war, and over seventy of these are now in collections in 
the United States, one at the Oriental Institute. These have been published by 
John Cooney. 

At Ashmunein, as elsewhere, the water table is high, and the new irrigation 
projects may heighten it still farther. The Ministry of Antiquities has plans to 
excavate drainage canals about such areas, a procedure which has been quite suc
cessful at Karnak. 

Such large sites are in considerabl~ disorder due in part to the excavations 
c,'h5.ch have centered on interesting buildings. Until extensive pl.anning and worl:<: 
,,::; •)ndertaken none can be general tourist attractions. At Ashmunein the stand:!.c .. g 
,:olurr,ns of an early Christian ba,silica, built on foundations of fluted columns of 
~ Ptolemaic temple of Greek Architecture, sign~ the outstanding monument. Frag-
1e:1ts of four fifteen foot high granite "baboo-n.:f of .H.menhotep III have been dic
;~v8red, and two of these are in the process of restoration. The baboon and th~ 
_bls were sac~d to -'fhoth, the god of wisdom and writing, whose seat Ashmunein w1s. 
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Tunah el-Gebel has extensive underground galleries used for the burial of 
thousands of ibises, and also of some baboons and other animals. The most notable 
objects recovered in the excavations of Sami Gabra, sometime exchange professor 
at the Oriental Institute, are now being installed in the lovely provincial 
museum at Mallawi. Similar catacombs recently rediscovered at Sakkarah by W. 
B. Emery have received extensive publicity. 

The above ground tomb chapel of Petosiris, priest of Thoth, at Tunah has on 
the walls reliefs of traditional scenes of daily life, with the people all in 
Greek costume. The nearby chapel called Beit el-Masri (the Egyptian home) had 
painted funerary scenes with the owner, a woman, shown in traditional and Greek 
dress. These will not be available for viewing until the planned extensive 
restoration has been accomplished. At Tunah is a pleasant cafe where cold drinks 
and light meals are available. 

There remains to be mentioned only the six day visit to Luxor at the begin
ning of June, when the temperature climed to 110° or more each day. We began our 
work before seven and ended it by noon• retiring to the air conditioned rooms 
in the Luxor Hotel for the afternoon hours. The Karnak area is being kept in 
excellent condition and the local inspectors deserve great praise for the order
liness and cleanliness of the site. 

During the past two seasons the west tower of the Ninth Pylon, built by 
~aremhab, has been dismantled to eliminate the danger of complete collapse and 
with the view to its eventual reerection. Within the pylon were discovered blocks 
of Amenhotep III and Tutankhamon, and at the end of the past season the inspector 
in charge, Ramadan Saad, came upon a layer of blocks with Akhnaton reliefs. 
These apparently extend down twenty feet or more. Some thirty thousand of similar 
plocks were removed from the foundations of the north columns in the great Hypo
style Hall and from within the inner ends of the Second Pylon when these were 
reconstructed a few years ago. 

Both the Ninth and Second Pylons were built by Haremhab, so the destruction 
of Akhnaton's buildings at Karnak took place a few years after his de~t~, Since 
this ruler, while still Arnenhotep IV, finished the decoration of the ~·outer 
wall of the porch of the Third Pylon built by his father Amenhotep III (the south 
outer wall is not available for comparison), and built a temple dedicated to 
Re-Harakhty, with conventional sized slabs with conventional 18th Dynasty deco
ration, his building enterprises in Thebes were extensive in the few years he 
dwelt there. Perhaps the use of small blocks, the same size as those from 
Ashmunein, enabled the work to proceed more rapidly. 

At Chicago House, locked and sealed until our return in the autumn, the 
grounds were in excellent condition, thanks to the supervision of Reis Hagg 
Ibrahim. During the past two seasons three of our older servants have gone, 
one retiring and two having died. Without the corps of retainers Chicago House 
would not run as smoothly. I hope to say something about our local staff in a 
future letter. 

CHARLES F. NIMS . 
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As I write, it is about half way between Thanksgiving and Christmas. All 
of you are used to having these holidays fixed to a season, and all other holidays 
except Easter, which wanders within fixed limits. It is a bit disconcerting for 
us to get used to the Moslem calendar which, because it has lunar months of twenty
nine or thirty days, has a year which is eleven days shorter than ours. 

Thus the great local festivity, in honor of the saint Abu-'1-Haggag, the 
missionary who brought Islam to Luxor, had its culminating celebration the Sunday 
after Thanksgiving, though three years ago it occurred at the end of the year. As 
many of you know, this feast is of great interest to students of folkways because 
the parade on the last day of the feast features boats pulled through the streets. 
This most probably harks back to the Feast of Opet, when the gods Amon, Mut, and 
Khonsu came, each in his own bark, from their temples in Karnak to the Southern 
Sanctuary, now known as the Temple of Luxor. 

These boats are only part of the long procession. Usually there is a detach
ment of police or army, often a band, men on horseback, camels bearing howdahs behind 
whose gay curtains children are concealed, and, following the boats, cart after cart 
decorated with arched palm branches and each full of children. Children, too, pack 
the boats. Up to two years ago there were two boats, each mounted on wheels and 
pulled by donkeys. Since then there have been three boats, pulled by men. Above 
each boat are set brightly colored sails. As the boats are paraded about the area in 
which the Temple of Luxor stands, the wheels are invisible because of the sea of 
people in which the boats seem to float. This year a clown and a fire-eater joined 
in the procession. 

In the time of Hatshepsut the records tell only of the bark of Amon going to 
the Southern Sanctuary in this feast. By the time of Tutankhamon the barks of the 
other gods, and that of the king, were included in the festival. Each of these was 
borne forth from its sanctuary on the shoulders of priests. Outside the precincts 
of the temples the barks were set on barges which had on prow and stern the heads of 
the representative god or king, as had the barks. Each barge was towed by a ship 
manned by rowers, assisted by ropes extending from the barges to the hands of wor
shipers who walked along the banks of the river or canal. Troops, musicians, singers, 
and the crowding public accompanied the river procession on land. Heaps of food were 
prepared for the feast, including choice cuts from fatted cattle raised on the temple 
estates. 

In a minor way the Feast of Abu-'1-Haggag yearly repeats the Feast of Opet. We 
are ignorant of the manner of celebration in the Christian period, but certainly this 
faith accommodated the ancient festivity. There was a church in the first court of 
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the Luxor Temple within the ancient walls of which the foundations of the mosque 
of Abu-'1--Haggag were laid. The boats are now explained by the story that the 
saint, when on a pilgrimage to Mecca, was on a ship which was foundering in a 
storm, and was saved by the prayers of the saint to Allah to still the waves. So, 
like other feasts which have continued, with new interpretations, through religious 
change, the Vestige of the Feast of Amon is still with us. 

There is another American archaeological enterprise in our neighborhood. Mr. 
Ray Winfield Smith and his wife Bonnie, under the sponsorship of the University Museum 
of Philadelphia, are recording the individual blocks from the temple of Amenhotep IV
Ahknaton which were found by the thousands reused within the structure of the Second 
Pylon at Karnak and as foundations for columns of the Hypostyle Hall. These blocks 
average one by two feet, and are one foot thick. Similar blocks were used in other 
buildings in the area, and now a great many are appearing in the core of the Ninth 
Pylon. This pylon, which had appeared in danger of collapse, is being dismantled 
by Ramadan Saad, Inspector of Antiquities for Karnak, in order to re-erect it in a 
safe condition. 

Each block is photographed to a single scale. Various notes are made on the 
spot. Later each block will be coded on cards and the cards fed into a computer in 
an attempt to rejoin the blocks and eventually, it is hoped, reconstruct the building, 
at least on paper. It presumably was this building in which the grotesque statues of 
Amenhotep IV once stood. If so, it was situated to the east of the eastern gateway 
of Karnak. Since the scholars working with Mr. Smith have the rights of first study 
of these blocks, we must not publicly anticipate their conclusions. These should 
give us exciting information on the early years of the reign of Amenhotep IV. 

These early years are much on the minds of the staff of the Epigraphic Survey 
in connection with the tomb chapel of Kheruef. In the entry way, with reliefs in 
traditional Eighteenth Dynasty style, the ruler is Amenhotep IV. One scene shows him 
offering to his father and mother, Amenhotep III and Tiy. Here the decoration has 
suffered much from the Amarna zealots who erased the texts connected with the tradi
tional faith of Amon, and by those who restored this faith and considered Amenhotep IV 
a heretic. His figure was expunged in the entry-way, but not above the doorway before 
it. 

Since the problem of the co-regency, if any, between Amenhotep III and his son 
is still in a fluid state, we regularly discuss again the evidence as each new bit of 
information appears, and try to fit in the evidence of Kheruef's reliefs into the 
pattern. Unfortunately, we are far from clear about the ancient situation, and per
haps never will be. However, the occurrence of the traditional representations of 
Amenhotep IV in the same tomb chapel with the depictions of the first and third 
jubilees of Amenhotep III, in the latter's thirtieth and thirty-seventh years, must 
be taken into account in any theory about the co-regency. 

You may feel that these letters tell little about the day to day work of the 
expedition, but we can hardly describe each individual scene we are recording. We 
believe that the final drawings of the High Gate at Medinet Habu will be made this 
season, and we hope that all but a few minor, though difficult, bits of Kheruef's 
chapel will be drawn. Between now and Christmas we hope to resume the copying of 
the scenes at the temple of Khonsu in Karnak, concentrating on these which were carved 
during the lifetime of the High Priest of Amon, Herihor. This official, who also was 
Generalissimo, proclaimed himself king while Ramesses XI was still alive. Scenes 
showing Herihor as Pharaoh are on three walls of the court of the temple. He seems 
to have died before Ramesses, and the whole situation is another puzzle for historians 
of Egypt. 
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This season we have two new artists. One, John Romer, who brought his 
brlue with him, just graduated from the Royal College of Art in London, where he 
studied stained glass design. The other, Grace Huxtable, has had a career as an 
illustrator. One of our students, David Larkin, is with us as an Egyptologist. 

There have been some improvements at Chicago House. Between the arrival of 
the Healeys, early in October, and the middle of November, we decorated all the 
residence rooms. Staff members in turn had possessions moved out and piled up and 
it looked as if we had been dispossessed by the sheriff. The dining room, for 
instance, had not been decorated since the house was built in 1931. Even other 
rooms decorated since the war had soiled walls and chipped plaster. Now all the 
rooms seem much lighter, and we no longer must hide defects behind furniture and 
pictures. 

We brought from the United States a new set of china after we had failed to 
find what we needed in Egypt. The table service we were using was first purchased 
when the expedition was housed across the river, and was supplemented shortly after 
we moved to the present building. After the war a smaller service was obtained 
from the Metropolitan Museum expedition when its house was closed, but this was not 
large enough to meet all our needs. The new dishes were delayed by customs and they 
arrived in Luxor just in time to be used for the Thanksgiving dinner. When we checked 
on the original service, we discovered that of the dinner plates only four were intact. 

A number of years ago we had, on the land south of us, an open grain store. 
This attracted thousands of sparrows who roosted and nested in our trees and vines. 
While the stores were removed L~1ree years back, the sparrows have remained. Lacking 
the plentiful supply of food, they now eat the green shoots in the garden, devour 
the tassels of the sweetcorn so that the ears do not properly mature, and pick at the 
blooms of flowering plants. We should welcome any suggestions as to how to rid 
ourselves of these pests. 

But the trees and garden attract many other birds, and if one had time he could 
have an interesting avocation in bird watching. Several years ago a small flock of 
European gold finches were attracted by our zinnias, and there are about two dozen 
vying with the sparrows (whom I fear the finches taught) for the seed. Many of the 
birds which we see are in migration and stay only a short time, but others, like the 
finches, winter here. There also are many native species. 

The members of the staff of Chicago House join together in wishing all the 
members, friends, and staff of the Oriental Institute a joyous holiday season. 

Sincerely yours, 

CHARLES FRANCIS NIMS 
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This winter Mary and I have come out to Luxor, and we find ourselves the oldest mem
bers at Chicago House. When we were making the official rounds in Cairo, I was once 
honored by being called the "Father of Egyptology." This translates back into Arabic in 
a fine complimentary sense, but it did give me the feeling of a greybeard, and I was con
scious of Champollion, Mariette, and Petrie rolling over in their graves. Here at the 
house, the younger members of the staff are open-mouthed at our tales of Luxor in the 
1920's. I do have to allow for the possibility that I have put them to sleep, but that 
does not stop me from reminiscing. 

You see, in 1926-27 Mary and I came to "old Chicago House"' as the youngest members 
of the expedition. In the evening our elders sat around the living room, beaming in 
tolerance to see the bride and groom dancing around the room, while the phonograph played 
"Valencia." Then~ were open-mouthed and not asleep, listening to such giants from the 
past as Breasted, Griffith, Gardiner, Lacau, and Steindorff. Now we return, in conform
ance to Ezekiel, 29:13: "At the end of forty years will I gather the Egyptians from the 
peoples whither they were scattered." 

Forty years was a good long time in the Bible. It is a good long time today. We 
have seen changes. In 1926 Egypt had been nominally independent for three years, but the 
British were in firm control. King Fuad "the First" was a puppet, squeezed in between 
the British High Commissioner and Zaghlul Pasha, head of the nationalist party. We west
erners were not exactly foreigners in the land, because we enjoyed legal extraterritorial 
rights and privileges. In 1966, there have been fourteen years of republic, ten years of 
complete independence. We now are definitely foreigners sojourning in the land. In a 
sense of comfort and assumed prerogative, we have lost a great deal. In a sense of su
perior authority, the Egyptians have gained a great deal. I happen to approve the change, 
because I believe in human dignity; I hope that both sides now enjoy dignity. 

Through wars, riots, and revolutions, Chicago House has remained the same, never 
threatened with closure, never the focus of a hostile demonstration. This is a proud 
record; probably only a few foreign institutions here have enjoyed the same acceptance. 

Old Chicago House was a sprawling mud-brick structure on the west side, behind the 
Colossi of Memnon. It was one story high, and it grew by accretion, as the staff in
creased. Scorpions and termites were the banes of mud-brick buildings, but that was a 
fact of life, and we lived with it. The plant was out in the country. At the end of the 
day, after the tourists had crossed the River to their hotels, it was wonderfully quiet 
and peaceful. We had it all to ourselves. 

I am certainly not complaining about the comfort and convenience of the present 
Chicago House, but it is not so intimately ours, when visitors may drop in just before 
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dinner time or when we may drop over to a hotel in the evening. We live now on the edge 
of the busy town, instead of being off in the desert. 

That expedition forty years ago came from the United States, Canada, Great Britain, 
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Italy. English became the common language, but often 
there was incomplete understanding and always there was a courteous formality instead of 
an intimacy. The present staff is entirely Anglo-Saxon, and relaxed friendliness is 
easier. It is, by the way, about the pleasantest fourteen persons who were ever gathered 
on an expedition. 

Back in those days the field director made a call upon the Egyptian inspector of 
antiquities, drank a few cups of coffee, asked after the inspector's health, and departed. 
The inspector then returned the call, drank coffee, asked after our director's health, 
and departed. That concluded the social amenities for the season. Just the other even
ing some of us from Chicago House had a turkey dinner with the Egyptian who is recon
structing Karnak. Conversation was lively, first names were in play, and jokes in English 
and Arabic were traded. Jokes repeated out of setting are never as funny as when they 
are told. One of them ran that a member of our staff when frustrated or provoked always 
exclaims: "Oh nuts!" So his Egyptian helper finally asked another staff member what 
"nuts" were in Arabic. He was informed that the Arabic was ful Sudani, "Sudan beans," 
their term for peanuts. The poor Egyptian is now puzzled why his boss always wants 
peanuts when he is annoyed. 

Our neighbors over on the other side were the simple village people of Gurneh and 
our Egyptological colleagues. Near us Bruy~re was digging Deir el-Medineh for the French. 
The German House was only used when a visitor like Steindorff or Borchardt came. Near 
Deir el-Bahri a tiny house held two marvelous British copyists of the tombs, Norman and 
Nina de Garis Davies. Then there was the Metropolitan House, headed by the brilliant 
Herbert Winlock, digging at Deir el-Bahri. Farther north was the house from which Howard 
Carter emerged, still clearing the Tomb of Tut-ankh-Amon, and aided by the admirable 
archeological chemist, Lucas. We had exciting neighbors. Today we see something of the 
Germans and the Poles, who are digging across the River. Otherwise, most of our archeo
logical contacts are with Egyptians. At both ends of the stretch of time I feel that 
there has been mutual interest and mutual respect. 

We no longer fear the water and avoid uncooked vegetables. Sanitation has improved, 
and the vast swarms of flies and gnats have dwindled to single marauders. On the other 
hand, it used to be possible to buy Australian beef, Jaffa oranges, Washington apples, 
and British biscuits and lime juice. Today there are no imported foods or drinks, and 
there are often shortages of staple items in the market. Myrtle Nims provides a wonderful 
table in the face of far greater difficulties 

Our old guestbook recorded Queen Elizabeth of the Belgians, Julius Rosenwald, John 
D. Rockefeller, Jr., Gertrude Bell's father, and John Masefield. Sometimes they could 
stay for tea, but every visitor had to be back on the hotel side of the River by sunset. 
Our guest book today is less sensational, but broader in coverage: a page with fourteen 
names has four Egyptians, four Americans, and the rest from Denmark, Italy, Belgium, 
Germany, Canada and Scotland. Join the Oriental Institute and see the world. 

Forty years ago, the thirty to fifty minutes after tea were for recreation. We had 
asked for permission to make a tennis court, but the severe answer came back from the 
Antiquities Department: "Tennis and tennis parties are out of place in the necropolis." 
So we asked no questions, scraped off a stretch of sand, and played badminton. Or we 
went donkey-riding. We had our two donkeys, Barud and Filfil, "Gunpowder" and "Pepper", 
and it was exciting to gallop across the desert. Mary once rode to the ruins of the 
palace of Amen-hotep III and Queen Tiy, and picked up a fragment of a vase glazed with a 
feather pattern and carrying the name of the Princess Sit-Amon. We might go walking and 
find a dozen mummy beads scattered on the sands near the Ramesseum. Another walk would 
take us to a place where we could "fox hunt". That means we could watch the western 
hillside just at sunset and perhaps spot a fox coming down for his night's hunting. At 
the bottom of the hillside he would freeze until it was dark, and then make a dash for 
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the cuLtivated fields. It was a great pleasure if we could see him all the way. 
foxy. 

He was 

TC.ese simple rural pleasures have gone in the new Chicago House. The time between 
tea and dinner might be spent on the river bank if there is a particularly exciting sun
set. 3ut it might be spent on the terrace of the Savoy Hotel, having a drink with 
friends . 

The work of the expedition is both more complicated and more professional. We are 
still at Medinet Habu, the great temple of Ramses III, but we are also copying the 
tomb of the noble Kheruef on the west side and a temple at Karnak on this side. In the 
winter of 1926-27, Dr. Breasted came out, with his former student, Mrs. Williams. They 
tested the drawings made at Medinet Habu in the two preceding seasons. Suddenly every
thing that had been copied in those two seasons was junked. The former process was not 
sufficiently controlled, and the product was too small to give the detail which we were 
finding. We began the laborious step-by-step system which we now have: photograph, 
drawing on photograph, careful check by two Egyptologists, and corrected drawing. At 
that time there was some jeering at the Chicago system by other scholars. "Dr. Breasted 
has bui1t a house with eight bathtubs and electric light; his people may take two months 
to copy one scene; this is ridiculous". If our colleagues visited the work and saw the 
process in action, they began to respect the accuracy of copying, so much more careful 
than any before. Today when one of the volumes appears, the man who reviews it in a 
learned journal does not have much to say. What can you write about the ninth volume 
in a series, when each one has emerged from a system of devoted accuracy and endless 
study? 

The staff today is more competent than we were forty years ago. I say that with 
pride, because the four Egyptologists here were all students of mine. It is a poor 
teacher ~ho cannot turn out students who will be able to reach higher than he. Back in 
the old days Harold Nelson, Billy Edgerton, and I were finding our way in a new 
profession, that ugly sounding word "epigrapher," where the accent is on the "pig." 
Today the system has been fully tested, and each new epigrapher learns the procedure 
more readily. Further, there is a far more effective use of the wonderful Chicago House 
library than we could make. In our day the library was in the process of accumulation, 
and there were serious gaps in the holdings. One of the present epigraphers, meeting 
something unexpected or difficult on the carved wall, knows pretty well where he wants 
to start his library research to find similar phenomena which might solve his problem. 

I wish that you could have seen them the other day, gathered in the library to 
discuss a knotty problem. I say "see them," rather than "hear them," because they were 
talking the jargon of the trade. Why did Amen-hotep IV, before he changed his name to 
Akh-en-Aton, build a temple at Karnak for his jubilee? If that makes very little sense 
to you, it made a contradictory sense to the Egyptologists, and they were all happily 
pitching in with suggestions and theories. They may have become professionals, but they 
still have the joyful relish of the amateur. 

Those youngsters of 1926-27 had the great excitement of coming to live in the field 
of their professional studies, in western Thebes, with a dozen temples stretching over 
2000 years, and something like 500 tombs, every one of them a little different from 
another. What a place to work! 

The oldster of 1966-67 has also satisfactions: a work that has gained respect of 
scholars and artists and the friendship of foreign visitors and of Egyptians; a record of 
dedicated activity in terms of preservation of the ancient record, instead of search for 
treasure; and a fidelity year after year in a world where change is more normal than 
fidelity. 

It is an honor to be associated with an enterprise like that. 

Sincerely yours, 

John A. Wilson 
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We really should begin somewhere near the beginning. 

Once upon a time we have the Third Dynasty of Ur. A fellow by the name 
of Ur-Nammu is king. His eye is on Posterity. At Nippur one fine day, he 
c.eremoniously lifts the first basket of earth to his head and thus contracts 
for the making of, say, 24,000 mud-bricks for the erection of one each, zig
gurat, kitchen temple, enclosure wall and forecourt with standard fittings for 
the greater glory of Enlil. Here our troubles begin. 

Fourteen hundred years and one hundred and thirteen Assyrian kings later 
we find Assurbanipal still manfully responding to a tradition. He restores 
the backsides of the ziggurat and tidies up the place. So far, so good. He 
might have been the last, leaving us troubles merely intriguing. But we are 
very sorry. Some century or two short of the Christian era, along comes some
one (invader from the east? -from the west?) who takes one look from the top 
of this magnificent heap and our troubles suddenly take a leap. 

A mudbrick wall eight feet wide and forty feet high is laid squarely upon 
Ur-Nammu's now tumbledown wall, one hundred yards to a side, each side bearing 
perhaps alternate round and square towers. Great holes are dug in the surround
ing ground and the resulting mix of mud, potsherds and brickbats is piled up on 
both sides of the wall to form a grand platform twenty feet high with an outer 
face of baked brick handily pinched from the ziggurat. For whatever it was used, 
the wall in time proves too flimsy for our newcomers (by now dropping a few 
sherds, a coin or two and revealing their Parthian origin) who next try rebuild
ing it with mudbricks sixty pounds a piece to contain an organized interior of 
streets, courts, apartments and formal rooms. More of the ziggurat face is 
needed and some drastic surgery beneath provides the foundation for its total 
face-lifting in sixty pound brick with great wings protruding from each side. 
Don't ask us why. Whatever, it gets pretty old and perhaps it is a change of 
administration, or the growing heap of trash, that calls in the next gang of 
bricklayers. More holes are dug out back (now down to Early Dynastic levels) and 
the fill is dumped into most of the streets, courts, apartments and formal rooms 
to form a level on which our Parthians find themselves stepping through doorways 
standing on the arches of those buried beneath. But it is just not big enough. 
Around the outer wall goes more platform and even further outer walls to en
compass an area now five hundred feet by seven hundred feet, including two large 
halls in the shadow of the sometime ziggurat, also fattened by a new terrace fif
teen feet broad on all four sides. With this, then, the Parthians rest content, 
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~ive awhile and then slowly retire (perhaps to suburbia out 
river?), only returning to honor the place with their dead. 
troubles might at this point have been merely financial! 

west across the 
To think that our 

17 January 1851. Enter Austen Henry Layard on the hunt for portable monu
ments. He spends two weeks in fruitless potting amongst the coffins, comes down 
with swamp fever, leaves in disgust for Nineveh. A close shave, that. 

31 January 1889. Enter John Punnett Peters and his University of Pennsyl
vania Babylonian Expedition, on the hunt for portable monuments. The Pennsylva
nians stick it out. Eleven years, four campaigns, three directors and 25,000 
clay tablets later both excavators and excavated have had it. The ziggurat 
stands free again, dog-eared, tunnelled and trenched. Nearly the whole east 
quarter of the Parthian complex is gone, piled up in reverse order beyond its 
walls almost to the height of the ziggurat. The rest, so hastily exposed to the 
elements again, is given another fifty years to close its wounds. Our troubles 
now are frankly archeological. 

3 October 1966. Enter Marilyn and Giorgio Buccellati, Diane Taylor, Judy 
Franke, Yasin Mahmoud and the author, followed shortly by Edward Keall, for the 
tenth season of excavations by "Chicago" at Nippur. Now the tenth is a renewal 
of the work of the ninth and our focus continues to rest on gaining some better 
understanding of the Parthian occupation and the labyrinthine ruin still resting 
heavily upon the fallen house of Enlil. The south quarter was reopened in 1964 
and the architectural remains found in that area fell neatly into what we felt to 
be three construction phases for a large, fortified complex of Parthian date, per
haps one of the larger ones to have been examined in Mesopotamia. We call it a 
"complex"; we really don't know what it was, precis ely. With the three phases in 
mind, we tackled the high standing halls in the north quarter early this season, 
thinking them to be of the last phase and thus first in order of business. At 
this writing, we find ourselves still grappling with the north quarter, or the 
whole northwest half for that matter. The place is colossal--and involved. 
Clearly the Parthians and the Pennsylvanians have conspired against latter day in
vaders. They have left us an oversize three-dimensional jigsaw puzzle with a 
third of the parts missing. Such troubles are all in the game, yes, but digging 
out someone else's holes makes for a curious field strategy and endless embarrass
ment over the appearance of our "work." Now, in addition, because of its striking 
size and preservation in part, the site has gained the attention of the Depart
ment of Antiquities, they working in an era of greater and greater emphasis on 
the salvage and reconstruction of these graphic reminders of the past. In our 
respect for this we have a new game: of how to take a mudbrick puzzle apart 
without really taking it apart, all the while quietly agreeing on the greater 
glories lurking beneath our feet. 

Such scratching about takes manpower. We are assisted this season by about 
one hundred men from the farms surrounding Nippur (many of them boasting more 
seniority than the boss) and seven Sherghatis, practiced men from the north who 
do most of the actual digging and enjoy a jealously guarded status of their own. 
The Sherghatis in fact have managed a closed shop for years and a gentle effort 
has been made at Nippur this year to spread the wealth by training seven local 
men from the ranks in the arts of using pick and trowel. So far the experi
ment has been peaceful--and successful. One thing surely welds them all together 
on occasion: the "cold wave" just past. Water froze for several mornings in 
succession, and then of all things, we had sleet. When arriving at the dig on 
the first cold morning, the staff was greeted with a scene reminiscent of 
Napoleon's retreat from Moscow. Tattered bundles of numb humanity huddled to
gether in the pits and in the lee of ruins beating their arms or warming their 
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souls over a shaky cigarette. It was of no use to suggest what the weather 
was doing at that moment in Chicago. We all went gladly home. 

As for home, it's hardly spartan, dank, quaint or laughable anymore at 
Nippur. In a way, that's rather sad. We are so well heated, lighted, up
holstered (plain spoiled, in fact) that we have difficulty keeping the shaikh 
from moving in with us. The girls, indignant at finding themselves in such a 
man's world in the East (at the persistence of the boys in the trenches in ad
dressing them as "Mister") have sought refuge in the exotic after too many days 
on the mound in jeans and boots. Taking to Arab dress, they now know all about 
hashmis, dishdashas, ~affiyas and abbayas. Strictly in the house, of course. 
They have taken a peculiar liking to the cut of a type of tapered white cotton 
pants worn by all the farmer boys, have furtively bought the required material 
in colors, anything but white, and then, somehow have coerced Edward into hand
ling the matter with the tailors in Suq al 'Afak. Suitably attired and lounging 
about the hearth on our collection of local rugs stroking imaginary leopards, 
they still talk of why not an article for House Beautiful. 

Well, what else? How about such diversions as: A very determined cir
cumnavigation of the mound by camel on Christmas morning, in the rain. Teach
ing the shaikh how to drive a Landrover. Invitation to a wedding out on the 
plain on a dark night, under a great black tent, with rifle fire and dancing 
in the dust. Luncheon with the shaikh under his black tent. Noisy parties at 
the home of the mayor of Afak. We bear witness to the sociability of the Arab. 
There is only one respectable way to return such hospitality, of course. In kind, 
No way but to stage a "fantasiyah", complete with gypsy entertainers, and in
vite everyone. The mayor, the police chief, the doctor, the irrigation engi
neer, the shaikh, the Sherghatis, the K::ppur guards and their sons, the boys 
in the back room, everybody. We did and they all came and it was a roaring suc
cess only because they all came. Conjure up a scene if you will of a carpeted 
room lined with mixed oriental and western dressed ladies and gentlemen in 
various attitudes of ease, agitation and excitement. At one end a band of five 
men manipulates tragic sound from an assortment of battered instruments in dark 
accompaniment to long black hair being twirled by two overdressed and tatooed 
women while their very young and pretty daughters sway and sing shrilly of 
tragic love. Allowing a short interruption for dinner at nine, they and their 
audience maintained warm rapport until two AM and became the talk of the town. 
The town, of course, being extremely conservative and viewing gypsies in one's 
house with respectable alarm, would never sanction such delightful impropriety 
within its limits. We discover that sanctions at Nippur, enjoying a five mile 
distance from those limits, are if anything tribal. It was with great pleasure 
that we were able to offer our guests neutral ground and a show of American 
hospitality for an evening. In fact, that it was the second occasion in as 
many seasons now establishes it in the Arab mind as a tradition. Not a bad 
idea, that. 

Ahlen wa sahlen, 

Jim Knudstad 
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The story is told of Robert Benchley taking an exam at Yale University. The 
class was requested to write a minimum of 1500 words on "The Industry of the New
foundland Fisheries." At the conclusion of the period the students turned in their 
papers--all except Benchley, who continued to write some time longer. Intrigued, 
the professor waited patiently, anticipating an erudite dissertation. Finally~ 
Benchley arose and turned in his paper, which consisted of many closely written 
pages. It began, "Many books and papers have been written, from many points of view, 
on the Newfoundland fisheries, but so far none from the point of view of those most 
concerned, namely, the fish." 

Now I won't go so far as to suggest that the lay membership of the Oriental 
Institute is the most concerned in our excavations in various parts of the Middle 
East, but I do think members should and could, for their own pleasure, explore and 
take advantage of the possibility of seeing those excavations first hand. I have 
spent a few days at Nippur in Iraq and want to share that experience with you, espe
cially now, when many of you are planning future trips. 

I had been visiting in Amman and, since Baghdad is only an hour and a half away, 
decided to accept Bob Adams' suggestion that I visit the Oriental Institute Expedi
tion~ which boasts our recently built "Chicago House." You have all read Jim 
Knudstad's excellent newsletter of Feb. 15, and so, not being a professional, I, like 
Mr. Benchley, will tell you of Nippur from my untutored, nonetheless enthusiastic, 
point of view. 

Bob met me in Baghdad, having come up from his survey at Warka, some 300 kms 
south~ on business with the Iraq Museum, and in five minutes his enthusiasm for 
Nippur took hold of me. I had been timorous of going, only having just met Jim Knud
stad, the head of the expedition, and not knowing any of his team, but in no time 
flat I was prepared to go--assured of a warm welcome. My interest was indeed keen 
though my knowledge nil. This is, at the present level, a Parthian dig (earlier 
levels must hold their secrets for another year). 

Because of heavy rains I had to stay three days in Baghdad--well spent in the 
fabulous new Iraq Museum (the knowledge gained there was of inestimable value later 
on) and touring to famous sites within a day's drive to and from Baghdad--Ctesiphon, 
Tell Harmal, Samarra. The rains did not affect the hard-topped highways, but those 
excavations in the desert were difficult to reach even by Landrover, of which we 
boast one through sheer necessity. Finally the sun shone gloriously and I was off 
with Abdullah-taxis are plentiful, but I love those Landrovers. 
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It is a three-hour drive, with a stop at Babylon, and though not through the 
most breathtaking landscape, the sight of Arabs and shepherds with enormous flocks 
of sheep and goats and long camel caravans gave me plenty of photographic material. 

At Diwaniya, 188 kms from Baghdad, we left the highway on a dirt road across 
the desert for Afak, some 25 kms away. The road is easily navigable by car, but 
after the rains a Landrover, though bumpy, was more certain. 

The sun was setting in a gold and orange sky and in the east there were dark, 
rain-laden clouds, the combination of which produced the most glorious rainbow I 
have ever seen: a very wide band of the complete color spectrum, shining in a bright 
unbroken arch earth to earth (my slides turned out heavenly!). 

Afak (Afaq, Afaj on maps and in Arabic pronounced Efech) is a good-sized village 
on a canal. This is our "local village"--our nearest point of civilization--our 
market, post office, police, doctor, and even our Sheik, who owns most of the desert 
land in which we dig. Ten kms further and we arrived at (for lack of a better name-
any suggestions?) Chicago House at Nippur, where I received a warm welcome from Jim 
and his crew, who were about to sit down to dinner. I had brought a bottle of wine 
and by the end of that first delicious meal felt as if I belonged. 

The house is beautifully planned (like a fort) for comfort and protection 
against heat in summer and sand storms and cold in spring and winter. It is a rec
tangle built around a divided court. On the first court opens the living room, long 
and comfortably furnished with camp chairs and home-made benches covered with color
ful saddle blankets of the country and a fireplace at one end; the dining room and 
its kitchen beyond; the photography room with home-made but adequate apparatus; and 
the conservation and storage rooms, where finds are measured, recorded, and recon
structed. 

The connecting second court is the living area, with 8 bedrooms--5 for Jim and 
his team and 3 double guest rooms--all comfortably though sparsely furnished with 2 
good beds, a table and chair, a clothes rod, and a table with a beautiful copper 
wash basin and cold running water. There are three lavatories with good modern 
plumbing, a wash room with tub, and a shower room. A kerosene heater provides a 
delicious hot bath or shower. 

Jim Knudstad and Carl Haines have designed and built this with their own hands 
and whatever help could be found. I believe two years ago Betty Tieken and her 
daughter did a mean job of plastering and some painting, too. At any rate, the 
results are tasteful and, in the middle of the Iraqi desert, sumptuous. 

The Oriental-Institute-in-Nippur team this year consists of Jim, headman and 
friend of many of you; a young Englishman naffied Ed Keall, conservator and Parthian 
specialist; Judy Franke, photographer and OI student of Delougaz'; Diane Taylor, who 
has her B.A. from Chicago and is now working on her M.A. under Dr. Thorkild Jacobsen. 
She is a dear and runs the house. Her specialty is Sumerian. Then, last, but by no 
means least, Yasin Mahmoud, an Iraqi student from Baghdad working on his thesis on 
predynastic figurines. 

Two guards keep an all-night vigil against desert prowlers, a cook renders the 
most delectable mouthwatering dishes, a houseboy serves and sweeps away the ever 
accumulating sand, and a driver hauls water and supplies from Afak and us to and from 
the dig some half mile distant. 
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Breakfast for the working team is at 7 and they are off to the excavation 
site by 7:15 or so, home at noon for lunch, and back to the dig til 4:00, when we 
all assembled before the fireplace for tea and to discuss the day's doings, workings, 
and usually findings. 

As a guest I had breakfast after they left, leaving them free to sort and tackle 
the day's problems. This allowed me to sleep later or read (the library could stand 
some gifts!) or roam the desert with camera. 

I always went to the excavation once a day to photograph and follow their pro
gress, frequently walking home over the old Pennsylvania University dumps searching 
for treasures (hope springs eternal) and then on home across the heavenly dunes. The 
desert "gets" one, like the sea. 

Dinner is a lively affair, as no one.on this team lacks for a bon mot. 
like a house party with every day a circus and always something interesting 
exciting. Our Sheik (in Arabic Shaikh) often stops in for tea and stays on 
dinner. Sometimes he brings a couple of his Arabian horses for us to ride. 
one o£ the family, a status to which he is entitled as a generous friend. 

It is 
and to me 
for 
He is 

Early to bed and ready for those 8 to 10 hours of sleep I seem to have packed 
away nightly. 

Friday is their Sunday and spent in many ways, from work on records, photography 
developing (pretty good prints Judy puts out!) to camel rides to nearby mounds £or 
telling. 

And so comes time for departure, sad but warmhearted. What happy days those 
were and what wonderful hosts and teachers! 

From Nippur one can go south some 250 kms to Nasiriya, which boasts an exception
ally good Rest House on the Euphrates. En route one can go off from Samawa over the 
desert to the famous German dig at Warka (Uruk), where Bob Adams was engaged this year 
in an important surface reconnaissance. If they have room and know ahead of time, 
they will most cordially invite you to lunch, and the run to Nasiriya is a little over 
one hour with Larsa en route. 

From Nasiriya one can visit Ur, 20 minutes away, cradle of Sumerian history, with 
its famed ziggurat. Many of you have seen one of the Ur harps at the British Museum-
an amazing job of reconstruction. From Ur it is a few minutes to Tell al-Ubaid and 
another half hour to Eridu. One can return to Nasiriya for the night or push on back 
to Baghdad arriving in plenty of time for dinner. 

There are many wondrous sites to the north of Baghdad--Hatra, Nineveh, Nimrud, 
etc, etc., but I must leave that to next year, where and when I hope we shall meet. 

Ahlen wa sahlen 

Roberta Ellis 

Member of the Oriental Institute 
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Dear Friends: 

Baghdad, Iraq 
23 March 1967 

The annual Ede heralding the Islamic New Year is upon us, and the 
camp of the German Archaeological Institute's Warka Expedition is quiet 
and partly deserted. Many of its staff have gone off to Baghdad for the 
holidays, and the two hundred and sixty workmen employed on excavations 
here have returned to their black tents and scattered herds in the desert. 
High clouds of dust from yesterday's storm still cut off those of us who 
are left from the great flat dish of barren plain outside, and the rela
tive heighth of the twisted mass of ruins of this ancient city give the 
impression of the dark flanks of a mountain now enclosed by mist. It is 
a good time to take a leisurely, not very collected look at the way in 
which my current reconnaissance is going, and to try to summarize for you 
some of the questions for which it is seeking answers. 

The usual first principle of archaeological work is that of the layer 
cake, the piling up at a long-occupied ancient site of later phases of 
occupation over earlier ones. Careful peeling away of these remains, with 
due attention to pottery, architecture and other associated finds, pro
vides a chronology based on changing types of artifacts and assembles 
evidence of changing patterns of behavior that can contribute to history 
in the broader sense. Many of the objects found are intrinsically inter
esting, valuable or lovely to look at. They grace the world's museums-
not least our own. 

In many ways, surface reconnaissance takes a diametrically opposite 
approach. It depends essentially on the fact that the layer-cake prin
ciple operates only imperfectly at best, so that traces of early periods 
are almost always brought to the surface of later sites by a variety of 
forms of disturbance. Hence, careful searching--based, to be sure, on 
knowledge of changing styles that largely stems from excavations--can 
provide information not only on the last years before a town or city was 
abandoned but on all phases of its history. Then, too, the objects found 
in survey are seldom of any great importance in themselves. The current 
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season has been somewhat unusual in this respect, for masses of largely 
intact pottery have turned up on isolated tells in the desert that the 
moving dunes (and illicit diggers) have temporarily abandoned. One find 
in particular, a small model of a tripartite temple dating to around the 
beginning of the third millennium B.C., would be a not insignificant ac
quisition for any excavation where it might have been unearthed instead. 
But the general rule holds true that objects of intrinsic value are to be 
found only below the surface. Our aim is largely to skip the intervening 
stages of typological and artifactual study, and to grapple instead with 
the evidence of broadly changing conditions of ancient human life. 

In a still more fundamental way, the aim of this undertaking contrasts 
with that of excavations generally. For an archaeologist on a vast, highly 
complicated mound like Warka or Nippur, the field of study is largely 
bounded by the ruins of its walls. A survey, by its nature, is concerned 
instead with systems of settlement, with patterns dividing or binding to
gether whole bundles of communities into larger regions. The special 
qualities of religious activity that set major centers like Warka and Nip
pur apart remain a datum that the surveyor cannot ignore. But his primary 
task is to delineate not the unique but the general--the relationship of 
the peasant cultivators who in the end built the monuments to the land 
that sustained them. 

Methods of survey differ, hopefully responding not only to local 
archaeological circumstance but to cumulative improvements in technology. 
The basic core is simplicity itself: cover a delimited area more or less 
completely and systematically, identify what archaeological sites can be 
found, describe and seek to date them by means of surface collections, and 
then relate them to the larger context within which alone most of them 
will ever acquire meaning by means of study of the networks of canals and 
similar features linking them together. My curr~nt variant of these prac
tices is centrally dependent on air photographs, as are all acceptable 
surveys wherever this inestimable research aid is available. In addition 
to the .standard coverage--boxes containing hundreds of overlapping 10" x 
10" photographs--we are also experimenting with a little low-level photo
graphy of our own to elucidate special features. For this purpose, we 
have hooked a Polaroid camera with provisions for remote control to an 
elaborate new form of kite (technically, a "Jalbert Parafoil") that con
stitutes one of the first bits of spin-off from our rocket program to have 
some relevance for archaeology. But gadgetry such as this aside, the 
days' activities for the most part differ little from those followed back 
in the 'thirties when Thorkild Jacobsen was pioneering with ideas of sur
vey in the Diyala basin east of Baghdad. Mostly, that is, they consist of 
bumping up and down over the unbelievable varieties of rough terrain that 
are to be found on the Mesopotamian "plain," visiting the low mounds that 
signify ancient sites wherever and however you can find them, repeatedly 
digging whatever your vehicle may be out of the twin hazards of mud and 
sand dunes, and •••. walking, walking. At the moment, with the weather just 
beginnjng to turn warm, this is still a fine, healthful, energetic acti
vity that can be recommended to all. After another month or so, I will 
prefer not to write about it. 
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Coming to the Warka region from previous reconnaissances in less re
mote areas, I was unprepared for the uninhabited, almost lifeless aspect 
of great parts of it. Large areas of dunes and uncultivated steppe exist 
elsewhere in Iraq, but there is seldom no herd of sheep and goats in the 
distance and no curious passer-by to press you with questions. North and 
east of Warka we sometimes have gone for days without seeing a living 
thing. In among the endless dunes or out on great interior plains among 
them that resemble a moon landscape there are just the heaps of rubble of 
a vanished past slowly being turned to dust and blown away by the wind. 
Even the great canal levees, so prominent a feature of the topography fur
ther north, here are almost gone. Here one traces canals by the shells 
too heavy for the wind to move that were thrown up on their banks in an
cient times by the men who cleared them annually. 

Yet in among these barren wastes are enclaves of nomads, pitching 
their tents in low places where ground water comes close enough to the 
surface to support sparse vegetation for their herds and to permit a few 
brackish wells. The major enclave of this sort which I have encountered 
is along the Shatt al-Kar, a now dry and largely drifted-over watercourse 
which once carried the overflow from the swamps around Nippur southward to 
rejoin the Euphrates not far from Ur. There one finds, at least at this 
season, literally scores of family encampments, generally with a fine 
horse tethered close by, with camels, sheep and goats scattered out be
yond under the watchful eye of herdsmen, and with each tent carefully 
screened by the piles of dry brush that are also a source of firewood. 
The ancestors of these people, we are told, once were engaged in culti
vating this same land when the Shatt al-Kar ran full and frequently enough 
to be relied on as a source of irrigation water. The banks of the Kar 
still are sprinkled with the ruined forts and watchtowers of those days, 
and most of the old canals disclosed by the air photographs had at least 
a final phase of use during that period ending only a half-century or so 
ago. 

Having been in the field since early January (interrupted by a week 
of business in the States during the following month), some results from 
the Survey have begun to take shape. Naturally, they are still highly ten
tative, but perhaps even a brief account of them may be of interest to 
you. Some two hundred and seventy archaeological sites have been mapped 
and logged so far in this region, at least nine-tenths of them unknown pre
viously. They reflect two distinct climaxes of settlement. One ·was 'in 

. late prehistoric times, the Uruk and Jemdet Nasr periods, and in fact a 
full hundred of our sites were villages and small towns of those periods 
widely distributed throughout the area wherever the banks of rivers and 
canals and the margins of swamps offered favorable opportunities for per
manent settlement. Warka, then known as Uruk, must already have been a 
larger center than any we have encountered, but its relations to these 
scores of other settlements on the surrounding plain are more likely to 
have been those of a pilgrimage and cult center than of a political 
capital. Political domination came later, in the Early Dynastic period, 
and with it the all but complete disappearance of the pattern of settle
ment primarily in villages which heretofore had been the prevailing one. 
Uruk swelled in size to become the first and greatest of Sumerian cities, 
cultivation in the surrounding region probably being redirected largely 
towards fields under the close protection of its battlements. 
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The second climax came in Parthian times, perhaps extending into 
Sassanian times as one moves further north and away from the entirons of 
Warka itself. Although no longer a capital, Warka remained a major urban 
center. But now the entire plain was again dotted with other settlements, 
including not only self-sustaining villages but quite substantial towns 
as well as outlying private villas. Deep behind Parthia's disputed fron
tiers with Rome, this appears to have been at that time a prosperous, 
stable, densely settled, peaceful region. The Parthians left few written 
records (being known, in fact, mainly through the writings of their Roman 
enemies), and have been correspondingly ignored by historians. Surveys 
like this one suggest that this is a gap in our knowledge urgently in need 
of correction. Fortunately, the Oriental Institute's current campaign at 
Nippur is directly serving toward this end. 

Another result of our work to date that may be of some interest con
cerns the tracing of the ancient course of the Euphrates southward from 
Nippur to Warka. As far as Fara (ancient Shuruppak), this course has long 
been known or at least taken for granted, but then follow fifty kilometers 
or so of what the maps call "unexplored desert" until the walls of Warka 
emerge among the dunes on the horizon. Working northward from Warka, that 
gap is now down to less than ten kilometers, its place taken by a string 
of ancient towns, many of them of considerable size, following a former 
bed of the Euphrates that can itself be traced for part of the distance on 
the air photographs. This course appears to have remained in use no later 
than the Old Babylonian period, and both our surface collections and the 
evidence of stamped bricks found on these ancient townsites clearly sug
gests that its major importance had come somewhat earlier. 

I should stress that these are the tentative results of work still in 
progress, certainly subject to modification in detail with more prolonged 
and careful study. More importantly, their interpretation will change as 
the area systematically covered grows larger before work comes to an end 
in May. Reconnaissance and excavation share in at least one characteristic, 
however important their other differences: each new site or each spade of 
earth turned over constitutes a ruthless empirical test of all of the pet 
theories and premature generalizations emerging from previous work. In 
practice, final results are always somewhat unpredictable. Hopefully, 
this tempers imagination with caution and inculcates a certain humility. 

In closing, I must express warm gratitude to the Warka Expedition, not 
only for graciously permitting the use of its field headquarters as the 
Survey's base but also for directly contributing to the project in number
less other ways. Dr. Hans Nissen, Sumerologist and archaeologist on the 
Warka Expedition staff, was a joint participant in many weeks of recon
naissance and hopes to resume this again as soon as the pressure of other 
duties permits. He and others on the staff continue to process the baskets 
of pottery with which the Survey Landrover returns heavily laden almost 
daily. It has only been with the direct participation of the Warka Expedi
tion, in fact, that the current campaign of reconnaissance has been possible 
at all. On behalf both of the Oriental Institute and the American Schools 
of Oriental Research, it is both a pleasure and an obligation to admit this 
important scholarly debt. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert McC. Adams 
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In the Euphrates valley east of Aleppo, where we have been digging 
since March 4, rain has been an almost daily occurrence, carried by 
hiqh winds from the Mediterranean. On most days they did not hamper us 
too much as they reached their peak after two o'clock, leaving us free 
to work from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. Local rainfall during the past winter 
has amounted to almost 1~ times the average of 10 inches (no rain falls 
during the summer) • 

As a result our village is surrounded by lush stands of wheat, in
terspersed at first with tulips and iris and now with poppies and 
daisies, which little girls gather and bring us. At the same time, 
melting snow and rain in Turkey caused a rise of 10 ft. in the Euphrates. 
Water surrounded the neighboring village in the valley bottom, driving 
its inhabitants with their bedding and flocks up the river terrace to 
our village of Selenkahiye. 

A recent 400-mile trip back and forth to Resafe and Palmyra has 
left one impression dominant in our minds: the contrast between lush, 
inviting pastures here and hostile, barren wasteland there. Part of 
our team (archaeologist Rudy Dornemann from the Oriental Institute with 
Frenchman Pierre Ducos and Dutchman Willem van Zeist, specialists in 
early animals and plants respectively) took off from Palmyra to carry 
out a sounding at Kowm, a well-watered little oasis halfway between the 
Euphrates River and Palmyra. 

The uplands south of the Euphrates, normally semiarid, were cov
ered with grass and appeared from afar as bands of solid yellow and 
purple, so full were they of dandelions and other flowering weeds. 
Many flocks of sheep and goats were grazing on the gently rolling 
country, which was dotted with the black goats' hair shelters of the 
pastoralists. South of the early Christian shrine of Resafe -- now a 
ghost city brooding over an empty plain -- the carpet of green con
sisted mostly of sedge, harmal and other weeds which tend to replace 
the grass wherever land has been overgrazed. Camel silhouettes re
placed the sheep on the horizon. 

Sporadically patches which collect the winter rain had been sown 
with catch crops and were now dark green with waving ears of barley. 
After a few mirages two real lakes appeared in the salt pans north of 
Kowm, with flamingos bathing in their shallow water. South of the 
mountain chain known as the Jebels Abyad, Abu Rijmeyn and Bishri, the 
ground was almost vegetationless for long stretches, until the date 
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palms of Palmyra hove into sight. No rain had fallen there since No
vember, bringing the total for the winter to 3 inches instead of the 
normal 6. 

We are particularly aware of the behavior of nature and man's re
action to it because it has a bearing on the questions we are trying 
to answer by digging. While domestication of the camel, which opened 
up the inner desert south of Palmyra, is an Iron Age feature, the ex
istence of donkey-borne sheep and goat herders is well documented for 
the Bronze Age. During the transition from Early to Middle Bronze 
Age (about 2400 to 1900 B.C.) many cities in Syria and Palestine ap
parently suffered destruction, while documents of the subsequent 
period show elements originating in or near the Syrian steppe in con
trol of many parts of southwest Asia. Some blame a tide of invading 
nomads who had previously been confined to the semiarid zone. Others, 
on the contrary, assume expanding commercial and military ventures on 
the part of the cities, because other cities flourished in spite of 
repeated destructions and settlement even expanded into the steppe. 

The life of the Syrian sheep herders consists of a series of 
sorties which is never predictable with certainty. When the rains 
come in fall and especially after the cold winter in springtime they 
deploy swiftly over large areas to cash in on the pastures and sow 
catch crops in one or more of a series of alternative grazing zones 
available to them by tradition. For the rest of the year they fall 
back on their home base in the cultivated zone around the cities of 
Syria, where stubble and other fodder is available and dairy products 
can be bartered against grain. 

Although this implies an intimate familiarity with terrain, cli
mate and vegetation of the steppe, the modern sheep herder does not 
feel at home until he is surrounded by radios, cars, traffic circles, 
neon lights, loudspeakers and crowds, symbols of urban civilization 
which enables him to survive. Such a seminomadic element of the pop
ulation is likely to remain economically and politically weak if left 
to itself. 

In an effort to get evidence on the relations between settled 
zone and steppe in the late third and early second millennium B.C., 
we are carrying out a full-scale excavation at a city site not far 
from the steppe and a small sounding at an oasis inside the steppe. 
In particular, we are looking if the animal and plant remains point 
to sheep, goat and donkey husbandry or cereal cultivation as the main
stay of these settlements. Architecture of obviously impermanent 
character might imply seasonal rather than year-round habitation. A 
change from open to fortified settlements and a great increase in the 
use of bronze weapons could signify growing militarism. 

At the city site, Selenkahiye, each of us from the Oriental In
stitute chose a different task. Rudy Dornemann excavated the mud 
brick city wall, 20 ft. thick and founded on stone blocks 5 ft. long. 
Its outer face had been rebuilt at least once. From an adjoining 
room a shaft went down 15 ft. to two tombs, one of which contained a 
host of bronzes and pottery as gifts to the dead. 

Stanislao Loffreda and the Syrian government's representative, 
Abdurrazaq Zaqzuq, are working at the intersection of two cobbled 
streets near the center of the city and getting a large hall on stone 
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foundations. Streets, floors and foundations were often renewed, with 
layers of black ash in between. 

I myself cleared a large portico building which had been destroyed 
at least twice and rebuilt as many times. On the floor dating to the 
first destruction the skeletons of several victims, one of them armed, 
as well as jars with charred grain, etc., were found. 

Al Hoerth dug 16 graves, which have given us a fairly complete 
picture of burial habits. The dead were usually laid flexed on their 
sides, facing south, wearing bronze ornaments and weapons and accom
panied by many pottery vessels for food and drink. Sometimes they 
had a silver frontlet on their forehead. At times a second, once even 
a third body had been inserted by removing the mud brick blocking and 
pushing the first body over to one side. Stone markers and additional 
pottery groups placed several feet above the grave prove that care for 
the dead lasted on after the funeral. 

To the state of our knowledge the excavations at Selenkahiye have 
added the following: 

1. A well-built and, to judge by the graves, prosperous city man
aged to flourish on the margin of the dry farming zone. Possibly this 
was due to trade between the Euphrates valley and western Syria in 
bitumen, haematite and other commodities commonly found among the 
ruins. Barley, apparently imported from the irrigated lower Euphrates 
valley, was the staple food. Animal bones are not numerous enough to 
suggest that pastoralism was a major feature. 

2. Despite repeated destructions and rebuildings there is little 
change in the material culture. In pottery and metal types, for in
stance, there are clear links both with the preceding Early Bronze 
and with the following Middle Bronze Age of Syria. 

3. Bronze weapons are plentiful and of sophisticated workmanship, 
but most of them were found in graves and may have merely served as 
"status symbols." 

4. Extremely crude stone figurines found in graves might suggest 
relics of a non-urban, tribal religion, but other hints in this di
rection are not forthcoming. Clay figurines of "goddesses" and "gods" 
on bull- or horse-drawn chariots, common in houses and public build
ings, are simplified (much as in Steinberg's cartoons), but not more 
than contemporary ones from the centers of civilization. 

Selenkahiye went down in a time when city states tried to wrest 
political and commercial control from their rivals and Amorites -
from Amurru, the Syrian steppe -- suddenly gained wealth and power. 
The two phenomena may not be unconnected if the steppe dwellers 
grasped the opportunities of wartime as quickly as those of a rainy 
spring. 

Maurits van Loon 
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May is the normal season for the beginning of summer sandstorms 
in southern Iraq. The winter rains are over, and even the fleeting 
spring drifts into memory as the temperature climbs daily. It is a 
month when people of all ages join to complete the arduous toil of the 
harvest, pitting their endurance against the flat white heat of the 
sun and the growing hosts of insect predators. Archaeologists, too, 
are a seasonal phenomenon in these parts, although their coincidence 
with the winter growing season rests on common sense and does not have 
the same hoary antiquity as the agricultural cycle. 

So it is written, but practice is another matter. The Euphrates 
is reportedly driving thousands from their homes with record flood 
levels, fed in part by a savage series of storms whose effect on local 
crops awaiting harvest is also devastating. In partial compensation, 
it has been relatively cool; today, for example, is a pleasant 99°, and 
last night in nearby Afak there was even hail. And while the German 
Expedition at Warka has heeded the traditions and retired for the sea
son, the Oriental Institute's Nippur Project is still wrestling manfully 
with the complex stratification of the enormous Parthian buildings su
perimposed on the Temple of Enlil. The sandstorms alone remain true to 
form, seemingly abated for only minutes by even the heaviest shower. 
James Knudstad, whose experience as field director here must qualify him 
as an expert, explains it graphically: the rain ends, the wind shifts, 
and the dunes "flop over" and keep right on moving. Under the circum
stances, he and his co-workers have been faced almost daily with the 
depressing mixture of mud underfoot from last night's rain and sand 
trickling down their necks and covering over the walls and floors pa
tiently exposed by the pickmen the previous afternoon. Add to this the 
difficulties of competing with the demands of the harvest -- our crew 
is down to less than half of what it was a fortnight ago -- and you will 
see what they are up against as the summer begins in earnest. 

With the closing of the Warka camp at the end of April, the recon
naissance that Hans Nissen and I had been conducting together shifted 
its base to Nippur. Now our fieldwork is finished for the season. 
There remain many tedious details of mapping and recording; what is 
left, however, are only office tasks, free from the increasingly pre
carious logisti~s of summer desert transport. From my window at Nippur 
I can see the outlines of the dunes begin to blur on the horizon as the 
wind .rises. Now that problem has ceased to be a daily reality ?J!d. .. !.§.. _ 
becoming an abstraction, just as the visual images of the 460-odd tells 
we have recorded are merging with their symbolic representations on the 
maps that I am making. What is gained are communicable scholarly find
ings; what is lost is the vividness of a known landscape. 
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Let me concentrate on changes which have occurred since the time 
of my earlier letter. The increased number of recorded sites primarily 
ref.lects a northward and eastward extension of the surveyed area in to 
the districts around ancient Shuruppak (modern Fara) , Umma (Jokha) , and 
the equally impressive but still nameless remains now known as Tell Jidr 
or Imam Dhahir. Working in this area, we have gradually become aware 
of several broadly contrastive patterns of land-use which have alter
nately replaced and coexisted with one another. Two were already known 
to us when I last wrote: a prehistoric pattern of irregular clusters of 
villages and the intensively urban pattern dominated by the city walls 
of Uruk. Now a third has appeared, in which the central feature is a 
string of sprawling towns along a straightened natural watercourse or 
artificial canal. First in evidence at around 3,000 B.C. in the hinter
lands of Umma, this form of settlement is shortly swept away -- pre
sumably by the greater military effectiveness of concentrated urban 
populations behind their walls. But it repeatedly re-emerged in later 
times when conditions were relatively stable and the entire area was 
under the hegemony of a single ruler. On the other hand, it had no 
early counterpart in the vicinity of Uruk. Uruk, too, sprang from a 
nest of villages, but as a major cult center, its process of gestation 
was different. 

The "prehistoric" pattern, however, has also turned out to reassert 
itself. There are striking similarities between those groups of tiny 
villages and the ruined villages among the Shatt al-Kar that were in
habited in Ottoman times. Since Turkish suzerainty was largely nominal 
during the latter period, it may be that political conditions reverted 
to essentially their prehistoric state in the absence of any imposed 
exterior controls over the petty tribes and sheikhs struggling for the 
dwindling supplies of water. This in turn opens two further avenues 
for thought and speculation. First, it invites us to consider more 
carefully the type of adaptation which might be called semi-sedentism, 
as an alternative to the better-known "ideal types" of peasant and no
mad: it may well have played as crucial a part in the original achieve
ment of civilization as it did in the nineteenth century. And second, 
the disparity between the numerous small remains of the Ottoman period 
and the extremely small population reported by European travellers 
through the area at that time warns us of the limitations of our data. 
Settlements can and did move frequently; yet unless the intervals were 
long enough for pottery styles to change perceptibly, the archaeologist 
has no way of distinguishing between successive villages and contemp
oraneous ones. 

These and similar findings suggest one set of emphases in our work. 
Another, difficult to deal with here in the absence of illustration, 
involves tracing the actual courses of some of the ancient Euphrates 
branches across the area through remnants of meander patterns which 
still can be followed on the air photographs. This is a matter of in
creasing skill in the interpretation of subtle clues. Our earlier 
doubt that much of this could be done gradually has given way to in
creasing confidence; there seems little doubt any longer that we have 
been able to follow and plot at least a few significant sections of 
5,000 year-old watercourses. On still other aspects of our work it 
would be premature to comment at this time. Dr. Nissen, a Sumerologist 
as well as an archaeologist, is following up a variety of indirect 
leads to the identification of some of the larger ancient sites we have 
visited. Having conducted stratigraphic tests in private houses at 
Uruk itself, he is also seeking not only to tie the pottery brought in 
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by our survey more closely to the Uruk sequence but also to amplify 
that sequence but also to amplify that sequence with our voluminous 
material. 

Each of these lines of attack produces its own results and satis
factions, but of course they have their greatest meaning when assembled 
together into the integrated study of a lost and yet present landscape. 
At that point, they begin to merge with the vignettes of our experience 
into a communicable whole. The crowing, scurrying chickens and lost 
sheep of "desert" nomads making their way from a night encampment en
gulfed by a sudden rise of the Euphrates become components of the pre
vailing instability of life in the area. So also does the desperate 
striking-out of men, women and animals for distant, unknown desert 
ranges where they can only hope there will be fodder to replace that 
which has been consumed. In a different sense, one thinks of the strong, 
old tradition of Arab hospitality of which we have been beneficiaries, 
of the slow talk in the guest-house over fresh bread, pour milk, ghee, 
and endless little glasses of tea. That hospitality, too becomes a 
part of the pattern by which life is sustained. So also does the vivid
ly remembered day when the persisting importance of tribalism was under
lined for us by the desert suddenly coming alive with armed horsemen 
riding to the sound of the guns in distant Rumaitha, in spite of the 
jet fighters overhead that had been sent to deter them. Or, finally, 
one thinks of how closely Islam is intertwined with all of these fea
tures -- for example, of the imams or shrines that serve as the only 
universally accepted places of safe-keeping and refuge. Our last night 
camp was in the lee of Imam Dhahir, a centuries-old structure falling 
into ruin and overlooking a sea of sand from the brooding north lip of 
Jidr. There, in that utter desolation, was a dish of offerings left 
by passing camel-drivers. 

As an anthropoligist, my intellectual predisposition is to argue 
that the pattern is always the goal of analysis, the evidence being of 
value only as it confirms or disconfirms that pattern. But in moments 
of scepticism one cannot help but wonder whether observations like 
these have a life and value of their own. Perhaps instead i·t is the 
clues to the pattern that are indelible, while the pattern we think we 
can discern by piecing them together is always only ephemeral. 

With all best wishes, 

/) cJ,;(f£ At»~ 
R:'~t McC. Adams 
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Early on the morning of November 1Oth, our staff artist, Grace Huxtable, was at Orly Airport, 
Paris, avvaiting the T.W.A. plane for Athens. The previous evening she had come from London, since 
there was no T.W.A. connection from there to the Near East. While waiting for her flight to be called 
she heard a voice from behind saying, "Fancy meeting you here," and turning, found John (Tim) Healey, 
who also had come from London the previous day, but on a different flight. Together they went to 
Athens, where it was necessary to make another change, to a Lufthansa plane, to get to Cairo. 

There they were surprised to find in the transit lounge, Edward Wente and Carl DeVries, who had 
only just arrived on an overnight flight from New York. Both had experienced some moments of anxiety 
before leaving the United States. Carl had picked up the passports the day before, after a worrying wait 
of several days for the Egyptian Embassy to return them with the necessary visas. At O'Hare his flight 
was late, so he was put on anothe~ airship which itself was delayed in reaching New York. Thus there 
was only enough time for him and Ed to get their flight to Athens. 

In Cairo these four were met by Beth and John Romer, who had come in that afternoon, and 
Myrtle and me. The Romers had been spending a vacation in Turkey, daily waiting word to come on to 
Cairo. Myrtle had arrived only the previous midnight, coming directly from Chicago and bringing the ex
pedition supplies which it had seemed wise to leave behind until the situation was clear. On the 12th 
Reginald and Marie Coleman joined us, and the staff for the season was complete. 

Behind this reunion were months of concern and unusual activity. All Chicago House foreign 
personnel had left the United Arab Republic the latter part of April, as usual, when there was as yet no 
apprehension of the hostilities to come. With the break in diplomatic relations between the United States 
and the United Arab Republic, and the absence of western news people in Egypt, we found it difficult in 
Chicago to get authentic information about conditions in Luxor, or the land of the Nile at large. But the 
only question in our minds was how soon we could return to our work. We ordered the necessary sup
plies and made our plans as if we would return near to the usual time of early October, but there was 
no definite assurance that this would be true. 

At the International Congress of Orientalists in Ann Arbor during the third week of August, I met 
Dr. Ali H. Abdel Kader, the charming Director of the Islamic Center in Washington. Throughout the next 
few weeks he was of great help in assisting us in the matter of our visas for Egypt. Cables were sent to 
Cairo requesting permission to return, but these remained unanswered. I discovered later that this was 
because no policy in regard to foreign archaeological enterprises had yet been decided. 

Toward the end of September we received in Chicago information which Dr. Ray Smith had sent 
through the State Department following an interview with the Deputy Minister of Culture in Cairo. This 
indicated that our application to continue work in Luxor would be favorably considered. Immediately I 
went to Washington and conferred with the persons concerned with our problem at the Smithsonian In
stitution, which is the intermediate source of our grant of P. L. 480 funds through the American Research 
Center, the U.A.R. section of the State Department, The Egyptian Embassy and the Islamic Center. There 
I met in Dr. Abdel Kader's office, His Excellency, the former Minister Plenipotentiary of the United Arab 
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Republic, Hassan Hosny, who had remained in Washington after the diplomatic break because of an in
valid wife. Mr. Hosny has served Egypt in Washington almost thirty years, and may resume his post as 
the chief of the mission of the U.A.R. under the recently announced arrangements. 

The personnel at the State Department, from the head of the section, Mr. Richard B. Parker, to 
the Assistant Secretary of State, Lucius Battle, were happy that we intended to resume our work at Chi
cago House. However, as they were as yet uncertain as to our reception, they asked me to go to Cairo 
alone so that I might see whether the Egyptian authorities were sympathetic and would give us the 
necessary permission for our projects to be continued. For this purpose I was granted permission to 
travel to the U.A.R., and both Dr. Abdel Kader and Mr. Hassan Hosny advised me to travel on my re
entry visa. 

I reached Cairo at midnight on October 5th, and after visits to non-governmental persons and 
friends the following day, Friday, and on Saturday, started my rounds of official and semi-official visits, 
which took much of the next three weeks. Also two weeks later I went to Luxor to see our local staff 
and to inspect Chicago House. 

Whatever our apprehensions about our reception may have been, they were groundless. From 
everyone I received a cordial reception and an expression of appreciation for the work which has been 
done by the Oriental Institute in Egypt. I learned that Chicago House was not considered just an Ameri
can enterprise, but an international one. Our great library of books on Ancient Egypt is much appre
ciated, especially because both Egyptian and foreign scholars are always free to use it during the season. 
At the height of the resentment against the United States, our friends in Luxor, especially the Chief of 
Police, Major Fouad Awar, and the Inspectors of Antiquities, Dr. Abdul Hafeez Abdul AI and Mr. Rama
dan Saad, took particular care to see that Chicago House was not molested. In order to insure that the 
importance of our work was understood, the property was put under protective guard until our return. 
We owe a great deal to these friends for their concern that everything remain intact. Because of their 
help and the usual good care of our local staff, Chicago House was in excellent condition on our return, 
with only the usual deterioration of age. 

I must not forget to mention that among those who have helped us are Mr. Donald Bergus, the 
chief of the American Interest Section of the Spanish Embassy, who is a Chicago alumnus, and who has 
been putting in long hours as the chief U.S. State Department representative in Cairo. Mr. Z. Misketian, 
better known as Toto, the Business Manager of the American Research Center office in Cairo, has always 
been of assistance when needed. Mr. John Dorman, Director of the American Research Center office, 
arrived a day or two before me but left after a couple of weeks. We worked together on many problems. 
Nor should I forget our good friend, Dr. Labib Habachi and his wife, Attiya, the latter also a member of 
the A.R.C.E. office staff. 

In the next three days after our arrival all of the staff came up to Luxor. Usually Tim Healey 
gets here three to two weeks before the season officially opens, and the Field Director and his wife ar
rive ten to seven days before the others. Thus many things which must be made ready are taken care 
of. This season, with all arriving together, we have been a little slower getting started. However, all of 
us are full at work at all of the sites of our interest; the High Gate at Medinet Habu, the Tomb Chapel 
of Kheruef, and the Temple of Khonsu at Karnak. The delay of a month in the start of the season, and 
the shortage of one artist, will mean that all of our goals of this year will not be fully realized. The art
ist who was to replace Leslie Greener, who retired at the end of last season, rightly felt he could not give 
up his present position when, at the middle of the summer, our future was still uncertain. 

The Epigraphic Survey was one of the first archaeological expeditions in Egypt to receive per
mission to continue its work. Simultaneously Ray Smith also received permission to continue his re
searches on the blocks from the buildings of Amenhotep IV which were reused in later buildings. Last 
season he photographed more than 15,000 of these, which have an approximate measurement of 10 x 10 
x 20 inches, with one side decorated in relief as part of a scene. During the summer, his staff of dedi
cated young Egyptian Egyptologists coded the contents of each section of relief so that this might be 
entered on IBM cards. Now the staff is about to start trying to match blocks so as to build up the 
scenes as they were originally. Without the help of the computer this would be impossible, but this help 
does not obviate the need of careful scholars in using the data the computer turns out. Ray has made 
several visits to Karnak to collect new photos and check or add to previous data, and now has returned 
to his home, to come back to Egypt early in the New Year. 
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A new enterprise, or perhaps it should be described as the taking up of an old one, is a team of 
French archaeological architects who will work at Karnak. Professor Serge Sauneron will be their Egyp
tological advisor. This is not a French Institute project, but a separate group financed by the French 
and U .A.A. governments. The object is to preserve and reconstruct Karnak, which, like all ancient mon
uments in Egypt, is gradually deteriorating. While we have not yet been told of the complete program, 
it appears that it will continue the tradition of the great French engineers who have done so much at 
this site, Legrain, Pillet, and Chevrier. Excavation is not the primary purpose, but in order to explore 
the needs and possibilities, some excavation must be done. The full team has not yet arrived, but work 
has started by the exploration of the area where the work shops will be built. 

Later in the season, the French Institute will resume work on the area about the ruins of the 
temple of Montu, left untouched since the Suez affair of 1956. The German Archaeological Institute 
expects to return to Gurna after Ramadan, but will not excavate further until the studies of the areas 
and objects discovered so far have been fully studied. 

We are now in the month of Ramadan when every Moslem fasts during the daylight hours. Since 
the Moslem month is lunar rather than based on a division of the solar year, the year is about eleven days 
shorter than ours, and the feasts come earlier each year by our calendar. This year, Ramadan falls entire
ly with in the month of December. Two weeks before it begins the local feast of Abu ei-Haggag, usually 
culminates in the procession about the Luxor Temple in which two or three boats are pulled through the 
streets. This is a direct descendant of the feast of Opet in ancient Egypt, when the gods of Karnak went 
by boat to the Luxor temple. This year, in mourning for the defeat of last June, the procession was not 
held. A record on a wall at Karnak tells that in about 1000 B.C. the ancient feast was not held because 
of Amon's rising anger at corruption among the temple bureaucrats shown up in an investigation. 

The town of Luxor is sad. There are almost no tourists, and people whose living has depended 
on them are in distress. Everyone is hoping that things will soon change, although perhaps this is too 
optimistic an attitude for this season. But there are signs of improvement. By the time this letter reach
es Chicago, full diplomatic relations will have been resumed between Great Britain and the UAR. Ameri
can and Egyptian relations have not reached that point. However, at the very end of October, permission 
was given for the families of all American men working in Egypt to join them, and later in November, 
the ban on the travel of Americans in the U.A.R. was removed. Now our countries are to be represented 
in the opposite capitals by ministers, and we hope that this leads to a better understanding of Egypt's 
aspirations and needs. 

Several Institute members had to cancel their plans to visit Egypt because of the travel ban on the 
part of the USA. We hope that with the opening of Egypt for American tourists, some may yet come. 
If any of you do, you can be assured of a welcome and cordial treatment by the government and people 
of Egypt. 

While the lateness of this letter may prevent it from reaching you by the holiday season, may all 
of you know that each and every member of the staff of Chicago House, both local and foreign, appre
ciates the interest of the members of the Oriental Institute, and will be remembering this over Christmas 
and New Year's day. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Francis Nims 
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Again, a note on the Prehistoric Project's concerns in the field, but not 
on excavations--merely on how we get ready to undertake them. 

My wife Linda and I left Chicago on November 1st. We stopped overnight 
in Paris to consult with our old friend and colleague, Jean Perrot, then two 
nights in Rome where I have a graduate student working a year with Italian 
colleagues. We timed our arrival in Istanbul to coincide with that of Bruce 
Howe (associate director of the Prehistoric Project since 1951). Our Turkish 
counterpart, Professor Halet Cambel, met us at the airport, and within an hour 
we were all about the big table in her yali (waterside villa) on the Bosphorus, 
setting the schedule for all that must be done before excavations can be resumed 
in southeastern Turkey next autumn. 

Neither the present.overall state of the world, nor the regional Near 
Eastern situation makes for simple planning. I'd go to bed at night muttering 
"the best laid plans of mise and men .•• ". We don't yet know quite where we 
are financially--cut-backs in Washington are hurting the National Science 
Foundation, our real hope for funds for a sequence of four autumn seasons 
beginning next autumn. There is some general Turkish nervousness about the 
present U.S. stance on world politics, especially as regards Viet Nam, although 
our welcome from individuals was as warm as ever. Fortunately, the Cyprus 
matter seems now to have been settled, at least for the moment, but it made us 
nervous while it lasted. There were, also, a number of personal matters which 
unhappily distracted Halet, including her father's serious illness (he died 
just last night, and we must leave before the funeral). Nevertheless, we did 
manage to make contact with all the necessary people and now have our plans 
and alternative plans as well sketched out as is possible. I have learned 
gradually, ever since that first field season in 1930, that one simply has to 
go ahead in his planning in the Near East and not let himself be disturbed by 
loud background noises, alarms and excursions! 

Istanbul is as wonderful as ever and had fine weather for us the first 
ten days. The ferry docks are all back in order after that fire of two years 
ago, and we used the boats most happily. I went to Ankara, about ten days 
after arrival, for the first run of appointments there, and also to get an 
Iraqi visa. The Institute is to aid a modest British effort on some early 
village sites northeast of Baghdad, and I was to go down, lend a hand, also 
take care of one or two things for Bob Adams. But first, I had to get a visa, 
and since Iraq and the U.S.A. have had no diplomatic relations since the Arab
Israeli war, I was refused a visa at the Istanbul Iraqi Consulate. Our old 
friends in Baghdad received me most warmly, and the British colleagues, David 
and Joan Oates (she is an American born, and an old student of mine) took me 
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out to see the proposed early village sites and went over the surface collect
ions with me. Formal permission for the excavations came through two days after 
I left, so they should be at work by now. For the first time, the late pre
historic sequences of the hill country of northern Iraq and the first develop
ments in alluvial southern Mesopotamia will be linked together, when Joan's 
sites are excavated. It was fine warm weather in Baghdad, roses were still in 
bloom and the oranges and pomegranates had already begun. 

On my return to Turkey, Halet, Linda and I made the second trip to Ankara, 
made the remainder of the official calls, and also--through a combination of 
circumstances too complicated to explain--found ourselves involved in a program 
of archeological salvage for sites which will be flooded by the pool of a large 
dam to be constructed on the upper Euphrates. This ended off in over an hour's 
audience with the President of the Republic--quite a show in itself. We also 
made an overnight run by airplane to Diyarbakir and Ergani, to arrange for the 
base camp for the continuation of work at Cayonu, our own early village site 
which we'd tested in 1964 and to which we will return in the coming autumn. 
Unfortunately, the bad weather was so bad we could not revisit the site itself. 

We start home tomorrow, loaded down with Christmas things stuffed into 
odd pockets to beat overweight baggage charges on the airlines. We plan a two 
night visit, en route, in Budapest, with Dr. Sandor Bokonyi and his wife. Sandor 
is a zoologist, interested in the problems of animal domestication, who was with 
us in Chicago last year on a Ford fellowship. 

Final note on the diffusion of cultural motifs! In the middle thirties, 
at the old Amouq camp, I learned a fascinating little Turkish song from a local 
chauffeur we then had. One evening during our present stay in Istanbul, Halet 
had a famous Turkish folk singer-musicologist in for the evening with us. At 
once point, I asked whether he had ever heard "Chiki Chiki Cha Cha." He had 
not, insisted that I sing it, ended off by working it out and transcribing it 
to paper, warms that he will doubtless record it. The song seems to come out 
of me naturally, after a sufficiency of beers, and has--on one occasion or 
another--been sung with gusto from New Mexico to Sweden to India. Now it is 
back in Turkey again, where it belongs. 

Red hot season's greatings, 

Bob Braidwood 
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The American Research Center in Egypt, with which we are associated, has asked me for a 
newsletter about our activities. Because many of them know little about our efforts, I tried to give 
a little background in regard to our current projects. I thought that the newer members of the 
Oriental Institute might appreciate this information, so I am sending the same letter to Chicago. I 
hope that those who have been reading our letters for several years will" not find this one too repetitive. 

On an archaeological excavation there is always an air of hopeful anticipation of an exciting 
discovery. In an enterprise such as the Epigraphic Survey has been conducting for more than forty 
years, there is little expectation of finding hitherto unseen evidence. Most of the monuments we have 
been documenting have been known for generations, and scholars have made copies of what they have 
considered important. Such records· usually have been incomplete and have not always been accurate. 
Seldom have they given a full picture of the available information from a given monument. 

There have been notable exceptions. Many of the tomb chapels of the ancient officials have 
been fully published. The Egypt Exploration Society still is continuing the publication of the temple 
of Seti I at Abydos, and the French Institute of Archaeology in Cairo has through many years been 
concentrating on the temples of the Ptolemaic period. 

The Epigraphic Survey began its work with attention to the monuments of Ramesses Ill in 
the Theban area. It has published epigraphic material from the reign of this king both at Karnak and 
Medinet Habu. For the later complex an associated expedition also has published an architectural sur
vey. So far ten folio volumes of inscriptions have appeared, half of them of elephant size. The next 
volume in our series will contain the records from the High Gate of Ramesses II I at Medinet Habu. 

This eastern entrance to the temenos was sixty feet high, joined to massive mud brick walls 
of the same height. It combined the functions of a fortified approach to the temple area and a plea
sure pavilion for the king. On the exterior walls is depicted the majesty of Ramesses Ill as a conqueror 
and a priest-god. On the walls of the rooms within, which are in the upper stories, are scenes of the 
ruler with the girls of his harem. According to an inscription copied last season, these were his daugh
ters. They entertain their father with music, play draughts with him, and feed him sweetmeats. With 
the exception of some Amarna depictions there are preserved no other records of the kings in their 
moments of relaxation. 

Painted decorations showing baskets of fruit and formal bouquets once covered the reveals 
of the windows of the High Gate. During the three millenniums since they were executed, the designs 
have suffered greatly. A straight photograph was found to have too little contrast for reproduction, 
and a line drawing did not adequately represent the pattern. We chose to emphasize the design by a 
pencil reinforcement of a photographic print to show what still could be discerned on the walls. 

Another project approaching completion is the recording of the Tomb Chapel of Kheruef, 
Steward of Queen Tiy. Here are some of the finest Eighteenth Dynasty reliefs in the Theban Necrop
olis. Several scenes were seen by the German Egyptologist Adolph Erman in the beginning of 1886 
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Forecourt and pylon of Dynasty XVIII temple at Medinet Habu, Thebes, Egypt. 
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when he was led through labyrinthine tunnels by his donkey boy. Sometime before the first world 
war, Alan Gardiner and Norman Davies saw the same reliefs, but in the twisting passages through 
which they crawled they lost their sense of direction and had little idea where the tomb lay. When 
the entry way, which we now know led to a sunken court, was found later, Davies believed that it 
was part of a second tomb of the official. During the second world war the back portico of the 
court, which has most of the reliefs, was rediscovered by Ahmed Fakhry with the help of Zakaria 
Goneim, and an excellent report was published by the former. 

In 1957-59 the Epigraphic Survey and the Department of Antiquities cleared the debris 
from the court and the rear rooms. Except for an inscribed seated statue, the upper part lost, almost 
no new records were found. The large hall, the unfinished passage behind, and the entrance to the 
burial chamber are parallel in plan to the contemporary tomb chapel of the Vizier Ramose, but the 
latter had no court in front. 

The limestone in this area is exceedingly friable, and all but one of the pillars of the hall 
had collapsed under the weight of the roof and the debris above it. Also many of the reliefs have 
been damaged seriously. The natural salts in one section of the rock have been extruded in crystals 
which have raised blisters and even pushed off sections of the reliefs. The zealots of the Amarna 
period erased most of the mentions of Amon in the text, though they did not touch the god's name 
where it appeared in the cartouches of Amenhotep Ill and IV. We believe that the erasures of the 
depictions of the owner of the tomb and the accompanying texts were done at the same time. Later 
two of the four figures of Amenhotep IV in the entrance were destroyed. In modern times, probably 
soon after Erman saw the reliefs, the part then accessible was subject to the vandalism of local tomb 
robbers who attempted to cut away the heads of the king, queen, and princesses. Probably most of 
the heads were destroyed in the attempt; only the upper part of the figures of two of the princesses, 
which have been in the Berlin Museum since early in the century, have been located. Fortunately, 
Erman made sketches of what he saw, and this has enabled us to restore most of what has been lost. 
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The Amarna erasures seldom went deep into the rock, and the remaining traces of inscrip
tions and figures have been recovered through careful study. In the entrance three prayers offered 
by Kheruef, seeming at first to be completely lost, have been restored almost in their entirety through 
the attention and cooperation of the Egyptologists and the artists. Another erased inscription above 
one of the prayers, long thought to have been a list of offerings, has proved to be the earliest example 
of that rare form, the word square, often called a "cross-word puzzle." The words are arranged in 
squares to read both horizontally and vertically. The erasure here was very thorough, and while we 
will not be able to reconstruct the content completely, we have discovered enough to show the na
ture of the text. With the completion of this drawing, and several others already under way, the 
documentation of the tomb chapel will be finished and ready for the compilation of the text which 
will accompany the photographs, plans, and drawings. 

Because it was begun by Ramesses Ill, the Temple of Khonsu at Karnak engaged the at
tention of the expedition many years ago. The need to complete the documentation of Medinet 
Habu caused the work to be suspended in the late 1940's. In the intervening period we have co
operated with the Chicago Nubian Expedition in recording the small temple of Beit ei-Wali, built by 
Ramesses II, as well as undertaken the work at the Tomb Chapel of Kheruef. Since the three other 
projects are being published or nearing the final stages of field work, it was possible for us to return, 
in December 1966, to the Khonsu Temple. Shortly this will have the full attention of the whole 
staff. 

Though the temple is now within the temenos of Amon, it once may have had its own en
closure wall. An earlier building which stood on the site was razed in the latter years of Ramesses Ill. 
We believe that no new blocks were quarried for the present building, but that the builders used stones 
from older, demolished structures. Re-used in the walls are parts of structures of all rulers from Thut
mosis Ill to Amenhotep IV, and of Haremhab and Ramesses II. Statues found in the temple, which 
must have been in the earlier one, were made by Hatshepsut, Tutankhamon, and Seti I. 

Since all of the walls of the temple are bonded, it is impossible for a person untrained in 
architecture to discern any building periods. We do not know, then, how much of the structure was 
completed under Ramesses Ill, but only a few of the rear rooms were decorated in his reign. Ramesses 
IV continued the reliefs, but the work was suddenly suspended, perhaps at his death, leaving some of 
the scenes unfinished. No further decoration was added until the latter part of the reign of Ramesses 
XI. Then the work was resumed in the first hypostyle hall by the First Prophet of Amon, Herihor, 
following instructions from his king. Then on the doorway to the sanctuary Herihor entered his name 
in cartouches, thus proclaiming himself king, though Ramesses XI was still alive. In the reign of 
Nekhtanebo II a priest, Ahmes, whose offices included several connected with his temple, carved new 
inscriptions on this doorway, but copied those of Herihor which were on the jambs, preserving the 
older records. In the court of the temple the scenes show Herihor both as First Prophet and as 
Pharaoh, with the first office appearing in a cartouche as his prenomen. 

Since many of the reliefs of Herihor were copied in the earlier work of the Epigraphic 
Survey, we are concentrating on the reliefs in the hypostyle hall and the court. We hope within the 
next several seasons to complete this section and publish it in a single volume. Unfortunately, the 
original work on the walls of the hypostyle hall was crudely done, and the surface of the stones was 
not well dressed by the ancient artisans. Later every face and limb of the figures of gods, king, and 
priest was defaced, probably by the early Christians. It is much more difficult to make facsimile 
drawings of this sort of representation than of one which was well executed. 

V' 

Jaroslav Cerny has been telling me of his first visit to Egypt in 1926, when the Epigraphic 
Survey was quite new and beginning to work out its methods. Since then many Egyptologists have 
cooperated in the enterprise, and through their efforts and those of a great number of able artists 
and draughtsmen, standards have been established by which similar efforts are judged. We are doing 
our best to live up to the reputation of our distinguished predecessors. 

Sincerely yours, 

CHARLES FRANCIS NIMS 
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A six-hour flight took us from Washington to London, where we paid a brief visit to the British 
Museum in search for specimens of glass and bronzes similar to those found in our first season at Semna 
Soutb. 

Another six-hour flight took us from London to Khartoum. We found the city festively decorated 
with ~>udanese and Zambian flags; the president of Zambia, Dr. Kenneth Kaunda, was paying an official 
visit to the Sudanese capital. 

We paid our first visit to the Antiquities Service where we found out that the Commissioner for 
Archaeology, Mr. Thabit Hassan Thabit, was in the Omdurman civic hospital; we were glad to see him 
rapidly recovering from a broken leg. 

There are some fine new hotels in Khartoum, "Sudan," "Oasis," etc., but in order to get well in· 
formed about the most recent archaeological work in the Sudan, one goes to the old "Grand Hotel." 

It was there that we met Prof. Michalowski, the well known director of the Polish expedition at 
Faras. An entire wing of the new Khartoum Museum will be occupied bv the frescos discovered at the 
Christian basilica at Faras, and according to most recent reports, another site, rich in Christian and pre
Christ ian antiquities, is now being investigated by the Polish expedition at Old Dongola. 

We also met at the "Grand Hotel" Professor Hintze of Humbolt University in East Berli11, who is 
conducting his seventh and last excavation at Mussawarat Es-Sufra, a site rich in Meroitic archit8ctural re
mains. A few days ago he and Prof. Michalowski obtained a Sudanese Antiquities Service license to jointly 
excavJte at Naga, a Meroitic site known for its "Roman Kiosk." They plan to begin their work at Naga 
in 197 0. 

We were fortunate in being able to pay a visit to Prof. Shinnie's camp at the site of ancient Meroe, 
the capital of the civilization about which so much information has been obtained during this third Nubian 
campaign. Prof. Shinnie is excavating at Meroe for the Sudanese Antiquities Service and the University of 
Khartoum where he presently holds an appointment as Professor of Arch'leology. 

Two days before leaving Khartoum we met Professor Leclant, egyptologist from the Sorbonne, who 
had just returned from Soleb, where he had spent two months working with the Schiff Giorgini expedition. 
The expedition at Soleb this year was working on the second volume of Soleb, which will deal with the 
Meroitic cemetery at that site and will also include a study of the Meroitic human remains. The four re
maining volumes of the Soleb project will be devoted to the study of the famous temple of Amenophis Ill 
at that site. Having completed his work at Soleb, Prof. Leclant continued for Egypt where he joined Prof. 
Lauer at Sakkara. 

We found Khartoum's shops well stocked with Russian and Chinese canned goods; the economy 
there does not seem to have suffered from recent political complications. American products however, 
can still be seen and purchased on the market at prices somewhat higher than those in the American shops. 

The town of Wadi Haifa is in a constant flux. This year it has moved to its third location, and 
soon the new and permanent Wadi Haifa will be built. Work has already begun on the railway station and 
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a snack bar, both being built of stone. There will be a canal dug from the Nile to this new railway station, 
and the steamer will take the passengers right to the station from which they can continue for Khartoum. 
The new town of Wadi Haifa will be built by Egyptian engineers, who are surveying the entire region of 
the second cataract, and marking the new, progressively rising levels of the Nile, in connection with the 
work on the New Dam at Sad Ed-Aii, near Assuan. 

We left Khartoum February 1, and began our second season at Semna South February 4. 

As all of you certainly know, we are excavating an Egyptian fortress, and a large cemetery, pre
dominantly Meroitic, with a small percentage of X-group graves. 

As far as the cemetery is concerned, the old story repeats itself: most of the graves have been dis
turbed and badly pillaged. "De mortuis nil nisi bonum," said ancient Latins, "(say) nothing but the good 
about the dead." We do not know what these ancient Africans sincerely thought about the dead, but they 
certainly respected neither their own nor those of other periods. Dismemberment and mutilation can be 
traced from tomb to tomb, having been perpetrated by the people, not animals. 

In spite of this dismal situation encountered in the cemeteries, there are almost always some re
warding moments awaiting Nubian archaeologists. Such was one our anthropologist described for us: an 
intact burial of an adult female and an infant, both placed in the same coffin. The relation of the two 
was indicated by the presence of the anomalous fusion of the second and third cervical vertebrae, in both. 

Our anthropologists discovered quite a number of pathological and anomalous features in the hu
man remains, which will be of some importance for the study of these populations when the third survey 
is completed. You will also be interested to know that we found a few examples of tatooing on the 
Meroitic skeletons; one of these, executed on the feet of a young Meroitic lady, is quite elaborate and 
elegant. 

In another Meroitic tomb with vaulted burial chamber, a young fP.male and six children, ranging in 
age from one year and less up to fourteen, have bPen found. This tomb has been disturbed, but the rob
bers either failed to see or were not interested in a metal, disk-shaped, groove-engraved object with a 
chess-figure-like handle in the center. We discovemd an identical object last year, but the handle was de
tacherl, and we spent a great deal of time studying this object, looking in various publications for some
thing resembling it, visiting museums, and consulting other archaeologists about it. No one ever reported 
anything similar to it in Nubia, nor were our colleagues able to identify it. Then, this year, thi!; second 
objec1 of the same kind, and material, and decoration appeared in the above-described tomb. The tomb 
was disturbed, but this object was found as archaeologists say "in position," and next to it, also undis
turbed, was found a cosmetic case, still filled with the black eye-pigment, a spatula-like applicator for 
eye-pigment, and an unusual iron object, a combination of a small razor and knife; all of these objects 
were found "in position" near the skull of the adult female. The disk-sh3ped object is made of copper, 
and 0'1 some spots on its flat side is still shining bright. It is a mirror. There have been reported some 
similar mirrors in other cultures, such as one from the Sassanid period exhibited last summer at Ann 
Arbor. Michigan, at the occasion of the lnternatioPal Congress of Orientalists, but no example of this 
kind l1as been found on any Meroitic site -- to OIJr present knowledge. We hope to bring to the 
Orien1al Institute at least one of these two unusual mirrors, which can be said to be more unique than 
beautiful. 

The work on the for1 ress progresses steadily, and the most important feature revealed this season 
is a Middle Kingdom house situated between the inner fortification walls and the outer walls on the 
north side, a house with a kitchen, storage jars, and other contiguously arranged rooms. 

But the most important finds this season thus far came neither from the fort nor the cemetery, 
but fnm a dump outside thP. fort, on its North-West side. 

The dump is thickly covered with sherds of remarkably uniform types. A trench cut through one 
of its kom-like hillocks or piles of sherds revealed it to be a dumping place of the fort during the Middle 
Kingdom. At a depth of 90 em of the trench a Middle Kingdom axe was found resting on a thick de
posit of ashes. Pottery and other objects found in the dump will be of great help to us in relation to 
a whole range of subject matters to be studied in connection with the fort and its history. 
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Among these "other objects" found in the dump in an unexpected large quantity, are seal im
pressions, official and private, decorated and inscribed, which we consider of great interest. Here we 
wish to single out only one of their many important aspects. 

You will recall that a well known papyrus from the Middle Kingdom found near the Ramesseum 
(The Ramesseum Papyrus) and studied by Gardiner and others, contains the names of the Egyptian 
fortresses between the first and the second cataracts. By now most of these fortresses have been identi
fied. But the southernmost of the series of fortresses of the second cataract remained thus far unidenti
fied: the Ramesseum Papyrus, having mentioned the first part of its name, suddenly breaks off. Well, 
we have put that most southern of the second cataract fortresses on the map, beyond any doubt. Where 
the Ramesseum Papyrus breaks off, our seal impressions take over. 

Reisner's notes on the excavations in this area in the nineteen twenties, speak of an inhospitable 
region where the temperature in March sometimes reached 115° Fahrenheit. We have already had a few 
days of such high temperature, but our dedicated staff and workers are plying along. This is the most 
impressive part of the Sudanese Nubia, rugged and majestic. In a year it will be completely submerged, 
and become a part of the "Nubia sparita" -- that is, perhaps, why it is so beautiful. 

To our many friends, and to all those who wrote us in the field, our cordial greetings. Because 
of our limited field facilities, we could not answer them individually, but we are thinking of them here 
at Semna South, now Semna rediviva. 

~1;:7 7/2AI?d2--
Louis V. Zabkar 
Field Director 
c/o Antiquities Service 
Wadi Haifa, Rep. of the Sudan 
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After four weeks at Bogazkoy we are back here in Ankara for a short interim be
fore going to the area of the Keban Dam Salvage Project, in which we are to participate on 
the team of Istanbul University directed by Professor Halet Cambel and Dr. Ufuk Esin. I may 
use this opportunity for a brief preliminary report. 

Bogazkoy or, as it is officially called, Bogazkale has changed a bit since I last saw 
it. It was promoted from village to town (belediye); water has been brought to three or four 
public fountains in the town; and the expedition house is getting electricity from its own 
generator (courtesy German government) which was in the process of being installed when we 
left. The badly -run hotel opposite the museum burned down last year. In its stead there is 
now a small "otel" of only three rooms on the market square, said to be clean though primi
tive, and there is an excellent new motel on the main road just outside Sungurlu, twenty 
miles away, which is in need of patrons in order to survive (hint to potential visitors!). 

The changes most interesting to members and friends, however, are those brought 
about recently in the ruins. At Y azilikaya, which the participants of the Oriental Institute 
Trip in 1966 saw in a badly "dug-up" stage, a man-made chamber was found during the 1967 
season in the north-east corner of the Small Gallery, adjacent to the isolated royal name, 
thus raising speculations about possible connections between the chamber and the name. Need
less to say, the holes dug in 1966 are filled in and the appearance of the sanctuary is quite 
dignified. 

In the ancient city, the Royal Gate was restored quite expertly by the expedition's 
technician, Mr. Rohe-Hansen, who spent about six months in 1967 on the job with a few 
local workmen. The huge monolith door jamb which Makridi Bey had laid flat in l9ll in 
order to cut off the relief, was re-erected on a carefully prepared foundation; a cement cast 
takes the place of the relief, which is in the Ankara museum; and the portion of the wall 
adjacent to the jamb, which had fallen down when the latter was laid flat, and whose stones 
had subsequently disappeared, was rebuilt from local stones shaped according to the originals 
shown in old photographs. Mr. Rohe-Hansen for this purpose used the local type of stone
mason's hammer which, according to his experience, is the only tool to produce the same 
hammer traces as its Hittite counterpart from which it probably differs only in being of steel 
while the latter was of bronze. 

The main area of excavation in 1967 was the Great Temple, and here the results 
are most impressive. The paved street running around the temple itself was cleared of old 
excavation dumps, and the storerooms surrounding it were completely excavated on the east 
and north sides and in the northern part of the west side. They yielded more tablets, rows 
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and rows of huge storage jars (pithoi), and much information about the architecture of the 
complex. Several ramps were found which gave access to the storerooms directly, and the 
differences in level as well as the remnants of stairs and inside ramps clearly indicate that the 
storerooms had two and in part even three stories. Also in 1967, the area immediately south 
of the temple complex was partly excavated. It consists of a system of very well built small 
units about whose purpose and character it is too early to make a statement. Thus, alrearly 
at the beginning of this year's season, the aspect of the temple area had greatly changed, :md 
this will he even more conspicuous by the end of this campaign. Work this year has been 
going on in the southwest section of the temple storerooms and in the western part of the 
(preliminarily so-called) South Area, with the aim of completing the clearance of at least the 
storerooms. These now give an idea of what was meant when vassals had to deliver their 
tributes to "the Sun-goddess and the Storm-god of Ratti!" 

The staff of the German expedition is relatively small this year. Professor Bittel 
arrived on August 21st, whereas the actual excavation had begun a month earlier under the 
direction of the architect, Mr. Peter Neve. As archaeologist there is a Ph.D. student from 
West-Berlin, Mr. Kuhne. Mr. Rohe-Hansen continues to serve as technician and with con
servation work, and just now a draftsman and a photographer arrived. As in other years, 
Professor Otten of the University of Marhurg and I take turns with reading the tablets on 
the spot: I have done it so far this season, and Professor Otten who, during August, worked 
on texts in the Ankara Museum, now takes my place while I go to the Kehan area. 

Frances and I are looking forward to the experience of working in a region new 
to us with a team of Turkish colleagues and in "easy visiting range" of other teams. We 
are delighted that all excav:ttion permits have bef'n granted by now and hope to see Maurits 
van Loon and his team soon and the Braidwoods at their slightly more distant site at a 
later date. We also hope t•) visit the other Turkish and foreign teams working in the area. 
During these past five weeks we were happy to have the company of our older son, Walter, 
who was released from the Peace Corps in Senegal and came to see us here before returning 
to the States where he is due early in September. We shall divide our time between Keban 
and Bogazkoy as circumstances may require, and hope to report soon on developments on 
both .;nds. 

With greetings and best wishes to all, 

Hans Guterbock 
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You will recall, I trust, that in 196:3-64, the Oriental Institute's Prehistoric Project 
joined with Prof. Halet C:ambel's Prehistory Department in Istanbul University to become a 
joint Istanbul-Chicago field expedition in southeastern Turkey. This writing finds us back m 
the field again, near Diyarbakir, with excavation finally rPsurned at the site of C ayoniL 

Caycimi is a small low mound by Near Eastern standards, although its area is about 
that of a city block in Chicago. We made two exposures on it in the spring of I 964, found 
it to contain the remains of a very early village-farming community (with a radioactive carbon 
age determination of around 7000 B.C.). This C 14 dett>rmination and the relative simplicity 
of Cay"on'tl's "Sears Roebuck cataloguE'" suggest that its occupants were peoples who had 
only recently passed the threshold of effeetive plant and animal domestication. Since re
claiming understanding of this "food-producing rt>volu tion" is the overall research goal of the 
Prehistoric Project, we were very pleased with our first season's results at Cayonu. 

Early this year, the National Science Foundation made us a substantial grant for 
the resumption of field work, which - taken with our Oriental Institute field budget for 
the year and Istanbul University's share in the effort - sees us back at work. I cannot 
claim that our pathway has been strewn with roses so far, however. Indeed, we have been 
plagued by more than tht> usual number of delays which always afflict work in this part of 
the world. Where I had hopt>d we could at least lwgin excavation by September 15th, we 
did not actually begin to move earth until October 22nd. Where 1 had hopt>d we would 
hat.~e a simple hut efficient expedition house far enough along so we could move into it in 
early September, the last of the foundation work is only now being done -- walls, windows. 
roof. etc. still to go! The difficulties are all part of the web of interdependent circum
stances which one simply has to gf't used to in working out here - until all our security 
paper:,; were cleared ( a process which was begun last !\larch!) - Wf' could not, as foreigners, 
begin to build a building, nor would our permission to Pxcavate be issued until we were 
declared "seeure." In fact, if one stands back from it all and looks at the whole situation 
rationally, anyone who remains an archeologist ought to have his head examined! And the 
colder it gets in our tents at night, as the st>ason goes on, the more firmly I will say this. 

At the same time, however, one does keep eoming back (I first went to the field 
in 19:10) and there are compensations. This time, we have a fine crew of youngsters and 
also a seleetion of seniors who are getting to be old hands and who act wisely and usefully 
on their own. The senior botanist is Bob Stewart, a Sam Houston State College af,rronomist, 
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who was aboard on our 1963-64 year here, and who has had a good deal of field ex

perience in Ethiopia. The senior zoologist is Barbara Lawrence Schevill, Museum of Com
parative Zoology, Harvard, also a last season's veteran here and with broad experience dse

where. Together, they consider the evidence of plant and animal domestication, so im
portant in understandin~ the new way of life the Cayomi people were developing. Hed 
Watson of Washington University and Gary Wright of Western Reserve are doing a gcolog;i
cal suney for raw sources of obsidian - an important raw material for artifacts in tlw 

early villages - and Red's wife, Patty Jo, an old Ph.D. of mine, has this as her third 
Prehistoric Project fie! d season. In several weeks, Patty will open a new site, (;eri 

Jvyhaeian. a still early but more devdopt'd aspect of the village-farming way of life. 

When Cay )mi has, for example, no trace of pottery making save in the last gasp of ib 
oHcupation, Geri Keyhacian yields surface collections of a very handsome painted pottery 
stylf'. 

Hence the compensations - good fif'ld companions, a pair of very promismg 
sites and (by no means to forget!) great luck in the choice of a cook. Next time, I will 
say a bit mon~ of what we have been finding in them. 

Best of cheer, 

BOB BRAIDWOOD 
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Euphrates Valley Expedition 
I9me, Elazig, Turkey 

Novtfmber 11, 1%8 

lf we t:ould whisk you on a magic carpel to .JOin us here at l<;me you would rub your eyes to see if 
it wert' trw· that this little paradise could house an Oriental Institute excavation. 

lntrieately modulated Turkish melodies mingle with the gushing of a spring and the quacking of ducks 
m LIH' pond below while birds sing in the poplar groves that drop steeply down to the Altinova (Golden Valley) 
in Llw di~tanct·. At night tlw stagt· seems set for an operetta. The whitewashed facade of our house is dimly 
rcfleekd i11 the crystal dear pond. Kerosene light filterH through the curtains which veil the windows of the 
girls' and of the Buceellatis who chaperoue them. Candles stuck in crevices of the surrounding rock cast a glow 
ovt'r the figures gathered near the general store in our basement. At night the mustachioed storekeeper caters 
mostly to the raki-drinking set, who may not be the most representative, but certainly are the most vocal and at 
times the most violt·nt among tlw villagers. 

Thi~ "never a dull moment" atmosphere also pervades our household, on which Libby Griffin keeps an 
eagle eyt· in hetwePn her normal digging and recording duties. 

To take orders and keep to a strict schedule is basically repugnant to the mountaineer spirit of the vil
lager:;, and we have had quite a turnover, with the cook's 15-year old helper ending up as chief cook. He natural
ly ddegatt~s the lowlier tasks to an even younger assistant, but delivers hi;;; goods after the necessary prompting. 

Another fairyland touch is added by the casual presence at the dinner table of Karagoz, Ay~e Daher\ 
hall~ donkq, and Jim 1\.nudstad's kittens, Ikinci and Birinci. 

At six in the morning the storekeeper's old blue bus goes rattling downhill. The roof of our Volkswagen 
minihu:,; offers an exhilarating ride to villagers who have missed the bus as we push our way between the over
hanging boughs to Korucu Tepe (the Forester's Mound). The minibus is beginning to wheeze ominously. It 
misst~b the loving care that Ron Glaeseman used to lavish on it (l{on came down with hepatitis and is convalesc
ing at his home in California after an Odyssey that included the Bosphorus and the British Museum). Now the 
minibus sits from (J to 2 next to our tool shed (formerly a chicken coop), visited only by Turkish cows and a 
Swis~ bull. 

Th·· eattle belong to the Elazig Sugar Factory, which owns our site and lets us drink its yoghurt for our 
10 a.m. break at the pool on top of the mound. Yes, we even have a swimming pool through no merit of our 
own ~ we simply found it here, sunk deep into the human occupation remains when the Sugar Factory laid out 
its farm. Before our 2:00 p.m. picnic we used to dive out of the surrounding willows into the icy water, pumped 
from the ancient well north of the mound. 

As at all aneient sites the water supply was the prime factor which caused people to settle here. Subse
quent settlements, ever increasing in size, spread further and further from the well. covering earlier deposits at 
the north but encroaching upon virgin soil at the south side. Thus a vertical cut, made into the north side whPn 
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tlw farm's barn was built, rcveab the interior of houses that burned about 3000 B.C. The beautiful shiny sherds 
of l•lack pottery, characteristic of the third rnilleniurn B.C. or Early Bronze Age, spill out of the whole north 
flank up to 40 feel above its base. There Juris Zarins and Diane Bar bolla work under the watchful eye and 
loaded barrel~ of the guard Ali Bey. Juris and Diane are uncovering the tiny mud brick structures with horse
~~~~w or rectangular hearths, where the inhabitants cooked beef and mutton and baked bread from 2-rowed barley 
uround 2300 B.C. Stylized bull~' heads in relief occasionally decorated their handmade, expertly burnished jars 
and pot:i. They were abo rna,.;ters at chipping obsidian (volcanic glass from Lake Van) into sharply barbed arrow
lw:uls, but used copper only for pin shafts, as far as we can tell. 

Our attention and that of the other expeditions working nearby is focused mainly on the~r enigmatic 
Early Bruu;t.(· Aw~ inhabitants of Eastern Anatolia. Their indigenous culture was remarkably homogenous and in
dt'JH'nd•~nt of outside influence. Yet traces of this culture (black burnished pots with incised or raised lozenges, 
I'Lc., occasionally enlivened with animals' horns and also horseshoe-shaped hearths with extremely stylized human 
ftH't:s) have lweu found in a number of water-logged or lakeside areas of Western Asia: near Kermanshah and 
Tal11·iz iu lrau, near Erevan in Soviet Armenia aud even at Beth-ycrah (Khirbet Karak) in Israel. 

Two proJ.I .. ms especially ask fur a concerted attempt at clarification: what natural or man-made faetors 
permitted the great population growth in our (;olden Valley (estimated at 17,000 iu 2500 B.C., up 15,000 from 
2,000 in :JOOO B.C.) and what movement, peaceful or warlike, caused these people to settle among alien and 
of11~11 tt·chnically more advanced populations as far a~ SSO miles away'? 

.'ioulh of u~, over the Tamus mountains that stand guard above our valley, stretch the plains of Euphrates 
and Tigris, whieh witnessed the emergence of urban life and mechanization as early as 3400 B.C. It must he frotn 
l.hen· thai our townspeoph- imported the wheel-made, very highly fired gray to orange goblets and jarlcts we find 
alon~ wilh Llw native hand-made ware of about .:..!400-2200 B.C. The tenacity of local stylt~s and lt~ehniques 

was thw.; not due Lo isolation. 

Wlwel-markt:d light w·ay warP of a type possibly developed out of the one just described was still much 
111 IISI' when tlw an1~icnt town was surrounded by a double ring of stone walls, each 5 feet wide. Packed with 
yellow loam, these walls may well have carried a mud brick wall 18 feet thick. The much larger fortifications 
at Bo~a;o;kiiy (the 1-:tillit•· capital) arc similarly built. 

,\[ Llw ea,-L fool of the mound we have at last found a challenge for architect Jim Knudstad's taknt:.;: a 
eornpll'\ of al lcasl .:27 Ly ,'l() ft~et with walls 5 feet thick of stone, wood and mud brick, which had burned and 
toppl1·d <;idt·wa) ~. Like most destructive fires we encounter, it probably resulted from an act of war. This fire 
apparent!~ put an end to the first massive occupation of our site by the Hittite,;, to judge by the large orange 
burnished jugs strewn among tlw debris. 

Tlw fit:re•~st burniug took place in a basement passage leading straight out of the mound between two 
strtll:turl's witlt floors built high up on artificial fill. Thi:; arrangement recalled to a recent visitor, architect 
l{udol f '\aurnann of the (;(,rman ArchaPological institute, c1~rtain buildings on the citadel at Bogazkoy. W1· can
not yd tdl wlwtlwr our Lunwd huilding was inside or oubide the town wall or whether it possibly formed part 
of it. 

Tlw slrueturcs found well inside the town wall at a slightly hil!'her level are on a more modest scale, but 
a~ they did not burn, we ofl!'n find wooden slats still fairly well pre~en·t:d in their position along the wall~ at the 
st,arn of stottt: and mud hrick or sticking at right angles into the wall. This middle zone of our Hittitf' levels is 
lte,;t characteri:.wd by huge deep flowerpot-like howls with outrollcd rims, one of which has been painstaking!~ 
put togdlwr hy our girl~. 

( )ur upper Hittite levds are badly destroyed by pits apparently dug shortly after that occupation ended, 
for Loth on the preserved floors and in the pits we found lots of coarse orange ware plates likt> those usl'd at 
l:ogazkoy ahout 1400-1200 B.C. That our town was an eastern outpost of the Hittite Empire is now proved by 
the seals we will mention later. The rest of our finds, however, show that this region retained many character
istics of itc own. 

Tit .. next level of om layer cake may still have hcen laid down in living memory of the Hittites. Hrre 
\\(' find some plate~ together with many red hurnished bowls decorated with grooves below the rim, jars with 
iru:ised band~ and smaller huff burnished vessel~ with dotted bands or zigzags in red paint. 
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Finally, the mound lay waste for many centuries, to he reoccupied once more in Seljuk times (1000-
1 :~00 A.D.) by people who used and perhaps made locally the fine green glazed bowls that are strewn on the 
Hurfacc. 

In three years Korucu Tepe will be gone altogether - not dug away by us (that would probably take 
JOO years), but submerged in the Keban Dam reservoir which is to provide power to Turkey's cities as far away 
a~ Istanbul (770 Jniles). Answering an appeal by Turkish scholars and authorities we are here through the gen
~~rosity of the National Science and Ford Foundations to unravel the past of a hitherto unexplored part of Turk
ey. Three Turkish, two American, one British and one German team have converged on our golden valley for a 
first digging season that ir; now drawing to a close. 

Th1~ German expedition has found at nearby Norsun Tepe a sequence of levels comparable to ours, but 
with a more important Hittite citadel capping the Early Bronze remains. The Germans are a gay group of young 
people, well equipped with good tapes of dance music and lots of energy to spare for frugging after 9:00 p.m. 
(bedtime for those who sleep eight hours). Our Diane is much in demand not only as a dancer but also as a 
;;tar in a movie they are making on the Keban Dam archaeological salvage project. 

Diane also performs stalwart serviees in supplying us with such unobtainable items as plastic bags and 
magi(' markers through her PX privileges. Her adventurous spirit carried her all alone to the army post at Malatya 
two hour,; from here. 

On another occasion we combined a trip to the army post at Diyarbakir (this time for a supply of coffee) 
wilh a visit lo the Braidwoods at Cayonu not far from there. At the same time we acted as part of a shuttle 
r;ervice whieh ha~:i been carrying Bob Braidwood's natural scientists (see below) and messages between him and 
his co-director Halct <:;amhel at her other site of Tepecik in our golden plain. 

Th1~ Istanbul University excavation at Tepeeik was also host to Chicago's Hittitologist Hans Guterbock 
and L1~sides enjoying the delightful company of him and his wife, we were lucky to have him at hand when we 
began lo find our bullae. These arc pieces of unbaked clay which had once sealed containers (or documents?) 
and whid1 wt~rt~ stamped with the sealing device of the despatcher. Most of the dPvices show "Hittite" heiro
glypho. Occasionally thPsc surround the kiltcd and booted figure of a god with a bow over his shoulder, minutely 
rendering a motif well-known from Hittite rock sculpture. 

l>ick Magnus has been photographing these and many less unique find:; and is now preparing the four 
print,; of each which are required by Turkish regulations. Giorgio Buccellati has been registering the finds, over 
500 in all, and making a movie on our dig as well as sharing with his wife Marilyn the supervision of part of the 
excavation. Our next photo~-,rraphie venture will he the "shooting" of the dig from the air - this, as well as many 
other privileges, we owe to Ayse's charm, which worked magic on the local Air Force team. On the mound, her 
gift;, as a pn~historian have Lu~en n~grettahly but unavoidably misdirected into some particularly tangled Hittite 
walls and floors. There, a;; elsewhere on the mound, .Jim was in constant demand to disentangle the strati1,rraphy. 

Marilyn Buceellati doubles as our sherd czarina - in sherd yards stretching to the horizon her subjects 
slave away sorting. counting and partly marking thou:iands of sherds for the ultimate good of Mother Archaeology. 
It should eventually be helpful to know, e.g., that in our area an assemblage with 30% of gray and black wheel
made slwrds among other Ilittite-lype wares probably dates to the early second millenium B.C. 

Another extremely helpful function is that of pot mender. Anne Olson shows great promise in this 
direction but we are giving her a little taste of dig1,ring with a team of workers before the inevitable pile-up of 
repair jobs at the end of the dig will also demand her efforts. She already has saved a crumbling Early Bronze 
Age hearth and a Hittite dog skull. 

Dogs especially delight sociologist Barbara Lawrence, whom Bob Braidwood lent us for one week. She 
identified all the hones we had saved for her, giving us a good preliminary idea of the animals kept and hunted. 
In the Early Bronze Age cattle were a mainstay of the economy along with sheep and goats. The few pig:; may 
have been wild. In the second millenium B.C. pig:; were definitely kept, hut sheep and goats had degenerated to 
unusually small sizes. 

Returning Barbara Lawrence to <;:ayonu, we kidnapped Bob Stewart and Bill Robertson instead and they 
set up a '·floating" operation: two workers shake the excavation dirt through sieves in running water and scoop 
off tht> floating carbonized vegdal matter. This should give us a reasonably complete sample of the plant:; eaten 
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and collected. In addition some rich samples - including emmer wheat, 6-rowed barley and possibly flax seed -
were available in accidently exposed early levels, dated by radiocarbon to about 3000 B.C. By about 2500 B.C. 
- the level to which our excavation has penetrated - common bread wheat and 2-rowed barley were being cul
tivated here instead. 

By the end of our first season at Korucu Tepe we will have made only a small dent in the eight acres 
of human occupation remains which arc piled up to 50 feet above the present level of the plain (and probably 
more above the ancient level). We have opened up two percent of the surface and even there dug down to an 
average of only ten percent of the tptal depth. It would be unwise to draw any far-reaching conclusions on the 
ha~is of such limited material. At this stage in our research and that of our colleagues - among whom I should 
rrwntion Bob Whallon of the University of Michigan - we can say that the distinctive Early Bronze Age culture 
of Eastern Anatolia had local roots, although it was obviously in contact with Soviet Armenia and Iranian Azer
hai_jan. Beside~ dry farming, eattlc grazing in the well watered valleys was an important factor. Sheep and goats 
may have been taken up into the mountains in summertime, but a settled, rather than nomadic, pattern of life 

I. IH indicated. 
~ 
:1 

In the course of the third millenium B.C., possibly owing to contacts with the irrigation civilizations 
south of the Taurus mountains, there was a change in types of cereals grown, the thicker-grained types being 
preferred. As in Mesopotamia 1 000 years earlier, the population became concentrated in urban centers, pPrhaps 
owing to increasing warfare lwtwcen neighboring groups. In our Early Bronze Age deposits, destruction levels 
HlHTI'Pd otw another with monotonous regularity. 

A l Korueu 'l'•~pe then~ is a gap in the record around 2000 B.C. It may reflect a general breakdown of 
the high J .. v..I of prosperity previously achieved. From then on the fate of the Altinova was decided in faraway 
Bogazkoy, as it is now in Ankara, even further away. In another three years this golden valley will have brought 
its ultima!•~ sacrificP to the urban society it helped to nurture. 

Maurits van Loon 
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Tlw fpw weeks of excellent fall weather in Iraq are slipping by all too rapidly. Not far ahead are chill winds and quagmirP 
roads, not to speak of the greater uncertainties that winter rains bring to the traveller in the desert where there are no roads 
at all. lienee there is a powerful urge to postpone this report, to press ahead with archeological survey in the Nippur area un
til tfw weather itself enforces idleness. This is reinforced by the sense of novelty that comes with each new day's findings. 
With only a little more than three weeks of fieldwork yet accomplished during the present season, a pattern in even the grossPr 
aspcd;; of our findings has simply not yet jelled to the point where I can manage much confidence that what I say about it 
today will still remain valid tomorrow. 

The reverse side of the coin is that the pressure of time will not lighten but only increase. This is to be a composite season. 
more or less evenly divided between a reconnaissance and a sounding. It now appears that the available time, while easily adP
quatt> to complete either of the two activities so confidently projected last spring, is only marginally adequate for both. MorP
ovn, a reconnaissance at its best is never an exercise in the stately unfolding of certainties. As in the air photographs to which 
I return a hundred times in different lights and circumstances, the results continually take on new meanings as new questions 
are asked of them. 

Those of you who read my newsletters from W arka during the winter and spring of 1967 may recall the outlines of an under
taking closely similar to this one. Even the best maps of Iraq record only a minute and capricious fraction of the ancient 
mounds or tells with which particularly its southern plains in places seem to be covered almost continuously. Maps, after all, 
are exercises in interpretation; their primary purpose usually has been to represent current land use, or to provide a guide from 
one inhabited destination to another. Having yielded up a few prominent,named landmarks, the desert usually has been left 
in peace by survey parties. 

Our task of interpretation is different. Beside myself and Jabbar, our driver, our survey party regularly consists of Sayyid Riy
yadh al-Qassi, the very able and dedicated representative of the D.G. of Antiquities, and occasionally also includes my wife and 
daughter. It is not only a matter of recording as many of the individual ancient sites as we can reach, small as well as large, 
but of attempting to date their periods of occupation through study of the dense surface litter of potsherds and other artifacts. 
Having established the spatial relationships and contemporaneity of ancient settlements of different sizes, maps then become 
expressions of a progressively refined analysis of the changing networks of relationships between them. In Iraq at all periods, 
these networks have principally involved the use of canals and rivers for transport and irrigation. 

Here the air photos are the absolutely indispensable tool. At first glance they are only swirling abstractions in black and grey, 
in which the great areas of dunes alone stand out as sharply etched and intelligible. Upon closer scrutiny, the traces of the 
great trunk-canals of the more recent past begin to emerge. Then, very gradually, it becomes possible not only to trace many 
of the quite minor offtakes hut even to disentangle overlying systems of different ages. This sort of "stratigraphy" from 
aerial photographs continues to have an elusive quality not usually associated with archeology of the dirt variety, hut it none
theless can be the basis on which archeological interpretation goes forward. 

In fact, one important focus of study this season arises directly from a discovery that only the aerial photographs made possible. 
In the course of our surveys around Warka last year, Dr. Hans J. Nissen and I became progressively more uncertain about the 
uniformity and rate of the process of alluviation. Generally, the mud carried down by the Tigris and Euphratt>s has been 
thought to have added many meters of silt to the land surface as it was known by the ancient Sumerians. But in our work a 
number of features turned up - for the most part, unfortunately, somewhat isolated and ambiguous as to date - suggesting 
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portion~ of meandering river courses leading to long-abandoned Sumerian and Babylonian town~. If the dcpooition of allm ial 
,;cdinwnls was indeed the dominant geological process here, such channels ought to have been deeply buried. To this wa~ 
addt·d our own growing awareness of the power of the wind, not only as the continual re-shaper of tlu~ uhiquitou~ dune~ IHII 

'"an no:;ive agent. Then, at the very end of the 1967 season, cursory examination of aerial photograph" of the Nippur an·a 
di,;elo"·d a much longer, more conspicuous meandering course of apparently much greater size. Located ::;orne fiftt·en kilo
mdt·r~ northeast of the great mound of Nippur and the present frontier of cultivation, sel:lions of this course lay between tlw 
main trunk-canals of classical and later periods. Hence it could be traced with far greater certainty than anything of the kind 
I had t·neountered previously. Moreover, from the size of the meanders it is clear that a major portion of the Euphrates ontT 
followPd this channel. But what was its age? 

W.-11. there are more precincts still to be heard from, but it looks as if its primary - and perhaps sole - period as a meandn
ing ri\cr course (as distinguished from the straight lines left on the air photographs by smaller, later, artificially maintained 
canals) was more than five thousand years ago. Lining its banks at numerous points are sites of both the Early and Late l 1ruk 
pt•riod but so far not a single sherd of either Ubaid painted pottery or Early Dynastic wares, and only a tiny handful of 
.kmdd Nasr wares as well. It is also striking that the same pattern of an abrupt termination of settlement after the Urek 
period (ea. 3500 B.C.) occurs elsewhere on the desert plain to the north of Nippur, although later remains obscure all but 
small "~dions of the channels and leave us groping for a riverine network from the position of the sites alone. Since Nippur 
itself was surely important by the beginning of the Early Dynastic period (ca. 3000 B.C.) if not earlier, one clear possibility 
is lhal its growth accompanied the depopulation of the countryside around it at the end of the Uruk period. In fact, such 
wa~ our interpretation of a similar phenomenon around Warka, although there the process reaches a peak some centuries latn. 

Such an interpretation dovetails almost too neatly with the central position of Nippur in Sumerian theology even though in 
later, proto-historic and historic, periods the city never occupied a position of political supremacy. In brief, its preeminencf' 
in rdigion may be a reflection of political conditions preceding the use of writing for historical records, conditions which had 
rt~et~tko from memory into myth before such records began to be kept. One major flaw in this explanation is that it finds 
no support in the many seasons of archeological work conducted at Nippur since Pennsylvania first carried out its still-imprt·s
sive work on the site in the 'nineties; evidence of an important occupation before the Early Dynastic period simply has not 
yet het~n found. Equally important, soundings in recent years at Abu Salabikh by Donald Hansen and Robert Biggs - both 
activdy involved at this writing in exciting new excavations at al-Hibba - have disclosed another important town that con
tintwd to prosper through most of the Early Dynastic period even though it was no further from Nippur than some of the 
area I have described. 

This suggests that at least a considerable part of the explanation is natural and not social. There may have been a change, 
for example, in the distribution of Euphrates water into its various channels, such as has occurred repeatedly in more recent 
time:; as a result of both natural silting up and destructive floods. Abu Salabikh and Nippur then may define another channel 
with its villages, towns, and later cities, a channel that took on greater population and prominence as the one I am now trac
ing was abandoneo. The full test of this hypothesis will only come when it is possible to examine the intervening area in de
tail. In the Nippur area, unfortunately, most of it lies well inside the present frontiers of cultivation, so that it is crossed 
and re-crossed by depressingly wide canals. A new Allis Chalmers all-terrain vehicle was ordered last summer to help cope 
with this problem, and I had confidently expected to have some results by now to show from its deployment. Instead, quite 
typically, the thing seems to have been lost on a railway siding after having been landed in Basra some weeks ago. Hopefully, 
it will turn up soon. I would not want to dangle from one or another of these somewhat opposed conjectures for a whole 
year or more while waiting for another chance to test it. 

Perhaps because we spend so large a proportion of our waking hours in a landscape devoid of evidence of any substantial 
human activity for the last millennium or more, natural factors that have helped to shape the course of settlement come in 
for a large share of our attention. One such factor, already mentioned in passing, is the wind. In purely personal terms, the 
drifts it brings have already twisted the differential in our landrover into shapeless junk on one occasion. But we need not 
think only of its effects on foreign archeologists. Our road out to the desert takes us through the fields of a local tribal 
leader, Sheikh Duweich, who is waging a small-scale, modern version of a struggle that must have gone on for millennia. Year 
after year, his field canals finger out into pockets of cultivable land among the great dunes bordering his holdings. Year after 
year, the dunes move with the wind and smother most of them. If he and his successors are persistent, they may succeed 
for a while in their efforts to extend cultivation and better feed their followers. If some disaster diminishes their resources 
or if their attention is diverted elsewhere, all that has been gained in decades of effort may be lost. Small wonder, then, that 
many of even the fully sedentary folk hereabouts retain a stake in another way of life in the form of ownership of camels. 
The way of life of the Bedouin may be scorned in most respects by villagers and townsmen, but it stands for a flexibility, 
a freedom to respond to setbacks by picking up and moving elsewhere, that remains vital. 

Swamps and seasonally filled depressions in a sense are the negation of the dune-covered desert, although the areas lost to 
both probably have declined whenever the frontiers of cultivation have advanced. Last year in the Warka region, we found 
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n ido·11o'C' for a general abandonment that moved progressively northward after the Parthian period, and that persisted u nl i I 
onh a f"'v centuries ago. Presumably this was a consequence of the growth of the Great swamp as it was known to till' ( :la.-
~i .. al !,Iamie geographers and to early Eurpoean travellers, although given present contours, it is difficult to see how much of 
il l'ould have been actually submerged even seasonally. In any case, around Nippur the problem is different. At least to 1111' 

norllmn;t, north and east of it, this region (somewhat more than a hundred kms. north-northwest of Warka) remained highh 
pro "P'·rous at least until the later c Abbasid period and probably later still. In that area, for example, is located a handl'orw, 
w..ll pn·~t·rved residence - possibly it might even be called a palace - of about the eighth century that may provide a 1-'Uil
ablo· lonr~ for the soundings we are to undertake next month. Yet here too abandonment then followed, to be reversed onh 
iu tlw la~L century or so as what had become known as the cAfak Swamp gradually drained away as mysteriously as it had 
origiually formed. 

l'an·nllwtically, conditions during the time of those old Pennsylvania expeditions bring us closer to the way in which tlw t•n
virollmt•nt traditionally has affected human life in this area than anything currently to be ~een. To look at et\fak now, with 
il~ ,.J,·an, well-lit streets, potable water, clinics, high schools, is to find the cAfak of Peters' 1897 account ("Nippur or Explor
ation~ and Adventures on the Euphrates") almost prehistoric. Even the old levees of tribesmen called out by the sheikh~ to 
ckmr lire canals of their annual deposits of silt now have been largely replaced by the heavy dredgers of the Ministry of Land 
ltdorm. And with these economic improvements go other, equally impressive changes. There is an increasing number of 
~drool~, for example, that serve entirely rural areas. Whose curious partisanship does it reflect that the one almost within 
tlw shadow of the ancient temple of Enlil at Nippur is called "Akkad"? 

To rdurn to natural processes, the problem of swamps and drainage is closely related to Iraq's perennially most crucial agri
cultural problem, salinity. Over-irrigation and inadequate drainage, it would seem, have always been linked with the local 
•~mo·rg•·nce of saline conditions that first cripple agricultural output and ultimately often lead to the abandonment of field 
afkr fidd. The historic occurrences of this process in central and southern Iraq first received systematic scrutiny a decadt· 
ago, i11 the Diyala Basin Archeological Project which was conducted under the directorship of Professor Thorkild J acobst>n. 
Orw who worked closely with us at the time, collecting the terminology of traditional agrieultural methods and impl•·mentt<, 
was i\dnan Hardan. He was then a promising student of Soils at the Abu Ghraib Agricultural College. Afterwards ht' went 
on for graduate work, ultimately receiving his doctorate as a specialist in soils from the University of California at Davis, and 
now is a professor in his original alma mater. It was most heartening to visit with him last weekend, and to find that many 
of tlw old questions the Diyala Project generated were continuing to bear fruit. His research recently has demonstrated in 
Llw laboratory that the problem of salinity need not have been a consequence of salts left behind by the sea or brought dow11 
ovn tlw ages by the Tigris and Euphrates. Instead, he has shown that the decomposition of vegetation under anaerobic con
ditions can produce the same results in situ. As best I can recall the process he describes, this decomposition leads to a re
dudion of sulphate ions to sulphides, with the consequent formation of almost insoluble carbonates. In turn, this leaves lw
hind frt~e sodium ions which are especially deleterious to soil structure and hence to agriculture generally. Having satisfied 
himself that this can occur, his current work is directed toward showing that it does occur in undisturbed soil solurn•1s. 
From there, he hopes to go on to work with similar undisturbed samples from archeologically dateable horizons - and I 
hope to Le able to help him. 

Sincerely, 

Robert McC. Adams 
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Hanging on the wall of my study in the expedition house at Nippur are a series of maps outlining the n·~ult~ 
of a series of campaigns of archeological reconnaissance. A number of them summarize our analysis of occupational 
ptTiods in the desert to the north, completed just before Christmas, and among this group the one that strikes tlw 
~~yt· most quickly is of the Sassanian and early Islamic periods. There were other times when the region hereabouts 
was comparatively prosperous and densely settled; Nippur itself, after all, had become an important town more than 
Llm~e thousand years before the Sassanians ever had been heard of. But the maps make clear at once that nothing 
hdore or since has remotely approached the dense array of cities, towns and villages that occupied these plains front 
roughly the third through the ninth or tenth centuries A.D. 

There is nothing very surprising about this discovery. It falls into the same pattern as similar findings else
where in Iraq and Iran during the last decade or more. But it underlines the presently unsatisfactory stale of our 
knowledge of later Ncar Eastern archeology as a whole. Particularly in Islamic archeology, the methods and data tt·nd 
tu remain those of the art collector, tied to intensive studies of the iconography of individual specimens of whose 
original place and circumstances of use we are often ignorant. Thus those of us who conduct surveys, and who an· 
driven to speculate about their meaning, find our course deflected by a yawning contradiction. Our concern is only 
rarely with the great metropolises of the ancient world, or with the luxury products that were produced and largely 
consumed in them. We deal instead with the way of life of great masses of ordinary villagers and townsmen. Yet 
wt~ have little else with which to study the nature of (and changes in) the mundane ways of life they followed than 
the findings of art historians who have largely ignored them. 

This in turn leads to the enterprise on which we arc now engaged. As the Survey went forward I kept an 
eye open for a site that would be promising only as the representative of a large class of similar settlements and not 
at all as an intrinsically important major center. Ideally, such a site needed to be small enough to sample adequately 
in the limited span of two months or so that was available. Moreover, it should be high enough, and with the right 
succession of types and wares displayed in its surface pottery, to give promise of a good stratigraphic sequence. In 
the end, of the slightly more than four hundred mounds of tells examined during the fall and early winter, the possi
bilities narrowed themselves down to two or three. I opted for a nameless little mound that was unusual only in its 
height, six and a half meters, and for just under a month we have been slicing away sections of it in the search fur a 
stratigraphic sequence tied to the ceramics of everyday life. 

Since our site lies some fifteen kilometers or so out into the desert from Nippur, the first requirement was a 
workable (if always transitory) road out to it through the dunes. Then, in short order, followed some truckloads of 
reed mats, kerosene burners, water containers, blankets, and all of the implements of excavation. With them came our 
crew of slightly more than thirty, who set out at once to convert the mats into small, crude but reasonably effective 
(if not exactly impermeable) shelters of the type that used to be referred to a war or two ago as Quonset huts. Sar
ifa is the local name, and from this in turn came a name for the mound which shows every sign of sticking: Tell Abu 
Sarifa. A recent visitor, seeing all of the colorful bedding in its accustomed place on the roofs of the huts after one 
of our almost nightly storms, commented drily that already we had become the must distinctive landmark in this part 
of the desert. Hopefully there is more to our effort than this, although not a few of the pickmen, aeeustomed to 
richer findings on other digs elsewhere, have expressed bewilderment over our apparent satisfaction at finding not gold 
or valuable objects but only potsherds. 
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Then came the excavations themselves. Our principal problem, the delineation of a chronological ~cquerH't' t'lll· 
bra(' i ng both the glazed and common pottery, tended Lo tlit:Lale an approach more L y pi cal of prehistory than of Isla mit' 
ardwology generally. What seemed to be most needed (and in any ease, what alone was possible with a limited hudgt·t) 
11 a~ not massive clearance but limited, careful probing. Only this approaeh would pt~nnil the rwees,;ary altPntion to 
't rat igraphic sections and to the tabulation of the entire body of n~eovered pottery. Aeconlingly, a small n~ctangular 
grid was laid out on the summit of the mound, its comporwnl squares separated hy a baulk. The bulk of our effort 
bas gone into this area, with the resultant trench now eutting through almost four meters of Sassanian and Early 1,. 
lami(' pottery, building levels and superimposed floors. 

Meanwhile a smaller trench was cut in steps into the lower side of the mound in order to provide an early 
and ,.;upplementary indication of the complete sequence. The latter now has been terminated, upon reaching virgin soil 
undt-r a massive sherd deposit of Sassanian date. If time permits us to reach the core of the mound in our summit 
tn·rwh, however, there are indications that we may find tlwre a small underlying occupation of the Parthian period. 

All this may sound very routine and uncomplicated, but the facts have proved to be otherwise. Ancient slor
agt· pits are particularly deep and numerous at Abu Sarifa, badly mixing the debris in some of our levels. Somelimt'>' 
Wt' t·an find and excavate them with the floor to which they belong, but all too often it has been possible to detect 
Lltt•sp pits only in the section of deeper levels. Then too, the confirmation of the uncommonness of glazed pottery -
upon which most chronological studies have been based - creates dating problems of a different sort. When the 
glazt~d wares are found to constitute only from five to ten percent of our total sherd bulk, there is a serious prospect 
that many of the individual glazed vessels were retained as heirlooms, perhaps for generations, while the common 
polltTy with which they were first associated was quickly discarded. And in fact, virtually all of the finer glazed 
Vt~sscls that we find (thus far unfortunately, all in fragments) give evidence of having been painstakingly restored many 
Limes with copper rivets and bitumen. Finally, the coins thus far found have been neither numerous nor well-preserved 
t~nough Lo provide an effective dating substitute. 

Such are the obstacles that archeologists may always encounter, and we are not without resources in trying to 
overcome them. Resources mean people, principally, and this is a good point at which to enlarge upon the editorial 
" .,, we. 

Douglas Kennedy, on leave from the Centre Nationale de Recherche Scientifique in Paris, is an assyriologi::;L 
who currently is transferring his epigraphic skills to the meticulous recording of much of our architectural data. He 
is also dealing with the Parthian and Sassanian numismatic data from the Survey, while still awaiting usable coins also 
from the soundings. And to compensate for the absence of other dating criteria heretofore, he has begun an intensive 
study of changing pottery stamp motifs and "turban" embellishments on handles. 

Roberta (Mrs. G. Corson) Ellis brings a different set of skills to the common effort. For many years a Vol
unteer in the Oriental Institute's restoration laboratory, she has taken over the supervision of an essentially similar 
operation here. Each night the daily haul of sherds and other objects is brought to her for sorting, labelling, mending, 
reconstruction. Sometimes the returning field party finds her in the midst of many little tea-glasses with Rochelle 
Salts and sulphuric acid, seeking to remove the corrosion from copper coins and similar artifacts. At other times we 
find her continuing a long-term, delicate reconstruction project on the "green goddess" - a beautiful but badly shattered 
and incomplete Islamic glazed bowl. 

My wife, Ruth, having given up her position as editor of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists to return to 
Iraq after a ten-year interval, has taken up a new career as the expedition's photographer. The results are gratifying, 
but the process of self-instruction in virtually total isolation has been an arduous one. Moreover, added to all her 
other problems have been the unreliable supply of certain photographic materials, the difficulty of controlling tempera
ture in an unheated field camp during an Iraqi winter, and the ever-present threat of sand in the canal from which 
the darkroom water comes. 

Beth Skinner, on a Bennington College winter work-period, devotes part of her time to measuring and record
ing in the excavation plots. For the rest, she joins me in the continuing struggle to maintain a running tabulation of 
types in the heaps of sherds that have been placed in an especially cleared area at the foot of the mound. Charles 
Redman brought many-faceted archeological skills to us after the close of Professor Robert Braidwood's prehistoric ex
pedition in Turkey. A graduate student in the Department of Anthropology at the University of Chicago with long 
and widely varied field experience, he was forced to return horne on personal business a short time ago after only a 
month in Nippur - long enough for us to discover how much we shall miss him. As Representative of the Din•etor
ate General of Antiquities we are fortunate in continuing to have Riath al-Qaissi, who was with me during the Survey, 
and the Directorate's 'Afak officer, Abdul Emir Zaidan. 
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Certainly in terms of skill and training, I should add the name of our foreman, Abed Khalaf al-Angoud, to 
this list of professional staff. He is the senior among the five pickmen from Qalat Shergat who are with our t'.rt·w 
(as many of my readers know, these are among the Shergatis, as they are called, on whom most excavations in Iraq 
dq11~nd heavily). Abed's qualities include not only an unexcelled sense of organization and tact in controlling till' 
flow of excavation labor, but also a comprehensive grasp of the intricacies of ancient mud-brick architecture. Tht·n· 
arc frequent little discussions during the course of a day over the priority of this floor or that wall, or over tlw bond
in~ of bricks at this or that corner. Douglas, myself, and Fadhl Mohammed, the next most senior Shergati and an 
:u:knowledged master of mud-brick, may be participants individually or together, but Abed is always the central fi~urt·. 

Problems of logistics can receive only passing mention here, although inevitably they occupy a large shan: of 
our attention. Our Landrover is three years old and has 75,000 of the most rugged kind of kilometers on its odo
rnder. This is the perilous lifeline on which thirty men in the desert depend for all their needs. To make thin~s 

111ore difficult, it has been a wet winter. Yet the hauling of water remains the main and most urgent task, a nit·t· 
irony that helps very little as the water-trailer jolts and slides through a sea of mud. Our driver, Jabbar, may lw 
unable to read and write: nevertheless he manages to carry in his head not only the running account of most of till' 
t'xpedition's shopping but also the individual chits of the thirty-odd men on the crew during the fortnightly intervals 
lwtween paydays. Today he is off in Diwaniya repairing broken springs, and incidentally adding to the supply of 
rced mats for the covering of the sarifas at Abu Sarifa. This seems to be the only available response every time rain 
from a new direction soaks the men's bedding again. However, it leaves open the question of whether we will irukt:d 
aehieve a reasonable standard of protection from the elements before we finish, or whether instead of the slender, 
arched columns of reeds that support the structure will collapse first. 

Perhaps a note of suspense like this is as good as any on which to close, with all best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert McC. Adams 
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The Oriental Institute is about to celebrate its fiftieth anniversary. For forty-five of those years the 
l•:pigraphic Survey has continued its work in Egypt. After the first two years when the methods of recording 
Lhe ancient records were established the work has gone steadily onward. The keen eyes and steady hands of the 
arli;;ts and Egyptologists, trained first in schools and further practice, and disciplined by the experience gained 
on Lhe expedition, have made possible the production of many volumes of accurate documentation. The latest 
of Lhese is Medinet Habu, VIII, The Eastern High Gate, now in press. 

This long term work does not produce much spot news. Occasionally some particular scene will give un
~~xpected new evidence, but the importance of our efforts is in the accumulation of material. A scene which 
Hcems ordinary in itself takes on added meaning when studied in relation to other scenes in the same temple and 
in eomparison to similar scenes in other temples. Thus each new volume in our series has a cumulative value in 
helping to interpret the ancient culture. 

The volume now in press completes the documentation of the buildings built and decorated by Ramses Ill 
al Medinet Habu. By the end of the season all the drawings and photographs for the Tomb of Kheruef will be in 
hand. The preparation of the manuscript has begun. We believe this will be one of the finest publications of an 
Egyptian tomb ever issued. 

Now our efforts are concentrated on the Temple of Khonsu at Karnak. The recording of this temple 
was begun in the nineteen-thirties, going on at such times as the work at Medinet Habu was temporarily imprac
tical. A considerable amount of recording was done in the two seasons after the war, but none thereafter until 
December 1967. 

John Wilson, who with Mary is at Chicago House for the first months of this year, remembers that in 
1935 the artists told him that the walls at the Temple of Khonsu were the most difficult subjects with which 
they had dealt. In recent years the damaged areas in the Tomb of Kheruef have presented even greater problems. 
However, the defacement of the faces and limbs of all the figures on the walls of the court and first hypostyle 
hall of the temple does tax the abilities of both artist and Egyptologist. Together they strive to recover the last 
trace of original relief. Moreover, the sculptors' work is so irregular that it is often problematic as to just where 
the lines should be drawn. Certainly the final drawings are clearer than the wall itself; this end is our purpose. 

The greater part of the reliefs in hypostyle hall are now recorded. There still remain the doorways, the 
architraves and the abaci above the columns. On the latter, which are round and tapered, we traced the outline 
of the relief. The tracing paper we had brought for this proved too opaque and we resorted to clear plastic 
sheeting. To draw on this we used up our small store of lithographic wax pencils which were left over from the 
tracing work we did at Medinet Habu. The reliefs on the eight columns in the first hypostyle hall have been 
traced, but there are twenty-eight in the court yet to be done. 

Somewhat less than half the reliefs on the walls of the court were drawn previous to the resumption of 
our work. At the left side of the axis the decoration of the walls is in low raised relief while that on the right 
is in incised relief. I have speculated that this follows the pattern of the great Hypostyle Hall of the Temple of 
Amon nearby. On the left wall especially there is still preserved much of the painted detail with which the re-
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lid~ in Egyptian Temples usually were embellished. This is obscured by grime - smoke, mud, and the droppings 
of birds and bats. Some of the soil comes from the mud brick houses which once stood in the court. It takes 
the artist considerable time to clean- the reliefs with the judicious use of brush and water, and the work is too 
cldica te to trust to unskilled hands. 

Fortunately, we have just obtained the services of Abdel Karim Medhat who was the expert in such 
dt·aning in the Department of Antiquities until his recent retirement. In the week he has been working the re
~ultH are spectacular. Until further dirt collects on the wall something of the original brightness of the color will 
lw ~··•~n. Many of the details are so small that they must be viewed at close range. Adding to the difficulty of 
our artists is the practice of the ancient painter to ignore the shapes carved by the sculptor and to use his own 
jwl~·~rnent as to where the lines should go. 

In the last annual report we mentioned our discovery that, contrary to the accepted opinion, there is no 
cvicl«~nce that Herihor's successor as High Priest of Amon, Piankh, was his son. Herihor, who proclaimed himself 
a~ king while Ramses XI still lived, had nineteen sons shown on the temple wall. The names of a number of them 
wa«~ deliverately effaced and others are damaged. At least six of the names were Libyan. Since there are few 
pall«~rns for these, the discernment of the damaged names is difficult. We have been able to make out most of 
Llwrn. One, commonly transliterated as Osorkon, seems to be the earliest occurrence of this name and has an 
orthography previously unattested. The names may give some clue on the origin of Herihor's family. 

This season there have been several changes in the staff. John Romer and his wife Beth felt the call of 
positions in England and the establishment of their home. In his place we brought Richard Turner whom we had 
inl«'rviewed two years earlier but who had been unable to come then. Last summer he was available and came 
with his wife Cathy. She went back to England January lOth to await the expected arrival of their first child 
tlw latter part of February. When their son was born a month earlier the telegraph strike in England prevented 
H.ick from learning of the event for over a week. All is well with the two in England. 

Last season Martyn Lack had expected to join us, but at the time when he had to give his resignation 
fro.n the position he held it was still uncertain that we could work here, so he had to postpone his coming. His 
wife Phyllis was able to join him a month ago. Martyn was with the Sakkara Expedition in 1934-36 where I 
first met him. 

Grace Hustable and Reginald Coleman continue their excellent work as artists. The Colemans' son, Gra
ham, who was at Chicago House for several seasons, is spending the first half of this year on a fellowship at an 
animal preserve in Uganda. He begins his university studies in animal behavior in the autumn. 

David Larkin, a graduate student at the University of Chicago who was here the season before last, joined 
Carl De Vries and the Field Director as our third Egyptologist. We are hard put to keep up with the work of the 
artists. 

As usual, the maintenance of Chicago House has been the responsibility of Tim Healey. At the end of 
the last season and the first of this he supervised the laying of concrete driveways and walks. This has in part 
ended the menace of dust which covered these ways before, and is a special boon to the artists, whose studio 
windows open onto the driveway. When we began to use the heating system in the library and studios at the 
onset of cold weather we discovered that the main pipes had disintegrated. Originally they had been laid in sand 
beneath concrete. The salt in the sand rusted through the pipes from the outside. Fortunately the winter weeks 
were milder than usual, and we suffered only minor discomfort in the month or more it took to replace the pipes. 

This winter there are a number of archeological projects in the vicinity. The excavation of the mound 
of old Luxor, carried on by the Department of Antiquities, has reached the Greco-Roman level. On the west 
bank Mohammed Saleh, the Inspector there, is consolidating the tomb of the late old kingdom monarch Unis-
ankh which he found two seasons ago. The German Institute, under Drs. Settgast and Arnold, is putting the 
finishing touches on the excavating and recording of the tomb of the Eleventh Dynasty general Intef and the 
Twenty-sixth Dynasty intrusive tombs. Dr. Arnold is undertaking a new study of the reliefs and architecture of 
the mortuary temple of Mentuhotep II under whom lntef served. He will publish all known fragments of the re
lief which are now scattered and mostly unpublished. He probably will upset some of our cherished notions about 
the architecture of the tomb. 

The French Institute, with Jean Jacquet as Field Director, has returned to the investigation of the build
ings within the precinct of Montu at Karnak. The Franco-Egyptian Center for Karnak, jointly sponsored by the 
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\linistries of Culture of France and Egypt, which is entering its second year, is a truly scientific approach to the 
t•xcavation and consolidation of the area and structures at Karnak. The University of Pennsylvania Akhnaten Tt•mple 
Project, under Ray Smith, is making· steady progress in matching many of the 30,000 blocks they have photograplu·d. 
Tlu~:.;e stones, about 21 inches long and half as wide, were reused in the structures of Haremhab and his immedialt~ 
Htu·ecssors. There seem to be many more within the Second Pylon at Karnak, and the Franco-Egyptian Center iH 
n·moving more from the Ninth Pylon. 

In November the re-examination of the mummy of Tutankhamon was reported in Cairo and London pa
p~"rH and perhaps also in America. The work was under the direction of R. G. Harrison, Professor of Anatomy al 
tlw University of Liverpool. Several years ago he had examined the remains of a body found in a tomb in the 
Valley of the Kings in 1907 which had been variously identified as Queen Tiy, Akhnaton, and Smenkhkare. Tht~ 

n·suiLs of that examination make the latter identification the most probable. The principal object of the exhuma
tion of Tutankhamon was to discover whether the skeleton of the king resembled the one previously examined. 
Tlw skull and other parts of the body were X-rayed, and Oriental Institute member F. Filce Leek, who assisted 
in Lhe work, gave special attention to the teeth and jaw. 

The sarcophagus had not been opened since Howard Carter closed it after his examination of the mummy 
more than forty years ago. The skull was found to be detached from the body. FroJl! the photographs this was 
aln~ady so in Carter's time. It is still in excellent condition, and shows the imprint of the beaded skull cap on 
Lhc head. The limbs were detached from the torso and were disarticulated. 

What has been discovered will be known only on the publication of the report. If the skeletal examina
tion makes it seem probable that there was a close relationship between the two young kings they may have been 
brothers. However, even if this becomes certain we still will be little further in solving the perplexing problem of 
Lhcir parentage. 

Despite the disturbances in the Middle East all continues normally at Chicago House and about us. Our 
rdalions with the Department of Antiquities have never been more cordial. Our library has been used extensively 
Lhis season by both Egyptian and visiting scholars. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Francis Nims 
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FIELD REPORT ON THE FIRST AND SECOND WEEKS OF 

EXCAVATION AT KORUCUTEPE, 1969 

Since August 18 our team, composed of faculty and students from the Universities of 
Chicago, California (Los Angeles) and Amsterdam and assisted by 36 local workers, has resumed 
the excavation of Korucutepe in the future reservoir of the Turkish Euphrates Dam. In 1968 
most of our effort had gone into vertical excavation, which yielded us all-important information 
on the sequence of occupation levels and the artifacts (mostly pottery) characteristic of each. 
The north part of the settlement was apparently founded in the 4th millenium B.C. and intens
ively inhabited through about 2200 B.C. In the first half of the 2nd millenium B.C. (perhaps 
about 1750 B.C.) the south area was added and enclosed by a fortification wall. Here occupation 
went on until the end of the Hittite Empire about 1200 B.C. After two more stages of habita
tion, one in the Early Iron Age (maybe 1000-800 B.C.) and one in the Middle Ages (1200-
1400 A.D.) the mound had grown to its present height of 16 m. and diameter of 160 m. 

This year our aim is to gather more knowledge about these successive cultural phases by 
extending the excavation horizontally at various levels. In this way we should get some complete 
house plans with what remains of their inventory. 

At the northern foot of the mound, below the early and mid-3rd millenium B.C. levels 
reached last year, a square (0 9) was laid out for Roelof Brandt (U. of Amsterdam) and Brooks 
Koopman (Case Western Reserve U.) to supervise. Instead of yielding the expected 4th millennium 
B.C. materials, however, it has turned out to contain a deep layer of wash with sherds showing 
that in the late 3rd millennium some people had settled nearby, at the foot of the earlier ruins. 
Besides some sherds of the characteristic "Early Bronze I II" painted pottery, the most interesting 
finds from 0 9 were two clay pawns or figurines; the complete one had a bird's head. 

At the northern top of the mound Diederik Meyer (U. of Amsterdam) and Ingrid Chris
tensen (U. of Michigan) are extending into N 11 the area where a small house of about 2200 B.C. 
was found last year. It has been a schoolroom example of the puzzles confronting those who 
expect to find a neat layer cake: pits modern and ancient have had to be traced and emptied 
and a thin early 2nd millennium B.C. level with spectacular pottery peeled off until at last the 
burned 3rd millennium structures are beginning to appear. To save every trace of the plant ma
terials used in this prehistoric culture, we are again setting up the flotation system used last year. 

At the southern foot of the mound we are tracing the early 2nd millennium B.C. fortifi
cations both westward and eastward. The first of these operations (N-0 24), led by Dr. Philo 
ten Cate (U. of Amsterdam) and Carol Bier (U. of Chicago), has already yielded the dry stone 
foundation of a tower measuring 5 x 5 m. inside (8 x 8 outside). Its yellow clay fill was still 
in place, although destruction by fire had caused not only the mud brick superstructure but also 
part of the stone foundation to collapse. 
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In tracing the city wall east (s-T 24), Mitchell Crites (U. of Chicago) and Ayfer Aker 
(Turk ish Directorate-General of Antiquities) have uncovered what seems to be another tower, 
39 m. from the first. If there ever was a third tower in between, it would have been destroyed 
by a pit recently sunk at this point. Much the same features of construction and destruction 
(fill remaining while brick and stone collapsed) can be seen at the eastern foot of the mound 
(U 12), where Bruce Williams (U. of Chicago) and Elizabeth Griffin (Columbia U.) are continuing 
the clearance of a burned structure started last year. An enigmatic feature here is a passage be
tween two parallel walls used for domestic purposes and seemingly interrupting what might else 
be considered part of the fortifications. 

One of the most significant finds made last year was a group of seal impressions on un
baked clay lumps (bullae), which had secured shipments (or possibly documents) and then had 
been discarded in a rubbish area behind a Hittite Empire house. The persons whose seals were 
&amped on these bullae included two local kings or viceroys of about 1250-1200 B.C., to judge 
by the hieroglyphics carved alongside the image of their favorite god. 

Last year only half of the oval rubbish area was excavated. This year we first probed 
underneath and established that the yard-like area adjoining the house had existed for a long time 
(enough for % m. of rubbish to accumulate) before the sealings were discarded there. Three well
made stone spindle whorls of a type that is typical for this period were found during this probe. 
Now Shan Winn (UCLA) and Harriet Osborn (U. of Chicago) have opened up the adjoining square 
(0 20) where we expect to find the other half of the rubbish area and in it, lnshallah, some 
more seal impressions. 

Finally, our architect Lionel Bier (U. of Chicago, formerly NYU) will spend part of his 
time digging a new square on the west slope (H 18), where Early Iron Age sherds are promi:.t 
nent on the surface. We hope he may find architecture and artifacts which will illuminate us 
about the fate of this area after the fall of the Hittite Empire. 

We have not mentioned yet the material well-being that we enjoy thanks to the Turkish 
authorities who put an 18-room house with electricity and running water at our disposal and 
thanks to Mrs. Frances Guterbock, who keeps the servants on their toes and everyone in good 
health and spirits. 

Hans Guterbock 

Maurits van Loon 

Philo Houwink ten Cate 
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FIELD REPOitT mr 'l1HE SEVEiTTH A'.::J) EIGHTH 1f.&S'KS OF EX:CAVATIOIJ 

AT KORUCUTEPE, 1969 

The unequal ~ortunes o~ archaeology have provided some o~ us 
with rich rerrarcls, others with prospects of several more weeks o~ 
patient plodding. 

The operation aimed at uncovering 4th-millennium B.C. remains 
(J11-1 2) did reveal the corner of aburned mud brick house, but to 
get more of it Roel Brandt and Brooksie Koopman have had to start 
higher up the slope to remove 5 m of 2nd- and 3rd-millennium 
material from K 12. A huge stone retaining wall of Hittite (perhaps 
14th century B.C.) date 1-1as one of the features encou~tered here. 

The extension of the excavated area on the 3rd-millennium part 
of the mouud (n 11-12) is beginning to yield results: here Diederik 
Meijer has cleared what one would like to call the dining area of 
an Early Bronze II establishment, 1d th several boi·rls and small 
pottery containers lying on a table-like plastered part of the 
floor, and more bowls stacked nearby. The ceiling of oak beams, 
rushes and clay had burned ~iercely and fallen on or among the 
crockery. To judge by the scarcity o~ mud brick walls and the 
prese:-:1ce of three post holes, some at least of the walls mc;.,y have 
been built of wood or wattle and daub. 

In our far-~lu:ng city wall tracing operations seven out of an 
estimated ten towers have appeared to date. Carol Bier is searching 
for the floor of a pe:w~;ae;e that interrupts the defe.cses in S 24, 
and sinki nc deeper a.r1d cleepe:e betueen perilously overhanging walls. 
The presence of a sloping, corbeled postern gate, suggested 
jokingly at first, is now becoming a serious possibility. 

Lonny Bier has what he believes to be .the easternmost tovrer of 
the defenses in Y 21, founded on relatively high grou.nd at a point 
where the I::arly Bronze III remains underneath rise well above 
ground v-Ia ter level. 

In W 13 Philo ten Cate found the last but one in the series of 
towers vre hope to trace. In the yellow and brown mountain clay 
fill which the builders banked ag::l.inst the stone fou~'ldations an 
early 2·nd-mille:"lnium B.C. stamp seal turned up. It co~1firms the 
date in the second quarter of the 2nd millennium which we had 
assigned to the city wall on the evidence of the associated 
pottery. 
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JOINT EXPEDITION OF THE UNIVERSITIES OF CHICAGO, CALIFORNIA (LOS ANGELES) AND AMSTERDAl'vl 

I I~~ EAST 58th STREET 

CIIICAGO, ILL. 60637, U.S.A. 

ic;me Posta Mcmurlugu 

ic;me, Elazig, Turkey 

Up the slope from the last in this chain of tovers (U 12-13), 
Bruce rTilliams and Libby Griffin are clearing the middle of three 
superimposed residential complexes of probably 14th-century B.C. 
date. A stone-paved street is lined by stone foundations 
supporting 1f0odea cross-beams, longitudinal beams and finally 
yellow-plastered mud brick. One court contains a :fired clay oven, 
another has a vmrk area consisting of a stone slab, a rectangular 
mud-brick platform and a fired clay horseshoe hearth ·with pottery 
ash disposal jar sunk into the floor. 

Harriet Osborn's and Ayfer Aker•s efforts on the co:1tents of 
the large 13th-century B.C. pit in 0 20 have at last been crovmed 
by the find of a Hittite hieroglyphic seal impression. Although 
p<ut of it is damaged and the remaining signs are hard to decipher, 
it is clear from the title that the seal belonged to a member of the 
Hittite imperial :family. 

The area opened on the west slope and supervised by Mitchell 
Crites and Shan ~Hnn (H 18) continues to give repremttative 
samples of pottery in their architectural contexts: on the lowest 
level reached here an ovoid juglet of Hittite :E.'mpire date has 
appeared near a retaining wall of large stones; on the middle 
level one can still see the Early Iron Age stone-walled room with 
rounded corner vrhich yielded twelve red burnished and other pots. 
These are now bei:1g put together by our restorer, Nehmet Emir. 
Finally, among the 13th-14th century A.D. ruins high up in the 
squ!lre recently added to this operation (H 17), :Mitchell and Shan 
have :found a new type of glazed jug with white spirals painted 
on a brown background. 

On October 4 the palaeobotanist Dr. lTillem van Zeist 
(U:niversi ty of Groningen) came to join us for four weeks. This 
collaboration of natural scientists in our archaeological 
salvage effort is one of the aspects supported by the rational 
Science Foundation. Willem is identifying our abundant plant 
remains--mostly charred bread ;.Theat and tuo-rol·ied barley from 
the 3rd-millennium B.C. levels--and will take pollen samples 
from ancient sediments in the area, which should give us 
valuable information on climate and vegetation in antiquity. 

<./ . ~:,(_ ~<- {. .. £ ___ 
./'f-t:.??< y..; .;-,_:!/, 0 · 

Hans Guterbock 
0 

h-1:.\..c•..:t'd-"J ·v·~.,_.'cl {t'-CI/1 
Maurits van Loon 

Philo Houw·ink ten Cate 

co: Director, Oriental Institute o:f the University of Chicago 
Chairman, Department o:f Near Eastern Languages a:~d Civilizations, UCLA 
Presidiwn van de Universi tei t van !..rnsterdam 
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Al{CHEOLOGICAL NEWSLETTER 

On Halloween, officially the last day of our dig, the departed kings of lshuwa finally punished us for dis
turbing their peace: their ghosts tampered with the alarm clock so it went off at 4 instead of 5 a.m. We took one 
look at our watches, cursed in various languages (9 of us are American, 3 are Dutch and 1 is Turkish) and went 
haek Lo sleep, with the result that our workers stood around in the soggy soil until 6:30 waiting for us to arrive. 

Our lunch baskets have been growing bigger and bigger, hot soup is brought to the mound at noon time, 
hlankds disappear from beds because they are needed for protection against the fierce wind. Obviously, the forces 
of nalure are putting an end to our campaign of 1969. 

Today we had the workers' farewell party, called a dugun - the same word is normally used for a wedding, 
"" l10th involve music and dancing. We celebrated it around the willow-shaded reservoir on top of the mound in 
whieh we used to cool ourselves after work during the long hot summer. Today all 50 of us huddled in a large 
eirclt: in the weak sunshine and consumed 2 sheep, 20 lbs. of cracked wheat and 50 loaves of bread, washed down 
with slewed fruit. 

Thus we officially closed a very successful season which enriched our pottery repertory with many fine 
sample~;, including a Hittite bathtub. It may come in extremely handy on days when the hot water does not func
tion, either because emir gelmedi ('no order was given") or because of general failure of the electric power plant. 
( lLiwr items which might be handy in our damp concrete building are the various ashpits found all over the mound 
(csp•:cially wherever Harriet Osborn digs). Now that a lovely but crisp fall is upon us, the workers immediately put 
the pils to good use as wood-burning braziers. We could use a few in the house, where we have managed thus far 
with little electric heaters and two coal stoves which have seen better days. 

On October 23 we had the pleasure to receive the visit of George Hughes, Director of the Oriental Institute, 
and his wife Maurine, who had braved the logistics of travel by local airline and bus like real troopers. Although 
sorr} to see them go on October 25, we were grateful that they had stayed long enough for a dinner to be given 
in tlwir honor. Wearing coats, ties and dresses for the first time in months, we greeted the governor of the province 
of El'azig, Zekeriya Bey, and both he and George Hughes gave after-dinner speeches in which the unique cooperation 
of Turkish and Amt>rican archaeologists in our Altinova ("golden valley") was especially ~tressed. 

Fortunately our cook, who is given to the bottle, stayed off it long enough to cook a superb dinner worthy 
of his rPputation as a master of his craft. On other occasions, when the "spirits" got the better of him, we had to 
loek him up in his room until he calmed down. 

We are a happy and creative group. Out of the shared joys and sorrows of dirt archaeology have come 
,-uch pearls as our camp song, to be sung to the melody of "My bonnie lies over the ocean,., with the finale 
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1 t fills me with great trepidation 
To think I'm destroying the mound, 
For Mi1dur* complains I'm confusing 
My ash with a hole in the ground. 

Refrain: Sort sherds, sort sherds, etc. 

And with thi~ random sample of what we are doing we all greet you from Korucutepe in the ancient king
dotll of lshuwa. 

·'~Turkish for "director" Frances Guterbock. 

The aboye message from Frances Guterbock will assure you that the home front is well under control. ( )n 
llw work front we are now taking stock of this season's results. 

For the second time in two years we have spent almost three months digging at Korucutepe, one of the 
··ighl major prehistoric sites to be submerged by the building of a dam at Keban on the Euphrates. The Turkish 
go\t·rnment has encouraged foreign teams to help in this salvage effort and so German, British and American (U ni
v•·r;;ity of Michigan) teams have worked closely together with three Turkish groups in piecing together the material 
rt••·onl of eastern Anatolia 's past. 

More even than last year students have been involved in our effort. Thanks for this are due to the Ford 
Foundation, which provided traineeships for six students of the Universities of Chicago and California (Los Angel•·;;), 
and to the generosity of the University of Amsterdam. The latter provided two students together with a faculty 
rrwrnher (Philo Houwink ten Cate) and shared the other expedition expenses as well. The National Science Founda
tion, which has been involved in our archaeological salvage work in the Syrian and Turkish Euphrates valleys since 
I 'J(,;J,, enabled the senior staff to come out for instruction of the students and direction of the operations. 

After the departure of Hittitologist Hans Guterbock, palaeobotanist Willem van Zeist, registrar Philo ten Cat•· 
and volunteer photographer Isabelle de Vallois, this staff is now reduced to two members, Frances Guterbock and 
rn~·sdf. For the first time this year, our architect, Lonny Bier, and our photographer, Brooksie Koopman, are ,.;tu
d,·nt~. Since Philo had to leave, Shan Winn and Roe! Brandt, both students, have taken over the registry of arti
fat:Ls and samples. Student Ingrid Christensen set up the sorting and tallying of our plentiful stone tools and by
products before she returned home. The laborious task of classifying, counting and identifying or drawing every bit 
of pottery found is coordinated by Libby Griffin, the only student with previous experience at our site. 

Under the circumstances my task consists mostly of seeing to it that the students who run the various op
•·rations use the same system of digging and recording. All our methods are based, ultimately, on Sir Mortimer 
Wlwt>ler's system and are calculated so as not to miss the fine detail of the archeological record which i~ there for 
11~ to read, if we only know (or knew) how to read it. "Better subdivide than lump together" is our motto. 

I would not have been able to accomplish this task without the long-distance help of Marilyn Buccellati, 
ardwologist wife of Giorgio Buccellati (UCLA). Giorgio was not able to join us this year but got us the support 
of his university and one of his students, and Marilyn sent us the fruits of her work on last year's pottery finds irr 
tlw form of a complete catalog of wares and shapes, with tally sheets to be filled out in the field. Only nrwly oc
curring wares and shapes now need to he defined and drawn. 

Dreary as it may look most of the time, broken pottery is the archeologist's most trusted tool, bt'causc 
rwople from the Stone Age until the Plastic Age have been leaving it around in greater quantities than anything else 
that wouldn't rot. Once we can translate some combination of color, texture and finish into centuries B.C. (or 
A.D.), we can place all the rest of our finds in their chronological context. 

How results of wider significance can be gleaned from all these detailed adn 1l1es may become clear in the 
following account of our finds. Adding some fancy to the facts, Wt' might give the successive occupations of our 
~itt~ the following names: l. the village community; 2. the military stronghold; :~. the administrative center; l. the 
lordly manor. 

I. The Village Community (about 3000-2200 B.C.). 

In squares N ll and N 12 (see the accompanying plan) Diederik Meijer has gradually re\Palt'd the domestic 
part of a large prehistoric village establishment. East of the mud brick walls that WP think enclo~ed tht· n·sidf'ntial 
quarters, a walled patio m•~asuring at least 27 x 2 J ft. contained a spacious array of day and mud-plastt'r homwhold 
appointments that must hav•· been the dream of a :kd-mill•~nnium B.C. houst'wift>: tlm~P or four rt>ctangular hearth 
platforms of up to 10 x :) x I ft.; circular sunk fireplaces; a ein:ular fircpla•:e raist'd like a table top, with traces of 
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" 1'".-tahlc hor~•'>-dwe->dwpPd lwarlh; a fix.od hor~efihOt'-~hap•~d lwarlh and two p;rain bin~. llolt~" filled with charcoal 

11o·ar the corners of th•~ n~etangnlar platform~ mark Llw ~pol~ when' po~b lwld up the roof. ( hn all of Lhi:-; a , ... jj 
111~ rnade of oak beam~ and ru"lws had burned and eollapsPd, burying Lhl' inv•~ntory of the patio. Toppled wall~ 
a11d ,-,uli'idi'IH't' along crack" in Llw soil suggt'sl that for once an •~arlhquakt~ and nol warfan' may lw Lo blarn•·. 

\s roof,._ art' now ada~' made of cultivalt'd poplar Lrep,.; and the wild oak ~Land,.; of ea~lnn TurkP~ ha\1' lon~ 

l11·o·11 redw·ed Lo i't:rub, Llw u:-;•' of full-grown oak,.. hints al ridwr natural rt'i'ourct::,; availablt' in Llw prosperom' :lrd 
111illo'llnium I:.C. The rmhcs indicate that mar"hy condition,.. may have prevailed at the tinw. IL l'eems tptite po~
-iblo· that the t'arly :,;ettlers of our area were facl'd with the double ehallengt' of draining a swamp and cultinp: dow 11 

llw prime\al forest - a task for which LhPy had not bet'n equippPd until the advent of the Bron..:t' Age about :moo 
l:.c. 

I owe this speculative brainwa\e to bolani:,;L \Villem van z,,ist, who spent most of Octobn idt>nlif\ ing our 
l'lant rcmams. He found the local villagers of the :lrd mill•·nnium depended !wavily on agricultun' (we had leanwcl 
bdore that cattle-grazing was another mainstay of tlwir t't'onomy). Many thousands of dwrred grain~ of bread 
"lwa l and two-rowed bar!Py Wt'ff' n:t·overt'd from in and around tht~ storage jar~ and coo kin~ pols eru~ht'd by tlw 
roof fall ju~l de~cribed. 

Part of these hand-turned blaek \essels a~ well as the red or brown eatin~ and drinkin~ bowl~ found on llw 
'"table·· nearb~· have been painstakingly mended and give us tht~ complett'. very limited range of Early Bronze II 
pollt:ry shapes. With all these highly burnished vessels we found one piect' of the red on yellow painted ware with 
a dt'sign of hatched triangles. On the burned floor there was an almost complete goblet in the dainty, technologi
cally much more advanced ware that was made in northeast Syria and north Mesopotamia from 2500 to 2100 B.C. 
approximately. 

In the Early Bronze Age tool kit one can also see a survival of early village teehniques, which produced 
spt·t·Lacular barbed arrowheads of obsidian, side by side with pins made by the new process of copper or hronzt' 
casting. 

To judge by the development of the local pottery the fiery destruction of our Early Bronze Il ,;ettlf'lllt'll I 
11111sl have come about 2200 B.C. By the next, Early Bronze III phase the range of local pottery shape,- had lw
t~ome less restricted and overlapping chevrons were the favored painted decoration. In a sense this phase was ~till 

a prosperous one, to judge by the palatial storehouse that our German eolleagues are bringing to light on nearby 
Nor'iunlepe. ;\ t the same time the number of villages in the valley had dwindled and the population apparent(~ 
clu;-,lered around the stronghold of a local ruler. 

This phase came to another violent end about 2000 B.C. and was followed by a Middle Bron,-, i pha~t' 

that we are only lwiiinning to recognizt~. By this time the pottery shapes were several steps remowd irow their 
Early Bronze prototypes, and decoration with wide parallel bands in black on white had become fashionable. llu
man figures (worshippers·: deities?) were curiously portrayed as large-nosed pawns with applit'd eyt>s and necklacf'~. 

( )ur German colleagw~s were responsible for finding Monsieur de Gaulle, then our Turki~h friends found :\ladamt' 
dt' Caulle at their site, Tepecik, not far from here. Now we have our brood of little de Gaullt~s. 

At Tepecik the black on white decoration oecur:,; on shapes known from the Old Assyrian merchant <·olon~ 
al 1\.llltepe and through this link with written history we can now dak it about l <):}0-17:)0 B.C. From sporadic 
finds we know that the southern extension to our mound. was resellled in that time, but it was on!~ bet wt't'll 17:)0 

and I.SOO B.C. that 1\.orucutepe (whatt>ver its ancient name) took on importance as a fortifit>d town. 

2. The Military Stronghold (about 1750-1500 B.C.). 

An area with a diameter of 500 ft. was surroutH.It'd by a doubk storw foundation, packed with mountain 
clay to support a mud brick and wood city wall l <) ft. wide. .'\t intervals of 4B ft. Philo lf'n Cate and Lonny Hin 
found ,;quare lowers 2-t ft. wide (N-T 24, Ll-W 23. X 22. Y Hl-:21, \\ 1:1-14, l1-V 12). \t two points such lowo'rs 
flankt~d a sloping passage whieh may havt~ servt~d as a sally port. In the best prescrvt·d of thPse (S 24-2:)) Carol 
Bi•'r is now working between pt~rilously overhanging walls standing up to 10 ft. on a flpor that ,.dopes down into 
ground wain and off toward the fields beyond tho: mound. 

Tht> pollt~ry Carol and Libby find in the citv wall system consists mostly of wart's not known outsidP of 
o·aslt>rn '\natolia, such as the technologically very pt'rfeelt'd "gray wht'o'l-marketl'' \\arc. Only oct·a~ional find~ liko' 
that of a grat't'fnl "knloid fla,;k" of Uld Hittitt~ type haw hdpcd u~ a~,..•gn it a lt'nlali\t' dalt' lwlwt't'n 17.)() and 
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I :iO() B.C., which finds some confirmation in a seal and seal impression encountered nearby. 

Excavating toward the inside of the mound at the other passage (U 12-13), Bruce Williams and Libby 
(; ri ffin were a little disappointed to find that the town area was not built up right away. By the time of its 
do·~truction in the middle of the 2nd millennium B.C., the charred beams, burned mud bricks and calcined lime
~torw of the fortification fell into an empty space behind the city wall. Subsequently the mound lay abandoned 
during a period long enough for 5 ft. of wash to accumulate. 

This destruction may be connected with any number of known or unknown historical e\ents. One of tlwst· 
i~ Lire weakening of Hittite power and the strengthening of their Hurrian enemies, organized in the kingdom of 
'\1ilanni, in the 15th century B.C. 

:1. The Administrative Center (about 1400-1200 B.C.). 

Soon afterwards, in the 14th century, Hittite power reasserted itself. Our area (the country of Ishuwa, 
ll"'"rned by elders) lost its independence and became a vassal kingdom under the Hittite Empire (about 1400-1200 
II. C.)_ This historical situation is reflected in the archeological record at our site. The possessions which the new 
inhabitants of Korucutepe broke, discarded and lost down their drains or between the stones of their pavements do 
not differ greatly from those found, for instance, at Tarsus on Turkey's wuth coast, another Hittite Empire strong
hold. 

Within the levels strewn with Hittite orange pottery we think we can now distinguish a 14th-century B.C. 
ol'eupation from the terminal Hittite Empire phase of the 13th century B.C. The first is represented by a house
lirwd street which was built after the period of abandonment in U 12-13 and kept Bruce and Libby busy for most 
of the season. In J-K 12 Roe! Brandt and Brooksie Koopman are digging through yellow-plastered stone houses 
with similar pottery. This is usually finished with a slip or a burnish. Bronze pins and needles are another com
mon find. 

The 13th-century complex is known from the trash pits that Harriet Osborn and Ayfer Aker emptied so 
patiently in 0 20-21. They contained quite a few decorated marble spindle whorls and much pottery without sur
fan· finish, such as "miniature bowls" and "platters". These resemble modern salt cellars and dinner plates, and 
their purpose must have been an everyday one, to judge by the quantities in which they turn up. 

The organic remains from the Hittite trash pits merely showed a continuation of the same agriculture-based 
t•eonomy as before. Our grubbing in Hittite garbage had an ulterior motive. 13th-century B.C. officials would se
cure shipments by stamping their personal seal, containing their name and title, on conical lumps of clay and upon 
wceipt these bullae would be discarded. To our collection of 12 examples from last year Harriet and Ayfer's efforts 
added another two this year .. [Among the persons whose seal impressions were found there is a ro_yal ro11ple: "Ari
Sharuma, the King, and Kilush-Khepa, the princess." He is known from Hittite sources as King of lshuwa: his wife 
may have been a Hittite princess. - H.G.G.J 

1. The Lordly Manor (about 1150-800 B.C.). 

Mitchell Crites and Shan Winn's square, H 17-18, has given us some fascinating insights into what happened 
after the fall of the Hittite Empire about 1200 or 1150 B.C. Into soil still thick with Hittite "platter'' sherds, a 
monumental mud brick building with inch-thick plaster was sunk. Its red and gray mud bricks on stone foundations 
ean be followed around the mound edge for 30 ft. The top courses of brick had burned and fallen, covering an 
iron knife or sickle and some of the most interesting storage jars we have had thus far. Some were turned on the 
fast wheel according to Hittite mass-production methods, others are slow-wheel or even hand-turned and decorated 
with diagonal incisions or with pairs of "breasts." This "BB" ware is a hallmark of the subsequent Early Iron Age 
level (about 1000-800 B.C.). By the looks of it Shan and Mitchell have hit a stagt• that fills the gap between 1200 
and 1000 B.C. and quite substantial remains of it must survive inside our mound. 

Over its top lie two more levels. The first had low stone foundations and a bathtub-shaped oven. The sec
ond contained high stone walls with rounded corners, enclosing another hoard of pottery -- this time all slow-wheel 
or hand-turned pieces with red burnish or other finishes typical of the Early Iron Age (about 1000-8000 B.C.). 

What was the origin of the technically backward people who supplanted the Hittites at Korucutepe? On 
orw of our Sunday trips we sherded the citadel of Palu, which was conquered about 800 B.C. by Menua. king of 
Lrartu and prince of Van, according to an inscription he carved on the rock. Mitchell and Shan instantly recog
nizt:d some of their wares. The gradual or sudden replacement of local populations by people from the eastern 
mountains or beyond would parallel events in more recent history. 
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Future archeologists will have worries of a different kind. Over sherd yards of unparalleled proportions, 
,,..,.,\ n with 20th-century A.D. polaroid film and cream cheese wrappers, they will find the lake sediment that io; to 
l'o\TI" the Golden Valley. Only the crops grown in the surviving mountain villages, like the famous "Ice Vineyard,. 
gnqu-s. will go on depositing their pollen in the lake sediment and enable future botanists to determine where the: 
l'la,t ic Age people got their calories. 

After 200 sunrises and sunsets we have grown attached to our valley and to the decent, unspoiled people· 
"ho will be displaced by the dam. Where will they go, how will they live? These questions evoke more misgiving' 
iu us, who have seen urban blight. For them Ankar and Istanbul are gilded promised lands, destined to grow bi~ge·r 

aud more industrialized with power from the Euphrates. 

Maybe the artificial lake, added to our valley's natural beauties, will attract vacationers and if the El~zig 
mus .. um, enriched through our finds, helps to draw them we will have done something to help our living villagen; 
as well as reviving the memory of those long forgotten. 

i\1aurits van Loon 
Field Director 

1'1': Director, Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago; Chairman, Department of Near Eastern Languages 
and Civilizations, UCLA; Presidium van de Universiteit van Amsterdam 
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Clw{!;ha ill ish near A ndimesh k, 

Khuzestan. Iran 

January 15, 1970 

The early western explorers of Khuzestan in the nineteenth century noticed a great mound standing close to the 

line of the Bakhtiari mountain ranges about midway between the points where two of the important rivers of the Susiana 
plain, the Ab-1-Dez and the Karun, break through the mountains. On an early map of the French Archaeological Mission 
to Iran this mound of Chagha Mish (Hill of the Ewe) is marked second in size only to the huge historical site of Susa 

itself. However, being occupied with the enormous task of excavating Susa, the French archaeologists never toucl-1ed 

Chagha Mish. It remained intact until eight years ago when the two of us began the first scientific excavations of the 
site under the auspices of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago. Our first brief exploratory campaign in 
1961 was followed by two longer seasons in 1963 and 1965/66. This work made it clear that Chagha Mish was an im
portant city already at the time when the earliest writing was being developed and the foundations for the high civiliza

tions of the Near East were being laid. It was for the purpose of gaining new insight into this Protoliterate period, one 

of the most significant turning points in human development, that we had come to Khuzestan. In addition, Chagha 
Mish turned out to be a major site for the study of the preceding, prehistoric, periods, with an occupation going back 

thousands of years before the Protoliterate era. A site of this magnitude requires many seasons of excavation. The 

broadening of the sponsorship of our research by the formation of the Joint Iranian Expedition in which UCLA joined 

forces with the Oriental Institute now gives us the possibility of planning more regular campaigns of work than hereto

fore. 

In addition to the broadening of the sponsorship, this season at Chagha Mish is distinguished from the preceding ones 

by another innovation; Archaeological Traineeship grants from the Ford Foundation have enabled us to bring out and sup

port in the field a number of graduate students in archaeology. This innovation has affected the character of our campaign 

since with the students we have brought to camp the teaching functions of the universities, not only training in the methods 

and techniques of fieldwork, but also two formal courses. Furthermore, for the first time the Expedition has a home of its 

own. 

The Expedition House. We are writing this newsletter in an expedition house built of unbaked mud brick with ceil

ings of poles and matting protected by a layer of straw and mud, a normal village type of construction. Despite the rain 

and mist outside, which for several days have prevented us from working on the mound, we feel comfortable and relatively 

cozy. The mud roof has developed no leaks and the doors and windows are fairly watertight. In fact, there is hardly any 

damage to the house except some washed-down mud plaster and the sinking of our small "circular garden" in the center of 

the courtyard into what used to be a large refuse pit. It is sometimes difficult even for the two of us to visualize this spot 
on the edge of the small village of Ghaleh Khalil as we first saw it some six months ago, overgrown with thorn plants in and 

all around the pit. 

One of our major reasons for coming out to I ran last June was to solve the problem of an expedition house near the 

site. This season, in contrast to previous ones when we were either alone or had a small staff, we have to accommodate ten 
people or more. The previous arrangements, when we lived either in a village a few miles away, thanks to the hospitality of 
a generous friend or commuted every day from a rented house in Dez-ful, an hour.s drive, were impractical. Furthermore, 
the problem of storage (furniture, equipment, study collections, etc.) between seasons had become acute. Accordingly, at 

the beginning of June, 1969, we came to Khuzestan after an absence of three years to seek out the best site for an expedition 
house. We were warmly welcomed by our workmen in all the villages close to Chagha Mish and asked to settle in each one. 

Finally, we selected Ghaleh Khalil as the most suitable since, in addition to being nearest to the tepe, it has a "spring" (irri
gation canal percolating up through gravel). At the edge of the vi II age facing the mound we noticed an empty plot of land 

adjacent to a narrow irrigation canal, a considerable asset allowing brickmaking on the spot. 
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I lw negotiations for the lease of this plot were fairly simple compared to those with a local builder. The design and detailed 
plans for the house (adjusted to the plot), and the specifications were prepared by PPD on the basis of his previous experience with 
expedition houses (Khorsabad, Tell Asmar, Khafaje). We spent several days going over these plans in detail and drawing up a contract 
with tlw he I p of our trusted friend of long standing, Mr. A. K. Rashid ian of Andimeshk. When the documents were finished the local 
buil<lt!r exclaimed that he had been tied hand and foot, but upon signing the contract we drank tea and ate sweets together in a friendly 
manner according to time-honored custom. 

Throughout June we stayed in Khuzestan to supervise the early stages of the construction from marking the plan in white chalk 
on tlw wound, through the digging and filling of the foundation trenches, to the laying of the mud-brick walls. The weather here at 
that time of the year is excellent for building in mud. Cloudless, bright days, their brilliance marred only by occasional dust storms or 
heat h<11es, with temperatures of 11 0-120°F. in the shade are perfect for drying mud bricks, which become ready for use after only 
two days. 

We remained until the walls had risen to the height of the window sills. By that time we were certain that the plan was being fol 
lowed closely, with rooms, doors, and windows of the correct size and location. We then had to return to the United States, where 
much work still remained to be done in preparation for the coming season. In our absence Mr. Rashidian made regular trips out to the 
village to inspect and direct the progress of the work, for which the Expedition is extremely grateful as without his supervision the 
house would not have been ready on time or as well made. 

The Beginning of the Fourth Season. At the end of September HJK entered Iran by way of Abadan, about a four-hour drive frorn 
Andimeshk, the little town with the railroad station nearest to Chogha Mish and the post office where we rent our Post box. While 
staying in Andimeshk HJK drove out every morning to supervise and hurry on the finishing of the house. Meanwhile PPD flew into 
Tehran and began the round of official calls and the arranging of many practical details. HJK joined him there and we were happy to 
fulfil an earlier promise to give a series of four lectures on the "Emergence of Civilization in the Lands around the Persian Gulf" at the 
University of Tehran. Together we completed the official business and the purchase of essential equipment and supplies not available 
in our provincial area. 

After returning to Khuzestan we spent a hectic week, together with our "domestic staff," a cook and houseboy from a I"Jeighbor
ing village whom we have known since our first arrival here, moving into the new house, setting up the equipment (e.g., a bottled-gas 
stove, kerosene-burning refrigerator, and lamps- electricity is beyond our reach), and, in general, arranging the rooms so they would 
be as comfortable and pleasant as possible. 

The Staff. During the autumn quarter the students were Mrs. Cynthia May Sheikholeslami (UCLA) and Messrs. Charles Martin 
Adelman, Edward Joseph Brovarski, Yousef Magidzadeh, and Sadegh Malek-Shahmirzadi (all UofC). Mr. Magidzadeh has had a double 
role here since after his return to Iran he was appointed the official representative of the Iranian Archaeological Service. 

All the students flew into Tehran and two of the Americans, Mr. Adelman and Mr. Brovarski, had immediately the privilege of 
enjoying typical Iranian hospitality, being invited by their friend, Mr. Malek, to stay with his family. This chance of spending their 
first days in the country with a gracious I rani an family rather than staying in a hotel or foreign institution is certainly rarely enjoyed 
by visiting students. They and the Expedition owe Mr. Malek, his mother, and his stepfather a great deal for this opportunity. 

From the beginning we have tried to plan the most profitable archaeological experiences for the Ford Foundation trainees, in
cluding visits to museums and sites in various countries, especially the Near East and I ran, on their journeys to the excavations, as well 
as some field trips during the campaign. In Tehran the specific archaeological program included the Muze Iran Bastan (where at our re
quest they were shown recent unpublished and unexhibited finds from Haft Tepe) and two important sites on the outskirts of the city, 
Cheshme Ali and Ghara Tepe. Instead of the overnight railroad trip from Tehran to Andimeshk they came here by car, a three-day trip 
via Kasvin, Hamadan, Khorramabad, and smaller towns, passing through some of the spectacular mountain landscapes of the country. 

About two days after the arrival of the students our first guests, Professor George R. Hughes, Director of the Oriental Institute, 
and Mrs. Hughes arrived. On the first day of their visit we took everyone to see the great Elamite sites of the province: Susa, the capital 
of Elam, Chogha Zanbil with its huge ziggurat, and Haft Tepe. During the following night and morning violent rain turned the fields 
into mud, flooded the "spring" so that our donkey-based water system broke down, and confined us all indoors. Thus all the newcom
ers had a taste of the primitive side of our existence here. In the afternoon we were able with some difficulty to cross the sodden fields 
in order to take Professor Hughes on a tour of the tepe. 

After the brief visit of the Hugheses we settled down to work on the site, taking much time to instructing the students about the 
work of previous seasons and the huge task of pottery classification and analysis. We also began classes, sometimes meeti!·:g twice a day 
in prolonged session to take advantage of the time when there was not yet the continual pressure of the excavation routine. 

During this period of settling in one other member of the staff arrived, Mr. Donald D. Bickford, who has collahorated for years 
with Professor Keith C. Seele on the Nubian excavations of the Oriental Institute and was to make a great contribution here with his 
architectural sketches in the field and pottery drawings in the house. 

The Dig. Excavation started on November 12th and by the end of a week we were digging in four areas. We are continuing the 
work of previous seasons in disentangling the complex sequence of phases in two large areas of the Protoliterate city, located respective
ly on the west and east sides of the northern part of the "terrace" section of the mound. Frequently house walls are preserved only 
one or two courses high or are for the most part destroyed by large pits, also of the Protoliterate period. So far this has been a "year 
of kilns;" they are turning up wherever we dig, both in the two large sectors and elsewhere. 
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Our third area consists of an extension of Trench XXV, located in the lowest part of the terrace, where last season we had a 11!1a 

tively small Protoliterate deposit and penetrated almost immediately into very early prehistoric phases, the lowest of which yieldt~d a 
typt~ of pottery, "archaic," unknown in central Khuzestan before our excavations. Trench XXV al~o had very good prehistot ic tlliHI 
brick walls which there was no time to uncover completely last season. Accordingly, we enlarged the area and, as so often in atcll<lf~ 
olo~JY, found the situation more complicated than expected. The Protoliterate occupation is dense, with a very interesting kiln and 
several of the typical ash and sherd filled pits, some dug deep into the prehistoric levels. Nonetheless, we have now reached a depth 
whet c archaic painted ware is appearing and the early prehistoric house walls are beginning to emerge. 

Our fourth area is in the center of the terrace, somewhat higher than the east and west sides. In the second season we made ;1 

sm<JII test trench (XIII) which contained late material outside our central interest at that moment. Now it seemed that the time had 
conw to explore the center of the terrace on a larger scale, so we laid out a trench 10 by 20 meters, with the old Trench XIII in on1~ 
cornet. The results have been of great interest. Up until now the only late period for which we had clear evidence of occupation was 
Parthian, but the enlarged Trench XIII demonstrates that the situation is more complicated. Occupations traceable so far are, from the 
surface down, as follows: 
(A) Close to the surface was a cemetery with extended burials in irregular postures (about thirty graves were excavated), each prott~ct 

ed by a wall of large, vertically-placed mud bricks. Grave goods are absent in contrast to the Parthian burials found elsewhere on 
the site so the burials can presumably be attributed to the Sasanian epoch. 

(B) Underneath one of the upper graves was the skeleton of a rather large individual over six feet tall. Across this skeleton lay that of 
<Jn animal, apparently a sheep or goat. A small band of gold foil was at, or inside, the mouth. Fragments of a few corroded silver 
rings were found among the bones. The burial contained also two corroded copper vessels, a bundle of three-sided arrow heads, a 
fr<:~gmentary iron weapon, a large, undecorated agate bead, and pottery. The presence of the animal skeleton and weapons suggest 
that the burial may be that of a hunter with his weapons and prey. The pottery of the burial is similar to that found on a nearby 
occupation floor. The latter yielded, in addition, a small bull protome of clay naturalistically modeled in Achaemen;J style. Sim
ilar types of pottery occur occasionally in some spots of the east sector and accordingly it becomes clear that Chogha Mish had o 
sparse occupation in the second part of the first millennium B.C. 

(C) The later materials were dug down into, remains of the Protoliterate period, which are now very near the surface. Between the Pro· 
toliterate period and the first millennium B.C. this area of the mound must have lain unoccupied for thousands of years. 

(D) Before the Protoliterate period the Trench XIII area also lay unoccupied for a long time for the next materials are prehistoric
mud-brick walls, kilns more modest than the Protoliterate ones, and an ash deposit full of sherds. From these we can reconstruct 
a splendid series of Middle Susiana pottery vessels, large and small. Among them are large, elaborately painted plates, a deep open 
vessel with a frieze of very geometricized flying birds, and small eggshell vessels with geometric or representational ornament 
(particularly striking are friezes of elegant tiny ibexes and a bold composition of double birds). 

We sti II have a long way to go in Trench XIII and hope for equally interesting finds from the lower levels. 

The other trenches, too, have yielded their share of exciting individual finds such as a large, painted terracotta bull-head pendant of 
the Middle Susiana period, cylinder seal impressions and a remarkable group of tokens of the Protoliterate period, part of a shapely bi
tuminous stone bowl from the Achaemenid period, as well as a Parthian burial with egg-shell ware bowls and glazed vessels. 

On the Sidelines of Archaeolow. If this letter so far may have given the impression that we can, and do, live by "archaeology alone" 
this is emphatically not so. We live among people with whom we have constant contacts on various levels and whose problems affect us 
also. Not only do we happen to be during the season an important source of additional income for several villages, but rain and drought 
which affect them, affect us also. 

The soaking rains of the last week have given us a chance to catch up with some of the archaeological work in the house and to 
dispatch some urgent communications, including this newsletter, to our home bases. Today, too, the skies are grey and lowering, but 
we hope that tomorrow the clouds will break and our wet trenches will begin to dry, enabling us to rP.turn to work and begin the second 
part of the season. The drenched fields are turning green with wheat and a few days of warm sun now will push the stalks higher and 
bring out the first spring flowers as we enter the last months of the Iranian year 1348. Meanwhile the western year 1970 has begun 
and we send to all our colleagues and all the friends of the Joint Iranian Expedition our warm, albeit somewhat belated, best wishes 
for a very happy New Year. 

P. P. Delougaz 
Professor of Archaeology 

(In res.), UCLA 
Director 
Joint Iranian Expedition 

Helene J. Kantor 
Professor of Archaeology 

UofC 
Co-director 
Joint Iranian Expedition 
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The early copiers of ancient Egyptian scenes and inscriptions chose those which seemed to them the most 

interesting. As a result, historical and other long inscriptions were emphasized while religious scenes were neglected. 

The ones copied from the Theban temples often were only isolated scenes. It was only with the publications of the 

Epigraphic Survey that equal attention was given to all the reliefs on the walls of a single temple. 

As one turns through the plates of the later volumes of Medinet Habu it may appear that there is a monoto

nous procession of pictures of the king offering to some deity. When the depictions and their accompanying in

scriptions are examined more carefully it will be discovered that there is a great deal of differentiation of subject. 
The careful consideration of certain individual scenes helps to fill the gaps in our knowledge and to explain facets of 

ancient history and culture which had not been well understood. 

In the Temple of Khonsu, which is now the object of the Survey's attention, many of the reliefs have ele

ments not known from earlier periods. One such scene on the south wall of the court helps, we believe, to make 

clearer the history and the use of a building complex at Karnak which has puzzled many scholars. 

Here the Pharaoh, Herihor, is offering to deities who are within a shrine. Two are identified as Amon and 

Amunet (the female counterpart of Amon) "who-are-in (the building) 'The Hearing Ear.' within Amon's domain," while 

between them stands a small royal figure called "Amenhotep-of-the-Date-Palm." Before the shrine stands an obelisk 

which was not apparent until .the temple wall was cleaned last spring. 

This relief was carved about 1090 B.C. We pick up the story into which it fits almost four hundred years earlier, 

when Thutmosis Ill came to Thebes after his first campaign in Syria. At that time he inspected the temples in the city. 

To the east of the Temple of Amon he found a building in poor condition. The surrounding walls of mud brick were 

crumbling. He razed the building and the walls and erected on the site his famous jubilee hall. 

While we have no exact information about the earlier building, we know that it was of considerable importance. 

When Thutmosis I enclosed the Twelfth Dynasty temple within a court, and erected what we now call the Fourth and 
Fifth Pylons before this, he left a corridor between the southern wall of the· court and the temenos wall surrounding it. 
This broad passage now leads to the jubilee hall, and must have led to the earlier eastern building. Flanking this build
ing's eastern entrance Hatshepsut placed two obelisks. These are the ones who transport she pictures on one of the ter

race walls of her mortuary temple at Deir ei-Bahri. She had commissioned them shortly after she had become regent for 

the boy Thutmosis Ill. Before they were inscribed and erected she had proclaimed herself a collegiate king, holding the 

senior position until her death. 

Thutmosis built a new surrounding wall for the Temple of Amon, close against the obelisks, closing the eastern 

entrance to the temple. Between the obelisks, abutting the wall, he constructed a small shrine. The naos and the two 

figures within it were hewn from a single block of alabaster. This is now broken off at arm pit level, and scholars are 

in disagreement about the identity of the figures and even of the sex of one. 

Thutmosis Ill had commissioned a single obelisk to stand before this shrine, in the "upper court," i.e., the rear 

court, of Karnak. Though the inscriptions on it had been finished, it was not erected during the king's lifetime. It was 

found by his grandson, Thutmosis IV, in the shop of the stone masons to the south of Karnak where it had lain neglected 

for thirty-fiy€ .years. The younger monarch erected it in its intended place, at "the Upper Gateway of Karnak, opposite 

Thebes." 
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Only the foundations of the base are still in situ. The obelisk was removed to Rome and erected at one end of the Circus Max 
imus rn 357. Long afterwards it was dug out of the mud into which it had fallen and re·erected in the Piazza of St. John Lateran in 
158/. It is over 105 feet in length, the tallest obelisk known. 

Under Ramses II the shrine was extended to the east. The construction was under the supervision of the venerable First 
Proptwt of Amon, Bekenkhons. On one of the walls is the figure of "Amon-who·hears·prayer," but Bekenkhons said it was the 
shrirw of "Ramses 11-who·hears-prayer." From the name of the priest the entrance became known as "The Gate of Beki," but on 
the monument itself it is called "The Upper Gateway." Some 100 feet to the east Ramses II erected another pair of obelisks. 

Thus we know that in the Nineteenth Dynasty this shrine, with its five obelisks, was a special place of prayer. It seems 
certain that it was so intended by Thutmosis Ill, who told that he "erected a proper place of hearing, ... the naos therein of a 
single block of stone." The main temple of Amon was not accessible to ordinary people but they were given this shrine to which 
they could repair. 

The relief in the Temple of Khonsu certainly shows this shrine which at that period was known as "The Hearing Ear." The 
obelisk probably was the one of Thutmosis Ill just in front of the naos. The figures therein were, at the end of the Twentieth Dy· 
nasty at least, identified as Amon and Amunet. From other sources we learn that there was in the Ramesside period an established 
priesthood of "Amon of the Hearing Ear." 

The shrine was further enlarged by Taharka, and Nechtenebo I built a monumental gateway just behind the obelisks of 
R amses II. In the Greek period an inner doorway was redecorated by "Euergetes 11-who-hears·prayer" ( 170-116 B.C.). This mention 
of two of the rulers as the ones who heard the prayers of the people leads to the conclusion that at some times, and perhaps all, 
the king was identified with Amon in this place. 

Since the building removed by Thutmosis Ill was important, and since it is known that it was the custom of Egyptian kings 
to provide places where the common people might pray, we can speculate that it, too, was a place of public prayer. We have no 
knowledge of its antiquity, but it was at least as early as the reign of Thutmosis I. So, for a millennium and a half the residents of 
Thebes who were not of the priesthood could in their own chapel.pray to the two primeval deities of their city. 

But the mystery of the identiy of "Amenhotep-of-the-Date-Palm" remains unsolved. This certainly was a figure of Amen
hotep I who became the patron deity of the Theban necropolis. A chapel of "Amenhotep-of-the-Garden" was in the vicinity of the 
workmen's village of Deir ei-Medineh, and one of "Amenhotep-of·the-Open-Court" was south of the tomb of the Eleventh Dynasty 
ruler lntef I. A portable statue of "Amenhotep-the-Favorite" had a resting place in a room south of the sanctuary of the bark at 
Karnak and there probably were other chapels occupied by the statue as it was carried about. But "Amenhotep-of-the-Date-Palm" 
is, as far as we can tell, unattested elsewhere. 

The particular relief in the Temple of Khonsu is only one of the many still unpublished which help to throw light into the 
dim spots of Egyptian history. Within a few years we will be able to make these available for study. 

The scientific staff is the same as last season. The artists, Reginald Coleman, Grace Huxtable, Martyn Lack, and Richard Turn
er are producing drawings of the reliefs faster than they can be collated. We are falling behind in the Egyptology because, at the begin
ning of the second week of the season, the Field Director descended too suddenly from a ladder, fracturing both heels. For two months 
he had his legs in casts, and began to move again only on Christmas eve. By the end of January he was walking with some facility and 
hopes that by the time you read this he will be at work again at the temple and in the dark room. While he has been able to carry on the 
administrative details with the help of his wife, the burden of the Egyptology has fallen on Carl DeVries and David Larkin, who have 
ably taken charge of most of our scientific work. Reg Coleman has just finished tracing all the scenes on the twenty-eight columns in 
the court of the Temple of Khonsu and Carl DeVries has photographed the tracings. Now we must make enlargements so that the artists 
will have work on which they can continue. 

Most of you will recall that John (Tim) Healey has reached retirement after being in charge of maintenance since 1932. Though 
his name does not appear as one of the authors of our publications, to no other person does the Epigraphic Survey owe more for its ef
ficient operation. To carry on this work Werner Fliege has come with us so that in the overlapping year he may become acquainted with 
some of the problems which might baffle one who was entirely new. 

Five of the staff members are accompanied by their wives this season, Marie Coleman, Phyllis Lack, Cathy Turner, Carlotta 
Fliege, and Myrtle Nims. We have been joined, too, by Christopher Turner, whose first birthday party was on January 23rd. The serv
ants, finding his given name too much of a mouthful, have turned it into "Mustafa." 

The tenseness which the news media indicate exists in the Middle East is little felt here. Our relations with the government are 
excellent and our friendships with the members of the Department of Antiquities continue close. 

Because most areas not tourist centers are closed to foreigners for security reasons, many archaeologists contemplate excavations 
in the Theban district. As far as we know, the only new enterprise actually started is by the Austrians under Manfred Bietak in Asasif. 
The number of continuing expeditions, however, is large. The Franco-Egyptian Center under Jean Lauffray, Pierre Anus, and Ramadan 
Saad is in its third season of work in the exploration and preservation of Karnak. The French Archaeological Institute has Jean Jaquet 
at the head of its work in Karnak-North, and will resume work in Deir ei-Medineh shortly. Dieter Arnold continues the work of the 
German Archaeological Institute in Asasif and the mortuary temple of Montuhotep II at Deir ei-Bahri. The Polish expedition has resumed 
the restoration of the temple of Hatshepsut at the same site. Herbert Ricke has returned to the examination of the architectural plan of 
Amenhotep Ill's mortuary temple. Mahmoud Abdel Raziq and Mohammed Salah are going ahead with work at the site of medieval 
Luxor, before the Luxor Temple, and tombs in Khokha, in the necropolis, respectively. Most of Ray Smith's Akhnaten Temple Project, 
sponsored by the University of Pennsylvania, is being carried on in their Cairo headquarters, while the same university's documentation 
work in Ora Abu-ei-Naga, under Lanny Bell, with two graduate students, Janet Johnson and Thomas Logan, from the Oriental Institute 
among his assistants, is expected to be resumed within the next few days. 

What we think are the most interesting monuments of antiquity, and certainly the best preserved, are all open. They are well 
worth a visit. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Francis Nims 
Field Director 
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In recent years the disturbed conditions in the Middle East often have rated headlines in American newspaper~, 
and the families and friends of the Oriental Institute archeologists in the field have been apprehensive. This has bef'n 
•·~(H'<:ially true when communications have been interrupted. The home office has always trusted the abilities of the 
fidd personnel to handle themselves according to the informatioh they had, which was far better than was available in 
Chieago. This confidence has always been justified, and we haven't lost a man, or a woman, in a political crisis. 

Those in the field in the years leading up to the Second World War also worked and travelled in time of po
litical troubles. Now the memories are rather dim. Perhaps the most exciting experience was that of John (Tim) 
ll.,ai•'Y just thirty years ago. I have written down the account as he remembers it with the minimum of editing. This 
is his story. 

LAST TRAIN OUT OF PARIS 

The war in Europe had begun in August, 1939, but Dr. Nelson had decided to carry on the work of the Epi
~raphic Survey during the season which began in October. Everything went well. The other members of the staff had 
left by the end of April, 1940, while I stayed behind to close the buildings. 

It was about the middle of May when I reached Alexandria to board the El Nil, an Egyptian ship bound for 
Marseilles. On board I met a couple of times in the bar another Englishman. He was at least six feet tall, solidly built, 
and muscular. His name was George Ackroyd, a Lancashire man from near Bolton. I think he had been working with 
cotton ginning machinery. Since we both were heading for England, we decided to stick together. 

We crossed the Mediterranean as usual. At Marseilles, the customs were very easy, and as usually they were a 
bit sticky, I thought this was very funny. As we were drinking coffee in the station cafe while waiting for the train 
there came an announcement over the radio, in French of course. I made out that the "phoney" war was over; the 
Germans were attacking in force, and Paris had been declared an open city. 

Ackroyd asked me, "What are we going to do now?" 

"It's no use trying to get back on the ship," I told him. "We might as well use our tickets and go to Paris, 
and take our chances there." 

All was normal on the train, and we would not have known that we were riding into danger. In Paris we took 
a taxi across the city to the Gare du Nord and discovered that there were no trains running to the channel ports. It 
was expected that there would be some, but no one knew when. We went out on the Rue de Dunkerque (a name we 
were soon to know too well) and along to the Hotel Gare du Nord. When we were settled there, we went back to the 
station and tippt>d a porter to come to the hotel and tell us when a train would be going. 

In Paris one would hardly have known there was a war. All the lights were on at night; shops were open; 
business seemed to be as usual. But we did discover that many were leaving the city for the channel coast, though not 
hy train then. The service at the hotel was wonderful. We wandered about the nearby streets, and back of the station 
found a market. There they were selling women's clothes, from lingerie to fur coats. Some of these had been sold by 
people leaving, and were dirt cheap. I had enough luggage with one bag and was only interested in getting homt>, so I 
didn't buy anything. 

But George Ackroyd said, ''I'm going to take some of these home to my wife," and bought a grt>at armful of 
clothing, including furs. He had to go out and buy a new bag to hold it. 
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The first and second days we kept going to the station to see if there were any news, but there was norw. Tlt.-n 
about 10:30 on the morning of the third day the porter came rushing across to the hotel and said that there was a train 
lo·aving for Calais in half an hour. 

We threw our belongings into our bags and hurried to the station. We thought we might have to stand, hut tl11· 
l rain was only comfortably full. Maybe people hadn't found out that the train was going. 

At eleven we pulled out from the station and went slowly through the eountryside. On the sidings at th.- ldt 
of the tracks, as we went along, there were long rows of grey hospital ears with red crosses painted on the sides. Thi~ 

wasn't a very good sign for us. We began to hear eannon in the distanee, the sounds getting louder as we progress.-d. 
\Vhen we were somewhere near to Amiens the shells were passing overhead. The train stopped right in the middle of it. 

There seemed to be no hurry to get started again. We tried to find the conductor, but couldn't find him a l 
all. Then Ackroyd said to me, 'Tm getting tired of this. Let's go along to the driver and see what's happening." 

We went forward on the ~rain to the end of the corridor, then got down on the ground and walked alongsido·. 
Tlw shells were still passing over, and we wondered when they might range in on us. When we got to the engine, wo· 
.-I i rnbed up on the foot plate. George had no trouble; he was big, and could get his leg up, but I wasn't his size and 
had a bit of a struggle. The driver was a fairly old man, but the fireman was young and husky, and he got a bit nasi y. 

Ackroyd picked up a shovel and said to me, "grab something, and if he gets funny, hit 'im." 

Then he asked me, "Can you drive one of these things?" I said, "Well, I've driven a steam roller a little way, 
but I could have a good try." 

He said, "Right! Do you know any French?" 
"A few words." 
"That's a few words more than I know. I don't speak any. What do you say for 'Go on! Move!'" 

"I think it's 'Allez, allez,' or something like that." 

When the driver and fireman saw that I meant to drive the train, they decided to go on, with us holding shovl'ls 
in our hands ready to bash them if they wouldn't go. The driver was frightened and gave me no trouble. 

They got the train moving, and pretty soon, gosh, there were some shells going over again, and what did they do 
but stop the train again. We really did have a fight then. I couldn't have tackled it by myself, but Ackroyd could handlo· 
the fireman. I know when I'm too small. We tried to explain to them that it was best to keep going rather than to slop 
tlwre. Eventually we got started once more. 

At Arniens the railroad branches, left to Boulogne and right to Calais. We took the right track, and before long 
w•~ stopped again, for there were a lot of British soldiers. We shouted down to a Guards sergeant and asked him what 
the position was. 

He yelled up, "It's no good corning along here. We're fighting a rear-guard action. Back up the train and take 
the other track. You might get out of Boulogne." 

We backed the train up, took the left track, and got into Boulogne. A French channel ferry, the New Haven, 
was waiting there. We managed to get on that, but I've never been in a thing so packed in all my life. We were just 
squashed together, on deck and below. As we crossed the channel, we could see dog fights between British and German 
planes off toward Calais. 

At Folkstone the ship had to go in stern first. The captain of the ship must have been excited, as he rammed 
straight into the jetty, and shifted a couple of big piles out of it. There was a shouting match between the captain and 
the Harbor Master, who was pulling his hair and yelling at the captain and cursing him in French. 

I went to the letter H in customs and cleared rather quickly. As I went out to the train I looked across to A. 
Ackroyd had all his ladies' lingerie and furs which he had bought in Paris laid out on the bench and was fighting with 
the custom's official. I never saw him again. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 
Today Tim leaves Luxor for the last time in the service of the Oriental Institute. For thirty-eight years he has 

taken care of the buildings and equipment, and seen that the Epigraphic Survey has kept running. No one else has 
served the expedition as long, an no one else deserves more thanks from the Oriental Institute for what he has done. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Francis Nirns 
Field Director 
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FIELD REPORT ON THE FIRST AND SECOND WEEKS OF EXCAVATION AT 

KOR UCUTEPE, TURKEY 

For our third season of excavation at this Bronze Age mound in eastern Turkey we hired workers, as 
planned, on August 3 and started digging on August 4. By now we have 62 villagers working on the site. 

In our first season we had established the various occupation periods during which the mound had built up 
to its present height of 50 ft. In the process, we had found 12 seal impressions which firmly linked our area to 
the Hittite Empire of the 13th century B.C. 

During our second campaign we cleared several architectural complexes along the periphery of the mound: 
(l) a domestic area, the burned contents of which yielded a date about 2650 B.C. and testified to the lush vegeta
tion in that era, known as the Early Bronze Age of eastern Anatolia; (2) a fortification system on parallel stone 
foundations, interrupted by square towers at every 50 ft. and by semi-sutterranean passages at Lwo points. It was 
destroyed by fire about 1650 B.C.; (3) a residential quarter of Hittite Empire times (probably 14th century B.C.) 
with its washing and drainage facilities; and (4) an establishment of the colorful but technologically regressive Early 
Iron Age of eastern Anatolia (after about 1150 B.C.). 

In spite of all this digging activity, the center of our 5-acre mound remained intact, potentially hiding the 
most important buildings of these successive occupation phases. Consequentlv our program for this year was to cut 
a trench right through the heart of the mound and extend sideways wherever a building of some importance would 
appear. 

Only two peripheral operations continue: in one of them (K 13) Roelof Brandt (U. of Amsterdam) hopes 
to establish the character and date of our earliest settlement. Its friable pottery occasionally shows simplified hu-
man figures in relief. A horned figurine may also represent a human being. Slightly higher upslope (K 12) Carl 
Vikstrom (U. of Texas) is working his way down through 3rd·millennium levels to reach the top of the "Chalcolithic" 
level, consisting of a group of two-room plastered mud brick houses which burned early in the 4th millennium B.C. 

Eight of our twelve students are concentrated on a north·south swath that our architect James Knudstad 
has laid out over the highest part of the mound and is continuing to mastermind. In 0 12 Diederik Meijer (U. of 
Amsterdam) is finding the familiar hard-plastered floor•; ;md low mud brick wall stubs of the early 3rd millennium 
B.C., with their clay "andirons" or portable hearth rims and black burnished pottery. The adjoining 0 13, supervised 
by Harold Wolff (U. of Chicago), contains particularly hard-packed material of the same type, including a partly 
domed bread oven with ash channel. 

In 0 14 Hendrik Stoepker (U. of Amsterdam) has the north end of a complex of yellow-plastered red, 
yellow or gray mud bricks. Its walls, at first 3 ft. wide, were later doubled in thickness and linked to a partly 
circular clay :.;nucture (diameter 6 ft.), which widens at tne top. 0 14 is being extended west·.vard in order to in
vestigate this enigmatic feature. Michael Desrochers (UCLA.) is getting the central part of thP colorful mud brick 
complex in his square 0 15. A yellow-plastered doorway is beginning to appear. The Pottery found at this level 
(black burnished with grooved rims) indicates a date later in the 3rd millennium B.C. Bird-headed human and cored 
animal figurines confirm this date. In 0 16 Alfred Simm:> (City University of New York) has the southern part of 
the multicolored wall system, with large storage vessels high up in the debris. The hump sitting on the center of 
our mound, long thought to be a recent feature, is thus turning out to predate the year 2000 B.C. 
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In 0 17, at a point where bulldozers had scraped away later levels, another burned room of the early 3rd 
millennium B.C. has appeared. Willem Douwes (U. of Utrecht) has worked overtime to clear, consolidate and record 
its rich inventory: clay trefoil-mouthed andiron, two jars with the familiar "ladder" and "quartered lozenge" patterns 
in relief, two pot stands, grinding slab and pebble, and numerous bowls. 

The adjoining 0 18 should soon be yielding similar material, but thus far Ayse Daher (our draftsman's Turk
ish-born wife) has come upon the stone-founded houses that were sunk into the southern and eastern slopes of the 
mound in Hittite Empire times. Predominantly orange pottery made by mass production methods characterizes this 
occupation. Dr. Govert van Driel (U. of Leiden) has found similar remains, including two stone walls 3 ft. wide 
and 3 ft. high, in his square 0 19. Bronze pins and needles and decorated spindle whorls are characteristic of these 
Hittite Empire levels. Finally, we have opened the undug part of 0 20 in order to obtain an uninterrupted north
south section through the mound. This square, which yielded two additional 13th-century B.C. seal impressions last 
year, is alternately supervised by our registrar Dr. Philo ten Cate (U. of Amsterdam) and by our draftsman George 
Daher. 

The other ongoing peripheral operation aims at clarifying cultural changes accompanying the fall of the 
Hittite Empire in the early 12th century B.C. In H 18 "Shan" Winn (UCLA) is seeking the extent of a huge stone
founded mud brick complex associated with mass-produced Hittite pottery but reused, after its rooms had filled up 
with debris, by an alien element. These "squatters" used iron and fashioned, by hand or on a slow wheel, burnished, 
incised or painted pottery reminiscent of much earlier periods. Subsequently they built some flimsy stone structures 
of their own and finally they constructed rubble walls with rounded corners, faced inside and out with large stones. 
In the adjoining H 19 Daniel Shimabuku (UCLA) is working his way down through newly found remains of the 
latter type, which have again yielded a rich haul of complete but lime-encrusted jars, pots and bowls. 

Roberta Ellis, our volunteer pot mender, gets up at night to check whether the pots are not being eaten by 
her lime-removing acid. She also roams the sherd yards on the mound to find joins between the thousands of pot 
fragments found scattered in the debris. 

Susan Wineberg, another volunteer (previously a member of Dr. Robert Whallon's University of Michigan ex
pedition), is to coordinate the dreary but essential processing of the bulk of our finds: pot sherds which need to be 
classified and counted by ware and shape. In this we are greatly helped through the preparatory work done by 
Marilyn Buccellati, wife of our UCLA co-director, and by Elizabeth Griffin (now continuing her studies at the U. of 
Chicago). 

Another roaming element of the staff is our photographer Jean Grant, who divides her time between excava
tion shots (some precariously taken from a portable tower), object shots in an improvised studio, and developing and 
printing in an improvised darkroom. 

Finally we should reveal the jealously guarded device that makes an expedition of this unwieldy size function 
successfully: locally known as Madame, it is Frances Guterbock, who works from before breakfast to long after 
dinner at feeding, clothing, healing and generally supplying the expedition and its members with all necessities. 

Hans Guterbock 

m ~ r> \.JCA.-v\- /]co"' 
Maurits van Loon 

?U H J ,)fnu/zJ,I'_ /e£z e~-
Philo Houwink ten Cate 
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Oct. 4, 1970 

This, being Sunday, is the first day of relative peace and quiet since we arrived here 
on Sept. 20th. Our Joint Istanbul-Chicago Prehistoric project thus begins its 3rd field season 
in southeastern Turkey, this time - most happily - in a house of our own. But the house 
was far from finished when the first of us arrived (we're 26 in all), and just to complicate 
matters most of our new hands were so anxious to get going that they turned up ahead of 
schedule. For the first three or four days, it was really a hectic scramble getting unpacked, 
setting up eating and sleeping facilities, untangling the gear and supplies we had left here but 
for which no inventory of contents - box by box - could be found. It is always a rude 
shock each time I return to the field (I tend to forget it in between) to find myself much 
more a sort of combined tour-guide, hotel manager, carpenter, plumber and jack-of-all trades 
than an archeologist. Linda feels the same, although her responsibilities trend in the direction 
of kitchen, laundry and account keeping. I suppose that over the years (it's also a rude 
shock to recall I had my own first field season just 40 years ago!) we have learned to judge 
just how long it will take to train local household help and just how much competence we 
can expect of local craftsmen and how much it is far simpler and quicker to do for our
selves. It has taken us all this time to even begin to shake down; there still isn't hot water 
for baths, but there is water; there still isn't anything but smelly kerosene lamps but there 
will be electricity by next Thursday; there still are not adequate shelves, counters, tables and 
closets, but the carpenter has gone north to get lumber and promises to have his adequate 
supply by Tuesday, etc., etc., etc. Nonetheless, we are now eating, sleeping and generally 
living quite happily. 

Last Thursday, we began to dig at the later of our two sites Gerik-i-Haciyan (ca. 
4750 B.C. or a bit earlier), because Dr. Patty Jo Watson, who will superintend excavations 
there, was short-changed last time due to early rains, and also because we thought that ar
rangements for the use of the land would be simpler there. Not so. Since our last (1968) 
season, an incipient feud in the village has broken into the open; the village headman and 
his party vs. the man who owns the land where the Gerik-i-Haciyan site sits. It took Halet 
(the Turkish co-director, Prof. Halet Cam bel of Istanbul University) a total of about ten 

I 

hours talking (in three sessions) to iron things out. As well as village politics, the situation 
is complicated by the fact that there was a drought this year, the people are very poor, and 
are over-eager (even demanding) to be given work. But by yesterday afternoon Patty had 
things well under control and her routine was functioning smoothly. 
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We will shift to the earlier (ca. 7000 B.C.) and nearer site, Cayonii, in about a fort-
' night. In this way the work on both sites will be assured of at least a beginning spell of 

clear weather, also each site's crew will have time at the house to properly clean, register 
and record their yields. At the moment, the crew assigned to Cayonii is clearing away 

' some hold-overs from the last season. Getting the yields of our excavations processed is, 
of course, a bit more complicated in Turkey than it has been elsewhere in the Near East 
since no antiquities may be sent back to Chicago for work in our basement laboratory in 
the Institute. Turkish regulations also forbid us to work two sites at once, hence another 
necessity for this alternating fortnightly plan of excavations. 

For all its complications, it's wonderful to be back at work again in southwest Asia. 
The ill winds from the south have not bothered us at all up here - were it not for B.B.C.'s 
nightly radio news, we would not have known anything was happening. The weather is 
lovely - ca. 80° by noontime, 45° at night. Next time, I should be able to say something 
about what we are finding. 

Best of cheer, 

BOB BRAIDWOOD 
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Ankara, November 1st, 1970. 

Hans and I are back in Ankara from the excavation at Korucutepe near El~zig and are fast re
covering from the last hectic days when everything converged: accounts, dismantling and shipping of 
equipment to the Technical Academy at Elazig, and the cholera threat that made last minute shifts 
of travel arrangements necessary. 

We had a delightful, if at times exciting season. As a group, it was a pleasant experience in 
international living. Kemal Can, the representative of the Turkish Department of Antiquities, con
tributed greatly to this harmony, as he helped us in all local difficulties and became a real friend to 
us. Our seven Dutchmen represented the European sector of our group and had not only brought 
vast quantities of Dutch cocoa and instant pudding but a tremendous capacity for dedicated work 
coupled with detailed knowledge of the conservation of objects, the making and firing of pottery, and 
the identification of charred grain. Of the Chicagoans among the American members of the team, 
Jean Grant, our hard working photographer, became famous for her candid camera and for her collec
tion of Syrian rugs with luscious representations of harem ladies, but also because she was allowed to 
go up in the helicopter of the local army camp to photograph our mound. Harold Wolff of the 
University of Chicago made history because of his picturesque straw hat and his fabulous Turkish 
vocabulary consisting of three words with which he covered all situations: yok, c;ok, and lazim("there 
isn't, very much, necessary"). 

We were at one time 26 members at Korucutepe, as we had interested scholars staying with us 
during the season. Charles Reed with son Allen and his assistant, John McArdle (U. of Illinois Circle 
Campus) had to be farmed out to a nearby dormitory including their bone collection just at the time 
when the President of the Turkish Republic was expected for one night to stay at the guest house of 
the old sugar factory on whose premises we occupied another dorm. So they had to share their 
quarters with eight soldiers from the President's guard. Another visitor was Bill Lazarus, a student of 
the U. of C. College, who hitchhiked through Turkey with a backpack and was viewed by our two 
servants, Haydar and Hasan, with great pity because they thought he must be very poor for having to 
carry all his belongings and to ask for car rides. They had the expedition bicycle to ride on, which 
they used so thoroughly that it had major breakdowns of tires and pedals almost every day, so that 
they were always found fixing it rather than washing the dishes. 

By that time Roberta Ellis had left us to resume her commitments with Lyric Opera which 
she had farmed out in order to mend our pots, fold and mend our laundry, and help us through dif
ficult decisions during a strike of the workers on the mound. The bUy!Jk teyze (big aunt, in contrast 
to teyze "aunt" alone as they called me) got the greatest compliment from our laundress who said 
with admiration of her "This is a woman with a head on her shoulders." 
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Our "mUdUr", Maurits van Loon, held all this together with patience and understanding. The 
vicissitudes of camp life like missing tools, flat tires, empty bottled-gas containers, no water, no elec
tricity, could never deter him from the main purpose of his mission, archaeology. He could be seen 
at all times, giving advice, examining finds and notebooks, with occasionally a cluster of grapes in hand 
or eating a very large slice of the local bread (pide) for sustenance. 

We, Hans and Frances Gilterbock, can only say that we enjoyed our role of liaison officers be
tween the camp and the local authorities and the villagers, and that we are very sorry to leave the 

\,) 

beautiful valley of Altinova, our excavation at Korucutepe, and our friends for this time. 

Frances Gilterbock 

* * * * * * * * 

The 1970 season of Korucutepe lasted from August 3 to October 22; up to 60 workers were 
employed on the mound. The expedition included students from various American universities whose 
participation was made possible through grants of the Ford Foundation, as well as Dutch students 
supported by the University of Amsterdam. On the technical staff, supported by the National Science 
Foundation, were our architect, Jim Knudstad, who patiently aided the students in their problems with 
mudbricks and profiles beside his own task of mapping and drawing; Jean Grant, the efficient photog
rapher; and George Daker, who drew immeasurable pots and objects with precision and skill. Professor 
Philo Houwink ten Cate headed the Dutch contingent and worked with great patience as recorder of 
finds besides digging his own square. 

In order to gain an overall picture of the settlements, a trench was dug along the north-south 
axis of the mound, connecting the areas dug in 1968 and 1969 at either end. Intersecting it at about 
the widest point of the mound a series of intermittent short trenches was laid from east to west in or
der to test the extent of the second millennium occupation. In addition, two areas on the west edge 
were excavated: one (inK 12-13) to clear levels exposed by the bulldozer years ago, the other (H 18-19) 
in order to continue last year's work. 

Virgin soil was reached by Roel Brandt (U. of Amsterdam) inK 13 at 63 feet below the summit 
of the mound. Above it the earliest architectural level appeared, consisting of two yellow-plastered 
mud brick walls enclosing a room with a plastered floor. The pottery is of the black-burnished local 
"Early Chalcolithic" ware. Some Halaf-like and Ubaid-like sherds indicate a date between 4500 and 
4000 B.C. for this first settlement at our site. 

This house was covered by 6 feet of water-laid deposits, above which the area was reoccupied 
by a mudbrick structure twice rebuilt. Among the pottery associated with it there are types apparently 
imported from the south. 

Above another accumulation of ca. 12 feet of occupation remains, Shan Winn (U.C.L.A.) in the 
adjoining square K 12 reached the house previously visible in the section. As mentioned in earlier re
ports, this level is dated by Carbon 14 to around 3500 B.C. 

Above it, belonging to the "Late Chalcolithic" phase of the end of the fourth millennium, two 
brick-lined adult graves were found near an infant burial in a pot. In the first grave, cleared by Carl 
Vikstrom (U. of Texas), lay a lady richly adorned with hundreds of tiny limestone beads which once 
formed a belt, bracelets and anklets, a silver diadem, as well as a crescent-shaped gorget and a pair of 
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hair spirals of the same material. When Carl left bets were taken as to whether another grave would 
turn up, and those in favor won: Shan found a double burial of the same type close to the first. The 
man had a mace with iron-ore head, a silver wrist-guard and a copper dagger; his lady, whose head had 
been cut off by a later pit, still had a unique silver bracelet-stamp seal engraved with a wild goat near 
her arm. 

Of the next phase, "Early Bronze Age I", only a few sherds were found in our excavation 
though it is quite common at neighboring sites. "Early Bronze II", however, is well represented both 
north and south of the hillock sticking up on top of the mound. In 0 12 Dan Shimabuku (U.C.L.A.) 
reached the burnt complex of c. 2500 partly exposed in 1968. An idol and high-fired pottery connect 
this culture with Syria of Early Dynastic to Akkad times. South of the hillock, in 0 17, Willem 
Douwes (U. of Utrecht) found on the floor of a room about thirty hand-made black or brown burn
ished storage jars, cooking pots, bowls, lids, and potstands. Three of the large jars are decorated in 
relief with complex geometric patterns including very stylized quadrupeds. 

The next phase, "Early Bronze III" (c. 2300-2000), is characterized at our site by a different 
type of occupation, apparently limited to a single, heavy-walled building the ruins of which left a 
conical hillock on the center of the mound. Much of our effort has gone into clearance of the main 
phase of this yellow mudbrick structure, which was subsequently rebuilt with red mudbricks. Its 
central feature is a whitewashed hall measuring 18 x 24 feet and accessible from the south. Against 
the east wall a podium 3 feet high had been erected and in front of this, on a plastered circular plat
form, there were three semicircular clay "andirons", the largest one 9 feet in diameter and each one 
holding a smaller version of itself between its "arms". Their triangular fac;ades are framed by double 
grooves and taper downward, creating an unsurmountable conservation problem. Only the "child" 
has been transported to the El~zig Museum storeroom, "mother" and "father" were covered up by 
plastic sheets and earth to protect them against winter rains. Next to this triple feature stood a large 
pottery stand, and into a clay strut supporting it from behind a copper dagger and an antler had been 
incorporated. Otherwise the hall had been cleared of its contents and filled with bricks before its re
building at a higher level, which had almost completely eroded away. This feature was cleared for the 
most part by Henk Stoepker (U. of Amsterdam), while Mike Desrochers (U.C.L.A.), Harold Wolff 
(U. of Chicago), Al Simms (City U.N. Y.) and Ayse Daher dug, at different times, the adjoining 

J 

sections. 

Since we did not dig in the area of the city wall of the Middle Bronze Age found last year, 
only scattered finds of this period were made this year. The Late Bronze period, in time correspond
ing to that of the Hittite Empire, was mainly represented in the southern part of the mound. In 
0 18-19, Ayse Daher and Govert van Driel (Leiden) found that the "Hittite" buildings were built in 

~ 

terraces on the slope of what must then have been a high mound of Early Bronze remains. The stone 
foundations of the houses were adapted to this slanting ground. The southernmost house of this type, 
partly uncovered by Philo Houwink ten Cate (U. of Amsterdam) in 0 20, contained a ridged jar 
painted with a red lattice band. Further south Diederik Meijer (U. of Amsterdam) linked this year's 
north-south section with that obtained in 1968. Unfortunately this area is much disturbed by pits. 
Whereas the largest of these pits had yielded hieroglyphic seal impressions on clay "bullae" in 1968 
and 1969, no more of these turned up this year, but two disc-shaped seals of Middle Bronze Age type, 
one with a wheel design, the other with a long-necked bird, had found their way into these late pits. 

One of the surprises of the season was the appearance of another, western postern gate, this 
time of the Late Bronze Age, in H-I 19. The huge, sagging platform of red mudbrick that had us 
puzzled for a long time was found by Libby Griffin (U. of Chicago) to be L-shaped in plan and to 
cover up a corbeled stone passage, into which we have only been able to peer. It seems to run from 
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the settlement west into the platform and then to emerge from the platform going south, having made 
an angle similar to that in the platform above. The period of use of this fortification corresponds to 
the Hittite Empire (1400-1200 B.C.). A contemporary sloping passage inN 7-8 may be all that is 
left of a northern postern gate. Miniature pointed-base jugs were found in both places, and a bone pin 
decorated with a sitting hawk was found in I 19. It would seem to date to the Hittite Empire as well 
but turned up in an area pitted by settlers of the Early Iron Age (1200-800 B.C.) and Late Seljuk/Early 
Mongol times (A.D. 1200-1400). Vestiges of the same three periods appeared in Harold Wolff's square 
L 18 without indicating any major Hittite structure there. 

Specialists who stayed with us for limited periods at different times were the following: 

Dr. (Miss) Omtir Bakirer of the Middle East Technical University at Ankara, who studied and 
drew our Islamic pottery of the last two years as well as this year's up to the date of her visit. 

Professor Jan Kalsbeek (U. of Leiden), a creative ceramicist himself, who studied our pots from 
the potter's viewpoint and taught us many valuable aspects of pottery-making. 

Prof. Willem van Zeist (U. of Groningen) and his assistant, Johanna Heeres, studied our plant 
remains, and Professor Charles Reed with his assistant, John McArdle (U. of Ill. Circle Campus) identi
fied our animal bones. Both these teams divided their time between our excavation and that of Halet 
Cambel and Bob Braidwood at Cayonu near Ergani, south of us. 
~ ~ 

The invaluable help of Roberta Ellis was mentioned in the more personal part of this letter, but 
she deserves recognition here as a real specialist in pot-mending, trained in the Oriental Institute base
ment. 

Henk Stoepker's wife Marijke spent the second half of the season with us and helped with 
registry and photography; and Al Simms' wife Leila, who could only come for the last few weeks, 
made drawings of our decorated sherds. 

The finds were delivered to the El~zig Museum on October 23, and as of this writing all mem
bers who went by plane have left, while those who have to drive the expedition car back to the 
Netherlands are still waiting for the Turkish border to be reopened. 

Greetings to all, 

Hans Gliterbock, 

Maurits van Loon. 
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In my last letter of just over two months ago, I wrote that we were then just beginning to ex
cavate at the site of Gerik-i-Haciyan. This is a little mound between here and the town of Di
yarbakir, where Dr. Patty Jo Watson had a brief test excavation in our 1968 season. The yield 
seemed then (and proves to be now) pretty well restricted to the Halafian phase. So far, the 
Halafian has consisted of a partial inventory of materials representing a culture which flourished 
about 7000 years ago along the flanks of the Tauros and upper Zagros mountain ranges and 
which has heretofore been identified mainly by the handsome style in which some of its pottery 
was painted, by a few unusual bead and pendant types and by a peculiar house plan which 
resembles a keyhole or the plan of an Eskimo igloo. In fact, a fair part of the reason for our 
interest in Gerik-i-Haciyan was indeed that it is apparently a one-period site, which means that 
we could get directly into the levels we wanted without having first to remove tons of over
burden of later materials. And it is working out this way. From the three weeks which Patty 
Jo and her crew have had on the site, they will be able to give some real precision to the 
description of a Halafian inventory, at least for this particular area of its general region of 
distribution. The handsome painted pottery is present but in only a relatively small proportion 
of the total ceramic yield. The keyhole-shaped (tholos) house plan is present also, as well as the 
fancy beads and pendants, but now we know much more of the total yield, both artifactual and 
non-artifactual (i.e., plant materials and animal bones, etc.). One curiosity appeared in the form 
of several examples of smoothed bones with what seem to have been counting marks on them. 
A recent study of counting marks on upper paleolithic objects has suggested the possibility of 
lunar notation, but Patty's bones appear to go well beyond thirty marks. 

We shifted from Gerik-i-Haciyan to the much earlier (ca. 9000 years ago) site of Cayonu just 
' three weeks ago. Work on Cayoni.i began with very promising test excavations in 1964 but 

' yielded rather undistinguished results in 1968 (due first to bureaucratic delays and then to an 
early onset of the rainy season). We came out this time with a feeling that the site must yield 
satisfactorily now or never - and I'm most happy to say that it has been a most resounding 
NOW. First, we carefully stayed away from the portions of the mound which Chuck Redman's 
surface survey showed to have been affected by a later pottery-using occupation. We laid on 
twice as many men as we've worked with here before (in fair part because this season we have 
about double the number of graduate student supervisors, both Americans and Turks, almost all 
with previous experience), and this has resulted in a far greater area exposed than we have ever 
had. Probably most important has been our luck - in absolutely fine weather, in a fine and 
eager crew of supervisors, in the fact that at least some of the local workmen have now had two 
previous seasons' experience, but most of all, just plain good luck in the areas we chose to ex
pose. A full description of the yield will have to wait until we come home and can show color 
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slides. In brief, Cayoni.i has continued to be full of technological and architectural surprises for 
' its time and expected level of cultural development. 

You'll perhaps recall that our real goal is understanding of the early achievement and first con
sequences of plant and animal domestication - what went on as the so-called food-producing 
revolution took place. Thus, we've been concerned from the beginning of the Prehistoric Pro
ject's work with the kinds of plant and animal remains present. This season, Prof. Charles A. 
Reed (University of Illinois, Chicago Circle) has been handling the animal bones and Dr. Willem 
van Zeist (University of Groningen, The Netherlands) has been on plants. With much better 
contexts now exposed than in the earlier seasons, there is much material for them both to work 
on. Charlie is just finishing the study of the bones from Patty's site (sheep, goat, pig as sure 
domesticates, plus the bones of large cattle, which may hint that on this Halafian site only wild, 
i.e., hunted, cattle were known), so he cannot yet say what this year's study may add to 
Barbara Lawrence's 1968 Cayonu list of sheep, pig, dog, and possibly goat. Willem is now sure 

' he sees emmer wheat, peas, lintels and possibly a vetch as domesticated plants, on Cayoriu, plus 
' another vetch, pistachio, almond and acorns as collected foods. 

This food complex (some domesticates, still much wild food), plus the radiocarbon age determin
ations (ca. 7200 B.C. as a rough average), plus the lack of pottery would suggest that Cayonu 

' was at an early phase in the course of the food-producing revolution. Already from the 1964 
season, however, we knew that Cayonu held some surprises, for its architecture was considerably 

' more elaborate than we would normally have guessed, and the appearance of copper pins, a drill 
or reamer and several copper beads were completely unexpected. This year, bits of copper have 
continued to come. Yesterday, fragments of a curious sort of gypsum plaster "pottery" turned 
up; simple low bowl-like forms of this material are known to have preceded normal pottery in 
appearance along the Levantine littoral and on some middle Euphrates sites. Two and probably 
three further examples of a still unexplained grill-like stone foundation type have turned up, and 
below one of these a further wave-like floor surface with what appears to be a light plaster 
coating is now being cleared. We first encountered such a thing at Jarmo in the 1950/51 season 
but have never had an adequate explanation for it. Hopefully we may yet get one. 

The real architectural stunner so far, however, is the fragmentary but still reasonably compre
hensible plan of a large structure with a hard floor of such construction that one must use the 
word terrazzo for it. Most of its fine stone chips are of a salmon color (possibly a hard, natural
ly ochre-stained limestone), but there are also lines of white marble chips and occasional chips of 
stone of other colors. These had been spread over a tough mortar (full of egg-sixed limestone 
chips) while the mortar was still soft, then smoothly polished once the surface had hardened. 
Were such a floor to appear in a building of Roman times, I would not bat an eyelash; yet this 
building and its floor were clearly overlaid in part by a well-preserved stone foundation of a suc
ceeding building phase, and there were absolutely no traces of the pottery and lamp fragments 
or coins or other items of a Roman inventory which should have been there were it an intrusive 
building. In fact, as I said above, the yields from all of our operations this season are 6f a con
sistent inventory, pottery less and heavy on flint, obsidian and ground stone tools which do fit 
with the Sears Roebuck catalogues of eight or nine thousand years ago, as we understand them. 
The building with the terrazzo floor has other odd features, too. Its walls were provided with 
inner buttresses; there is a well-made low bench or step along what we take to be the back wall; 
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there is a curious half-round curb of dressed stone; there is even a smoothed slab of stone with 
a shallow basin-like top and what appears to be a half-life-size human face in full-face low relief. 
I have a congenital aversion to archeological explanations which refer any unusual type of build
ing feature to some sacred purpose, but I've never found a building which I have such a difficult 
time assuming to have been a normal domestic structure. 

In sum, Cayonu gives us every assurance of having been occupied by people who lived not too 
long afte; plants and animals were first domesticated in the Near East. At the same time, its 
yield appears to be telling us that these people were far from being fumbling beginners in at least 
some of the crafts and technologies which we've heretofore believed to be much later achieve
ments. Among other things this can mean that our earlier understandings of how cultural change 
proceeded just prior to, with and immediately following mankind's grE,'lat shift to food production 
were faulty understandings. I suspect this is indeed so, and it also feels pleasant to be correct
ing one's own earlier misconceptions. A great historian (I can't recall who) once said that every 
new generation must write its account of history anew. I guess it follows that after every new 
field season, an archeologist must rewrite the history of the site he's digging. 

See you soon after Christmas, and we out here all hope you'll have a fine one. 

As ever, 

BOB BRAIDWOOD 
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THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICACO 

1155 E. 58TH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS 

Issued confidentially to members and friends 

Not for publicatioll 

Chicago House, Luxor 
United Arab Republic 
27 November 1970 

We arrived in Cairo on September 28th, in the hours between the death of President Gama1 
Abdel-Nasser and its announcement. It was nearly midnight when we heard the cries of the people in 
the streets about our hotel. As we could see no police about, we judged that this was not a political 
demonstration; only early in the morning did we turn on our radio and learn the sad cause of the 
people's lament. 

The people of Egypt, and most of those who live about the shores of the Mediterranean, are 
more demonstrative in their grief than we of western traditions. For the next two days the streets 
were crowded with the old and the young, men and women, many weeping openly. Some carried 
pictures of the late president draped in black, and signs proclaiming their sense of loss and their loyalty 
to Nasser and his programs. As they went along the streets they sang songs and dirges which the 
mourners composed as they marched. 

By Wednesday evening traffic was in chaos, taxis difficult to find, and an estimated two or 
more million people in the streets. Throughout the two days every train had been crowded with people 
from other parts of Egypt coming to the capital. The hotels which housed the foreign dignitaries who 
had come to pay homage were surrounded by security troops. Nothing which happened proved these 
to have been necessary, but the government felt its responsibility to assure the safety of these dis
tinguished visitors, as it always has. 

It is often forgotten that before the revolution of 1952 Egypt had long been under foreign 
domination of one kind or another. That then, for the first time in more than two thousand years, 
the Egyptian nation was headed by a man of Egyptian blood, and a common man at that, was one of 
the things which endeared Gamal Abdel-Nasser to his people. 

We had accepted the invitation of Mrs. Scarzella, of Garden City House, to view the funeral 
cortege from a window of her pension. Our vantage point was about 200 yards from the eastern end 
of the Kasr-el-Nil bridge, on the fourth floor, with no intervening buildings. Early comers had mounted 
the lions which flank the bridge and the towers beside them, and the crowd was growing. A photog
rapher hopefully set up his movie camera in the middle of the road, pointing it down the bridge. Long 
before the mounted generals at the head of the parade appeared, this position had been engulfed by 
the mass of people. I don't know what happened to the photographer. 
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The cortege moved slowly through the pressing crowd, and when the flag-draped coffin appeared 
only the white middle stripe of the flag was visible. The visiting dignitaries were forced to leave the 
procession early because of the mass of people. One American diplomat was caught in the slowly mov
ing parade and could not extricate himself until he had crossed the bridge; another American walked 
with our minister back to the latter's home at the north end of the island from which the parade 
started; this island is known by the Arabic word, the "Gezira." 

As soon as the coffin had passed the end of the bridge and turned northward, the crowd at that 
point quietly dispersed. Though it took several hours for the procession to reach the mosque where 
the body of the President was laid to rest, by noon the center of Cairo was relatively quiet. The mosque 
is not far from the home of Labib and Atiya Habachi, and a week later the boulevard by it was blocked 
by the people coming to pay homage to their beloved late President. 

It will be several years before his position in history can be rightly assessed. Probably even 
then the conclusions will be colored by the political views of the writers. Perhaps many will come to 
agree with the words of a British diplomat broadcast the day following Nasser's death. Speaking of the 
Suez crisis in 1958, he said, "In the ensuing months we treated him as an enemy when we should have 
sought him as a friend." 

Now two months have passed, and all things have been normal. The work of the expedition 
goes on as usual. The Flieges and ourselves came to Luxor a week before the beginning of the season 
to get Chicago House ready for others. The remaining members of the staff, the same as last season 
except for John Healey, who retired, had difficulty in getting transportation, but were able to book 
on the early rrorning plane from Cairo on October 15th. 

As most of you know, the first stage of the documentation of the scenes and inscriptions is the 
taking of photographs of the subjects. The Field Director has been the photographer since 1946, and 
this is still part of his work. Most of the photography necessary for this season must be done at con
siderable heights. A news letter of 1953 described our photography and told about the equipment we 
use for high places. Since many of our members never saw this letter, and others may have forgotten 
it, I can do no better than quote the description I wrote then. 

"A few years ago the Epigraphic Survey acquired from another expedition the 'Mond Railway,' 
an apparatus designed by the late Sir Robert Mond for use in photographing higher walls. The track 
is made of sections of three inch pipe, easily demountable. The car is about 2 x 3 feet, heavy and 
solid, and from its center rises a column of four inch pipe. The sections of this can be built up to 
about 25 feet, and by setting the railway on a platform we have worked with the camera 30 feet above 
the ground. The "seat" which carries the camera can be moved up and down the column. However, 
the photographer must work on a ladder, and since 20 feet is the height of our tallest stepladder, if 
the camera is to be used above this height it must be close to a wall or column, on which an extension 
ladder can lean. This apparatus can be erected and moved in about one tenth the time of conventional 
scaffolding, and has been a great time saver." 

The particular scenes to which we first turned our attention for photography are just under the 
roof of the portico of the court of the Temple of Khonsu. There is little room between the wall and 
the inner of the double row of columns. In one corner a ceiling block is missing, letting in some light, 
but very unevenly lighting the relief. The others are quite dark, and a photograph of them as naturally 
lit would show almost nothing. 

Therefore we covered the hole in the roof with curtains, hung curtains between the columns, 
and blocked out most light which fell on the reliefs and flattened them to the eye and camera. With 
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mirrors and reflectors we brought in the sun, and painted the scenes with an oblique light. Thus we 
were able to bring out the features of the reliefs and make them sharp and clear enough to register 
well on the negative, which was the source of enlargements for drawing. 

The newsletter of early last February rrentioned a scene showing Amon and Amunet of the 
"Hearing ear," with a small royal figure named "Amenhotep-of-the-Date-Palm." Only in the past few 
days, when collating the drawing with the wall, did we discover that this badly damaged figure was 
that of a royal child. In his left hand he holds a bird, grasped by the wings, and from the bend of his 
right elbow we feel certain that he was shown with his finger in his mouth. So much of the relief 
was effaced that we cannot tell whether this child wore the sidelock, which should be part of the con
ventional representation of a male child. All this becomes, to quote Alice, "Curiouser and curiouser." 

The deliberate effacement of most of the figures of the king and the deities, and of the hiero
glyphs which represented living beings, and the elaborate painted patterns in the preserved sections, 
slow up the completion of the drawings. The painted patterns often are at variance with the relief, 
and sometimes rubbed so badly that their exact lines are in doubt. We wish to record all that is certain, 
but try to avoid being misled by traces which seem to indicate a pattern quite different from that 
which probably was drawn originally. 

The most active of the other archaeological expeditions in the Luxor area is the Franco-Egyptian 
Center in Karnak. In order to prepare for the expected "Son et Lumiere" program for Karnak, this 
team worked through most of the summer. For the first time the great complex of Karnak is receiving 
the scientific attention that has been long lacking. And if the new issue of the journal Kemi is evidence, 
we may expect prompt publication of the results. 

Dieter Arnold, of the German Archaeological Institute, is working on the publication of the 
tomb of a general named Intef which the Germans have excavated, and the great number of fragments 
of relief of the mortuary temple of the Mentuhotep generally designated the Third. These fragments 
are now widely distributed. Under the corners of this temple, late last season, were found deposits 
missed by the earlier investigators. Some of the objects seem to be unparalleled and the interpretation 
of them will take considerable investigation and imagination. 

Sergio Donadoni of the University of Rome had a short season of excavation about a Saitic 
tomb which was intruded into the causeway of Thutmosis III just to the east of the road which crosses 
it. Herman De Meulenaere and his colleagues, of the Fondation Egyptologique of Brussels, excavated 
just over a fortnight about the entrance of the Tomb of Kheruef. Their most important find, buried 
just beneath the surface, was the empty inner wooden coffin of the well known Saite official lbi, who 
was buried nearby. 

At the close of this season the dean of foreign Egyptologists, Herbert Ricke, Director of the 
Swiss Archaeological Institute, retires. The short excavations in the area of the west portico of the 
second court of the mortuary temple of Amenhotep III, have been carried on by his long time assistant 
and Director designate, Gerhard Haeny. 

The Polish team working on the restoration of the upper terrace of the mortuary temple of 
Hatshepsut, Deir el-Bahri, arrived a few days ago. So far no other American archaeological expedition 
has taken the field this season, but we understand that David O'Connor, or the Pennsylvania Museum, 
hopes to start work on a site in this area in the near future. 

There are few visitors, but there is no reason within this country why they should not come. 
We hope to see some of you before the end of the season. 

Sincerely yours, 
Charles Francis Nims, Field Director 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

CHICAGO • ILLINOIS 60637 

c~l!/c,: ORINST CHICAGO 1155 EAST FIFTY-EIGHTH S'fRillrr 

December, 1970 

Since the fall series of lectures on Egyptian history and civilization 
was so successful, this ilinter the Oriental Institute is having an 
eight week course of one lecture a week on "The Art, Archaeology,.oReligion 
and Cultural History of Egypt". These would be illustrated lectures and 
Thomas Logan, B.A. and Ph.D. Candidate in Egyptology, has again consented 
to do this series for uso 

The series would start on Tuesday, February 9th, 
Tuesday thereafter through Tuesday, 1,\arch 31st. 
held at the Oriental Institute from 5:30 to 7:00 
Z30.00 for members and $40.00 for non-members. 

and continue on each 
The lectures will be 
P.Mo The price is 

This will be a study program and it will be necessary to have a mlm.mum of 
thirty participants. If you are interested in this series of lectures on 
l':g:ypt, will you please fill in the form at the bottom of the page, tear 
it off, and mail it to me at the Oriental Institute with your cheque. 

Thalli( you for your interest. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. John Livingood, l:useum Secretary 

I would be interested in the series of 
Archaeology, Religion and Culture - to 
February 9th through March 31st, 1971. 

Signature 

Adress 

Telephone 

lectures on Egyptian History - Art, 
be held at the Oriental Institute, 

I enclose my cheque for 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

CHIC A G 0 • ILL IN 0 IS 6063 7 

4 January 1971 

Dear Friends of the Oriental Institute: 

1155 EAST FIFTY-EIGHTII ~TIU.t:·t 

This is to announce a meeting, on Wednesday evening, January 
20th, for all of you who may be interested in the Oriental Institute's 
1971 Study Tour of Iran. The meeting will be held at The Fortnightly 
of Chicago, 120 East Bellevue Place, at seven-thirty. 

I hope that all who are thinking of joining the Tour, whether 
you have yet signed up or not, will join us there. Carl and Irene Haines 
will be there. We will offer you dessert and coffee, and then Carl will 
talk about details of the Tour, and answer questions. You can count on an 
early adjournment. 

To refresh your memory about the Tour schedule: it will leave 
Chicago on April 5th and return on April 28th, but arrangements can be 
made to depart from other points, or to join in Rome or Teheran. The 
itinerary makes the most of ancient archeological sites in the areas of 
Ahwaz, Persepolis and Ramadan, as well as the cities of Shiraz and Isfahan 
and the shore of the Caspian. Carl Haines, who will be the leader, has 
been the Oriental Institute's Field Architect (at Persepolis among many 
other sites) and Assistant Professor of Archeology for many years. 

You may obtain full information about travel arrangements from 
Mr. H. Juergen Krenzian, PaulL. Klein Travel Service, Inc., 100 West 
Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60603, Telephone (312) 782-5343. 

I hope to welcome many of you on January twentieth. Please fill 
out the enclosed card if you plan to come. 

gfs :m 

Yours sincerely, 

· ·{/.u.ru;--'-- /i!.~ lft..url.A.-~ 
George R. Hughes 

Director 
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"There's a prancing horse on the wall where I'm drawing," Reg Coleman told us. That 
seemed very strange, for in the religious scenes there should not be a horse. We went up and looked 
at it, and sure enough, there it was. But it was not in a scene from the time of Herihor; it was on 
one of the blocks reused from another temple. When it was set in the wall it was placed at a slight 
angle and the surface was smoothed off in plaster. Some of this plaster had fallen away, taking with 
it Herihor's scene in this spot and revealing a little of the earlier inscription which is on the stone. 
It proved to be part of a conventional inscription which frequently occurs over the horses of the 
king's chariot, "The Great First Span of His Majesty." But the name of the span, if preserved, is 
under the plaster, and we can only guess as to the king to whom the inscription belonged. 

As we have mentioned before, there probably is not a newly quarried block in the whole 
Temple of Khonsu. Often traces of earlier scenes and inscriptions appear as ghosts and baffle us, for 
the surface in these cases has been cut back so that there is little pattern discernible. When we can 
make out any of the details, we draw them in a very light line, but should we be unable to make 
any sense out of the traces, we tend to ignore them. As reused blocks were not built into the 
temple in their original order, each block with traces of earlier work is by itself and bears only a 
small segment of one scene or inscription. 

In the northeastern corner of the court is part of a chariot scene with figures of the fallen 
enemy. It was first noted by Champollion and published about a century ago by Prisse d'Avennes. 
The latter drew on his knowledge of horses in Egyptian reliefs (the Smithsonian Institution published 
a paper on Egyptian horses by him in 1904) to supply the missing parts, and von Bissing, looking 
for 'the whole picture, was unable to locate the relief. · 

Some years ago Borchardt published an account of the reused blocks of Amenhotep III and 
Amenhotep IV which were reused in the pylon of this temple. These have been restudied by Ger
hard Haeny of the Swiss Institute and will be published by him. Many of the Amenhotep III blocks 
show parts of episodes of the Jubilee Festival, and will give us information which I do not believe is 
to be found elsewhere. The two known blocks of Amenhotep IV, or at least in the style which is 
associated with the new art which came in about the fourth or fifth year of his reign, are both of 
considerable size, reaching back into the pylon from their decorated surfaces about a yard. These 
are much different from the talatat, blocks three spans long and half this length wide and thick with 
which the temples decorated with the new style art were built. I doubt that these large blocks ever 
have been taken into consideration in the description of any of the building enterprises of the king 
who changed his name to Akhenaten. 
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The present temple of Khonsu was begun by Ramesses III and continued, at least in its dec
oration, by Ramesses IV. Then the decoration and probably the building came to a halt, to be 
continued again in the latter part of the reign of Ramses XI under the supervision of the First 
Prophet of Amon, Herihor. In a marginal inscription which David Larkin has translated for our 
dictionary cards he appears to have built the first hypostyle hall and the court. 

Who built the temple that this one replaced we do not know, but there is in the Cairo 
Museum a statue of Khonsu, said to come from here, sculptured in the reign of Tutankhamen. There 
are preserved parts of two statues of baboons, dedicated to the combined names of Thoth-Khonsu
Moon, which have on them the cartouches of Seti I. A very damaged statue of good limestone now 
set in the first hypostyle hall shows what I think is a female figure of a ruler, probably Hatshepsut, 
with Khonsu and a goddess. Probably all these rulers contributed to the predecessor temple. 

The reused blocks are from buildings of various rulers. A large red granite slab belonging 
originally to Amenhotep II was reversed and used as part of the doorway of the sanctuary of the 
bark of Khonsu decorated by Ramesses IV. The cartouche of Thutmosis IV shows on one block, 
and another may have belonged either to him or to his grandfather Thutmosis III. In the central 
room at the rear of the temple is a small block built into the wall which originally had the cartouche 
of Haremhab, later usurped by Ramesses II. A much larger block with similar origin and usurpation 
is over the doorway of one of the rooms off the second hypostyle hall. Other blocks of Haremhab 
are built into the sanctuary of the bark of Khonsu, and some can be found elsewhere in the temple. 
His damaged cartouche is on a slab built into the back of the pylon near the gateway, and the 
"prancing horse" may have come from his temple, or that of Amenhotep III. 

Professor Holscher concluded from the fragments found by him in the Mortuary Temple of 
Haremhab, just north of Medinet Habu, that the columns from Haremhab's temple were reused in 
the Temple of Khonsu. This season David Larkin found part of the cartouche of Haremhab on the 
capital of one of the columns, confirming Holscher's judgment. 

We are almost finished with the walls and columns of the court and of the first hypostyle 
hall. We have started drawing one of the three large gateways. Most of the architraves and some 
of the marginal inscriptions have yet to be photographed; this will be one of the first tasks of the 
next season. By the end of the season of 1971-72 we should be well into the drawing of all of the 
remaining scenes and inscriptions of these parts of the temple and about ready to edit their publica
tion. 

In spite of the scare headlines in the newspapers at home which we ourselves know only by 
report, a few members of the Oriental Institute have visited Luxor this year. There has been a 
rather heavy influx of tourists this spring, taxing the transportation between Cairo and Luxor. As 
this is written we are in the third day of a sand storm which has prevented most planes from flying. 
This situation delayed the visit of Carol DeVries, the wife of Carl, for two days. Because of the 
transportation problems some of the members of the Survey are having difficulty in getting to Cairo 
at the close of the season. By the time this letter reaches Chicago the books in the library will be 
wrapped in newspaper, the blankets and linens stored away, and, with the doors locked and sealed, 
the buildings will be under the supervision of our able and loyal Reis, Hagg Ibrahim Mohammed 
Abd-el-Rahman until our return in October. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Francis Nims 
Field ·Director 
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Most of us have learned from Han Christian Andersen or Danny Kaye that the 
"Emporer's New Clothes" were a bare-faced fraud. In copying the scenes in the Temple 
of Khonsu which are about the gateway at the rear of the pylon we have discovered 
that the First Prophet of Amon (High Priest) Paynedjem was given new garments in his 
reliefs. The problem before us is to discover which clothes are the new ones. 

In the temples of Egyptian Thebes the recarving of reliefs in the reign of 
the ruler who had them executed, as distinguished from a later usurpation, is commoner 
than most scholars realize. The reasons for such changes are not always evident. 
Apparently sometimes it was to better the composition of the scene or the proportions 
of the figures. In other instances it may have been a matter of style. 

A case of the first was discovered by the earliest epigraphers at Medinet Habu. 
In the famous scene of the naval battle on the north wall of the Mortuary Temple of 
Ramses III extensive alterations were made. The two versions were carefully separated 
and drawings of them published in the first volume from this temple. In the final 
volume from this temple, VIII, the private apartments of the Pharaoh in the Eastern 
High Gate have reliefs of the king with the young women of his harem. In some of 
these the head of the ruler and other matters were recarved. The Egyptologists were 
not confident that in every instance they could tell which version was the earlier. 
On the back of the High Gate the position and size of the battle axe carried by the 
king, and other details, were altered, but the plaster in which the alteration had 
been made had fallen away long since, and now we have neither version complete. 

In many of the reliefs of Seti I within the great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak 
the head of the king was enlarged and many of the other details altered. Only a 
small bit of plaster remains in position in one scene to attest that the larger 
version was final. Otherwise it might seem that this was the original relief. In 
the Tomb of Kheruef the skirts of the acrobatic dancers owe their present shape to 
additions made in plaster. At first we thought that the changes were dictated by 
prudery, and that the skirts covered the nudity of the dancers. Further study showed 
we were mistaken; originally the girls wore close fitting skirts ending just above 
the knee; the new ones we~e slightly looser and extended to just below the knee. 

The most extensive recarving of reliefs was in the south end of the Hypostyle 
Hall at Karnak. The decoration there was at first in raised relief, begun by Seti I 
and continued by his son Ramses II. Midway in the work the latter monarch decided 
to use incised relief instead. Instructions were given to change the reliefs already 
finished to the new style, and to replace the cartouche of Seti by that of Ramses. 
The changes were done rather crudely and not always intelligently; in two similar 
scenes on either side of the southern doorway Ramses was shown offering to Amon, behind 
whom stood his deceased father Seti. The workmen changed cartouches of the latter to 
those of Ramses! 
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When changes were to be made in a relief the designated area was covered with 
a coat of plaster to the proper depth and the new design cut in this. When a figure 
in raised relief was made smaller, or one in incised relief made larger, plaster may 
not have been necessary. In many instances of change the plaster has fallen from the 
wall, and even though the outlines of one of the versions may be visible in the stone, 
it is difficult and occasionally impossible to tell which version was the final one. 
The same problem is present in the usurpation of cartouches, where usually most if not 
all of the plaster has disappeared. Where the order of succession is in doubt, the 
evidence of usurped cartouches is not always clear. While some scholars feel confident 
they can tell which royal name is earlier, disagreements among them indicate that taking 
a positive stand is hazardous. 

We must return to the matter of the new clothes of Paynedjem. In one version 
of the decoration he wore a royal kilt, had on a royal head-dress (but no royal ureaus 
on his forehead as far as we can determine), and had a protective vulture or sun disk 
over his head. In the other he had on a loose garment with kimona-like sleeves and a 
flowing, sometimes flounced, skirt, while over his head was a hieroglyphic inscription. 

Now, Paynedjem was the second successor of Herihor, the First Prophet of Amon 
who, in the Temple of Khonsu, had proclaimed himself Pharaoh. While still First 
Prophet he continued the construction of the Temple of Khonsu, left unfinished by 
Ramses III and IV, at the instruction of Ramses XI. We know, from an inscription of 
Payankh, father of Paynedjem and successor of Herihor, that Ramses XI was still alive 
after the disappearance of the latter. Of Payankh we know little else than that he 
was in charge of the reburial of several of the kings, that he led the Egyptian armies 
in a campaign in Nubia, and that he was the father of Paynedjem. 

Paynedjem, who almost always puts his father's name after his own, accepted the 
suzerainty of Smendes, the Pharaoh who ruled from Tanis after Ramses XI. This First 
Prophet did use, at the beginning of his string of titles in a few inscriptions in the 
Temple of Khonsu, both the royal "Horus name" and the title we translate ''King of Upper 
and Lower Egypt," but he did not enclose his name in a cartouche. In the latter years 
of his life he claimed full kingship, with royal prenomen and nomen. 

Thus it would seem logical that he was first shown in priestly garments and later 
in those of his kingship. One scene in which he wears an unaltered royal kilt would 
then be the last relief executed, subsequent to his elevation to the kingship. A care
ful examination of the changes, with special attention to the plaster over the original 
reliefs, has convinced David Larkin, Charles Van Siclen, and me that the opposite is 
true. The earlier reliefs showed Paynedjem in royal regalia; later these were covered 
with plaster and the First Prophet donned his priestly robes. The one untouched relief 
must just have been overlooked. 

For the strange state of affairs that our investigations have revealed there 
could be many explanations. At one extreme it could be supposed that Paynedjem had 
overreached himself and political necessity had required a retreat. But there is no 
evidence of any diminution of his great power as First Prophet. At the other extreme 
it could be argued that his artists, insufficiently instructed, followed the style of 
the reliefs of Herihor close by, Then when Paynedjem discovered the error, he had 
the reliefs corrected. But such conjecture is not the primary purpose of our work; 
it is rather to copy accurately, study, and publish the evidence so that others may 
use it in full confidence. 

Grace Huxtable has been agon1z1ng over the first two drawings of these scenes, 
with the lines of the two versions hardly separable and so, even more to her than to 
us, enigmatic. Reg Coleman has the trying task of drawing the scenes on the frame of 
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the great doorway going out of the hypostyle hall into the inner parts of the temple. 
The reliefs of Herihor were recut under Nechtenebo II, with no trace of the original 
except·for the name of the king, while the lintel was further recut by Ptolemy X. 
The coarse sandstone is a poor medium for the small and often strange hieroglyphs, 
which at times are almost shapeless. We now understand why the French Institute re
produces Ptolemaic inscriptions by type rather than by drawing. Martyn Lack is working 
at the doorway between the court and the hypostyle hall, almost as difficult as the 
other. 

We had intended to photograph the architraves in the court this season, but 
discovered that we could not get the camera into position. So, early in December Ric 
Turner, who has taken over the photography as well as continuing as artist, began to 
trace the large-scale linear inscriptions on plastic strips, covering four meters at a 
time. These tracings are photographed, and the eventual prints will be joined, re
photographed, and the drawing made in the usual manner. 

These architrave inscriptions were copied by Richard Parker and me in 1938-1939 
into a notebook. In several areas which were then decaying the hieroglyphs have now 
disappeared. Often our artists find that small parts of a relief shown on the photo 
made in the 30's have now vanished. This slow but continuing deterioration of the 
monuments is one of the reasons that James Henry Breasted planned the program of the 
Epigraphic Survey. 

We are happy that, before the onset of cold weather, Werner Fliege installed the 
new automatic oil burner in the boiler which generates the heat for the library building, 
with its offices and studios. While the weather is mild by Chicago standards, this is 
not a tropical climate, and the winter so far has been colder than usual. Without the 
heat the efficiency of the staff would be greatly impaired. 

Within a few days Edward and Leila Wente will arrive, and very shortly Myrtle 
and I must begin the sorting and packing that precedes our final return to Chicago 
after more than twenty-five years at Chicago House. We thank the members of the 
Oriental Institute for their interest in the continuing work of the Epigraphic Survey, 
which we expect will continue into the distant future. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Francis Nims 
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Not for publication 

Ghaleh Khalil 
March 17, 1972 

When we left the United States on the last day of December the next three months loomed ahead of us as a 
reasonably long stretch of time during which many projects could be accomplished, including regular communications 
with our friends back home. Once we arrived in Iran and started work all such illusions vanished. So much has to be 
done under pressure of limited time that there is never a free moment, not even when it rains and the work on the 
Tepe is interrupted. Now, while it rains for the second day and the season is drawing to a close we must make time 
to give you some idea of how things have been going with us. 

The staff members of this sixth season of excavations at Chagha Mish, the third of the Joint Iranian Expedi
tion, assembled in Tehran at the beginning of January, precisely according to schedule. This year, in addition to our
selves, the staff consists of: Mr. Donald D. Bickford, A.I.A., the architect and artist who has already contributed so 
much to a former season at Chogha Mish and to the Institute's Nubian expedition, Miss Johanne Vindenas, for many 
years the Librarian of the Oriental Institute and our close colleague, and two students on Ford Foundation grants, 
Mrs. Barbara Elder of U.C.L.A. and Mr. R. G. Hassert of the University of Chicago. We arrived in the early hours of 
the New Year and were delighted to be able to complete all official business (the obtaining of the excavation permit 
and the appointing of a government collaborator) the same morning, thanks to the extreme kindness of the Director 
General, Mr. A. Pourrnand, and the courtesy and efficiency of his staff. Our new Persian collaborator, Mr. Reza Memar 
Zahedani, at once offered his assistance by guiding the students through the Museum while we were making courtesy 
calls and some purchases. Then the students went off, according to the program arranged for them, to visit Isfahan, 
Shiraz and Persepolis while the rest of us came down by train to Andimeshk. We were met on the railway platform 
in the pre-dawn light by our faithful driver, Mohammed Bezirifar, who drove us directly to the Expedition house at 
Ghaleh Khalil. 

We found the house in perfect order. After a few hours of unpacking and settling in we began work on ma
terials in the storeroom. After their visit to the great Iranian cities, the students reached Abadan and drove on to 
Andimeshk by a small local bus. This experience and the drive from town out to the Expedition house in the dark 
with the car spinning wildly in the mud after an ali-day rain provided them a sample of contrast between the inter
nationalism of Tehran and life in our village. 

Two factors greatly affected the course of the present campaign; first, the weather and second, the temporary 
increase of the staff by the participation of archaeologists from the University of Tehran. First, the weather. Already 
in Tehran we were surprised one morning by a snowstorm and as our train was pulling out of the railroad station new 
snow was falling. Later in Khuzestan we learned that severe winter weather, which took many lives, had set in over 
most of the Iranian Plateau. Deep snow blocked highways, stranded motorists, and marooned villages. In some places, 
we were told, helicopters were sent to throw out food in the forest for the wolves, to keep them from descending upon 
villages. For us in Khuzestan this unusual weather meant incessant rain during January and into February, with little 
opportunity for continuous digging. On several mornings the cold was such that ice formed over the rain puddles and 
the ground was frozen. The difficulties of digging in such weather are obvious. 

The second factor has to do with a long-standing agreement that our excavation would always welcome col
laboration with the University of Tehran. This time, Professor Yousef Majidzadeh told us that he and several of his 
students would be able to join us for about three weeks at the beginning of our season and again for a while at the 
end. We were very happy to make this arrangement and thus implement this understanding. Professor Majidzadeh and 
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three of his students arrived on schedule, as did our government collaborator. Digging started the next day. During the 
frequent interruption of work on the mound by rain we all kept very busy in the house working on recording, draw· 
ing, sorting and mending, thus advancing the material nearer to publication. In the evenings we frequently held "seminar 
meetings" to demonstrate our methods of work, to discuss the historical problems with which we are dealing here, and 
to answer more general questions. Sometimes the house almost seemed to be bursting with the din of lively bilingual 
discussions. We are now looking forward to the return of our Iranian colleagues, who are to come down in the New 
Year's holiday during the vacation at the University of TehraP. 

One of our main goals this season was to expand our knowledge of the prehistoric Susiana sequence, the com· 
plexity of which has become more and more apparent during the course of our previous work. This knowledge is im
portant not only in itself but for the understanding of parallel developments in Mesopotamia. 

We found out early in our work that the latest of the prehistoric periods, Late Susiana, exists only on the 
high part of the site. Our efforts in the last seasons have been devoted to the preceding periods, Middle Susiana, Early 
Susiana, and Archaic, which are more easily obtainable in the lower part of the tepe. In the past two seasons we ob
tained in Trench XIII an excellent stratigraphic sequence of architectural remains, the best-preserved ones belonging to 
an early phase of Middle Susiana. One of our aims this season was to continue in this area down through the Early 
Susiana levels and to check whether Archaic remains also exist in this central part of the mound. During January, 
when the whole site was water-logged, it was quite impossible to resume work in Trench XIII. Accordingly, we had to 
shift our activities to dryer areas near the surface. 

Last season Trench XXI was developed into a relatively large area with Middle and Early Susiana architecture 
on the upper and lower levels respectively. This season we began at the surface on all sides of last season's area. The 
biggest extension was to the north, where in fact we linked up Trench XXI and our old Trench XII (the trench where 
we, for the first time, discovered the Archaic period in 1963) into one major area. The relatively simple stratification 
of last season has now become much more complicated with an intricate maze of superimposed walls, hearths, and 
floors, dating from early Middle Susiana back to the late Archaic period. We are now working against time to record 
all the architectural remains; their analysis and disentanglement must be done in the United States later. The Trench 
XXI area did "disgrace" itself this season by yielding a number of burials of the late, presumably Sasanian, type as 
found in the last two seasons in Trench XIII. They are without grave deposits but a few sherds of late pottery occurred 
in their vicinity. An unusual circumstance was the discovery of about seven children's skeletons, apparently of the same 
period, but buried deeper than the adults and with red stained skulls. 

Trench XXI continued to yield remarkable finds. This year we had two deposits. One consisted of a large 
stone with a depression around which were grouped several small typical Early Susiana bowls, a complete cylindrical 
bituminous-stone vessel and rim sherds of another, a typical Early Susiana bowl with a potter's mark and a remarkable 
painted vessel. The other deposit consisted of massive layers of sherds. We reached the first section and then saw that 
the deposit continued into undug areas beyond the limits of the trench. There was nothing to do but to enlarge the 
trench down from the surface until we had revealed what appears to be the entire deposit. When the pickmen had done 
this we called in several of the best sherd-boys to do the final cleaning and the actual removing of the sherds. We wish 
you could have seen the glee with which these young men moved in on those sherds, armed with finer digging tools, 
soft brushes and pencils to mark joining sherds in situ. Early Susiana vessels often consist of a particularly friable sandy 
fabric, very difficult to remove and mend. But by putting the pieces of one vessel into marked plastic sacks and baskets 
the sherd-boys kept the parts of individual vessels together. Then they moved to the sherd yard where we had to add 
a second sand box and since then there have been glorious days of mending. Vessel types which formerly we knew only 
by small fragments we now have in relatively complete form. Outstanding examples are the lids, which are distinguished 
from ordinary bowls in that they always have their most elaborate decoration on the outside. Now we are able to see 
the sophisticated composition of the circular areas of such vessels and have the first certain representational Early Su
siana motif, namely a very abstract flying bird. In addition, the deposit has given us a number of new forms such as a 
graduated set of oval basins, a rectangular lid, and a rectangular bowl with a plastic animal's head projecting from the 
front. Furthermore, some of the storage vessels, though in shape related to vessels found in previous seasons, are so 
large that they could have easily accommodated one of Ali Baba's thieves. It may be difficult for anyone at a distance 
to appreciate how exciting such vessels are for their discoverers, but a few days ago we had some archaeologists visit-
ing us, including one who has been working with the French at an Early Susiana site near Susa. They were most im
pressed by our finds. 

In addition to pottery we have three striking objects from Trench XXI: a heavy polished stone "tomahawk"; 
a stone hoe with its complete original bitumen hafting; and the head of a terracotta figurine related in style to that 
found last year but with a character of its own, (see cover of the 1971 Oriental Institute Yearly Report). 
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Last summer P.P.D. analyzed the architecture found in Trench XXV during the fifth season and was able to 
distinguish, despite the great destruction caused by deep Protoliterate pits, several architectural units of the Archaic 
period. These are built of the typical finger-imprinted, meter-long bricks and are of very substantial character - straight 
walls running for some twenty meters. At the eastern edge of last season's trench was a corner of Archaic brickwork 
varying slightly in orientation from the other walls and apparently the beginning of another Archaic structure. Our aim 
in Trench XXV this season was to open up an additional area to the east in order to verify this possibility. We didn't 
quite expect the complicated stratigraphic situation which we have in fact met there. It is true that we have not had 
to cope with the devastating deep pits of the Protoliterate period that exist to the west, but instead we have Middle 
Susiana installations penetrating down almost as low as an adjacent undisturbed Early Susiana pebble pavement. In the 
middle of the Trench XXV extension is one of the finest kilns we have ever discovered at Chogha Mish - oval with 
walls curving up towards a now-destroyed dome and with an opening on one side. It appears to be Middle Susiana in 
date. This kiln is not yet completely cleared since we still have to remove some higher brickwork and walls. In some 
portions of the trench we have penetrated below both Middle and Early Susiana down to the Archaic levels and are 
tracing last season's walls to the east. 

So much for the "architecture" of Trench XXV. And now let us tell you about the finds. Almost from the 
very first hour that we started down from the surface, sherds with animals appeared. This is indeed "the year of the 
zoo." The menagerie occurs on Middle Susiana sherds, some of them of eggshell thickness. All the biblical categories 
are present: "every beast after his kind: every creeping thing ... and all the cattle ... and every fowl ... every bird 
of every sort." Indeed, we have fish, snakes, a large turtle covering the bottom of a big dish; delicate birds with cross
hatched bodies and open or closed beaks, a wader with long, outstretched neck, abstracted bird's wings strung along 
median lines; twisted-horned antelopes; bull-heads and entire bulls, their heads turned full view to show both horns and 
the white forehead triangle (paralleled in the round by a terracotta hull's head pendant), a file of spotted panthers en
circling a delicate bowl, and, to our immense surprise, what we consider to be unmistakably donkeys. Not only are 
these designs in themselves important as works of art, but also as documents. For example, our sherds may well be 
the first evidence for the domestication of the donkey (this, of course, will have to be checked against other finds 
and the precisely documented animal bones which we have.) Other exciting motifs are sherds with human heads or 
masks, a motif already known from Chogha Mish but now occurring in striking variants. A few very small sherds are 
exciting because of the human representations which they bear. Then also we have, in addition to the geometric pat
terns, abstract variations on representational motifs, for example, the tiered designs on an eggshell bowl which can be 
interpreted either as birds or human torsos. 

In the lowest parts of Trench XXV pottery of the Archaic period is beginning to appear, including a large 
red-washed jar broken in situ. We know that there is much more waiting for us in the lower parts of the area we have 
opened up but it becomes apparent that we will hardly have time this season to go down to the Archaic level in all 
places where we are close to it. 

During the rains of January, when each new area that we started in turn collected water, we were constantly 
forced to shift work to higher ground. We opened up an addition to Trench XXXI, which was so productive last 
season. We did the same in Trench XXXII where Archaic material is relatively close to the surface. However, we were 
forced to stop in both areas and now there is no time to return to develop these very promising spots. We have, how
ever, returned to the "Gully Cut", where we were about to clear Archaic levels at the end of last season. The Gully 
Cut is at once producing very remarkable Archaic pottery. 

Early in January, as a short-term investigation we opened up a ten-meter square, Trench XXXIII, immediately 
below one of the big dumps of the east area of Protoliterate houses. Our intention was to conduct a quick test at this 
spot before using it as a dumping ground. The finds in this trench turned out to be so interesting that we have had to 
continue it as a full-fledged operation. True enough, the top meter and a half contained nothing but washed-down and 
salt-encrusted Protoliterate sherds without any architectural context and obviously outside of the regular Protoliterate 
quarters. Below, there appeared in one corner of the trench a great slag heap sloping drastically downwards toward the 
periphery of the mound as if thrown out from an area still covered. On one side of this was a rough pebble "pave
ment" with some Middle Susiana sherds embedded in it. In much of the trench the pickmen encountered an extremely 
hard-packed area the earth of which was filled with straw imprints. In other words, the consistency of this material 
was like that of brick but no individual bricks could be articulated, suggesting we are dealing here with a pise type of 
construction. This mass of hard material continues downwards for a depth of some two meters until finally we reached 
a point where this structure is founded upon a dark ashy sub-stratum. Throughout the sherds were good Middle Susiana 
types, mixed with Protoliterate in the higher levels. By the time the pickmen reached the foundations of the pise struc
ture, they were working deep below the surface in cramped quarters. 
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It is, of course, somewhat early to speculate as to what we may have discovered in Trench XXXIII. We have 
to dig out, literally, some more facts. Accordingly we have narrow search trenches (XXXIV and XXXV) running from 
the periphery of the mound in towards Trench XXXIII to test whether, indeed, we have hit upon a fortification of 
either the Protoliterate city or the great Middle Susiana settlement at Chogha Mish. At this time we cannot be certain 
and we may have to wait until next season to open up a wide area to solve this problem. 

This sums up the work we have been doing during our brief campaign. As you can see we have not had much 
time for anything but the mound or the work in the house. In contrast to last season there are fewer expeditions in 
our vicinity and our "social life" is more restricted. Some friends have come to visit us: Mr. and Mrs. Stronach of the 
British Institute of Persian Studies in Tehran, our own former colleague, Professor Hans Nissen, now of Berlin, and Dr. 
R. Boehmer of Warka, Professor S. Malek-Shahmirzadi now of the University of Tehran, and Miss Serna Baykar from 
the University of Istanbul. Non-professional and most welcome visitors have been Mr. Heck, the Charge d'Affaires at 
our Embassy in this country, and Mr. and Mrs. Clement, our Consul-general in Khorramshahr accompanied by Mr. 
Snyder, Vice-consul at Khorramshahr and Mr. J. E. Forinash of Bowen-McLaughlin-York Company of Masjid-i-Soleiman. 
All these visits have been most welcome but only too short. We have been expecting to exchange visits with M. Jean 
Perrot and his staff at Shush but in both expeditions we have been so rushed that neither has been able to cross the 
river separating us. 

Each time that we return here we feel more closely integrated into the life of the villages from which our 
workmen come. We provide them with work close to their homes that is much appreciated and an additional source 
of income. We, on our part, are very proud of the skillful work which many of them do. Those who have been with 
us for some time and who are interested have gradually become quite versed in the sequence of periods at Chogha 
Mish. Though we are not very often walking in the streets of the village, we often see villagers when they come to 
our house for simple medical advice and first aid and we learn more and more of the circumstances of their life. By 
now we have seen some of the young boys grow up into young men starting their own families. We first rejoiced 
with them at all the rain early in January; then began to worry because there wasn't enough sun, and now today we 
are rejoicing again that after a dry spell of several weeks we have had a fine rain which will ensure a good wheat har
vest. It is, as one of the sherd-boys said working in the house today (it's much too wet to go out to the mound), a 
New Year's gift from above. In a few more days the year 1350 will end and the new year, 1351, will begin. We will 
spend it on a mound more covered with flowers and blooming clover than we have ever seen it before, rushing to 
wind up the season. In the West it is another Spring holiday that is approaching and we send you all combined Now 
Ruz and Easter greetings. 

* * * 

While we have been engrossed here in our own work in an isolated corner of the world, only dim and seem
ingly unreal echoes from the outside reach us from time to time. In contrast, painfully real and shocking has come 
the news of Professor Gustave E. von Grunebaum's untimely passing. Both of us and the Expedition have lost in him 
a faithful and generous friend. We share with his numerous friends all over the world in expressing the deepest sym
pathy to his wife and family. 

* * 

P. P. Delougaz 
Director 

* 

Helene J. Kantor 
Co-Director 
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As the Oriental Institute opens its fifty-fourth year, several archaeological expeditions 
have already taken to the field or are planning to do so shortly. Last month, Bob Braidwood 
reopened his dig at Cayonii in southeastern Turkey; and a letter from him from the field is .. 
enclosed. This month, Helene Kantor and Pierre Delougaz commence work again at Choga 
Mish in southwestern Iran; and we hope to be hearing from them before long. The Institute 
is also co-sponsoring (with Oxford University, England) an excavation at Tell Abu Hreyra in 
Syria - another rescue operation before the new Euphrates dam floods an archeologically 
unexplored region. 

In December, Mac Gibson will resume the Institute excavations at Nippur in southern 
Iraq. For those members interested in a preview of his project there, Carolyn Livingood has 
kindly organized a dinner and informal talk at the Quadrangle Club on November 6. Her 
invitation for this event is enclosed. 

Research work abroad during the summer included investigations in Istanbul, Ankara, 
and Baghdad by Bob Biggs, who worked on tablets from Fara, Boghazkoy, and Nippur. Hans 
Giiterbock returned at the end of September after teaching during the spring quarter in 
Munich and working during the summer in Turkey. 

Our evening lecture series will continue on November 29 with Prof. Stuart Struever 
of Northwestern University, who will discuss his continuing excavations on Indian mounds 
in southern Illinois. While the full schedule of lectures for the 1972-73 season is not yet 
completed, a tentative list of future speakers includes Profs. George Hughes (Jan.), Ahmed 
Fakhry (Feb.), and Thorkild Jacobsen (May). 

Corrections to the Annual Report 1971-72: ( 1) mention should have been made on 
p. 40 of the generous support given by the Suq for the tipping of plates for the new 
Medinet Habu volume ($1800); (2) Mr. and Mrs. Edison Dick of Lake Forest and Mr. and 
Mrs. Andrew McNally III of Chicago should have been listed as "Associate Members" (not 
'·'Annual Members"). We apologize for these oversights and are grateful that they were 
called to our attention. 

Members may be interested to hear of two recent book publications. John A. Wilson's 
Thousands of Years: An Archaeologist's Search for Ancient Egypt was published by Charles 
Scribner's Sons in April; and Bob Adams and Hans Nissen's The Uruk Countryside was re
leased during the summer by the University of Chicago Press. 

John A. Brinkman 
Director 
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Greetings: 

Ergani, Turkey 

September 20, l 972 

I write this on our first day of digging again on the prehistoric village site of <;ayonii in southeastern 
Turkey. That there's time to write on the first day is due to our having done our housekeeping and rearranging 
well before beginning to dig and also to the fact that it's still so hot that we'll only work on the site from 
5:00 to ll: 00 A.M. for awhile. Thus, with nothing yet to describe from the site, here are oddments of imp res· 
sions received along the way until now. 

Continuing Praise of Crossing the Atlantic by Boat. It seems to me that everyone of the student genera
tion, as well as many well past it, have forgotten that water is buoyant and that vessels are still available to 
transport people and things over oceans. Nonetheless, a few of us still persist in finding ocean voyages highly 
pleasurable and relaxing ways to travel. The Raffaello from New York to Naples didn't let us down nor did the 
Truva from Brindisi to Izmir. Of course, all this took time but after our frantic spell of "gearing up" at home 
just before leaving (purchasing and packing), we needed the time to wind down. The whole idea of an eighteen 
hour flight from Chicago to Istanbul immediately after gearing up and then of having to plunge into all the 
details which await arrival in Turkey is shattering. [Linda and I continue to thank our lucky stars that if we ar
rive in Turkey during the tourist season with the expedition pick-up truck loaded with our gear (in innocent 
looking old trunks and footlockers), the customs people wave us through duty free. This saves us far more in 
customs duties than the added cost of the ocean passage for the truck and ourselves - and gives us exactly the 
excuse we need.] One wry note - the Lindborgs, who watch over our place in Indiana while we're away write 
that Linda's vegetable garden is now maturing most handsomely. Boat travel does take extra time. 

Canada in Southwestern Turkey. From Izmir (Smyrna), we drove down to the extreme southwest where 
the Aegean islands lie scattered off the coast of Turkey. The husband of our Istanbul University co-director 
(Prof. Dr. Halet <;ambel) has built a most handsome small house in the traditional local style, fronting on the 
gulf of Kerme. This gulf is a long deep bay of the Aegean, it has many small inlets and islands and is bordered 
by pine covered mountains. Halet had gone there, a few days before we arrived, to rest before we began work 
in the hot southeast, and we were to pick her up. Her husband, Nail Bey, kept us on several days for swimming, 
walking and resting. One of these days we spent on a little boat exploring the gulf. One deep narrow inlet is 
called the Ingiliz liman (English harbour) - units of the British fleet hid out there during the Nazi airborn in
vasion of Crete in World War II. The tall pines, the rocks and the clear water make it very difficult to believe 
one is not in the Canadian woods rather than in Turkey, in these inlets. I was perfectly prepared to see a moose 
along the water's edge, but there weren't any. 

The Bosphorus Bridge. We next drove back up to Istanbul with Halet. Here, Europe and Asia face each 
other across the Bosphorus, which in places is less than half a mile wide. The Dardanelles, the other strait, lies 
to the west at the other end of the Sea of Marmara and is considerably wider. The Bosphorus is both deep and 
swift and I believe there is no early record of attempts to bridge it, although the Persians are said to have made 
a bridge of boats over the Dardanelles when they invaded Greece in classical times. Now, however, the cables 
are almost complete on the new suspension bridge over the Bosphorus at Istanbul. When it is finished, perhaps 
late in 1973, Europe and Asia will be linked together. I suppose there's something symbolic about this, even if 
the bridge itself will be far shorter than the Golden Gate or the Mackinac. It will undoubtedly be a handsome 
structure when finished; the piers are tall and slender and the curve of the cables most graceful against the sky
line, but I'd bet it will only encourage more Istanbulis to buy automobiles. The traffic in Istanbul is already well 
past the level of madness. But - hopefully - the up-and-down-channel Bosphorus ferrys will still run and some 
people will remain sane. 

The Quantities of Tea We've Drunk. Official visits began modestly enough in Istanbul - Halet's dean 
and a bank director. The frequency increased in Ankara - central government and antiquities authorities. The 
high point came the first few days after arriving here. In one day in Diyarbakir alone: first a bank director, 
next the vali (civil governor), then the military governor (a nice three-star general with good English), then some 
air-force people, then the heads of the security police and of the civil police. The next day, the kaymakan (sub
governor of our district) and the mayor of Ergani town, the agricultural commission who assess the rental we 
must pay for the site and finally the village elders of Hilar village on whose land the site lies. At each visit, 
Halet charmed them all and I sat smiling, doing my best to throw in the few polite Turkish phrases I know at 
the right place. Halet said I made a great hit with the vali by saying I was so glad to be home again. These 
visits are all part of the game and are by no means unpleasant but they do require an inordinate amount of tea 
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drinking. Fortunately, I like tea but even more fortunately, Halet is good at assessing my absorbative limits and 
takes the trouble to point out hidden mens' rooms when she thinks I've reached it. 

One Typical Linda Problem. Along With everything else she does to keep this expedition afloat, Linda 
keeps the books and has to render all the accounts to the University and the government grants people when we 
get back home. Since last season and at Halet's hinting, the vali has built us a fine new gravel road, over six kilo· 
meters long, out to the site - this will save us considerable time and wear-and-tear on the vehicles. In return, a 
fine large and very expensive box of chocolates was provided in Istanbul for presentation to Mrs. vali. Problem 
where does Linda account for this? Probably under medical supplies. 

* * * * * 

It is indeed good to be back in the field again. The crew this time seems an especially good one. The· 
political situation seems calm although there's a whacking great inflation. Next time, I'll write about what we've 
begun to find. 

Best of cheer, 

Bob Braidwood 
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C11bks: ORINST CHICAGO 

Dear Members: 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

CHICAGO • ILLINOIS 60637 

October 1972 

11S5 BAST FIFTY-EIGIITII sramrr 

We hope you will join us for an arm chair trip to Nippur, the ancient holy city of Sumer and 
Ak.kad. The Oriental Institute is reactivating its excavations at this site in Iraq in December, and 
the Field Director, Dr. McGuire Gibson, will give an illustrated lecture about Nippur on Monday, 
November 6th at the Quadrangle Club of the University of Chicago. 

Cash bar from 6 to 7 P.M. in the Solarium 
Dinner at 7 P.M. ($5.50 per person) in the Library 

This lecture will contain discussions on the importance of the city in ancient times, as a focus 
of religious activity, as a political entity, and as a center of economic relations. The rediscovery 
and identification of the site in the late nineteenth century will be outlined, and the excavations 
of the University of Pennsylvania (1889-1900) will be discussed with slides of remarkable photo
graphs from that time. The involvement of the Oriental Institute with Nippur, beginning in 1952, 
will be described and the place of the current campaign related to it. 

Dr. Gibson observes that "in many ways the work of both the Pennsylvania Expedition and of 
the Oriental Institute will be continued. In other ways, new facets of the city will be explored 
in the hope of bringing to bear on the ancient remains new techniques of excavation and analysis. 
Archaeological interests are changing, and, at Nippur, it is hoped that new questions may be 
asked of old material for a more complete picture of ancient society". 

Since the excavations of Nippur are a major research effort of the Oriental Institute, it is thought 
that the membership would be interested in an over-all view of the project, beginning with the 
lecture on Monday, November 6th, on what has happened in the past at Nippur and what will 
happen this winter season and in the future. Letters will be sent from the field to keep the 
members au courant with the dig and Dr. Gibson will make a report to them when he returns 
in the spring. 

We hope to see you at dinner and the lecture, November 6th. Please remember that there are 
only 100 reservations available for members and their guests at the Quadrangle Club. 

RSVP by November 1st 
to Mrs. Livingood 
753-2573 or 753-2471 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. John Livingood, Museum Secretary 
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Oriental Institute Newsletter No. 2 (1972-1973) 

Greetings: 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

1155 E. 58TH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS 

Issued confidentially to members and friends 

Not for publication 

Ergani, Turkey 
October 31, 1972 

My last letter gave a series of impressions of things on our way here to resume work at 
<;:ayonu. Perhaps you'll remember field letters of our previous years here and that our Joint 
Prehistoric Project is a venture the Oriental Institute shares with the Prehistory Section of 
Istanbul University, and that I share its directorship with a wonderful lady, Halet <;ambel, pro
fessor of prehistory at Istanbul. This is our fourth season of excavation at the early village site 
of Cayonu, which flourished (and indeed it did!) about 7000 B.C. The research problem we 
face is the reclamation and interpretation of evidence for what happened in the Near East when 
people first learned to domesticate plants and animals and of the cultural consequences of this 
great step forward in human history. 

Various sites of about the same time and level of achievement have been excavated along 
the Iraqi and Iranian flanks of the Zagros Mountains and along the Syro-Palestinian littoral (we 
dug one of the first of these, Jarmo, in Iraqi Kurdistan in the late '40's and early '50's). 
<;ayoni.i is the first such site to be excavated on the Tauros mountain piedmont, the Tigris river 
headwater country, the keystone of the arch of Breasted's "Fertile Crescent." The inventories of 
each of these now known sites has characteristic peculiarities; <;ayonu's inventory stresses an 
architectural sophistication remarkable for its time and the use of copper before the invention 
of pottery. 

<;aycmi.i is a broad low mound with a surface scatter of ancient materials which cover an 
area of about ll acres. We have, so far, exposed slightly over 3% of the mound, not an insignifi
cant area of excavation as early village exposures go and considering the care necessary in digging 
for prehistoric materials. There appear to be four or five subphases of the main prehistoric oc
cupation. The deepest level or subphase appears to consist mainly of trash pits into virgin soil 
and these may only have been the result of some activity which the people of the next subphase 
undertook. 

This second subphase yields the traces of curious "grill plan" foundations of stone, of which 
we now have at least seven more-or-less complete examples. These plans call for a rectangular 
structure of about 18 x 22 feet in size. The "grills" are of parallel stone foundations within the 
rectangle, spanning the shorter dimension, so that the whole affair looks like the joists we use in 
supporting floor-boards in our own wood-built houses. We do not clearly understand the struc
tural function of these grills - perhaps indeed they did serve as joists for the construction of 
floors which would have been warmer than any floor bedded directly on the ground. 

The next subphase (if indeed its buildings were constructed only after all of the grill plan 
buildings had gone out of use) yields traces of excellent rectangular floors - of well fitted flag
stone or of pink terrazzo with white stripes in the case of the two best preserved examples. 
Another feature of these buildings was the use of upright stone slabs, probably as columns for 
the support of roof-beams. 
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In the next to uppermost subphase, we have encountered a number of rectangular house 
plans, with stone foundations rising to a height of about two feet above their floors, the re
mainder of the wall height having been of mud brick. It appears that this subphase must have 
ended with a fire for in the different operations in which we have exposed it, we have found 
quantities of tumbled and burned mud brick. Such a situation is an archeologist's delight 
(Pompeii is the classic example!), where a quick and thorough destruction left everything non
burnable in place. We, I may say, take great delight in the "burned brick" subphase; it has 
yielded much of the original <:;ayonU inventory. 

The uppermost subphase has been much disturbed by recent plowing, but we have one 
good large rectangular building from it. 

I have always done my best not to take the conventional way out by explaining ex
ceptional building features, such as the terrazzo floor and the upright stone slabs, as having 
some original sacred or otherwise specialized intent. So far, I've not been too tempted in this 
way, but <:;ayonu presses me hard. For nine thousand years ago, and given the general character 
of the small object inventory - no pottery vessels, no metal save the simple pieces of beaten 
native copper (although this is remarkable enough in itself), great bulks of chipped flint and 
obsidian and of ground stone tools - the {:;ayonu architecture is pretty astounding. Furthermore, 
we've enough area exposed now to be able .to sense how close together many of the buildings 
seem to have been set, hinting at a rather densely populated settlement. 

Well, enough for today's lesson and I apologize for loading you with so may details. It 
is an exciting site, however. And by no means least, it is also paying off well for Barbara 
Lawrence in the animal bone department and for Bob Stewart's botanical work (he identified 
the earliest known grape pips just yesterday!). Also this has been one of the best general field 
crews I've ever had. Chuck Redman, assisted by Mike Davis, has done a fine job in general 
field superintendence and all junior hands - American, Turkish, German, French and Swedish -
have been most agreeable and competent. This has been especially good since Halet and I have 
spent considerable time in the dig house pushing a series of our preliminary reports toward com
pletion. 

We'll probably break camp sometime early in December - and I'll try to get off one 
more letter before things wind up. 

As ever, 

Bob Braidwood 
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Oriental Institute Newsletter No. 3 (1972-1973) 

Dear Friends, 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

1155 E. 58TH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS 

Iss/led confidentially to 11/CIIIbers and friends 

Not for publication 

Ghaleh Khalil 
October 27, 1972 

Amid the mosquitoes and gnats which form thick clouds about our kerosene lamps, and 
with mice scurrying over our feet, I am writing some lines to bring you up to date with the 
work of the Joint Iranian Expedition. This season we are working in Iran during the autumn 
quarter rather than during the winter. On returning to our house in the village we have found 
that the summer heat and the summer insects are remaining rather longer than we had expected. 

The "first stop" of the expedition was in Oxford, England, where the Sixth International 
Congress of Iranian Art and Archaeology was held in September. Professor Delougaz was un
fortunately unable to attend the congress, and I delivered both our papers, which summarized 
the results of our recent seasons at Chagha Mish. Many of the archaeologists now directing ex
cavations in Iran were present, so that there was an excellent opportunity to catch up with the 
latest discoveries. Among the Iranian colleagues attending the congress were two former students 
at the University of Chicago who are now teaching at Tehran University, Messrs. Yousef Majidzadeh 
and Sadegh Malek-Shahmirzadi, who presented excellent and well-received papers on their excava
tions near Ghazvin. 

On my arrival in Tehran after the congress, I was joined by Dr. Mary C. McCutchan, who 
has worked with us briefly in previous seasons during the vacations of Damavand College in 
Tehran. We are fortunate in having her with us for the entire season this year. As usual, the 
authorities of the Archaeological Service of Iran have been extremely cordial and helpful. The 
government representative who was with us last season, Mr. Memar Reza Zahedani, was again as
signed to the expedition, and it is a pleasure to have him with us. 

Aside from arranging official expedition matters and making some purchases, the only 
major task in Tehran was to redeem a promise made last winter. Then we had been requested 
by the Iran America Society to deliver a lecture on our work at Chagha Mish. At that time it 
was necessary for us to return as quickly as possible to the United States, and we promised to 
give the lecture on our return. 

Accordingly, I lectured on "Chagha Mish and the Beginnings of Civilization in Khuzestan." 
It was gratifying to see that such a subject attracted a considerable audience. Afterwards Mr. 
Phillip W. Pillsbury, Jr., the recently arrived new director of the Iran America Society in Tehran, 
and his wife had a dinner for me and several other guests. I was happy to have the opportunity 
to meet him and to see again Mr. Lite, the deputy director of the IAS. Dr. Jerome W. Clinton, 
the new director of the American Institute of Iranian Studies in Tehran, and his wife, as well 
as our old friends Professor and Mrs. Ezat Negahban, were also there. In addition it was a spe
cial treat to have my Chicago colleague, Professor W. Madelung, present. This occasion made a 
pleasant last night in Tehran for Dr. McCutchan and me. The next day we gathered our goods 
and chattels to board the train for the overnight journey to Andimeshk. We were met at the 
station there in the predawn hour by the expedition driver, who brought us directly out to our 
village. 
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Summer in Khuzestan is hot, with temperatures sometimes rising to 130 degrees, and 
there is no rain at all from early spring until late fall. Since little of our immediate area is 
irrigated, we have returned to a brown and dusty landscape. One cannot imagine a greater con
trast than that between the present condition of Chagha Mish and the mound as we left it 
at the end of last season. Then everything was so soaked that it was hardly possible to walk 
in the trenches for essential surveying without damaging floors or pushing over walls. Now 
these same features are baked almost as hard as stone - hence Dr. McCutchan's comment 
that if only there were electricity available on the mound to power a jack hammer, we could 
start digging right away! We were amazed to find the trenches almost completely filled with 
windblown thorn bushes and thistles, the dried remains of the unusually prolific vegetation 
produced by the inordinate rains of last winter. Two of the senior workmen are removing 
and burning them in spectacular bonfires beside the trenches, revealing again our prehistoric 
architecture. 

This is a study season in which our emphasis is more on the analysis and interpreta
tion of accumulated data than on the opening up of large new areas of excavation. On the 
mound we are recording potsherds still in place in the sherd yards, but we spend most of our 
time working on the masses of sherds and vessels brought into the house at the end of last 
season. The detailed analysis of pottery wares, shapes, and decorations, as well as of their 
stratigraphic context and distribution, though sometimes tedious in the doing, is one of our 
main means of reconstructing the complex prehistoric development of this pivotal area of the 
ancient Near East. 

Work is interrupted briefly from time to time by our neighbors coming in to see us 
or by workmen from this and other villages who come to welcome us back. Many of them 
have just returned from summer jobs in other parts of the country to tend to the autumn's 
agricultural work. Most of the wheat has been planted and only moisture is needed to turn 
the fields green and bring up the fall crocuses. We expect Professor P. P. Delougaz, accom
panied by his two students from UCLA, to arrive soon, along with the first rains, which will 
make digging possible. 

~ J. I! a::z;;; 
Helene J. Kantor 
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THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

1155 E. 58TH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS 

Issued nmfidcutially to tiiCIIIbcrs and friends 

Not for publication 

Oriental Institute Newsletter No. 4 (1972-1973) 

December 20, 1972 

Dear Friends, 

As the year draws to a close, many of our staff are either en route to or coming 

home from the Middle East. Bob and Linda Braidwood completed their excavations at 

<:;ayoni.i around December 2 and are now in Europe on their way back to Chicago. Helene 

Kantor will soon be finishing her work at Choga Mish and should be here around January 

2. Our joint rescue operation with Oxford at Tell Abu Hreyra in Syria has just closed its 

first season; and the enclosed newsletter from Andrew Moore, the director, will tell you 

something about the success of the dig. Mac Gibson and his staff, including Miguel Civil 

and Carl and Irene Haines, have just left - or, in some cases, are planning to leave soon -

for Baghdad preparatory to beginning excavations at Nippur around the end of this month. 

We are enclosing for your interest a clipping from the Wall Street Journal of Nov. 

30, 1972, containing a story about our Assyrian Dictionary project. The dictionary was 

also the subject of a short news item on WLS-TV here. 

Because of an unforeseen conflict in scheduling, George Hughes' lecture has been 

shifted to Wednesday evening, January 17 (from January 10). The next lecture will be 

"Recent Discoveries in the Western Oases of Egypt" to be given by A. Fakhry, Cairo, on 

February 14. 

We are grateful to our members for their continuing interest and support. Your 

assistance has meant a great deal to the success of our projects throughout the past year. 

With best wishes for the holiday season and for the coming year, 

Cordially, 

John A. Brinkman 
Director 
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Dear Mr. Brinkman, 

Tell Abu Hreyra Excavation, 
c/o National Museum, 

Aleppo, 
Syrian Arab Republic 

4th. November 1972 

We have just ended the sixth week of excavation, with two more to go, so I thought you would like to 
know about our progress to date. The slight difficulty over our permit had been resolved by the time we arrived 
so t:hat we were able to start work at once. The Antiquities' Service gave us a warm welcome and has bee~ most 
cooperative throughout. 

The site consists of four mounds, partly separated by erosion gulleys. We have dug a trench in the centre of 
of each of these mounds to determine the sequence of occupation across the site. A fifth trench has been sunk 
towards the edge of one of the mounds to see how far out the occupation extends. These trenches have shown 
that the site is much- larger than I had originally expected with substantial occupation deposits in each mound. 
The site is approximately five hundred metres long and its greatest width is two hundred and fifty metres. 

In three trenches we found the remains of recent mudbrick buildings and many Muslim burials near the 
surface which had disturbed the pure Neolithic levels underneath. In the upper layers of two of these trenches 
there were several Neolithic pits and in these we found a few shards of typical dark-faced burnished ware. Be
neath these pits and in all the other trenches we are in undisturbed levels of the aceramic Neolithic. 

We have not reached the natural soil in any trench yet and so have not ascertained the character of the 
earliest deposits on the site. In general what we have found so far suggests that the site was occupied in one 
cultural phase, though some slight difference in flint typology and building techniques point to evolution within 
that phase. 

We have found architectural remains in all the trenches. These consist of walls of rectalinear buildings, 
some of which must have been houses. A building now being excavated consists of several rooms, one of which 
has a plaster floor with implements in situ. We have also found part of another building with a flint core and 
waste chips on the floor, clearly a flint knapping workshop. Two trenches have yielded a sequence of structures 
on the same alignment, while another trench has a series of floor levels with occupation debris on them, indicat
ing continuity of occupation over a long period of time. 

We have recovered a rich haul of artifacts from the site. The flints occur in large quantities and will 
provide ample material for study. The industry is characterised by blade tools that are usually very well made. 
Many of the implements are found on floors or in association with other objects which will give us some idea of 
their function. The most prolific tools are the arrowheads and these must indicate that hunting played an im
portant part in the economy. We find obsidian tools and blades also, together with cores and waste chips, so 
that we know that the raw material was imported and fashioned on the site. The other artifacts show considerable 
craftsmanship also. These include fragments of polished stone bowls and tools and ornaments made of bone. We 
have found a number of polished greenstone winged beads that are unique as far as I know. There is also one 
small cup of the white plaster ware ("vaisselle blanche") known from other Neolithic sites in the Levant, to
gether with two clay figurines. 

We have quite good evidence for burial practices, having uncovered several skeletons. These are usually 
headless, the skulls being buried elsewhere. We are now digging out a burial deposit with at least three skeletons 
and thirteen skulls buried together. Some of the burials have red ochre scattered on them while others have 
grave goods, in one case three of the winged beads and in another a string of small coloured stone beads. 

We are recovering ample evidence for the economy of the site's inhabitants. Animal bones occur in con
siderable quantities. I have been able to identify bones of sheep or goat, gazelle, cow, equid and birds so far, 
together with some bones of the wild Bos Primigenius. Some of these animals were no doubt hunted but certain 
species may have been domesticated. The resources of the Euphrates were also used as we find plenty of fresh
water mussel shells; a bone fish hook and a few fish vertebrae confirm that fish were eaten. 

(over) 
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We brought out a flotation machine of the type developed by a team at Cambridge to process samples 
of soil on the spot for plant remains. This has proved to be a great success as we have been able to wash con
siderable quantities of soil and so recover a large number of seeds and charcoal for the archaeobotanist, who is 
with. us now to examine some of the material. He has been able to identify grains of emmer and other domesti
cated wheats together with domesticated barley, which demonstrates conclusively that agriculture was practised. 
There are seeds of other cultivated leguminous plants also, including chickpeas. This is very important because 
it indicates that cultivation was practised here at a very early date in an area which has been thought too 
arid for primitive farming to be possible. The charcoals show that at least poplar and oak grew in the vicinity 
and we know from impressions in plaster that reeds were used in building. All this suggests that this region 
carried a very different vegetation cover in prehistory from today. · 

' 

The only other excavated site in Syria that has closely comparable materials is Bouqras, further down 
the Euphrates. The date of that site is about 6,000 B.C. and all we have found so far suggests that Tell Abu 
Hreyra was occupied al;>out then, or back into the Seventh Millennium B.C. Abu Hreyra is clearly a very im
portant site and the results of this season's work have exceeded our original expectations. It is perhaps the 
largest mound of its date known in Syria and is adding substantially to our knowledge of the earlier Neolithic 
in the Levant. It certainly justifies further excavation. 

I think that· your students have found that the dig has been a useful experience. They have had some 
formal instruction on excavation techniques such as trench layout and surveying and all have acted as site super
visors with a trench of the~r own. This has given them plenty of actual digging and experience in plan and 
section drawing. They have also done some field conservation of objects that have been discovered. The work 
has been arranged so that everyone could spend part of the day sorting through his own material. We have had 
several instruction and seminar sessions, including topics such as the Neolithic background and a class on flint 
typology. Our archaeobotanist has also given a talk on his own work. We have made several field trips to inter
esting sites in the region and everyone has taken the opportunity that the excavation has provided of seeing 
some of the famous ancient sites in Syria. 

I will write again when the excavation is over. 

Yours very sincerely, 

r/J-K~ 
A. M. T. Moore 
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A s.,yr ian, J)ictionary 

Is .4 ct:ually Akkadian) 
nut . .. llT ell) Read ()n 

I; 
I 

' * * * 
i After ;) I Years' Work, Scholai'S I 

II ave Turned Out 10 Volumes 
1 

On 'l .. ongue 'l'hat Nobody Fses)., 

By FR~:UERICK C. KLf:JN 
"''" rr Rrpo'>''fP>' nf 'T'HF. w .• Lr. S·t•REE''' .rr•nR"A r, i· Some modern-day Iraqi Christians stiiCcaiT . 

CHTCAC:O --Looking for a. Christmas gift for ~ themselves Assyrians, but their links witli that 

the pPr~on wllo ha~ everything? Consider, then, . Fr }: r 
tht> AR~yrian. Dictionary, a handsome set of P 4 t:o. !>). ~ )>....1> ~ 
vohtmPl! 11etting down a language that hasn't ~ < t> H b:l .,.-1~ j 
be••n spoken :for some 2,500 years or written for I 

about 1,900. I 
Tran..~lation: ··May yon be in good health.·· 

Thp di..tionary has much to recommend it i ancient nation aren't any stronger than tho~e i 
aR a Yuletirn.e extravagance. Besides its de-~ of other Arabs. , 
tachment from any use (unless you are a lingu- There is no doubt, though, of the enormous : 
1st, archeologist or something like that) it is: difficulty of composing a dictionary of the 1 

·suitably expensive; a set of the 10 volumes that r long-dead tongue. For one thing, Akkadian has i 
·have been published to date would set you back : some 600 distinct word and syllable signs, far 1 
$236.60. It also would solve your gift-giving i more than most other ancient or modem Ian-
problems for some years to come, because the~ guages (modern English, for example, is based 
folki! At the University of Chicago's Oriental In- i1 on a 26-character alphabet). For another, the 
stitute, which has shepherded the project since fl• language underwent vast changes over the 2,- f and similar things, but all Oriental~ did that. I 
1921, say that the last of the hoped-for 21 vol-

1 
500 or so years it was in use. Words came and suspect the Assyrians just bragged about it 

umes won't be out until around 1980. t· went, and their meanings changed. In one pe- more," says Ignace J. Gelb, a member of the 
And even then, they admit, digesting the j riod, sentences ":ere composed vertically_. with dictionary staff since 1929 and a former editor

whole thing wouldn't necessarily mean that the text proceedmg from nght to left; m an-
·''OU could converse with an Assyrian, should I other, they were arranged horizontally from in-chief. 
une appear. "We don't know how a lot of words I·Ieft to right, as in the sample shown here. "Assyria and Babylonia were comparable in I 
actually sounded; we've deduced many sounds~· Some tablets have been found to be divided into many ways to Greece and Rome," he contin- i 
by comparing the language with others of the sm. all squares, with the symbols arranged m no "W d . th B b 1 . 1 

d bl d P t 
ues. e a mire e a y omans and Greeks 1 ~arne period," says A. Leo Oppenheim, the die-, 1scerni e or er. unctua ion i.s erratic or non-

tionarv's Aw~trian-born editor-in-chief. "How- 1 existent, and some of the ancient scribes had because of their contributions to philosophy 1 
: l"Ver, ~e feel we could come to understand him ! sloppy handwriting. and learning in general, and we tend to down-
. f8irly quickly.'' l Mummies Are More ma.morous , grade the more practical contributions of the 

The Assvrian dictionary wasn't conceived Deciphering the cia y tablets that served as . Assyrians and Romans. Actually, the Assyri-
. with the ld~a of speaking to Assyrians or fur-~ the "paper" of the pl'riod and cataloging the . ans' achievements in Jaw and administration 
• ·1ishing a novel Christmas g·ift., of course. Its results are painstaking tasks with little glory .

1

1 w~re tremoodous, and survive to this day., 
:customers have been university Jihraries and) at the end. "We are fortunate that the p1•oject 
individual students of the ancient world, of i was started back in the 1920s when sehola rs What's more, the tablets reveal that Assyri
which the nation_s that o~cupi:d ~·hat now is I were more a~enable to that sort of t~ing," j ans and Babylonians of 3,000 or so years ago 
Ira~ were ~ dom1;nan~ pa1 t. F01 this ~roup, the I say~ John Brmkman, director of the Onental i were just folks, with many of the same con-
rhctwnary IS servmg 1ts purpose admirably, I Institute. "Our young graduates aren't much 1 t d 
Civilization's Roots · I willing to give themselves to a long-term, com- cerns as peop e 

0 ~Y· . 
! t · l'k th d' r D · f Wrote an Assyrian creditor to a debtor: 

"Its value is immense," says Thorkild Ja- 1 mon en erpnse 1 e e IC wnary. 1ggmg or 1 • 
: cobsen, professor of Assyriology at Harvard I mummies' tombs is far more glamorous." r "Thirty years ago you left th~ city of Assur . 
. Gniversity and a former editor of the diction- l The dictionary staff thus is composed You have never made a deposit since, and we 
ary. "With it, we have greatly broadened our f largely of older, European-born scholars, but have not recovered one shekel of silver from 
understanding of a culture whose concepts of I for them the work is interesting enough. Trans- ; you, but we have never made you feel bad 
religion, law, mathematics and administration lating the venerable tablets (or reproductions . about this .•.. " 

:form the roots of Western civilization." thereof) has uncovered insights into the nature 1 
Wrote a Babylonian to a friend who had J·ust 

Those in charge of the dictionary hasten to·~ of the anci.ent world, the~ say. They assert that t 
point out that the title of their work is some- the Assyr1ans, In particular, have been Ill· been appointed "governor of the inland re- f 
thing of a misnomer. The language they are 1 treated by history and weren't the barbarians gion": "I was very pleased when 'the god Mar- f 
studyin~ isn't Assyrian but Akkadian, and it fi they have been made out to be by such as Lord I duk elevated you to high office. I said to my·[· 
wa~ used b.v ancient Babylonians as well as As- 11· Byron, the. E,,nglish_ poet .w. hose "Dest_ruction of r self: 'A man has been elevated who knows me; 
syrians. The Assyrian tag has stuck partly be- •1 Sennac_henb begms: The Assynan came 
cause the earliest records of the region wt:Te ~~down hke the wolf on the fold--And h1s cohorts he will do for me what I want.'" 
unearthed ·in what was once Assyria, and~~ were gleaming in purple and gold ..... " Wrote one Babylonian sister to another: 
partly to avoid confusion with Acadians, the I "The Assyrians have become known for "Why do I never hear any news from you?. 
French-speaking people of Nova Scotia and their cruelty to conquered peoples, and they ., 
Louisiana. (where thev're called Cajuns). 11 surely talked a lot about impaling their victims ! 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

CHICAGO • ILLINOIS 60637 

Cabl~s: ORINST CHICAGO 1155 EAST FIFTY-EIGHTH STRilllT 

January 1973 

Dear Members: 

A series of eight illustrated lectures on "The Art of Ancient Egypt" 
will be given by David Silverman, a doctoral candidate in Egyptology. 
The lectures will begin on Tuesday, February 6, 1973 and continue on 
consecutive Tuesdays through March 27, 1973, and will be held from 
5:30 to 7 P.M. in Room 208 on the second floor of the Oriental Institute. 
The price is $30.00 per person for members and $45.00 per person for 
non-members. 

In this series of illustrated lectures the development of the art of 
ancient Egypt will be traced chronologically from the Pre-Dynastic 
to the Late Period. Painting, sculpture, and architecture will be 
discussed as well as some of the minor arts such as, furniture, jewelry, 
and pottery, in order to portray the artistic accomplishments of the 
people of ancient Egypt. The role of art in this ancient civilization 
will be investigated by examining its relationships to other elements of 
Egyptian culture. 

If you are interested in this series, will you please fill in the form 
at the bottom of the page, tear it off, and mail it with your cheque 
made out to the Oriental Institute to: 

Mrs. John Livingood, 1155 East 58th St., Chicago, Illinois 60637. 

We hope that you will be able to J01n us for this interesting series 
of lectures starting on Tuesday, February 5th. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. John Livingood, Museum Secretary 

I We are enclosing a cheque for $30.00 , $60.00 for 
theillustrated lecture series on "The Art of Ancient Egypt" to be held 
on February 6th through March 27th, 1973 in Room 208 of the Oriental 
Institute at 5:30P.M. 

Name Phone 
--------------------------------------------------~ --------------

Address Zip ---------------------------------------------------- -------------
Thank you. 
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Oriental Institute Newsletter No. 5 (1972-1973) 

Dear Friends, 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICJ\CO 

1155 E. 58TH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS 

Iss/led confidentially to me111bers and friCIIds 

Not for publication 

Ghaleh Khalil 
December 13, 1972 

Our present season, the seventh of our excavations at Chagha Mish and the fourth of the Joint Iranian 
Expedition, has fallen into two stages, during the first of which all the preliminary preparations, formal and practical, 
were completed. The pioneers were Helene J. Kantor of the University of Chicago and Dr. Mary Caroline McCutchan. 
They arrived in Tehran at the beginning of October and moved to Khuzestan a few days later. The story of this first 
phase has already been reported on by H. J. Kantor in the first newsletter of the season. 

After the completion of official arrangementsin Tehran, H. J. Kantor and M. C. McCutchan began work on 
the recording of the extensive materials (especially potsherds) stored in the Expedition House from last season 
(January-March, 1972). The Expedition house itself needed to be readied for the rainy season by replastering weak 
spots on the roof and walls, and by repairing windows and screens warped during the heavy rains of last spring. End
less practical arrangements, for example, additional shelving, made it possible to bring the storage of antiquities into 
better order and thus to facilitate the work with new finds. The household was put into good working order and in 
some ways we are independent of the outer world. We no longer have to bring our water from the village spring, 
which becomes flooded and unusable after every big rain, but have dug our own well. 

Our program for this season calls for threefold activities. First is the "study" aspect - to make further 
progress with the recording and analysis of the architectural remains and the finds in preparation of or the publica
tion of the results. This can be done without digging at all and we have made tremendous advances. Second, of 
course, is to continue with the actual excavation so as to accumulate more basic data. The third, and new, aspect 
of a more practical nature, has been brought about by general changes in this part of the country and deserves some 
explanation. Large-scale agricultural developments planned for this part of Khuzestan are bringing far-reaching changes 
in the utilization of the land and in the life of the people. The process of preparing huge tracts of land for industrial
ized agriculature and constructing new canals and roads obviously means major changes of the topography, greatly 
affecting archeological remains. As in the cases of the building of dams in other parts of the world, here, too, major 
archaeological salvage efforts are needed. The Archaeological Service in the Ministry of Culture and Art is, of course, 
fully aware of this situation and has appointed a competent archaeologist with a team of assistants to list and mark 
the sites that need protection. Much must be done for the archaeology of central Khuzestan in general and we are 
naturally also concerned with the preservation of our own sites and Expedition house. There is a maze of authorities 
and officials responsible at various stages for different aspects of these developments and we have been in touch with 
many of them. We have found them all very co-operative and understanding of our concern for the preservation of 
sites and of our headquarters here. As to the wider "salvage" plans we feel that a concerted and coordinated effort 
for this purpose is indicated in the near future. 

Now we can begin the chronicle of events since the newsletter of October 27. The main body of the UCLA 
contingent, P. P. Delougaz and two advanced students, Mr. Daniel Shimabuku and Mr. Shan Winn, arrived in Abadan 
about midnight on November 9 after a short stop-over in the Netherlands. The new international airport at Abadan 
saw the happy union of the two branches of the expedition. H. J. Kantor and M. C. McCutchan together with two 
faithful workers of longstanding, Mohammed Basirifar, our driver, and Ali Reza Ansari, pickman and general assistant, 

(over) 
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were waiting to sweep the rest of us into a car. The arrival was made most comfortable and convenient by the gener
ous hospitality of Mr. Carl Clement, the American Consul-General in Khorramshahr, and his wife. They put us all up 
for the night in the fine old consulate house on the avenue fronting one arm of the Shatt carrying the Tigris and 
Eu.phrates waters into the Persian Gulf. The next day saw us back to the house at Ghaleh Khalil, the road between 
Kh.orramshahr and Ahwaz passing through wide shallow lakes filled with water birds, including cranes and huge pelicans. 
Shortly thereafter the group was completed by the return from Tehran of our friend and colleague, Mr. Memar Reza 
Zahedani, the representative of the Archaeological Service of Iran and the arrival of Mr. Paul Gaebelein, the third 
stu dent from UCLA. 

Since then the days have passed very rapidly. We have had many visitors, both from this area and from 
Tehran. Our first visit, appropriately, was that of the Honorable Mr. Douglas Heck, Minister-Counselor of the United 
States Embassy in Tehran, accompanied by Mrs. Heck and his aunt, Mrs. Tompkins. Despite Mr. Heck's extremely 
demanding schedule he had arranged to spend the night of November 13 with us. The next morning the visitors 
witnessed the start of regular digging. Since then we have had many other visitors. The day after Thanksgiving we 
had 23 persons from the Khuzestan irrigation project for tea in the house after having shown them around the mound 
for some time. Early in December we had the pleasure of showing the dig to 45 students and faculty from the 
Demavand College for Women in Tehran. Just recently Prof. Wilfred Madelung, a specialist in medieval Islamic litera
ture and religion at the University of Chicago, together with Mrs. Madelung and their two-year-old son, spent a few 
days with us. Fortunately, this was between rains, so we were able to arrange a field trip to Chogha Zanbil, Haft Tepe, 
and Susa for them and our students. 

After fourteen days of uninterrupted digging we have been stopped twice by heavy rainfalls after which we 
have to wait for the mound to dry out. Before describing this season's work, it may be well to summarize our aims 
here. You will recall that our project is one of longstanding and is devoted to the documentation and understanding 
of the emergence of the first elaborate literate civilization, Khuzestan being one of the primary areas in which this 
development took place. 

The Protoliterate city at Chogha Mish was preceded, it now becomes clear, by many centuries of cultural 
development. Our work here has proved the existence of a settlement of a major size previously quite unexpected 
for the prehistoric periods preceding the invention of writing. We have also discovered an important addition to the 
prehistoric Susiana sequence, a period earlier than any known previous to our work at Chogha Mish. The preliminary 
report on our first five seasons of work, the manuscript of which is in the final stages of preparation, will give many 
details of our finds. 

On the site we have been working in three areas. One is on the southwestern part of the terrace, known only 
from a few small, shallow trenches dug in the second season. The new Trench XXXVI is about 60 meters long and 
reaches a depth of some 7 meters in a well of the Middle Susiana period. With luck, we may reach virgin soil in some 
spots of this trench. In the meantime, it has already taught us much. On the highest point is a pit of the Protoliterate 
period, proving that the city extended to this area at that time. Most of the trench, though, is on the slope of the 
mound, so that the Protoliterate remains are eroded and our latest extensive finds are of the Middle Susiana period. 
These include one of the finest small kilns we have ever found, its domed top consisting of several layers of plaster. 
Most exciting in this area has been what started out, we though, as a more or less ordinary pit of the Middle Susiana 
period, however, after two meters it narrowed into a regular circular well going down at least another four meters. 
It is filled with pottery which the specialist "sherdboys" are mending up into first-rate specimens of a phase of Middle 
Susiana for which previously we had excavated relatively little evidence at Chogha Mish. The finds from this well will 
be important in distinguishing the two later phases of Middle Susiana and thus in clearning up some major problems of 
the prehistoric sequence which came up during the International Congress or Iranian Art and Archaeology in Oxford 
last September. Since in the deeper parts of Trench XXXVI, we are finding Early Susiana pottery, this operation is 
going to contribute also to one of the main yet unanswered questions - namely, the extent of the occupation at this 
time. It is hard to believe that in the Early Susiana period the settlement could have been so very extensive, but after 
all our evidence for the size of the Middle Susiana town also came as a surprise to everybody. 

Last season we left off at very interesting points in the trenches on the eastern side of the terrace (XXI, 
XXXII, and Gully Cut). We have re-opened these and are having good results, particularly with the appearance of 
Archaic walls and Early Susiana and Archaic pottery. The Early Susiana parallels with the Eridu period in Southern 
Mesopotamia are becoming more numerous and stronger. 

After the lapse of two seasons we have returned to the area of Protoliterate houses on the higher eastern 
slopes of the terrace. The remains in this area are very complicated and in short season our activities there must be 
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relatively modest. Moreover, the rain interrupted us after only the second day, but we had by then found the remains 
oE an elaborate kiln of a type new for the Protoliterate city. We hope still to have the opportunity to go down to 
so-me of the earlier Protoliterate floors. We have a fair accumulation of small objects and, as usual, great masses of 
pottery for all the periods in which we are digging and these are being dealt with efficiently by members of the staff. 

Such then is our progress report up to the present. We hope this newsletter will be distributed in time to 
bring our best wishes for the approaching holiday season and the new year to you all. 

P. F. Delougaz 
Director, JIE 

Cordially, 

Helene J. Kantor 
Co-Director, JIE 
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Oriental Institute Newsletter No. 6 (1972-1973) 

Greetings: 

En route, Istanbul-western Europe 
December 7, 1972 

I write this as Linda and I watch the Balkans roll by from a 
Wagon-Lits compartment on the once famous Simplon-Orient Express. 
Carl Haines and I used to use it in the mid-1930s. Then it really 
had the tone Agatha Christie suggestsin her Murder in the Calais 
Coach. Now it consists of one sleeping car on a local and no diner 
(bring your own lunch basket!). Nonetheless, its pace and scale are 
human, one enjoys observing a human landscape from it, and--given the 
increasing delays and exasperations of air travel--we still find the 
old Calais coach a great pleasure. We're not being chicken. We will 
fly home from Paris, but several recent hijackings of Turkish planes 
and the consequent flurry of controls, examinations of baggage and 
persons, and of completely fragmented schedules prompted us to con
sider old fashioned travel again. I heartily recommend it! 

The autumn's excavations at ~ayonU ended in fine form in late 
November. As usual, however, the more one learns of a site, the more 
problems and questions one uncovers. In my last letter at the end of 
October, I wrote that the main ~ayonU occupation had four or five sub
phases. In our last week of digging, it became apparent that we'll 
doubtless have to consider adding yet another sub~phase. This is one 
of the major consequences of our having increasingly adequate portions 
of the total site area exposed. Incidentally I wrote last time that 
we have about 3% exposed. Chuck Redman, the field superintendent, has 
convinced me that I reckoned on too large an overall area for the site 
by allowing for the extent of surface scatter into fields surrounding 
the base of the mound. If Chuck is indeed right, our proportion of 
exposure to overall site area reaches about 5%. 

This season underlined other obvious reasons for our concern with 
adequate exposures. Excavations in different quadrants of the mound 
(over seven acres in overall area) showed significant differences in 
detail in the artifactual yields of at least two of the sub-phases. One 
broad area in the center was essentially without structures in the upper 
three sub-phases, but areas immediately adjacent to it showed an elaborate 
succession of architectura~ changes for the same time range. Again, within 
the same sub-phases, some trenches yielded much plant material but little 
animal bone; others showed exactly the opposite. Were our exposures restricted 
to one or two modest-sized trenches, we could have no real comprehension 
of the complexity of life in the original village as a whole. 

As we knew would be the case from three previous field seasons, 
the Sears-Roebuck catalogue of ~ayonu represents too early a period 
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(ca. 7000 B.C.) for really spectacular objects in the fine arts sense. 
Nevertheless, the quality of workmanship and of man-hours obviously 
necessary for the production of many of the items of daily use is most 
impressive, and analyses of these objects will tell us much of the way 
of life on 9ayonu. Architecture makes up the spectacular category for 
c;:ayonu·~ By the next to last sub-phase, that of the "burned brick" or 
(better) cell-plan horizon, it appears that the houses were probably 
story-and-a-half affairs (with basement-storage crawl-spaces) and one 
example may have been a "split-level." 

Bob Stewart's botanical and Barbara Lawrence's animal luck also 
held good to the end. Emmer and einkorn wheat (the two basic wheats for 
domestication) and certain pulses--bitter vetch and chick pea--were 
present at gayonu as domesticates from the start, but peas proper and 
lentils came as domesticates in the later sub-phases. Curiously, just 
as Willem van Zeist had noted in 1970, barley was essentially absent. 
This poses a problem since it must certainly have been available as a 
~ild plant along with wild emmer and einkorn wheats. As to animals, the 
dog appears to have been the only domesticate at the beginning. Barbara's 
still incomplete analysis suggests that sheep (and possible goat) were 
probably in gayonu as domesticates by the next-to-last (cell plan) sub-
phase. Pig bones were abundant throughout, but their analysis still awaits 
Charlie Reed's critical eye. The bones of giant wild cattle and of red 
deer were relatively common in the early sub.;.phases, but decreased markedly 
as sheep and goat bones increased in the later sub-phases. Had there not 
been subsequent deforestation.in the gayonu region, our catalogue of plant 
remains (both domesticated and wild) would be perfectly at home in the 
valley today. The animal bones, on the other hand, suggest a broader 
variety of ecological niches. We suppose that this means little more than 
that the plants were collected or cultivated immediately at hand (by women?) 
while the hunting patterns (of men?) ranged both up and down slope, covering 
a broader environmental spectrum. As food production became increasingly 
effective, the hunters may have increasingly tended to stay near home-base. 
Nevertheless, '~orne-base" had been a very substantial affair, architecturally, 
from early on, for a group much concerned with hunting. How and why did they 
commit so much time to architectural permanence? There are many things we 
can't explain about life in 9ayonu. 

Forgive my excursion into details, but it may remind you that many 
archeologists no longer concern themselves very much with royal tombs! 

This will doubtless reach you after the holidays (by which time, 
we' 11 be home too) • Hence, ~elated holiday WiShes .. 

As ever, 

Bob Braidwood 
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Oriental Institute Newsletter No. 6 (1972-1973) 

Dear Friends, 

The New Year begins on a sad note with news of the death 
of Elsie Dittmer Kraeling, widow of Carl H. Kraeling, former 
Chairman of the Department of Near Eastern Languages and Liter
atures at Yale and Director of the Oriental Institute from 
1950 to 1960. Mrs. Kraeling died in Pittsfield, Mass. on 
January 18 at the age of 76. [Address of Mrs. Kraeling's 
duaghter: Mrs. Norm8n G. A. (Ruth) Day, 166 Kemble St., 
Lenox, Mass., 01240.] 

Our new season of excavations at Nippur opened on Decem
ber ~3. Mac Gibson reports that an enormous sand dune, standing 
as high as the expedition house, had to be cleared away from 
next to the building. He promises to write a newsletter soon. 

The seasons at ~ayonu and Chogha Mish closed in December, 
and the Braidwoods and Helene Kantor are now back in Chicago. 
The last newsletter from the Braidwoods is enclosed herewith. 

With best wishes for the New Year, 

Cordially, 

John A. Brinkman 
Director 
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Oriental Institute Newsletter No. 7 (1972-1973) 

Dear Friends, 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICACO 

1155 E. 58TH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS 

Issued ronfidcntially to lllCIIlbcrs and friends 

Not for publicatioll 

Nippur, Iraq 
January 15, 1973 

The eleventh season of work at Nippur is well under way. We are now in the middle of a major holiday, and 
most of the staff is on a trip through the north (Nineveh, Nimrud, Hatra, and Erbil). Miguel Civil and I have remained 
on the site with Carl and Irene Haines, who arrived in Iraq a few days ago. 

About half the staff arrived shortly after me in the middle of December. We found everyone friendly and 
helpful. Permits and other papers were obtained with ease. Only the long period during which we have not worked 
here has produced headaches. I found that I had to pay for four past years of license plates and insurance for the 
Landrover that has sat on blocks in the garage. I also had to appear in traffic court in Hilla to release our driver, 
Jabbar Nasr, from arrest. On my orders, he had resurrected the Landrover somehow and got it to run. He was driving 
it to Baghdad and was stopped in Hilla because his plates were dated 1968. Repairs on the car brought on another 
headache. Maybe a migraine. 

Arriving at Nippur on December 22, we found a large dune on the south side of the house and a gigantic one 
on the north. One could jump from the northern dune onto the roof. Several of the windows were blocked by the 
sand. However, little sand was actually inside the rooms because the house had been sealed with bricks and mud mortar 
when it was last closed. The inner courtyards, however, were knee-deep. It took about a week to clean out the interiors 
and set up the rooms for occupancy. A road-grader sent by the local governor took down the outside dune in two days. 

In case all this mention of sand makes one think we are destined to work forever between dunes, let me give 
you the good news. The dunes are moving away from Nippur. Whereas, in 1964, when I first saw the site, the mound 
stood in a sea of dunes, with only about a quarter of the surrounding area in fields, today more than three quarters of 
the area is cultivated. It is easy to drive around the mound, even without four-wheel-drive. There are substantial dunes 
on the mound in places, especially in the ancient channel that cuts through the site, and sand will continue to be a 
problem, but it will be much less so from now on. 

The landscape seems rather familiar to some of the staff. Five of the twelve are students from the University of 
Arizona. They came expecting rather Spartan accommodations and found the expedition house startling. Perhaps it is 
just as well that for the first week we were unable to use the running water and indoor toilets. The sand dunes made it 
impossible to open drains, traps, etc. Also, in the first week, customs still held our shipment with the spark plugs that 
were necessary to produce electricity with our generator. 

Our work in December and early January was somewhat hampered by the fact that this is a time of holidays. 
There were six days off in the first eighteen, plus three Fridays, which are also days off. If we work on these days, we 
must pay double. If we hire Sherqatis, the trained pickmen who are essential, we must pay their way to the site, then 
back to Sherqat for the major four-day holiday, then back to Nippur. Since a good part of two weeks are used up in 
any dig getting a routine fixed, and railroad laid, I brought in only one Sherqati to oversee the laying of track and to do 
some limited digging. I also hired only twenty local men. Any local men must be paid for the holidays. When the holi
day is over, in three days, we will hire about fifty men and our full complement of six or seven Sherqatis will arrive. 
In short, our first three weeks of work have brought us to the following position: we have our railroad in place, we have 
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cleill.ned the site we intend to dig, we know something of the stratigraphy in the area, and we can get to work full scale 
without a lot of preliminaries. 

As I was able to indicate to some of you in an after-dinner session before I left Chicago, we are concentrating 
this season on the West Mound of Nippur. This is an area that has not been touched by Chicago. We have chosen one 
particular spot, the "Court of Columns" that was uncovered by Pennsylvania in 1889-1890. This building, of Seleucid 
date, is supposed to lie directly over Kassite (Second Millenium B.C.) levels. A short distance to one side of this build
ing Pennsylvania found more than three hundred Kassite administrative tablets. It is our hope that by cutting below the 
Sele ucid building, we can discover a major Kassite administrative center. Relatively little is known of the Kassites, and 
anything we can add will be very important. 

Our first look at the Seleucid building, or rather the large rectangular hole (about 50 x 100 meters) that 
Pennsylvania left, gave us nothing but a lot of drifted sand and some stumps of walls emerging from it. We have re
moved the sand, which was in places more than ten feet deep, and have found that Pennsylvania removed almost all 
vestiges of the Seleucid building. We also found that the extensive trenches shown in various publications did not go as 
deep as indicated. Thus, we seem to have a situation in which the late building is not in our way and we have relatively 
undisturbed lower levels to deal with. 

During the last week, the Haineses and the remainder of the student staff (most from Chicago), flew into 
Baghdad. I look around the dining room occasionally and am appaled by the number of people here. Then, I balance 
off the grocery bill with the amount of work we will be able to do, especially in the various specialized fields some of 
us are trained in. I also remember that it has rained only once since we got here, and there is no sign of a change in the 
weather. The farmers might be able to pray us out of work for some days, but the next two months should be very 
productive. This is a good, enthusiastic crew, the workmen are the best in Iraq, we are in a place that is not overlaid by 
Parthian, and we have a secret ingredient in Carl Haines, who knows everything there is to know about Nippur. I expect 
that in about two weeks, I can write a newsletter with real news. 

Sincerely yours, 

McGuire Gibson 

P.S. By the way, Iraq is at present very enthusiastic about tourists, and you will find a cordial welcome wherever you 
might go. 
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Oriental Newsletter No. 8 (1972-1973) 

Dear Members: 

Chicago House, Luxor 
22 January 1973 

Mid-season is the time when the field director must sit down and take stock of the progress of the work of the 
expedition over the past three months and also look ahead to determine how during the remainder of the season work 
outstanding can best be completed. One of the requirements of the American Research Center in Egypt - Smithsonian 
grant, which supports so much of our operations in Egypt, is an interim progress report, the writing of which affords the 
field director the opportunity to reflect about problems and their solution. To be sure, the recording of individual scenes 
and inscriptions of a monument as vast as the Temple of Khonsu daily provides all sorts of epigraphic puzzles that must 
be solved as part of the routine of copying and collating the material. Especially during the first half of the season the 
mechanics of down-to-earth epigraphy occupy most of the Egyptologists' time so that reflection about broader problems 
must await mid-season. 

With the material for the first volume of the Temple of Khonsu just nearing completion, it is now possible to 
survey the mass of the documentation bearing upon the kingship of Herihor at the very end of the New Kingdom, about 
ll 00 B.C. The initial publication of the wall and column scenes from the court of the temple will include almost all 
the representations of Herihor as king that are extant, so that it will now be possible for the first time for scholars to 
assess the iconographic import of the documentation on a quantitative as well as a qualitative basis. Many of the scenes 
in the court are at first glance run-of-the-mill depictions of King Herihor offering to a god with hieroglyphic inscriptions 
giving often uninspired speeches of the deity to Herihor. In the temple there are over one hundred representations of 
King Herihor, and some interesting observations can be made regarding the iconography associated with his claim to 
kingship. 

In only three scenes does Herihor wear a crown or headdress that is of non-ecclesiastic nature. In 97 percent of 
the scenes his headdress is a close-fitting skull-cap that is worn by a king when his function as high priest is emphasized. 
In the Great Hypostyle Hall of Karnak, for example, the pharaohs Sethos I and Ramesses II are shown wearing this skull
cap while they stride beside the sacred bark of Amon. In nine of the scenes at the Temple of Khonsu the priestly aspect 
of Herihor's kingship is conveyed by his wearing the leopard-skin, often found cloaking figures of non-royal High Priests 
of Amon. The weight of this iconographic evidence, together with the fact that Herihor's prenomen always remained 
"High Priest of Amon", strongly suggests that when Herihor became king, he did not abdicate his position as High Priest 
of Amon. 

The three scenes where he wears other crowns or headdresses can easily be explained, because in these scenes he 
is not functioning in his priestly role. At his coronation he wears the double crown of Upper and Lower Egypt, while 
at his baptism he has donned the so-called Nubian wig, commonly worn by pharaohs of the New Kingdom. The third 
scene, in which Herihor wears the Red Crown of Lower Egypt, shows him in a royal dance or run carrying staves and a 
bird. This is a type of ritual that is definitely royal and is not known to have been performed by a high priest. It is 
interesting, however, that two related royal rituals, the Vasenlauf and Ruderlauf, are transformed in the reliefs at Khonsu 
into priestly rites. Instead of Herihor wearing a distinctly royal headdress and boldly running the vases or ship's gear, 
he wears the high priestly skull-cap and adopts the quiet stance of an officiant before the god. 

The significance of this evidence for the nature of Herihor's kingship becomes especially apparent when one com
pares the decoration of the court of the Temple of Khonsu with what is found in earlier temples of the New Kingdom. 
To be sure, there are innumerable scenes of pharaohs serving a god, but only occasionally in such ritual scenes, and not 
before the reign of Sethos I of the Nineteenth Dynasty, is the king shown with the skull-cap. Rather a wide variety of 
royal non-ecclesiastic crowns and headdresses characterizes representations of the officiating king prior to the time of 
Herihor. 

This iconographic evidence from the Temple of Khonsu tends to support the view that Herihor always remained 
high priest and never ruled independently. In fact, the last Ramesside king, Ramesses XI, appears to have survived him by 
a number of years. There are, however, two inscriptions in the court, one on a architrave recently recorded by us, that 
speak about Herihor's construction of the riverine bark of Amon of cedar of Lebanon. These two inscriptions together 
with what we know from the famous account of Herihor's envoy Wenamon and his trip to Byblos to secure lumber for 
this very barge do present some chronological problems with regard to the decoration of the court of the Temple of Khonsu 
and the length of Herihor's rein. There are some reasons for believing that his claims to have built a new bark were perhaps 
inscribed in anticipation, especially since one of the text occurs within the context of the great Feast of Opet that is por-
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trayed on the west wall of the court. From several earlier versions of the Feast of Opet there are similar texts relating to 
the construction of new barks, and the possibility exists that Herihor may have been anticipating his achievement of the 
task on the basis of earlier patterns. Indeed in going over the texts of Herihor's version of the Feast of Opet, we have 
recently succeeded in locating some earlier textual parallels that enable us to complete some of the lacunae. One is from 
an unstudied text accompanying a procession of the bark of Amon under Ramesses II in the Great Hypostyle Hall, while 
an earlier block of Tutankhamon, extracted from the core of the Second Pylon at Karnak, supplies another textual 
parallel. Apparently under Tutankhamon two versions of the Feast of Opet were carved, one at Luxor and the other 
at Karnak. 

In determining the date of the scenes from the fill of the Second Pylon, we have benefited from discussions with 
two of our house guests, Mr. Bernard Bothmer of the Brooklyn Museum and his assistant Mr. Patrick Cardon, both here to 
advise on the display of objects in the new Luxor Museum. Consideration of the Tutankhamon material at Karnak and of 
a puzzling scene on the rear of the Third Pylon, where the figure of a second king behind Amenhotep III has been erased; 
has led us back to reliefs in the Temple of Luxor. The problems of changing art styles beginning with the last years of 
Amenhotep III and into the post-Amarna period are especially evident in the much neglected reliefs of the entrance to the 
Tutankhamon colonnade. Observing two specialists in Egyptian art at work on the problems of dating has been especially 
instructive. One gets the impression that the resolution of some of the recalcitrant problems in Egyptian history may rest 
with those concerned with the minutiae of Egyptian art history and iconography. In the work of our expedition we strive 
not only to make accurate copies of the textual material for philologists and historians but also to render the subtleties of 
Egyptian relief so that stylistic analysis can be made by the art historian. Although Egyptian relief superficially appears 
two-dimensional, it does possess three-dimensional plastic qualities which are of interest to the art specialist. How best to 
render subtle nuances in the carving on a two-dimensional drawing is a matter of concern to those engaged in the recording 
of monuments. 

We do not want to leave the impression that the staff of Chicago House is no longer involved in the recording of 
longer hieroglyphic texts. The Temple of Khonsu does contain some rather lengthy inscriptions. Much of the work this 
season has been concentrated upon the collation of the drawings of the dedicatory texts of the architraves in the court and 
first hypostyle hall as well as an oracular text of the Twenty-first Dynasty. Unfortunately there are many lacunae in this 
inscription of fifty lines and the traces of signs are often difficult to interpret, but Mr. Charles Van Siclen has succeeded in 
obtaining very good readings through his careful study of the text and his reconstruction of lost portions will enable one to 
understand what is going on in the oracular proceedings surrounding a property settlement. Our other Egyptologist, Mr. 
William Murnane, has been especially active in the collation of the architraves and in brining our dictionary files up to date. 
Both Chuck and Bill are currently working on their doctoral dissertations. Chuck is gathering material pertaining to the 
reign of Amenhotep II, parts of whose shrine were reused in the Temple of Khonsu, and Bill is checking the temple walls 
for evidence of coregencies, the subject of his dissertation. 

Among our visitors this season we were once again privileged to have Professor and Mrs. John A. Wilson. Professor 
Wilson, who is the new president of the American Research Center in Egypt, is also an advisor to the Akhenaton block 
project of the University of Pennsylvania. While John was busy with his research, his wife Mary served as a good will 
ambassador for Chicago House on her frequent visits to the many little shops in town. 

We wish we could send you some of the sunshine and warmth of Luxor at this time of year. 

Sincerely yours, 

Edward F. Wente 
Field Director 
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Dear Friends, 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

1155 E. 58TH STREET • CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS 

Issued c01ifidcntially to 1/ICI/lbers and fricllds 

Not for publicatio11 

Nippur 
February 10, 1973 

Since my last newsletter, we've moved a lot of dirt and have a much better idea of where we are. As planned, 
this eleventh season at Nippur was supposed to concentrate on Kassite remains in an area where administrative tablets 
were found by Pennsylvania in 1889. In this place, we have our main operation, a large rectangular trench under what 
had been a large Seleucid Pillared Hall. Nothing remains of the Seleucid building, having been taken apart sometime 
after 1928 to build somebody's house, or some bridge. No one knows what happened to the building, but Carl Haines 
tells me it wasn't there when he first saw the site in 1948. Our excavation is in only the central part of the building. 
To give you an idea of the size of the original structure, it is no exaggeration to say that it was about three times 
larger than the Oriental Institute. 

In some notes of the Pennsylvania expedition, the Kassite levels were said to be about two meters below the 
level of the Pillared Hall. We're down five meters in one square, and are still in Nee-Babylonian. But, we're finally 
hitting some Kassite pottery, and the end may be in sight. On another side of the trench, we have come upon a real 
surprise. This is a temple of Achaemenid date. Apparently, one cannot escape temples in this city of temples. The 
structure, which is really only a chapel, was preserved to two courses of mud brick and the finds in it were meager, 
but one was important. This is a white stone plaque with a female figure in Egyptian style, with a head of Bes above it. 
On the reverse is an inscription in Egyptian hieroglyphics. Miguel Civil, who has abilities not suspected, tells me this is 
an incantation. 

We have proceeded to go down in the temple area and have found an earlier, much larger building, perhaps 
another temple of Nee-Babylonian date. So far, we have the outside walls with two large buttresses and about a 
foot ofplaster. 

A little to the south of our main excavation, we have a strategraphic pit going down more than six meters. 
After thick layers of Seleucid, Achaemenid and Nee-Babylonian date, we expected to get Kassite. However, we came 
to a sterile sand lens, and under it was Old Babylonian, Ur III, Akkadian and Early Dynastic. We are currently 
puzzling out a complex mess of cuts and walls built of plano-convex mud bricks. We are well above water level, and 
hope to find earlier material before we are forced to end the operation. So far, this one trench has given us most of 
the graves found, as well as thousands of pot sherds, and two very interesting Nee-Babylonian medical commentaries. 

Over a ridge, on the southern end of the West Mound, we have a third trench. Here, in an area much in
vestigated by Pennsylvania, the surface was littered with Kassite pottery. A more like spot could not be asked, and 
the site for the trench seemed undisturbed by Pennsylvania. However, on the first day, we found no less than four 
tunnels_ Penn was coming in from the side. After about a meter, we began to find the walls of a large house. 
However, this proved to be Old Babylonian. The Kassite had eluded us again. We found much Old Babylonian 
material. We discovered Ur III tablets in Pennsylvania debris. This is some six meters above the level of the plain. 
Early material so high up comes as a great surprise, and a welcome one indeed. There is even some chance of finding 
Ubaid levels on this end of the mound, since sherds and other material of this date are found in some numbers. 

At the moment, at midpoint in the dig, it would seem that vk've ended up with a non-Kassite enterprise. 
But we are going to be able to add substantively to the history of glazed pottery from Nee-Babylonian to Seleucid. 
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We seem certain to expose a large Nee-Babylonian building, perhaps a temple, under our Achaemenid chapel. We may 
even find a Kassite version under that. Of course, if things go as they often do, we'll find the interesting things just 
as we have to leave. 

We've been visited by the officials of the Directorate General of Antiquities, •Nho seemed pleased with the 
work and expressed the hope that we would continue to work on the West Mound. They would like us to return 
every year. We suggested that for the next season we continue the main area and put search trenches in various parts 
of the mound to give a better idea of the material available. We also want to look for the city wall in places where 
it is not visible and to investigate the lower parts of the mound, where there may have been private houses, gardens, 
etc. We are, in short, proposing a concerted program of excavation to make clear the history and growth of the city. 
Meanwhile we continue our work and await developments. As they occur, I'll inform you of them. 

Additional Notes 

Sincerely yours, 

McGuire Gibson 
Director, Nippur 

February 16, 1973 

I must add to this letter a touch of sadness. Two days ago, a religious holiday, we did not work. That night, 
at about 10, I was awakened by one of the Sherqati pickmen, saying that one of them, Saleh Hussayn Dakkhil, was 
very ill. I sent our driver to take Saleh to the doctor. A little later, the driver returned saying that Saleh had died 
of a heart attack on the way into Afak. I closed the dig for the next day and, with the Sherqatis, saw to the issuing 
of official papers. The Sherqatis then left for Sherqat, a town in the north near Mosul, with the body. 

Saleh Hussayn was a very special Sherqati and I feel his loss greatly. He was one of the old Sherqatis, about 
seventy, and he had begun digging at Khorsabad as a young man. He worked in the Diyala with Frankfort and 
Delougaz. He was at Jarmo. He was at Nippur many seasons. He was one of the really good, first-class pickmen, 
and one of the few remaining men of his generation. He talked a lot, had many stories and strong opinions. Among 
a group of men known for their discretion, Saleh stood as a man who said pretty much what he thought. He could 
cause a bit of trouble for this way, but the fun he brought to a dig, plus his expertise, made up for that. He was a 
marvelous, wilfull, self-appreciating man who refused to be old. He, more than other Sherqatis, was a clearly defined 
personality. Anyone who ever knew him must miss him. 

February 20, 1973 

This one can be a little happier. Today, in the trench on the southern end of the mound, we found a 
Kassite tablet in a building of impressive size. This structure has baked brick pavements in places. The tablet, 
actually. a fragment, is a list of garments. We are expanding this trench and hope that Penn's tunnels have not 
cut up the building too much. 
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Nippur 
March 11, 1973 

Dear Friends, 

The Nippur season is drawing to a close, and it is probably just as well. We're starting to repeat stories and 
the weather is getting warmer than necessary. Three months is an optimum season. You're just on the brink of 
getting tired of it all, but you've been digging long enough to know really what is happening in the holes. 

In the last letter, I was finally able to say that we had gotten to Kassite levels. Now, we can say that we 
are in Kassite levels in about four places, and that in our main operation we have buttressed and niched walls that 
indicate either temples or palaces in five different periods. I wrote before of the Achaemenid temple in which we 
found the Egyptian stone plaque or amulet. Below that building, we found one wall of a massive Nee-Babylonian 
building, hopefully a palace or administrative center. We have dug below that wall and now know that there are 
two earlier versions of that building, the earlier being Kassite. We're still trying to find foundation deposits, or 
something inside a room, to determine the exc:.ct nature of the building. Our main difficulty is that the structure, 
or rather the three versions of it, lie almost entirely under the huge dune that borders our working area. We have 
been able to cut down into the end of one room within the walls. In the next two days, we will know whether the 
room can tell us anything. 

In our other large operation, on the south end of the mound, we have unearthed a large Old Babylonian 
house built of baked bricks. In the courtyard, we were lucky enough to find a fireplace and many whole and frag
mentary pots lying as they were left. Everything was mapped in place and we hope to be able to work out the 
functions of different parts of the court from the types of vessels and other utensils found. We have also collected 
soil samples from the floor for analysis. In following the floor through a doorway, we came into a small room. 
Here we found several fragments of cuneiform tablets. Some of these were Sumerian literary texts, which made 
Miguel Civil happy. Along with the Sumerian tablets were found two economic texts dated to the 34th and 35th 
years of Hammurabi and one from the 13th year of Samsuiluna. These items date the other tablets, the pottery, 
and the building. Vernon Grubish, a graduate student from Northwestern, has been in charge of this operation and 
hopes to work up the pottery in a detailed fashion not normally done in Mesopotamia. The dating of this building 
between the years 1758 and 1736 B.C. gives him a firm anchor on which to tie his sherd sequence. 

Our work in this last phase of the season is a bit schizophrenic. We're trying to find out as much as possible 
in the little time left, while thinking of shutting down. Thus, while the potsherds pour in by the hundreds, and new 
walls show up every day, we're already bagging things for shipment, putting objects in boxes, making up an inventory 
of furniture and tools in the house, and so forth. We want as many men as possible working on the site, but at the 
same time must take some off to begin making repairs on the sheds in which we store the railroad and on the dig 
house. These buildings are of mud brick with mud plaster, and every eight or ten years, they must be replastered at 
least in part. The dig house is now eight years old, and there are many places where the mud brick shows. It will 
take six wagon loads of dirt that must be brought from a special place where there is no salt in the land, two wagon 
loads of straw, and five men about three days to replaster the house. We must also brick up all the windows to pro
tect the house from the elements as well as theft. This sort of work will be done from about the eighteenth to the 
twentieth. Actual digging will stop on the eighteenth, although we may keep one or two pick-men working for a day 
or so to resolve little problems. Most of the men will be busy hauling the railroad back over the half-kilometer trach 
of sand dunes to the sheds. The actual hauling will be done by hand, using ropes, and will take only a day, I think. 
Once at the sheds, each car, each rail must be bathed in oil and stored. This will use up at least another day. We 
expect, however, to bid our workmen goodbye on the twentieth or twenty-first. 

While the house is repaired and the railroad put away, we'll also be busy finishing pot drawings, making latex 
molds of tables and objects, and packing things. We should be in Baghdad by about the twenty-third. 

It's always a bit sad to end a season. We've enjoyed ourselves, and have gotten a lot of work done in a 
friendly atmosphere. Conditions for work are as good as I have ever experienced here. We've ended up leaving a lot 
of big questions unanswered, and must look at our excavation in terms of four or five seasons of work. You just 
can't untangle all those building levels and a complicated stratigraphy in a shorter time. This season has shown us 
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what some of the possibilities are and we now know where productive work can be done next season. It is clear that 
we must turn to machinery to solve some of our problems, such as the big dune. The days of readily available, cheap 
labor are past. 

The dig staff has worked out very well. Although from different background<> and universities, we have been 
able to work together with a minimum of difficulty. We have taken various samples for analysis and the work of the 
season will continue in labs at home. We had the good fortune to have with us for a week a pollen specialist named 
Peter Mehringer, who is a professor of Earth Sciences at Washington State University. Dr. Mehringer was on a dig in 
Nubia and consented to join us to look the situation over. He visited some of the swamps near Nippur, looking for a 
good site to take core samples. With the right sort of sample, a pollen man can determine ancient climates. The swamps 
turned out to be dried up and blown away, or the wrong sort. However, Mehringer did take about a hundred samples 
from levels in our excavations and should be able to tell us a great deal about the Nippur area through time. 

We also enjoyed visits from about twenty five people from the various embassies in Baghdad, from the new 
German expedition to Isin, just twenty miles away, and many others. Most of all, we enjoyed having Betty Tieken 
and the Livingoods. Also, Bob Adams was able to take one day from a crowded program of research in the Baghdad 
Museum to visit the site. He brought with him one fine story. As you know, Bob brought out with him in 1968 a 
Terratiger. This yellow fiberglass all-terrain vehicle is specially adapted to run over dunes as well as float. For survey 
it is very useful. In order to save money on customs, the vehicle was brought in not as a car but as a steamboat! 
Now, it turns out that Bob owes a good deal of money to the government for a steamboat license. You can't win! 
We have christened the craft The Delta Queen and can no longer view it without thoughts of gentlemen in white suits, 
ladies in crinoline, and buckets of mint julep. 

Sincerely, 

Mac Gibson 
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Cablts: ORINST CHICAGO 

Dear Hembers: 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

CHICAGO • ILLINOIS 60637 

December, 1973 

11S5 BAST PIPTY-mGHTH STRBBT 

A series of eight illustrated lectures on "The History and Culture of Ancient 
Anatolia from the Late Third Millennium to the Persian Conquest" will be given 
by Paul Zirnansky, a doctoral candidate in Near Eastern Archaeology". The survey 
lectures will begin on Tuesday, February 5, 1974, and continue on consecutive 
Tuesdays through Harch 26, 1974, and will be held from 5:30 to 7:00 P.Mo in Room 
208 on the second floor of the Oriental Institute. The price is $30.00 per person 
for members and $45.00 per person for non-memberso 

In these illustrated lectures, the cultures of the Late Bronze Age as epitomized 
at Alaca HUyUk and Kultepe and the impact made upon them by the Assyrian Trading 
Colonies, ca. 1950-1750 B.C., will be discussed. These cultures were followed by 
the assumption of power by the Hittites, an Indo-European speaking people, whose 
rule encompasses the so-called Old Kingdom and Empire Periods, ca. 1650-1190 B.C. 
The Late Hittite Period, 1190-700 B.C., saw the rise of the Phrygian kingdom in 
the west and the Urartian culture in the east of Anatolia. Also to be examined 
is the political organization, architecture, art, and language of these various 
periods, their interconnections, and their relations with other civilizations of 
the ancient Near East down to the Persian conquesto 

If you are interested in this series, will you please fill in the form at the 
bottom of the page, tear it off, and mail it with your cheque made out to the. 
Oriental Institute to: 

Mrs. John Livingood, 1155 East 58th st., Chicago, Illinois 6o637. 

We hope that you will be able to join us for this interesting series of lectures 
starting on Tuesday, February 5th. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. John Livingocd, Museum Secretary 

There ar·e still some reservations open for the 
ORIENTAL INSTITUTE'S MUSEUM TOUR 
TO Berlin, Leningrad, Moscow, Florence 
Turin, Paris, London, and Oxford on 

May 2 to 23, 1974 
If you don't have a brochure, please write! 

I We are enclosing a cheque for $30.00 , $6o.oo , $45.00 for the 
illustrat~d lecture aeries on "The History and Mture of AnCient Anatolia from 
the Late ~hird Millennium to the Persian Conquest" to be held on February 5 through 
March 26,1974, in Room 208 of the Oriental Institute at 5:30 P.M. 

Name Phone 
--------------------------------------------

Adress -------------------------------------------------------- Zip --------

Thank you. 
·, 
i 
I 
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archeological 

No. 4: January, 1974 

Denr Friends, 

THE ORIENTAL 
THE UNIVERSITY 
ll55 E. 58TH STREET 

newsletter 

INSTITUTE 
OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO, 11 60637 

Issued confidentially to members and friends 
Not for publication 

Baghdad, December 23, 1973 

The 12th Nippur season is over. We stopped actual digging on the 15th, took down and 
stored the railroad and other equipment on the 16th and 17th, and finished work in the house by 
the 20th. 

Those of you who have follmved our progress thro\lgh the last campaign and this know th?t 
we are concentrating our efforts in two locations, WA and WB, on the ~~est Mound at Nippur. Last 
season (1972-73) at WA, in looking for the building that would have housed a major archive of 
Kassite administrative tablets, we came upon the outer wall of a major niched and buttressed 
structure. Being hampered by a huge sand dune, we were unable to investigate much of the build
ing last year, but did recover from part of a room several excellent cylinder seals and an in
scribed stone axe dedicated to a deity whose name began with Nin-x. On the basis of this find, 
we concluded that the building, or rather the series of rebuildings d~ting from pre-Kassite to 
Nco-Babylonian times (c. 1800-500 B.C.), was a temple. The findspot of the Kassite archive, 
reported as lying farther to the west by the University of Pennsylvania Expedition of 1889, was 
not reached. 

Area WB, some 200 meters south of WA, yielded Old Babylonian private houses, several in
teresting economic tablets, and a good series of pottery. 

This season, beginning in late September, we resumed work at WA, clearing as much of the 
sand dune from above the temple as we could. When we arrived we could barely see the outer wall 
of the temple. Road construction in the district made it impossible to rent earth moving equip
ment, so we had to proceed with hand-powered railroad cars and the steady, enduring labor of 
Afak workmen. By the end of the season, we had exposed an area more than 20 meters by 20 meters. 
An idea of the height of the dune at this point can be gotten from the fact that a small shrub 
high up on the dune turned out to be growing on top of a Seleucid wall that rested on our Nee
Babylonian temple and was over ten meters high. 

In the area cleared of dune, we exposed eight rooms of the uppermost (Nee-Babylonian) 
building. Careful excavation made it plain that there had been two major fires and rebuildings 
of this space. On the plaster floors, we found almost no objects and very few sherds. Even 
after the fires, evidenced by charred roof beams six feet long, all objects had apparently been 
removed. 

We thought we had reached the sanctuary of the temple when we discovered black and white 
striped paint on the walls of one room. However, the expected sanctuary plan and installations 
did not materialize and we found yet another room with similar painting. It is clear from the 
plan thus far known that the building is very large and that we have exposed perhaps one fourth 
or less of it. We still do not have an outside door. The general communication lines tend to 
suggest a focus farther under the dune, of course. 

A meter below the Nee-Babylonian temple we found evidence of a version of the temple that 
was to have been built some time after Kassite and before Nee-Babylonian times but was never 
finished. We cannot be more precise in dating this non-building because there was no floor, no 
foundation deposit, no distinctive pottery, and not even walls. What we have is a mud brick 
platform laid down inside an older, assuredly Kassite temple. At the time the platform was laid 
down, the walls of the Kassite building were cut back about a foot to allow the new builders to 
lay in a new face and plaster it over. But that is as far as the project went. 

The Kassite temple (c. 1400-1300 B.C.) was a well laid-out building, but again we found 
little from it because the later builders had cut away or disturbed the floors. 

Under the Kassite temple was a thick layer of ashy debris, in places a meter deep. In 
these ashes we found numerous fragments of school tablets. Miguel Civil dates these to Kassite 
times. The pottery found with them, however, looks like Old Babylonian (c. 1800 B.C.). We may 
have a very early Kassite level, going back to say 1600 B.C., with pottery that is transitional 
from Old Babylonian. If this dating is true, it is extremely important. Very early Kassite 
material is rare and almost unknown. 

Under the ash levels there is an earlier version of the temple on a very different plan 
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from those above. It was at this level that we found the seals and stone axe last season. 
Clearing more of the room in which those objects had originated, we found four more cylinder 
seals, several copper crescents, beads, a bronze dog figurine, and the head of a stone statue. 
The pottery associated with these finds fits best in the Isin-Larsa period. The room in which 
these finds were made is a long rectangular chamber. The doorway leading into the room is doub
ly recessed, an indication of special importance for a room. Outside the chamber there is a 
courtyard paved around at least two edges with baked bricks. We were not able to expose much of 
this court, but in the debris we found a fragment of a baked clay human foot, more than lifesize. 

In another room of this phase we found a cache of beads, jewelry, copper ornaments, cres
cents, and cylinder seals thrust down into a door socket as if hurriedly concealed. The door
post, of wood, was found charred inside the doorsocket with the objects around it. 

The burning of the doorpost is associated with a fire that left burned debris on a floor 
in two other rooms of this building. Among charcoal remains of roofbeams and reed mats were 
whole pots and dozens of stone, shell, and gold beads, strewn at random as if dropped or fallen. 
Also, and more important, were a bronze dagger, a superb cylinder seal, and a fragment of stone 
vase dedicated to the god Nin-Shubur. Our hope of naming the god to whom the temple was dedicatee 
is not, however, realized in this find. The deity Nin-x from last year cannot be Nin-Shubur. 
It may be that this temple is dedicated to more than one deity, or that these bits of stone were 
collected from earlier temples for recutting and reuse in a more important god's temple. The 
finding of more than eight crescents in various levels might suggest that we have the temple of 
the moon god, but this evidence is too slim to work with. We looked for foundation deposits,(.:~ 
inscribed pivot stones, and the like, but none were found. When we return and find the main Eh:Ji)~ 
trance and the sanctuary, the name of the deity should be clear. What is evident is that the 
Isin-Larsa level is extraordinarily productive, and that if we can get permission to remove the 
later walls, which the Department of Antiquities has an idea of restoring for the tourist trade, 
we may obtain information of a quanticyand quality gotten from only a few sacred structures such 
as the Early Dynastic levels of the Inanna Temple. 

In our other working area, WB, fine results were obtained. Here we more than tripled the 
horizontal exposure done last season in order to get down to Old Babylonian houses. In clearing 
the upper levels, badly cut by Pennsylvania in the last century, we made the single most spec
tacular find, the hoard of more than a hundred letters and other tablets placed around a jar 
burial. Consensus among the cuneiform people at Chicago seems to put them at about 700 B.C. 
In further clearance, hundreds of fragments of other cuneiform tablets were found, mostly from 
Pennsylvania backfill, that is, dirt tossed aside as they worked. These fragments are certainly 
Kassite, bearing dates of the kings Kudur-Enlil (1264-1256 B.C.) and Shagarakti-Shuriash (1255-
1243 B.C.) and are records of commodities held or disbursed from central stores. Judi Franke, 
working closely with John Sanders, our architect, was able to reconstruct from the bits of wall 
left by Pennsylvania part of a very large Kassite building, of which we have touched only a small 
portion. Looking at knolls of the tell close by, it is possible to suggest that this building 
may have been as much as 80 meters along one side. Surely we are dealing with a major Kassit . 
administrative building; not the one we expect to find at WA, but another, maybe more importan't:.' 
one, too badly destroyed to understand fully. 

Judi, whose area this was, completely exposed one unusually large Old Babylonian house, 
with several courtyards, many bread ovens, and a complicated history of use. Doors were blocked 
and unblocked, rooms changed through time. The functions of individual rooms may, hopefully, be 
reconstructed by a careful study of such changes in the architecture itself, plus analyses of 
pottery and sherds found in the rooms. Many soil samples were collected from various floors and 
rooms, and these will be analyzed to give some clue as to use. They will also furnish evidence 
of environmental conditions and changes. In WB, and also in WA, latrine samples were taken and 
will be analyzed to give indications of ancient diet and disease. 

It is our hope to return to Nippur next year to continue our work on these areas, and also 
on other locations. A lot is still to be learned about the history of settlement at the city, 
the location of the city wall, functions of various areas within the city, and so on. But this 
will take years and a concerted program. Your continued support makes planning of such a project 
possible. This last season, being notified suddenly that we could return to Nippur in September 
and being short of funds, we made a special request for emergency aid from some members of the 
Institute. That aid was generous and allowed us to work. As mentioned in my last newsletter, 
we designated specific days for these particular donors. The days and work are as follows: 

Oct. 4 

Oct. 7 

Anonymous Donor. Moved a lot of sand, began to get into two rooms of the Nee-Babylonian 
Temple in WA, found a burial in WB. Temperature over 120°Fahrenheit. 
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylord Donnelley. This is the day we were in Baghdad being told we had 
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48 hours to leave Iraq. At Nippur we had left the men under the foremen to move Penn
sylvania dump. During lunch, one of the workmen touched the side of the trench we made 
last year and dozens of tablet fragments fell into his lap. This was the beginning of 
our find of more than a hundred letters and other documents dating to about 700 B.C. 

Oct. 17 Mrs. G. Corson Ellis. Still more sand removed. Uncovered an ancient Achaemenid trash 
pit in WA, from which came whole pots, beads, and a superb unbaked clay plaque of a 
woman holding a basket of dates (?). Certainly Egyptian in origin. 

Oct. 22 Anonymous Donor. In WA, while removing Achaemenid debris, found two Seleucid burials, 
one in the shape of an elongated baked clay bathtub with a cover. Several whole vesselE 
Next day, near this burial, found inscribed stone vessel with Greek inscription. In WB, 
still trying to understand the mess above the Old Babylonian level. 

Nov. 5 Mr. and Mrs. Theodore D. Tieken. Still moving sand. In WA, removed most of debris fron 
above the Kassite level in two rooms. Found yet another latrine drain. Discovered two 
snakes, which the men insisted are examples of the snake with two heads. They are blue 
and fat and about 10 inches long. In WB, found about a dozen fragments of Kassite ad
ministrative tablets, which had begun to appear a day or so before. 

Nov. 11 Anonymous Donor. Sand moving almost done. In WA, working in ash levels below Kassite 
temple, found tablet fragments and whole pots. 

Nov. 14 Mr. and Mrs. Gaylord Donnelley. In WA, clearing fill from below Neo-Babylonian level, 
going to Kassite. In one room, just clearing to floor of Neo-Babylonian, found some 
glass and a few beads. In WB, removing Kassite walls from above Old Babylonian house. 
In all, not the greatest day. 

Nov. 15 Mrs. G. Corson Ellis. In WA, a lot of sand fell into one of the rooms next to the dune 
and had to be removed. In one place, excavating ash layers under Kassite temple, few 
tablet fragments. In WB, a copper vessel found in an Achaemenid drain cutting through 
earlier levels. 

Nov. 17- Anonymous Donor. A very good week, especially for WA. Here, in Neo-Babylonian temple 
22 rooms, found many stone, metal, and other beads and ornaments, including crescents. In 

a Kassite level, found an object of cast iron, very early for appearance of iron. In 
Isin-Larsa level, found dozens of stone, gold, silver, bronze beads and ornaments on a 
burned floor. In WB, still preparing to investigate the Old Babylonian level, removing 
some of upper levels. Some tablet fragments. 

Nov. 26 Mrs. G. Corson Ellis. In WA, well into Isin-Larsa temple level in one or two rooms. 
Found a very fine Akkadian cylinder seal impression, a very odd stone statuette, many 
beads. In WB, more Kassite tablet fragments along with whole vessels. 

Nov. 27 Mr. and Mrs. Glen A. Lloyd. In WA, working in four or five rooms on Neo-Babylonian, 
Kassite, and pre-Kassite levels simultaneously. Few beads, one gold. In WB, several 
Kassite tablet fragments, some Old Babylonian fragments from inside the house, which 
is now being dug, finally. Small baked clay statuette of mother and child, one of 
finest pieces for the season. 
Mr. and Mrs. Daggett Harvey. In WA, working in levels below and above Kassite. In a 
doorway of the Kassite temple, found a very unusual cylinder seal impression in Kassite 
style. Some tablet fragments from below the temple. In WB, finding whole vessels in 
place where left on floors, alongside walls. 

Dec. 3 Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Byron Smith. Work going very well in both areas. In WA, working 
three rooms of Isin-Larsa temple, find cylinder seal of Early Dynastic date. Good char
coal samples for Carbon 14 dating. In one room of Neo-Babylonian level, found figurine 
of dog nursing pups. Found Seleucid bathtub-type burial in upper levels. In WB, work 
continues inside OB houses. Beginning to understand circulation patterns, blocking of 
doors, etc. Keep finding small bowls buried alongside walls under floors, some sort of 
foundation offering or incantation? 

Dec. 5 Mr. and Mrs. Harvey W. Branigar, Jr. A very good day, although temperature below freez
ing in morning. In WA, work continues in Neo-Babylonian levels on edges of area, and in 
Isin-Larsa temple. Find in one room, on a burned floor, bronze dagger, superb Akkadian 
cylinder seal, fragment of stone vessel dedicated for Ibbi Sin, 24 beads. In a Seleucid 
pit, high up, find glazed frit lion pendant. In WB, work continues on OB house, with 
many whole vessels, two seal impressions. 

Dec. 8 Dr. and Mrs. c. Phillip Miller. In Isin-Larsa temple, WA, found doorsocket with cache of 
bronze, stone, and other jewelry, plus two cylinder seals, one being Akkadian, the other 
Isin-Larsa. In WB house, continue to take down floor by floor, still finding groups of 
bowls and other pots on floor. Fireplaces, ovens, etc. 

Dec. 9 Mr. and Mrs. Theodore D. Tieken. Very cold day. In WA, working in Neo-Babylonian levels 
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as well as in Isin-Larsa. In sanctuary of Isin-Larsa building, a whole Early Dynastic 
seal. Outside the temple proper, in a Seleucid cut, found two Hellenistic seal impres
sions and an Egyptian frit eye. In WB, more whole vessels on floors along with ovens, 
and other fixtures. 

Dec. 13 Mr. and Mrs. Chester D. Tripp. Working against a deadline knowing we are at burned level 
in sanctuary of Isin-Larsa temple in WA. Find a fragmentary copper and gold star-shaped 
ornament, fragments of stone vessels, four bronze crescent ornaments, two Early Dynastic 
cylinder seals, one stamp seal dating to about 3500 B.C., baked clay figurines, bronze 
dog statuette, and a head of a stone statue. All from the burned floor of the sanctuary. 
In WB, finishing up work in OB house, finding yet more whole pottery vessels. 

Dec. 15 Anonymous Donor. Last day of digging. Little to report; WB was closed down on the 13th 
and in WA, we're just finishing up loose ends. Did find a curious stone paving in the 
lowest floor of the Isin·-Larsa sanctuary and in the courtyard, the baked clay foot. 

You may have noticed some skewing in the distribution of these dates. They do tend to clump 
at the end of the season. This was a result of the fact that the break in the season, when we 
almost had to leave Iraq, caused us to reassign several days. 

I hope you can all join us for a lecture I'll be giving at the Institute some time after 
the New Year. The slides should make clear how the finds fit into the general layout of levels. 
I still have to turn over objects to the museum and ship out soil and carbon samples, along with 

',,,;1e bones, so I don't know when I '11 leave Baghdad. 
,. The city is undergoing a winter chill, colder than Nippur, and the stores have Christmas 

decorations, cards, etc. The Kurds are wearing their long, black sheep-skin coats, and the suq 
is full of activity. We've·got invitations from American, British, Austrian, and Czech people 
for various festivities. It's not a bad place to spend the holidays. 
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Dear Friends, 

TilE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
1155 E. :iBTII STREET CIIICAGO, 1160637 

Issued confidentinlly to members and friends 
Not for publication 

Nippur, Nov. 4, 1973 

We've been at Nippur since September 22, and I would have written a newsletter before this, but there have been 
local and international disturbances. For two chilling and frantic days, back in early October, I thought I would be 
writing "Like Bob Adams' kite, the 12th Nippur season got off the ground then came crashing down." Due to a small 
mistake and a lost piece of paper, four of the staff of seven, including me, were told that we had 48 hom.s to leave Iraq. 
This happened before the war broke out and had no connection with it. There were a couple of days of rushing back to 
Nippur to try to close the dig, or reduce it to an expedition of three persons under Judi Franke's direction, or 
something, all very crisis-like. 

On getting back to Baghdad, we found that the war had just broken out and our troubles \Vere render~d minor" by 
comparison. We did find, however, that our snarl could be unraveled and that even with the war on, we would be 
allowed to stay and work. The Director General of Antiquities was able to straighten the matter out. On hearing this, 
we reprieved four rushed back to Nippur to stop the dismantling of the railroad and the shutting down of the dig. Due 
to the continuing of the war we worked with the idea that we should be ready to quit the site at any time. Needless to 
say, just before we heard the original news that we had to leave Iraq, we had found a cache of unbaked cuneiform 
tablets numbering more than 150. Anyone who has dealt with unbaked tablets knows the time and care involved with 
such a find. It takes months to bake, clean, glue, copy, photograph, and make molds of tablets. There we were with 
that pile of fabulous mud and a prospect of 48 hours to work on them. And Ray Tindel, our tablet man, was one of the 
expellees. 

We got the tablets baked, and they are almost all cleaned and repaired. Photographs and molds have been made of 
many of them. The tablets are almost all letters from one man, apparently his business documents. There are also a 
few lexical tablets, one or two that look mathematical, and one large one that may be literary. The date seems to be 
Neo-Babylonian. The context of the cache was very peculiar. First, we found a large jar, and in the earth around it 
were about forty fragments of tablet. These fragments, when baked, cleaned, and glued, made up five large practice 
and lexical tablets. In cleaning around the other side of the jar, we came upon a pile about a foot high and a foot thick of 
unbaked tablets, the 150 letters, etc. It was clear that the tablets from both sides of the jar had been put into a hole 
with the jar, and the jar contained a burial. We conclude that the tablets were being used as fill, just so much trash 
like old ledger books. 

In the time since early October, we have made some visible progress in digging. In our larger area, WA, we've been 
removing an estimated hundred cubic meters of sand each day with the railroad and local shovel men. We found that 
bulldozers or power shovels were either unavailable or extremely expensive to rent and had to resort to manpower to 
move the mountainous dune lying over what we want to dig. The temple we touched last season turns out to be much 
larger than imagined. We've about doubled our exposure and still seem to be in only one corner of the building. The 
rooms are large, rectangular, and for the Neo-Babylonian (c. 500 B.C.) level, were repaired and replastered numerous 
times. The building was burnt twice, and we found charred roof beams, mud plaster from the roof, and large sheets of 
wall plaster. While we wait for our railroad men to open more space to look at more rooms, we are going down inside 
the exposed rooms to investigate Kassite and Old Babylonian (2nd millennium B.C.) levels which last season yielded 
interesting and important objects. We expect to be in these strata in about a week. 
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In WB, the area of Old Babylonian houses found last year, we've been clearing later debris in order to expose a fairly 
sizeable expanse of houses. We have found the going rough because Pennsylvania, in the 1890's, tunneled here exten
sively. We did find the abovementioned cache of tablets in this area, and continue to find chips, fragments, and whole 
tablets, mostly in Penn's backfill. We are hoping that the Old Babylonian level is not as badly disturbed as is the later 
material. One of Penn's tunnels goes down about ten meters and has little galleries opening off it. You could almost 
stand in the main shaft. Even with the tunnels, however, we are getting a good series of pottery, which Judi Franke is 
working on. She does this not only because WB is her particular area, but because she is our "pottery person." Before 
she came out, she put together a corpus of Mesopotamian pottery. It may be the only usable corpus for Mesopotamian 
pottery in existence, and we're adding new types and hope to refine the time periods indicated by sherds. In putting 
together the corpus, Judi had the help of many volunteers, whose names should, I think, be mentioned. Most came 
from the ranks of the docents. They include Jill Maher and her daughter, Lynn Schroeder, Mary Naunton, Bill Crum, 
Lynne Buss, Alice Mulberry, Calla Burhoe, Charlotte Loverde, Muriel Cooney, Kathryn Kimball, Carol Meyer, Cathy 
Cushman, Wendy Keeney, and Judi's mother. We want to thank all these individuals for their time and interest. The 
corpus wouldn't exist without them, and it has been a great success. 

There are other supporters of the expedition who must be thanked for their emergency financial aid, but I will hold 
that for a second newsletter. We have chosen specific days in the course of the season, by lot, and have named a day or 
a number of days for specific persons. The days have ended up scattered through the season. On one of them, we found 
the cache of tablets. On another, we found a drain, moved a lot of sand, and found two deadly snakes. But more of such 
wonderful things next time. 

Sincerely, 
McGuire Gibson 
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